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RAILWAY PASSENGERS

WARDING
Before tendering luggage

.for transport, remove ALL old

labels. Affix fresh labels show=

ing name, address and desti-

nation in BLOCK LETTERS.

Place a spare label similarly

addressed inside each package—

this will help to trace you.

Disregard of these precautions

may mean DEL A'Y and

possibly LOSS.

M. & S. M. RAILWAY
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A Good Resolution

for this

.

New Year!

“I will give a monthly

donation to

H.E.The Governor’s War Fund”
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Turn that frown

into GOOD CHEER!
Life in war is full of trouble Food is dear, servants are hard to keep, fuel

and clothes arc expensive and difficult to get. As for leisure—
where is it ? But you can still turn to tea. Tea is still plentiful

and cheap. A good fresh cup of tea gives you mental ease

and restores tired tissues. Tea gives you peace of mind in a restless-world.

It stimulates but never harms. It is

our own Indian product which

never fails us.

JA INDIAN
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TRANSPORT IN WAR TIME’
By The Hon. Sir EDWARD BENTHALL

* . o :
— —-»

TRANSPORT In war time, as most

other things in war time, is a

headache both to those who are in charge

of it and to those who use it. War not

only brings its problems of moving large

quantities of military stores and personnel,

in addition to the products of industry and

agriculture which are geared up to the

maximum output, but also a vast number

of extra passengers who for one reason or

another are spurred to travel in war time.

Since the early months of 1942, 20 million

more passengers a month are travelling or

over 650,000 every day. It is difficult to

think that all these are travelling purely

on war work. The increase on pre-war

travel has not been in the same proportion

everywhere, in the Punjab it has been

100 per cent, whereas the inward traffic at

Howrah (Calcutta) has curiously enough, in

spite of its proximity to the war, only

been 40 per cent. Military movement in

term3 of special trains has increased 27

times since the start of the war afid the

trend is still upwards.
_

»

But an even more exacting problem is

to carry all the goods offering. Military

stores of awkward shapes and sizes are

crowding the ports and these have to be
cleared instantly. We cannot afford to

have any congestion in the ports and, if

necessary, wagons have to be routed

empty to the ports to clear them when
they might be more economically used in

moving other traffic. Similarly the large

programmes of food movements under the

Food Department’s basic plans have to be
carried out punctually and without fail.

(Incidentally the absence of criticism of
food movements in the recent debates in

the Central Legislature is in itself a tacit

tribute to the rail distribution system).
Coal too is of vital importance and entails

a frequent lock-up of wagons in the main
coalfield areas of Bengal and Bihar because
we cannot afford when coal raisings drop
temporarily, to let the wagons dissipate to
distant corners of India to move cotton
or groundnuts or any other products since
it may take Weeks to get them back when
coal production bounds up suddenly. The
control of wagons is therefore a constantly
changing puzzle of indefinite fluidity,

and necessitates a day and night watch of
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the position by the controlling authorities Unfortunately for the comfort of the

throughout India to ensure that wagons public, Government were forced into the

are in the right place at the right time.

No wonder, then, that travel today is

not exactly a pleasure, that trains some-

times run late and that fewer run than we

could wish. Late running under war

conditions happens in every country

—

England and America are no exceptions

—

and in India recently we have on some

lines been badly handicapped by the bad

quality of the coal supplied. A fireman

cannot keep steam on coal which contains

a large proportion of stone or shale, slack

coal or dust and an engine breakdown for

this reason may not only delay a marl

train but a number of other trains as well.

Not infrequently too the ordinary services

have to be held up to allow priority of

passage to a military special taking troops

or' stores to the front or a food special

carrying foodgrains urgently to a deficit

district.

Think therefore of the trials and tribula-

tions of the hard-pressed railwayman who
cannot as in pre-war days just be content

to see the 9-15 train -come in at 9-15 and

depart at 9-20 and know that, if that is

done, his immediate troubles are over.

While the controller is dealing with the

hurrying through of the abnormal traffic,

the station staff have to struggle with

abnormal hoards of passengers and abnormal

quantities of parcels. Verily, like Gilbert

and Sullivans policeman, the railwayman’s

lot is not a happy one. It is remarkable,

said General Russell, Deputy Quarter-
master General, recently, bow patient most
railwaymen are.

decision, that the movement in war lime

of troops, military stores, foodgrains, coal

and other priority commodities had to take

precedence of the movement of passengers

so that when we decided in 1942 to begin

ordering more engines and rolling stock,

the orders were for goods engines and

goods wagons rather than passenger engines

and coaches. As a result, the Indian

railways in a year's time, when the bulk of

the orders have been delivered, ought to be

in very good position to move all the goods

traffic necessary but the passengers will,

I am afraid, not by then be any better off.

The increase ol passenger accommodation

must be our next consideration and the

necessary steps are under active con-

sideration.

One way out of the difficulty would seem

to be to restrict passenger traffic to those

who must travel. But which Daniel will

come to judgment to decide whether

priority should be given to a military

officer going on leave after arduous service,

a business-man attending an important

conference, or a father rushing to the

bedside of his ailing daughter? Even if

there were enough Daniels among us,

there would not be the machinery or the

time to give effect to their decisions.

A priority system is there, however. It

takes the form of the Railway Priority

Organisation, which has three main functions.

The most important of these is expeditious

movement, in the order of their importance,

of commodities essential to the war effort and
civil needs

; the second is the elimination,

as far as possible, of movements involving
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wasteful transport
;
and the third function is

the co-ordination of rail traffic with other

forms of transport. Railways have been

divided into convenient groups, each under

a Regional Controller with authority to

regulate movements within and into his

region. These Controllers are assisted in

. tbeir work by priority panels consisting of

the local representatives of the Central

Government' and those of the Provincial

Governments, A. uniform skeleton priority

list embodying the main items for which

priority is given has been adopted and all

Regional Controllers have prepared priority

lists for railways in their areas fitting into

the skeleton headings particular commodities

requiring special treatment owing to regional

needs. Advance programming of the

principal commodities by other Departments

of Government in consultation with the

priorities organisation at the Centre does

a great deal to eliminate cross movements,

but where necessary a ban is placed on

the movement of particular commodities from

one area to another. Considerable progress

has been made in diverting traffic from

railways to coastal craft, both steamers and

country boats. In some areas traffic by

rail between certain points is prohibited and

is forced to use the sea route in order to

relieve the strain on rail transport. Wher-

ever there are suitable roads and transport

facilities, traffic is also diverted to them.

Indian Railways are now required to carry

very large loads of troops and military

stores. A big problem in regard to military

traffic is the enormous distances ; stores for

the troops on the north-eastern front travel

800 miles on an average and some even have

to make the journey from Karachi to Ledo, a

distance of 2,760 miles. In^making these

arrangements, there are many difficulties,

and owing to unforseeable changes in the

progress of battles, arrangements have to be

made or modified at very short notice.

Twenty trains are required to move the

personnel of one division and a further 48

trains to move its vehicles, guns and stores.

We see thus that military demands on coach*

ingand goods stock are heavy and it is no

secret that these demands will, in the

months to come, increase rather than

decrease. Civilian goods traffic too is going

to increase. To meet all this, lines on many
of the key sections have been doubled and

quadrupled, loops and sidings have been

added and many other works undertaken^

and improved and more effective methods

introduced. With a reduced supervisory

staff owing to the loan of many capable

officers for key positions' in the services,

with far more traffic, much more- difficult

working conditions and the constant need
to try and push traffic through against time,

the Railways have a tougher job ahead of

them than ever. The overall picture so far

as the civilian passenger is concerned is not

particularly bright
j

but at no time have
the Railways been mote deserving of his

patience and forbearance than now.



WHAT INDIA MAY LEARN FROM RUSSiA
By Dr. Sir JNAN CHANDRA. GHOSH

(Director, Indian Institute of Science),

PRUSSIA has shown successfully that

IX such .long years of slow progress

may be jumped, and a forced march in

economic development is possible by

deliberate national planning. In 1917,

when the Bolsheviks seized power, Russia

was only on the threshold of industrial

development and no better than India at

that time. The Bolshevik leaders recognised

that political revolution was no end in

itself. It must be followed by technolo-

gical revolution which must at least bring

up every Russian citizen on a level with

his fellows in Western Europe as regards

standard of living, efficiency ' of production

and facilities for self-improvement. A

„ convenient criterion for such improvement

in the condition of the people is the

growth of per capita income. It should

be remembered however that increase in

total national income does not necessarily

mean Improvement in the standard of living.

A prudent nation should try, in the

early years of economic uplift, to save and

invest as much ot her national income in

productive enterprises, as is consistent with

the maintenance of certain standards of

nutrition, health, and educational facilities.

In the early years of her planned economy,

Russia was investing about 30 per cent,

of her national income in productive

enterprises. Accelerated industrial progress

according to planned economy is not

possible in the initial stages without some

tears, -without some tightening of belt

specially for those whose waist line shows

sign of expansions, and without a ruthless

and
cutting down of all superfluities

luxaries
;
under war-condition the well-to-do

people in all belligerent countries are also

feeling what this means;—no petrol, no

motor-cars, no travelling which is not

essential, no new furniture, no new housing,

no silk garments, also no food, no clothing

and no soap beyond that provided by

rations. If planned economy in peace time

were to succeed, such controls must be

rigidly maintained at the initial stages; and

the savings in national income compulsorily

effected by such control have to be invested

in machinery and productive enterprises.

In Russia, where this system of planned

economy was evolved two decades ago, the

first -condition imposed was that every able-

bodied adult, unless old or infirm, must

do some useful work; otherwise he will

have to face starvation. Nothing less than

100 per cent, employment was * guaranteed

and demanded. Consistent with full

employment, with certain standards of

nutrition, health and educational services,

savings were effected continuously from

national income; these were utilised to

build up machines, ancl industrial

plants, develop power resources, mines,

forests and agricultural lands, and improve

railway, road-motor, and shipping transports

in such a manner that maximum production

of goods and services was achieved. The
Russians had. many advantages. The
workers, men and women, hud a fanatical

faith in technological revolution; and they

toiled and slaved with a single-minded

devotion to make the revolution a successi
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Thus we find that a co^t-miner like

Stakhanov who by ingenious devices im-

proved the output of coal per worker

about seven times, was acclaimed as a

national hero, and his exploits were given

a full front-page publicity in Russian news-

papers, while the abdication of King
Edward VIII received passing mention.

Secondly, Russia had almost inexhaustible

resources
, in power, fuel, mines, forests

and agricultural lands, which make possible

a self-sufficient economy. To develop
these resources, the Russian planners
utilised 30 per cent, of the national income
which was effected by compulsory savings.
If wc assume that the- annual output of
goods and services is about half the capital

investments, we can easily calculate how
the national income will increase in twelve
years. It will be at the end of twelve
years five times the income at the beginning
of this period. Credit goes to the Russian
planners for demonstrating 'that such
wonderful progress is not the dream of a
scientist’s ^imagination bat is capable of
actual realisation. Between 1928 and 1940,
the National income of Russia increased from
23 billion roubles to 126 billion roubles—
a little over 5 times.

Savings in national income which are
tuade available for investment in capital
goods must however be determined and
restricted by the policy which the National
Planning Authority may formulate for the
Welfare of the people. In Soviet Russia,
national saving was not allowed to stand
in the way 0 f liquidation of illiteracy
in 20 years. The worth of a state is the
worth of the individuals comprising that
tate. Science is definite that ability is very

widely distributed_ in the community; and
that it would be of the greatest advantage

to 'the country as a whole, if opportunity for

satisfactory training and scope for the play
of such ability, are most widely spread. In

the Soviet Union, every child, regardless of

nationality, colour, religion or income of
paicma, 13 truucaiea

capabilities. Money however will not buy
a place in an Engineering, Science, or a

Medical college.
1

Only talent will gain the

youth’s admission to such places who are
paid wages and are not permitted to be a

burden on parents and relations. Special
emphasis was laid on the training of
administrators, managers of industries and
farms, engineers, architects, technologists,

economists, statisticians, accountants, and
teachers; and by the year 1939, out of a
population of 170 millions, higher intelli-

gent belonging to the above categories
numbered 9 5 millions. In 1938-39, there
were 12 million students in Secondary
Schools, 725 Universities and technical
colleges and in their rolls 600,000 students
drawn from a classless Society only on
grounds of merit. Paramount importance is
attached to Science as a factor in the building
of national life and scientific research workers
are considered key-men who should • be
produced in maximum abundance and
maintained in maximum activity. In 1938

,

Soviet Uoioit had 902 Scientific Research
'

Institutes with a budget oil 2 billion dollars
which is about 1 per cent, oi rational income.

IVe now come to the problems of public
health and nutrition. In the initial stages

the operation of the plan, food-sbortage
was very aente in Russia; and in tie year
when private peasant proprietorship was
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replaced by collective farming, there was

even large scale famine due to wrde-spread

sabotage. .

But by 1935, situation became much

easier and the state was able to guarantee

a basic Standard of diet for each dtrsen

A, a matter of fact, the Soviet Food

Industry in 1940 produced double the

quantity of food-stnffs grown rn Tsanst

Russia and per capita consumption o

protein food was even 2>4 Imres tha

Germany. Public health work >s considered

of such fundamental importance, that the

state spends 10 million roubles annually

for the purpose. Mortality from Tube

-

culosis and other infectious .diseases has

decreased by 83 per cent, and there was

not a single case of venereal disease

among young men nailed up t. serve .he

Red Army in 1937 class.

This transformation of the peoples o

the many nationalities of Russia from a„

oppressed, illiterate, hungry and he pless

mass of men info an educed well-fed,

self-reliant, and highly industrialised com-

munity closely lroit together by common

interests in the course of 20 year*, •

'

the miracle of modern history. As the

Dean of Canterbury has rightly diagnosed

the strength of Soviet Russia which

confounds the Fascist armies, and astounds

the world— the reason which makes such

miracles possible-springs from a twm

source, the one moral, and the other

scientific. These two arc really one-

Sclencc is based on truth of things, and

forces; Morality, is based upon the

underlying truth of human beings and

human actions. Russians' secret weapon

is the weapon of Science applied not for

the profit of. the few but • for the well-

being of all. Her second secret weapon

is the courage and limitless endurance of

people who knew that they were defending

with their lives the new way of life which

-they had built.
.

This example of Russia should give us

confidence in onr ability to do likewise In

India ; in fact it was not lost upon the

Indian leaders. The Indian Matronal

Congress set up a Planning Committee

in 1938 which secured the enthusiastic

co-operation of some 300 experts and

collected a large amount of material and

information relevant for planning. But

unfortunately the Committee became defonct

when the Congress Ministries resigned

office. Two members of the Committee

however in association with six industrial

and business magnates of wide experience

issued six months ago a rough outline of

a 15 years’ plan for the economic develop

ment of the country. The Government of

India, under the leadership of the Viceroy are

prepared to produce and spend money to

fight poverty, ignorance and disease as freely

and with the same spirit as against Hitler

and are preparing plans accordingly. It

is very significant that Sir Ardeshir ’Dalai,

one of the signatories to the Bombay Plan

should have been appointed Member-in*

Charge of Post-War Planning and Recon-

struction.

The real and basic need of India is not

so much to reconstruct as to construct. The

average pre-war per capita income is Rs. 65

and even il the well-to-do class disappeared

’from the land, the average income would not

have exceeded Rs. 70. " Here therefore,’
1

as Mr. J. R. D. Tata recently said, " we have
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to create enough wealth to go round before

we can ensure that every one gets a fair

share of it. To-day that share for most of

our long-suffering people is a share of poverty

and misery/’

The National Planning Committee aimed

at securing for our people certain bare

requirements as human beings. This

includes a balanced diet, which will provide

2800 calories per day and also the protective

foods like milk, vegetables, etc., clothing

at 30 yards per person per year, housing

of 100 square feet per person, sanitary and

public health measures at Rs. 5 per head

and educational expenses at 2% rupees

per head per year which will liquidate

illiteracy in 15 years. The' minimum per

capita income which wilt be necessary for

this purpose will be Rs. 80 at pre-war

prices. If to that, we add Rs. 20 as

savings, Rs. 10 as cost of amenities, and

'Rs. 20 as miscellaneous expenses such as

social ceremonies, travels, taxation, defence

charges etc., the least per capita income

that we should aim at is Rs. 130. Hence
if the population were to remain stationary.

We should aim at doubling the national

income. If, however, the population

increases as now at the rate of 1 2 per

cent, per year, -the national income will

have to be trebled in 15 years, in order

that per capita income may be donbled

daring that period. The authors believe

that this can be done by well-planned

Investment of 1400 crores in the first five

years, 2900 crores of rupees in the next

five years, and 5,700 crores in the third

period of five years—the grand total for

the whole period being 10,000 crores of
k rupees. *

This three-fold increase in the total

national income will be realised according

to Bombay Planning by increasing the

income from Industries by 500 per cent ,

the income from agriculture by 130 per

cent., and from services^by 200 per cent.

It is intended to find 4,000 crores for

saving, 3,500 crores by creating paper

currency, and balance of Rs. 2,500 crores

from existing and potential capital resources.

The proposal to inflate currency by 3,500

crores, creates a good deal of uneasiness. It

would be wiser to be more modest about

the provisions of housing accommodation

and bring down expenditure under that

head from 2,200 crores to 1,200 crores;

it would be also wise to demand an

annual saving of 10 per cent, as against

the contemplated rate of 6 per cent , which

would bring into the hands of the Planning
Authority another Rs. 2,500 crores In
the beginning of this century USA. and
United Kingdom were investing 15 per cent,
of national income on productive enterprises,
and for the last 30 years, the Japanese have
been saving at the rate of 20 per cent, of
the annual income for creating new capital.
It should not be difficult for Government
enjoying the confidence of the people and
imbued with the urge to. improve their lot,
to persuade them to lend 10 per cent, of
their income to a National Saving Campaign
which is solely intended for their own
economic uplift.

Even a Planning Authority enjoying the
Confidence of the people will have to face
many, hurdles. The most, serious is the
alarming rate of the increase of population
in a country where the density of population
is already high and the standard of living
very low. It cannot be too strongly em-
phasised that the standard of living 'can
only be improved if the rate of develop-
ment of our material resources is much
faster than the rate of growth of population.



essence
BY NICHOLAS

——HE essential nalnte o! people
^

is

l fundamentally good. The first time

this realisation was fortified in me was

during an experiment long ago with the

extrusion oi the -subtle body.

My friend, a physician, had put to sleep

a certain G i
and. drawing out his subtle

body, ordered him to send it into a house

where he had never been before. By

means of following his subtle body, the

sleeper pointed out a series of characteristic

details. Then he was directed to rise up

to a certain floor of the house and to

enter, a certain dobr. The sleeping man

outlined the details ol the hallway, saying

that there was before him a door. Again

he was directed to go further and to tell

what he saw. He described the room and

said that a man was seated at a table

reading. Then he was directed-.

II Approach and frighten him.

Silence followed.

II I direct you to go near him and frighten

him." '
.

•

Again silence, and then, in a timid

voice ' " X cannot.
^

"Explain why you cannot.”

"Impossible, he has a weak heart”

«* Then do not frighten him, but as

much as yon can without harm, -make

your influence felt. What do you. see?

" He has turned and lit a -second lamp.”

" if it is not dangerous, increase your

influence. What do you see?”

" He jumped up and went into the

adjoining room where a woman is sitting”

At the conclusion of the experiment, we

telephoned our acquaintance, and without

I
ROERICH

tilling him about the matter, indirectly

led him to relate his sensations. He said :

" Today I had a strange experience. A
little while ago I was seated with a book,

and suddenly I felt some inexplicable

presence. I am ashamed to tell you

that this sensation was so sharp in its

effect, that I had a desire for more light.

Nevertheless the feeling became so strong

that I went to tell my wife about it and to

sit with her.”

Apart from the experiment itself, which so ,

clearly demonstrates the causes of many of

our sensations, one detail had in.it for me

personally an unforgettable significance. In

earthly circumstances, the man could not

take account of whether some one had a

weak heart. He would frighten, abuse,

cause him evil, without considering any such

thing. But the subtle body, that about

which the Apostle Paul speaks so clearly, in

its essence is inclined towards good. As

you see, before carrying out the order to

frighten, there was manifested the considera-

tion of the heart. The essence of good

whispered here that .it would be dangerous

to do harm to an already weak heart.

One such experiment, in the most

ordinary everyday circumstances, already

leads one beyond the boundaries of the

bodily-limited. There resulted not only

the extrusion of the -subtle body, but a

remarkable testing of the good of the essen-

tial nature. How much dark burden must

weigh down luminous subtle essence for

people to ‘reach such misanthropy as they

do. Again, as St. Anthony has said : “Hell

is Ignorance.’* Of course the whole dark

burden is primarily from ignorance. In
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such a situation, how needful ' are good
thoughts, which with their unseen wings

touch the oppressed beclouded forehead.

When in their ignorance, people say:
" Why these concentrations of thought, why
these hermits withdrawing from the world ?

Why, they are egoists and they think only
of their own salvation ”

;
there is a great

mistake in such a judgment. If even in the

most ordinary experiment we could convince
ourselves of the good and noble essence of
the subtle body, if we saw that a thought
of good transcended all commands, usually
so unquestioned in such cases, then so
needful are these thoughts of good.
What simple yet touching solicitude is told
in the simple reply about the weak heart.

And xight now there are not a few weak
hearts, and who has the right to overburden
them ? Right now there are many mor-
tally smitten hearts which could no longer
hold up under a careless impact. And
this will *be murder just as precisely as
killing with a dagger, bullet or poison.
Does not poison penetrate into the heart
through an attack of malice? What an
enormous number of murders, actual,

intentional, malicious in their prolongation,
take place outside the reach of any
courts of penalties l To poison a. man
is inadmissible; this is right. But then
why is It possible to gnaw and tear the
heart of a man ? Surely if people would
even sometimes, though briefly, reflect in
the morning houts^ about something good,
apart from their own selfish interests, this

Would be a great offering to the world.

Of course ignorant cynics will probably
*neer

»

^considering that in any case this

thought is nothing more than a blade of

grass in the wind. Any cynicism about
thought, about the spirit, about intangible

possibilities, will be a clear example of
the grossest ignorance. When these ignorant
ones, grinning maliciously say: "Whither
should we, of small culture, plunge into

an ocean of thoughts”, this will be said‘
not at all in humanity or timidity
but will be the- expression of the ugliest

arrogance.

Often people dream in secret of en-
countering something, as they say in

popular language, supernatural. Precisely
as if in the greatness of nature there can
be the natural, and as an antithesis, the
snpernatural, of course this ordinary
expression, found in popular usage, does
not lead to a true cognition. But the
root of the matter is this, that as soon as
people have chanced to come in contact
with even the beginning of such an unusual
manifestation, they have fallen into such
unrestrained heart palpitation that the
manifestation stopped short. It was sus-
pended for the very same reason as in the
case of the experiment related above. It has
been clearly established that the uncultivated
heart and the- inexperienced consciousness
cannot endure anything loftier than their,
trivial routine.

.

Ver7 °flen inexplicable heart pal-
pitations are spoken about. People atlribnte
them to the category ofiex, or to inordinate
work, or to some other' excesses. But
among these manifestations not a few cases
wonld be found, when some beautiful wings
have already touched someone expectant or
unexpectant, yet he at the first proximity to
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them suffered a mortal trembling. This too

will so often be from the incompatible

distinction between earthly language and

the Heavenly tongue.

So much good and compassion is con-

tained in the simple consideration about

the weak heart. If people, even in' their

' everyday life would admit to themselves

more often this humane thought about a

neighbour's pain, about 'over-fatigue and

weakness of his heart, then surely in this

way they would become in many cases

more humane.

# * * *

Manifestations of the dead have been

recounted in all sorts of narratives. They

are entirely beyond question. Amone them

*
it is undoubtedly true that many times,

though with a highly needful goal in view,

departed relatives and friends could not tell

them their good news solely because of

that same animal terror on the part of

those to whom they appeared. Cases are

known, when, desiring to save a person

from reril, departed ones have had to

undertake a whole series of gradual

approaches in order to free the person first

of all from fear. Precisely fear so often

prevents receiving the best news.

These manifestations, such good news

and wishes to help, have been written

about so much, that it is impossible to go

into an enumeration of the individual

episodes. Beginning with theological and

on through many philosophical, historical,

and poetic ‘narratives, it is everywhere

affirmed that there is no death as such,

and that the proximity of the worlds can

be sensed even amid everyday life. All

this is past doubting. But malice and

hatred, which Have so taken possession of

humanity in our time, make it imperative

to recall once more that the essential

nature of man is good, and that everything

evil and hideously harmful will be first of

all an additional effect of ignorance.

The very dark ones, those creatures

which have fallen very low, exert their

influence first of all on the ignorant.

Their favourite expedient is intimidation in

many ways. They try so hard to obscure

and to lower the consciousness of their

victim, that he feels himself isolated, alone,

and finally, he can see his fortune in

communion with the dark ones. And these

likewise try to deprive the victim of all

true joys, imposing upon him all the

shameful surrogates of self-indulgence.

Man wishes to forget himself. Instead

of wishing it possible to reflect more

clearly and to take up arms in the spiritual

battle, he is compelled to forget himself.

In the delirious desire of forgetfulness, it

is easier to take possession of him and

make him an obedient instrument, cajoling

him into ignorance. Whereas, only the

thought of good which lies in the founda-

tion can impel one to a thirst for

knowledge. And then man does not lose

a day or hour in order to learn, to make

better, and to make beautiful everything

possible. In this process, thought of good

will be also a thought of beauty.



Responsible Government in Indian States

BY SARDAR M V. KIBE

THERE, is the feeling that since Treaties

between the British Government and

the Rulers of Indian States are personal

contractual documents, one party to it

cannot unilaterally diVest itself of its res*

ponsibihty, power and authority Thus

were an Indian State’s Ruler to leave the

Government of the State to the represent-

atives of the people responsible to a

legislature, he would do this at the risk of

breaking his treaty with or any other

instruments from which he holds his state,

with the paramount power Perhaps it is

this fear, which deters many enlightened

rulers from granting responsible government

to their subjects

There is a common characteristic of the

Indian States which is that they are dynastic

states The paramount power has, m the

absence of heirs, and sometimes in superses-

sion of the Hindu Law, bestowed a state

on another, given sanction to the starting

of a new dyansty International Law
recognises states of several characterestics

and sorts There is the tiny, but possessing

attributes ot sovereignty, republic of

Marino and one or two others, as well as

the Duchy of Luxembourg, which had an

absolute monarchy So States can have

the connotation of a nation, by reason of

their being ruled by a dynasty from gene-

ration to generation Jurists have given

many definitions of a Nation, which all

include homogeneity of one sort or another

Its qualities sometimes are a common
language, a common geographical position,

one race and above all a common ideal

The loyalty to the person and throne onthe
patt of the subjects, forms the states into

nations Indian States possess this char-

acteristic to the fullest extent and have

therefore as much right to a separate entity

as the nations to whom the now defunct

treaty of Versailles gave a habitation and

separate Government The settlement of the

present war will not be much different in

spirit because it is human nature, which

cannot give up habits of thought or practice,

compelled by any outside „ force The

King of the Hellenes is not in essence

different from King Charles of Denmark

The ideal, and even the theory, which

led the expanding power of the East India

Company to enter into Treaties of alliance,

or subordination, or led them to confer

Sanads or make engagements, is also that

the ruler and his subjects were one and

what the Company was doing Was to bind

both the subjects and the ruler, the latter

in his dynastic capacity There is specific

provision for maintaining good government

in some treaties, while the paramount

power always intervened m cases of

misrule, whether there was a provision in

the specific treaty or not It follows that

the only conditions that cannot be altered

are the structure of the state as a dynastic

monarchy, and the observance of the terms

of the treaty, sanads or engagements made
with the ruler and the state

Full internal sovereignty is now recognised

or conceded by the paramount power m the

case of all states The treaties even barred

intercourse between states inter se although
the Marquess of Salisbury, who had been
also the Secretary of State for India

announced in 1896 m his capacity as the

Foreign Secretary that if an Indian State
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had a previous treaty with a foreign power,

the British Government will not interfere in

its terms. In ' 1896,' Lord Salisbury’s

Government made the following declaration

to the French' Government

:

The States of Indi. » X
int«oiDoroted In the possession ot the Crown, iue

sysws-s?« atSMSVj
®£f JBSt u VS
Sv„ b«o contended that .t these b

.f*

<wl«tiaa treaties with Foreign powers, the

exemption^of protectorate of Great Uritain would

have abrogated these treatios. {“ Extra t-orritciriality

by Dr. bhih Biiua Lin, rh.o. Columbia Univer-

sity, Now York).

Now, however, in practice there is no

such case, but the paramount power does

not at all enforce the provision barring

correspondence, or even consultation,

between the states on any matter, or even

encourages such methods as regards matters

of common interests, affecting the states,

or the relations between them and the

' paramount power. Not only this, but by

engaging to have Indian Princes on a

- commission of inquiry against a Prince, the

paramount power has given them a share

In the exercise of its powers possessed or

exercised by reason of its paramonntcy.

If such departures from the letter of the

treaties, in view of their spirit, is

permissible to a party to the contract, the

.other parly too is perfectly justified in

adhering to the spirit of the treaty, rather

than to its letter.

But in transferring power of internal

,
administration, not only retaining the power

! of veto, but also the responsibility for the

observance of the Treaty rights, even in the

present polity of India, no objection can be

raised to it. 'Because what the Ruler does is

to transfer the functions from an executive

solely responsible to himself to one who

is subject to satisfy the representatives of

the, people assembled in a legislature, - If

the latter are whimsical or unreasonable,

the Ruler can exercise his veto. Indeed

such has been the growth of
,

the

constitution in Great Britain. The treaties

with that country and others, are made in

the name ol His Britannic Majesty. Similarly

the Indian States have treaties with the

Crown of Great Britain. Both these are so

because that is the paramount institution

in the country. Governments come and-

go but the King remains. If he finds

that his government is against him he

escapes personal responsibility and the

people are ultimately responsible to the

other contracting party or the outside world.

If they unilaterally break the treaties, as did

Germany, or later Russia, there is the

arbitration of war.

To avoid this state of things and save

people from the consequences of war,

which in these days being total wars -are

more destructive than fqrtner ones, states-

men of the world are engaged at the

present moment to devise surer means

than what the dominion statesmen after the

last world-War had laid down. The

failure of the League of Nations was

apparent from its start and it crumbled

like the Walls of Jericho at the first sound

of the drums of war-like preparations or

the call for mobilisations.

Indian history is repeating in Europe.-

The decisions arrived at in Dumbarton Oaks

in U.S.A, seem to be replicas of what the

British did in India. *The four great

powers, to which a fifth will be added

later, have decided to keep peace in Europe
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and perhaps in the world in the same way as the

British did in India There was first introduced

and enforced disarmament in India Even

exempted individuals had to be named in a

list and others had to have licence In the

case of Indian States, not only theirarmies were

reduced by disbanding troops, but they were

thought to be unnecessary or superfluous by

the paramount power, and the supply of arms

to them was first regulated and then taken

over All this was done gradually The

looseness that existed before the Mutiny

of 1857 58 gave place to regidity

in excluding the Indian Troops of the

paramount power from the kind of arms and

ammunition which the army of occupation

had, and the quality of arms supplied to

the troops of the Indian States were only m
recent years made almost equal to that of

the British Indian Army All this is what

is proposed to be done, with this exception

that while it took years in India to have an

armed force, the cost of which is borne

by all the constituent, or subordinate

states, in some proportion to those of the

paramount power in the shape of state

forces, which began with what was called

“Imperial Service Troops’, which were

maintained more or less on a voluntary

basis, apparently it is proposed to follow

the same lines, not gradually, but adopting

at once what India reached in the course of

of a century or more, for the whole of

Europe and Asia At present there is no
talk about Africa or the two Americas

Indeed m the case of Africa it seems

unnecessary since the whole continent is

already under the Dominion or owes
allegiance to European States and as

regards the Americas the Northern one

has the USA as predominant and the

Southern one is still undeveloped

The drift of the argument is towiirds

demonstrating that in the new order of

things, except a very few big states, the

smaller ones will be reduced to the status

of municipal administrations, with confedera-

tions or federations for common sources

of income and amalgamating services

for public utilities, such as medical and

educational service, to name the most

outstanding examples of each The ground

m India is already prepared for that, while

in other parts of the World the tendency is

in that direction

In India the difference between big States

and smaller states being so wide in extent as

well as in number, for public weal, regional

confederations, or other confederations, are

indicated The process may begin with co-

operation, but that phase, not being satis-

factory, cannot last long Not only federa-

tion among regional states is indicated but

also for some scattered portions of a state

or a state embedded in British territory

This process is being anticipated and

expedited on a much larger scale by the

stress of War schemes of procurement,

supply and distribution of food stuffs, and

other commodities are concerned on an
India scale, states being only executors of

them Whether they like it or not, they

have to comply as best as they can There-

fore two sorts of federations, one m the

nature of amalgamation and the other in

federation between British India and
the States in general, much m the sense as

between British India and provinces and
states, and the other smaller one, in the

nature of federation between states among
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themselves a»d with Pr0V,n“Sl is inevitable

in the period of re-construction after the war.

This being the case, it is obvious that

in it the larger interests of the subjects

rather than of the Rulers of the States tv, 11

be predominant. It therefore, stands to

reason that this party which is most nearly

concerned should have its say, rather than

merely government of a state wh.eh may

and does consist of the Ruler and h.s

Ministers. The voice of the people would

be at the disposal of the latter. In order

that it may be effective, the Ministers ol

their choice would be their proper vehrcle

,0 convey their mind to the Ruler, as no

popular assembly of any sire can be in

•
r

.. ...i- in and vear out.
pUUUlrtt — 4

sessions continuously, year in and year out,

and if it does, it also means respons.ble

government. The presence of half the

members, responsible to the electorate

iu a Cabinet, is the first step.

Happily, rapid movement, varying in

character, is taking place. At one end is

the tiny state of Oundh, in the Deccan,

which has made all the Ministers responsible

to an elected Council and it is as effective

in work as people comprising Ministry in

a small and scattered state can be.

Porbundar has full responsible government,

although franchise is functional, Then

there is the state oi Phaltan, a bigger one

' in income, owing to extraneous circum-

stances, which has made all the Ministers

responsible to the elected Council, but has

a Diwan, who is not a Member of the

Council, but has a light to speak in it.

He holds the portfolio oi Foreign relations

and is responsible to the Ruler. Then

there are Mysore, Baroda and Sangli who

have appointed a Minister or two from

among the elected members of the Council,

having his tenure co-terminous with that of the

Council.' Gwalior had appointed a Minister

with no such condition; the experiment proved

nnsuccesful. Kasbmere has two. Ministers

from among the elected Members. Indore

has made the provision of appointing one

Minister from among the elected' members

of the Legislature. These are examples,

which are being rapidly followed and will

be adopted by all in course of time.

The most conservative and halting will

have to follow the example of the most

advanced as the force of public opinion

and the consciousness among the subjects

advance. Indeed it is not difficult to

admit that in such a development will

lie the strength of the Indian States.

The development of the country can neither

be isolated, i.e. confined to particular areas

under particular political administrations nor

it can be retarded by the backwardness

of any such government. The big

electrical projects and irrigation projects

in South India have been possible

only by the Co-operation of the big states

of Mysore and Hyderabad and the Province

of Madras. This is a typical example,

Louis XIV was King oi France, Loafs Phillipe

became King of the French. There is

hardly .a sovereign independent state in the

civilised world, which is territorial. They

consist of peoples, who have, formed a

nation. Those who will take time by the

forelock will be strengthened ; the condition

of those who will lag behind had better

be imagined than described. This is the

lesson of history and India with its bright

future cannot be an exception to it.
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That eminent lawyer, statesman and able War effort the states implement legislation,

administrator Sir C P Ramaswami Iyer,

in a speech delivered in Bombay on the

6th October, 44 envisages a step beyond

normal legislation in states, the provinces

being already subject to laws of the

Central Government in central subjects,

according to the list of them These days

owing to the necessity of helping in the

Ordinances Rules etc , issued by the

Central Government In such matters

this procedure is likely to

continue, as it has been found effective

and in the interest of the country as a

whole Responsible governments in states,

will *be most helpful in promoting and
consummating this goal

Our Trade Commissioner Service in Europe
By Mr S N GUPTA, cie, i c s

,

(Retd

)

Indian Ttade Commissions, Hamburg, 1931—1937

THE War has inevitably cut India off

from her many valuable markets in

Europe Her trade connections with that

continent date back to ancient times, and
culturally as well as economically, they

have exercised a profound influence on
both sides In the last 100 years, India

has carried on a brisk and busy trade

With France, Germany, Italy, Holland,

Belgium and Scandinavia
, and the sum

total of her exports to these and other

countries in Europe represents a substantial

percentage of her total foreign trade One
of the earliest and most pressing problems,

therefore, facing India in the immediate
post war period will be the restoration and
expansion of her commerce with the

countries of Europe Whatever may be
the degree of industrialisation achieved in
our country under the inspiration of the
various plans now being considered, India
will normally continue to have large annual
surpluses of agricultural commodities and
industrial raw materials which it will be
necessary for her to export to foreign
countries for the purpose of creating those

credits which she will need to finance

her imports of capital and consumer
goods

Up to the end -of World War I, Indian
commercial interests were represented
exclusively by HMG in the UK by the

India Office and in foreign countries by
the commercial staffs of British Embassies
{te the Commercial Counsellors and
Secretaries and the Consular officers)
With the establishment m 1919 20 of the
Indian High Commissioner's office in
London, there was attached to that office
the first Indian Trade Commissioner, whose
duty it was Jq_ protect and foster Indian

on behalf of merchants and indnstr.ahstsm India ,n search of manufactured goods
and machinery for import lnt0 indla 0ne
important function of the ITC was the
organisation of publicity propaganda f„r
Indian commodities and manufactures by
participation in important trade fans and
exhibitions (,r , ,he British Industries FairLondon the International Trade Fairs at
Leipzig, Milan, Pans, Lyons, etc>
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This policy of independent repres=,tatiorf

House in 1930, the Government of India

took another step forward and deeded to

extend its own commercial represents!,on n

Europe. Offices were opened successful y

^ Hamburg and Milan. Our trade Comm,s-

“r at Hamburg was put in charge of

Indian trade interests in northern Europe,

while the Milan Commissioner dealt w.th t

countries of Southern Europe. The.r jur.s-

dictions met in Europe. Their

met in France, the southern part of winch

(embracing Marseilles
' and

Milan, while northern France <e„ Par ,

Havre and the heavy industries of the nor, )

was attended to by the Hamburg office.

It will be apposite at this point to.speedy

briefly the principal duties performed by

Trade Commissioners in Europe .

(!)
Attendance to enquiries from

exporters in India re: markets for the

commodities, effecting introductions to con-

,-mental importers, testing of commerce,

samples and thi supply of ma.ket and

general information about European commer-

cial conditions. .

(2)
Handling enquiries from continental

Importers re: introduction to Indian exports,

supply of commercial and general informa-

tion on Indian markets, crops, industries, etc.,

to European enquirers.

(3)
participation in important inter*

national trade fairs and exhibitions,

maintenance of a permanent show room in

theT, C.'s office displaying Indian commo-

dities and manufactures, formation in the

T. C.*s office of an up-to-date library of

Indian commercial and statistical publications

0 f the busluess public, general pubhety

and propaganda work by way of lectures,

press interviews and articles, and a loan

service of pi,olographs, lantern slides, films

and brochures, depicting and describing

Indian commerce, agriculture and ,ndustr,es_

(4)

Assistance to Indian importers and

industrialists desirous of seeking connections

with continental manufacturers and exporters

of finished goods, especially of machinery

and other capital goods.

(5) Dealing with claims cases and trade

disputes between continental and Indian firms.

(6) Furnishing reports (weekly, monthly,

quarterly and annual) to the Commerce

department, New Delhi and the D.G.C.I.,

Calcutta, special reports to other Govern-

ment departments and officers in India,

who seek assistance on commercial matters.

tf) Friendly personal touch with the

officials of the Ministries of Commerce and

of External Affairs in the countries within

the jurisdiction of the T.C., intimate contact

with Commercial Counsellors of British

Embassies and with British consular officers

in the most important towns, and finally,

close and friendly relations with .
the

Chambers of Commerce and Industry of the

principal trade and manufacturing centres,

especially of the great ports.

-When the present ~War is over, our

commercial organisation abroad must be

rebuilt, strengthened and extended, if India

is to recover her trade, recapture lost

markets and draw closer the ties that have

always bound her to Europe. How is

,
this to be effected ? In the first place,

it will be necessary to redistribute the

present territorial jurisdictions of our
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T. Cs. in such a way as to enable

these officers to function more intensively

and more effectively in their respective

areas For this purpose, a third Trade

Commissioner must be appointed, whose

sphere should include France (in its entirety)*

Belgium, Luxembourg, Spain and Portugal.

His office would be located at Paris. This

officer would be in touch with the ports

ol Antwerp, Havre, Bordeaux, Marseilles,

Barcelona, Lisbon and Vigo. In pre-war

days our great oilseeds and oilcakes

exports went to Marseilles, Barcelona,

Lisbon and Antwerp, while our jute,

cotton and hemp shipments destined for

the industries of Northern France, Belgium

and Luxembourg, were unloaded at Havre

and Antwerp. Our Trade Commissioner at

Hamburg would continue to protect and

,

develop Indian interests in Germany,

Holland, ' Scandinavia, Denmark and

Czechoslovakia. The great harbours of

Hamburg, Bremen and Rotterdam handle

all imports for Central Europe and the

first named port,
(
Hamburg, is the centre

for transhipment cargoes to Scandinavia
/ and the Baltic States. Poland was within

the area of the Hamburg offict, and as

the future of that country is yet uncertain,

its re-inclusion within the jurisdiction of

that office is a matter for future decision.

Switzerland should be transferred from the

Hamburg to the Milan office, as exports

from India to that country go via Genoa
and Trieste. Our T.C. at Milan would
then deal with Italy, Switzerland, Hungary,

Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, Roumania and Greece.
It may be mentioned here that Turkey
falls within the sphere of our T. C, at

Alexandria.

The territorial redistribution suggested

above will undoubtedly increase the

efficiency and usefulness of our commercial

offices in Europe, and our T. Cs. will

be able to put in far more intensive

work in all branches of their activities.

A closely connected reform is the

absolute necessity of strengthening and
expanding the staff of our trade offices.

The pre-war personnel of these offices was
the T.C. himself, a Chief Clerk and at

most two or three assistants. This is

manifestly inadequate and resulted in the

slowing down of all branches of work and
gave rise to numerous and vehement
complaints from business houses in India
and Europe, the majority of them justified

and directly traceable to sheer lack of
adequate slaff. For the same reason, the T.C.
constantly found himself prevented from
following up enquiries and ascertaining the
results of introductions effected by his

office and from making personal investiga-
tion into a variety of matters and passing
on his reports, to the Government and the
business public. It is therefore suggested
that a T.C. should have an Assistant T.C,
who would be a junior officer of the same
service and status as the T.C ^Under them
would be two Chief Clerks, "one for the
general office, while the other would deal
solely with publicity -and propaganda.
Finally, there should be ten assistants,
four for the general office and six'fo* the
publicity branch. With this' staff, a T.C.
would be enabled to take part in many
more tr'ade fairs and exhibitions and to
organise lecture tours with films, s jldes
and photographs. Intensive publicity
Will be imperative in the post-war world
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lor pushing India's commerce throughout

the length ‘and breadth of Europe.

Finally,
'

our Trade Commissioners must

be invested with fuller powers by Govern-

ment. Op to now, they have worked at

a great disadvantage ' vis a vis foreign.

Governments and semi-governmental bodies

such as Chambers of Commerce and

Federations of Industry. Believe it or not;

our TC's. have hitherto been precluded

from carrying on official correspondence

rvith the Ministries of foreign govern-

ments, not to speak of making protests,

representations and suggestions. There

is no such similar handicap in the case

it the Trade Commissioners of Canada,

Australia, New Zealand and South Africa

who are all fully empowered to correspond

officially with foreign ministries, lodge

protests, make representations and even enter

into commercial negotiations. Oor - Indian

T. C.’s must be put on the same footing as

their Dominion confreres to enable them to

be of the greatest possible service, to India.

In the post-war scramble lor markets, the

competition will be of the cut-throat

variety and it will be imperative for Indian

Commerce to have the protection and back-

ing of fully empowered T. C.’s. Constitutional

niceties must never be allowed to stand

in the way of India reaping the maximum

benefit from her officers abroad. Given the

necessary support by Government, our Trade

Commissioners will be inspired to give of

their best in the service of India’s commerce,

and their reward will be the knowledge that

their zeal and devotion will be contributing

mightily to their country’s prosperity.

QUEUE bluff
BY “KIWI”

THE English are masters at the art of

bluffing. That is why a little Island

in Europe holds half the world in thraldom.

But let us see if we can call the bluff.

• The war came on
.
The troops poured

into the Island Fortress. What did they

bring with them?" Guns, tanks and trucks?

• No, they brought the queues. The habit

spread. Soldiers formed queues everywhere.

It was natural that the civilians should

’ follow. To crown the event, the Govern-

ment approved of, encouraged and firmly

insisted on the queues.

Thus it was that Government officially

proclaimed the first Sunday of the

month as “Queue Sunday” or as the

lascivious worshippers of Bacchus would

call it, “Arrack Sunday". They made the

day a national holiday. ^ The news was

broadcast that if you would only care to

queue up on a Sunday morning before a

tavern door, you could get your two bottles

of foul-smelling arrack. It did not matter

if you dumped your two -bottles in a

neighbouring house and queued up again.

It was only queue up 1 .

So, every first Sunday of the month

witnessed this sad and strange spectacle.

If it was dull listening to a sermon, here

was fnn, great expectations, and an intoxi-

cating reward in a fetid arrack queue.

Being democratic, or demagogic if you
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prefer it, every man, woman and child was

permitted to be in the queue. Just like

the idiots who queue up the previous

evening to see a test match, people turned

up on Saturday and slept at the tavern

door. The following morning the rationing

started. Half naked street urchins gaily

walked away with a bottle of sealed drugs,

guaranteed pure by Government, under

each arm The wrinkled street sweepers,

.the vociferous basket women and the

toothless gram sellers were all smiles. A
few yards away, the black market king

plied his roaring trade, "Two bottles?

Yes, twenty rupees I Queue up". Then,

the not so interesting thing happened. In

,a single day the entire month’s ration of

alcohol was sold out.

Democracy had to do something about

it. So it was ruled that no women and

boys under 18 would be allowed in arrack

queues. Still the queues formed At

opening time, the queue was' already

uneasy. Burly policemen saw that things

were in order. From the tavern do'or the

queue spread, along the entire pavement

to overflow into the next street. Once

again the unexpected happened Every

few minutes a man would coolly walk into

the tavern while the thirsty men in the

queue gasped in suspense. The arm of

the law caught him—but the innkeeper
intervened He was only a tavern employee 1

But the outwitted sergeants wondered why
there were employees and employees.
Then it was whispered into their ears that

two bottles each had already been sent to

“their homes. So it was that again, in one
day, the month’s ration

.
was sold out.

Queue up l *

Democracy now had its final fling. On
the next day it was ' announced that the

price of arrack had been doubled. Then,

hey presto l The queues vanished 1 And
that was the end of the arrack queues.

j

The queue habit had, like all bad
habits, to-go on. So they extended it to

meat queues. Two pounds per coupon,

thrice a week. Queue up l Here, it was
real democracy—men, women and children.

It was a blow - to the high-brows too.

Previously they rode in their saloons and
sent the cook to buy the beef. Now, that

self-same august personality, Madame
Society who-does-not-go-marketing herself,

had to get down and ''queue up. Oh,
those democratic queues I

The first issue day found half, the queue
without meat, although there were *many
rationing officials to see that the distribu-

tion was fair. It was due to an bfficial

under-estimate of the meat eating” capacity

of the cannibalistic citizens. On the next
issue day, in spite of there being a larger

number of rationing officials than before,

hundreds in the queue had m» meat.
Meat was in short supply, as all things
are, said the Meat Controller. Still, try

next day, you may have a chancel Queuft-Up!

But on the following day, in three hours,
the queue broke up. Hundreds went
Without their meat. They threw -away
their coupons They tore them up.
Some even chewed them in defiance and
the meatless swore that they saw several^
rationing officials walk away, to yraiting
cars with big parcels in bigger shopping
bags. They were officials—so they did
not queue up. They were officials—they
could threaten the^butcher. And to this
day, the meat queue farce goes on. But
to save its face, the Government says

:

"Queue upl’’

ny now you ought to know that the
queue is sheer nonsense. It is, like most
inventions of the ingenious Englishman!
not guaranteed. That was why the guy
who first thought of the queue spelt it
q-u-e-u-e when a simple }q' would have
sufficed. Oh, you English!



CODIFICATION OF HINDU LAW IN BARODA

VERY recently, the outstanding features

of a draft Hindu Code prepared by

the Hindu Law Committee of which Sir B.

N. Rao is Chairman have been published

in different newspapers for the purpose of

eliciting public opinion thereon.* It is also

reported in papers that the Committee hopes

to visit important cities in India later in

the year to hear the views of representative

persons on the subject. The draft now

published by the Committee is only a

tentative one and the Committee intends

to revise it in the light of public opinion.

At this juncture, it will be interesting for

the public to know how things stand in

the progressive State of Baroda with regard

to Hindu Law. Under the initiative of its

most enlightened ruler, the late Sir Sayaj'trao

Gaekwad, different acts were passed from

time to time in Baroda dealing with

different aspects of Hindu Law, vis, joint

family, inheritance, disposition of property,

adoption, marriage, divorce etc. and finally

In the yeat 1937, Hindu Law was codified

In Baroda, previous separate acts fitting in

harmoniously with each other without

repetition or contradiction.

The* draft code prepared by the Rao
Committee is divided into six parts and

deals with intestate and testamentary suc-

cession, marriage and divorce, minority and

guardianship .and adoption. With regard

to intestate succession, the Rao" Committee

have based their suggestions mostly on the

succession bill as amended by the Joint

Select Committee. The Committee has,

however, only provided for maintenance of

parents and the widowed daughter-in-law.

The Committee has farther re-arranged the

heirs in three classes and the re-arrangement

gives precedence to the father and mother

over the son’s daughter and daughter’s

daughter. The Committee has also pro-

vided a clause that interest in joint family

property shall devolve in every case by

testamentary or intestate succession and

not by survivorship.

Let u? consider the law of inheritance

in Baroda. The law of inheritance in

Baroda is exhaustive specially with regard

to the rights of Hindu women as will be

seen from the following:—

Under the amended law in Baroda,

(a) A widow of a coparcener takes the

place of her husband as a coparcener in

the joint family

;

(b) She becomes an absolute owner

of property which she acquires by partition

or inheritance to the extent of property

worth Rs. 12,000 and retains her limited

interest in the surplus, if there is any;

(c) *A widow can inherit her husband’s

self-acquired property along with her son
obtaining a share equal to that of a son

;

(d) Where a widow acquires limited

interest in property, that interest has been
liberalised by allowing her to alienate property

for endowing educational institutions and
charitable purposes and by restricting the

right to challenge her alienation to specified

number of reversioners;

(e) An unmarried daughter can claim

a share in family property equal to % of
a son's share and can have it separated;

<0 A married but widowed daughter
can claim maintenance from her father's*

property under certain circumstances
;

-

(g) A widowed daughter-in-law has
been given a place in the list of
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heirs after the mother of the deceased

father in law

,

(h) Sons of a pre deceased daughter

can claim inheritance with living daughters

These reforms have considerably improved

the status and material position of women in

Hindu families

Regarding the order of succession of

stndhan property, order of succession of

Vautuk, Ayautak and Shulka is made
uniform and the order laid down by

Ayautak is made applicable to all of them

Marriage —With regard to marriage,

the Hindu law in Baroda has removed all

restrictions of Varna and has provided that

any Hindu can marry any Hindu Restnc

tions regarding the persons belonging

to the same Gotra and Pravara are

removed and marriages can now take place

between two persons of the same Gotra

or Pravara Under the suggestions of the

Rao Committee, either party must not be

Sapind of each other unless the custom

or usage gives each of them permission of

a sacramental marriage

A clause to check the Dowry evil in

the draft of Rao Committee is its special

feature, not as yet incorporated in Baroda law

Dtvorce —The Hindu Divorce Act was

passed in Baroda in the year 1931 and it

''provides for divorce, judicial separation,

separate residence, nullity of marriage and

restitution of conjugal rights These sepa

rate provisions in Baroda Law may be
said to be its salient features The salutary

provision in the Act which enables wife to

claim separate residence without presenting
R suit for judicial separation is indeed
remarkable This section white it gives
relief and protection to the wife enables

parties to settle their difference and resume

marital relations The grounds on which

relief can be sought are cruelty, drunken

ness, desertion, adultery, impotency and

incompatibility of temperament Relief on

these grounds is available to all Hindu

persons belonging to the castes in which

divorce is not permitted by custom and

obtain relief only by a decree of Court,

whereas the efforts are only required to

register the dissolution of their marriage

The Hindu Monogamy Act—The passing

of the Hindu Monogamy Act in April 1942

marks the culmination of the movement
of reform of the Hindu Law m the State,

The Baroda Government agree with the

Hindu Law Reform Committee appointed

by the Government of India that in

special matters the statute book should

reflect as far as possible the highest ideals

of the race The law was passed

unanimously by the State Dhara Sabha
and it received the assent of His Highness

the Maharaja Saheb on 25th March 1942
In April 1942, Section 116 of the Code of

Hindu Law was amended so as to make
re marriage ol a husband during the life of
his first wife illegal

Adoption In the matter ol adoption the
Rao Committee has made certain sugges
tions regarding the capacity of a boy to be
taken in adoption and have prohibited the
adoption of one who had been married or
of one who has had his Upanayana cere
mony The Committee also lays down
that the boy should not have completed
the age of 15 years In Baroda, however, no
such restrictions are placed with regard to
jbe age limit and Upanayana ceremony
The provision made by the Rao Committed
regarding the registration of adoption is
already incorporated in the Baroda Law



patiala
F

ew States in India are

endowed by nature as Patiala which

is the biggest Sihh State in India. In

newer and foliage, in minerals as in cerea ,

BY "POUTICUS"

richly
' and methods to stimulate and develop those

‘
II. H. Tim MAHARAJA OF FATIALA

i„ man-power as in the sturdiness, virility

and enterprising spirit of its people, Patiala

can boast of comparison with any other

Indian States. It is for these reasons that

it ranks amongst the foremost States in

India. The long line of its successive

rnlers— ever since it became a separate

entity—has added, bit by bit, to the glorious

edifice of what we know of Patiala to-day.

The task of carrying on the work initiated

bv his illustrious ancestors has now fallen

on the broad shoulders of Maharajadhiraj

Yadavindra Singliji. Inspired by the keen.

ne„ ot the young enlightened ruler

and guided by the experience and

wisdom of his ministers, the Government

‘ of Patiala lias seized upon modern means

ana memuus . ,

qualities and aptitudes in its people which

are most likely to yield lasting results In

the future. ;

Patiala State is divided into three mam

portions, of which the most extensive is

sitnated in the plains south of Sntlej River.

The State has an area of 5,927 square

miles and a population of well over

19,00,000 according to the last census.

The revenue from all sources amounts lo

about Rs. Two Crores. One hundred and

thirty eight miles of broad-gauge railway

line comprised ot two sections—from Rajpura

to Bhatinda and from Sirhind to Rnpar—

have been constructed by the State at its

own cost. The N.W.R. and EI.R., the

B.B. & C.I ,
Bikaner, Sadulpur Rewari

Railway, and J.B. Railway, traverse

the State.

In matters oi administration, His Highness

is the source of all power and authority in

the State, both executive and judicial. In

carrying on the administration of the State

he is assisted by a Cabinet composed of

Ministers. The Cabinet meets at intervals

and is presided over by His Highness

or in his absence by the senior-most

Minister present.

The Ministers and Heads ot Departments

enjoy such powers as are necessary for

carrying on the administration of the sub*

ordinate departments under their control.

The judiciary is, separate from and

independent of the executive. The Nazims

or Deputy Commissioners, however, combine

in themselves, as in British India, both

judicial and executive functions and are
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assisted in Iheir administration by Naib

Nazims who exercise magisterial powers.

His Highness has recently reorganised

the judicial Department of the State, and

has set up a Judicial Committee to advise

him in respect of appeals against judgments
of the High Court. A separate department

of Legislation also exists to look to the

promulgation and enactment of laws in

the State. ,

His Highness’ Government have sanc-

tioned substantial increase in the salaries

of all gazetted officers, ministerial staff,

inferior servants and the personnel of the

Patiala State Forces. It is estimated that

the scheme will put an additional expendi-
ture of Rs. 14*10 lacs per year on the

State Exchequer, His Highness intends to

reorganise the State Forces after the war
when the whole question of their strength,

equipment and emoluments will be farther

considered.

Patiala, like the rest of India, is essentially

n agricultural State. The attention of the

Government has, therefore, naturally been
riveted in the development and extension
of this indastry. The Agricultural Depart-
ment created as early as 1919 has been
doing splendid work In the extension and
improvement of agricultural methods of

production as also acquainting the
>
people

l0 use improved varieties of seed and
modern Implements. With a view to

Improving the standard of living of the
villagers and enlarging their outlook on life

the Rural Uplift Department was created
I® 1939 which aims at educating and
persuading people' to give up wasteful
customs and also improve the sanitation

drainage of the villages So far

intensive work is being carried on in 300
villages and it is contemplated that within

the next five years every village in the

State will have the benefit of advice and
guidance from the Rural Uplift Department.

Side by side, the education of the

children of^_the soil is being equally
attended to. Over 30,000 boys are studying
in the various State schools and the budget
ear-marked for education is being increased
from year to year. Two colleges for

boys, one at Patiala and the other at

Bhatinda and one college for girls are

maintained by the State. Primary education
is free throughout the State territories.

Besides this, a number of scholarships are
annually granted to deserving students
for getting training in important institutions

omsiae me Mate.

Next to the dissemination of education
and improvement of agriculture, the one
thing that the Government is really keen
about is to afford medical assistance in
each and every village. With this end in
view, 4Q hospitals and dispensaries are
maintained, and medical aid is given free.
Recently a Maternity Ward was added to'

the Lady DufTerin Hospital. The Rajendra
Hospital at Patiala is equipped not only with
up-to-date and latest surgical instruments
but is run • by highly qualified surgeons
and physicians. The Pasteur and the
A-Ray Institutes are well-known throughout
the State for their high standard of work
and efficient handling of cases. The
patients from far and near now come to
t ese institutions for treatment. The scheme
for the establishment of a T. B. Hospital
at Patiala, whose foundation stone was laid
by Her Excellency the Marchioness of
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Linlithgow, is now complete, and ns soon

as conditions permit, the work will be taken

in hand, /V great innovation has been

made in proViding medical aid to the

people at their very doors. The medrca

department has started three louring

dispensaries in the rural areas each working

'

within a radius of 200 miles. In add, t,on

to dispensing medical aid to the villagers

free of cost, the doctors in charge of these

three dispensaries ate required to deliver

lectures to the villagers on sanilat.on, rural

uplift, hygiene and other allied subjects

In the development of industries also,

the Government of the State has displayed

equally great interest. Already a Cement

Factory capable of producing 300 tons of

cement a day is functioning near Kalka

and a first' class Biscuit Factory has

slatted working. The Factory claims to

be the largest unit of its kind in the

country with, a productive capacity of

12,000 lbs. of finished biscuits per hour.

For the present it will meet the demands

of the Defence Services in furtherance of

the country’s war efforts. The total

number of employees, both skilled and

unskilled, on the rolls of the Company

U 350. Proposals for the establishment of

a Textile Mill and a Sugar Factory are

also under consideration. An extensive

survey of the mines at Narnaul and

Padhan (Simla Hills) has disclosed rich

deposits of iron, copper, lead and silver

and steps are being taken to grant pros-

pecting licenses for their exploration.

Being a State well-known for Us

activities in sports, His Highness the

Maharajadhiraj is encouraging budding

sportsmen to improve their talents in the

games in which they hove .marked

tendencies. With a view to giving them

thorough training, on up-to-date Stadium

costing over Rs. 5 lacs with a first class

cinder track and a bitumen cycle track

has been built. The XI All-India Olympic

Games were held here on 10th, 11th and

12th February, 1944.
'

No account would be complete without

a reference to the State’s contributions in

men and material in the present war.

No sooner was war declared than His

Highness placed the services of the State

at the disposal of Jhe British Government,

and it is gratifying to note that its

contributions both in men and money

have been unsurpassed by any other

Indian State. Over 60,000 subjects of

the State are at present under colours in

various branches of the Indian Army.

Besides this, the 1st Rajendra Sikhs, the

2nd Yadavendra Infantry, the 1st Rajendra

Lancers and the 56 M. T. Company are

oiow on active service and all the

expenses of these units are being borne

by the State. Two infantry battalions

have been expanded to full active regiments

and an Infantry Training Battalion (Full)

has been expanded. The Army Training

School, the Mechanical Transport Section

and the Patiala Wireless Section have

been reorganised as separate units. A
full Mechanical Transport Company has

been raised and is now on active service.

The pre-war army budget of Rs. 15 , lacs

has now passed the figure of Rs. 35 lacs.

It is a matter for gratification that the late

Subedar Rachpal Ram and Lance Naik

Nand Singh, two subjects of the State,

have been awarded Victoria Crosses in
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the present war. His Highness has settled

a life pension of Rs. 25J- p m. on the

widow of the former and a similar pension

to Naik Nand Singh. The First Rajendra

Sikh Infantry which returned on leave

after two and a half years’ active service

on
_
the Burma front saw service in

Chindwin, Kabaw Valley and the whole of

Manipur area where their exploits won
Universal praise. The Battalion accounted

for 1,000 Japs , dead and wounded, and

bagged 14 Japanese Flags. The Ladies’

Committee under the patronage of Her
Highness the Maharani Sahiba has

despatched 1,450 sets of knitted wear to

a Patiala Regiment on active service.

In cash contributions His Highness paid
Rs. 2 lacs to the Viceroy's War Purposes
Fund, Rs. 1,000 to King George’s Fund
for Sailors and Rs. 15,000 to St

Dunstan’s Fund. He has also contributed

£ 1,000 for the relief of Air Raid Victims
in London, Rs. 1,000 to the Aeroplane
Fund started by the Simla District War
Committee, Rs, 2,000 for amenities to be

provided to Sikh recruits who pass ihrough

Free Artillery „Training Centre, Muttra,

and Rs. 50,000 to the Royal Navy
Benevolent Association Fund. About
Rs. 8 lacs have been contributed by the

State subjects to the various War Purposes

Funds This is in addition to Rs. 7 lacs

invested in Free-of-Interest War Bonds,

As the leader of the Sikhs His Highness

issued a number of appeals to his

community to join the army in large

numbers. To give an impetus to recruit’

ment among the Sikhs, he created the

Khalsa Defence of India League which
is doing useful work in the sphere of

recruitment, and has been instrumental in

providing over 40,000 recruits for the

Indian Army.

His Highness has recently returned from
a tour of Italy and Middle East. During
the course of his stay extending over a

month he visited troops in Egypt, Syria,

Palestine, Paiforce and Italy. This was
His Highness’ third tour of a battle-front

during this war.

r SONNET ON THE MORNING
Bv Prof B N. KAKKAR

The morning glow was stamped on heaven's face
The earth had drunk the colour of the blue,

’

• The infant sun was feeding on the dew
’

Its newborn hunger; and all over the place
A white grey shadow reigned

5 the garden vase
Had donned its green radiance anew,
The stately Banyan, cast in nature's hue^-
Seemed more lively than the lively race
That on its branches ant, m Silence deep
And holy awe. The vast leafy growth
Upon the bed of that "fitrange sea of air
Moved not, and lay os in eternal sleep
Ensnar’d with music into magic sloth
OF some enchanter nymph in golden hair



REALISM in POLITICS
BV Mr. B. S,MATHUR,m.a.

_ . ri A V. College, Catvnpore.

Asst. Professor of English,
Somaime ago General

hss become tenable tor
in.ernationabem.

_

Somerrm ^^
_ tOW it has oecum* „ , t. uN many to malntian .bat Bnb*

Imperialism is a spent force and it is wrong

snggest that Britain is trying to-
her position in India on account of her

economic interests. This is a false propa-

la and who can- challenge the reality 1

TO visualise that the British Imperialism is

a spent force, or will be a spent force tn

le course of this war or after this war,

W^Cn
ermanent^^peace

^and^hdernatatioMl

slurit/u to assume too much. Only time

can show what is in the womb of the

present. Only God knows what is

«,me. After this war Britain may come

out stronger: when the story of the war

comes to be written it shall be the story of

a chain of unbroken successes for Britain

either because of actual fighting or because

of diplomacy and scientific planning. This

Is not pure speculation. The British power

cannot be regarded as a spent force:

exhaustion is necessary after a life-and-

death struggle covering so many years but

this cannot be a permanent feature.

*Thcic ate some who maintain that an

era of imperialism is bonnd to go and

internationalism has come, to stay. This is

true that no nation can thrive in isolation

and^ international dependence is going to

materialise, and international dependence

may farther strengthen the hands of

imperialism for
_

the world can never

be constituted of big powers alone.

Forces in modern politics tend to spread

simultaneously nationalism, Imperialism and

internauuuaw^- -- .

Smuts gathered his courage and made

plain prophecy about Britain, and he was

condemned by one and all for Ins

plain speaking. It is indeed true that

General Smuts did not restrain his imagi-

nation becanse considerations ol the present

political conditions do not support snch a

talk. We must remember Mr. Winston

Churchill. He has not become the Prime

Minister to preside over the liquidation of

the Empire: he must hold what he has.

Consider for a moment what Bernard Shaw

has said, “ there is no other power so

imbued with the idea of her domination

than the British. The very word Common-

wealth as a substitute for Empire sticks in

Mr. Churchill’s Ihroat evety time he tries

to pronounce it."

In the face of such assertions one

cannot think of the great British power as

gone and essentially confined to British

Isles. It is possible that we may have to

substitute " Common wealth" for "Empire

as there is a change both here and there.

In Britain there are many who have

identified themselves with Indian aspirations,

and they are trying to force Mr. Churchill

to announce a change to give up India.

But this is not easy and possible.

India is a fertile land for exploitation and

dependence, and England cannot do all

alone. Mr. Churchill . said' in 1935,

•" Two out ol every ten of Englishmen

depend 'on India." Indeed India is a great

attraction because it -is a semi-industrial

country and it is a uonnnmlC
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proposition In days of inter dependence

India must export and import Nakedly

speaking the British want bread pnd butter and

they get it m plenty m India But do not

forget the British have given us many
things m return which alone determine

the civilisation and culture of a country

But to declare that Britain has no economic

interests m India is to attempt to throw

dust into the eyes of all thinking people

It requtres no 'third eye to see through

this propaganda

But_who is to blame ? Certainly not the

British Our own wealth Coupled with

weakness has generated a strong desire in

them to hold us and to hold our wealth

by banking upon their strength This is

the reality We must blame ourselves,

and we can build our hope and happiness

on the solid structure of work Let us

think of construction, and not of destruc-

tion The days of isolation are gone and

co operation* is the thing The conclusion

is that freedom has to be evolved by our

own hand, heart and mind a freedom that

is granted to us or thrust upon us cannot

be perennial Let us work for it without

descending to mud flinging and treachery

Who can stop the hands of progress? Let
us gather strength by work and co operation

What is there in overthrowing an adminis

tration when it simply means a change of

masters? Other powers too, have their

eyes on India

ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION
Bv Sri HARIKRISHNA MISRA, ma

Lecturer, Pun College Purt

) o (

I

T goes without saying that education is

the keystone of the foundation of

good life The importance of education as

the only factor of ensuring social good is

being felt in all countries and the growth
Of democratic ideas has brought home to

everybody the feeling that education is

no longer a luxury, but one of the absolute

necessaries of life In fact the success of

democracy depends on education more than
on anything else Democracy cannot find

a congenial soil where ignorance reigns

supreme It is no wonder that in all

progressive states great attention is being
paid to the education of the mass The
crude ideas that all enterprises should be
®ft to private hands and that education is

one of the optional functions of the state
are relegated to the background The days
of let alone policy are gone and education
like defence and maintenance of order and
justice is now regarded as one of the
essential functions of the state

viituuunaieiy m India, education has not
received the same importance as m other
countries Our educational expenditure is a
few annas per head per annum while the figure
per head ,s £ 17 m England The
percentage of the literate persons in India
is only eleven and the number ,s so
unevenly distributed that in some places
the percentage is even less than one The
reasons for the absence of widespread
education are not far to seek Apart
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liom the lack o! innate desire on the stand quite distinct. The system of

part of the State to pursue a vigorous education is defective and ‘it is very costly

policy of literacy campaign, there are some while judged from the point of view of the

causes at work which account for the standard of living of the people,

prevalence of widespread illiteracy all over The problem can be solved when right

the country. These causes may be enume- type of edncalion is imparted and is made

rated as follows:— cheap so that not only the mtmber of

(1) Oar agricultural conditions neces-

sitate the employment of boys and girls

for lighter field works such as weeding,

keeping watch, mending water courses and

doing odd jobs. A large number of

children are also employed in herding and

grazing cattle. In many places compulsion

is delayed by the necessities of agriculture.

In many places is to be found seasonal

absenteeism. AU these are mainly

responsible for flight from schools and

lapse into illiteracy.

(2) The system of education as is

being imparted in schools and colleges has

got a very depressing effect on the minds

of the people. The fact that even with a

limited number of educated persons, the

problem of .the so-called literate class

unemployment has been acute, is sufficient

to dissuade the people from pursuing the

present system of education. Though this

problem is greatly solved by the war at

present, the solution is purely temporary

and the problem is bound to arise in

all its acuteness after the war is over.

Apart from the unwillingness on the

patt .of the people, the inability to educate

themselves is more marked. The real income

of the majority of people is so low that there

is hardly anything left after meeting the daily

requirements to spend on education. In the

absence of willingness and ability, education
must cease to be wide-spread. Two things

literate persons may increase, but also that

they may be in a position to earn their

living after the completion of their edu-

cational career. Unless these dual aspects

are fully realised and put into practice

attempts to impart the present system of

education on a very wide scale will prove

to be a remedy worse than the disease.

Tn this connection reference may be made

to the scheme of education postulated by

Mr. Sargent, the Educational Commissioner

to the Government of India. -The scheme

no doubt appears to be quite ambitious*

but on clear thinking one is bound to

arrive at the conclusion that it is both

undesirable and impracticable. It is un-

desirable since it aims at retaining the

present system of education in a' slightly

modified form. It is impracticable since the

number of persons to be educated is to be
increased about threefold whereas the

amount of expenditure to be incurred is

to be increased about fifteenfold. The
scheme revolts against the guiding
principle of economics that maximum effi-

ciency is to- be attained at the minimum
amount of cost. The scheme if put into

operation will result in minimum efficiency

at the maximum cost. Unless the

purchasing power of the people is consider-

ably increased, the practicability of financing

such a scheme is out of question and it is

really very doubtful whether the real income
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of the people could increase to such an

extent as to facilitate the financing of the

scheme within a period of forty years.

Besides, it is no exaggeration to state that'

if the scheme is put into practice it will lead

to waste of national resources without

corresponding national gain.

The problem can be solved mainly by

giving a vocational tinge to our educational

system. The decaying condition of our

agriculture is to be largely attributed to the

antipathy and indifference of the educated

folk. In the schools and colleges rooted

interest in land is to be fostered in the

minds of the students so that they after

educational career may be encouraged to

divert their attention to land. Literate

agriculturists are less likely to be duped
by the village moneylenders and to be

subject to the undue exploitation' of the

middle-man. They can easily take advant-

age of the scientific methods of improving

the
# condition of land. The State may

start a number of demonstration farms

where educated persons having no lands

of- their own may find employment.

Attempts should be made to make
education as technical as possible so that

on the eve of industrialisation, the country

tusy not feel the dearth of trained

personnel. The investment on education

should" be made profitable. Of course no
scheme of education should ignore the

importance of general education which has

the good effect of widening one’s outlook.

But the period oi educational career should

not be made unnecessarily long so as to

avoid the necessity of incurring a heavy

amount of expenditure. Besides, with

reference to adult education, there should

be the least interference with the routine

of the ordinary life of the peasant without

whose co-operation the task of universal

literacy will be a chimera. Education has

to be adjusted to the exigencies of rufal

economy. People’s Schools as in Turkey

and China should be started all over the

country. It may be noted here that

Turkey has solved the problem of the

liquidation of illiteracy within a period of

Six years through People’s Schools. The
State should make thorough use of cinema

and radio and start rural library movement
to stimulate progress-mindedness in the

country side. These should form the

nucleus of social education, improvement
of social manners and popular recreation.

Itinerant teachers are- to be appointed to

wipe out illiteracy on a wide scale and to

enable each adult, boy and gill to attain a

minimum standard of literacy.

In any scheme -t>f post-war reconstruc-

tion, planning of education should be given
the most important place. In a country
like India where illiteracy is universal and
education that is imparted has no practical

utility except to a favoured few the future
of- the nation is bound to be gloomy. In
any planning of education care must be
taken to see that it is of the right type
and that it ensures a healthy standard of
living for the people. When education is
umversalised and every body is guaranteed
some economic minimum the obstacles in
the path of the progress of the country
are bound to be obliterated.



The Philosophy of Yajnavaikya
By Dr. T. M. P. MAHADEVAN, M.a., rh.D

) 0 (

• N Yajnavaikya’9 discourses found in the

| Brihadaranyaka Vpanishad we have

probably the earliest exposition of Advaita.

A. scholar without par, skilled in the art

of philosophical debate, Yajnavaikya had as

his patron and pupil king Janaka. One of

his two wives, Mailreyi, was a meet

companion of this master of metaphysics;

and she is responsible for eliciting from

her lord some rare passages declaring the

nature of Self.

In II, iv, is recorded Yajnavalkya’s

teaching to Maitreyi \ At the end of a

full and rich life as a householder the great

philosopher informed his younger wife

Maitreyi that he had decided to renounce

the world and that he wished to partition

his properties between her and Katyayani.

Maitreyi was not sorry for her husband’s

decision to renounce ;
but only she

did not relish the idea of enjoying

his wealth after him. Of what use

is wealth to one who seeks real

happiness? She asked Yajnavaikya: "Sir,

if this entire earth filled with wealth were

mine, would I become immortal by that?”

Yajnavaikya confessed that there was no

hope of immortality through wealth. Then

Mailreyi said : "What shall I do with that

through which I cannot become immortal?

Tell me, sir, what you know." The sage,

in response, gave her the highest teaching

about the Self. Nothing is dear for its

own sake. The husband is dear to the

wife not for the sake of the husband but

* This cpisods is repealed in IV, 5, with a few

more details. v

for the sake of the self. The same is true

of all other things. The self is dearer

than the son, as the Upanishad declares in

another context, dearer than wealth, dearer

than everything else and is innermost

{I, iv, 8). It is the self that should be

seen, heard, thought about and meditated

on. Since the self is all, there can be

nothing left unknown, after the self has

been known. Self-knowledge, however, is

not to be confused with objective know-

ledge. The self cannot be known as

objects are known. "Where there is

duality as it were, there one knows

another. Where, indeed, for one everything

has become the self, there through whom .

and whom is one to know? Him through

whom one knows all this, through whom

one is to know? Lo; through whom is

one to know the knower?" The essence of

Yajnavalkya's teaching to Maitreyi. is that

the self is non-dual, of the nature of

happiness and knowledge.

There is a description in chapter III of a

full-dress philosophical debate at King

Janaka's court with Yajnavaikya as the

central figure. - Janaka once performed a

sacrifice to which be had invited learned

men from far and near. Desiring toJtnow
as to who among them was the most

learned, he caused a thousand cows to

be brought to the court with ten

pieces of gold tied to the horns of each,

and addressed the gathering thus: "O
venerable Brahmins, whoever among you
is the best learned in the lore of

Brahman may lead these cows home.”
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Yajnavalkya who was in the assembly rose up
and asked a pupil of his to lead the cows

to his house But the other learned

men would not let Yajnavalkya’s claim go

unchallenged They put him several test

questions, some of them bearing on ritual

and the others on metaphysics One of the

scholars, Ushasta by name, asked Yajnavalkya

'to explain the nature of Brahman which
is immediate and direct, and the self within

all Yajnavalkya replied that the Brahman-
self which is within all is the life o! life

When pressed Uo be more definite, he
said, "You cannot see the seer of seeing

You cannot know the knower of knowing
This 13 the self of yours which is within

all Whatever is other than this is

mutable ” Another and by far the most
formidable examiner of Yajnavalkya was a

woman, Gargi She started by asking

about the support of all things Yajnavalkya
w a senes of replies traced all things to

deeper and deeper foundations and went
as far as words can go Then Uddalaka
questioned him about the inner ruler of
all beings In a set of beautiful passages
Yajnavalkya expla.ned that the principle
that lies behind all things, cosmic as well
as individual, the principle which these do
not ^know but which controls them from
Within is the inner ruler

, and this ruler,
said Yajnavalkya, is your own immortal
*e Gargi stood up again and pursued
*r old question about the final support of
n 23 "Across what is that woven warp

»nd woof,' she asked, "that which is

°ve the sky, that which is beneath the

which is between these two,
at which is past, present and future ?’*

ajnavalkya replied "It is woven across

space " But across what is space woven
warp and woof ? The final answer given

by the sage was that the Immutable across

which space is woven can be indicated

only by negative terms Empirical

categories like magnitude, colour, etc
, are

inapplicable to it It is not an object of

experience, nor even the subject of

experience " Not that does anything eat

,

nor does that eat anything ” The Immuta-
ble is not a void, an. airy nothing It is

the basis of all things Under its mighty

rule the planets keep to their places

seasons change, time is regulated and
rivers flow along fixed courses It cannot

be seen, for it is the seer, or rather sight

Similarly, it cannot be heard, thought or

known Other than it there is no seer,

thinker or knower The Immutable
is the support of all that is, even of ether

Gargi was fully satisfied with Yajnavalkya’s

teaching, and thoroughly convinced of his

superior wisdom, addressed the assembly
saying, "Never shall any of you beat him
m rendering an account of Biahman ” Not
heeding these words, one Sakalya cross

examined him further In the course of
his replies, Yajnavalkya said • "The self is

to be described as 'not this, not this* It

is imperceptible, for it is never perceived,
undecaying, for it never decays

, unattached,
for it is never attached

, unfettered—n never
feels pain and never suffers injury *

The same teaching is repeated by Yajna-
valkya tojanaka on a subsequent occasion
The royal patron had heard from several
scholars partial truths about Brahman One
of them had declared that speech was
Brahman, another had identified Brahman
with the vital force, a third said, the eye is
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Brahman; a fourth, ear; a fifth, mind; a

sixth, heart. Yajnavalkya characterised

these views as inadequate and Brahman as

thus identified is ‘but one-footer’ (*ha-pad).

Then he gave Janaka what he considered

to be the true conception of Brahman. The

self is not this, not this,” he said. AU
determination is limitation. The Self is

infinite. There are no limits to it.

Therefore it cannot be characterised as

this or that.

At another meeting with Janaka,

Yajnavalkya discoursed again on Brahman

and explained the nature of transmigration.

The King started by asking the sage about

that which serves as the light (jyotis) for

man. The sun, the moon, fite, and speech

are lights, no doubt. But these are not

self-luminous, since they shine by the light

of the self. The self is the inner light,

the light that never was on sea or land.

It is constant and unchanging through the

changing states of waking and dream. It

thinks, as it were, moves as it were

(idhyayativa,
Ulayativd). But in truth, It

neither thinks nor moves. In dream there

are not the external objects, and the sell’s

inherent luminosity is realised. Waking

(dncfdfianta) and dream (savapnanfa)

do not alter the nature of the
-

self which is unattached {asatiga). In

sleep there are neither desires nor dreams

the self returns to itself, as it were ; it is

free from evil and is fearless. In this state

a father becomes non-father, another non-

mother, the worlds non-worlds, the gods

non-gods, and the Veda non-Veda. All

distinctions vanish, but consciousness

remains ; for consciousness which is the self

can never be lost; It is indestructible. But

there is nothing which it can see, for there .

is no other than it. Where there is some-

thing else, as it were, there one may see

something, one may smell something, one

may taste something, one may hear some-

thing, one may think something, one may

touch something, or one may know some-

thing. The self, howeve’r, is one without *-

a second (advaita)
;

it is infinite bliss. This

self is Brahman (ayam atma brahma). One

who knows thus realises Brahman here and

now. If one knows the self as ‘I am ihis,*_

then what need is there for suffering in the

wake of the body? There is no transmigra-

tion for one who sees unity; whereas one

who sees difference, as it were, goes from

death to death. In the self there is

no difference whatsoever. The great

unborn self is immortal Brahman, with-

out decay, death and fear.

It will be evident from the teachings of

Yajnavalkya that he is an advocate of the

acosmic view. The sell, according to him,

is the central reality. The pluralistic

universe is an illusory appearance, for there
Is no plurality, in truth. The. travails of
transmigration are not for one who realises

the non- duality of the self. The self Is

Brahman. It is ihe sea t ol supreme
happiness. It is light and love; it is the
life of life. It is not an object of ex-
perience; it is experience per se. Any
positive affirmation regarding the self should
not be understood literally. It i* not

“

possible to determine, its nature as this
or that. All contradictions vanish when
the self is realised. This, 5n short, is

Yajnavalkya’s teaching.



INDIAN /
By “AN INDIAN

Britiih Labour Party and India

AT the recent Labour Party Conference,
British polioy in Greece and Poland

and India came in for a good deal of criticism.
One speaker said that India ia like a
running sore in the side of the British
Commonwealth of nations. Tho Viceroy
in his Bpeech at Calcutta &id that the
Government of India had done everything
they possibly could and the next move
must como from the Indian Bide. How
could the negotiations bo conducted from
tho Indian Bide, he asked, if the people
who could pat forward the Indian viewB
were inside prison dungeons ? Tho
Conference had therefore no hesitation in
passing this resolution in defiance of the
Executive who opposed it. Tho resolution
declared

:

This Conference, being of the opinion that
gr“n“nS freedom to tho pcoplo of India to
establish tm Independent Indian National Govern-
ment will be a. decisive factor in the fight against
fascism and towards ^.the unification of all anti
fascist forces, urges the immediate ending of the
political deadlock by negotiations with all leaders
«t tne Indian people with a view to tho formation

,.
a responsible National Government which will

miiy the entire population in India to the anti
fascist cause. With a view to facilitation in
negotiations we call for the release of Indian
political leaders.

The debate emphasised the gnlf between
the ideas and outlook of the Party’s
National Executive and the attitude of
the majority of the- Party Membership.
It was evidently a striking demonstration
of disunity between tho 'leadership and
the rank and file. In the coarse of the
debate Capt. John Dugalo, Labonr Member
of Parliament observed

:

problem of India will ne\ er be aolvod

f
Churchill is Prime Minister. Tho fruits

t i.

I? P°hcy arc crowded prison cells. Tho
4-abour Tarty Conference has demonstrated that

.rI
C
v. .,

0Drs be opened and there is no
uouDt that tho conduct of affairs in India will be
on election issue

-Tho good Captain’s righteous indignation
is all very well bat notwithstanding tho
vigorous onaloughtB on Government’s
policy at the Labour Conference, it is
araly likely that India will bo an election

laaue. British Labour has not tho moral
irength to bring India to the forefront
1 tta political programme. '

FF
JOURNALIST ”

The South African Situation

Public feeling against tho conduct of

the Union Government in regard to tho
treatment of Indian residents has been
expressed in an unmistakable manner, both
in South Africa and in India. Apart
from it tho vigorous protest put up by
the Central Assembly and the unanimous
demand for tho application of economic
sanctions against South Africa as a
measure of retaliation has had some effect
on the Union authorities. Field-Marshal
Smuts i'b reported to have relented
a little and advised the Governor General
to reservo his assent from the iniQuitous
Residential Property Regulation Ordinance.

Tho offensive Ordinance has for the
moment been given op, but the Pegging
Act, which is tho root of all troubles
remains. Marshal Smuts himBelf has
admitted that the Ordinance is “ not in
accordance with the Pretoria Agreement”.
What then is tho fun of simply snspending
it, instead of withdrawing it altogether?

We see already the mischief that the
Pegging Act is perpetrating. Racial intole-
rance expressed itself, without mercy or
decency, m ejecting Mrs. Father and her
children from their residence, while Mr
Father himself was in prison. Mr. Pather
has since been released, hut ho did not
evidently seek imprisonment merely to got

of object remains unachieved.No wonder that the Indian members eftne liroome Commission declined to servoan it seeing how useless it all is.

The reservation of 'the assent howeveraffords Marshal Smots an opportunity toreview the position ,h noio and undo the

!"£f
tan been done to Mianresidents in South Africa. Will tho FiSld

Tories' iit!
‘nl

.
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!
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the Future of Burma

Burma is still under enemy oocnpaUon
but a Blue print for Burma prepared by

- tbo etay-at-home Conservatives is already

on tbo tapis. Strangely enough it takes

no account of tbo changing times and
the changed circumstances. As in India,

so in Burma, tbo old promise of 1935

still bolds the field ! The prospect of

Dominion Status without control of defence

or external affairs is not exactly very
alloriog. The Btno print prescribes an
initial period Of reconstruction “and the
necessary nrrangementB for tba establish-

ment of self-governing institutions shall

not exceed six >earB’\ British “capital”.,

and British " skill," wo arc told, will bo
available for Boch reconstruction. But tbo
Barmans aro warned that British firms
operating in Bnrtna should be folly com-
pensated for war losses and damage. In
fact, tbo whole fabric of Belt-Government
worked out in tbo Bluo-print is vitiated

by the domination of British Imperial
interests from top to bottom. Evidently
tbo compensation is to be wrong out of

the Barman soil. There is no justification

for this bounty to British business "because
it is tbo British Government who failed

to protect their interests, and not the
Daracsa peoplo”.

Now Iho extent of Indian interests in

pre-war Burma was at least na great as
Britain’s but not a word is to bo found
in tbo Bloc rrint as to bow Indians
and Indian interests will fare under tbe
new order.

* If tbo non-ofiicial plan is so defective
and unimaginative, the government have
nothing better to offer. Indeed Mr. Amery
would not even accept the time-limit for
tbo transfer of power which tbo Blue
print offers. Britain, by her tactless
conduct, • failed to secure Uarmcse
loyalty and activo co-operation daring tbo
Japaneso invasion. Bat Mr. Amery, like
tbo Bourbons, has learnt nothing and
forgotten nothing. What all be promises
Is simply

to train the pfofle of Burnt* to every respect to
t*Ve »»er llmnaelvea, at any rate to take «n
cff’Ctive part In modern developments, which
hare ©oatnbntM to make Burras what it «u at
the moment of invasion.

Could this be sufficient inducement for

the Barmans to throw off the Jap yoke?

In the debate in the Commons the Secre-

tary of State claimed “we come to Burma
as liberators”. Bat to offer tbe Barmans
nfter tbe expulsion of the Japanese

complete Self-gorernment “ as soon ns

circumstances permit " is to ensure that

they “ will not welcome . ns as their

liberators”.

It is strange that Mr. Amery should

refuse to commit himself to a definite

assurance regarding tbe future of Burma.
Sir Reginald Dorrnan-Smith, tbe Governor
of Burma, has also issued the warning
that it would be highly dangerous to

dismiss Barman nationalism ns something
of no account.

If, Chen, the British Government in the
immediate post-war period ia to carry the good-
will of tho country and successfully associate
Burmans with the taskB of reconst ruction, they
must be made to feel that tho attainment of
self government Is a certain fact at tho end of o
clearly stated period.

As Mr. Creech Jones pointed “out in tho
co’urso of tbe debato Burma is the signal

of Britain's good faith and liberal intentions
iu that part of world. Eren tho six year
period fixed by tbo Blue print is a thing
that won’t work in tbo Burma of to-day,
inspired so intensely by the spirit of freedom
and nationalism.

The Burmese demand their freedom, aad.it eeems
to me there is little use talking about their lack
of ©Tprrienpo and mental industry . . . Therefore,
let us do what wo cau to shorten thia period
(time limiiy > let us try to eot up a responsible
Government at tho earliest moment following
liberation: let the Burmese themselves shape the
constitution they want and let us as a nation
be prepared to take risks in thia matter.

Even a Conservative member of tbo
House. Geoffrey Nicholson wont on to
declare Ibnt bo stood unreservedly behind
n fixed period for the present direct
administration.

If Burma or India or any other country were
allowed to think that certain steps in consti-
tutional progress depend on Britf-h goodwill. It
would be putting tho whole thing on a wrong
barit*. Tha Government should make a definite
statement of their intention* with the full purpose
of carrying them out without any equivocation
whatever.
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The Princfi' Attitude

The Standing' Committee of the Indian
Prince3 resigned' enbloc as a , protest
againat the alleged attempt of the Crown
Representative to " encroach " on their
Treaty Rights. This spectacular protest
of the Princes, on the eve of a meeting
of their Chamber, ^_ia undoubted proof of
their feeling on the delicate issues between
the Crown and their Order.

Rot correspondents from Now Delhi have
pointed out that tho crisis arose over the
action of the Political Department in
refusing to permit the Princes to discuss
their griovancea in the Chamber. The
peremptory tone of tho letter, it is stated,
was resented by the Princes and they
oecidea to resign.

Ono of. tho main points urged by the
irincos in their representations to the
urown representative is that
h«J Crown’* relationship with the States and tho

ArJi
WI
V* P0wer8 la respect of the States cannot

ruld n°t ke transferred to any third party
her authority without the consent of the

states concerned.

Ibe Princes protested ogainst

Jf°dency to alter the States’ relationship with
thrown and to qualify the observance of the
a0 obligations by unilateral action without

the consent of the States.

In his reply, the Viceroy assures the
Princes that there has been no change in

Jho policy of Hib Majesty’s Government
jowards tho Indian Princes and that tho
treaties and Sanads remain " an' integral
part of n. M. Government’s policy.” Ho
however added—apd this is important

—

J**
‘I'® interpretation of tho text of relevant

l)as long been affected by usage and

rpM™!
0 '*’ an^ has in the n&turo of things to be

reu to the necessities of changing times.

.1^ is obvions, observed tho Viceroy
aigniQcantly at Hyderabad,

tl>® Indian States arc to play their proper
!a the future Indian polity, they must

„
V**°P healthy and vigorous constitutional

E veramcius m their own territories. In such a
^elopnient, it would bo fitting if Hyderabad as

e premier Stalo gave tho lead.

i

^bafc is trno of Hyderabad is equally
* «ue of other States.

The Viceroy's Speech

The most amazing part of H. E. the

Viceroy’s speech at tho Associated

Chambers at Calcutta is his sopreme

complnoenoy at the posture of affairs in

India. “ I hope, I have been able to give

you, on the whole, a favourable impression

of the progress of our affairs during 1914

and of our prospects for 1945,” said Lord
Wavell. It is difficult to see what exaotly

are the achievements either in the economio

or political field, on which he is so satisfied.

More than one province is just emerging

from the ravages of a deadly famine,

millions are still on tho verge of starvation

and millions more find tho price of food

stuffs beyond their means. The natural

leaders of tho people are all in prison,

cansing widespread resentment and indig-

nation arid the deadlock continnes and
Lord Wavell gives ns nu hope that it will

end in tho near future,

Yet ho blames the parties for not present-
ing a joint programme. For his Own part
be has no constructive suggestions to offer
—because the previous offers have beon
rejected. Bat the Viceroy is full of plati-
tudes on " faith cure ”.

h!th
‘h® tost.requirement for a return to health

British
h
f>e^lR

a
«nrf

iefjn
-

t

i!

,e intentions of thoBritish people and in their genuine desiro for 8

%'l£ZSu£
A£ir'nttm ond

Sir H. P. Mody, Ex-member of the
Viceroy’s Council declared tho other day
that "ifa solution is delayed too long,
irreparable injury may ”bo done to tho
vital interests of the oountry.” If India, as
the Viceroy had said, needed afcith care,

fusion. Let Both the i .
Woo« tram

tried out,
emedies be fiitnoJtaneoueJ



P© REIGN AFFAIRS
The Greek Crisis

BY " CHRONICLER ”

The Polish Question

Evidently pnblio feeling on the Greek
crisis was so pronounced that the Prime
Minister Mr. Churchill and the Foreign
Secretary Mr. Eden thought it best to

go to the spot and end the deadlock if

possible. Bat their attempts to teach demo-
cracy to the Athenians were aot quite

successful as the conference of all Greek
parties concluded without evolving any
Agreed solution.

It is reported that the representatives of

the E.L.A.S. to the Premier’s conference

pat forward a proposal demanding forty

to fifty per cent, representation in the
Greek Government. T^eir other proposals
include the formation of a new Govern-
ment tho President of which would have
to enjoy tho confidence of a majority,
establishment of a Regency if other
parties do not objeot to it and the holding
of a plebiscite on the question of the
Greek King to be held on the first Sunday
in February ander the supervision of
international delegates. It is also reported
that Bomo members of the Papandreou
Government Rro opposed to these proposals.
Besides, Mr. Churchill in his latest

statement made it plain that “ Britain
could not withdraw from Greece until a
fair and decent Government had been
established.’’ The firm stand taken by the
EI/SST and the subsequent climb down by tbo
British Bhow that they were not qnito the
negligible black Bheep they wore painted
to be. Evidently they have more popular
Bupport than the Government sponsored by
the British.

As wo go to press it »s a relief to loam
that with the Greek King’s approval a Regency
has been established in Athens. Arch-
bishop DamaskinoB, in a message to the
Greek people ns Regent, has called for
truce as a necessary condition for any
solution of tho Greek crisis. ” In a truly
democratic State,’’ ho said,

there can bo no Solution by mo of force. In the
name of tbe suffering T’elhoilantl, we Invito all
srnuxl persons to agree to lay down their weapons
Immediately ' end to have confidence in tho
Itepeney and its Government for a solution by
Just and democratic means.

Speaking in tho House of Commons on

the Polish question, Mr. Churchill said

that Britain had never guaranteed nny

particular frontier line to Poland and that

the Russian demands for reassurance about

her Western frontiers wero not unreason-

able. Mr. Churchill does not wish to

displeaso -Russia. He advises tho Emigre
Government in London to accept the

terms offered by Marshal Stalin. The
Poles have been promised East Prussia

and a largo slice of Eastern Germany.
“This would mean," says Mr. Churchill,
“ acquisition of territories more important
and more highly developed than those

lost in • the East." In other words, Britain

is directing tho Poles to accept tho plan
proposed by Moscow. The plan looks

alright on paper. But to carry oat this

plan, several millions of Germane would
have to bo expelled from their territories

after tho end of the war—a thing easy
to Bay but not so easy to, accomplish.
"Even if tho war in Europe ends there
may be no peace for many years in

that distracted and ravaged continent.

Tho decision to transform the National
Liberation Committee into a Provisional
Government of Liberated Poland was taken
by tho Council of National Liberation on
December 81. M. Stalin is having his
own way.

It is learned that assumption of titlo of
Provisional Government by the Lublin
Committee does not create any change in
tbo attitude of the British Government
towards tho Polish Government in London.
Tho assumption by tho Polish Committee

of National Liberation in Lublin of tbo
title of ’Provisional Government* is termed
an act of lawlessness ”, in a statement,
which tho Polish Telegraphic Agency says
it baa been “ authorised to issue ”. Accusing
the Commit too of cancelling all democratic
liberties in tho area under its administra-
tion, tho statement says that tho Polish
Government emphatically protests against
«*• attempt npainst sovereign rights of
Tolish nation, which will never recoctiiwj
authority or totalitarian forms ixnwopod on
territorv.

tho
any
its
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Mr tlojed George Father of the House of Commons

Mr David Lloyd George Father of

the House of Commons haB decided not

to contest the next election The retire

Kent of the man who led Britain to

Victory m the last war comes after 54

years of continuous service in Parliament

Mr Lloyd George who is nearly 82 has

taken this decision on medical advice

Ho became Prime Minister with almost

bewildering rapidity and inspired the

country in the last war as Mr Churchill

has In this With the invasion of

Belgium m 1914 when ho was Chancellor

of the Exchequer he flung the whole

force of his vivid mesmeric personality

Into the straggle which was to place bis

amongst the foremost nameB in history

Vcn Runditjdts Offensive

On the day before the Christmas the

Germans wore reported to have made
a maximum penetration of 40 miles

from tho starting point This ib m
the South of tho front Tho first

rush and violence of tho offensive bad been

checked

The German tank attack w great

strength near St Vith was stemmed by

American Armour in one of the most

outstanding Military stands of tho war

This stand appears to be the one factor

which m ght whittle down the rcsnlts

of Von Rundstodt a superbly executed

mil tary blow from being a chaotic

trampliog of tho American armies to a

mere military sot back Tho German

^
Northern drlvo is being held in tho

St \ith Stavelot Malmedy triangle Malmedy
and Avelot have been recaptured by the

Americans .

Already 55 German tanks have been

shelled into destruction in this battlo—tbo

greatest clash of armour since the German

push began It is being fought south

west of the important communications

centere of St Vith and though the battle

is still raging large German forces are

being successfully stemmed

If tho objectives of tho Germans in

their first rush were Meuse crossings

tho offensive has failed in its first phase

It is not all over jot but every day

now sees an intensification of Allied

counter measures

Mr Roosevelt on the Atlantic Charter

President Roosevelt told a tress

Conference at Washington on December 19

that nobody bad over signed the Atlantio

Charter and there was no copy of it says

Reuter s Special Correspondent Ending
the minor Washington controversy as to

the existence of this histono document
and its absence from the National Museum
President Roosevelt said there never had
been a formal document

Tho President added there has been a

document scribbled with corrections by
Sumner Welles and Sir Alexander Cadogan
and their Aides bnd been instructed to

Bend this off to the Governments and to

release it to the Press

Referring further to the Charter the
President said that all the nations had
bowever pnt their signature to the obliga
tions outlined m the Charter in tbo
United Nations declaration of Washington
He recounted the series of mishaps when
tbo Mexican and other Ambassadors
gathered at the White Hoqso to sign the
declaration and found that they had
neither documents pen nor ink

So that is the end of the much
discussed Atlantio Charter over which tho
British Premier and the American
President waxed eloquent for months
together Mr Chorchill bad of course^ 03 that India was outside tho ambit
of that charter but it js now mado
clear that the charter itself was a
great hoax
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GANDHI. By Carl Heath. George Alien ami
Unwin, Ld„ London. 2 sb.

The seven chapters that comprise this

booklet deal with different phases of
Gandhiji's life and thooght. To be great
is to be misunderstood and the Mahatma is

one of the most misunderstood of men. In
this book, Carl Heath calls for an intelli-

gent and sympathetic understanding of

perhaps “the most disturbing man in the
Commonwealth and Empire.” The war is

around as in all its fury and destructiveness
Bays the writer, but even the greatest of
warB cotno and go and are forgotten. " The
Qguro of Gandhi persists." And in Gandhi,
concludes the writer, India speaks to tho
world
A metsago that shall leavea all tho raco.

FOOD tor thought. By Bernard J. Duffy,
m.a. .Longmans Green & Co.
Tho volume under review is an able and

a graphic account of tho varied and inter-
esting Problems of Psychology c g., memory,
dreams and hallucination. Tho treatment
is clear and significant. It answers tho
needs of tho lay reader as well as tho tech-
nical Btadent of psychology. The essays
aro replete with experimental data that
aro furnished today. No phase of human
Psychology is ignored, Tho last chapter
on Psycho-analyste, Behaviourism, etc., is

very good.

With xnn “ Fourteenth Army By
D. F. Kftrakn, Thacker & Co., Ltd.,
Bombay, Its. 4-12.

In this interesting little book which^is
nothing more than a personal diary, Mr.
Karnka, the well-known author and war
correspondent, has given a very vivid
account of tho ‘ daring attempt of tho
Japs to make "an all-oat bid for ono of
tho most strategic points on the Indo-
Burma border Imphal. How tho Japs

• failed in their attempt and how the Allies
succeeded eventually in driving the last Jap
from the Indian border are well described.

. Tho author who- saw a good deal 'of
-•fighting on tho Burma front, is full of

praise for tho daring exploits of some of

tho youDg Indian officers, particularly of

tho Air Force.

“If they were proud that they belonged to tho
Air Force, they were even prouder that it was
the Indian Air Force, .... This was not -an
Air Force of mercenaries. It was an Air Force
of Indians, conscious of their country, their heritage
and all the things that go to ronko India this

land of ours Out there where our
men are doing * a first-class job in the shape of
elmin&ting a powerful enemy, they do not speak
the languago of our communal leaders. This is

gratifying, for it lays tho foundation of the new
India" . . . Tho Indians ia the Army there
work as a team That barrier Which is
to be found -in social life in the cities, that even

’

greater political gulf which baa not yet been
bridged, that exclusiveness and aloofness of one
or the other race, that fundamental difference of
civilizations, racial, national—these do not exist
there. . . . Cool courage is characteristic of
these men of the air. An Air Force so born
and bo conceived will long endure. It trains men
to become aware of their responsibilities and

,
trams them to face the world with that eamo cool
courage. It disciplines the mind; and discipline' •

is what will uplift our people' to the 'heights to
which they aspire, and it is of theso qualities that
groat nations aro born. . . . Seeing our icon
in action lias been a most inspiring sight ",

The Constructive Phoqbamme- itsHEANINQ AND FLACE. Dj. M ; ^ Gaadhi
CONSTRUCTIVE PROORA1IJIE; SOUP

.
suoocmoNs B Rai€oataPrn

'

B>

E
a ;

jivnn Publishing House, Abmedahaa.
Tbo Constructive programme in Gonahiii's

words aims nt tbo construction ol Poorna
complete independence by

.truthful end non-violent means. It includescommunal unity; removal of nntoucha-

^ 'll.

! t’r°i.'*‘laa 1 «wdi ; village Indostries ;village'Sanitation
; basin education

i Adult

nmIM
10n

a 'i
1 ot w°mim

1 education in

“taba lev^P 01
r
roi' l,«“”a '1 ot Iiasbtrn

S2E.-4
0" 1 0U-'1B °K” language andworking Tor oconomio equality,

Dr. Itajendra Prasad jn his pamphletexplains to a lucid manner this tbirteen^old

by tile iSifiiST
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6P0TLIGHT ON YUGOSLAVIA Edited by
Mohan Kumaramangalam People’s Publish-

ing llonse, Raj Bhavan, Sandhurst Road,

Bombay As 8

This short pamphlet gives us an idea of the

National Liberation Movement of the Yugos
lavs battling against the foreign Nazi m
takers internal reactionaries and traitors

lifco Mihailovich and his followers and tho
emigre Yugoslav Government With limited

wins and supplies tho partisans and tho
Yugoslav people aro carrying on stubborn
resistance under Tito’s able leadership and
today they are holding at bay 17 German
divisions apart from satellite forces In this
fisht the Yugoslavs have blazed a now trail

have Bhown a now way of life for tho
atkan peoples under Nazi tutelage.

INDIAN \ ILLAGE HEALTH By J N Norman
Walker. Oxford University Press Its 2 8.

Important problems which concern pubho

health in Indiau villages are discussed in this

book in clear and lucid languago and in

its short compass of 90 pages tho author

has packed much information on all aspects

of tho subject Measures for the preven-

tion and control of many infectious

diseases which aro prevalent in rural areas

such as Malaria, Typhoid, Dysentery,

Guinea worm, Small pox, Tuberculosis and

Leprosy occupy the author’s attontiou Ho
recommends sound measures for adoption

and rightly stresses tho urgent need for

survey, propaganda and effective treatment

in the campaign against the diseases which
periodically take their toll
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MARY ©F TIE MONTH

Dec. 1. Government of India enforce

Reciprocity Act against South Africa.

—Governor of Madras inaugurates National

Savings Campaign.

Deo. 2. Coventry Indian Conference pleads

for ending of imperalism.

Deo. 8. Saprn Committee personnel
t announced: Non-party leaders’ Committee

issues statement on situation.

Dee. 4. Dr. T. V. Soong replaces

Marshal Chiang as Premier.

—Standing Committee of Princes’ Chamber
resigns owing to difference with Crown
Representative.

Dec. 5. Union Government “ reserves

assent” to the Residential Property
Regulation Ordinance.

D°c. C. Soviet all-ont attach on Budapest.

Dec. 7. Mr. Roger Thomas, Bind Minister,

resigns to serve as Adviser.

—American press attacks British interven-
tion in Italy and Greece.

Dee. 8. Mr. Churchill gains a vote of

confldenco in the Commons over
Government's policy in Greece, by 279
rotes to 80*

•^-Jnp planes over Orissa coast.

Dec. 9, Fierce fighting in Athens.

—Viceroy in Hyderabad. (Dn.).

Dec. 10. Pegging Act enforced in Durban.

—Treaty of allianco signed between Soviet

Russia and Franco.

Dec. 11. 127 Prominent Americans, in a

letter to the British Government
through Bord Halifax demand rolcaso

of Indian lenders.

Doe. 12. In the debate on Burma Mr.
Amery repeats old declarations.

Dec. 18, Labour Party Conference criti-

cises British intervention In Greece and
demands armistice with ELAS.

Dec. 14. Viceroy addresses Associated
CbamherB at Calcutta.

—Mr. Amery ' in tbo Commons declines
to give orders for release of Congress
leaders,

Dec. Iff. British Labour demands release

of Indian leaders.

Dec. 16. Filipino guerillas launch offensive.

—Sir A. Dalai describes Government plans

aod pleads for National Government.

Dec. 17. Nazis re-enter Belgium and
Luxembourg.

—J3.A.M. demand Government of National

Unity.

Dec. 18. Seventh army assault on Seigfried

line begins.

Dec. 19. German thrust into Belgium.
—Greek Premier asks for Regency.

Dec. 20, Emergency debato in the Com-
mons on the situation In Greece.

—Roosevelt says Atlantio Charter was
never signed.

Deo. 21. Sir A. Rowlands appointed Finance

Member.

Dec. 22. In the Lords debate on Greece,
Lord Faringdon’s remark that British
troops may mutiny caused great ex-

citement.

Dec. 28. The Greek King agrees to
Regency proposal : ELAS accepts disarma-
ment demand.

Deo. 24. Mahaaabho Conference meets at
Bilaspur, Dr. B. P. Mukerjee presiding.

Dec. 25. British clearing up Athens area.—German petrols over the Meuse.
Dec. 20. Mr. Churchill and Edon in Athens.
—Conference of all parties held.—Leyte campaign concluded. 1

uoo. 27. Athens talks conclude; EBAS* now
terms to Government. Mr. Churchill
declares British position.

—Mr. Lloyd Georgo retires trora Parliament
niter 61 rears.

Dec. 28. Mr. Churchill shot at in Athena:
narrow cscapo from bullets.—Failure of Athens talks.

Deo. 29. Conciliation Committee meets atNew Delhi : Dr. Saprn defines scopo of

-Greek King accepts Regency proposal.

“XEt o?C£opD“mMtiOM
Dec. 81. New Greek Government formed.



the negro problem
The Political Science Quarterly for

September last contains an illuminating

review o! Gunnar Myrdal’a book entitled

—

An American Dilemma* ‘The Negro

Problem and Modern Democracy". The
publication is a revealing study of tho

United States and tho place of the Negro
In tbs American commnnity. The writer

observes that if the Negro conld be all

things to all men, then tho issues would
have a different quality and the problem

^ronld bo the white man’s “ But tho

^8ro is not all things to all men—ho is

also a man with prejudices, attitudes,

habits wishes, and ambitions More than
that ho has becomo culturally a European,
a white man with a black .face

Continuing, tho author pertinently Bays

troohlo ia that tho Negro expects to be

ti
''“0 ftny other American, because he feels

lull!, ^'i
56 a°y other American and wo expect

ui to fool that way—excopt when tho heavy

it
tho pact stands m our way, wo behave

mV* a“ what wo believe, and have taught the
* egro to behove, was not truo Our doctrines
av ® a universal reach and flavour all men are

created equal All American citizens are equal
eeioro tho law We do not aay that wo do not
cliova it, and yet wo practise it When our

narker brother rises to taunt U3 with our hypocrisy,
our weary conscience gives us no rest

Concluding, tho writer, observes
Unfortunately there is no magic formula toward

»oe al felicity, not even m the preaching of the
americna credo Tho human imagination is

ingenious In devising subtleties of feeling and
'7'JS that make the incongruous seem normal,

ana the unreal, real Tho Southerner can bo both
® democrat and a practitioner of race discnmi
nation in fact, even if tie has a bad con-cienco
over tho matter

. Tho -way out is, not to concen
trstft upon the issue in. hand, but to concentrate
“pen something else concentrate upon opening up

L Rennes for tho good I fe of all of the peoplo m
V* South, white and block, and In timo—in tho
*®nS time—-fears will diminish memories fade new
practices and new attitudes replace the old and

Aegto will censo to be a Negro and become

AtE^n—just another Southerner, just another

THE WORLD AND THE WAR
Summiog up tho present position in tho

Eastern theatres of war, Mr Kedarnath

Chatter]i, Editor of tho Modem Review,

observes

In the Pacific a now phase has been entered

into by this bold bid on the part of the USA
armed forces for tl e reoccupation of tho Philippines

This is tho first major assault upon the Japanese

defences and much will depend on the events of

the next fow weel s In China tho Japanese

campaign 13 1 still making headway and the

situation still remains grave Tho Japanese have
achieved considerable success and if they are left

in undisputed possession of their fresh ga ns for

any length of tune, then serious complications

may arise m the execution of tho Allied plans

for the war against Japan

In Eastern Europe, tho campaign

of tho Soviets is already meandering

down to a slow ding dong fight

In Taat Prussia the Russian advance has come
to a standstill and further south the Soviets are

now hitting at key points Cut a great deal has
been attained by the Russians within the month
of October Tho Germans have been driven out

of Rumania and a largo eection of tho Balkans
In tho Northern sectors, the German forces have
been driven back across Finnish territory, beyond
tho Norwegian border East Prussia ha3 boon
invaded and the Baltic Statos substantially cleared

of the enemy

Tho Germans are fighting with groat
**

skill and with extreme stubbornness every-

where, BayB Mr, Chattorjee In Italy the

same slow progress m the face of bittor

ana skilled defensive fighting continues
In short, tho German effort to pm down tho

offensives of tho United Nations to a static
condition of positional warfare still continues and
winter conditions arc likely to help them
German} has lost all her satellites with tho
exception of a few Hungarian divisions her own
fighting strength has also come down to below
20.00 000 according to Allied estimates But in
spito or all this there does not seem to be anv

N crocking up of her morale or lettmg-down m
Tfcero ia still talk about fightingdown the Allied campaigns to a standstill and ofhoWing on till the opponents will to fight Is

p°m“ “ » or

Since then Von 'Rundstedt’s offensive has
made rapid inroads into Belgium.
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DISRUPTIONISM '
;

Tee ART OP ABANINDRANATH TAGORF;

" The position that Dr. Abanindranath

Tagore occupies in Modem Indian Art iB

in many ways nniqne, and ia not unlike

that ol Rabindranath, the poet, in the

realm of letters", writes Mr. O. C. Gangojy

in JCX Century.

Both represent the quintessence of Indian cultuj
6i

yet both brought- to old Indian thought new foi>Q3
of beauty, new forms of expression. Both accepted
the Indian-ness of Indian spiritual culture,

both were rebels against tha prevailing conventions
of artistio forms which had exhausted their
possibilities and, therefore, had survived their
uses. Both the artist and the poet were njjg.

understood by their immediate contemporaries £, Q(j
were denied, at the earlier stage of their progrfa3S|
any manner of understanding or appreciation.

Many people wrongly believe that

Abanindranath ia a revivalUt resnecitatin g
and repeating the formulas of ancient

schools of painting. His genius consist^ in

freely adopting methods and manrlera
from all countries and schools and creating

a myBteriouB fusion of a happy and ^ell-

assimilated harmony of his own.

The loading traits of his wonderful miniatures
tire an intensely romantic and lyrical quality Rnd
a dreamy and mystic treatment of his subj^fg
which.hu them on a far higher level than 4

tt,„
plane of a merely literal naturalism. Yet ho
rarely dabbled in mystical or symlwlifial thcmeB .

» and even in the subjects borrowed . from thy, „]<}
Hindu Puranic sages ho has an intensely Noetic
manner of tindering a themo which light en9
burdon and heaviness of the tran«eenqen(ai
mysticism of the Indian Buronas. As tlio quality
of his draughtsmanship reveals, his inclination has
boon towards tho tiny miniature quality aaj (ho
educated and tho mannered refinement op (ho
Mughal Qalam. The subtle grace and the on<>.

hair minutiae of his lines sometimes far Bypass
the accomplished brushes of the Mughal
Yet' tho range of his vision, oad the bn'aq,^ 0j
his paletto is not confined or restricted bv, (he
narrow outlook of the ^Mughal school, xho
extremely wide range of his vision, therm, atl(j
technique makes It very difficult to gror,p }IIS

. works under tending characteristics, or dominating
tendeneW and it is almost Impossible to pi,t Rn y
‘label* on the general character of his works,
or to charaetemo tho leading phases

<>f his
creative brushes. .... At tho risk of being
grotesque—one is inclined to characterize hi*
works a* a curious amalgam of Bnrne-Jone. an ,i

Bihtad, of Molaram and Ogata Korin. Yet 'bo is
nothing but himself—a wizard of form ttnd a
magician of colour.

Tbo fourth aonnaJ number of the

Social Welfare is packed with articles on :

a variety of topics by well-known writers. :

The Editor, Mr. K. M. Manshi, points

oat the danger of disroptionism in the Indian

situation.

Disruptionism is for the moment tho most

serious impediment to the country’s progress. It

asks tho Congress to give up its demand for

independence
;

to foreswear tho demnud for 0

federal centre and for a democratic constituent

nssembly ; and to withdraw tho August Resolution,

"which is inimical to the ideals and demands of

Muslim India.” To Britain, threats are delivered

from time to time not to da anything to ofleod

Muslim India on pain of -facing ‘strife? bloodshed
-

end misery.* ~
|

This attitude has thriven on a belief that the
Hindus could easily be overawed. The self-

restraint which tho Gandhian policy has imposed
on the Congress Hindus, who form the majority
of politically-minded Hindus in the country, is

taken as weakness. In the Congress antagonism
to British government and its polioy of non.eo.
operation, Disruptionism finds its greatest

opportunity.

The Hinda-MuBlim tension will grow,

says "Mr. Manshi, till tho life of tho

country is marred by a long-drawn

internecine conflict. And ia tho codi

the military power of Britain will continue

to enforce law and order as in Palestine,

to the prejudice of all parties including

Britain herself. The Indian deadlock

cannot therefore ho resolved, concludes

Mr. Manshi, unless Britain reverses her

policy of supporting Disruptionism,

Britain will not do it unless she rids herself of
the nightmare of India seceding from her ambit;
and unless Britain and the nationalists both
realize that secession in tho post-war world Is a
physical impossibility, it will not bo got rid of.
British statesmen will realize* this fact soon
enourh; but not the panicky British bureaucracy.
The Nationalists, ncm-Congress to a man, and a
large section of tho Congress also realize tho
same. But for the anti-Imperialist section of tho
Congressmen tho realization has been and will
bo difficult ; for it represents the Ideal, which
forms the motive power, and creates tho sanction,
in all roas3 movements of freedom.
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THE HINDU FAMILY
Mr. M. N. Banerjee, writing on the above

snbjecti in the Indian Journal of Social

Wor1> for December, sayB

:

No society over remains m a static condition.

There w no denying the fact, that with the impact

of'Weatora culture and with growing economic
difficulties, the bonds holding the different members
of the Hindu family together have been fast breaking
dawn Relaxation of the sense of duty to other

members of the family is m evidence and there is

Skater individual demand for a rise in the standard
of living A Hindu fafnily is usually larger than an
English or an American one. Married brothers nnd
was with their wives and children often live in the

tKifr
I0

}

1*1 orthodox Hindu family under one head,

of II fu' however, generally disrupts on the death
k® Wther. Brothers, uncles and nephews in many

to n,
c
?D

.

tl
J

lu® to llva together, each contributing
me total cost proportionally to his income

Hindu religion embraces the whole strnc-
*Qra of society in all its aspects and it

delved a body of raleB affeoting the
conduct of Individuals in a family in various
directions. Religion and society were very
closely knit together.

chntfy
va,ues ""ere attached to the Idea! of

wiHnv
,n

,
women

» divorce and remarriages of
i» j

8 not being approved by custom and usage

of i

U m
^
m8K° *3 not a contract entered into out

Pftw.ny°
between the parties, but a sacrament.

d.-Ltvvk.
ond 8unrdians were enjoined to get thoir

vgnters ami sisters married early before puberty
..

mY society advocated the ideal of secur-
i®,

8 b
,
°8room for overy bride, the earlier tbo

Among some castes the practice degoncrated
0,0 an institution of child marriage

The Hindu calturo tended to set ap for
the women the ideal that her personality
should merge into that of her husband as
lar as possible. She was traditionally

taught to Identify herself with her husband
In matters mundane and spiritual. But
daring recent times the dependence of

women on men has been fast dis-

appearing. Tho spiritual outlook of Hindu

^
calturo has come into clash with modern
matenahstio civilization. ThuB at the

Present titae all tho basio principles of

Hindu culture seem to bo rndely shaken.

• THE TEHERAN AGREEMENT

Europe has been mapped into zones iff

which Rassia, Britain and United Btatos

respectively will bo tho prevailing power,

according to “ A Student of Europe ”

in the Sunday Obsenci. The Teheran

Agreement, ho says, is a great historic

partition treaty and although tho sohemo

may not yet be complete, no ono will doubt,

for example, that Poland lies between

Rassia and Greece in British zone.

These two cases, he writes,

show one of tho greatest weaknesses of tho

Teheran policy, that it pays little heed to the

wishes of the people concerned But tho caso

that can bo made for Toheraa is formidable

Would not the alternative, as far as Britain and

Russia aro concerned, bo either a scramblo for

positions in Europe with war as the probablo

outcome or a pact of mutual non intervention

loaviog tho balance of powor in tbo bands of

Germany T

But it would bo naive to think that

the realisation of tho Teheran Agreement

is a foregone conclusion.

Even now very great obstacles arc coming into

sight. The reefs on which the policy may bo

wrecked are threefold. Firstly, local resistance—in

some cases tho ‘ allocation ’ of a country to some
xono fits the desires of its people. In others it

may not* Secondly, mutual confidence between
the two mam partners, Russia and Britain, may
be severely strained where complete spontaneity
of local resistance is not unquestionable Tho
third and biggest reef is still only half visible.
Only if tbo big three combine to uphold it, has
it a chance to be carried through

Ho says, it is clear that the position

of tho United States is not exactly the
same as that of Britain and Russia and
there aro indications that Bhe, not beiog
in Europe, might perhaps dissociate herself
from it where it meets local and national
resistance. *' But ”, ho concludes,

Americana have plenty of reasoos for needing nsmuch as Russia and ourselves to make Teheranwork eo that toning is ihe basis of n new
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THE TREED IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA.

, The Central European Observer , published

as a fortnightly in London, has a thonghtfal

article on the trend of mind in Czeeho%

Slovakia. The writer Mr. Korbel truly

points ont that in time of war many values

undergo severe cross examination and people

change their opinions in many respeota.

This appears very much to be the case iq

a country where the enemy has deprived

the citizens of their property and reduced all

classes of the population to abject poverty.

This has happened in Czechoslovakia.

The industrialists have seen the confiscation of
their once-cherished property for the safety of
which they wore ready to oppose the social progress
of other classes. The peasants have found tht;;r
traditional animosity towards the urban population
serves the interests of the common foe. The workers
have come to the conclusion that no class struggle
will realise their Justifiable claims as long as the
general disposition of the people providos nothing
but barren soil for such ideas. The intelligentsia h&a
discovered that it cannot flourish except as an
Inseparable part of the whole national community,
and that ita fate is closely linked with the life of
tho whole nation. Henco one elementary principle
arrises out of these experiences s solidarity. Teopjo
have como to realise their dependence upon each •

. other, and in tho future they will give fundamental
issues priority over secondary ones. Private life will
bn more genuine, family life deeper. Thero will ho a
distrust of any mechanical slogans iu public political
life. Democracy will find its real and proper content.

THREE STAGES OF THE WAR
' A startling chango has como over tho

Btrategio scene within the last fflw
months. Mr. Chnrchill baa summed it up
by Baying that ho " no longer feels bc,UDd
to deny that victory may como soon 1

'.

Looking back over the five years of toil

and turmoil, threo distinct stages in the
journey may bo distinguished," sayij n

writer in tho Round Tabic.

“In tho first, tbero was nothing to do except

to hang on everywhere in tho hope that

the enemy’s strength would not bo so

great as to win everything vital t,0 an
ultimato come-back. In tho second, there
was n deliberate economy of available
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strength everywhere where ifc was possible^
j

to economize in order to put every ounce
j

of weight behind the final counter-offensive. ;

This was hardly a Jess difficult stage than 1

tho first, because it required infinite,

patience, unprecedented confidence between

tho Allies, and exposure without answer;

to uoinstructed criticism. - We have now-

reached the third stage of the grand,

assault, though still only tho early stages-

of that stage; and both the enemy and-

the Allied peoples can begin to see that,!

long though the journey has often to he,

tho route chosen has in fact been the,

shortest and therefore tho wisest possible.’*!

COLOUR PEACE OR COLOUR WAR ? ?

"A colour war is threatening tho world,

unless white races abandon discrimination

and show greater friendliness towards tho

coloured races. Racial feeling is running

bigb in the Empire and in the U. S. A.j •

and the economic procure of tho coloured
;

races has become a world problem as
,

much an economic problem as a colour
*

problem," writes Mr. J. L. David in tho -

United India Survey.

Mr. Curtin, Prime Minister of Australia,

told a Daily Express interviewer that

"immigration restrictions were Introduced

for purely economio reasons, to prevent tho

importation of cheap coolie labour.”

And all theso rears tho advocates of a White
Australia bare hold that vast country for a handful
of seven million people, whit© Japan, which h&3
ooe-twenticth the acroago of Australia, lias nearly
ten times the population. That is a contributory
causo to World War II.

In South Africa, Indiana are being

segregated as an economio menace.
Not only aro they under statutory segregation

mit they are denied tbo rights of self-respecting
citizens.

_

And o* they object to segregation, tho
authorities propose to nchiovo tho nuno ©ml by
laying out land for their occupation nod not
calling jt segregation.



INDIAN STATES
Hyderabad

THE VICEROY IN HYDERABAD
'

It was obvious that if Indian States were

to play their proper part in the fatnre Indian

polity, they must develop healthy and vigor

oqs constitutional Qovornments in their

own territories, and in such a development

Jt would bo fitting if Hyderabad, ns the

premier State, gave tbo lead/ observed His

Excellency the Viceroy Lord Wavell, speak

1QB at a banquet given by the Nizam

on December 9 at Hyderabad

His Exalted Highness in a speech empba

used tho importance attached by Hyderabad

to the British connection, and said

Hyderabad has alwayB valued the British

connection as a guarantee of peace and

tranquillity in India and never more so than

at a tune when the safoty of the country

b being threatened by a powerful and rath

lew enemy It is for this reason apart from

considerations of sentiment, that I have

always' taken personal pride in tho titlo

'Faithful Ally’ bestowed upon mo by the

King Emperor and have tried to live np o

its ideals "

HYDERABAD UNITS

Broadcasting from the Hyderabad ra 10

station recently on tho State fl
srea

contributions to tbo Allied war effort,

|

0

Prince of Berar, Commander in Chief o ®

Hyderabad Army, said they had e, K

units serving ontaide the State comprising

artillery, mechanised cavalry infantry and

mechanical transport amts, organised arme

and equipped on a par with the oni s o

tho Indian Army In order to provi

these units and maintain them np

to strength with trained personnel, as well

as to replaoo them for internal security

duties, six new units have been raised

Baaroda
FOOD SITUATION IN BARODA

An appeal to the State to avo.a waste

of foodstuffs in view of the existing too

situation in tho country was made by

Mr Badrashilrao Gaekwar, Dewan of Daroda,

in hia inangnral address to tho

Baroda Assembly

Tho Dewan President reviewing the food

aitoation said that careful balancing and

adjustment of diet and absolute prevention

of wosto are the only remedies against

food famine ' anS I appeal to tho people

to adopt them wholeheartedly, bearing in

mind tho experience of the past and the

present situation

After referring to the progress of the

Savings Campaign tho revision of grades,

clearness allowance for State servants and

tho post war development plans for the

State, Mr Badrashilrao said ‘ His High

neBS tho Maharaja Saheb altaohes great

importance to post war development of

agricoltnro and industry in the State.

For this express purpose a new Ministry

has been created A five year plan for

the development of tho State in every

possible avenue will be prepared
'

BARODA SERVICES

To tho several orders passed by the

Maharaja to increase tho efficiency of the

services xn the State is now added one

more namely the revision of grades of all

Government servants np to tho grade of

Mabalkaris (included) at an annual cost

of about Rs 4 35 lakhs The main featnxo

of the present revised grades is that a

uniformity of grades of servants in all

departments throughout the State has

been adopted

--N
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Mysore

LABOUR LEGISLATION IN MYSORE

The Mysore Government have constituted

a committee ot officials and non-officials

to review the working ot the existing

labour legislation in the State so as to

provide a coherent body ot lahoor laws

which in actual application would ensnro

prompt and effective settlement of indus-

trial disputes. In this connection, the

order stresses the importance ot the

question of introducing a scheme of

compulsory insurance against unemploy-

ment of industrial workers and the

desirability ot making separate legislative

provision for regulating employment of

children in industrial undertakings on the

lines of Employment ot Children's Act in

British India.

HOUSING PROBLEM

The Mjaoro Economic Conference in

MyBoro has established tho fact that out

of tbo 18,GOG families in Bangalore

19,712 have less than 100 eq. ft. for

each family to live in. while 17.S21

tamilies each livo In an area between

100 ana 800 sq. ft. The averago family

consists o! 10 persons and there are

cases whero 10 people occupy a living

space of less thau 100 eg. ft or, as

uoo member pat it, "tho whole family

cannot oven sit together tor their meals,

let alone sleep la tho house 1" In these

ciroomstanees something most ho dooo. So

tho Conference has pot forward tho novel

suggestion that tho Government, tho City

Municipality end the leading iosuranoo

companies should assist in tho flotation

c! a joint-stock company to acquire land

and coostroct thereon at least 10,000

booses ot types suitable lor occupation by

the loner and middle classes.

Travamcore
;

SIR C, P. ON HINDUISM

Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar, Dewan of;

Travanoore, delivering tho Commemoration!

AdareBB of the Temple Entry Proclamation
;

at Trivandrum on November 18. sold

that tho Temple Entry Proclamation

was inaugurated by tho Ruler ot the

State in order to effect not only

social reform bat also to bring about

a religions revival. Tho Dowan mention-

ed that His Highness had just Bet his

signatnro and seal to anothor Proclama-

tion abolishing' capital punishment in tho

Stato. This was tho first time in India, ,

or rather in Asia, that such a step has

been taken with tho Biogle exception of ,

tho Stato ot Anndh. According to tho
.

Dewan, a trno Hindu was also a trne

Christian ana a trno Muslim, and, in
,

any case, he secs no hostility between

his creed ana fundamental tenets of }

other religions.
’

TRAVANCORE'S ENTERPRISE _ ;

Travancoro has distinguished itself 08

the OrBt adminiBtrotivo unit to start tho

chemical fertiliser industry which, in tho

words ot Mr* E. P. Pawley, Director, and

Mr. L. C. McCarty, Engineering Director

oi tho Intercontinent Corporation of .Now

York, "iB tbo most significant facet of a

typo of British, American nnd Allied

co-operation, so essential for tho present

and post-war economio development, which

would ensure lasting peace."

These industrialists foreshadow that

requirements for tbo next two decades

• will demand ranch moro of this typo of

development than all ibo world's Industrial

capacity can supply if we nro to iDercaso

the standard ot life all Ibe world over.
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Bikaner

REFORMS FOR BIKANER
An important constitutional step forward,

giving more powers to the Bikaner State

legislative Assembly has been announced
by H, H. The Maharajah on tho occasion of

the official celebration of his birthday.

The Legislative Assembly already enjoys

the elected majority, and oot of a total

strength of Cl the number of nominated

Members is 23 and of elected members 26.

Three more seats will hereafter be trans-

ferred from tho nominated members to tbe

sleeted members, thus raising tho number
°f the elected members to 29 and reducing

that of the nominated dement to 22.

A Deputy' President ofjbe Assembly will

he appointed from among tho elected

Members.

Tho powers of interpellation will be

i enlarged and tho Assembly will also be

given the right of moving adjournments

to disQnss matters of urgent and publio

Importance.

Cochin
COCHIN’S NEW CHIEF JUSTICE

The appointment of Mr. K. S. Krishna-

swami Iyengar, retired' Jadgo, Madras

High Court, as Chief Justice, Cochin High

Court, has been notified in the Stato

Gazette, Cochin. Mr. Krishnaswami Iyengar

takes over charge on January 29, 1915,

the date on which tho present Chief

JobHco Mr. C. A. Kanjanni Raja, retires

from Bcrvice.

MAHARAJA’S COLLEGE
A now stage m tho growth and expansion

of the Maharaja’s College, Ernakulatn, was

& marked with tho inauguration of the Tech-

nological courses attached to tho Maharaja 8

College by Dr. Al. Bm, Alagappa Chettiar,

Managing Director of the Cochin Textiles.

Indore
INDORE BAR ASSOCIATION

Delivering judgment in the Contempt

of Court case launched against the Indore

Bar Association, tho Full Bench of the

Indore High Court convicted the Bar

Association and ordered it to pay a fine

of'.Rs. 500.

It is believed that this is the first

instance in the judicial administration of

India when a Bar Assocation as a, whole

has been found guilty of contempt

of Court.'*

General
PRINCES’ DRAFT RESOLUTION

The text of the draft resolution which

was framed for discussion by the Chamber

of Princes on the Crown's relationship

with tbe States was published in the

Hindustan Tunes. Tho resolution runs :

The Chamber of Princes considers it necessary

to reiterate m the most unequivocal and emphatic

terms that vhe Crown’s relationship with tho

States and the Crown’s powers m rospect of the

States cannot, and should not, be transferred to

any third party or other authority without tho

consent of the State concerned.

Tho Chamber roqueats His Excellency tho

Crown Representative to be pleasod to convey to

His Majesty’s Government the grave misgivings

and apprehensions aroused in the States, by the

recent tendency to alter the States’ relationship

with the Crown and to qualify tho observance of

tho Crown’s obligations, by unilateral action
without the consont of the States, notwithstand-

ing the solemn Royal pronouncements that those
treaty rights shall be maintained unimpaired, and
the recent assurance conveyed to tho Indian
Fnncee by His M*jesty’a Government that the
fulGlment of tho fundamental obligations arising
out of tho treaties and sanads remains nn integral
part of His Majesty’s Government’s pohoy.

The Chamber further requests His Excellency
tho Crown Representative to convey this expression
of their devotion to nts Imperial Majesty tho
King Emperor, with the respectful submission that
in this matter of fundamental importance to the
continuance of their relationship with tho Crown,
tho Indian Princes solicit His Majesty’s personal
good offices to ensure an early and satisfactory
announcement

Aa tho session of tho Chamber of
Princes was cancelled, the resolution was
-not moved.
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Burma
INDIAN EVACUEES FROM BURMA
“The question of compensation for the

loss you have incurred in Bnrma is a

post-war problem. It is a complicated

international affair, but yonr claim is re-

inforced by the recent bine print of the

British Conservative Party. If the Britisher

has a claim in Burma, yon bave no lesser

claim there. If the Secretary of State for

India apholds the claims of Britishers,

be cannot deny tho claims of Indians.”

observed Mr. Jamnadas M. Mehta, Repre-

sentative of tho Government of India with

the Government of Burma, in reply to a

memorandum presented by the Burma
Indian Association, Surat.

Referring to tho question of allowance

given to the refugees from Barma and the

Far East by tho Government of India,

Mr, Jamnadas Mehta assured the refugees

that there was no reason to entertain any

fear that tho Government had decided to

discontinue tho financial assistance. lie

added that he Bhould try to h'elp thoso

refugees wh<? were not allowed any
allowances.

Ceylon
RIGHTS OF INDIANS IN CEYLON
Mr. M. 8. Aney, Government of India

representative in Ceylon, speaking at

Hartley College, Colombo, suggested that

in view of tho imminence of tho arrival

of the Sonlbory Commission, the rights

of Indians in Ceylon, particularly regarding

franchise, representation of trade interests,

immigration and general status, ought to

ongngo tho serious attention of leaders of

public opinion in Ceylon and that they
mast mako an earnest effort to reach
satisfactory eolation this time.

South Africa

SET ASIDE PRETORIA PACT

In an editorial on the Indian crisis, ,

the Natal Indian Opinion founded by
,

Mahatma Gandhi, says that the way oot

of the unfortunate impasso is for tho ;

Sonth African Government to set aside

tho Pretoria Agreement and tho Natal

Ordinances and direct a Natal Indian

Judicial Commission to inquire into tho ",

question of parliamentary, provincial and

municipal franchise for Indians and to
'

make recommendations. With franchise, says

tho paper, Indians could co-operate ^xvith \

Europeans on matters of common interest^

and if they had the confidence that they

would be justly - treated, the causes of

friotion would disappear. The friction

to-day is often tho work of - a smaller

group of Europeans or Indians. Given tho

Franchise, Indians would probably look less

to India, except in exceptional circumstances,

snch as a threat to India or themselves

—

jnst as BritiBh-horn Sonth Africans look

to Britain today and jnst as Transvaal

Outlanders appealed to Britain 41 years ago.

Condemning tho Pretoria Agreement, tho
Indian Opinion says tho Natal Indiana

who accepted it betrayed their community,
believing that occupational control is barm-
less as long as opportunities for investment
remained.

"yhey aro disappointed because occu-
pational control has now been extended
to include some form of control of ucqni-

• ;
The feeling of tho Indian

common ity has been roused by their actions
as well ns by whnt has been happening
in tho provincial council.”
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Questions of Importance

AMERICAN LEADERS’ LETTER
A demand for, tho immediate release of

India's deraocratio leaders is made by

^27 prominent Americana in the course
ot a letter to ‘Lord Halifax, the British

Ambassador in Washington. The
following is tho fall text of the letter*

Tt is now two years Btaco tho leaders and
thousands of members of tho Indian National
boagreje were imprisoned without trial by tho
British Government in India. Many of the men
J)! women imprisoned have long been known lor
taeir devotion to tho ideals of freedom and
democracy and for their opposition to Fascism
A®mg them are the most widely followed leaders
®f Indian thought such as Pandit Jawaharlal
Nehru and Abul Kalara Azad, President of the
‘ndiaa National Congress

J^®59 mas3 imprisonments havo solved no
problemg They have served to intensify

f

the

.‘U
1

er
1
eleavago between tho British and Indians

they have made it dilllcult far Indian* to

whole Jieartedly in the war for world freodom
Men belated justice to theeo prisoners would do
ttuch towards rcstormg tho confidence of millions
°r Asia’s peoples

Every member of the United Nations must face

‘ho fact that tho continued imprisonment oi

l' m
8 democratic leaders is an over pro

,challenge to our professed war alms and a d®

°f those broad principles of human rights up
which true civilisotion anywhere must be toun

-India’s freedom is not India’s question alono

It U a question of human liberty. So lon
£

“

•uporession and injustice are allowed to conunyo
>n Indio, they are a threat everywhere m u>

world,

Mr M K Gandhi was released from J°
r

reasons of health. Since his reloaso, Mr aanuni
has made a number of far reaching sugSMtioM
for the solution of the political deadlock It wo>ua

Mem to be of the utmost importance that tnee

•UBSestion, should bo explored as fully ea

These explorations would be facilitotod by making

« Possible for Mr. Gandhi to confer with tno

loaders and Members of the Working Comm<ttoo

of the Congress Party who ore now in B"
uIjBehove that the release of these Icaders wo

he a definite sign of Britain s good
desiring a settlement of the deadlock

v
A eettlsment would bo of direct benefit

”"1W Nation, only In Iho P'"””'.'”
0
,.“ • war but also In the conclusion of a »*«' J*

peace Wo therefore urge you to transmit to
i

your

uoWTnmen» this requost for tho immediate rUoos

®f India’s leaders

7

COMMANDER IN CHIEF'S IMPRESSION

Even the hnmblest in India were

bearing the burden of the war effort,

and the sacrifice which the Indian peasant,

with hia small margin of reserve, was

called upon to make was severer than

tho deprivation of comfort which people

m other countries with higher standards

might suffer, said Hia Dxcellenoy tho

Commander-in Chiof of India, at a press

conference in New Delhi, on December 18.

Explaining the scope of tho Military

Reorganisation Committee, Sir Claude

Aochinleck said it was a purely exploratory

committee in tho military field and was

intended to ensure that tho great fund

of military knowledge and experience

gained during tho last five years of war

was not lost aB after tho last war, hut

that it should be utilised in a way that

would be valuable to any futuro Govern-

ment of India whatever its constitution.

INDIAN BRIGADE

For tho first timo in tho history of

tho Indian Army what is virtually an
all India Brigade, led by Indian Officers,

has been in action against the enemy
and has given a good account of itself

in operations. This Brigade, forming part

of tho 25th Indian Division, ia on tho
Burma front and was recently visited by
the Supreme Allied Commander, Lord Louis
Mounthatten,



Utterances of the DayEO

MR. STEVENS ON BRITAIN AND INDIA

Britain must either make India her

willing associate or else get out, deolared

Lient, Col. G. R. Stevens, addressing the

East India Association at Carton Hall,

London, on December 12. Col. Stevens

added that

the only way to make India'a willing associate to

the enormous advantage of Indians and Britons

alike Is to persuade the 400 million people of

different races, habits and character that the British

are prepared to relinquish their status as superior

boiags and are willing to become partners and asso-

ciates in the business of liviag in India.

He believed that it was possible to neo

tbo British army In India as ambassadors

of goodwill to diBpel old notions and to

create a new concept of what Great Britain

in 1010 really is and really stands for.

Ho maintained that tbo British forces to-

day represented that tolerant, practical

and fair-minded Britain which had so mnch
to offer to tbo world. Col. Slovens

continued

:

Imperial gulfs between tbo ruler and tho ruled

have not been bridged and cannot bo bridged by the

generation of officials end commanders whoro roots

nro in tho system that is rapidly passing away.

With tbo best will in tho world they cannot

administer an enterprise ba*ed on what is to them
n new and revolutionary psychology. They aro not

tn rupporl with tho Indian intelligentsia and I leer

that in some eases at least they are oven more out

of touch with current British thought.

RtV. HODGE ON INDIA’S DESTINY
The belief that for practical and senti-

mental reasons Indian political destiny lies

in a tree and equal partnership in tbo

British Commonwealth of Nations is

expressed by Rev. Z. Hodge, lately Secretary

of tbo National Christian Council of India.

Barmo and Ceylon, addressing tho East

India Association, London, on "India 8

Political Fatnro and Raral Beconstraction.

Although there are those who look to a partnership

in a new alignment of nations comprised of India,

China and Russia, I cherish the conviction that the

present clouds of suspicion and estrangement will

lift and India, by her own free choice, will elect to

,

remain with us and share our common destiny,
j

I share the widespread regret that the negotia-

tions between Mr. Gandhi and Mr._Jinnah have

broken down hut the ice has been broken and at

any rate wo boo clearly now that Pakistan, os inter-

preted by the latter, means partition of India.

Since thi9 fundamental problem has its roots In

taco and religion, no effort of British statesman-

ahip and no extension of British administration con.

remove it; wisdom would therefore seem in leaving

its solution to Indian hand. 'Hie risks are certainly v

grave hut I cannot reconcile myself to the view that

Britain must stand perpetually on guard to keep
}

tho peaoe in India. I cast the anchor of my faith

,

to tho good sense nf tho Indian peoplo. Much',

depends on framing a new Indian constitution.

The approach of independence has accentuated the

demand for security by various communities.

' SIR T. B. SAPRU’S CALL TO BRITAIN
1

If the Hindus nad Muslims do not
accommodate each other, what wiil they do
when tbo British impose a constitution

on India reserving largo powers in tboir

own bands. It would bs n disastrous conse-
quence. It is no neo blaming tho British,

Mr. Jionah or Mahatma Gandhi. Hindus
and Mussalmans must look to tbo faturo
and ask themselves: ‘Are wo prepared to
turn over n new loaf?” observed Sir Tcj
Bahadnr S&pru, while addressing tho mem-
bers of tbo Progressive Ciub (Society of
University Deans ana Intellects].), nt
Allahabad on December 8.

oceeujng, Baid that
leading accommodation was no surrender.Ho stressed tbo imperative necessity of
achieving communal agreement.



Political

Mr. JINNAH AND Dr. SAPRU
Mr. M. A. Jinnah has expressed his

inability to meet the Saprn Conciliation

Committee, Sir Tej Bahadur wrote to

Mr, Jinnah on December 10, a letter in

the coorse'ot which he said

:

'The main function of the Conciliation Committee
h exploratory. It will endeavour by personal

contacts and otherwise to ascertain the viovys of

the mam political parties tn regard to tho basis

of tho future constitution of India it will study

carefully the full implications of the proposals of

tho Muslim Lcaguo In regard to Pakistan ns well

89 tho full import of the proposals made by

Mahatma Gandhi and Mr. C. Ilajagopalachari

during tho recent' Gandhi Jinnah talks It will

•tudy with no less care tho demand of the Hindu

Mahasabha, 0f tho Sikhs, of tho Scheduled

Classes and other important bodies Tho Com-

^‘tteo hopes that, by a thorough and unbiaased

examination of theso conflicting views it may Cud

,k pasiblo to mako concrete -suggestions wlucb

ma7 pavo tho way for a solution of tho present

control ersies, I am, therefore, earnestly approach-

m8 you on behalf of tho Committee and on my
°*n behalf to enquire if you will kindly allow

too and one or two other members of the

CotnmlUeo to see you in order to obtain clarifl-

cation on tho practical aspects of the

li
’ therefore, be much obliged if you

Wodly fix two alternative dates that
you and also let mo know tho place where we
can moot you

Mr. Jinnah replied .
H

* regret to say that I cannot recogmse tho

Non Tatty Conference or Its Standing Committ .

U follows, therefore, that I cannot
tho Committee recently appointed by the S dig
Committeo of tho Non Party Conference for U
Purpose and tho manner In which you FW^J
* Proceed and deal with tho pr«cnt poUt>co

Situation My views about your Vend
Conference oro already well known to J

ble
public In theso circumstances. 1 .°“ yoUr^comply with tho request contained m y

this Sir Tcj 6ay®
point of view

Commenting i

5?
f" « tho Muslim League's F»*‘- '•

ceedw concerned the Committee will no
Spuslim

tb« published resolutions of
. other

|^«gue ond the speeches of Mr ®

matters including the rece
. ^

Jthnah correspondence which had been p

I. L. P. EXECUTIVE’S DEMAND

The Independent Labour Party Executire,

with James Maxton and John MacGovern

representing the Parliamentary group,

declared in Glasgow on December 22,

that events in Greece had destroyed the

last illusion that the Government was

fighting tho war for Democracy.

It was decided to ask every section of

the labour movement to demand immedi-

ate cessation of the war against tho

Greek people, withdrawal of Labour

representatives from tho Government,

and ending of the political truce.

It was held that tho time had como

for tho workers of Britain to challenge

Mr. Churchill and tho Tory Party. Notice

was given that tho Party would take

steps either alone or in conjunction with

others to contest overy bye election in

Tory constituencies between now and tbo

general election.

Mr. Fronner Brockway, Political Score*

tary of the Independent Labour Party in

an exclusive interview, said

:

The IT, P. challenges Mr. Churchill not only
because of his European policy but also because
of his policy towards India and tho eastern
peoples. India is an occupied country and wo
must stand by her resistance movement tn the
same way wo stood by the Greek resistance
movement.

Tho Indian Freodom Movement Committee of
which I am a member has already decided to
launch a campaign m the now year for the
implementation of the Labour Party’s resolution
and for effective action by tbo Labour rank and
file to bring pressure upon the Labour Executive
to compel the Labour Ministers in the Cabinet
to act on India «ow. Tho I L P. will not waver
in tho supreme task to bring before the electorate
dunog the election, the demands of the Indian

£ntuh ^!o

ba frco from British Imperialism ond

* “
?,
ot

.
*urprastd at Mr. Jicnah’s and

rnmm,n^
k
vL!.

Co Operation with tho SaprnCommittee because I have always felt thatnothing can happen unless the thud partv—theBnli?h*~witbdrew from India.
1 3

^ \
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SIB M. GWYER ON. GOVT.'S DUTY

"Governments throughout India might

have raised eSocational etandards more

than they have done, it they had insisted

that every educational institution in receipt

ol Government assistance most qualify for

that assistance by complying with certain

minimum conditions", declared Sir Maurice

Gwyer. Vice-Chancellor, Delhi University,

in his Convocation address to the University

on December 16.

"Autonomy", ho asserted.
“ is purchased

tt too high a price, ii for example it

implies freedom to neglect the interests of

University teachers, and I fear that in far

too many cases Governments 'have stood

hy and watched without emotion teachers

being compelled to accept conditions of

service which are a scandal and a disgrace.

These things mast stop, if there is to he

any progress in education, and tho interests

of tho teachers, which in the fullest sense

means also the true interests of the Uni-

versities. must he the first care of every

Government which is distributing educational

grants."

THE DATE SIB R. M. STATHAM

Y7o regret to' record tho death of

Sir Moverel Statham. Director _of Pnblio

Instruction Madras on December 27 after a

short illness. He was aged G4.

Sir Moverel came to Madras in 1918 as

temporary Professor of History in tho

Presidency Collego. The following year,

ho was appointed Principal, Kumbakonam

College. Do served in several capacities,

in different parts of tho Presidency until

1020 when he was made Deputy Director

of Public Instruction. He was for sometime

Principal of the Arts College. Rajabmundry

before he was appointed Special Officer in

connection with the constitution of Andhra

.University. In 1985 bie services were placed

at the disposal of the Travancore Government.

Returning to Madras- a year later, ho serve

with the Government of India as Officiating

Educational Commissioner in 1935. The

following year he was appointed Director

of Pnblio Instruction in Madras and in this

capacity he served till his death except

for a Bhort period during which ho served

as a member of the Sargent Commission.

MRS. NAIDU AT THE VISVA BHARATI

TheV Samavartana Utsava" (Convocation)

of ViBva Bbarati was held at Santiniketan

on December 24 when diplomas were awarded

to students successfully completing tho

course of study prescribed by tho various

departments, namely, Kala Bhavan, Siksha

Bhavan and Loka Siksha Samsad.

Mrs. Barojini Naidu, delivering the Convo-

cation Address, exhorting tho students

receiving diplomas to follow the ideal of

Santiniketan—tho centre of national unity

and international followsbip—6aid:

Humanity is only a brotherhood. Wo should

cease to think in terms of frontiers and boundaries.

Wo should think in terms of international amity

and so fulfill tho dream of Gurudeva.

Mr. Rathindranath Tagoro read out the

annual report of the Visva Bharati. Ho

said: "Tho Visva Bharati acknowledge

India’s obligation to offer to others tho

spirituality of her best cnlturo and India’s

right to accept from others their best”*
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CONVICTION OF A BARRISTER
Tho District Magistrate, Balaghat,

Mr. B, K. Banner] ee, I.C.8., convicted

Mr. V. P. Vcrma, Barrister, of contempt

of court and sentenced, him to pay a fine

of R3. 60, or in default to seven days’ simple

Imprisonment, Tho allegation against

Mr. Vcrma was that, when, on December 4

last, the District Magistrate entered the

Court Mr. Verma greeted him with tho

words "Good Morning". The Magistrate

contended that tho omission of the word
M
Sir " displayed lack of respect for tho

Court. Mr. Verma is stated to have replied

that it was not his practico to say " Sir

"

to any Court. Thereupon, tho Magistrate

told Mr. Verma that ho would have to

tako up tho matter, to which Mr. Verma

was said to have replied, “ Please do

Tho District Magistrate thereupon started

proceedings against him for contempt

of court.

Tho Distriot Bar Association, Balaghat,

at a special meeting, adopted a resolution

on tho subject condemning the Distriot

Magistrate’s action as " nnjastiilable " and

opining that tho very fact that, when

any court takes its seat, all tho members

of the Bar present stand up, showed

sufficient respect to the Court and thus

tho business court start without saluta-

tions of "Good Morning" 'or “Good
Morning, Sir

" FORCED LOANS

"

In the Patna High Court on December
It), Mr. Justice Agarwala and Mr. Justice

Meredith ordered the prosecution under

Section 161 of tho Indian Penal Code on
a charge of bribery of a clerk employed
in the Patna Collectorate (Arms Depart-

ment) who is alleged to have bargained

with Mr. B. K. Sen, an Advocate, that

his gun licence would bo removed if ho

does not invest at least Rs. 100 in tho

National Savings CertiGcate of the Bihar

Government.

Mr. Justice Agarwala in tho_ course of

his judgment with which Mr. Justice

Meredith concurred, observed that what-

ever might bo the Government’s laudable

object in selling National Savings

Certificates, from tho manner in which
they were obtained they had become in

tho nature of "forced loans." His Lord-

ship held that the words of Section 161

I.P.C. excluded the defenco that tho
benefit bargained for was to go to some-
body olso and also tho notion that tho
officer was protected if he agreed to let
his .official acts be swayed by the motive
of accepting gratification to be used for
advancing some publio and not private
object, such as, charity, religion, eto.

Their Lordships hold that on the basis
of the allegations, a clear case of bribery
had been made out and directed the
clerk’s trial by the Munsif Magistrate, Patna.

DECISION AGAINST SECURITY ORDER
A full bench of the Nagpur High Court

on Deo. 11, set aside the order of the
Provincial Government under Indian Press
Emergency Powers Act demanding a security
of Rs. 1,000 from tho printer of Bhavitavya
a Marathi Weekly of Nagpur edited by-
Mr. P. Y. Deshpande, for printing and
publishing an article entitled ** The Message
of tho Angust Revolution ” in his pacer
dated 11th ADgust, ’41.

In the coarse of their judgment, their
Lordships while discussing ono of the
eleven objected passages pointed out how
the word revolution had been used in
Montford Reforms in the sense of revolution
in people’s thought and held that tho writer
used the word in that sense only, “ More-
over tho word revolution has become a slogan
with Socialists and lost all its sting by
frequent reiteration ”, observed their Lord-
ships.
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INSURANCE LAW AMENDMENT

Notable changes aro proposed in the

Insurance Law in' India by amendment

o£ the Insurance Act. The Bill bas been

referred by the Central Assembly to a

Select Committee which will meet about

the beginning of this month. In the mean-

time, the Bill is 'being circnlated to the

Insurance Advisory Committee. It is

expected to come up for discussion before

the Central Assembly in its budget

session.

The Amendments sought to be made

to the Act aim at affording more

protection to policy-holders, making

insurance companies financially more

stable, and eradicating some of the

unhealthy practices which hamper the

healthy growth of insnrance .business in

India.

The important amendments provide

for :

—

(1) Separate investment of assets in

the Life Insurance Band.

(2) Raising the Life Fund to an

amount equal to the liabilities under Hfo

insurance policies before registering an

.insurance company for other classes of

insurance business . such as Fire, - Marine

or Accident.

(8) Restricting the amount of

commission payable to employers of insuranco

agents e.fl., chief agents, and the terms

of their contract.

(4) Assessing solvency or otherwise

of a life insurance company or provident

society without taking into account its

uncalled capital.

(5) Cancellation of registration of an

insurance compay or provident society

which delays beyond- a certain period

payment of a claim after it baa, been

adjudicated in a court of law.

(6) Preventing insnrance companies

and provident societies from remunerating

their executive heads, managers, managing

directors, etc., on a commission profit

sharing basis.

(7) Taking away from the scope of

Married Women’s Property Act, 1874,

nominations in favour of wife and

children made under Section 89 of the

Insnrance Act.

(8) The transfer and amalgamation of

provident societies with the sanction of

the Superintendent of Insnrance.

Speaking on the Bill, tho Commerce

Member, the Hon. Sir M. Aziznl Huqne

said that these amendments sought to

rectify the defects in tho law.

CITY HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN

A city health-insurance plan has been

formulated by Florello Ee La Guardia,

Mayor of New York City. Tho plan is

put into operation from the first of this

month with 190,000 city-employee subscribers.

All Now Yorkers earning less than ?5,000

a year are eligible.

Mayor La Guardia’s plan is the first of

its kind in -tho world. Medical, surgical

and hospital care is given to every

citizen, his wife and all children under

18, for 4 per cent, of his Income, half

of which ho pays and half his employer.

If enough doctors 6ign op, medical caro

will he provided by an ' open panel of

of doctors on fixed fees. And tho patient

can choose his doctor. Otherwise, there

will be. a closed panel on salaries from

$ 0,000 to $ 20,000 a year.
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IMPORT OP " CAPITAL GOODS ”

“It is understood that industrialists in

other conntries 'are already, in expectation

of an early ending of the war, placing

orders for their post-war requirements of

capital goods for rehabilitation and expansion
* of industry, It is, therefore, desirable that

Indian industrialists should lose no time

in booking their orders, and the Government

of India are anxious to render all possible

assistance in enabling Indian industry to

obtain its requirements,” says a Press Note.

With this end in view, it has been decided

that firms who -have placed or intended to

placo orders for post-war requirements of

capital goods from overseas, should bo

called upon to register their orders with

Government.

Orders for goods which are expected to be

shipped beforo Jnly 1, 1045 need not bo

registered, for Booh goods import licences

should bo applied for in tho ordinary way.
All orders for capital goods whicl^ are likely

- to be shipped after that date should, how-
ever, bo registered, except that it is not
necessary to register orders for machine tools

of an estimated F.O.B. value less than
Re. 10,000 and for other capital goods of an
estimated value of less than Rs. 25,000.

TERMINATION OP WAR CONTRACTS
A proposal for setting np machinery to

seonro carefully planned termination of war
contracts, is mentioned in a message which
the Financo Member, Sir Jeremy Raisman,
sent on December 12, to the meeting in
Bombay Df the Advisory Panel of Accoun-
tants attached to the Finance Department.
"As procurement principles ana policies

have become established, it has been natural
for Government to have had fewer problems
to refer to you," saj-B the mossage. "He

would be a bold man who would claim,

however, that the w"oret is over. Neverthe-
less, even if there may be little lightening

of the supply load in the immediate future,

the time cannot now be very far ahead when
demands for war supplies will cease. We
shall then be faced with the problem of

terminating our war contracts, of settling

our obligations to our contractors, and
of clearing ibeir workshops of unwanted
materials. "We shall want to do this
in a business-like manner and with tho
utmost possible expedition, so that they
may be free to devoto their energies to
tho production of much-needed goods for
the civil, market."

i

WAR SHARES IN NEW YORK
A sudden jina continuing boom in values

in war shares on the stock market with
prices at their highest levels since the
war began awakened the Americans last
month to the realisation that Washington’s
propbeoies of a long war still ahead have
reached a kind of certainty, which hard-
headed- businessmen are prepared to back
in solid cash.

1UB uAunurauon ac tfce midsummer stories
of a collapsing German regime anti the
optimism abont being ont ot the trenches
br Christmas have speedily evaporated,
ana are giving place to a new aspect
cl the American war effort. Ungncstion-
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MRS. PANDIT ON INDIA’S CASE

In an interview with the Neto York

Post Mrs. Vijay Lakshmi Pandit, who is

in America on a leotnre toar, said

:

The desire for independence in India is not the

u nf m wotl; of any political party or anyiiS propaganda.^ » i. tho
P
n..«.l reant,

of "arid aoadUloM Gandhi]! did not ™to tho

desire for iodependence. If only people would

realise that India's desire for independence nrere

n. mutter of merely wishing to become a

‘nation’! What’s actually at stake is the whole

question of freedom It6elf.

Only such a man as Pandit Nehru who Blood up

against fascism long before the British can offer a

solution either for tho conditions in India or for the

world at large If the Four Freedoms are to have

any meaning at all, certainly they nilght have a

meaning for those who are supposed to fight for

them. India after all represents one-fifth of the

human race. If promises are constantly brokon, how

can one believe in those who make the promises .

I aco-'oot here to propagandise. India’s cose

needs no cheap propaganda. I am not here to

answer cheap propaganda. To those who say that

differences in India among the various sections must

be wiped out before wo deserve independence, I can

only reply that whatevor differences there may be

cannot be ironed out until the English domination

is removed.

The New York Post, which devoted

nearly a foil-page article to Mrs. PAodit said :

For the first time since the beginning of the war an

Indian leader has been permitted to como to America

directly from India. That this leader should be

India’s ‘first lady’ can be of the greatest conse-

quence to everyone who believes in the Four

Freedoms everywhere

"WOMEN AND SANSKRIT LEARNING

A meeting under the aaspices of tho

Sanskrit Academy was held on December 19,

at Ranade Hall, Madras,' Mr. T. R.

Venkatarama Sastry presided.

Bmt. KBhama Row of Bombay address-

ing tho gathering on “Women and

Sanskrit Learning" in Sanskrit traced tho

history of learning, education and tho

sooial status of women in tho ancient,

medieval and modern periods. Sho referred

to tho fact that among tho Vedio seers

. there were ladies like Apala, Ghosha, etc.,

and there were women among tho sages of

tho TJpanisbads. Sho also pointed out how

tho institutioivof Upanayana for women in

ancient times kept np their learning. In

epics' of Ramayana, ladies were described

as practising Vedio rites and chanting

mantras. Women took up to monastic life

in Boadhistio and Jain periods. Then the
_

independence of women suffered some

eclipse. Tho speaker appealed to the

women to take up to Sanskrit learning and

produco poems as in tho anoient days.

HINDU WOMEN’S RIGHT TO PROPERTY
The Federal Court passed an order on

December 19 in a case in which tho

principal question to be determined was

the validity of the Hindu Women’s Right

to Property Act. The Court held that

in their interpretation of Section 8 of

Sub-section 1 of the Act it should bo

understood that they will bo entitled to

half share, subjeot to the limitation in

regard to immemorial
,
property.

Discussing the validity of tho Hindu

Women’s Rights to Property Act, Mr.

Justice Varadachariar and the Chief Justice

Sir Patrio Spens held that the Act was

validly enacted by the Indian Legislature

and that the objections raised to its

validity were untenable.

Mr. Justice Zafrullah differed from this

viow and held that it was not ' a valid

piece of legislation. Mr. Justice Zafrullah

said that he shared tho Chief Justice's

regret that tho Legislature had not so

far chosen to put tho matter beyond the
possibility of doubt by appropriate validat*

ing legislation. Ho expressed the hopo
that that course might yet bo adopted not
only with reference to this Act but also

with regard to any other measure or

measures tho validity of which might bo
open to doubt on similar grounds.

The Federal Court granted leave to

appeal to tho Privy Council- in tbo Cabo.
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HFAWATERS OF THE FUTURE

Future wonderB of the Radio were

described in the House of Commons tfao

other day by Mr Leonard Plugge M P
for Chatham

Radio is going to become
_

a new
method of travelling bo said ‘ It will

bo qmto obsolete to pack your bag and

go into a train ship or aeroplane Yon
will bs able to detach poor mind completely

from yoar body and park yonr body by

the seaside in sunshine oxtraot your mind

from yonc body and send it with the

speed of light through ether carry out

yoar business and bring back with the

eamo lightning speed He predicted

that wo shall have television in coloor

and m tbreo dimensions

' The newspapers of the fatare will bo

printed in onr own house by tho radio

"When yon go to bed yon will switch on

tho bntton of radio and according to yonr

tasto yon 'frill tear off yonr newspaper
with its items and up to the minute news
its features and photographs ready to read

JOURN \LISrS ASSOCIATION OF INDIA

At the annual general meeting of tho

Journalists Assn of India held at Bombay
on Decomber 19 the following office

bearers were olected

President Mr B G Horniman Vico
Presidents Messrs N C KelLar and
K. P Rhadilkar Chairman of the
Executive Committee Mr K Gopalaswamy
Messrs U G Rao and Batuk Desai wore
cloctod secretaries and Mr Salkado- as
Treasurer '

Tho mooting adopted a resolution express
Ing disappointment at tho resolution
adopted by the Standing Committee of the
A1HEC regarding tho emolaments and
terras of service of journalists

NEW ENGLISH DAUA FOE. PUNJAB
The donations announced by the various

District Zatnindara Leagues in the Punjab
up to date amount to nearly Rs 12 GO 000
of which about Rs 7 00000 has actually
been received

It is proposed to use the bulk of the
money to start a first class Eoglish daily
to bo managed by a trust on non communal
lines

8

Mb WELLS ON CHURCHILL

Under tho heading Churchill Most (3o

H G ’Wells,- in the Socialist "Weekly,

T> tbttne desonbes tho British Prune Minister

as would he British Faebrer Mr Wells

says /

Churchill s ideology picked up in the garrigoA l*fi?

of India oa the reefs of South Africa ih bis

maternal home and m conversations in wealthy

conservative households is a pitiful jumble of lQco

herent nonsense A boy scout la better equipped

He haa never given evidence of thinking extensively,

of any scientific or 1 terary capacity His ignorance

of contemporary social and physical science ^
conspicuous He has served his purpose and *t is

high time he retired before wo forget the debt

we owe him W e want him to go—now—before he

discredits us further for his own sake as trt>H aB

oure and if ho takes all the royalties m tho world

with him—so much tho better for human hope Tho

raattor is urgent

ROGER THOMAS

Mr Roger Thomas Minister for Agfioul
turo and Post war Development m Sind
who resigned bis office has been appointed
Adviser to tho Government of Sind for

Agriculture and Reconstruction

Ministerial circles consider the resignation
of Mr Roger Tbomas a direct sequel tb the
agreement said to have been reached
between Mr Jinnah and the Sind Premier
during the latter s visit to New Delhi

NEW VIHAKCE. ME5AWER OF INDIA
A communique says His Majesty tho

King has approved the appointment of Sir
Archibald Rowlands at present Adviser to
the Viceroy on "War Administration to
be a Member of the Governor General b
Executive Council in succession to Sir
Jeremy RaiBman whose tenure of office
expires m April 3945 y

Mr. S A BRELVI

Ma S A Brelvi the editor of the
Bombay Chronicle has been unanimously
elected to preside over the ensuing session
of the All India Newspaper Editors Coofer
ence to be held on 27th and 29th January
1945 at Calcutta v
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MEDICAL MEN TO ORGANISE

Tho importance and necessity of a

professional organisation lor the medical

profession as a whole, whether practi-

tionors or scientific researchers for main-

taining the rights of this noble calling,

was stressed by Dr. Jlvaraj Mehta, who
inaugurated the seventh Maharashtra and
Karnatak Provincial Medical Conference
held at Bholapnr on December 16.

Alter a passing reference to the present

political conditions as they affect the
profession, Dr. Mehta "voiced the feelings

of the medical profession with regard to

their part in the present day democracy.
"Wo as a profession are keenly interested"

be said, " to see that the interests wo
represent not purely from a professional

point of view, bat of the nation as a whole
whose health and general welfare it is onr
function to serve, are duly represented in

the Centre and the Provincial Legislatures.

This can only bo dona by a proper and
careful organisation of our own,"

CURE FOR LEPROSY AND TUBERCULOSIS
Two young cbemiBta on ttao research

staff of Parke Davis and Company, Detroit,
have developed a now Sulfone drag

—

Promin—which may lead to a cure for
tuberculosis and leprosy, says an article

in Collier’s Maffazinc. The article, written
by J. D. Batcliff, says that out of a
group of 426 T. B. patients tested,

one-third were
11

unquestionably improved,
many of them making quick re-

coveries' enabling them to go back to

work." Then, Dr. G.^ H. Paget, staff
physician at tho National L°proearinm,
Carville, Louisiana, hearing of Promin,
decided to experiment. Ho injected the
now - drug into tho veins of 22 patients
with Leprosy. "There was no dramatic
response to tho drug,” the writer says.
" But ns time went by, the coppery ekin
patches—tho badge of leprosy—began to
tako on tho tono of normal skin. Open
sores healed, and leprous lesions of the
eyes which threatened blindness, closed up."
Ho said tho summary *of resalts with 22
lepers showed that 16 were definitely
improved, and Dr. Paget concluded that it
could bo regarded "as tbo most hopeful
experimental treatment over undertaken." ’

REST HASTENS DEATH

Elderly persons who get sick most bo

gotton out of bed and back on tbeir feet

as rapidly as possible in order to stave

off death, says tho Oriental Watchman.

Confinement to bed hastens death in

persons over CO years. Tho reason

is that remaining inactive for long

periods allows the blood to accumu-

late in the small veins and arteries.

Tho total volume of blood is thus reduced,

and itB circulation is further impeded, by the

hardening of the blood vessels that

occurs in old age.

The blood therefore remains in tho
capillaries until it is forced out by
contractions of the muscles, but a person
confined to bed moves his muscles eo

little that the blood does not ciroulate

enough. As a result, tissues degenerate,

ulcerB form, and the body, is albwly
poisoned by absorption of tho products
from the degenerated tissues. The
patient sinks into stupor, and the final

invasion of the bacteria into tho lungs
causes tho fatal pneumonia.

The way to provent all this is to
order elderly patientB out of bed as soon
as possible, or while they must remain
in bed, to give breathing, and frequent
shifts of position.

DIET & PALPITATION OF THE HEART

Does shortness of breath indicate heart
trouble ? A medico writes

:

As a sign of heart ’ trouble, breath-
lessness by itself is not important.
Flabby muscles and overweight may bo
responsible. -A niedical examination will

often Bweep away needless fears.

Tbo sufferers from palpitation of Iho
heart are also often fearfol that something
is wrong with that organ. Generally
speaking, it is not at all a serious
symptom. "

. Palpitation becomes an illness only
when the pulse races along for hours at
a speed of over 100, and jumps up to
120 with the slightest excitement. As a
result, the heart is tired by night-timo,
and there are long hours of sleeplessness.



Currency and Banking Railways 00

FRENCH GOLD

The Bank ot France ie said to have at

least £600 000 000 worth of gold and dollar

balances which have been held abroad

throughout the period of German occupation

A part of the gold has been in West Africa,

another in Martinique, but large funds were
deposited by the bank in the United States

So far as is known, no substantial assets are

held in England

Now that the French Provisional Govern
mont has been recognised it may be taken

lor granted that Washington will releaso the
£250 000000 or so of French assets owned
either by the Central Bank or by private

persons which have been blocked since 1040
In some cases the release to individuals

may bo delayed until the legal ownership
has been proved and confirmed by tho
French authorities

But tho main thing is that Franco can
now make free uso of a large hoard of gold
and dollars—probablj larger than England s—
to place contracts for all tbe materials that
must bo brought in for tho physical recon
Btruction o! tho country

MONEYLESS GREECE
A featoro of the Greek Government s did

culties of which little has been heard in
India is the fact that beforo they retreated,
the German occupation authorities deli

berately sabotaged tho Greek currency As
Mr Churchill announced in tho House of
Commons the British Government is to do
its best to help GrCoco stabilise her currency
and British Treasury officials have already
arrived in Athena

It seems that tho Allies have lent the
Greek Government a certain amount of gold
in order to enable it to finance Its most
essential expend itnre

According to reports now arriving from
London the drachma notes put into circa
lation by the Gormans ran into astronomical
Agates which surpassed even the wildest
inflation of 1023 in Qermany Theso notes
have ceasod to have any purchasing power
and tho Greek nation is at present virtually
without a currency It is hardly surprising
that such a catastrophe Bhould have profound

^political as well as economic effects

DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN RAILWAYS

“The immediate development of Indian

railways after the war seems likely to

be aimed as much at quality os at

quantity,’ Bald Sir Edward Benthall War
Transport Member, in a special Interview

to tbe Associated Press

" There are of course, a large number
of projects, which must go forward as

rapidly as possible and it is tempting to

lay before the public a plan to bring the

railway to every village of any size But
the motto for post war development m
transport is rationalisation and co ordmo
tion , and we have to consider in each

csbo whether transport interests will be

best Berved by developing a railway or a

road on a particular alignment

“In making the choice, or course the
views of the user as represented largely

by tbe Provmcial Governments are Of tho
greatest importance Hence, in preparing
all Buch development plans we are busy
taking the views of tho Provincial Govern
meets and the greatest weight will be
attached to them

On the question of railway construction
Sir Edward believeB that tbe Soviet
construction programme between 1018 and
1086 offers many nseful points of comparison
for India During that period the Russians
built about 500 miles of railway per year
Tho improvement in tho quality of railway
operation and of road transport must
have been phenomenal to have enabled
tho Russians to accomplish what they
have done in the war

TRAIN ENGINE S CONVERSION

Mr ”3 F C Reynolds General Manngor
of tho Booth Indian Railway addressed a
press conference at Madras on December 15 ,

on war time railway traffic m South India
at which he revealed that tho South
Indian Railway had under consideration
the conversion of certain express broad
gaugo engines from coal to oil *

CONCESSION TO RAILWAY EMPLOYFEg
The Railway Board have sanctioned an

increase in dearness allowance and certain
other concessions regarding prices m
railway gram shops for railway employees
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CHAIR FOR DRAMA AND FILMS

It ia possible that in the near future

Oxford will have ft chair for Drama and
Films, writes Campbell Dixon in the

Daily Telegraph.

Sir Alexander Korda has given £5,000

to cover the cost of preliminary investi-

gation in America and 8 representatives

of the University are to leave in March
or„. April to study the courses already

existing there.

11 Tho cultural importance of the Stage

and the Screen has long been recognised

in n recent speech. " Harvard, Yale,

Berkeley and other Universities have very
snccessfol courses. In Moscow, there is

a special University at which famous film

directors like Bisentein and Pudovkin are

professors. Apart from teaching the right

attitude to film production, the course

such as I have in mind would be of

great practical' use to the industry. When
I started film productions I took many
young technicians—cutters, for example

—

from Oxford and they turned out
extremely well.”

VISHNU DIOAMBAR ’VARSITY OF MUSIC

A University of Musio, called tbo
Vishnu Digambar University of' Music,
was inaugurated at Allahabad recently

when the Prayag Baugit Samity concluded
the celebrations in connection with their

Convocation week.

Tho University bns been started to

commemorate the name of Vishnu Digam-
bar and to conduct examinations in

music. For the present the functions of

tbo new University will be confined to

tho conduct of tho examinations and the
grant of certificates and diplomas. Tho
schools which were affiliated to the Mandal
and tho Sangit Samity will now be
affiliated to the now University.

INDIAN MUSICAL CONFERENCE
The’Indian Musical Conference was opened

by Maharani Sbantadevi Gaekwad on Decem-
ber 18 at Baroda. Her Highness reviewed
tbo encouragement given to music by the
B&roda ..Government and expressed tbo
opinion that music needed publio patronage
more than that of Government.

INDIAN LAWN TENNIS ASSOCIATION

Pandit Amaranth Jba has been elected

President and Mr. . L. Brookc-Edwards,

Secretary of tho AlMndia Lawn Tennis

Association for the year 1914-15.

The Association haB removed the ban on

tho acceptance of tho entries of Messrs.

Y. SiDgb, Savoor and Sohanial for tbo

tournaments sanctioned by the All-India

Lawn Tennis Association.

The question of fixing tho All-India

Championships for thq 1915-4G season has,

been entrusted to the Bengal Lawn
Tennis Council.

CRICKET FESTIVAL

In the four-day festival cricket match
between the Services XI and tho Cricket

Club of India XI, which was held last month
at Bombay at the Brabourno Stadium, tho

Services XI, batting first, made 843 rnns,

two minutes before closing time.

C. K. Nayudu hit up 91 runs, while
Mu8htati Ali gave a magnificent display

and compiled 90 runs at a fast' rate
beforo being dismissed shortly after lunch.-

Ea was concerned fn a century stand for

the second wicket with Hotchkin.
Denis Compton was out 'early for 10,

while Hardstaff contributed 27.

AMERICAN LAWN TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP
Misses Louise Brough of Beverly Hills,

Califorina aod 'Margaret Oaborno of San
Franscisco, have won the national Women’s
Doubles Tennis title for the third year in
succession by defeating Miss Pauline Betz
of Lobb ADgoles and Miss Doris Hart of
Miami, 4-G, 6-4, G-8. ,

•

"Frank Parker, the United States Army
player, won the Singles crown by defeating
William Talbert of Indianopolis, Indiana,
G-4, 8-G, G-8, the latter having accounted
for Begura in the semi-final round, 8-G,

G-8, G-0.

INTER-PROVINCIAL BADMINTON
Delhi won tho' Iuter-Provjnciai Badminton

Championship by two matches to ono by
winning tho Doubles on December 20,
when S. L. Jaini and D. Charanjit
followed np their victory over Ashok
Nath and Prakash Nath in tho semi-finals
of tho Men’s Doubles, by scoring another
grand victory over Prakash and Davioder
to claim the InterJ?rovincinl Championship
after throe thrilling games. '
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HOBEL PRIZE AWARDS

The Nobel Awards (or 1018 and 1011 wore

announced on October 20, at Stockholm.

Tbo prize for Physiology and Medicine for

1018 Is shared jointly by Professor Henrik

Dim, Copenhagen, and Professor Edward
Adclbert Doisy of Saint Lonia, Miaaonri, for,

tho discovery of Vitamin " K." Tho same
award for 1044 is shared jointly by Professor

Emeritus Joseph Erlanger of Saint Louis

and Professor Herberts Gassear of

New York.

Vitamin “ K" occara in green vegetables,

pig liver, fat, hGmpsecd, spinach and alfalfa.

It was discovered by tho two workers at

tho Biochemical Institution at Copenhagen
University. Its discovery was tho result

of dietary experiments on chickens. The
vitamin seems to bo of nso in adding to tho

clotting power of blood and m anaemio
conditions.

Vitamin " K" probably aots on some
process in tho liver and is reported to be
useful .in arresting dental decay.

INDIAN SCIENTIFIC OFFICE IN WASHINGTON

Sir 8. B. Bhatnagar, Chairman of the
Indian Scientists' mission, touring tho
United States, Baid India intended to

open In Washington a central scientific

office with tho purpose of exchang-
ing students and experts and thoughts
regarding scientific matters between the

two countries.

Sir Shantl Swarnp Baid tho. present
delegation will contact many industrial,

agricultural and other sciontiilo groups and
learn their methods of organisation and
operation particularly for laying the
foundation for the exchange of information
between tho United States and India. Ho
declared that ho himself would visit most
of tho places with tho group, and wa9 going
to pay particular attention to tho chemical,
pharmaceutical, stool and plastics industries,
oil refineries and petroleum research. Ho
commented :

" It will bo on eye opener for
Indians who will come and Bee the great
developments- hero / and America’s high
standards of living.” Many of the most
prominent men in tho United States have
already shown tho Indian mission greatest
hospitality'.

INDIA’S FILM INDUSTRY

A far-reaching post-war programme for

tho expansion of India’s film industry,

which it is hoped will play an important

part in helping to eradicate tho illiteracy

of the Indian masses, was described by
Mr. Akbar Fazalbhoy, a member of the

Indian delegation to tho International

Business Conference.

Pointing out that India's 890 million

men and women are served by only
1,700 cinemas as compared with 17,000 in

the United States, Mr. Fazalbhoy, at a

press conference, declared that India’s

post-war programme called for 10,000

cinemaB, an annual production of 800
feature films, 104 instructional shorts ami
52 weekly nowareels. To achieve this

programme, he added, India needed the
help of the American motion picture
industry.

Mr. Fazalbhoy continued :
" The Indian

film industry also recognises that it bas
a task to perform in bringing Indian art
and learning not only to its own people,
but to people in other countries through-
out the world. To achieve this, India
plana to produce films in the English
language for international trade,”, Ho
added that Indian film producers wero
looking forward to making technioolonr
films.

INDIAN MOBILE CINEMA IN ITALY
News recently flashed round an Indian

divisional H Q. resting behind the front
line in Italy that an Indian mobile cinema
unit had arrived in the area. “Nai Boshni ”

and “Sant Sakhubai ", it was said, wero
tbo films to be shown on two successive
nights.

'Indian troops, poured in by fcbo hundred
each night. British officers and men who
were curious to see an Indian picture also
joined tbo throngs. As they saw tho
familiar sights of India on the screen and
heard again their favonrito stars, Indian
troops showed their delight in no *

uncertain manner. Both film a proved
extremely popular.

Films for the troops are carefully
selected. Those which proved popular in
India are booked for showing to the men
fighting abroad. -
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INDIAN CYCLE MAKERS

Tho .Economist writes that tho report of

British cycle and motor-cycle manufacturers
has caused alarm in India. Mr. R. D. Birla,

Chairman of Hind Cycles Limited, pointed

oat that Indian cycle manufacturers bavo
prepared a post-war programrao for tbo

manufacture of half a million cycles to meet
“fully'

1

India's requirements, and reminded
British factories of the British Government’s
settled policy to allow Indian industries to

develop to their Coll capacity.

The Economist says that it would indeed
ho very wrong if British industry tried to

prevent India’s industrialisation, bnt there
is no trace of any Bnch suggestion in tho
bicyolo manufacturers' 'report.

They merely stress the difficulties in ex-

porting to tho Dominions and to India, if

these countries were to bolster up local

raamifactnre with import duties. Mr. Birla

wants to keep them out from India alto-

gether. If this bo tho aim of Indian indus-

trialists, bow can Britain bo expected to pay
its war debt to India?

- MOTOR VEHICLES FOR INDIA

About 20,000 surplus motor vehicles will

shortly be made available to India, it is

rovealed in reports issued by the United
8tateB Department of Commerce and Trade.

In tbo now year, an even bigger number
will be made available to India, bat tbo
Department adds that only a. small portion

can be re-conditioned so as to make thoir

continued use as motor vobioles a practical

proposition. Some of tho surplus vebiolea
' will be made into bullock carts and trailers.

BRITISH MOTOR INDUSTRY PLANS ^
The British motor industry is going ahead

with plans for a post-war export drive,

although the British Government has not
yet decided tbe now basis of car taxation

which will make it possible for the industry
to produce tho typo of car favoured in
ovorseas markets.

Tho latest tnovo by the Society of Motor
Traders and Manufacturers is the appoint-
ment of a trade ambassador to cover tho
Near and Middle East from headquarters
at Cairo.

INDIA IN THE AIR COUNCIL

Tbo Chairman of tho Cuban delegation

to tbo Air Conference, Senor Felipe

Pazos, withdrew Cuba from membership of

Interim Air Council in favour of India.

Cuba’s motion was accepted unanimously

by the conference and . India is now
recorded a member of tbo Council.

Norway offered to give ap hor member-
ship in tho first placo immediately tbo

fionl session of tho conference opened.

Cubzr followed with a similar offer and
the Cuban offer was accepted unanimously.

After tbo election of India, Sir Gurnnatb
Bewoor said, " This generous gesture on
tho part of Cuba has now given a seat

to India." Ho proposed “ a hearty voto
of thanks ” to Cuba and to tho conference.

It may bo recalled that Bir Gnrunnth
earlier announced that India is not signing

any of tbo documents as a protest againBt

her non-inclusion in tho Council.

THREE NEW INDIAN WING COMMANDERS

Three now Indian Air Force Wing-
Commanders figure in tbo latest list of
officer appointments. Squadron Leader
Mebar Singb, D.S.O. tho first I.A.F.
officer to win that decoration, Squadron
Leader Hem Chondhnri who until a few
months ago commanded an I.A.F. squadron
on operations and Squadron Lender
Narendra, one of tbo earliar members of
the I.A.F. aro given tho acting rank of
Wing Commandor. Seven officers bavo
been made Squadron-Leaders including
Fligbt-Lt. Bniaram, Tbo average ago of
theso Bovon squadron-leaders is only 2G, tbo
oldest being BG, AmoDg those appointed
to tbo rank of • Flight-Lieutenant is

C. Satyanarayann.

JET PROPULSION CRAFT

Rolls Royce Limited, makers of Britain's
famous Merlin Gifford engines, aro now
engaged in work for jet propulsion craft.
This fact which has long, been a top
secret in British aviation circles was first
rovealed ' by Mr. E. W. Hires, an executive
of Rolls Royce, daring n lecture to tbe
Royal Aeronautical Society recently.
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WATUMULL FOUNDATION

Mr, Gobmdram J. Watamnll and bis wife,

(condors and contributors of ' Watamnll
foundation ”, devoted exclusively to provide

scholarships m American universities to

outstanding Indian scholars, said that fcppti

cations numbering more than GOO bad been

recoived from India They said

The purposo of fcho establishment of tho Foundation

is to produco leaders for India secondly, to promote
tho cause of cultural and economic co operation

between India and tho United Stales India ia moat
anxious to bo industrialised and we hope these

students will return borne and bolp tho country fulfil

hex needs

Mr. Waturaull,
1 who ia a wealthy

merchant, comes from Hyderabad in Bind

province. Ho said

We ate also completing arrangements with

American Industrialists to bring post graduate

students to the United States to receive industrial

training in American factories for one to two
years One of the organisations co operating in

this plan U the International Training Adminutra
tlon Incorporated functioning under tho auspices of

tho National Foreign Trade Council whoso activities

formerly woro devoted to bringing Latin American
students hero Thoyhavonow extended their plans

globally and India ia included in the present set up
Iho Watumull l ound&tlon will gwo the Council a list

of applicants nnd will pay the recipients travelling

expenses to and from India.

The Watnmulta arc most pleased that

their activities have Iho heartiest approval
o! the United States Stato Department
Mr. Watamnll Baid"

I firmly hope similar foundations will bo established

In India by the tnaro wealthy people They could
do the snroo thing to promoto tho welfare of their
country

K CONCENTRATED FRUIT JUICFS

Concentrated citrns juices promise to be
among the first of the new products at
every one's disposal after the war.

More than 10 per cent of all American
oranges wero concentrated last season,
6 800 000 gallons of concentrates containing'
high vitamin C made from SG 000 000 gallons
of juice, which is 10 000 tons of oranges

American prisoners of war report that
their German guards go first for tho orange
concentrate when " swapping ” for prisoners’
supplies So do the Eskimos dealing with
Arctic tradeVs for lore.

Agriculture cs

FOOD FOR DEFICIT AREAS

As against a total movement target of

about 2,600,000 tons of all foodgrams from
surplus to deficit areas under the Atm/ and
labi plans of the Central Food Department,
about 1900 000 tonB are reported to have
already been despatched up to August 16
The shares of Bombay, Bengal, and Travan
core Cochin are 2G2 000, 19G 000 and 1G0.G0O
tons respectively.

Tho Aart/ plan is operative from November
last to October next and tab

i

plan from May
last to April next. On the basis of present
estimates rice, wheat, grant, barley and millets
quotas are likely to be fulfilled within the
respective crop years Thcro is likely to bo
a abort fall in the case of millets.

A meeting of tho Btandmg Food Advisory
Committee of the Central Legislature was
held last month under the presidentship of
Sir J. P. Sfivastava On the question of im-
proving tho quality of foodgrams purchased
by Government, majority opinion in the
Committee favoured tho establishment of
an intermediary agency to guarantee qaalifcy,
whoro it was not practicable to establish
a Government monopoly.

MANURE FOR HIGHER \1ELDS

Tho Government of India and tho Punjab
Government are jointly financing a scheme
of preparing compost from waste vegetables
Tbo Government of India has ngreed to pay
a sum not exceeding Its 1,98 860 while tbo
Punjab Government will pay the remaining
23 per cent npto Its G1G20 The staff
required to carry out the scheme will bo
trained by a government bio chemist.

Another scheme is for green manure for
20000 acres in tho districts of Mont-
gomery, Layalpur, Bhapur, Moltan and
Jhang The seed for this purpose will bo
distributed free, and of the cost estimate,
Rs 4G030 will bo paid by the Government
of India, while Its GO 100 by the Punjab
Government The seed will be purchased
this year, ana the scheme will be put into
operation shortly.

Yet another scheme is of oilcakes manuro
lor irrigated wheat for which purpose both
the Government of India and the Punjab

will pay Re. 18,000.
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HEALTH INSURANCE SCHEME

It is learnt that consecration of tbo

health inauranco echemo for indastrial

workers, prepared by Dr. B. P. Adarkar,

vb now being expedited by tho Government
of India.

Views of provincial Governments and
employers' and employees' associations

are being invited, and these wilt bo dis-

cussed at a tripartite meeting of the next
Standing Labour Committee. Consequent
on tbis discussion a draft legislation will

be prepared and circulated for comments.
The Government of India, it is further

learnt, have approached tho International

Labour Office, asking them to send opt
an expert on social insurance. Tho expert

is expected to arrive in India after a
preliminary examination of Prof. Adarkar’s
Scheme is made, and will stay on to
participate in the discussions at the
tripartite meeting.

WORKERS* RIGHT TO SUE THE BOSS

A British worker will, in fatare, have
the right to sue his boss if he is

underpaid t

Cabinet sanction has been given for the
introduction of a Bill next session vfhich

will set up a .novel precedent in ensuring
*

that all employers pay tho “ wage for

the job.”

This Bill will give any employee who
finds that he is not receiving the rato of

pay fixed by . Trade Board or other
machinery the right to go to the Cbbuty
Coorb and suo as if tho amonnt under-
paid were an ordinary civil debt. "

WELFARE OF U. K. JUTE WORKERS
-The Chief Inspector of Factories in th0

United Kingdom, Sir Wilfred Garrett, has
appointed an informal technical committee
to consider practical methods of improving
tho conditions of work in tho into industry,
The committee, which held its first meeting
last month, is composed of four represent-
atives each of employers and trade nnion8
with three from the Factory Department!

JO.OOO U P. LABOURERS FOR ASSAM
It is understood that the Government

o! India propose to send 10,000 U, p
labourers to Assam to intensify tho Gr0w
/More Food Campaign in tho Province.

TRIBUTE TO INDIAN ARUT

“ 0do ol the roost cnconra.ging develop-

ments of tho war in tbo B.-E.A.C. area

is the splendid fighting qnalitiea displayed

by the Indian Army in its battles with

the -Japanese,” says Lt-Gen. Raymond
A. Wheeler. American Depaty Supreme
Commander, S.-E.A.C., in a statement, in

which he pays tribute to tho part played

by tho men of the Indian Army in the

recent snecesses in Burma.

"I baro been closely associated with

tbo Indian Army in India, Assam and

Bormn for over 3 years," says Lt-GeD.

Wheeler.
While initiating tho construction of the Lodo

Rood, and as Commanding General, Services of
Supply, C.B.I. Theatre, I had many Indian
service troo[>9 and guard units under my command.
Tlveso Indian troop9 performed their duties in on
excellent manner, and were loyal end faithful to

the Americans with whom they served. The adminis-
tratba and discipline of these units were superb.

The record of the fighting qualities of' the
Indian Army epeaks for itself. During tbe past
monsoon season, Indian troops kept up pressure
on the Japanese and carried on the fight under
severe weather conditions, and over rugged terrain.

Their dogged determination helped to throw the
enemy out of Indio aod back into Barmn. The
magnificent campaigns - of the Indian Divisions
down the Tiddim road, and across tho Chindwin
river, coupled with tho accomplishments of tho
Indian supply units, arp some of the major
factors contributing to the success of the present
Burma drive.

CONGRESS PRESIDENT REFUSES FACILITIF.S

Tho Congress President, Monl&na Abul
Kalam Azad, wbo is in detention, has
declined to tako advantage of tbo facilities
granted by the Government of India in
the matter of interviews with relatives.

„
R ^ e^er his nephew, he writes

:

xou must have already eeotj in tho
papers^ that we have now been allowed
interviews with relatives. ' Bat I want
yon to bo aware of tho fact that I hare
already decided not to avail myself of
tho facilities. Therefore, neither yon, cor
any other relative should seek interviews,
or send any application to Government in
tbab respect."

.
members of the Working Committee,

bko Nehrn, Kripatani, Dr. Pattftbhi and
others have addressed similar letters to
their relatives.
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Your Life Assurance
IS

A Living Force to your Family

By its very nature, Life Aesaraoco is an active, con-

tinuing forco—a living force in tho thousands of

homos who Bharo its benefits.

* This forco has saved homos and prevented panic.

In thousands of families, whilo other investments

weto collapsing, their Insurance money renewed
courage and restored confidence.

Your stabilizing forco is a vital necessity now moro
than evor to jour family.

Insuro with UNITED INDIA—

J.1 name you can trust

•

United India Life Assurance Co., Ltd.
(Established in 1D0G)

UNITED .INDIA LIFE BUILDING,

ESPLANADE. MADRAS

TRUSTEE

:

OFFICIAL TRUSTEE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF MADRAS.
BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALL OVER INDIA
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

. HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

. THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY & CO., LTD.,

MADRAS.
Jan. ’41
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-FOR YOUR LIBRARY SHELF
AT POPULAR PRICES

HISTORY
BOMBAY

' By Samuel T. Sheppard.

Tf vou want to know something about tho

^Vi!. »-• 5 *)-

MONOGRAPH ON THE RELIGIOUS
SECTS IN INDIA AMONG THE

HINDUS
By D. A. Pai, B.A.

Printed and published under tho patronage

of tho Municipal Corporation lot tho City

of Bombay. This handsome volume is the

* outcomo of years °r study. It

written and profusely Illustrated with half-

tone and coloured plates. A most

tate
$S?i£°*. (Dy_v r. r, a.. «).

%
SPORT

CniOKET AND now TO PLiT IT
By E. H. D. Sewell. ill.C.O.

Bead this hook to improve your game and

to bettor appreciate good play. Written

by a man who has .played first class cricket

“ pS™‘i..i-8. (Py v-r-r- n.. l-ii).

CONTRACT CONCENTRATED
By Ace Trumper.

Learn Contract Bridgo tho short, easy,

systematic way and help the sick and

wounded of tho Forces and Indian Prisoners

of War In Europe and tho Far East.

The entire proceeds of tho Balo of this book

will be donated to the Joint War Organisa-

tion of the Indian Red Cross Society and St.

John Ambulanco Association. Rs. 3-8.

(Dy V.P.P. JIs. 3-13).

PHILOSOPHY
A BOOK OF GOOD THOUGHTS

. Serje. 1, 11 & 111

Selections from “A Thought for Today
quotations published in The Times of India.

They cover n wide variety of subjects,

given under well-defined headings, and
contain words of truth, wisdom, encourage-

ment and hope from somo of the most
eminent men of many nations.

Prico Re. 1 each.

(Ra. 3 for tho tluee Sories, by V.P.P. Rs. 3-0).

TRADE di FIXAXCE
THE INDIAN INVESTOR

By C. F. C. De Souza.

This is not a book of got-rich -quick

formulao for tho speculator but a lucid

treatise on tho principles of scientific invest-

ment, Equally indispenaablo for city and
morussil investors. A very practical book
indeed. Price Rs. C.

(By V. T. P. Rs. C-8.) ’

LAW OE MARRIAGE GOVERNING
DAWOODI ROERA MUSLIMS

II
rj
AhbaiaU Xajafalt II..Sr.., IIA3,

hi A., I.L.B., -/ti/foca/c.

This book deals with every' aspect of tho

law of Marriage among Dawoodi Dobras.

It gives completo knowledge of tho meaning
and form of marriage relations in this

community.
, Trice Rs. *3. (By V. P. P. Rs. 3-5.)

FROM

THE TIMES OF INDIA
PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT. BOMBAY.

Calcutta : 18*1. Govt. Place. East & ttU Agents and Booksellers.
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PAINT PROBLEMS
Whenever the services of a reliable contractor

are required for painting and decorating, make
sure that he holds the appointment under the

above seal.

We are conscious of the difficulties encoun-
tered by the lay public under the existing

shortage of quality paints and the consequent

abundance of worthless substitutes. In order to

protect the public, we have selected a limited

number of firms and we have appointed them

J. & N. Certified Painting Contractors.

These firms enjoy our completest confidence

in regard to their ability and

business integrity. Within the

limits imposed by Government

requirements, we continue to

supply them with best materials.

(INDIA.) LIMITED'
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Confident /

She has served

her guests with
Narasu's cofTec and
knows it will meet
with their approval.*

Discriminating- host,

esses throughout
India have learnt '

that the natneNara*
su's means the best

both in tea & coffee.

'"at wot*

I^r
ASU S MANUFAaURING CO.

‘ SOUTH INDIA



.
MILESTONES on theroavtoIndia'sself-sufficiency

DEW HIGH STANDARDS III

iUMBi SHIRTINGS

The Combing
.Machine. Fine
j/firn#, o» uteri

ertennitdy in

liiulinghnnx <{•

Comaiie cloth,

ore tjnm /rom
fhret than hm-r
teen tornbed into
regularity.

WITH tho introduction by tho Eurkinghom S: Carnatic Willi

of their well known "Firefly" and "Lustalin" coloured

skirting*, a fresh chapter was opened and new high standards

were set up in shirting styles. Age-old prejudices against tho

“coloured" shirt were_ overcome almost overnight, and these

shirtings became tho symbols of the Well-Dressed Morn

The skilled craftsmen, who guided these delicate fabrics

through their manifold processes, ore busy today perfecting much
of the fine material (details aro held back for reaaons of

security) urgently deeded by the derenders of our hearths and
homes. Tho ingenuity and deftness with which they solve

every fresh problem of wartime clothing will contribute, when
the war is over, to creating new and finer materials that trill

become leaders io post-war shirting Styles. ^

BUCKINGHAM & CARNATIC MILLS
MADRAS

Managing Agents

:

Binny & Co. (Madras) Ltd.
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'

All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

'‘SAMSON” BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS
“LAGGIT” BRAND 85% MAGNESIA ASBESTOS

BOILER COMPOSITION.

“ATLAS” BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &
FIRE HOSE VALVES,

“JOHN BULL” INDICATORS AND GAUGES.
“V” ROPES. WHITTLE LINK “V” BELTING, LEATHER

BELTING. COTTON ROPES. BELT HOOKS.
RAWHIDE^ LUBR1HIDE PINS. LACING & CUTTERS. .

OBTAINABLE FROM

GANNON, 0UN1ERLEY & Co., Ltd.
.MADRAS. BANGALORE. COIMBATORE.

’ — —

-

THE SCIHDIA STEAM NAVIGATION GO. LTD.
PIONEERS IN TUB DEVELOPMENT OP INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

MANAGING AGENTS
NAROTTAM MDRARJEE & Co.,

BOMBAY
"

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES :

—

THE BENGAL-BERMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd,

„ INDIAN CO OPERATIVE NAV. & T. Co. Ltd.

„ RATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

HAJ LINE. LIMITED
„ BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

„ EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co.. Ltd. .

For booking of cargo end passengers, also

for dates of sailings, etc,, please enquire

at Scindia ITouse, Dougo.ll Road, Ballard

Estate, Fort, Bombay or phone tor

B. S. N.,
)
For Konkan, Karachi and

I. O. N„ l Coast Bervice ; •

R. S. N„ I TelsNo. 2C081 .. 4 lines
R. B. N., )

Soihdia: TelsNo. 30075 0 lines

Freight Broker*

:

,
Pitombcr & Co. : Tel t N6. 24060.

K&nji Jadh&vjee & Co. ; Telj No. 25744.

SCINDIA HOUSE,
Ballard Estate,

BOMBVY.
O. V.
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My money is my own Why can t I spend it as I like?

course you can But if you have earned it by the sweat of your

brow you would not like to throw it away This is exactly what

you are doing every time you buy needlessly and at inflated

prices Much better to postpone your purchases till prices

are normal again

And do not forget the future When victory is won and once

again India turns her energies and resources to the arts of peace

sh* wjJJ need all the capital

she can get for post war deve FZj

lopment Whatever you save pi fM
Jfj pf rj

now will make a firm fotmd- v^\ .1/:/
ation foe your future pTttl if I W H n

Insuranc* Government Loans

f Waliortfll Saytngs Certificates
^

Post Offer Sav ngs Bank Savings K~

Bant Account and Co operative^

5oci«<irj are good nvwfmewls Your l

money is safe and these investment* *

g ve you a fan- return

aAVL YOU CAM

ALL YOUSME
A NATIONAL APPEAL BY^THE NATIONAL WAR FRONT
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with a song in your heart
- AND A SMILE ON YOUR LIPS!
^ Yes, my lady, dance aa much as you please; you have a reason to be merry*

now that you have discovered NOVUM NOVUM is an indispensable necessity for every

modern woman and does away with that apprehensivoness which come3 periodically ogam
and again. NOVUM is tlie surest and the quickest way to end your monthly delays

Life will hold new delights for you, now that NOVUM shows you how to be carefree

all thirty days of tho month
A troubled mind, frayed norve3 and drained energies follow when nature forgets

But these fears disappear when a correct, natural method of dealing with delays is found

NOVUM OFTEN END3 MENSTRUAL DELAYS WITHIN 48 to 72 HOURS. An Ideal

help for family limitation and married hygiene Recommended by doctors and nurses

nil over the world Price per container of 21 capsules of NOVUM RS 12 8

Novum Forte (strong) per bottle of 63 tablets Its 21 Novum special (Extra Strong)

lor long standing, obstinate cases of amonorrhoen per bottle of 21 Red capsules Rs 60,

SPECIAL
"

WARNING
ONE DAY

GUARANTEED As all the ingredients

INJECTION

?|} /

of NOVUM possess

tho clinica) repute of

advanced, ""obstinate
bringing back the eup

cases of amenorrhoea
pressed menses, it

(menstrual delays duo
must not be used

to any cause) Quick, *
* v

when there Is even

easy and 100% effect
the slightest suspicion

ive treatment For -/y*x * of pregnancy, without

further particulars \j)/

'

first consulting a

consult our " Clinical
qualified registered

Dept ” personally — - physician

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE
Wo conduct a most up to date “Clime’ under the direct supervision of qualified

and experienced physicians Latest laboratory equipment to facilitate exact diagnosis
available Electrotherapy, with latest modem apparatuses, a spociahty Strictest privacy
and confidence guaranteed All persons Buffering from premature old oge, impotency
infertility, sterility, premature ejaculation, masturbation ana its sequels, deformities "Of the
bust (undeveloped, sagging or oveT developed), deformities and disorders of the male and
female generative systems, disorders and diseases of menstruation and pregnancy, obesity
gonorrhoea and syphilis, married and personal hygiene problems, birth control problems'
all constitutional chronic diseases which have dehed all treatments, etc , can now secure
personal guidance and treatment from us Consultations free

Coniatt bfltwien 4pm to 8 p m. on week days^ Saturday* : 2 p m. to 4 p.m
Those who cannot visit our 'clinic” personally should eend full history of case together
with "a stamped self addressed eitvelopo * for free “diagnosis and suggested treatment”Ask for our FREE CIRCULAR, describing all our specialities

'-Bond Ra 21. (postage 6 as extra) by M O or Y O or by V P. p fnrTt« mini
*

for a copy of "HEALTH k VITALITY by MODERN METHODS” Contauis over45 0 pages and about 200 iHusttations Everything you want to know aboutthe d sorders and diseases of sex and its modem medical treatment is describedand illustrated in minutest detail
H

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS •

HERING & KENT
Poll Box 323 tIRMI Onn Llnv/t,
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NEW BOOK JUST OUT
~

SELECTIONS
FROM

SW4MI YIVEK4N4ND&
The published writings and speeches of Swami Vivekananda cover

more than three thousand pages. Many^do not have access to them,

and otherB have not the time or patience to go through them all.

The need for a selection from the Swamiji’e writings and speeches

haB therefore long been felt. The present book is 'in responso to the

need. We have tried to make the ‘selections as best and na represen-

tative as possible. Thus we have culled Borne of his Lectures (dealing

with Yoga and Indian problems), Discourses, Interviews, Answers to

Questions, “Inspired TalkB,” Conversations, WritingB and Articles,

LetterB, Poems, and have al 60 inclnded translation of eome Bengali

writings and utterances. The study of the book will be facilitated by
the Iildex that has been added to it. Pages G20. Price Rs. Six.

Beautifully got-up and containing a fine portrait of Swamjji

ADVA ITA ASHRAMA .
• . 4, Wellington Lane

CALCUTTA

All.
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MMAMMA YEDANTA MATH PUBLICATIONS
NEW LIGHTS ON THE INDIAN HISTORY !

* A valuable Treatise on the MAHAYANA
BUDDHISM I

* For the first time published m English from
Germau *

MYSTIC TALES OF LAMA TARANATHA
By Lama Taranatha Translated in English

by Uhupcndranath Delta A M Dr Phil

•It was originally translated from the

Tibetan into German by Prof Gruendwel

With Numerous Plates of the Buddhist
deities important names of tho Buddhist
Acharyoa and Places and Index

With das gned Rap Rs 4

* Tho undying glory of India resounded
through tho Trumpet Voice of the Patriot
Saint 1

LECTURES IN INDIA
By Swarm Abhedanonda

Double Crown Rs 3 8

A complo to account oftho Swami 3 memorable
tour throughout tho whole length and
breadth £>f India in 1900

* With a brief survey of tho Swami s glorious
achievements in America (1897 1900) and a
nicely dosigned flap

*For tho new detailed list of all our publications please send
one anna and nine pies stamps

to bk had or:

ftAMAKftlSHN A VEDANTA MATH
19B RAJA RAJKRISHNA STREET, CALCUTTA

Its spiritual Exposition

Based on the Theory of

Relativity

By Swami Madhava Tirtha

What the renowned linter

PAUL BRUNTON SAYS?

‘Your spiritual exposition of relativity

doctrine Bhowa the fruits of the many
years you have devoted to study and
meditation upon the subject Undoub
tedly, it is through such channels as a
realisation of philosophical implications

of relativity that science is being

forced to give up Materialism Here
is groat hope for tho future *

Pgs 110 + 21]

Price Re One. Postage Extra

Aiaxlable from

UTTHAN KARYALAYA
Goya Gate, BARODA

NEW BOOK 1 JUST OUT 1

1

Hinduism At A Glance
Bj

SWAMI NJRVEDANANDA
FOREWORD

Bj
SIR S RADHAKRISHNAN

Cr 8vo 282 Fall cloth Rs 4 8
A rational survey of the essential

contents of Hinduism from a catholic
view point As Sir "5 Radhakrishnan has
put it In this small book based on
specialised knowledge the author gives us
a clear and precise account of the funda
mental categories of Hindu thought To
my mind this book is an excellent
introduction to the study of Hindu religion

*

Hankie Sir N N Sarkar KCS1, To
one anxious to know tho central truths and
cardinal principles of Hinduism the book written in
lucid and concise style will be of real help
Free India, Salem Town, Madras a ay i—Clarity

of thought and expres ion is the distinguishing
mark of this small book

MODEL PUBLISHING HOUSE
2A, Shamacharan De St , CALCUTTA.

Jan. 45Mar 45





<Simple Secret
r

A massage with Tomco CoconutHair Oil nourishes the roots of theha.r, a weekly wash with TomcoCoconut Oil Shampoo ensures ,ts
cleanliness and natural

l us(re

TOMCO SAL.ES DEPT
19, Vonar Street P B No 3,, MADRAS
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Hygienic and Sanitary goods for

ladies and Gents.

ENTS. Each. Peb Dor.

French Paragon As. 4. Rs. 2-1!

II. W. Sheath As. 6. Rs. 4-8

Silk Paragon Ab 8. Rs. 5-8

Silk L. Paragon Re. 1. Rs. 11-8

American L. Sheath. Ra. 1-8. Rs. 17-8

American Tips As. 8. Rs. 5-8

1 Rubber Check Pessary Rs. 2. 1st qty.

„ Ac. 2-S. <f(p
"Brooto" Tablets. Rs. 1-14. per Tube.
"Neurello" Jelly. Rs. 1-15. per Jar.

“ Jlelledame Band" (For wearing
during tho menses period.) Rs, 2-4, Each.

HEALTH & Go.

OPP. MAJESTIC CINEMA,

GIRCAUM. BOMBAY. 4-

s [ January 1045

~ THE DEAF HEAR?
The permanent Core, No Relapse.

Deaf People:—Very easiest method to restore

the accuracy of hearing power quite marvellously.

No matter if there is any derangement esta-

blished in the apparatus. GUARANTEED and
Recognised "EMERALD PILLS AND RAPID
AURALDROP." (Regd.) (Combined treatment)

Ra. 27-13-0. Full course. Trial course Ra. 7-5-0.

leucoderma
The only invention upto date recognised and

praised from coast to coast for unique cure of

White Patches only by internal use. Histologically

Demonstrated and UNANIMOUSLY admitted.
" LEUCODERMINE ** (Rggd.) Rs. 23-13-0 per -

bottle. Perfect Cure is guaranteed. No
|

matter if congenital or self acquired.

ASTHMA CURE
You ears}]-oxpeel for radical core. You triod

so many; but they wero relieving agehts. I shall

cure you permanently. No relapse guaranteed.
Any chronic naturo or type of asthma and bron-
chitis, colic pain, piles and fistula are also cured
successfully.

CATARACT (without knife)
No matter ripe or unripe. No matter however

old the patient. Cure guaranteed. No sick-bed
or hospitalisation. Particulars Free. Give full

particulars ami history to Dr. SHERMAN, r.o.9.

(U.S.A.). Daliabhanga (Fatidpur), Bengal, India.'

JUST OUT JUST Gut

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION; 8. N. Agarwal.

(Principal, Scksaria College of Commerce, Warjha.)

With a Foreword by Mahatma Gandhi.

A powerful plea for the introduction cfm<jth»r-

. tongue media in Education. Trice Rs. 1-4-p.

MERCANTILE LAW: JaraM Meozes and Thafcoro.

Include* all the arts which a busioe*,man

ought to know. Trice Rs. 10.

U. K. C. c. A INDIA: A. N. Agsrwala.

(Mp. Editor, Indian Economic Journal.)

With a Foreword by Sir Tadampat Singhania.
Price R» 2-S 0.

BF.VERtDGE EXPLAINED: G. D. H. co\o.

Trice Re. 1,

n.AN FOR BRITAIN: O. D. 11. Cole, pf() |.

IaiUi, Beveridge and other*. Trice Re. 2,

VGRft & Co., Publishers, Limited,

3, Round Building, Kalbadevi Ro«d

BOMBAY 2.

INDIA'S

SACRED SHRIHES & CITIES

Tins book gives a vivid account of
Important Cities and Sacred Shrines in
India, together with tho history and
legend connected with them. An
attempt is made to cover notable
Shrines and Citica all over British
India and the Indian State* as well.
It will be found indispensable not
only to the pious pilgrim but to the
foreign tourist interested in art and
architecture. But it is no mere guide
book for the pilgrim tourist only. It
is literature of a novel kind, making
available to the English.rending
public the rich trea*ures of the Hhala
jmrana, with copious descriptions
of places and temple architecture

Rllh index and 86 lUnftratlonf.

Ptlt* Rt. Three.

G. A. Nalesan & Co., ruhlishers, Madras.

Feb. >45
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cicawst job jpp* ini nj9, 1

Hac« you tftonflM of the
futun you uoulJ loot, toy,
cjwr 25 years? .

Psrtap* you «obW /ooy for a
rtt/rnt ptactfut lift after a

trcictfscf afitf ftuta care*r. tn/cying

four j/fttry in a snug Oorrir,

Jrtlfrtm all Carts and u'Orri**.

'm\\wu atuun ifxw«*mwul

• INSURANCE CO., LTD.

ron

f/re, /ccWent, Kotor, Marine and
» - offter Genera/ Insurance

CeftiuN t
' J

> HK1QHM. mt t
CIHEfiAV INSURANCE CO., LTD,

?, f«n«U Fern S'.ftit, CiTcrJta.

Jfairo* Branch :

—

Naiiona! Insure aoo Bat!dang,

• 362, CbVnn Bazar Boad,

Esplanade.

Sub-Officr* al

:

Bangalore & ATodaro.

[JiKCABY 1043

MIND I -

YOUR I

THROAT e -

The gateway throagh which the

germa of many diseases enter your

system with dire consequences.

Take time by the forelock and
guard against the inroad of

diseases through this route.

PALATABLE PASTILLE

THAT SOOTHES, PREVENTS, PROTECTS

Contains
ACTIVE PRINCIPLE OF PINE, THE
BEST DISINFECTANT OF THROAT

AND THE LUNGS.

BENGAL CHEMICAL
CALCUTTA . . . BOMBAY.

Madras Agents

;

ft. DASAt GOWNOSR O- Co.,
41, Bvxpcb 8tftnrr.
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~ Tea Time-Wliere
the Five Elvers flow

?f
a
^f.f

er °re^neS forgets tbe beat of the da, outof floors—sometimes in a public garden At snnRPf hntgaaras against tho risk of a chill
6et hot tea

Served from a graceful lota tho tea is already nr™****milk and sugar Tho cnp is considered punna7 l! h

S*Z3£ bQ"d “““ h 'art S

Ewers which no visitor will easily forgot
“ L 3 1 11,0 F"°

Hero as everywhere in India Bronlin , , ,

greatly in demand
nroono Bond fresh teas aro

BrookeBond
Ttvo Leaves and a Bud



MATESAN’S 'PUBLICATIONS
SPEECHES AND WRITINGS

Price Rs. 3 each «

NATIONAL CLASSICS
Price Ro. 1-4 each.

Ram Mobun Roy Sir D. E. Wach*

Dr. P. C Ray Annie BesSnt

Lord Sinha Sir W. Wedderbum
.

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
'

Price Rs. 3 each

Indian Judges. Sketches of 21 famous Judges-

Indian Clbrijtiant- Sketches of famous Indian
Christiana.

Famous Parii*. Biograpliical sketches of foorteea
eminent Parsis.

Indian Scientists. Sketches \?lth an account of
tbeir Researches.

POLITICS •

Congress Presidential Addresses. (1911-1934.)

Containing full text of Presidential Addresses.

Rs. 4.

Mahatma Gandhi : The Man and his Mission.

10th Edn. Revised and brought up-to-date. Rs. 2.

' Indians Overseas. ByDt. Lanka Suudarorn, m.a.

Re. 1-8.

Indian National Evolution. By A. C.

Marumdar. Rs. 3.

The Governance of India. Dy Babu Govinda
Das. Rs. 3.

Hind Swaraj or Indian Home Rule. By
Gandhi. 4th Edn. As. 8.

ECONOMICS
Essays on Indian Economics. By Mahadev

Gqvind Ranade.

Indian Industrial and Economic Problems. By
V. G. Kale. Ru. 2.

INDIAN TALES
Indian Tales of Fun, Folly and Folklore. Rs. 2.

Tates From the Sanskrit Dramatists. Second
and Revised Edition. Rs. 2.

The Idiot’s Wife. By Dr. Kartell Chunder Sen
Gupta, m.a., d.l. As. 8.

Saknntata. By Kam&la Satthianadhan. As. 6.

Maitreyl. By Pt. Sitauath Taltvabhushan. As. 4.

Sir S. RADHAKRISHNAN’S WORKS
Freedom and Culture. Re. 1.

The Heart of Hindnstan. Re. 1,

" INDIA’S SACRED SHRINES & CITIES

This book gives a vivid account of Important
Cities and Sacred Shrines in India, together with
the history and legend connected with them.
It will be found indispensable not only to the
pious pilgrim but to the foreign tourist
Interested in art and architecture Gives copious
descriptions of places end temple architecture.
With Index and 80 illustration*. Trie© Rs. 3.

Valmikl Ramsyana. Text in Dovanngari and
English Translation)' Foreword by the R\ Hon.
V. S. Srinivasa Sastri, r.c., c.n. 3rd Edition.

The Mabahbarata. Text ia Devfltiagari & English
Translation. Foreword by Dr. Sir 8. Radhakrisbnan.

The Srimad Bhagavata. Text in Devanagari,
and English Translation.' Foreword by' Pr. Sir
P. S. Sivoswami Aiyar.

Upakbyattamala (A Garland of Stories.) Selected
from the Epics and the Puranas. Text in Deva-
nagari. Foreword by Dr. Sir C. T, Hamaswami Aiyar.

The Upanishtdi. Selections from the 103
Upanishads. Text in Sanskrit .Devanagari. With
a Foreword by Prof. M. Hiriyanna, m.a. Re. 1-4.

Prayer*, Praiie* and Psalm*. Text in Dovana.
gari and English Translation. Foreword by Mahatma
Gandhi. Re. 1-4.

Sankara's Select Work*. Text in Devanaga'i
and English translation. Ro. 1*4.

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY

The Mission of our Matter. By Eastern
and Western disciples. Rs. 3.

Aspects of the Vedanta : By various writers
5th Edition. Re. 1.

Hindu Ethic*. By -Babu Govinda Das. R«. 2.

Temples Churches and Mosques. By Yakub
Hasan. 63 illus. Re. 1-8.

The First Four Califs. 3y Ahmed Shafi. Re, 1.

WORLD TEACHERS

Jettit Cbrist : By Mr. S. K. Georgo. As. 12. To
Sanktrtchtrya s Hl» Life and Teachings, By

S. S. Suryanarayona Sastri. Price As. 12. >

Sri Krishna: Hi* Life and Teachings. By
Mr. M. R. Sarapatkumaran. 2nd Edn. As. 12. -

Life and Teachings of Zoroaster.- By Prof.
A. R. Wadia. As. 12.

Life and Teaching* of Buddha. By D. Dharma.
pala. 4tb Edit. As. 12. .

Prophet Muhammad. By Ahmed 6haS and
Yakub Hasan. As. 12.

SAINTS
Chaitanya to Vivekananda. Lives of the taint*

of Bengal. Re. 1-8.

Leaders of the Brahmo Samsj. 7 Portraits and
Sketches. Re. 1-8.

GENERAL
Famous*" Battles to Ind>a History By T. Q.

Subrahmanyam, m.a., i*t, Ro. 1.

Malabar and Its Folk. By Mr. T. K. Gon&la
Ponikkar, b.a. Rs. 2.

*

Shakespeare's Tragedies : King Lcor, Macbeth,
Hamlet and Othello. By Dr. William Miller. Ra. 1.8.
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This name on your gas plant

means an easy start from cold;

and a real light - weight special

patented STAHSIMCO gas mixing

chamber which enables change

—over from gas to petrol

or a combination of both. And

more, its leading

position has

enabled its being

sold at substan-

tially reduced

prices at present.
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M. & 8. M. RAILWAY

The attention of the <ra^ elhng public is drawn to

the following Notification issued by the Gm eminent of India

.
(Defence Department) -

No 6 DC (M)) 44 In exorciso of the powers con

ferred by section 2 of the Defence of India Aot 1989

(XXXV of 1989) the Central Government is pleased to

direct that the following further amendment shall be

made in the Defence of India Rules namely —

After rules 6 «j B of the said Roles the following

rule shall be inserted namely —

65C (l) No passenger shall travel on the roof

steps or footboard of any carriage or an engine or in any

Prohibition other part of a tram not intended for the nse of

of improper passengers
travelling on
trains

(2) If any person contravenes the provisions

of Bnb rule (l) ho may b8 removed from the railway by
anj railway servant or police officer and Bhall also be

punishable with imprisonment for a term which may
extend to six months or with fine or with both

T STEPHENSON,

Chief Commercial Uaiagei
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War outlook for 1945.

Bigger Battles

Greater Bloodshed

More Prisoners •

Therefore

A Greater Call than Ever

on

RED CROSS

H. E. The iovernor's War Fund

Urgently Solicits

Subscriptions Earmaked

“RED CROSS”
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choicer cane tug*r, is ta rich in

glucoic Chemical mat} (is (hovs

that it contains 6a Joy. glucose.

Buy * tin today Keep it handy

during then tugai rationing days

Als,o Oudh Sugar
Golden Crystals and
Oudh Sugar Honey

axfccAQH (iit/tpcR) op.

FREE Unit today
Sot your tapy of ,ht
interfiling booklet
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GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY

(Extraordinary power of prophesy).

A K Aehama, tho International Astrologer and
Spiritualist. welJIcnown In America an I ’London
who has prophesied almost every pnnupal turn
of tho pre-ent I uropean V ur, Premiership of

Mr Fsi’ul H»que el** , In hit renowned booklet
« World et War*' ami was called by tha llengal

Premier for an interview after fiiifilment on tho
12rh Derember 1911, who proli toil afterward*

Premiership of Sir Nsxlmuddln predicted through
press tho attack, of ChittsCmg area by tho
Japanese on Angiuc Tth, mi2 and sent a copy*

of the *.iroo to tho late Governor of Deopal Sir
John Herbert ju»t on the eve of the attack (Ills

private fierretarv wroto “I am deilred lo acnow-
ledge yeur letter with enclosures") and who
predicted with certainty the re election of
President 1 ooserelt jn Daily 1 clegram of 2nd
Soptoml*-r (A cop\ ha* been sent to tho President
through air) and baa been showing other mira
culua powir of prophesy is ready to •creo you

(1) Send jo if birth dato time name of tho
place of birth (name of the principal lown near
birth place is es»catial) and know jour future
for four jeer* almost monthly )l otter if copy of
RashlchaWra is aont for test) or have a horoscope
with the current j ear a prediction Ha 8 v p extra

(2) IIis tested Tantnc remedies with mira*
cuius power

(a) Lock This is a Shaatno Jupiter Kabnchn
with puro pearls accompanied with other Tantrie
charms for increase of knowledge and success
It It a friend of University Examinees and
students la general It is shown by exp"«eoeo
that without favourable Guru (lupiter) success in
examination is not possible It makes Guru
favourable 'and paves the w.y to success—
Jla 3/ x p extra.

.(b) Satety—

I

t i9 a Mnl a Nabagraha Kabacha
wfth nine kinds of genuino and examined stones
prepared as per direction of 1 ri_/is Samhxla It
removes all kinds of dangers and dlf Icultles duo
to evil lolluenco of planets and mak“a life healthy,
wealthy «ad prosperous In addition it is prepared
with tested Tantnc charms for profit in business,
increase of earning capacity, promotion In service,
fortune by chance—Rs 20| v. p extra

(c) Magact—Tantnc Rabaeha for mutual attroc.
tion It brings he«U lq h*art response—
Ka 7/ v p extra

(d) Answer to one vital question only with
refetenre ta astrology and spiritualism (writing
tuns essential)—Its 4 (

Tantrieacharjya A, K. ACHAHJYA, BA.
Jyotirbatidhi, Palmist, Numenst and Spiritualist.

5, Nilmoni Dutt Lane, Calcutta, ?

(ConuItationS only on *



In wartime the ci\ilian as well as (he fighting man has

a hard life Hobdays arc less, ssorh is harder, and spare
'

time is rare All the more reason to use it properly. And
v.hat better ssay than with a booh or a newspaper and

a refreshing cup ofwcU-inade tea.

Tea cheers you up, makes \ou forget the worries of the

day. Tea is stimulating without being in any way harm-
ful. Tea is cooling in hot weather, warming in cold.'

.jTreat tea as your best friend, and always enjoy your
leisure in his company.
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^^“COMMUNAL PROBLEM IN INDIA

BY SIR M1RZA ISMAIL, Kt.KCLE

, w.m „ our inevitable developments, and why need we

-r-iHP Hindu Muslim problem is °ur

T shameful tmuble^today
^

Jndgms

^^ saj6esled
that our history

V*7* \rz m 't: -s
p
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sometimes Time and world conditions are

factors which will tell in the end

bring about a national and cultural fusion

We cannot go on quarrelling for a time

nor over things which do not tea

J

matte, Good sense will, sooner or later

dawn upon us and we shall

tong as ,11 will and animosity pollute

atmosphere, nationalism cannot flourish

Some are apt to blame "the third party

overmuch for all our present day troubles

Let u, not forget that the present times

are vastly different from those of early

British rule in India Conditions have

changed all over the world and mens

ideas, too, have undergone a vast chang .

Adjustment, are as inevitable as the change

of seasons, and we have to malm them, i

we are to survive in such a world

English education had to come

' English language, which is fast becoming

a world language, was bound to become

the principal medium of communication

between the educated classes These were

country receive the right kind of

education that will make them worthy

citizens of India, and which will make

them think not in terms of their own

community or religion, but of the country

as their common motherland Common

schools, common hostels, common political

ideals, common enterprises will bring the

various groups of youth together

I attach special importance to the

association of members of different com

mumties in common industrial enterprises

Nothing so surely brings people together

and keeps them together as earning

money together

Religion need not be neglected, but it

should not be altowed to dominate social

and political life Nationalism should do

that It is to the youth of India, the

coming generation of leaders, that the

country can look with some confidence to

come to he/ rescue and to extricate her

from her present embarrassments.
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It I* a curious fact— but nothin; strange

»a * land cf Inconsistencies and rer-

pl'xltifi—that co»®un*li«m «nd section.

aVs<tn should be rampant amor; the

intelligentsia, the English educated classes,

but not among the masses. It is the

former who are trying to resurrect the

dead past, and dealing unnecessary trouble

lot themselves and others. The drum*

betters o( the moment are only to be

(band In their ranks

I heartily endorse the following pro-

posals put forward for solving the

cotcrannal problem. First, the Muslim

League should be recognised by the

Congress as the sole representative body

of the Muslims. This recognition would

not, of couise. mean the desertion by the

Congress ol its Muslim members. I would

even go further and say that the Congress

should unreservedly accept the fact that

the League is at present the largest

political organisation of the Muslims in

India, and can legitimately claim to

represent the Muslim point of view as no

other organisation does. Secondly, the

Congress and the League, the two chief

political organisations of the countty,

• should enter into a pact guaranteeing to

the minority communities their legitimate

rights and privileges.

Nor cart I see any good reason why

the Congress and the Muslim League

should not effect a settlement on the

following basis:

—

1. Autonomy in the provinces to the

fullest possible extent The aim should he
to have a Central rather than a Centralised

All-India Government
;
a Supreme Govern-

ment is a vital necessity for India, as it

is for the United States of America,

Doth history and necessity support

suggestion.

2. Composite ministries fn the pro-

vince*, composed not merely of repre-

sentatives of the Congress and the Muslim

League, but also of other importast

Interests and groups like, for instance, the

Sikhs in the Punjab, minorities elsewhere,

and the scheduled castes ; nor should nan-

League Muslims and non Congress Hindus

be left out for that reason. The more

mixed a ministry is (paradoxical ' as it m»y

sound) the more popular and stable it Is .

hkefy to be,

A special responsibility rests upon tfs«

Congress, as representing a vast majority

of non-Muslims to bring the two major

communities together, *ancl to refrain from

doing anything likely to hurt the suscepti-

bilities of the Muslims or to encourage the

feeling that either their language, religion

or culture is In any danger.

India is passing through a most critical

period in her political history. Once *e

get through it and allow time—that solvet

of difficulties—to play its part, India will

emerge a united and powerful nation.

The various religions will, as I hope, con-

tinue to exist, but they will come to

occupy tHeir proper place in the life of

the peoples. The quarrel between Hindi

and Urdu will also, I am hopeful, cease

and circumstances will force the two

contending parties to a^ree to Jhave a

common language. A -language acceptable

to the majority of the people will some-

how come into existence. ' If the

respective protagonists will only let events

take their own course, the evolution of

such a national language may be expected

to follow as a natural result.



BANKRUPTCY OF STATESMANSHIP
By Prof HARICHARAN MUKERJEE

iT is sad to contemplate how true states

1 manship has become a rare thing m
the present day world and how as the

result of it the different nations are made

to suffer the greatest misery and difficu]

ties and how these sufferings instead of

easing m the near futnre are likely to be

accentuated all the more As honesty is

always the best policy so true states

manship consists in being fair and square

in one’s dealings with all other nations in

being sympathetic to their just demands

and to all their legitimate aims and aspir

ations and not at all In being selfish and

grasping If this enlightened policy were

consistently followed there would have

been no wars and rumours of wars in

this world disturbing the concord of

nations and they would have lived in

perfect peace and amity But if this idea

be something utopian if national interests

demand that these should be safeguarded

and interests of other nations trampled

under foot and injustice should be done

to the latter, expediency dictates that these

injustices should be done under the cloak

of doing something righteous and an

attempt should be made to "hoodwink the

world or a section of it and under no.

circumstances the jealousy of other com

petmg nations should be roused or at

least a wotkable arrangement must be

armed at with these latter by admitting

them to a share of the booty That was

exactly the course followed after the last

Jjreat War when mandates were given to

certain great powers to administer certain

conquered areas as mandatories in the

interests apparently of the mandated

territories but really in the interests of the

mandatories themselves So everything

was in perfect order and managed quite

nicely

Furthermore statesmanship also dictates

that when some great danger threatens a

number of states and there is need for

joint action, no effort should be spared to

keep in check personal or national greed

and ambition, at least so long as the

crisis is not over and all causes of

friction must be eliminated for the sake

of smooth and harmonious working to

remove the menace and bring the struggle

to a successful conclusion

But what we notice in the present day

sometimes leaves us gasping The greatest

statesmen of the world who are the

undisputed leaders of their own people

wedding vast influence and who are

charged with the task of moulding the

destiny of the -human race have been

behaving in such a manner as to make
us doubt sometimes t^eir very sanity

Or is it rather the plenitude of power

which has turned their heads and made
them even careless of quarrelling with

their colleagues and brothers in arms

upon whose help and co operation they

have to depend so much? We can

first of all take the case of Mr Churchill

himself the undisputed dictator of the

British Commonwealth When he was in

sore straits and the empire was tottering

he put his signature to the famous Atlantic

Charter guaranteeing freedom to all depend

ent nations of the world But as soon as
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British intervention in .be dome..,. «p.«*

of Belgium, My -d Greece b.s preorpo

„„d . firs. cl**. diplom»>ic errs,, .nd

Mr. Stettlnins, the new Americ.n Seo.et.ty

of State bos cried ' h.nd. off to »“
Bnt it is doubtful if Mr. Churchill fort,bed

by the vote of conf.d.oce in the House

of Common, will t»7 heed to this U».ly
- • the friendship

warning. »“ -— _ . ...

between Ame.ic .nd Brrt.in upon the

ooo.ino.nee of whreb the soeces.ful tssuo

of the war depend, is libel? be pur to

the severest strain .nd will doubriess

provide occasion for Hitler to chuckle over

it. Though, >s we srneerelr hope, the

tension will bo eased and the crisis tid.d

over, it undoubtedly shows the absence of

true statesmanship, (or this occasion might

have been avoided in the Interests of allied

solidarity and for the successful and speedy

termination of this disastrous war.

In thit case

!d.olog!c.l.ymp..bie.uugh.noUob.«bee»

allowed to intrude cn these debate

q
°NexT«hen we come .0 St.Uo, Russl"'.

tn.n of destiny, w= ««» de««

l.ck of st.testq.nshtp. He, undoubted y.

like Mr. Charclnll, is « man of wonderful

power and energy, of drive and personal-

ity but he too peibaps has been betraye

into taking false steps through a con-

sciousness of unlimited power and «

end a consequent disregard for hts collea-

gues and the world opinion. The stand

which he has taken on the Polish question

is likely to precipitate a crisis and thus

hamper joint action The question has tot

been solved but only shelved for the

present but likely to rush itself in the

forefront as soon as Poland will be com-

pletely liberated.

The Persian oil concession question

also betrayed the cloven foot of bmte

' force which he wants to apply to all weak

neighbouring stales to fall in with W*

imperialistic designs and no disclaimer on

his part that he will not interfere with

their domestic arrangements is likely to

remove the suspicions and fears of these

states.

Generalissimo Chiang-kai-shek is another

outstanding personality weilding vast influ-

ence over his Countrymen and in great

favour with the allies. But even he did

not hesitate to be guided entirely by

personal prejudice in insisting on the recall

of General Stillwell, who though dreadfully

efficient, is an unsparing critic of all and

sundry. Chiang by his insistence on this,

question surely wounded the susceptibilities

of his great American ally upon whose
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continuous and timely help depends the

very salvation of his country

His refusal to arme at a compromise

ruth the communists, with Japan literally

beating at the very gates of his capital

and threatening to overrun the rest of

the country over which he now exercises

jurisdiction, has almost taken our breath

away Nothing can perhaps beat this in

sheer dogged pertinacity and utter dis

regard of larger national interests

Lastly we can not pass without notice

ta thts CTaaectcaa tlx bebsrxar cf ssathcr

great statesman, one of the pillars of the

British Empire, Field marshal Smuts who

enjoys the greatest reputation for sanity

*nd level headedoess His attitude towards

the Indian question now so much

exercising the minds of both Indians and

South Africans is perfectly unsympathetic

and non committal This has made the

Statesman (Calcutta) which is always very

gaurded in the expression of its opinion

remark m its issue of 9th December the

following significant words

—

INeitler Britain nor tha USA can look on
comfortably whilo one of if o United Nations
pursues policies sharply conflicting with tl o
principles of tolerance for which the war is be og
fought Hitlerite Germany nears defeat another
lerreniofk maintains outmoded prejud ces in

South Africa

Comment upon the above is superfluous

CO-OPERATION IN ECONOMIC PLANNING
By Mr VAIKUNT L MEHTA

A RECENT writer on planning *

describes the post war aim of

improving the economic and social condition

of the mass of the people in the following

simple terms ^

The concrete objectives are everywhere alike—
an increase in the material goods of 1 fe better

nulr t on hom ng health and education as a
means for a larger *p ritual end cultural life of
all jeople Host plans also imply that bettering

tho cond tioa of the people wilt bring about a

greater economic and social equality among all

groups and classes

It has often been urged that this desire

for a better social order is a war time

craze The war of 1914 18 witnessed the

beginning of the end of lames fatre if

not its actual end
, and numerous were the

schemes of reconstruction conceived and

put forth during that war and soon there

after With the mishandling of the woild s

affairs—both political and economic that

* Postwar Plans of the Lwted Slates •—By
Lewis L Loria

came in the wake of Versailles—an

economic depression was, however, inevi

table This blizzard when it came swept

away alt plans of reconstruction in Great

Britain and countries associated with it

But the need for economic planning was

never lost sight of by economic thinkers

all over the world Subsequently, the

Russian experiment in large scale organized

planning revived keen interest and

enthusiasm among those who wished to

organize economic life with the conscious

deliberate purpose set forth above With
the outbreak of the present War. the ranks of

these thinkers have become strengthened

and to day^ there is scarcely a country

which does not subscribe to the ideal of

planning

Not that (he conception has not its critics

and its detractors One of the most

prominent of these. Prof Hayek goes so
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hr at to deb putposefut organized efforts

4i ftcf)B»Wo:tion m ditching cu the tcid

to serfdom. He *nd ether* of hi* way

of thought, both in England and the

United States of America, urge that

controlled economy may be accepted a*

Inevitable dating the lire** of War, but

thit once that stress is relieved there

should be a restoration cf conditions in

which private enterprise and competition

may hive fall scope. Then alone will it

be possible, according to this school, to

ensure stability and to usher in prosperity.

That uncontrolled private enterprise ami

unregulated competition cannot but bung

about disaster is conceded by Prof. Hayek

who has thus to accept the position that

some control of economic life is essential in

the interest of the community. That being

the common ground, the dispute may well be

restricted to the hind of control required,

the extent of the control to be imposed and

the agency through which such control is to

be exercised.

More cogent, however, is the plea that

planning hills the spirit of initiative and

enterprise. Under phoning, il is averred,

the individual is lost in the community.

He may neither produce nor consume what

he pleases; nor may he, it is alleged, think

or act as he chooses. Those who argue

thus scarcely pause to consider what is the

kind or the extent of the freedom that an

individual enjoys at present in modern

economic life controlled by ' syndicates,

trusts, cattels, corporations or even a

centralized bureaucratic system. In fact, it

is because of the -suppression of the eco-

nomic freedom of the millions and the

dehumanizing of their personalities that we

wiintss the outbreaks of the international

gangsterism which the industrially organized

and economically advanced nations Indulge

in at frequent Intervals In their history.

There can certainly be no well-ordered

society when there is no respect for

human personality
;
but the freedom of tbe

individual In such a society has to be

interpreted with soefety fa the background.

If In planning for economic development

freedom In this social sense is postulated,

there is no reason why the critics ' should

identify conscious organized planning with

conditions of economic slavery.

It Is because the co-operative movement

seeks to harmonize the interests of the indi-

vidual with those of the community and to

protect the freedom of the individual while

promoting the well-being of the community

that it must be accorded a prominent pl»ce

in any scheme of national planning. Th»l

is not the only ground qn which co-operation

claims attention. It is a movement which

is essentially democratic—of the people, for

the people, by the people, to use a descrip-

tion commonly applied to it. As t*

observed in a recent survey published by

the International Labour Office* it i*

characteristic of the co-operative structure

that it is built upon the most numerous

and smallest economic units. Resting as it

does thus, on the broadest basis and on th*

deepest foundation (hat can he found in the

whole economic and social complex, the co*

operative structure consequently remains

in close touch with the practical conditio®5

of man’s everyday Me and labour. While

the constitution is democratic the advantage

* Co-operative Organizations and Post-war
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of large scale operation is secured by a

system of federation and coalesence, which

Umts together the amts for common economic

endeavour but allows scope for initiative

and freedom of action The natural

tendency towards concentration of authority

is ordinarily offset in the movement by

constitutional devices whereby, the exercise

of centralized control does not take

economic power farther away from the

people but tends to bring it closer to them

In as much as the strength of the

organizations of persons of small means

consists in the success with which they

establish bonds of moral solidarity between

'
all the members it follows that without the

intelligent participation of its co owners in

its affairs a co operative society loses

much of its democratic nature and its

efficiency Hence the dependence of co

operative organizations on the education of

those who constitute them—education not

only m the aims and objects of their own

undertaking but also in the common purpose

which guides the movement and in the

principles which inspire it The objective

being the creation of a common social life

the lesson of self help receives as great a

degree of attention as that of mutual aid

If the development of human personality

in a manner in which is reconciled the

welfare of the individual with that of the

society to which he* belongs represents an

ideal for which it is desirable to strive

then surely, the co operative movement

has a valuable contribution to make in

planning for the new social order

Through the democratic control and

educational programmes which are the

features of the co operative movement as

is observed in the recommendations on the

subject of cooperatives made the United

Nations Conference on Food and Agriculture,

it can play a vitaf
1

part in the training of

good democratic cit sens It will, besides,

assist in inducing a sound conception in

economic matters The last point is of

especial importance in (he drawing up and

execution of economic plans In Ins preli

mmary note to the National Planning

Committee Pandit Jewaharlal Nehru explained

that the ordered development contemplated

connoted that a due proportion should

be observed between the various forms

of producing new wealth its equitable

distribution among the members of the

community and adjustment of the interests

of the producers and consumers- The
proper functioning of co operative societies

may facilitate the adjustment of agricultural

production and distribution such as is

essential m the interest of the community

as a whole Being peoples organisations,

run on democratic lines through their

own representatives they inspire confidence

among their members who show an

inclination to follow the guidance and

recommendations of their own co operative

societies which they know operate in the

interest of their members and of society

in general They can check if not control

the vagaries of administration and be the

medium for excercising the vigilance

required to protect the individual from
harassment

The fact that co operative organizations

are based on small economic units has a

peculiar significance in a country such as

ours Notwithstanding the economic

developments of recent yens, ours hr slttt
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« country cf 135*11 producer* agriculturists

and tttisiu* and cf small tradesmen and

shopkeeper*- Compared to other countries

it It also compo«ed of numerically a larger

proportion of “ low-tccome ** families in

urban and Industrial utw. In countries

fitaitt'.l «s eon, the type of economic

planning conceited of as men suited, *s is

seen from the Survey* referred to ettlier.

It collcctiriiition and co-operation. The

combination of nationalization of the heavy

key indaitries, public utilities sud basic

resource* and * mixed economy based on

co-opmtion for agricultural «nd decentralized

Industries seems to be the line oi action

most favoured, particularly if, as is the

case with u», large-scale capitalistic

development is still in its earlier stages.

It is time that in India, too, we ctied

halt to the advance of capitalist domina-

tion over the field both of industries and

agriculture as also of finance. We can

do so either by extending the sphere of

State enterprise with its centralized system

of administration or by promoting co-

operative organisations with control

decentralized and democratized. The aim

animating both is service and both seek

to eliminate the profit motive. While in

the former the gains of the economic

enterprise accrue to the State as a whole.

In the latter they accrue to the individuals

or groups of Individuals who go to

constitute the primary co-operative

units and their federations. To extent

that these stand to benefit by the surplus

earnings, the co-operative undertaking may
be deemed helpful in stimulating individual

effort, a stimulus such as is provided in

• ’Peat-War Plans of tho United Notions.

the efficiency schemes of capitalist

organ?! aliens and by the system known «
" Stakhanovism " In the State enterprises

or collective farms of Russia. The co-

operative method ii if anything superior in

Its manner of rewarding Individual effort

Moreover, In so far as it circumscribes

strictly the reward for an individual

through a system of decentralized small

scale production, it does not conflict with

the aim of eliminating the profit motive

from economic activity.

It Is for these and similar other reasons,'

presumably, that (he claim was pot

forward at the recent session of the AH*

India Conference of Registrars that
,
*'lbe

co-operative movement should be *n

integral part of of the development plan

for the country". An indication was

given in several of the resolutions adopted

at the Conference of the place which the

co-operative movement could occupy >n

the plan of economic development,

particularly, in the spheres of rural credit,

land improvement, agricultural marketing-

retail trade and cottage industries. The

recommendation was also made that where

the execution of a plan required action by

members of an economic category or

group, it should be made compulsory for

all either to join a co-operative society for

the purpose or otherwise to carry cut

the plan.
*

Often enough, the trouble about planning

is not the lack of ability to draw up plan*

or of the will to enforce orders but the

absence of a suitable local machinery to

execute them. In the opinion of at least

one section of the administration of the

> Government of India, such a machinery is
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prodded by the co operative society I"

functioning - • local unit for this purpose

a co operative society has a dual role to

play rt acts as an absorber o( shocks and

serves as an agency for education

Planning without tears it has been aptly

remarked is almost an impossibility But

what is ordinarily deemed as outside the

range ot possibility may be achieved by

interposing an organ,aation which so to

say tempers the wind to the shorn

lamb that it eases the burden of the

sanctions which are to be enforced in the

execution of the plan At the same time

the co operative society will study the

implications ot the plan that ,s being

executed and convey that understanding to

the indviduals who compose it It creates

the proper local atmosphere and instructs

us members in the why and the

wherefore of the plan That ,s where

the advantage of its being built on the

most numerous and smallest eeonom c

units consists

The planning that we envisage is planning

compatible with democracy True

democracy said Arthnr Salter in a recent

address to the Conference on International

Co operative Reconstruction is made by

active participation of cit.zens not only m

the polling booth and governmental office

but in education m economic enterprise

and in social effort It is because the

co operative movement affords to all

individuals who resort to it for their

common economic end this opportunity

for active participation in the economic

endeavour on a footing of equality and on

a non profit basis that it claims the

attention of those charged with the task

of preparing for a new social order To

sum up m the words of an American

co operator Private monopoly has had

its opportunity and has failed political

bureaucracy has had its opportunity and

has failed there is no other way but

voluntary co-operation Success along

that way will however come only when

there is a wider 1 nowledge and understand

mg than at present of the cooperative

system of economy its significance and its

a,ms on the part of those in power as

well as on the part of the people outside

the movement

THE RENAISSANCE OF HINDUISM
DVD* S«P S S1VASWAM1 A1YAR k«.

—HE tills of this book* suggests >

1 cumber ol interesting questions about

H nduism snch as what is H nduism who

are the Hmdns when did Hinduism come

into existence and did it user go out

of existence We think we all know the

answers to these questions but our know

• Tee I—laissxxc. »!K<
Bahadur D 8 Sar-ra (B -oares TLcdu Uwrer'il'v)

10

ledge is far from clear or satisfactory In

such cases the old expedient was to suggest

that institutions which we cannot explain

were anadi or without any beginning We
are tempted to adopt this answer to the

problems suggested above The materials

collected by research scholars have not

definitely improved onr position It is no

fault of Prof Sarma that no more clear cut
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answers can beMU •.«*

have referred to. He hold, <M;W-
is a tu.ion of Aryan and Dr.y.d.an f ks

Dot we are not told what the articles ot faults

of the Aryans and Dravidians were.

In his valuable historical introduction

Prof. Sarma points out that there have een

several renaissances of Hindu.snt hr the

oast, and especially in the mneteenh

century and, since. The subsequent parts

"tJ book deal With the revival off.

interest in the study of the Hindu rel.gton

end the lives and teachings of the great

me„ who have influenced the thoughts and

ideal, of the Hindus in recent «"»«•

l'rof. Sarma begins with Raja Ram Mohu

Roy and the Brahma Samaj, and give*

also a sketch of Ranade and the Prarthana

Samaj, Swami Dayananda and the Atya

Samaj, Mrs. Besant and the Theosophtcal

Society, the movements associated with

the names of Ramakrishna Paramahamsa,

Vivekananda and Rabindranath Tagore.

The leader who has most attracted the

attention of Prof. Sarma is Mahatma Gandhi.

The purity of his life, his moral courage

and his devotion to the cause ol

India and the welfare and progress of

its peoples cannot be too highly extolled,

and they account for the unparalleled

influence which he exercises over the minds

of the people in India and over the

-
. intellects of people like Prof. Radhakrishnan.

The Hinduism on which Prof. Sarma his

focussed his attention is not the ancient

Hinduism of the orthodox, but the

Hinduism of the educated Hindus of

recent years who have been affected

by modern influences. The oldest repre-

' ,,„t,t,ve of what may be called reformed

Hinduism is Ram Motao -Roy »ho

the founder of the Brahma Samaj. JM

creed of the Brahma Samaj has undergone

several modifications and developments.

Besides the original nr Adi Brahma Samaj,

there has been the Sadharan Brahma Samaj,

as the seceders from the Adi Brahma Samaj

call themselves, Keshub Chonder Sen was

the leader of Sadharan Brahma Samaj.

The tenets of the Sadharan Brahma Samaj

and the off-shoots ol the Adi Brahma Samaj

are leatnred in section VIII of the chapter

on Ram Mohan Roy. .

The next leader of importance was Justice

Ranade who founded the Prarthana Samaj

of Bombay. Sir N. G. Chandavarkar took

a prominent part in the activities of the

Prarthana Samaj. Ranade was one of the

ablest and sanest thinkers and reformers of

the nineteenth century. He was prominently

associated with the political life of Bombay

and the Sarva-janika Sabba established in

Poona He was deeply interested in politics

and social reform and was rightly recog-

nised as the uncrowned king of Poona.

Mr. Go pal Krishna Gokhale was his most

eminent disciple. Ranade was an authority

on economic questions and was a member

of the parliamentary committee on Indian

finance which was appointed in 1871. If

there is anyone in the history of modern

India by whom the Liberal Parly of the

present day has been most influenced in

its policy and outlook, it is Ranade.

Though Prof. Sarma is not in tune with

the views and out-look of the Liberal

Party, he is not unwilling to acknowledge

the part played by Ranade in the

intellectual, political and religious life of

India in recent limes.
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In his chapter on Mrs Besant Prof

Sarma does not hesitate to point out certain

inconsistencies in some of the lectures and

publications of the Theosophical Society

Of the many personalities of whose life

a sketch is given in Prof Sarma s book

those which have appealed to md most

are Ramakrishna Paramahamsa and

Rabindranath Tagore

The most eminent expositor of

Hinduism in the twentieth century is

Prof Radhaknshnan and one can add

nothing to the glowing tributes paid

to him by philosophers all over

the world

Prof Sarma s book will be read with

appreciation and gratitude by a growing

circle of readers

CHRISTIANITY IN INDIA
RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

BY Mr P OOMMAN PHILIP

AS in the case of China India was first

introduced to Christianity by the

sporadic missionary efforts of the Eastern

Church centuries before the representatives

of Western nations came to India as adven

turers and traders While in China the

early Church thus established disappeared

the Church in India continues to exist to

this day The orbit of the influence of the

Church in India was very limited and for

centuries it had a chequered history in the

narrow strip of land on the west coast

between the Western Ghais and the Indian

Ocean The modern representatives of this

ancient Church now live m the Indian States

of Travancore and Cochin but with their

ancient solidarity sadly broken first by the

Portuguese who came in the sixteenth century

6nd who by all the methods of persecution

and inquisition considered Christian in those

days brought a large number of them into

the obedience or Rome and later by the

coming of the Anglicans m the nineteenth

century followed by Protestant sects from

the West whose presence and work in their

midst have besides drawing away from
them varying numbers introduced theo

logical and ecclesiastical issues on which
divisions have taken place The history of

almost all the branches of the old Eastern
Church in lands like Egypt Iraq Palestine
and Syria presents perhaps the same kind
of experience and so there may be nothing
unusual in what has happened to the Syrian
Christians (as the representatives of this

ancient Church are called) of South India

The present conditions and status of the

remnant of th s ancient Church may not
have any important bearing on the general
subject of the place of Christianity in the
life and thought of modern India But the
existence of this remnant m India with
Christian traditions going back to the early
centuries and the vicissitudes through which
it has been passing through the centuries
are facts to be noted in any study of the
history of Christian contacts with India
Two observations may be made here

very briefly, in regard to the survival of
early Christianity in India First is the
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remarkable spirit ’of religious toleration

shown by the people of India to Christianity

that came to its shores. Those who

accepted the new religion were not

snbjected to persecution. On the other hand

there is reason to think that they had

freedom for practising their religion in

their own way and even for propagating

it. Otherwise, it is impossible to explain

the growth' of the Christian Church on the

west coast of South India and the prosper-

ous condition in which it was found by

the Greek traveller Cosmos who visited the

this region about the year 522 A.D. and

by the Portugese who arrived in the early

years of the sixteenth century. It is

strange * but true that those ancient

-Christians living peacefully as farmers and

traders under independent Hindu rulers

were first subjected to religious persecution

not by Hindus but by Christians who came

from the West in the 16th century

armed with the military power of

Portugal and fired by missionary zeal for

establishing over this ancient church of

Malabar the supremacy of the Church

of Rome,

Secondly, the Christianity that found its

way to India in the early centuries true to

Us genius as an Eastern religion, developed

according to a pattern suited to Indian

Conditions and not in rigid organisational

forms prescribed fo'r it in later times by

the West. While maintaining the basic

features of Christian faith and practice

through the centuries, we find that it also

assimilated what was considered good and

poble. la the religions culture and social

„ behaviour, of the Hindus from whom they

were originally drawn and amidst whom

they lived as citizens of the same country.

But these observations are only by the way.

With the coming of the Portuguese

to India in the beginning of the

sixteenth century and with the establish-

ment of their political domination, along

Us west coast, Christianity entered upon

a second stage of its history in this

land. It is the first 'time that Christianity

is introduced to the people as the religion

of the ruling race, a race strangely

different from the Hindu race in customs,

culture and civilisation. In the earllerperiods

Christianity was introduced by missionaries

or traders belonging to the Eastern Church

who could not lay claim to any political

power. For ’that reason whatever progress

Christianity made in India in the early

centuries was by its inherent power of

appeal to the religioas sense of the people.

But the Christianity that came to parts of

India where the Portuguese had established

political domination came with the sword of
‘

the Portuguese and backed by the power and

prestige of the empire. ' The use of com-

pulsion or force for attaining what they

conceived to be the highest good of those

who were outside the Church was but a

part of the code of conduct of the Western
Church of those days. The methods of

coercion and persecution which the Portuguese

resorted to for the purpose of winning

adherents to the Christian Church form one

'of the darkest chapters in the history of

Christianity in India. Goa which is even .

to-day retained by the Portuguese became
in those days the seat of the Inquisition

which imposed disabilities and penalties on
those who would not accept the Christian

faith. Even the descendants of the earliest
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Indian converts to Christianity whom the

Portuguese were surprised to find in Malabar

were condemned by them as heretics and

the task which they attempted of bringing

them into the "true Church ‘ was accom

panted by methods which were questionable

and frightful Even after a lapse* of four

centuries the bitter memories of the

religious persecutions by the Portuguese

have not entirely left either the Hindus or

the Syrian Christians of the west coast

It should be remembered at the same time

that this was a period when the Roman

Church was launching its great missionary

enterprise The coming of the famous

missionary, Francis Xavier, to India was at

a time when the Portuguese were at the

aemth of political power Great and devout

Christian that he was he did not hesitate

to make use of the Portuguese power for

furthering the missionary cause only showing

thereby t h e lamentably sub Christian

standard of conduct which prevailed in that

"age in regard to the followers of other

religious

With the decline of the Portuguese power

and with the establishment of British

government in India, the religious freedom

for which India has always been famous

once more came to be established The

British profited from *he experience of the

Portuguese and became committed to a

policy of neutrality m regard to all

religions They were more concerned

with the establishment of their empire in

India than with the spread of the religion

«jp
which they professed To offend in any

way the religious susceptibilities of Indians

and to arouse their religious animosity was

considered bv British statesmen as a sure

means of undermining the foundations of

their government in India Therefore' the

the British adopted a policy of strict non-

interference in the matter of the religious

practices and beliefs of the people, so

long as they did not outrage the accepted

canons of civilised humanity Even in

regard to the revolting religious practice of

the Hindus— the sail—the British were at

first hesitant in taking any action It was

the lead given by some enlightened Hindus

that encouraged the British government to

suppress this practice

This explains the unfriendly attitude

adopted by the British government in early

days towards missionary effort of any kind

European missionaries were prohibited from

settling down in any part of British India

for propagating Christianity The first

English missionary to India William

Carey, not being allowed to live in

English territory had to take refuge

in Serampore then a Danish possession,

and carry on his missionary operations

from there There were no doubt chaplains

in the employ of the British government

in important places where British soldiers

and civilians lived
,

but their work was
confined to the spiritual ministration of the

British community and they were not

encouraged, even if they had the inclination,

to devote their attention to the native

population with a view to attracting them
to Christianity

Soon a stage arrived when there was
nothing to prevent Christian missionaries

from engaging themselves in educational
and other activities so long 33 they did
not create trouble for the government
The missionaries themselves coming as
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intangible realm of thought and spirit of the

Indian people derive encouragement from

the remarkable advance that the Christian

religion has made in recent decades among

the depressed classes. The bulk of the

membership of the Christian Church in India

is drarvn from these classes, and they have

undergone great transformation in the course

of two or three generations. Through what

Christianity has demonstrated as possible in

the way of transforming the depressed classes

whom India had for generations, treated as

sub-human, the scale of Values of Indian

society has been profoundly affected. That

every human personality, however humble

and degraded, is valuable in the sight of God

and therefore worthy of reverence is being

te-leatned by India.

Side by side with the above process,

millions who remain within the old social

fabric of Hinduism are coming under the

spell of the dynamic ideas which reform

movements within Hinduism stand for, and

. as a result of that their religious outlook and

social behaviour are changing markedly.

The Hindu community, as a whole, is res-

ponding nobly. to the call of modern prophets

like Mahatma Gandhi and other reformers,

old and new, for the removal of conditions

_ which have kept several millions of their

fellow countrymen as depressed classes. If

the part played by Christian missions in

stimulating these reform movements within

Hinduism is not always recognised, it is

because the renascent Hinduism of to-day
is developing a technique of defence against
the inroads which Christianity is making on
the „ Hindu . community. It js clear that

Hinduism, though battered from outside by
aggressive missionary religions like

Christianity and Islam and vitiated from within

by its caste system, is still a living religion,

capable of shifting to its centre the vital

truths of universal religious appeal which

hitherto found a place only in its marginal

life, and capable also of profiting • from

the teachings and methods used by other

systems of religion in winning men to their

allegiance.
-

'

In the latter -half of the nineteenth

century the influence of outstanding foreign

missionaries engaged in, the pioneer work

of imparting Western' education to Indian,

youth let many Hindus of the higher castes

to accept Christianity. At that time it was

hoped by missionary optimists' and feared

by Hindu leaders that Christianity would

infiltrate from top to bottom and make the

whole of India Christian. But through the

operation of forces generated from within

Hinduism itself such hopes and fears have

been falsified. During the last fifty years

depressed classes have been accepting

Christianity in large numbers. Along with

this, a new strategy has developed among
the missionary statesmen of the’ West
which stresses the way in which Christianity

first spread among the humble and oppressed

in the Roman empire and then gradually

conquered the whole empire. The hope is

entertained that India will become ultimately

Christian through the depressed classes

now entering the church in large numbers*

But this hope is being frustrated already.

The social and economic disabilities under

which the depressed classes labour have

been the main incentive for driving the®
to the Christian Churchy where they are

offered opportunities for moral and material

progress. Now, under the impulse
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of reform movements within Hinduism and

as a result of the expanding government

programmes for the social, moral and

economic betterment of the depressed

classes, these disabiltes are being rapidly

removed Well organised efforts are also

being put forth by Hindus to reach the

depressed classes with the higher messege

of Hinduism and tb retain them within

the Hindu fold The result is that the

so called "Mass movements ’ to Christianity

on which missionary leaders rely so much

for converting India are being effectively

check mated in different parts of the

country There is reason to think that in

the coming years conversions of the

depressed classes to Christianity will not

only stop, but that the opposite process

already started, of re.cou%erting to Hinduism

recent converts to Christianity, will also

gam momentum

What may then be the future of

Christianity m India ? On a survey of the

total religious situation in India, it is

difficult to escape the conclusion that

outside the battle for numbers and the

issues raised by mass conversions and

re conversions, the influence oi Christianity

on Hinduism and vice tersa are already in

progress Just as surely as a new type of

Hinduism influenced by Christian thought

is emerging in India to day, Christianity,

in the measure in which it is left free to

develop according to its genius is assimilat

mg to itself elements from the spiritual

heritage of India Both these processes

are necessarily slow It is vain to expect

that Christianity, even in an Hinduised

form will be adopted as their religion by

the hundreds of millions of Hindus living

in India It is equally unreasonable to

think that Hinduism will continue' to give, as

in the past, sanction for belief or practices

that tend to retard the full development

of hnman personality and weaken lls

spiritual message of universal significance

The States in India’s Future Constitution
By Mr C V H RAO

I

T is, I suppose, a truism that in any

future constitutional arrangements for

Vtfiva \V<e Vniran StaArs ttnuK aw

honourable place We may and can frame

a constitution for British India without

providing for the States therein
,

hut it

will not be long before it will be discovered

that the constitution so framed has tottering

foundations You may exclude the Indian

States from any constitution, but as the

late Mr C R Das said in respect of

Bengal on another occasion, you cannot

U

obliterate them from the map of India

Our ideal, inspite of the schemes for

fvrtabon viA ieerctitm Vrnft are now being
so vigorously canvassed and advocated

should be a united and homogenous India,

into which the States can come in on
some mutually- satisfactory terms, either

from the very commencement or after

some time It is impossible to conceive

that the integrity of a free India can rest

on secure and strong foundations if the

Indian States remain like so many
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of isolation studded all over the Indian

mainland claiming direct relationship with

the British Crown. It will be a wholly

incongruous position detrimental alike to

the interests of British .India as to the

interests of the States themselves. Concerted,

joint and co-operative action among the

States themselves, supposing they remain

isolated from the rest of India, in any

matter will become impossible, particularly

as such joint action 'is calculated essentially

to be called for in respect of National

Defence, economic progress and so on.

For example, very few States are big

enough to claim possession of economic

self-sufficiency, when British India has a

seperate constitution for itself and the

States continue to remain where they are.

A. position of splendid isolation for them

is impracticable even if some of them may
regard It as desirable.

The need for securing the active

co-operation of the States in the evolution

of national policies is as imperative for

British India as the securing of British

India's co-operation and goodwill is

imperative for the States. We cannot have

one part of India marching ahead

leaving the other behind nor can we
conceive of one pait of India enjoying

dominion status in the British Common-
wealth while the other is confined to the

position of subordinate relationship with

the British Crown. For, however much
one may, try to gloss over it, the internal

sovereignty of even the biggest Indian

States is limited by the influence if not pres-

sure or even amounting to it in some cases

indeterminate and not easily apparent though

it may be exerted over its administration

by the Political Department. It is

galling and humiliating to the States them-

selves, but it is nevertheless a fact.

I believe that most of Their Highnesses

feel the humiliation and would be glad to

enter into treaty relation with an Indian

controlled Central Government, with its

centre of gravity in New Delhi and not in

Whitehall. The dictum that Paramountcy

is Paramount” grates on the ears of the

more sensitive among them, for it involves

acceptance of a position which is intended

to relegate the States to a position of

perpetual dependence on the Paramount

Power.

If India is going to have a Dominion

status constitution after'
-

the war, it

necessitates both British India and the

Indian States getting together in purposeful

co-operation to ensure the establishment

and the successful working of such a

constitution from now onwards. It is,

-howevtr, at this stage, that difficulties are

likely to arise and differencss might -make

themselves manifest. The States demand
that their rights and privileges as embodied
in treaties with the Crown should be

safeguarded and preserved intact; that

they should not be forced to sacrifice their

present constitutional position of direct

relationship with the Crown, with ail its-'

defects, and substitute ft by another

relationship which might serve to swamp
their individuality and integrity but might
not bring with it- any corresponding

advantage from their point of view.

Obviously they would have objection too

to being stampeded in the matter of

internal constitutional reform and extension

of » self-government in their territories.
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Individual States have special problems of

their own which reed to be settled

satisfactorily when Paramountcy is trans

ferred from the British to an Indian

Central Government

There is no doubt that so stated, the

States’ case is understandable and reason*

able, e\en if it may not be acceptable

ttt toto But the danger has so far been

that British Indian political organisations

like the Congress have infused an

appreshension In the Princes mind that they

would not hesitate to force the pace of

constitutional reform m the States, that they

would not hesitate to abolish the States

system wholesale, if needed, or deal with

them in some rough and ready manner

when the time comes The patriotism of

the Princes’ has been called m question
,

they have been desc'ibed as " lackeys ’ of

British imperialism
,

as tools in British

hands to hold up India’s progress Such

aggressive and revolutionary ideals vis a t is

the States professed by an advanced

political party inevitably put the Princes

as a class, on their guard and induced

them in the past gradually to become

more and more cautious and demand

safeguards before they would accede to an

all India Federation to which their spokes

men solemnly pledged themselves at the

first Round Table Conference If the

progress of negotiations for the implement

ation of the Federal provisions embodied

m the 1935 Constitution Act dragged on

their weary course and eventually the

scheme itself was suspended, the blame for

that unfoitunate consummation must be

laid more at the door of the incautious

activities and pronouncements of extremist

politicians than at that of the Princes

themselves

The period of the war has been a period

of singular political stagnation m India

But the Cripps’ scheme, formulated by the

British Government and by which they

swear now, involves the promise of post-

war Dominion Status for India with a

provision that the States might stay out of

the Indian Union to be if they so desired

It is, therefore, an extremely opportune

time for the Princes to examine what their

part in post war Indian constitutional

evolution will be, to what extent and m
what manner they can play that part, as it

is essential for British Indian politicians of

all parties also to examine (he constitutional

problems of India m the post war period

though in the case ol the latter there are

impediments of a different category to be

overcome like Pakistan and the minority

problems before they can address them

selves to it

No longer is it profitable, however, to

proceed on the assumption that the Princes

are a reactionary and unprogressive lot and

that the Indian States as a whole are nests

of reactionansm Criticism based on such

assumptions will only irritate and cannot be
conducive to India’s progress It js

to see that some' of the more prominent

Indian Rulers have not hesitated to repudiate

these aspersions,*the Maharaja of Nawanagar,
the Maharajas of Bikaner and Kashmir,

being among those who have done so
recently, while a number of others have been
repudiating them in actions more than in

words The Maharajah of Bikaner has been
frankly outspoken when he said, in a rec»nt

interview that ‘ the Princes at their recent
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unanimously

Trrived .Uhe conclusion tot tar -

consider themselves separate (torn the rest

o! India andf.r from desiring in»n

oppose, obstruct or be an tmped.ment, they

wish to see India occupy, in her own right .n

honoured place in the comity ^Nabon.

This is » forthright assurance and drsclo es

, welcome aliveness and awareness on the

;r ..least the Rulers of the bigger states

P
'an appreciation of realities. It » no

v. uft tn be done still, but
there is not muchleft to be ao

there has been a lot done already m a

number of States to bring them up to the

level of modern administrations. It » no.

. that the hlghs.t standstds hsv. been attained

unive,sally in .11 States, but that sincere

efforts are being made in a most of them

„tain them and that 1. is now practically

impossible for any Ruler logo back ou

P
“And more'thsn from the political stand-

point, the integration of British India wiri,

• India's policies is indispensable from riie

economic standpoint. Most of the Indian

States ate so situated that they cannot follow

' independent economic policies which cut

.cross one another and cut across those of

British India as that is bound to cause

serious dislocation and even chaos. Si.

c P Ramaswami Iyer, one of the most inde-

fatigable champions of States' rights as

well as of their purposeful' association with

British India, and whose utterances on Stales

problems carry a weight of their own, has

emphasised this view recently .ide by side

with the view that the Princes can agree

t0 the transfer of Faramountcy only

to a Central Government for all-India

•s ,od pot to a divided and disrupted one

[
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more than one
in which there will be

Central Government.

Nothing, however, has been so ev.d n

in recent times than the fact that the

economic life of the whole of India is

indissolubly interlinked up and does not

permit of disintegration. Pakistan an

division of India may sound sonorous to

dte ears of some as political panaceas, but

they are not propositions which can_stand

the acid test of the economic stability ot
_

the State, proposed to be constituted

in North-West or North-East of India.

Similiarly nothing has been so clearly

evident also as the proposition that for-,

defence purposes India is essentially one

and indivisable. Pakistan and division may

be sentimental cries but cannot pass the

lest of providing effective military security

lor all-India. The Indian States are as

vitally interested in both a common

Defence system and a common economic

system for the whole of India as the

British Indian population is and these can -

be achieved only when politically, different

p„ts of India, and the Indian states are

bound together. The Princes have, there-

fore, a right to demand that in the

negotiations for division of India, their

viewpoint cannot be ignored. The future

of India calls lor co-ordinated efforts on

the part of all Indian parties and nothing

is so imperatively called for both absolutely

and as an effective answer to British

objections regarding lack of agreement

as the setting up ot an authoritative

and ' representative committee of Hindus.

Muslims and the States right now to

formulate' the principles and basis of

Dominion Status constitution for India-



ROAD PLAN FOR INDIA
By Mr V R K TILAK, * a

ROAD transport is the most economical

type of conveyance in India owing

to the vastness of the country on the one

hand, and the higher degree of totalisation

on the other It is not only important but

also urgent to push on a comprehensive

Road plan for, the most striking features

of India’s road system are danger and delay

Now, let us consider how more and better

roads are essential for national progress

ECONOMIC

(d) * If agriculture and industry are

the body and the bones of a national

organism, communications are its nerves

Improved roads facilitate the marketing of

agricultural produce Fast road transport

is specially suited for the conveyance of

staple products like cotton and perishable

products like fruit and vegetables which

must be brought to the market before their

'boom' is lost Agriculture will no more

be a mode of living but a profession and

the \ast area of 155 million acres of culti

vable waste can be brought under cultivation

The cultivator can command better prices

for his produce while paying less for bis

own purchases The improved staying

power of the agriculturist, the elimination

of middlemen and the decline or ab centee

landlordism are some other advantages in

the long run Good roads lessen the

transport cost of the cultivator and the

industrialist due to the increased efficiency

of draught animals and the decreased wear

and tear on the vehicle While better

roads decide the nature of the crop in

agriculture, m manufactures they Influence

the site and scope of industries

CULTURAL

(£) The road vehicle broadens the

outlook of the villagers and brightens theif

lives by giving them easy access to amuse
ments, recreational and educational facilities

like cinemas, schools and moving libraries

It also promotes the aesthetic sense in the

urban resident by facilitating his visits to

country beauty spots Internal migration

will result in decline of superstition, the

break up of isolation and an healthy toning

up of social life

POLITICAL

[c) Political progress can be advanced
only by intercourse, and better commum
cations link up different areas and develop
mutual understanding which is essential

to the smooth working of political

institutions The effectiveness of motor
transport in political propaganda has been
clearly demonstrated in elections and in
war effort Many villages have not got
even post offices and police stations, and
roads will tend to create political awakening
m the masses by providing such amenities
of civic hfe Besides, the road system has
a definite part to play m war In fact

roads were built from the time of the
Romans, down to the present day, for
strategic and military purposes as well as
for civilian use The flexibility of the
motor and the impossibility of dislocation
make it an ideal type of transport in the
theatres of war

HYGIENIC

(<0 Good roads provide the villager

with access to well equipped hospitals, baby-
clinics, and child welfare centres, which
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minimise maternity >«*«* “?
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SU.
The dust menace which u one

t,mes the cause
combated

respiratory diseases, could

by better surfacing of roads.

absorb the thousand^of trarne^ ^
mechanics an P

gradually after

will have to be releasen t

the war for the civilian transport.

So onr road system must provide the

. ,
’

for fast-moving traffic of

°a
vehicles and slow-moving traffic of

. ls The relative requirements

J °‘ch is fundamentally different, and a

method suitable to one set of conditions

may be either superfluous or insufficient

fo, the other. Hence the necessity of

"
segregation has been felt; and it provides

eafely. .Hows betler traffic control and an

improved upkeep of the road by keeping

rvitbin bounds the corrugation which are

inevitable node; conditions of mined traffic.

„ While mixed traffic cannot be avoided on the

rig.sag and narrow roads, it must be

I avoided over trunk roads, and some wide

country roads to which segregation can be

' extended by providing parallel trackways

^r^r^r^TeWmr side of
.

road for hullock-carts, cattle, etc.

Any road plan for India must su t .

co-ordination between all forms of franspo

£

Hitherto, attention has been paid to the

delelopment of frunkways, radial roads and

parallel roads. There is now an urgen

1
fnr the development ol teeaer

IT and new .ee.ss roads to .he railway

nr marketing centre., which create mom

commerce and traffic for -era areas. A

Tar as possible, all arter.al roads and roads

important marketing centres should be

made possible to provide for two oemen

track, in each road io avoid the formahon

of ruts by cart-wheels and to facilitate

smooth running of motor wheels.

HI

A Road plan cannot break beeanse it

has not enough money, finance is merely a

mechanism and Iherc is no such thing as

financial impossibility. The expenditure on

roads fails mainly under two heads,

(a) Construction and (b) Maintenance. While

recurring expenditure can be met from the

revenues, new roads must be financed cot

of loans, as the Railways or the Irrigation

works are. It is but fair that borrowing

should be mainly undertaken by the central

authorities which benefit by an increase in

revenues through increased railway receipts,

and customs and excise on petrol etc, hnt

not by provincial or local authorities,

whose funds are less directly affected.

The central government should borrow

at least Rs. 100 crores and give grants to

the provinces (as in Newre.land or America),

not on the basis of revenues raised, but

according to their need. The provincial

government, in its turn, should allot •
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portion of ihe grant to each village, and

decide a fixed quota to be borne by the

village It is left to the village community

to raise this quota, either by loans or

by taxes, which may be either m kind or

coin A revival of the tradition of corporate

action for mutual benefit, through the

village Panchayat boards or the Cooperative

societies, alone can radically improve the

villages, because the local bodies are not

well off to pay for the hired labour and the

cultivators can as well utilise the 3 to 4

months’ spare time in the year (or their own

uplift The projects benefiting India as a

whole may be financed entirely out of the

central revenues and the present expendi

ture of 50 per cent out of central revenues

Is too meagre for the purpose

Next, the maintenance charges must be

collected from those who will actually

benefit by improved roads, through the

ranous uses for which roads are required

Firstly, roads are for traffic, which is of two

kinds {a

)

Commercial traffic and (b) Local

traffic (Community use)
,
the latter as paid

for by the genaral rate payer should bear

only a minor portion of the total amount

Commercial traffic can be taxed by enhanc

ing the license duty in proportion to the

transport cost reduction (say 30 per cent)

besides extending the imposition of the

license duty for bullock carts in the villages,

and by a petrol of fuel tax, which is

proportionate to the usage of the road

The second use to which roads are pnt is

access to property Since the value of

^ the land adjoining the road will be

enhanced, a
'

betterment tax ’ (known as

Special Assessments in America) can be
imposed in proportion to the benefit

derived The third use is an extravagant

form of traffic Using the sub soil of the

road eg, traffic' by means of pipes and

cables, and property adjacent to the road

should bear the cost of their provision

The increase in general prosperity due to

the extension of transport will lead to an

expansion of public revenues, out of which

a large proportion can be allocated for

meeting the maintenance charges and for

servicing the road loans If new road

construction is timed to coincide with the

next slump, the costs of construction will

be lower, and the general effects on

investment and employment will be highly

desirable—the * Right to work ' of the

gallant men who are straining every nerve

in defending our motherland will be

safeguarded when demobilisation occurs m
the post war period

THE FROZEN BROOK*
BY

Ain M GOPALANKUTTY MONON

Frozen by chill is this little brook

and hushed are its soul stirring songs

Now touch It with thy rays of warmth and I ght

and revive it O Lord Sun •

thou who hideat thyself behind that misty veil

itmarch again

singing its joyful tunes as before

Or if it be thy wish

send down thy terrible heat

and wipe it off wholly from the face of the earth

But unbearable is this state

this Btate of supreme stagnation

this state pf being a captive

bound and made motionless by the cruel seasonof chill

• A prose rendering of a symboho Malayalam
lync publahed by the author The Frozen state

,
tb®, brook represents a period of prolonged

ill
I
health (during which the original was composed)when the writer could derive no inspiration for

active literary pursuits
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RECENT CONFERENCES
[The Christmas and New Year holidays witnessed a number of gatherings
of politicians, scientists, economists and educationists at various centres {
India, to take stock of their work in tbo past year and to plan for

the current year. An attempt is here made to give a precis of the
proceedings of such annual conferences as the All-India Hindu Maba Sabha,
the Indian Science Congress, the Philosophical Congress, the Indian Economic
Conference and numerous other gatherings of tho season.—ED. I

R

]

THE HINDU MAHA SABHA

THE 26th Session of the All India Hindu

Maha Sabha met at Bilaspur (C P)
on December 24 amidst scenes of great

enthusiasm. Dr Syamprasad Mukherjee,

who presided over the session, made a

searching analysis ol the present situation,

drew attention to the many internal and

external evils that beset the country and
called upon the Hindus to prepare them
selves for the sacrifices essential to achieve

their cherished national ideals

He criticised the divide and rule policy

of Britain in tl e past as the cause of all

disruption in the country, and described

at some length the economic exploitation

by which England enriched herself at the

expense of India. But that is all past

history,

India’s economic slavery is due to ber political
subjugation and Swaraj is the first and essential
remedy for 'Indian poverty A survey of India’s
political struggle goes to show that Britain’s lutt
for power and possession has not been satisfied
by all that she lias done to India doting the
last 200 years Lord Curran announced nearly
45 yoars ago that “India is the pivot of our
empire If this empire lost any other part of its

dominion, we can survive ; but if wo lose India
the sun of our empire would be set." Barring
promises unfulfilled, do we witness any visible
change of heart though nearly half a century has
passed since this arrogant imperialist pronounced
his unconcealed opinion about India’s future t

Appealing to all political parties in India
to close up their ranks and present a

united front in order to compel the

British Government to part with power,
Dr Mukherjee characterised Gandhiji’s
latest attempt, at arriving at a communal
settlement ‘ a fresh Himalayan blunder.’
He pleaded for an immediate resolution of
the Indian deadlock so that India’s voice
can be heard at the Peace Conference not
through the hired Indian agents of British
Imperialism, but through her chosen

spokesmen. Commenting on Lord Wavell’s
recent address at the Associated Chambers
of Commerce in Calcutta, he observed :

The soldier poet Viceroy wants to assume the
role of a mediual adviser to cure the political
ailments of India But he fprgets that any
sufTeriog patient, however humble, has the inherent
right to choose ins own medical adviser, or to
decide whether he needs any advice at all The
British quack, instead of curing the Indian patient,
haa already loaded him with dangerous maladies,
and has charged fees which are bleeding tho
patient to death What India suffers from is a
slow but dreadful poisoning, and tho doctor
thrives on tho patient’s misfortune

I agree w,th Lord Waved that the patient
needs fresh air. but that air must bo pure and
free To prove his tone fide,, Jet him firsftacklo
the prison houses which often lead to slow death.Uhy should not a consultative board of dis
interested medical advisers from America, Russia
and China, two of whom at least have saved the
collapsing British patient himself, be called inimmediately, end if they sit along with the
Indian patient and the bungling British doctor,
and proceed with their task on the basis of the
four freedom prescriptions, the Indian patient willimmediately recover and be a good and strong
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^Criticising the Congress policy of
barren Non Co-operation" at every stage

Dr Mukherjee said

:
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Government of India Act

In the Provinces where Hindus are m aminority
, predominantly Muslim Ministries are

",ih ,ta *?»•«•votes, and other reactionary elements
Stating, however, that he did not suggest

that acceptance of office under the present
constitution could ever be the be all and
end all of any political organisation he
pointed out.
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5™““”' -w- “•‘4“,,r ,l

*ho centre.
BOvoroment, whether federal

-• „-%ks. °i.i? srLw ^

•^ue resolntinn further l.J. Sown ««

u°'JT
S

6Z*J'°

»"? r
iV‘"e

:? dtfzenship id shall in.

£S7enjoy certain fundamental rights

del

Mu
d
Bhopatkar moved . msolntion

5525®^®?'"Li Of nascent btaW-J
market by tariff walls °r P" leren''’!

treatment/ The resolution was P“s' d

unanimously.

Mr B G Kha parties resolution that

Berar' shall not ^^^a^ttorSthto*
EWtat il «» wish.. Otth. people of

Berar

was also passed.

Another resolution urged steps tor toe

removal of the ban on ' Saty.rth, Pr.ta
£

•

Mr. Sbyamaprasad Sastris resolution asked

the Woiking Committee to appoint

Committee lor the propagation ol

Devan- gari script. ™n«ed-”
The remaining resolutions were

by the President and accepted. Une

resolution requested the Viceroy

exercise his prerogative of clemen y

respect or political prisoners M"ten“,d
be

death and parlioul.rl, in the «< • ' -

accused sentenced to death in the Chimu

am! Asl.ti cases in the Central Province*

A second resolution urged the repeal

the Criminal Tribes Act. "

Another resolution decided to appoint

committee of renowned historians

writing the history of Hindusthan from th

point of view of Hindus,
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INDIAN §CIENCE CONGRESS

Five hundred delegates attended the

32nd Annual Conference of the Indian

Science Congress Association held at

Nagpur on the 2nd January

Inaugurating the session, H E. Sir Henry
Twynam, Governor of the Province pointed

out that since the war pragmatical approach

to the problems with which we are con

fronted has completely driven "Laissez

faire" and the Conferences which have

taken place at Dumbarton Oaks Hot
Springs and elsewhere indicate the extent

to which the scientific method is winning

all along the line

In welcoming the delegates Mr Justice

\V R Puramk, Chairman of the Reception

Committee, said the material problem for

our country in the immediate future is not

so much to rea-'h the maximum that man
is capable of, it is rather to reach the

minimum below which no man in the 20th

Century should be expected to live

The Governor read a cable from Sir S S
Bhatnagar from Washington, regretting his

inability to ber present, but hoping that

the experiences gained in the U K and
USA by his delegation would result in

recommendations likely to lead to great

scientific developments in India

Prof S N _Bose then read the Presi

dential address of Sir S S Bhatnagar

His visit to England, writes Sir Shanti,

had been the greatest eye opener to him,

as he had seen for himself

tl e high level of sweat fic in\ eation and ingenuity

that bad been attained dur ng the war but it

was a tragedy that a ruthless war and almost
universal bloodshed

,
should have been necessary

for this awakening

Describing his observations in England

he says

industrial and tuentiQc reoearch will be one of
the major features in post war industry

If Indian industry is to rise and rise it must
to its proper stature in time it must begin to
devote more attention to expenditure on research

It is obvious that the best end quickest way
to bring about national development is for India
to have n national Government representative of
the people However the present absence of such
a Government does not just fy that th nking men
and women m India should not devise ways and
means to better the lot of their fellow beings to
the best of their ability, under the present
circumstances and in view of the future

I am convinced that the rich and tho wise in
the land have not done all they can for tho
agricultural and industrial development of Indio.

Contrasting the conditions with those
obtained in Europe and America Sir Shanti
expressed his yearning in these terms

I dream of Tennessee Valley it is a fairy story
of wild waters controlled by human mgenuity
creating electr cal energy The same can be
brought to any river valley in India the
Damodar Ganges Sutlej or Narbudda if the
people and the Government give science a change

The Congress divided itself into various
sections and twelve such sections met
subsequently with the following -Sectional
presidents

Mathematics and Statistics—Dr B N.
Prasad

Physics—Dr R C Majumdar

Chemistry—Dr K Venkataraman

Geology & Geography—Mr N N,
Chatterjee

Botany—Prof G P Majumdar

Zoology and Entomology—Dr H N Ray

Anthropology and Archaeology—Dr A
Aiyap^an.

Medical and Veterinary Sciences—Prof
S W Hardikar

Agricultural Sciences—Prof N V Joshi

Physiology—Dr B Mukherjee

Physiology & Educational Science—Mr B
Kuppuswamy

Engineering and Metallurgy—Rai Bahadur
A N Khosla,
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INDIAN HISTORY CONGRESS

Dr. (now Sir) A. Lakshraanaswami

Mudaliar, Vice-Chancellor of the University

ol Madras, who welcomed the delegates

and visitors to the 7th Session of the

Indian History Congress at the Museum
Theatre, Madras, on December 7, spoke of

the need for a true historical perspective

in the interpretation of events. He said

that if the rote of the physician was to find out
the dieeaso in individuals and to make preventive
measures, the role of the historian should be to
study from the historical perspective the funda-
mental factors concerning the motive force of

different nations, to subject nations to psycho-
analysis, even as individuals were subjected, and
then deduce what should be the corrective that
ought to be administered to prevent a repetition

of the holocaust of piecioua human life and to

ensure t!)e safety of the world at large.

The Hon. Mr. T. Austin, Adviser to

H. E. the Governor, who opened the

Conference, said that there was still scope

for historical research in this province.

There must be much to interest the historians in

their public archives to the selection, publication

and preservation of which the Govt, of Madras
had attached great importance.

Prof. K. A. Neelakanta Sastri read

messages from H. E, the Governors of

Madras, C. P. and Berar and other

prominent educationists and Ministers.

Dr. Sen, in his presidential address made
an appeal to b!1 classes in India to unite

in the effort to reconstruct the past.

Referring to the work of the Indian

History Congress, he said:

The preparation of a scientific history of India
has been the special care and sola concern of tho
Congress for tho past three years. You will bo
glad to learn that it is making good progress.
Scholars all over India have readily responded to
our appeal for co operation.

Dr. Sen criticised the method of teaching

in our Universities. He pointed out:

Our Universities have proved themselves tho
strongholds of stagnation. So far we have not
in any of our Universities a well articulated sibeino
of teaching history and historical methods. All
subjects are usually taught in isolation nod a
student is permitted to take up history like other
subjects at ony stage of his college course. It is
possible in gome Universities to secure the highest
degree in history without reading the whole of

tho history of India, while tho liistoty of the

neighbouring countries liko Iran and Afghanistan,

Burma and Ceylon, .Siam and Tibet seldom. If over,

find a plaio in tho curriculum

.

Five Sectional meetings were held on

the following day at the Presidency College,

when lectures on important topics were

delivered, followed by reading of papers

and discussions. A historical Exhibition

in connection with the Congress was

opened at the University Buildings by

Sir R. K. Shamnukhara Chettiar who
pointed out that in Tamil literary works

there was a wealth of historical material

which remained still unexplored; and he

paid a tribute to the research work done

by pioneers like Dr. Krishnaswami Iyengar

in this line.

INDIAN ECONOMIC CONFERENCE
Presiding over the 27th Session of the

Indian Economic Conference at New Delhi

on December 30, Dr. L. K Hyder recom-
mended a policy of exchange of ideas in

pooling of information and agreement as to the

time of advance in the process of industrial

nation between rife peoples of India and
England. He said

:

These considerations point if\e way to a trade
treaty with Gmat Britain and also with other
countries. If for the initial stages a demarcation of
the market on the basis of grades or ranges as
between the home end tho foreign producers is
established, the need for imposing tariff duties dis-
appears and the Tariff Board may concentrate
attention on tho question of efficient production only.
As regards ownership and operation of industries the
State will have to advance more and more in tbo
direction of State Capitalism.

Sir Maurice Gwyer, in his address of

welcome observed that he for one found
no ground for criticising the science of

economics

If it iiaa now developed an ethical standpoint and
feels it its duty to denounce Bie exploitation of their
fellow citizens, and usually of the moat defenceless
of them, by those to whom the war has seemed no
more than a heaven sent opportunity for filling their
own pockets.

Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Member for Planning,
Government of India, in his inaugural address,
announced Government's proposals to set up
a National Institute of Economic Research
and a small sub-committee of economists to
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meet about once a month to give advice to

the Government For a great deal of

research work has to be done, said Sir

Ardeshir, into the various aspects of the

country's economic life

Replying to criticisms levelled against the

Government of India's two reports issued by

tbeReconstruction Committee o( the Executive

Council that they did not provide for the

ordered development of the country, as they

did not indicate the overall target in respect

of increase in national income, Sir Ardeshir

observed t

In a country with totalitarian economy like

Russia, it would be possible for the Govern
meat to lay down a prior target for a certain

period and thnn set to work all the agencies

of Government at its control to achieve it with a
reliable prospect of success TV e know that in the
case of Russia auoh success was achieved, but it was
done by the most rigid regimentation of ev ery aspect

of the country’s life and at the coat of acute tnbu
lation to a large number of people accompanied with
aenous loss of ltfo Neither this Government nor
even a National Go\ oroment 1 feel, would attempt
to do so in a country like India To my mind, it is

neither feasible nor dee rable

What the Government can do, he said, was
to make a survey of all its resources in men
material and money, estimate to what extent

it le possible to employ them for an impro\ ement in
the economic life as is feasible within the limitation
set by tho political, social and other conditions of
India, and thus arrive at a reasonable target to be
achieved within a given per od of time That ta wbat
the Government is now doing

A meeting of the Consultative Committee
of Economists met on January 3 with Sir

Ardeshir in the chair It considered the

Bretton Woods Conference and the second

report on Reconstruction Planning issued by
the Reconstruction Committee of the Council

A sub committee of the Consultative Com
mittee to be Lnonn as the ' General
Purposes Committee ' was formed with Sir

Theodore Gregory, Mr C N Vakil, Dr P.. S
Lokanathan, Dr Gyan *Chand, Mr M K
Ghosh, Mr. D R Gadgd and Dr V. K R V
Rao as members to advise the Planning and
Development Department on such matters as

might be referred to it from time to time
This committee is likely to meet once
a month

ALL INDIA EDUCATIONAL CONFLUENCE

More than 300 delegates from different

provinces attended the All India Educational

Conference at Cawnpore on December 29

Seth Kailashpat Singhama, in his welcome
address, referred to the appalling illiteracy

in the country and said that a thorough

reorientation of the educational system

was necessary to make greater efforts to

remove illiteracy. He expressed the view

that no educational scheme could serve our

needs unless it was formulated by a

National Government or a Government
sympathetic to the aspirations of the

people and conscious of their requirements

He advocated the expansion of vocational

and technological education in the country.

He also stressed the need of military

education to train our youths in shipping,

aviation and other branches of military

science where they can equip themselves
with Us modern methods

Defining the objectives of National

Education, Sardar K M Pamkkar, Prime
Minister, Bikaner State, in his Presidential

address, stressed the importance of a

system which educated the population as
a whole and did ndt separate the educated
from the general masses which regarded
education as a continuous process all

through life, and provided facilities for"

aeslhetical education

The crucial question which Indian educa-
tional authorities had to face, he said, was
the position of the teacher, and he pleaded
for improvement of the teacher’s social and
the economic condition Mr Pamkkar
defended the system of written examination
as a test of the student's capacity

Those responsible for national education,
Mr. Pamkkar said, had two problems
to face

to create a new framework winch would toko
into 1(3 Told tho entire community that has to
receive education, and secondly to faro ah theuamework with positive ideals. The planners
cou a provide the framework

j only educationalists
could provide the ideals
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POLITICAL SCIENCE CONFERENCE

,1,. 1th Session of the Indian

D-ttitofl Science Association Conference at
Polidcal'scien^ce^ Association

Conference^

,1 » time when people are looking to, and

deliberately planning for, a new era. Con-

tinuirgj Sir Mirza said
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I. is time for us, he added, to remember

that it is better to beget thoughts that will

N wander through eternity than to procreate
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if university studies in politics are to have g-

significancr

Prof. S. V. Puntambekar of the Benares

Hindu University in his presidential address

spoke on the nature and functions ol tne

World State. “ No political theory in term

of a world state can be evolved”, he said.

if old empires like Britain and Franco wpjj
to remain as they are and the victorious po*«f
in the war retain their conquests and vee

interests, military or financial. In the name of a

new Security Council of the world.
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ALL-INDIA MEDICAL CONFERENCE

The need lor mobilizing public opinion

in India to press upon the Government to

adopt immediate steps for organizing an

adequate and efficient public health and

medical service as soon as possible so as

to protect the people against all avoidable

diseases and keep them fit was stressed

by Dr Jivraj Mehta, presiding orer the

21st All India Medical Conference at

Cawnpore on December 26

Dr JiVraj, who had been elected

President of the Conference for the third

time, in his address dealt with problems

such as paucity of medical relief m the

country, preventive measures, public health

service, medical research, epidemic relief,

Prof Adarkar's health insurance scheme

and other problems connected with the

medical profession

Deploring the paucity of medical relief

in the country, Dr Jivraj said

that even if we took tbe entire number of

qualified medical men and women as in » position

to serve the country through their art of healing,

there was hardly one medico to every 15 villages

or one to every 9 000 or population Tho average

however d d not indicate the actual availability

of skilled medical advice or assistance to the
millions of Indians, einee out of 45 000 qualified

medical practitioners perhaps over 35 000 would
be found residing and practising In the larger

towns which had no more than 12 per cent to

15 per cent of the total population of Ind a
bringing the ratio of ono doctor to over 20 000
persons in the mofuasil arras

After referring to the distress in Bengal

and elsewhere in the country Dr Jivraj

suggested

that the Central Government should at art an ad hoe
organization an epidemic medical corps consisting

of public health officers sanitary inspectors and
nurses Tho Indian Medical Association should also

actively organize medical and other assistance for

necessary medical relief to combat the epidemics

The President strongly criticised the

- Import of foreign medical experts not only

because, he said,

it mean* an utterly unmet ited si ght upon the Indian
medical profession of today but also because I cannot
bel eve those unacquainted personally with the
conditions of living in Ind a can throw, during
tho course of a very short peripatetic stay therein
useful light on the solution of our problems

THE I F L CONFERENCE

The Second Annaal Conference of the

Indian Federation of Labour met at

Jamshedpur on December 24 under the

presidentship of Maniben Kara, President

of the Bombay Committee of the Federation

About 500 delegates from different parts

of India attended

Mr M N Roy addressing the annual
conference dwelt on the relationships of
the labour movement with politics, with
particular reference to the Indian Federation
ot Labour He said that there was an
impression in certain sections that trade
unionsm, to be genuine must be divorced
from politics Conceding that trade unionism
was reformist activity within the framework
of the capitalist society, he said conditions
in India determined that labour activity in
India would be political

Therefore, the Indian working class has to fit
its activity in the scheme of peoples politics
Peoples politics would secure social freedom for
all sections of Indian people and guarantee
equality of opportunity to all

Miss Maniben Kara in her presidential
address said that the course of Indian
developments would be set either in the
direction of socialism or fascism

It would be atrocious to expect Indian workers
to go back to pre war condition which was not
far removed from one of brute existence

She expounded the people's plan of
economic rehabilitation and pointed out
how it would meet all the requirements
of the labouring classes

A number of resolutions on subjects
affecting Indian labour were adopted at
the session The resolutions included
Go\ernment policy regarding postwar
planning, trade Unionism and politics,
affiliation with the International Federation
of Trade Unions, World Trade Union
Congress, labour legislations, wages and
dearness allowances, etc

The Conference passed a resolution
accepting and endorsing a single plan Jor
economic development of India, called

the people’s plan," prepared by the sub
committee appointed at the last Conference



INDIAN AFFAIRS
By 'AN INDIAN JOURNALIST "

Remain Holland and India

M ORE than a year ago, the German radio

announced the death of Romain

Roll and, and even the London Ttmes, so

meticulous in its record of such events, had

passed a short notice in its columns— which,

however, was rectified m its evening edition

Nothing had since been heard of the great

savant and Nobel prizeman until the

Paris radio announced his death last month

at the age of 79

In the death of this great apostle of

non violence has disappeared one of the

noblest figures of modern times M Rolland

had won his spurs in the world of letters

as the author of Jean Chrtstojke and other

works of no*e which non him the Nobel

prize and placed him among the Immortals

ot the French Academy But his distinction

Is not confined to France and French

literature His Jean Chnstofhe itself is a

resounding " call of the European spirit

against the separatist tendencies of national

ideals*' Rolland worked Tolstoy's message

through literature as Gandhiji has done
through life Thus in his passing his

countrymen

have lost a I terary pant and the oppressed people*

of the world one of their greatest an l atncereet friend*

Rolland, like Anatole France, was
versatile in hts interests and achievements

He was an essayist and critic and was
the author of many biographies including

those of Beethoven, Handel and Michael

Angelo To us in India he endeared

himsell by h s deep study and penetrating

interpretation of Indian thought and culture

His life of Ramahmhca as of Vivekanand*
is at once scholarly and inspiring Rolland
was intimately acquainted with both Rabin
dranath and Gandhi and the late Mahadev
Desai has left a very Inmircns record of
the meeting of Mafiairnaji with the great

13

French savant m his mountain home in

Switzerland Doubtless his% Indian studies

truly reveal where his .spiritual affinities

lay " For me, as for many millions,”

says Gandhiji,

Romain Rolland u not dead He truly lives

through hu famous writings and perhaps more so

through his many nameless deeds IIo lived In

truth sad non violence as ho saw and behoved

them from time to time lie responded to all

suffering lie revolted against the wanton human
butchery called war

Mr Nichols* "Verdict on India"

Like the enterprising journalist that he is,

Mr Beverley Nichols has managed to give
the widest publicity to his book

—

11
Verdict

on India * Reuter and an obliging foreign
press have already given us choice selections

from the book to give us n taste of its

contents and the general tenour of the
author’s views

The echo being louder than the thunder
clap there is no need to review the book
at length The perversity of his views has
given the author a great deal of publicity

An Indian edition must therefore meet the
very large demand that has been created
for it The publishers—-Thacker & Co,
Bombay—have supplied that want
Wise men like Burke shrank from drawing

up an indictment against a whole nation
but the cock sure Nichols jioes not hesitate
to give bis verdict on India

That verdict true to type, does not err
on the side of fairness ot moderation It
has naturally raised a storm of dost which
must help to facilitate its sale For what
is one to think of a man who damns the
Taj for its “ugliness" and denounces
Gandhi as “ignorant and intolerant’
This is being original in a strange way
and rightly merits S K- C‘s humorous
lines addressed to the anthor

1 ®c«t confess your book leave* me quite eotd
Though eotre there are whom each queer

_ . . ,
writings t ekJe

cut cow can ece from you expect tree col IWho rscst foJil you-te'f by be rg o ckel>
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Ur Hofmsjer on Racial Intolerance in S. Ulrica

Mr Hofmeyer, most eloquent of South

African statesmen, has sounded a note of

warning against mass intolerance in South

Africa Realising the depth -**of feeling m
India on the question of Indian disabilities

in South Africa, Mr Hofmeyer calls on

the Union Government to play fair and

act up to the principles and promises of

the 3927 Agreement

In that agreement the Government of the

Union declared its firm belief and adherence to
* the principle that it 13 the duty ot every civilised

Government to devise ways aud means and to

lake every possible atop for upl ftm3 every section

of their permanent population and ;ts acceptance

of the view tbat in the provision of educational

and other facilities, a considerable number of
Indians who remain a part of the permanent
population, shall not be allowed to lag behind
the other sections of the people

Those pronouncements of 18 years ago were in

full accord with tho Christian principles in their

bearing on race relations \\ e ha\ e done a certain

amount to give effect to them But we ha\e
still a great deal to do before we can say to
India • \>o have done what in tho 1027 agree
mens wo said wo would do your interest m our
domeetio affaire arising out of that document has

J now fallen away ’

There is no future for this as a

Christian nation he says truly,

save on the basis or generous respect for the
dignity of all men, unwearying activity towards

, the removal of inequalities of opportunity and
open hearted readiness to concede to others what
wo regard tho fatherhood of God as meaning for
ourselves.

Hence his plea for the application of

Christian principles to race problems in

the Union So far the unchristtan attitude

adopted by the Whites against Indians has

had its ugly reaction in perpetuating and

intensifying racial hatred Self interest,

thorough, unmitigated self interest has been
the bane of South African policy, and
that has vitiated all efforts at a solution

of the South African Indian problem which
he described as " one of the least

creditable episodes in our history"

It Is hardly a matter for argument that in thie

Feld our record when judged iu tho tight of

j» Chmtian principles scarcely bears examination
The self interest of the iuropean brought the
Indian to South Africa , self interest ha9 sought
to get nd of him from the country self interest

m m far as this cannot be achieved is determined
to keep hun m what u regarded as his place

Indian Shipping Policy

To a certain extent the principles

enunciated in Bombay at the first meeting

of the Policy Committee on shipping are

sound , but the problem of their practical

application to the needs of this country

has never been satisfactorily solved The
Government of India s Memorandum on the

subject urges the acquisition of the adequate

share of the world’s carrying trade

as the principal aim of post war shipping

policy To this end

steps would bo taken- to secure an increased share

of coastal trade including that with Ceylon and
Burma a substantial share of trade with neighbour

ing countries and fair shares In Eastern trade from

which Japaneso shipping will be displaced and 10

trade between India and more distant countries

Now the demand for the reservation of
Coastal navigation and trade to Indian
shipping is a pretty old story, and Mr Wal
chand Htrachand has repeatedly voiced the
complaint of theScindias who have fought
many a battle for securing this right But
the Government s shipping policy has never
been encouraging In fact it has been so
thoroughly disappointing in the past that the
fear is widespread in Indian Shipping circles

that it will be no more encouraging in the
postwar period At the recent conference
Sir C P Ramaswami Iyer declared that

not only tho reservation of coastal navigation to
Indian Shipping but tho provision of tonnage to

India and building of vessels in this country aro
matters which will have to be tackled by England
and India in foil mutual co operation

India has a right to have her ot\n shippmg
policy and no mere increase of the present
share—which is 20 to 30 per cent of the
total—would satisfy the imperative needs of
this country There is no doubt that the
entire coastal trade should be reserved to
Indian shipping—that is, if Government
keeps the wishes of the people in mind
That however, as a contemporary reminds
us, is

but another way of saying that only a National
Government can, la this as in other rwpecte safe,
guard and enforce our right*
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How to Secure India** Independence
By * Sutlej’. Oxford University Press As 8

Everyone wilt admit that there is a

growing need for the immediate vending of

the political deadlock in India which alone

can give meaning to Britain's declarations

that the war is for democracy and self,

determination of small nations The author

of this pamphlet outlines a plan for the

Governance of India when Britain imple

ments her independence pledge to India

In the scheme two independent sovereign

states, Hindustan and Pakistan—ar«~to be

set up in British India and their areas

demarcated Among the states, Hyderabad
Kashmir, Mysore, Baroda are to be single

sovereign states, while the small states

should be formed into five confederacies

thus making in all eleven sovereign succes

sion states within the area now known as

India This novel scheme will find few
adherents among thinking men in India

Twenty four Russian Stories Inter

national Book House, Ltd ,
Bombay

Rs 3 8

Interest in Russia had been awakened
in many minds even before Russian arms
had won laurels in the many battle fields

of the present war Many travelled through
the country to understand the soul of her

people Bat there is perhaps nothing that

reveals a people s soul as fiction and hence
this volume may well clatm that it reveals

the Russian soul, smceLt consists of twenty

four stones written by the most outstanding

fctaan vmVeis oi the ttnnAiy

The Russian mind is extremely intros

pective one has onlyjto think of Tolstoy s

War and Peace, Dostoevsky’s Crime and
Punishment, for any story of Poushkin All
the stones in this volume also share this

characteristic, whether ihey be such single-

paragraph ones as Sologub s, or longer ones
like those of Tchekoff, Banin or Kuprin In
each story we seem to see the working of the
minds of the characters as clearly as a clock
work in a glass case

Critique of "China’s Destinv " By
Chen Pat ta People’s publishing House.

Bombay.

In this short book the Chinese communist
Chen Pai ta examines critically the views

of Marshal Chiang Kai Shek about the

communists expressed in his book “China's

Destiny ’ published last ^ear It seems as

if the deep differences between the

communists and Chiang which had plagued

Chinese politics in recent years are still

alive and kicking From these pages we
get an idea of the distrust that still prevails

among the communists about Marshal
Chiang Kai Shek

Burma—Yesterday and To Morrow By
F Haskings Thacker &. Co

,

Ltd
Rampart Row, Bombay Re 18 0

Mr Haskings has written a lively and
readable little book on Burma Having
lived and worked in Burma he writes with
understanding and sympathy about many
aspects of Burmese life Though he is

critical at times, his account of the
Burmese campaign is rather inadequate
and leaves out of account many vital

factors relating to British reverses He
offers some contractive proposals for
Burma’s reconstruction and rehabilitation.

BOOKS RECEIVED

Indians in South AraicA With special reference
to history anJ implications of tho Pegging Act and
the Pegging Ordinanco (With Foreword by Madan
Gt/pa’i ia&imt) liy Scn'tos'ii Rumjr Cnofterjeo ha
Tha American Association, Calcutta

TnE Future or Australia By L MR Lewis
Indian Council of H orld Affairs New Delhi

Know Your Country Institute of C irreot Affairs,
Lahore Re 1 4

Hindustan Manual. By S R Sastn boi Dak
shina Bharat Hindi Prachar Sabha, Thyagaraia
Negar, Madras Rs 2 <

Ta* Holt Se* and Its Place in International
Lite By S E The Grand Chevalia N D A
Silva Vijaya Siogh The Padibam Mudal ar of
Ceylon Kandy

Gandhi the Master By K M Munshi Popular
Book Depot, Bombay
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1 M,. Lloyd George
f"

1''

eath is reported - of M. Remain Rolland.

2. Bishop of Dornakal, Dr. Azaria,

T-S j»°t=5
!SlSS»

"' P*" London

4 Sir Maurice Greyer re-appo,tried

Vice-Chancellor of Delhi University.
_

-Turkey breaks with Japan.

„ 5 King Peter stands down S

Regency in Yugoslavia.

-TsirPre^de^ands designation

an

0i

6
Mr

S
G«d

F
.r League Member of the

Ministry.

7. R. A. F. raid -Munich.

—49 Jap planes destroyed.,

J p
.; e Admiral gives warning of

3“'\n«nrr Robot threat to New York.

Ian

m
9 Sir Chhotn Ram, Punjab Revenue

Minister,> dead.

Ian 10. Americans land on Luro .

LE A. M. delegates meet Gen. Sctob. .

f 11 laps form “ suicide squadrons
]an

and crash to death on allied ships.

Ian 12- Truce siBned AlhenS
'

,
.

-Allied armies link up the Western front.

, m Gandhiil warns against mass

3
gartfe'rings on Independence day.

—Allies land on Myebon.

„ 14 Dr. P. C. Ghosh, Mr. Biswanath

%as and others released.

—Li aqnat Ali Khan

ffiSVreeW in Free Hindustan.

T „ 14 Sir Edward Benthall, opening the

3
Postwar Transport Policy Committee

meeting, explains Government s plans

ran 16. Mr. Churchill heckled in the

3
Commons on the Grecian issue-

-Russians advancing south of Warsaw.

Jan. 17. Warsaw talk: CsPtnr

Cracow reported.

-Transport Council decides to P

Indian Road Board.Indian Koau - . ,

lan 18 Mr. Churchill defends Britain s

1
foreign policy in the Commans.

—Hongary signs an armistice.

Jan. 19. Russians take Tilsit.

‘
-American advance «Luron.

Jan. 20. Mr. Bhulabhai Desai

T_ n 21 Mrs. Naidu, addressing Madras

l Students, urges freedom through nni y.

lan. 22. Release of hostages in Greece.

—Trade Union Congress in Madras deman s

release of prisoners.

Tan. 23. Burma road re-opened.
_

—King Peter dismisses
_

Dr. Subasics

Government in Yugoslovia.

Tan 24. Sir Ardeshir Dalai addresses

meeting of Post-War Reconstruction

Committee in Madras.

Jan. 25T Russians cross the Oder.

—Tilo-Snbasic pact to stand.
.

Yogo

cabinet not to resign.

Jan. 26. Independence day celebrations.

—A. I. N. E. C. Standing Committee

meets in Calcutta.

' Jan. 27. Editors' Conference demand!

release ol detained journalists,

tan 28. Mrs. V. L. Pandit lunches witl

Mrs. Roosevelt at the White House.

Jan. 29. Reds cross into Brandenburg

Thousand bomber raids on Germany.

Jan. 30. Governor of C P.

sentences of death passed on eight <

the fifteen accused in the Ashti an

Chimur ..cases to transportation for hie.

Jan. 31. Report of German and

aiipmnls at peace.



LITERATURE AS A MORAL FORCE

The Aryan Path for January has an

article on the above subject by Prof M
D Altekar who says that

literature, to bo true literature, roust be vital

and though it may be light, literature should not be

trivial, common and cheap To use » simile from

medicine, literature shoull bo full of vitamuw

Vitamins are found in a number of common
articles that we eat So treatment of a common
a ibicct by a poet (the term roct 1* u»ed hero in

Its Widest sense) become* literature if he puts

vitality Into it and if thereby the vitality of tho

reader is improved, and such literature is said to

exert great moral induenee and becomes ft great

moral force Do those writers who persistently

Indulge in themes of free love and what they

call new thought (which often hides only old

vulgarities and old vagaries) make their readers

better ani stronger, lo a prone to temptation and

more capable of resisting temptation ! After all

se f control and proper control of egotism are the

test of all vitality, and do thoso new writers

teach men and women to pass that test •

Sincerity is the greatest possession of

an author, and it is sincerity that makes

an artist of him

And sincerity flows from the objectivity which

is nothing other than what may be called dis

intcrealednesi. Objectivity is often opposed to

subjectivity, but one may speak or write smeerety

about oneself One may, but more often than

not one will not and that is why true art is

always, strictly speaking objective And when
subjectivity is free from tho vice of interestedne®*

it is really an objective outlook applied to ones

self That can be achieved but it is exceedingly

rare and difficult of achievement

The writer points out that the principal

thing is that the author should be objective

in his presentation

If, for instance, Shakespeare had not been

disinterested, if ho had not been objective, his

wonderful pen coul 1 not have described such

different types of women as Desdemona Lady
Macbeth, Rosalmd, Juliet, or such d fferent tvpcs

of men as Othello, King Lear, Hamlet, tlie Jew,

Macbeth V hat some of the writers of later daTS

have overlooked is this supreme significance of

disinterestedness or what is popularly known as

objectivity, which « in truth sincerity

It is thus seen that literature is a moral

force That it is twisted by some and

misused by others is no reason why we
should treat all literature as propaganda

or as a force that weakens the moral fibre

14

A LESSON FOR INDIA
Indta, the monthly Review edited by

Professor Humayun Kabir is a welcome
addition to the ranks of Indian periodicals

In his Editorial notes for the current issue,

Professor Kabir draws pointed attention to

the happenings in the various countries in

Europe liberated by the allied armies from

the Nazi invaders—Poland and Belgium and

Greece It is a strange irony of fate, he

says that all over the continent of Europe,
the forces of liberation sent by the United

Nations are coming into conflict with the

resistance forces native to the soil These
events have one important lesson for India
Those who come as liberators often tend to stay

on &s conquerors External help is more often a
liability than an asset It is of course otherwise with
strong and powerful nations They are confident
that they will use the help which is offered to them,
end not be used by those who offer help Russia
has largely profited by the help and aesiatanco sho
received from the USA and Britain She has not
however allowed her policy to bo influenced by
her allies Tho help which China has received is
insignificant compared to what Rnssia received
The interference with the internal afTairs of China is
however far greater Interference in all such cases
seems to vary inversely to the assis'anco given The
root of the porodox l«, of course, lo be found in tho
strength of the parties concerned Development of
her internal strength is therefore the only guarantee
of a nation a security India roust therefore develop
what strength she may if she is to win her rightful
position among the nations of the world Anxious
dependence on American help or fond hopes
of Russian intervention are bound to fail. Even
though America has the power, she has not inter
vened in India, Franco or Italy External help or
intervention is therefore extremely unlikely Even
if it should come it rosy creato more problems
than it will solve

The other lesson for India, says the
wnter, is that British gibes about her
divisions and differences are only a
pretext for withholding recognition of her
independence

opinion m India not only recognises but welcome*
-differences in countries like Greece and Belgium
lie even makes such variety of opinion a condition
of democracy for does ho not fay that it takes all
sort* to make a democracy J Be would not however
apply the !os«on of that duscovcrv to India Again
the lesson for Ind a is dear What is sauce for
the gander is net sauce for the goo«o till the goo»»
becomes as strong as th“ gander
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CAPITAL AND LABOUR

Bharat Magas™ U « n-onthly journal

devoted to economic and todnst-ul.

nroetess of India, published by tt.eD.ltn.a-

lain group of concerns. In a recent issue

If this magazine we have some wholesome

counsel as to the proper relation tha

should subsist between these two vita

factors of business-capital, and labour.

At a time when we are awaiting the dawn

of that new horizon when industrialisation

goes hand in hand with reformation,

righteousness and uplift, we cannot be too

careful in avoiding the pit-falls °

misdirected effort and profiting by the

experience of successful enterprises. For

a businessman, says the writer.

tha unfailing .email, is to
Jifvite

criticism or 9US?C9t '0,"® f
before* bis workers to

him lay bare bu
ho cains and loses. Let

ask them to share what \ & behaviour above
his dealings be open -I went
suspicion. Let bim aay o ^ustry_3elf-Bufficient,

to build a motorcar foreign com-
independent and able to

. I invite

petition. “".“Th «f the
your co-operation '

towar
. If a worker is

commonalty and_ the
the money -part

dmirou. ot as locating „',lco„,d iholo-
of the enterprises, “e

an unhappy term,
" heartedly ;

if ® 5 P
•
,a tru0 and honourable

which ha, Pa* tl
?orward to place' his services and

moaning—comes fo w r ^ ^0Qefik Qf the concern,
hla personal irfio to

cotdiaHy encouraged.
he too, I Bay

* ,j re6utt in elimination of all

SL“«or”or,“n ttu|

Ult
industrialists and the

labourers.

In a nutshell, it would mean a reason-

able socialisation ol industries. Nobody

need have any fears from the socialisation

of industries, where labour and capital

are complementary and concordant with

each other.

A man of business, thus, is not an oiiteast, an

ostracised being, but un ^ “J
society, who will, m course of time, be read, to

organise his plans tor indu.triabs.t.on not

iTramtm.’ but before the public gere. He wilt

associate himself with his workers, and gradually

““elas.es and tha masses will be merged together.

[Fr-BBCAitr ms

But to bring about the existence d1 thfe

happy state of affairs, labour too should -

be prepared to shed its unfounded fears

and suspicions. It h»_ *» Iealls= "5

importance.

*1

1

-. - ?-
insignificant “hewers o

day,.
'

water.** working for so many

honestly bud .conscientiously.

BRITISH FOREIGN POLICY

Mr. Tom Wintringham, well-known political

and military writer,' in an article in the

Commonwealth Review, asserts that the

British foreign policy is delaying the

winning of the war. He says.

Nazi parachutists wore dropped in Belgium and

Luxembourg to help Vou Rnnd.tedt e drivu. .

Resistance movements disarmed by Br,tl3k
a

were refused arras to use against these paratroop

In Italy, the Nazi line holds »n epiteot

switching of whole German divisions to Hunga j

British, Polish and Greek troops who co^ana
helped to break the Nazi line are flown to

Athens where they are employed against

Allies and not against the enemy.
holding

islands and in Crete, German garrisons *” h
‘ |

out. Supply ships to help ***** Aj"
cannot got through. The attempt to conq^
Greece robs use of *he chance to clear

-divisions
German garrisons. Germans needed ten d

to hold part of Greece against the ELA .

British Army which is unlikely to be ame

spare ton divisions will fail with loss.

No commander would dare use

American troops in Athens or troops from
‘ ti

'

Australia, New Zealand and other dom c

countries that would at once demand the

Bo Mr. Churchill uses Indian. Polish and V n

troops—troops from countries unable at P
to protest effectively. Thus on three fron . t

real physical and military war effort is v *

by a policy of trying to restore J*o
representatives of the old order of society, .

moral weakening is greater and more ‘“P . _

This policy divides us from our Am
.

Russian, French and other European Allies an

_ causes strikes in our factories.
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SELF GOVERNMENT FOR ASIATICS ECONOMIC PLANNING BY INDIA GOVT

The Far hastern Sunq, the bulletin of

the Institute of Pacific Relations, calls on

the United States Government to attempt

to obtain from European colonial powers

an agreement on " unequivocal definite

programmes" by which the peoples of

Burma, Malaya, Indo China and Netherlands

East Indies will be assured *of self

government in the near future

The author of the article, Mr Laurence

Salisbury, says that an effort must be made

now because America’s ‘ bargaining power"

among Allies would greatly diminish with

the defeat of Germany * We may easily

miss a great opportunity of ridding the world

of the eter latent threat of global interracial

war" He adds

AVhlta impetal sm in Asia is doomed and what
ever be the attitude of there colonial powers, the
peoples of Asia will eventually achieve self govern
ment It la in the beet interests of America that
our European allies real zo it wiser to yield from
strength to growing aspirations of the Colonial
Asiatics than to delay until forced to yieid

from weakness

He farther says that America’s “ prolonged

silence” on the issue of colonial indepen-

dence means 14
tacit commitment to support

the imperial system which will inevitably

come to an end
”

The author warns that the Japanese propa

ganda for pan Asia would continue after the

war also Japan will seize every opportunity

to create among other Asiatics hatred

of whites

Hence America and European powers must co
operate m an enlightened policy of treating As atic3

as potential equals in world affairs
_
Japan s

purpose is to fight nest time with Asia sol dlj

behind her In suth a war China might bo
on Japan s side for if our policy in South East As a
proves to be a failure our policy everywhere m Asia
will have failed To milhona of Asiatics America
appears to be fighting for not only the defeat of
Japan but to restore colonialism in Asia as it existed
before war Unless America clarifies her position
she might find herself in future alignment ranged
•with dying imperialism against a united and
Vigorous Asia.

In an article on the Central Government's

plans for the economic development of India

after the war, the Manchester Guardian says
“ We cannot evade the issue of Indian

Self Government . . The sort of schemes

for the development of natural and
Indnstrial resources which are now being

discussed in India demand a great deal of

initiative and direction by the State The
Government that is to carry them into

effect must have large powers of economic
management and it must be able to obtain

the consent of the public for heavy
taxation and control of trade and invest

ment It is difficult to imagine that

anything but an Indian National Govern-
ment could command such support once
the pressure of war needs has been
removed But the pressure of poverty
goes on and it would be wrong to put
off plans for the deliberate raising of
living standards until perfect political

agreement has been reached’
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LEADERS OF POST-WAR JAPAN

Who will lead the Tost-war Govemme^

oi defeated Japan? »*”
faasinl Digestion

Gonfding.wntvng in

^ Yukio Ozaki, and
November. Their

nroh ably be prominent

S:rnewaXVTheX close /on Japan.

1

Ozakl, known M *»

politics, >8 the elder oi
hi3 long career as

greatest liberal etaWama unchallenged

fogUUtor .ad pobUA.r.^h
aQlimilu.ri«t

.ad

recognition • as

xz£w
Returned to his seat

election, Ozaki
substantial majo'ttjr^

^ ,he mUitary dicta-

alterDecember, 1.^ w„ „ ith chin..

He «

P

8,!i,%3
~°^5le Ravelins abroad, Oz«ki

As early as '?3“\J|a “ high act of nonsense to

declared that it was
^ ^ baon formed by the

suggest that ManchuKu
s

.

qc0 thea _
he has

free 'w
.
iU

,°J h' J

l0

aUHude '
consistently both in the

.^atained that aU^ publications.

gLtet
fc

Je
l

’a

t

nd.

e

in

C
Ss

8
pubUcations.

““sntmuOlranu, Japan, other outstanding

formed >n \enan, Chi^^,
ieader. Militantly

Japans most gSf
iUtar;8t0i he was forced to go

active aga'Dst tne m
continued bl3 opposition

underground in i>£
p , he government began a

bo effectively that W*
ne gnaiiy escaped from

nationwide hunt
dir.cube by way of Tientsin and

Tokyo. W'fe'K.. early in 10M.
Pe

il'°
8
''»iil>ottor Japaoess democratic groups, bo

T fa tko Altooo With «« .p.c.Sc parpen of

auti-militariot leadership.
_

..

Okanu is a practical politician as well as an

uncompromising democrat.
"

realizes the hazards involved io nosing the
He TevMZtt

, in a country where the people
- tacit. *££*,JKESitaa the Emperor i. divine U»

nrotaug to
the momont is to undo ell Iho

tiirM^ndolherdemoerete.

The popularity d these two men already

„tnat, will undoubtedly rise with the defeat

-- cf Japan’s present leaders.

INDIAN LITERATURE

The Literary Annual P“b
J'

5hed
aU

b
taclive

All-India Wtekly >
a

..} is a record

features, not the least o w“ich “
lt is

of the literary output * aspect of

. copious list lOU
^

,nL'
V
col„y during

literary endeavour
• tely with a

^S^-aSrB
publishers, say s

. war-time controls
proved a curse bec

. strangle the

R°i,
bo
tt w«

"or new books. Thanks principally to the

selfless endeavours of those of our ^
_r letters who care tor cuhuic

literature more than for rea

^ ft^Uan
Indo-Anglian journalism and ™°-Aj '

literature are yet instruments of knowle
6^

„r engines of culture, in these been

myopic, uncertain days.

INDIAN UNITY

The unity number of Federal India and

Indian States, is packed with inform' g

articles and statistics bearing on the t.ck

problem of inter-communal r' »"ons.

lengthy Editorial concludes with a powerl

plea for unity.

"Let the four hundred milion P e?PK *?

r

India have faith in themselves and 10 1
.

f

national destiny; let them unite to pu /

themselves by destroying the many

ills that have been for generations

into their vitals, and thereby become strong

and great, not only in their own est matio

but in
' that of the civilised world ,

»

them feel one and indivisible cnder
f . h

Fatherhood of one God whateverr !«*»

they might profess, and the problems ®

only of Indian unity, but of world uni 1

will have been completely solved.



* INDIAN STATES
Hyderabad

LABOUR CONDITIONS IN HYDERABAD
The Labour Investigation Committee

was appointed by the Nizam's Government
in April last to investigate Labour condi-

tions, particularly industrial in the State

and to suggest measures for their

improvement

Nawab Khusrn Jang Bahadur, Army and

Labour Member, Nizam’s Executive Council,

addressing a meeting of the Statutory

Labour Advisory Committee, said that

the Nizam’s Government was considering

the creation of a separate Labour

Department He also revealed that the

Government was considering the passing

of an Industrial Disputes Act, a Trade
Unions Act ^nd Employment of Children

Act The Government, he added had

already appointed a PostWar Planning

Committee to deal with Labour problems

EXCESS PROFITS FOR POOR RELIEF

Rupees fifty lakhs out of ihe Excess profits

revenue will be spent by the Nizams
Government on providing cheap gram and

Standard cloth to needy and disabled

persons in the Slate Part of the above

amount will also be utilised for setting up
industrial institutions in Hyderabad city

and districts, where trained women teachers

Will instruct widows and poor women in

small scale home ' industries and arrange

lor the sale of goods made by them

NIZAM ON INDUSTRIES

The Nizam, opening the seventh annual

Hyderabad Industrial Exhibition, stressed

the importance of industrial development

‘ I place the prosperity of my State

above everything else,’ ne said ‘ and in

order to secure this it is necessary that

local Industries and manufactures should

be devtloped so as to bring wealth into

the country end reduce poverty and
unemployment

Baroda

STATES AND POST WAR PLANS
u There are post war reconstruction

schemes which affect British India as

intimately as the Indian States, and the

Central Government should be prepared to

afford assistance to the States in these

schemes declared Rajratna S V Mukherjee,

member for Post War Reconstruction,

speaking at the meeting of the Board of

Industrial Advice constituted by the

Maharaja of Baroda to help the planning

of past war industry and agriculture of the

State Sir Homi Mehta presided

In a message to the Board, His Highness
said

1 the social and economic develop
ment of my people actuated me to

constitute this Board and I have every
confidence that with your help schemes of
far reaching economic importance will soon
be introduced

Sir Homi Mehta m l;is inaugural
address, referred to the objects of the
Board and said I cannot here emphasise
too much that the policy of British India
towards the Indian States in respect of
industrial development in the States should
be one of entire sympathy and co operation,
wiihout any sense of fear and envy
whatsoever The President referred to
the various fields of development in the
State one of them being a broadcasting
station Sir Homi advised the Baroda
Post War Reconstruction Board to plan for
cheap electric power

BARODA SAVINGS DRIVE
Under the Small Savings Scheme, the

Baroda Government have appointed a
special officer to organise savings societies
of labourers on co-operative basis By the
end of September 1944, 20 such societies
had been organised with a membersh p of
22999 The compulsory and DA savings
deposited in these societies amounted to
Rs 2 60 497 -and Rs 11,41210 resf r*

*
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Mysore
* TEXTILE CONTROL IN MYSORE
In pursuance of the recommendation of

the Textile Advisory Committee to the

effect that such of the cloth dealers as

have come into business subsequent to

December 1941, especially after Japans entry

into war, on grounds of speculation may be
shut out, the Additional Textile Commis-
sioner for Mysore has notified that only such

of the cotton cloth dealers (both wholesale

and retail) of Bangalore and Mysore cities

as have taken out licences under the Mysore

Cotton Cloth Dealers' Licensing Order aifd

as have come into business prior to

January 194*2, may apply to him for the

renewal of jhe licences. Licences would

not be renewed as a rule in the case of

those dealers who came into business

subsequent to December 1941, except in

special cases where due consideration

would be given only to such of the

dealers who would apply for renewal of

the licences mentioning specific reasons, if

any, for such consideration.

MYSORE JOURNALISTS’ ASSN.
Addressing the Mysore State Journalists’

Association, Bangalore, at its 13th Annual
General Meeting held on January 5 in the

Association’s premises, Mr. O. Pnlla Reddi,

Minister for Revenue and Law with the

Government of Mysore, dwelt on the

privileges and responsibilities ot the Press

and observed that with the extension of

suffrage and with ail the illiteracy and
ignorance that was noticed around them
the Press must provide that political

education which had been denied to many
by omission to attend schools and colleges

in their youth.

MYSORE LAWYERS’ SANAPS
The High Court of Mysore has returned

the applications filed by Messrs. IC.

T. Bhashyam, K. Patlabiraman and
S. Nijalingappa, Congress leaders of the
State praying for restoration of their sanads
which had been cancelled by the High
Court in the year 1941, under the Legal
Practitioners Act for disobeying a prohi-

% bitoiy order issued by the police.

Travancore

THE C.-IN-C. IN TRAVANCORE

At a luncheon given by the Dewail of

Travancore Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, His

Excellency the Commander-in-Chief In India,

General Sir Claude Auchinleck paid a

tribute to the young men of Travancore

State, He said that although this was the

first occasion on which he had visited the

State, he had seen officers and men from

Travancore in other parts of India and on

overseas fronts. He had formed a very

good opinion of them and this had been

amply supposed by what . he had ‘been

"able to see during the present visit.
'

General Auchinleck said that although he
had been associated for the past forty years

with Punjab troops he would be the first

to praise the qualities of the South Indian^,
soldiers. He reminded his listeners that

his own battalion of the first Punjab
Regiment was originally the Old Madras
Regiment.

Sir CHIMANLAL’S TRIBUTE

“Your ruler and Her Highness" the

Maharani have set an example in India of

what a ruler must be, namely servant to

the people,’’ said Sir Chimanlal Setalwad,

former member of the Bombay Executive
Council, addressing the Travancore Univer-
sity Union.

Sir Chimanlal added that . they, In

Bombay, used to hear of the rapid strides

Travancore had been making under the

enlightened administration of her ruler,

assisted by his Devvan. He had _ been
round some of their institutions, including
the UniversUy, the Engineering College,
the Women's College and the Museum.
“I can well say that all these reflect in

every direction the hand of the great ruler
that you have, as well as the great Dewan
who helps him/’

—Jf we bad, in India, Princes and Dewecs of
the typo you are fortunate to have here the fart
of India would be .entirely different from what
w In some parts of the country.

'
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Miraj

REFORMS FOR MIRAJ STATE

Reforms in the constitution of Miraj

(Senior) State were announced by
the Raja Saheb on the occasion of the

fifth anniversary of his accession to the

Gadi of Miraj While making the procla

mation, the Ruler said that he was

promulgating the Government of Miraj

(Senior) Act of 1945 in accordance with

declared policy of the State progressively

to associate the subjects with the admtnts

tration with a view to reaching, in the

fulness of time the accepted goal of full

Responsible Government under the aegis

of the Raja Saheb

He added that the new Constitution

would reveal many progressive feature

which similar Acts elsewhere had yet to

adopt The financial and legislative powers

of the State Assembly were in advance

of the powers obtained In other places and

were on a par with those enjoyed by
Provincial Councils under the Government
of India Act of 1919

Bhmnagnr

Railarn

MUNICIPAL BOARD FOR RATLAM
‘ In India we have the hoary tradition

of personal patriarchal rule Now the

time has come when we should be able

to blend the principle of democratic

government with the old institut on of
monarchy , declared H H Maharaja
Sir Sajjan Singhji of Ratlam inaugurating

the newly constituted Municipal Board
under the Ratlam Municipal Act of 1944,
on the occasion of the celebration of the
65th birthday of His Highness on
January 13

Sangli

POPULAR MINISTERS FOR SANGLI
The Raja Saheb of Sangh has appointed

Mr B S Core and Mr K G Kutkarni
as the Popular Ministers ot the Sangli
State according to the Sangli State
Amended Act of 1945 Both ol them
belong to the Sangli Praja Parisad Party
in the Sangh Assembly

COMMERCE & INDUSTRY

CONNAUGHT CIRCUS, NEW DELHI

BHAVNAGAR BUDGET

' Indian India nowadays can no more
afford to remain aloof from British India

in the fields of political, industrial and

economic progiess ol their subjects

declared Mr Anautrai Pattani, the Dewan
President, opening the budget session of

the Bhavnagar State Dharashaba

He assured the House that the State

would not lag behind India m planning

various postwar reconstruction schemes

for agriculture cattle-breed ng, industry

and commerce in order to raise the

standard of living in the Stale

The budget introduced by the

Controller of State Accounts revealed a

def^it of Rs 303 lakhs

Announces pub] catioa of the following

three^ important book* by its E 1 tor

Dr LANKA SUND1RA1I, u* Pho (London)

HDU It W01LD POLITICS An Ind.an
testament of luO 000 wools to the future
Feaeo Conference conta n ng publication of
several or g nal documents D mi 8 so
Rs 10 8

N ATI OH A LIS U AND SELF SUFFICIENCY
Evolves a new fundamentalum of economic
approach to the country a problem*
breaking away from false international «m
which has tapped our national be ng all
these years. Demi 8 vo Rt 3

A SECULAR STATE FOB INDIA Discredits
theorrat a states on tho bams of world
history an 1 conta na first publ cation of the
slaulaa* llohamed AU a last testament on
J3 at electorates which is bound to create
««asation. Derm 8 vo Ri 3
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NEWS $ DEPARTMENTAL $ NOTES

Questions of Importance

A ROYAL PROCLAMATION FOR INDIA

A Royal Proclamation setting out the sub-

stance oi the 1942 proposals was suggested

by Wing Commander H Grant Ferres MP,
speakmg in London

Wing Commander Grant Ferns urged that

Indians, particulaity In villages, attached

great importance to a Rojal Proclamation

and as it was posted up under a picture of the

King they would attach more importance to

it than to a statement from the Secretary of

State for India s
\\o made certain promisee, and we have

got to stick to them Otherwiso our nomo
and status in tho world will deteriorate aa

nover before We should come out of this problem

with clean hands and our attention to fulfil our pro

tmses should be mado known in terms of tho utmost

clearness After this war. we shall have to say to

Indians that no more political wrangling in India will

ho tolerated for »gi\en period of perhaps 1 Shears
Then wo could turn our minds to other problems

in India

Mr KUNZRU ON INDIA’S DEMAND
The International Conference on Pacific

Relations concluded its talks on what proved

to be a highly controversial suhject of

European dependencies in the Far East

Both Indian and British viewpoints were

however, presented

Representing India, Dr H N Kunzru

demanded the following concessions from the

British as the first concrete step towards the

promised independence of India

Complete Indiamsalion of the \ foetoy a Council—
includ ng two key positions of Home membership

and Finance membership For tho latter tho

\ iceroy haa even imported Sir Archibald Itowlan 1

from Britain

Complete Indian sntion of the Indian Army In

*> order that the eonntry may bo prepared to defend

itself when it s given its independence Ini an
officers now in the Army h»\ e alrea ly proveil their

abilities of leadership an t dK<*mUv of races In tho
army ia unimportant

All Coogre«a leaden to be released iromeliately

THE SAPRU COMMITTEE
Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru winding up the

first session of the Conciliation Committee,

gave a cheerful picture of the business done

and of future prospects The four sub-

committees will meet in New Delhi during

the Holt holidays to consider replies to

the brief but significant questionnaire drawn
up by the Committee The full Committee
will meet in Easter to draw up its report

which will be published soon thereafter

The Committee decided to make no
request to Government to be allowed to see

Congress pleaders in jail but to approach
individual Congress leaders who are free men
The questionnaire issued by the Commitee

sets forth in a brief, but comprehensive
manner, the mam constitutional problems
involved in a settlement among the various

communities in India The issue_of
Pakistan itself and the implications of
Akhand Hindustan are examined in detail

The Committee seeks to suggest all

possible alternatives to Pakistan such as

giving the right of non accession or secession,

a limited Centre with residuary powers
vesting in each federating unit, composite
executives in which the communities may be
statutorily represented, and a realignment of
the existing boundaries of provinces to

secure maximum self expression and cultural

autonomy to the different communities It

has also set down three possible alternatives

in case no settlement is reached among the
major .communities, xiamely, an indefinite

prolongation of the status quo, international

arbitration and imposition of a new consti
tution by the British Government The
special problems of non Muslim minontres
like the Scheduled Castes also receive
Its attention in the very first part of the ques
tlonnaire
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Utterances of the Day

Mbs. NA1DU ON NATIONAL GOVT.
'

Mrs. PANDIT ON BRITAIN AND INDIA

“ Shalt not every one of respect the

rights of every community? Shall we no

E«,y ''single minority ll

remarlfeJ Mm.' Sarojini N.idu,

addressing the students of Calcutta on

January 11.

Addressing a Press Conference at Hot-

Springs, Mrs'Vijayalakslimi Pandrt obserted.

.

India welcome participation to «JT I

security organisation ‘ ami would be ppy

Ia„ responsibility on eg,,a. term, hut

, tat it there fa to to » »ew world order,

countries must be on the tamo footing.

She ashed them not to use any parly

• ncinles for themselves, and not to

aspire' after power politics. Their doty,

she said,

ass
t-5 sssas

,-TSs~5“'“
nbl. to ring o Mi'S of progress altogether.

Explaining her idea of a. National

Government, Mrs. Natdu said.

Mrs Pandit, who is a delegate to the

International Conference of the Institutei of

Pacific Relations, indicated that snen

Conferences “ do little, good because some

countries are .

improperly «Pr«eD 'ed '

She pointed to the case of the Burmese,

East ' Indies and Indo-Chinese represen-

tatives to this Conference who arrived

as members of the British, Dutch and

French .delegations respectively.

w. thinV
- cot sssri

S3 °o|Sri
l
bo^nm.m‘but

“ Colonies are out of place in the

present world order", Mrs. Pandit declared

.

liecauio according to the Atlantic ®ha'‘"

should be equality of people of all races

all colours.

... _ _ l o National Government that shall be
^ « Tjnnt ” must administer policies for

OUr
!l.eJ.

h
re that is beneficial to our country,

everything that
the foundation

BUtSt cancel a -National Government T

on which we cau
gee before you ? How

WTofMa disunity and
7

diatrust and refusal to
out of this a a ^ ,

q ^ social 8phere are you

; create a National Government for

, Vl it not your duty to face reality?

are to produce a substance of unity and

tommy on the b..i» nt which you on build »

National Government.

In India we feel the inequality ‘ Btr0"®l
J«. -

Recently even stronger, because Japanese P P^

ganda has been clever enough to exploit *

feeling oF humiliation of Oriental Nations 07
f

claiming that Japan fights for the liberation *

Asia from the Western ^nations. It ia *“M

necessary that the Western nations must co

out with their peace oima that assure eq t

for all races after the war.

Mrs. Pandit, however, strongly empha-

sised India’s vehement anti-Japanese an

anti-Fascist feelings:

INDIA. AND PEACE CONFERENCE

In a recent Speech in Madras the

Rt. Hon. Srinivasa Sastri emphasised his

oft-expressed wish that

We were the first nation to boycott ^aPaa®®®

goods in 1937 when the United States was

sending to the Japanese goods that “ad®
T

war possible. By making thismwtake the United

States made it possible for Indian boys *o d

killed by the Japanese instead of helping ‘

to rebuild their country.

India should be represented at ths peace Conference

Vlw the nominees of the Viceroy but by
not by-

tb0 people have the fullest
lh

nf?dence I think of Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit

T
0 fSsi Nehru. If they are not sent to the

yeaco
1

Conference, wo need not he represented at all.

Discussing internal affairs, Mrs. Pa®d‘j-

declated, “if the British Government had

been genuine in its promises to the Indian

people they would have given an °PPor
'

tunity to the Congress and the Muslim

to get together."
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Mr JINNAH ON BRITISH RULE
Pleading for a dispassionate consideration

of the Pakistan issue, Mr. M A Jmnah,
President of the AIMndia Mushm League,
addressing a meeting of students at
Ahmedabad on January 15, asserted that
Pakistan was the only way “and the only
way of cornering John Bull” He denied
that the policy and programme of the
Muslim League was inimical to Hindn
interests The view that the League’s
policy was directed towards pan Islamism
was nothing but a bogey The struggle
for Pakistan was not against the Hindus
but against the British rule

The plea for a United India, Mr Jmnah
satd

was the result of British machinations

Whatever you m ght say the present United
India ia not held by os but by machine guns

Mr Jmnah said that Muslims were
convinced by actual experience and know*
ledge of conditions in the country that it

was not possible to have a unitary
Government for a united India as a single
nation

It la our enemies who have put ua on this
wrong road It is the machinations of British
statesmen who have put us on this wrong road
of a United India ana one Central Government

LEAGUE OF MINORITIES
A political alliance among the Europeans

Anglo Indians, Indian Christians and
Scheduled Castes and possibly the ^ikhs
is suggested by Mr Frank Antony Presi
dent of the Indo Burma Anglo Indian and
Domiciled European Association Mr Antony
calls it a Minority League comprising
communities apart from Muslims

In an interview to the Associated Press
in Lahore, Mr Antony said 0 is Minority

League was not going to represent any
reactionary element in the countiy nor
would it be an obstructionist over India

s

constitutional progress The proposed
League would co operate with all progressive

elements in the country

THE PUNJAB CABINET
“ Punjab Cabinet politics will soon be

in the melting pot and the emergence of a
new reconstituted Cabinet, under the
dominating influence of the League Fuehrer
is almost a virtual certainty, should the
Governor decide not to lay his trump card
and intervene

, says Pandit Neki Ram
Sharma, prominent Hindu leader of the
Punjab in a Press statement “ Sir Chhotu
Ram ’ he declared

was the right hand of Sir Fazh Hussain mfounding the Unionist Party and later indeed.

Ti ™he
k
back j°°B °f

,

the Un,on,3t Party itself

i
13 ,ndom,t“bla

l

power that smashed theQuaid Unit a welt planned assault on theUnionist Party and thereby rescued the Punjabfrom the jaws of the Muslim League Mr Jmnah
Ram ,T

hBt
,

d0C",Ve P*™ Sir Chhotu
^t.r

d
2 P°' l,lcal field Of the Punjab

*ha
.
Punjab Cabinet itself to thedisadvantage of the League and know to hia

th# ™teran Unionist of thePunjab was an accomplished master mind andmore than a match for him
d

tne death or Sir Chhotu Ram, therefore
removes a great obstacle in the way of
the Muslim League High Command m
securing ascendency in the Punjab

The Quaid e Azam will now again descend on ft oPunjab with all his m ght in a emnt nf ,

break the Unionist Cabinet an<? instat malla rd coa Muslim League Ca b, net and avenge hia foVr4rdishonourable defeat Prermer Malik KbizrKhan wlomSir Chhotu Ram had strengthens I inhis Premiership to the d 'comfituro of the Lean iew.Il surely be h.s first s.ctun should he refuseto make a complete surrender to the Quaid e Azam
In conclusion, Mr Sharma observes
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BASIC EDUCATION

Mahatma Gandhi's address to the Basie

Education Conference, SewaRram, on

January; 11, was > read by Dr. Zakir

Hussain. The address explained the scope

of the work before the Conference:

Our sphere ot work now ia not condood to

Kavto Talim of children from aovon to H jcara.

it is to cover tho wholo life from tho moment

of conception to tho moment of death. This

means that our work will havo increased tremen-

ilouslv. Vet workers remain the same but that

should not worry us. Our guide and companion
' U Truth which is God. Ho will be our help

only ir we stand by it regardless of everything.

There can be in it no room for hypocrisy,

camouflage, pride, attachment or anger. __

We have to become their servants in the true

sense. Our compensation, if any, has to come

from within and not from without. It should

make no difference to us whether in our quest

for Truth we have any human company or not.

Nor does Nayeo Talim depend on outside
f'
“3®,

^

help. It must pave its way, whatever critics

5£

h

oSaw ssuss.*™5TtL onlv method for the true development of

sy* gs. jwjf-SJW** -
aud Kayee Talim will find universal occepmuce.

Seven lakhs of our villages which are to-day

ito Sf our poverty in every sense,
the symoo

prosperous ia the real sense.

Th!s prosperity will not^come from the villages os

I result of the labour of every villager. Whether

this is a mere dream or a .practical rehty, this

iT the coal of Nayee Talim and nothing short

- of it May the God of Truth help us to realise it.

TIRUPATI FIRST GRADE COLLEGE .

Tt is notv definitely settled that the First

Grade College will be inaugurated at

Tirupati by the Tirupati Devasthanam

Committee from July this year. It has

been decided to affiliate the College to

the University of Madras.

Dewan Bahadur V. Raghunatha' Reddy,

the President of the Tirupati Devasthanam

Committee, in an interview, said that the

-College will commence with junior

Intermediate class and -the junior B. A.

class (Third year class). • The remaining

classes will be added on in the subsequent

years. A Commission set up by the

Madras University, will be arriving

at Tirupati *in February to inspect the

building for the" College and to examine

the details of various other administrative

arrangements.

AMERICAN PROFESSOR FOR INDIA

The Watumull Foundation of Honolulu,

Hawaii and Los Angeles announces the

the appointment of Prof. Merle Curtis, of

the University of Wisconsin, as Its first

visiting professor to leading universities in

India. Arrangements are being made with

the State Department for Prof. Curtis to

go to India some time in the middle of

1945. His special field of interest on

which he will -lecture in India will . be

American history, culture and civilization.

Representatives of various provinces,

officials as well as non- officials gave an

account of the experiment in their

respective provinces.

. DR. JHA AS VICE-CHANCELLOR

Dr. Amarnath Jha was re-elected Vice-'

Chancellor of the Allahabad University for

the third term in succession by the Court

at its annual .meeting held at Allahabad

on November 3 Dr. Jha was first elected

Vice-Chancellor in 1938. _

TATA GRANT TO UNIVERSITY
The syndicate of the Patna University

have accepted an offer by the Tata Iron &
Steel Company of an annual grant of

Rs. -12,000 for the establishment of a

Professorship in Geology in that university

to be known as the Jamshedji Tata chair

of Geology. The benefaction is ‘meant to

commemorate the silver jubilee of the

university as also ‘Tatas’ long connection

with the province. Considering Bihar’s

unique mineral wealth it is felt that this

step will meet a long-felt need.
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HIGH COURTS &. THE EXECUTIVE

The functions of an executive officer

holding judicial power in relation to the

prosecution of the National Savings drive

were the subject of criticism by Mr Justice

Meredith of the Patna High Court

who passed strictures against the Sub
Divisional Officer of Rajraahal, Rai Saheb

R Prasad, for having prosecuted two

businessmen, Messrs Sitaram Bhatia and

Benatsi Lall Bhatu on their inability

and refusal to purchase National Savings

Certificates of the value prescribed b>

the S D O
The petitioners alleged that they had

been harassed and "persecuted’ on ac-

count of their failure to invest Rs 10 000
in National Savings Certificates which

they were ashed to do by the S D O
while they were willing to purchase

N S Certificates worth Rs 1000 and
had arranged for the purchase of interest

free prize bonis worth Rs 2000 Subse
quently, the petitioners further alleged a

criminal case was started against them for

refusing to show records in connectun

with military contracts and disclose prices

of articles supplied to military authorities

although they were secret documents

His Lordship quashing the proceedings

against the petitioners m the course of

his Judgment, observed

TUo loArncsl 5 T> O twl Is III t t!a of Kil bal eb
an honour whcli ho h*» no ioubt eararxl a
filthful ail *11 out *enai t if tho Crown Ho «

however likes!’ tttl cisl oG -er also a iorsaat ol a i

Meal—that Meal is tl o rule of f.iw—a pr nc
p
o ll si

stands abo\® principalities and pi.»er> Let ti n t

f rjot it

Proceeding His Lcrdsh p said

If is u the fuoction f tl e- Court to t
liroh wronj,

doer* u is no lees its function to gnsrd and protect
the private cituens from an «rbi rary or iff gat a lion

oo the part of lie Executive a ithontie* In this

eo uxtrj the rose stcr at cour's are und-r the
direct ocn roNof the di tr ct executive a itfcon i<*e

fre-jusn ty the jad cut and executive functi ns are
combined in the wee individual \\ hi n. ho is la this

responsibK—pome miv.ht t»v jitwi'oiu—positi a,
it u of the utmost importMice that he should t rupu
iouslp avoid ex ea the appearance of using t

v e courts
or teg*! process, on in protectwa of the eubje-t from
eiecutive valines hut to support them

Sir C V. K SASTRI’S PORTRAIT

The Hon Sir Lionel Leach Chief Justice

of Madras unveiled a poi trait of the late

Sir C V Kumaraswami Sastriar, an eminent

Indian jurist, who was a Judge of the Madras

High Court at the High Court buildings

Madras, on January 16

Asking the Chief Justice to unveil the

portrait, Mr V V Srinivasa Ajyangar on
behalf of the members of the Portrait

Committee spoke of the attainment of the

late Sir C V Kumaraswami Sastriar, a

great and distinguished lawyer, and a

por ular judge He was pleasant, always

kind, and considerate, strict without being

severe and he never forgot the place of

the bar in the administration of justice

Before unveiling the portrait, the Chief
Justice said it was now 145 years since the
Supreme Court was instituted and S3 years
since the High Court replaced the Supreme
Court The first Indian Judge was Sir
T Muthuswami A>yar Since then there
had been many Indian Judges of the court,
from the ranks of the Madras Bar. and the
juiicul service, who had proved themselves
to be worthy successor* and prominent
among them was Sir C V Kumaraswami
Sastriar

His tenure of office as Chiei Justice of
tl at court was drawing to a close but
when the time came for him to hand over
his office to lus successor he would do
so with pride in the fact that he had been
allowed to preside over a court which had
counted among its members such distm
guished Judges as Sir Kumaraswami Sastriar

ESTATE DUTIES BIT L

Lord ListoweL the Under Secretary of State
for India, introduced on January 17 a Bill

n the House of Lords to authorise the
imposition of esta’es duties m India and
to make provision as to the distribution

of net proceeds The bill was read the
first time
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Insurance

insurance act amending bill

The recommendations of the Select

Committee on the Insurance Act Amend-

inn Bill are generally welcomed in insurance

rircles says a rress correspondent.

'
1 ta believed that the Select Committee

has proposed deletion of clause 20 of the

Amending Bill concerning chief agents and

the substitution of a clause limiting over-

all expenditure.

U is believed .that the Select Committee

has sugesled the fixing of the overall cnsrsof

general insurance companies (as in the case

of life companies) on a percentage basts

The present Act does not fix any limit for

expenditure. This has led to rebating and

other unsound and unhealthy practices by

Competing companies to secure business

Tim Introduction of a ceiling level of

overall expenditure removes scope for

eX
U
n
is”lear'n

b
t'"'.h»r

C

;he Select Committee

has done away with all distinctions between

provident fund societies, co operative insur-

ance societies, mutual insurance and joint

stock We companies by suggest.
ng^

the

elimination of section 4 of the Act. wni e

this gives scope for life companies to write

policies even for Rs. 100, it enable, also

orovident fond societies to issue polices

?or any amount. The Select Committee

has thus taken away the protection enjoyed

by provident fund and co-operative

INSURANCE BUSINESS IN INDIA

The need for re-calculating the premium

at a rate of interest ol three per «"*•

even less and for a conservative dividend

policy has been emphasised by ™
Superintendent of Insurance, Mr.

S. Vaidyanathan, in the course of his

report on the insurance business carried1 °

hv insurers and provident societies during

1943 The report forms part of the Indian

Insurance Year Book, 1944, and indicates

the lines on which Indian insurance

can be developed doting the post-war

period.

The total new life business effected in

India during 1943 amounted to 296000

policies insuring a sum of Rs. 72 12 lakhs

and having an annual premium income of

Rs. 397 lakhs, of which the new business

done by Indian- insurers amounted to

283 000 policies, insuring a sum of

Rs.# 62’94 lakhs and having a premium

of Rs. 3'48 lakhs. The share of the British
'

insuters in respect of new sums insured is

Rs. 5'29 lakhs, of the .Dominion and

Colonial insurers Rs. 3'78 lakhs, and of

single Swiss insurer Rs. 11 lakhs. The

average sum insured per policy under the

new policies issued in India by Indian

insurers is Rs. 2,227 and under those

insured by non-Indian insurers Rs. 6,749.

The total life business effected in India

by Provi^”j i g
'

\

prohibition of ' and remaining in force at the end
insurance societies Dy ne v

amounted to 1,821.000 policies, il

,f 1943
insurance 1

. „

ioint stock life firms from issuing policies

upto Rs. 500 apparently acting on the

argument that competition might have

wholesome effect.

WAR RISKS PREMIUM
The'Central Government have decided

that the rate of premium payable under

any policy issued under Jhe -War Risks

(Goods) Insurance Scheme in respect of

goods liable to compulsory insurance shall

be reduced from la, 3ps, per month or

part of a month for each complete sum of

Rs 100 in the present quarter to one anna

s for the quarter ending March, 1945.

ana rrmaunng m
_

amounted to 1,821,000 policies, insuring a

a total sum of 3 68,73 lakhs having a

premium income of Rs. 14‘84 lakhs The

total new annuity business effected in 1943

was for Rs. 5,55 000 per annum. The

total annuity business remaining in force

at the end of that year was lor

Ps. 37,84,000. The total new sums

insured by Indian life offices outside India

in 1943 amounted to Ps. /2‘30 lakhs

having an annual premium income of

Rs. 14 lakhs and the total sums- insured

remaining in force at the end of 1943

amounted to Rs. 16 87 lakhs having a

premium income of Rs. 64 lakhs. #
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THE NATIONAL SAVINGS DRIVE
The National Savings Fortnight, which

ran from 8th January to 22nd January
was launched throughout India with a

number of pronouncements and exhorta

tions from high quarters

The Government have devised a large

variety of investments to suit the needs of

every class Thus, in addition to the

mam 3 per cent Victory Loan which is

on sale at par at alt treasuries and
branches of the Reserve and Imperial

Banks, there are a number of other loans

both short and long dated, on sale through

the Reserve Bank There are the Prize

Bonds which do not carry interest but

offer a chance of winning a useful prize

every six months Besides these regular

loans, there are th^ various Post office

issues, the Savings Bank which now altows

2 per cent interest on deposits, the

Defence Savings Bank which gives 2 per

cent interest and in which deposits can
be withdrawn one year after the end of

the war, the ordinary Cash Certificates and
the Twelve Year National Savings Certificates

COMMERCIAL TREATY WITH U S

Sir Chunilal B Mehta, leader of the

Indian delegation to the International

Business Conference at Rye, New \ork
told Pressmen in Bombay that he took up
the subject of a treaty of commerce and
navigation between India and the United
States at the Conference as well as

outside it The mam purpose of the

Conference, he said, was to explore
wajrs and means for the expansion of
world trade and his submission to the

conference was that for the achievement of
its object Indians should have equal rights

to come and stay and establish business
m the United States ev en as American
nationale had that privilege in India To
have such a privilege for Indians in the
United States, it was very necessary that
there should be a treaty of commerce and
a*vigauon between the two -countries

INDIA’S STERLING BALANCES
“If Indians are basing their plans for

the industrialisation of their country on
their ability to get within an early period
the repayment of their balances in London
and the rest of the Empire they will be
disappointed, declared a United Kingdom
official at the discussion of the economic
problems of the Far East by the Pacific
Relations Conference

The discussion was started by Dr
Lokanathan who explained in detail the
projected financing of the Bombay Plan
This would include, according to Dr
Lokanathan 3 000 million U S dollars
from blocked balances and 4 000 million
to be borrowed in foreign countries par
ticularly the United States

Warning Dr Lokanathan that it would
be difficult to count on the blocked
balances for the immediate financing of the
Bombay Plan the British cfficial added
that there was expectation that the blocked
balances in London might soon be
increased * when the Indian array moves
overseas Then the British Government
would have to pay for the Indian ^army
and the Indian balances m London would
be substantially increased

DEVELOPMENT OF TRANSPORT
On the improvement of communications

will depend India s social and economic
advance declared the Viceroy Lord
Wav ell, in his opening address to the
Transport Advisory Council at Delhi on
January 12 His Excellency said

TT TQ consider how to control
th® traffic ahd upkeep on the roads after thevhave been constructed this will obviously involve
rater provincial arrangements and probably acommon policy to be laid down by the centre
1,08(1 tr»n«port arrangements in India with a
very few notable exceptions are still almost
primitive The lornca that ply on the mainroau are very seldom clean safe comfortable orpunctual But there is no reason why they should

"Mvi lt “ °P to provinces toesfabl sh a strong Provincial Authority get the
lorry traffic Into the hands of reliable and resour
cetul organisations and provide a proper service
for the public
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UPUFT OF INDIAN WOMEN

«n'i.t -p*-- ::™£riE
of to-day ind yesterday before the

Royal Anthropological Institution, London,

on January lfi.

India" ahe said, "is all mixed up in

centuries, so that one set of people are

ignorant of the customs and traditions

of another set, living even in the same,

“own or province. Before a solution can

be found to India's most-urgent problems,

we Indians ourselves must learn to under-

stand one another, to tolerate our own

differences and not just condemn them.

Proceeding, Dr. Alice M. Pennell said:

** British cooperation in this direction a

badlv needed. Unfortunately the type of

Bruon in India least shy of mixing with

tion of that sort means '•» " Bfujsh
way of welding J'Vdi be a real

Empire mtoI an en
J

I

is

TJ’SJSSn:SK-t>-«-\

home INDUSTRIES exhibition

AC. All India Women's

Exhibition will be hem
m„,er ,he

paTltage of Her Highness the Maharani

Holkar.

GANDHIJI’S WORK FOR WOMEN

“Gandhijl has been one of <he greate't

liberators of women. Even, if he h

nothing else, he had given women their place

no, only in the household but also in he

battlefield, or freedom to march to vrctory

along with men," observed Mrs. Sarnj'm

Naidu, presiding over the tlnrd nm«™T
of the Andhra Malta Sabha in Madras, on

January 18.

Continuing she observed, “We have a lot

in this connection to be thanhful.to il a

^
Gandhi and the national movement. What

ever may be one's differences In the polib“>

principles and programme of I"d,“
National Congress no one can possibly be

oblivions of the fact that the Congress under

the leadership 0 r Gandhiji has servrtd to mat 1

a new sense of courage and selGconfiden

in the women of India and made them

their place ini the national economy any

obligation to a fast changing society.

MANIPURI GIFLSJAS VOLUNTEERS

Manipuri girls wua lived through the

stern days of siege last spring have no

volunteered for the Womens Auxiliary

Corps, India. t

The girls come from the families of

leading merchants and State officials m
Imphah Of the 20 who have volunteered,

five have accepted general service terms,

which mean that they are prepared to

serve in any part of India.

FIRST LADY MEMBER OF SYNDICATE
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THE AMERICAN PRESS

Mr G L Mehta, deputy leader of the

Indian delegation to the International Business

Conference recently held at Rye (New York)

in a broadcast talk from Calcutta said that

despite the war the Press in America suffered

from few restrictions It was probably the

freest Press in the world in many respects

and contained today fuller and more detailed

information in regard to war developments

in all the theatres than any other Press in

the world v *

“Comments* in the Press are equally free

and vigorous'* he added 4 There is no

internal censorship in the country In fact

the Press resents any restrictions imposed

for reasons other than military necessity and

the Administration has to justify even reasons

of military security

Mr Mehta said that the American daily

papers however, constituted a problem so

far as the reader was concerned They were

almost like a book and the Sunday editions

which consisted of over 5 supplements in

some cases had special magazines along with

them There did not seem to be any scarcity

of newsprint in the United States

AUROB1NDO THE WRITER
' Of all modern Indian waters, Aurobtndo—

successively poet, critic scholar tlunker

nationalist humanist— is the most significant

and perhaps the most interesting Yet few

have heard of him in England or America

This is a pity, for he should make a special

appeal to the intelligent Anglo-Saxon He

is not an armchair philosopher, but a man

who, having led a life of intense activitj has

retired to brood over it if one may say so

of a Hindu in the dim light of a Gothic

cathedral (in Pondicherry)

“In fact, he is a new type of thinker, one

who combines in his vision the slacrify o

the West with the illumination of the East

To study his writings to enlarge the

boundaries of ones knowledge

This tribute to Si. Amobmdo ,s paid by

the Twu, London m its Literary Supple

mem in the course of a cnttcal analysis

of his books and writings

Sm CHHOTU RAM

We regret to record the death of Sir

Chhotu Ram Revenue Minister of the Punjab

on January 9 at the age of 63 The late

Sir Chhotu Ram played a Jeading part in

the public life of the province for nearly

25 years Founder of the Punjab Unionist

Party, with the late Sir Fazl i Hussain, he

virtually directed the affairs of the party

since the death of Sir Sikandar Hyat Khan
two years ago He was a staunch supporter

of landholders and sponsored legislation to

improve their condition

He joined the Congress in 1916 and

became President of the Rohtak District

Congress Committee but left the Congress

in August 1920 when it passed the non
co operation resolution as he did not believe

fn non co operation defiance of law or non-
pavement ot taxes

He was a member of the Punjab Legisla

ture since the introduction of the Monlford
Reforms He was Minister of Education
for some years and became Development
Minister in 1937 at the inauguration of
provincial autonomy la 1941 he was
appointed Revenue Minister He was promi
nently associated with the Jat MaSasabha and
the Zammdara League

The Punjab Premier, Malik" Khizar Hayat
Khan, pa) mg a tribute to the memory of
Sir Chhottu Ram said " A great man has
passed away The death of Sir Chhotu Ram
must fill every true Panjabi with sorrow,
He was a man of strong views which he
never feared to express and it was but
natural that he should make enemies and
rouse opposition But no one who knew
him could doubt his sincerity, or fad to
respect his integrity of purpose, his love of
the Punjab and the selflessness with which
he served the cause to which he had devoted
himself

EARLDOM FOR MP LLOYD GEOPGE
On retirement bom P.rb.nrtnt the tetenm

Prime Minister, Mr Lloyd George, teed,
tbe New ’i ear’s Hononrs ruth the grant ft
an Earldom **
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e,S'“
Eewada under the

Whkh wnclnded ^ K MlAherjee on
presidentship of M

^ app0int n
Deeember « Committee to tackle
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Ayurveda and
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the course of a resolution the

Congress viewed
sympathy the Buffering in
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and yther dis«a»?3 -
., activities of the
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Bengal' Ayurvedic Rebel

E°“l““rviceB to humanity in general and

Ayurveda in
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passed Calling
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r”rvrdk physician^ and stndents

in tbe country Gandhi's constructive

to carry out
in the matter of health,

prpprommo %, cheap indigenou, drugs

£eS -nation etc, and requesting
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jIjIeaTSIENT OF CANCER

Cancer of the prostate gland can be

treated by the administration of a few pills

lit of synthetic Oestrogen, known as

Diethyistilboestrol, was declared at a

British Empire Cancer Campaign meeting

?_ London. The success of the drug is

now "completely confirmed," it was stated.

‘

"a (ew cases of breast cancer bad

|t

C
°Bariholomew's Hospital, London no

extravagant hopes should be raised of

immediate success on that side.

leaking of radiation therapy in the

treatment of cancer, Prof. Hopwood said

that its practice was subject to many

v-.,,inns' physical and biological and

, Investigation Was still required to exploit

its valuable features.

PLAIN DIET PREVENTS TOOTH DECAY
'

Tooth decay can be controlled by dmt,

and cleanliness. The discovery l

important tact means
i 0 f hundreds

1

patient investigation on the part o

of scientists have pointed a Y
alent

the elimination of mankind sm V
,

disease-lonth decay Much work^
^

”ss groups of investigators must be

!“m
°tmin MUmb

“cou.r*r <”c>«'

Others say vitamin D ;
and others, correct

phos

n
pomus1nTak

n
e, writes

C
Ri'ch”d ^Hoskins

in the Oriental Watchman.

A group of investigators working in one

of the American universities have shown.

first, that tooth decay is caused by a germ

called bacillus acidophilus, acting
,

sugar and starch lood particles wh ch cling

to the tooth, thus creating an acid
,

-

disintegrates the enamel, tl
!

us
J

5

/
0!”'

tfeth
cavity ;

second, that the clean
e t^;s

are kept the less chance there is fo

acid-forming germ to begin its de* ™c“
„

work : third, that in some way, unknnw

as vet, a properly balanced diet, »>“
.

the necessary mineral salts and

decreases the number of these germ

the frequency of their attack.

SHORT NAP AFTER MEALS

Don’t be ashamed if yon are ca°E^

napping in the midst of your '

_

a
« s

is good for your work and health too, y

a London doctor.

A short nup, he says, helps to dl®Pe,!
,

e

t

-

many physical and mental ailments.

will give you energy to' «*i,“
e f'mous

play more, and so enjoy life. The

psychologist, Carl E. Seashore, who cured

himself of • daytime laziness by tak'Og

nap at noon, feels that 15 minutes of ««?

after the heaviest work and the main

are more effective than five times as mo

late sleeping in the morning.
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KEW BANK NOTES FOR OLD AND CHARRED

An American school teacher accidentally
borned 1500 dollars in paper money in

ber furnace A business man sent a roll

of notes in his pocket to the laundry ,
they

Came back a sodden, unrecognisable mass
A farmer’s goat ate his year's savings in

paper currency How do frantic people
who see their dollais vanish like this get

their money back ?

The U S Treasury handles dozens of

tragic comic losses like these a month
Three fifths of a damaged note must
usually be salvaged before the Treasury
will replace it Half the original value

will be paid back if less th&a this fraction

is presented Four small pieces of paper

money no larger than a finger nail will be
redeemed in some cases if the owner signs

an affidavit that the rest has been destroyed

A mid Western contractor arrived at the

Treasury redemption department recently

with a mournful story He had hidden

3 500 dollars his employees’ payroll, in

hts house The house had been burned
down He had the charred money in a

tin box By piecing together the remains

officials identified 2 000 dollars and issued

new bills for that sum

THE INDIAN BANK, LTD

Subject to audit of accounts the Net
Profit of the Bank for the year ended 1944
(after providing for Contingent and Sinking

Funds and alter paying a sum of

Rs 1 82 304 as bonus to staff) is

Rs 14 64 352 9 5

An ‘ad interim’ dividend at 10 percent
per annum amounting to Rs 1 44 794 8-5

was paid for the half year ended June 1944
and a sum of Rs 1,50 000 was also placed
to Reserve Fund

The balance of profit ai ailable for further

appropriation (inclusive of the sum of
Rs 48 226-15 5 earned forward from the
previous year’s account) is Rs 12 17,785 0-5

RAILWAY AUDITORS CONFERENCE

Sir Cameron Badenoch, Auditor General

r>f India, presiding over the tenth conference

of the Institute of Railway Accountants

and Auditors at Calcutta on January 12,

said that, while it would be rash to

prophesy what constitutional changes were

impending, his own feeliog was that they

had in the Indian Audit Depaitment a

system which was acceptable generally

throughout India and he would be surprised

>f there was any strong demand that it

should be altered

Declaring that it was time that railway

accountants and auditors chalked out a

programme of preparedness in the context

of post war reconstruction economy,
Sir Cameron said that if railway accounting

and audit officers were to tackle larger

questions of financial policy principle and
procedure, they must not be swamped by
routine Maintenance of records, current

check and scrutiny were, of course
important but unless periodically reviewed
they tended to become mechanical

S I BrS POST UAR FLANS
Provision of separate waiting accommoda

tion with bathing facilities for ladies at

Junction stations and easy booking facilities

for third class passengers, parcels and
goods are some of the improvements in

the post war period that are being
considered by the South Indian Railway

Giving out some of the important

improvements (for 3rd class passengers)

under the Administration’s contemplation

at a press conference held at

Egmore, Mr J F Reynolds observed lhat

under the post war scheme attempts would
be directed towards the provision of
improved designs for coaching stock,

8iming at mere accommodation for
passengers with better lighting, lavatory and
washing facihtes For the convenience
of pilgrims, steps would be taken to

provide seperate accommodation for festival

passengers with adequate bathing and
sanitary arrangements
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SEW BANE. NOTES FOR OLD AND CHARRED

Ad American school teacher accidentally

burned 1500 dollars in paper money in

her furnace A business man sent a roll

of notes in his pocket to the laundry ,
they

came back a sodden unrecognisable mass

A farmer s goat ate his year s savings in

paper currency How do lrantic people

who see their dollais vanish like this get

their money back ?

The U S Treasury bandies dozens of

tragic comic losses like these a month

Three fifths of a damaged note must

usually be salvaged before the Treasury

will replace it Half the original value

will be paid back if less than this fraction

is presented Four small pieces of paper

money no larger than a finger nail will be

redeemed in some cases if the owner signs

an affidavit that the rest has been destroyed

A mid Western contractor arrived at the

Treasury redemption depaitment recently

with a mournful story He had hidden

3 500 dollars his employees payroll in

his house The house had been burned

down He had the charred money m a

tin box By piecing together the remains

officials identified 2 000 dollars and issued

new bills for that sum

THE INDIAN DANK LTD

Subject to audit of accounts the Net

Profit of the Bank for the > ear ended 1944

(after providing lor Contingent and Sinking

Funds and alter paying a sum ot

Rs 1 82 304 as bonus to stall) is

Rs. 14 64 352 9 5

An 'ad interim dividend at 10
'

per cent

RAILRAT AUDITORS CONFERENCE

Sir Cameron Badenoch Auditor General

of India, presiding over the tenth conference

of the Institute of Railway Accountants

and Auditors at Calcutta on January 12,

said that while it would be rash to

prophesy what constitutional changes were

impending his own feeling was that they

had m the Indian Audit Depaitment a

system which was acceptable generally

throughout India and he would be surprised

if there was any strong demand that it

should be altered

Declaring that it was time that railway

accountants and auditors chalked out a

programme of preparedness in the context
of post war reconstruction economy,
Sir Cameron said that if railway accounting
and audit officers were to tackle larger
questions ot financial policy principle and
procednre they most not be swamped by
routine Maintenance ot records correct
check and scrutiny were of course
important but unless period,tally reviewed
they tended to become mechanical
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r treatment of cancer

Cancer of the prostate gland can be

treated by the administration of a few pills

daily of synthetic Oestrogen, known as

Diethyistilboestrol, was declared at a

British Empire Cancer Campaign meeting

?' London. The success of the drug ts

°

0„ “ completely confirmed, it was stated

A few cases of bteast cancer had

»*-«
to‘°Pro?

e

F
m0

’L

e

Topwo’r
8
o
h
.

si Bartholomew-, Hospital London no

extravagant hopes should be raised of

immediate success on that side.
_

c_ paV,ne of radiation therapy in the

Jfmentof cancer. Prof. Hopwood said

that its practice was subjec to many
' tons physical and biological and

Investigation was still required 10 explo.t

its valuable features.

PLUS DIET PREVENTS TOOTH DECAY

Tenth decay can b. controlled by dtel.

and cleanliness. years of

important tact ”«“
d( hundreds

patient investigation on the pa
,owards

of scientists have pointed a 7
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"^groups of^'vestig.^

oThem"r;°vi»min D; and .others correc
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A group of investigators working in one
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a London doctor.
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many physical and mental ail
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himself of daytime lanness by «* «

nap at noon, feels that 15 “'“o'"
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after the heaviest work and the main

are more effective th.o five times as on

late sleeping in the morning.
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NEW BANK NOTES FOR OLD AND CHARRED

An American school teacher accidentally

burned 1500 dollars in paper money in

ter furnace A bnstnes3 man sent a roll

of notes In his pocket to the laundry ,
they

came back a sodden, unrecognisable mass
A farmer's goat ate his year s savings m
paper currency How do frantic people
who see their dollais vanish like this get

their money back ?

The U S Treasury handles dozens of

tragic comic losses like these a month
Three fifths of a damaged note must
usually be salvaged before the Treasury

will replace it Half the original value

will be paid back if less than this fraction

is presented Four small pieces of paper

money no larger than a finger nail will be

redeemed in some cases if the owner signs

an affidavit that the rest has been destroyed

A mid Western contractor arrived at the

Treasury redemption department recently

with a mournful story He had hidden

3 500 dollars his employees' payroll, in

his house The house had been burned
down He had the charred money m a

tin box By piecing together the remains,

officials identified 2 000 dollars and issued

new bills for that sum

THE INDIAN DANK, LTD

Subject to audit of accounts the Net
Profit of the Bank for the year ended 1944
(after providing for Contingent and Sinking
Funds and after paying a sum of

Rs 1 82 304 as bonus to staff) is

Rs 14,64352 9 5

An ' ad interim * div idend at 10 per cent
per annum amounting to Rs 1 44,794 S-5
was paid for the half year ended June 1944
and a sum of Rs 1,50000 was also placed
to Reserve Fund

The balance of profit available for further
appropriation (inclusive of the sum of
Rs 48 226-15 5 earned forward from the
previous year's account) isRs 12,17,785 0-5

RAILWAY AUDITORS’ CONFERENCE

Sir Cameron Badenocb, Auditor General

of India, presiding over the tenth conference

of the Institute of Railway Accountants

and Auditors at Calcutta on January 12,

said that, while it would be rash to

prophesy what constitutional changes were

impending, his own feeling was that they

had in the Indian Audit Depaitment a

system which was acceptable generally

throughout India and he would be surprised

if there was any strong demand that it

should be altered

Declaring that it was time that railway

accountants and auditors chalked out a

programme of preparedness m the context

of post war reconstruction economy,

Sir Cameron said that if railway accounting

and audit officers were »o tackle larger

questions of financial policy, principle and
procedure, they must not be swamped by
routine Maintenance of records, current

check and scrutiny were of course

important but unless periodically reviewed

they tended to become mechanical

S I RtS postwar plans

Provision of separate waiting accommoda-
tion with bathing facilities for ladies at

Junction stations and easy booking facilities

for third class passengers, parcels and
goods are some of the improvements in

the post war period that are being
considered by the South Indian Railnay

Giving out some of the important
improvements (for 3rd class passengers)
under the Administration’s contemplation
at a press conference held at
Egmore, Mr J F Reynolds observed that
under the post war scheme attempts would
be directed towards the provision of
improved designs for coaching stock,
aiming at more accommodation for
passengers with better lighting, lavatory and
washing (acilites For the convenience
of pilgrims, steps would be taken to
provide separate accommodation for festival
passengets with adequate bathing and
sanitary arrangements
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SlB C. P's. TRIBUTES TO SRI THTAGRAJA.

In the course of his address, maturating

the 98th Aradhana celebrations at Tnvadi, m

"on c!
p"

D=won of Travancore,

0b
Miho»Eh-Ty«Bar^

which w» »'» c“l

,
" ni™»T. hS hi. »“> 11 <•

five rivera. randiRnacbB a ..*
f

”
tioa that not only

n matter for .profound sum
« haVe in their

fecliolarly experts b
co.operarion in making 'a

several ways, offered *£*L~riodical gatherings
resounding success of the.e^non.c^g^^ ^
Iu the South of

tvLaraiaswami, Muthuswami
that the musical trio, TyaEarajan ^ th#
Dikshitar 8nd

,.
a™

rro ,in(l0d’ and was dominated
' artistic group *** «52£ SH Swati Tirnnal

by the Royal Muslcioii,
of th„ gouth and

established the <elwi
now regarded as the

that the system 'j”? p3fformaoces owes its

foundation of mu 1 P
bJa 6 0f composers

perfection to this great.
perhaps Tyagaraja-

and
warm's influence was mu-- ‘

j&,£ sTSr

Tirutia
. . <C • Thvaimraia) collected a

‘devSed and iccotnphshed li>hya* around

u d
«l cf whom, Kanmab Bhagavathar, who

the most
' UP

°tftfof
a
miu«ch9 sent his own court musician.

' 5U
T

IC1 violinist, to invite Tyagaraia to h.s

V*W 'Tradition has it that there were many
capitnl. iraumon

Royal Musician and
contacts between y profoundly
Sr5 T

efflTach ItherWfts but they "unhappily
appreciat „ Vadivelu approached Tyagaraja

STeSSi that swati T.ruS could bestow on
nna oibib

. or Btatu9 ho ,8 said to have
bl® krithi, Podai-i SadbhakU, asserting that

1 hebetate of mind which .places .implicit faith in

Rama is & only Padavi for which ho craved.

MUSIC ACADEMY "SADAS

Sir K. Ramunni Metion, presiding over

a “ Sadas
u held under the auspices of the

Music Academy, Madras, cm December 31,

at Sri Sundareswarar Hall, Mylapote,

conferred the title of " SangiU Kalanidhi

on Mr T. L. Venkatarama Aiyar President

Music Academy Conference, and distributed

certificates to successful students of the

* Teaches* College of Music.

CLUB SWIKOWO WHILE OWMSOl

determined '^o break hie oZ'"**£

cl”4 aUfl-
One afternoon. be staUed^yclmg^d^the

he swung a club weighing 6-lbs, with »>=

• V.. t The club ‘ swinging will be
right-hand. T

whHe the cycling

,f
Pe

ntmne for lull 50 hums without any

:,‘p T“ cyc«st will-nut even dismount

to have his meals or answer calls of

nature. As he is cycling, a glass '“j

juice will be given to him at repeated

intervals and he will sip it as he pedals

along. .

In ordinary cycling, this young marl h«

already established a record

,

of
, fSj

previously, on the same maldan in 19H.».

The youth is a constable ol the Hyderaba

(Deccan) Police Force.

INDIAN CRICKET TOUR IN CEYLON

The tour of the Indian cricket team m

Ceylon will be one of the main, subjects

to be discussed by the Extraordinary

General Meeting of the Board of Conlro

for Cricket in
1

India, to be held at

Madras this month. Seventeen Association

in India having favoured the Me
}'

“

Board is expected to rescind its forme

resolution to drop the tour.SOlUVlUll It. ..... -

According to the provisional itinerary,

the team is expected to reach Cnlo“bo

' on March 14, and will play a two-day

match 'against the Ceylon Cricket As

ation XT, at Galle, beginning on March Ji. -

The second match will be Play5d
. at

Colombo on March 24, and the third at

Kandy on Match 27, The Indian team u>

expected to play a three-day match against

an All-Ceylon XI, at Colombo, commencing

on Saturday, March 31, prior to their

departure from Ceylon on April 3.
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SCIENTIFIC CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE

The Government of India have constituted

a Scientific Consultative Committee with the

following personnel, under^the Chairman

ship of the Hon Member for Planning and

Development —
Non officials Sir C V Raman, Sir Jnan

Ghosh Prof Meghnad Saha Dr Nazir Ahmad
and Col Sir Ramanath Chopra

Officials .* The Master General of Ordnance

the Vice Chairman of the Imperial Council of

Agricultural Research or the Agricultural

Commissioner to the Government of India

the Director General IMS the Director

Geological Survey and the Director, Scientific

and Industrial Research

The functions of the Committee will be

to advise the Government of India on all

general questions of policy relating to

research throughout India and on any special

matters relating to research which may be

specifically referred to it

MAGNESIUM EXTRACTION FROM SEA W ATER

The extraction of magnesium from the

sea and the growing use of this metal was

voted the most notable step in scientific

progress in 1944 at the annual London
Luncheon of the men who deal m great

ideas, reports the Daily Mail The> are

the Patent Agents the paper adds

Each year this little gathering tries to

settle the question which great idea of the

past year can be called the greatest ?

Magnesium from the *ea was judged to be

the greatest scientific advance of the year

Up till just before the war magnesium

(Mg to the chemist) w as used mostly in the

form of nbbon or powder for flash light

photography It cost Rs 65 per pound

It now costs about a Rupee because the

sea is yielding up thousands of tons of it

Yet get a lot of it for a lb because it

is just a little over half the weight of

aluminium Experts say that it will soon

cost three pence per lb when its use for

aero engine*, incendiary bombs and Pyro

t-ebmes or warfare can be tamed into

peace time purposes

THE EPICS IN INDIAN FILMS

The degradation of ancient epics, master-

pieces heroes and saints at the hands of

our producers and directors comes m for

pungent criticism at the hands of M L
Obroi in the Screen World Annual for

1914 Says he

Indian producers have not treated our

past with reverence or understanding, they

have gone to it merely for box office

hits They have rather treated our

past like bandits who discover a chest full

of ready made and polished jewels, and

only soil them with dirty hands while

picking them up without effort It is

enough to give a picture the tide "Sita”
or

4 Draupadi ’ or ' Damayanti *
, the

traditional appeal of the theme is strong

enough to counterbalance all the possible

defects, mistakes and shortcomings of the
producer, director, actors architects and
everybody in the studio Bhagwan Krishna
himself is not left alone he may be
portrayed with impunity m any film, all
the producer requires is to blacken a man
with a chubby face

:
— uas no*

;’
S T¥°", >''-»<» even its

a
7
.,

Th' llle Mr Himansurai
wa< the most imaginative Bnd conscientious
•not m this line

, unluckily ho work wa,interrupted by untimely death The
present day producers are content tomanufacture box office bits thev

'

capable of anything better
7 6 DOt

mu PItODOCERS ASSOCIATION

”i,i
e 'w- «-

Adopted , resolution „eIcomi|
™ba?' has

ment of India s prooosal iTf ' Govern
number of I„d,a„

P
“.V°. dePn*e a Targe

technical training The r
** °t-e,5cas for

<he Government to g v^”™''t» due share ™ Indus,,

_

S holarships for
e aI,°fment of th

“OTeh^ i ,n
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POSTWAR MOTOR CARS

Britain’s fust post-war motor cars will

be 1940 models designed in 1939 but

never put into production, reports Sunday

Chronicle,

That will take time, but it is estimated

in the industry th^t 1940 cars and trucks

should be coming off the assembly lines

within three 'months of the conclusion

of the war in Europe,

The jigs, tools and dies made in 1939
have only to be removed from stores to

plants for production to begin.

The new model will be a better car

than it Would have been in 1940 because

it will be able to take advantage of improve-

ments in basic materials and alloys which

the war has made possible.

There will be sufficient supplies of steel

to' start production quickly—and it will be

a stronger, tougher and more readily

machinable steel due to improved electric

smelting processes, metallurgical research and

better understanding of molecular structure.

And after that will come the real post-war

car that every motorist has been dreaming

about and speculating on its design and

possible equipment for years. What will

it be like ?

The Sunday Chronicle, commissioned

Mr, H. Connolly, the well-known car body
designer, to illustrate a possible type of

family car, basing his drawing on the im-

provements anticipated by manulacturers.

Here are some of the gadgets pictured

in Mr. Connolly's drawing

—

Improving enormously the safety of night

driving, eliminating completely the blinding

glare of approaching cars. ,

This is achieved hy using the 'overall width
of the cat overlapping the running-board.

, This includes no-draught ventilation and
winter heating.

Double wipers will sweep the whole
screen and not two small arcs. Automatic

^ chassis lubrication.

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION

The results of the recent International

Civil Aviation Conference at Chicago with

'reference to the objects which the Govern-

ment of India desired to see achieved are

examined in a communique,

.The communique, after reiterating the

Government of India’s broad aims in the

sphere of civil aviation, says that in

convening the Conference, the United

States Government suggested that the

Conference should have the following

objectives:

(J) The establishment of provisional world route
arrangements by general agreements to bo reachod
at the Conference, the countries participating in tbo
Conference to agree to grant the landing and transit

rights necessary for the establishment of provisional

route arrangements and air services.

( 2 ) The establishment of • an Interim Council to
act as the clearing house and advisory agency during
the transitional period.

(3) Agreement upon the principles to bo
followed in setting up a permanent international
aeronautical body and a multilateral aviation conven-
tion dealing with the fields of air transport air

navigation and aviation subjects.

The Conference at Chicago proceeded to consider
the framing of an international multilateral aviation
convention on the basis of certain drafts which bad
been prepored by the Government of Canada and the
Government of the United States. The object of
such a convention was to secure :

0) Uniformity of principles and rules govern-
ing international flying throughout tbo world#
thereby removing obstacles to the development of
communication by air, and

(2) The greatest measure of freedom for tho
operatic® of scheduled iateraaihaal &;c transport
serviccs. to provide the world with the transport and
communications which it needs, while at the some
time protecting the interests of all countries in their
owh carrying trades.

INDIAN AIR TRAINING CORPS
The Indian Air Training Corps is being

extended to all the eighteen Universities of

India which include three in Indian States.

The Corps is designed to provide pre-
entry training for students of good
education and character who wish to join
the flying branch of the Indian Air Force.
It -enables them to learn about aviation

while still studying and lays the foundation
of a career in the I.AF,
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INDIA 3 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

The mam lines nf the Government of

India’s industrial development policy were
explained and reaffirmed by the Planning

and Development Member, Sir Ardeshir

Dalai, in the coarse of discussions which
he held with officials and non officials in

the five provinces visited by him so far—
Bengal, Bihar, the United Provinces, the

Punjab and Bombay
His discussions with officials have been

mainly to help the provincial Governments
to lay the foundations of planning for the

future and to formulate a definite five year

development plan as the first stage

After meeting its own requirements, the

Central Government has indicated that it

would be prepared to help the different

provinces out of its surplus revenues for

the first effective post war five year period,

roughly on the basis of population But

before that is done it expects the provinces

to mobilise their own resources to the

fullest extent possible

So far as the States are concerned there

are outstanding constitutional and financial

issues to be settled, but the States them

selves are very keen to come into line

with the Government of India

INDIAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

An interesting account of the petroleum

industry in India appears in the Journal

of Scientific an i Industrial Research

The highly complicated technical operations

involved in processing the crude oil into

the familiar motor spirit and kerosene, are

described in simple language The crude

product began its existence millions of

years ago in the slime of some primaeval

lagoon
,

it lay undisturbed far beneath the

sun scorched soil of India for ages, while

mankind evolved from the primitive form

of life, until it was rudely awakened and

subjected to a terrific battering of scorching

flames and freezing cold and corrosive

chemicals being converted under this

treatment into an invaluable item of our

modern life

MARKET FOR AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS

It is understood, that a Committee is

being ^et up, to suggest measures, to

guarantee to agricultural producers an

assured market for their goods, at remuner-
ative prices It will be in the nature of

a Sub Committee, composed of members
selected from the Policy Committee on
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries It is

learnt that Sir V T Knshnamachariar, the

former Dewan of Baroda, has been selected

as President of the new Committee

8URVEA FOR ARTIFICIAL MANURE FACTORY
On the recommendation of the Technical

Mission on Fertilizers, the Government of
Bihar have decided to make a detailed

survey of the proposed site for a power
station and an ammonium sulphate factory
at village Sindri, on the Damodar River,
in the district of Manbhum at an estimated
cost of Rs 15 000 The cost will be
shared equally by the Bihar Government
and the Government of India

INCREASED PRODUCTION
The total increased production expected

as a result of the " Grow More Food ”
campaign in the two years 1943 44 and
1944-45 is one million tons An increase
of 300,000 tons is expected in 1943 44
and a further 700 000 tons during the
current year from development schemes
financed by the Centre in provinces and
States The agricultural part of the
Education, Health and Lands Department
at the Centre has been organized as a
separate branch within the Department

SCHEME TO RECLAIM LAND FOR IRRIGATION
It is understood that the Government of

India have a scheme to reclaim about one
million acres of umrngated land Government
have sanctioned a grant of Rs 60 00 000 and
a loan of Rs 8 lakhs in addition to Rs 18J4
lakhs from the Cotton Fund to the
Provinces for constructing new tanks,
repairing of existing tanks, sinking of
surface wells and for making arrangements
for pumping water from wells and tanl
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TTIC LABOUR POLICY

Labour policy.

the Labour W* »£
.
Government should

keIS „u over the

'

““mry" in ^Native States as well as In

British^ India, the following 1

A minimum living wage w,.h e.gh

W
°Full^ employment^ and compensation

mvoluntary unemployment ^
Ever rising s>

with pay, old-age

?'.°„Ti°

DS
iSrness insurance,

_

maternityprovisions '

insnrance, .

reS:'pr
S

oviden. funds decent housing;

•—^.^“duea.ion.emi
P

Facilities for collective bargaining aind

Growing Share in profits and conduct of

trade- and industry
; . . t ep : s .

Adequate representa on
j» GoTKonrt ,

fd
tM«mi"men, Committees and

Organisations.

STANDARD WAGE RATES IS °BrtA1"

Mr Ernest Bevin, Minister for Labour.
M

d the second reading of the Wages

r ™e!l Bill in Parliament on January 16.

S’ , declaration by Parliament that the

at least the conception, of what

t?,' known as sweated industries is past ,

b'xki Bill proposes orderly wage regulation

e industry and by means of volon.
throughouunao. tr

estab, ish

**'/ on a wide system of standard wage
industry

present arrangements just

over* fifteenImd a half million men will come

Sin Sic "cope of the voluntary machinery.

•*I am absolutely opposed to any attempt

'

of wage," Mr. Bevin declared.

General

TEN.YEARSOHElir.rOBTnJ.AOE

A ten-year plan for
..^'"“snEgesled

f the 700,000 **£££ of Madras.

^Describing the

years, he says.
100,000 rural

un”t°’

d
each rumLunit not exceeding 50,000

'"Each rural unit should
j

.

(1
)
B“

J

suited to local needs. (3) A dairy

collectivises and improves
. w

livestock both for milk and in E

purposes. (4) A demonstration f>™
agricultural improvements and prie

8,

(5) A dispensary, more preve nti

....tive

curative. (6) A multi-purpose cn-opera^
society which will control and gn d

,

the export and import quota of eacn .

unit. (7) A panchayat with a par
foI

officer at its head, which P'a”

stimulating production both of agne

and handicrafts,

WHAT BRITAIN HAS SPENT ON THE ^AB

The cost of the war to the ™ ^
Kingdom alone so far has

t|,}9

£19,000,000 000. In r e v e a 1 i n B
e

Mr. Herbert Morrison, the British

Secretary said at a meeting in Norwicn

.

“The cost of the last war was less ^
£8,000,000,000. In other words.

Government has spent on the war xo

mole than twice of what was spent as

lime. The amount it ha, had to borrow

is greater by a third than the, whole

National debt at the beginning of the w

INDIAN CASUALTIES IN TOE WAR

• Indian casualties from the oulbrM,

of the war. to November M, w .

- total 152597. They consist of:

including died of wounds or injnr

17,415, Missing 13935. Wounded:. 4J.33*

Prisoners including service internees: to, -
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By its very nature Life Assurance is nn active con

turning force—a living force in the thousands of

homes who share its benefits

This force has saved homes and prevented pnmc

In thousands of families whilo other investments

weio collapsing their Insuranco money renewed

courage and restored confidence

Your stabilizing force is a vital necessity now more
than ever to jour familj

Insuro with UNITED INDIA—

' H name you can trust: _

United India Life Assurance Co., Ltd.
(Established in 190G)

UNITED INDIA LIFE BUILDING,

ESPLANADE. MADRAS

OFFICIAL TRUSTEE TO THE GOYERMfENT OF MADRAS.
BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALL OVER EvDLL



EXPERT OPINION SAYS

Other “ sandalwood oil," says

Mr. H. Trotter, Forest Re-

search Institute. Dehra Dan,

“ is really a mixture of oils,

and though passing the mini-

mum standard of santalol con-

tent required by the British

Pharmacopoeia (1988), does not

possess nil the qualities of trne

sandalwood oil.”
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY & CO., LTD.,

MADRAS.
dtpn
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Travancore Information

and Listener.

A Profusely Illustrated Monthly

Published by tine Department

©I Information, Government ©f

Travancore. The Editor invites

articles ©f topical interest t©

Travancore, Short Stories, Pho-

tographs and Cartoons. Contri-

butions accepted and published

will he paid for.
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^A^BOOK OF GOOD THOUGHTS
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Selections from “A Thought
_

for Today

quotations published m The Times o/ /”dia.

They cover a wide variety of subjects,

given under well-defined headings, and

contain words of truth, wisdom, encourage-

ment end hope from some of the most

eminent men of many nations.

Price Re. 1 each.

(Re. 3 for the three Series, by V.P.P. Rs. 3-!l).

I TRADE & FINANCE
' the INDIAN INVESTOR

By C. F. C. De Souza.
.

This is not a book of get-rieh-quick

formulae for the speculator but a lucid

treatise on the principles of scientific im est-

ment. Equally indispensable for city ana

mofussil investors. A very practical boot
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Tliis book deals with every aspect ot tno

Law of Marriage among Dawoodi Bonroa.

It gives complete knowledge of the meaning

and form of marriage relations in tins
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creation.

who is a true creator looks ahead

of his fellows ; studies and antici-

pates the needs of the public; and
makes unceasing eUorts to meet
the demand by improve aDd
progressive means.

The Bangalore Mills are, in their

own modest way, working on post-
war plans to clothe as many of
our countrymen and countrywomen
in smart and comfortable fabrics

as they possibly can. The technical
experts, who have been successfully
coping with the most intricate

problems of wartime clothing, will

utiliso their newly acquired know-
ledge in croating fresh styles and
adding new comforts.

For the duration, however, the
Mills are unable to supply your
favourite Cottons and Woollens,
since they are solely engaged in
the vital task of producing khaki
and warm clothing for our fighting
services.

THE BANGALORE WOOLLEN, COTTON & SILK MILLS CO, I*TD.

E-J232EZ223aJ33
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In the old homes Sguth and East of Hyderabad State

the traditional life of Hindusthan goes on with few

changes New ways are only accepted If they serve

a nsefol purpose Consequently travel by bus has

become common and with that democratic form of

transport caste distinctions have become relased The
Brahmin can now offer hospitality more freely to those

who are not twice born Tea served without food

makes a bridge between tho casteB

Most South Indians have their tea served hot with

milk and sugar ready added in double vessels of brass

The tea is poured from one vessel into the other to

cool it before drinking

Jnst as in North India the whole South likes

Brooke Bond freBh teas
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’ ~ UNIQUE IN ITS KIND

!

Do ire afttr ihath ?

Hero with this unique volume t

LIFE BEYOND DEATH
.4 CRITICAL STUDY IN Till: MYSTERY OF PSYCHE AND SPIRITUALISM

BY

. SWAMI ABHEDANANDA
Let your doubts be cleared ; —philosophical queries be satisfied ;—aching hearts be pacified

!

EXTRACTS FROM THE CONTENTS.'

_ Higher Spiritualism and its History of Development—Scientific View of Death—Life after

Death—How do the spirits remaia after Death and what they do—Destiay and Rebirth

of the eoul—Pre-existence aod Reincarnation—Immortality and Science—Spiritualism and
/ Vodanta—Ancostor.wowhip—Spiritualistic mediurnahip—Automatic slate-writing—Seances--

Materialization of tho spirit-body—Spirit-communication—Spirit photograph—Borderland of

the spirit-world or Vailarani—Voice from the dead and various topics of ab3orbiug Interest.

With Appendices, Notes, references, detail contents, index and a photograph of a Slate-

writing, excellent get-up: „
Rs, 6-8-0,

to he had or:

KAMMSUS.HNA VEDANTA MATH
19B, RAJA RAJKRISHNA STREET, CALCUTTA. .
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-Anti Economy DevilsM
s "#~9iPiS

SOAK ctotbrJ in uarm
ua(«r. Tftis h<fp« to loosen

dirt.

USE 501 SOAP SPARING
LV—/«rt as much as is ne«
ciliary. Tku lull iat< soap
end prrsmr jour clotbci

rmFiossm
Unquestionably an efficacious

type of exercise for one's

muscles. But why at the ex*

pense of one’s clothes T Eco*

nomy being the vital budget

factor it is today, your clothes

must last >ou much longer.

Then follow these little hints

m > our daily washingand help

them to do so.

RINSE THOROUGHLY In
chon ualcr «o remote all

tract , of »oaf>—and for spot-

Ir*»ly clean clolJirr of uhicH
Sou 11 be proud.

WASHING SOAPS
XOJiCO^AlK CEPT,

THE TATA OIL MILLS CO., LTD.

Madras Sales Dept. 18, Yaoiar Street, P. B. No. 81, MADRAS.
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

" SAMSON ” BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & .CORD PACKINGS
LAGGIT " BRAND 85% MAGNESIA ASBESTOS

BOILER COMPOSITION.
,

'"ATLAS’- BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &
FIRE HOSE VALVES,

"JOHN BULL" INDICATORS AND GAUGES,
"V” ROPES, WHITTLE LINK “V-” BELTING, LEATHER

BELTING. COTTON ROPES, BELT HOOKS,
RAWHIDE & LUBRIHIDE PINS, LACING & CUTTERS,.

OBTAINABLE FROM

GANNON, ©UMEELEY & Co., Ltd.
MADRAS. BANGALORE, COIMBATORE.

July *45.
‘

For booking of cargo and passengers, also

for dates of sailings, etc., please enquire

at Bcicdia House, Dougall Road, Ballard

Estate, Fort, Bombay or phone tor

B. S. N.,
)
For Konkan, Karachi and

I. C. N. f ( Coast Service
R. 8. N.,

j
Tel: No. 25061 .. 4 lines

ScunaiA: Tel: No. 30075 .. 6 lines

Freight Brokers:

Pitamber & Co.: Tel: No. 24060.

Kanji Jadhavjee &, Co. : Tel; No. 25744,—

MANAGING AGENTS Pitamber &. Co.

:

NAROTTAM MORARJEE & Co., Kanji Jadhavjee &
BOMBAY

,

ASSOCIATED CDIWMHEf:—

THE BENGAL-BURMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

„ INDIAN CO-OPERATIVE NAV. * T. Co. Ltd.

„ RATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

„ HAJ LINE, LIMITED
„ BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

!. EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co., Ltd.

SCIfiDIA HOUSE,

Ballard Estate,

BOMBVV.
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FRESH EXPECTATIONS
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w^^sL^ssa Sa
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*
in almost tW

railuro meant ft heavy burden on transport#

tlon fom Britain and Amer eo
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NEW BOOK JUST OUT~
SELECTIONS

FROM

SWAM I VIYEKANAN0A
Tbo published writings and speeches of Swami Vivekananda cover

more than three thousand pages. Many do not have access to- them,

.

and others have not tbo time or patience to go through them all.

Tho need for a selection from tho Swamiji's writings and speeches

baa therefore Iodb been’ felt. Tbo present book is in response to the
need. Wo have tried to znako tbo selections as best and as represen-

tative as possible. Thus we have called eorne of his Iiectares (dealing

with Yoga and Indian problems). Discourses, Interviews, Answers to

Qaestions, “Inspired Talks,’* Conversations, Writings and Arfcioles,

Letters, Poems, and have also included translation of some Bengali^

writings and utterances. The study of the book will bo facilitated by*
the Index that has been added to it. Pages C20. Price 'Rb. Six.

Beautifully got-up and containing a fine portrait of Swamiji

ADVAITA ASHRAMA .
• . 4, Wellington Lane

CALCUTTA

Alt.



WITH A SONG IN YOUR HEART
AND A SMILE ON YOUR LIPS!

Yea, my ladv. dance as muck as you please , you 'have a reason to bo merry

,

now that you have discovered NOVUM t NOVUM is an indispensable necessity for evory
modem woman and does away with that apprehensiveness which comes periodically again

and again NOVUM is the eurest and the quietest way to end your monthly delay?

Life will hold new delights for you, now that NOVOM shows you how to be carefree
all thirty days of the month

A troubled mind, frayed oerves and drained energies follow when nature forgets.

But these fears disappear when a correct, natural method of dealing with delays as found
NOVUM OFTEN ENDS MENSTRUAL DELAYS MITHIN 43 to 73 HOURS An ideal

help for family hmilotion and married hygiene Reoommecded by doctors and nurses
all over the world Price per container of 21 capsules of NOVUM RS 12 8
Novum Forte (strong) per bottle of 63 tablets Rs 21 Novum special (Extra Strong)
for long standing obitmato cases of amenorrboea per bottle of 21 Red capsules Rs 60

SPECIAL
WARNING

ONE DAV

GUARANTEED

INJECTION

As all the ingredients

of NOVUM possess

TREATMENT For Wadvanced, obstinate
bringing back the sup

cases of amenorrhooa pressed menses, it

(menstrual delays due
must not be used

to BDycauso) Quick,
when there la even

cosy and 10096 effect
the slightest suspicion

ive treatment For or pregnancy, without

farther particulars
first consulting a

consult our " Clinical
qualified registered

Dept.'’ personally physician.

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE
We conduct a most up to-date "Clinic under tba direct supervision of qualified

and experienced physicians Latest laboratory equipment to facilitate exact diagnosis
available Electrotherapy, with latest modem apparatuses, a speciality StnctMt privacy
and confidence guaranteed All persons suffering from premature old age, impotence
infertility stenhty, premature ejaculation, masturbation and its sequela, deformities of tho
bust (undeveloped, sagging or overdeveloped), deformities and disorders of the male and
female generative systems, disorders and diseases of menstruation and pregnancy obesity
gonorrhoea and syphilis married and personal hygiene problems, birth-control problems
all constitutional chrome diseases which have defied all treatments, etc , can now secure
personal guidance and treatment from us Consultations free

Cansalt betwtm 4 pm to 8 p m on wttk days. Safordiyi: 2 p.m, to 4 p.m
Those who cannot visit our *elmio” personally should send full history of case toeether
with “a stamped Telf-addressed envelope" for free "diagnosis «"-» - <-j .—
Ask for- our FREE CIRCULAR, describing all our specialities

and suggested treatment *

SendRs 2f (postage 3 as extra) by M O or P O or by V p P rJP R, «nn .
for a copy of "HEALTH & \ ITALITY by MODERN METHODS ” Cental over450 pages and aNmt 20° inustrations Everything you want to know about
l_!i iff .tP. 2,- ,!J co<5ern medical treatment is describedand illustrated in minutest detail

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS •

HERING & KENT
Post Box 323 (I R.M ) Opp Lloyds Bank
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Fire Accidert Motor Marine and
other General Insurance

Consult

i

NATIONAL FIRE &
GENERAL INSURANCE CO , LTD
7 CauicD Houtt Street Cileutti

Madras Branch —
*iat anal Insurance Budding

56’ China Ba_ar Road
Esplanade

Buh Offices at

Bangalore 4 Madura,
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POPULAR flOOKS
KING EDWARD'S SPEECHES IN INDIA
This' Is an exhaustive collection of cs-King
Edward's Speeches delivered in India during
his tour In 1521 as Prince of Wales. Price
Rapes On«.

THE INDIAN PROBLEM. By C. F, Andrews.
Re. One.

RASH CEHABI GROSE’S SPEECHES AND
WRITINGS. Re. 1-4.

WORLEY’S INDIAN SPEECHES
Re. 1*8.

BUREAUCRATIC GOVERNMENT. By
Bernard Houghton, Ro. 1-8.

EDWIN SAMUEL MONTAGU. A study in
Indian Polity. As. 8.

AGGRESSIVE HINDUISM. By Sister
Nlvedltu. As. 2.

"*

WARFARE IN ANCIENT INDIA. By P.
Jagaonadbwswami. Aa. 4.

K. T. TELAKG. The Man and bis times.
Re. 1.

Natesan’s National Biographies
Handy Uniform Volumes with Portraits

Biographiool and critical sketches of Eminent
Indians, Friends of India, Saints and others.

EMINENT INDIANS
Dadabbai Naoroji
N. G. Chandavarkar
R. N. Mudholkar
Hakim Ajmal Khan
Baeipada Banerii
Prof. D. K. Karve
C. Raogacharlu

R. Ragunatha Row-
Poet Ghalib
Sir T. JIuthuswomi
Sir V. Bhashyam
Pratop C. Maiumdar
Sureadranath Banerji
Ali Bros.

SAINTS OP INDIA
These lives are all based on the original
accounts and biographies in the several
Indian languages. Each book also

_

contains-

a special account of the peculiar reli-

gious doctrines which each Baint taught.

Eknoath I Ram Ttruth
Appar I

Nammalwar
Namdov |

Vemana .

FRIENDS OP INDIA
Annie Beeant {

Dr. Miller

As. 4 each.

India's Untouchable saints. ByK. v.

Ramsswamy. Aa. 6.

MA1TREYI. By Pt. Bitaaath-Taltvabbushaa.

NATION BUILDING. By Annie Beasant.
Price As. 4.

tT If you have not already seen the
"Indian Review”, edited by Mr. O. A. Natesaa,

the beet, tbe cheapest and "the most
up-to-date Indian Periodical”, send your
name and address with four anna postage
stamp for a free specimen copy. Subs-
cription can commence from any month.
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NEW BOOKS
The Profound Wisdom of Lord Krishm

THE HOLY GITA

Text with an English Translation,

and Introduction by J. J. Pandya, if.A.

The translation has been made as easy as possibh

and yet the greatest care has been taken t

stick to the tnt. Tbe mutual relation c

Juana, Kerman, Uhotcti and Yoga has beei

explained in a ciear and the most acceptable way

Standard Edition Rs. 12-8-0 cloth-bound.

De-Lux edition Rs. 85/; bound in

Velvet with Silver.

THE INDIAN FAIRY TALES

By Nagardas Patel

60 illustrations * 8 Art plates

Fairy Tales are a flower that can flourish in

soil. Besides providing aa amusement to chudroa

of all ages and countries, they bring us home

the common elements in the psychology oi

humanity. The 'barriers of nations fads into

nothingness. Their origins are lost in

oi time. They are as old as the human race itseir.

Ra. 5/- cloth-bound. v
The book that will hold you spell-bound I

THE MEMOIRS OF ft MAHARAJA'S MISTRESS

An extra-ordinary revelation made by .*

repenteat woman, serving aa a chamber-maid W
the horem of an Indian native ruler.

Rs. 5/8.

WILIKIE’S WORLD

An analytical criticism of Willkle'fl

"Ooe World” hy Dhanwant Oza.

Ra. 2-8-0.

QAHOHI IS INDIA

By V. V. M. Rs. M2 0.

Order from

KITABGHAR, Publishers, RAJKOT

G- A. Natesan & Co., Publishers, G.T., Madras. April ’43.



Indian Judges
BI0GR\PHICAL AND CRITICAL SKETCHES WITH PORTRAITS

WITH A FOREWORD BY
SIR B L MUTER. K C S I

This is a collection of famous Indian Judges
who have adorned our courts dunog tho last
half a century Indians have distingu shed
thcm«elves in various profusions under British
rulo but nowhere have their talents risen to
sich heights as in our law courts whero it is
lod sputably recognised that they have held
their own with singular distinction on the Bench
n3 on the Bor The sketches of Indian
Judges are dcs goed to present not only

record of ind vidual achievements
but atso to throw li^ht on the evolution
of Hindu and Muslim Low under Brit sh
administration and with th»m the growth of

cient and d<._, w,»„<oali„Ili

Rsnade ; Sir Subramama Aiyar Sir Boshyam Iyengar
, Badruddin Tvabi?

C
*!r v?

^a ^iat*ev'

L&SSSS 1 J"“” s“ D“‘ E" ShS

UNIFORM WITH THE ABOVE
r A M O U S PAUSISINDIAN SCIENTISTSINDIAN CHRISTIANS

Price Rs 3 (Three) each,

G. A. NATE8AN A CO, PUBLISHERS & BOOKSELLERB, G T, MADRAS
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LATEST ARRIVALS
The Coming fLttle ef Germany. Dr IViQitm

IS. Ziff. It*. 7-B.

Th* Palestine Campaign*. By Sir Archibald
Wn\cll. Ha 12-8.

U S. S.Rj Her Life and Her Feoplo. By
Maurice Hindu*. IU. 4 8.

U.5.S.R. Speak* for Itself. Ha. 6.

India and the Pacific. By C. F. Amirov a. Ha. C.
The Sermon on the Mount. By C. F. Andrew*,

Rs. C.

On Education- By Bertrand Russell. Ra. 5.

In PraJ»e of Idleness. By-'Bertraad Russell.
Ha. 7-8.

Letters of J, M. Barrie. Edited by Viola
5Ieynell Re. 15.

The Use of Poetry aud tie ute of Criticism.
Ur T. S. Eliot. Rs. 0.

Kalyanatnalla’c Antnca R«nga or Tho Indian
Art Of Love. Trans, ami Ed. by Mr. T. N. Ray.
Rs. «.

Kama -Sutra or Tho Hindu AH of Love of
Vetsyayana . Trans, and Ed. by Dr. B. N. Basu.
Ra. «.

The Princess of Babylon. By Voltaire. Ra. 3-12.
Talks with Muxotint. By Emil Ludwig. Ba. 7-8.

On Mediterranean Shore*. By Emil Ludwig.
Re. 10-8.

Thn Story of Satara. By Major B. D. Basu.
Rs. 10.

The Great Fable* of all Nation*— tho largest
collection of fables ever published—487 pages s

edited by Manuel KomroU. Ha. 26-4.
Postage Etc. Extra in alt eases.

MESSRS. BOOKS OF THE WORLD,
CECIL HOTEL BUILDING. Colter* Street, Calcutta.

PUBLISHERS t BOOK-SELLERS,
Head Office 21 , Old Court House Strut, Calcutta.

JUST OUT JUST OUT
'AN ESSAY ON GANDHIAN ECONOMICS

:

J. J. Anjaria M.4 , m.sc., Econ, (Lond ) Reader m
Economies. University of Bombay.

An analysis of VVw>ideology ,
method and programme

of Mahatma Gandhi for India's economic re-

construction. Price Rs. 1-4-0.

MERCANTILE LAW: James Sfeoezeg.

An admirable yet complete summary with case law
of Indian Contract Act. Indian Companies Act, Sale
of Goods, Partnership etc. Very useful (o students
and businessmen. Price Rs. 10.

MEDIUM J>F INSTRUCTION > S. N. Agarwal
With a Foreword by

a
Mahatma Gandlu.

Principal N. Agarwal, tho author of the
Gandhian Plan far tho introduction of mother-
tongue^jnedia in Education. Price Bo. 1 4.

ZONAL DIVISIONS OF INDIA : If. M. Munshi.
A strong case against Pakistan by eteinent

Advocate Price As. 8. *

VBRft & Co,, Publishers, Limited/
'3, Round Bui'ding, Kalbadevi Road,

BOMBAY 2.

Ka spiritual Exposition

Based on tbe Theory of

Relativity.

By Svvami Madh3va Tirtha

KVtaf the renowned writer
'

PAGE BRDNTON BATS?

'Your spiritual exposition of relativity

doctrine BhowB tbe fruits of the maPF !

.years you have devoted to study add
I

meditation upon tbe subject. Undoub-

tedly, it is through such channels as a

realisation of - philosophical implications

of relatirily-lhat science is being

forced to give up Materialism. Hefe

is great hope * for the faturn-

Pgs. 110+213

Price Re One. Postage Extra.

Available from •

UTTHAN KARYALAYA
Goya Gxtb, BARODA.

Mar. *45.

!

*• THE CONQUEST OF
VENEREAL DISEASE”

Price Rs. 5-0-0.

Do you want your power of vision destroyed,

your nose eaten away, -your nervous system.

paralysed, your mind incapacitated f If yoO

do not want such evils end hardships as

Blindness, Skin Disease, Chronic Heart Disease,

Paralysis, Nervous Debility, Insanity Etc-

to overtake you, then learn to protect of
,

treat yourself in an easy, safe, .end scientific I

manner with the help of " The Conquest of

Vanereal Disease.'*
, I

585 , Sachxrpir Street, *

POONA.

April '45.
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BIRTH CONTROL
Hygienic and Sanitary g°ods lor

Vadies and Gants.

ENTS Eacn Pe» Doe

French Paragon As 4 Bs. 2 12

H W Sheath Aa G Rs 4 8

Silk Paragon Aa 8 Ba 5 8

Saw L Paragon Bo 1 Bs 11 8

American L. Sheath Hi 18 Bs 17 8

American Tipa Aa 8 Ba 5 8

LADIES \ EACH-
Rubber Check Pessary Rs 2 1st qty

. Rs 1 8 2nd qty
"Breoto Tablets Pa. 1 14 per Tube
“ Neurollo” Jolly Rs 1 lo per Jar
“ Belledame Band” (Pot wearing
during the menses period ) Rs 2 4 Each

HEALTH & Co.

OPP JJAJESTIC CINEMA,

G1RGAUM, BOMBAY, 4

OK)

THE DEAF HEAR*?
The permanent Cure, No Relapse

Deal People —\ ery easiest method to restore
the accuracy of hearing power quite marvellously
No matter if there is any derangement esta-
blished In. the apparatus GUARANTEED and
Recognised “ EMERALD PILLS AND RAPID
AURALDROP ' (Regd

) (Combined treatment)
Rs 27 13 0 Full course Trial roiirse Rs 7 G 0

LEUCODEltMA
The only invention upto dote recognisod and

1 praised from coast to coast for unique euro of
W hlte Patches only by internal use Histologically
Demonstrated and UN \NIM013ST Y admitted
" LFUCODERMINE ‘ (Regd) Ra 25 13 0 per
bottle Perfect Cure is guaranteed No
matter if congenital or self acquired

ASTHMA CURE
You surely expect for radical cure lou tried

so many , but they were re'ievmg ogents I shall
i
cure you permanently No relapse guaranteed

I
Anv chronic nature or type of asthma and bron

|

chitls, colic pun, piles and fistula are also cured
successfully

1 v,
CATARACT (without knife)

No matter r.pe or unripe No matter however
]

old the patient Cure guaranteed No sick bed
or hospitalisation Particulars Free Give full

\
particulars and history to Dr SHLRM4N, rot

j

(U 3 A ) Baliabhanga (Fandpur) Bengal, India

THE MAN AND HIS MISSION
A bioqmpHical end critical sketch of the lie end career down to the year 19A3

In this, the tenth edition an attempt is made
to bring the story of Mahatma Gandhi s life up to-

date It is a clear and succinct narrative of his
remarkable career in South Africa and India,

including a sketch of the Non Cooperation move
ment, his histone trial and imprisonment, together
with a full account of his great march to the

•alt pans of Surat, his arrest and internment,

the Round Table Conference, the Gandhi Irwin
Agreement, the Rupturs and the Agreement with
Lord Willingdon after his return to India his

conflict with authontice, his correspondence with
the \ iceroys, his latest activities in connection
with Congress politics and of the All India
Congress Committee, his arrest and detention in

the Aga Khan Palace . Poona, his correspondence
with Lord Linlithgow, and ha Fast, down to the
Leaders* demand for his release Apart from
it* purely biographical interest, the sketch is

a rapid review of the social and political history

of modem India, aa the Mahatma s life and
activities are so intimately bound up with
almost every phase of the nation a activity

during the last three decades.

with arrMCiATio?3

Price Rupees Two. Foreign 4sh.

G, [h. NATESAN & CO ,
PUBLISHERS & BOOKSELLERS. GEORGE TOWN, MADRAS



SPEECHES AND WRITINGS
I'rico R»< 3 each

Ram Mohun Roy Sir D. E. Waehl
Dr. P. C-'Rey Annie Bestut

Lord Sink* Sir W. Wedierburn

.

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
. Ftico Rs.'S each

Indian Judge*. Sketches of SI famous Judges.

Indian Christian*. Sketches or famous Indian
Christians.

Famous Pent*. Biographical sketches of fourteen
eminent Parsis.

Indian Scientist*. Sketches with an account of
their Researches.

POLITICS

Congress PrealdentUl Addre**e». { 101 1-1934.)

Containing full test of Presidential Addresses.

Rs. 4.

Mahatma Gandhi : The Man and his Mission.

10th Edn. Revised and brought up-to-date. Bs. 2.

Indian* Oversea*. OyDr. Lanka Sundaram, v.A.

Re. 1-8.

Indian National Evolution. By A. C.

Maiutndot. Rs. 3.

The Governance of ladi*. By B&bu Govindo
Doe. Rs. 3.

Hind Swaraj or Indian Home Rule. By
Gandhi. 4th Edn. As. 8.

ECONOMICS

NATIONAL CLASSICS
Price Ro. 3-4 each.

Valmikl Ramayaon, Text lo Bevanagorl and
English Translation. Foreword by the Kt. Hon.
V’. S. Srinivasa Saslri, r.C, t C.u. 3rd Edition.

The Mahabbarala. Text in Devanagari & English
Translation. Foreword by Dr. Sir S. Badhakriabnan.

The Srimad Bhagavata- Text in Devanagari,
and English Translation. Foreword by Dr. Sir
P. S. Sivaswami Aiyar.

tfpakhyanamala (A Garland of Stories.) Selected
from the Epics and tho Puranns. Text in Deva* •

nagari. Foreword by Dr. Sir C, P, Ramaswami Aiyar.

The UpanUh»3*. Selections from the 108
Upanishada. Text in Sanskrit .Devanagari. With
a Foreword by Prof. M. Hiriyanna, is.a. Re. 1-4.

Prayers, Praiie* and P»»ltn« Text in Dayana-
gari and English Translation. Foreword by Mahatma
Gandhi. Re. 1-4, '

Sankara’* Select Work*. Text in Devanagari
and English translation. Re. 1-4.

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY

The Mission of our Matter. By Eastern
and Western disciples. Rs. 3.

Aipe'is of the VedautS •. By various writer*
'

6th Edition. Re. 1.

Hindu Ethic*. By Babu Govioda Das. R*. 2.

Temple* Churches and Mosques. By Yakub
Hasan. C8 iilus. Re. 1-8.

The First Four Calif*. By Ahmed Shad. Re. 1-

Essay* on Indian Economic*. By Mohadev
Goviud Ranodo.

Indian Induitrial and Economic Problems. By
V.O.Kide. Re. 2.

INDIAN TALES
Indian Tale* of Fun, Folly ond Folklore. Rs. 2.

Tale* From the Sanskrit Dramatist*. Second
and Revised Edition. Rs. 2.

The Idiot’* Wife. By Dr. Nareeh Chum’er Ben
Gupta, U.A., »vX. As. 8.

Sakuntala. By Kamala Satthi&nadhan. As. 8.

Meitreyi- By Pt. Sitanath Tattvabhushon. As. 4,

Sir S. RADHAKRISHNAN’S WORKS
Freedom and Culture. Re. 1.

The Heart of Hindustan. Re. 1.

INDIA’S SACRED SHRINES & CITIES

This book gives a vivid account of Important

Cities nod Bacted Shrines in India, together with

tho history and legend conned ed with them.

It will bo found indispensable not only to the

pious pilgrim but to the foreign tourist

interested in art and architecture Ot>es copious

descriptions of places and temple architecture.

With index and 86 11lustrations. Price Rs, 3.

WORLD TEACHERS

Jecui Cbr ti ; By Mr. 8. E. George. As. 12. To

Ssnkaracharya i HI* Life and Teaching*. By
6. 8. Suryauarayana Sostri. Price As. 12,

Sri Kriihnat Hi* Life and Teaching*. By
Mr. M. R. Saropatkumaran. Sod Edn. As. 12.

Life and Teaching* of Zoroaster. By Prof.

A. R. Wadia. As. 12.

Life and Teachiar* of Buddha. By D. Dkarma-
pale. 4th Edn. As. 12.
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THE BRITISH COMMON-WEALTH
By Dr Sir C P RAMASWAMY AI\ER, kcsi

) 0 (

t N discussing the development of common

I ideals in the British Commonweiltb

it is essential to examine the facts of the

present situation in relation to World events

The British Common* ealth is based on

monarchy as the centre of unity It is

generally granted that, in such a far flung

organisation a centre of legal as. well as

emotional unity has to be provided A
leader has been such a centre in various

countries and stages of development In

Russia, the outstanding idea of the revolu

(ion, along with the personalities of its

leader and his successor have together

contributed to build up a potent tradition

Americans appear to be able to build up

unity on the basis of their Constitution and

the Declaration of Independence The

British Commonwealth, -so far, has relied

on monarchy as the legal and psycho

logical link between the various Dominions

Long ago, George Washington asserted

that '* Influence’ is not Government But

so far as one can see, it is solely Influence

and not Government that holds the British

ft
Dominions together to day It has been

argued that the monarchical system is

snobbish or undemocratic, but it has work
ed We In India can realise the significance

of such a link peshaps theoretically weak
but really effective But in ultimate analy

sis it is true that the Dominions, for all

practical purposes, have become inde

pendent and even under the impact of

the present war have continued to remain

independent They were at liberty to make
peace or war or to be neutral in the

remarkable sense in which Ireland is

neutral They have established economic
freedom They can exclude Chinese or
Indians or even the English In these

matters they are ahead even of American
practice Under American law, business

men were bound to send their cargoes
let us say, from Hawaii by American
ships and American ports and they could
not use Dutch or British shipping facilities

The Dominions very early asserted their

right to such a status After the failure of
the American experiment and before the
middle of the nineteenth centiny, those
colonies which had predominantly Euro-
pean populations were progressively freed
from the so called imperial control The
right of disposal of public lands the
imposition of tariffs and increasing freedom
m all economic matters preceded the~

of 1914 The Dominions
"v
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equal opportunity can be continuously

maintained throughout the areas concerned

It must not be forgotten that unless the

motive of self interest also operates, such

links are apt to be weak and therefore

India must feel that, in her own interests

it would be well to remain within the

ambit of Dominion Status As a neces

sary concomitant, a self governing consti

tution has to be brought into existence

which will alone give her an absolutely

equal status compared with the other self

governing Dominions

In coming to a conclusion as to whether

India should remain within or without the

circle of the Dominions or whether she

should become an independent country

let us not ignore the following consider

ations — Already there is talk of a World

Council controlled by the great Powers

At the present moment the Powers that

are named as Great Powers are Britain

the Soviet Union China and the United

States It is still a matter of controversy,

despite General Smuts, whether France

will come within ot remain without this

charmed circle It has also been seriously

suggested that China may drop out of

this circle and disturbing tendencies and

candid discussions are alreadj noticeable

Talks are now taking place as to the

feasibility of organising these Great Powers

as an executive body to act as the

Policemen of Peace Persons have not

been slow to point out the danger of the

alliance of the great powers transforming

itself into what Barbara Ward termed * an
1 international share out ’ and into spheres

of influence or rones of security In fact,

Mr Walter Lippman, the famous American

journalist and author has suggested an

Atlantic Community, a Russian Orbit and

a Chinese strategic System There is not

only the risk that these great powers may

exercise drastic powers within their own

spheres but may very soon quarrel and

clash inter se Whether any purely mill

tary alliance will last is a matter of

speculation For myself, I agree with

those who see no solution excepting in

a World Union of all Nations practically

in perpetual session To assert such a

possibility is peibaps to provoke a smile

0ot every other alternative seems to be

doomed to failure sooner or later What
is now taking place in Belgium in Greece

and in Poland, what may happen in

Poland or Spain are pointers that cannot

be ignored So long as nations differ as

much as they do great divergences of

power and the influence that goes with

power, cannot be abolished The aim of

the future should be not to indulge in

impractical dreams of equalising power
but to restrict and canalise that power.

Looking as far ahead as practicable,

India will not be one of the great military

powers of the world nor do her cultural

and spiritual traditions predispose her to

tread the path of predatory states If and
in so ^far as England can advance the

ideals of peace and progtess as well as

the promotion of complete equality of
opportunity amongst the dominions and
can make up her mind without hesitation

or faltering to shed all traces of a supe
ncrily complex born of racial or economic
considerations, not only the paih of self

interest but the path of baimonious world
evolution tvoold lead os to Dominion
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equal opportunity can be continuously

maintained throughout the areas concerned

It must not be forgotten that unless the

motive of self interest also operates, such

links are apt to be weak and therefore

India must feel that, in her own interests

it would be well to remain within the

ambit of Dominion Status As a neces

sary concomitant, a self governing constl

tuUon has to be brought into existence

which will alone give her an absolutely

equal status compared with the other self

governing Dominions

In coming to a conclusion as to whether

India should remain within or without the

circle of the Dominions or whether she

shonld become an independent country,

let us not ignore the following consider

ations — Already there is talk of a World

Council controlled by the great Powers

At the present moment the Powers that

are named as Great Powers are Britain

the Soviet Union China and the United

States It is still a matter of controversy

despite General Smuts whether France

will come within oY remain without this

charmed circle It has also been seriously

suggested that China may drop out of

this circle and disturbing tendencies and

candid discussions are already noticeable

Talks are now taking place as to the

feasibility of organising these Great Powers

as an executive body to act as the

Policemen of Peace Persons have not

been slow to point out the danger of the

alliance of the great powers transforming

itself into what Barbara Ward termed an

international share out and into spheres

of influence or zones of security In fact

Mr Walter Lippman, the famous American

journalist and author has suggested an

Atlantic Community, a Russian Orbit and

a Chinese strategic System There is not

only the risk that these great powers may

exercise drastic powers within their own

spheres but may very soon quarrel and

clash tnter se Whether any purely mill

tary alliance will last is a matter of

speculation For myself, I agree with

those who see no solution excepting m
a World Union of all Nations practically

in perpetual session To assert such a

possibility is perhaps to provoke a smile

But every other alternative seems to be

doomed to failure sooner or later What
is now taking place in Belgium in Greece

and in Poland, what may happen m
Poland or Spain, are pointers that cannot

be ignored So long as nations differ as

much as they do, great divergences of

power and the influence that goes with

power cannot be abolished The aim of

the future should be not to indulge in

impractical dreams of equalising power
but to restrict and canalise that porveT

Looking as far Bhead as practicable,

India will not be one of the great military

powers of the world nor do her cultural

and spiritual traditions predispose her to

tread the path of predatory states If and
in so hr as England can advance the
ideals of peace and progress as well as
the promotion of complete equality of
opportunity amongst the dominions and
can make up her mind without hesitation
\or faltering to shed all traces of a supe
nonty complex born of racial or economic
considerations not only the path of self
interest but the path of haimomous world
evolution would lead us to Dominion
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Status as out goal ;
but no Dominion

Statns can be contemplated without the

development of common ideals throughout

Great Britain and the Dominions common-

ly shared and commonly put into prac-

tice.

H. G. Wells, writing on “Subject

Peoples’' in his deliberately provocative

book *' The Fate of Homo Sapiens

”

asserted that Indian nationalism is no sort

of synthesis as it is based on a com-

mon and understandable resentment at the

British Imperial Government end on very

little else” He was good enough to

add that “there is much to be said for

an Indian nationalism if it be based upon

the idea of human brotherhood and the

common future of mankind”. What Wells

has remarked about such a basis and

outlook may be applied to every aspect

of the problem and every country. Will

Dominion Status create a community

ready to welcome the conception of a

common social objective and an one-

pointed will co-operating with that objec-

tive? Will the world at large and the

British Commonwealth, Russia and U S. A,

to start with, awake to the need of a

complete and unified Police control

throughout the World designed, in the

frank language of H G Weils, to repress

the financial scramble and gangster vio-

lence which constitute the closing phase

of the Sovereign State and the private

ownership system ? On the answer to

such a question depends the foture of

India as a Dominion and I go farther

and say that on this answer depends the

Continuance of the British Commonwealth

and the possibility of peace upon earth

and general good will.

It is impossible to contemplate the

reconstruction of the world on the basil

of aggressive and conflicting nationalisms.

At the end of the last war men and

women developed no joint purpose and

many of the old ideals of colonial

imperialism persisted. Above all, the

economic problems of the world were

lost sight of. The main cause of the

failure of the League of Nations was that

its outlook was primarily political and,

the world forgot, as Wendell Wilkie has

reminded us, that no nation can reach its

fullest development alone. In Wilkie’s

“One World", it has been showu how
America's isolation and detachment from

world affairs contributed not a little to the

present chaos. The improvement of com-

munications by air, sea and land, the deve-

lopment of the wireless and the general

short-circuiting of space and time that has

been effected make it impossible for any

country to segregate itself. To quote again

from Wilkie .
" A true world outlook is

incompatible with foreign imperialism no

matter bow high-minded the governing

country. It is equally incompatible with

the kind of imperialism which can develop

inside any nation.” “We are learning in

this war that it is not racial classifications nor

ethnological consideration which bind men

together, it is shared conceprs and kindred

objectives.” So far as India is concerned,

side by side with the maintenance of her

ancient cuitare she has been more or less

continuously assimilating Western ideas of

nationalism and constitutionalism, and her
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present political status and her programme

for the future are in essence sui generis

It is too often taken for granted that the

attainment of national independence would

solve the entire problem of India It will

not At the same time, although attempts

made in the world to set up international

creeds have failed lor other reasons, there

is no escaping the conclusion that until

the national question is settled, the wider

international questions that confront a

nation cannot be successfully tackled, as

was very picturesquely emphasised by

Bernard Shaw In his preface to
1

John

Ball s other Island * The solution, there

fore, of the problem of Indian self gov

ernment is fundamental and, without such

a solution, Dominion Status as an ex

temal factor cannot be envisaged nor

world policy as based on such status In

other words, India must be a fall fledged

Dominion before Dominion Status is con

sidered or discussed

There is one phrase which is too often

used lightly and has played a dominant

part m recent debates and is also likely

to create great troubles in the solution

of future political questions It is often

forgotten that when President Wilson spoke

of ** self determination" he was evolving a

tfocfrwe wdicfi was not in consonance-

with, but a distinct departure from, the

policy of Abraham Lincoln I am at

one with those who contend that one of

the great confusing items in present day

discussions is the bracketing together of

the phrases ' self determination ’ and
'
self government

1

The American writer,

Walter Lippman, to whom a reference has

already been made has forcibly reminded

us in hts latest book entitled “United

States’ War Aims ' that 'Hitler invoked

the principle of sell determination when

he annexed Austria, dismembered Czecho-

slovakia, attacked Poland, infiltrated

Alsace Lorraioe, and conspired against

Russia in the Ukraine
* The following

passage in that penetrating study of Post

war Peace planning is most instructive

' Self determination rejects the ideal of a

State within which diverse peoples find

justice and liberty under equal laws and

become a commonwealth Self deter-

mination has nothing to do with self*

Government but has become confused

with it By sanctioning secession it invites

majorities and minorities to be intransigent

and irreconcilable There is no need to

emphasise its atomization of human society

Within minorities who have seceded there

will tend to appear other minorities who
will tend to secede Every word of this

is applicable not only 'to India bu* to

most other countries

The moral of the human drama that

is now being enacted before our eyes is

obvious The result of the Chicago Con-
ference on aerial navigation is an agree-

ment to differ and many such hurdles
remain to be surmounted Where the

economic motive operates powerfully,
abstract doctrines tend to recede to the

background These prophets would not
only be rash but foolish who would, in
the face of happenings m Poland, Greece
and Belgium assert that the collapse of
Hitler would be a prelude to an epoch of
peace and harmony In political discus-
sions preceding and during the coming
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Peace Conference, It is necessary that,

whatever our ultimate ideals might he, we

should proceed on the recognition of the

stark realities that face us. The problems

of nationalities, the problems of minorities,

the problems of racial and colour preju-

dice, the problems of economic rivalry

may, without much warning,* produce a

conflagration. At the same time, it would

be pure shortsightedness even when con-

fronted by these problems, to lose sight

of the inevitable interdependence of each

part of the world on every other, in the

days to come. The progressive annihi-

lation of distances and the conquest of

time, apart from every other factor, render

It impossible for aDy country or race to

follow a policy of isolation, aloofness or

superiority complex. The political or

national independence that economists and

Constitutional historians discoursed upon

till recently is rapidly becoming an

obsolete idea and no Government to-day

is powerful enough to defy the rest of

the world. It is also- manifest that the

immediate by-product of this war would be

the emergence cl three States or polities

which would occupy supreme positions

taking into consideration power, population

and resources, namely the British Common-

wealth, the Soviet Union and the United

States of America, none of them how-

ever being able to function independently

of the others. The status of smalt countries

and Start* firucrgihrcrf fAv mveij wtf}

necessarily be one of great, complexity and

delicacy. They will have tv be Junior part-

ners of one or other of these great powers

and enjoy the blessings and be prepared

to reconcile themselves to the handicaps

attendant upon truncated sovereignties

that are only partially able to enforce

their will.

Apart from conventional phraseology it

cannot be gainsaid that China although

from the point of view of her sire, popu-

lation and potential resources, she may

be regarded and spoken of as one of

the great powers, will, in practice, be

only one of the more influential entities

amongst the minor partners. The position

of India will be determined with direct

reference to similar inescapable postulates.

Like China, India's population and her

resources, both mental and physicat, entitle

her to the position of a great power but

her economic position and her neglect to

catch up even with Canada and Australia

in the matter of agriculture, industries

manufactures and shipping, have placed

her in a position of definite inferiority,

and the problem of England being asked

to quit India, when analysed, is only of

academic significance. Self-government in

the sense of India being allowed to solve

her own political, social and economic

problems, whatever the cost may be, and

setting up her own constitution, whatever

be the difficulties of such a task, ha

been long overdue. Its achievement i

going to be a task of great magnitud

bnt cannot be postponed. In the preset

juncture the problem of Indian self-got

rxoxoejft -is -not iattuamxlfy ASrmI jfcnr

the problems which China, Italy, Greece

Poland, Belgium, France, Spain and man;

other countries have to deal with. Tb
solution in India can be reached only ii

one of two ways : (»} By Great Britaii
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adopting a policy of' complete non inter

ference with the procedure by which the

various communities* and groups in India
adjust their differences and settle down
to a constitution of their own devising
after, it may be, undergoing in the process
all incidental travails which may include
a Civil War, Such a procedure may or
may not result (and, in myjjpmion, will

not result) in the establishment of an
exact replica of responsible government
on the British model (b) By Great Brita.n
arriving at some decision »as to the for
mulation of a Constitution most suitable
to India in her bonafide opinion and
promulgating it as she did m 1838 1919
and partially under the Act of 1935
Even after such self government is attain
ed India will be only at the threshold of
the world Polity and proceeding thence
she will have to enter the orbit of Great
Britaia, or the United States or Russia
Whatever theorists may .aver, India will
not, in the next few years, be sufficiently
strong to function as a State independently
of these three great powers If so mach
be granted, there are many reasons for
*nd very few against India electing to
be a unit of the British system along with
Canada and Australia To say this ,s not
to rfnder rate or minimise foture diffi
cullies Canada Australia, New Zealand
and South Africa are settlements of
white races not all of whom are willing.
m pract,ce

* whatever their professions
might be, to treat brown or black races

on a footing of equality There are pos
sibihties of economic conflicts between
India on the one hand and the
existing Dominions on the other as
also between India and England,
There are also possibilities of Australia,
New Zealand and Canada aligning them-
selves especially in fiscal and economic
affairs more and more with the United
States and the economic practices of
America None of these problems, how.
ever, will vanish ,f India declines to be'

a

Dominion On the other hand, they may
be accentuated Considering the question,
therefore, without the importation of
sentiment or passion the conclusion ism my opinion irresistible that, folly con
scous though she should be, of possible
handicap, and obstacles, the r.ght course
for India to pursue ,s to choose Dorn,men Status, at the same time making
it dear that the development of her army,
er navy, her air forces and the

°f »«.! .=1 ecouom
P.n, would be envisaged

°
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Wanted—A Constitutional and Administrative

Reconstruction Committee

By Prof. M. RUTHNASWAMY ,

Vice Chancellor, Annamalai University

”7 „ have Hindu Mahasabha, and to— o many reconstruction committees have

S beeu set op by Ibb G.V«PB5« ol

I„di,-sud the provinciel Goveiumeet, tbst

lh, indeper.deut polil.e.1 observer m.y

wonder why . committee tor tbe recon.

steietion ot the constitntlonil end "dmim.

strative structure o( covernment
to Ind.a

ha, not' been set op-why no one ha,

thought of it. He ».y be told that that

1, the- business of the Government of led,,

and ol the great political parties and

organisations. But the Government of

India has thrown the burden of the business

on the parties and the parties and organi-

sation. have agreed no, to come to an

agreement with each other on this matter.

So that this important question of tecon-

*!rnctine the constitution of India « le,t

I'Cnded to the

mark. Now this question
^

sals onward*. It must start from the village,

mtiuu uHtaeaeoraai - — - lesser but still

important extent the Congress—on fucda-

mentals—the work of the Committee I

am proposing will help the formulation of

proposals in regard to the details of the

constitution. If the parties and organizations

fail to agree on a constitution, the work of the^

Committee will furnish the Government of'

India and His .Majesty's Government with

the data on which they in the ultimate resort,

in keeping with their responsibilities to the

peoples of India, ofEngland, and of the World

which they have proclaimed on other occa-

sions and in other contexts, will frame the

future constitution of India.

First of all, this Committed will take np the

constitutional structure of India. It must

deal with it thoroughly from top to bottom

not merely with the top-dressing, as recent

dowe to esith, it must be evened mto

' positive ...ertmo. That csu be dove by

Jhe the ippointment ol . Coostitotmosl eod

Admin!, t, Recoost.uctiou Committee

„„ th. line, of the others, the economic

,„d soelel services Committee, th.t b.v.

beso se, op by the Government "<

proposals nave oonc iivju. —i r- i—t-

sals onward*. It must start from the village,

and go stage by stage through the district, the

town, the province to the central government.

It must be thorough not only vertically but

horizontally— it must embrace the Indian

Slates and their future relationship with the

rest of India in their purview. It must be
Government ot rest ei .no.. ... -

* Ml . exploratory rather thorough in its study and proposal* regarding

India. It will be P
th,t village government, local government,

than a decisive c°m“'
Hticil provincial government and central govern

-

neither the Governmen ^ relation* between the units of

patties and organisations ^ of ,0Cll government, and the provincial and

Ihe decision will be
. . centMl government*. The question of

their hand*. If ** r
°JfJ"

P
reed electoral franchise and organization at every

c,e.ei..iioo, “”' ^"t:
p
;°.e -* *—*»

-t
'

'^dwy dbagrte. the Muslim League .od .be ceote.i iepisUtoee. end esee.tive, »»«
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consider and report on Its study and

recommendations must be so solid and

far reaching that the main lines of political

and constitutional development wiU be laid

down once for all—that is for a generation

or two—and political parties and organtza

tions will not be tempted to propose

radical changes in it except as the result

of a revolution Of course it is assumed

that all the proposals will be made with a

view to furthering the cause of Indian self

government -there can be no discussion

of this premise

As necessary and as urgent as a study,

with a view to proposals for changes of

the constitutional structure of government

is that of the structure of the admim

stration The administrative structuie of

India, as we see it in operation now is

nearly a hundred and fifty years old Its

mam features were determined by the com

mercial origins in the East India Company of

the Government of India, the Land Revenue

system the influence of the Army and of the

Frontier and by the new duties of paternalism

cast upon it when the Crown assumed the

responsibility of the government -of the

country New influences like the modern

theory of the duties of the State^illustrated by

the great importance of social services and

public utilities, parliamentary and democratic

government the State control of industry,

and State participation in Industty have not

been allowed to influence the structure or the

ways of administration The administrative

structure has not been changed all these years

in any fundamental aspect of direction

—

except for the addition of a room here or a

corridor or passage there The old stage

coach has gone lumbering on No Wonder
IS

it breaks down at times of crisis For

instance the intensity of the disturbances of

of August 1942 in the United Provinces and

Bihar would be attributed by the student of

the history of administration to the prevalence

of the Zemindari permanent settlement which

keeps the cultivators and tenants—the bnlk

of the ‘population—at more than arm's

length from the district officials who thus

have no means of knowing what is going

on in the neighbourhood of villages and

tahsils Whereas under the ryotwan system,

this gap between official and ryot does

not exist One would have thought that

some reform of' the administrative system

in these Zamindan tracts could have been
attempted to bridge the dangerous gap

between district officials and the ryot The
recent appointment of a high official from
a ryotwan provmce like Madras to study

and report on the administrative system of

Bengal which has broken down under the
impact of war and food scarcity is an
admission under duress of facts that all

is not well with the administrative machinery
of Bengal The SOS sent to the army
during the scarcity crisis of 1943 was
another proof of this breakdown A notable
defect in the constitution of provincial as

well as central government is the absence,
till war forced It <jn them, of a department
of publicity and a section of public
relations in each department of government
One would haVe thought that m the modern
world no government could afford to do
without publicity, especially a government
like governments m India which have few
friends, many hostile critics, and a
widespread hostile press But govern
menu in India have preferred t« 'fa,
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their good deeds shine in a naughty

world. But the naughty world has done

its best to take the shine off its good

deeds when it does not demigrate them.

And again none coaid have thonght that

with the establishment of the beginnings

of popular government 25 years ago, each

department of government would* have a

public relations officer and section. But

the people have been left to get at facts

about Government's policy and acts,

through newspapers which do not publicise

anything which has no news value ie,

sensation or nuisance value, or through

the painful and dilatory process of official

correspondence These and other defects

like the slow speed of the admini-

strative process, red-tape, circumlocution,

the numerous forms and accounts in the

Revenue Department, frequent reports which

act as a drag on the real work of the

district collector would have to be

considered and reforms proposed by this

Reconstruction Committee. If the adminis-

trative system is to be an efficient

instrument in the hands of the new State

in India it must be tempered to serve its

new purposes.

And there i* the important question of

the recruitment and training of personnel

If for nothing else, th^ Committee I am
proposing would have to be set up to

deal with this question. The success of

all the plans for reconstruction will depend

on the men that wilt be called upon to

put them into force These plans would

“gang agley" if there were no adequately

qualified personnel to handle them Are

the present sources of recruitment satis-

factory ? Do our secondary schools furnish

a plentiful supply of suitable young men

for recruitment to the subordinate grades

of government service ) Are our Uni-

versities good enough training grounds for

candidates to the higher grades of Govern-

ment service i Is supplementary training

required { Would a Staff College be

necessary for training candidates for the

higher grades of government service, as

has been suggested in ii fluentia] goverrment

circles in England I These important

questions connected with the important

objective of getting a svell-equipped per-

sonnel for the administrative services of

the future would be dealt with by this

Committee.

How should this Committee be constituted f

The political parties and organizations having
refused to study this question of the const!- ’

tutiona! future of the country, as they have
made up -their minds already on the subject,

it is useless to look to them for furnishing

members to the Committee. It must be
manned by people who can be presumed
to bring willing and accommodating minds
to the study of these important matters.
Representatives of communities must be
there—for communities are Unlike parties a

reality in India—Representatives of the
Army and of the States—two forces that

would teil rn the runmng of any constitu-

tion would have to be there Two or three

representatives of the Imperial, Central and
provincial services would be useful in advis-

ing on the administrative consequences of
constitutional reforms and on reforms in the
administrative structure itself Universities,

those nurseries of disinterested learning, ought
to contribute two or three teachers who are
also students of political science and
constitutional law. And to give prestige and
power ro this Committee it ought to have as
its phairraan a member of the Governor
General's Executive Council, who would
look upon this work as a whole lime
job. for it will take the whole of his time
and attention—if the work is to be finished

by the time peace comes to us.



IN WARTIME LONDON
By Major D GRAHAM POLE

MY friend Mr Natesan, the editor

has kindly invited me to write

a few Jines on a subject of general

interest and I have been going over the

past year in search of such a subject But
what a year it has been Even to have trod

so fast upon each other s heels they deserve

a whole history Rome freed one day, the

the next day is D Day First Pans, then

Brussels, is entered by the Allies, while

at home the Flying Bombs roar over

London Tragedy indeed falls on other

Allies There is the waste of life and of

a city m the heroic unsupported Warsaw
Rtsing Irreparable harm is suffered by
the sturdy freedom loving^Dutch, when the

Germans flood their territory—territory

which they wrested not from a neighbour

after the high German fashion but from

the sea And all the time the Russians

have been advancing and growing so great

in power that some whisper it is Russia

who will decide the destiny of Europe and
not the principles laid down in the Atlantic

Charter

Bnt such events are beyond the scope

of a short article Instead it might be
wiser to stick to London and give a few
impressions of what we are doing and
thinking First as to what we look like.

Do Indians think of London as battered,

beleaguered, bomb scarred, wilh many of
the old land marks gone for ever ? Certainly
it is scarcely possible to enter any street

Without coming on signs of bombing, the
commonest sight being those flimsy looking
' stage windows which are of course a
feature of the first aid given to house

But in the main, with outstanding exceptions
alas in the City and the Inns of Court and
with Churches everywhere, London looks
like it always did It may be a very shabby
London, badly 1a need of armies of house
repairers and oceans of new paint, but it

hasn’t changed its nature You have only to
see all the flags flying on the public buddings,
as they did the other day on the King’s Birth-
day, to feel that London will always go
its accustomed way Some of our most
pictured sights are gone "for the duration’’
Eros, who for years gave a soul to
Piccadilly Circus 'is away m the country (Tho’
the authorities, with most unlikely imagina-
tion have so boarded up his plmth as to
give the impression that he there all the
time imprisoned, waiting to flit out across
the Circus. when Peace returns) Charles
the First too no longer rides in Whitehall
nor are the Horse Guards mounted Most
missed of all by me. since for years my
office had looked down on them, gone are
the great round gas lamps which used td
surround Palace yard I never see the con
slant stream of sightseers-mostly American
soldiers who came to stare at Big Ben and
the Houses of Parliament, without regretting
that the lamps ate no longer there

*
was those lamps which gave its Unchanging
Victorian a,r to the scene And when
they were taken away, with them went the
atmosphere of Gladstone and Disraeli

In the matter of Art at large however
London is by no means a desert If publ,c
authorities must ‘send out of danger the
great and glorious collections commuted to
their charge, private collectors and present day
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artists
' can .nd do *k. lh“ ch""“

of bomb or rocket. Tho N.lioo.l Galltty

and tho Tate Gallery, traditional resort of

Londoners ’on. wet Sunday afternoon, may

be denied to ns. But there are. plenty

of other Exhibitions. In Bond Street for

instance at the present time, sod witb.n a

few yard, of each other, it is possrble to see

, collection of landscapes from Constable

,o Ceaannei or lower down and better zst.lt

there is a collection of ancient Flemish land-

ecapes. Indeed an Art Critic, writ,o2 In

Ibe current number -of Af.H.

over the fact that he is asked to notice

less than t«o thousand fixe hundred
”°

4 w,„,y exhibit. I
But of the many

‘bow. nowin P-dresson. I shall certainly

visit is that of the Fire Fi(ht.o|! Services^

war was imminent many London

IT Liny avers, from the fob of kiBiny.

volunteered a. Fire F.jhters. Since then,

through blit, and flying-bomb and rocket,

they must have locked eights that -onld

appal the devil. Vet they are as famous lor

their good spirit, a. for the paintings and

toy, that they make- The toy, go to

the most-bombed areas but m.ey of the

paintings havs been bought for the nation.

- One printing in P*rticulac ,s sure ‘°

find Us way i°to ‘he Tate Gallery. It has

for title
“ The Spirit of Camden Town

and its subject was suggested by the

nucomplaining courage of * small child

injured in a tarf. (It » some comfort

that the dreary wastes of Camden Town

should g»'“ such honour. Raids m the

slums do such terrible damage because the

housei have no chance against blast)

It is not possible to think of life fa

jVartimt London, especially of the long

blacked-out evenings, without admitting

that a feature of them has been the BBC.

-Brains Trust''. If it rarely lives up to

its ‘proud title, we most of us continue to

listen. Indeed every now and then it

reminds us of some truth, obvious or not,

which is of value. The other day, a history

specialist stated that Nostalgia is a powerful

stimulus. And it is this truth which

provides the key to the kind of books

that are being read and written in England

to-day. Never before were so many

re-reading the classics, reading historical

biographies. reading historical novels
'

Total war has destroyed so much of our

heritage that almost everything out of the

past has now a value. There was striking

evidence of this nostalgia when, in August,

Professor Trevelyan published his "English

social history." It is safe to say

that the editiofi could have been sold not

a hundred but a thousand times over.

It was noteworthy too how many critics

quoted it from a letter written by one Thomas

Betson in the year 1476 to his girl

bride and the letter ended: “Written at

Calais it* first of June, when every

man was ‘gone to his dinner and clock

smote noon and all our household cried

after me and bade me come down.
1 Come -

down to dinner at once !
’ And what

answer I gave to them ye know of old.”

There is comfoit in the midst of war to

meet with that Englishman of five hundred

years ago. That maddening trick of the

Englishman (not of the Englishwoman) of

keeping the dinner waiting whenever it

suits him. is evidently hard to kill . • •

But space is running-.out and I must

make an end. Still there is one event
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which cannot be passed over and that is

the death of the Archbishop of Canterbury

Such hopes we had id him and so soon

were they ended 1 A huge spun in a

huge being, he was the very embodiment

of the Church Militant His was no tenta

live, temporising'faith
, he seemed to think

that nothing could be too good to be true

How we laughed with him too at what he

termed the blue domers—those people we
all know who can't be brothered really to

give Christian worship a trial but the

explanation they give u> that they can

worship God anywhere ‘and especially out

of doors” I Indeed, when one thinks of

William Temple, one is reminded of the

words inserted in the Mass for Sir Thomas
More For like that Tudor Saint he too

clung to the Cross with a stout and

cheerful heart

“"At the moment of writing the Germans

have launched their terrific new Offensive

and the Government propose to call up
another quarter of a million new, what a

specially cruel war this is when so many
of the hazards and casualties are

coming at the end Perhaps remember*
mg these men I may close \yith the words
of a young Pplish soldier, killed m London
last summer by a senseless flying bomb
You mugto C think that war ia horrible all the

time Much of it is \ery interesting I am not
afraid of dying my rel gion means more to me
th»n anything else on earth And I am quite

A dangerous life or a dull one Let
men see to it that a different alternative
be presented to future generations

December
, 1944

THE WORK OF LITERARY AMBASSADORS
By Mr G A CHANDAVARKAR, ma

o

I

N the remarkable history of the impact

of the East and the West the discovery

of America by Columbus and the sea route

to India by Vasco De Gama are, among

others, two outstanding different ways

That impact has resulted either m the

enrichment of the mutual cultures or in a

clash of colours m different areas While

in America the subjugation of some races

in places like Mexico proceeded on lines

of ruthless conquests in the earlier stages,

in India historical accidents m the seven

teenth and the eighteenth centuries, led to

comparatively more peaceful transformation

of the enterprising British trader into a well

meaning trustee ruler, although at times the

courses of his penetration and consolidation

ran through undulating beds and even
uneven strata Apart from the significance
of the economic and the political results of
the Indo British contact the work of some
orientalists has been of much inestimable
value in the cause of good will and
harmony Amidst the dm of political
changes there arose the ^stentorian voice of
some literary -.ambassadors w th a cleai
message For consolidating the political
relations between peoples correct mutual
understanding is essential, a fact which has
been rightly emphas.sed m the recent
Conference of Dominion Ministers also
Equally incontrovertible is the fact that
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the task of entering Into the inw.rdnejs

of the races is a supremely difficult one.

To respond to the whispers of the soul of

the ruled people demands the exercise of

the great qualities of the head and heart

of the powers that be, such at wide

sympathy, great imagination and genuine

toleration That again means the emphas-

ing the points of contact more than the

accentuating of the dtffer.nee. between the

rulers and the ruled. Such a task rn TUe

of it, dtfficulty was accomptshed by some

orientalists of the period, which undoubt-

edly facilitated the strengtheo.ng of the

b„d, of union and fellow-feeling then.

The pragmatic aspect ef the great

and good work of the scholars is d.etdedly
“

‘
, with that of the l.b.ral statesmen

'

ofthe^type of John Bright, Wliiiam Wedder-

. onj a O Hume. Oriental scholars

hkeSir William Jones, E. B Cowell, Thomas

Colebrook, Huh. W.taru. M>*

Coleman and othets widened the mtellectual

hnriron of »«. by their P«*«

in the held of S.n.knt lueratnre. They

tauehl us all
' to embrace m.lhons ut

strangers as /»<»>>«* »' ““ '-“lly '

They believed 'India was an eptlnme of

the whole world.' We are, however not

unmindful of the fact that there arose some

detractor, al.o bn. they were few and fa,

between Prof. Max Holler and W.I.oo

vigourously condimned bocks like Mdl’e

History of British India and tried to remove

the misunderstandings that were likely to atise

between the ruler, and the ruled. The

work of these orientalists was continued

later by writers like Dr Annie Besant, Sister

Hived ita and Remain Rolland. English

poets too like Wordsworth. Browning and

Swinburne were profoundly affected by the

Vedantic thought. Thinkers like Deussen,

Schopenhauer and Dr. Schawaitzer. Rene

Guenon have all equated Hindu doctrines

with the western wisdom. They. felt that

‘Science divides and Metaphysics unites.

The works of writers like Abbe Daboui* and

Miss Catharine Mayo are too impotent to

nullify the good effect of the work of these

literary ambassadors From India also was

raised the stentorian voice of Swami Vive-

kanand, Rabindra Nath Tagore, Aravinda

Gosh, Radhaknshnan and others to justify

the sublimity of Indian thought. If England

is the ‘bridge-state between Europe and

America, India is a bridge-nation between

Europe and Asia. These literary ambassa-

dors were and are the builders, among

whom writers like Aldous Huxley, Hitler

Brown, Pearl Buck and Andrews may also

be counted. If the eastern philosophers

hold that there is no gulf between matter

and spirit, western writers proclaim that

that there can be no barrier between man

and min, to whatever colour he may

belong to Then again there are some mute

but glorious interpreters of India in its

architecture and sculpture. Buildings of

this land, be they Hindu, Buddhist, Musal-

man or Jam silently proclaim that unity was

secured in deversity. Variety of conception

has been presented in rocks, marbles, wood

and brick? iu as marvellous way as is

done in the great books of the orientalists.

Each endeavoured to establish first the great

advance made m Indian culture and then

what contribution -India has made in the

world’s civilisation.

As long as peace is the supreme Interest of

Man it has to be maintained through proper
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understanding between people. Pointed

reference was made by Lord Wavell to the

geographical unity of India but these literary

exponents emphatse the existence of cultural,

spiritual and historical unity of India also

Lord Halifax in one of his speeches observes

“The British Empire is founded upon the

most successful reconciliation of unity and

diversity through the alchemy of liberty”.

Towards that reconciliation the Indian and

the British writers have made a great

contribution Wherever the ‘alchemy of
liberty’ has been applied greater success

has been achieved Wherever it has been
delayed disquieting situations have arisen

Wherever disputes and differences have
arisen between sections of the human face,

reason based on liberty has been their best

solvent That is the message of the great lite-

rary ambassadors of the past and the present

THE SOUTH AFRICAN INDIAN QUESTION
By Mr H S L POLAK

This brief and forcible statement of the case for Indians m South Africa and
for justice at the hands of the Whites there, well be read with interest bv allthose who are keen on a satisfactory solution of a grave problem Mr Polak
it may be remembered, was almost the first European who bravely and atconsiderable self sacrifice took up the cause of Indians and played nomean part in helping Mahatma Gandhi in the great struggle —Ed Indian Review

I

T is not generally known that some three

millions of Indians have their permanent
homes overseas, mostly in British territory

They are mainly descended from those

who migrated under the old indentured
labour system, which came to the aid of
the sugar planters upon the abolition of
slavery and was ended in 1920 In addi
tion, a number of Indian traders went
abroad in later years to supply the needs
of the labourers Most of these Indians
overseas have been born (in many cases
op to three generations) m the countries
of their residence, know little at first hand
of. their county of origin, and have latterly

tended to approximate to Western standards
of life, where possible

Of these 'nearly 250,000 (as against some
two millions of whites) are in South Africa,
with which they have been connected since
J860 About 200 000 are m Natal, the

remainder in the Cape and Transvaal Pro-
Vinces of the Union Immigration is now
virtually restricted to the w.ves and minor
children of lawful male residents They
have no freedom of migration within the
Union, so that, for practical purposes, the
Natal Indians who constitute the great bulk
of the South African population, are excluded
from bettering their cond.tions in another
Province If a Natal Indian w.shes to appearm person in h.s own case ,n the Appellate
Division of a Supreme Court, at Bloem-
fontein, in the Orange Free State (which has
no Indian population at all), he would have
to obtain a special temporary permit to do
so as presumably would h>s counsel ,f an
Indian Indians have no vote, manic,pal,
povmcial, or Dominion, save a tiny handful

erfn/i °T SpCak,nB generally, Ind,an
education has been, badly neglected by the
Governments concerned
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It will be seen that race-prejudice and the -

coloot-bar affect these Indians almost as

seriously as in the case of African natives.

They must travel separately from the whites,

they are refused admission by most of the

trade-unions and in various other ways their

assumed racial inferiority is emphasised-

Their treatment .under the old South African

Republic of President Kruger was one of

the alleged causes of the Boer War, and

they are to this day segregated in the Trans-

vaal for residential (and often, in effect, for

trading) purposes under the Republican

Law 3 of 18S5, upon the doctrine that

there should be no equality between white

and colour,

It was to prevent an extension of this

principle in the Transvaal and throughout

the Union, to secure the removal ot

certain degrading anti-Indian legislation,

and to preserve the honour of India, that

Mr. Gandhi, who spent the first twenty

years of his adult life m South Africa,

fought so resolutely and seU-sacnhcingly.

He finally, unable otherwise to secure

redress, led his countrymen in a seven

years’ passive resistance struggle involving

several terms of imprisonment, before he

felt free, after a reasonable settlement with

the Union Government (whose principal

Minister concerned was General Smuts) to

return to his Motherland at the beginning

of the last Great War

But sogn afterwards a new ware of

race-prejudice swept the Transvaal end

Natal, and further attempts were made to

enforce more rigorously the segregation

policy, both as regards residence and

trading areas. As a tesult oi the interven-

tion of the Government of India, to whom

- the conduct of negotiations with the Briti

overseas Governments had by this tin

been transferred from Whitehall, a Rour

Table conference was held in Capetow

between representatives of the Indian an

Union Governments and an agreement wa

reached in 1927, by which Westen

standards of life were conceded to be appro

priate to South Africa, the Union Govern

ment recognised that Indians who weri

prepared to conform to those standard'

should be encouraged to do so, and the)

agreed to withdraw the proposed segrega-

tion measures, whilst a representative oi

the Government of India was to be

appointed to South Africa to facilitate

continuous and effective co-operation

between the two Governments.

It was hoped that, in consequence of

the understanding so reached, racial tension

would gradually relax. But, on" the

contrary, it has increased, notably in Natal

though the white pepufation there has

expanded until it is now larger and much
more affluent than the Indian. Some of

the reasons for this are that fewer Indians

than formerly are now engaged in agricu-

ture and more in industry, trade and the

professions, and from being in the main

a rural population, they have become
increasingly urban, tending to gravitate to

Durban and the adjacent areas, But the

Durban Municipality, whilst continuing to

insist upon segregation, has permitted

serious encroachments by "the ' white

residents upon what were formerly regarded

as Indian residential areas, without mating

adequate provision for decent accommoda-
tion of the increasing number of Wester-

nised Indian city-dwellers. Other causes
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of intensified prejudice have been that,

in order to obtain suitable residential

facilities a few of the wealthier Indians,

living folly up to Western standards had

purchased residential plots m white areas

adjacent to the Indian areas, whilst others,

unable otherwise to invest suitably under

war conditions and to remit iheir savings for

investment to India had bought from

willing European sellers a small number
ol residential plots in white areas, without

however, intending to use them for their

own residential purposes In consequence,

and taking advantage of General Smuts
election needs in 1943 the Dominion Party

of Natal, upon whom be relied for a satis

factory majority, persuaded him to put
through the South African Parliament the

so called Pegging Act, affecting adversely

the Transvaal Indians too and which for

the first time gave statutory sanction to

racial segregation affecting Natal Indians

residential rights The measure was to be
of a temporary character, pending further

judicial inquiry into the facts and was enforced,

in Natal, only in Durban The passage of this

measme, in defiance of the protests of many
enlightened Europeans, and of the South
Aincan Indians and their countrymen in

India regardless of party, as well as of the

Government ol India, has created so much
bitterness and resentment that it is being
used m India as an additional argument even
m some moderate circles, against Indus
retention of the British connexion

General Smuts latest "attempt, to undo
the mischief wrought by the passage of
the Pegging Act by Us wUhdrawal as
regards Natal, and its replacement by an
Ordinance of the Natal Provincial Council,

J T J
p J commission or Europeans

and Indians to control, by voluntary action,
the purchase of plots within each other’s
normal residential areas, has been embar-
rassed by opposition on both sides a section
of the Ipdian community insisting that
agreement even on a voluntary basis to
racial segregation is unacceptable to a people
claiming the full rights of South African
citizenship, irrespective of race or colourThe outcome of this latest development is
yet unknown, but the intransigence of theDominion Party and of the Durban Munici-
pality (which has notoriously failed in itserne duties) and the Chamber of Commerce
is calculated rather to intensify than to heal
the jnter,racial friction which has beenprevalent for so long
One thing .s dear from all this The

oy the booth African Indians bad not

gt-tM

long »» such legislation disfigure. ,t

" “
P»t of the Union, it will be difficult toconvince the world lh,t South AfriM

'° Nm dMmn 3

:srs z s™*, «-« i" £
Inquiry before wh{°h'

C

the
»f

given evidence
Community has



MINIATURE PAINTING IN INDIA
BY Miss WAHIDA AZIZ . .

THE art of painting; miniatures in India

has resolved itself into three main

schools or phases. These are the Moghul

school, the Rajput school, and Ahe Modern

Movement initiated by Dr. Abanindra Nath

Tagore. The earliest miniature paintings

in India which have come down to us

date from the latter half of the 16th

century, and these mark the beginning of

the Moghul school of pictorial art

It is doubtful whether this method of

‘ painting in little’ was practise^ in India

previous to the Moghul rule, although

fresco and temple paintings were common

forms of expression among the Hindus and

Buddhists in the' first centuries of the

Chtistian era. In any case the miniature

form ot the art first comes into view

dating the reign of Akbar the Great, and

the pictures of this earlier period are

strongly Persian in character and style.

The wall-paintings, ol which fragments

survive at the Fatehpur Sikri, are also in

the same style, though they may be called

enlarged miniatures It is a courtly and

aristocratic art, realistic and romantic,

almost wholly secular, and quite remote

from folk sentiment What is more, it is

profoundly interested in individual character,

and the splendid ceremonial of court life

Its keynote, accordingly, is portraiture—not

the old Asiatic conception of portraiture,

the rendering of a type—but actual likeness

verisimilitude.

. INTRODUCTION INTO INDUS

The old home of the Moghuls or

Timurias was in Turkestan, and it is from

(he schools of Bokhara and Samarkand

that this interest in personality and character

derives. It is by this way also that there

enters into Indian Moghul, as into Persian

miniature art, a strong Chinese element.

The term Indo.Persian is only applicable

to a part of the Moghul painting, and

obscures jts genera] character- The art

itself, though eclectic, is no mere

appendage to the foreign schools; it is

quite distinctive, and moreover, superior

to any Persian art of the 17th century.

The Moghul art in India Covers little

more than a period of two centuries, from

the middle of the 16th to the latter; part of

the 18tb century. Its brilliance depended

entirely on court and individual patronage.

Baber's love for the masterpieces of Iranian

miniatures shows him to be fairly acquainted

with the art of Tran. This interest Is

reflected in the late 16th century picture in

which he is represented as actually superin-

tending the laying out of a garden.

The first part of Humayun's reign in

India was too much occupied in quelling

distuibauces and finally seeking the protection

of Sb»h Tabmso, the ruler of Iran It was

here that he met the famous painter Mir Sayyid

Ali whom he invited to India after he had

regained Ihe throne, to execute for him the

illustrations of Amir Hamza, the uncle ol the

Prophet Mohammed. A brief examination

of the paintings reveals that they were

inspired by Iranian tradition, but Indian

influences are equally apparent especially in

the delineation of costumes and ornaments,

figures ot women, as also in the expression

of vigorous movement and sense of over-

whelming force.
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ART y^DER AKBAR

It is said that periods of exceptional artistic

activity owe much to patronage and stable

government During the reign of Akbar,

both these stimulus combined to give the

artist writer, painter, musician and architect

wider opportunities in India than any he had

enjoyed during the preceding four centuries

In the sphere of art bis enthusiasm is well

known While at Kabul he himself received

lessons in drawing and once in power he

did all he could to encourage the gentle art

of painting

It was his patronage which prepared the

way for the development of the characteristic

Moghul art of the 17th century He
employed a large number of Hindu artists

to copy the illuminated pictures in the

Persian ’Shah Namah and similar romantic

histones Of the literary works illustrated

m his time the greatest interest must always

attach to the * Razm Namah It is a com
pilation from the Mahabharata in the Persian

language for the use of himself and his

courtiers The fact that there were no
illustrations of the epic in earlier times but

that they had to be new creations based

entirely on the artists own imagination

and creative power gives them a special

artistic value

Of these artists five are well known They
are Dhannu Banwan Narain Madho and
Pars It is surprising to see with how much
zeal the ceremonies of the Hindu Religion

were studied and with how much minuteness

they were rendered The Horse Sacrifice

and Vasuki Yagoa by Dhannu King
Drupada s Sacrifice by Surju and others

are most interesting documents of Hindu
religion The accuracy goes as far even

as to show the correct kind of tree leaves

in the decoration of a canopy

LOVE OF NATURE
Jehangir inherited from his father a

peaceful kingdom and a highly organised

government The pages of his memoirs
bristle with his love of nature with its

Rowers and fountains, animals and birds

So great was his enthusiasm for beautiful

flowers and birds that often he would stop
on his marches to gloat over these, and
he often made it a point to order their

likeness tD be taken by the painters who
accompanied him on his tour

The art of painting received great
patronage from him With such a con-
noisseur and critic at the head of the
State pictorial art fliurished and assumed a

character hitherto unknown He mentions
the great painters of the day Farrakh Beg,
Bishan Das Abul Hassan and Ustad
Mansur The most treasured painting of
his age is an incident of lus visit to the
mausoleum of Khawja Mom ud Dm Chishti
The Emperor is himself not represented his
connection with the incident being indicated
by an inscription overhead

Similarly, the reign of Shah Jehan is

marked with tremendous activities in the
sphere of Moghul architecture and superb
decoration The art of painting however
moved on by the sheer momentum it had
received during the previous reigns The
painters of his period aimed most at the
high finish and no pain was spared eitherm the selection of colours, or m the
manipulation of studied lines or m the
delineation of m.nutest decorative details, to
give these paintings a very high finish It
began to decline during the reign ofAnrangzeb
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KAjl-UT SCHOOL

Oat of this Moghul development of mlnla-

lure painting emerged almost Imperceptibly

the Hindu aspect of the art. which, for

convenience, hit been referred lo a* the

Rajput ichool It h»* been so named

beciuae the centre* of It* development

weie In Rijputana, or among aome of the

Rajput people of the Panjab Himalaya*.

Picture* of this »chool are not ancient, few

of them .re either than the 17th century,

,nd the majority of those In most collec-

tion* of Indian art are even a* late as the

18th century.

In sentiment and method the Uajpnt art

presents analogies with the contemporary

music. It* chief motifs are traditional

themes, upon which each srtlst improvises

more or less freely. Thus, a* in all national

and long-enduring art, a tradition takes the

place of individual supreme genius, but

each artist must exercise much more invention

than mere imitation, in his works are to be,

as here they were, infused with life

These painting*, though not a youog

tradition, have all the intensity of primitive

art. They are largely inspired by the im-

passioned Vaishnava poetry, which they so

often illustrate. Their beauty .s perfectly

naive, not intended to be picturesque, never

sentimental, but inevitably resulting from

the clear expression of deep feeling. Much

of it is folk-art, drawing its imagery from

the daily life of villagers and herdsmen

TWO GROUPS

The paintings fall into two groups: the

Rajasthani, from Rijputana
,
and the Pabari,

from the Punjab hill-states, especially Kangra,

Cbamba, and Punch. The chief features of

a typical Rajput picture are delicacy of line,

J insert 19
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brilliancy of colour, and minuteness of

decorative detail. The earliest example*

are Raginl painting* probably executed In

the late 16th century. ,Tbe treatment of

the landscape i« conventional; the colours

are dirk, and the subject matter Infused

with a lyrical feeling in keeping with the

spirit of the poems of Brijbhatha, of which

this school is visual interpretation.

A later Pahari work Is another picture

of Shiva and Parvati—a night scene, the

great god watching her as she sleep*. It

is uncertain how far the representation of

night effects i* original in Rajput art;

they occur in aome of the most provincial

types, but are rarer in Kangra pictures.

Some of the pictures of this school are

attributed to a Hindu painter of Garhwa!,

whose ancestors had worked in the Mogbol

court, but came originally from Rijputana.

The name* of many others are unknown.

It seems from these paintings that por-

traiture was never a favourite subject among

these people, and there are a few drawings

which may strictly be called portraits

Thus Rajput painting contrasts in every way

with the secular Moghul ert with which it

is largely contemporary. That secular and

professional school was an affair of but

two hundred years
;

but the hieratic and

folk-art takes us back through many centuries,

further even than Ajanta, to that “Early

Asiatic', of which a Western phase has been

preserved in the remains of ancient Crete.

A ViOMAN PAINTER

The work of the Pahari school would

be incomplete without a mention of the

name of Mankoo—a woman painter, whose

series of ‘ Gitagovinda * pictures are

perhaps the masterpieces of art. 'These

TOE IKDIAN REVIEtf
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are classified as those of Bisholi, or in its

Sanskrit form Visvathalt, now an outlying

tahsil of the State of Jammu and Kashmir

These paintings are particularly remarkable

for their bold colour designs and somewhat

unorthodox treatment of the background,

especially landscape

Mankoo appears to have acquired sa

much renown ,tn her craft that an accom-

plished artist, working at a later date,

considered it an honour to attribute his

handiwork to her She describes hersell

as a humble painter devoted to Vishnu

and as having illustrated the ‘ Gitagownda

m Vikrama Samvat 1787, or 1739 a d

They are purely Hindu in techniqae and

inspiration and remarkable for everything

artistic in Indian art These pictures apart

from their feminine authorship, are there

fore of exceptional interest

Apparently Bisholi was a fruitful centre

of pictorial art towards the end of the

17th and early years of the 18th century
(

for there is a mention of another artist

under the name of Devidas, who, under

the patronage of Raja Kripal Pal illustrated a

work called * Chittrasamanjan in 1752

Vikrama Samavat or 1695 AD in Bisholi

on t
L
e beautiful banks of Airavati the

modern Ravi The present Bisholi does

not, however, seem to have any cfaims (o

distinction excep't perhaps for its ruined

monuments

MODERN SCHOOL

The latter part of the 19th century in

India has been a blank, so far as any

serious work in painting goes ,
Western

influences have made fashionable the most

trivial of academic realism
,
but not a
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single painter, of all those who have

worked under these influences, has produced

any work of permanent Importance, even

of its own class The beginning of tbe

present century has been marked by a

reaction
,
not only in a taste, leading to

a renewed appreciation of the older works,

but also in production, where a group of

artists, led by Abamndra Nath Tagore,

have endeavoured to recover old traditions,

and give sincere expression to Indian

sentiment

In the course of time the work of the

leader and his disciples has made itself

known, and the effect that it is having

on the modern thought of India is being

watched and copied with sympathetic

interest Their treatment of the myths has

not always proved a success, mainly from

lack -of sufficient conviction
,
but they have

portrayed well, though In a 'manner too

much influenced by Japan the delicate

charm and refinement of the old Indian daily

life so far as it survives Great credit is

due to all such pioneer*, under conditions

so difficult and so hostile to sincere feeling

as those which obtain in India at the

present day

The fact that paper was almost unknown in

India, previous to the advent of the Moghuls
in Hindustan had much to do noth the

course of the miniature painters art It was
the introduction of paper that developed
the miniature picture in India almost as

much as the Moghul Emperors* patronage
Previously the art was mainly employed in
brnamentmg the interiors of buildings, and
the subjects were diffused over a consider-
able area of wall space



THE REIGNING RULER OF COCHIN
' By Mr. T. K. KRISHNA MENON

THE Ruling Family of Cochin traces

its descent from the Ust of the.

Cheraman Perumals. “It can, therefore,

claim", as a research scholar remarks,* “ a

continuity and antiquity scarcely paralleled

by any other Royal family here or elsewhere
"

Cochin, though small, made itself covetable

by its rich variety, it* valuable possessions,

and still more by its ancient port of Muziris

and later, by its modern harbour of Cochin.

In the face of hostile conditions, it had to

put tip a stiff fight on its onward march.

But even in the darkest days of its history,

even when It was deprived of costly slices

from its priceless possessions, it fearlessly

fastened its fate to its flag which stood for

mamm as its kuladhanam, “Honour is our

.
Family Treasure." Nor did it, at any lime,

give up its high ideals and lofty traditions,

and its tireless efforts to enrich the realms

of literature and fine arts The rulers

retained their hold on the people by their

proper rule Thus it is that Cochin stands,

as it always stood, in the forefront among

the progressive States of India.

To this heritage it is that H. H Ravi

Varma, familiarly known as Kunjappan

Tampuran, became heir, on the demise of

his btother, the late Maharaja, Sir Sri Kerala

Varma, on the 27th of Kannt 1119 ME.
The fight is still present Only the arena

is changed, the combatants are different,

and the mode of warfare more delicate,

difficult and extremely complicated Like

his forbears, Hts Highness is well equipped

for the conflict and to lead his land in its

path of progress. Hu Highness is also,

fortanate in having for his Dewan Sir

George Boag, a brilliant officer who has

left his mark in his university and in the

varied departments he served under the

British Government.

The early days His Highness passed tinder

the tutelage of.his father, Brahmasri Panayil

Pazhur Kudtatr Namputiripad, a learned

member of a rich, aristocratic Illom, and

of his mother and grandmother, who
were cultured in the old, traditional

way. They directed his studies in Sanskrit

and religious lore, and imparted to their

apt pupil something of their, piety and

courtly manners. These have stood him

in good stead. Even now, Hts Highness

never misses his daily devotional practices

and has an abiding faith in the workings of

the Divine Hand
;
while those who have had

the privilege of coming into closS contact

with His Highness pronounce him to be the

beau ideal of a perfect gentteman.

Alter this preliminary grounding, His

Highness went to Katikkotta, where

Mr. Robert White and his able staff then

took the Princes through a course of training

in English, history, geography, elementary

mathematics and science, and in such other

subjects as would be useful to them in the

performance of their divinely ordered duties.

He applied himself with warm diligence

to the acquisition of a sound and practical

education.

lie joined the Princes' Ctub and raid*

good use of its library and of its tennis-court.

Both in play and in study, there was no rush

about him He took to them slowly but

carefully,, so as to derive the maximum
benefit oct of them. To works on religion

and philosophy, and to newspapers and

magazine.*, he has always evinced a special
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interest He has great faith in the power lor

good of an upright, outspoken journalism

He always liked to enjoy the bracing sunshine

of constructive and constitutional criticism

Thus, there will be no wonder for any to be

told that Hts Highness has been a regular

reader of the Indian Review the Avirita

'Bazaar Patnka and of the Modern Revte tf

He is, therefore, capable of seeing and of

sympathising with both sides of a question

He is singularly open to conviction

When his opinion is unformed, he may be

seen oscillating from side to side, but when

once the decision is made, there is a staunch

tenacity in the grip with which he clings to

his position

It will not be wrong to remark that His

Highness Ravi Varma has the faith of the

Dharmiha Chakravarthi the generous

patriotic impulses of his late brother and

the tactful firmness of the abdicated Ruler

In his 31st year, His Highness married

Srimathi Parakkat Kamakshi Amma, a

sister ol late Mr Damodara Menon, who
retired in great dignity after holding

several high offices of the State with

conspicuous success She is trained

in the old tradition of aristocratic woman
hood which is evidenced by her polished

manners and her enlightened talk She
speaks little

,
she is a stranger to banter

and to those other qualities cultivated in

modern drawing rooms Her life has

something of the quiet of the cloister

She has no taste for politics and is^ never

inclined to interfere with them But to

those who go to her for help and advice,

she is ever ready with generous sympathy
and resourceful counsel If one is

fortunate enough to go behind the veil of
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family life, &ne will easily notice that though

there is no scintillating glamour over their

domestic felicity, their attachment to each

other is almost idyllic in its fervour

His Highness has two sons and a daughter

Their spotless character and their loving

devotion to their parents bespeak not a little

of their training and of their attainmants

The loss of one son, a brilliant BA, ICS,
a model for modest, becoming behaviour,

left a sore m the heart of his parents

which even in this distant period, at times,

still festers in a distressing manner Other
worldly ills too they had to suffer

, but
they bear them all with a philosophic

calm and a full resignation before the one
supreme spiritual Presence and Power
0° occasions, both His Highness

and the Consort went out on long pilgri

mages These have covered almost all

the famous temples and the sacred rivers

in India These have in some way served
to alleviate their sorrows

, and the expert
ence and the knowledge His Highness
gained from these wide travels he regards as
of inestimable value to him as the ruler

of the State

Although His Highness was not actively

participating in the practical administration
of the State he has been keeping himself
informed of the important events ever after

his eldest brother ascended the musnad
He was in this way not entirely new to
the role he had to assume as the Maharaja
ol Cochin a year ago

It is, perhaps too early to pronounce
any verdict on his work as a Ruler
But it can be stated without any doubt
that he has made it abundantly clear that
he is cognizant of the elements of wellbeing
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and well-doing reqohiie lo con.tilule

progress, and that lie owns qualities that

will go to make him patriotic and

statesmanlike Maharaja. H he has the

needed environments and the coropie ;

meutary encouragement from the public.

His Highness is sure to leave a deep and

benehcient mark on his regime. For ih.s

necessary co-operation, the people should

crawl about on the surface, sting one

another in the dust, and try lo kill one

another. On the other hand, they should

realise that the destiny of their country Is

partly entrusted to them as well, that it

has a glorious potential future, and that

they should prove theotelves worthy

cidtens of this ancient mothirland of them.

. It was said befete that His Highmss is

a prince oi immense faith Bnt his

' religion combine, m itself a loyalty to

nectss.ty canditiens and devotion to ideal

ends He laya no exaggerated emphasis

on convention, and is always ready to

respond lo the concrete realities of the

situation. - .

To-day a dark shadow hangs broad, and

heavy, over the land. The war, with .ts

disastrous, disturbing effects, “ wh.ch rob

the spirit of man of Us hope, of .ts san.ty,

and of its poise," is proving a disconceit-

ing ordeal to H.s Highness. He has to

' subordinate every other consideration to

the one endeavour for the success of the

Allies and for the peace of the world.

In spite of it all, he tries to be cool

and calm even under the burden of toil

and anxiety, and to sail by the fixed

stars of eternal values, with a grasp on

the wheel that no gale can shake

nor conquer.

He is accessible to all ; the right 5f a

subject to approach his ruler is never denied

to any one in the State. He has an inviting

manner in listening to whatever one has

to represent, and a modest reserve In

thrusting his opinion in reply. When he

answers or explains, there is the fusion of

a simple tone with serious content which,

in apt cases, would clearly indicate that

he could be deaf to the counsels of shallow

sectarian wisdom which masqueradej itself

under the guise of well-meant guidance and

statesmanship. There is an avuncular bene-

volence about him.

His age he does not count, and he devotes

in more than the average measure to the

study of the problems that come up for

his consideration for the well-being of

his subjects.

He is well posted with the character

and capacity of most of the high officers

of the state. Himself so gentte and so

strong in the pursuit of duty, he is exacting

in his demands for the purity of public

conduct and the zeal for the promotion of-

the commonweal. He is never tired of

remarking that he wants officers of

character more than capacity, and those

endowed with partiotism enough to think

of a consciencious performance of duty,

'not equated to pay promotion and pension.

The zeal with which he labours for

public weal and the courage with which

he endures domestic calamity, the warmth

with which he welcomes wholesome

suggestions and the lofty disdain with

which he regards carping criticism, the

people of Cochin have lo contemplate

with grateful reverence. And let them

pray that it may be given to-his loyal

subjects to approach with homage the

great work for which his life His Highness

devotes is brought to its magnificent

fruition.



HINDUISM AT' A GLANCE
By The Hon'ble Mr Justice N CHANDRASEKHARA AIYER

SOME one has said that Hinduism is

not one religion but a congeries of

religions In one sense, this is indeed

true^, It includes within itself the highest

philosophy of the identity of the soul with

Brahman and the crude image worship of

the primitive man It postnlates one God

—

formless, attributeless, all pervading, imman
ent and omniscient—and at the same time

admits the validity or utility of the worship
of varied manifestations of the Deity with

forms and names There is no place

where He is not found, say the Vedas
' worship Him in temples and sacred places

is an injunction of equal force found in

some of the Hindu scriptures The
preachers and propounded of nnadnlterated

materialism are as much within its fold as

the great seers and sages who pursued
the quest after the unknown and the

-'Unknowable With so much of diversity

in thought and speculation and m religious

observances and practices, still the Hindu
religion stands for a most remarkable unity,

which has preserved Hindu culture as a

living and beneficent force, all these

thousands of years, despite the impact on
it of other forces, religions, spiritual

systems of thought, and civilisations

To define Hinduism therefore is by no
means easy To comprehend its scope
and full meaning, to discover the true

secret of its vitality, and realise what it

has always stood for, and how it can help
m a sane reconstruction and re ordering of

world with its present distractions
extravagances and horrors is a difficult
* a*k indeed It |S however possihle
even In short- compass, to indicate the

primary sources of this great religion and
Us chief trains of thought, Us ultimate goal,
and the roads to be pursued for reaching it

This is what Swami Nirvedananda of the
Sri Ramaknshna Mission (Bengal) has done
m this excellent book* It J3 a praise-
worthy attempt to state cardinal principles
of Hinduism as briefly and tersely as
possible, without sacrificing clarity of
thought In this land of religion, l,fe has
always centred rolmd religious beliefs and
thoughts, and mundane existence has been
inextricably interwoven with spiritual
ideas and .deals Th.s does not mean that
the Hindu has been enjoined to live a
life of cloistered sednsion far from the
maddening attractions of the earth and lostm philosophic contemplaUpn The life of
the Hindu has been as rich in the matter
oi worldly possessions and gloiy „ the
lives of the people belonging to other
races climes and civilisations But material
prosperity so far as the Hindu ,s concerned
is rooted , n a strong belief of divine d.spen-
sat.on and its summation or culmination is
spiritual efflorescence Not only can a man
become divine, he has to become d.vine-
this is one of the fundamental tenets of
Hinduism, and to the extent to which he
does not strive after divinity to attain
muktt or liberation, he continues m affinity
with the animal class Tins effort towards
reaching perfection can be made in various
directions and can take different shapes
and this is where the Shastras—hke the
Smt,s> the Smntis

* the darsbanas or

*' Vidyamandira,
> Radhakmbnan foreword by
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systems of philosophy, the Puranas and

the Ithihasas can help us—by direct and

indirect teaching, by the systematisation of

thought and reason, as well as by precept

and parable. What is life ? It is an

accident, or is there any truth in the

doctrines of rebirth, Karma, and trans-

migration, what is the nature of the soul

or jlva, wlut is the process of creation of

the Universe and what is meant by its

dissolution—these are some of the questions

ably expounded in this useful publication.

The differences in the path of the wordly

life and of renunciation, and the equipment

necessary to endeavour to reach the

Almighty by Karma-Yoga, Raja-Yoga,

BhaLtl-Yoga and Goan*-Yoga are portrayed

and discussed with learning and simplicity.

There is a well-written chapter on the

nature of Isbwara or God. The place of

rituals *nd mythology in religion also

receives attention and the point is made

that they are meant as so many processes

for purification of the mind so that the

veil of ignorance (Avtdya) can be cast

aside ultimately and the real Truth may

dawn on us Methods of prayer worship

and approach to the Lord must necessarily

vary according to the spiritual competency

of the devotees, but so long as the faith

is sincere and the belief is cherished that

tve conform to the higher laws of Nature

and Self in our daily lives, there is progress

along right lines and scope for improve-

ment in our moral and ethical standards

and in spiriluaJ vision. The roan who

worships the God in the image and he

who loves to think of Him as immanent

and omnipresent are both pilgrims on the

road to self-re aftsation, though at different

points. This catholicity of outlook, this

tolerance of other creeds and faiths and

religions, this comprehensiveness or synthesis

of ultimate ideals has been the primary

strength of Hinduism. To use the author’s

own words
11

Rigidity with regard to the

fundamentals and elasticity in readjusting

the externals have been the technique

through which the Hindus have succeeded

in living through millenniums", Hinduism

is not narrow, exclusive or sectarian; it is

not a creed or dogma: it is a way or

mode of life • intrinsically, it represents

an outlook on life and emphasises the

truth that the God worshipped fn

all great religions is One and one only,

though the learned speak of Him
variously and from different standpoints.

«*4r ht tew Hgcrr (£i-*m sit;

Viprah Bahndha Vadanti). Sri S*nkara who

composed and ota&rcft
(Sivananda Lahart and Soondarya Lahari)

is, also the philosophy who Was responsible

for the wonderful hymn called tJtT’JSr-

dtscnhwg the utter futility of the common
modes of worship of the Absolute. No-

where else do we find such • beautiful

concept as in this memorable verse:

q star agsra* fa-i tfa ncrfa

35 rfo ammzfi: i

which freely translated means
11 Grant, me my desires, ob Lord-*

Who is worshipped as Siva by the

Saivites,

• As Brahma by the Vedantins,

As Buddha by the Baddhists,
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As the Cause (EEHt) by the Nayyayikas,

As Arhat by the Jainas, and

As Fate (qnl) by the Mimamsakas

Such expansiveness of mood and compre

hension of the fundamental unity underlying

»all faiths and religions is one of the great

features of Hinduism rightly understood J

When the Swamiji says that harmony

and not rigid uniformity is the Divine law

of nature he is asserting a great truth

underlying Hindu religion The careful

and critical student of Hinduism does not

turn away from the fourfold glassification

of the Hindu by the Smriti writers as

senseless and an evil to be abhorred

There is not much truth in the saying

that man is born equal Inherited

differenced in tastes, capacity, bents of

mind and outlook on life undeniably exist

and they have to be taken into account

in any proper ordering of society or the

building up of -a nation or the evolution

of a particular type of culture It is

however another thing to say that all men
should have equal opportunities in ahy

civilised society or state ' There may

exist diversity of castes but there must not

be any hatred or rancour between them

Each group is sacred, each has its place,

each has its part to play m the symphony

of Hindu life " Who can deny the

wisdom of this view of Hinduism with its

singular loltiness of purpose and aim nr

inculcating the divinity of man and the

humanity of God ?

Renunciation, Love and Service have

been the watchwords of the Hindu religion

If today it does not exhibit its full

strength and grandeur, it is only because

we have for the time being lost sight ol

our true ideals and allowed ourselves to

slide away from them somewhat But the

lapse is only temporary Thinkers say

that the renaissance is coming and must

come, so that there may be a revival

not only of Hindu culture and civilisation

but also a solution of some of the worlds

problems of today arising out of national

greeds jealousies, aggrandisements and

strifes The Swamiji says ‘ An ebb tide

of our cultural life is just over, a
resurgence is in the effing

1 May this

prove true 1

T.HE NIAGARA FALLS
By Dr H L PASRICHA,

Professor of Ecemomt s

SIX million horse power stampeding in

wild waste over a 165 foot precipice—

that was Niagara Falls up to a generation or

or two ago Countless generations of Red

Indians wove the “Thunder of Waters” into

their myths and legends French mission

aries of the 17ih century, venturing through

Dmgar College, Bikaner.

a wilderness brought hack amazing tales of

wild waters leaping down a mountain side

It was an obscure fur trader, Chabert

Joncaire by name, who first «aw both power

and beauty in Niagara Falls Sometime m
1757 he dug a little circular ditch just above

the American Falls With a six foot fall he
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ran a saw-mill that may have used 20 horse-

power. The lumber thus produced was used

in building ships to bring down furs from the

Upper lakes.

Modern methods in the Niagara power

industry began in 1852 with the digging of

what is known as the Hydraulic Canal, "fhis

canal was part of a project to take water

from a point about a half mile above the

American Falls and bring it across the city

of Niagara Falls to the cliff wall oi the

gorge below the Falls. By letting the canal

water flow over the cliff, power could be

developed on a far greater scale than had

ever been undertaken before. As in 1852

electricity had only been recently applied to

telegraphy, the dream of the Niagara power

pioneeers of that generation never went

beyond water wheels directly connected with

machinery.

Even so, it was a great dream Some

pioneers sacrificed careers and fortunes to

a dream they never saw come true. Walter

Bryant and his friends struggled against

unexpected obstacles until they had

lost $ 300,000. Horace H Day and others

who then took up the chtllenge
sunk $700,000 in the project before they

confessed failure

But the hour produces the man In

1817 Jacob F. Schoellkopf and his associates

bought the canal property at public auction

and set doggedly to work, butiding

experimenting, testing, perfecting. They

straggled and persevered. Soon a fl >ur

mill was using 900 horse-power developed

from the canal water.

Then came electricity which revolutionired

the entire Niagara power industry. In

J879 Prospect Park in Niagara Fall* was

lighted by arc-lamps fed by Niagara power.

By 1881 water wheels of 2,000 horse-

power capacity were connected with

dynamos by rope-drive, and the

electric power developed was sold for

commercial use.

Others came to share in the great power

development. The trial had been blazed.

Capital was slowly obtained for the

necessary experimental work. Great electro-

chemical industries spread about the Falls.

Constant and dependable low-cost power

in the quantity production of ferro-alloys,

chloride an“d alkalies, electrodes, graphite

phosphorus compounds, sodium, potassium,

aluminium, and a score more basic

products was the magnet that attracted

them.

New water-ways, tunnels, receiving basins,

grew to mammoth constructions of cement

and steel and stone. Improved electrical

machinery continuously increased in size,

efficiency and power, until units ot 70,000

horse power were reached and a vast web
of transmission lines radiated from the

Falls to serve wide country-sides and

multitudinous populations.

Quite as fascinating as the taming of

Niagara's wild horse-power is the story of

how it was harnessed to transmission lines

and put to work. When the transmission

of Niagara power was first begun, a range

of a feiv miles was the limit for practical

and economical distnbuiion. In 1905

the Niagara, Lock port and Ontario Power
Company undertook the creation of a high

voltage transmission service for supplying

Niagara power to Syracuse. Failure was

freely prophesied concerning such long

distance transmission of electrical power.
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Today Syracuse uses 110000 volts— nearly

200000 000 kilowatt hour® all transmitted

and supplied by the Company

High voltage transmission of electrical

power over long distances is not so

mysterious an- operation as some people

think. Increasing the voltage on a trans

mission line is precisely similar in effect

to increasing the pressure in a water main

Just as more water is sent through a pipe

of the sam% sire under a great pressure,

so more electricity goes over the same

Wire under a higher voltage

The Niagara, Lockport and Ontario Power

Company’s transmission service has a total

installed capacity of 678 500 horse power

Its operating capacity approximates 550000

horse power, leaving a reserve for emergency

use of 128 500 horse power The Company

^
today has in operation more than 1300

miles of high voltage circuits and this vast

system represents an investment of over

$ 30000000 Its transmission lines cover

17 counties In New York State, reaching

2 000,000 people in 142 cities, towns and

Villages It is worth remembering that all

this untiring engineering skill gives the

people the most power from the least water

at the lowest cost

The visitor sees at the Prospect Point

of the Niagara Falls half a million tons of

water per minute fall 165 feet But not

till he has gone to the foot of the Falls

can he form a ju't idea to their height or

volume For when gazing up from a

vantage point below, he sees, as it were

^
the ocean itself pouring out of the

% He sees the remarkable group
®f bridges*—steel arch suspension and

cantilever-winch span the gorge—the finest

group of its bind on earth He sees large

generators built in the river, three of which

develop 70 000 horse power each During

his excursion through the gorge he sees

the cliffs, over 300 feet high, showing the

successive strata of shales and limestones,

and further down the first outcroppings of

the Medina sandstone He sees everywhere

one of earth s most tremendous object

lessons m erosion and can reason for himself

the time required for the river to cut its

way from the edge of the escarpment at

Lewiston to the present position of the cata

racts
,
and he can learn from official sources

that the apex of the Horse shoe is receding

at a rate of more than five feet

a year The -grinding away of the rock by

the ceaseless rushing waters has been going

on through the ages, geologists estimating

that it has taken 36 000 years for the Falls

to recede from the escarpment at Queenston

and Lewiston to their present location

Nowhere on earth is there a better place

to study these tremendous problems The
botanist will find a wonderfully rich flora,

with several rare species, on the islands

and cliffs, especially at Niagara Glen a

beauty spot on the Canadian side A lover

of Nature with an eye for fine scenery will

delight in the outlook from Queenston

Heights the eye sweeping over seven miles

of farm and orchard land through which the

green river peacefully flows to the blue

Ontario Whether an ariist or scientist,

student of past or present man of business

or of leisure, the visitor will find much at

Niagara to interest and amuse him

The Niagara River is the greatest single

source of water power in North America

Its flow is uniform throughout the year,
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Neither flood nor drought effects its tumbling

torrents. Only the .W =•" <±"k 111 ”'>*'•
.

whichW 210,000 cnbtc feet pee

second.

Utilising the Ml developable drop between

L,U Erie and Lake Ontario the river,

' water, eqo.l the l.botrr of 15,000,000 horse,

working eight hone, a dap. To produce a

like amount of power by homing nel,

would make It necessary to consume at least

50 000 000 tons of coal annually. But a

small part of this power is being developed.

although the generating system at Niagara

leads all systems in the world m annual out-

put of electrical energy

The demands of home and farm and

industry foe Niagara P««« .

-r ui,rstarts

1°, „“duc. the .motto P"*"

'"resented by the ieerth.ustible totrenu of

v
P

r. The amount of coal burned ha, a

direct effect upon the price we .11 pay for it

Tte supply Of coal c.“na t be .".teased,

The grestet the detn.nd to coal, the highe,

'h

'ltCtheton'^ >h« P’lW 'C

more po.ee be produced from Niagara Falls,

but the problem is comphc.ted in d.verse

w,„ and is even .(freed by inierna.ion.l

relations. The boundary line between the

United State, and Canada tun. down the

w River. The imount of water that

m»y be diverted from above the Falls is

,
J,ed byTre.tr. »"d the Congress of the

United States has created the Federal Power

Commission with sn.h.t.ty, to license s»d

- regulste power pl.nt development and

[Maecr l9iS

operation. Because the Niagara Falls Power

Company was in a position to produce power

most speedily as well as- most efficiently

and economically, it was licensed for 50 years

to use practically all of the water that may

be diverted from above the Falls on the

New York side under the existing treaty.

Several methods have been proposed

for the utilization of more water for power

purposes w.thoul in any way affecting the

scenic beauty of the Falls. .

Water already used for the production

of power could be taken at a lower level

from the Whfrlpool Rapids. By leading

thi* water through a tunnel of moderate

length and returning it to the Niagara

River still lower down, about 200.000

additional horse-power could be developed.

This project would take no more water

from above the Falls and the amount

diverted would be too small to affect the

appearance of the Whirlpool Rapids.

Another feasible method would be to

obtain a better distribution ol water along

the crest of the Horseshoe Falls by means

of submerged and invisible engineering

-works .n the bed ol the river. Only

5 per cent of the water flowing down the

river goes over the American Falls, but

because it is evenly distributed along the

crest, the American Falls are in *om«

ways a more be.utifnl sight than the

Horseshoe Falls which receive 95 per cent,

of the river's flow.

On account of the character of tne

river bed, the great bulk of the water I*

concentrated at the centre of the Horseshoe

Falls. This concentration of ever-rushioj

waters increases and speeds the wear

the rock underlying the centre of * *
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Horseshoe Falls so that the condition is

beco'mmg continuously worse, with mere

and deeper water going over the centre

and less and shallower water going over

both sides of the crest Submerged

engineering worVs in the river bed would

produce a more equal flow all along the

crest and lessen the wear at the centre

which is now steadily detracting from the

appearance of the Horseshoe Falls If this

were done, double the present amount of

water could be taken for power purposes,

while affecting at the same time a very

considerable improvement m the scenic

beauty of the entire Niagara Falls district

Thus it will be 'seen that further power

development at Niagara Falls is a

complicated question that lends itself

readily enough to controversy and mis-

understanding

CO-EDUCATION
BY Mr PREM NATH, M a

Never in the history of education

before has there existed more

indeflmteness, doubt and hesitation on the

problem of mixed education than at the

present juncture Not only this, we have

witnessed extreme reactions dating these

years of transition towards this vital

problem for if Germany declared with all

her strength the ‘close down’ of Co-

educational institutions, Russia rose up

with as much strength to plant the mixed

school in her soil Why such irreconcil-

able tendencies ?

Germany, apparently, has been led to

this order because of her new political

ideas and imperialistic ambitions to train

the men and women to the modern war

fares for which the prevalent system of

co education seems to- be a definite

hindrance, while Russia in her attempt to

Carry to perfection socio economic revolution

has economized and nationalized the

problem of education -by providing the

mixed schools for boys and girls

Here in India, we have the problem

still more complicated due to our socio

political conditions Rather than take up
the problem and find out the best solution,

we have kept ourselves at arm’s length

and only allowed the affairs to take shape

by force of circumstances which has been

the tragedy of education

The first objection against co education

has been raised in that it is an undesirable

act to draw together the two sexes in

early childhood which is harmful for the

development of a child’s personality

biologically as well as psychologically

Children in co educational institutions are

likely to be dtiven to sex mis c induct

and psychological fantasies attending that

faithfully may pervert still more the sex

life How far this fear is exaggerated is

quite clear from the observations of the

persons who have had some experience in

such institutions It goes without saying

that the school has always generated a

healthy influence on the growth of the

children and has always sublimated their

^sex instinct The boys and girls are found

to behave better in each other's company
and are more considerate and legatdful of
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each other*' feelings More positively the

presence of either sex stimulates all that is

best In each other as also it remedies each

other's faults. A boy learns more self-

restraint, better etiquette and appreciation

of all that is good and beautiful while a girl

grows more and more conscious of self

'respect and loses pettiness and sentiment-

ality. It may be good answer for the

critics who make much evil of co-education

on the ground that It retards the progress

of the sexes.

The mutual influence is responsible more

or less, Jor regulating the sex life of the

children who grow less ticklish to that

problem in contrast to the segregated

children who are led to more harmful acts

like sell-abuse by way of compensation

for something that is missing In their life

Those who believe in the home atmosphere

as the basis of education realize full well

the importance of co-educational institutions

which are somewhat extended units of the

same model Since co-education should

give training * of life fc>r hie «"d by life,'

It is only in such atmosphere that the

proper intellectual and emotional develop-

ment of the children can take placei

without which education has no meaning

Perhaps, this is what Addison meant when

he said that female friendship is

necessary for intellectual development

School being the pivot of social life, it is

bound to thwart and falsify the social

values if boys and girls are kept apart.

Those who are blind to this exceedingly

important aspect may well consider how

co-educational schools compensate the

family atmosphere in case of boys and

girls who lead lonely lives in the families-

Arnold Lloyd quotes a family analysis

recently drawn up in a co-educational

school of 170 children; of 85 boys,

9 were only children and 33 had no.

sisters; and of 85 girls 9 were^ "onlies

and 24* had no brothers. Thus among

70 children whom there is no reason to

suppose not typical of their age, 18 were

only children and one in three had at

home no companion of the opposite sex.

Some of the critics raise still another

objection that mixing of the two sexes

makes boys more effeminate and girls

more masuhne which, however, seems to

be groundless. Rather in the presence

of each other’s company boys and girls

try to preserve their respective qualities

and rejoice in them.

Physiological and psychological differences

are yet another reason for which co-educa-

tion has never been given full support and

at best, it has been approved upto the

primary standard, for till then -the sex

differences do not come to full operation.

While I admit the psychological significances

of the difference in inclinations and tastes

for the matter of education, I feel this point

lias been made much of, for we have failed

to understand Bnd introduce the right type

of mixed school So far, a band of a few

girls has been joining the boys' schools and

colleges and have been almost compelled to

fit in with ihe system devoted mainly, and

primarily for boys. Girls are there only in

negligible numbers But new school must

start with equal consideration for both boys

and girls alike Yet, the objection may
stand that the different types of studies could

not be provided to the different sizes. But

this is only more apparent than real for

the same school can provide the facilities for

different subjects and yet the boys and girls

would be reading together for all purposes.



Mr. SUMNER WELLES ON BRITAIN & INDIA

AMONG the many interesting chapters

in Mr Sumner Welles* remarkable

book on “ The Time for Decision ",—[Hamish

Hamilton, London—Thacker & Co ,
Ltd

,

Bombay, Rs 912 0]—is the one on the

‘Japanese Threat’ He describes in vivid

terms how in 1942 the situation in the

Pacific continued to grow worse how the

onward rush of the Japanese military and

naval forces was left unchecked, how

the people of the United States and the

Phihpino patriots passed through those

grim days which ended in the complete

domination of the Philippine Islands by

the Japanese troops, the infiltration of Japan

in Thailand accomplished by treachery and

corruption which later terminated in

British disaster, the capture of Burma and

Malaya and Singapore, the conquest of the

Netherlands East Indies and finally her

occupation of the strategic islands in the

South Western Pacific, bringing her within

an easy striking distance of Australia and

New' Zealand Though the United Nations

were able finally to prevent the Japanese

invasion of'' the dominions of the South

Pacific, and prevent the danger of the

German and Japanese forces effecting a

jancture, it must frankly be noted, says

Mr Welles, that one psychological develop-

ment—the growth of nationalism among

the peoples of the Far East—has been

greatly accelerated by the Japanese triumphs

of 1942 The quick collapse of the British

naval base at Singapore and the general

elimination oi all western resistance to

Japan, were due to nationalistic develop

ment, due in par* to “ healthy and

81

spontaneous growth, as represented by the

birth of a greatly unified China and by the

demands of the people of India during the

past quarter of a century for the right of

self government * This, according to

Mr Sumner Welles, "has likewise £een

stimulated by Japanese propaganda during

the past five years or more, in all of

which much emphasis has been laid upon
the issue of ‘Asia for the Asiatics'”

Tho inherent justice of that thesis, if divorced
from the fact that it has been put forward to
serve their own ends by a people who have
shown tho most cynical disregard for tho rights
of others haa necessarily made an appeal to all

the peoples of the For East For that matter
it has appealed to many peoples in other parts of
the world as well Moroover during the years
between 1030 and 1940 a period m tho history
of the Asiatio and Pacific peoples was in any
event drawing to its close The startling develop
ment of Japan as a world power and the slower
but nevertheless steady emergence of China as a
full member of the family of nations together
with the growth of popular institutions among
many other peoples of Asia, notably Indio all
combined to erase very swiftly indeed the fetish
of white supremacy cultivated by the big colonial
rowers during tho nineteenth century Tho thesis
of white supremacy could only exist so long aa
tho white race actually proved to be supreme
Tho nature or the defeats suffered by tho
western nations in 1042 dealt tho final blow to
any concept of white superiority which still

remained

Another factor in the Asiatio situation, wtueh
we of the west must constantly bear m mind is

that quite apart from tl e fact that we cannot
logically expect any people to derive satisfaction
from tloir domination by an alien power, th*
colonising powers of Europe have only in a few
instances usod their authority with any regard
for tie rights or interests of the people over
whom they have ruled Resentments aa a result
ere deeply rooted Thoy have their roots not
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only in tho memory of early brutalities and

shocking injustices, but also in such recent

borrow as the massacre at Amritsar. They find

their origin likewiso in the very natural human

reaction to tho contemptuous treatment usually

accorded a subject people by its overlords.

The British Government, like the government

of the Netherlands, he* undoubtedly demonstrated

a desire to deal justly with the.people within the

British Empire, and the spirit of devotion, of

decency and of self-abnegation shown by many

thousands of British colonial administrators can

only be -admired. Yet only too many British

representatives in Far East have demonstrated

that type of thinking winch is eo well exemplified

In the woida of a high British official in India

at the outset of the present century when he

expressed a convicUen which he asserted "was

shared by every Englishman in India from tho

highest to the lowest. ... tho conviction in

every man that ha belongs to a race whom God

has destined to govern and subdue”.

These woida might well have been spoken in

this present year of grace to the German people

by Hitler, or by one of bis Ka*i associates They

a«sert the existence of a master race, (jnd the

right of that roasterJACO to “govern and rubdue”.

We ourselves, the British people, and all free

peoples are at the present moment 6gbting and

dying in order to show the intrinsic falsity of

any euch philosophies as these.

It is hardly surprising, threfore, that as the

peoples of Asia have become increasingly conscious

or their own individual virtues, of their own

national strength, and of then own national

resources, any euch doctrine as that should become

more and more intolerable. If the assertion of

these alleged rights has already proved to bo so

completely unbearable to peoplee ruled by the

moet humane aod the least tyrannical of the

colonial powers, how far more unbearable it must

have proved to tho peoples dominated by colooial

nations mainly bent upon the exploitation of the

subject population.

No wonder Mr. Sumner Welles asserts

that these new forces of nationalism can

successfully be canalized into peaceful and

constructive channels only if the powers of

the world are willing to adopt the basic

principle that no nation possesses the 1

inherent and unlimited right to dominate

alien peoples.

Referring to India, Mr. Sumner Welles

avers that no useful purpose will be served

by debating whether or not the people of

India are capable of self government, since

upon several occasions after the conclusion

of the first World War and notably two

years ago during the the special mission

to India by Sir Stafford Cripps, the British

Government has officially announced its

intention of granting self-government to

India. As recently as January 28, 1944

that most enlightened and liberal-minded of

Indian Viceroys, Lord Halifax, publicly stated

in the name of the British Government:

IV* hope that India, in wh»t wo bstiovo to b»

her own highest interest*, will wish to remain

within the British Commonwealth. But if, after

the war, her paoplo can establish an agreed

constitution and then desire to sever their partner-

ship with ns, we t^vo undertaken not to overrule

The ideal method of solution, according

to Mr. Welles, is through direct negotiation

between the British Government and the

representatives of leaders in India. But he

is emphatic that, should, these efforts

continue to fail, the Executive Council of

the International Organization, through its

agencies, should stand ready to assist in

composing the difficulties which taij

still exist.
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India and the Commonwealth Conference

FOR one in his position in the official

hierarchy, Sir Mahomed Zafrnllah

Khan’s speech at the Commonwealth Relations

Conference in London most be said to be

remarkably outspoken Pleading for fall

Dominion Status for India with considerable

warmth and no less cogency he asked the

Empire statesmen , assembled at the

Conference,

Does 'it nob strike yo i as irony of the first

magnitude (hat Indie should have two and a half

million men m tho field fighting and struggling

to preserve the liberty of tha nations of the

CommoaweaUh aad yet should bo a suppliant for

her own freedom T

Renter has not repoited what the other

statesmen said to this query But there

is no doubt Sir Zafrullah’s straight talk

must have gone home Indians have

fought for the liberation of Greece
and Italy, of Burma and Abyssinia,

but the liberation of Indik herself Is as

far from realisation as ever It seems to

be receding in proportion to her sacrifices

in the interest of the Empire I It is a

queer situation, and Sir Zatrullah did not

hesitate to point out the growing impatience

m this country of her continued subjection

It is clear that despite the affected coolness

of the British press, Dominion represen

tatives have been deeply impressed by the

arguments and fervour of the Indian dele

gallon’s plea Sir Mahomed Zafrullah Khan
publicly stated that the British Government
could not absolve itself by saying that lack

of agreement among Indians was the sole

hindrance in India's path to freedom He
characterised this as a defective attitude

and added,

India should be given a year's notico of Dominion
FAMua in which she si euld prepare herself to take
op her own responsibilities

. No wonder that quite a few of the Dominion
delegates thought that Sit Zafrullah Khan was
a member of the Indian National Congress
and " this Is certainly a great tribute to his

patriotism and his courageous stand’

Mr Breivi’t Plea for a Free Press

We wholeheartedly endorse Mr Brelvi’s

eloquent plea for the freedom of the press

m India, made at the last session of the

Editors' Conference at Calcutta With him,

we welcome the world movement for a

guarantee of the freedom of the press

being written into the peace treaties in

unequivocal language

Outer experience has taught us to beware of
fine phrases which are not translated into deeds
Not only has India been grossly misrepresented
abroad but ahe has also not known a genuinely
free press at home

But for countries like India, said Mr Bretvi,

a news charter even if embodied in the

peace treaties will not be worth the paper
on which it is written unless "the peace
treaties usher in the dissolution of
imperialism as well as the destruction of

Nazism and Fascism The press in India
has therefore to work both for its own
freedom and that of the country

\\a stand for the freedom of (he Press lo
declared Wo stand fot the emancipation of the
radio as well as all tha other channels of inform
atioo from the monopolistic control either of tho
Govcroment or of private agencies

But even more urgent is the removal of
the numerous restrictions under which the
press in India has to carry out its day
to day work
The ta hai come when wo should demand

»ba imined ate repeal of the Press Emergency and
the Princes Protection Acts and tho necessary
amendment of the Penal and t! o Criminal
Procedure Codes and also other Acta so os tomake the Press law m tha country no mororwtnctvva thBD is the Press law in V S A or

avow tnat i

-•f " ar situation nas definitely
taken a better turn and the internal
political situation has vastly improved there
is no meaning in interfering with the
legitimate functions of the press and the
freedom of expression
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Saving* Ctrlificjie* nr forced lesm ?

Government sustained the first defeat ol

the Session over a non-official adjourn-

ment motion tabled by Mr. Abdul Ghani

of the Muslim League censuring them for

the “ use of force and unfair methods
employed in Bihar in collecting- subscrip-

tions to the National Savings Campaign
Mr. Ghani told the House that in Bihar

parents were compelled to pay for National

•Savings Certificate at Rs 10 per child on
pain of non-admission. Holders of gun
licences had to pay anything from Rs 200
to 300. Everyone who paid a tax of Re. 1

should buy S. C. for Rs 20 Those who
refused to comply with the order were

harassed in all possible ways The fact

of oppression on a large scale has been
testified by unimpeachable authority. The
Patna High Court condemned in no uncertain

terms a case o( illegal extortion brought to

its notice. Surely not all such cases are

brought to the notice of the' Court and

the plight of the poor can well be imagined

Mr Neogy mentioned instances of what he

called the "Mudie touch" in methods

adopted in U.P. and Bihar. Other instances

of the application of third degree methods

were brought to the notice of the House
Sir Mahommad Vamin Khan, Nawabzada

Liaquat Ali Khan, and Mr BhuLbhai D»sai

supported the motion which was earned

by 47 votes to 40 The Finance Member's

plea that such saving went to check inflation

is beside the point, as

In a couatry wiiort death Irom atari alien haa
to-roma a common ipoctacla anJ tha wtabiy of

limply ^unintelligible to 6u Jeremy -

* countrymen.

coropuUory le\ im by irrMponaibla oTiclala «»jmg for

tha p*or'*"» «*n Sooil

_
Government should tap other soutees to

arrest the so-called inflation The Nawabzada
assetted that 95 pc. of inflated money
was with

contract-on, hnbe I»krr* anJ bUct uiarhetoora
working under tha protection of lha Government of
India Th>'*« wrea tli* iht>«« eourcaa which about)
hare been tapped f >r e-tung money : only then could
• Urge portion of Inflated money bare been got at.

India and SotctSt Africa

The recent debate in the Central Legisla-

ture gave unmistakable proof of the strength

of feeling in this country on the South

African „ question For the whole non-

official block, irrespective of party or

political affiliations, attacked Dr. Khare,

the member for Commonwealth Relations

for not giving effect to* the Reciprocity Act,

Some members of the House went so far

as to demand the recall of the High

Commissioner who, it was contended,

should not have been sent while the

House was yet to give its verdict.

It is some comfort that at such a

juncture competent authorities in South

Africa should have ruled the hated ordi-

nances ultra vires of the Provincial Council

of Natal. There is therefore the chance of

their being vetoed by the Governor-General.

The ordinances have created wide-spread

discontent among South African Indians

and it is hoped that the banning of these

obnoxious ordinances will pave the way for

a more reasonable approach to the Indian

problem May we hope that so acute a

•talesman as Field-Marshal Smuts will not
miss this opportunity to right a grievous

wrorq to a people who, after all, are members
of the same Commonwealth of which he is

such an eloquent expositor.

It is good too that the subject should
have been ^brought to the notice of the

Commonwealth Relations Conference now
sitting m London. The Memorandum
presented by the delegation led by
Mr Fenner Brockway, representing the

Indian Freedom campaign, rightly demands
that Indians in South Africa he given fuN /
tight of franchise in local and provincial"

*'

election*, and urges all Dominion deleg*4”
to press the South African Government w
abolish all racial discriminatory legislative
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Thi Yalta Confartnce

COMPREHENSIVE plans for the final

defeat of Germany and for enforcing

unconditional surrender terms which will be

imposed upon her, were announced in a

joint statement issued by Mr Churchill,

President Roosevelt, and Marshal Stalin

The statement, which discloses that the

“Big Three’s” 8 day conference took place

at Yalta, in the Crimea says that the three

Powers will each occupy a separate zone

in Germany.. Co ordination will be through

a Central Control Commission with head

quarters in Berlin France will be invited

to take a zone of occupation, if she desires

An agreement was reached on Poland

involving a reorganisation of the Provincial

Government now in Poland, with inclusion

of democratic leaders from Poland itself and

Poles abroad The eastern Polish frontier

shall essentially follow Curzon Line with

Poland receiving new territory elsewhere

It was agreed that a conference of the

United Nations be called in San Francisco,

in April next to prepare a charter of peace

Declaration ty the " tig Three
"

The following are highlights of the Declara

tion signed by Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin

at Yalta Crimea on February 12 1945
Faith *n Atlantic Charter —Wo reaffirm our faith

in ths principles of the Atlantic Charter and our
pledge m the declaration with other peace loving
nations of a world order under law dedicated to
peace security, freedom «nd general well being of
•11 mankind
Vmtj for Peace as Jot II or —Our meeting here

m the Crimea has reaffirmed our common determma
tion to maintain and strengthen in the peace to come
that uni tv of purpose and of action which has
made victory possible and certain for thn United
Nations in this War We believe that this >8 a sacred
obligation, which our * Government owe to their
peoples and to the people of the world Only with
continuing and growing co operation and under
•tending among our three countries and among all

the peace loving nations can the highest aspiration
of humanity be realised—a secure ana lasting peace,
which will in the words of the Atlantia Charter
afford an assurance that all men in all lands may

out their lives in freedom from fear dad want ”
it la considered that victory mthia war and eslab
kshment of the proposed international organisation
will provide the greatest opportunity in all to create
a the years to come the essential conditions of such
* peace

Egypt* Declaration of Defenilve War

The Egyptnn Parliament has declared a

defensive war after hearing a statement by
Ahmed Maher, Premier

The Wafdist Party under the presidency

of Nahas Pasha, however, unanimously
decided to oppose Egypt’s declaration of

war The decision was communicated to

King Farouk, Ahmed Maear and Britain,

the United States and Russia

Egypt’s declaration of war is almost
exclusively an academic one She has
declared a defensive not an offensive war.
In other words, she will not wage an
active war against the Axis, her views all

along being that the “ sacrifices ’ she has
made in helping to drive the Italo German
torces from Africa entitle .her to be
regarded as all but a belligerent nation
with a right to direct representation m the
conferences to settle the pattern of the
post war world

Egypt feels she has every right to regard
herself as justifying Britain’s description of
her as an ‘ independent power and ally”
With the news of the Egyptian declaration

came also the news of the Premier’s
assassination on February 24
ATfmed Maher, who was shot at while

walking from the Chamber of Deputies to
the Senate, was killed instantly

The assassination took place as Ahmed
Maher was carrying the declaration of war,
bearing the signature of King Farouk from
the Chamber of Deputies to the Senate

Turkey fa declare War on the Hula

The Turkish National Assembly has
unanimously approved the declaration of
war against the Axis

The Ankara Radio said that the British
ambassador to Turkey has invited the
Turkish Government to take part m the
San Francisco Conference The Radio
added that the condition for Turkey’s
participation in Conference was that Turkey
should declare war against the Axis by
March 1.
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Oxford 1’amthlets os Indian Affairs;
No. 20. Tarifls and Industry by John
MatthaL Oxford University Press.

In this pamphlet, Dr. John M&tthal in his

masterly way deals with two related topics,

the origin and winking of the policy of

protection in India and the part that protec-

tion is likely to play in the industrial deve-

lopment of India in the post-war period. In

the first part of the woik while admitting the

substan rial successes achieved by discrimi-

nating protection, the author gives expression

to the view that they might have been
greater if the Fiscal Autonomy Convention

had been wotked in the proper spirit. In the

second part, after dealing with the benefits

the country will derive from industrialization,

he examines the question of tariffs as a means

of assisting the development of Industiies.

Here his conclusions are that in the imme-

diate post-war period tariffs will play an

insignificant part, but that they will have a

more important bearing on a long range

industrial plan. As a true economist he

however deprecates economic isolationism

and pleads for the development of an inter-

national outlook for reconciling India’s

interests with her obligations to the world.

Marx: fes'CLES Lenin- Stalin Series

No. 23. On Youth By Lenin & J.

V. Stalin. People's Publishing House,

Raj Bhuvan, Sandhurst Road, Bombay.

In this selection oi letters, articles and

speeches by Lenin and Stalin addressed to

youth one meets the familiar thesis of

communism expounded in lucid style.

They deal with the problems that face the

youth in Russia with a fanatic appeal lot

unity and organisation in building a

communist society. The extracts from the

speeches of Stalin outline the tasks before

the Communist League faying sharp

emphasis on the study of Marxism and

The Future of the .Rupee. By C.

N. Vakil and J. J.
' Anjaria. Popular

Book Depot. Bombay. Price Re. 1-4.

Vital questions such as the future

of sterling balances, deflation, post-war

currency policy «nd India's attitude to the

proposed jnonetary fund are discussed

dispassionately by the authors of this

stimulating booklet. They point out that

alter the war, India must have an

antoaoaous rupee de-liaked tram sterling

and auppoited by appropriate exchange

control, which would enable us to shape

our price-ind-cost structnre to suit our

economic conditions and exigencies- Within

a short compass the authors have conttived

to pack valuable suggestions with the .

historical background necessary for under-
standing the significant factors internal and
external and their interaction when
determining our future currency and
exchange policy. A topical study which
is bound to be valuable to students of

economics, bankers and financiers.

A Study of Muslim Inscriptions. By
V S Bendrey. Karnatak Publishing

House. Bombay.
Mr, Bendrey has brought out several

useful publications on Maratha and Deccan
history and an -instructive brochure on the

Ilahi era of Akbar His present work Is

•based on a study of several hundreds of

inscriptions published in the Epigraphui
Indo-Moslemica (1907 1938). The first part

of the work gives a very informative
apparatus of data indispensable for a
proper study of these inscriptions. The
second part contains a chronological table

of these Inscriptions, as well as Jrsts of
places and place-names embodied in them.
The author's observations are very
vataable lor a grasp of the different eras

and date schemes and of the direct and
indirect values of the contents of the



DIARY OF THE MONTH
Feb. 1. Zhukov's march to Berlin—forty

miles from Reich capital.

Feh. 2, Three power Conference meets.

—S<r C. Setalvad calls on Government to

apply trade sanctions against S. Africa.

Feb. 3. Death is reported ol “ Pussyfoot"

Johnson.

Feb. 4, Manilla re-captured by Americans

Feb. 5. Messrs. Stalin, Roosevelt and Chur-

chill meet in Black Sea area.

—Greek Deadlock ends.

Feb. 6. Lords pass India Estate Doty Bill,

without a division.

Feb. 7. Ninth Session of the Indian Road
Congress metis under the presidency of

H. E. Sir Arthur Hope at Madras.

—Belgium Government resigns.

F«b. 8. S African Union Assembly passes

,
motion expressing full confidence in

the Government.

—Central Assembly carries adjournment

motion "censuring the Govt, of India for

failing to apply sanctions against S. Africa.

Feb. 9. Bombay High Court sets aside the

Bombay Govt's order demanding security

from the Editor of Forum

Feb. 10 Japs abandon Malaya.

—Churchill's stern reply to Franco.

—Assembly condemns use of force in

Savings drive.

Feb. ZZ. U- S. planes bomb Tokyo.

—Marshal Koniev crosses the Oder, north-

west of Breslau.

Feb. 12. Statement by the " Big Three ” on
agreed policy towards Germany.

—Civil war ends in Greece.

Feb. 13. Select Committee report on In-

surance Amending Bill published.

—Budapest falls : end of German resistance.

Feb. 14. Breslau is encircled.

—Chinese troops occupy Kutkal.

Feb. 15. Chile Beclyes war od Japan.

—Railway Budget is presented ia the

Assembly. K
Feb. 16. Egyptian Premier demands com-

plete independence for Egypt.

Feb. 17. Sir Zafrullah Khan pleads for full

Dominion Status for India at the Com-
monwealth Conference in London.

Feb. 18. Gandhiji indicts Bebar order.

—Death of General Chemyakorslcy, Soviet
Commander in E. Prussia.

Feb. 19. U. S, land on Jwojima.

—Natal Indian Congress warns radians against

accepting segregation plan.

Feb. 20. Sir S S. Ehatnagar and other

members of the delegation arrive in India.

Feb. 21. Cut motion on Government's
Railway policy carried by Assembly by
58 to 46.

Feb. 22. Assembly passes motion to dis-

cuss inadequacy of dearness allowance to

Railwaymen.

Feb. 23 Turkish National Assembly
approves decisioa rt declaration of war on
Germany and Japan to take effect from
March 1

Feb. 24 The Hidayatullah Ministry is •

defeated in the Smd Assembly by 25
votes to 19

Feb 25 Egypt declares war on the Axis:
Egyptian Premier assassinated.

Feb. 26. Delegation beaded by Mr. Fenner
Brockway presents memorandum to Cora-

monwealth Relations Conference urging
abolition of racial legislation in S. Africa.

—Mr. R. M. Deshmukh, New High Commis-
sioner, arrives at Dutban.

Feb 27 Governor of Madras, Sir Arthur
Hope’s term extended for 6 months.

—Me. Churchill explains Valia decisions to

the House of Commons. (
Feb 23. King Farouk signs war decree

against the Axis.
—Mr. Amery turns down proposal for

Parliamentary delegation to India.
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THE INDIAN DEADLOCK DE VALERA

The general situation in India does not

appear to be making much progress, writes

the Economist. “If Mr. Jmnah’s refusal

to co-operate with the mediatory Sapru

Committee is final, and there seems

no reason why it should not be so, hopes

of an agreement between Indian leaders

must be lower than ever,” says the paper.

Putting die query whose should be the

move in India, the Economist writes.

Tactical); it may b« ths tom of British to

play a card or two and yet it u hardly likely

that if they did, anything more ronld he offered

than the Crippa propoasla of 1642. . . . But

merely to repeat the Ctippe offer would probably

only exacerbate Indian euaptciona of eincerity of

Driliah motive*. In that caw, the wider atrategy

of achieving the best posaible solution compatible

with independence may dictate a firm etand on

the \ery liberal terms already offered and refusal

to initiate detailed discussions until Government's
stated conditions are accepted and the terms of

release for imprisoned Congress leaders fulfilled.

This policy has paid dividends (though not vary

large ones) in the past two year., and may hare
•till more to pay. In any event, if it be granted

that there u any cu»e at alt for firronee*. it

would surely be fooli«h to abandon the policy,

now that the Congress is on the defensive. If

this i» the intended line, the Viceroy. io calling

the Prill oca’ bluff, may be Bounding a warning to

others. It may also explain the rather studied

concentration of the Indian Government on
problems of economic development in India.

In (bis context of events, the resolution

pnssed by the Labour Party Conference

against the advice of its executive shows

admirable enthusiasm of , Indian inde-

pendence, but little appreciation of the

complex difficulties of achieving genuine

freedom for Indians.

The resolution called for the Immediate opening

or negotiations with Indian leaden, but it failed

to specify on what basis such negotiations should
procoed. Unlasa the supporters believed that
1 • leaders would find a common ground
in the presei

I forget tho differi

iralnatmg power

cceptable solution. While ma ,

lore emotional •empathy with (he labour Tatty
onferenca than with the hard headed and obscure
-orkioga ot the Government of In ha, it may yet be
hat the policy of the latter will contribute more
a tho formation of a free and cohesu a India.

The Aryan Path for February contains as

article on “ De Valera : Eire’s man of

destiny” by Mr. R. M. Fox who compares

De Valera to Mahatma Gandhi. What is the

secret of De Valera’s hold on his countrymen
which so often baffles the stranger and

even puzzles many of his cobtemporaries

in Ireland ) Mr. Fox answers

:

Be shares with Gandhi an air of-matm self-

confidence, a simplicity of manner, a eiaglemfndcif.

ness of purpose, that is undeflected by good or

ill fortune. Thu gives him a greater personal

ascendancy than any other Irish leader of out time.

No one since Parnell has evoked such a degree

of loyalty and affection. Like Parnell be is by no

means a consiitently great orator, fils epeeches

can be dulL But he always conveys the impression

of passionate sincerity. Often he seems to be

examining his conscience in public. JJe subjects

everything to a moral as well at an intellectual

teat sod does not rely on more cleverness alone.

In a pountry where eloquent apellhmders aro three

• peony, the tone of aloof autbority and moral

purposo will dommsto.

De Valm stood again for election and
be came out triumphant at the polls, What
are his achievements? The writer sums
up as follows:

Step by step he lias extended the Independence
of Eiro until he is able to declare (bat if oolv
the boundary question of Northern Ireland coaid
be tolled Ireland would have no grievance loll.

De Valera has pursued a policy of friendliness
towards Britain both politically and economically.
lie hee won his biggest notaries not by battle
but by moral power and by the recognition that
tho deetimas of Ireland and Britain mutt ba
closely intertii ined. Both nationa have much to
gain by cloae trade relatione and It la De Valera’s
argument that Ireland

1

* independence should moan
greater friendliness between them.

Although De Valera is one ot the

shrewdest political leaders of Europe it

remains true that his appeal is not primarily

political. For

when you listen to him
listening to a politician,

form carefully examining
until ba haa finished with
to become aware of his

suddenly ha appear* to bo
audience. And then

spoaklng as ths vole#
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NEW ORDER IN ASIA BRITISH POLICY IN INDIA

The magazine Amerasia, reviewing British

imperial policy, asserts that the post-war

economic prosperity of Britain, America, and

other industrial nations must be based

on an expanding world economy which

can only be created " by large-scale

development programmes in hitherto back-

ward and impoverished areas of tne world

particularly India and China."

Only by raising the living standards of these

millions of people can wa hope to bring about an
increase in the world's purchasing power on a scale

Sufficient to keep the world r productive facilities

fully employed to provide profitable outlet for

cap t&l investment For India, China and other
t^ickwsrd areas, such a ptocramme would mean
increased prosperity, escape from the oppressive
fetters of feudal and senu feudal land systems and
opportunity to build up a strong foundation for

political democracy sad national independence For
the United States auch a programme bolds out the
only hope for maintenance of full employment and
a high level of national income It also holds out
by far the best hope for solution of Britain'* ser/oos
econoftiio problems Only an expanding world
economy can enable her to achiei o that substantial

Increase in her export trade that u imperative, if

British standards of living are not to suffer serious
decline Above all. it would remove the threat of
disastrous economic rivalry among major rower*,
particularly between Britain and the United States.’

Declaring that United States and Britain

hold the key to the snlntton o* the problem,
the magazine says that America's enormous
resources in investment funds and capital

goods place her in a position to take

the lead in formulating a programme for

constructive economic development rn back-
wards areas.

iteJ States should bi

i eye to the need of tha world as
t designed to merely protect the ah'

9 of individual American business c

peoploa of these arei

advantage* for Amci
rhnnee of achieving tt

The Amentia says that Britain holds the

other key, »te "aha *)aaec*a s*f whether
the pre-war colonial status is to be restored

Intact or whether there shall be a genuine
'‘new order** in Asia.

Trenchant criticism of British Govern-
ment's “do nothing" policy on India is

made by New Vision a quarterly review

devoted to problems of subject peoples of

the world published recently in an article on

GaDdhi-Jmnah talks. The editor sums tip

the position in these words:

The position chows that the British Govern-
ment’ll attitude of lying low and saying " nuffin

”

is a deliberate and machiavellian policy Having
helped to create the present Hiadu-JIusIim
problem, the British Government announces that
nothing can be done until it is solved. When it

suits its purpose the British Government turns
innocently to the questioner end aays blandly
that it is not its policy, to interfere with the
people nnder its rule. It has only been the
policy of Government so to interfere when personal
gain has been concerned. There would be no
personal gain for Government • fo announce that
it intended to put in hands plana for provisional
Indian National Government—that for the interim
period rights of all miaonlica would be safe-

guarded and that once British power had been
withdrawn Indians would be freo tbemsoliea *~

come to a settlement of their own problems
is the right, only policy but ‘ —

“

. , It

will not be

AU indications to-day go to abow that the
moral degradation of British polity and lamentable
apathy of the Bntuh people as a whole leave
rth alternative for a solution of the Indian
problem but revolt. Hatred in India to-day ts

auch that final revulsion from British rule may
take a dangerously violent form.

THE TORY PLAN FOR BURMA
The New Statesman and Nation in

an editorial note on the Conservative
members’ " Blue-print far Burma " says:
“ It offers what it absurdly calls Dominion
Status, bqt reserves defence and foreign
aff*ir», excludes a big area of hill courtry

and proposes that the constitution shall be
framed after a six-year period of transition.

This is impossible. The Burmese will

accept nothing less th»n whit Sir Stafford

Cripps offered the Indians. The demand
that tins Dominion shall compensate British

capitalists for all their losses during the

war would infuriate even milder people
thta (he Burmese. Tie oid explofcaftvrn

roust not start again : the problem I* to

find a socially desirable organisation 10

replace it."



INDIAN STATES
Hyderabad

POSTWAR PLANS FOR HYDERABAD
Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Member for Planning

and Development, Government of India,
speaking at the annual dinner of the
Hyderabad (Deccan) Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, said that the progress madem connection with reconstruction planningm Hyderabad were satisfactory He
congratulated Mr Ghulam Mohammad,
Finance Member, Nizam s Council and
those who collaborated with him m the
formulation of post war development schemes

,but ,t was one thing to form a scheme
and another to implement it Hyderabad
was in a fortunate position in this respect,
as its financial resources had been carefully
husbanded by successive Finance Members

Sir Akbar Hydan and Mr Ghulam
Mohammad Postwar plans however
could not be financed out of accumulated
resources alone If Hyderabad was to reap
the same benefits as those proposed in
British India, their level of taxation must
come up to that prevailing in British India

AN INDUSTRIALIST S MUNiriCENCE
A sum of Rs 15 lakhs has been set

apart by the well known Hyderabad
industrialist Nawab Ahmed Nawaz Jung
Bahadur for the spread of education and
relief to the needy of Mecca and Medina,
holy places of the Muslims the world over

The mon^y is to be used for building
blocks in Hyderabad city the rent of

u l J
71 ke utilised for the purposes

which the Nawab has in view H E H
the Nizam has issued a" ‘Firman’ permit-
ting the Nawab to acquire at cost price
extensive grounds for the construction of
buildings in one of the busiest localities
of Hyderabad City

The Fund is to be administered by a
Trust ^consisting of representatives of the
Nawab’s family, members of the Nizam’s
Government and some non officials

Baroda

FOOD INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE
His Highness [he Maharaja Saheb has

appointed a Committee under the Chairman-
ship ofMr V S Mahajam to go round thevarious districts of the State, study the food
situation and suggest ways ol introducing
improvements m the matter of procurement

Mad t
U"0n ° f f°°d Brams- controllingblack markets etc

, and make other recom-mendations on allied questions Messrs

“'than and
R«olkhanrathan and Magjibhat Govmdbhat Arva

mIu''," members and Mr SM Shitole, the Secretary of the Committee

board of'mdustrial ADVICE

Sn°Ram M°
re prom
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Mysore

GRANT TO DEPRESSED CLASSES

The Government of Mysore have sanc-

tioned Rs 75,000 for the amelioration of

the Depressed Classes in the State.

The amelioration will take the form of

help towards construction of houses for the

members of the community and promotion,

of their economic position and general

welfare. Funds are to be placed at the

disposal of the Deputy Commissioners of

Districts so that, in case of accidental fire

in which members of this community are

seriously affected and left helpless, gratuit-

ous relief could be afforded with the least

possible delay. More industrial centres are

to be opened by the Industries Department

lor the benefit of this community at which

members of the Depressed Classes may
pursue some cottage industry suited to

their condition

THE VICEROY IN MYSORE
His Excellency Lord Wavell, during his

visit to Mysore last month conferred on
the Maharaja of Mysore the insignia of

the Knight Grand Commander of the Star

of India, announced in the' New Year's

honours list.

Historical events connected with the

Mysore wars of the 18th century and the

exploits of great Tippu Sultan and his

father Ilyder Ah were recalled

when Their Excellencies spent more
than two hours visiting several places

at Sermgapatim, so full of historic incidents

of particular interest to a great soldier

like Ilis Excellency.

MYSORE RULER'S SCHOLARSHIP
The Maharaja of Mysore has donated a

sum of about one lakh of rupees from
Palace funds for the institution of a scholar-

ship in the name of his mother of the
value of Rs 300 a month. This scholar-

ship VHi *oe awariefi to women doctors o!
Mysore to prosecute higher medical studies
in England or America and to specialise

in diseases concerning women and children.

Travancore

WAR SERVICES OF TRAVANCOREANS

Presiding over the Travancore War Ser-

vices Exhibition at Trivandrum on January

12, H. H. the Maharajah of Travancore

said:
—

“ Since the Exhibition was started in

Delhi about two years ago, Trivandrum is

the 16th centre it has visited and the

exhibition has already been witnessed by
more than two milion visitors. It -is

designed to bring within the ken of the

lay citizen in the far-flung corners of India

what the processes of modern warfare are.

It also represents to Travancoreans who have
thrown in their lot with His Majesty’s

subjects from all quarters of the Empire—
a picture of the perils and the privations

as well as their triumphs of the spirit of

response to duty

About 80,000 men have been recruited

for the various services besides recruit-

ment to the the Women's Auxiliary Corps
and in regard to the percentages of
total enrolment, Travancore has been
reported as being the foremost among the
Indian States."

TRAVANCORE STATE FINANCES
The accounts of the Travancore Govern-

ment for the year 1119 ME., corresponding
to 1943-44, have been closed. The revised
estimates for 1119 were Rs. 4S9 41 lakhs
whereas the actual figures are now seen
to be Rs. 506 11 lakhs. The expenditure
charged to revenue aggregates tb Rs 366 20
lakhs Out of the surplus of Rs. 13S91
lakhs, Rs 9 lakhs have beert allotted to
the revenue Reserve Fund and the balance,
namely, Rs. 13091 lakhs have been
credited to the Post-War Reconstruction
Fund.

TRAVANCORE ENGINEERING DEGREE
The Institute of Engineers (India) has

recognised the B Sc. (Engineering) degree
of the Travancore University as entiding its

holders to exemption .from sections “A"
and “ B of their associate membership
examination.
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Patiala

THE RULER'S APPEAL FOR UNITY
The Maharaja of Patiala, in reply to an

address
?
f welcome from the Peshawar

.
Sikhs, said: 'My family always has been
serving the Sikh community and I too, am
not unconscious of my duty towardsmy country, the Indian people, and the
Sikhs jn particular. Bnt unity is the chief
ractor which makes nations and it the
Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus unite and live
like true Indians, the world will respect

Tnd' -r Ti
e S'kl

l

S
i"

3 smal1 community
and if they truly follow their religion and
organise themselves they can easily live
honourably. The respect which the Sikh
community commands at present is all due
to their military spirit and sense of duty

traditions.’’
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Cochin

hospital for cochin

,J’
r °'° rf ®oaKi Datvan of Cochin

laying the foundation stone of the new
hospital constructed by Dr. Rm Alagappa
Chettiar for the welfare of the labourers

i j ,

Cochm Textiles observed : “ I am
g^ad that in his relation with labour.

l,
"laEaPPa Chettiar has set an example

which all employers of labour in this Stateand indeed throughout the country will do
well to emulate." The new hospital locatedm the spacious grounds in front of the
Mtlls and providing 12 beds will be

Cochin Textiles^ Hospital**^*
*"*

Bikaner

BIKANER’S 5-LAKH GRANT

terhnlc
1
’|
repa

j
,h' ‘ P'“Pl« of Bikaner for

technical and other services, H. H. the
Maharaja has sanctioned scholarships of thewdue of Rs. 5 lakhs covering higher
education and training in India and abroadm geology mdustnal chemistry, tanning,
public health, agriculture and engineering?

Bharatpur

bharatpur orders
The Bharatpur Government have givendiscretion to all the Government Depart”

“f Ihe Si",,

h<! ° Khadi for uniformsthe State employees where It is possible.
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Mysore

GRANT TO DEPRESSED CLASSES
The Government of Mysore have sanc-

tioned Rs. 15,000 for the amelioration of

the Depressed Classes in the State.

The amelioration will take the form of

help towards construction of houses for the

members of the community and promotion,

of their economic position and general

welfare. Funds are to be placed at the

disposal of the Deputy Commissioners of

Districts so that, in case of accidental fire

In which members of this community are

seriously affected and left helpless, gratuit-

ous relief could be afforded with the least

possible delay. More industrial centres are

to be opened by the Industries Department

for the benefit of this community at which

members of the Depressed Classes may
pursue some cottage industry suited to

their condition.

THE VICEROY IN MYSORE
His Excellency Lord Waved, during his

visit to Mysore last month conferred on

the Maharaja of Mysore the insignia of

the Knight Grand Commander of the Star

of India, announced in the' New Year's

honours list.

Historical events connected with the

Mysore wars of the 18th century and the

exploits of great Tippu Sultan and his

father Hyder Ali were recalled

when Their Excellencies spent more
than two hours visiting several places

at Seringapatam, so full of historic incidents

of particular interest to a great soldier

like His Excellency.

MYSORE RULER'S SCHOLARSHIP
The Maharaja of Mysore has donated a

sum of about one lakh of rupees from
Palace funds for the institution of a scholar-

ship in the name of his mother of the

value of Rs. 300 a month. This scholar-

ship will be awarded to women doctors of

Mysore to prosecute higher medical studies

in England or America and to specialise

in diseases concerning women and children.

Travancore

WAR SERVICES OF TRAVANCOREANS
Presiding over the Travancore War Ser-

vices Exhibition at Trivandrum on January

12, If. H. the Maharajah of Travancore
said

'

" Since the Exhibition was started in

Delhi about two years ago, Trivandrum is

the 1 6th centre it has visited and the

exhibition has already been witnessed by
more than two milion visitors. It -is

designed to bring within the ken of the

lay citizen In the far-flung corners of India

what the processes of modern warfare are.

Jt also represents to Tra van coreans who have

thrown in their lot with His Majesty’s

subjects from all quarters of the Empire

—

a picture of the perils and the privations

as well as their triumphs of the spirit of

response to duty ....

About 80,000 men have been recruited

for the various services besides recruit-

ment to the the Women’s Auxiliary Corps
and in regard to the percentages of

total enrolment, Travancore has been

reported as being the foremost among the

Indian States."

TRAVANCORE STATE FINANCES
The accounts of the Travancore Govern-

ment for the yearHI9ME, corresponding

to 1943 44, have been closed. The revised

estimates for 1119 were Rs. 489 41 lakhs

whereas the actual figures are now seen

to be Rs. 50611 lakhs. The expenditure

charged to revenue aggregates tb Rs 366 20

lakhs. Out of the surplus of Rs. 13891
lakhs, Rs 9 lakhs have beed allotted to

the revenue Reserve Fund and the balance,

namely, Rs. 13091 lakhs have been

credited to the Post-War Reconstruction

Fund.

TRAVANCORE ENGINEERING DEGREE
The Institute of Engiueers (India) has

recognised the B Sc. (Engineering) degree

of the Travancore University as entitling its

holders to exemption
.
from sections “A

and " B " of their associate membership
examination.
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Patiala

THE RULER'S APPEAL FOR UNITY
The Maharaja of Patiala, in reply to an

address of welcome from the Peshawar
Sikhs, said My family always has been
serving the Sikh commnmty and I too, am
not unconscious of my doty towards
nty country, the Indian people, and the
Sikhs m particular Bat unity ,s the chief
factor which makes nations and it the
Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus unite and live
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and if they truly follow their religion and
organise themselves they can easily live
honourably The respect which the Sikh
community commands at present is all due
to their military spirit and sense of duty
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HOSPITAL FOR COCHIN
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INDIANS OVERSEAS
South Africa

NATAL CONGRESS’S WARNING

The Working Committee of the Natal

Indian Congress has passed the following

"SL“'L“UB ,b. 'V.-B.B C—,* *“
ConcriMB, reiterates its unequivocal oprosi-

Jion ?o any^pto or aeheme mteoded £

fM OM»P»twn«l pprpope* indhousmg “

;s.s'is tor.tt /Xi... t...doot.ti —i

rJ3S'~VXsp'sz»,f“»Sp~s
sibSSrSiJs

^Ssisssv-^
.53rSSSs«aaS3S
•T«sss-“^rs.:".

«

r
krxsi " S;ix

srs,s
a: fc»..o..i.;. .>•_'msnz'xsxs&ts
Coniroimioo ef lor i » ,o»truct all branches
the decision of the

(

Co°B “ ,’ Mr« m, or enter into,

of the CoogreM not o
rto,Bto f Immigration

KHrMn or any other local authority The
and Ae.alio AR*'™ ° r

to
3
con duc<. a rouo.ry wide

roBe™£n “peat of the Pegging Act by22 me^ngT,f protest and other mean..

In this connection it is interesting to

learn that legal difficulties have ansen .«

legislation passed last year and that Field

Marshal Smuts has been appnsed of it.

- w.ttr Soi-P* Ordlo.nce, in Ht.r p.t.tnl

Burma
FUTURE OF INDIANS IN BURMA

(

The Council of the Imperial Citizens

Association, in a letter to the Department

of Commonwealth Relations,- Government

of Iqdia, on the "blue-print” for the

future of Burma, says
: f

<‘H the recommendations of the
.

blue-

print’ are accepted, the pre-war prejudices

against Indians will re-appear, winch by

no means will contribute to Burma s future

welfare and happiness. . .

No final agreement should be concluded

without consulting all bodies interested in

Indians in Burma and without the approval

of the Central Legislature, the letter says

:

India should be represented in an adequate

manner at any future conference that may

be held lor the reconstruction of Burma.

While the Barmans themselves are trying

to maintain good relations with Indians, the

the Council observes, speeches such as the

one made recently by Sir Alfred Watson

saying that "the Burmese in these years

of freedom have developed the strongest

prejudice against the exploitation by

Indians" tend to prejudice British public

opinion.

u. s. A.
u S CITIZENSHIP FOR INDIANS

The United Press of Amenca understands

from a responsible quarter that the State

Department will throw its weight behind

the Bill pending before the Congress to

ptace India on the same level as China

and European countries as far as

Immigration is concerned. It is understood

the Stale Department will make the

position known In the hearing on the bills

row before the House Immigration

Committee which would make the Indian

nationals eligible for citizenship and establish

an immigration quota. It is understood

the Committee has asked the State and

Justice Departments for their views. It «*

reliably reported that the State Department

has already prepared a favourable reply.
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Questions of Importance

SOLVE THE INDIAN PROBLEM INDIAN SCIENTISTS’ STATEMENT

A strong appeal lor a solution of the

Indian problem was made by Chaudhurt

Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, when he
replied to the toast of "Delegates from
Overseas ’ proposed by Viscount Astor at

a dinner to the delegates to the British

Commonwealth Relations Conference in

London on February 19

Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan said

Beheve me issues far more momentous and
vital for f iture peace and c»v ilisation haog upon
tbo eolation of this problem than is perhaps
being appreciated at- the moment The attitude
of His Majesty’s Government appears to bo that
they having announced a policy regarding India
it is now up to India to make the nest move
Failing such a more is Britain released from all

further liability concerning India 1 In the
interests of • the United Kingdom itself in the
Interests of the Commonwealth and In the interests

of world peace and security tbe situation must
not bo permitted to deteriorate any further The
strains and stresses Imposed by the war hove not
prevented Britain from making big strides in
many directions. Sbo has not been too timid to
tackle tremendous and intricate problems of

Booal security at home In foreign relations she
has struggled through to an understanding with
the United States and what is more satisfactory,
with Russia Is Britain content to accept defeat
only in the case of India t

After describing how the Cripps proposals

had failed to resolve the " Indian deadlock

Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan continued

May I appeal to yon, who are gathered here
from all parts of the Commonwealth, to bring
constructive minds to bear on tbi9 problem that
when victory is achieved the Indian question
may also have been settled I Would it not be
feasible for His Majesty a Government to noaounce
that it would be prepared to implement any
agreed settlement put up on behalf of India
within one year firom the cessation of hostilities

agftwat Japan, but failing such a settlement Hvs
Majesty's Government would place, before Parlia
ment itself proposals concerning the future
const itution of India designed to place India on
a footing of complete equality with the Dominions ?

23

Five members of the Indian Scientific
Mission, who returned to India on 19th
February after five months' stay in the
United Kingdom, The United States of
America and Canada, in a statement, say
that in the course of ,their lectures and
conversations m the U K, they advocated
the view that for developing India, her
natural resources must be used to the
fullest extent, and for this purpose there
should be a National Government at the
centre as well as in the provinces

"We were happy to find,” the statement
says.

that moat of tho scientists,
industrialists fully endorsed this

administrators and
MOW

yiner Quines memoers told ns
repeatedly that India now enjoys the fullest
freedom regarding her economic development, and
if she falls to take any effective measures in this
direction, the responsibility rests solely with themembers of the Government of India

In UK, the statement says, the
scientists were impressed by the total
mobilisation of scientific talent for the
prosecution of war.

.the effort being made there has already effected
vast changes in industrial efficiency, and has
revealed that when the people and the Government are enthused with a common purpose,
industrial and agricultural exploitation of resources
offered by nature can effect wonders m peace oswell as during a war India too has tho brainpower and the population to achieve this •• buther progress m these directions must be by forced

thT national purposebehind all her plans of development, so that thopeople may be enthused to put forth their best
effort and support the Government to the fullest
extent in their effort for an all round industrialand agricultural development

The signatories to the
Sir S S Bhatnagar, Sir
Prof S K Mitra, Prof T

and Prof M N Saha

statement are

J N Ghosh,
N Makherjee
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£>r SHRIDHARANI ON INDIAN
ASPIRATION

"America is the only Western country
which still retains the confidence of Asiatic
people, said Dr Knshnalal Shrtdharam, the
Hindu philosopher and writer, the other dav
at New York

All the great colonial powers—France the Nether
lands and England—have discredited themselves in
the eyes of Asia The aspirations of India are based
°? ™'°

,

fundamental propositions—firstly, Indiashould atwaja remain one econom o unit Anyattempt at portioning India into Hindu India and
or

.

,nt0 Paklstan or Hindustan wouldmean India a subjugation to foreign powere indefi
nitely India is a unit and she should remain a unit

. 7
n
?r™'

ty i* Indla 8 complete Ifldependence and freedom The cause of India’s present
“

,

18 th® lopsided economy fostered under alien
authorities who have looked upon India as nothingbut a consumers market India should become aproducers market This can never be altered by

neonle°hv
h
Th/ T

° Q,y Goveram«ut of Indian
P!° P

J®
by l

J»o Indian people and for the Indian

mTtmn
c®

f

n
T
be,

,

tru®ted to preside over the transfer

Star™3 oounfry
” * r" r “““"y m ‘0 * «"•»

INDIA, THE ACID TEST
India will be the acid test of all that has

been said regarding the mrral issues of this
war, declared Mis Vijayalaxmi Pandit, m a
speech at Boston on February J5

*V^ f
r,
ed°m £ India 1ms the hope of a settle

of
-
tho warld Problem. Free India becomesa force for good in the East and the whole
of

.
the

,
Pacific becomes more easy ofsolution A discontented India means a discontented Asia There can be no lasting peace

TUwfr ‘f

based °a f.be recognition of human rightsThe first step in this direction is the freedom of these
countries still under foreign domination Unless this
is done, the present global conflict becomes merels awar lor power with no moral sanction behind it

Proceeding, Mrs Pandit said

a
.
f“ not enough-good intentions do not

nrtmnf ?
rB only the°retical It is only

actions that will help m clarifying the lasues and

NnVuJ
0

;i

actI?“ baa been taken by the United

centra*

a

«„
IC the p la” for Poat war ™>r«d is to con

on
P°,wer aad t0 impose systems of eecuntylw“ll“lr ‘‘ ,8 ^und to foil Civilisation

have « E?”,
0p0,jr °.f tbe whlt0 ru“n Asia and Africa

nmtv
56 T5

lch s,retchea back into antiT L™
Dd ‘hVV°r,d 13 M much m need of a message

America f/vV to “g^T -
03 aoy that Europe “Dd

MAJLIS SECRETARY ON Mr JINNAH
Accusing Mr Jinnah of retarding the

progress of the country and doing (he greatest
disservice to the Muslims of India, Shaikh

>” MIC, General Secretary,
All India Muslim Majlis, says

Whenever slightest sympathy for the noht.ealasp rations of this down trodden country » ? ownfSSSSSSH
Con^fbcuXTaLlr ‘™t »“ l> «»

for the peoJiTSTindJ? " dlmJ* f
dM«rroioatioa
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foreign yoU by 3,1 l,Jlllm.U°“ d
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NEW INDEPENDENCE PLEDGE
Gandh,,, wr?te om lhe f„|| Ind

-
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de™" day’ Bstf'^r
,ak7 ™ Indepan*

various 'centrum^ «



ieo Educational

Dr. SARGENTS PLAN

Dr. John Sargent, Educational Adviser
to the Government of India, speaking on
the post-war educational reconstruction ot

Iadia, at New Delhi on January 24, out-

lined the aims and objects of the

educational plan of the Central Advisory
Board of Education. The plan, he

said, would be regarded as a kind
of house with six main rooms and six

out-buildings

Elaborating his thesis, he said that the

first room provided not only universal free

and compulsory education for all boys and
girls between the ages of six and sixteen

bat it sought to ensure for them a healthy

and successful life for the exercise in the

fullest capacity of their tights as citizens.

The second provided for the starting of

nurseries to lay the foundation of good
behaviour, good social attitude in boys and
girls and to check infant mortality. The
next three provided adequate high school

accommodation, training of technical,

industrial and research workers for

the industrialisation of the country

and the colossal problem of adult

education.

The out-building provided for linking up
the medical inspection of students with the

urgent question of treatment, essential

nutrition, recreation facilities, setting

Up of bureaus to provide information

to those seeking employment after

completing their education and training

'of teachers.

The scheme aimed at providing equal

opportunities for all when it laid down

that no boys or girls should be deprived

of education owing to the poveity of their

parents The object of the scheme which

was as elastic as possible, was to frame a

system of education suited to the interests

and conditions of this cottater; It was set

•

out in the principles of the Board's report

to make "children physically "fit, mentally

^alert and morally sound.

Sir C. V. RAMAN’S PLEA FOR MORE
UNIVERSITIES

A demand for the establishment of more
universities in different regions with the
system of education completely overhauled
to suit modern times was made by
Sir C. V. Raman in the course of his

recent address on “Unity of Knowledge"
at the Maharaja’s College, Jaipur.

The lecturer pleaded for the establish-

ment of a University at Jaipur as a vital

need in fartherance of the transformation

going on there and repudiated the assump-
tion that the bigness of a university

depended on its size by illustrating the

superiority of Cambridge over London.

He emphasised that the real wealth of the

country lay in knowledge that its youth

could acquire in a healthy atmosphere and

congenial surrounding, peculiarly appropriate

to the genius of the soil.

Dr JAYAKAR ON 'VARSITIES

Dr. M. R Jayakar, opening at Ahmedabad

on February 3, the building of the researeh

centre of the 96-years old Gujarat Verna-

cular Society, founded by an Englishman,

Forbes, said that feeling for a separate

Univeraity had permeated the intellectual

classes of Gujarat

India was a vast country where there

was scope for many regional Universities.

The Bombay University was too unwietdy

to exercise efficient and beneficent control

over its component parts The committee

appointed by the Government of Bombay
with Sir Chimanlal Setaivad as President

had reported in 1925 in favour of regioaal

Universities, which could not be given 83

gifts from God, but must grow fiom the

soil, free from Government control

Stressing the importance of research, be
said that the soil of Gujarat was rich in

material for research Hindu and Muslim
civdisatioat bad combined in the pvif and
would combine into one stream in future,

showing that there was nothing Inconsistent

between the two civilizations.
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rilNDU LAW REFORM
Sir S Varadachariar, Judge of Federal

.Lourt of India, addressing the students of

Se
.«T?

University Law Faculty on
the Codification of Hindu Law

' , discussed
the organic nature oL all laws and their
revolutionary character whether developed or
legislated He thought that the convent.onal
hold of the customary laws in India was
broken with the advent of the British in
India when they superseded these laws

Cht",
°™' P""meal and

The speaker said

This break 10 the continuity of our orcnnic laws

.ogU ££S£U * lh“
“The advocate of reform and codihcatiOn rhA

‘JV

*

peaker Pleaded for therniddb course of adopting long range legisla
tion, wide in its sphere

SECURITY ORDER ON FORUM
A full bench of Ihe Bombay High Court

consisting ofMr Juslrce Mohammad ChaglaMr Jnstrce Lokor, and Mr Justice Weston,on February 9 set aside the Bombay Govern
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The demand forrsecurity was based on an
article m the Torum commenting on the

sentence pasrsccl on 16 accused persons
,n fbe Ashti and Chimur cases

Their Lordships held that the article in
question was only a strong plea for the
commutation of the death sentence on the

accused, and did not express approval
or admiration of the action of the accused
persons
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IDEALS OF INDIAN WOMANHOOD
Mrs. Sarojini Naidu, speaking on ‘Indian

Womanhood’ at a meeting of the Islamia

College Students’ Union at Calcutta said

:

“Indian women—'your mothers, your sisters,

wives and daughters—are all integral parts

of your nation, and your ration's worth can

only be measured by the opportunity women

have for fulfilling the highest ideals of your

nation”. Indian women, she added, could

not be divided into this generation and that

generation, Hindus and Muslims.

Referring to reports that Indian women

were all sad and down-trodden, she said

that the women of India had a record of

which any part of the world might be

proud. In India, women had been working

gladly and selflessly for a long time

and the whole of the Hindu civilization

‘ demanded that Indian women should have

independence of judgment because they

had half the responsibility in the progress

- of humanity.

The ancient ideals were of co-operation

and comradeship between man and woman;

it was also the case with that great wife

of the Prophet, who helped him in every

way. As things progressed and digressed,

Mrs Naidu continued, women began to

seek protection and privilege. Then, with

the cessation of responsibility, right also

began to lapse. And, that was the history

- all over the world and there came a period

when women were regarded as mere goods

and Chattels for all practical purposes

Women in the East had always had a

right in property and in Islam too they

had an economic position. It was with

the lapse of right lhay became entirely

dependent on others. Comparing Indian

women with those of other countries she

said: "We are not really so backward

as we like to believe We are as good as

anybody else, and can be better if we

work out our old traditions .

Mrs. Naidu finally pointed out that
>

at

present women could, be foond working

in -various branches of education, law,

commerce, social service and the like.

Mrs. V. L. PANDIT'S OFFER
Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmt Pandit, in an inter-

view in Boston said that if India had certain

promises amounting to a guarantee of

freedom and the release of the 18,000
still in prison without trial since 1942, "we
will throw our whole weight of men and
resources into the war against the Japanese.

“The two million supposed to be in the

war to-day are just ‘rice’ soldiers forced

by unemployment into army. We are a

little bored by the assumption of the English

that they are the only civilised people.

“There is a talk of the affairs of the

world being settled by the Big Five. Who
the dickens are the Big Five to determine

whit is to be done for the wortd ? With-

out a free India the Pacific problem cannot

be solved."

Saying that she had come to the United

States by coortesy of the United States Air

Command and that she was very much
touched by the kind treatment from American
soldiers and officers who were “so gentle

and kind to other people?" Mrs. Pandit added
that it was by these things that nations were
drawn together.

WOMEN FOR MEN'S JOBS IN U. S
Mr. R. Burlow, Director of the United

States Office of War Information told the

Rotary Club of Calcutta that the present war
hid broken down all barriers between men's

and women's jobs in the United States.

Women, he said, had taken a number of

men's job's and to-day one-fourth of the

workers in the war factories were women.

Mr. Burlow emphasised that women were
making » magnificent contribution to the

war effort without which, he said, it would
have been impossible to achieve the con-

siderable production of goods in the States

The men in the States, Mr. Burlow said,

considered women as their equals -There

were women doctors, lawyers and judges

Women competed with men in business

and also held responsible Government posts.
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AIMS OP FMPIRF PRESS UNION

Lt Col J J Astor, Chairman of the

Times, presiding at the annaal meeting of

the Empire Press Union said that there

were two principles which the Union had

always sought to practise and, indeed,

fought for,—freedom from Government

control and speedy transmission of news

"One of our first duties after the war
'

he said, “will be to ensure For the

Empire Press full benefit of war time

technical research and invention Our aim

must always be to secure the fastest

possible transmission at the lowest possible

rates Exchange of news from reputable

sources and responsible comment free from

Government control from whatever country

of origin is one of the burning questions

of the day We have seen what mischief

can be wrought and harm done when
people are kept in ignorance of world

affairs and their own country s affairs and
when news can be censored, doctored and

delayed

RESPONSIBILITIES OF JOURNALISTS

Presiding over the United Provinces

Journalists Conference at Allahabad on
January 20, Mr K P, Viswanatha Aiyar
President Tamil Nadu Journalists Federation

and Assistant Editor of the Hindu surveyed
the rights and responsibilities of Indian

journalists as well as the difficulties and
dangers that surrounded them and exhorted
them to organise themselves into a power
ful body to do justice to themselves
and discharge their duty by the public

“The conditions of newspaper finance

to day are such", he said, "as could
sustain a far higher standard Newspaper
profits are governed by advertisement
revenue and the latter increases with the

increase in national income If, therefore

the expectation ol a considerable increase

in India s national income materialises, then

j
newspaper revenues are bound to expand

' and newspaper proprietors have no cause

to feel pessimistic about their ability to do
material justice by their employees

”

%\

Mr J M KUJIARAPPA IN AMERICA

Mr J M Kumarappa, the first Indian

educationist to be invited to U S under

the State Department’s cultural relations

prbgrarame, told the United Press that bis

mission was three fold Firstly, study of

State and private social service programmes,
and “correction ’ institutions for the Tata

Institute of Social Sciences , secondly, visit

universities to collect information for the

Foreign University Bureau
,

thirdly find

out to what extent the American
Foundation is interested in the International

Cultural Centre of Bombay and to help to

acquaint foreigners with Indian culture

He pointed out India could furnish

important contributions, especially in philo-

sophical values, to scientific and practically-

minded westerners He expects to visit

New York, Boston and Cleveland where
he will attend a Social Workers* Convention

• PUSSYFOOT JOHNSON
Mr William Eugene 4 Pussyfoot

”

Johnson, the internationally known probibt

tionist died on February 2 at the age of
82 He made three trips round the world
in the interests of temperance and delivered
more than 4 000 lectures He was honorary
member of the Devalaya Association and
Vishwa Bnarati in India, and a life member
of the Prohibition League of India He
lost one eye at a prohibition meeting in
London in 1919, by a missile thrown
from the crowd

Sir C V RAMAN
The honorary degree of Doctor in

Science was conferred on Sir C V Raman
in absentia at the annual convocation of
the Lucknow University on February 3
in recognition of his 4 high eminence in
the scientific world and his great services
to the cause of Science in India

’

GANDHI 8 STATUE FOR KARACHI
The /Karachi Municipal Corporation has

unanimously decided to erect near the
Sind Secretariat a full size bronze statue of
Mahatma Gandhi offered by the Karachi
Jndi?n Merchants' Association N
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HONEY CORE FOR TdnERC0L03ia

The Russians seek hone/ cure for {he

treatment of tuberculosis The hone/ is

distilled from flower of the local cork trpe

and has heen u*ed for years as a sure remedy
for tuberculosis by the natives in jungle

country on the Manchurian borders Now,
following scientific research into the chemical

properties of this tree, the Geographical

Society of the Academy of Scientists of

U.S R R Intends sending a fully-equipped

expedition to ihe jungle to study the tree

and establish a base far exploitation, says

Moscow Radio

SHARK tlVER_OIL

The phenomenal development of the shark

liver oil industry In India during the past

4 years, is dae no less to the increasing

recognition of its therapeutic value as to the

wartime shortage of the imported product.

India’s present output is estimated »t

1,500,000 lbs of cod liver oil standard

Questions vital to the development of this

important industry are discussed in the

January issue of th* Journal ofthe Scientific

and Industrial Research

NEW MALARIA CORE

A new cure for malaria, one of the worst

maladies in China, has been discovered

following one year's laboratory work

conducted by a group of Chinese. The new
cure, known as " Changshan " is a Cbmese
drug prepared Irom a native herb called

"Changshan" which ahoiinds in West
China. It is an effective substitute for

quinine.

DELHI MEDICAL COLLEGE

The lata Lord Hardmge, former Viceroy

of India, who died in August last, left

£ 71 000 on which Ihe death duty paid was
£12,000. He bequeathed £2,000 to the

Lady Hardinge Medical College, Delhi The
bulk of the estate is left to his son, Sir

fiVetnft&s H. L. UMdunt,
Da P. V. CUERIAN

Dr. P V. Cherian of Madras has been
elected a member of the British Association

of Otolaryngologists.

LEPROSY IN AMERICA

Leprosy is still an important problem in

some American ' countries ;
campaigns

•gainst it are slow ; new outbreaks may
be expected after the war. This solemn

warning is contained in a report sub t itted

by the delegates to the Fifth Pan American
conference of directors of health in

Washington.

Disease, adds the report, has done as

much as the attraction of cityjife to speed

the rural-lo-urban shift in population.

Sickness takes the head of the family to a

City hospital, his dependents follow This

trend can bring about a serious Im tease

in living costs owing to the lack of farm

labour- Higher Costs, in turn, Will increase

malnutrition—the "chronic hunger" of the

Americas.

FLO AS A FREVEXT1VB

'Flu may be a blessing in disguise, says

the British Medical Journal, in a leading
.

article on air disinfection.

“ If there is any serious prospect of

checking the spread of the common cold

or influenza completely, it may be asked

whether the effect of this would be entirely

desirable,” it says.

" One distinguished author has suggested

that occasional attacks of these infections

are the price we pay (or some degree of
immunity to more serious diseases of the

air passages.

"If th*re is any basis for this idea it

may perhaps be inadvisable to go beyond

a certain point in protecting the community
against airborne infection.

*

ELIMINATION OF TETANC8

The Times' medical correspondent reports

that as « result of compulsory immunis-
ation of ali officers and men, the United

Spates War department has almost
eliminated tetanus Not one case of

tetanus among wounded soldiers or sailors

has occurred in men, who" completed the

Course of injections,
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INDIA’S STERLING BALANCES
l’inancial circles in America continue to

be interested in India’s problem of
blocked balances It is pointed out
that it is to the interest of the United
States to unblock Indian balances thus
enabling India to trade with the United
States It is said that Britain will not be
in a position to repatriate the sums involved
in the post war period

It is_also noted that India and the
United states will possibly be the only two
creditor nations In the post war period
_ BANKING system
1 he Commitiee of the Marwan Chamber

ot Commerce, m a communciation to theGovernment of India states that the present
step to amend the law rel.tmg to banking
companies was meiely a tinkering with .Ef

banking
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Art and Drama Sport

DRAMA. AND FILM
“ That society is beat ordered where

there is perfect harmony between life end
art. Men and women cannot realise their

lives fully without the aid of art. Nor can
there be true art unless it is vitally related

to life,” said Mr. S A, Brelvi, presiding

over -the People's Theatre Conference at

Bombay
" The vast majority of our fellow-country-

men,’’ Mr Brelvi continued. “ do not live

but merely exist, being deprived of the

joy ot living, oppressed by the humiliations

of political subjection and haunted by the

fear of want and economic insecurity. Att
in our own country is for most part,

divorced from life The problem before

os is thus a two-fold one.

” We have, in the first place, to win

our political freedom so that we may use

it to secure for all of us freedom from

want, freedom (rom fear and all those

other invaluable freedoms which make life

worth" living for men and women."

Mr Brelvi said that the film had become

a great and growingly formidable rival of

drama Drama would live and could never

die. But it. would never hope to win the

hold over the minds and hearts of the

people which the film was fast acquiring

Sin WILLIAM ROTUEN3TEIN

The artist Sir William Rothenstein died

on February 14, at the age of 15

Sit William was one of the official artists

of the first world war He was Principal

of the Royal College of Art 1920 35 and

Trustee of the Tate Gallery

Among his many publications were.

Six portraits of Rabindranath Tagore

,

Ancient India ,
Life of Goya

,
Paul

Verlaine; A Plea for the wider use of

artists and craftsmen

It was Rothenstein who introduced Tagore

to W.’ B Vea^ and Veits’ encouragement

led to the publication of “Guanjali"

which first broueht Tagore’s writing to the

notice of the Western world and earned

him the Nobel Prize for literature.

INDIAN CRICKET TEAM FOR AUSTRALIA

Mr. R. A. Oxlade, the New South Wales
member of the Boards Control, referring

to the hope expressed by Lieut.-Col.

C. K. Nayuda that Australia would invite

an Indian team after the war, said that

an Australia tour by an Indian team was

included in the Board’s post-war plans.

An invitation to India was being considered

when the war began. “ The visit avail

now have to be delayed non] matches

with England are resumed ”, he said,

‘•and it must be remembered that South

Africa is due to pay us a return visit."

ARCHIE MACLAREN

Sir Pelham IVaroer, Deputy Secretary of

the Marylebone Cricket Club in • letter to

Mr. K. S. Ranga Rao, Honorary Secre-

tary to the Board of Control for Cricket in

India, acknowledging the letter of sympathy

on the death of Archie MacLaren, say* he
was a very fine cricketer and was one of

the four best batsmen in what ha* been *
called “ the golden age of cricket ”, the

other three being Jackson, Fry and Rartji.

INTER VARSITY TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP

The Madras University won the Inter-

University Tennis Championship defeating
the Punjab University by 3 matches to 2,
Madras had a lead of 3 matches to 1
on Jannuary 17 and of the two Singles ties'
decided on January 18, each Umversiiy
claimed one

THE RANJI TROPHY
Holkar detested Madras by 10 .wickets

at Chepauk in the semi final and thus
qualified to meet the winners of the match
between Bombay and the Northern India
Cricket Association in the final of Ranji
Trophy Cricket Tournament.

ALL INDIA FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT
Minerva Club, Madras won the Ali-Indi* A-

War Fund Football Tournament on
February 9 defeating the R A.F. Golden
Rock Reds by one goal to ml.
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“LIVING B0«BS" IN PACIFIC

A German News Agency message from

Japan says that the Japanese are using

“human Vi’s—air torpedos with a pilot

against the American Fleet m the

(

Philippines

The Agency’s correspondent described

the new weapon as “ a kind of VI with a

pilot” and said that it had only enough

petrol for a flight to attack “There is no

fight back These pilots try to hit the

side of a ship These death pilots have

been trained for two to three years

PLAbTIC TREATMENT FOR CLOTH FIBRES

The Monsanto Chemical Laboratories have

announced the development of a process

called “ res looming,” whereby individual

fibres of fabrics are impregnated with a

plastic that resists heat, water and most
chemicals Woollens thus treated do not

run and trousers retain their creases The *

fabrics are sponged with one of several

chemicals lumped under the heading of

“systons"'—made of highly purified quartz

(silicon dioxide) m water

MODERN METHOD OB DEHYDRATION

Dr B G Guha and Dr M L Khanna
who left for U K last September to

investigate modern methods of dehydration

have completed their work and will

shortly leaving for U S A to study fruit

and the quick freeze process

Competent observers are of the opinion

that low temperature treatment of fruit

is the real line of future advance in

India The quick freeze process, therefore,

js likely to occupy a prominent place in

post war conditions

LONDON D SC iOK INDIAN BIO CHEMIST

The University of London has conterred

the degree of Doctor of Science (D-Sc ) on
Dr C N Acharya, Chief Bio Chemist to

» the Imperial Council ol Agricultural

Research, Cor his investigations in the ft- Id

of biological decomposition of organic

materials, with special reference to the

preparation of farm and town composts

UDAY SHANKAR’S KALPAN'

A

It looks as though Uday Shankar has

made up his mind to shoot his picture

Kalpana at Gemini Studios Madras The
world famous dancer duringjus recent visit to

Madras, is said to have marvelled at Mr S
S Vasari's movieland and at the innumerable
facilities afforded there to producers

Report has it that Mr Vasan is also examin-
ing the possibility of bringing out Hindi
pictures for an all-India markt-t

BRITISH WHITE PAPER TO BE FILMED

The British Government's White Paper on
Britain’s War effort is to be made into a

50 minute show by the Ministry of Informa-
tion and shown all over the tv odd

It will be a mixture of animated cartoons
and snatches from newsreels and will

contain many shots, such as jet planes, until

now banned on security grounds

RAMNHTB MUSICAL HIT

Ktran, Ramnics romantic musical,
features the screen’s popular romantic
team, Ashok Kumar and Leela Chitnis
Melodious music is claimed to be one
of the highlights of the picture,
which was directed by Jagirdar

THE COSTLIEST PICTURE

“ Frenchmen’s Creik' is planned by Para-
mount as the costliest picture ever to come
out of a Hollywood studio This screen
Version ot the Du Maurier novel is estimated
to cost 4 000 0Q0 du liars (approximately
£1000 000; a shade more than the great
“ Gone with the Wind ’

POET NARENDP.A S LYRICS

One of the highlights of Bombay Talkies*
Juar Bhata, under production is Poet
Nirendras lyrics, appropriately set to music.
This popular Hindi poet is known to have
composed a number ol poems which have
an appeal of their own and charmed many.



100 Automobiles

INDIAN MOTOR CARS

A small group of Nuffield key-

technicians who are coming to Calcutta

to assist BirU* Hindustan Motors, are

experts in latest mass-production methods.

In an interview with Globe an official

of the Nuffield organisation tended to

deprecate press suggestions, that Indian

motor-cars would soon be rolling off the

assembly line,

" Our key torn are going to prepare

for such a contingency, but everything

depends upon Government*I control end

the amount of material which can be
exported from the United Kingdom under

licence/' he said, "If the war goes well

one can exfrect to see the “ Hindustan 10’*

within a short period, hut if the war lags,

so Will production tn Calcutta.

*' Eventual developments will be some-

thing tremendous With many new major

roads already in being, the Indian market

offers great potentialities," he added

MOTOR INDUSTRY FOR INDIA

The Glasgow Herald, commenting

editorially on the arrangement between the

Nuffield Organisation and Biria Brothers

by which Indian industry will undertake

production of Cars and trucks on a large

scale, says: "We are learning *l"wly and

somewhat painfully a new technique, for

mixing humanity wjib commerce, and India

provides a singular testing ground.

« The relationship hefween India's

physical and political problems is capable

of exaggeration; yet, it is clear that the

road towards Dominion Status is hard,

so long as the country overpopulated by

any standard which can be applied, is

dependent on primitive or almost entirely

agricultural economy. No matter what

/re‘h difficulties appear to complicate the

situation, between this date and total

vi. tory, there must be a vigorous attempt

to raise the standard of life for the

multitude and that implies
^

move towards

a semi- mechanised society.

Aviation

INDO-BIUTISII AIR LINES SURVEY
Preparations are row being made by the

British Airways Corporotion for a survey
of air passage requirements of the com-
mercial community in ladia to and from
the Urt'ted Kingdom during the 'immediate

post-war period.

The survey, which will include other

classes of potential passenger traffic, is

being undertaken in collaboration with the

Bengal Chamber of Commerce On its

results, it is stated, will depend largely

not only (he successful planning of the .

services, and their frequency but also the

prompt procurement of aircraft required

for the purpose and permission to utilise

them for civilian traffic.

The provision of air services, it is further

stated, will in the case of many firms and
companies, go a long way towards affording

a partial solution of the post-war "home
leave *’ problems which have to be faced.

LONGEST AIR ROUTE
R. A F Transport Command recently

opened the longest air toute in the world

and has made its network of air communi-
cations world-wide

It is a military air service between Canada
and Australia through New Zealand, with
•connections from Great Britain and the East.

Fmm Montreal passengers, war freight

and official mail are delivered in Sydney
in approximately four days while from Great
Britain and Cairo, lor instance, the travelling

lime is five and six days respectively. 'The
distance from Montreal is 11,520 miles and
the route is i la San Francisco, Honolulu,
Canton I'land, Auckland and Sydney,

The service was inaugurated by the famous
Liberator transport named "Commando’’
from a mission it once flew with Admiral
Lotd Louis Mounibatien when he was in
charge of the Commandos This machine
has flown more than 400,000 miles during
the war, including flights to atl the big inter-

national meetings. It took Mr Churchill twice
to Moscow, including bis last visit.
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THE INDIAN COTTON INDUSTRY

An optimistic view of the future of the

Indian cotton industry, especially In the

immediate post war years is taken by

The Financial Times There are large

arrears of unsatisfied civilian demand on it

and current demand after the war will also

be heavy No piecegoods imports can be

expected from Japah or from devastated

Europe If India, therefore, wants to

Impoit piecegoods they can come only

from Lancashire or the United States Jt

is probable that such imports will be

needed for, if internal demand continues at

the pre war and current annual rate, the

Iwivavk wdnslis 'e&.vy wut, tcv

even at the present rationed figure of

600 000 000 yards If plans to increase

India’s industrialisation radically improve

her agriculture, raise the standard of living

of the agricultural population and expand

the national income are effective, the paper

continues, the expansion in India s

home market for cotton cloth should

be last

TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE TOR INDIA

The United Press understands that the

Government ol India is appointing a

committee to consider the establishment

of high grade technological institute in

India somewhat on the lines of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology The
committee, which may be presided over

by Mr Sarkar, will constitute of men
interested in business and in applied

science and technological education

FUTURE OF INDIAN INDUSTRIES
*' I am in a position to give an unres

tncted and unqualified assurance that Indian

industries would get adequate protection

against foreign competition and foreign

dumping,” said Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Member
for Planning and Development Government

of India, replying to the speech delivered

by ^eth Gopaldas Motha, President of the

C P and Berar Chamber of Commerce,

at the “at home” given in his honour

Nagpur on January 18

SOIL FROStON

Soil erosion is posstbly the worst menace

to the agricultural prosperity of any country

Nature spares no nation that thoughilessly

commits ‘rape’ on the soil The United

States of America is an instance in point

Every year floods devastate that country,

destroy crops and vegetation and sap away
the fertility of the soil It is because

the Americans have cleared most of

the forests that fed the sod of the

land and acted as a great reservoir of

the ram water

In his inf irrelative pamphlet entitled Soil
'Erosion (Published by the Oxford University

?iw, RwetAvay Pivtt As v) Svi HwirAtl

Glover suggests various measures to stiike

at the mot causes of erosion Thr urgency
of the task would become apparent when
it is considered that the pr ducUvity of half

the cultivated area (total 330 million acies)

of our country is being seriously lowered
on account soil erosion

VALUE OF RESEARCH IN AGRICULTURE
The Spectator, commenting on Prof Hill s

report on scientific research in India,
stresses the importance of wide extension
of scientific research in India itself and
and says that in no field is that more
necessary than "agriculture which must long,
probably always, remain India’s staple
industry "To convey the fruits of scientific
research to the ryot," adds the Spectator,
‘

is a formidable undertaking but it must
be attempted and can no doubt be achieved.
If in regard only to agriculture and medi
cine Prof Hill’s recommendations were carried
out, the effect on the physical well being
of India would be far reaching

And there are many other recommen
dations than these To begin with, India
will need some assistance from the West
and it can and should be given and accepted
without any kind of political implications
A country of men like Sir Jagadish Bose
has Its own contributions to make in the
field of scientific research, but it may need
to learn now to apply them ’
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Mb. M. K. BOSE'S PLEA FOR UNITY

Mr Mrinal Kantl Bnse, the newly elected

President of the Alt-India Trade Union
ConBTe«% has issued the following statement
to the Press

“We have just concluded the biggest
session of the All-India Trade Umon
Congress at Madras Founded in 1920
•with a very small membership, it has
reached its present dimension covering all

India, including the States, with a member-
ship of over five lakhs The most
important resolution of the session is the
one dealing with the political situation.

This resolution pledges the TUC to the
effort at securing the independence of
India The TUC is now mote or less a
deliberative rather than an executive body.
I have no doubt that at no distant future
U will develop, as the National Congress
has done, into a fighting machine in the
hands of the working class. The workers
have, therefore, to be trained in discipline,

organisation and sacrifice This is only
possible if the various groups In the

TU.C develop a greater spirit of comrade-
ship. I would also suggest for the
consideration of T.U C. unions the desir-

ability of passing only resolutions of general

interest leaving the provincial organisations

to deal with matters which can only be
dealt with by the Provincial Governments.”

U. B. LABOUR LE ADCR'S CALL

Mr. R. ]. Thomas, Vice-President of the

Congress ol Industrial Organisation of

America, said at the World Trade Union

Conference in London on February II that

they must have consideration for the

position of workers in China, India and

Other countries. They were not trying to

exploit the workers of those countries.

He added, “ We must help them to help

ihemselvs. so that they are in a position

to buy our manufactured goods and we

are In a position to hoy theirs. That is the

only way peace «« be organised through-

out the world on a sound basis.”

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ARCHJ10L0QY

The first meeting of the Advisory Board of

Arcbceology, which met at New Delhi on

February 3, recommended that a Committee

be set up to consider the establishment oi

an Indian National Museum of Art, Archaeo-

logy and Anthropology.

The Board stressed the need of estab-

lishing closer cultural contact with Iran,

China’ and other adjacent countries. One

way of doing this, according to the Board,

was to set Up wings for each country in the

proposed Indian National Museum. They

should also exchange professors and students

with these countries from time to time.

The Board recommended that Government

should provide necessary funds and facili-

ties for resuming the publications of the

Department. If further advised the starting

of a periodical bulletin that would chronicle

the activities of the Department and describe

the "new finds” and current work.

Another recommendation was that the

Ancient Monuments Pre.erv.tion Act

should be amended to empower the Central

Government to deal more effectively with

the protection of ancient archaeological sites

and monuments.

COST OF FOREIGN MISSIONS TO INDIA

Enquires made by the United Press

indicate that a aura ofcabout Rs 8,50.000
has been spent from the Indian Exchequer
<n meet the expenses of the 13 foreign
Missions that have visited India since the
commencement of the war, the few individuals
who were invited to Visit India and the
13 experts called out tn this country. The
above figure does not Include the expenses

'

that the Indian Revenues had to bear on
account of the various military Missions
and military experis that visited India,

SAGOTRA MARRIAGES
The five hundred tcientiats who

attended the Indian Science Congress at

Nagpur have unanimously arrivrd at the
derision that £agntra marriages among
Hindus are not harmful biologically.



J3y its very natnre, Life Assanmce jb an active, con

tinning force—a living force in the thousands of

homes who share its benefits

This force bag saved homes and prevented panic

In thousands of families, while other investments

Vrete cofiapsiag tbeir loavraoco money renewed
Courage and restored confidence

Yonr stabilizing foreo is a vital necessity now more
than over to yonr familj

Insure with UNITED INDIA—

J1 name you can trust-'

India Life Assurance Co.,

(Established m 19Q6)

UNITED INDIA LIFE BUILDING,

ESPLANADE, MADRAS

TRUSTEE

OTOICIM, TRUSTEE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF MADRAS
BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALL OVER INDIA

V. F.
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY & CO., LTD.,

MADRAS.
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ehande to prepare themselves to take an Important part m shaping the r country s future

which Is the r future too There is e grow ng des re amongst Ind an women to progress

and to take as active a part in national affars as the women of other nations In

Commerce and industry Inda is progressing rap dly and this fact i» giving women the

T *

chance they need It is certain that many well tra ned personnel (both men and women)

will be needed fer civil jobs when cond t ons return to normal There is no doubt that

I Naval Wng tra n’rg and the experience ga ned wh le do ng new and interest ng jobs

will equip many women w th the esssnt al qual I cations necessary for a successful career

In civil I fe

Many women have joned a’ready but more are st II needed This is e great

Opportunity for you to prove yourself worthy of the great trad tons of Inda

For full details, apply to any

Recruiting Office, or to the nearest

WAC(I) Naval Wing Unit Comm-

ander, or to the Naval Officer m
Charge at any port town.

t MjkBcn 1045
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proceeds or the sale of this book

will be coasted to the Joint War Organisa-

tion of the Indian Red Cross Society and St.

John Ambulance Association. Bs. 3 8.

(By V P.P. Rs. 3.13).

pniLOSornr
A BOOK OF GOOD THOUGHTS

Series l. II HI & IV
SelectIona from “A Thought for Today

quotations poblished tn Tht Timtt «/ India.

Th»y cover a wide variety of subjects.

uDder well-defined headings, end

contain words of truth, wisdom, encourage-

ment and hope from some of the most

eminent men of many nations

Frice Be. 1 each

(Bs 4 for the Tour Senes, by VJ> P. fie. 4-8)

TRADE A FIEASCE
THE INDIAN INVESTOR

By c F. c Dt So’ita

This is not a book of get rich quick

formulae for the speculator but a lucid

treatise on the principles of scientific invest

-TV

LAW OF MARRIAGE GOVERNING
DAWOODI BODRA MUSLIMS
By AttaroA XajaJaU I!-Sc.. BAff.

if A ,
LL.B , Ad coca tt.

,

This book deals with everya^ectofthe
law of Marriage among Dawood. Bohraa.

It gives complete knowledge or the meaning

and® form of m.rr.sge relations to this

|
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T
B*. 8. (By V. P. P- fi«- 3 3 )

ifln EumA and the Far Cast-

“ " -FROM

the TIMES OF INDIA
PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT. BOMBAY.

ClralU: MO. a«l. Tim,. E..I A •» S". "»i Bool..ll,r,.



WITH A SONG IN YOUR HE'ART

AND A SMILE ON YOUR LIPS!
Yes roy lady, dance as ranch ns yon please, you hove a reason to bo merry,

now that yon have discovered NOVUM NOVUM is an indispensable necessity for every

modern woman and does away with that apprehensireness which comes periodically again

and again NOVUM is the surest and the quickest way to end your monthly delays

Life will hold new delights for you, now that NOVUM shows you how to be carelre©

all thirty days of the month . .

A troubled mind, frayed Dcrves and drained energies follow when nature forgets.

But these fears disappear when a correct, natural method of dealing with delays is found

NOVUM OFTEN ENDS MENSTRUAL DELAYS WITHIN 48 to 72 HOURS An ideal

help for family limitation and roamed hygiene Recommended by doctors and nurses

all over the world Price per container of 21 capsules of NOV UM RS 12 8.

Novum Forte (strong) per bottle of 63 tablets Rs 21 Novum special (Extra Strong)

for long standing, obstinate coses of amenorrhoea per bottle of 21 Red capsules Rs GO

TREATMENT For

[advanced, obstinate

[cases of amonorrhooo

(menstrual delays due

to any cause) Quick,

easy and 10096 effect

[we treatment For

ur th er particular*

l consult our " Clinical

As all tbe ingredients

of NOVUM possess

the clinical repute of

bringing back the sup
;

pressed menses, it I

must not be used I

when there is even I

the slightest suspicion

of pregnancy, without

first consulting a

qualified registered

physician.

FREE MEDICAL ADVICE
We conduct a most up to date “Clinic” under the direct supervision of Qualifiedand expenonccd physicians Latest laboratory equipment to facilitate exact diagnosisavailable Electrotherapy, with latest modem apparatuses, a speciality Strirkesf

“
and confidence guaranteed All persona suffering from premature old ane
infertility, Bteribty, premature ejaculation, masturbation and its sequels defcirm.tM,« XtTc'
bust (undeveloped, sagging or overdeveloped), deformities and disorders of the* male* andfemale generative systems, disorders and diseases of menstruation and preenanev
female generative systems, disorders and diseases of menstruation and urecnanrvgonorrhoea and syphilis, married and personal hygiene problems, birth cootrc^'nrowl

ty>

all constitutional chronio diseases which have defied all treatments etc
P^bloms,

persons! guidance and treatment from us Consultations free
’ lc ’ 630 now 8ecure

Coniult batman 4 pm lo 8 pm on weak day*. 5«tardaji: l j0 4
Tlioso who cannot visit our ‘ dime ” personally should send full
with “a stamped self addressed envelope ” for free “ diagnosis nnd

a
m
0T^ uf case together

Ask for our FREE CIRCULAR, describing all our speciality*
auggeated treatment ”

Send Rs 21 (postage 8 as extra) by MO or P O or hv V a I
~ ~

for a copy of •«HEALTH & VITALITY by MODERN UFTRnn«» „forRa 2/10/-
450 pages and about 200 illustrations Everythin* Contains over
tbe disorders aod diseases of Bex and Its modern know aboutand illustrated in minutest detail

*Bed,caI treatment Is described

8OLE DISTRIBUTORS)RS ^
—

HERINtS & KENT
P”" aim. SSEfatS/SS* B’”t'

ROMO lu *
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HANDS THAT COMFORT
Blessed are tbe hands that comfort
the Bick ana make the Bick bed aa
comfortable aa can be. We are
happy ia helping their noble cause
with onr products.

0M9&
w*

. \

»« V
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*

BEHGAUITERPROOF WORKS (1940) LTD.

REMEMBER
The fige of miracles is past. Do not

be easily led away by the impossible

claims ol Quacks and unscrupulous
advertisers that tares can bs rapidly

and easily effected, that tbe microbes

of disease, as subtle as they are

viralent, can be overcome with a
single dose. The disappearance of tbe

external symptoms does not constitute

a cure. It only means that tbs germs
are driven deeper within, sowing death

and destruction. Among the tissnes

and internal organs, which ia torn

points to endless suffering and torture

in the future Read “thi Conquisf ef

Ventre*) 0 Pries R*. S.

BROWNE PUBLISHING CO.
• S8S, Sachapir Street, POONA.

JUST OUT - JUST OUT *

AN Essay ON OANDRIAN ECONOMICS t

J. J Anjaria Ecoo. (Loud ) Reader In
Economire, University of Bombay.

An analysis of the ideology, mothod end programme
of Mahatma Gandhi Tor Indie's economic re-

construction. Price Rs 1 *4 0.

MERCANTILE LAW . Jerore Menorca.

An admirable yet complete summary with caee law
of Indian Contract Act. Indian Companies Art, Sals

of Goods, Partnership etc Very useful to student*
and businessmen Price Bs. IP.

MEDIUM OP INSTRUCTION. S. N. Agerwal.
With a Foreword by Mahatma Gandhi.

Principal S N, Agarwal, (ho author of the
Gandhisn Plan pleads for tbe in Irodunion ofmother,
tongue media in Education. Price Ro. 1.4.

ZONAL DIVISIONS OF INDIA K M. Munehi.
A strong case egalnet Pakistan by eminent
Advocate Vnee A« 8.

VORfl & Co., Publishers, Limited,

3, Round Building, Kalbadevi Road,

BOMBAY 2,
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BIRTH CONTROL
Hygienic and Sanitary goods lor

Ladles and Bents.

ENTS. Each. Fm» Do*.

French Paragon A* 4, Hi. 2 12

U. W. Sheath A*. C. R*. 4 8.

Silk Paragon A* 8. Da. 6 8.

Bilk L. Paragon Re. 1 Ra. 11-8

American L, Sheath. Ra. 1.8 Ra 17 8

American Tip* A*. 8. Ra S-8

LADIES. EACU.

Rubber Check Pessary R*. 8. lat qty.

„ \ „ Ra. 1-8 Indqty
Dreoto ' Tabled. Ra 1*14 per Tube.
Neuretla" Jelly. Ra. 1 15 per Jar.

Belledsme Band" (For wearing

during the menses period ) Ra 3.1. Each.

HEALTH & Co.
(,.M

OPP. MAJESTIC CINEMA,

C1RCAUM, BOMBAY, 4

THE DEAF HEAR?
Tba permanent Care, Mo Relapse.

Deal People i—Yery easiest method to restore

the accuracy of hearing power quite marvellously.
No matter if there is any derangement eata-

bhehod lit the apparatus. Cl/AKANPECD and
Recognised EMERALD PILLS AND RAPID
AURALUROP." (Regd) (Combined treatment)
Us. 21-13 1>. Pull course. Inal routae Re. 7-5-0.

LEUCODERMA
The only invention opto date recognised and

praised from coast to coast, for unique euro of
White Patches only by internal use. Histologically

Demonstrated and UNANIMOUSLY admitted.
•• LLL'CODERMINE " (Rogd) Ha. 25-13 0 per

battle. Perfect Cure u guaranteed. No
matter if congenital or oelf acquired.

ASTHMA CURE
You surely eapect for radical cure. You tried

to many ; but they were relieving agents. I shall

cure you permanently. No relapse guaranteed.
Any chronio nature or type of asthma «cd bron-
chitis, coho pain, piles and fistula are also cured
successfully.

CATARACT (wHbonl knlfaj
No matter ripe or unnps. No matter however

old the patient Cure guaranteed. No sick-bed
or hospitalisation. 'Particular* Free. Give full

particulars and history to Dr. SHERMAN, Foe.
(U.S A.). Haliabhanga (Fend pur). Bengal, Indus.
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

‘SAMSON" BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS
" LAGGIT " BRAND 85« MAGNESIA ASBESTOS

BOILER COMPOSITION.
"ATLAS" BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &

FIRE HOSE VALVES.
"JOHN BULL" INDICATORS AND GAUGES.

"V" ROPES. WHITTLE LINK "V" BELTING. LEATHER
BELTING. COTTON ROPES. BELT HOOKS

RAWHIDE 8c LUBRIHIDE PINS. LACING & CUTTERS.
OBTAINABLE FROM

GANNON, DUNKERLEY & Co., Ltd.
MADRAS. BANGALORE. COIMBATORE.

THE SCINDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO. LTD.
PIONEERS IN THE development OP INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

MANAGING AGENTS
NAROTTAM MORARJEE & Co.,

BOMBAY
ASSOCIATED CWU1HS-

THE BENGAL-11DRMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

INDIAN CO OPERATIVE NAY. A T. Co. Ltd.

IUTNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

HAJ LINE. LIMITED
BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co.. Ltd.

For booking of cargo and passengers, also

for date* of sailings, ate., please enquire

at Scindie House, DougaU Road, Ballard

Estate, Fort, Bomba; or phone tot

B 8 N.,
)

For Konkeo, Karachi and
1 C, N • l Coast Service
It, 8. N.,

|

Tel. No. 23061 .. Shoe*
R. B. N„ )

Semina: Tel No. SOOT* .. 6 line*

Freight Brokers:

Fitamber A Co i Tel. No. 2<06B
Kanji Jsdhavjeo * Oo..Tel. No 23744.

SCINDIA HOUSE,
- Ballard Estate,

' BOMBAY.
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- NEW BOOKS -
The Profound Wisdom of Lord Krishna

THE HOLY GITA

Text with an English Translation

and Introduction by J J Pandyn M A

The translation has been made as easy as poss ble
and yet the greatest care has been tRken to
stick to the text The mutual relation pf
Jnana Kerman Bhakti and Yoga has been
explained in a clear and the most acceptable way

Standard Edition Bs 12 8 0 cloth bound

De Lux edition Be 85/ bonnd m
Velvet with Silver

THE INDIAN FAIRY TALES

By Nagardaa Patel

60 illustrations - 8 Art plates

Fairy Tales are a flower that can flourish in any
soil Besides providing an amusement to children
of all ages and countries they bring us home
the common elements in the psychology of
humanity The barriers of nations fade into
nothingness Their ongios are lost ia the mst
of time They ere as pld as the human race itself

Bs 5/ cloth hound

The book that will hold you spell-bound 1

THE MEMOIRS OF A MAHARAJA’S MISTRESS

An extra ordinary revelation made by a
repentent woman serving as a chamber ma d m
the harem of an Ind ao native ruler

Bs 6/8

WILLKIE’S WORLD

An analjtieal criticism of Willkie s

One World by Dhanwant Oza
/

Ba 2 80

GANDHI IS* INDIA
'

By V V M Bs J 12 0

Order from

KITAB6HAR, Publishers, RAJKOT -

April *4*5

Mar 45
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FREE
FRENCH ART PHOTOS

quits fresh and must beautiful taken from real

Lies of beautiful .girls in very attractive and
charming poses. Samples against -J5,

1
- stamps with

•'Secret hints on roamed life” free Limited
stork. Apply sharp.

riser photo suppliers, u.m.)

HALKA Ho. 31, LAHORE

WE CHALLENGE Ri I OflO/.

(A Wonderful I.vcnlSoi)

MAGIC RING
Thu ring u prepared with the help of roagio and
mesmerism power. It works wonders. Aoy one
who wears thia ring will niweej In any object
however difficult or uncontrollable it may be. It

will save you from all kinds of dangers and
diseases There ran be no effect of evil stars.

The wearer of this nng will have a full control
on a person (mnlo or female) however hard hearted
or proud (he or she) mas be. and will become
most oheJiont, rather fee1 distressed in absence
You will succeed in love, litigation and service
so l arijuins a lot of money. In abort tfee nag
will sene as a bodyguard. Try once and see
ta wonderful results Cn the very first night.

MISt t> 1,1$ Prrtira fi*ri, ftlrr hfitiM ft fierti Bitmtu

HOUSE OF MIRACLES, P remi til (t.MJ LAHORE.

4TU EDITION JUST OUT

Lectures from Colombo to Almora
By SWAM1 VIVEKANANDA.

, A complete collection ol the inspirit g lecture* and rr-

pJjM |o ibe various addrrssra of wtlcnmr, clc , delivered

by Ihr Swami in India These lectures embody in them

the most salient feature* of the Sn ami's rorslrucliv

e

plan for ihe regeneration of India

IT IS A BOPS OS IS’DlAN N TIONALICM

Crown Bvo. pp. 0\b. Excellent get-up find printing. Rricff Rs. 5
To Subscribers of "tVabuddha BSarala," Rs. 4-8

ADVA ITA ASHRAM A. - - 4. Wellington Lane
CALCUTTA

Iff ATT A Ita spiritual ExpositionM fl V fl Based od the Theory of
iflrt I ft Re)alivity,

By Swamt Madhava Tirtha

What the etnonntd tcri/er

PAUL IfRUNTON SAYS *

' Your spiritnal exposition of retativity

doctrine shows the fruits of the many
years yon bare devoted to study and
meditation upon tbo subject. Undoub-
tedly, it is through snob channels as a
realisation of philosophical implications

ot relativity that science is being
forced to give np Materialism Here
is great hope for the future.'

Pgs. 1)0+21}

Price Re One. Postage Extra.

Available from

utthan karyalaya
i Govs a ATE. BARODA
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A S 3 HUMES AX WOKK

An Independent Career for Women-
unselfish & respected

Society no longer requires a girl to be a stay-at-home idler For you an
intelligent modern woman, India's Auxiliary Nursing Service offer?work that is absorbing, interesting and useful No uniform enjoys higherprestige than does the white cap and apron of the "angels of mercy"The first-class A N S training will make it easy to pass on to a successfulcareer tn civil nursing after the war Even if you have different nt,
the medical knowledge gained will be invaluable ,n your hole 1,1 It™'connection with national social services Do not miss this chTnVel
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0 R 1 gTnT OF E M P I RE
By Prof K A NILAKANTA SASTRI, ma

(Untverstiy of Madras)

THERE is a common Indian adage

which forbid* the drawing of the

veil that hides the origins of sage«,—and

rivers , and some would add to the list of

things wisely left obscure the origins of

empires as well But the present genera

tion Is faced with a crisis m civilization

and all human institutions, social economic

and political, have to lace the consequences

of a searching enquiry of quo uarranto

Jn the good sized volume before us,’ the

first part of a comprehensive work on the

early constitutional history of India under

British role, Mr D N Banerjee of Dacca

has focussed the light issuing from many
sources on the beginnings of territorial

administration apart Irom trade, under the

East India Company in Bengal The

story has long been fairly well known in

its outline, and many of the documents

used in this volume have been published

m one way and another But there is

much source material in the book that is

altogether new, particularly on the position

of the Nawab of Bengal its a t is the East

India Company and in regard to the early

administrative and jadictal system of the

* Early Administrative System of tho East Iodia
Company in Bengal \a\ I l‘G5 1"74 byD N Banerjee Longmans Creed <5. Co , Ltd

,

pp xil, 729 Pnco Ra IS

Company in Bengal The value of the

work lies in its being the first comprehen-

sive -and systematic survey of the entire

administration by a competent Indian

scholar who has wisely followed the rule

of laying before his readers tn ertenso the
.

most significant part of the evidence on
each of the topics he has successively

taken up for study

In a long introductory chapter the author

describes the posture of affairs in Bengal
after the grant of the Diwam to the

Company in 1765 demonstrates the

impotence of the Nawab for promoting (he

good of his subjects or resisting their

oppression by Jhe ser\ ants Sf the Company
which had reduced him virtually to the
position of a pensioner, and sketches the

constitution and organisation of the
Company in England j» its two courts of
Proprietors and of Directors, as well as of
the Committees by which the Court of
Directors maintained their supervision and
control of Indian trade and politics T'-e
cool efftontery with winch the Company’s
servants claimed and exercised powers that
they never acquired m any lawful manner,
and the pusillanimity of the Nabob which
acquiesced in and thus promoted all

the a r r o g a 1 1 o n s are clearly (raced
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step by step from the documents; and

the process had begun and made some

way before the diwam was granted

by the Mughal Emperor in August, 1765.

Nawab Mir Jaffer died on the 5th February,

1765 and his eldest son Nazm-ud-Dowlah,

who had been acting for the Nawab

for some days during his last illness,

installed himself on the vacant gaddt The

resident at the durbar m Murshidabad,

Mr Samuel Middleton, reported to the

Council at Calcutta with becoming prompt*

ness the illness of the Nawab, the choice

of his son by the Nawab to act for him

and to succeed him “ in case of an accident

,
to himself," and later, the death and the acces-

sion, together with the friendly assurances

given to the Company by the new Nawab.

But Ibis did not satisfy the Company’s agents

in Calcutta who were not going to allow

anything to happen without their orders

So they wrote to Middleton on the 8th

February stating their general intent to

'support the family of Mir Jaffer and that time

was needed to make up their minds on (he

“many arrangements" necessary; meanwhile

the resident was to "signify our orders"

that officers of the late government were to

keep their places and carry on in the usual

manner; later after deciding all points that

needed considerslion, a Committee of the

Board will be appointed to seat the successor

on the Masnod in a proper and public

manner that hi as well as the whole country

may set that he receh es his Gnernment from

the Company". Having (bo* arrogated to

themselves the tight of investiture over the

Nawabh they proceeded to tighten their

bold still further by resolving on the 14th

February that Narm-ud-DowJah “ shall be

given to understand he shall make no appli-

cation lor Sannads (trim the Emperor) hot

through us". They also prepared the draft of

a treaty which according to one member

of the Council, Mr. Gray, was "clogged with

articles ” which left the Nawab "only the

Name without any part of the Power", and

was not such as could be offered “ to one

connected with us by ties of Friendship, and

not subjected to us by conquest". Mr. Gray

did not see that Resolutions and Treaties

were to be the main instruments for effecting

the conquest of Indial The reasoning with

which the majority of the Cooncil traversed

the opinions of Gray form a very illuminat-

ing section of the ethics and politics of

British Indian imperialism and must be

read in the original

The motives which influenced the Com-
pany’s agents in the choice of a nincompoop

for Nawab and in the perfecting of his

dependency on them from the outset have

been exposed with disarming candour by
Clive in one of his letters to the Coutt

wniteci soon after his acceptance of the

Diwam from the Mughal Emperor. The

Company, be argued, had no reason to

expect " ihe princes of Iodostan * to be

ever attached to it by any motive other

than Fear. Mir JifTer, Mir Kasim and the

Nawab of Arcot had afforded "instances

-sufficient of their inclination to throw off

the English superiority ”. Even Nazeo-cd-

Dowla "who has little abilities, and less

education to supply the Want of them i

mean, weak and ignorant, as chi* m»n **.

he would, if left to himself, and few of

his attfol fUtterers, pursue the very paths

of his predecessors. It is impossible there-

fore to trust him with power, *nd be
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If you mean to maintain your present

possessions and advantages, the command

of the army and receipt of the revenues

must be kept in your hands Every wish

he may express to obtain either, be assured,

is an indication of his desire to reduce

you to your original state of dependency,

to which you can never return, without

ceasing to exist If you allow the Nabob

to have forces, he will soon raise money,

if you allow him a full treasury without

forces, he will certainly make use of it to

invite the Mabrattas, or other Powers, to

invade the country upon a supposition that

we shall not suspect the part he takes

and that success will restore him to the

full extent of his sovereignty' No one

could require a more complete avowal ol

the origin of empire m the self interest of

the Englishman coupled with the utmost

distrust of the Indian^ qualities inherent m
such an origin are too deep rooted to disappear

altogether, and their relics play no mean

patt in the creation of the Indian tangle

of to day and the delay in its straightening out

Within a few months of the acquisition

of the Diwant, Lord Clive wrote to the

Court in November, 1765 M
I can now

with the gteatest pleasure inform you that

the state of the treasury is such and the

revenues of the country since the acquisi

lion of the Dewannee have flowed m so

fast that we shall not through necessity

draw upon you for a rupee although we

have determined to send £ 300 000 this

year to China " Mr Banerjee shows from

tbe records that to the six years from

1765 to 1771 the total wealth taken away

from Bengal in the form of bullion and

commodities was little short of six million £,

and the consequences of the deliberate

impoverishment of the province soon

declared themselves in unmistakable terms

The rapid decay in the condition of the

Province is thus pictured by a good hearted

English administrator of the time, who

was among the few exceptions that go to

prove the rule • “
It must give pain to

an Englishman ”, he says, in 1769,

to have reason to think that since the accession
of the Company to the Dewannee the condition
ot the people of tlua country lias been worse
than it was before, and yet I am afraid the
fact la undoubted, and I behave has proceeded
from the following causes—tho mode of providing
the Company a investment (from territorial revenue)

,

* the exportation of specie instead of importing
large sums annually the stnetnesa that lias been
observed in the collections (of revenues) the
endeavours of all concerned to gain credit by an
Increase of revenue during the time of their being
w station, without sufficiently attending to whne
futurei consequences might be expected from such
a measure , the errors that subs st in the manner
of making the collections

,
particularly by the employ

ment of Aumits (tax farmers) These appear to
me the principal causes why this fine country,
which flourished under the most despotic and
arbitrary government. Is verging towards its rum
wh le the English have really so great a eharo
in the administration

This is a record which leaves the worst

abuses of the Roman Provincial system far

behind, and tbe detailed study that this

book offers of the selfishness and corrup-

tion that pervaded the system and most of

the men who worked it furnishes the back-

ground against which must be viewed the

severe strictures of Ghulam Husain m his

Sehr ul Mutakhenn against the English

government m India in his time, or the

grim earnestness ol Burke and his associates

who conducted the impeachment of Warren
Hastings, which was the arraignment not
so much of an individual as of the whole
system in which he had grown and which,
with all his unrivalled knowledge of its

working, he had not done neatly enough
to punfy and reform
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step by step from the documents; and

the process bad begun and made some

way before the diwani was granted

by the Mughal Emperor in August, 1163.

Nawab Mir Jaffer died on the 5lh February,

1765 and his eldest son Naam-ud Dowlah,

who had been acting for the Jlawab

tor some days during his last illness,

installed himself on thev«ant gaddi. The

resident at the durbar in Murshidabad,

Mr. Samuel Middleton, reported to the

Council at Calcutta with becoming prompt-

ness the illness of the Nawab, the choice

of his son by the Nawab to act for him

and to succeed him "in case of an accident

% to himself," and later, the death and the acces-

sion, together with the friendly assurances

given to the Company by the new Nawab.

Bat this did not satisfy the Company's agents

in Calcutta who were not going to allow

anything to happen without their orders.

So they wrote to Middleton on the 8th

February staling their geneial intent to

support the family of Mir Jaffer and that time

was needed to make up their minds on the

" many arrangements ’’ necessary
,
meanwhile

the resident was to “signify our orders"

that officers of the late government were to

keep their places and carry on in Ihe usnal

manner; later after deciding all points that

needed consideration, “ a Committee of the

Board will be appointed to seat the successor

on the Masnud in a proper and public
manner that he as see!/ as the t>>,hole country

vtay see that he reernes /ns Government from
the Company". Having thus arrogated to

themselves the tight of investiture over the

Nawabi, they proceeded to tighten their

hold still further by resolving on the 14th
February that Naim ud-DowJ»b “ shall be

given to understand he shall make no appli-

cation for Sannads (Irani the Emperor) but

through us”. They also prepared the draft of

a treaty which according to one member

of the Council, Mr. Gray, was ‘'clogged with

articles" which left the Nawab "only the

Name without any part of the Power”, and

was not such as could be offered “ to one

connected with us by lies of Friendship^ and

not subjected to us by conquest". Mr. Gray

did not see that Resolutions and Treaties

were to be the main instruments for effecting

the conquest of India! The reasoning with

which the majority of the Council traversed

the opinions of Gray form a very illuminat-

ing section ol the ethics and politics of

British Indian imperialism and must be

read in the original.

The motives which influenced ihe Com-

pany's agents in the choice of a nincompoop

for Nawab and in the perfecting of his

dependency on them from the outset have

been exposed with disarming candour by

Clive in one of his letters to the Court

written soon after his acceptance of the

Diwani from the Mughal Emperor. The

Company, he argued, had no reason to

expect “ the princes of Indostan " to be

ever attached to it by any motive other

than Fear. Mir Jiffer, Mir Kasim and the

Nawab of Arcot had afforded “instances

•sufficient of their inclination to throw off

the English superio'nty ". Even N»*ui Qd*

Dowla “ who has little abilities, and less

education to supply the 'Want of the®

;

mean, weak and ignorant, as this man »,

he would, if left to himself, and a few of

his artful flatterers, pursue the very paths

of his predecessors. It is impossible there-

fore to trust him with power, aod be
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If you mean to maintain your present

possessions and advantages, the command
of the army and receipt of the revenues

must be kept in your hands Every wish

he may express to obtain either, be assured,

is an indication of his desire to reduce

you to your original state of dependency,

to which you can never return, without

ceasing to exist If you allow the Nabob
to have forces, he will soon raise money

,

if you allow him a full treasury without

forces, he will certainly make use of it to

invite the Mahrattas, or other Powers to

invade the country upon a supposition that

we shall not suspect the part he takes

and that success will restore him to the

full extent of his sovereignty' No one
could require a more complete avowal ot

the origin of empire m the self interest of

the Englishman coupled with the utmost
distrust of the Indian^ qualities inherent in

such an origin are too deep rooted to disappear

altogether and their relics play no mean
part in the creation of the Indian tangle

of to day and the delay in its straightening out

Within a few months of the acquisition

of the Diwam, Lord Clive wrote to the

Court m November, 1765 " I can now
with the greatest pleasure inform you that

the state of the treasury is such and the

revenues of the country since the acquisi-

tion of the Dewannee have flowed in so
fast that we shall not through necessity

draw upon you for a rupee although we
have determined to send £ 300 000 this

year to China ” Mr Banerjee shows from
the records that in the six years from
1763 to 1771 the total wealth taken away
from Bengal in the form of bullion and
commSdities was little short of six million £,

and the consequences of the deliberate

impoverishment of the province soon
declared themselves in unmistakable terms
The rapid decay in the condition of the

Province is thus pictured by a good hearted
English administrator of the time, who
was among the few exceptions that go to

prove the rule: u
It must give pain to

an Englishman ”, he says, in 1769,
to have reason to think that amce the accession
of the Company to the Dewannee the condition

People of this country has been worsethan it was before, and yet I am afra,d thefaot is undoubted, and I believe has proceededfrom the following causes—the mode of providingthe Company a investment (from territorial revenue)'the exportation of specie mstead of importinglarge sums annually
, the strictness that has beenobserved la the collections (of revenues), the
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This is a record which leaves the worst
abuses of the Roman Provincial system far
behind, and the detailed stody that this
booh offers of the selfishness and corrnp.
lion that pervaded the system and most of
the men who worked rt furnishes the back-
ground against which must be viewed the
severe strictures of Ghulam Husam h,s
Sehr ul Mutakherin against the English
government I„d,a Jn hls „nej or ^
grim earnestness of Burke and h,s associates
w o conducted the impeachment of Watren

astings, which was the arraignment not
so much of an individual as of the whole
system ,n which he had grown and winch,
Wllh all h,s unrivalled knowledge of its

'

working, he bad not done neatly enough
to Purify and reform
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The last 'chapter (IX) is called "Some

basic principles of the early administrative

system of the Company” ;
but the topics

dealt with in the chapter fall far shott of

the expectations raised by the title For

in this relatively short chapter Mr. Banerjee

only lays stress on the subordination of

the Military to Civil authorities, a topic he

has dealt with in some detail earlier in the

work, and the practice of mutual help and

co-operation among the presidencies which

though co-ordinate in their powers and in-

dependent of one another in policy and

administration in this period, were still

driven by force of practical necessity to

go to one another's aid on critical occasions.

One other “principle” laid down by the

Court of Directors is to be noted particularly

as symptomatic of the Company's awareness

that there was little love lost between

them and the “natives”
,

that principle the

Directors enunciated m 1770 in the

following terms'

attached

a very eueauat that the natives should

id prauice or the artillery branch of the

to employ the people of the country in
the guru, and therefore direct that in

pur European artillery men be lonatanlty
to the aervice of the two puna .huh

to each battalion of eepoya and that no

unlosa'neeeesity'ab u"
° f Uu* im P'Jttant

But there were not enough Europeans
available to give effect to this direction,

and necessity did require the employment
of

.
lascars or sepoys lor assistance in

the artillery section of the army. The
President and Council of Foil William
were, however, equal to the occasion and
pointed out to the Court the way of

seeming to trust, the native with the artillery

without doing so in reality. They said;

The two Europea03 now attached to the guns

of the sepoy battalions are employed in serving

the vent and pointing the gun - ' " "

requires the greater caution f

part that coustitutes as good

, .a^h being w-- .

and the essential

i.v.i—. manner are two

which the "natives will have no

opportunity of learning.

Who can deny that similar views still

have an unduly Urge share in shaping

policy with regard to “ Indian defence i

The intervening chapters give a detailed

account of the machinery of government

in Bengal and the many improvisations

necessitated by time and circumstance,

'and the narrative is throughout very well

documented The governor and his rela-

tions to the Council and the country

powers, the working of, the Council and

and its Committees, the disputes among the

Councillors and between the Select

Committee and the Council, and between
the Civil and Military authorities, the Civil

Service—its recruitment and emoluments,
and the personal conduct of its members
in lending money, engaging in trade,

bnying land, writing about official matters

in private letters to *- England are

among the principal topics reviewed here.

The chapters VII and VIII on the judiciary

ate seen to be the best part of this

bad record, and the relative purity and

efficiency of the Judiciary is an agreeable

contrast to the performance of the other

branches of the Company's government in

those days. And the extent to which the

servants of the Company abused their

privileges of private trade has a poignant

interest even now to the unfortunate

province of Bengal where the old evils

seem to have come up again in a new
avatar The Court of Directors wrote

once :
" • monopoly of the necessaries of

life in any hands whatever, more especially

in the hands of the English who are

possessed of such an overruling influence,

was liable “to the greatest abuses''. This

was in 1766; the Bengal famine of 1943
is also largely man-made, though the facts

that led up to It could not be had now,
or perhaps ever.



MAHATMA GANDHI
By Mr M S ANEY

Agent General to the Government of Indta in Ceylon

—p-HE whole of India offered their sincere

l prayers to the Almighty on the 2nd

of October last and wished Mahatma Gandhi

long life He finished his 75th year on

that day and entered on the 76th There

were some very big men from different

parts of the civilised world also who joined

with the Indians m offering their felicitation^

to Mahatmaji on the auspicious occasion

It may be asked what is the thing in

Mahatma Gandhi which makes such a

powerful appeal to the people and com

mands their respect and reverential admiration

Certainly he is not a very great scholar

who has made any contribution to the

literature or added to the stock of human

knowledge by any scientific research He

is also not a very eloquent speaker He

is not a mystic who snows himself

possessed of miraculous powers He is

not even a philosopher who deals with

the fundamental problems of life and death

and man s relation to God and the divine

purpose behind the creation On a dis

passionate consideration I feel that Mahatma

Gandhi’s popularity is not dife to any

hypnotic spell of his words There is

nothing mysterious about him and his life

although some of his moves may not be

intelligible to many His life is an open

book for all to read He himself has

written his autobiography styling it as

* My Experiments with Truth” He con-

siders his life as a series of experiments

on his part in quest of Truth and therefore

he Is merciless in his self introspection

He makes throughout his life a most

conscientious attempt to adhere to what he

regards as Truth No sacrifice Is deemed

by him too much if it be needed to

vindicate his loyalty to his fundamental

principles

I am inclined to feel that his popularity

depends on three things he js the simplest

man the bravest man and the most

selfless man

He will be held up in the world as an

embodiment of plain living and high thinking

This habit of his enables him to be in the

closest contact with the poorest people,

with men and women who live in the

slums of the town afid "in the insanitary

villages scattered all over the country.

They are instinctively drawn to him because

there is nothing about him of the artificial

glamour that separates the educated or the

so called enlightened man from the simple

villager of India They see in his activities

every day indisputable and unmistakable

proofs of his deep and abiding sympathies

for them and they are drawn to him
The second quality I have mentioned

above as one of the grounds of his extra

ordinary popularity is that he is a brave
man This might look somewhat para-

doxical because he is known as one of the

greatest votaries of non violence Bravery
has always been associated in history from
times immemorial with violence But still

it will be quite obvious to anybody who
has come in personal contact with him or
carefully studied his life that there is hardly

“

-a man who is more fearless and more
daring than he is In vindication of Truth
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he is always prepared to risk anything and

everything because he has identified himself

completely with service of truth. Whenever

he finds that there is an inroad on the

domain of Truth he is prepared to stand

Up and tell the wrong doer that he shall

not submit and he will tell the people also

not to submit The striking feature of

his bravery is that he fights by submitting

himseff to suffering as he hopes that a

suffering endured by man cheerfully at

the hand of the oppressor will surely bring

about a change for the better in the mind
of the oppressor himself. That result may
not come off immediately. It may take its

own time. But a change brought about in

this way is more permanent than any
favourable result which a man may expect
to achieve by inflicting on the opponent
or oppressor a defeat by physical force.

He is engaged in proving the efficacy of
this weapon of suffering which he calls

Ahimsa. This weapon does not demand
mere Capacity for suffering but a still higher
quality, namely, love for the tyrant and no
hatred towards the wrong doer. That sub-
mission to the suffering must be voluntary,
cheerful and in all humility

His fasts have generally been a k!nd of
appeal to the God of Truth to enlighten some
erring soul whether of an individual or of
a corporation as to the path U should
follow in the discharge of its duties towards
others. Sometimes they were Undertaken
as penitential remedies for wrong willingly
or unwillingly done by himself or his
followers. They were observed at times
for self-purification. He wdl probably go
down to posterity as the pioneer of a band
of nou-vioieot soldier* who intend to carry

on a bloodless war against wrong done

to humanity. People may have strong

misgivings about the possibility of the

expansion of this army to such an extent

at any time in future a* to attain sufficient

strength to rid the world of the curse of

large defence forces equipped with all

kinds ol deadly weapons to maintain peace

and help orderly progress of mankind.

But there is no doubt that he has this

.vision of the future and he sincerely

believes in it.

Lastly his services demand no return for

himself. He renders them because it is

his dnty to render them and not intended

to secure even a grateful appreciation by

way of return from those who are served

or benefitted He has practised and literally

acted up to the doctrine of -Renunciation

by imposing upon himself and others who

follow him an obligation of being without

property.
-' He also wants "his followers to

live a simple Hie and reduce their wants

to the barest necessities of life. Luxury

of any kind is prohibited. He regards

simplicity as the essence of beauty. His

fife stands to the world as an embodiment

of some of the great principles which I

have touched above. .Mahatma Gandhi

stands unrivalled on account of his subli-

mity of thought, humility of spirit and

- magnanimity of heart.

I join my voice with the rest of my
.countrymen and his admirers all over the

world in imploring Almighty to grant him

a long and healthy life and all facilities to

make tbe~"mission of hi* life a success.
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N the 6th century BC, there were live

types of Brahmins in the Indo Aryan

Society (1) those resembling the Brahma

(Creator), (2) those resembling the gods, (3)

those respecting their ancient tradition, (4)

those disregarding their ancient tradition,

and (5) those leading a vulgar life In the

first category are included the Brahmins of

high and pure birth through seven genera

tions on both the father's and the mother's

side, who alter leading the life of a Brahma

chan* and completely studying the four

Vedas with all the auxiliary works, adopted

the profession of teachers depending for their

livelihood only on alm3 and theieafter gave

up the worldly life to live the life of lonely

meditation and holy communion In the

second category are placed those Brahmins

who differed from the former only in one

respect, namely, that in the second stage of

life they took up the position of married

householders and as such they married girls

only from their own classes They met their

wives in proper time only for the purpose of

procreation Otherwise they lived a life of

moral rectitude In the third category are

included those Brahmins who differed from

those of the second class only in one respect,

namely, that they did not renounce the

worldly life in the third stage of life but

continued to live a household life strictly

adhering to their ancient tradition In the

fourth category are placed those Brahmins
who differed from those of the third class

only in this respect that they married girls

from all social grades and indulged in sexual
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intercourse for the purpose of procreation

In the fifth or last category we find those

Brahmins who differed from those of the

fourth class only in this respect that besides

marrying girls from all social grades, they

adopted with impurity all manner of pursuits,

agriculture, trade, cattle breeding, fighting as

soldiers, Government service, and the rest

as a means of livelihood

The second classification of Brahmins is

interesting as it presents two sides of the
picture m contrast on one side, supreme
worth, moral elevation, intellectual perfec-
tion and spiritual fervour and on the other,

worthlessness, moral degradation, dullness
and worldly mindedness

The study of the Vedas with all the
auxiliary sciences and arts, the teaching of
the Vedas along with all sciences and arts
useful to the state and to the people at
large, and the office of a priest appertaining
to the religious part nf all social ceremonies
constituted the sole occupation of the
Brahmins

The early Jain and Buddhist boohs place
the Brahmins either in the usual social
environments or in the , hermitages in the
fust connection they are introduced either
as those who were in the service of the
king or as those who had followed different
professions of their own In the second
connection they are introduced as those
»ho went out of the social environment,
and lived the life of hermits nr sages
forest homes called Asramas w.thV with
not their families and resident pupils Of
those ,n the service o( the king the most
important was the Purchm (priest) The next
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to him in Importance were Ike councillor,

and minister,. The uerificer* and other, are

no belter than assistant, in the office of

the priest Partly In connection with the Line

they held the position of head, of Vedic

Institution,. They were occasionally

employed as ambassadors. They also

filled the office of general* and ,oWie”'

chariot-drivers, trainers of elephants, legal

expert. »nd Judjtt. To the reople in

«nn>l they r.nd.rtd .etelee., .. r"«».

a, physicians and droggists, as astronomers

and architects, as ballad reciters and match-

makers. They pursued various other

vocation* of hfe as well in their own

Independent capacities as private citizens.

The economic position of the Brahmins as

a class could not but be poor as they

were wholly dependent on an uncertain

income from lees, gilts and alms

The PurohiU occupied a peculiar position

in the court. Though in the serv.ce of

the king, he was not counted among the

king’s officers. Bat he was partly entrusted

with official functions and surpassed the

royal officers in many respects in impor-

tance and influence. As house priest of

the king, he advised him in secular and

spiritual matters He acted as the preceptor

and the sacrificial priest He used to

invoke the favour of the gods on behalf

o! the king or his family. He performed

the sacrifice with the help of the other

. Brahmins to guard against misfortunes

suggested through bad dreams or through

some unusual natural phenomena. He was

expected to be 'able to predict the result

of all the important undertakings on the

‘ part of the king by means of signs or

constellations of stars. He was preferably

appointed from among the teacher,, play-

re.lt., comrades or du.-fellow, of tht

king, .0 that h, might bt .laraya tre.ted

and rtlitd upon ..the be.t friend in wt.l

and woe. One of hia dntit. wa, to

protect the king'. treaiurea. Sometime,

'he had to replace the central in_ the

matter of judicial duties.

The office of the Purohita was not

necessarily hereditary, although we find

instances where it wa* held by the

same family for generations. His main

source ol income was the fees and gift,

received from the king, on all festive

occasions and at the time of sacrifices.

The gifts Included land, endowments,

women, maidens, slaves (male and female)

and live-stocks.

The Brahmins acted as councillors and

ministers In ancient monarchies. They

were rich and influential by virtne °f wj*

office held by tbecu- The. strength' and

efficiency 0 r administration largely depende

on their honesty and capability. They

were great diplomats and specialists in the

rol„ of royal polity. Under the super-

vision of the two able Brahmin ministers

of . powerful M.g.dh» «»«• *•

- ri»"\ - r u Tb!
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for hi. skill in archery w»
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Commander in Chief He displayed hts

wonderful skill by defeating 500 aichers

m an open contest and lus daily pay was

therefore increased immensely A Brahmin

of the Bhatadvaja clan was a rich agricut

tunst Five hundred ploughs were needed

to cultivate the fields owned [by him

There was a poor Brahmin farmer who

himself ploughed his field and whose son

was a menial in a royal court There are

many other instances in which we find

that the Brahmin farmers drove the ploughs

with their own hands A wealthy Brahmin

carried on trade between the East end and

West end of India, transporting his goods

in 500 wagons There were ordinary

Brahmin tradesmen and hawkers who

roamed about In the country to sell their

wares A Brahmin carpenter collected

wood from the forest and made wagons

for' safe A Brahmin youth earned his

livelihood by selling the hunted beasts

The reason seems to be purely economical

The Brahmins in ancient times became

rich and powerful only because of certain

permanent land grants and endowments

made by the kings The localities, full

of life and covered with much grassy land,

woodland and corn fields around Northern

India, were dotted over with such Brahmin

villages The rich Brahmins had a control

over them as regards their revenue and

the judicial and the civil administration

The Brahmins claimed two privileges for

them, its x unmolestibility and immunity

from execution They were not required

to pay rents so Jar as the land endow,

ments were concerned The Buddhist

texts do not lend any support to the

privileged position enjoyed by them In the

eye of the law It is distinctly stated that

a criminal, whether a Brahmin or not, was
liable to execution The early Buddhist and

Jain tefcls do not contain any reference t0

the Brahmins discharging worldly duties

along with sacerdotal functions The
Udtcca Brahmins m Buddha’s time were

these belonging to Kuru Pancala or

those claiming descent from them They
occupied pre eminent position among the

Brahmins as a class The position of the

Brahmins gradually improved and m the

Aranyaka period their views were quoted
wiih respect

India’s Heritage of Art & Its Modern Neglect
By Mr T H SOMERVELL, frcs

WHEN we start thinking about art

—

Indian art or anyone else s art—we
are tempted to think of it as a mere luxury,

a non essential, one of the trimmings *of life

rather than the material of which life

is made

But I am sure that such a v*ew is entirely

wrong Art is one of the essentials of life,

26 .

without it life is dull, ordinary, incomplete*

In our life of to day, when i the material world
seems so real, and material progress s0
impoitant, we must remind ourselves that the
philosophers who called the material world
Maya, unreal were quite right This real
visible, hard world with which we have
to deal is not real at all— it, all of it, ls
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destructible. Our own part of the world—

the bodies in which we live—are only going

to last for a few years, and then be

destroyed.. It is only the world of the spirit,

where ideals, character, truth, love, courage

exist, that nothing can destroy. And one

of the things in that eternal and permanent

and real world is Beauty. Over 2,000 years

ago the Greek philosopher Plato laid down

what are still recognised as the three

Values of life—Truth, Beauty and Goodness.

These are things which science cannot

measure, but which exist in their own right

as the three great characteristics of the

spiritual world.

One of the things which Plato said about

Truth, Beauty and Goodness, is that we

cant't live without them Neitzsche, a more

cynical philosopher than Plato, put it still

more strongly by saying that the only thing

that makes hie and the world even justifiable

is the beauty in them. If a man is not

truthful, you can't trust him, and (as we say

in England) "you don't know where you

are" with him. If the life of a

nation is bad (that is to say, is lived

without ttuth or goodness being honoured),

you get the sort of situation in which

Germany is, and has been lor the last

few years—a miserable and in the end un-

workable kind of life. And although it is

possible to live all your life in an ugly

house, in an ugly town, with ugly people and

bad people all around you, yet that is not

the kind of life God wants men to live ; it is

never a really happy life.

. We hear a lot of talk nowadays of indus-

trial and other Material reforms. But we
must keep our life balanced and reforms in

the material world only are not going to

make us happier, or better, - in the long

run, or to solve our post-war problem. So

beauty is really a necessary thing for a happy

and full life. Nature is full of beauty. We

have only got to look around us at flowers

and mountains and trees and clouds to see

that. If we go back many years, or if we

go into old towns and old buildings, or If

we go into unspoiled and remote villages,

we will see far more beauty than we usually

see in our modern towns I am going to

quote now a few lines from a book written

many years ago by a great friend

of India.

"The old Indian life was a life ful* of

beauty. Even now, out in the village*, life

is beautiful. The garments of men aad

women alike are graceful, flowing, often

exquisite in colour If you see an Indian

peasant woman working in the fields she

is a picture to paint, for the grace of hif

drapery, for the beauty of the colours that

she wears
; and if you see her going to the

village well to draw water, she will carry

on bet head some vessel, it may he of

beaten bronze or copper, it may be of clay,

it will always be beautiful in form and

colour. Nowadays, since European civilisa-

tion has spread its power through India,

things are changing; aniline dyes » re

replacing vegetable dyes; kerosene oil tin*

are replacing the exquisite vessels of the

older days. In the old days in * village,

when there was a wedding, every h°use
.

contributed some of its beautiful vessel* for

the village festival; but now those have

been cast aside, and miserable tin vessel*

(made in Japan) take their place. 'It «* only

a small thing, you may say, I assure you It

is a very great thing,— for Nature is beautiful
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everywhere, and contact with her beautifies

the human face and form and mind—the

killing out of that sense of beauty which

grows out of the mountains and the rivers,

and the meadows and the forest, that is a

national loss, and spells national decay”

Mrs Besant wrote that in 1909, 35 years

ago, and it is even more true to day than

when she wrote it Go into an old world

Nair house in Travancore, and you Will find a

great deal of beauty, especially in Ibe country

houses, where the beautiful lines of the roof,

the fine proportions of the building, and the

exquisite workmanship of the ends of the

rafters and the frame of the door are

combined with the graceful curves of the

stems and leaves of coconut palms This

is part of our heritage of art in Travancore

So are the old temples, especially the

really Travancorean ones such as the Adi

Kesava temple at Tiruvattar

The beauty of these old houses lies

chiefly in two things, first, that they are

fitted for their job The roof is well

adapted to keep out the heavy rain, the

well carpentered rafters with their accurately

fitting joints and- mortises will not creak

or shift when the 'strong winds blow,

so the house will last for many, many

years The chest where paddy is kept

will not let a grain of rice out, nor let

the smallest mouse in

The second thing that makes that house

beautiful is that every workman who made

it had a pride and joy in his craft He
did his work well because he was proud

of being a good carpenter That is Art

for Art’s sake In the same way the

pots and cooking vessels whether of brass

or copper or of simple pottery, are

beautiful because they are right— they ard

made for a certain purpose, and are*

adapted for that purpose

Now come with me to a tenement

building in Bombay, built perhaps fifty

years ago Ugly, overcrowded, diily^

monotonous with every room in it exactly

like every other room , with rickety

verandahs and creaking doors Here j£

no sign of workmanship done for Us own

sake, but of quick and shoddy building

put up rapidly and cheaply to give th£

workers’ families the minimum of room tc>

live in at the lowest possible price

Standing on the rickety verandah, if we cad

do so safely, we look across the street a4

an exactly similar building, equally ugly*

dirty, and overcrowded Life for th*

people in those buildings can never be 4

full and happy life, for life is poor wheri?

there is ugliness, and grows more commoit

and dull and ordinary in the absence of

beauty

What is the secret of the contrast

between the old country house and thd

new workmen’s dwelling? It is that one*

is built in a country steeped in its own
philosophy and traditions, and in a form

which has grown up along the centuries as>

part of the country itself The other is thd

product of a material minded, money'
making age, where the value of a life is thtf

profit it can give to the shareholders of £

company a life where God is left out

Leave out God, and you will leave ou*

beauty The present war is going od
because certain nations in the West, and

one natitfn at least in the Tar East, left

God out of their politics, and founded
their life and their ambitions on selfishness
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personal and national profit-making

territorial expansion; m fact on material

things alone. And conld anything be

more horrible and ugly, soul-destroying

and productive ol misery, than the present

war? Yes, it could; any civilisation

or national life founded on material things

only, where God and the spiritual side of

man's nature are left out, where truth,

beauty, and goodness are cast aside in

favour of expediency, profit- making, and

selfishness ;
any Itfe whether of men or of

nations organised on such a basis will

inevitably lead to misery, to ugliness, to

war and to the destruction of men’s souls,

which is after all fir more terrible than

the destruction of their bodies

All this means that it is not only our

duty to ourselves but to our country and

to the world that we should try to re-dis-

cover a new and beautilui Indian art in

all sides of life in painting and sculpture,

in buildings, in making pottery and

btasswate, in music, in culture. It can

be done if we remember that art must be

creative, not imitative.

A lot ol harm has beeu done to att by

imitation; but it is a very good thing

for an artist to see wha* other artists are

doing, not that he miy imitate them, but

that he may share in their vision and

thereby increase and improve his own
Free circulation into different centres ol

the artistic products of other centres should

be encouraged by those people who have

vision, especially if they also have wealth

or influence. We should be able to see

what artists in other parts of ludii'are doing.

Pictures are the most portable forms of

ait, and exhibitions of them are far easier

to organise than exchange of ^sculptures,

or of buildings, or even of music and

dancing. At the time of His Highness

birthday we see in Trivandrum exhibitions

of our own culture, old and new. Why

rot try to see other people's too, and to

let other people see ours? I feel sure

this could, and should be done after

the war.

Travancore is particularly -fortunate in

having an artistic legacy from the past in

Kathakali and its sister arts, such as

Ottam Thullal
,

and the simple village

Kalial (stick dance), in decorative art we

have the mural paintings of Padmanabha*

puram, and the carvings there and in

some temples, and in thousands of old

houses. The* woodwork of Kerala i»

unequalled in any country in the world

save perhaps China We in Travancore a*

well as others all over India have the old

things to guide us; to guide, not to copy,

for io art, I believe, we should be creative.

We have seen during the
-

last four yejr*

in Trivandrum the way in which a creative

artist dancing can take an old thing. g*t

the best out of it, and develop it *ot’

new forms, partly borrowed from other

countries, but largely original and therefore

progressive, a true modern art. But apart

from one or two artists, I fail to see his counter*

part in the world of painting, or sculpture,

or architecture, or music. Yet I believe

there exist in Travancore many people

who have got the ability to do creative,

original advances in these other arts. *

it too much to hope that Travancore

can lead India along these paths—can be

in the forefront of a movement for a rea .

progressive, and truly beautiful modern a1*
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and cultare throughout his vast country

with its wonderful heritage ?

India has a vast heritage of art

Although the ravages of time, war, and

wanton destructions of invaders, the eating

away by whiteants and mould, have

destroyed much that is priceless in our

heritage of art, yet there is a good deal

left in this vast country of India, a good

deal that we to day can enjoy and admire

During the last" 23 years I have travelled

the length and breadth of India, and seen

many hundreds of the great buildings

of the past, some in ruins, but many
still magnificent and well preserved I

have seen some of the old pictures

of India, and visited modern art

schools to see what js being turned out

there I have always kept my eyes open

for new buildings, to see how the Indian

genius and siyle can be adapted to modern

requirements and materials, and combined

with modern trends in the world of

architecture And I have noticed that art

is stagnant when it imitates, but that m
all the different branches of art there are

a few good, original and yet thoroughly

Indian^ things being produced—but oh
how few of them l

In all the many fine buildings of

Bombay I saw only two or three

—

Jthe best,

the building novf occupied by the Censor's

Office—which were beautiful, and modern,
and Indian, all three But what a delight

those few buildings gavel In Delhi there

is a new temple built by the family of

Birla who own a great commercial onder
taking It is quite unlike the old temples
Nothing m it is copied Instead of
statues and cajving, it has plain polished

marble and pictures let m to the wall

—

pictures illustrating the old books— the songs

of the Rig Veda and the Ramayana
Some of these pictures are poor stuff, but

some are really beautiful things Some
parts of the temple are not quite beautiful

and appear not quite suited to worship,

and not quite Indian in design But
taking it, as a whole, this temple at

Delhi is a thing of ~ great interest,

and is an important step towards the

evolving of a new, yet typically Indian,

sort of temple. In the years to come,
that temple will be surpassed by others
w.,usc aicimecis nave Deen led aright by
the beautiful parts of it, and have been
taught to avoid or to alter the parts m it

that are commonplace or ugly or unworthy
of the very fine conception which its

architects had But it is a brave attempt,
and far more Indian than the official

Government buddings of New Delhi, fine
buildings, but oh how British 1,

To come nearer home—how many of our
newest buildings in Trivandrum are just
copies of European ferro concrete buildings,
entirely un Indian, though not so ugly as
the Victoria Jubilee Hall of 50 years ago
Surely that is one of the ugliest buildings
m the world 1 It ,s indeed well named,
ennrely European in style, typ.cal of the
Victorian age, the age of the industrial
West, and in the world of art one of the
darkest ages that has yet been seen
The new Leglslative Assembly Hall JS a

'

fine- building, but one would - hardly
describe it as indian Jn slyJe R '

simply an im.tat.on of a good European
bmraing Directly art starts imitating. ,t
is finished, its msp.rat.on is gone, and It
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is time for it to look for new inspiration,

or it will die.

No! Let ns not imitate. There is a

cry in some Indian artistic circles now —

"Back to Ajanta". But however beautiful

the pictures at Ajanta may be—and many

of them'are very fine indeed—we must not

go back, not even to Ajanta Art is only

alive if it is progressing:, like everything

else in the spiritual sphere.

In some parts of India, notably in

Chettinad, several interesting brand new

temples have been built They are

beautiful, and Indian—but they are not art,

for they are just copied from the old. They

are beautiful because they are copied from

fine temples, but art is a creative thing, and a 1

copy is never creative, and thexefore never

art. A copy may be good handicraft, but

that is all.

We have a fine heritage of music, but

what are we in India doing with it now?

We take a Carnatic ragam, and add to it

an entirely unsuitable accompaniment,

based on the cheapest and most debased

music of the West, and lo 1 we have the

modern cinema tune, neither Indian nor

Western and certainly neither beautvfol nor

musical. The cinema has a grand oppor-

tunity to lead the way in the development

oi Indian music into a beautiful, up-to-date,

yet truly Indian thing But from the days

of Chintamam onwards it has taken the wrong

path through borrowing too much from

the worst the West has produced, and not

,
from the best, and in trying to combine

two incompatible things; for when you
harmonize Indian music it ceases to be

Indian, and in the country of IoJia it

therefore may even cease to be art.

'As Dr. Cousins recently said in a lecture

on art, “ A work of art is given its

identity, i.t. its separate exislence, by

unity. A modernistic metal handle rivetted

on a South Indian clay wa'erpot would

turn the pot's exquisite unity of simple

form into a mocking caricature”. That is

what the cinema is doing to the beautifnl

and simple tunes of Indian music. But a

new and beautiful and modern and yet

truly Indian music may yet come from the

cinema. We must hope that this riay be so.

Lastly—education. Here, in India, is

att being taught properly? I am not an

expert on teaching, but I am informed by

an expert that the way drawing is taught

in most of the schools here is 30 years

out of date. Boys and girls are taught to

draw largely from copies, from drawings

and not from objects; to draw set

things, not to exercise their own

imagination; to draw in order to pass an

examination, not in order to see beauty

around them and to look out for beautiful

things; not in order to possess the most

fascinating and uplifting of all hobbies.

Can we wonder that almost no students

at all take Alt as a subject at the Univer-

sity? They have never been taught at

school to do anything original; all

copy, copy.

When I-paint a picture as I often do by
the, roadside, nr in some village street,

or in some field with a fine view, the

boys of the village crowd around to see.

And what do they say—-what question do

they ask? “Is that for an examination ?'\

or “Is that for a competition?” “ No"
I say “ I'm doing it because I enjoy doing

it". The boys who have, learnt drawing
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at school t> pass an examination simply don’t

understand that And as long as art is

taught m order to pass an examination or as

tong as painting or drawing is done simply

in order to get monej , it is not real art

Art must be done for art's sake The

good workman is the one who finds joy m
his»work, the good artist is he who produces

a good thing because he can t help doing

so Let our art teaching be a thing that

brings joy, interest, enthusiasm, and appre-

ciation of the beautiful, to the children, and

never mind about the examinations—they

will be passed all right if the child rejoices

in his work! And the foundations will then

be laid for a generation of Indians who will

produce a new beautiful and truly Indian art

A talk broadcast from Trivandrum

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION IN INDIA
BV Mr P C JAIN, ma,M sc (ECON

)
London,

Unn erstly of Allahabad

I

NDIA'S industrial production, except

only in few cases, has increased

dunng the last five years The Indian

manufacturers, with the assistance of the

Supply Department, hare made a tremen

dous effort to remove many hurdles from

their path A number ol basic materials

such as acids, dyes, and tools had to be

manufactured in India for the first time in

order to sustain increased industrial prodnc

tion There is no doubt that if we did

not lack a machine manufacturing industry

and, in consequence, did not suffer from

v shortages of coal, transport, and technical

equipment, production could have expanded

to much higher levels India possesses

such raw materials as iron ore, bauxite,

raw cotton and jute, bamboo, and sugar-

cane in abundance and this combined to

our hydro electnc resources and man power

would_have permitted a much greater increase

in industrial production The shortage of

skilled labour and backwardness of

scientific and industrial research have to a
certain extent been overcome” and if

we did not suffer from other limiting

factors they could not restrain our progress

because as production expands labour is

trained and industrial research is made
easier, and developments tn these would
have accompanied further industrialization

of this country

SOME STATISTICS OF INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION

Cotton piece
goods

Jute goods
Paper
Tea

[Factory Sugarl
Mutches ‘

Cement

million yds 4269
(000) tons I 222
(000) cwts 1,184
million lbs 4o2
1000) tonb 940(b)'
million

“J

gross boxes 21 00
million tons \ 50 (d)

1 J I 1

W S
9,Mcs JtaMWy Survey of Bunet* Conditions in India J

*" WW 38 «• the Output'1938 39 amounted to a low figure of O 65 rrullitooa duo to exceptional circumstances
relat09 t0 ****** More rectBtatistica are not yet available

"
(d) Estimated figures
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So far as Information about production

-

re concerned, the Indian industries at present

can be divided into three classes In the

case of such industries as cotton and jute

textiles, tea and sugar, regular statistics

ate published. In the second category we

have such industries as iron and steel,

coal, chemicals, and cement in which the

publication of statistics has been discontinued

but reliable, though approximate, estimates

of production can be made. For such

industries as munitions and armaments,

which belong to the third category, even

these rough estimates are not possible
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the' Government as they failed to speed

up production. These measures have helped

in increasing the production of cotton cloth

but its ' distribution ’ is still verj defective

and consequently the consumers continue to

experience serious difficulties in getting it.

The jute industry, in spite of better

organisation and repeated rationalization, has

been less fortunate. The production in

1943-44- amounted to 0 94 million tons as

against an output of 122 million tons

before the war. The industry has both

steam-driven and electrically-driven mill*.

cse .uuB .. - ... r The former were handicapped by an acute

Dae to the war, as is partially evident shortage of coal chiefly due to the difficulty

- of transport. The electrically-driven mill*

could have increased production consider-

ably but they were disabled by the

agreement about loom-hours and it " ,s

only at the end of' summer 1944

that a scheme was enforced according

to which the electricilly-d riven mills can

work a larger number of loom-hours on

payment of a certain penalty. The requisi-

tion of some mills by military authorities for

purposes of storage and house accommodation

has also reduced the output. Finally, there

has been an acute shortage of labour a*

the mililaty construction work, where higher

.

wages are paid, attracted the labourer*-

Faced with these difficulties and in the

absence of active demand from foreign

countries the Indian jute industry has

remained relatively depressed.

In the case of sugar, paper, and cement,

production in 1943-44 wa«, on an average,

29 per ceot higher than in the pre-war year.

In the case of these industries the raw

materials are available in India in plenty,

there is also a huge Internal market to be

from the above table, the output of all

industries except jute, matches, and coil

has expanded The production of cotton

piece-goods in 1943 44 amounted to 4 842

million yards which is nenly 13J-j per cent

higher than the pre-war output. The cotton

textile industry also experienced shortages

of coal, man-power, and dyes but pro-

duction has been kept up by special efforts

on the part of mill owners and the Textile

Control Board. Daring the last four years

the number of tyres and designs of cloth

has been reduced and the number of picks

In cloth has been cut down m order to

secure bulk production More mills ere

now working multiple shifts than in the

past and machinery has been readjusted

to war time production in order to expand

the output. The mills experienced shortages

of dye-stuffs, bobbins, and starch and con-

siderable amounts of these are now being

manufactured in India and special priorities

have been granted for the import of mill-

stores and machinery. Finally, more than

a dozen mill* have been 'taken over’ by
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supplied, and these industries were well

established even before the war Produc-

tion has consequently increased, and »t

could have increased much more if certain

extraordinary difficulties were not expen

enced A shortage of coal, labour, and

transport has very much handicapped these

industries In sugar manufacturing the

shortage of coal did not matter much as the

bagasse provides most of ‘he fuel but the

output of paper and cement has been kept

low because of shortage of coal In 1942 43,

the paper mills also experienced a shortage

of raw material as bamboo was required

for military constructions and other raw

materials became scarce because of made

quate transport facilities In the case of

sugar, cane was being diverted from

factories to gar making industry and in

order to prevent this the gar making industry

had to be controlled and higher prices were

fixed for cane purchased by the factories

arid in order to make this possible suffi

ciently high prices were fixed for sugar

The price of sugar was fixed at Rs 11 12

per mauod (Marhowrah C 28) in April

1942 and it was raised by stages to

Rs 16 12 6 per maund in October 1944 and

consequentlyThe price of cane was increased

Irorn annas eight per maund in 1942 43

to annas fourteen in the present (1944 45)

crushing season This device helped to

maintain the supply of cane to factories

In addition to this, assistance was given

to sugar factories in obtaining sulphur and

machinery and in the U P and Bihar all

restrictions against maximum production

were withdrawn as early as the 1912 43

season But in spite of all this, the

production of sugar has only increased

from 7 78 lakh tons in 1941 42 and

10 70 lakh tons in 1942 43 to 1216 lakh

tons in 1943 44 as the recovery of sugar

went down from 10 28 per cent to

10 02 per cent and the crushing season

was shorter The machinery m most cases

has become old and worn out and m
many cases dae to transport shortage the

cane got dried up thus leading to low

recovery

The cement industry has suffered by a

shortage of coal, chemicals, and machinery

In consequence the output could not be

increased as much as was necessary The
result was, as in the case of paper, that

the public supplies were almost cut off

The distribution of cement was taken over

by the Supply Department m 1942 and

in the beginning only 10 per cent of the

output was released for non military use

'and it was only later on that this share

was Increased to 20 per cent Similarly,

by an order under Defence of India Roles
issued in November 1942 only 10 per cent,-

of mill output of paper was allotted for

public use and only as late as April 1943
this share was raised to 30 per cent thus

reserving 70 per cent of mill output of
paper for Government use

The production of coal in India reached
the peak level of 26 million tons m 1940
but subsequently it came down and in

1943 44 it is estimated to amount to
22Y2 Bullion tons which is the target fixed
under the Colliery Control Order The
lower output of coal is partly explained
by shortages of labour and coal cutting
machinery And it is not so much the
low production as the defective distribution

of available supplies which is the chief
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cause of trouble. A major part of the

responsibility for this rests upon the short-

age of transport caused by the shott sighted

policy of the Government in refusing to

start a locomotive industry when there was

still time.

The production of chemicals, iron and

steel, and munitions has considerably

increased. In 1943, we produced 73,500

tons of sulphuric acid as against an output

of 26,000 tons in 1939 Before the war,

we did not prodace any alkalies at all

but in 1944, the productive capacity is

estimated to amount to 70,000 tons and

we now manufacture, among others, caustic

soda, soda ash, and bleaching powder The

production of dyes, colours, drugs and

medicines has also increased though exact

figures are not available. The output of

iron and steel now stands at a higher

level and whereas in 1939 we produced

one million tons of steel ingots and

castings and nearly twice as much pig

iron, the output of finished steel now is

not less than 1% million tons per annum.

It is not possible to estimate the extent of

increase in the output of munitions and

armaments but the .number of workers

employed in Ordnance factories has

increased from 15,000 in 1939 to 1,30,000

in 1943. These factories, after the war,

would partially be converted to peace time

production and to that extent would help

in further industrialization of India.

The Problem of Minorities in India
By Prof. R.,VlSWESWAR RAO

At a time when the problem ot minorities has become the central problem
of Indian Politics, and is engaging the anxious attention of all the well-

wishers of the country, the suggestions of the present writer on this

problem, we are sure, will be read with great interest by our readers —ED. /R

•

IF anyone were to put the question, as

• to what the central problem of Indian

Politics is, one can really say that it is the

problem of minorities. As the Simon
Commission Report says "India is a laod

of minorities and the spirit of toleration is

absent”. The Commission, indeed, regretted

the absence of settlement between the

various communities, which is a stumbling

block to the establishment of self-govern-

ment in India.

The problem of minorities has been
attracting the attention of the people and
the Government since a decade The
important parties which are vitally

concerned with this problem' are Hindus and

the Muslims. The Muslims, it is well

known, differ from the Hindus both *n

race and religion. They number about 70

millions The other minorities do not take

much interest in this problem since they

feel that it is better to throw in their lot with

the majority community. It is well known

that there is a sense of cultural and

political inequality in the minds of the

Muslims and there is also the fear that

they may not get "fair deal" from the

majority community.

In India, we have the existence o

religious, racial, and linguistic minorities'
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It is well known that the co operation of

all these communities »s stne qua non for

the success of any form of democratic

government in India Till recently, the

principle of separate electorates has been

tried to solve the problem but instead

of solving the problem, the grant of sepa-

rate electorate has accentuated communal

jealousies The principle of separate

electorates is fraught with disastrous conse

qoences, as it divides the nation into water-

tight compartments Many of the British

statesmen, including Mr Amery, the present

Secretary of State for India, referred to the

absence of communal settlement which is

a standing obstacle m the way of granting

self government to India But here one

cannot feel sorry for the fact that the

British should ever have granted separate

electorates to any community and the

problem of minorities really, arises

from the date when Minto conceded the right

of preferential treatment to the Muslims

THE MRPUR REPORT

Some time ago, tne Muslim League appoint

ed a committee to enquire into the dismember-

ment of India and all the efforts of the British

for two centuries in the direction of establish

ment of political unity in India are intended

to be frustrated by this move If there

is one lesson, which the present war has

taught, it is the danger of the existence of

small States Small European States like

Denmark, Poland, etc
, fell before Hitler

like a pack of cards

* SUGGESTIONS

In all solutions of the problem, one

should never forget the fact that there is

* distinct type of thought and life in

India which has been enduring through

centuries and that has been the greatest

contribution of India to the world Indeed,

several suggestions have been put forward

for a new approach to national unity We
should never forget that we all belong to

the land of India and that we should

all contribute our quota to the greatness

of India We may belong to different

races and religions but it is the land and

our love towards it, that should bind us

all together Indeed, none of us should

try to dismember India It must be

united and one

Here, it may be stated that the object

of the British policy should be to bring

about political unity on a federal basis

It is only a federal Government that can

harmonise the antagonistic forces of commu-
nalism, provincialism and autonomy of the

Indian States The British Government

should declare in unequivocal terms that

the problem of Indian constitution can be

considered only on the basis of an

undivided India

The cultural autonomy of the minority

may also be recognised The minority

should be given the right to the acquisi-

tion of the nationality, use their mother

tongue and improve their culture and

literature The racial problem of Canada
was solved only in this way and / this

method may be tried in India with

advantage

Fundamental rights guaranteeing
elementary and common rights like the right

to equality of treatment in the eye of law,

to freedom of speech, etc, to all people

should be incorporated In the constitution
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Even so far as the legislation is concerned,

we can have an arraogement wherein matters

of common concern will be decided by the

general legislature and matters affecting the

religion and culture of minorities may be left

to the decision of members who belong to

that particular minority.

PROVISION OF APPEALS

In the above cases, one objection may be

raised and that is what the minorities should

do if that they have a just grievance against

the action of the majority. An arrangement

can be made whereby minorities can prefer

appeals to the judges and their decisions

shall be final. The Supreme Court of the

U.S.A did much to protect the rights of

the Individual and our federal court can be

vested with powers to deal with such cases

Even appeals may be allowed to be sent to

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Councit.

If such a method is adopted, minorities

cannot have any legitimate grievance The
independence of the judiciary is essential here

The Governor s special responsibilities are

to be continued. Till yesterday, many people
used to condemn the Governor's special

responsibilities. But it may be pointed out
that it was the special power vested m the
Governor of Ceylon, that saved our Indian
Minority in Ceylon some time back when the
legislature actually passed a measure with
a view to drive the Indian Mtnority away
from that island.

Indeed, it may be pointed out that, ail

the laws affect ail the people .l.ke and the

minorities should never fail to notice that

the best safeguard on which they have to

depend is the goodwill of the majority com-

munity, They must identify ihemselves

with national aspirations. Principles of

moderation and mutual confidence will have

to prevail. Separate electorate can never

protect the rights of the minorities It is true,

that they may secure “ die hard ” represent-

atives of the communities on the legislature

but, that retards the growth of democratic

spirit in India.

The minorities, just as they have rights,

have also some duties to perform.

They should mix with the majority commu-

nities and identify themselves with the

nationalistic ideas. The protection of their

just rights, then, as the late Mr. M Bnend

said, becomts a “sacred duty". All

possible means, on the lines suggested

above, should be^ adopted for bringing

about mutual goodwill amongst the various

communities.

The dawn of responsible government is

postponed on the plea of communal

discord. It is hoped that the leaders of

all minorities realise the gravity of the

situation and contribute their share whole-

heartedly to the common weal It may not

once again be mentioned, that it is the

land of India that should bind us together

as united we stand, divided we fall. India

expects her sons and danghters to do

their duty at this critical juncture in b*r

history.



Jaipur under sir mirza ismail
By "H1ST0RICUS"

44 —j—HE world's destiny has been

1 changed by five cities", said

Philip Guedalla, the famous historian

and biographer, in his last book— The

Liberators ,
and enumerating his list, turns

to Athens "where Greek hands forged the

instrument of liberty which they have

never lost* ,
to Rome “ where strong Latin

minds enthroned law supreme m the

ordering of life”, to Jerusalem "where the

mind of man groped towards something

far above him', to Paris “where clear

thought and high courage wrote the French

Revolution into history and set free men

the world over singing the hTarseillatse"

and to London "which has stood so often

against abuses of authority, overcame a

nightly siege ut 1940 and changed the

history of the world"

Men with a sense of history will ere

long realise—some have already realised—

that to day in India, the destiny of

Rajputana is being changed by one city

That city is indisputably Jaipur, where

under the benevolent auspices of a young

and far sighted ruler and a statesman of

eminence and vision, great things are

happening There is the eloquent tribute

of Mr Herbert L Mathews of the Neiv

York Times that American visitors to

India are going to find Jaipur " more

thoroughly transformed and improved than

New York after Robert Moses got through

with it
’’ Nor is it mere external appearance

that is changing

There is the unimpeachable testimony of

Mr Ghanashyam Das Bula that during the

short time he has been here, "Sir Mirza

has been able to achieve what was nof

achieved,' —really what was not even

attempted
—" during the last twenty years

'

or more Of undoubted importance as

is from the administrative point of view, b»

work m and for Jaipur is of far greater

significance from the Iafger historical vie<v*

point, due to its inevitable repercussion*

on the life and temper of the whole pf

Rajputana where ancient States call for

modern rejuvenation

Here, jn this vast area, the largest

continuous non British territory m India*

Nature and Man and Circumstance have

long conspired to put out the lights of

culture and freedom, and maintain an

order where obscurantism and feudalist

have done their worst The din and

roar of national upheavals which occasionally

rent the skies everywhere 'else is, in these

sandy and barren regions, but a far off echc>

Here, power wherever it was exercised, was
allied to intrigue

, whispering galleries func-

tioned best and low murmurs filled the a»r

that men breathed, long sweep ‘salaaming'
was elevated to the level of a ritual Raj-

putana, where chivalry and heroism once
cas\ a spell, seemed to have struck " a pause
m history ' But luckily—thanks to the

imagination and foresight of the Maharaja of
Jaipur—there has arrived one who, while
fighting a rearguard action against the forces

of re action, is definitely making headway
as the man with a mission

As a recent English visitor said in the
journal of the United Service Institution of
India "Sit Mirza is accomplishing wonders
in Jaipur, commercially, industrially and
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artistically. With vision and vigour he is

developing the State’s resources, and raising

the standard ofliving of the people”. There

is uo aspect of administration which has been

neglected Every department is overhauled

and re equipped. Places cut off from each

Other are linked up by pucca roads; new

industries are springing up at a rapid

pace ; mines in Khetn are being explored

,

irrigation projects are being speeded up so

that, in the words of His Highoess, " miles

of sandy deserts will become smiling green

fields with a happy and prosperous

peasantry", efforts are being made to

banish illiteracy from the State within

twenty years
,

panchayats in villages and

municipalities in towns are being established

on progressive lines
,
and post-war recon-

struction plans are being examined
by experts

Nor is this all Among the outstanding

achievements must be mentioned the

codification of existing laws and the
enactment of new ones the separation of
the Judiciary from the Executive, the
raising of the Chiet^ Court to the status of
a High Court with the Hon’bie Sir Sarat
Kumar Ghose, formerly of the Calcutta
High Court, as the Chief Justice, the
reorganisation of the postal system, the
establishment of State insurance and co-
operative societies, the opening of the
Jaipur Bank {as a result of which, the
resources of the big businessmen’ and
commercial magnates of J„pur who
represent the industrial austocracy of India
are for the first lime harnessed to the
advancement of the State); the division of the
whole State into four units under Deputy
Commissioners; and the scheme of higher

educational expansion in the wake of which

a University—the first of its kind in

Rajputana—will be established at Jaipur.

But by far the most important—and

significant—development is the one which

relates to the introduction of constitutional

reforms. This act of bold statesmanship

in a State, which has not so far had even

an elected municipality, is of a far-reaching

character. Shortly Jaipur will have' a

Legislative Council with full plenary powers

and with an elected majority, and a

Representative Assembly on the Mysore

model. For the first time, the man in

the street will have his voice heard, and

what matters more, will have a "hand in

the shaping of things. For him, it is like

"the fall of Bastille" in the feudal world

in which be was born and bred. The

emergence of the common man In Jaipur

out ol age-long shackles will inaugurate »

new era in the whole of Rajputana; " Ihe

pink city ” has already become its very

hub
;

it is thus that Jaipur is entitled to the

distinction of being tJu city which has

changed the destiny of Rajputana. We
have the enduring testimony of Col. Sir

Kailas Narain Haksar that "Jaipur in

this chaotic period of unsettlement and

dislocation is doubly blessed In the

personalities and ambitions of its Ruler

and its Prime Minister. Both seem intent

upon securing a better life for the population

of the State and jointly they have *et an

example and given a welcome lead to this

quatler of India known to history as

Rajasthan". There is little doubt that the

present Ruler of Jaipur and Sir Mirra Ism*"1*

will go down to history as the “Liberators

of Rajputana.



WHAT TO DO WITH GERMANY?
*

I 'HE author of this book* an American
* lawyer, adduces a great deal of

historical evidence to prove that the

responsibility for this war really rests

with the German people 1

Conditioned

by centuries of false indoctrination

the German people have ever been arch

conspirators against civilization They
have deliberately plotted to destro> it and
subdue all mankind to serfdom They have
ignored all civilized standards and restraints

and have made barbarism an ideal They
have distorted nationalism into a ritual of

International murder This is the authors

German militarism (3) economic and
financial policy of reconstruction (4) eradi-

cation by education of the poisonous
doctrines of pan Germanism These
remedies he suggests so that Germany may
safely join (he community of civilized

nations Tmther he suggests that as soon
as the Allies achieve victory they should
occupy Germany and suspend its

sovereignty The Peace Treaty must be
suspended for ten or twenty years or
perhaps more The people as a whole
must be taken into protective custody',
to use a German expression in its sincere
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According to him, the corruption of the

German mind has been a continuous,

consistent process for centuries. “ The

Nazi youth oozes racial hatreds and rides

in superman complexes. To root out

this poison, we cannot rely on German

re education any more than on German

self-imposed disarmament or German self-

rule generally. We must unwind the German

so that he Will not sprint at ns again

"

This task must be entrusted to an

international university. Such a university

could truly represent the nations of the

world and act for them without fear or

political bias. Courses in humanities,

modern civilization and philosophy could

he mapped out by the authorities

of the international university _to meet

the peculiar pre-disposition of the German

youth. In short, all the forces of the

arsenal for the invasion of the German

mind must be employed in this noble task.

A CHINAMAN WITHOUT RHYME
(BUT NOT WITHOUT REASON)

By Mr BERTRAM GODWIN STEINHOFF

In bygone time there lived a man.

A Mongol Tartar, Ghengia Khan,

Who conquered, slaughtered, hacked hi* way.
From blue Danube to far Cathay

Citiea he looked upon aa Filth,

Tho festering eore of Greed and Guilt

“ Level them flat he gai a command,
" And make them useful pasture land,

So that a Horse might run o er it

Without tripping, and make them fit

For noblo Warriors euch as we.

Lords of Ihe Earth, from aea to tea.

EiterminMte those people, who

OfSilver, and, what is much more.

Four hundred thoueaod Measures full

Of Rice, clean garnered carded wool,

Dales upon bales, as much as you please,

Richer than Colchis' Gold en Fleece,

Eight hundred thousand robes of Silk,

Yellow as cream, or white as Milk,

Or gayeet coloure, rich and rare.

Great lords like you are ured to wear

—

Think twice, and slay your mighty hand,

And spare thi9 peaceful smiling land



THE SIXTH WAR BUDGET
By Mr V. G RAMAKRISHNAN, m a

THE Sixth War Budget happens to be
also Sir Jeremy Raisman’s last War

Budget

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE (IN CRORES)

1
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Revenue! 25150 231 07 356 63 353 74
Expenditure 310 S3 301 18 512 65 517 63

Deficit —02 33 —78 21 —165 77 —163 89

It jvill be seen that the Budget reveals

a prospective deficit of Rs 163 89 crores

for 1945 46 The Badget for 1944 45
produced a deficit of Rs 189 79 crores

due to an excess of defence expenditure
amounting to about Rs 96 crores and this

is attributed to the fact that much of the

fighting against the Japanese took place
inside instead of outside Indian frontiers

For 194445 the total revenue receipts is

expected to be Rs 356 88 crores, an
improvement of Rs 48 60 crores over the

budget estimates against which expenditure
is shown at I Rs 512 65 crores to leave a
deficit of Rs 155 77 crores, whilst a
defictt of Rs 163 89 crores is anticipated

m 1945 46 against which only minor
changes m present taxation are proposed
The Finance Member has indicated -that the
whole of the gap might be filled by
borrowing and the more important consider-
ation was to equate rupee outgoings
whether in India’s account or on Allied
account with total rupee incomings whether
by taxation, sales of bullion and other
devices for absorbing surplus purchasing
pgwer In spite of the Financial Settlement
on allocation of defence expenditure, India
has paid a heavy price There is a clear
case for the United Nations to bear a
portion of the actual cost incurred in
defending India withm the last twelve
months from Japanese offensive .as the
defence Is as much *he concern of the
United Nations as it is of India

o

TAXATION

The Budget reveals an estimated deficit

of Rs 155 77 crores m the current year
and a prospective deficit of Rs 163 89
crores for 194546 To meet Rs 8 60
crores of this deficit, the following additional
taxation is to be levied

,

(I) An increaeo la surcharge on iacomo tax by
3 pies In the rupee on slabs of incomo abovo
Rs 15 000 and on incomes taxable at the
maximum rate

(2) Rates on inland postal articles to bo raised
to a uniform 0 annas for every -10 tolas

(3) surcharge on telephone rentals to be raised ,
from one third to one half and on trunk call fees
from 20 per cent to 40 per cent

(4) Surcharge on ordinary and express tele
grams to be increased by one anna and two annas
respective!}

(5) Standard rate of duty on unmanufactured
tobacco to bo raised to Rs 7 8 0 with no surcharge,
rates for related items namely, cigars cigarettes and
manufactured tobacco to be fixod to correspond

(6) Tho highest class of flue curod tobacco in
tho otcise tariff is lo bo sub dm ted into threo and
• ibjecled to a duty of Rs 7 8 0 Rs C and Rs 3 8 0
per lb respecting whoa used in the manufacture of

I.J U, I- r lo DO maintained at the present rato
Tor another year and the compulsory deposit scheme
to bo continued

(8) Special depreciation allowances to be granted
for new buildings erected for plant and machinery
after 31st March 1015, m addition to normal dopr/dating allowance, tho former not to be deducted
in arriving at the -written down value '

The scope for major charges m the
sphere of central taxation is nbw so limited
that the Finance Member has not introduced
any but at the same time he has indicated
the sources of additional revenue for the
Provinces and at the same time emphasized
the necessity for greater efforts to combat
evasion of existing tax obligations It will
be difficult to subscribe to the view of the
Finance Member that ‘it will be necessarym the post war years to impose taxation
o! a magnitude comparable with that
existing at the present time’. Taxes on
non agricultural income can hardly be
expected to continue lo play the over-
whelming part m the scheme of national
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Lord Wavell'i Minion

THE Viceroy's visit to London for persona]

consultations with H M Government

has naturally aroused great expectations Lord

Wavell has been Viceroy for some 18 months

and if by the visit he means to make a

genuine attempt to resolve the deadlock,

His Excellency would have deserved well

of this country The main reason for the

consultations is doubtless the inexorable

march of events connected with the war As
the struggle is 'coming to a close m Europe,

there must follow an intensification of the

war with Japan, and India’s importance as

the vital base of operations will be increasingly

realised The Soldier Viceroy cannot be

oblivious ofthe importance, nay the wisdom, of

having behind him the united and enthusiastic

support of the whole nation in the great task

that is impending And what could secure

such enthusiastic co operation but a truly

national govetnment, enjoying the complete

confidence of the people 1 Uniort

jmately, though everyone is convinced

“that the Cripps offer will no more hold good,

Mr Amery is harping on the old formula

that the policy announced by H M Q in the
draft declaration of March, 1912—the CrippB offer

—

still holds the field

But the Viceroy must know better In the

face of II successive defeats in the Assembly
and the criticisms levelled against his govern

ment in Britain and USA and the recent

pronouncements of official representatives, he

knows where the shoe pinches and how ji

must be rectified If the Viceroy and the

British Cabinet could hit upon a bold and im
agindive policy that will enthuse Indians, the

long looked for settlement jvQuld have been
achieved Merely to insist on agreement
amor g fill the parties as a pre requisite for a

new declaration is to play with words
Why, as Professor Edward Thompson

I

shrewdly points out
#

in the Tunes,
U Britain were occupied by a conqueror who offered
her self government on condition of an agreement
between the Catholics and Protestants Britain
would baviS ne\ er won freedom except by a successful
rebellion

Congress Mlmsfry In the Frontier

The Congress has returned to office in

the North West Frontier Province—the

pivot of Mr Jinnah's Pakistan with a

hundred per cent Muslim population—after

a lapse of nearly six years Congress decision

to accept office in one Province is welcomed

in all quarters as a momentous gesture

which will have a wholesome reaction m
other Provinces where Section 93 is still

operative It must gladden the heart of

C R whose move in this direction is thus

bearing fruit Congress acceptance of office,

will, it is hoped, mark the beginning of

the end of the deadlock

It will be recalled that the Muslim League
took advantage of the enforced absence of
Congress lfeaders to step into the breach
But the League Ministry has never been
popular The moment the released Congress-
men took their seats m the Frontier
Assembly, the days of the League
Ministry had to be numbered And Sirdar
Aurangazib Khan's Ministry was trounced
by 24 votes to 18 on a direct vote of no
confidence, and not merely on a cut
motion as in other Assemblies So there
was no alternative for the Sirdar but to
quit and give place to Dr Khan Saheb
The Governor acted wisely and promptly
in calling on the Congress leader to take
charge Evidently with Mr Gandhi's
approval, Dr Khan Saheb has shouldered the
responsibility Dr Khan Saheb's first act
on resuming chaTge was, as might be
expected, the release of the interned leaders
and it is just like the Frontier Gandhi to
declare that he would not come out of the
prison if hts colleagues had not been
released as well And so with a fine
contingent of patriotic men, the Frontier
has taken the lead in an attempt to resolve
the deadlock which must have far reaching
effect on other Provinces
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Coalition Minister for Inim

League Ministries everywhere are having

a bad time. They never had much public

favour anywhere, and the way they have

been managing their affairs has lent support

to charges of corruption and incompetence.

The Saadulla Ministry in Assam has fared

no better. Only on March 17 the Ministry

was saved from censure by the casting

vote of the chair.

In fact the Ministry had always been m a

precarious position. But the situation in

Assam politics took a dramatic turn when the

ministerialist party in the Assembly formally

accepted the Congress proposal for a
coalition Cabinet in which the Congress
would not accept office but would give
moral and active support on certain
specific conditions The main terms of the
agreement signed by Sir M Saadnlla,
Mr. Gopinath Bardolat and Mr. Rohini
Kumar Choudhury, representing the
pnucipal parties in the Assembly, include
the restoration of civil liberties, release of
political prisoners, reorganisation of the
Supply Department and reshutil.ng of the
Cabinet This broad agreement on general
policy and co-opeution of parties in actual
Government, will, it is hoped—usher m a
better era for Assam Apart from every-
thing else, this genuine attempt to conveit
the Ministry into one that would be
broad-based on popular support is a
welcome experiment ,n solving many
problems—including the ptoblem of
minorities—that must have wholesome
reaction in other Provinces as well It is
a pleasing gesture that Mahatma Gandhi
has shown in welcoming this attempt inAssam. Gandhiji gave a free hand to
Mr. Gopmalh as he gave perfect freedom

Tn
Kh 'n

f
aheb in the Frontier,

wrote-"'”
*° Mr' G°rinalh

‘ Gandhiji

I>o what U beat, coat 'wb&t
corruption Adopt that .iMriUt.ve whwh ,h,bwt omt«r the circa rnatanee*. I Vaow that the
difflcaln-a will be many. but we have to eut our
way through

,

Budget and the Finance Bill

t As we go to press the Central Assembly

has rejectd the Finance Bill even io Us

recommended form. The resutt was foreseen.

The Council of State has passed the Bill

but the Assembly may stick to its verdict

;

and then it will have to be certified I

It is a repetition of the old, old story.

Under any other
__
democratic constitution

this absurd farce of debate, defeat and

certification would be unthinkable. During

the Budget debate no less than 11 cut motions

were carried against the government, and

every department came in for downright

censure. The speeches on the Finance Bill

likewise showed that. Congress or League,

everyone was equally critical of government

actions. Members of the Exeecutive put up

a feeble defence and they knew—-none
better—that they cannot i count on peoples

confidence or support. And yet, under the

Government of India Act, they could remain

where they are. Speaking on the Finance

Bill, Mr. Bhulabhai Desai, leader of the

Congress parly, put the case trenchantly

when he said that the issue on which he

asked the vote on this occasion was the

issue of India’s freedom. He referred to

the San Francisco Conference and said

;

If any gpnuina friend of our», any genuine repw-
eentalivo of oure went to that conference, tho
and foremost thing that he will do there will be Ihis!

he Will fir.t demand that he wiU not remain there

unless and until India was recognised and declared

by Britain b> her own free will naan independent
country.

Ilia Bengal Ministry
,

It is an ironic commentary on Mr. Jinnah s

Pakistan speech that Bengal too h*»

followed quickly on the heals of Assam
and Sind in carrying a cut motion against

the Nazimuddin Ministry by 106 votes to

97. But like the school master in The

Deserted VtUage “ even though vanquished

he could argue still.” Sir Nazimuddin and

his colleagues wanted to sit tight and

carry on But the speaker rightly ruled that

the adverse \-ole was an unmistakable

censure and that the" House could oot

function unless a new Ministry was formed 1

And so, for the moment, Bengal come*

uuder the tule of the Governor.
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The late Earl Lloyd George

EARL’LLOYD GEORGE, the veteran

statesman who led Britain to victory

in the last world war, died at Cnccieth

aged 82 *

He Will go down in history as the “Man
who won the war \ even as Mr Churchill

will be remembered for his part in the

present yrar

Lloyd George, always known as the rather

of the House having bpen member of the

Commons for 34 years first took office in

Sir Henry Campbell Bannerman’s adminis

tratlon as President of the Board of Trade

His settlement^ of the railway dispute in

1906 marked bim out for higher powers

and responsibilities And under Asquith,

he was elevated to the Chancellorship of

the Exchequer

The ' Munitions scandal of 1915
induced Lloyd George to accept the

Ministry of Munitions But his faith in

Asquith as a war leader grew dim and

in December 1916 he formed a national

government of his own supplanting his

Chief by methods only jnstified by his

victory in the war His main idea of an

unified Allied command was secured in 1917
when Marshal Foch was appointed to that

post Speaking at the Mansion House on
November 9, 1918, the Premier was
enabled to say, * Germany is doomed

The organisation of peace proved as

difficult as winning the war The -famous

"coupon election of December 1918
confirmed his position at Versailles where
all the world assembled to make peace

His Ministry itself fell in 1922 He
never returned to office Though he was
the leader of the Opposition in the later

V years he preferred *to write history instead
of making it The volumes of his * War
Memoirs gave rise to unexampled
controversy, the echoes of which died only
at the onset of this war*

Hart Retreat

Tne whole German western defence line

has been eliminated and Kesselring's armies

are, at the time of writing, (29 March) in

a general retreat In some areas east of

the Rhine it is a rout, and it is now
extremely doubtful whether the Germans
can recover even temporarily their ability

to offer even token organised resistance

On northern sector of the West front,

British armoured columns drove to within

one
-
and a half miles of Borken over

20 miles east of the Rhine only slight

resistance being met, says Reuter

s

special

correspondent with the British Second Army
At the other end of Field Marshal

Montgomery’s front, the Ninth United
States Army pushing in all direction, is

virtually in the outskuts of the great

Rhine part of Duisburg

The general advance east of the Rhine
is~progressing The five Allied armies
have combined into two major groups
The Second British and the Ninth Armies
have linked up and the First, Third and
the Seventh American armies had joined
on a 200 mile front All reports .speak of
the progressive deterioration of German
forces

General Eisenhower, Allied Supreme
Commander on the western front, announced
that the German defence line had broken and
they had no strength to make a future stand

Russian Drive to Austria

M
j
rsM Stalin, in an Order of the Day,

dated 27 March announced that Marshal
Kornev s forces .have captured Strehlen,
south of Breslau The Order says 'Troops
of the First Ukrainian Command, Conti
nuing their offensive captured in Silesia the
towns of Strehlen and Rybmk, large road
junctions and powerful strong points inGerman defences

Russian troops have now reached the
Austrian border



(only short notices appear in this bection)

A Treaty Between India and the
United Kingdom By Sir Sultan Ahmed

.

Kitabistan, Allahabad. Rs. 2 4

Yet another attempt to settle the deadlock
and solve the communal tangle is made
by Sir Sultan Ahmed, Member for

Information and Broadcast, in a thoughtful

brochure, which, we understand, has also

been presented to the Sapru Committee.

In the first part of the bonk Sir Saltan
puts forward the novel and interesting

suggestion of a treaty between India and
Britain together with the conditions under
which the treaty should be signed

He believes that if the Cripps proposal
had been accepted it would have helped
India to attain independence But he does
not absolve Britain of any further respon-
sibility and wants that Britain should make
another gesture to India

He agrees with Sir Walter Layten
that without an Indian settlement, the task
of building up a permanent world order
will be much more difficult, if not impossible.

Sir Sultan’s solution for the communal
settlement may not be endorsed by all, but
everyone will agree (hat he has approached
the subject with an unbiassed mind andmade an earnest effort to solve an admittedly
difficult problem He envisages an union
of several umt... M m.ny sovereign
Iterated stales with a strong centre

isve power and authority
,

iliona, currency, cwalom*. ete.

ernMy to be compose.! o|
40 per cent, lbudua, 10 per c

The Cabinet to have the earn* commuc
Be the Assembly,

Muslim*

The author does not claim that
•olution fs either perfect or complete.

The British Colonies. By Vincent

Hoslow. No. 68. Oxford Pamphlets on

World Affairs. Oxford University, Press,

Madras and Bombay, As. 6.

To-day the Colonial Empire of Britain

comprises diverse association of • commu-

nities. The diversity of races and peoples

who compose the Empire has created

complex problems regarding the life and

welfare of colonials and Britain's altitude

towards them. The author of the

pamphlet describes some of the problems

confronting Britain, [like the idea of Self-'

Government in colonies, the question of

liberty, and building of communities and

points out the responsibilities under which
Britain has accepled trusteeship of the

Empire.

The Press and the Public. By C- R-

SriDivisan, Editor, T/ie SuradestMtni.'ran-

Foreword by the Rt. Hon. V. S. Srinivasa

Sastri and Introduction by Sir C. P- Rama-
swami Aiyar. University of Travancore,
Trivandtam.

The four lectures on journalism delivered

under the auspices of the Travancore
University by this doyen of the Vernacular
Press in South India cover a wide field

—

dealing with the development of the

periodical press in India, the profession, the

place of news and comments, circulation

and advertisement as well as organisation
and control—in fact the entire relation

of the press to the public is gentraf.

Mr. Srinivasan is an old and experienced
journalist and he presents in a small

compass, with consummate ease and
elegance, the history of the trials and the

perils no less than the achievements and

prospects of the Indian Press,
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The Mediterranean Fleet—

T

he

Admiralty account of Naval Operations

-April, 19+1 to January, 1943, Mac

Mil lan & Co
,
Ltd , Mount Road, Madras

Rs 1-8

This book, which is beautifully got up

and profusely illustrated, contains a lucid

account of the operations of the Royal

Navy from the time when the Italian fleet

was greatly weakened by the losses inflicted

at Taranto and Matapan, and the German

attempt to capture the Suez and dominate

the entire Mediterranean was made and

successfully frustrated by the Allies which

enabled them ultimately to take the

initiative and begin the advance that

eventually drove the enemy from Africa

The story concludes in January, 1943, when
Tnpoly fell into our hands and the Navy
again assumed command of the great

supply routes of the Mediterranean

SIMONE By Lion Feuchtwanjer Thacker &
Co , Ltd

, _ Rampart Row, Bombay,

Rs 614

Here is an extremely interesting story of

the fall of France by one ol Europe’s most

famous authors, Mr Lion Peuchtwanjer

Inspired by the life of Joan of Arc and the

memories of her radical father, Simone, an

obscure Burgandian girl, revolts against the

passive acceptance of the German occu-

pations, destroys the stock of petrol of

her wealthy uncle and attempts to rally the

people of her town to resist the mechanised

hordes of Germans Like St Joan, Simone

is betrayed by her own people'—by her family
and is condemned to the Grey House
In this poignant tale full of passion and
heroism, we note the straggle between the

selfish Frenchmen who earned on their busi
ness as nsual and others to whom the Nazi
occupation never meant a conquest of mind

BOOKS RECEIVED
Conquest or Sect By M K Gandhi Being Mystio Experiences Tates of Yoga and Vedanta

Gleanings from his writings end speeches compiled from the Yoga Vasishtha By Bhagai an Dae
by R K Prabhu and U R Rao, Thacker A Co Indian Book Shop, Theoaophicat Society, Benares
Ltd , Bombay City Re I 8

The Glory that was Gurjaradesa Part IIL The
Imperial Gurjaras By K M Munshi Bharatiya
Viayn Bhavan, Bombay Rs IB

The Conciliation Committee Information
Series (I) Government Congress League Declare
tions (2) Fundamental Rights 7, BaraLbamba
Road, New Delhi

Men I have Met By K R R Sastn Allahabad
University, Allahabad

A Secular State for India By Lanka
Sundaram Rajkamal Publications, Delhi

Great Rebels Studies in Life and Letters Edited
by Sara) Acharya Book Porum, 72 Hanson Rood,
Calcutta

China Handbook, 1837 1014 A comprehensive
sun ey of major developments la China In seven
yeajB of war Chineso Ministry of Information,
Chungking

Trluou Literature (The PEN Books) By
P T Rajan The International Book House, Ltd

,

China Today In art drawings By \eh Chien Yu
Foreword by Dr C J Pao Consul General for
China Introduction and Commentary by Dr
Amiya Chakravarty, ir.A , d Phil The Book
Emporium Ltd, Cornwallis Stroet Calcutta

University Education in
Present By Anathnath
Emporium, Ltd , Calcutta

India. Past and
Basu The Book

The Founder or Pakistan By Khan A Ahmad
Pakistan National Movement 10, Montagu Road,
qpmbndge ° ‘

The Millet of Islam and thb
Indianism By C Ralimut All

Menace or

The Millet and the Mission By C Rahmat Alt,



diary of the month
(0)

Much 1. Mr. Churchill cels unanimous

vote ol confidence re Yalta decisions.

—Indian Budget proposals published.

March 2. India invited for Empire talks

prior to San Francisco Conlerence

—Sir Stafford Cripps re-admitted to Labour

Party.

March 3. Constitution of Arab League

signed at Cairo.

March 4. Finland declares war on Germany.

—British and American troops reach Rhine

March 5. Budget session opens in the Central

Assembly

March 6 American troops break into

Cologne.

March 7 Lord Dawson of Penn, King’s

physician, is dead

March 8 Mr. Amery rejects proposal for

fresh approach « Indian question

March 9. Japs occupy Indo China

—Mandalay Hill captured by 14th Army.

March 10 Government suffers two defeats

in the Assembly

March 11 Hitler urges Germans to fight

frantically

—Adjournment motion re delegation to San
Francisco tuled out in Central Assembly.

March 12 Anrangazib Khan Ministry in

the Frontier resigns as a sequel to no
i confidence motion

—Sind Cabinet resigns.

March 13. Order on Bihar leaders revoked.

—European group’s cut motion passed in
Assembly

March 14. Dr. Khan Saheb forms Cabinet
in N.WF. - «

—Sind Cabinet reformed.

March 15 Mr, Churchill addresses Patty
Conference on prospects of general
election.

March 16, New Frontier Ministry take oath
of office.

—Frontier Congress leaders released.

March 17. Mr. T. R. Venkatarama Sastrl

presides over the Silver Jubilee session

of the Liberal Federation at Lahore.

March 18 Heavy raid on Berlin.

—Raids on Japan.

—Mr. William Phillips resigns his post as

a personal envoy.

March 19 Debate on Finance Bill in the

Assembly.

—Select Committee reports on Income-tax Bill.

MarcH 20. Surplus Budget for Madras.

—Mandalay falls.

March 21. Lord Wavell flies to London.

—Sir John Colville, Governor of Bombay,

to act in his absence.

March 22. Soviet gives notice of termi-

nation of Soviet-Turkish treaty.

March 23 All-parties Ministry formed in

' Assam,

March 24. Allied forces cross the Rhioe.

—Death is reported of Kallenbacb, friend of

Gandhi, in South Africa.

March 25 Sind Muslim League, rejects

Congress move to Coalition Cabinet.

Ma ch 26 Earl Lloyd George is dead.

—Sir Shadi Lai is dead.

March 27. Assembly rejects the Finance

Bill by 58 votes against 50.

—Allies enter Frankfort. s

March 23 Recommended Finance Bill

thrown out.

—Gen. Eisenhower announces that German

front line is broken.
’ —Bengal Ministry defeated by 106 to 97 votes.

March 29. Mi. Nausher Ali, Speaker of the

Bengal Legislative Assembly, rules th*

after the adverse vote the -Nazimuddm

Ministry cannot continue to function.

March 30. Reich Government quits Berlin

—Naval battle off Okinawa

March 31. Se'ction 93 invoked, in Bengal

and Governor takes over administration.



* SOCIAL SECURITY FOR INDIA.

We hear nowadays a great deal about post-

war, political and economic planning, but

very little about social security that we

peed /or our peasants and workers. ,

Time is perhaps not yet ripe in India

to step at once to the ideal of security for

ail without distinction. But a beginning

may be made immediately. Without such

a beginning, post war industrial progress

would become meaningless

Gwen industrial and agricultural develop-

ment, India would be able to afford a

new social plan provided every one palled

his weight and awoke to a sense ot social

responsibility, says Mr. N. C Bhattacharya

in India :

Sir William Jowett, the Minister designate of

the new Ministry of 8ocial Insurance, described

the British flocial insurance plan as an act of

supreme faith in the future of Britain He also

said that, If the Government had not felt satis-

fied th^it the challenge would be answered by a

ftesh outburst of creative energy each as had

marked. Britain’s history in the past, tVia Qovem
meat would not have made these proposals In

India, too, we roust act with faith in the future The

distinguished framers of the Bombay Blau have

truly remarked that the real capital of a country
consists of Us resourcoa in material and man
power , money is simply a means of mobilising
these resources and cftnaUsmg them mta gpeciQc
.forms of activity. Lord Wavail In the courge of a
'speech delivered at the Pilgrim’s Luncheon m
London, shortly before his departure for India,
spoke as follows, “It has always seemed to mo
a curious fact that money is forthcoming m any
quantity for war, but that no nation has ever
yot produced money on the same scale to fight
the evils of peace—poverty, lack of education,
unemployment, ill health When we are prepared
to spend our money and our efforts as freely and
with the same spirit os against Hitler, ... wo
shall really ho making progress."

We, m India, are up against the
quadruple alliance of slavery, hunger,
disease and ignorance A scheme of
social security for India ' Would be the
surest bulwark against these enemies.

29

DANGEROUS DRIFTS IN EUROPE

Mr. William C Build, former American

Ambassador to Russia and France, has

written an article in the Life magazine

after a visit to Rome In it, he attempts

to see “ the world from Rome.” Here

are a few points i

” In the Italian view (Mr. Build reports).

Great Britain will emerge from this war a
very tired victor~and then who will stem

the CfefomuaUt tide In Europe ? All men.

throughout Italy ask, whether this war will

result in the subjugation of Europe by
Moscow instead of by Berlin. . . . The
Romans expect Soviet Russia to dominate
the whole of Eastern Europe from Finland
and East Prussia to Czechoslovakia and
Bulgaria. Being of the same race as

Machiavelli, the Italians cannot conceal
their admiration lor the skill of Soviet
Imperialism But no hope whatever is

held m Italy that Rumania will remain an
independent State The Romans believe
that Hungary will be occupied by the

Red Army . Russia endeavours to set

up a Communist Government in Yugoslavia.
They fear that even Austria ruay fall under
the Control of Moscow This prospect
terrifies them. Bolshevism on the Brenner
would, they fear, mean Stalinism soon in

Lombardy. In any event, they hope that

the British Army wilt reach Austria before
the Red Army and will instal there a
democratic government under a monarchy.
... In Rome it is hoped that the United
States will support Great Britain in her
next anti Russian deal.”

This is a dangerous drift, says Free India
,

and if these views of the ex-Ambassador
are Teally shared by intelligent Americans
also, sensational events would seem to be
in store for the world.



THE INDIAN REVIEW

THE TWO-NATION THEORY

Ptofessor D. N. Banerjee, writing in

the Modern Review for March, an»ly«s

Mr, Jmnah’s contention of the two-nation

theory and refute* hi* arguments seriatim

lie examine* their “history and tradition’,

their "name* and nomenclature*”, their

"laws and customs" and finds nothing to

justify Muslim pretensions to separate nation-

ality. Finally he observes

:

Tha only view, therefor*, which can aland the

crutiny of logio. reaeon, and inslic* I* that no

part of India « the homeland of eny particular com-

munity. India being tha common motherland of all

tha commuoitiaa that liva within it* boundary to day,

every part of It is the common homeland of all those

.

communities A contrary view it aura to lead to

inter communal bitlerocii and ultimately, to a civil

war m this country A parrot like repetition of an
Irrational view or slogan ad nanttam will not help

anybody's cause notwithstanding the philosophy of
propaganda taught by Hitler aiul Ciocbbela No ODO
can befool all the people all tho time

Apart from this, insistence on the view that

the Muslims of India constitute a separate

nation distinct from the rest of the popula-

tion of India will ultimately act as a
boomerang to themselves

T ittaer tho Mueluna of India form a part of tho
population of India—and therefore, form a part of

INDIA'S STERLING ASSETS

One of the major economic consequences

of the present war is the change in the

position of India in the field of Inter-

national finance, She has long been a

debtor country and the foreign debt of the

Government of India was over Rs. 400

crores before the present War, and ev«Y

year she had to pay about £30,000.000

to Britain in addition to what the British

investors in private enterprises in India

were earning in the way of profits. During

the present War. the Government has

been able to liquidate most of the foreign

liabilities, and the Reserve Bank of India

ha* accumulated sterling assets worth about

Rs 1,200 crores

Writing on this subject in the latest

issue of Trrveni, Dr. V. S. Krishna Rao

says that the question of the liquidation a

the sterling assets of India is to

decided by negotiation between India and

Britain.

Britain would naturally press for tho

of Roods spread over a large number or

while tho interest of India require* tha conversion

of at least a part of tha balance Into other

currencies. Ae Britain is Indebted in • *"nl
.

,

way to several other countrica, it is not P®***"

for her to concede Ihie to all her creditor* o

it iliould bo emphasised that tho i

' " ’

A satisfactory solution of Ihe question

they depends on the co-operation of not only

India and Britain but also the assistant*

of other countries like the U-S.A- The

, writer concludes :
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GOVERNMENT AND THE DEADLOCK

Sir Muhammad Zaftullah Khan, in an

article m the Spectator, enlarges on the

suggestion he recently put forward, that the

British Government should make an an

nouncement that they would be prepared

to implement any agreed settlement that

might be put up on behalf of India within

a period of one year from the cessation ot

hostilities against Japan, but that, failing

such a settlement within that period, His

Majesty's Government would themselves

place before Parliament proposals concerning

the future constitution of India which would

secure for India the position of equality

with the Dominions

Sir Zafrullah Khan, after stating that the

British Government could not be acquitted

of all responsibility for the Indian political

deadlock, says /*

It has been suggested that the period of one year
within which the Indian parties would be asked to

coroo to an agreement, is too short for the purpose
This overlooks the fact that the period is to run
from the cessation of hostilities against Japan and
ifan announcement of the kind suggested by me 1a

made immediately, that would give ot least two years
to the parties in Indio to come to a settlement The
esact length of the period, however, is not material.

IV hat is desired is that the period should be definite

and not too long A period ending with December 31,

1947, would serve the purpose just as well

Sir Muhammad adds

Once India la placed in the same position as the
Dominions it should have the right of amending its

own constitution in accordance with the procedure
that might be !®>d down m the constitution itself

The object of this procedure should be to secure that
an amendment should take place only with tho
consent of the various parties and interests con
cornel All the necessary fact finding has already
been done and a good deal of the labour spent upon
framing the Government of India Act 1935 could
be drawn on in framing the new constitution The
Bapru Committee is also sitting and its report may
help to clarify the latest position taken up by the
political parties In India \

Sir Muhammad goes on to add that the

new* constitution must leave the door open
to Indian States to come into the picture

il they so desire, but should not make the
coming into force of the constitution con-
ditional upon their consent or accession

Again safeguards for the protection of
minorities, with regard to religion, culture,

education and language roust be so framed

as to be capable of judicial determination,

so that any breach or contravention of them

may be set right by judicial action There

should be no room in the new constitution

for Special Responsibilities of Governors

and the Governor General

“It might be asked*', Sir Muhammad says,

whether any constitution framed by Parliament to
which the principal parties in India were not con
tenting parties would have a fair chance of smooth
working Such a constitution would fail to giv»
complete satisfaction, as tho claims of every ono
of tho parties would havo to bo subjected to a good
deal of pruning to make them fit into any workable
constitutional pattern As tho constitution would
vest the pdwer of amendment in the legislature set
up by it, that should be an inducement to the
political parties to start working It so that In due
course they might be able to give it tho shape
that they might agree upon among themselves
Nevertheless thero would be a certain amount of
risk that some parties might not be willing to
co operate in working the now constitution That
consideration must bo kept in mind by those who
sre actually engaged in framing tho constitution,
wad it would no doubt, result, in tho constitution
being moulded into o pattern which might enable
it to function even if tome parties did hold aloof
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THE TWO-NATION THEORY INDIA’S STERLING ASSETS

Professor D. N. Banerjee, writing in

the Modern Reiteio for March, analyses

Mr. Jintiah's contention of the two-nation

theory and refates his arguments seriatim

He examines their “ history and tradition",

their “names and nomenclatores”, their

‘Mans and customs" and finds nothing to

justify Muslim pretensions to separate nation-

ality. Finally he obserres

:

part of India is the hi

every put
communities A contrary is w is sure to lead to
later-communal bitterness and, ultimately to a civil
war la this country A parrot libs repetition of an
irrauonal Mew or slogan ad -ow.,,-, w,|| not help
nnybodvs cause notwithstanding the philosophy of
propaganda aught by Hitler and C.oebbel* .No ono
can befool all tbs people all the time

Apart from this, insistence on the view that
the Muslims of India constitute a separate
nation distinct from ihe rest of the pnpula-
tion of India will ultimately act as a
boomerang to themselves

Filher the Muslima of loi
population of India—and ii

the Indian people—01

i ®r
p*rt of ,h®

meretore, form a part of
no '

*[
'hev insist

the geographic bo m,lmry of India tton fe? r^J,"

In lie—al beat donneiM at ‘
,
,®n® ln

r

unsure to"'h%T**f»r cl”!
on ""''"part

consequence* The qumtW*^oTZl
but of logic and iwoo. Thee* „on Muslim llTl . 'l

* Of the British people oer them The Muslim
• ,f ,h„y

,n Muslima would ever

u!”^ “ I”‘"' ”'"r

One of the major economic conseqaences

of the present war is the change in the

position of India in the field of Inter-

national finance. She has long been a

debtor country and ihe foreign debt of the

Government of India was over Rs. 400
crores before the present War, and every

year she had to pay abcut £30,000.000
to Britain in addition to what the British

investors in private enterprises in India

were earning in the way of profits. During
the present War, the Government has

been able to liquidate most of the foreign

liabilities, and the Reserve Bank of India

has accumulated sterling assets worth about

Rs 1,200 crores

Writing on this subject in the latest

issue of Trizeni, Dr. V. S. Krishna Rao
says that the question of the liquidation of

the sterling assets of India is to be

decided by negotiation between India acd
Britain.

Britain would naturally press for tho accepttnee
of goods epread over a large number of ye»r»>
while tho interest of India requires the conversion
of at least a part of the balance into other
currencies As Britain is indebted ia • similar
wsy to several other countries, it is not potsiblo
for her to concede this to nil her creditors bat
it should bo emphasised that the case of India I*

a special ono. Accumulation of sterling assets by
countries like Australis and Canada did not
Involve so much suffering as ia the coso of India.
The accumulated balances do not represent the

seTd'io
3

to*Yhe
8
e

° f ' h,> P®0?1® •n<l ****

of the people whuh is already lew. The only

JMJT,
in ^which this could be mode good fs by

that would ensure adequate bring standards.

A satisfactory solution of the question
depends on the co-operation of not only
India and Britain bnl also the assistance
oi other countries like the U.S.A. The
writer rnnelndes :

Tho United Nation* h*%« decided, rightly or
wronglv, that difierant International economic
problems should be dealt with by di<Tervnt boiliea
after the War They hav. apreid to have onebody fur 1 rehabilitation, another for monetary

leading The setlien
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GOVERNMENT AND THE DEADLOCK

Sir Muhammad Zafrullah Khan, in an

article in the Spectator, enlarges on the

suggestion he recently put forward, that the

British Government should make an an

nouncement that they would be prepared

to implement any agreed settlement that

might be put up on behalf of India within

a period of one year from the cessation oi

hostilities against Japan, but that, failing

such a settlement within that period. His

Majesty's Government would themselves

place before Parliament proposals concerning

the future constitution of India which would

secure for India the position of equality

with the Dominions

Sir Zafrullah Khan, after stating that the

British Government could not be acquitted

of all responsibility for the Indian political

deadlock, says. *•

It haa been suggested that the period of one year
within which the Indian parties would be asked to

come to an agreement, is too short for the purpose
This oveslooka the fact that the period is to run
from the cessation of hostilities against Japan and
if e.a announcement of the kind suggested by me is

made immediately, that would give at least two years
to the parties m India to come to a settlement The
exact length of the period however is not material
\\ hat is desired is that the period should be definite

and not too long A period coding with December 31,

1947, would serve the purpose just as well

Sir Muhammad adds

Once India is placed in the same position as the
Dominions it should ha* e the right of amending its

own constitution in accordance with the procedure
that might be laid down m the constitution itself

The object of this procedure should be to secure that
an amendment should take place only with tho
consent of the various parties and interests eon
cerned AH the necessary fact finding has already
been done and a good deal of the labour spent upon
framing the Government of India Act 193a could
be dT&wn on in framing tho new constitution The
Sapru Committee is also sitting and its report may
help to clarify the latest position taken up by the
political parties in India

Sir Muhammad goes on to add that the

new* constitution must leave the door open
to Indian States to come into the picture

if they so desire but should not make the

coming into force of the constitution con
ditionai upon their consent or accession

Again safeguards for the protection of

minorities, with regard to religion, culture.

education and language must be so framed

as to be capable of judicial determination,

so that any breach or contravention of them

may be set right by judicial action There

should be no room in the new constitution

far Special Responsibilities of Governors

and the Governor General.

** It might be asked’’, Sir Muhammad says,

whether any constitution framed by Parliament la
which the principal parlies Id India were not con
sentmg parties, would have a fair chance of smooth
working Such a constitution would fail to give
complete satisfaction, as the claims of every one
of tho parties would havo to be subjected to a good
deal of pruning to raako them fit into any workablo
constitutional pattern Aa the constitution would
vest the pdwer of amendment in the legislature set
up by it, that should bo an inducement to the
political parties to start working it so that in due
course they might be able to give it the shape
that they might agree upon among themselves
Nevertheless, there would be a certain amount of
risk that some parties might not be willing to
co operate in working the new constitution That
consideration must be kept in rand by those who
are actually eogaged in framing the constitution,
and it would no doubt result in tho constitution
being moulded into a pattern which might enable
it to function oven if some parties did hold nloof

(Established—December, 1911)
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AMERICAN EXPOSURE OF BRITISH*
PROPAGANDA

A revealing report of an interesting radio .

discussion by four persons arranged by

the American Forum of the Air on

" What's holding back India's Freedom (

"

has appeared in the press in India. The

Indian case was well presented by American

Socialists. There were four speakers,

- Sir Frederick Puckle, Adviser on Indian

Affairs to the British Embassy ; Mr. Norman

Thomas, a Socialist leader ;
Congressman

Emanuel Celler of New York and Mr. S

M. Ahmad, Indian trade consultant and

American correspondent of the Orient Press

Sir Frederick boiled down bis question

to this

:

Who i» going to take deliver; of Indio'* freedom

from Ibo British and under what arrangements ’

A problem in practical politics for Indiana to

tolve.

Mr Thomas followed him and said

In the imagination of the world India long baa

been the crown end symbol of Empire It i*

Imperialism which holds back not only the

frsodom of India but the peece of the world.

Divided aa India may eeero to be, all parties are

agreed in demanding freedom The failure of tb«

British Government to use Indian mercenaries in

the mvaaion of Burma ia further objective proof

of its fear of the people

The third man to speak was Mr Ahmad
who spoke like a Muslim League propagandist

and said

:

The Muslims, the orthodox Hindus, the prince*.

communiets and various other minorities have
arranged themselves sgamst the Gandhi Nehru
Congreea party. I make this bold statement that

Hindu Brahmins and upper castes with the help-

,re ere poverty and disease ia Ind.a
s and industry base not reached Ibe
imt of development. There are divisions
d caste. I poiot these out because those
*ry arguments that are ailvaoeed^for

keeping India a subject nation This m liovr

India has fared, ruled from above and from

outside. An abeeDtee landlord seeds it* oversows

—who roost somehow manage to keep them jobs

—to attend to the needs not of the inhabitants

but of the employer, exact tribute, divide the

interest, keep the level of living low, liot

remember to toll them that it a for them own
good. No uobndgable chasm exists in Indio to

keep the people divided anil render them unfit

for Self government. There are more minorities,

more Unrelated language* spoken in the United

States, more variance in custom and belief m the

United State* than there is in India and yet out

of the amalgam a mighty nsnoa was forged.

• RACIAL PROBLEM IN AMERICA
An editorial in a student publication at

Williamburg in U.S A. with the title

“ Lincoln’s job half done ”, declares that

Negroes differ from whites only " io surface

characteristics " and should be permitted

to “join (he same clubs and marry among
us." It adds “Of course, this cannot

be done to-day or to-morrow, but perhaps

the next day . . Neither they nor we are

ready for it yet

" Only chaos (such as the southern

States experienced during the reconstruction)

would result if such a plan were initiated

before the Negroes and others were

educated for it. . . . The myth of white

supremacy is exactly the same as Hitler’s

contention of nordic supremacy—nonsense.”
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INDIAN STATES
Hyderabad

THE TUNGABHADRA PROJECT

His Highness the Prince ol Berat

unveiled a pylon 'to commemorate the

inauguration oi the Tungabhadra Project on

the Hyderabad side

Replying to an address presented on the

occasion His Highness said that with the

inauguration of the Tungabhadra Project,

the harnessing of the waters of this river

together with the completion of other

similar schemes would usher in
1
an era

charged with great possibilities of agticul

tural and industrial development in His

Exalted Highness’ Dominions Areas

irrigated by rivers have often been the

cradles of human culture by reason of

the prospentv accruing from the benefits

of nature’s bounty and there is every

reason to hope that the waters of the

Tungabhadra, spreading prosperity and

navigation facilities and convej mg light and

power to town and country will bring a

new culture and a new standard of living

ttf these lands in which conditions of

chronic scarcity have hithetto caused much
anxiety

1

His Highness was glad that after negotia

tions lasting many years difficulties were

solved with a friendly exchange of views

AMENDING ACTS
An amendment to the Hyderabad Legal

Practitioners Act » seeking to discourage

legal practitioners of British India from

practising in the Hyderabad High Court

has been referred *o a select committee by
the Hyderabad Legislative Council

Another amendment which has been
referred to the Secretary of the Judicial

Department for report stressed that retired

judges of the Hyderabad High Court
should not be permitted to practise as

legal practitioners after their retirement

from office, except before the judicial

committee

Mysore

MYSORE DPI TOR REORGANIZATION

Total expenditure on public instruction in

Mysore State for the year ending June, 1944,

according to the Government review of the

report of the Department of Public Instruc

tion, amounted to Rs 3 97,200 as against

Rs 8 07,900 In the previous year

In the course of his report, the Director of

Public Instruction has stressed the need for

the reorganization of the studies in high

schools so as to provide such variety as

would suit the main types ol abilities and

aptitudes of pupils on the one hand and the

requirements of their after school life on the

other hand and for the necessity of trained

teachers in the department for all grades of

education The Government say that these

will be considered when proposals m the

matter are submitted to them

Referring to adult education in the State,

the Government say that during the year

under review a special grant of Rs SO 000
was sanctioned to the Mysore State Literacy

Council besides the continuance of the usual
lump sum grant of Rs 20 000 for carrying on
the work of adult literacy in connection with
the rural reconstruction drive m the selected
hoblis (groups of villages) in the State 1,133
adult literacy classes and 318 libraries were
opened by the Literacy Council during
the year

EDUCATION & MEDICAL RESEARCH
In a Lashmipathi (of Madras) President of

the National Council of Rural Reconsruction
and Indo Ceylon Goodwill Mission, will
shortly be settling down to Bangalore as head
of the Research Department of the Ayurvedic
units to be run by the Government of Mysore
with Bangalore as their headquarters
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Baroda

BARODA WOMEN’S CONFERENCE

The first session of the Baroda State

Women’s Conference was inaugurated at

Baroda, on March 10, by Her Highness

Maharani Shanta Devi Gaekwad, Mrs. Hansa

Mehta presiding.

Her Highness, in her address, welcomed

the idea of all women's institutions in the

State amalgamating and becoming a branch

of the All-India Women's Conference She

referred to the proud record of Baroda of

half a century of reform for the uplift of

women’s stains and its readiness for

further progress whenever needed She

emphasised the important role of the home

in life and observed, " one good mother is

worth a thousand schoolmasters". The

present war, she said, had proved that

women could do men's task bravely and

creditably over and above their own

Mrs Hansa Mehta as an old Barodaite,

spoke of the good work done in the Slate

for the uphlt o( women and appealed to •

the audience to convey to every door the

message of the All-India Women's Coo-

leience, namely, equal lights. She advised

them to develop a sense of individuality

and be economically self-reliant Remind-

ing them ol the venous problems of

life such as food-supply, education,

practical knowledge, etc, she emphasised

that women should evince ever greater

Interest In the solution of these pnblems,

so that women as a class might ach eve

real pcogtess

Mis Chanchalben FariUi, welcoming the

>. delegates, read out message of good
wishes received from many.

Kashmir
- KASHMIR INFANTRY IN BURMA

News has reached this country of the

glorious part played by the 4th Jammu
and Kashmir Infantry on the Burma Front.

Leading the attacks - on Vital Corner,

Kennedy Peak and Fort White, this

Infantry, now serving with the 5th Indian

Division, also participated in the famous

advance from Tiddim, which resulted in

the final link-up with the East Africans

near Keleruyo.

This battalion joined the division just

before the capture of Tiddim. Shortly

afterwards it became the spearhead of the

division's advance and though ground and

fighting conditions were entirely new to

the men, they acquitted themselves with

great credit.

At Kennedy Peak one company of the.

battalion captured a Japanese 75 mm gun

and considerable quantities of ammunition

and stores. Another company pushed

.
forward seven miles the same day to a

feature known as Elephant, tv here Jap

resistance stiffened and three attacks had

to be put in before the enemy were routed.

The batialion did not give the Japs any

rest, and through their efforts the enemy
were forced to evacuate Fort White, leaving

behind quantities of stores and two anti-

aircraft gQns undamaged.

KASHMIR CONSTITUTION ACT
His Highness the Maharaja of Jammu

and Kashmir has amended the Jammu and
Kashmir Constitution Act. By virtue of
thvs ammdtamA, W.V, ptqyaWr Wimsten,
Mr. Mha Beg and Wat.r Ganga Ram,
recently appointed from amongst the
members of the Praj* 5abha, wall retain
thelt seats in the State Assembly.
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Travancore

TRAVANCORE CATTLE

An encouraging account of what is being

done in Travancore to improve the quality of

its cattle appears in the current edition of the

Traiancore Information and Listener

Experiments have been carried out to

discover the best type of bulls to raise the

quality of the local stock Bulls from adjoin-

ing Provinces and States were not wholly

satisfactory, so the Travancore Agricultural

Department went farther afield until it

discovered a type of Sindht bull which,

crossed with the local cattle, has sired very

healthy calves Ndtv a stud bull farm has

been opened for the breeding of pure Stndhi

bull calves

An interesting development in Travancore
has been the adoption of a milk recording
scheme as sanctioned by the Imperial Council
of Agricultural Research Cows which
conform to the standard aimed at are

registered and the milk yield recorded under
the direction of the Imperial Council

to be tackled and Rajkot State, the nerve

centre of Kathiawar, has given a lead m
the matter as can be seen from the

following paragraphs

Immediately after nee imports were
stopped and the State could not get

sufficient supplies, the cultivators were
asked to grow more paddy and a crop of
46 092 maunds was produced in 1944 as

compared to 15 842 maunds m the

previous year Rajkot requires about 1%
lakh of maunds per year and it is hoped
to make the State self sufficient in a
few years

Cultivators have been discouraged from
growing commercial crops like groundnut
and (hose who brought waste lands under
cultivation of food crops* are exempted
from irrigation charges Facilities for
credit in the form of loans are given by
the Agricultural Bank of the State The
State has also agreed to purchase surplus
crops from cultivators Difficulties of
marketing and the unsocial activities
ol middlemen have been reduced to
the minimum

Indore

CONTRIBUTION TO WAR FUND
The Maharaja has donated a sum of Rs 2

lakhs to the Viceroy’s War Purposes Fund
on the occasion of the visit of Lord and Lady
Wavell to the State

Another"sum ol Rs llakb was donated by
Her Highness the Maharam for the same
object and a cheque for this was handed over
to Her Excellency Lady Wavell

Kathiawar
FOOD PROBLEM IN KATHIAWAR
Kathiawar, the land of small States, has

in recent months experienced acute food
shortage and thanks to the recent decision of

the <5o\ emment to supply food grains to

k Kathiawar the food crisis has been averted

The problems of growing more food crops

and equitable distribution of food grams
ate naturally the most important problems

INDORE TENT WORKERS
The workers in tent factories at Indore, who

were on strike in October and December,
1944, for about three weeks altogether,
will get an increase in their wages

In this war industry labourers are not
directly employed by Government contrac-
lor

! -
They are engaged by sub contractors

and that too on piece work basis The
matter was, however, sympathetically taken

*

up by the Commerce Department of the
btate and settlement has been arrived atwhereby the workers will receive an
increase of IS % per cent in their wages

JJ*
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INDIANS OVERSEAS
South Africa
PLIGHT OF INDIANS IN S AFRICA

The Liberal Federation, which met at

Lahore in the third week of last

month, passed a resolution demanding for

Indian* in S Africa full citizenship rights

Deploring the failure of the Government

of the Union of S Africa to abolish the

Pegging Act, the resolution stated in part

ft urge* th< (•eitnmM «f India to nvaU (tie

High CcimtniMioncr forthwith and i« adopt alt

fV.nl and coimncrrial umcIH o* against S Africa
until the Teggiog An it aboliahpd

Sir Cowasji jehangir moving the

resolution, said India was unanimously
agieed on this question The new High
Commissioner should never have been sent

to S Africa It was unfortunate that the

Government of India should not have seen

their way to accepting this unanimous
proposal This was a gesture which could
not have harmed anyone Government
should have bowed to the public opinion

Urging economic sanctions against

S. Africa Sit Cowasji said their Country-

men 10 S Africa were prepared to Uedergo
the hardships and losses following the

application of ^uch a measure against the

S. African Government. As a matter of

fid, they themselves had suggested this

A certain amount of inconvenience might

be caused to some industries in this

country in • regard to imports of certain

things from S. Africa but this was a

question of the honour of tVeir country,

and no small considerations should come
in their way. The Government of India
must respect the wishes of the people of
India in this 'matter, and apply economic
sanctions agaiost S Africa.

The debate in the Assembly and the
strong words used against Dr. Khare, the
Commonwealth Member by Mr. Liqoat
AU Khan and others reveal

. the strength
of feeling on the subject in India.

U-S.A,
U S. CITIZENSHIP FOR INDIANS

The text of President Roosevelt's letter

sent to Mr Samuel Dickstein, Chairman of

the House of Representatives Immigration

Committee, which it studying the legislation

on Indian immigration, reads:

in the war apatr
rely Ly\olunlary erdintniCnU, has fnuyhl with

akitl and couraca in l.'uropa, Africa and Alia. India
tiaa alto furm>t.od and will continue to furmah a sub-
atantial amount of raw roab-ntla and manufactured
product* of great aaaiatance In froaccutlng Uie war.

Ttia prrwcnt aratntory provnions that ducrimmnt*
annum pcraonn of Kaal Indian decent pro* oka
III feehag, now aen'a no u*rful purpe** anJ are

IneonMitrnt with tho dignity of both our poop!**.

F.aat Indian persona would t>« approximately ICO

Immigrants yearly. Thero can bo no real danger that
thia amatl number of Immigrants wilt cauaa uo-

employment or provUo competition In search lor

It ia my hope that Congress will taka atepa to

remove the recent provision. of our Immigration and
naturalisation lawa that discriminate agaiaat prrmttt

of East Indian deaccnt.

Testifying before the House Immigration

and Naturalisation Committee, Representative

Celler, co-author of the Bril with representa-

tive Luce affirmed the need for quick passage
of the Bill.

As rve go to press, we learn that the House
Immigration Committee voted by ten votes to
six to postpone consideration indefinitely of
the Indian Immigration Bill.

Unexpectedly strong opposition was en-
countered in the executive session of the
Committee from the Republican members
who held that Indian immigration and
natnralisation would provide too much cheap
labour in the United States.

It is understood, however, that the Demo-
cratic Representative, Mr. Emmanuel Celler

- and other supporters of his Bill will
continue to present various alternatives and
will try to get positive action as soon as
possible.
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MR. T. R. V. SASTRFS PLEA

Presiding over the Stiver Jubilee Session

of the Liberal Federation at Lahore,

Mr. T. R, Venkatatama Sastri asked for

an immediate declaration by the British

Government granting the status of

Dominion Status to India and urged the

release of political prisoners and Congress

detenus to facilitate a solution of the

political deadlock in India He said

:

The Government must immediately declare that

India shall have the status of a Dominion at

the end of the war. The Cnpps offer contained

that declaration, and the answers of Sir Stafford

Cripps to questions put to him, made it dear

that the statue of lodia shall be tbe seme ae

that of the other dominions, and that India shall

have the same right, either to remain within tbe

Commonwealth or leave it

That declaration must bo made forthwith, and

implemented so fat as possible by tbe British

Government now The intricacy of the problems

ia other countries did not bar them from taking

eteps when the war u on, and the Indian problem

presents no features more difficult to resolve than

the problems they aro solving now elsewhere

The Governor Generel sliould have reloasi

political prisoners end Congress detenus long eg

As soon a3 it was reasonably clear that pub'

security no longer demanded their detention, th
should have been released. Neither the public pea

nor the safety of the State any longer requires thi

Paof. RUSSELL ON INDIA POLICY

Bertram Russell, addressing the Cambridge
University India Mijles, said :

I hope there will then bo a new departure of
British policy in India, We are all egreed. It is

impossible to keep up our position in India t

even if it is possible, it is neither justified nor
desirable Of course, in the wer, people have to

aurrender their liberties as we have done in this

country. That also applies to India But as

soon as we have got a Government of the people
with liberal mindedness we can demand wo want
a change for the better of India and set to work
for that change. -I know of the Cripps offer.

I know it is atill there I know the offer of
Dominion Status A) rooa At the war is oier.
But it is not what »e want to do The question
is what does the Indian want 1 At any rate, it

is felt by the vast majority of Indiana nnd by
many other people, especially by the people of
the U S. that our promise is not honest, that
we da not mean to keep our undertaking.
Indiana and many people in the U 8 want
unequivocal, definite and unambiguous declaration
for India There rore, if I were a part of the
Government, I ehould ennounce immediately at a
certain date, say, 12 months after tbe end of the
Japanese war, we, British, shall wash our hands
of India. I should announce that now, ao that
Indians may have plenty of time to get together
and tee bow best they can work together.

What kind of Government for India t I do
not think we should be too much hampered by
the differences in India, After ail, they are there
everywhere, as they ere among our own people.
But, because we have differences, nobody here
wants the foreigners to eettle our differences.
That applies to India It is for Indians to settle
their differences. It is not any of our business,
I ehould, therefore, announce that 12 mouths
after the Japanese war, we shall abandon our
responsibilities for India,
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Prof ABDUL MAJID’S HOPE

Prol Abdul Majid Khan, in a statement

to the Press on the defeat of the Frontier

Ministry on the no confidence motion, says

The liberty loving Pathaus of the Frontier Province
bale done well In censuring and throwing out tho

Muslim League Ministry, which has all along been

a minority Ministry The defeat of the Pakistani

Ministry is a clear vindication of tho fact that the

Frontier Province is solidly behind the Congress,
that tho little finger of the Mahatma is the mightiest

force indeed and that in a predominantly Muslim
Province the feebla voice of Gandbiji still drowns the
stridsnt bugle of tho vivisectiomsts, who in reality

are out and out reactionaries The protagonists of

Pakistan are now realising that it is utterly impoa
aihlo to keep the people off the right for a long
time mraplv by stunts and slogans' The brave
Patt&na know that who only the Congress and no
other party left the Congress has struggled cease
lossly for the emancipation of India and that the
Muslim League is a mply out to strengthen the
fcun latioti of British Imperialism, by widonmg the
gulf between the two major communities of this
country It is being increasingly felt that the fissures
m the Pakiataa fortress have become irreparable
and that ere long the communal castle vnll

completely collapse

THE BIHAR INTERNEES

The home internment orders issued by the

Government of Bihar on five members of the

Congress, Mr Sn Krishna Sinha ex Premier

Mr Anugraha Narayan Sinha, former Finance
Minister, Professor Abdul Bari, Deputy
Speaker of the Bihar Assembly, Mr Mark
Matmhar Prasad., Editor of the Searchlight

and Pandit P Misra were withdrawn on
March 13

The Government’s decision to withdraw the

internment order on the five Congressmen
followed an interview, Mr Anugraha Narayan
Sinha had with Mr R E Russell, Adviser to

the Governor and the Chtef Secretary at

which Mr Sinha clarified certain points sought
by the Government

The Provincial Government have issued a

Communique announcing their decision to

Cancel the internment order and publishing
the correspondence that passed between them
®nd the interned leaders

CONGRESS & CONSTRUCTIVE WORIf

"Congressmen, whose only calling $s setvice

of the people, will serve mutely and with*

ou't caring for the consequences that may
befall them by reason of their service That

is the true meaning of do or die,” Mahatm#
Gandhi observed in a Press statement regard'

mg the ban on constructive workers of Akola
and elsewhere

Mahatma Gandhi says

A Conference of Congress workers, limited id
numbers and by special invitation, wns recently
banned m Akola by the District Magistrate. TJit#

order is reported to say that discussion will take
place among other subjects on the work and pro
gramme of the Congress, particularly m villages

It passes comprehension how a Conference, wherd
only discussion could take place, can • hamper the1

prosecution of tho war or how the constructive
programme no matter bow influentially worked, can
hamper the prosecution of the war

REPEAL THE ORDINANCES
Speaking during the debate on the Finance

Bill in the Assembly, Mr T. T Krishnama-
chart stated that it was made clear from
answers to questions in the House that

certain ordinances would remain part of the

permanent structure of law in this country

He added that a Committee should be
appointed to investigate whether it was still

necessary for all the ordinances to stand, or

whether some of them could be repealed

They could, for instance, repeal the ordi-

members of the Allied forces to put civilians

to death under certain circumstances

NATIONAL WAR FRONT
The Central Assembly passed a resolution

by 55 votes to 43 asking for the abolition of
the National War Front The Government
announced_a new scheme in which emphasis
would be shifted to Informative and Factual
Propaganda regarding nation building activr*

ties The administrative control of th£
new organisation would be under Provincial

Governments
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BETTERING THE LOT OF TEACHERS

“If we desire to have an organised

system of education in this country, we
ought to have 22 lakhs of teachers, whereas

at present we have, in. British India, only

521,000 teachers of all grades", said Mr

M. S. Sundaram, who is shortly proceeding

to America as the Educational Liaison

Officer to the Government of India in the

U.SA. addressing a meeting of teacheis,

at Madras.

Mr. Sundaram said that the teacher -was

as much a professional man as a lawyer,

a doctor or aa engineer, and the belief

that any man who knew anything could

become a teacher, was as absurd as saying

that anyone who knew anything about

hygiene or physiology or blood circulation

could treat patients They, in this country,

were not lacking in man-power or in

woman-power but one would bke to ask

what prevented them from being attracted

to the teaching profession. He would say

that so long as teachers were not regarded

as highly respected members of society

but remained as under-dogs, and teaching

was looked upon, as the last of the

professions which mattered, no one would

be attracted to it voluntarily

MOTHER TONGUE AS MEDIUM
“I have no doubt whatsoever lhat if those

who have the education of the youth in

their hands will but make up their minds,

they will discover that the mother tongue

is as natural for the development of the

man’s mind as mother's milk is for the
development of the infant's body." writes

Mahatma Gandhi in a foreword to a

revised brochure, entitled “ The Medium of
Instruction/' brought out by Principal

S. N Aggarwal,
" How can It be otherwise?" asks

Mahatma Gandhi. “The babe takes its

first lesson from its mother I, therefore,
regard it as a sin against the motherland

"S *o inflict upon her children a tongue other
than their mother’s for their mental
development,"

TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR INDIANS

The first batch of students was expected

to go abroad for technical education in

the early autumn this year, said Mr. J D.
Tyson in reply to Mr. T. S A. Chettiar

in the Central Assembly on March 13.

So far as students sent abroad in 1945-

46 for technical courses were concerned,

the Centra! Government would meet the

entire cost in respect of those who were
sent with a view to meeting the require-

ments of the Centrally-administered areas-

They would meet half the cost in respect

of students sent on behalf of Provincial

Governments.

The number of students to be sent

under these different categories would be
decided after the requirements of all the
Provincial Governments and departments
of the Central Government bad been
ascertained.

The selection would be made by a

special Board which would be appointed
by the Government of India for this purpose.

Sir S. RADHAKRISHNAN
Sir S Radhaknshnan will resume his

duties as Spalding Professor of Eastern
Religions at Oxford and proceed to Oxford
at the end of April for a three months’
stay in Britain. He has been exempted
from residence for the duration of the war,
and Will Continue as Vice-Chancellor of
Benares University ,

TECHNICAL EDUCATION COMMITTEE
The Bengal Government have appointed

a committee, with the Director of Public
Instruction as chairman, to consider and
wake proposals for the development of
higher engineering and technical educationm the Province, with special reference to
the expansion of facilities.now provided.
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AGRICULTURISTS’ DEBT RELIET ACT
A full Bench of the Madras High Court

consisting of their Lordships, the Hon Sir

Lionel Leach, Chief Justice, Mr Justice

Wadsworth and Mr Lahsbmana Rao,

answered a reference which related to the

question whether the Madras Agriculturists’

Debt Relief Act (Act IV of 1939) could

cover promissory notes debts within the

Negotiable Instruments Act

Their Lordships? after hearing the

reference, observed that if Sections 7,8 9
and 13 of the Madras Act IV offended

against Sections 32, 78 and 90 of the

Negotiable Instruments Act, * we must in

view of judgment of the Federal Court
hold that the Act was ultra vires to that

extent It is obvious that these sections

of the Madras Act do run counter to

sections of the Negotiable Instruments Act
enumerated and therefore we feel constrained

to hold that the latest decisions of the Federal

Court governs the matter That is the

answer we give to the question referred
"

PLEA FOR COMMUTATION OF
* SENTENCE

Mr G A Natesan, Editor of the Indian

Rmew, Mr K Srinivasan Editor, The
Hindu and Mr C R Srmivasan, Editor,

Suadesamitran, have sent a telegram to

His Excellency the Viceroy pleading for

the commutation of the death penalty

awarded to the accused in the Kulasehhara

patnam Rioting case

A telegram to H E Viceroy " praying

for the commutation of the death penalty

of Kasinathan and R-ijagopalan, prisoners

in Kulasekharapatnam Case’ has been
sent also by the President of the Tamil

v Nad Journalists Federation

SIR S VARADACHARIAR
Sir S Varadachatiar, Judge of the Federal

Court of India has been elected an Honorary
Master of the Bench of the Inner Temple
This is stated to be a unique distinction for

k * Judge in India

Dr SAPRU ON THE SINGLE BAR
In the course of an address to the

Madras Advocates’ Association on March

13, Sir Tej Bahadur Sapru stressed the

need for • a single Bar He said that they

should try to evolve an AH India constitq.

tion for the bar If the members of the

Bar were an evil they were an indispen-

sable and inevitable evil to be put up with

In nearly every country, where the liberty

of the people was concerned, the leaders

had always been drawn from the legaj

profession.

Paying a tribute to the Madras Bar, the

speaker said, ' I recognise in the Madras
Bar, a senior Bar of India Madras has
been in several branches our educator *’

JUDGES CONSCIENCE ACQUITS
Mr Uttam Chand Kaka, a prominent

Congressman who was being tried in the
court of the Sub Judge, Mr Ghaznavi, for
having read the Independence Pledge
January 26 has been acquitted

The magistrate told Mr Uttam Chand.
' The Crown counsel has urged three
years’ rigorous imprisonment for you, but
my conscience feels that you are^not guilty

,

hence I acquit you
” *

Reading of the Pledge had been
prohibited by the Government of Sind by
by an order passed under Rule 56 of th$
the Defence of India Rules banning
meetings and processions on January 26

Mr N P ENGINEER
The appointment ofMr Engineer, Advocate

General of Bombay, to be the Advocate^
General of India, comes as the climax of
a very distinguished legal career

Mr Engineer started as a solicitor ity

Bombay about 35 years ago, like the Jat^
Right Hon Sir Dmshaw Mulla, and, like;

him, some years later was admitted as an
advocate of the High Court, where he sooty
established a coram indmg and lucrative
practice In 1936 he was appointed an
additional judge of the Bombay Hight Court,
and in 1942 he was appointed Advocate!
General of Bombay



Insurance

OVER-ALL COST OF INSURANCE

Mr. J. C Setalvad, in' a statement on

the limitation of over-all cost proposed by

the Select Committee of the Legislative

Assembly for Life and General Insurance

Companies working tn India, says .

“ In view of the difficult problems the

Indian Insurance business is facing and is

likely to face in future, it is imperative

that a reasonable form of limitation is

imposed statutorily, providing the limits

beyond which the expenses of insurers

should not exceed The position at

present of Indian life insurance is weak.

Of the 159 offices whose valuations have

been recorded in the Insurance Year Book,

31 offices showed a deficit, 56 offices

showed a nominal valuation surplus, and

22 offices showed a surplus It is well

known that 90 per cent, of the business is

on a participating basis, for which privilege

the insured pays substantially higher

premium than is justified for his basic

contract It is correct therefore to say

that of the 159 offices, as many as 137

offices showed an actual or a defaeto

deficit. 4

This is due to (he following two factors,

id, (1) net interest earning capacity of

insurance offices being sharply reduced and

(2) expenses of management of most of

the offices being far in excess of the

provisions included in the premium rates.

Unless the position is radically readjusted,

it is apprehended that not only will most
of the offices who have shown real or

de facto deficit continue to do so but
many of the 22 offices who showed, at

their preceding valuation, a surplus, will

either show a real or defaeto deficit This
is a very grave position, and if the life

offices who are trustees of the policy-
holders are anxious to fulfil their obligations,

it is imperative that the whole business
must be rationalised, and expenses reduced

X to the level implied in the premium rates
This can only be done by fixing a
statutory maximum, keeping is view the

size of offices, beyond which insurers

should not spend. In this process of

readjustment, the insurers should set aside

their domestic differences of - opinion and

adjust the cost between the various interests,

concerned, vis., the agents, chief agents

and the management. General insurance

business is a powerful arm of the national

economy of every industrialised country.

India has been an importer of insurance,

and this has resulted in an unfavourable

balance of payment to 'the extent of about

a crore of rupees every year. To correct

the position from this point of view, it Is

necessary that India should have a well

organised indigenous insurance market
conducted on sound financial principles,

which will offer an unquestionable security

to the insuring public and which will

command the respect of the international

insuraace market, In the present conditions
under which the business is conducted,
this is not possible.

INSURANCE POLICY COMMITTEE

The Government of India has summoned
meetings of the Post-war Insurance Policy
Committee in Bombay and will deal with
the proposal for post-war reconstruction.

Interest to the controversy regarding
limitation of over-all expenditure has been
added by the decisions of the seventeenth
annual session of Indian Life Assurance
Offices’ Association held in New Delhi on
March 6 and 7. It is learnt that the
Conference by a big majority adopted a
resolution welcoming the principle of
limitation of over-all expenditure for better-
ment oT Indian insurance, Suggestions
were made for the limitation of chief
agent s commission and were adopted.
Regarding licensed agents, the Conference
was unanimous that renewal commission
should not be reduced and that the
existing percentage should be continued.
Mr.L S Vaidyanathan, Superintendent of

Insurance, Central Government, will preside..
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Trade and Finance

INDIAN DELEGATION AT CANBERRA

The Indian Industrial Delegation reached

Canberra on March 11

The delegation leader, Mr Datar Singh

told the Australian Cabinet at a luncheon

in Parliament House that India felt she

was in a position to supply Australia s

textile requirements replacing Japan during

post war years

Indian textiles should be given the same

preference as other British countries

Closer economic co operation was necessary

Mr Datar Singh said he was convinced

that there were gieat trade increase

possibilities

The mission 1 ml for It* mam objnctivei

Firstly to determine how far Australia could

provide India with capita! and consumer goods

Jmmed ately and in the post war period but

immediate action was necessary

8 cocidty to discuss the possibilities of a trado

pact between Australia an \ Ind a similar to that

with Now Zealand and Canada

Thirty to explore the establishment of direct

ahlpp ng lines between the two countries

,

Fourthly, development of textile trado replacing

Japan with preference giron to Ind a the tame
m Other countries of the British Commonwealth,

Fifthly to arrange for the exchange of tectum
rlaos and students

Premier Curtin said that the possibility

of trade development between the two

countries was great He hoped that the

mission s e ITorts would be successful
1 “Australia,” he said, “regards India as a

^
brother in the welfare of the British

5
Common u ealth and anything we can do
will be done willingly'*

INDIA'S STERLING BALANCES
' Sir Cyril Jones, Finance Secretary
I announced in reply to Raja Yuvaraj Dutta

Singh that the Government of India

{

contemplated sending a delegation fiom
India at a suitable time to discuss, with
llis Majesty’s Government the problem of

c the 1 qmdation of the Sterling Balances

THE MADRAS BUDGET

As the Legislature is not functioning',

the bodget of the Government of Madras

for 1945 46 has been issued to the public

m the form of a press communique

The budget estimate for all the standing

activities of the Government in the coming
year shows a total revenue of Rs 41 25 29
lakhs and a total expenditure of Rs 40 45 14

lakhs, leaving a net surplus of Rs 80,15
lakhs

The communique states that the Govern-
ment have made a much larger provision
for new schemes of expenditure in 1945 46
than they have done in previous years
during the war A sum of Rs 55 43
lakhs Is provided for the introduction of
free compulsory elementary education in

selected areas in eaJi district Provision
is also made for additional grants to local

bodies amounting to Rs 133 59 lakhs

The provision made in the budget for

capital expenditure (excluding the net
outlay on State Trading Schemes) is

Rs 175 62 lakhs, of which Rs 172 22
lakhs represents remunerative expenditure
It includes Rs 62 50 lakhs , for the
Tungabhadra Project and Rs 37 lakhs for

electricity schemes

“BUY BRITISH - PROPAGANDA
" Buy British ’ will soon be heard again

in 26 countries outside the European
battle area Thus did the British Govern
ment reply to month old complaints,
mainly by the London Daily Mail that it

was letting United States business men
get the jump in capturing export markets
disrupted by the war, states a report

Travelling under expedited passports,
hundreds of salesmen and other trade
representatives have already left England,
so Undersecretary for Overseas Trade
Harcoutt Johnstone disclosed They will
prepare the ground for the day when
British goods become available for export
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WOMEN IN COAL MINES

Mr*. Renuka Ray moved m the Assembly

a cut to discuss the need for the immediate

re-imposition of the ban on the employment

of women Underground in coal mines

She said that there had been consistent

and insistent protest throughout the country.

Last year, when the question was raised m

the House, Government gave the assurance

that it was Only * temporary measure and

that the bao would be re-imposed, but it

appeared the Government had no such

intention

Dr AmbedWar said that he felt very

unhappy m taking the decision to employ

women underground, but circumstances were

such that it was impossible to take any other

action. He referred to the situation arising

from the fall in coal production since 1941

and said thatun our own coutll^
WQ™*"

did work in mines as eaily as 1937. ine

Government of Indie ted lei'" • ““
. 1929 w dose the employment ol women

underground end h.d prescribed ho« e.ch

veer “he nrrmber o( women employed sbonld
year me

Arrn,H.nir to that programme
be"reduced. According ,o the.

women would work underground .her

1977 This decision was taken long before

the "international labour convention was

passed.

The All India Women's Council, at its

meeting in December 1934,
^

dealt with the

disadvantages of Government's proposals for

the restriction of women labonr in mines and

came to the conclusion that if the women

were removed from underground work, the

conditions of distress would be so great in

the miner’s homes that it would far outweigh

the advantages The A -1 W C. however,

decided to support the international conven-

tion, notwithstanding the fact that they saw

grave objection tn the course pursued by the

Government of Ind:'

GIRLS IN CHRISTIAN COLLEGES

There are 304 more women students

studying in the colteges than there were

in 1942, says the N C C. Rnitw. There

are 101 more Christian women studying tn
-

the colleges than there were in that year.

The only colleges that have no women

students are St. Paul’s, St. Columbas

St. John’s, Palamcotah.

There are 12 colleges that have women

students which provide no hostel accommo-

dation for them. But in every case the

number of women in these colleges is still

quite small When the numbers, especially

of Christian girls, increase, colleges provide

hostel accommodation and supervision bf

a qualified women member of the Staff.

Wilson College, which has a far larger

number of women students than any other

college, 340, has a hostel in which.33
students can stay

;
of them 11 are Christians

and 22 non-Christians. The women

students have separate facilities for

badminton and tennis, and they have a

physical training instructress Similarly, the

Scottish Church College has 156 women
students, and of these 45 are in hostels with

suitable facilities and supervision. In the

Andhra Christian College, out of 97 women
students 48 are in residence and of them

45 are Christians There are 112 women
stndents in Kottayam College ;

ol these 101

are Christians and 54 are in hostels.

The cut motion was carried without

a division

A BHARATPUR NOTIFICATION
In Bharatpur State old widowers will not

be allowed to marry young girls It is

understood that the Bharatpur State has

issued a notification which says that no Hindu
widowers above 50 » ill be allowed to marry
a woman below 25 The notification also

bans dowry, and announces that defaulters

will be sentenced to two years' , imprisonment
or a fine up to Rs. 1,000 or both.



Literary Personal

uMunirs is nnrn\TFD xnr\s
An organisation his been set up In the

,,
5A t0 proUde boohs for devastated

libraries m the liberated areas The
Uermans have destrojed priceless volumes
out fortunate]} copies of many #

exist
J-very effort is being made to supply
these boohs without delay

While m the USA educational tounda
tions, libraries and cultural societies have
united to supply boohs to 1 berated areas
little has been done in other Allied countries
It is suggested tl at similar attempts be made
to find books Jor devastated libraries and
tor areas which are short of boohs

I« fact what is needed to day""is an
exchange between nations of boohs which

Tte'wm in

11' 1' cu ‘ lure a "d trad tion

SfcrSfng
P*Ve ,h ' ^ f° r

HINDI IN THE ASSEMBLV

Tah.'L,?.’
1""' 'efcrri "e Sir Cowasj,

t ‘
.
B remark m connect on with hisHindi speech in the Assembly said it was

conT ‘h“
‘he Ass'mb,r " hi* own

znzxr no ‘ a"°'vej ,o ",“k hi»

Sir Cowasji intervening explained that hehad nit objected to the Hindi speech but
there was no arrangement for recording it

The President Sir Abdur Rahim speaking
in Hindustani pointed out that no objettion
had been raised to his speaking in Hindi

LORD \LFRED DOUGLAS
Lord Alfred Douglas scholar and poet.

d ‘ed
<

8St n,ont ^1 ,n London at the age

r I4 was the eIdest surviving son
ot the eighth Marqu s of Queensberry He
figured rn several law suits and in 1923
was sentenced to six months imprisonment
•or a criminal libel on Mr Churchill
A poet of both 1 ght and serious works

l-ord Douglas has been described as the
Ejeatest master of his age ol English sonnet«e wrote a large number of works and was
* close fr end of Bernard Shaw

I ORP \\ FIL AND firs JOHN COM If LF
!I" M.jfilc; 5 Government have muted

wlmlPv , ’ f
11'

"

!‘" l,al

InH .
v °} ami Governor General „fIndia to come to London b, „r forpersonal consultations III, Escellencv

Ivft for London on March 21
^

do’rm/’SV'::^ h" -moved tin,

r™Tii. ,

Excellency s absence HisExcellency the Rt Hon Sir John Colv.l eGovernor of Bombav who Is the « *

Pnvy Cooocllo, P e„dene,
r

Gnvernn,, should , cl „ Govern^S*?,?,

s" IW 1?
Representative ,„d ,h a

* "rbay"'
6
^,,

5 '0^,-' « Governor

Sir John Colville
C ' “bs'" c' » r

nmvs DrLCOATlON TO S\S FRANCISCO

.o'red Zzrp, r„

f

tejr b«
Francisco rf «J«««
Saturn says a eewr/rr/r;,j„,

'C’’"'7 °rci!m

selected the' Ho°nbI^Sir '^C°Hnci1

Hot"“ ",d
wo

,h

'f
H^

and at the invitation ot H*, E-'n!"
1* 11’'"

Crown representat.ve Sir V Ttf! k
7 'b '

chan has agreed to .-»»
f K[»f»nama

The Honble S.r A R
" * “ lh,rd

will lead the delegation
ami MudaIiar

The Hon bie Mr JC P Q

ol ft. Secretariat .fact,

,, in i,

" IL[*IAlt I niLIPS

President's p“S0̂ j
ll

^
hM "sijned as lhc

Indian Government w,,h mT''" "' ,h
of Ambassador Mr Ph It

Persona l rank
it is said was due to ,h.

rMIS"«'0ll

J'fo He will continue 'to^ ° f •>«
State Department ln

°rk Ul|h the
Important matters relation

mlh
reent and Foreign serv.ee

' DePsrl «
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OPTIULMOLOQICAL CONFERENCE

The Nawab oi Chhatari, President of the

Nizam’s Executive Council, inaugurated the

Eighth Conference of the All-India Ophthal-

mological Society at Hyderabad (Deccan) on

March 8

The Nawab said that the science they prac-

tised was comparatively young and had still

great potentialities He advised them to

realise the vastness of the task confronting

them, for its magnitude was such that their

best endeavours could but touch the fringe

of the problem. He realised that they were

working against heavy odds with the prevail-

ing deatth of specialised practitioners and
well-eqnipped eye hospitals, and trusted that

co-ordination of the labours of individual

workets would help in combating the existing

obstacles. The Nawab of Chhatan hoped
that the conference woufd prove to be the

best means of effecting such co-ordination.

The Nawab of Chhatari assured the con-

ference of every help from H E H. the

Nizam's Government in furthering the task of

the Society

An appeal In the name of the Society to

the public, rich and poor alike, to will away

their eyes on death for the purpose of trans-

plantation, was made by Dr E V Srini-

vasan, presiding over (he conference. Dr.

Srimvasan said that if there was a response

to the appeal, it will become “ an easy matter

for choosing a great number of blind persons

and making attempts to restore their vision.”

THE PASSING OF LORD DAWSON
Lord Dawson of Penn, the King’s

personal Physician, died in London on
March 7.

Lord Dawson, who was 79. had been
physician to more Royal personages than
any Other man He attended on Edward
VII in 1907 snd continued his duties to
George V, Edward Vni, when he was
Prince of Wales, and the present King,
George VI. He attended on Queen

> Alexandra, Princess Victoria, Princess
Arthur of Connaught, Qaeen Maud of
Norway and the. Princess Royal.

MILK DIET FOR CflltDREN

What is more suited to children's diet,

buffalo milk or skimmed milk powder?
Buffalo's milk has a high fat content, while

skimmed milk is rich in mineral content

and pAtein.

Dr. R. Naidu, head of the Radium and

Research Department, Tata Memorial

Hospital, maintains that a mixture of equal

quantities of buffalo milk and skimmed
milk powder is not only ideal for a

child's milk diet but -is also cheap.

Compared with the practice of adding
water to reduce (he high fat content of
buffalo's milk, this Is a better method.

Dr. B C. Das Gupta, Executive Heafrh
Officer, Bombay Municipality, holds the
view that infants up to the age of one
require fat content in their milk but those
going to school Could easily do with
skimmed milk From this it appears
that Dr Naido’s suggestion should be
implemented

if a mixture oi buffalo's milk and
skimmed milk powder could have been
used to implement the cheap milk scheme
for children, then many Will feel that the
municipality might have done better on
thu issue. If such a mixture had been
used from the stall, much of the present
troubles over Bombay's milk supply might
have been avoided

HEALTH INSURANCE FOR P0NJAB WORKERS
The Speaker of the Panjab Assembly has

admitted the notice of a Bill for the
coming session of the Legislature, providing
for a scheme of voluntary and compulsory
health insurance of workers of the age of

d
6 above

- «ceivmg wages less than
Ks. 100 per mensem.

The Bill seeks to give to Workers
medical treatment allowances snd payments
to their wives at the rate of Rs 15 for
every Confinement. Women will be entitled
to maternity benefits six weeks before and
alter, in addition.



Currency and Banking Railways

BANKING COMPANIES DILL

In communicating their views to the

Government on the Banking Companies

Bill the Southern India Chamber of Com-
merce, while welcoming the need for

separate legislation, has pointed out the

inadvisability of sponsoring such a legislation

itv \Vc ahMtkte of thotwjh investigation of

the conditions of banking in this country

In between the period of 15 years since

the Central Banking Committee made the

investigation, the country has witnessed

cataclysmic changes in its economic condi

tions During this interval, there have

been extieme inflation and deflation, low

price* and high prices, slump prosperity,

constitutional autonomy and irresponsible

Government The period witnessed a wave
of bank failures The Reserve Bank of

India was ushered in

In the opinion of the Chamber, the Bill

appears to be directed against small banks

who played an "important part in the credit

structure of the country In the post war

years, when there is a crying need for

Increasing production and distribution in

ratal areas these small banks that ate bound
to play an important part ought to have

received recognition from the Government
Inasmuch as there is the Reserve Bank to

discharge the functions of the Central Bank
there is no need any longer for a separate

charter for one single joint stock bank

RUPEE NOTES AND COINS
The number of rupee notes and coins in

circulation was almost equal at present

said the Finance Member in reply to Mr
Anantasayanam Ayyangar in the Assembly

recently The average cost of paper and

printing o! a rupee note was two thirds of

ape Under present conditions it was
difficult to estimate the average life of one

five and ten rupee notes The average life

of a rupee com was estimated at 50 years

- UJ3 GOLD DOLLAR TOR CHINA
S<l\d Gold Dollars minted m the United

States of America have been in circulation

m Chungking for sometime now They bear
the pottraits of Marshal Chiang kai shek and
Weigh one ounce each
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ACHIEVEMENTS OF INDIAN RAHWAYS

Sir Edward Benthal!, Transport Member,

declaring open the Indian Railways

Exhibition at New Delhi on March 10,

said "India’s lifeline—her Railways—has

done Its Job

'

The performance of the Indian Railways
did not compare badly with the Railways
in the United Kingdom, he said With the

same tract mileage, 40 per cent of the

number of engines, half the number of
carriages and one fifth of the tv agon
capacity, the Indian Railways lifted

proportionately more tonnage, ran more
miles and earned more passengers than the
English Railways The Indian Railways
had to make considerable strides in Its speed
ol running and providing amenities for
passengers of all classes before it could
catch up with the Railways of the otl er
countries

Sir Edward said that he could visualise
a time in the not far distant future when
the Toofan Express would run down to
Calcutta in 18 hours, with an average speed
of 50 miles per hour with all carriages and
all classes air conditioned in one form
ot another

B AND A RAILWA\

Mr Justice Sen of the Calcutta High
Court has awarded Rs 35,400 as damages
in favour of the plaintiff, Shuman
Kalyani Basu, her three minor sons,
a minor daughter and her mother in law
against the defendant the Governor General*
in Council as the owner of the B and A
Railway (formerly EBR) in connection
with the death of Mr Bhupendra KishorC
Basu an advocate as a result of the
Dacca Mail accident on August 5, 1940

The plaintiffs case was that Mr Basu
was a passenger and as a result of the
derailment, he sustained serious injuries
and died the same evening in the Calcutta
Medical College Hospital S M Kalyani
Basu was the widow of the deceased



Science Film World

V~4 THAT CAN HIT MW \ORK

The V 4, the new super flying bombs
v.hlcb, the Germans claim can hit New York,

are now ready for launching according to a

German engineer who, until recently, was at

one of the V Bomb experimental stations

He, however decided to come to Sweden
uhere he has been Interned but granted

special conditions because his knowledge Is

useful to the Swedish General Staff He said

that the V 4 weighs 15 tons, travels IS miles

per second and attains a height of 120 miles

Its great disadvantage is that it is difficult to

make by mass production
,

the Germans
therefore could not send enough against

New York to undermine morale

BRITISH SCIENTISTS FOR INDIA

At a special meeting of the Governing
Council of the Indian Institute of Science,

held in Bombay, it was decided to accept the

ofler of the British Government to loan the

services of 3 senior scientists for appointment
as professors in the Indian Institute of Science
for 3 years These professors will be in

charge of Metallurgy Applied Science with

special reference to internal combustion
engines and Aeronautical Engineering

MANUFACTURE OF FENICILLIN

A committee is to be appointed to advise

the Government of Ind a on the steps to be
taken to establish the manufacture of Pern

cjIIjjj This was one oJ the decisions made
at the eighth meeting of the Governing Bidy
of the Council of Scientific and Industrial

Research held in New Delhi on March 13
under the presidentship of the Hon ble Sir

Ardeshir Dalai Member of the Planning
and Development

TELEVISION W ITH COLOUR EFFECTS

An improved Television System having a

, standard of definition approaching that of
cinema and possibly incorporating colour
and stereoscopic effects is proposed by
Cord Hankeys Television Committee in a
T*p°rt published last month

WALT DISNEY PLANS APft tt V tCTO!l\

Mickey Mouse, who was banned In

Germany by orders of Hitler, Is roe.

making preparations to go back to Germany

His creator. Walt Disney, revealed In

New York that he has dubbed the sound

tracks of several of Mickey's pictures Into

German, in readiness for the day when
American films will again be allowed in

Germany He will probably be the fir*t

film star to crash the German postwar
market

"Dubbing these pictures into German
has given me more pleasure than anything
Ive done in a long line," said Disney

' Several years before the war, Hitler
banned all Mickey* pictures and all

his likenesses in story books and toys,

because he said that German children must
not learn to love a rodent Mickey
was not compatible with Nan Idem of a
master race Well Mickey s going to be
in Berlin long after Hitlers gone

GOING MI WAT * REST PICTURe'oF 1014

The film Going My Way has won
the title of the outstanding picture of
1944 in the Academy Motion Pictures* arts

and sciences awards Bing Crosby has
won the award for the best male petfor
mance of the year for his work in "Going
My Way Iognd Bergman won the
Women s award for her performance in
Gashght

"

Leo McCarey won the Directors title

and also the award for writing the
best original motion picture of the year
* Going My Way ' This is the first

time in 17 years tint an Academy turner
has captured tuo titles

FILM BOS3 8 INCOME
Metro Gold wyn Mayer chief Louis B May er

received during the last financial year a

salary of 949 764 dollars (£237441)
largest earned by anyonl in the United
States After paying taxes he had 132 800
dollars (£33 200) left
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INDIAN PAPER INDUSTRY

,
Mr, R. W. Mellor, Chairman of the Indian

Paper-Makers’ Association, which has entered

on its fiftieth year, at its annual meeting at

Calcutta on March 9, expressed the hope

that India would be in a position after the

war to supply its own full requirements of

paper, except only a few specialities and

those mechanical newsprint qualities which

were made extremely cheaply and economi-

cally in countries abroad. ,

Mr. Mellor said that it was difficult to 'plan

ahead for the pulp and paper industry in

India on a realistic basis until they had an

opportunity of considering how the present

very much increased production of paper

was likely to fit into the national peace time

economy.

When the unusual Government and Army
demands would begin to decline, more paper,

he thought, would be available for civil

consumption

U S. JIELT FOR POST-WAR INDUSTRIES
Mr. Krishnalal Shndharar.i, in an article

published in the Asia and America entitled,

"You can do business with India/' advocates
American industrial assistance in budding
India’s post-war industries inexchingefor a

matket in India for American goods. He
says that India is laying plans to move up to

" the third rung from the sixth on the inter-

national industrial step-ladder” and wants the

United States and the United Kingdom to

supply India with machinery, equipment and

technical knowledge.

' INDIA TEA INDUSTRY

Mr.~ H. C- Bannerman, Chairman of the

Indian Tea Association, addressing its annual
general meeting at Calcutta, on March 9,

said that the two 'most important
problems hf the tea industry were the deve-
lopment of markets and the welfare of labour
The first was in the hands of the International

and Indian Tea Market Expansion Board, and
so far as the second was concerned, they
were all agreed that the welfare of labour
must continue to receive their most careful
attention.

AGRICULTURAL INCOME-TAX

Sir Norman Strathie, Adviser to H. E.

the Governor of 'Madras in charge of

Finance, replying to press criticisms on his

Budget proposals in respect of agricultural

income-tax, observed at a press conference

in Madras, thatjt was the net profits that

are assessable. No income less than
Rs. 1,500 a year would be taxed. The
rate of taxation for incomes between
Rs.- 1,500 and Rs 3,500 will be nine pies
in the rupee, between Rs. 3,500 and
Rs. 5,000 one anna in the rupee, between
Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 10,000 one anna six
pies, between 10,000 and Rs. 15,000 two
annas and above Rs. 15,000 two and a
half annas. Companies will be taxed at
a flat rate of two annas in the rupee.

Different slab rates are provided for
taxing the agricultural income of an
undivided Hindu joint family. While an
individual wilh an income of Rs. 6,500
will be taxed Rs. 226, an undivided
Hindu joint family of two brothers and a

son by a deceased brother, with an
income of Rs 6,000, will be taxed only
at four pies in a rupee on a third of the
income, viz, Rs. 125.

Sir Norman said that the new taxation
will come into force in 1945-46 and that
the assessment will be on the income ior
1944-45. He mentioned that the Board
of Revenue estimated a total ^revenue of
about Rs. 40 lakhs a year from this source.

REGIONALISINQ INTNDIA.ON SOIL BASIS
Regionahsalion of agriculture and animal

husbandry in India and expansion of the
activities of the Imperial Council of
Agricultural Research were the most
important items discussed at the meetings
of the Advisory Board of the Imperial
Council of Agricultural Research, held at
New Delhi on March 6, 7 and 8. The
Vice-Chairman of the Council presided.

_

The proposed regidnalisation scheme
divides India into three regions on * the
basis of their .soil, rainfall and main
agricultural product, i.
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HELP OS TO HELP YOU

SEE that all old marks and addresses on

luggage, parcels and goods tendered

for despatch are obliterated.

SEE that all articles of luggage, parcels

and goods are properly addressed in

BLOCK CAPITALS and securely packed.

SEE to all peels ak pieces at lu&pDe

Have an inside label giving the owner’s

name and address.

M. 8c S. M. RAILWAY
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Amenities for Indian and

British Troops

VICTORY is in sight, but

the final DEFEAT of

Japan is not yet

!

MORE of our men need

MORE amenities, and the

G. W. F. needs

MORE subscriptions

PLEASE HELP!

Earmark your subscriptions

to the

Governor’s War Fund,
'Amenities for Troops’.
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GOOP c

•"
, BETTER ior you because it is durable

Handloom clotb is BE 1 1

, iron, our EMPORIUMS is the
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best because you also get your money’s worth.
_

1
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So purchase your clothing 3
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a problem
Coal and wood provide two problems to nearly everyman.

1 bey arc hard to get and difficult to transport.

But it takes very little fuel to boil a kettle

and make a cup of tea And what a difference

a good cup of tea makes . worries disappear,

doubts dispel, and you feel happy,

co'ntented and at peace with the world.

Next time you are feeling the strain of living-
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BY Dr Gilbert I
Fowler,

HFRE is » Uny island m the Pae,6e,

T m »»td * * Z
„ „„„ by the war with Japan, nan

C been known to very few U b-

r teener track
-

of

D Sc", F R I C ,
F R San 1 ,

F N I

The bearing of these interesting customs

on modern ideas of economics is

unusual interest

It is, indeed, possible that it was

knowledge of these facts which led Ruskin
rnrae 1.6UU mvies uu™ Knowieage ot —

on toe steamer
,ha, „ „ h„dly to dcv.se the illustration which has been

Hongkong and
, „„ce „ 6„ed „ ons 0f ,he simplest and truest

vlslUs on an rdinaty tab
, of mo

mlh the Japanese occupation Tor there

„ another island even more minute among

Ihe Falan group 400 miles to the west

•Wteland .» composed of volcanic rock

ot no particular value in itself but which

became of importance a,nee cut and

measured pieces o[ it were used by the

Yap ..landers a, a basis (nr barter and

eventually as the standard for all business

and trade tr.ns.et.ons If men returned

from this volcanic island to Yap having

'
lost then stone, they were on good

evidence ot original pnsaession cr'd,l,d

with it The value was in the effort to

obtain the stone not «n the stone *tse

These old PaUu stones are st.lt to be

seen on Yap although no more are being

quanted Nevertheless -the record of the

stones and the lost stones are kept and

the credit continues good

Menu., i.nplf ho says is only a transferable

t«verv stone marked with a red spot shall give

ctaS to a peck, ofwheat—so long aa no wheat exists

nrTan mibi on the island the stone* are not
“ Bat the moment as much wheat exists

M sh7ll render It poae.ble for the soci ty always

to give a peck for every spotted stone tbe spotted

Stones would become money and BWhl ba

exchanged by their possessors for whatever

commodity they chose to the value of a peck of

wheat which tho stone represented

The spotted stone would be a unit of

accountancy, a currency unit In itself it

would have no intrinsic value in that way

differing essentially from gold which having

a value of its own confuses the issue and

consequently, has been the cause of infinite

trouble

Recently rumours may have reached us of

the great danger of a return to the “ Gold

Standard", but it is doubtful whether very

many of the general public really know what

the gold standard is and why it should be so

dangerous to return to it
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The gold standard was originally estab-

lished with the object of ensuring the

stability of the Bank of England. According

to the Act of 1844, confirmed in May, 1925,

the price of gold, i / ,
its value in monetary

units, is fixed by law and the Bank of

England is obliged to buy gold at £ 3 17-9

a standard ounce. This is the so-called gold

standard In practice, however, it was

found that to make all business transactions

depend on the value of a single commodity,

itself varying according to the conditions

both of its production, and of its hoarding

by vatious countries, resulted in price

fluctuations and consequent widespread

Unemployment and misery. In September,

1931, the gold standard collapsed

In place of the “ gold standard” alterna-

tive currency units have therefore been

devised by monetary reformers, or old ones

have come again under consideration. A
brief account of these may be of interest and

also may lead to a clearer conception of

what currency really is and in what way it

affects the daily life of all ol ns

Gold has still continued to exercise its

curious mesmerism An attempt to escape

from the actual use of gold coins was pro-

posed by J. F. Darling in a unit to be called

tbe REX to be current throughout the

British Empire. It was not to be composed

of precious metal at all bnt would be simple

money of account in which a super bank of

the Empire would keep its accounts One

REX would represent 113 grains oi fine gold,

it ,
the gold content of the old sovereign.

Gold could be exchanged for an equivalent

inREX. -It was claimed that the REX and

not the gold would be the basis of the

cutrencies of the Empire. Thus we can

see that it is dimly becoming apparent

that the whole matter Is simply a question

of accounting which does not require a

unit of any intrinsic value at all. All that

is needed is a measuring rod which will

remain constant like a yard or a pint.

The REX is still tied to gold which must,

of necessity, fluctuate in value seeing that

its quantity is variable depending solely on

fortunate discoveries or intensive mining

industry. In the case, eg, of starving

labourers in time of famine gold is of no

moment when work has to be done since

the labourers cannot eat gold. Without

work no adequate supply of food or clothing

can be forthcoming.

Thus it is easy to see that the thoughts

of money reformers turned to a food

currency making food a standard of vafue.

In his Taper on A Currency for India,

Maurice Frydman would propose to make

rue the standard of value for India as

indeed it practically Was at one time.

Instead of asking so many measures of rice

for a rupee, the villager would enquire bow
many rupees for a measure of rice. Rice

would be constant, the rupee would vary.

Thus the ryot would control his own market.

The staple food of the countiy would be

the standard of value, the real currency unit.

Thus every village plot becomes a gold

mine, every villager a gold digger. The
food rupee would be an internal currency.

International trade would be looked after by
a special bank dealing in foreign currencies,

with which to smooth out differences between

imports and exports. Here again we corns

back to some kind oi metal medium. It is

supposed that any excess of grain could be
disposed of to chemical industry.
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What note, » ^ bribed'
equivalent of th

*,„»i I» »'

/Ww" » “* “
. of any other

c/vhral'rth"V‘**'«
awIU‘°J ’

fui h «mm money"

Th» » sim ',at 10

a body of farmers

0

c'A
°C“!

h°S was issued .» the f«®
in Iowa, USA ™ ^ of 12 90O

„[ 25 cent note.
1based^ ^ Merchant.'

ba!l,'l8

t atVo cents .bushel, the money
Association at . following

This brings to mind
„( Silvio

by ‘he
" "

eh,, while gold

°Me
“nra^caUy

1 '

’ indestructible the goods

„„ pracucally
det,„or.«..n

purchased by 8
.. money value

" C°W5
d t “Id did not keep step with

expressed m g<> 1
.

t money

^ real value • “"mm^tres sud

depreciate yor-r /or.
BWt l0 hoard

there would be
result

rather than to spend Thus
,

10 17
{,11 The Untate system

price, t"” °‘
‘ wmld convert every

Pt0I,°. !onev mm "no,ate," on the

nations money T t »v,e

basis of a multiple rat ,

0

table, Thus h

basic unit would be the Une 21-

d K dollar US A The f/« would be

1
divisible into cent, or 100

proposes a new paper currency the

written £ and equivalent to 10 un

IS h . a metallic currency of

There would be
The y„,=

rrvirSr:jr=‘

”'-“rrr.— -•

-’“ e V7thf'Mu“\"
The old pntzle ot tne

finds its explanation The story E°«

a traveller called at h.s hotel and handed

h ho.el'cashrer. note lor, say, 100 rupees

for safe keeping while he wen. out mto

the town O. his " lawful occasions The

cashier put it mto the hotel safe Mean

while the hotel butcher happened to cal

. A h,s bill for the meat
and presented his bill

supplied during a given period As

b.S came .0 Rs 100, the cashier handed

over the note g.ven hrm by the traveller The

butcher used rt m s.m.lar fashion to P Jt

b„ doctor who as a resrdent rn the hotel

used rt to P»y h;» board and lodging and

so the note went back mto the hotel safe

Eventually the traveller came baek and

asked for his note which after it was

handed to hrm, he tore np remarking with

a smile that rt was a “ dud Nevertheless,

.very one had beeu paid although only

, worthless bit of paper bad circulated

What mattered was that the hotel keeper

had his meat, the butcher had the service,

of the doctor, while the doctor had his

board aud lodging at the Hotel Thus we

have a fair exchange of goads and services

II is clear therelore that bnsmess reword

depends on goods supplied or services

rendered, not on "money" which Is only

Ihe token of anch servlet. It is immaterial
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whether such tokens or counters are la the

shape of bits of metal or- wood or paper
so long as each is a definite “ promise to

pay.” The simple fact is that with the

coming of the cheque system the need for

gold or any kind of token of intrinsic

value became obsolete.

Whether due to fundamental disbelief in

the honesty of the ordinary man, or from
ingrained materialism of outlook, some
form of token was still demanded which,

if not of actual vatue in itself, could be
•«een and handled, or at least visualised

materially. Thus we hear of notes stamped
in real buck skin, whence the term
" bucks” for dollars. The seml-mythical

“Learned Elders of Zion” spoke of
wooden tokens in which to reckon up
the available assets of a community
The Gold obsession continues even in

high quarters which perhaps is not surpris.

ing having regard to the immense vested
interests represented by the Kentucky
gold-hoard of the U.S A and the gold-
mining compao.es of the R,nd, no , lo
mention minor centres such as Kolar
Lord Keynes has done his best to avert

complete subjection to the dominance of
gold, such as would result from a definite

return to the Gold Standard, by the

invention of a new nmt, the Bancor,
representing as its name Indicates a
compromise betwetn the banking and
the gold-holding interests. According
to the Keynes plan, there will be an
international clearing house which w,ll

provide machinery for clearing balances of
international payments and for meeting
deficiencies All currencies srill be related
o the Bancor, though panties will not be

permanent or fixed. Debtor countries will

be entitled to tender gold In settlement

of their international debts but creditor

countries will not be entitled to insist on
payment in gold. The quantity of inter-

national money will no longer be dependent
on gold production. By the Keynes plan
the clearing house would keep its accounts
in Bancors Its actual assets would com-
prise claims expressed in the currencies of

'

deficit countries.

Unfortunately the US plan supported
by Mr. Morgenthau virtually involves a
return to the gold standard since there is no
provision in the plan to take payments in
goods and services A new unit is proposed
called the VnUas weighing 137 14 grains of
fine gold equal to 10 dollars which will be
freely convertible into gold. The value of
each member currency will be fixed by the
fund in terms of gold, of VnUas.

It remains to be seen whether the
American plan or the Keynes plan or some
other ,s finally accepted There is a str0ng
body of opinion among thoughtful people
that any Imk.ge with gold must lead to the
restucdons and consequent miseries of the
old gold standard.

Po,„ble „„„„ demonetise foldSTr ^ in vieiv.p„i„,

° bn Ibn «n„ „fn.n .nJnnta,„,h„„VIDl

llnrn, in Indu, It,re b.v,. b.en voice,
ctjiog in the Tv.Me.re,,. Sir Moot,™ v.'.bb
w.nte of 11

InJl,’, Pligbl " urging ,n i«„„,
in money token,, ,h„„Eh
of tilver which would .oPPI,„e.„h,
qotte gold Ittrply, From hi,
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at Gosaba in the Sunderbands Sir Darnel

Hamilton spoke of the " Man standard
”

The following incident was mentioned in a

letter to Sir Basil Blackett in the early days

of the ' New Economics” to illustrate the

value of man as compared to money Some

jewellery, including a fine ruby ring, was

taken to a firm of silversmiths to be valued

They were pronounced to be unsaleable and

practically valueless although the same firm

had ten years previously stated them to be

worth Rs 50QJ The demand was uncertain

and the admittedly fine ruby might not

attract a customer /or an indefinite period

Just previous to this conversation the head

of the firm in question had been talking to an

“out of work,” to all appearances a down at

heel “ derelict ” He had sent the man off to

dig potatoes at a wage of 8 annas per day

Thus at 5 years purchase the man was

worth Rs 1 000 bat the jewels were worth

nothing For the man could ttork the

jewels were dead

1 remember when I first met Sir Daniel

Hamilton, he biought out his copy of Adam
Smith and drew my attention to the lines

Labour atone therefore never varying in ita own
value i* alone the ultimate and real standard by
which the value of all commodities can at alt times
and places be estimated and compared It ia their

t teal price money Is their nominal price only

l While there may be some confusion here

r as between prices and value still we see the

beginning oi what is now familiar as the

" M*n hour \ as a measure in some degree of

Value Almost at the same time when
I was discussing these matters with my
business and financial friends Hitler was

f screaming
1 So long as the German people

stork, 1 am not afraid The unorthodoxy
!

of his economics does not necessarily make

them erroneous, any more than his concep

tion of modem warfare, the use of the tank

and the aeroplane were ill conceived, though

m advance of older schools of military

thought A wicked use of a method does

not affect the correctness of the principle

involved It is possible that the financial

pandits of the City and of Wall Street were

as slow minded as the War Office authorities

who turned down the ideas of de Gaulle

In any event it was clear that the mesmerism

of gold was lifting and some other standard

began to be talked about and others besides

Sir Daniel Hamilton spoke of the tftat!

standard The word standard was derived

obviously from the old gold standard but, In

itself, is an unfortunate expression As I

had found, value is variable, and therefore

a standard value is impossible What is

really desirable and no doubt is meant to be

implied in the term standard of valne is

a fixed measure of value, a unit of

accountancy from which values can be

computed Consequently the man standard

becomes the man hour by which the cost

and consequent value of a commodity at

any period may be estimated Thus we
were getting away from the thought of

money as a commodity and its true function

was becoming more apparent, viz, as a

medium of exchange, a token representing a

claim to goods and services
, resulting from

forme' services already rendered

On December 13th, 1938 a speech was
delivered in London by Mr Glyn Thomas,
which was afterwards published m a

pamphlet entitled ' The Pound Foolish and
the Hour Sterling’ In this attention was
drawn to the fact that Germany and^
Itlay had proclaimed as their

' 5
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w titer in hi* publications « bt“

15 3 The qo.k.y ol .he

„ . „|, consisted in .he l«* of >»

being . nnlvetsel »«»' ,k'

n',,,e ins.e.d ol spice being emplojed

TL These ides, fou.d . ... mom

genetil expression isle. ‘®

" Min-hour."

The “ Man hour

"

«... i> “«»

„„ genen. .M.bM. «». >» >k' *"“*

of Si. *ch«d Ad'”d "d

,conom,s.s. The Techn.es... d.tn.d .he

M.n-hon. by .he folio"."!

3 men sroskllV 8 hour. • d.J ..he 3 d.y.

m build .piece of stone soli, ... to s.p,

the wo.h represents 48 Htn hours. Th.e

definition. however. h.s
.o obv.ous horuhons.

We need to know what kind of a man is

employed and what •* h.s hourly remune-

ration. It is iron. •* the old saying goes

and «s Ruskin has more recently urged,

' time i. money ". but » would ««W
eeem tto. .hem «. other f“““ *“>

b.V, to be considered in e.y e.t.si.ctory

cu.teocy unit. The men e.n be tepi.ced

by the machine and you get the machine-

htur. So we have time, man-hour and

machine-hour, all factors of cost

The above considerations lead to a

still more inclusive conception, trj., the

Electrical Dollar of Dr. John Pease Norton

of the Technocracy Movement. At the

opening of the ninety-first meeting of the

American Association for the Advancement

of Science and Us 41 affiliated societies as

reported in' the Now York Htrald Tribune

1932,
in ite issue cl December 27.

Dr. Norton urge, th.t Amend should !»

off the gold st.od.rd sod odopt electnC-l

energy In the form ol k.low.U hour. .. .»

correocy. He cl.imed the .dc.ut.ge ol

ebeolute .l.bilhy end reduclioo ol one-

loutlh ol the o.tion.l debt. At el.tt

le.hl.lioo would be ceded lo defioe the

sttod.td veloe withio the U S A. .e the

,Ucmcal d.Uar. to be leg.l te»d't <»'

.11 tr.ct.ctione .nd conlr.cl. lor ltd

tb.o 5 ye.rs. The elecMdl doll.r

„,ght be defined .. 40 Ulow.tl hour..

The k.er.h., he ceoteuded, w.e pretty much

the s.me io quentity *ud qu.lity everywhere

and does not vary much in the cost of

large-scale production.

Without any knowledge of these American

proposals, the present writer published .in

the well-known Calcutta business paper
,

Capital in its issue of 3rd March, 1932,

a concept which went somewhat farther

since it included energy in general as

measured by a food constant and its

corresponding energy value. This currency

unit was termed the ERN—the term being

derived from the Erg, the unit of energy

and nitrogen, the most constant element in

human nutrition The whole question is

discussed in some detail in the booklet

“ Energy and Economics" orginally published

in Current Science for May, 1935, and

reprinted with an Introduction and

Appendices in 1941.

Some explanation of the chemical and

physiol principles involved may petbaps

be useful at this point.

Among the many irreparable losses

occurring during the “ blit* " in England,

two stand out which were suffered by the
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Ph.te.pW Society « 3®'
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WK destroyed -’***,* *, great

apparatus onpo «7
' ^ D altou and

Manchester
philosopher . J

J-cs Prescott Jo"'« ttaM

—riri -
~

showed .ha, this prr^yoverned

* -£-„*£
«* che»ca,

=^r?rsrvr
Changes accompany"? the ordinary .»«'«

and consumption of food

—
Lutfm a^iven volume -t w.Ur and by

connecting ., with the controlled (ailing

a known weight he was able o show that

energy developed by the (all o( a given

weight would raise the temperature o(

I

8„en volume o( water so many degrees

and no more This » wha,
>’ ^7 By

the mchemail ,ttpenaUat «/ heat 1

0nBBBNtrenwTS__

similar VI,'' between all

quantitative "J* thus so many
different to,ms o! a* Be

va,ent

units o( mechanical energy ^ jo

,o so many heat
t ,Me ,„to so

rrr*”" - *^
all the changes are comp.tsed in

terms all the t
atatrvUUm

what is known as the law J

‘’•'soTnd.men.,1 .hr, law and so pro

Jnd h». been its induence on the progress

c, civilization dnnng the century since

Dalton and Jonle, .hat r.

,t should no, be familiar to every truly

educated person, certainly » ‘bose tn high

places who largely are called upon to

control the destmies o( the human race

Thus although most people are aware that

ottly a certain mileage can be ejected

tom a gallon 0 , petol in a given type

.( motor car the idea o( using ««» «

a measure rnstead ol petrol seems difficult

to comprehend

The following may pethaps be a rather

simpler illustration Energy rs defined

scientifically as the power o( doing work

The higher yon lilt the weight ot a grand

(ether's clock, the longer the time during

which it will (unction Apropos ot this

definition and as a light relief, the following

famous verses may be quoted

Ther© was a man \fho bad a clocka

His name was Mr Mears

He wound it regular every night

For five and forty years
.

And when that ancient time piece proved

An eight day elock to be

A madder man than Mr Mears

You wound not wish to see

Mr Mears evidently had wasted a good

deaf of tune m his little nightly walks to

and from the clock 1
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It may be that the idee of nitrogen and

Its function in the food ration is less familiar

even than the idea of energy. Nitrogen is

probably best known as a harmless gas

comprising four-filths of the air we breathe

and serving to dilute the more vigorous gas

oxygen, the need for which Is generally

recognised Nitrogen itself is merely

breathed in and out of the lungs without

appreciable change. Oxygen begins to

start a process essentially as much a

process of combustion as the

consumption of the petrol in the motor

car cylinder The lungs may be

considered as the cyiinderi o( the

body. Where then it may be asked, does

the nitrogen come in > As it exists as a

gentle iMtrawwi of oxygen in the longs, it

has no further part to play, but it finds its

way into the body by a circuitous route.

Through the activities of sundry lowly orga-

nisms occurring in fertile soil, but only

visible under the microscope, the nitrogen of

the air is induced to combine with certain

elements in such a way as to be assimilated

by plants through which it finds its way into

the bodies of animals and men, in wbat is

known as thefood cycle Among nitrogenous

foods are meal of various kinds, fish and eggs,

peas and beans, milk and cheese. Nitrogen

is present in thtse foods in all manner of

different combinations all coming under the

general name of frotein, but the actual daily

necessary weight of the element nitrogen has

been found to be constant, vts , for an adolt

10 grams. When this is burntln the bodily

engine.it gives out 300 units of heat known
as calories. Thus we have a constant unit

of energy and a constant equivalent unit of

food. This is the idea which bases the ERN.
The ERN is really a unit of wealth. It is

the unit of energy equivalent to a standard
daily ration oi nitrogen The latter may be
taken within reasonable limits as 10 grams,

s
the equivalent energy being 300 calories*

In the Cauvery Falls the Mysore Government
has an unfailing source of energy units, every

300 calories ol which is equal to 1 ERN.
la its fields Is produced so much protein

nitrogen, every 10 grams of which is equal

to 1 ERN We have, the re fore, in the ERN a

means of assessing sccuralely the wealth of

an agricultural country on the one hand and
or a manufacturing country on the other.

Quite recently. Prof. Saha has introduced the

concept of, "Energy Index", which mean*
the energy available from ail sources per

head oT the population.

It will thus be teen that in the ERN
we have a currency backed not by a

limited and fluctuating material metal such

as either gold or gold plus silver as

advocated by the bl-metaihsts, but

ultimately an inexhaustible backing, since

hydro-electric energy depends on rain,

raised from the aea by the sun's rays, and
nitrogen also depends on the vitalising

energy of the sun applied to the growing
plant and to the biological factors

concerned with nitrogen fixation.

I was interested in looking up my
press-cutting books to find that Father

Basenach, of Madras, well known as an
economist, and with whom I had a friendly

discussion before -the Madras Rotary Club
in I932T in long article on Post-War
Economics mention* the ERN and the
“ Bancor ** or Lord Keynes as being
equilly available as currency units, but it

must be remembered that whereas the
ERN is simply a measure like a yard or
a pint pot, gold is a commodity of which
there is a definite and finite supply and
which consequently cannot be properly
used as a unit since it alters in value
itself and is in fact a false measure.
Gotd,^ indeed, may be considered as an"
India-rubber inch.”

The piesent age is surely the age of
energy, of movement, of kinetic rather
than of static conception. For such an
age may not the ERN be the long sought
after International Unit ?



INDIA AND CHINA
By Prof A R WADIA, M a

A book from the fertile pen of Sir S

Radhaknshnan is always welcome,

and a book by him which aim® at contn

bating “a little to the revival of cultural

understanding between China and India’' is

doubly welcome

Though China and India have been

next door neighbours, the intercourse

between the two has always been something

of an e\ent, for the snowcapped heights

of the Himalayas have served to divide

more than to unite When an intrepid

seeker after truth like Hiuan tsang faced

as far back as the seventh century untold

dangers to be in the spots hallowed by

Buddha, and took years over his adventure

one can appreciate the change of times

when an Indian thinker in the twentieth

century just took a few hours to fly over

the same high mountains, made Chungking

his home for a fortnight spoke to various

leaders and addressed several meetings,

took his measure of things Chinese and

was back agam in India to tell his

countrymen about the wisdom and culture

of old China and the passionate patriotism

of new China, India and China, both

conscious ^of their ancient cultures, both

fallen on evil days yet both proud and

keen on their own _ resurrection aod

struggling to play their part in the falare

,
making of Asia and ot the world, seek

each other’s #aid In realising their aspira-

tions The visit of Sir Sarvapalh even though

so brief, is symbolic of the mutual respect

^ and admiration that these two ancient

» I'm* Cum* By 6 r
Hind K itabs Bombay Rg o

33

Radhakriahnaa

countries bear to each other, and it was

m the fitness of things that the leading

thinker of India should be specifically

invited to carry a message of hope and

strength to war torn China

One might expect that the Indian visitor

to China would enlighten China about

things Indian, just as much as a Chinese

visitor to India would be expected to

enlighten India about things Chinese

Sir Sarvapalh has done that but oddly

enough he has chosen to speak to Chinese

audiences on their philosophers and

teachers, noting points of similarity between

the teachings of the Chinese sages and (he

Indian seers And so the book under

review may well be taken as a brief

introduction to the Chinese thought from

the earliest centuries

In the Introduction the visitor has noted

the peculiar cheerfulness of the Chinese

temperament " To day a great shadow

hangs broad and heavy over their lives

The war and the consequent misery have

deprived them of their ;oy and freedom,

and yet you rarely see a sad face’ This

is truly a high compliment and bears

out Pearl Bu-ks analysis of Chinese

character, rooted in good earth and keenly

sensitive to beauty of every type But one
is forced to differ from the learned author

when he seeks to emphasise * a common
cultural and spiritual background of the

two countries and 4

similar ideals of life

and fellowship ’ He misses here the

genuine democratic greatness of China,

whereas India even to day remains caste

Hdden, and the shadow of pntouchabihly
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b» not disappeared simply because the

victims of it are given a new name and

called Harij.ns This also explains the

poli'ical difference between the two

countries, for China has been able to put

up a heroic defence against heavy odds,

and developed a unity of purpose even as

between the Kuommtang and the com-

munists, while India has remained divided,

even though a goodly measure of

independence can be achieved for mere

asking and without fighting, if only her

children will trust one another, for mutual

trust is the basis of unity and without

unity no counhy has ever achieved real

political independence. That is why there

is hope for China, and the success of

Chin*, let us hope, will not fail to have

repercussions on India, and Indians too

may drop their religion of caste and

make it possible for a real democracy

to emerge out ol the dost and ashes

of centuries.

A.s compared with the influence of

Confucius on Chinese life, the influence of

Buddha in Chinese history has perhaps

been exaggerated, but if
*' a return to the

historical Buddha" is essential for China,

as Sir Sarvapalh would have it, such a

return is far more necessary lor India

One Can but trust that the political

leaders of India would learn the simple

truth that their endeavours are boand to

be futile, unless they reorganise the social

foundations of their society. Other oriental

countries,- both Muslim and Buddhist and

,

Shintoist, have learned this lesson India

has yet to learn it, and only then can she

hope to hold up her head in pride and

command jhe eats of tbe world.

has a- topical interest, and couched as it,

is in the usual bright and crisp phraseotogy

of Sir Sarvapalli, it must have had a deep

impression on the people that heard it, as

it has on those who read it There may be

nothing new or original in it, but the old

thoughts have been freshly and vigorously

pnt and he looks forward to a new world

where men will look to men as equals

and nations will live in harmony with

nations. He cautions the world against

the war-victorious pride of the conqoerois

and against a second Veisailles. The

voice of China and India may not go far

in the immediate future, but in the years

to come, once they have set their own
houses m order, they can hope to have an

influence in the councils ot the world, com-

mensurate with their millions of inhabitants,

no more dumb through the palsy of age,

bnt self conscious and vocal and vibrant

through the sap of rejuvenated youth. That

is the hope that the book leaves on the mind
of the reader.

General Lu Chao, Military Commander of

the National Government of China, toasted

Sir Radhakrishnan with simple tea Instead

of the more fashionable wine. Perhaps this

too is symptomatic of the new age, when
the flavour of a good cup of tea will drive

out of existence the intoxicating alcohol of

the West, and let the curse of drunkenness,
whether individual or political and social.be

just a memory of the past

Mr Y H. Ku of the Ministry of Education.
Chungking, aptly sums up in the traditional

simplicity of Chinese poetry the meaning
of Sir Sarvapalli's visit to China, and tbe

reviewer cannot do belter than end with it:

Once he earns to China . • .

Those be had not met
Tut Ihe mark of friendship on hie forehead
Calling him their own.
He felt the Chinese heart, knew the Chinees mind.
This he aud to bis friend

:

Vt berever saints and aagri are, culture is bora



abroad in war-time
BVM.SS MURIEL IXSTER
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bt-aic-iv , _ .

I proud of the q^hty of British

,
1 . bal le [, me free to continue

democracy that leu m

I or is months to address meetings literally

ior „ .nvitation
l Mrs auQUd.-r-t - *

, 18 montns ro auu.^ -

„„ bringing into my room late on Chn
,he states Then came an rnvitation

Eve a little bras, lamp to help me keep ^ ^ , strange and

oar festival A. week later »
surprising opportunity In a s um on

- Sevagrarn with school ,n Montevideo -me years before

African Chinese Japanese Welsh, Canad ch ^ had , less„„ about the

American and English Mends from he ^^ Londoo a„d b a„d grr s

T.mbaram Oecumenical Conference Ator
(^ lheir own place called

. . . next morning _« 4 mnthers and
Tambaram — -

the font o'clock prayers next morning

Gandhiji asked his visitors to contribute

anything we liked to New Year's Day T ere

was a pause as we racked our brains finding

nothing Then the gentle rich voice

African woman Mm. Sega, rose

quiet air The unfamiliar rhythm and beaut,

f

cadences held u, all She was asked to

translate the hymn for us It seemed to

.good New Year But.t was 1939 and

heritage of tragedy soon became obvious

I was on a long speaking tour a the

Doped States when wa, was declared It

was necessary for me to work out a pattern

of behaviour for a ' Nonviolence person

East End o> i*onu«u “

use of Bow about their own place called

• Children s House about the mothers and

father, and Mends who had bmlt np the

work there and rn K.ngsley Ha11 about

the great Mr Gandhi who had stayed for

ten weeks with them when he was King

George the fifth’s guest in London at the

Ronnd Table Conference in 1931

After the lesson, one of the boys had

s„d, 'Cant we ask the lady who runs

Kingsley Hall to come and tel! us more

about it ?

This request was translated from Spanish

into English and despatched to New York

City B I®,led t0 reach me '
but a ccmple

3
. . . orrmn Inst WheU

was necessary »i» - ---
- City u ’ '

of behaviour for a ‘ Nonviolence person ^ h(w „ was .gam Just when

from a belligerent nation staying m a

j ^ tbere „d wondering where to go

neutral country Being one of a team o ^ ^ ^ ^ 1<CWIa fee, I had
from a -

'
. n{ I was mere auu aw * - -

neutral country Being one of a team
So „„b tta lecture fees I had

twenty speaker, unde, the direction of .he
Amenct j bouBh. . return

National Council of Churches, I often had ^ uke me throngl, the
twenty speaa.c»=> - earned ,n

National Council of Churches, I often had ^ ,lcke, ,0 uke me throngh the

to speak three or four rimes a day and
down Pe„ Chile, the

the evening meetings were attended oy
Uruguay and up again t«

to speas u»M —
, , . panama wnm, aw..- —

the evening meetings were attended oy ^ Uruguay and up again era

thousand, of people I wrotc stfight oil ^ ^ New Yo,g Cl,y

to the British Ambassador in “ „ „„ . d,fffcu!l job to get visas hto the British Ambassador in

, t „„ . d.fficoll job to get visas in

Lord Lothian telling him where

^^ ^ ,lme ftom ,he Consnl.tes of so many

declaring my pacifism
g ^ different countries Each seemed afraid ofdeclaring my 1

'"-"““

be within his rights to intern me at once

Instead we had some interesting corres

pondence and, la.e. on, talks over the tea

table at the Embassy

war time uom me - •

different countries Each seemed afraid of

trouble coming through travellers but my

sgent managed it at last with the help of

the British Embassy
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In Lima I was introduced to the old

Inca civilization by the Curator of the

Indian Museum, himself a descendant of

those wonderful exponents of Non-Violence

who were massacred by the invading

Conquistadores, themselves tragic victims

of European pride and gold Inst

Unfortunately ten days were not tong enough

to get into touch with Haya de la Torre,

the champion of truth and the common

mao, whose name is one to conjure with

throughout the great southern continent.

He was always in hiding or in prison but

his trusty devotees could have arranged

an interview if time had permitted. No

public meetings were arranged for me in

. Peru but in the other countries I spoke

a good deal, especially in Uruguay, m

city and village, in church and college,

over the radio and to uoy groups

Then trouble began. The United States

withheld my permit to return, then

promised me one for two months’ stay

The British Consulate at Buenos Aires

refused to endoise my visa unless I

promised not to speak about the war I

refused to give the promise but eventually

my papers were pul in order and I flew

to Rio de Janeiro to catch up the liner

which bad left during these protracted

conversations

I felt very happy as I climbed the

gangway of the great ship in Rio's

spectacular harbour and we set off for the

North. There was a two months' speaking

programme awaiting me in New York and

then I was to set off from the Pacific

Coast fot Asia once more.

-> The news of the sigaing of the Atlantic

Chatter reached u* Just before we anchored

off the island of Trinidad. Then a

British Officer came aboard,^ questioned me

for an hour or two, took me ashore with

him, and had me locked into an Intern-

ment Camp.

Staying there for ten weeks was a

valuable experience We had brown-

skinned police guarding the gate and

standing at each corner of the camp with

fixed bayonets. All our warders and

wardresses except one were island folk.

There was some splendid human material

in that camp, people from France and

Germany, Italy and Poland, Russia and

Czecho Slovakia, Ireland and Switzerland,

Most of us detenorated as a result of being

in the absolute power of the peopte instead

of having to make our own choices,

earn our own bread, exert our own vgills.

We had plenty of food, excellent medical

and dental attention, unlimited leisure. This

became a curse to many
,

self-pity, resent-

ment, cynicism, boredom, self-disgust and

bitterness drove some to the verge of

breakdown There were fights, fnries and

lears. One went mad but most possessed

their souls in patience. Some were
saviours of the rest Many are there still.

We used to rig up a light outside our

hut, close to the barbed wire fence that

separated us, Aryans, at night from our

friends, the Jews, and after supper we
would sit on each side of the silly, prickly

banter, each with our Shakespeare, and
read plays together We would get up
before sunrise for an hour's prayer and
reading of Scripture. We tried to make
music from bamboo pipes and combs
covered with paper.

Then one day a question was asked in

Parliament and I was brought home, a free

woman once more. I arrived in Scotland
in mid-November, 1941.

Zfth Dtcember 1944.



Thoughts on Post-War Reconstruction
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a, they were and where the, were The

„Bht kind of reconstruction catls

something which will be in keeping with

the needs of the time In some *<*•»

destruction may have lo precede "COMM

non even as the Great Tire of

1666 was a godsend m «,V,“E

Christopher Wren the opportunity to build

a

h,

„ew and belter, London » «• **

foundations ale sound, they maybe allowed

,0 remain and a new euperst.nelure built

on them But if they are not sound, there

answer to tne ^ -

should be evolutionary 0, revolutionary I

all depends on the seriousness of the

malady Where a major surgical operation

1S required, it « foolish .0 ^minister .

palliative In certain situations, revolution

»ly veiywel! be a pari of evolution ss it

illustrated by the law of mutation m biology

FORMS OF RECONSTRUCTION

1 FrcJem from /«r -Roosevelt

rightly place, freedom from fear and

insecurity in the forefront of hr

four freedoms If this freedom is to

be secured, we need an effective world

organisation The League ot Nations was,

no doubt, conceived in good faith, but it

was “ a forum for debate rather than an

instrument of action * As a contemporary

puts it, the League could fire only blank

cartridges In postwar years we should

have a World Court whose decisions will

be backed up by an International Police

or Peace Force In the years immediately

following the war, it may be necessary to

disarm Germany, Japan, and Italy ,
but

the final solution is to renounce all national

armaments in favour of an international

force We do not want the policing of

one half of the world by another half It

should be “the policing of the _ world by

the world and for the world ’ We have

no enthusiasm for the idea which is

gaining ground to day that the world

should be divided into three or four

Security Zones’ with one or other of

the United Nations In charge of it A
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world federation ol some sort is the only

tight solution. But if such -an ideal is

difficult of realisation at the present stage

of human development, we might at least

take certain preliminary steps in that

direction. Instead of having absolute

sovereign national States in all matters,

we might have a world government in the

field of high politics, a regional government

in the field of economics, and a national

government iu the field of education and

'culture.

2 The Orderly Liquidation eflmperta-

turn —'Whatever virtues imperialists might

see in the colonial system, those who are

under its heel hive a different" story to

tell The evils far outweigh the good, and

without a liberation of all colonial countries

there can be no new order worthy of the

name. This does not mean that when the

war is over, the colonial possessions could

be set free with a wave of the hand. It

may be necessary to have an international

supervision of backward areas, but this

should be lor a specific purpose or purposes

and for a limited period. There is no

justification for using colonies for national

exploitation. If India is to continue to be a

patt of the British Commonwealth, it should

in fact as well as in name be a free associa-

tion of free naiions "The British Empire

and the Commonwealth of Nations" ought

not to become a pseudonym for " The

British Empire for the sate ofthe Common-

wealth of Nations
"

3. Ccnsirurttze Economic Planning for

the Whole World For this purpose also

we require an effective wotld organisation

;

or, at least, a secies of regional organisations.

The Atlantic Charter promises, within

broad limits, equal access to all nations

(including the vanquished), to the raw

materials and trade of the world. But

there ate already dear indications that

attempts will be made to keep certain

countries predominantly agricultural in

order that highly industrialised countries may

prosper. According to Mr. Morgentheau,

post-war Germany is to be made an

agricultural country in order that she

might not use her industrial plant for war

purposes at a moment’s notice.

There is enough wisdom in the world

so to pool the resources of the world that

every nation wilt be a gainer and none a

loser. But fear of the unknown makes

people cling to the evil post The years

following the Ottawa Agreement of 1932

showed clearly that a ring fence empire

is no solation to our economic problems.

The Times writes
"
In the seven yeais

between Ottawa and the outbreak of war,

Great Britain and the Dominions simultane-

ously learned that their most obstinate

economic problems, and the hopes of

solviog them turned on their trade relations

not with one another, but with the rest

of the world”.

Each considerable area, comprising one

or more countries, should aim at a

balanced economy, without necessarily

having recourse to the discredited doctrine

of autocracy.

4. Improied Economic Standards for
Individuals. The wealth of a country ts

to be measured not by its credit balance

or favourable trade, but by the content-

ment of its people. It is of no avail to

have a prosperous country if the common
people do not have all their reasonable
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5 A Tree and United India-So iar

a3 India is concerned without political

t freedom there can be no true recons.ruo

I

L00 To „gue that rvh.tlnd,a immediately

needs is ecouom.c regeneration, rather than

political freedom is to shut *

facts Has any one ever beard of

country being able to order her economic

Me the way she thinks best without

poh..0.1 freedom as a pre reqmstte i The

repotted statement of Mr Arnery

Indian soldiers in Italy were cheerfully

...different and rather contemptuous of

politic, come, with .11 grace from o„e

who is himself an arch politician Conti

nua! bondage in one form or another can

only perpetuate slave virtues Freedom is

essential tor our self respect, if not for onr

very existence

Freedom .s likely to be a mixed blessing

it India cannot remain united Even ft

Partition is conceded because of the

strongly held views of a certain section of

the nation the.e should be inviolable

tieat.es (say, for 50 years) between the

new States goatanteemg common action in

such matters as defence foreign policy,

communications customs and currency

While the need of the hour is to form

larger and larger areas of co operation, tt

15 suicidal to divine and sub divide out

selves till we became completely pulverised

6 An Educated India —It is uot a

matter for pride that after two centunes of

Butish rule the percentage of literacy in

India is as low as 15 Travancore, we

are told has a htsracy percentage of SO

The Sargent scheme seeks to provide free

compulsory education for all children

between the ages ol 6 and 14 (not ftee in

the case of High School children) at a

cost of 312 crores of rupees per year

when the scheme is in full swing It does

not say where the money is to come from

or the huge arpy of teacters necessary to
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put the scheme through. Yet it is a step

in the tight direction. It renders lip

service to the Wardha principle of education

centering in a- craft, hut does not* develop

it fully. What free India should do is to

efTect a workable compromise between the

Sargent and Wardha schemes, secure

universal literacy within a measurable

length of time, and free education from

the requirements of officialdom for a

multitude of docile clerks. True education

should give a person knowledge and the

capacity to utilise that knowledge as well

«s individual satisfaction and contentment.

7 An Industrialised India —The

Bombay Plan is holding the ground in

this field of our national activity. It

contemplates three five year plans costing

something tike 10,000 crores of rupees

It aims at universal employment, increased

wages, and a higher living standard all

round. A criticism levelled against it is

that the scales are weighted too much in

favour of Btg Business Whether this is

true or not, Ind.a urgently needs a plan

for building up her industrial Me India

should produce her own industrial require-

ments and not merely be a dependency of

Britain or an assembler of parts produced

abroad. She should build her own ships

and aeroplanes with State subsidy, if

necessary. Railways, mines, and, perhaps,

even land might be nationalised. India

should produce her own tools, and for this

purpose there should be a strong bias in

favour of technical education

8 Improved conditions of agriculture —
The yield per acre is less than in some

advanced countries or even less than what

% it was in India sometime ago. According

to Mr. Amery's own confession, the

production of foodstuff per head in India

has declined in 30 years by more than

one quarter.

Some of the agricultural needs of India

are the education ol the cultivator, collective

farming where possible, new forest laws

and model farms, artificial manures, basic

industries producing large tractors and

small agricultural implements, more land

brought under cultivation, greater irrigation

facilities, metalled roads connecting villages,

elimination of the middlemen as far as

that is possible, development of co-

operation, more food crops than cash crops,

better cattle, and more cattle fodder,

9. A Healthy India—National health is

the greatest asset which any country can

have and no government worthy of Its

name can neglect this need. While the

average span of life is 62 in England, it

is as low as 26 in India (according to

Prof A. V Hill) Deficiency diseases are

on the increase. Between 100 and 200

millions suffer from malaria yearly. The

mortality rate is four to eight times that

of Britain

The resisting power of the people is very

low either because they are underfed or

improperly fed. The improvement in our

national diet is a crying need of the hour.

The typical diet of the poor class South Indian

is something on which even a rat cannot

thrive. A balanced and nutritive diet

should be within the easy reach of all

Millions of children do not 'get even a cup

of milk a day. There is need for a

greater use of buttermilk, skimmed milk,

fresh fruits, greens whole wheat, etc.

Vegetables are often cooked beyond
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recognition Government can do much in

making proper foodstuff available But

it cannot change our food habits la a

matter like this, people should help them

selves If Government should interfere

there is likely to be a revolution, for a

great many people love their stomachs and

their palates more than they care for their

self respect A hungry stomach and

radiant health are a contradiction m terms

10 Production of Strong, Vigorous

Personalties—The family, the church, the

school and the university should make

concerted efforts to build m youth such

active qualities of character as truthfulness,

straightforwardness, manliness and courage

Consideration for the feelings and

conveniences of others, and co-operation

Excellence in the realm of passive qualities

alone—hospitality, forbearance, etc —is

not enough Youth should be imbued with

the service ideal and the sptnt of construe

five citizenship It should be trained to

subordinate self, caste, and community to

the needs of the country It is regrettable

that on account of perverted notions

of religion, community, and culture even

educated people think more of their

individual and group needs than of the

national needs

The sure foundation of a better world

order in the social economic and political

fields is the production of better men and
Women everywhere

THE LATE PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT WITH STALIN AND CHURCHILL
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of tbe good neighbor policy which ushered
\ Roosevelt early recognized the danger

a new era of hemispheric co-operation signals in Europe and the Far East,

To the people of the United States he warned of the need for adequate military

_.v„ «,„n rt for fair nlav. who and naval preparations and succeeded as
was the man who stood for fair play, who

sponsored and secured the passage of

more social legislation than any other

American— the man who told America

during the depth of the great economic

depression that “ the only thing we have

to fear is fear itself"

Thirty-second President of the United

States, Roosevelt was the first

early as 1933 in persuading the U.S.

Congress to increase naval and military

appropriations. In 1937 be called for a

" quarantine “ against aggressor nations.

It was not, however, nntd the passage

of the Lend-Lease Act in 1941, that the

United States became in fact the arsenal

of democracy, producing and shipping to
States, Roosevelt was the nrst man to oe oi democracy, producing ana snipping iu

elected three times to that office, being the beleaguered people of Britain, Russia

% ...j niv... onil ct f»r • fourth time anil China the weannns which America's
elected subsequently for

in 1944
^

This major departure from American

tradition was largely the result of the

recurring crises of the past 16 years.

and China, the weapons which America’s

industry had begun to produce on a

gigantic scale.

In 1940, with the passage of the

Selective Service Act, the United States
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began the mobilization of its manpower

into a modem army

Roosevelt was born at Hyde Park, in

New York State s Hadson River Valley, on

Jammy 30, 1882 His father, James, was

a landowner, his mother, Sara Delano

Roosevelt the daughter of a New York

shipping merchant Theodore Roosevelt,

the 26th US President, and a Republican,

was his fifth cousin

He was married in New York City on

March 17, 1905, to Anna Eleanor Roosevelt,

niece of the then President, Theodore

Roosevelt Their children are James, now

a colonel in the Marine Corps, Elliott

now a brigadier general in the Army

Air Forces, Franklin D, Jr, lieutenant

commander in the Navy, John, a lieutenant

in the Navy and Anna Eleanor, married

to Major John Boottigor

EARLY LIFE

Franklin D Roosevelt, who was to

become the world's foremost leader in

reforms for the benefit of the average man

was born and reared in a prosperous family

He attended Groton preparatory school

in New England and there won a Latin

prize but did not particularly distinguish

himself as a scholar or an athlete Prom

Groton he went to Harvard, where he

became editor and president of the unlver

sity’s daily newspaper He was graduated

* in the class of 1904 wilh the degree of

bachelor of arts, stayed another year for

graduate work then entered the Columbia

University law school where he studied

for three years He was admitted to the

New York State Bar in 1907 For three

years he was jnanagmg Clerk with a New

York law firm, then became a junior

member of another

ELECTED TO STATE SENATE

In 1910 the Democratic party leaders of

Datchess County, New York—at that time

a Republican stronghold—saw in young

Roosevelt a promising candidate for the

state senate Roosevelt after a vigorous

campaign, edged out a victory and became

the first Democrat elected to the state

senate from that district in 28 years He
was not yet 30 years old \

At Albany, the state capital, he made a

matk by leading a small bloc of Democrats

in a successful move to defeat the leading

candidate of the patty for the U S Senate

Roosevelt charged the candidate’s record
^

disqualified him, and he managed to force

the substitution of another It was a

victory over a political machine and marked

him as a leader with independence and

ability

The following year, 1911, he helped to

organize a New York State campaign lor

Woodrow Wilson as the Democratic

candidate for President and in 1912 was a

delegate to the national convention that

nominated Wilson

When Wilson was elected he made
Roosevelt Assistant Secretary ol the Navy
This gave full rein to his enthusiasm for

ships He convened useless yards into

naval supply plants, started the building of

a naval Teserve by training civilian units,

and helped break up a coalition of armor
plate manufacturers He was soon recog
mzed as a strong Navy man After the
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United States entered the first World War

in 1917, the young Assistant Secretary was

largely responsible for the placing of a

mine barrage across the North Sea, from

Norway to the Orkneys, and for the

building of swift submarine chasers. In

the summer of 1918 he inspected US’

warcraft in European waters and after the

armistice he supervised the demobilization

of U S. Navy stations and bases In

February 1919, he returned to the United

States with President Wilson and began

speaking in favor of the League of Nations.

NOMINEE FOR VICE-PRESIDENT IN 1920

In 1920 he was the Democratic Party’*

nominee fcr vice-president, the running

mate of James M Cox of Ohio He
resigned his Navy post and in the ensuing

campaign made 800 speeches. The election

resulted in a Republican victory, and

Roosevelt returned to private life and the

practice of law

In 1921, while on vacation at the

family's summer home at Campobello

Island, off New Brunswick, he was stricken

with infantile paralysis. For a time his life

was in danger, then he recovered but had

partially lost the use of his legs He
went to Warm Springs, in the southern

state of (JSeorgia, where he was helped by

the healing natural waters, and after a

time was able to walk with the use of

canes and leg braces.

For a time his infirmity was naturally

discouraging, bnt he soon found new
Interest and purpose in life He resumed
the practice of law in New York in 1924
and took on a number of other jobs,

-•In that year Alfred E. Smith, Governor of

New York, sought the Democratic

nomination for President. The Democratic

Party's convention was held in New York.

Roosevelt went to the platform to make

an appeal for Smith’s nomination and be

received an ovation.

Four years later Roosevelt again presented

Governor Smith's name to the convention,

calling him " the happy warrior," an

allusion to Wordsworth's poem Smith

was nominated. At Smith's insistence

Roosevelt was drafted as the Democratic

nominee lor Governor of New York. This

office Roosevelt won by the narrow margin

of 25,000 votes, but in 1930 he was

re-elected by the unprecedented plurality

of 750,000 votes.

SOCIAL SECURITV LEGISLATION

The New York legislature was prepon-
derantly Republican, but cordial relations

prevailed between it and the governor.

Roosevelt s administration was marked by
the passage of a number of social welfare
laws, tax relief for farmers, and a

constructive conservation program, includ-

ing the reforestation of denuded areas.

In 1931 the economic depression had
brought widespread unemployment, and
Roosevelt invited other state Governors to
Albany to discuss measures to meet the
situation New York was the first state

to appropriate funds for unemployment
relief.

In 1932, he was nominated for the
Presidency by the Democratic Party. He
flew to Chicago to accept, and pledged a
"new deal” for the American people.
He was elected by majorities In 42 of
the 48 states and took office at a time
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when the nation was at the bottom of the

worst financial depression In its history

The stock market collapse of 1929 had

been followed by business and industrial

paralysis, with an estimated 12 000 000

persons unemployed He declared a bank

holiday to give the harried institutions a

chance to catch their breath On the

day after his inauguration he summoned

an extraordinary session of Congress to

meet March 9

The President already had called to his

aid authorities on economics, finance the

socia\ sciences, Saw an6 governmerfi—many

of these experts were from the universities

Their function was to bring forward plans

for recovery that would fit into the frame

work of the American Government. With

the support of men and women of all political

affiliations in Congress a program of social

and economic reform was enacted

The first measure was an emergency

banking act, ordering the surrender of all

gold to the government and providing for

the assistance of embarrassed institutions

Other acts to ensure depositors funds and

facilitate the flow of money were passed

There followed measures m many fields the

Agricultural Adjustment Act (stabihr og

farm income) the Home Owners Loan

Corporation (protecting householders from

mortgage foreclosure) the Federal Securi

ties Act (putting operations m the stock

market under regulation) the Tennessee

Valley Authority (a federal power and

conservation project with a wide area

of service), the Federal Emergency Relief

Administration, the Emergency Transporta

tion Act, the Public Works Administration,

the Works Progress Administration , the

Commodity Credit Corporation , and the

National Recovery Act

SOUGHT TO ENLARGE SUPREME COURT

When this last measure (NRA' was nulh

fied by the US Supreme Court which

found it unconstitutional Roosevelt sought

authority in 1937 to enlarge the court This

provoked a storm of controversy His

proposal was forced into discard by his legis

lative opponents less than a year after he

had been elected by the greatest plurality

in the history of Americas Presidential

elftcbAn*. Tb.e. ivuhi'A Wv'Jjnn. was. that. the.

Supreme Court was not to be tampered

with Yet his popular strength was not

impaired

Roosevelt early recognized danger signals

in Europe and the Far East He warned that

War anywhere would endanger the peace of

the Western Hemisphere He fostered a

Good Neighbor Policy which drew the

nations of North and South America into a

closer fraternity He recalled Ambassador
Hngh Wilson for consultation a move
interpreted widely as a protest against ’

Nazi persecution of minorities la

July 1939 he asked Congress to repeal

the arms embargo of the Neutrality Act
This Congress did not do but m
November he effected his purpose by
obtaining the cash and carry act under
which belligerents might purchase supplies
in America and carry them away m any
bnt American ships Axis nations howled
that this aided the nations they had
marked for doom

After Germany invaded Denmark and
Norway, Roosevelt ordered US protect***
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ia Jane 1910, Mussolini ordered Italy s

stt.ck on France, the President, in a

commencement sddres, at the Unlver.r.y

of Virginia, said- “The hand that held

the dagger has struck it into the back of

»ts neighbor.’

Roosevelt’s politics brought criticism

from some quarters of America, and rage

from the Axis, but by 1940 the plans of

the aggressor nations were plain to most

Americans Few were surprised when the

Democrats named Roosevelt for their

candidate a third time Again he was

elected with an impressive majority of the

electoral vote (carrying 38 of the 48 states)

bnt a smaller plurality ol the popular

vote, which proved the biggest in U.S.

history. When the election was over,

partisan disputes were laid aside and

ranks closed again.

Roosevelt had appointed two Republicans

lo key posts in his Cabinet . Henry L.

Stimson as Secretary of War. and the late

Frank Knox as Secretary of the Navy A

few months later the President outlined

America’s role as "the arsenal of demo-

cracy.” Under lend-lease, munitions were

supplied to Britain, China, Russia and

other nations fighting against the Axis

In 1941 he declared a state of national

emergency, to replace the limited emergency

declared in 1939, and Americans began

building greater industries for defence—

and after the Japanese attack on Pearl

Harbor on December 7, 1941— for war.

He had sought to preveot this by a direct

< appeal and warning to Emperor Hirohito

>. over the heads of the Japanese administra-

tion, as he earlier had made appeals and

warnings to Hitler and Mussolini.

After America’s entry into the war,

Mr. Roosevelt as President and Commander-

in-Chief look the leadership in mobilizing

the manpower and physical resources of

the nation, creating war agencies under bis

emergency powers and proposing much

legislation for the consideration of Congress.

In pursuance of the higher strategic and

political objectives of the war he played a

leading part in enhancing Allied solidarity*

by conferences with leaders of the United

Nations— at Casablanca in January 1943,

at Quebec in August 1943, at Cairo and

Teheran in November of the same year,

and at Yalta last February, besides the

frequent visits of Allied leaders to

Washington
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HARRY S. TRUMAN THE NEW PRESIDENT
Roosevelt a successor, President Truman, a name that reminds one ot the

“Pilgnma Progress" in his first speech to the OS Congress on April IG,

said that the grand strategy of the United Nations
(

in the war

'most and will remain unchanged and unhampered Oac demand

has been and it remain* nnconditional surrender So that there

can be no possible misunderstanding both Germany and Japan can be certain

beyond any shadow of doubt that we Americans, will continue, the fight

fqr freedom until no vestige ol their resistance remains "—Ed JR

H arry s truuan who now

becomes President of the United

States, was elected Vice President on

November 7, 1944 He was sworn into

office on January 20 1945, as the third

V*ce President to serve under Franklin

D Roosevelt

A native of the middle western state of

Missouri, Truman served ten years in the

United States Senate, and at the time of

h« election to the vice presidency, was

head oi an important Senate Committee

investigating the defence and war programs

The so called "Truman Committee” was

established at his suggestion in March

1941, in an effoit to prevent waste of

manpower, money and materials in the

war industry expansion program The

committee of 10 Senators through investi

gations and constructive criticism brought

about consolidation of conflicting agencies

into the War Production Board

The committee investigated such varied

war problems as rationing, priorities,

corporate cartels and war building and

construction costs

Truman was a National Guard private

who rose to the-, rank of Captain and

fought at St Mihiel and the Argonne in

the last war He volunteered his services

as a reserve officer at the outbreak of

the current war only to be told by Army

authorities that he could make a greater

contribution by remaining m the Senate

BORN IN MISSOURI

President Truman will be 61 on May 8

He was born on a farm near Lamar

Missouri He was married m 1919 to

Bess Wallace, his childhood sweetheart,

and they have one daughter, Mary

Margaret Truman

Truman was nominated by the

Democratic National Convention in Chicago

last July on the second ballot to run as

vice-presidential candidate beside President

Roosevelt He succeeded Henry Wallace,

who faded to be re nominated

When Truman was first elected t<# the

upper house of the U S Congress m
1934, he described himself as "just a

farmer who happens to be in the Senate
”

He further distinguished himself for

modesty by writing, for the Congressional

Directory a biography of himself that made
three lines of fine print

Truman was not conspicuous in his first

term He worked hard at his job and
left speech making to more prominent
personalities He gave no hint that he
was destined to become the " watch dog*"
of America’s industrial mobilization for war

Truman foresaw the war and knew
America could not avoid it by any pretence
of isolation. He has long urged that
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America play a leading' role in securing a

lasting peace in the post-war world.

STARTFD PUBLIC LIFE AS JUDGE

He started his first job at 3 dollars per

week when ten years old. By 1903 he was

doing considerably better as an employee

of a bank, but when his father asked him

to return as partner, to the family farm, he

did so in 1906 and still says the next ten

years were the happiest of his life

Bat the world war came and Truman, a

member of the National Guard of Missouri,

went first to Camp Doniphan, and then to

artillery school at Fox Sill, Oklahoma, and

then was assigned as captain commanding,

Battery D, 129 Field Artillery, July 11,

1918. He did well enough, in the military

sense, to be given a majority and later, a

colonelcy in the Reserve

Married in 1919 to Bess Wallace,

his childhood sweetheart Captain Truman

did not return to the farm In 1922

he gvas elected judge of the Jackson

County Court in Missouri, a position for

which, under Missouri law, no knowledge

of law was required. Feeling, however,

that such knowledge " would assist him iu

his judicial career,” the judge studied two

years at the Kansas City Law School—only

to fail of re-election m 1921 In 1926,

however, the constituency made amends

by electing him presiding judge, and

re-elected him in 1930 Immediately after

his second term expired, on_ November 6,

1934, he was elected to the U S. Senate

and November 5, 1940, was re-elected for

a term to expire on January 3, 1947.

' ORIGIN OF TRUMAN COMMITTEE
It was in February, 1941, that a letter

from his home state brought Truman of

Missouri into his own. A constituent

wrote to him about waste of manpower

money and materials in the construction of

a Missouri Army camp. After investigation,

covering 30,000 miles and nearly all the

construction of camps in the United States,

the Senator arose with an array of facts

which demanded no less than an investiga-

tion of the entire defence effort. The

charges he made were so sweeping as to

seem fantastic. The Senate, 'discounting

them, gave Truman only §15,000 of the

§25,000 he had asked for his committee i

bnt they assigned him seven Senators as

committeemen -five Democrats like himself,

two Republicans, six of them newcomers"

to the Senate—and by Senate Resolution

71 authorized him to proceed.

This was in March, 1941 By May the

Committee had issued its first 98-page

report, one section ol which, according to

General Brehon Somervell of the Army
Services of Supply, saved the country

$250,000,000.

Up to the middle of 1944 the Truman
Committee—officially the Senate Committee

Investigating the National Defence Program

—

had been allotted, by degrees, §400,000,
of which nearly §100,000 was still uospent.

It never employed more than 15
investigators and 18 typists; the bulk of
the work was done by the Senators, their

counsel, Hugh A Fulton, and innumer-
able plain Americans. Most of the raw
material which the Committee processed

into reforms and savings was provided by
citizens who wrote letters. Once on a'

trail, the Committee could subpoena wit-
nesses and, though it had no power to
punish wrong-doing, could bring not only
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„,„„gdo«s but also bunglers 10 the P^
suj.on U — public opinion, "nsed

*
,1 ,„ » concern the government

“LT^osec m-workfng on Trulnsn

Ivl
Pd"o sen, ceruin d.sbnnes,

^Th^Ilommittee*. purview extended from

Redesign of Wing cat, to the « 1«
°

, „ cansed 30,000000 cans of

pipe fan jn.ce to be released to . thirsty

public—and was busy with problem. »

d.verse a, lodgings for service families

>"• - rcrJ £%
t^rroflnstry-.n.dd.honto^

perennial work on the re pricing of w

contracts Of these last, Trnman and hs

committee took a reasonable view

„y,ng that when contractors, strange to

the products demanded, had no idea

coals, they necessarily fined prices high

but that with standards fined, con.racU

conld now be revised downward He

agreed that profits are essential, but he

slid his committee emsted to ensure .ha,

nobody shall profit inordinately on the

blood of those boys in the fouholes

,veise as — —

AERODYNAMICS IN INDIAN UNIVERSITIES

B\ MR A C BANERJl IBS

'-T'HE knowledge of aerodynamics is

THE
es^l for a properW—

^

"Id s=l; ?£(
g a^ o! .he., principles is a «« ?««»» »

aoyEngioal work ‘"'h' 'h'0'y “d practice

of these sciences In post *

is bound to become one of the chie

helped a lot in finding out devices for

giung stability to the machines and

overcoming the resistance of »' e

flying In fact, etery step in the »P“

development which has «“”>'!
’ „[

rlace in aviation has been the result

dose collaboration between the theoretical

and practical workers in the field

In the domain of Meteorology, knowledge

of weather conditions is very necessary o

agriculture, aviation and shipping ™u»ct

telecasting has been very helpful m
nun.miring loss to life and propel y y

giving timely warnings of impending

storms floods etc The United Slates

Weather Bureau has done signal service

by predicting times of occurrences of

devast,ng floods in the Mississippi valley

„d the dreadful American tornadoes

The Indian Meteorological Department has

,l,o been very helpful in making timely

forecasts of tropical cyclones As the

science of forecasting is still in Its infancy,

there is much scope here for theoretical

woik in aerodynamics to collate the

observational data lo indicate the lines

of lurther research and .make proper

deductions

It is expected that there will be

considerable expansion of the Departments

of Aviation and Meteorology in post war

India A band of fully trained young men

with special knowledge of Aerodynamics

would be required by these Departments

So Aerodynamics should be introduced

as' a special sublet in the Mathematics

curriculum of our Universities which are

evidently the proper place for imparting

instruction to our young men in the theory

of the subject
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S„,o. ». Chairman oi the Conciliitiori Committee, cabled to Lord Warel
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London on April 1. The Resolution suggests the formation of a National

Government at the Centre and the restoration of autonomy in all Provinces.

The Sapru Committee’s Proposals for the Fatnro Constitution of India were

issued on April 8. They indicate the outlines which the Committee feels

would suit the conditions in India. The recommendations, they say. do

not constitute a full blueprint for the future constitution. They a™ essentially

auggestions made for the constitution of the country at large.—ED. J.K.J

I CABLE TO LORD WAVELL

I

N view of the interna) situation,

particularly relating to the economic life

of the people and in view of the rapid

pace at which international events are

marching and in view of the necessity of

India being represented in her own right

and by her own representatives at all

international conferences and peace con-

ferences, if any, this Committee strongly

recommends that the following steps be

taken at once -—

(1)

All political prisoners and detenus

be released immediately

(2)

India should, by a Royal

Proclamation, be declared -an independent

State and treated as a Dominion equal and

in no way inferior to any other Dominion

of the British Commonwealth of Nations,

even though, pending the framing and

coming into force of a new constitution,

the Government of India may have to be

conducted in conformity with the provisions

of the Act of 1935 subject to the minimum
necessary modifications;

(3)

(A) The proclamations issued in

several Provinces under Section 93 of the Act
should be. withdrawn forthwith and the

Legislatures allowed to resume their normal
activities; (B) Popular Ministries should

be re-established in these Provinces and
allowed to function under the provisions

of the Act (C) in the formation of such
Ministries, the Prime Minister representing

the largest single parly in the Legislature
should be required, as far as possible

to include in the Ministry persons

commanding the confideceof other parties

in the Legislature

;

(4)

In addition to the restoration of

autonomy in all the Provinces of British^

India, a National Government should

replace the present Executive Council at

the centre.

For this purpose the Committee would

recommend for consideration the following

two alternatives:

—

AMEND 1935 ACT

The First A/ternatne: (A) Section 5 of

the Government of Iadia Act, 1935, should

be so amended as to provide for the

issue of a proclamation by His Majesty

bringing into being forthwith a federatian

of India without insisting on the entry of

Indian States as a condition precedent as

provided in sub-section (2) of the said

section, Indian States being at liberty to

accede to the Federation in accordance
with the terms ot Section 6 of the Act.

ALL-PARTY MINISTRIES IN PROVINCES
(B) Part II of the Government of

India Act, 1935, with the proposed amend-
ments should be brought into force and
steps tak<_n immediately to hold elections,
to the two Houses of ihe Federation'
Legislature and to appoint a Council of
Ministers in accordance with the provisions
contained in that part.

Provided, however, that in the formation
of such a Ministry the Prime 'Minister,
representing the largest single party in the
Legislature shall, as far as possible, include
in the Ministry persons commanding the
confidence of other important parties in
the Legislature,
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MMAKISVnON 0? EXECUTIVE COUNCIL

The Second Alternative Schedule IX

of the Act may be continued m force but

should be so amended as to provide for

altering the constitution and functioning of

the Governor General in Council for the

following lines —
(a) Except for the Commander in Chief

who may continue to be ex effielo member
of the Executive Council in charge of war

operations and matters ancillary thereto

the entire Executive Council should consist

of Indians commanding the confidence of

the parties in the Central Legislature the

provision in sub section (3) of Section 36
which requires that three at least of the

members should be persons who have been

m the service of the Crown in India for

a period of at least 10 years being

repealed

(b) No officials belonging to the

permanent services shall be nominated to

either House of the Central Legislature

The nominated block in each of the

2 Houses shall consist entirely of non
officials nominated by the Governor
General in Council

(c) In the 9 th Schedule of the Act
the provisions excluding from the control

of the Legislature expenditure under heads
Ecclesiastical External affairs defence tribal

areas and other items incurred by the

Governor General in his direction shall be
tepealed

fcOLTOCAL ADVISER SHOULD BE INDIAN

(d) The Political Adviser to the
Crown Representative should be an Indian
with the rank an 1 status of an Executive
Councillor though be may not be a

member of the Executive Council

(e) The decision as to when the
gereral elections to the Central and
Provincial Legislatures should take place
should be left to the National Government
at the centre and the ^popular Governments
in the provinces

2 The Committee greatly appreciates

your initiative in proceeding to London for

the purpose as it believes of ending the

present political deadlock in the country

and trusts that the Suggestions that it is

now making will be of assistance to you
and His Majesty s Government in solving

the problem that faces you The
Committee is continuing its work

II THE RECOMMENDATIONS

These proposals are confined to

British India only Wien the Indian

States decide to come into the Union as the

Committee hopes they will it is obvious
that arrangements will have to be made in

consultation with them for necessary adjust

ments and additions

The recommendations of the Sab Cam
mittees on Scheduled Castes and aboriginal

tribes and on Minorities adopted by the

Committee will soon be published separately

THE CONSTITUTION MAKING BODY

The constitution making body shall be
constituted in the manner prescribed In
Clause D of the draft resolution of His
Majesty s Government brought by Sir
Stafford Cnpps subject to the following
modifications

(1) The total strenglh of the body shall

i>e 160 distributed as follows Special
Interests */" Commerce and Industry Land
holders Universities Labour and Women 36,
Hindus excluding Scheduled Castes 51
Muslims 51 Scheduled Castes 20, Indian
Christians 1 Sikhs 8‘ Backward Areas and
Tribes 3 Anglo Indians 2 , Europeans 1
Others 1

(2) It is because Clause D ofH M
G s declaration provides for election by a joint
electorate composed of members of all the
Provincial Legislatures under the system of
proportional representation that the Com
mitteft has decided to recommend that in
spue of the disparity in the population
.strengths between Muslims and Hindus other
than Scheduled Castes the Hindu community
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(G) For the special interests, there

shall be special constituencies There shall

be direct election to the Union Assembly.

As for election to the Council of State,

the qaestion shall be decided by the

Constitution making body.

DISTRIBUTION OF POWER

Lists of the matters, in respect of which

the power oi making laws for peace, order

and good Government and the functions

pertaining to the administration of those

laws shall fall within the spheres respectively

of the Centre and the units, shall be

embodied in the Constitution Act

The detailed drawing up of these lists

shonld be left to the Constitution-making

body The Committee, however, would
recommend that the following principles,

among others, should guide the Constitu-

tion-making body m the distribution of

powers and functions between the Centre

and the units —

(A) The powers and functions assigned

to the Centre should be as small in

number as possible, provided that they

shall in any case include (i) matters of

common interest to India, as a whole, such

as foreign affairs, defence, relations with

Indian States, inter-unit communications,

commerce, customs, currency posts and

telegraphs (u) Settlement of inter-unit
' disputes

;
(lu) Co-ordination where neces-

sary of the legislation and administration

of different units
, (iv) Such other matters

or action as may be required for ensuring

the safety and tranquillity of India or any
part thereof or for the maintenance of the

political integrity and economic unity of
India or for dealing with any emergencies.

(D) While all matters not assigned to the
centre exclusively or concurrently must be
declared to fall within the sphere of the
units, a list of these should, for greater
certainty, be given in the Constitutoa Act
with the rider that all residuary p )w, r9
those not included in either of the two
-lists—shall Y*st In the units.

(C) All customs barriers between one

unit and another shall be abolished and

there shall be free trade within the Union,

provided that, where the abolition of

existing customs barriers affects prejudici-

ally the finances of a unit, it shall be

ebtitled to adequate compensation out of

the revenues of the Union.

UNION EXECUTIVE

(A) Subject tn the provisions of

Clause (B), the Executive of the Union
shall be a Composite Cabinet in the sense

that the following communities shall be

represented on it, vie

,

(i) Hindus, other

than Scheduled ^ Castes, (ii) Muslims,
(in) Scheduled Castes, (iv) Sikhs,

(v) Indian Christians, (vi) Anglo-Indians.

(B) The representation of these com-
munities in the Executive shall be, as far

as possible, a reflection of their strength in

the Legislature

(C) The Cabinet shall be deemed to
be duly constituted notwithstanding 'the
absence from it temporarily of represen-
tatives of any of the communities mentioned
in Ouse (A) where on account nf a whole
community refusing to join or remain in a
Cabinet, that community goes without
representation therein, the vacancies may,
pending the availability of members of that

community, be filled by appointment of
members of other communities and the
Cabinet commence or continues to function,
provided it commands a majority in the
Legislature

(D) The Cabinet shall be collectively
responsible to the Legislature.

(E) The Cabinet shall be led, guided
and held together by a Prime Minister
who shall ordinarily be the leader of a
parly which by itself or in combination
with other parties is able to command a
stable majority in the Legislature. A
omw'wmh, sWi be created that the
offices of _the Prime Minister and the
Deputy

.

Prime Minister should not be
monopolized by any one community.
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DEFENCE

The Committee strongly recommends that

Tinder the new constitution, there should be

A portfolio of defence which should be

held by a Minister responsible to the

Legislature and that the actual control and

discipline ol the army should be placed in

the hands of a Commander-io-Chiel under

the new Government

The Committee further recommends that

a National Army should be created and

developed as rapidly as possible

It is unable to suggest at this stage

what the strength of this Army should be

as this will depend, apart from the vital

question of finance on * number of other

factors, such as, the nature of the postwar

world setllement and ibe efficacy of the

international organization for the maintenance

of world peace

Among the measures which should be

adopted for the creation of such an Array,

the Committee recommends the following —
(1) (a) Such British units as temporarily

may be required for the efficient defence of

India and such officers as may be needed

for officering the National Arpiy until an

adequate nnmbtr of Indian officers becomes
available shall be obtained by a treaty or

* agreement entered into by the Union
Government and His Majesty's Government,

specifying, among other things, the terms

and conditions of their re employment by
the Union.

(b) As soon as the war is over, all

direct recruitment of British officers to the

Indian forces should cease. Such British

officers as do not belong to the Indian Army
and are not required for specific appoint-

ments should be revetted to the British Army
establishment.

(2) An institution should be established
for the training in sufficient numbers of
officers of all the three arras—air, land and
sea—and ail defects existing in the present
system which prevent rapid Indianisation

* or the creation of Indian officers capable

of assuming leadership should be forthwith

removed.

(c) If it is found that the. present edu-

cational system does not produce a sufficient

number of young men suitable in every

respect for a military career, steps should be

taken at once to remove this defect.

(4) University Officers Training Corps
should be established where they do not

exist and largely expanded and measure*
taken not only for ensuring supply of officers

to fill vacancies in peace-time, but for the

rapid expansion of the cadre in the event
of a military threat to India. Such measures
should aim at creating a reserve ol young
men With service training who can be
rapidly ahsorbed as officers when expansion
takes place.

(5) The Committee would emphasize
that the maintenance of faw ancf order is

essentially the responsibility of the Unit
Governments and that they should, if

necessary by .increasing the strength of their
police forces, equip themselves adequately
for the discharge of the responsibility.

The Committee would, however, make »t

dear that the services of troops on the
Union Army establishment should be avail-
able for being requisitioned only when the
civil power finds itself unable to cope with
any particular situation.

The Committee further recommends that
a balance should be maintained between
the respective arms and that special attention
should be paid to Navy, Airforce, mechanised
units and such other branches as may from
time tc> time be developed.

lhe Committee recommends that steps
•hould b, »k,„. even before tb< coniij
into being of lhe new constitution to adopt
and give effect to the measures as far
*a practicable

nr.presentation IN PUBLIC SERVICES

r-S?
The

1 .

orde
.

rs now in fotc' the

Z?
ntte regarding the representation or the

communities in public services may continue
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Commission before the Legislature with a

fall statement of the action taken or

proposed to be taken in pnrsuance of the

recommendations of the Commission.

In case any of the recommendations are

not accepted wholly or in part, the

statement should also contain full explana-

tions of the decisions taken by the

Government Facilities shall be provided

to the Legislature for a discussion of the

repoit and the decisions of the Government
thereon.

MINORITIES IN Tttn PUNJAB

The Committee recommends that the

case of the Sikhs, the Hindus and the

Indian Christians relating to their represen-

tation in the Punjab Legislature should be
examined with the utmost cire by the

Constitution making body.

AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTTrOTION

The intention to make a motion in the

Union Legislature for an amendment of

the Constitution shall be notified to the

public and such motion shall not be taken

up for consideration by the Legislature

until the expiry of at least six months
from the date of such notification.

It sh*ll not be deemed to have been
approved by the Unit Legislature unless

it has secured the support in each of the

two Chambers of a msjonty of not less

than two-thirds of its sanctioned strength

Farther such amendment shall not have
effect unless it is also approved by the
Legislatures of not less than two-thirds of
Ihe Units provided that no amendments
shall be made at all for a period of five

jean fiom the coming into force of the
new corstitulicn in respect of vita}

provisions of the constitution which should
be listed in a achednle to the Constitution
Act.

Amendments of a purefy formal
character may be decided through the
ordinary process of Union Legislation.

APPEAL TO THE COUNTRY .

The Committee recommends that the

principles here enunciated constitute a fair

and effective basis for political settlement

iu India. *

It strongly recommends to all communities
and parlies to accept them, and in particular

to the majority parties in the Provinces

now administered tinder Section 93 of the

Government of India Act of 1935 to assume
constitutional responsibility.

In the event of these proposals 'being

unacceptable to ibe various communities
and parties and their failure to reach an

agreement on any other basis, His Majesty's

Government should set Up an interim

Government in India and proceed to

establish machinery for drafting the new
constitution generally on the basis of the

principles underlying these proposals, enact
it in Parliament and put it into operation
at the earliest possible date.

,
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way and only pointed to the C in-C s

concern in the matter as evinced by the

facilities afforded to the Pre<is representa-

tives 1 Is that enough ? The War Secretary

promised to note the suggestions bat

added it would take time to implement

them With a suavity that must have

completely disarmed the apologists of

Government Mr. Knshnamaehan told

the House

.

“ It IqoIii m if. to order to eaahle Mr Trieadi
(W.r ‘

«») «

nidi by th« Hou (he

The effect of the retort was devastating

and the House voted for the adiournraent
without a division

Commercial Safeguard!

The eleven clauses in the Government
India Act 1935 compendiously known as

the commercial safeguard*, have heeo
repeatedly assailed by etery section of the
Indian public At the Round Table
Conference Gandhiji urged that such safe-

guards if any, should he *in the interests of

India” Sir Samuel Hoare tried to placate

Indian opinion by describing them as ' framed
in the common interests of India and the

United Kingdom ’ But no amount of

casuistry could take the sung out of these

“safeguards and when Mr Manu
Subtdar brought an the other day a

resolution in the Central Assembly
recommending their removal fiom the Art
of 1933. the House voted without a

division Much play his been made by the

Eotopean opposition on the scu'e of

reciprocity. Sir Purushotamdas Thahur
das exposed the fallacy underlying the
argument cm the principle of reciprocity

Ore*l Unlaw » »>I«.ern»J lh» »IT.-cL« o( r<* Iprorlts

Indian Delegation to San Francisco

Protests against Government nominations

to the Frisco Conference have poured in

from all quarters since the announcement

of the Indian delegation. Government

have, no doubt, ignored these protests but

there can be no two opinions on the

strength of public feeling on the subject.

Strangely enough, the members of (he

delegation seem pleased with the status

assigned to them Sir Feroz Khan Noon has

even Ibought fit to claim a standing for the

delegation altogether imaginary. He assured

a London audience that India was

practically a Dominion and that

His Majesty's Ooiiranant do not loow that

under their very noses India lias grown practically

to Dominion Status without their knowing it.

He declared that the Indian delegation

to San Francisco was an independent

delegation and had " full freedom to

do wh»t we consider best in the

interest of the country and the

Government “ The Rt Hon. Mr. Sastri

has pricked this bubble about the illusory

independence claimed for the delegation

;

while Sir Chtmanlal. Setalvad poured

scorn on their claim to represent a
“ soverigu nation."

Soiercgn nation hi lead ’ tVlinn the salaries of
ihvss as called ropre-icntativsa > well at the
inline* of the uhola F.aecutivo Council of tho

>iublv only i

by 1

mini defying llie

II M Img' eiilcKt a
sscmbly a

As a miner of Let. they can repiesert
none but thnr British employers Sir
Mahomed Hahibullah who repie«ented this
country at the League of Nations in
Geneva in 1928 t-.nfesird that the delegates

I ^ndia durio;

hid first

take fher

present detrga

London, prior

Why. Sir B
!

.

explaimed the position ln the Council of
State, in words that cannot be

her at the India Office to
That is exactly what the

ion had been doing in
3 their departure to USA.

i Law Member,

n~rrr1»ry of a,

Tight Cf supers I

remember that the jndii
Instruction! from t!
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Beggar my Neighbour The Case for India’s Sterling Position and the War.
India By Lionet Ftelden, International By Bimalendev Dhar. Co-operative Book
Book House Ltd . Bombay Depot, 54, College Street, Calcutta. Rs. 3

Business took Mr Ftelden to India He
took with him the pomp and glory of the

west, its latest discoveries and modern
conveniences. His stay in India disillu-

sioned him What profits it it the west
has won the world but lost her soul
And keeping a nation in bondage is a
sure sign of a lost soul What justifica-

tion is there for England to hold on to

India 5 Is it the Hindu Muslim differerces?

But ate there not parties and difierences

in England itself 5 Is it the incapacity to
rule? But have they not governed in the
pros meet with credit? India must .be
made free England must quit. She
“ must transfer power to a Government
composed of Eleven Elected Frtme
Ministers of India or formed by an
Indian Leader such as Sapru, Rajagopah
•chan Jumah or Nehru". Only ao can
all the communal differences be made to

compose. So long as three is a third

party tilting the balance, there could be
no agreement between dissenting patties.

The failure of Cnpps" Mission was a

tragedy But when Churchill declared

“IVt mein to hold our own” he ask-:

' So the Atlantic Charter is a wash out
and the Cripps Mmieo just rrliat in bans
thought it was—a move of expediency in

a game of greed and domination * Mr re
and mote Englishmen hare come to
teshse that the acid test of England's
tena .Mrs is Indian Freedom and on that
touthstene will be judged whether the
cause of freedom ia the world survives

The bock fs i

of India who lit

x the problem as

Htten by sincere friend
l-*d He vision to ,ce
rs and suggest a tr»y out

This book is a significant .and useful

contribution to the study of the growth and
utilisation of the prodigious accumulation
of India’s sterling balances during the

present war. Mr. Bimalendev Dhar's sugges-
tions regarding the methods for repatriation

ol the sterling loans are eminently practical

and advantageous from the Indian angle in

view of its economic implications. He al«o
brwflv reviews the currency plans of Britain
and America and points out that the recent
British suggestions for scaling down the
sterling assets of India are highly injurious
to India’s economic stability and pleads for
an honourable and just settlement.

Edicational Reorganisation in Ixdja.
By A N Sen. The Book Company, Ltd.,
College Square, East Calcutta Rs 2.

In this thoughtful and provocative-
pamphlet, Mr A N. Sen offers some criticisms
on »he report of the Central Advisory
Board of Education on Post war Educational
Development ,n India and g.ves due
outlines of a modified scheme. Himself a
reputed educationist, he traverses a wide
ground m the sphere of education—
Nursery. IWry, PoM primary, Secondary,
University, Technical, and their inter-relations

r ,
'obstructive proposals are

£ V*lQ*b,e in ,h *‘ M'* Sen wmts
to build on the existing structure ratherhaa detrobsh (he present framework. He
’ ^ •1,v' to

.

.

lhe listing conditions in
India and its historic background and fs

Th,\' i! Ill
rT,t7 r,fn«y needs.That is why his scheme b not only

economical but also highly suggestive. '
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,April 1 Sapru Committee cables to Lord
Wavell suggesting Royal Proclamation

April 2. Mr. jinnali criticizes Sapru plan.

April 3 Nagpur High Court orders stay of

execution of Ashti and Chimur prisoners

April 4. Empire talks begin in London
Aptil 5 Russo-Jap pact of April 13, 1941,

denounced by Soviet Government
April 6 Japanese Cabinet resigns

April 7. Nazis trapped in Holland

April 8 Mr Ernest Bevln attacks PM’s
plea for coalition.

April 9 Assembly carries motion rt

service conditions of Indian troops abroad

April 10 Hanover falls

April 11 Spain breaks with Japan

April 12 Sudden death of Roosevelt

April 13 Mr Truman, Vice President be-

comes President in place of Roosevelt.

April 14 Von Papen captured

April 15 Vienna falls

April 16. President Truman announces
there will be no change in war strategy

BENITO MCSSOLINI
>t by patlinun* si Milan along with 17 other

Fascist*.

THE MONTH

Aptil 17. Gandhiji’s statement on the aim

of Frisco talks.

April 18 Mr Phillips announces American

relief plan for India.

April 19. Loids approve Bill for conti*

nuance of Sec 93 rule in Provinces.

April 20 Sec 93 rule approved by the

Commons
Apul 21 Russians enter Berlin defences.

April 22. Street fighting in Berlin.

April 23 Mr. William Phillips is appointed

Special Asst. Secretary of State.

April 24 * Allies capture Ulm.
April 25 San Francisco Coherence opens.

April 26 Marshal Petam surrenders.

April 27 Red army links up with Western
Allies

April 28 Himmler offers unconditional
surrender to BnUm and US.

April 29. Mussolini -shot by partisans.

—Hitler and Goebbels reported dead.
April 30 Deadlock over Polish issue, in

the Frisco Conference.

HERR HITLER
Reported to has e fallen »t ha comr

on Slay I.
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THE PCLISH IMBROGLIO

The controversy over the Polish question

has not abated. The Yalta decision about

Poland has not settled an issue that is

still bristling with difficulties Maurice

Frydman. writing ia the Polish Nr.os.

Contends that the terms 'London” or

" Emigre ’’ Government are derogative and

misleading.

'there i» Do ether Polish Government to

distinguish it from by these denominations. The
Lublin Committee, which was formed at Moscow,
began to work at Lublin and transferred iteelf to
Warsaw, cannot be called * national and
democratic Government, even by tbe most violent

ibing of these very elastio words Both innde
outside Poland, Polea wholeheartedly i

Waa it eo impossible to have instead an ARic
Control ComroismoQ right from the beginning ant

to gr\e the unhappy country a chance to wipt

Its team and to lick its wounds, to eow its flcWi

and to mend Its tools, to refill its granaries anc

its wardrobes, to rebuild Its houses, its (chooli

end churches t Human beinge are dying Of few

and want, of cold, hunger and disoaee.

Was it not the first duty of th«

“
liberators ” to pot their skill and indosti}

to this most urgent task, asks the witter.

But the most ambiguous and disquieting

fact is tbe British Prime Minister’s plea f°>

the Soviet insistence on & “ friendly

Polish Government. This apparently

innocuous demand may become a trap.

If Poland
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THE GOAL OF HUMAN LirE GELDER ON GANDHI

II a man closes his eyes for a few
minutes and asks himself what he really

is, he will be in a great quandary. He
will see, to his great dismay, that he does

not find himself. But still he has been
toiling hard throughout his life on the

supposition of his material existence' But

if he be bold and daring enough to pursue

his thoughts, he will discover that there is

something in hicn which is non-self or more
than self, that there is some Existence in

him which is at the back of all existence,

writes Swatni Pavitrananda in an atticle in

Pratuddha Bharata

Whatever name you may give to that

Existence, he adds, to discover that for

oneself js the goal of human life ‘Know
thysell,' said the wise man of Greece
This is as much true now as it was more
than two thousand years ago Man must
know himself, if he wants peace for himself

or for the world The Man who has known
himself, supplies spiritual sustenance to

millions of persons for thousands of years

INDIANS IN KENYA
In an article on the future of Indians in

Kenya in the April issue of the National
Renew, Capt R E Russel Smallwood
says: "To the Indian must go much
credit for East Africa's rapid development.
Europeans and Africans alone could not
have achieved it But the war is changing
the East African scene and Africans aie

at last preparing to enter the .realm of

The Indian problem, as a whole is

entering a new and vital phase While

in the past legislation was designed mainly

to solve the Indo-settler disputes, the ques

tion must now be considered first and
foremost from the standpoint of native

interests Being ignorant of politics, Africans
have not yet stood out against Indian
aspirations; nor indeed do they fully

understand them
Upon one point, however, both Africans

and Europeans are ehhi'ued'ji

—

increased
Indian control, either economic or political,
must be prevented.

" Do not underestimate Gandhi He

packs all punches—He knows ail oof

weaknesses—he has endurance and skill of

a Joe Louis He is right in there in the

middle oi the ring alter more than 20 years

prize-fight of all prize-fights with a mos*

powerful opponent in the world. Who do

I think will win > It is your guess as

much as mine. Know what you are up

against and you won’t crack jokes about

' that toothless old hoodum in loincloth

.

This high praise of Gandhiji is contained

in an article by Stuart Gelder in SEAC
weekly, Phoenix

If we have learned one lesson, in this

war, be continues, it is not to

underestimate the opponent “Do not under,

estimate Gandhi I think the most

disconcerting thing about him h his

complete honesty. He is not afraid to

contradict himself. As Louis Fischer has

pointed out, he thinks aloud He may say

one thing in conversation and twenty

minutes later, say emphatically something

diametrically opposed If yon ask why
then did he express the first opinion, the

answer is because he thought of it.

I have heard so many ignorant wiseacres
think they have dismissed Gandhi by
saying he is inconsistent It has been a

matter of controversy for two thousand
years why Christ advised his disciples to

turn the other cheek and himself ^whipped
money changers from the temple. Dot
only a halfwit would conclude that thia

apparent incoosjslezry dismisses Christ*
claim to be Son of God,"
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B
“'iEO?CM. COLLEGE IN BARODA
Four fourth class dupetissues, two

subsidy dispensaries and two dispensaries

on co-operative lines have been started by

the Medical Department of the State during

the half year ending January, I94&.

Nine maternity homes were opened and

nine more were sanctioned during the

same period The wo.k of constructing

„n eye ward at Patan Hospital and ot

maternity homes at several places was in

Pt
°Three medical officers and one sub-

assistant surgeon were deputed by the

department to Bombay for higher studies

in medicine.

BARODA MUNICIPAL CORPORATION
The Baroda City Municipal Corporation

extends over an area of 3 41 square miles

and serves a lakh and a half citizens.

The income of the corporation increased

owing to greater import of goods in the

city, increased receipts from rents of land,

income from trees, ete. The *°«dence of

taxaUon per head was Rs 6 8 6 during

«> f”
1' ™'

Increase in income was only Rs 81000,

the increase m expenditure amounted to

Rs 2 10 lakhs.
"

The general health of the city was good

but the anti-malaria campaign was

““‘'“bARQDA AppoiNTMENTS
Sir B. L Milter, KCSI, has been

appointed Dewan of Baroda §tate from

A
*Mr. Bhadrashilrao Gaekwad, the present

Acting Dewan, has been appointed Vice-

President of the Executive Council

Mr R. G. Allen, the present Commis-

sioner of Agriculture, will be in charge of

the Department of Post-War Reconstruction.

Col. Dr S. M Pagar, the present

Education Member, has proceeded on leave

from April 1, prior to retirement

Mr. S. M Basrur has been appointed

General Manager of the Gaekwad of Baroda

N Stale Railways.

Travan?ore

BEGGAR HOME FOR TRIVANDRUM

Striking tributes to the inspiration and

examples of Tbeir Highnesses the M^araja

of Travancore and the Maharam were paid

by Sachivothama Sir C. P. Ramaswami

Aiyer, Dewan of Travancore, while opening,

the new buildings of the Sri Chitra Home

for the destitute and the infirm *

Tiivandrum on April 19.

Sir Ramaswami Aiyer urged the gathering

to establish similar institutions in every

centre of the State.

He announced that it was the intention

of the government, beginning with the

coming budget until the beggar problem

in the mban areas at least was adequately

solved, to set aside Rupees 1 lakh for

dealing with the begger problem. The

Dewan stressed the necessity for the

evolution of a band of social workers

dedicating their lives for the service of the

unfortunates in the land

Mr V S Subramania Iyer, President of

the Home recalled how the home was

started 10 years ago with an endownment

of half a Ukh of rupees made by His

Highness which had now grown to nearly

a lakh. The home could accommodate

over 300 beggars in comfort

TRAVANCORE SENATE

A meeting of the Senate of the Univer-

sity of Travancore was held, on April 13, at

the Legislative Chamber under the president-

ship of Sir C P Ramaswami Aiyar,

Vice-Chancellor

As recommended by the Syndicate, the

Senate decided to institute M.Sc. course

and Professorship in Statistics in the

University, to utilize the* endowment of

Rs 50,000 offered by the Travancore
University to the Muslim Endowment
Committee for the starting of a course of

study in Islamic History and Culture and

the institution of a readership therein and

to iostitute an employment bureau in the

University.



INDIANS OVERSEAS
South Africa

Mb, MANILAL ON S A POSITION

"Unfortunately there is a split in the

South Afriean Indian community. The
Natal Indian Congress is working only

for the vested interests, and being afraid

to face the masses it does not hold open

sessions, but only Committee meetings.

The majority of the Indians in South Africa

are with the Anti Segregation Committee”,

observed Mr Manila! Gandhi in the course

of a talk with pressmen in Bombay

Mr. Gandhi added. "General Smuts is

in favour of India getting independence.

He does not want trade segregation, but
favours residential separation of Indians by
mutual agreement and without recourse to

legislative measures’

Referring to the retaliatory measure of

the India Government, Mr Gandhi said

"They are mere eyewash".

GANDHI)! ON KALLENBACH
“South Africa has lost a most generous-
minded citizen and the Indians of that sub-
continent, a very warm friend,” observed
Mahatma Gandhi when interviewed about Mr.

If, KaHenbach’s death— his old associate

in South Africa.

“In Hermann Kallenbach’s death"

Mahatma Gandhi continued “ I have lost

a very dear and near friend. He used to

say to me often that when I was deserted

by the whole world, I would find him to

be a true friend going with me, if need

be, to the end of the earth in search of

Truth He used to spend it one time

£75 per month on his person alone But

he so revolutionised his life that his monthly

personal expenses smounled to under £3.
This lasted while we lived together in a

cottage seven miles from Johannesburg.
When I left South Africa, he reverted in

yw, Va bis wngteak W.t
, vViti-otb mtistVy

eschewing the things of life he had deli-

berately left"

Ceylon
INDIANS IN CEVLON

Mr. Abdul Aziz, President of the Ceytofl

Indian Congress, told the Soulbnry

Commission that about 95 per cent, of the

Indians in Ceylon could be regarded as

permanently settled there; if lull powers

are transferred to the people, there should

be certain settled arrangements as regards

the interests of minorities.

Replying to questions on the Fundamental
Rights which the Congress wanted to be

embodied in the constitution, Mr. Aziz

referred to the denial of village community
franchise fo Indians and (he restriction on

the Indian vote to the State Council.

Lord Soulbury: "Quite a number of

these Fundamental Rights you mention

have apparently not been denied to you."

Mr. Aziz "The purpose of mentioning

these in the constitution is that there is

an apprehension that these may be denied

Lord Soolbury remaiked that what he

had seen in some* of the estates did not

bear out the Congress statement of total

lack of facilities for Indians on the estates

Mr. Aziz replied that care might have
been taken to show the Commissioners
round the best estates.

U-S.A.
U. S CITIZENSHIP FOR INDIANS .

The Senate Emigration Committee on
April 26 opened the hearing on a new bill
which would make eligible for naturalisa-
tion some 4 0000 Indians now resident Jn
the United States. A Justice Department
official and Prof John Cooper of Washing-
ton Catholic University appeared as
witnesses durirg the brief session and
several Indians submitted statements.

t A^A***^ IDian, President of the
Indian Welfare League, presented a state-
ment supporting the new biff.
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LORD LISTOWEL’S PLEA FOR INDIA

Lord Listawel, Under Secretary for India,

addressing at Peterborough the Youth

Conference on India, hoped that Britain and

India would go forward as friends and

partners in splendid enterprise, banishing

abject poverty and safeguarding peace in

Asia and throughout the world.

The time factor in thl* constitutional drams la *11

Important, an l whether wo will it or not, wo ore
hastening with tho certainty of fata towards the
climax in tho last act Tuna forgeto not nor for-

givea, and any unreasonable delay m granting the

relation* with Indie for many generations to com®.
Let it not be oaid in respect of our dealmgo with
India aa the people often aay to day of our paet
dealings

(
WttH Ireland “They gave too little and

But the tune is patt when we can dreea India
in our ready made constitutional garments. The
Indiana most fettle between therosolvss the cut, 0120

and material they went.

There 1* finally a broad assumption without which
these conditions yf evolutionary progress to full

nationhood could not be conceivably fulfilled 1
moan the assumption that British tateotsfi, which
*—I raised from infant dependency the largest frator-

y of free and equal nations in history, will never
' a itself bankrupt33.:

“ We have not forgotten, whatever our
critics may say," *aid Lord Listowe),

Mr BHULA.BHA.rs CALL TO BRITAIN

Mr. Bhulabhat Desai, presiding over the
Punjab Civil Liberties Conference, quoted
President Roosevelt's words " The mere
conquest of our enemies is not enough.
We must go -Bh to do all in our power to
conquer double, fears, ignorance and greed
which made this horror possible" Com-
menting 00 this statement. Mr Desai said

.

“ i"**" »• '--JSy-jsi ,3

the same series of destruction. If Mr. Roosevelt's

statement means anything. It ineatu that the wei

would have been fought in vain if 1he aobject race*

who had been made to fight in this war for freedom

and in the name of freedom, were to remain lo«ub-

The question of India'* independence should bo

made a major issue It fa my primary duly lo lfll

you that our voice should be a common united

voire. If peace is to be founded on genuine freedom,

then the freedom of the subject races ia the real

iMtie I am more concerned to-day with tho declara-

tion of India’s freedom than with anything else.

Britain ha* oot to fight * was to free us. Britain

has only to resliie that every free country 1* »

genuine friend. Britain has only to rentire that

every Iree rountry ia » genuine fnrod. Britain tu
only to reorganize its psychology and make up II*

mind. A small revolutionary psychological chango

We mint first get freedom to govern ooreeUe*
and then we can fashion laws for p-ovidiog «he
individual and personal freedom of our citizen*. It

is foe this thal we want the freedom ofour leader*

Let ua link all our differences and even our ideologies

for the sake nf attaining India’s freedom

I, therefore, appeal to the people of India, “not
to m>»e what may happen to be the last opportunity
to gain our freedom, by subordinating. provincial
pereooal. ideological o» even religions differences-

Let ue gam our freedom, iho future wiU lopk after

iteelf when we are a fre* people.

Sir ARCOT’S SPEECH AT FRISCO

The Chairman nf the Indian Delegation,

Sir Ramaswami Mudahar, told the San
Francisco Conference that it was doe to unity

with others, that the Great Powers had been
able to achieve success He said

:

I brliotfo

world has 1

•o much on independence. vl ,

tapplaueel While the small nation
- a responsibility is on tbs Qivi.

t to the Great Tow«

gn rights, but I behove the
Regs when emphaais rests oot

Interdependence

humbly t

rho hove ontnbut:

While we am all thinking of the 0tome (° prevent aggression, we are
the basic factor in all these co
cause which leads to aggression eco
injustices (applause).

Sir Ramaswami Mudaliar spoke a* "»»
Asiatic, and said that India was ready to
take her rightful place in the work of peace,
and in combating aggression,



Educational

LIST OF TATA SCHOLARS

Twelve students from five Indian Uni-

versities have been awarded scholarship

from the J N Tata Endowment fcr higher

education abroad in the current year.

Half of these will proceed to the United

States and the others to Britain

Engineering and Chemistry are the lines

of Study favoured by most of these scholars,

including various branches such as chemical

engineering, automobile engineering, metal-

lurgy, fuel technology, dyestuff research,

pharmaceutics, geology, and soil research

The names of the schoiats are Mr. R B.
Contractor (Bombay) Mr. D F Vasuma
(Bombay), Mr Mmocher K Patel (Benares
Hindu University)

,
Mr K I Narasimham

(Bombay), Mr G C Bank (Calcutta), Mr.

K. A Balaktishna (Bombay), Mr S|K. Mobile
(Bombay), Mr M V Kamath (Madras), Mr.
S K Chakravorty (Calcutta)

,
Mr. T K.Cheuan

(Benares Hindu University), Mr P Sankara-
mutthi (Madras), and Mr. O Tahbuddin
(Lucknow)

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR SCHEDULED
CLASSES

Rs 3 lakhs per annum for 5 years from

1944-45 had been sanctioned for scholarships

to be given to students belonging to the

Scheduled Classes, of which approximately

half wbs intended to be spent on scholar-

ships for study tn India, and the other half

for study abroad, said the Development

and Planning Member, Sir Ardeshir Dalai,

m reply to an Assembly question A
special committee to consider the applications

had been set up

It was also intended that adequate re-

presentation should be given to minority
communities, including the Scheduled Classes,
provided1 that suitable candidates from these
communities were forthcoming, in the
recently announced scheme to send appro-
ximately 500 students overeas for technical

i education.

A UNIVERSITY FOR THE SIKHS

The need to establish a Sikh University

at Amritsar, was stressed by Strtfar Bahadur

Ujjal Singh, M LA ,
in the course of Ms

presidential address delivered at the 32nd

session or the Sikh Educational Conference

at Sheikbpura.
“ Our aim,” he said, “is to have a separate

Sikh University at Amritsar. The establish-

ment of an Engineering College will bring

us much nearer to our goal _
The Khalsa

College, Amritsar has got all the facilities

for the location of such a college on a

most suitable site. Let the funds be raised,

not only voluntarily but also by levying *

cess on the Sikh revenue and income-tax

payers I hope the Government will facili-

tate the passing of a cess bill for this

purpose The Engineering College will

prove a coping stone in the edifice of 8

Sikh University at Amritsar".

TEACHERS’ CONFERENCE
Prof Hi.mavim Kabir in his presidential

address at the 23rd session of All-Bengal
Teachers, Conference held at Krishnagar
observ ed :

'

The present educational system in India
requires thorough overhauling It has failed
to meet the demands of our Individual and
social life. It was designed to look to the
interest of an alien rule and could not but
hamper the growth of education in the true
sense of the term It saps initiative of the
people and induces meek submission.

It has led to a weakening of national
character and has made Us unable to face
the challenge of life.

Sir C R. REDDY
.
S ,r C Ramalmga Redd! was elected

Vice Chancellor of the Andbra University

xr" n o
0165 a8,inst 32 votes secured by

Mr. 13 Sambamurti, at the meeting of -the
5enate of the University.
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LIST OF TATA SCHOLARS

Twelve students from five Indian Uni-

versities have been awarded scholarship

from the J N Tata Endowment fcr higher

education abroad in the current year

Half of these will proceed to the United
States and the others to Britain

Engineering and Chemistry are the lines

oi study favoured by most of these scholars,

including various branches such as chemical

engineering, automobile engineering, metal-

lurgy, fuel technology, dyestuff research,

pharmaceutics, geology, and soil research

The names of the scholars are Mr. R B.

Contractor (Bombay)
, Mr. D F. Vasunia

(Bombay), Mr. Minocher K Patel (Benares
Hindu University)

, Mr K. I Narasimhara
(Bombay), Mr G C. Basak (Calcutta), Mr
K A Balakrishna (Bombay), Mr SjK. Mobile
(Bombay), Mr M V Kamalh (Madras), Mr.

S K Chakravoity (Calcutta), Mr T K. Cher ran

(Benares Hindu Universityj, Mr P Sankara-
murthi (Madras), and Mr. 0 Tahbuddin
(Lucknow)

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR SCHEDULED
CLASSES

Rs 3 lakhs per annum for 5 years from
1944-45 had been sanctioned for scholarships
to be given to students belonging to the
Scheduled Classes, of which approximately
half was intended to be spent on scholar-
ships for study in India, and the other half
for stndy abroad, said the Development
and Planning Member, Sir Ardeshir Dalai,
in reply to an Assembly question A
special committee to consider the applications
had been set up

It was also intended that adequate re-
presentation should be given to minority
communities, including the Scheduled Classes,
provide* that suitable candidates from these
communities were forthcoming, in the
recently announced scheme to send appro-
ximately 500 students overeas for technical

education,

A UNIVERSITY FOR THE SIKHS
The need to establish a Sikh University

at Amritsar, was stressed by Sirdar Bahadur
Ujjal Singh, M LA

,
in the course of his

presidential address delivered at the 32nd
sessich of the Sikh Educational Conference
at Sheikhpura

" Our atm,’’ he said, "is to have a separate
Sikh University at Amritsar. The establish-

ment of au Engineering College will bring
us much nearer to our goal The Khalsa
College, Amritsar has got all the facilities

for the location of such a college on a
most suitable site. Let the funds be raised,
not only voluntarily but also by levying a
cess on the Sikh revenue and income-tax
payers 1 hope the Government will facili-

tate the passing of a cess bill for this
purpose The Eog.oeenng College will
prove a coping stone m the edifice of a
Sikh Univeisity at Amntsar''.

TEACHERS’ CONFERENCE
Prof Humayun Kabir m his presidential

address at the 23rd session of All-Bengal
Teachers, Conference held at Knshnaear

The present educational system in India
requires thorough overhauling It has failed
to meet the demands of our Individual and
social life. It was designed to look to the
interest of an alien rule and could not but
hamper the growth of education in the true
sense of the term It saps initiative of the
people and induces meek submission.

.... . weakening
character and has made us ona'
the challenge of life.

national

MR C R. REDDY
Sir C. Ramaiioga Reddi was elected

Vice-Chancellor of the Andhra University
by 5- votes against 32 votes secured by
Mr. B Sambamurti, at the meeting of -the
Senate of the University.



Insurance

SOCIAL INSURANCE PLANS

An outstanding feature of the year, says

a press correspondent, has been the prepa-

rations for a social insurance plan for India,

similar to the Beveridge Scheme The

sickness insurance scheme contemplated by

Government on a fompulsory basis for

factory workers in certain industries is a

welcome beginning in social insurance and

Is expected to be a precursor of various

other schemes of social security for the

industrial population The provision of

compulsory insurance for payment of certain

amount on sickness and of certain types

of medical benefit should make the general

population of the country insurance-

minded, which will have very healthy

repercussions on the expansion of insurance

business in this countiy

With ambitious plans for post war agri-

cultural and Industrial development of the

country ahead of us, the task of Indian

insurance will be to adapt itself to chang-

ing conditions

In the sphere oi life insurance, it is

being suggested that the problem is one

of improvement of the existing companies

instead of adding a few new ones The
Bill before the Legislature seeks to facilitate

amalgamations II is further utged that

the policy conditions may be liberalised,

at least to the extent of coveting the barest

minimum requirements of Section 113 of

the Act, and that steps should be taken

to educate licensed agents so as to fit

them for the task of carrying the gospel of

insurance It is also suggested that policies

up to Rs 1,000 may be issued without
medical examination A further suggestion

is that there should be held, as soon as

practicable, a combined mortality investi-

gation of Indian assured lives

For the past few years, there has been a

dearth of trained stall and the decision
of the Indian Life Assurance Offices'

Association during the year to introduce

. examinations in insurance and to arrange
lectures at regular intervals lor insurance
personnel under training is a welcome move.

WAR RISK INSURANCE
The new schedule of cargo war risk

insurance rates contains widespread reduc-

tion to respect of Persian Gulf, African,

Indian, Australian and Mediterranean, as

well as some South American and West
Indian voyages. The changes include

:

Persian Gulf to or from Australia, 3 per cent,

against and to or from the east coast

of India, 2 against India to or from
Alexandria, against 3 for the west
coast and Ceylon and 3 against 3^4 for

the east coast.

INSURANCE 2,500 YEARS AGO

!

Tubes in the southern areas of Palestine
and Transjordan about 2,500 years ago,
knew ail about insurance Arrangements
were made in the Fifth Century B G by
these tribes for mutual compensation in

the event of the theft of their camels—
important assets to nomad tribes—by
raiding parties. The Association of
Insurance Brokers in Palestine revealed
this interesting fact in the first issue oT
their new monthly organ in^erusatem.

INSURANCE MANAGEMENT
It is announced that the Government of

Tndia have decided to set up a committee
to inquire into and recommend measures
to check certain trends and undesirable
features in the management of insurance
companies The committee will consist of
Sir CowasjeeJehangir (Chairman), Mr. Wajahat
Hussain, Sir Alan Lloyd, Mr. J K. Mitter,
Sir George Morton, Mr. R P. Shroff and
Mr. L S Vaidyanathan (Secretary).

ORIENTAL'S BUSINESS FOR 1944
The amount of New Life Assurance

Business written by the Oriental during the
above year was as follows

:

87,369 Policies assuring Rs. 21,83,70,285.
The above figure while showing an

increase of over 6% crores in the sum
assuied over the figure for 1943 constitutes
a new record for the Company.
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WORLD WOMEN’S LEAGUE
The annual Council of the Women’s

International League for Peace and Freedom

passed a resolution early last month re-

affirming the belief that “ the continued

denial of independence for India is a

fundamental contradiction of Eritam’s claim

for moral leadership in the struggle for

freedom”. The resolution states the Council

"views with dismay" that India is not an

equal member with other nations assembled

at Frisco Conference. Believing that India's

contribution to the plans now being made

is essential in the interest of the peace

of the world and can only be made by

representatives in whom the country has

trust, it urges the immediate and uncondi-

tional release of political prisoners to

facilitate the formation of such provincial

and national self-government as will enable

a free India to take her rightful share in

the peace settlement

BRITISH WOMEN’S WAR WORK
European British women in India between

the ages of 18 and 50, who are not

permanent Government employees, mihtaty

or civil, number 14,300, says a communique

issued recently giving figures of -women
registered under the Ordinance of Oct 1944

The main object of the Ordinance was

to obtain a clear picture of the war work
women in each district were in • position

to do, so as to help the local authorities

to offer an opportunity for such work for

all women residing in their district and

to find the most suitable work for each

woman to do.

Of the total number registered under
the Ordinance, 9,224 were found to be
doing voluntary war woik, 3,245 of them
for more than 20 hours a week, 2,049
were unable to undertake war work for

reasons deemed sufficient by local autho-

rities, 772 were not engaged in war work
owing to lack of opportunity, being in

remote districts, etc
,
and 2,255 were doing

» no work for reasons appearing to the local

authorities to be insufficient, though many

of them had expressed willingness to

undertake work when offered. It should

be noted, the communique proceeds, that

women in Government service were not

required to register and that at the time

of registration. 2,200 European British women
were employed in the IV.A.C. (I) besides those

otherwise employed under Government.

Thus, out of 14,300 European British

women registered under the Ordinance only

2,255 or about 16 per cent, who could

take up war work had not done so.

GANDHJJI \ND WOMEN WORKERS
Mahatma Gandhi, in his 70-minute talk

to the 80 women workers attending the

provincial ‘ instructors' training camp at

Botivli, gave practical advice on the various

problems that might confront them In their

work.

Answering Shrimati Mridnla Ben's
questions as to what were the good * and
bad points of Indians, as a nation, Mahatma
Gandhi observed that he was convinced
that in the snm the former far outweighed
the latter. Indians had many defects.

_

India was a slave country and her slavery
dated much farther back than the British

conquest of India Slavery of evil customs
and superstitions, he knew, was the worst
form of slavery, but the solace that he
would find in India, he could find"

nowhere else. He had lived in England
and he had spent the best part of his
life in South Africa. Vet he could not
adopt other countries as his home. In
reply to a friend's query years ago he
had said that he wanted to die in the lap
of his mother. His own mother, who was
a frail little woman, had died years ago.
But Mother India, tffith her eighty crores
of hands, eighty crores o! feet and 40
crores of mouths, had beckoned to him
from across the cseas and he could not
resist the call.
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MEDICAL AID TO POORER CLASSES

Dr. Jivraj M. Mehta. President of the

Indian Medical Association, at a reception

given him by the Bengal Branch of the

association, outlined a scheme (or the

formation of a society of medical men with

100 members in each province, to provide

cheap medical service to poor and middle-

class people

The scheme, which Dr Mehta placed

before the members of the medical

profession for their consideration, was that

the medical men recruited should lend

their wholetime services as life members
of the proposed society. They should be
given a graded pay, besides other amenities.

They would be allowed private practice,

but their fees shonld go t0 'he funds of

the society.

Dr. Mehta explained that it was not

proposed that free service would be
rendered by the society to poor and
middle-class families What was intended

was that a moderate tee, in some cases

only a nominal fee, should be charged for

the service rendered to such families

Dr Mehta referred to the present high

cost of medical treatment m this country,

and emphasized that it was urgently
necessary that some means should be
devised to give relief to the poor and
middle-class people who could not afford

such costly treatment He urged that the
members of the society he had suggested
should be Imbued with a missionary zeal
and an idea of social service.

SUPER PENICILLIN

Synthidin— a synthetic form of penicillin
thousands of times more active than the
natural drug and produced by American
research workers on a British formula-
will be on, sale in Britain soon.

Synthidin kills germs which are unaffected
by natural penicillin and can be used m
dilated form It is especially deadly to
the germ of blood poisoning. Manufactur-
ing costs are less than one quarter of
those for penicillin extracted from fungus.

HEALTH MINISTRY AT CENTRE

The establishment of a medical college

for every unit of 3 lakhs of population,'

the setting-up of a Health Ministry at the

Centre and in the Provinces, and a scheme

for advance training for doctors in Che

UK, U5SR, and USA. are some of

the important recommendations made by

the Bhore Committee to the Government

of India.

The Committee is reported to have

made a severe criticism of the public

health services, hospital administration and

health legislation, which they consider

inadequate and ill-co-ordinated.

CRAZE ABOUT VITAMIN TABLETS
Balanced diet can be carried too far,

Lord Horder told the Food Education

Society in his presidential address in

London recently, reports the Empire News.

"The principle is sound and badly needs
Strengthening," he said, “but as 'for

i'ggering about with the individual courses

of an individual meal that is sheer non-
sense

“I remember there was a very serious-

minded person at one of our conferences
who told us that she added vitamins to a

plate of pea-soup to balance It. That
shows you how far you can go when you
get a bee in your bonnet."

PHYSICAL DEFECTS IN CHILDREN
An article in a recent issue of the

Indian Medical Journal gives a statistical

analysis of physical defects in respect of

some 400 students belonging to ’ the

V.M C A. College of Physical Education,

Saidaptt, as testified to by the College

Medical Officer. According to the report,

as many as 69 per cent of the students

show some physical defect or another—
postural defects being the foremost,

defective teeth and hookworm infection

taking the second and third places

respectively. Malnutrition is noticeable in

32 per cent, of the students. Other defects

noticed are skin diseases and defective
• vision.
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BANKING COMPANIES BILL

Sir Jeremy Raisman, Finance Member,

moved m the Assembly that the BtU to

consolidate and amend the law relating to

Banking Companies be referred to a Select

Committee As compared with the detailed

Banking Codes in the United States and

Canada the Finance Member said the present

Bill was modest m scope since it attempted

to lay down onlv the minimum essentials

of sound banking

Mr T T Knshnamachan (Nationalist)

asked for an early enquiry into the whole

credit structure of the country m the light

of the views of various committees which

had reported in the past as well as the

experience gamed by the Reserve Bank

of India

Mr Anatithasayanam Ayyangat (Congress)

criticized the Finance Member for leaving

agricultural and industrial banks out of the

scope of the Bill The Bill he said,

would thus help neither the industries nor

the agricnltare of this country The Bill

sought to safeguard depositors but we in

India, were more anxious to borrow than

to deposit

ru\

3

VB NATIONAL BANK JUBILEE
Donations amounting to R» 75 000 were

announced by Mr Yodh Raj Managing
Director and Chairman of the Board of

Directors of the Punjab National Bank on
the occasion of the concluding day of the

Golden Jobilee celebration of the Bank on
April 12 Of the total amopnt of donation

a sum of Rs 50 000 has been earmarked
for educational institutions and hospitals

A sum of Rs 25 000 has been donated
for promoting social, economic, educational

and moral advancement of the Indian people
and for promoting inter communal harmony
between different castes and creeds in India

The Chairman said that the Punjab
National Bank, which was started with a

modest capital of Rs 20000 in Lahore,
to day occupied the thud ptace among
India s big five banks and had accumulated
assets ol over rupees 50 crores and had
173 offices working all over the country

ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR RAILWAYS

A meeting of the Central Advisory Council

for Railways was held at New Delhi on

April 14, says a Press note The Council

approved the policy of providing three classes

of railway compartments in designing pas

senger coaches for the post war period and

the principle that the fares to be charged

for the three classes should correspond to

the present third class, inter class, and second

class fares, though the actual rates would
have to be based on prevailing price levels

and other factors Airconditioned travel

where it is considered necessary, would be

an addition to these three standard classes

The Council also approved in principle the

amalgamation of the M and S M and S I

Railways

The catering policy on railways was
reviewed and the Conned recommended
that those catering arrangements which were
satisfactory should not be disturbed during

the war, but after the war each catering

contractor should be limited to an area

not exceeding the equivalent of two railway

divisions and preference should be given
to professional local caterers where these
were available

LIQUIDATION OF M 8 M BAILRAY COMPANY

Stockholders are advised that the liquidators

of the Madras and Southern Mahratta Rad
way Company are arranging to pay towards
the end of this month a further three per cent
dividend for absorbing £1 50 000 still jn

their hands It as anticipated an additional
small distribution will be possible when the
Company s liabilities in the United Kingdom
and India are finally determined

SIND BOMBAY RAILWAY

The Railway Board has decided to give
priority to the construction of the proposed
direct Sind Bombay railway as part of
post war development of railways m India
This decision was communicated to th®
Karachi mercantile deputation who intended
to proceed to Delhi to place the matter
before the India Government
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BA.QA—THE GLORY OF INDIAN MUSIC

Speaking at the Music Academy, Madras,

Mr. T. L. Venkatarama Aiyar discussed

music as an ait and a science. He said

that classical musicians like Thyagaraja,

Dikshitar and Shyama Sastri had emphasized

the importance of music as an art. To-day

music had come to be democratised.

Democracy may have great use in politics

but in the realm of art, democracy had

no place. It is the daty of all lovers of

literature and of art to preserve and

maintain the highest in art and not lower

it in the name of democracy

Tracing the growth of classical music in

India, Mr. Venkatarama Aiyar said that in

the .Vedic period when the Sama Veda
was sung, they did not have a variety of

' ragas' except * Karaharapriya They had

no ‘ ragas ’ and no ‘ talas ' By the time

of Bharatha, the art had been developed

and 22 ‘Sruthis’ had become established.

The subsequent development of the
• ragas ’ constituted the chief glory of

Indian music. “ The conception of ‘ raga *

is unknown to other countries Many of

the present-day movements really did not

understand the glory behind the ‘ ragas
’

The * ragas ’ have each a distinctive lorm

This is the ideal in South Indian music ’•

FESTIVAL OF ART FOR KIDS
"All children are individual artists opto

about the age of 10 “ The Museum of

Modern Aft in New York is so convinced

of this idea that it sets up an annual
" Holiday Circus " in which young (4 to 8)

hopefuls can draw, design and paint, their

little hearts out This year's festival, the

fourth, opened recently states an American
report Adults are’ not allowed at

any time because adults and fledgling
spontaneous are emphatically don’t mix

Victor D’Amico, the Director of the
Young People’s Gallery, has contrived his
small-fry atelier with a wonderland ante-
room full of tricky gadgets. The workshop
proper is stocked with everything a young
artist ever dreamed about, painting tables

.with brushes, plenty of paint, and reams

SYDNEY CORDER OF POONA WHEELERS

Brilliant cycling by Sydney Corder of —
the Poona Wheelers was the main feature

of the second annual open meet of-ihe

Bombay Cycling Club held at the

Brabource Stadium, Bombay, last mofitb,

when over eighty cyclists took part.

Corder not only won the thousand metres

time trial, thousand metres sprint, four'

thousand metres lap race and the two
thousand metres combined team pursuit

and four thousand metres team pursuit

but also established a new All-India record

for the thousand metres time trial with

one minute 24 9 seconds, beating (he

record created by R. Rbead recently of

one minute 26 seconds,

PHYSICAL CULTURE IN U.P.

Mr. J L. Sathe, Adviser to the U.P.

Governor (Revenue), inaugurating the first

meeting of the Technical Committee of the

Council of Physical Culture stressed the

need of promoting an intensive as well as

extensive campaign for physical fitness

among the people. The campaign, he said,

would have to embrace all possible kinds
of games, exercises and 'recreations which
would go to the promotion of physical
fitness It would not confine itself to only
one line of approach.

The committee considered various
schemes for the improvement of the
physique of the people of the province
and appointed .seven sub-committees.

LIQHTWEIQHT CHAMPION
Zunta, world lightweight champion,

according to the National Boxing Associa-
tion. lost the title, being knocked oat in-*''
the second round of a 15-round contest
by Ike Williams, a Negro contender from
Trenton, New Jersey.

CYCLE RACE CHAMPION
In the seventh All-India 44-mi!e cycle

race held at Dewas (Jr) under the auspices
of the Mabaraji Chamnabai Physical Culture
Institute, Chenbasappa of Jamkhandi State
(Du.), came out 'first covering the distance
m 3 hours 5 minutes and 38 seconds.
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MANUFACTURE OF MOTOR CARS

In the Central Assembly the Commerce

Member indicated, in reply to Mr. Manu
Subedar, that two companies had been

registered in India for the manufacture of

motor cats, and consent had been given

by the Examiner of Capital Issues to the

following issues of shares Premier Auto-

mobiles, Ltd ,
Bombay, Rs 2,25,00,000 and

Hindustan, Motors Ltd ,Ok ha Rs 4,87 50,000

Q What means have the Government
got of supervising, checking, revising or

otherwise controlling the nature of the

contracts, which such Arms could make
with foreign companies or corporations i

An* No such means are expressly

provided for It will, however, be possible

to consider the subject at the stage- of

releasing the invested capital from invest-

ment if any such measure of control is

in operation at the time when such retease

is applied for Control can also be exercised

at the stage of allowing import licences,

priorities, release of controlled materials, etc.

The Commerce Member stated that two

factories in India manufactured types A
substantial pottion of the capital of one of

them had been subscribed by Indians

Figures regarding the output of the factories

could not be divulged for security reasons.

CANADIAN CABS FOR INDIA

Details are now available of the Mutual

Aid Agreement that was concluded between

Canada and India in August last. A large

part of the supplies of motor transport

required for the Indian Army is bejog

furnished by Canada and it is expected

that the war supplies to be furnished to the

Government of India in accordance with

this Mutual Aid Agreement will consist

of automotive equipment for the military

force* in India

The Agreement bears 11 articles, wherein
it is said the Government of Canada will
male available to the Government of India
such war supplies fis the Government of
Canada shall authorise from time to time

’ to be provided

TATA AIR SERVICE

Daily fast airmail services all the seven _
days in th? week between Bombay, New
Delhi, Karachi, Bombay, Madras and Colombo
have been planned by the Tata airlines.

Time tables have been drawn up and ap-

proved by the authorities and extra staff have

been recruited to meet the requirements.

Before the war, Tatas were only running

a skeleton service twice a week between
Bombay and New Delhi. The j’ourney used
to take nine hours. The Karachi-Bombay,
Madras Colombo travel was still more
tedious Under the new time table the

Bombay-Uelhi journey can be done within

five hours One could leave Bombay in the

rooming and reach Delhi by noon and
after finishing urgent engagements one could
return to Bombay before sunset. Similarly

leaving Karachi early in the morning,
one can breakfast in Bombay, lunch at

Hyderabad, early tea in Madras and late tea

in Colombo, thus completing the Karachi
to Colombo journey within 11^ hours.

BOMBAY CALCUTTA SERVICE *’

The Bombay to Calcutta service, which
remained a dream for a long time, took
final shape last month. Tata's submitted
their Bombay-Calcutta scheme to the Gov.
ernment oflndia for approval in 1935 and
it has been now sanctioned as a bi-weekly
service. The bi-weekly air service will
operate for the Bombay-Calcutta journey
on Mondays and Wednesdays and for the *

return journey on Tuesdays and Thursdays.

The daily fast service between Karachi
t

'

and Colombo vta Bombay and Madras is
jexpected to come into force from May 1

. j J
BOMBAY TO DELHI BY AIR

*

nr uauy air service between Bombay and
Delhi commenced on April 16. The first

Bombay on Monday 16th morning
at 7-50 and reached Delhi at 12.25 pm.
The journey from Delhi began at 1 p.m. and
the plane reached Bombay at 5 50 in the

*T*
m
“*V

°n faolh the trip*. the planes
halted for 30 minutes at Ahmedabad for
breakfast and tea.
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Ds. AMBEDKMVB BILL

The Assembly passed Dr Ambedkar's

Bill to provide for holidays with pay for

factory workers Dr. Ambedkar accepted

an amendment of Mr. Ananthasayinam

Iyengar which raised the number of holidays

with pay Irom sever to ten days in a year.

The House also adoped Sir Azizul Haque’s

Bill to amend the Indian Companies Act,

1913. The Bill is intended to facilitate the

withdrawal of an employer's contribution to

provident funds.

••PEACE CHARTER" FOR 08. LABOUR

A "
Peace Charter *"

for labour and

management intended to prevent indnstrial

strife when United States war economy
contracts to peace basis, was announced in

Washington The announcement was made
jointly by Mr. William Green, President

of the American Federation of Labour.
Mr. Philip Murray, Chairman of the Congress
of Industrial Organization, and Mr Eric
Johnston, President of the United States

Chamber of Commerce The charter, which
must be submitted to the otganizations

headed by these three, declares that they
support " private property and free choice

of action under the system of private

Competitive capitalism
"

LABOUR PROBLEMS IN INDIA

Industrial labour in India, though numeri-

cally unimpressive, is an important lactor

in the country's economic and political

life, as a Urge part of India’s wealth is

produced by it and it is destined to play a

progressive part in the affairs of the country,

siid Mr. Dinkar Desai, speaking on “India’s

Post-war Labour Problems" at the Tata
Institute ol Social Science, Bombay,
recently.

Mr. Desai said that unless proper measures
were taken to satisfy ibe basic needs of
labour, sttikes were likely to break out soon
after the war was over. The Government
plans for labour, he said, were propa-
gandist He feared that the Indian
industrialists might make common cause
with the British in the exploitation of the

*"* ignorant masses.

RECRUITMENT TO THE SERVICES

The Sapru Committee has cabled a

resolution to Lord Wavell and the Secretary -

of State in London, recommending

that no recruitment of non-Indian personnel

fat the ICS, the I.P.S., or similar services

be made by the Secretary of State.

The resolution says : •
In view of tho promise of the establishment

of fall Self-Government la this country at the

earliest date, this committee strongly recommends

that no recruitment of non Indian < personnel for

the ICS, I p.S , or similar services should now

be made by the Secretary of Stato, because

recruits ot the required competence are available

In this country and the recruitment of noo-

Indians would prejudicially effort the working of

the future constitution.

BRITISH AND INDIAN ARMY OFFICERS

The effect oLtbe decision of the Govern-

ment of India to grant the Indian

Commissioned Officer a special war pay

which will bring his pay to the level of_

the pay of the British officer, will be that

an Indian Commissioned Officer will receive :

(a) Basic pay of rank and lodging

allowance at the same rates as are admis-
sible to single British officers

(b) Family allowance under the new
code applicable to mimed British officeis.

AMERICAN FAMINE RELIEF PLAN

Plans for extending American famine relief
efforts in the affected areas of Bengal and
other Indian Provinces have been announc-
ed by Mr William Phillips, 'recently
President Roosevelt's Personal Representa-
tive in India, when he launched a national
campaign l0 raise 51,200,000.

,,

Speaking at a luncheon sponsored by
The^American Relief for India Incorpo-

rated , he said, “ India's plight is the
direct result of war and as such it
becomes an American responsibility to
help relieve the soffering. With thousands
ol American fighting men based on Indian
soil, the United States cannot turn a deaf
eat to India’s cry for help."
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(Established in 1006)

UNITED INDIA LIFE BUILDING

ESPLANADE MADRAS

TRUSTEE

J.

OFFICIAL TRUSTEE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF MADRAS
BRANCHES AND AGENCIES ALL OVER INDIA

U F
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY 8 CO., LTD.,

MADRAS.
Jm, ’45.
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TRMANCO
Departmcnt of Information,

Huxur Cutchcrry,



FACTORIES IK THE
MAK1HG

India i po*t *ar pltni iru«t

include the starting of new indus

tries thtougnout its length and

breadth These industries will

require boilers furnace*, ranis,

pipe* pumps trolleys, crane*

mills and machinery, none of

which can be made wuhout «teel

TATA STE EE.
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Managing Agents
BINNY & CO. (MADRAS) LTD



Tea Time—In Sikkim i

Among tbe Lepcbas of Sikkim tea drinking is a custom of

great antiquity Something of the ceremonial of serving

tea remains, even among the poorer classes—not of

coarse as elaborate as tbe ntoal tea drinking of China
bat suggesting the same ideas

Individual drinking vessels are the rale bat the
tea is prepared hot, with milk and sugar added and
is dispensed from the common vessel in a largo

Bpoon_mode of a halved gourd

As between the valleys and' the ridges of their
Bteopiy pitched homeland the inhabitants of Sikkim
experience a climate which varies considerably, mostly
within the colder ranges of temperature Those
whose work keeps them at home need hot tea to
keep them warm while those who work out of doors
value tea as the best of thirst quenchers

Sikkim is just an example of the remoter parts of
India where you will always Hod Brooka Bond fresh teas
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

"SAMSON" BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS

"LAGGIT" BRAND 85% MAGNESIA ASBESTOS
BOILER COMPOSITION.

"ATLAS" BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &
FIRE HOSE VALVES. - '

" JOHN BULL '• INDICATORS AND GAUGES.
"V" ROPES. WHITTLE LINK "V" BELTING. LEATHER

BELTiNG, COTTON ROPES. BELT HOOKS.
RAWHIDE & LUBRIHIDE PINS. LACING a CUTTERS.

OBTAINABLE FROM

GANNON, DUNKERLEY & Co., Ltd.
MAORAS. BANGALORE. COIMBATORE.

THE SCINDIA STEAM NAVIGATION - CO. LTD.
FIONEERS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OP INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

MANAGING AGENTS Pitamber A Co
MROTWM MORiRJEE 4 Co., K Jadw

BOMBAY J__ _
1

ASSOCIATED COMMITS :

—

'

THE BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
, INDIAN CO OPERATIVE NAV. * T Co. Ltd

.. BATNAGAB STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
DAJ LINE. LIMITED

„ BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.
EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.

O. ».

Fot booViog of cargo and passengers, also

for dale, of sailing*, He., pleas* enquire

at Scindia House, Dougall Road, Ballard

Fetal e, Fort. Bombay or phone to:

«* n
- 2

' I £or Konkaa, Karachi end
L 0 N

,
I Coast Service

n e. n| I
T®‘ Ko’ 25061 ihaM

Scindia Tel No 30075 .. 0 lioe.

Freight Broker*

Plumber A Co Tel No. 24068
Kao,, Jadhav 1M> t Co. T,[ No 25741.

SCINDIA HOUSE,
Ballard Estate,

BOMBAY.
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He Is only • .mall boy but hi. father foccscca

that .duc.ttottty.il cost money snd haswtse-

ly invested the cost ot hi. fees That same

,um. Increased by SOX interest over 12 years

Vill see him through the University when he

grows up, so that with • lull and fruitful

education behind him he may go out into

the world with confidence and hope

How much h« will owe

to hit fatherf And how

much hi* father owe*

to hi* decision <0 Invest

hi* savings *n NiUonsl

Saving* Certificate*

Will YOU be able to

do •* much for your

son? It depends an you,
^

Join tfte ranks, of »we fathers and imfst your surplus tttcome In

NATIONAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES

Every Rs 10/ become: Rs 15/ after 12 years.

*^4lth
•f,

smple intereit free of income tax.

cathabte after thre* year: (18 months fcf

Rfc 5/*Certf'icate) with accrued interest.
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SELECTIONS
rnoM

SWAM I VIYEKANANfiA
The published writings and speeches of Swami ViveUnanda cover

more than three thousand pages. Many do cot have access to them,
and others have not the time or patience to go throngb them all.
The need for a selection from the Swamiji's writings and speeches
has theiefore long been felt The present book is in response to the
need. W« have tried to make the selections as best and as rerresen-
tative as possible. Thus we have colled some of h.s Lectures (dealing
with Toga and Indian problemrh Discourses, Interviews. Answers to
Questions, Inspired Talks. Conversations, Writings and Articlee
Letters. Teems, and have also included translation of some* Bengali*
writings and utterances. The study of the book will be facilitated hv
the Index that has been added to it. Tagee C20 Price R. sVx

Beautifully get-up and containing a fine portrait of Swamijl

ADVAtTA ASHRAMA
calcut

,

a
4, W.,„„gl0„_
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love Jtt .
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it has bam aonniioir rr°™d lhnl1

MYSORE SANDAL SOAP is “
ideal soap lor baby’a complex, aA. t.

ricb.parc. creamy latter I*»c » »

the liny porea rrilbont- ta*
aod Icarca a amoothnosa dellghtM

to touch. Do t', "t 4“?

is rtaabed Irom bead to too with

MYSORE SANDAL SOAr-a partly

prodact coaoriog better health.

rur MYSORE COVER™'-" SOAP FACTORY'
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UNIQUE IN ITS KIND I

Du iei txul after death t

Hers with this unique volume:

LIFE BEYOND DEATH
A CRITICAL STUDY IN THE MYSTERY OF PSYCHE AND SPIRITUALISM

BY
SWAM1 ABHEDANANDA

Let your doubts be eleared . —philosophical queries be satisfied,—achin') hearts be pacified t

EXTRACTS FROM TUB CONTESTS

mm

HAMAKftlSHNA VEDANTA MATH
l'jn, RAJA RAJKRISIINA STREET. CALCDTTA.

NEW HORIZONS
An Illustrated Monthly

Covers AH Human Interests
A remarkable achierement in the war lime. A tbnll of discovery
will be yours wbcn yon realize how ranch there u to be gotten
from it, tactual knowledge, interpretation of news ereote, atones,
art aod aclence, health nod beauty, satire aod humour, film and
fashions and many other up to dato features

DISTINCTIVE rORMAT
IMPRESSIVE ILLUSTRATIONS

No Other Periodical Duplicates It.

e
As. II per copy, Rs. 9 yearly,

o
Furrier information from

CIRCULATION MANAGER
#. CAR SPORE ROAD • - ALLAHABAC

O
PUBLISHED by KITAB1STAN
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mi n» ii Muim ifthcnmt it

IISORLRCE CO., LTO.

roe
'

firt, Accidmt, Kotor, Karint end
1 elliir Ctrural tmaranct

Ce»**l|
national nut 1

tmtMl JJI JUBANCE CO, LTD,
t, ttntll Inti ttrist, Clients.

ittiro* rrO*ch -
Natmusl Insurance BuMinJ,

362, Chin* Pszar Road.

r.pUn.Jn

SuM>3>r« at •

Baneslor* 6 Madam.

13

BIRTH CONTROL
Hygienic and Sanitary good* tor

Ladies and Gents.

ENTS. Each. Tea V°z-

Rs. il*

Bs. «-»*

French Paragon Aa. 4.

II W. Sheath As. «.

Silk Paragon Ae 8. R* ® *•

Silk L Paragon Re I. , R»-

lencan L. Sheatb Ila. 1-8. R* 17-9.

American Tipa Aa 8. Re. B &•

LADIES. F.ACH.

P.ubber Check Peaanry Ra. 2. Ill <l'7-

.. „ Ra. 1.8. Indqty-
_ «*to" Tablets. Ra 1-14 per Tub*

“ Neurello‘* Jelly Rs. 1 15. per Jar.
“ Belledaine Bend" (For wearing
during the meneea period.) Rt. S-4. Each.

- HEALTH & Co. (u.)
OVP. MAJESTIC CINEMA,

CtRCAUM. BOMBAY, «•

THE HEAP IIEAU?
Tb« permanrnt Core, ha Relapse.

I

Deaf People 1—Very earnest method to restore

ths accuracy of hearing power mute man ellously.

No mailer if there is any derangement eeia-
1 bliebed in the apparatiu GUARANTEED and
' Reeopnised “EMERALD PILLS AND RAPID
]

AUKAUMIOP ” ttlegd ) (Combined treatment)
i Re, n 13 0 Pull course. Trial course Its. 7-6-0.

|

LEUCOUERMA
' The only invention upto data recognised end
praised from eoest to coast for uniquo cure of
\\ hue l'stchfu only by interaat use. Histologically
Demons! re ted ami UNANIMOUSLY admitted.
“ LEUCODLRMINE ’• (Regd

)
Re. 25-1JO per

1 bottle. Perfect Cure >• guaranteed. No
1

matter if congenital or self acquired.

ASTHMA CURE
You surely rrpoct for radical cum You tried

o many 1 but they were relieving agents I shall
curs veu permanently. No relapse guaranteed.

1 Any chrome nature or type of asthma and bron-
chitis, colic pam. pile* and fistula era also cured
successfully.

1 CATARACT (without knlle)
1 No matter ripo or unripe. No matter however
eld the patient. Cura guaranteed. No etek bed
or hoepital nation Particulars Free. Give full

J
particulsrs end history to Dr SHERMA.Y. rc».

1
IU-S-A ) lieU it.hangs (Fandpur), Bengal, India.
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K. M. S. LAKSHMANIER & SONS

Yarn Merchants, Bankers & Commission Agents,

11, Manjanakara Street, MADURA (South India )

'Branch'S TIND1VANAM, MADRAS, NAGARI, BEZWADA

(including Hyderabad State) COCANADA, VIZIANAGARAM CITY

(including Orissa Province), and RAIPUR (Central Province)

Selluifl Agents To*

Messrs MADURA MILLS Co, Ltd,

Madura, Tutlcorin ® Ambasamudram

(South India)

Chief Agents Fot

The PANDYAN INSURANCE Co , Ltd

,

MADURA

(South India)

Will be Glad to Represent Leading Manufacturers and Direct Importers as

Agents or Distributors lor their products In India

LATEST ARRIVALS

Before l Forget by Henry Rose

Where" I w»» Bl ud by Ian Fraser

Autobiography of Frink Swlnmrtoo
Kotp the Peace Throng 1* Air Power
by Allan A Michie* •

New Horizon* by J T Murphy
Ruiiii Re*i*t* by Tat Sloan

Auitrit & After by Franz Borkenau

The Story of Dlct»tor»hlp from Earliest

Time* Till Tod y by L E Kellett

A History of BrltWh Foreign Po icy by
Ian C Hannah

U S Foreign Policy by V. alter Lippraan

Rural Amateur by ChfTord Hornby
How War Came to America by Forrest

Davis and Erocet K Lwdley
A Lady Who Loved Herself bj Catharine

\oung
A Womln'i Best Years or The Art of

Staying ^ oung by W Beran Wolfe
The Scotland Yard Book of Edgar
Wallace

The Jnles Verne Omnibus— 4 vola mono

10 8
IS 0
3 8

8 8

4 S

6 0
5 8

Paul’s Otto De Jasmin

Mado from tho Choicest Natural Jasmin Flowers

Paul’s Otto De Paris

The Most bascioating Perfume in the world

Paul’s Otto De Rose
Rose 13 tho Queeu ol liowors Its fragrance

a so good that it requtrea no introduction

One Dram R« 2

Half Ounce'R* 7 One OunCe R. 12

MAKE SCENTED HAIR OILS.

12 8

20 0

12 8

12 8

Postaqt, Etc , Eztra in all Cast

*

Messrs. BOOKS OF THE WORLD,
PUBLISHERS & BOOKSELLERS,

Heat Office —21 DM Court Housi Ssee! CALCUTTA

•Branch — Cecil Hotel BuildTag CoTTeca Street, CALCUTTA.

Why buy Scented Hair Oils from the Market T Make
your own Scented Hair Oita at your own home and
save money Mix any one Ltnd of the following
Mohini Pure Scents w,th 1C Ounces of Coeoanut

Ca3]°r cr G'ngel)y Oil and von will get
tto Jbwt SceatedHi.r OH at a iery cheap eost

,
^£*7 Pkesxnts •—(!) l Packet of Alkaoet Rootfor Colouring Od Red (2) Art of Perfumery
VARIETES OF MOHINI PURE SCENTS i

ChampakRa 2 OJPose Re is
Khas , 2 0 Kadamba
Keora ,, 2 Oj Jasmin
Musk

, SOJBokul
Lavender , 2 0 Hena

Re 14)Lily

Lotus
, t w

Cologne „ l o
Sweet „ 1 0

,
< * * ® Motia „ 1

0

jttT&S&SS.ZZnSga
S PAUt'*0>.Pnlm,r., (Dept. JR)

4, Hvprt.l Street, Dberemtote, CALCUTTA.



SPEECHES AND WRITINGS
frill# Rs 3 each

Ram Mahon Roy Sir D E Wacha

Dr. P. C Ray Annio B*‘Snl

t«4 stnC* Sir W. Wedderburn

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES

lodi.n Judge* SLetfh** of 21 l*BK>a* dodge*

Indian Chrl«lies» 'Sketche* of ftunoiM Indian

Fame... Par Biographical altelcha* of fourteen

POLITICS

Coegm* P»«il4«n\l*V Ad4re**e* (1911 1934.)

Caataiutng Ml text of FrewtoOUM Ad Ireeaee.

R«. 4.

Mah.tm. Gandhi Yh. Waft and M**'1*.

WlA CJn. Rerired «®d brought up to data. Ke. 2.

Indian* 0**ta*»» By Hr L®at» Sondaram, m a.

Rs. 1.8.

Indian National Evolution By A C,

Vatumdar B» 8

.TV* Governa.ee of India By B*ba Oovrnd.

Da*. R».S

Hind Swaraj or Indian Horn* Ruin. By
Gandhi 4th Fein- A* 8

ECONOMICS

£.**;#_ on Indian Economic* By Mahadev

By

VatmiM Rameyan a. Text in Dev«n*eari and
English Translation. Foreword by the Bt. Hon.
V. 8 Srinivasa Saatn, v.c , ob, 3rd Edition.

Tha MahabharaU. Text in Devausgan & Eogliah
Translation. Foreword by Dr Eir S. Badbakriahnui.

The Sritnad Bbegavata. Text ta Devaoageti,
and English Translation. Foreword by Dr. Sir

P S. Bivaswsmi Aijar.

UpaVhyanamaia i A Garland Of Stone* ) Selected
from Ihe Epira end tha Furnnaa, Text HI Davy,
nagari Foreword by Dr Sir C. F. Ramaswnmi Aiyar.

Tfca Upanitbsd* Selection* from the 108
Upameliade Text in Sanskrit .Dfivanagan. With
a Foreword by Prof. 81. iliriyanna, »r.A. Be. 1-4.

Prayer*. Pr.i.e. and Paalm, Text In Devana-
gsnand English Translation. Foreword by Mahatma
Gandhi Re 1-4.

Sankara'* Selert Work* Text in Devanagerl
and English translation. R« 1 4.

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY

Tha Million of
_

our Matter. By Eaetern

Eitar* on J

Govmd Ranadi

Indian Indnalrlal and Economic ProMr
V, O. Kale. It* S

INDIAN TALES

Indian Tale* of Fun, Folly and Folklore Be 2

Tale* From Ike Sanakrit Dramatiiti Second
and Revised Edition Ra 2

The Idiot'* WiIt By Dr Nareah Cbuoder Ben
Copta, t* a , Dr- A* 8

Sakanta)* By Karoala Batthianadhan At 8

Maltrayl. By Ft Sitanath Taltv abhuahan A» 4

Sir S RADHAKRISHNaN'S WORKS
Freedom aad Celtor.. Re I 8

The Heart of Hindu,un Re ] 8

INDIA'S SACRED SHRINES &. CITIES
Tbi* book give* a mid account of Important

CKira and Facred Shrine* fn fndia, together with
‘ ' ineclcd with them

only jo the
wgr> tourist

md erchi lecture^ Give* copious

itid 88 illuet

U will be found lndiapr

E
'oile pilgrim but to the fc

tereated in art end *rchi(ect4c» „„
rfwrription* of place* and tempfe architecture

and Weetern diaciplea. R». S.

acta of tha Ved
dition. Re J.

Hindu Ethic* By Baba Govinda Da* K«. *.

Temple* Chorebe « and Marque* By Yakub
Hasan. 6* illu* R* 1-8

He Firrt Four Ctltf* Of Abiaod SksB. R*. i.

WORLD TEACHERS

Jetna C&riat By Mr. S K. George. A*. 12. To
Sankaracharya i Hit I.if* and Teaching*. By

8 5 Suryanarayana Baetri. Price As. 12.

Sri Krishna t Hi* life and Teaching*.' By
Mr M R. Bampeikuroarao. 2nd Edn. Ax 12,

Life and Teaching, of Zoroa.tef. By Prof.
A. R Wadi*. As. 12

SAINTS
Chaitanya to Vleckananda. live* of the lainH

of Bengal. Re J-8

GENERAL
Famoua Balllea In Indian Hi.tory. By T. G.

Subrahraaoyeru, u A., x.r. Re, 1,

Malabar and it. Folk. Ry Mr. T. K. Copal*

Panikkar. s Ju Ju. 2.

Shake.peare-a Tr.g.die. i King Lear. Sf«betJ.
Hamlet and Ol hello. By Dr. William Miller. R» I *

<5 A NATESAN & CO. PUBLISifERS & BOOKSELLERS, ESPLANADE, MADRAS



MINDING A NATION'S BUSINESS

Papers and boards
for correspondence
dupl eating pr riling

of all kinds pack
egns ord labels

Nolepaper and
Envelopes Short
band Notebooks

The first essential to any phoned

economy is to know what is produced

and how much it costs From the

smallest farm to the biggest factory

account keeping is vital A great

vatiety of paper is needed for the job I

Ledgers may have to be preserved for
|

many years a shop 3 cash memo need !

only last a few hours A small farmer
;

needs record books which are cheap
|

and strong !

0

Titaghur make su tsble grades for

the body and covers of all kinds of

} books The best pnntcts and sta

tioners know the most economical

weight sue and quality for the pur

po*e—from the toughest of ledger

paper to be punched for loose leaf

systems to the light substance stocks

for engagement pads and the like

THE MASTER. PRINTER S CHOICE

ISSUED BT THE TITAGHUR RATER HILIS «0 ITO.

UlVtfc



SPEECHES AND WRITINGS

. Price Rs 3 each

r.» Ibta. R.T » » E- W*eh *

Dr. P. C Ray Annie Be»in»

Zri Sinte Sir W. WedJ.rburn

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
Price R« 3 eech

Indien Judges. Sketches of *1 famous Jadgee

UdUnCfcrlrtUm. Sketch* of famous Indier

NATIONAL CLASSICS

Price Re. 1.4 each.

Vnlmikt Raroayaea Text io Devaasf&ri and

English Translation. Foreword by the Rt. Hou.
V. S. Srinivasa Sastn, p.c , C a 3rd Edition.

The Mahabharata. Text in Devarmgari & English

Translation Foreword by Dr. Sir S. Radhaknshaan.

The Sritnsd Bbagavsta. Text in Deeanagari,

and English TiansUtion Foreword by Dr. Sir

p S Sivaswami Aijar.

Upath ranam ala {A Garland of Stories.) Selected

from the Epics and the Puranes. Text in Deva-
nagan. Foreword by Dr Sir C F. Ramaswami Alyar.



MINDING A NATION'S BUSINESS

The first essential to any planned

economy is to know what is produced

and how much it costs From the

smallest farm to the biggest factory

account keeping is vital A great

variety of paper is needed for the job

Ledgers may have to be preserved for

many years a shop s cash memo need

only last a few hours A small farmer

needs record books which are cheap

and strong

Papers and boards
for correspondence
dupkeat ng printing
of all kinds pack
agas and labels

Notepaper and
Envelopes Short
band Notebooks

Titaghur moke suitable grades for

the body and covers of all kinds of

books The best primers and sta

tioners know the most economical

weight sue and quality for the pur

pose—from the toughest of ledger

paper to be punched for loose-leaf

systems to the light substance stocks

for engagement pads and the like

ISSUED 8* THE tITACHUR PAPER HUES CO CTO.



REOD

Foi LOM &i)D LOVELY HAIR

Long and lovely hair beautify your face.

KA&1INIA OIL does it for you. It grows hair,

makes them smooth aud lovely, stops falling

them and turns grey hair into black. Oca onca

and you will use it for eter.

/ YOU ARE WELCOME
*

. Before leaving home sprinkle eoma drops of

:

J&A OTTO DILBAHAR (Re£i.)

ou yonr clothes end you will bo welcome by all. OTTO
DILBAHAR gives refreshing and delightful perfume and

y£iu**\ it has gained tho title of THE KINO OF PERFUMES.S™ DILBAHAR OIL «=*>•>
BAIR OIL

with its delicious eeent gives satisfaction to all. It also

imoolhcns jour hair and belps their growth. Try once.

DMLY NECESSITIES AT HOME
for headeclirs end pain in cheat

use ODMAN’S CYPRUS SALVE.
(RegdO

Tor Strength, vigour snd vitality,

Ubk Prof. JAMES’

ELECTRO TONIC PEARLS.
(Regd.)

BEAUTIFUL FACE

KAM1N1A SNOW. (Regd.)

A sure remedy for black spots,

wrinkles on the face. Makes your
skin smooth and shining.

rises pour order icifb :

ANGLO INDIAN DRUG & CHEMICAL CO.,
285, Jumtna'MasJld :> : ' BOMBAY, 2.

6lmt,



tDiT’&D by m*, o.ft. n*G*Tt $-&n.

Salvaging Japan
By Sir Robert Holland

The German Surrender

The Pakistan Idea
By Mr. T R Venkstarama Sastn, o t 8

The Control of Germany
By Me James Bryant Consul

Sapru Proposals and Indian Stales
By Sardar Ranbir Singh

Statistical Black-out in India
By Prof P C 'tfalhotra, u a

Tremendous Trifles

By Mr T K Venkataraman, H A

Labour Welfare
By Mr M C. Agarwat njl , b »o

Disraeli— ft Phase in British Imperialism
By Mr Shu Sahai Kapur,

The Problem of World Peace
By prof Hancharan Muksrjee, u a

Indian Affairs

By “An Indian Journalist

"

Foreign Affairs

By “ Chronicler"

Annual Subscription Rs. 5. (Foreign t2sh )
* *

G. A. N AT ES AN & Co., MADRAS
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, proud achievement
In Its 49th Year

IT insitrANCE Co.,— —

Head Office: LAHORE

. asrs.
**«

Total Assets exceed '

^
38

Total Claims Paid exceed '
>*!

Expense Ratio II 8%
r

' _ „ e. T »7 E? fi

Rs 3 Crores

Rs 1 1 Crores
44 Lacs

Rs 3 Crores
38 Lacs

Rs 3 Crores

14* Lacs

j dalmia
Chairman

rr~tTtF BUSINESS
A REOOP

.cr, A^D LOW LAPSE PATIOS

tow F\FE
emeNT OF CLAIMS 0 jaiN

PROMPT SETTLt
0en«ral Jfanepr

JUST PUBLISHED

fun. FOLLY and FOLKLORE

* COtXECTIOY OT THE i

TALES Or TFNLALI RAKAX

tales or MARIADA DAMAN

TALES OF RAJA BIRRAL

rSi «* AM’ «SS
THE SOT IX LAW ABROAD

hew ixdian tales

TALES OF RA'iA AND AFFAJI

1SkU.FR ofTEFTELEaOS

Price Rs. Two.

! a A. Natcsan &

Famous

Battles in Indian History

By T 0 BOBRAHMAKYAM slt.I-T

accounts of ten oc
tfa| fortunes

in these pages mAJ » lUTn v

in the history of India

COYTEYT3

The Battle of Hydaspes

The Battle of Venni

The Battle of Snpurombiyaro

The Battle of Vellur

The Battle of Raor,

The Battle of Laghman

I

Tl e Battle of Tarara

The First Battle of Pawpnt

The Battle of Knnwa
The Battle of Talikota

price Ropee One

aT’Natcan & Co ^Publi hers Madras
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According to the Radio,

Allied armies are moving •

from the West to the East

at the rate of a division a day

TO FINISH THE JAPS

!

Think what that means in the

matter of extra demands

for

AMENITIES

Please earmark your
. subscriptions to the

Governor’s War Fund,
'Amenities for Troops’’.
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Outstanding Bools Published in Apnl 1

GOLD AND CONS OH THE PATHAN FRONTIER by Abdul Qaiyum M L A

(Central)—with iMustietions and a Map

An Authoritative book on Frontier Politics

After giving a abort history of the Province and describing its people itB

leading personalities and the Khudai Khidmatgar Movement the author proceeds

to state the problem of the Pathans He ehow& how and why gold and guns

have failed to aolvo it and indicates the correot approach if the problem ia to be

solved at all

Price Rs 3.12.

OVER THERE by Suresh Vatdya

What baa been reallj happening in wor time England ? Will the Churchill

regime survive tbo war? How mil the war end? Will Britain or Rossia dominate
Europe ? What can be India e future?

These are some of the questions Jucidlj discussed in this book

Tbo author hit tbo world bead Jinea in the now famous conscription trial

Price Rs 2.8

VERDICT ON BEVERLEY NICHOLS by Gertrude Murray—Third Edition

First two editions sold out within a mouth of publication i

Price Re 1-8 I

Three Boohs of Permanent Value

INDIA AND CHINA by Sir S Radhaknshnan—Demy 8vo Pp 180 Bound w
full cloth with n jacket

Price Rs 6

The brilliant analjais elegant and practised exposition and penetrating
1

sympathy that characterise all Badhakrishnan a work are seen here m mature vigour — i

Times of India

THE CHINESE EXODUS by Prof J C Daruvata Giving first hand information
about conditions m war torn China With maps and illustrations

]

Price Rs 4.8
‘ Sheds a h°am ol light on China —Forum
An exeelhnt textbook of facts on Modern China

—

Sunday Standaid
|

FUNDAMENTAL. RIGHTS ON MAN In Theory and Practice By Prof.
'

M Venkataranga ya, M A
,
of Andhra Umvers ty ^

' Prjce Rs 2

The author baa Baccc-sfoU> discussed tho proa and cons of tlio doctrine

the
tt

EDCcT
t,aC ba9 ’S wblcb baa beeQ made 1 QSSlble by his vast study of

Or ALT, BOOKSELLERSHIND KITABS,
PUBLISHERS 267, HORNK ROAD BOMISAV



FACTS & FIGURES that

inspire CONFIDENCE
TEE TWENTY THIRD TRIENNIAL VALUATION REPORT

discloses

IMPROVED MORTALITY EXPERIENCE i#*j
REDUCED EXPENSE RATIO

NET FROFITS FOR THE TRIENNIUM 1,30,88,002
alter valuing tlie Cotnpvnj's Liabilities

nn » 8“ Interest
POLICYHOLDERS' RESERVES THEREBY INCREASED BY R». 54 I.AKJIS

n» 12 8 per Rs. 1.000 ptr annum under
Wbnle Lie A'pnrnnce Policies

Rs 10 per R# 1,000 per annatn under
Endowment Assurance Policies

ORIENTAL
GOVT. SECURITY LIFE ASSURANCE Co., Ltd.

Ettd in Inda 187ft. Head 0*tcc BOMBAY.
Rruneft O^ires —

ORIENTAL buildings,
ARMENIAN STREET. G T. MADRAS

• ContBSTOM, T„c«.,on,1.r. Tsirsxnsu, 4v0 yltlgArwi<

P*. «S.
^————

noNcsns

DECLARED
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'iT^mmizED

\ \^
A Sci*ntU c Toilet Preparation with Vitamins

Remov? 1* Pj nplea Heal* Cuts it Barns

Cures Skin Diseases tt Chapped 8km

PCTS A NATURAL BLOOM OP LOVELINESS

ON YOUR SKIN »t IS AN INVALUABLE

AID TO BPAUTY

lilnt StwU l>

•TRADES & TRADE AGENCIES G T M.ir« Lc- V
ANGLO AMERICAN AGENCIES Mount Road Madras liVfc*- _
KENATI! BROS Z Armenian St M«dr»* I V,
NEW INDIA AGENCIES lUwmtit M Feswede

T rtE CITY MART Opp Huiur off Main Rd Trivandrum

M ( K APPA ROW & Co Agents Coeanada

VITAMIN LABS, INDIA, CAWNPORE.

“CHURCHILL’S BLIND-SPOT: INDIA”
Tits latest book by N O Jog puts nr tan a Pr mo M nwter Wmston (Wo Hold

What Wo Have )
Churchill on the spot as the person primarily respons bio for Ind a s

pol ticnl deadlock

C» * Cburrh 11 » B1 nd Spot has made someth ng of n sensation It has been I ailed

by critics as the most hard h tt ng yet far b«* of the year A f w sample rev owe

ft Is d reel and Inc sire and puijeat at lit# hero h msolf —
Tho Ind an Review

Delightfully lucid An uitt tn any library —Tho Tr bune

It l» n»t In I a mp ichlnj CWurcbll but Church II damning
h nitif —The Blitz

«* Copes posted to em neat fore,, a trends of Ind a Ike Ilsrold I stkl Edwar 1

Thompson Pearl Buck Lotus F schar L a Yutang ete have
j ut <1 sappearej into tho blue

5-The Bombay Government even refwed tv fjrwarl tho book to Dr Fattabld
S'Ursmayya. Member of the Congress Workog Comm tteo in detention tl o igh it ia In
no way banned

Secure YOUR copy r ght now I

Invaluable to students of pol t ca Indispensable to I brano?

Price R» Five Of all booksellers or from

Puilnhn NEW BOOK COMPANY, Hornby Road, Bombay



Oudb Sugar Coidea Syrup, moil

byglenlcally prepued from ths

cholcett an* ruga/, U *a rich la

glucoie. Chemical anil) alt shows

that h contains (a. Say. glucoae.

Buy a tin today. Keep li handy

May be used m place of

sugar with any food or drink to

which sugar 19 ordinarily added

snoion (immi d.p.

popula® BOOKS
KINO rOWABD'S SPEECHES IN INDIA '

lliia Is an exhaustive collection of tx-Kiag
Edward’a Speeches delivered ia India during

hie tour in 1021 88 Trinco of Males. Pnca
Rupee One

TIIE INDIAN PROBLEM. By C F. Andrews

Re. One

MOBLEY'S INDIAN SITECHF.S
Re. 1 8.

EDWIN SAMUEL MONTAGU. A aludy In

Indian Polity Aa 8.

WARFARE IN ANCIENT INDIA. By P.

Jagaonadliaswami Aa 4.

Natesan’s National Biographies

Handy Uniform Volumea wllh Portralti

Biographical and entical aketchea of Eminent
Indiana, Friends of India, Saints and others,

EMINENT INDIANS

N G Chandavarkar
R N. Mudholkar
Hakim Ajmal Khan
Saaipada Banerii
Prof D K Karve
C. Rangacharlu

{
R. Ragunatha Row
Poet Qhahb

I Sir T Muthoawaral
Sir V Bhaahyam
Tratap C. Matumdat

SAINTS Or INDIA

FRIENDS OF INDIA

INDIA'S UNTOUCHABLE SAINTS By K. V.
liamaawamy Aa. 8.

MA1TREYI. By Pfc Sititnalb Tatlyabbushao.

nation BUILDING By Annlo Beaaant

O. A. Nateean A Co
, Publishers, Q.T., Madras





The lestrictcd wartime ua>n service turns trasel from a pleasure f
into an ordeal. Fares are higher than before the war. Booking offices,

platforms and especially carnages are packed and uncomfortable.

Food is difficult to get on journeys. In fact people are foolish to travel

unless they must. But those who do hate to travel always find ;

one welcome sight at every station—the homely*char*wallah7

Cooling in hot weather, warming in cold, tea is always available

and inexpensive. Whenever you are uncomfortable, tired Tjl

or worried, in a train or elsewhere, you will find tea V
cheering and stimulating

\ INDIAN K.
_

—j . —r<ctm
C ^~-sri!iss

l

liv C^( d

—

gQuiisI'

INSERTED Bt THE INDIAN T£A MARMT EXPANSION BOARD
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When equilibrium of power

lhe

"“Cn ol,cy .«,rd,
post war Japan must

rm
h which will satisfy the secority

be 80 g

t, of each of the four powers,
requirements o

r#r Eastern
particularly Russia,

>

,mpe r.lled by

T— r ProvJior will have.oho

“T h Ctenal -needs of aV four, and

ZrJZZ*- will have to he paid .0

ths special susceptibilities of each

p,rcc„ra, if unity -s .0 be achieved, each

J\\ have to abate its aspirations and modify

at, ideology -Russ.., her “

philosophy China her eclecticism ,
the

pjnited States, her conceptions about

sovereign status and universal political rude

pendence ,
Great Britain, h,:' d°C'™” ”

,he struclore and [unctions of the Common

wealth and Umpire Ml will have .0 ponder

anxiously the problem ot tenoned,ng

divergent views a, to the essential ebatac

terisfcvs and operative ideals of the modem

democratic state Otherwise, the world

family ot democratic nations ,
as presaged
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political life on me
u6iate the

T»e them

,;i;r„ t?Emperor
worship

evil doctrine grafted onto o f

^"'"g 'he

::=S3S5
effective £& Lily
Islands would be extremely

end unremunerahv. The terrain -
^l.y

veiled to guerilla
lh

,te people vs untformly ««1 k« 7

«« he atlrme - “Led

“d rr-Tl Ihe Us, -
end woman preferring

ex.ermin.uon

to slavery The occupying (otces would

aufta terrible end conlinu..! ^
« the Allies «ved to set up sn embryo

administration with foreign personnel m

the hope of inculcating a democm m

„„„ ,t would be .rupotent and derided

tZ bare td.a of democracy -uW

then become abhorrent to the Japane

because associated with defeat and humdu

non There would be few
T

d

fore,go personnel however -devoted and

conscientious would be battled and frusbaUd

„ .very' turn by cleverly organ ae

opposition thetr necessarily superhc.

knowledge of the puazhng

entangle them m “.sunders,and,ngs
end

Wonders and make them laughing s o

l the common people They, and the «d

mlmatrator generally would be «

target for ruthless “ Secret Societies which

r“=™rrir sr.

';r
•;

opposition to militarism m I«P>” “d

recoil movements may be expected to

follow hard upon defeat Liberal elements

will surely reappear when the Ii»P"

Rule Assistance Association is dissolved,

and the Const,tot,on » purged of dictator

ship accretions Then too the Japanese

have good cause to be realists ey

have marked wars results m the destruct.on

of Ihetr merchant shtpping the reduct,on of

the,, stockpiles of essential materials the

attrition of then arm.es the shrinkage of

th.tr manpower whtch ra cnppling .ndus ry

and the deter.or.tton of the people a health

as the result of mat nutrition and continuous

1,b

ThI Japanese have a remarkable talent

for imitation and adaptation and for rapid

assimilation of what they regard as

admirable achievements by other peoples

They have now learned that some of the

models they selected were spurious They

will undoubtedly discard them and start over

again equipped by bitter experience with

a higher standard o[ enduring values

Anyone who has lived in Japan knows that

the character of the Japanese people is not

wholly sinister, any more than that of any

other nation When the Japanese soul is

purged by defeat, it is certain that much

that is fair and noble will shine forth

It will be foT the Allied Nations to turn

these factors to account so that Japan may

be redeemed and may eventually become

a worthy member of the world organization

of peoples.
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HE war id Europe has ended. After w(

] * period of rumours and counter-

ifc, ofiictat
ol

.1 lb. «» I" lk' W"‘ *”

„.de simuluneously b.m » »«"»

WnU'fM, «» °”

~M,y. . OfiicUtlj Ike hoeklHie* ce»«d »t one

tninuie .lie, k.M»lShl on Tue-d.y. the 8*

Tta, In.
1

Germany, winch took up aims against a

Europe in purau.t of her own amb.Uous

plans, was >id low. Hillers boast that

“there will never again be a 1918 The

German nation will never surrender" has

been falsified bp the united efforts of the

allied nations, determined to end this scougeat

any cost. Italy under Mussolini and Germany

under Hiller rose from strength to strength

and might have proved a blessing to them-

selves and to the rest of the woild
,
but

their immoral urge for power and their

reckless pursuit of selfish aims proved their

own rum and the ruin of their countrymen

It is a remarkable instance of ntmesis

overtaking the tyrants in their own time

and generation as in Richard III

SURRENDER IN ITALY

Already by the end of April hostilities

had ceased in Italy The German forces

under their Commander General VictingholT-

scheel unconditionally surrendered to F. M
Sir Harold Alexander, Supreme Allied

Commander of the Mediterranean theatre at

midday on May 2 The first unconditional

surrender of any German armies in this war,

this allowed the allies to advance unhindered

to within 10 miles of Berchte'gaden. The

total enemy troops who had surrendered

AN SURRENDER
... ,e estimated at 1 ,000.000.

" The cotl»p«

ol the military tyranny of Italy 'was not

victory in Italy alone, but part of the genera!

triumph we were expectantly awaiting in the

whole continent of Europe ", said President

Truman.

THE FALL OF BERLIN

Beilm, the biggest prize of the Allies in

this great war, fell to the victorious Red

Army on the same day (May 2) M. Stalin,

the Supreme Commander of the Soviet armed

force*, announced that 70 000 prisoneis,

inclod,rg the chiefs of Berlin defence, had

been taken The Order, iddiessed to troops

of the Red Army and the Red Navy, said:

Troop* of the lit W lute Russian Front (.otmnaodcd

by llarahal Zhukov
,
la co operation with troop* of

the tat t kramian Front lommanded by Marshal
Kooi, v, today, after itubborn atrect batllea, oom-
pleted tbo rout of the Berlin garrison, and captured
the nty of (Wlm, lapital of Germany, and ccDtre
of German impermlwm and heart of German

e Ollirer in Command ul

onrt General of artillery M ebling and Kia atolT today
at 3 p to ceneed reei»lane* and laid down their arrna
and enrrendered

GERMAN COLLAPSE
With such a rout on both Fronts, complete

surrender of the Germans was only a question

of time Meanwhile, reports of the death of

Hitler and his colleagues in crime added to

the tension _of the situation. And General

Eisenhowever, Supreme Commander of the

Allied Forces, announced that enemy break-

down might be expected any moment,
while preparations were a foot to receive the

surrender oSer from enemy quarters

ADMIRAL DOENITZ’8 SURRENDER ORDER
T ue to expectation, the German

Flensburg Radio reported soon after, on
May 7
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The cease fire ef

hroadcaS t from the

a,meci lo'“s

,,
German High

Flensburg Radio by

Command on May 8
11(iy ninth ah

With effort f,0“, theatres of w»'

„«.» =f -““VoSo. fcwfj
ISlSlinSton and e.,mpm'nt » •» "““S*

!rSa^->-*-“ibyU”

11 «h C“”“'
irals past midnight with ,0,mal

M one minute P^ ^ Thlrf

cease fire “n
|

existence

German Retd, «« d " *
to function

and Us government «« ^
Reuters military

commentator expU.

- ,,e
„ir;:.dt^SSa* --

wuntnr. aie ^tomat'ea
<^ntroi Comm, won

wras,aiWjfetftyT
-'£

will therefore be
f whot the Germans havo to

I

1^—
Red Army High Commands took place the

Berlin snburh of Ksrlshnrsfat 16

after midnight on May 9 „,,,ender
With this act of solemn surrende

recognised, the heads uf the t ££
the German Navy and the

acknowledged themselves

,o their knees and .« will- be

post war Germany to recreate the legend

of a so-called rnvmcible Tirmy E

, . ,
r* Wl« be recalled

stabbed in the back » D

that this was the fable mad. current «

Germany soon after Versailles The

—~~ IT^iiretliat there could be

r .< «*—
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P"latl

niSTOIUC SIGNING AT BEItLIN

a » „„ in ihe Moscow Radio the

According io me

. , „ e , ent of the Signing Of the

sr^rtirB.rx
Technical College

th?Uo
n
tcd

0n
sIaSf SS

7hukov and Air Chi „ members of the

Thay we™
Marshal Tedder, and

delegation Air Chief
Vishinehy, Admiral

ytiulcov Ojnml General de Litre de

1'l^t.o.u «»*•' ‘’s‘

\

;93 gny looik

At the central table were representatives

of the Allied countries and Generals o

,l,e Red Army commanding the forces

which captnred Berlin

Marshal Zhukov, addressing those present,

d«i uty of thO Tiipn-ni
Tedder, and also

force* Air Oj»r « !“
d French General de

Colonel accept the terms of
Latlre de loR-'gny r ommander of
uoeonditioonl ™™d” r™“

i" mg«rt that we
**» “nlfttS work aod^eommoo the

S5!i«S5- << thl German Command

Then Marshal Zhukov gave the order

Summon the representatives of the

German High Command for acceptance of

the terms or unconditional surrender

Field Marshal Keitel, Admiral Friedeburg

and Colonel General Stumpf, accompanied

by h„ aide decamp, then entered In

absolute silence Field Marshal Keitel and

others took their seats

Marshal Zhokov again spoke

Gentlemen the Act of unconditional wijmjw

STS&'W: *»"
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, cot the Art at hand and
qncatwn. 1

f.mdi.r with it t I>>

linvo they made
tUo hetman High Command

agree to *«“ ‘h
l*

Act 1

The «im questions were pat n,e

Ge.iaans. by A» Ch„l T"!d"'

Field Marshal Keitel

werefl in a «ow voice, handing to

Mir,".' 7.1101.0, 111. Joco-oot or 111' Hie1

;
. Grand Admiral

« Yes, I asTe**

• by Grand Admi

sr«r~^« »«“ 1

Chief or the 0«i»*« ,”'d Iore'‘ “d

slmuU»neoo*ly Arm, C™.* ™
Friedebol J » Comm.o<le> of .ho »~l

fore... .»a Col. C'”'" 1 s,“”p< “

represont.hve of .h. ,lr foro">. » *s"

Ac, of tiro urtcondr.roa.f .orr.odor of .ho

Gomoo ..»«d <» *« S“P r'”'

Command of the Soviet aimed forces and

to the Command of the Allied Expeditionary

foices

All necessary formalities being completed,

’ Marshal Zhukov then suggested that the

‘representatives of the German High

Command should come up to the table

and sign the Act

One after another the Germans signed,

while cameras clicked

At 43 minutes after midnight the Act

was signed and Marshal Zhukov announced

Tho German delegation may retire

Two thousand guns in Moscow fired thirty

salvoes in Salute to the European victory

and in celebration of Russia's victory day

M Stalin recalled that Hitler had publicly

declared that he would exterminate Rnssii

so that she would never rise again and said •

The exactly oppowte Iim hjgpMjl
—

,od of war In Ei

With .the final German collapse. London

and Washington are expediting their plans

for administration of occupied Germany.

Occupied Germany, it will be recalled,

will be controlled by an Allied Commission

of four generals The Americans have

already nominated General Eisenhower and

the British choice is believed to be between

Field Marshals Montgomery and Alexander.

NOW FOR JAVAN

King George VI, in his Victory Day

broadcast to the nation and Empire, warned

the British people that they still had to

deal with the Japanese,—a determined and

cruel foe—" and to this we shall tnrn with

the utmost resolve and with all our

resources
"

The King said •

Today, SB give thanks to God for tho great deliver-

anre Speaking from our Empire’* oldest capiml

city, war battered but never for one moment daunted

or dismayed—speaking from London, I ask you to

|Qin me in that aet ot thanksgiving

' We may allow ourselves a brief period

ol rejoicing", said Mr ChuichiH in his

broadcast,

but let ne not forget for a moment tho toil and
efforts that he ahead

nsubdned

rength and rf

>f peaceful

freedom God savo the King

Now that the war in the West has ended

the combined forces of the United Nations

will now be diverted to the Pacific theatre.

It is significant that President Trntnap has

opened the door to a Japanese request for

peace with his V-Day message stating

that unconditional surrender could not mean

the destruction of the Japanese people.
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Tyrone did not agree, even without such

„„y's consent Br' Ambedhar says that

a party who refuses to agree to a

peaceful decision would be justly deemed

regressor, and an arbitral decision

would be enforceable against such pat y

Arbitration is fair to both parties in-

volving as it does equal risk to both

Decision one way bm.es agelong hopes

„ nihpr wav will only cure *alhe title “ Pakistan or Partition o» Decision one way nmv* s b

adds a Part V to the previous edition
DecisiQn the other way will only cure *

besides appendices^and maps and naturally
recent obsession of those who had lived side

nf the events that have
by su3 e with other groups inextricably mixed

„p in all parts of India for over eight

hundred years And for a decision, Dr

Ambedkar has drawn the pleadings, framed

the issues and indicated the burden of

proof and even the argoments that might

be urged on either side

There are, howe\er, some points that

require to be considered or reconsidered

Dr Ambedkar is not unaware of the

distinction between a section of an'

r ihp events that have
takes note of the «veni

happened m the ihtervening period^

note the omission of the now
^

prefixed to the first edition^^^„„
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I liked those lines as containing an

admonition to all of ns that with intelh

gence, with vision to see what might be
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„"."rV Cs ! I ’ -1-
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unity desiring to sever and form an in-

dependent state and such section claiming

severance to'reveit to a previous independent

existence Dr. Ambedkar refers to it, but

ignores its bearing on the prmciple of

seU determination Self-determination used

to be viewed as the fight of any large

group, but it is now recognized _to be a

partial view taking no account of the duty

that might exist and against which it may

have to be weighed The principle served

In the nineteenth century to unite small,

snarling units into a coherent unity. In

. this century, if is used to. disorganize

existing unities and produce anarchy. _ For

a very striking exposition of the relevant

ideas, I cite Mr. Walter Lippman".

Witwn m*d® the tmataWa of .dwtiT/ing hlmaatf

with tb« principle of aslf determination Forgetting

Abraham Lincoln, forgetting the greatest

the history of

between

nation thi

been nnd
of eiery organur

r than Adolph Hi

United States,

. and the principle of
he priociple of eelf determi
rmciple of international life

rchy For thr 1—

of eelf dfi

enlarging the Iteieh

r diamember-
state. None knew thia

r himself The prtnolple
hie chief instrument for

.thin whioh
,nd liberty under
reattb Self deter

rnaiorities and minorities to be lutrenugent and
irreconcilable.

Sell determination as a principle is

subject to other considerations of an

economic, strategic, geographical or political

nature and these might overrule the claim

as they have done in a number

of cases

Dr. Ambedkar seems to me to treat

much too light-heartedly the grave problems

- that arise on a scheme of partition The
shifting of populations from one area to

another will not be agreed to except

under irresistible pressure and cannot be

executed without inflicting a degree of

.hardship and suffering which Dr. Ambedkar

does not seem to realize. Wisely, as it

seems to me, does the Muslim League

refrain from proposing an exchange of

population as part of their Pakistan scheme.

Reierendum is not easy to carry ont.

It is known by experience to distnrb

existing good relations and sow- a rich

crop of misunderstanding and bitterness.

And whatever the Lahore Resolution meant,

it is nnw clear that the League wants the

Punjab Province as it is, and not shorn of

its valuable eastern districts Mr. Jinnah’s

disquisition on nations and sub-nailons

expounded why he claimed the whole

province.

Geography has marked out India for

unity, as Dr Ambedkar himself recognizes.

History has slowly, with many a twist and

turn, moulded it into unity, and there is

every promise of an ancient, persistent

dream becoming a modern reality. When
this growing unity takes its full shape in

freedom, it will be the fulfilment of our

hope that India will take her place as a

gieat nation among great nations and,

with China to collaborate, help to preserve

the world peace in this part of the world.

Partition of India is the end of all that hope
Dr "Ambedkar belittles the value of a

feeling of motherland and its undivided
and indivisible unity, but he is rot
without a realization of the value of an
undivided India. Otherwise, I cannot
understand why he wastes time and paper
and ink on the question : " Must there be
Pakistani” India is dead in the hearts of
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many who still use the word by mere

force of habit That India will attain freedom

when Pakistan is agreed to—has always

struck me os a flat contradiction To

Dr Ambedkar, geographical attachment is

irrational but many justly feel that devotion

to motherland is inseparable from true

patriotism It may become superfluous at

some time but that lime is not yet

Dr Ambedkar invites Hindus to shed

empty sentiment and judge of things in

the light of cold reason Elsewhere, he

asks them to respect the strongly felt

sentiment of the Muslims We are all of

us, in this and in every other land

a bundle of sentiments and prejudices and

superstitions and contradictions Reason has

a place, has a high place, but it has to

function in the midst of these others

Reason recognizes that sentiment is not to

be despised in the regulation ol our Jives

in society Reason may even ret-ognue

on occasions that sentiment has behind it a

core of very solid reason But sentiments

are not all of equal validity Why then

should one be called on to set aside his

own deep-seated and more valid sentiment

and tespect another s shallow sentiment, if

sentiment it be at all, of recent origin

The shallow sentiment derives its strength

from the intransigence of the Muslim
League and the far more reasonable

sentiment shares the weakness of its

wobbling votary, the intellectual Hindu,

among whom Dr 'Amhedkar cannot escape

being counted

Why does Dr Ambedkar, who has a

strong array of arguments against Pakistan

as neither good for the Muslims nor for

/ the Hindus, turn round to the Hindus and

say " Muslims will not yield on Pakistan

and therefore it is wise to agree to It’’

and pose the further questions “Is it

not wise to divide rather than to yield to

the demand of fifty fifty i " Why cannot

they have undivided India and equal

citizenship ? The closing passage of the

book does not leave them with an

inescapable option between two cruel

alternatives International arbitration may

yet uphold their claim to both unity and

equal citizenship while providing the

amplest of safeguards for the rights of

every group in the country In order

to persuade the Hindus to agree to division.

Dr Ambedkar asks “how many countries

have not suffered division ? In every case

people have yielded to force majeure, not

willingly If force or a binding decision

prevails, we may have to submit Not
otherwise

No one likes a settlement by an outside

agency But there is no chance of settle

ment with Mr Jinnah Mr Jinnah was
once an ardent nationalist, despising

communal narrowness In the effort to

bring about reconciliation, he put forward

terms, as he said, not hecause he wanted

them, but in deference to the wishes of

a community, which, if granted would lead

to a lasting settlement between the two
communities He resented and protested
against the charge of communahsra levelled/

at him But ultimately he succumbed to
what all along he had deprecated The
evolution of Mr Jinnah is one more illustration

of what many a puramc story has made
familiar to us A saint makes a slight

deviation from his straight path most
innocently and with the best of motives
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Almost unknown to himself, before he

could realize what is happening to him, he

finds he has slipped down to the bottom

of the volley. In the story. the victim

awakes and makes the laborious ascent

again with many- stroggles ,and set-backs

on the way. Not always does it happen

in the same way ,n life. He does not

wake, or waking, he is unable to move,

being bound by the. chains which he has

forged for himself

Mr. Jinnah’s true place in public life

may still be open to him, if he could get

back. Dr. Ambedkar says that in 1939,

’ instead -of leading the forces that were

ready to be led by him, he executed a

somersault and plunged into the agitation

for partition. Nothing suggested, and no

''one, that he should retrace his steps

Everything egged him on. Official aod

non-official Europeans maintained a diplo-

matic silence till long after. It was allowed

to grow and the Viceroy's words conferred

on him what he claimed to be a veto on

constitutional reform without contradiction

(tom any one Offer followed on offer that

he should have his heart's desire it he con-

sented to join hands. Even Dr. Ambedkar

encouraged his idea by inviting the Hindus

to agree to it as inevitable. We have each

of us in our hurry to find a solution

offered this, that and the other There is.

besides, a thing like prestige for all of us,

great men and small. In these circum-

stances, the idea of retracing steps could

not occur to any one, least of all to

Mr. Jinoah It is not surprising that the

Invitation of some of bis associates to

turn from the Pakistan slogan to real

politics fell on deaf ears. Unhurried in

the midst of men in terrible burry, be

acted in the assurance that everything will

come to him who waits. In a world of

uncertain justice in which steady, unremit-

ting and unabashed propaganda might

prevail, Mr. Jinnah can afford to gamble.

More than just rights are already secure

and safe.

The one reason, which operates in the

mind of Dr. Ambedkar to overrule the' rest

of his most weighty considerations against

Pakistan is the impossibility, according to

him, of maintaining the integrity of India

with an army composed of Hindus and

Muslims. At the last moment, in the face

of a foreign Muslim invader the Muslim

section of the army will desert and go over

to the side of the invader. If we agree to

Pakistan, we are secure against any such

catastrophe This is a surprisingly naive

argument for one of Dr Ambedkar's know-

ledge and intelligence On the assumptions

made, how can a Hindustan separated from

a Pakistan in the north-west and north-east

be ever safe ? If rhe Punjabi Mussalman- is

ready to surrender to a foreign invader, if

only lie were a Muslim, Hindustan will

have to face the Punjabis and their trans-

frontier allies on the one side and the Eastern

Pakistanis on the other as sure as fate and
a separated Hindustan is no more safe with
its new and unnatural frontiers. Hindus
and Muslims have before now fought side

by side against Muslims and Hindus on the
other side. Muslim generals of Hindu
rulers and Hindu generals of Muslim rulers,

there have been Christian nations are now
fighting Christian nations Yellow men are

fighting yellow men in the east. Muslims
hive fought Muslims before now. The
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THE CONTROL OF GERMANY
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problems involved

attempt to keep the peace
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must be disarnfed But how many have

exploded the d ffionlt.es of insuring the

success of such an undertaking for n

sufficient span of time 1

What is new in modern war is the

rapidity with which devastating attacks

may be launched from great distances on

civilian centres of population In terms

merely ol self protection, therefore, we are

forced to the conclusion that we most
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collaborate to the foil with other countries

to remove the threat of a third world war.

Only ignorance can lead one to deny

the alternatives which face the country.

Either we must play our part in a world

organ)*ation to preserve the peace, or we

must convert this. nation into an armed

camp bristling with weapons. Either we

must have confidence in an international

arrangement in which we are vigorous

partners and plan our military program

in terms of such an arrangement, or else we

must do It alone and atm to the teeth to

defend our national independence.

As I see it, we have a double problem

:

first, the elimination of the most obvious

danger to world peace—the renewal of the

war by our present enemies; second, the

construction of an international organization

with the vitality and the power to handle

the unpredictable threats to peace which

ate certain to arise

It can be argued that the first problem

will be automatically taken care of if we

solve the second- that if we are successfol

in setting up an international association

with the ability to use force to stop

aggressors, we need rot worry about the

future of Germany or Japan But dare we
pin our faith on anyone procedure

;

Ordnance expert* require at least two

safety devices to protect a high explosive

bomb from premature explosion
; can we

he less careful about the peace ? Is it

not the lesson ol history that a once

powerfal and strong nation, badly defeated

Jn war, will cherish the aims of renewing

that war at the first opportunity, at least

for a generation f If this has been true

in the past, will It tot be far more true

in the future since the ruin of cities and

towns by devastating aerial bombardment

spreads suffering fat wider than ever before

among an entire population ?

Must we not arrange matters so as- to

prevent Germany and Japan from even

thinking of using military force? Must

not this condition prevail for at least

another 30 years ? When the next genera-

tion now unborn has grown up and come

to power we may hope, if we have been

wise, that the bitterness and spirit of

revenge will, to a large extent,' have

disappeared. When that time " comes

Germany and Japan, we hope, will no

longer constitute a special problem. By
that time an international organization

should have gained sufficient support and

strength to guarantee the peace.

If the disarmament of Germany is to

be effective for a generation, I believe that

a drastic change in the German Industrial

scene and a considerable degree of

redistribution of European industry will be
required. With m«ny of Germany’s
industrial plants now reduced to ruin, the

question turns primarily on the degree and

kind of physical reconstruction to be
allowed

As far as aviation is concerned, Germany
and Japan must both be prevented from
the manufactnre or use of airplanes even
for commercial purposes for years to come.
Bnt the success of the robot bomb shows
that control conventional aviation is not
enough The basic consideration is total

industrial power ’

To be sure, no tine would now advocate
that we should build up Germany as a
great industrial country Immediately after’
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lance, must be such that they cannot be

reversed m a few months by a dictator

Alien management and ownership can be

wiped out over ntght by one who controls

the .nternalpol.ee force el a country New
,

German Slates could be reunited m a few

days by a forceful leader AH this -I*

happen before other nations could act

meet the danger

Only changes which it would take

years to reverse can be cons,dared safe

Moulton and Mato, m therr recent book,

•The Control of Germany and Japan .have

spelled thrs all out and have made Ihe

excellent suggestion that Germany s mam

source of electrical power be located beyond

her borders lnle.nat.onal operatron of

this mainspring of future industrial life

would be the sort of Industrial control which

would be both effectual and not too

enppling to to economic life of the

German nation But I have grave doubts

,f this or any other single measure alone

will -be sufficient It is total industrial

strength that tells

To a certain degree, real disarmament

requires prolonged supervision of some

aspects of German life But surely the

less there is of this control the better,
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both for Germany and <« the endnri»B

efficiency of the mea.nree employed. It

would seem preferable to male such drastic

alteration, in the industrial scene at the

outset that rel.lieely little continuing inter,

ference with Germany's Internal affairs

will be required.

Consider the situation in the 19o0s.

Which would be preferable, a Germany

industrially strong still occupied by fore.gn

troops ready to act if reconversion to

armament manufacture starts, or a weak

industrial Germany readjusted to a new

U(e and free from alien sold.e.s? Which

is likely to be more successful, a dis-

armament plan resting on military force

which must act rapidly when ihe alarm

is sounded, or a plat^ based on a low

industrial potential?

Of course, military occupation of Germany

will be a necessity for several years.

Furthermore, careful inspection of all German

factories and industrial facilities will be

required in order to be certain that’ the

initial terras of disarmament are fulfilled.

This can be done largely by military men

of the occupying nations But as the

years go by the supervision of Germany's

disarmament, status will be less of a

military problem and more a matter of

industrial and technical inspection. It

should then be placed in the hands of

a corps of technical men responsible to

an international organization. This in-

spection will have to be minute as

well as tigid at the beginning but will

become less of a burden as the economic

and political lile of Germany flows in the

new and safer channels.

For a long period of time there must

be available to the world 'from year to

year information as to the potentialities of

Germany and Japan for waging war. A

reliable public report each year of their

industrial status in so far as it affects

rearmament will be needed, particularly

during the period of five to 15 years from

now, when the power of an international

organization may well be on trial

Can reports be made without the light

control of an occupying army ? Eventually

I believe they can, but let us not close

our eyes to the great difficulties ol this

problem

All doors must be open inside Germany

to those responsible for preparing the

reports There can be no secrets from

them Yet the possibility of misuse of

such inspectorial power is great Business

information of no military value might be

transmitted to manufacturers in other .

countries Even a greatly weakened

industrial Germany would have some firms

with new processes or new inventions and
those firms would be entitled to develop

their new ideas without disclosure to the

entire world Yet all new techniques

must be assessed as to their possible

application to the art of war. International

inspection for a long period of years will

be very difficult unless some measure ol

co-operation from the Germans can gradually

be secured. And this co-operation would
be forthcoming only if German technical

men were convinced of the integrity and
lack of national bias of the men employed
by the armament commission
Ways and means therefore must be found

for recruiting a corps of civilian experts
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of the highest calibre A tradition of

reliability
1 tad a sense of international

responsibility must be developed that will

prevent an abuse ot the inspectorial powers

In suggesting that the agents of inter

national armamert commission can

develop a tradition which anchors their

professional loyalties to an association of

nations rather than to their own countries

perhaps I am open to the charge of

indulging m Utopian dreams Yet if we

wish to operate the plan successfully some

such corps of inspectors roust be developed

If we contemplate the eventual creation

of a commission to report on the armament

of all countries the difficulties I have

mentioned will be magnified many times

An international organization of sufficient

power to keep the peace must be provided

with unprejudiced information If we in

the U S are to keep our armaments at a

moderate level, we must be confident as to

the status of other- powers Let us not

forget however, the vast difficulties in

obtaining accurate information about

military preparations m other countries

Can the dilemma be solved by the

development of a new type of public

official of high integrity, loyal only to the

international commission which employs

him? One hopes that this would eventnally

be the case

To day we recognize the gra\ e danger

of another world war Contrast this with

the complacency of 1918 and 1919 when

we assumed that all wars were over To

my nundp our concern with the future

military situation of the country is a good

omen When ne thought that peace was

easy, that words and ceremonial incantations

of high officials would banish force, we

unconsciously prepared for the present

global devastation I believe that if we

realize sufficiently how hard it will be to

eliminate the threat of war, we may
succeed m the undertaking

We shall not he content until we have

taken every measure that gives a promise

of success Then more than one method of

insuring peace must fail before another

great war overtakes us We shall demand

that Germany and Japan be disarmed

effectively by procedures that cannot fail

We shall require the establishment of an

association of nations which can become

a real instrument of the preservation of

world peace We will plan our own
military program in accordance with the

promise of security given by all these

measures as they gradually unfold

Let us face with resolution and under
standing the problems created by the

technological transformation of modern war
if we fad the next generation will say of

oar efforts, " too little and too late
’



SAPRU PROPOSALS AND INDIAN STATES
By SARDAR RANBIR SINGH

--HE Sapru Committee has made a

1 sincere and historic contribution

towards the solution of the Indian con-

stitutional problem. These proposals are

confined to British India only and it is

proposed that when the Indian States decide

to come into the nnion, as the Committee

hopes, the necessary adjustments and addi-

tions will be made

The proposed Constitution-making body

is to be constituted in the manner prescribed

in clause (d) of the Draft Resolution of

His Majesty’s Government brought by

Sir Stafford Cripps subject to certain

modifications The total strength of the

body is proposed to be 160 only. The last

para of clause (d) of the Cripps Proposals

runs as follows:

Indian Slatoa nhall be invited to appoint repre-
sentatives in the same proportion o{ their tout
population av in the cnee of representative* of
Uritish Indie as a whole end with the seme powers
os British Indian Members

The Sapru Proposals do not provide for

the inclusion of the Slate representatives in

the Constitution-making body, presumably

because they have said in their introductory

remarks that the proposals relate to British

India only But there can be no major

political settlement in the country without

taking into consideration the future position

of the Indian States in view of the historical,

political and geographical importance of

Indian India representing and comprising

of more than one third of the area of the

Indian Empire Inhabited by 81 million and
odd souls. No one can deny that ultimately

the States must and will have an honourable
yo-ntwa in the faUite twivvn CtmsiiVu&m
and will flay an integral part therein. The

Unity of India, on which so much stress

is rightly laid, will be dangerously impeifect

so long as the Indian State* h*™ "»

constitutional relationship with British India

The attitude or the Indian States in

general was clearly summed up >n t*ie

resolution passed by the Chamber of

Princes in connection- with the Cripps

Mission to the effect that the Indian States

will be glad as always. in the interest of

their mother-land tD make their contribution

in every reasonable manner compatible

with the Sovereignty and integrity of the

States towards the framing of a new Consti-

tution for India. Accredited representatives

of Indian States, including SirN. Gopalaswami

Iyengar and Sir C P. Ramaswami

Iyer, expressed themselves uneqnlvocally as

believers in the Unity of India. They

welcomed the formation of a single Indian

Union as it was felt that when alternative

proposal a( .separate Unions were subjected

to careful examination from the adminis-

trative, financial and otfiwr points of view,

it may prove to be unworkable and

would constitute . only a weak imitation of

the Indian Union, .possessing neither its

strength nor its capacity to defend

themselves and survive. Thus the Indian

States will be prepared to welcome the

idea' of having a single union for India.
But if, as the history of other Federations
teaches us, the interests of the constituent
units are sacrificed under pressure for the
sake of the Central Union, or the
conditions of the adherence of \he States
are such as are entirely foreign to the
conception of a Central Government, or
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,h c” pps Scheme the Indian States

were' given two options, first,y to ,o,n or

not to jam the Constitution making body

and secondly, even alter joining the

Constitution making body, to adhere or

not to adhere to the Constitution

The Sapm Proposals >»" *1 *°

amendment of Section 5 of the 1935

Acl so that the mauguration of the Indian

Union shonld not depend on the inclusion

„f . certam number of Indian States as a

"rtir.vris
Ac°t ptovld ttat Federation of Ind,a nil,

come into being by the proclamation of

His Majesty only when the Rulers of

Slates representing not less than half the

aggregate population oi the States and

entitled to not less halt the seats to be

allotted to the States in the Council ot

State, have signified their intention to join

the Federation This provision was made

because, as rematked in rara 157 of

JPC Report, the States are regarded as

an essential element in an All India

Federation and a Federation wh,ch

comprised the Provinces and only an

Insignificant number ol the States would
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scatcely be deserving of the name. It was

further said that the Parliament has a right

to satisfy itself not only that the prescribed

number of States have in fact signified

their desire to accede, but also that the

financial, economic and political conditions

necessary for the successful establishment

of the Federation upon a sound and stable

basis have been fulfilled.
_

Another important and much talked of

point is the question of Paramountcy. It

is proposed by the Sapru Committee that

.there shall be a Minister-m-charge of the

functions in relation to Indian States and

with him shall be associated a body of

persons, who shall be called Indian States

Advisers. It is also proposed that there

shall be a "Head of the State", who shall

be repository of such powers as are now

vested in His Majesty the King of England,

including powers connected with the exercise

of the functions of the Crown in its

relations wiih Indian States The proposal

for electing the ' Head of the State ‘ from

amongst the Rulers of Indian States will

be appreciated as a due recognition of the

historical and traditional sentiments for

kingship in the country The Crown is

aptly described as the Paramount Power

because the States have—agreed to code

to it certain important attributes of Iheir

Sovereignty and Paramountcy is a useful

word to describe the rights and obligations

of the Crown which arise out of the agreed

session of those attributes. But the resdrt

to Paramountcy as in ultimate reservoir of

discretionary authority over the Indian States

is based upon a. radical misconception of

what Patamouotcy means. Paramountcy as

auch is unknown to Constitutional Law

and is not a legal relation, but it <=an

said to be a de facto consequence of the

existence of a dominant political Power-

Commanding Military Supremacy.

In the case of the States, who enter the

All-India Union, they will do so, as an

independent Sovereign Unit and the Central

Government will exercise only such rights

over the States as have been specifically

surrendered in the Instrument of Accession.

Section 285 of the 1935 Act clearly

excludes the rights and obligations of the

Crown in relation to the Indiarj States from

the purview of the new Act. There will

be no question of the Crown transferring

any paramountcy to the Union and the

.Cnpps Scheme did contemplate that the

Union will have no paramountcy over the

adhering States as the adherence of a

State would automatically dissolve the

Crown's special obligations to it. A State

that adheres to the Union does so on

whatever terms it makes with the Union

As for the States, who do not elect to

enter the All-India Union or prefer to

group together into another Union, if

there is one, the Crown will, it is hoped,

provide for implementing the Crown’s

obligations to the non-adhering States.

The power that the most influential and

dominating Government in the country

may have on the other neighbouring
administrative Units will depend on the
exigencies of the time and the contractual
strength of the parties at any particular

Para 10 (c) of the Sapru Proposals
provide that all custom barriers between
one Unit and another shall be abolished and
there shall be free trade within the Union
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The White Paper portrays the contribn

lion of the United Kingdom to the war

effort in an excellent manner.

Man Pother.—We are told that over

10 million men and women, which figure

constitutes one-third of the adult population,

are now in the services and the munition

industries Women have admirably helped

in the war work and nearly 2% million

more women were in the services and in

industry than duting peace-time Of 7 6

millions in the manufacturing industries,

only 4 per cent were producing for

export, compared with 15 per cent, in

1938, whereas 76 per cent were on

Government work and 20 per cent,

were producing for the home market

PRODUCTION

The increase in production has, of

course, been great In munitions but the

production, of essential raw materials has

not been neglected. Home output of

iron was increased by more than one-half

since before the war and exports of steel

products were severely curtailed Produc-

tion of Steel increased by 1|6 in spite

of a two-thirds reduction of the import of

steel-making material The light metal

industries have shown remarkable expansion

The production of aluminium, the average

of 1935 3S for which was 18,000 tons,

increased to 56 000 tons in 1943. Similarly

the production of magnesium mc'eased from

2 000 to 23,000 tons within the same period

The light metal industries are not only a

war-time necessity, but have Increased

post-war possibilities

The production of food has received due

attention In spite of the facts that there

has been a 50 per cent, cut in the imported

food and also a reduction in male labour

available for farm work, British food

production in terms of calories and protein

has increased at least by 70 per cent.

This increased production with efficient

woikmg of rationing and price-control have

ensured fair distribution and kept the food

situation safe in a country which was

primarily a food importing one.

CIVILIAN CONSUMPTION

A war period necessarily enforces sacri-

fices in consumption either voluntary or

imposed. But if these restraints whether

self-imposed or state-enforced are
>
judiciously

applied, they cause the minimum of

hardship and maintain efficiency of

production at the same time. In this

way ,the morale of the home-front is

maintained The over-all consumption in

Great Britain has been reduced by 21

per cent. Civilian consumption of butter,

margarine and cheese is lower by 14 per

cent, of fresh meat, bacon and ham by

24 per cent
, of fruit and fruit-juices by

51 per cent

Civilian consumption of clothes is

reduced by 45 per cent
, of boots and shoes by

27 per cent
, of furniture by 77 per cent.

The people of Great Britain now spend

54 per cent of their incomes. The rest is

absorbed by taxes and savings

FINANCE

The expenditure of the United Kingdom
has increased from £ 1,013 million in

1938 to £ 5,782 million in 1943. This
augmented expenditure was mainly war
expenditure and included mutual aid
supplied by Great Britain and paid for by
the United Kingdom, but excluded lend-
lease »nd mutual aid received from abroad,
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the game ot History and altere

destiny of the wotld I

England
John Lackland, King

chuckled as he sat beta. "
.able He had ou.wt.md h,

pretending submission He n

no idea of keeping b,s word HeJ.^

<; sealed the Great Charter only t

them and gam U~ '

f°£
neatly they fall into the trap

alond The sound o, “““

laughter echoed and re echoed round the

room causing a shudder to the attendants

Who were fated to serve a man who set

at defiance all laws-human or dome

All seemed lost to h.s enemies who

were hard pressed by h,s blood thirsty

mercenaries and who had to call m the

help of Louis, the eldest son of King

Philip Augustus of France Fortune seemed

to favour him The smile on John’s

savage face broadened as he scanned the
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dishes set before him—lampreys, peaches,

and other delicacies— his lavourites, and

fresh ale to help them down. The king

gorged and gorged. -Thus was deliverance

opened to England, for the surfeit brought

on the Wing’s sudden sickness and death.

Had he not thus died providentially, a

revolution might have taken place in

England and England might have become

a possession of the French monarchy.

Emperor Frederick I stroked his red

hand thoughtfully, as he frowned over the

expense of the Campagna He suddenly

turned towards the burly German who

stood by him, and cried out " Sirrah, are

your men frans fresh from home ? Bah,

to be afraid of the bite of an ordinary

mosquito 1 Think they that war is a merry

tournament in which they can show off

their gilded spots, and eat and sleep

happily " 1 The Emperor did not know,

however, that this ordinary mosquito

was going to cause the collapse of his

campaign. This campaign of 1166, directed

against Pope Alexander III, ha<J so far

• been victorious The imperial forces had

occupied Rome But now, a terrible

roalatial pestilence destroyed a Urge patt

of his army The Emperor had to retreat,

and the fruits of his victory were lost

The Mughals had encircled Golconda,

but its Sultan, Abu Hassan, did not lose

hope, for the natural defences of the fortress

wete^vety strong. He did not know that

the Mughals had planned a surprise attack

on a particular night. The defenders were

blissfully ignorant, while Mughal soldiers*

information clambered up the steep walls

The summit was largely gained, when a

Pariah dog saw the strangers and barked

[Jess 1915

wildly. This gave the alarm and Ihe

garrison rushed to the scene, and the attack

was beaten back. Golconda thus got a lease

of independent existence for some more

time. Sultan Abu Hassan was so grateful

to the dog that he created ft a noble ot

Golconda, and the animal was privileged to

wear a gold coat, a gold collar and a gbld

chain.

Disappointment and frustration did not

put out the glow of enthusiasm which still

shone in that man's eyes. An alternative

passage to India l He spoke and spoke

eagerly
,
but, people shrugged their shoulders

and called him mad. Powerful sovereigns

smiled and repulsed his offers of leading a

voyage of discovery. But, his patience,

energy and perseverance did not give ont.

There was something in his mien and his

emphatic words that attracted Queen Isabella

of Spain, and, at last, in 1492, Columbus'

started on his westward voyage to Iqdia

with the help and patronage of Spain.

Days passed as the ship sped across the

Atlantic and the superstitious crew cursed

the Genoese who, they believed, was taking

them to an unknown and horrible death.

Columbus had to keep two logs—one

a true one, and the other falsified

so that the crew might not discover
how far from home they were. But,

how long could he keep up this farce?

Columbus prayed to God fervently. Was
he to abandon his cherished dream and
turn back ? One day, wrapped In melan-
choly thoughts, he peered as usual over
the everlasting blue, and, suddenly, fell

on his knees to thank God. Flight of

land birds, and then land itself! He had

reached the Bahamas, A new continent
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* 7" Ins career when he dedicated

himself to the ahoh.mn of .Uve-y wh.ch

he lived to achieve Had Hitler died

when his attempted "putsch «l Munich

j m 1923 the later history of

“ntope might well have been different

We arc all familiar with the story of how

the falling of an apple from the tree to

,he ground when Isaac Newton we. ..ti n*

garden drew him on to study the

force of gravitation or how the siog.n^of

the"

6

kettle on fire led James Wat. to

experiment with steam power But less

familiar is the story of the two French

brothers Montgolfier, who noticed one

evening how pieces of paper, when placed

over a fire, rose up. the chimney and

disappeared This led them to experiment

,n balloons, and the way was opened for
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developments in aircraft which .have now

revolutionized economic and military history.

In the fatal field of Samugarh (1659) in

which Dara contended for the throne with

Ins brothers, Murad and Aurangzeb, when

the battle was swinging to and fro, Dara

got down from his elephant to mount a

stead, and his troops, seeing the empty

howdah and believing him killed broke

op and fled. It is idle to speculate whether*

had Dara succeeded, India would have

been spared the rule of the bigoted

Aurangreb and experienced a return to the

happy period of Akbar. Prince Siddhartas

first contact with old age, sickness and

death revolutionised his mental outlook

and led to the rise of one of the greatest^

religions of the world—Buddhism.

LABOUR WE'LFARE
Bv Mr. M C. AGARWAL, m.a

,
b sc.

THE problem of anybody's welfare

would include countless problems of

every variety Fortunately that is not the

case with ‘labour welfare’, which may as

well be termed ' labourer's welfare ' It has

come to include problems bearing on ihe

health, general well-being, safely and effi-

ciency of the woiker. Welfare activities

are important not simply from the point of

efficiency of production and ensuring a

peiroinent industrial population but also for

fostering the development of the worker's

personality Welfare activities have a scope

both at the centre of work—one may call it

inside the factory—and outside the mill-

gates 1 would refrain from using the

words ' factory ' and ‘ mill ' because labour

welfare does not merely refer to the welfare

of labourers employed in mills and factories.

It also has reference to those working

underground in the mines, in the tea gardens,

in the dockyards and above alt in the culti-

vators’ field In this short essay it seems

preferable to limit the scope to the industries,

though the observations maae wotua oe

fairly applicable to the other occupations

with a little change in the wording.

-Welt then, inside the factory there would
seem to exist the desirability for safe and

healthy conditions of work, provision for

rest and shelter, cheap refreshment and meal
facilities, sanitary surroundings and in the

case of women labour for creches Oulside
the factory ihe relevant problems refer to

proper housing in healthy surroundings,
education, recreation and medical attention.
The necessary arrangements can be

made either by the employer volon-
tanly or under compuls.on by the State,
so far as facilities tilthm the precincts
of the mill are concerned A wise
employer „„ld

r„v , Jc^^
.1.0 do eh., he e.o to ,o|« Ihe problem,
that face his workers outside the mill. He
eould be compens.i.d f„, „h.l he doe.“ ‘ ™,e.,ed efficiency. Shmld
he I.™ h„„ ,o ,,w h 0,j„
“> get the most out of them, th*n wj,j,
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One reason for the high rental charge

„ the madequacy of the housing facility

the industrial areas In their effort

escape the high charge to* some extent

and in order to find some Irving accommo

Ballon fur himself and sometimes his

family, the labourers give rise to the most

undesirable problem of overcrowding It

may be safely sard that sixty per cent of

the workers m the industrial areas l.ve m

single rooms The average number, o!

persons rer room rs about five The

situation is not as worse In the foreign

countries In England for example only

s,x per cent of the workers live in single

rooms and the average number ol persons per
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room does not exceed two. Overcrowding

and insanitary conditions are closely related

and it is a common-day experience that the

greater the overcrowding, the greater is the

suturing from diseases and the greater is the

infant mortality Overcrowding also means

less privacy in respect of the family life

and hence an undesirable effect on the

workers' morale

The solution of the problem is the

construction oi suitable working-class

houses This can be suitably undertaken

by the employers and the public bodies

(Including the State) individually or jointly.

In the industrialized countries the employers

have come forward and the Slate has

subsidised the building programmes In

India under the Land Acquisition Act an

industrial concern employing at least

hundred workmen can acquire land com-

pulsorily for the purpose of erecting

dwelling houses for the workers and for

providing amenities like sanitation, sewage,

etc. But housing accommodation has been

provided only by some employers at

Ahmedabad, Calcutta, Cawnpore and Delhi.

There have, however, been established by

certain provinces Improvement Trusts

which have earned the credit of certain

slum clearance programmes. It is urgently

necessary that the housing programme

should be taken up by the local bodies

and that every encouragement should be
given for the establishment of co-operative

hocydng societies. Effort should also be
made, preferably by the State, to evolve
cheaper types of houses.

Prevention is belter than cure and if

we wapt that the worker may avoid

unhealthy food and mode of living, we

must give them proper education. Adult _

education should be in respect of what is

happening in the world, how people

in the other parts of the world live, and

what type of life ensures health and

happiness Because the child is father of

the man, a more careful 'attention should

be paid to primary education. Education

has been the concern of the State. So

far as adult education and recreation plus

medical aid it concerned, only U P. and —
Bombay have taken the lead in establishing

welfare centres where one finds allopathic*

cum-homeopatliic dispensary, reading room,

gymnasium, sports, entertainments and

periodical talks Simitar facilities have

also been provided by some oi the

enlightened employers.

It is also necessary lo pay attention to "

industrial hygiene and industrial diseases

and to prevent adulteration of foods.

Wlule FooJ Adulteration Acts have been
passed in many provinces, the shortage

of medical inspectors has hampered
effective enforcem-nt of the Am and
sufficient action regarding industrial hygiene
and diseases

Labour welfare is an essential requisite

for a rapid and permanent industrial

edifice but in India, it is evident, we have
still to go a long way in the direction of
providing labour welfare work even to a
modest extent



Disraeli-A Phase in British Imperialism

By Mr SHIV SAUAl ICAPUR, M A

THE relation between men and move

meats can seldom be precisely

brought oat Very often the aura of a

great leaders influence extends in dim

circles to the very roots of the nation

when it touches and merges into the wide

sway of the Movement the life blood flows

both ways and the Movement becomes

the f.Un Then it is, there at the roots

where the self conscious shibboleth strips

that it becomes imp issible to discern any

more harsh outlines Such was the relation

of Disraeli and liis England A relation

made all the more complicated by his

immense knowledge of Jack s and Smiths s

emotional response, his mastery of
*

effect ,

his knack of facing the foot lights in

partnership Which way was the flow }

^

Did he really “give" more than he

' received ? Very frequently the answer

has been Yes that his was essentially

the motivation the dynamic directing force

that moulded opinion in consonance with

a certain set of pre conceived principles

We have here reasons to think otherwise

The most salient feature of Disraeli s

character can only be summed np m the

negative epithet " un English He was

un English in the wide sweep of his yivid,

egocentric imagination “Zeal for the

greatness of England was Lord Salisbury

declared, ‘the passion of his life" We
wilt see that essentially it wa3 his own self

that xv as the passion of his life And he

knew and felt the pulse of the people he was

~v thrown with, he saw the rising wave and

rv was jvise enough to ride it—do the glorifies

tmn of self and England It naturally

follows that ail attempts to ascribe

to Disraeli any purely altruistic

love for England transcending the petty

bounds of the party would be nothing

short of a fond delusion He did transcend

the party but in the sense that party embodied

any fixed, hide-bound principles, more

primarily for the edification of self than for

England We need refer only to his own

career for sufficient testimony for this

The man was characterized by vitality,

a cynical opportunism, insight into hpman

character, a sense ol humour, and a strong

imagination steeped in an almost oriental

romanticism He went to Turkey and

contracted" a soft corner for the Turk

and his voluptuous ease, he followed

Napoleons travels in the east, In his own
way of course, and

-
the call of the east

lingered in his mind Both were to have

impoitant repercussions later on

The Movement in the ‘forties and the

fifties’ was away from imperialism the

average Englishman took for granted the

fact that Britain was a colonial pouer
Many of this group were even uniformly

averse to the continuance of the imperial

‘burden’ and desired to cast it off They
looked complacently forward to the day
vftien Canada, Australia and New Zealand
would bear the same relation to Great
Britain as the United States In the words
ol Goldwm Smith "The time was when
the universal prevalence of commercial
monopoly made it worth our while to
hold colonies in dependence for the
sake of commanding their trade But
that time has gone Trade is free
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everywhere or becoming free
;
and this ex-

pensive and perilous connection has entirely

survived its sole legitimate cause.”

This was Little Englandism at its height.

However this Little Englandism wilted and

drooped in the and Europe that the

Bismacckian age was fast bringing into

being. The turn of the tide began in the

'sixties,' gathered momentum through the

‘seventies' and the ‘eighties,* and the

'nineties’ saw imperialism a triumphant

force and the un English Little Englandism

safely back under the old gaib The new

Europe meant business, this was evidently

no lime for taking risks,

It was Disraeli’s role to give adequate

expression to the overween'mg imperialism

that was fast coming to the fore. He was

no creator of it, he only gave shape and

point to the ilex In 1871 Disraeli said,

" Not a single principle in the management

of our foreign affairs, accepted by all states-

men for guidance up to a few months ago,

any longer exists You have a new
wotlJ. new influences at work, new and

unknown dangers with which to cope, at

present involved in that ohscurity incident

to novelty in such affairs ” Clearly the

raastet was preparing his ground, clearly

too he knew the material in which he

was going to work—ibeir hepes and /pars

and aspirations Would England like to

see her ancient colonies falling under
the sway o( political and commercial

rivals to be ruled' for their selfish purposes ?

Was England, asked Frourte in 1870, to

sink as Holland had done into * community
of harmless iradets and was she to famish the

only exception to the rule of the unity of
kindred peoples? The issue was, Disraeli

declared, “ Whether you will be content ia

be a comfortable Little England. . • meeting

in due course an inevitable fate, or whether

you will be a great country, an Imperial

country, a country where your sons, when

they rise, rise to paramount positions, and

obtain, not merely the esteem of your

countrymen but command the respect of

the world " ? No stronger appeal could

be made to English pockets aod English

chauvinism.

When the material was ready, Disraeli

set to work. The Queen became the

Empress,—Disraeli certainly knew the

oriental mind. Perhaps he was right,

be said that race is everything. A
brilliant coup begot the Surz'Canal. Was
it the realization of an earlier dream, the

irresistible call of the East that Disraeli

always felt, or was it some flash of

prophetic vision ? The fact remains that

in spite of all the forebodings of Gladstone,

the panal not only turned out to be a

roaring financial success but also a political

acquisition of great magnitude

The later-day fiasco of the forward
policy in Afghanistan and of the con-
temptuous imperialism in South Africa is too
patent to need discussion Their results

were inherent in the very logic of Disraeli's

smog and much too galloping an imperialism

—how galloping we shall see. presently.

It is his management of the Eastern
Question that is considered to be the
high-water matk of his policy. Vet there

Is scope for something different flora mere
fulsome eulogy iR this respect. We believe
Ms success oW
the brilliant “ Peace with Honour “ had a

hollow ring, that perhaps it was only *n
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Here Disraelis sad lack of knowledge and
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Bosnia and Herz.govma by calling

to the inveterate racial

animosities and religious differences m the

Balkans and remarking that an army

OTOOO would be necessary to keep or ler

,hm area, wh.le m the same breath he

had the temerity to commend the are. to

the bankrupt governance of Turkey ’

w,s also quite a far cry from h» original

idea— that a little
“ bakhsheesh might -

have suppressed the rising m a few werks

As compensation for these contradictions

and uncomfortable admissions in fact of

defeat covered by strategic retreat D.srae!.

flaunted m the faces nf the British the

Convention that gave Cypress to the British

Apart from the fact that Cypress was

impossible as a naval base it was, curiously

enough, actually fatther off than Malta

even And in any case it was a tailless

acquisition since ,n the event of Russian

aggression against Tu.key it would be the

last and not the first base to be used

In return for all this Bnta.n guaranteed

in maintain the integrity of Asiatic

Turkey, which was at all counts nothing
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bat an odious responsibility. It is adroit change of attitude, the sarcastic

strange that scholars like Ensor should try outlook of the solid " middle" ‘Opinion—

to excuse this foolishly vain commitment all was for the moment swallowed up in

which Britain was scarcely in a position to the nation’s intense relief at having

fulfill by saying that it was only a first escaped from war Radowitz regarded the

instalment o( a still more grandiose scheme whole thing as " more a matter of vanity

of imperial " pan-domimonism'* In the for Disraeli than an act of political

words of Sir William Hareourt, "It was importance"; which is another way of

necessary to bring back something and that saying that Disraeli required a bird in

something was Cypress." hand to bring home to his Turcopbil

This survey has been necessitated for an supporters after releasing so many others
.

examination of what is termed as Disraeli's in the bushes of the Tjergarten I

master stroke Besides the balatant Disraeli's greatest contribution was to

Machiavellism, the conclusions to be drawn forge imperialism as an emotional force in

ate that Disraeli entirely misunderstood the consonance with the prevailing jingoism of

forces at work in the Balkan Peninsula, the limes. But he was a man more of

that the Turks were to him a mere pawn insight than of foresight. And the arc oi

in the game against Russia, that he led his powerful, sweeping imagination always

his country to the brink of war and was had Disraeli as the centie. .

held back only by a combination of ill*

health and popular outcry, that in the end

he receded from his original position,

utterly abandoned Turkish integrity in

Europe and consoled himself with an Asiatic

policy which he afterwards lacked the

energy to pursue to its logical conclusion

and which, if pursued, would still be very

doubtful of success Disraeli was a supreme

master of strategy and it was only gradually

that the English nation realized the extent

to which he had shifted his ground from

first to last The settlement with which his

name is associated in no way represented

his aims during the crisis, and its credit

h really due to Bismarck, Shuvalov and
Salisbury rather than him "Teiee with

Honour” was only the last fl.ng of ibe

man who still knew his nation at least.

,
The angry consternation of the Jingoes, the

^
moral indignation of the Rtd lC »ls at the
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permanent army of occupation in Germany

und for the Allies to hold together and

keep a strict watch on her as well as on

Japan, apart from the practical difficulties

are not likely to meet the exigencies of

the situation. Smarting under a sense of

injustice and humiliation they will be only

driven to greater desperation Secondly an

armv of occupation cannot be maintained

for all times to come and as soon as it

is withdrawn or vigilance relaxed,

the dreadful contingency will once again

occur. The ingenious German mind too

Can think of a thousand means to circumvent

this move and batde the Allies. Moreover

to take It for granted that the present Allies

will hold together for all time and act in

conceit is to ignore the lesson of history

Political alliances are dictated by the

exigencies of the hour and ate dissolved

as soon as the crisis winch called it Into

being is past The AUn« of to-day ate

the enemies ol to-morrow and vice tersA

Truly adversity makes one acquainted with

strange bed fellows

A correspondent writing in the columns

of the Statesman (Calcutta) maintains that

humane treatment to the Nazis will be out

of place and defeat its own purpose for

according to the philosophy of Neitzsche

In which they have been brought up
generosity to the vanquished foe is only a

betrayal of one's weakness and’ fails to

create any Impression on the German
"But to me it seems to be just the opposite

Generous treatment of the enemv cannot

but produce the desired effect

The first requisite, therefore, will be if

there l* a sincere desire on the part of the
Alhes to establish permanent peace, to

apply the principles of the Atlantic Charter
ts all subject natiors whether victims of

. Nan aggression or not because they too
at one time or other had been the- victims
of aggression and have been groaning under
alien domination

The second thing that is to be done, i*

not only to disarm Germany but to put a

ban on armaments productions in all l̂ e

countries of tlie world. It is the manu-

facturers of all these armaments whether

British, American or German who have

been primarily responsible not only >oT

the last Great War, bat for the present

also. According to the indisputable testi-

mony of Edgar Snow, the author of the

“Scorched Earth", . America was selling

armaments, munitions and scrap iron, out. •

of which bullets and shells are made,

to Japan when the latter was perpe-

trating the worst brutalities on China. She

did not even hesitate to sell to her the

plans of the latest types of aeroplanes with

which Japan in course of time attacked

Pearl Harbour to pay back, as it were,
'

her debt of gratitude 1 If fn future the

world is to be made safe for democracy,
two essential things are to be done, vis

,

"

all ill-gotten gams (possessions) are to.be
disgorged and the principles of the Atlantic

Charter to be applied in all cases of people
groaning under alien domination’ and that

“

national armies, navies and afr-forces are to-

be strictly limited and placed under the

effective control and supervision of a

strong, central organisation, cal) it the League
of Nations or what you will in which all

nations whether belligerents in the present
war or not will be equally represented and
which under no clrcamstances will be
bossed over by the Big Three because all

are equally interested in the preservation of
peace This constitutes the third requisite
To allow this organisation to be captured
by the Great Powers will be only perpe-
trating the present order of domination of
the weak by the strong - and heartless'
exploitation of the backward peoples and
undeveloped portions of the world by those

'

who are more advanced, organised, strong
d Rasping And last of all this League

of Nations will pnt a perpetual ban on the
production of aimsments by private organ- i

sations and will regulate the respective
requirements of each nation.
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The famine Cnmmiisien Report

The Woodhead report on the Bengal

famine of 1943 merely underlines the

popular belief that it was essentially a

man-made tragedy which timely action on
the part of the Provincial and Central

Governments could well have avetted.

A. section of the public should also share

the responsibility for the appalling disaster.

The Commission record m feeling terms

the extent of the tragedy that overtook
the unhappy proymce

We hero been haunted by a deep sense of

tragedy million and a half of the poor of

Bengal foil victims to cireumataneea for which

they themselves wore not responsible Society,

together with its organa, failed to protect its

weaker member* Indeed, there was a moral and

•octal breakdown aa well as an administrative

breakdown.

The Report adds that

Enormous profits were made out of those

Calamities and circumstances, in which profit! for

oiiio meant death for others A large part of

tho community lired in plenty while others

starved-. and there was much indifference in the

focu of Buffering Corruption was widespread

throughout tho Province, and In many elaaaea

of society

Danger signals of Ihe impending firoine

were not absent in the closing months of

1942, bat an inept and Irresponsible

government took no notice of them. The
Commission have no hesitation In fixing

the blame:

After considering all the circumstance*. w«
cannot avoid the conclusion that it lay m tha

power of tha Oocomment of Bengal, by bold,

reaolute nnd well-conceived measure# at the right'

tlma to hava largely prevented the tragedy of
the famine as it actually took place

They hold that an all-party government
might have created public confidence and
ltd to more effective action “but no such
government came Into being” And
what tif the Central Government?

The Government of India failed to recognise,

at a eufficicntly early date the need for *

system of planned mot ement of foodgraina,

including rice and wheit, from surplus to deficit

But the penalty for the Government *

incompetence had to be paid by the

people. Will the lesson of this tragedy be

lost on the authorities? If not, _what is

going to be done to avoid a repetition of

such administrative mismanagement
which meant the decimation of millions of

innocent lives ?

Citizen Rights in England and India

Almost the first act of the British

Government, alter the signing of the

German surrender, was the revocation of

all war-time regulations and the release of

everybody clipped under Regulation 18B
under which the British Black Shirt leader,

Sir Oswald Mosley, was arrested early in

the war. This is as it should be, in a
country winch valnes its freedom and the
rights of its citizens. People in India

naturally contrast the situation with condi-

tions io this country where hundreds are still

behind the bars without tiial or explanation.
Look st this picture and that, say they.
It makes all th* difference in the world
to have • government, thoroughly national
and responsive to public opinion. If men
like Sir Oswald with his pronounetd Nazi
leanings could be set free the moment
the need lor such detention has passed
•u > *- think of the continuance
of restraint like Moutana Azad
•nd Pandit Nehru for reasons of security?
And jet the Pcime Munster waxes
eloquent in his broadcast over the rule of
law and justice.

tho place of the
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A Short History or 1m ia By VV H
Moreland nil Atul Chandra CUalterjee

Longman's Green & Co
,
London

Sir Alul brought out a second

edition of the History who h was originally

the Joint wot. of Inmsell anti the late

Mr. Moreland The distinctive feature ol

this revised edition is the inclusion of six

new chapters dealing at some length with

the developments const qnent on the Consti

tation Act of 1933 The book has been
thoroughly revised in the light of later

researches and brought'up to 1943 Students

of political hMnry no !e«s than the general

leader will find the authors resume of the

social, economic and cultural development
of the nation, of special interest and

^ value

Siam By Sir Jomaii Crosby. No 26,
Oxford Pamphlet P(ice As 6.

We get a brief sutvey of (he historical,

economic and social development of Siam
in this neatly got-op Oxford Pamphlet on
Indian Affairs The author traveises a

wide ground and reviews the constitutional

and administrative aspects of the country

before she war and points nut the contacts

that existed between Siam' and India

Throughout, the author writes with ease and
assurance being extremely well informed on
many vital questions concerning the country

- University Education In India : Past
and present. By Aoathanath Bi-su The
Book Emporium, Ltd Calcutta Rs 4.

We get a bird’s e>e view of the develop,
rnent and progress of U. iveisity E 'ucalion
in India from ancient times up to cur own
day in this well w itteu and dt fomented
book The »ul|,nr surveys the giowih of
Ind.an Universities and the numerous
pi able ms connected with them.

Islamic Culture Dy D A. A. Fy:«-
International Book House, Bombay.

This short pamphlet gives us, in a nut-

shell. the meaning of culture in general

and Islam in particular and shows the dis-

tinction between culture which is the inward

spirit and civilization, an outward mani-

festation from a historic perspective. The

author’s account of the origin, growth,

development and irfljence of Islamic culture

is both lively and stimulating

A Seychelles Diary. By pat Sharpe.
Illustrations by Mr. Munesh - Rio,
Thacker & Co., Ltd

,
Bombay. Rs. 3 4,

These islands in the Indian "Ocean are
as much beauty spots as are the Hawaian
islands in the Pacific : and yet we have
few authentic guide books to give Us an
exact account of their attractions. Here,
in this book, we have in diary form a very
readable and detailed account of life In the
Seychelles, and those who plan a short
holiday “far Irom the madding crowd"
will find in It all the information they need
for a sojourn in the islands

On the Ashes
by Mohan
Publishing H

of Hitler’s Reich:
Kuimtramangslam
uuse, Bombay. As

Edited
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12.
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May 1 Hitler falls at
1
his Command post

in Beilin

—Admiral Doeniiz is appointed successor.

May 2 Nazis surrender in Italy

—Berlin falls. t

May 3 Allies enter Rangoon

May 4 German troops in Holland and

Denmark surrender

May 5 Resistance ends in N-West
Germany

May 6 Report of Bengal Famine
Commission published

—"Cease fire" in Europe

May 7 Admiral Doenitz orders uncondi

tional surrender.

M«y 8 Official announcement ot victory
“Premier's tribute to Parliament

May 9 Surrender terms ratified in Berlin

May 10. Mr. Eden repeats Cnpps’ offer.

May 11. Four-power Control Council and
Military Governor for Germany appointed.

May 12. Report of Jap peace move through
(; Moscow,

May 13 Mr Churchill indicts De Valera

in his broadcast speech

May 14. King Leopald of Belgium refuses

to abdicate

May 15 Japan abrogates pact With Ger-

many and Italy.
_ _

May 16 Tito announces German cap't°

lation in Yugoslavia
. ,

May 17 De Valera replies to Churchill*

attack
” '

—While Paper on Governments plan «
Burma published

May 18 Censorship in Britain withdrawn-

—Jap peace offer through Soviet channels

rejected

May 19. Stalin defends arrest of Polish '

leaders on Valla basis.

—Mr Sieuimus defines U S altitude to

trusteeship.

May 20. MPa appeal to Premier to fulfil

pledge to India

May 21 British Labour Conference , at

Blackpool rejects Churchill's offer of
,

Coalition Government.

May 22. Labour Party opens Election

Campaign.
May 23. Mr. Churchill resigns and forms

Interim Government
May 24 Doeniiz Government dissolved

t
and the members made prisoners

—Himmler commits suicide taking poison.
May 25 “Beveridge Plan" for America

placed hefore Congress
May 26 Mr Churchill's Interim Ministers

announced
May 27 Mr Churchill opens Election

campaign
May 28 Mr Attlee pledges labour support

for Indian self-government
May 29 Damascus bombarded by,French

troops

May 30 Lebanese Government rejects
French terms

31 Chiang resigns Premiership. Mr
T V Soong succeeds ^

—British troops intervene to stop fighting e

in Levant f
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government by the people ami for the

people
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INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEM

The first number of the India Quarterly,

the organ of the Indran Council of World
Affairs, sets a high standard in Indian

journalism. It is a welcome addition to

our high-class periodicals dealing with

authority on problems of national and

international import The initial number
has a striking contribution from the pen

oi Sir Maurice Gwyer. It is remarkable

for Its outspokenness Pleading for a new
approach to the Indian constitutional

problem, Su Maurice deplores the growing

bitterness between Englishmen and Indians

There have been pentottt ta 7adi« who for urne
years past have deliberately Bought to traduca
tho character of w» countrymen in every possible
way, to hold them up to hatred and contempt,
and by the misrepresentation of facts and the
imputation of the rile** motive*. generally to
destroy Ihe possibility of good relations between
the two countries. Worst of all them have even
been attempt* to take advantage for this purpose
of the gallsut and generous impulse* of youth
1 say this with profound regret, and indeed with
much pain, fur such conduct seems to me to be
altogether contrary to the Indian tradition I am
far from saying there have not been aspect* of
British polioy open to criticism , but cntioism,
even violent criticism. So long as it w honest,
inflicts no lasting wound . but a malicious
•ml malignant campaign is another matter.

, . .

and great masse* of ignorant and illiterate person*
hose been so infected with the venom, that
there is scarcely any statement about Great
Britain however estrai »g»ot. incredible. or
unsupported by evidence which will not g«u, ,n

THE GIFT OF THE EAST
*'I do not doubt that even m India the

people will pursue religion far less heartily

when their bodies are belter fed and
industries provide jobs ss well as labour
•ids' says Pearl S Buck in an article in
the American Mercury, tilled, "East and

“ Extremes of wealth and poverty are
more vast in India sod probably 10
China, than in the United States or in
England', *he continues.

The people of India take Iheir — . ,

aa most cprrwwcd poor.!*, jo. b„t
rchgTOO very lightly Indeed, ,0a by and
she Chinee, are a Practical 1

*
.

rnotfe. wilh a .hrowi,™ rti.F
d

them disliked in other tssteni couutne*
n’*k“

-The theme of Miss Buck’s article is the

theory that the East is spiritualistic and

the West materialistic is false. She writes’.

In the West, money does B-em necessary for

what people want. . . . undsio money the ‘ lrit

requisite Men spend their lives tn making money

to buy things Competition, too, il keen in the

West and not very keen in the East.

“It f not that one raaD is more spiritual

simply that the values of the East &nd

West are different," she points out.

As a result. Miss Buck contends, the

East is more materialistic since,
“ to waste one’, youth, therefore, in making money
would to tho man of the East seem the sheerest

folly ” »nd consequently the man m the E»<*
enjoys his Ufa in the best way and gets the

roost out of living,—and this is real materia lisro-

The emphasis on human happiness is, I believe,

the greatest gift which the East has to gh*

“DIVIDING TO RULE”
The AVa> Statesman and Nation

heartily welcomed the Government of

India’s plans for expansion of industries.

Since then further facts are available and
the paper now qualifies its welcome.
Under the caption "Dividing to rule," t

the New Statesman and Nation writes

:

"It is alright that development should be
controlled from the Federal Centre by
issue of licence to new concerns.
But to introduce communal politics into
economic planning is a disastrous new
departure It is proposed that the licens-
mg system should be used to check the
undue prominence of a single community.
This seems to mean that the artificial
ratio of 60 to 40 between Hindus and
Muslims commonly favoured when voting
power was adjusted, will now be imposed
on Industry In other words, Hindu and
Muslim firms most, in fatare expand la
steps or not at all Since the Hindu and

v
must, in future, be one and

the Muslims have never taken keenly W
industry, th** enforcement of parity will
come near checking the expansion of.
industry altogether. .
The scheme has, of course, intensified theA

rend of the two creeds. Was that the
purpose of the bureaucrat who drafted it”*
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INDIAN FOOD PROBLEM
The problem of feeding India's growing

population is referred to by Mr H. S. L.

PoLk in an article in the ManJieiter

Guardian Mr Polak says

“ One in five of all mankind resides in

India, whose population in the last decade

has increased at the rate of that of

Canada every two years."

Prof A V Hill’s figures, showing an

increase of the population at the present rate to

over seven hundred millions in the next thirty

years, provide, he says, “ a staggering

problem which will require for its solntion

the combined effort ol all patriotic Indian

parties, groups and leaders All these

human stomachs have but one religion or

politics the craving need to be adequately

filled All these bodies require to be
properly elolhed and boused before India

can hold up her head in pride and face her

destiny with confidence Cannot an agree-

ment be reached among the parly leaders even
now, before the defeat c[ Japan, upon a

National Government whose dual purpose

will be (a) that defeat itself and (b) the

large scale planning of that first prionty,

namely, agricultural improvement and
development " ?

THE MUSLIM ISSUE
Mr C Rajagopalachan has portraj cd

his reactions to the failure of the talks

between Gandhiji and Mr Jinnah in the

annual number of the Saturday Mail in

. an aiticle undtr the caption “ The Muslim

Issue." Referting to Mr Jinnah's rejection of

Gandhiji's proposals, Mr Rajagopalacharl

tsibly Ihe League docs not truly
rations of the Muelirn majority
‘sent* only Ihe pvrholngx amt
the minority Muslim area,, which

<t by Muitira majority aapirationa
men tower fe wei^htaze pmpmala ,

I think Ihe Sanru formula
of tha Muslim Leacue thas
Bui that it not admitted

[ icsE lots

Mr, Rajagopalachari further says;

The breakdown or the September talk*

time for everyone to think about Fakigwn

mom Clarified basis. If the Muslims ?•?>.«*/

> united and federat-

s shape of

can profit aod bo happy n. - - - .

ed state, they can have a privileged Pj»ee_‘J

If a half way house is preferred n

a confederation of freo units lu usuu™ -
bination without prejudice to indegeaaen^

development they can have "

do not want either feden
but separation on a joj

obhgalions, they c

rishes of the people »
without

jreemeut te

a popular

lately from

Linrjut propo
tially the m

i Government proposed by the
_
Sapru

Committee Agreement may become easier by

intimate contact and undertaking of Joint

responsibilities

AN ECONOMIC APPROACH TO
INDIAN PROBLEM

Sir William Barton, a former Resident

in Mysore and Hydrrabad, outlines an

economic approach to the Indian problem
in the May issue of the Magazine, the

Fortnightly There is no doubt,” he says,
" many people in Dritairt. who have ultimately

to see India adopt Dominion Status, would
wrlcome an interim arrangement that

might relieve ihe existing tension." V
Sit William Barton discounts the belief

that the Indian masses share the frustration
and bitterness that characterizes the political
leaders and cites ihe fact that two and •
hall million volunteers for Ihe Indian
fighting services have come fofw.-rd from
the villages

.

“Would th<-y have done so ",

he a«ks, “ If they were burning with
re«enlment at the delay in establishing
Indian Home Rule Mist of them do not
know what the phrase means."

Sir William suggests that the Central
Government “might Veil pledge itself to

• policy of finding decent employment for
the majority of educated young Indians,"
\\ hile it is true, he says, that only *
National Government could carry R
through, Sir William suggests that the
existing Government should initiate policy.
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Baroda
DEWAN ON FEDERAL GOVT.

Addressing the Baroda State Assembly,

Sir B L. Milter, the new Dewan, expressed

the opinion that the only solution to the

constitutional problem of India lay in the

establishment of a strong federal government.
. . . v uniformity

of th»\ar>ing mod
irable by

throughout
--iformity

possible

i oil bin

Referring to the scheme of attachment

of smalt States, Sir Mittet said that the

future of Indian States, as important and

powerful factors in the future progress of

India, can only be assured if the principle

of attachment is extended and convenient

groups are formed to play an equal part

with the provinces in British India

Explaining the scheme of attachment he

said that the scheme contemplated merely

the transfer of small units from the juris-

dictions of the Political A Bent, to the

administration of some big State *ne

rulers retain every element of sovereignty

which they previously enjoyed.

Referring to the fears of the smaller.

States, he said

1 aoi unable to unilcraland wb> aoma^ot tbo

aniall Slalw ^‘.^“^Vtho'yVre traufmod

t«'iho care of Slates On It* roolrary, being

n ilegea of Ilia

HARlJANS AND BARODA TEMPLES

A Baroda Government Press Note says-

"In consonance with the well known State's

policy of keeping temples open without

distinction of caste, the fact that one of

the principal State temples o’ Sri Vithal-

nathji is also open for every one, including

llanjans, has once again been officially

confiimed as questions on the score were

raised in some newspapers. Baroda State

was the first to declare temples open

to lLrljan* a number of years ago and the

policy continues unchanged.

Travancore
5-YEAR PLAN FOR EDUCATION

A proposal recommending the introduction

in Travancore State of compulsory pnmaiy

education in five years duration for

children between the ages of five and iu

is made by the Education Reorganization

Committee appointed by the Government.

This was revealed by Mr. H. C. Papwottb,

Pro Vice-Chancellor of Travancore University.

In regard to the preschool age, the

Committee has recommended the opening

of nursery schools in towns and other

industrial centres for children whose

mothers go to work The most important

objective to be achieved in the case ol

children who did not go ttyond the

primary schools was to fit them for various

forms of manual labour and artisan work

•and the curriculum must be designed to

foster the wage-earning capacity of those

children as literate manual woikers.

After the primary stage opportunities

should be given for short and intensive

.courses of technical training to equip these

school boys as wage earners. Regarding

the High Schools, the Committee recom-

mended thai they must be reorganized

m such a way as to lead to direct

employment A 'proposal recommending

a university entrance examination and the

establishment of pre-university classes with

a minimum course of one year s instruction

was also made

THE DCWAN ON WORLD'S FUTURE
Sir C P Ramaswami Aiyar, the Dewan

of Travancore, in his Victory Day address

t the Victory Jubilee Hall, Trivandrum,
said that it was a -mistake to rely on the

old doctrines of individual, political,

economic and military sovereignty. Much
of that sovereignty would have to be
delegated to a world authority whose
jurisdiction would extend not only to the

the old sense butprevention of „... „„„
also to the maintenance of economic justice

and (airplay throughout the world, without
which an” «-•••“ — . 1,«—, nr

illusory.
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INDIANS OVERSEAS
South Africa

INDIAN DOMICILES

Here are the requirements for Indian

domiciles in South Africa set before the

Commonwealth Relations Conference by

the Indian delegation and announced at a

press conference by Raja Sir Maharaj Singh,

Depuly Leader of the delegation

(1) The restoration of the franchise

of which Indians have been deprived

(2) The repeal of anti-Asiatic legislation.

(3) No restriction as regards the

acquisition of property whether in the

Transvaal, the Orange Free State or Natal.

(4) The uplift clauses of the Cape

Town Agreement to be fully and effec-

tively carried out

(5) The existing provincial batners

which prevent Indians from migrating from

one province of the Union tn another

to be removed

S*r Maharaj Singh made this statement

at a meeting specially arranged to bring

the delegation and .British and Indian press

representatives together

Burma
PROBLEMS OF BURMA INDIANS

Official quarters in Delhi emphasise that

the White Paper relates only to the

political future of Burma and the British

Government are understood to have assnred

the Government of India that all questions

relating to Indians in Burma are entirely

unprejudiced by this declaration, and will

be matters for separate consideration

With regard to restoration of lands in

Burma to NattukolUi Chettiars, a spokes

man said at a Press Conference in Simla

that the policy was to buy land from
them and there was no question of

expropriation.

A* regards immigration into Burma, the
spokesman said that there must be orderly

return to Burma in view of the difficulties

including food.

Trinidad
PANDIT KUNZRU IN TRINIDAD

Pandit Kunzru made an extensive tour

of the Colony of Trioidad. He was enthu-

siastically welcomed on his anival at Pott of

Spam. He criticised the Colonial Office for

failing to appoint an Indian Agent-General

and Trade Commissioner for Trinidad.-

Pandit Kunzru said, "India, if free, is

willing to co-operate with the rest of the

world in the promotion of human happiness

but resenls compulsion to carry out the

decisions ol bodies in which she is not

in the same position as other countries".

East Africa
INpiANS IN EAST AFRICA

Speaking at a dinner given in his

honour by Mr A. K Kanji, at Porohit’s

Hotel, Bombay. Hon. Mr. A. B. Patel,

Executive Councillor of the Government
of Kenya (East Africa), said that he did
not koow what would be the condition of

East Africa in view of the present

exploiting tendency of the Europeans

Mr Patel feared ihat racial discrimination

would spread in East Africa too.

Mr. A. K. Kanji said that the
mercantile community in India looked
upon East Africa is an Indian colony, as
it had been developed by Indians.

Dutch Guiana
INDIANS IN DUTCH GUIANA

Mr IL C Patel representing a film
distributing concern who arrived in London
rn route to India from a two years' tour
of Trinidad, British and Dutch Guiana and
the United States told United Prrss:
*' Nearly 90 per cent, of Indians residing
in those colooial territories were pro-
Congress." He revealed that Iod.an
nationalist sentiments were, however, meeting
opposition from the Dutch authorities In
Guiana who were trying to prevent entry
of Indian films most popular in those
countries.
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Utterances of the Day

MR. CHURCHILL’S ATTACK AND
DE VALERA’S REPLV

In his broadcast to the nation on

13, Mr Winston Churchill, the Prime

Minister, after reviewing the early setbacks

in the war, made a direct attack

on E're's Prime Minister, Mr Eamon
De Valera for refusing to lend Britain

naval and air bases from which to defeat

the German attacks on convoys crossing

the Atlantic

Mrs. PANDIT ON DUTY OF THE
POWERS

Referring to the end of the European

war, Mrs Pandit declared at San Francisco

:

The only proper celebration tar the Albed

\ ictory will be for the statesmen of the sorla

assembled hero to labour honestly for enduring

peace. This pence will only come if the principles

of international justice are afhrmed and implemented

by granting complete freedom to people throughout

the world The clear lesson of this global war

is that the world cannot continue half free ant

half elave Naturally I cannot help but think

of India which will remain an eternal qacfttwt

mark, confronting not only Great Britnm but the



Political

Mr ATTLEE'S PLEDGE

A pledge of the Labour Party s faith id

Self Government for India was given ky

Mr Clement Attlee, Leader of the Labour

Party, who will be the British Prime

Minister, if the Party wins the general

election on July 5

Mr Attlee declared that Labour had always

advocated Self Government for India adding

however

Belt Government for a sub continent of 400 million

people differing in language religion and degree

of civilization is no easy matter

"We cannot give India a constitution

said Mr Attlee,

but we will assist India to work out her own
constitution I think the Cripps Offer remaiua tie

most practical method for Indians to decide their

own destiny, but ttio Lnbour Party is opoo to

consider any other proposals

Mr bevin on labour policy
TO INDIA

Mr Earnest Bevin, the virtual dictator of

Britain 9 Labour Party, has promised real

transfer of power to India He has ex
pressed the hope of the Congress taking

office and has pledged support to the Indian

demand In a special interview, he said

I (loa t twhovo lu paper constitutions and elabo
rate drafts With or without such drafts. Labour
wdl begin transfer cf power to interim Qo\ eminent
lo India and guo goodwill and understanding on
both side* Thn British Labour arfi Indian people
can inarch together to our common destiny

Mr Bevin expressed the hope that he wished
to see the Indian National Congress emerge
from a petiod of agitation to the task of

responsibility and Government He ex
plained ihe * term "Agitators”, he used
daring bis Blshpool speech and said, “When
I sajd India contained very fine agitators

l did not use the word, * Agitators’ tn

any detogatoiy *sense

I myself have been an agitator all mj life aJocg
with Labour and Trade Union leaders Labour
in Ornish is everything from a period of agitation
to tabu responsibility- and form a Government
That is wbnt I would sincerely like ibe Indian

• Omgfcsw leaders to do
'

Prof LASKI ON CRIPPS' OITER
Professot Harold Laski, the great British

Economist told a Labour meeting in

Blackpool on May 23 that * the people

of India will get their freedom by co

operation or by revolution” He denounced

Prime Minister Churchill s attitude towards

the Indian problem and suggested that it

was creating some suspicion which was

reported to be felt by Russia towards

Britain

Another point he criticized, was Britain s

move towards India at the time of Sir

Stafford Cripps visit

I do not think the Cripps Offer won good
enough either in substance or the manner m
which it was presented he said addmg that

Sit S Cripps had made a mistake in Baying that

he wne going to be in India only 12 days and
adopting the attitude that the Indians could

take it or leave it

Prof Laski was loudly cheered when he

said ’ We have got to take India out of

the slums into an independent community
entitled to choose of their own volition,

whether they wish to be a part of the

British Empires or go their own way'
He demanded that action be taken im
mediately to give India independence

BERTRAND RUSSELL’S SUGGESTIONS
TO END DEADLOCK

These suggestions for a settlement of the
Indian political deadlock aie contained in
a letter from Bertrand Russell to Mr
A K MiAerlt. Secretary i\f ibe JLadir.?.1

Democratic Party in India

Bertrand Russell says

The only message I could send to India is
fretlj that political prisoners should be released
after giving an undertaking not to impede the
war effort and ti at they should be given every
facility for discussion with a new to framing a
constitution Secondly that the British Gov eminent
should at once give ao undertaking to evacuate
‘India at a slated time (say one ytar) after the
end of the Japanese war Thirdly that if at tie
espiry of that period a constitution LRS not been
agreed upon, on Allied Commission should be
invited to roofer with Indian leaders and British
officials to find the basis bf a constitution sc
ceptable as far n8 possible to all patties in India
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Insurance

HEALTH INSURANCE FOR WORKERS

The Government of India have prepared,

and forwarded to Provincial Governments

a unified scheme of social security for

industrial workers in India covering health

insurance, maternity benefit and employ-

ment injury

On receipt of replies from the Provincial

Governments, the question of introducing a

Bill in the Central Assembly to carry out

the scheme will be considered

The scheme is the outcome of the

report prepared by Prof. Adarkar on

health insurance for industrial woikers

Hts proposal provided for progress by a

series of steps. It is now proposed, on

the advice ol Messrs. Stack and Rao of

the International Labour Office, who came

to India at the invitation of the Central

Government, to tackle several steps at once.

The proposed scheme, therefore, covers

all perennial factoiles. Both maternity

benefit and workmen's compensation, being

lntereral parts of any scheme of insurance,

it may remove some of the defects that

have crept into the present working of the

Workmen’s Compensation Act, and of the

Maternity Benefit Act.
.

Prof. Adaikar proposed that the insurance

fund should set
.
up its own medical

service. According to the revised scheme,

however, the Provincial Medical Services

will be utilized for the purposes of the

Health Insurance Scheme This change is

intended to seenre that the Provincial

Ministries of Health remain ultimately

responsible for all health setvices operated

within their jurisdiction, and Ih at Provincial

Governments will have * very close

interest in the working of the scheme

The Central Government will meet two-

thirds of the cost of administration as an

tx grand payment for the first five years

The Provincial Governments are being

asked to meet one-third of the cost of

medical care if standard quality by the

provision of medical sirvives, and the

temamdet of the Cf*t will be met from
’* employers' and workers' contributions

INSURANCE AGAINST ALL SICKNESS

The National Physicians Committee for

the Extension of Medical Service in

United States called together some diw

doctors and representatives of insurance

and pharmaceutical companies and *

industrial concerns which have institute

voluntary insurance programmes (mostly

underwritten by private insurance com-

panies) covering life, sickness, surgical ana

hospital protection for their employees.

The Committee’s survey of more than

1,000 business concerns showed 94 pc*

cent of the executives who replied, thought

the coverage had bettered relations with

their employers That was a frame of

mind which the conferees, especially the

insurance companies and doctors, sought

to preserve and extend to other employers.

Faced with Congressional consideration

of the Wagner-Murray-Dingell Bill for a

vast Federalized health programme, they

sought to re emphasize alternatives

available to private enterprise, including

commercial insurance and policies provided

by nou-profit groups under local control.

WAR RISK INSURANCE RATES
A sharp reduction in war risk insurance

rates for cargoes was announced by the

Institute of London Underwriters recently.

Rates for the United Kingdom and Northern
Ireland to or .from ports in the East—east

of Aden—but not east of India, including
Ceylon, were reduced to one per cent, as

against two previously

India to or from the Red Sea 'and the
Mediteiranean becomes ^4 for the west
coast ports of India and three quaiters for
the east coast, against two per cent,
previously

fwo MILLION KILLED IN WAR
IN 1944

The Metropolitan Life Insurercc’ Comp»nf
of New Yoik estimates that during the

year 1944, two million men of all nation*
wtre killed In " war artion

"
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MFNON READMITTED TO LABOUR PARTY

Mr V K Krishna Menon Secretary of

T_d)a League has been readmitted to

t u Party Mr Menon resigned w
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executive of the patty on Indian question

HITLERS DEATH
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7
his personal physician and his body

was afterwards burned
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DEVELOPMENT OF AYURVEDA

The need for the practitioners of

Ayurveda shaking off their inferiority

complex and working for the advancement

of their system m a spirit of hope and

courage, was emphasized by Dr Mamkumar

Mukhetjee, President, All-India Ayurveda

Mahamandal, addressing a meeting at the

Venkataramana Dispensary and Ayurvedic

College, Mylapore.
. . ,

.

After pointing out that the principles and

\heones of Ayurveda were perfect and that

the overwhelming majority of the people

of this country were served by indigenous

systems of medicine. Dr. Mukherjee

described how several Ayurvedic prescrip-

tions had been called unscientific by experts

in allopathy and yet absorbed by them

Into their system. It had no quarrel w.th

allopathy. He appealed to the students of

the institution to learn Sanskrit and dive

deep into their Sastras so ‘hat they might

be able to deliver the goods of Ayurveda.

He had no doubt that the day was coming

when Ayurveda would no longer be domi-

nated by other systems. He k°Ped *a‘

the institution would give » to the

province in scientific and genuine Ayurveda

and that if funds were «vadable. they

would open hospitals 10 w ',,ch *h*

possibilities of Ayurveda could be shown

CHOLERA VACCINE

An important new medical discovery—

a

direct cholera vaccine, which provides

immunity with one dose instead of the normal

three—W,U very soon get its first conclusive

practical test in areas of India recently

affected by famine.

Edgar Rhoads, President of the newly-

formed American Relief for India, Incorpo-

rated, announced that his organization is

rushing out supplies of the new medicine to

American Quaker relief workers in Bengal,

where a cholera epidemic is reported to be

claiming 100 lives weekly.

Six team capable of inoculating thousands

of persons daily will dispense the vaccipe,

which is expected to prove superior in

strength as well as in other qualities to

NEED FOR nEALTII TECHNICIANS

Th! need f»r • l«rg» oombee of M*
technician ,. who could dieeemin.le kno«

ledge of health to the igoorant pnbhe •«

the country, was emphasized by w- J-
•

Grant, Director, All-India Iast.tule of

Hygiene and Public Health, who reviewed

the 4ast five years’ activities of the Institu

at a Press Conference in Calcutta.

Attributing the poor state of public

health in India to the general economic

condition in the country, Dr Grant pomte

out that India spent less than five annas

per capita per annum on health education,

as s gainst Rs 54 spent for the same

purpose in the United Kingdom.

Stating that of all its war activities the

most important Was the collection of blood,

the report of the Institute points out that

during 1943-44 blood was collected from

36,328 donors and processed into 1,866

litres of liquid and 1,435 litres of dried serum.

The responsibility for training several

categories of military personnel in anti-

malarial work and arrangements for supply,

ing foodstuffs were some of the Institutes

other emergent activities.

NUTRITIVE VALUE OF TAPIOCA

The Nutrition Research Laboratories,

Coonoor, have been studying the nutritive

value of Tapioca {maravah or shakarkandd),

which forms a large part of diet among

the poorer classes in South-West India.

Feeding Inals with experimental animals

have shown that a diet largely composed

of Tapioca fails to support their growth

unless it is supplemented with food

containing proteins, which supply

building material for the body and make

good the loss of tissue arising from the

inevitable result of living and working. I‘

is also a source of energy. Animal foods.

eg, milk, eggs, fish, meat, etc, sncl

common Indian pulses, eg, Bengalgup1

(chans), Urd, Mang, etc,, are richest m
protein.
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DEVELOPMENT OF BANKING

The Madras Branch of the Indo Mercantile

Bank Ltd
,
(Incorporated in Cochin Slate)

was opened on May 21 by the Hon M C-

T M Chidambaram ChctUar at No 121,

Armenian Street

Mr Popatlal Goverdhan Lai an, Manager

of the Bank welcomed the guests and

conveyed the thanks of the Management of

the Bank to Mr ChidambaVaro Chettiar and

Dr Alagappa Chettiar for their support in

the opening of the Branch

Mr Chidambaram Chettiar welcomed the

opening oj one more Bank in the city and

said that the future of Banking m India

was bound to be great having regard to

the prospects of industrial development

before the country There was great need

for sound and well conducted banking

concerns and they could play a great part

in building the economic prosperity of

India While Madras welcomed many
outsile banking and commercial concerns
A was somewhat strange that Madras
concerns rvere not equally welcomed m
other parts of India, particularly in the

North

Dr Alagappa Chettiar, the new President

of the Southern India Chamber of

Commerce and the Madras Yarn Merchants'
Association expressed the hope that

the new concern would txtend its

activities in course of time throughout
Madras Province and States as well as
other Provinces ami States The future of
Madras enterprises lay with the people of

Madras They could demand and have
the welcome which was their dae, if only
leading bankers and industrialists of the

Province would make a united effort and
see to it that Madras and the reighbaunng
States pulled together m a common effort

they would have their place amongst the
leading banks of India As in politics so

m commerce and industry, they could
never get their doe unless they demanded
it and proved their own worthiness for it

Mr A N Padmanabha Shenoy, Deputy
Chairman, proposed a vote of thanks to
die speakers and other guests

PURCHASE PRICE OF RAILWAYS

The War Transport Member, Sir Edward
Benthall, replying to Mr Manu Subedar, made

a statement explaining how the purchase

price of three of eight railways acquired

by Government after the outbreak of the

war worked out in terms of £100 of ordinary

stock, after excluding amounts required for

the discharge of preference shares and

debentures The figures were

—

Bengal Dooras Railway £226, Bengil and

North Western Railway £251 and Kohl!

khand Kumaon Railway £330

The remaining five railways namely, Assam
Bengal, BB fit Cl South Indian, M & S M
and Bengal Nagpur Railways were already

owned by Government and the companies
were only holding companies with certain

limited capital which had to be repaid at par

on the termination of the working contracts

The Assam BengalUnd B B & C I Railways
were purchased on these terms and the

companies were only paid their share
capital of £i^5 tndhon and £2 million

respectively As the contracts for South
Indian M fit S M and Bengal Nagpur Railways
were terminated prematurely, the companies
had to be compensated for the loss of profits

RAILWAY PROJECT IV SOUTH IVDr\

A consolidated metre gauge system m
South India to be linked up with (he
proposed Northern metre gauge system to
be constructed from Manmad to the South
is one of the post war projects under
consideration of the railway authorities

Mr J F C Reynolds, General Manager,
South Indian- Railway, said at a press
conference that his railway had suggested
that it might be wotth while to investigate
the possibility of converting to metre gauge
an appreciable quantity of broad gauge lines
in South India, in order to reduce the
number of the existing transhipping stations
and bring into being n consolidated metre
gauge system
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ART TREASURE

Some 800 paintings from various Dutch
galleries have come through the war

unscathed in an underground sandstone

quarry near Maastricht, according to the

Timet special correspondent with the

American forces in Holland.

This repository is an air-conditioned

chamber protected by electrically- operated

steel doors It contains some half a dozen

Rembrandts including "The Night Watch”
and other old masters are also represented

in the collection.

Most of the paintings are hnng upon
swinging frames which allow easy inspection

but “The Night Watch,” too large to

hang in an underground chamber, is

wrapped round a wooden roller.

Apart from works of old and modern
masters, there are valuable Dutch and
Flemish primitives There is also a large

collection oi drawings and tapestries.

GOERING’S STOLEN ART TREASURES

The United States Seventh Army autho-

rities have discovered—over the fat fisted

Field Marshal’s own signature—sufficient

evidence to convict Herman Goering as

one of the biggest thieves the world has

ever known.

Here in this gaudy grey-stone castle the

investigators found a sheaf of correspond-

ence between Goering and his underling.

Alfred Rosenberg, explaining in minute
detail just bow to go about Sooting the

museums of Enrope

A small fraction of the booty here
includes paintings, statues and silver jewels
worth millions of dollars The booty is

now under guard by the 10th Armoured
Division while officers begin the long task
of identifyieg each object and returning it

to its owner

Many of the articles came from the
Rothschild collection Others came from
Kiev and Belgium A number of oils are
"Rembrandts, Reynolds, Vandycks, Boobeurs,
Murillos, Rousseaus and Gainsboroughs.

" SPORT : COD’S BEST WORK ”

Vatican radio broadcast an address. h>

sports associations by the Pope in which

he emphasized that the church was

“ profoundly keen on fostering spoil, God s

best work, which as such must be cared lor.

He added . Sport teaches us to get

rid of petty rivalry and petty nationalism,

at the same lime it teaches us to bear

our responsibilities with full consciousness.

Thus sport must be considered *

necessary part of life but not as the

reason of life itself.
1 '

DHYAN CH\ND, THE HOCKEY WIZARD

A dazzling display by Dhyan Chand,

India's hockey “ wizard ”, was the main

feature of the match between the Services XI
and a weak Bombay XI, which came off on
April 25, on the Bombay Gymkhana ground.
The former won by 3 goals to 1, thereby
avenging their defeat the previous day
at the hands of the United Bombay
Services by an identical margin.

Dhyan- Chand has no doubt lost his

speed, says a reporter, but yet his display

will stilt rank him among the foremost
centre-forwards in India to-day.

EDWARD ESMOND

Edward Esmond 71, a British sportsman
and native of India, died at his home in
New York on May 18, after a brief illness.
Esmond played m international polo
matches at the turn of the century and at
one lime held the British Senior Champion-
ship He formeily operated racing stables
in India, Britain and France

TEST CRICKET MATCH AT LONDON
Australia defeated England by six wickets

in the unofficial Test cricket match at
Lord’s. The match was a three-day fixture.

The scores

Tinyunh n
£St and '294.

Australia: 455 and 107 for 4.
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TOEKANASDAB LIFE TO BE FILMED

The special correspondent of the India

Press Service learns that efforts are being

made tt)

V

fdm very shortly the hie story

of Swami Vivekananda Application for th

necessary licence has been made to the

Government of India by Mr Harmdranath

Chattopadhyaya, the Indian poet Harm is

at present busy working on the script

The cast of the hfe story will be drawn,

,t is stated, from the nearest surviving

relations of the great saint ^
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MOTOR UNIONS CONGRESS

The All-India Motor Unions Congress,

which concluded Us three-day session, at

Nagpur on March 30, adopted a resolution

progressive .eh.me« o! co-orf.o,Uon in Hie

Sitter °( *0*1 tntt'rott Tta

requests ihti Ike All-Iodn Motor Union,

Congress »nd .Is Pnnrfaool br.ochn

should be taken into eoufidenee by the

Central and Provincial Governments should

be given reasonable opportunities to discuss

official schemes.

The resolution criticizes the road rail

transport policy of the Government and

revets that neither the Central nor any of

the Provincial Governments, in spite of

their claim to co-ordinate or nationalise the

transport service, have rut out officially

practical schemes, so that operators might

be in a position to adjust themselves as

practical businessmen.

NUFFIELD CARS IN At-STRALIA

The Nuffield organization has formed an

Australian subsidiary with a capital of one

million sterling to start m.nuf.ctnre of

Morns cars in Australia The Australian

Aviation

CIAST AIR LINERS FOR BRITAIN

Britain’s first giant post-war ahliners. ‘he
,

largest in the world to operate, the Indian.

Dominion, Atlantic or other routes,
_,Q

probably be ready in 1947 and not 19«

as was earlier anticipated.

Named after Lord Brabazon, the former

Minister for Aircraft Production and

pioneer flyer, these mammoth Brabazon*

in the early phase of production, will have

eight, engines, each of 2,000 h p. bu

those produced later in 1947 are expected

to be jet-propelled.

These airliners will have sleeping berth

accommodation for 70 people or, if used

on day wotk, will be * able to carry

approximately 100 passengers in comfort

and at a high speed

WORLD CO OPERATION IN AIR TRANSPORT

Lord Swinton, Minister for Civil Aviation,

said in • broadcast on the Southern
Africa Air Conference" at Capetown;
“We believe that each country should be

free to organize its own air transport as

thinks beat And we know that anyMoms cars m
minufacture it thinks beat And we know that any

Company is starting i

;
j- type of organization can Co-operate with

,t ».,« b.d,.. -Jr l»
1

*Vy b'b" I» Commonwealth .It

sr-A . «»=& sm:
Australia when suita^li conditions

"Following Nuffield'* recent aimilar

arrangement for manufacturing Moms cars

in India, this appears as further instalment

of similar establishments in other patts of

the world as the formerly less industrialized

countries now insist on manufacturing the

leas complex industnal prod arts domestically

GENERAL MOTORS AND LIGHTER CAnS
The General Motors Corporation has

disclosed plans for a lighter and more
economical motor car to be ready for

production after the end of the war against

Japan. The revelation of this {rogramme
points to a keen competitive battle between
the General Motors’ Chevrolet car and the

Ford car In the low-price field.

Ordinal ily air co-operation

good neighbour policy and because so
many foreign countries feel as we do,

1 know they will welcome that co-operation.”

I S AIR 6Lll\ ICE TO SOUTH AFRICA

A United States Air Service to Johannes-
burg is at present being negotiated, the

Minister for Transport, Mr. F C Sturrock,

told the South African Senate. Mr. Sturrock
said the United Stales had complete right

to come to South Africa with her

aeroplanes and when the time came be
would be prepared to suggest starting d
a Johannesburg United States. Service on

a fifty fifty basis Air agreements with

other countries, apart from British territori<*i

would be made separately with each country*
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BRITISH LABOUR PROGRAMME

The Labour Party’s greatest Conference

for 22 years was opened at Blackpool, on

May 21, in an atmosphere of great

tension, by this year’s Chairman, Miss

Ellen Wilkinson, cables Don Kimche,

Reuter's special correspondent.

One thousand one hundred delegates

who heard Miss Wilkinson throw out the

challenge that " Labour is ready ’’ knew

that the Prune Minister’s challenge to

Labour to stay in Government or face

eaily election has been accepted by

Labour leadership

This fact now dominates the Conference,

Labour Party leaders are insisting that

they do not want the July election and

they would prefer to wait until some of

the demobilised men and women were

back home. Miss Wilkinson argued for a

more decent end to the Coalition, aod an

election therefore in Autumn.

Labour has accepted Mr Churchill’s

challenge and is out to win at the elections

now fixed for next month.

WELFARE JCHEXirS FOR COAL MIXES

The Mines Well are Fund Advisory

Committee at a recent meeting recom-

mended that sum of Rs 27 lakhs

should be sr«nt immediately to build for

coal miners, a township of two-roomed

tenements on the outskirts of coal areas In

the RanigunJ coalfields, say* a message

from Dhanbad, dated April 19

The colony Is to be provided wnh
educational. medical, and recreational

facilities.

The lady welfare inspector made a
statement on the progress of labour welfare

work among women miners The represen-

tatives of Mine Owners' Association
accepted the resporsibi’.ty of developing
etecbes and baiv i«ig arrangements

The Committee
IVoviceUl Govemi
to carry out we!‘

ard Baluchistan, c

ecommended that
nts should be a sled
e activities in Oiasa
behalf of tbe Fund.

SIR PITER0Z£ SHAH MEHTA

Tributes to the memory of Sir Pheroie

Shah Mehta were paid at the birthday'

centenary celebrations in Bombay, CaRu!>*

and other centres on May 24. Presiding

over a similar function at ihe VoungMens
Crescent Society, Madras, Mr. G. A. Natesan.

who had the privilege of knowing Sir Pheroie

Shah intimately, said that Mehta was a born

leader of men who had a genius for picking

the right men for the right place.

Sir Pheroie, said Mr. Natesan, was one

of the pioneers of the freedom movement

in the country who regarded himself **

an Indian first and a Parsi next, and the

services he rendered at his time were most

praiseworthy. His unflinching devotion lo

the Indian National Congress was well

known and till the day of his death he

worked for it His activities Were varied
Sir Fheroxe was the maker of modem
Bombay. He devoted his whole life to the

civic improvement of the city. He was
the greatest critic of the bureaucracy in his
days, but one of the outstanding traits of
his character was that he never allowed
political differences to interfere with hi*

social relation*.

Men like Gohhile and Wacha looked on
him as their leader. Incidentally Mr Natesan
revealed what is not generally known, that
Mehta found fault uuh Gokhale end
Gandhiji over the Gandhi-Smuts Agree-
ment Though Mr Natesan had then
supported Gokhale he confessed that lie
now thought that Theroie Shah was right
in insisting that the right of free entry
into South Africa, which as British citizens
Indians possessed, should nol have been
given up

__
kasttrba thest tomid

The meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Kasturb. Gandhi National Memorial
Trust concluded at Mahable.hwar on May 21,
a ter being m session for 17 hours aptead

t,„. The COTni„ee ..eeiiope.l
grart* for a number of uplift and welfare
schemes in different Provinces, subject to
•moval by the Board of Trustees.
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UN1TEO INDIA is the pioneer in giving

°nCC

a5k lor particulars of this
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«1Hl Up MDO^MT PLM

United India life durance Co., Ltd.

post Box NO. 2S1, MADRAS,

OR

, o5 tue Company » Offices throughout

rE%lon and British East Africa.
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orchard fruits
and

health, fruits

Finely flavoured,

wrapped separately

each sweet is

and hygienically

the best for children.

PARRY S CO., CIO "

madras.
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Travancore Information

and Listener.

ft Profusely Illustrated Monthly

Published toy the Department

of. Information, (Government of

Travancore, The Editor invites

•articles of topical Interest to

Travancore, Short Stories, Pho-

tographs and Cartoons, Contri-

butions accepted and published

will be paid for.
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r»>« Office*

Yes, a third o! that build*

ing has been contributed

by India, because its wise

owner decided to invest

his surplus income in

National Savings Certificates The interest he

earned on his savings amounted to 50/i of the

amount he paid for the house!

Today, National Savings Certificates offer better

interest than any other safe investment

Any wan deciding to savt future prosperity Now is the

•»' “—

—

m 12 ><ars time and thus Lay **C<tus* earnings are high

« jur* foundation for Hu Suic off jou can and tuy

NATIONAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
Jc Every Rs 10/- becomes Rs 15/- after 12 years

& *fth £ srnpfe interest free <sf income tax

•fc ErtcashaWe after three years ( 18 months for Rs

5/* Certificate) with accrued interest "aaa 1
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Tea Time-
Under the Chenar

ItiTrr. forest* ana lakes in which the enow capped mountains
are reflected form the background to tbo bounty of

Kashmir The boose boats which drift on the waters of

the Valley aro also made lovel> with intricate wooden
panelling and citvcd furniture.

Those who have the lock to enjoy a lazy holiday in

Kashmir look forward to the hoar of afternoon tea, lato

though it rasj come after a walk by the met side

Many house boats are equipped with brightly coloured

tea services of Kashmir Pottery and tea l« served m the
Western Btyle, adding milk and sugar In the cup

Holiday makers from all over India get fresh Brooke

Bond tea here )ust as they would at home
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Jit <v!nit Crur.eA —
Nitvo&allesuraore BuflAmR

3C2, Ch 3* Barer HoaJ-

Esplanade

Sub Offices at

Bangalore *

|
birth control

i
Hygienic and Sanitary goods for

Ladies and Cents.

! I.STS hies l’*» Eoz

j

trench Paragon As 4 Us 2 12

H W Sheath As 6 Rb 4 8

‘j
Aa 8 R« 5 8

I Silk h Paragon Ro 1 Ra 11 8

l AmencUB L Sbealh R* 1 8 Its 17 8
1

American Tips As 8 Rs 6 8

LADIES
Rubber Check Pessary Rs 2 1st city

Rs 18 2tld qty

I *Breoto' Tablets Rs 114 per Tuba
• Neurelle * Jelly Ita 1 U pm Jm

,
* Enema 8yr>ngo ’ Very hood for both Vaginal

Douching A Rectal Rs 6 8 Each

HEftLTH & CO. (ik)
OPP MAJESTIC CINEMA,

CIRGAUM, BOMBAY, <

THE DEM- HEAR?
Tb# permanent Care, No ({elapse

Deaf People —' *ry easiest method to restore

the accuracy of hearing power quite marvellously

*>o matter if there is any derangement cstn

Wished in the apparatus GUARANTEED and
Recognised "EMERALD PILLS AND RAPID
AURALDROP * {Regd ) (Combined treatment)
Jt« 57 13 0 1 ull course Trial course Rs 7 0 0

LEUCODERMA
The only Inveation upto date recognised and

praised from coast to_ coast for uni (Uo euro of

• LFCCODbKMINT ” {Hegd ) Its J5-13 0 pec
bottle Perfect Cure i» gasrant«xl No
matter if congenital or self acquired

ASTHMA CURE
You sorely espeel for radical cure You- tried

so many but they were relieving agents I shall
core you permanently No relapse guaranteed
Any chroma nature or typo of asthma and bron
chiut, colic pata, piles and fistula are also cured
successfully

„
CATARACT (irlthont knife)

No matter ripe or nnrjpo >0 matter hoiroi er
old the pat eat Cure guaranteed No sick bed
or hospitalisation Particulars Free Give full
particrlani and b story to Dr SHERMAN, res I

(U.S A ) Daliabbanga (Faridpar), Bengal, India
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

"SAMSON" BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS

"LAGG1T” BRAND 85% MAGNESIA ASBESTOS

BOILER COMPOSITION.

ATLAS" BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &

FIRE HOSE VALVES,

"JOHN BULL" INDICATORS AND GAUGES.
"V” ROPES. WHITTLE LINK "V" BELTING. LEATHER

BELTING. COTTON ROPES. BELT HOOKS.
RAWHIOE a LUBRIHIDE PINS. LACING & CUTTERS.

OBTAINABLE FBOM

GANNON, DUNKERLEY & Co., Ltd.
MAORAS. BANGALORE. COIMBATORE.

THE SCINDU STEAM NAVIGATION CD. LTD.
rlONECHS IK the u*.VELOJ3itNT OF INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

for iI«Im of ,

•l WtnJis Hu

RUN .
lei -5VUI

MAVAOIKO AGENTS
JUROTUM MORXRJEE & Co„

BOMBAY
M5CSIMU CCWWItI-—

THE BENGAL BCRMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
„ INDIAN COOPERATIVE NAV & T. Co Lid
„ RATNAGAR STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd
„ HAJ LINE. LIMITED
„ BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Ltd.
„ EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co, Ltd.

V. T. “

SctMD)* Tel No 3007i . 8 linea

Weight Brokers

.

PrUmber * Co Tel Ko J4068.
K»nji IsdHaejK * Co = No 23744.

SCIKBIft HOUSE,
BiJJard Estate,

BOMBAY.
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INDIAN BANK, LIMITED
Head office:

(established ix 1007)

North Beach Road, MADRAS

ESPLANADE
TRIPLICANC
MVLAPOBE
THEAOAKAVANAOAR
YI3RA3AWALKAM
MOUNT ROAD

Issued and subscribed capital

Paid-up capital

Reserve Fund

Deposits exceed

North Mid* Street.

PrAutm Road.
PurasRwnVuaTD HighRoaA

Rs. 60,00,000

„ 33,55,945

„ 33,00,000

„ 10J^ Crores.

. ALL KINDS OF RANKING BUSINESS DONE

1UMAKHIS11NA TIIE MAN-GODS
,\NtI TUB UNIVERSAL GOSPEL OF VIYEIUNANBA

ROM-AIN HOLLAND
(Translated into English from the Ottgtnol Frrm/tJ

Vol. 1. The Life of Ramakrishna (Jrd Edition) Price Rj. 5*0

Vol. II. The Life of Vivekananda and the Universal

Gospel (2nd Edition) Price Rs. S-8

M. Holland has tried to show bow in the life end Umcluns of Sri Ramakrishna
and Vivekananda both the East and the West Lave. their highest ideal* realised.

Already translated Into several European Languages

ADVAITA ASHRAMA. ... 4, WelU L
CALCUTTA



USE MYSORE PAINTS

(Sim-'.AC ARR 0I5/ RAIRTS)

MANUFACTURED by

M»EaOVT.UC&»TW«K„ «
—

roKrAaicou*s.PU*s**
oaeTO

THE GENERAL MANAGER.

MYSORE GOVERNMENT

U\C ® PAINT WORKS,

Ediga, Mysore
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COMPETITIVE

EX AIIH AT ION S

Only a limited number o( copies of IX (1915)

edition of “A MANUAL OF GENERAL KNOW-
LEDGE AND OFFICE COMPENDIUM” by

Tripuran Saranof U P. Secretariat are juelout It

is thoroughly revised and greatly enlarged, and

contains General. Knowledge
j General English

;

Drafting, Precis Writing, History; Geography.

Science, War affairs and innumerable other subjects.

It it highly useful for forthcoming examinations.

nighty Spoken oj riaco your -orders 'i in mediately to

avoid disappointment Ooly fjeeb orders will be

eomplted with.

Price Re S,- Postage extra.

S. SR1VASTAVA.
71. Mohiganj, LUCKNOW.

Books that Matter.!
JCST Ol T

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN INDIAN
AGRICULTURE B> Mahosh Chand
ms, dbc. (University of Allahabad) Re 14

CONSOLIDATING BANKING LAW
Prof K. T Shah r,. , ,2

WHAT IS WRONG WITH INDIAN
ECONOMIC LIFE Dr V K R V

. Rao, vho (Cantab) R. 1

4

AN ESSAA ON GANDHI AN ECONOMICS
J J Aojana, u.i . u sc . Eeon (Lond ),

Reader in the Unis ersity of Bombay ' Ra 14

MERCANTILE LAW James Ueuexee Rs 10 >

MEDIUM OP INSTRUCTION- S. N.
Agarwal Rs 1 4

ZONAL DIVISIONS OF INDIA K M
Muaslu Rs, OB

VORA & Co., Publishers, Limited,

3, Round Building. Kalbadevi Road,
BOMBAY 2.

!

MAHATMA GANDHI
THE MAN AND HIS MISSION

In thie the tenth edition, an' attempt 11

Gandhi's hfe »P to-date It 13 a clear

succinct narrative of lus remarkable ca

10 South' Africa and India, includiO]

sketch of the Non Co operation movem
hi* historic trial and imprisonment, toge
with a fall account of his great marc!
the salt pans of Burst his arrest

internment, the Round Tsble Confer*

Palace, Poona, his correspondence with Lord
Linlithgow, and his Fast and to the

Loaders' demand for his releaso in 19»S-

Price Rupees Two.





For LONG AND LOVELY HAIR"

KAMINIA OIL *111
Long and lovely bair beautify your face.

[KAMINIA OIL dnea it for yon. It grows hair, 1

tnaVsa them smooth ar-d lovely. stop* falling

them ana torna grey hair Into black. Uko onte
and yon will use it for ever.

YOU ARK WELCOME
^

.

jj ^
Before leaving borne sprinkle aoroo drops of:

p OTTO DILBAHAR (Resd.)

SaV 4s£§?£tV ??«**«?«

"

od > on "*>« »» welcome by alt. OTTO
S^-vjt (=3

pILBAIIAR cite® refreshing and delightful porfamo aid
•VW*-*' ,l b, » galocd tba title of THE KINO OF PERFUMES.

cJKf£>1<5 ANOTHER _
llliJ S*ffi“onr

01' DILBAHAR OIL ««*<M
ruth in delicious reent give. satisfaction to all It .u„
smeothen. your ba.r and bel, . thc.r growth. Try once.

DAILY NECESSITIES AT HONE
for headaebra and pain In chest
u*e ODMAN’S CYPRUS SALVE.

(Refd.)

Tor Strength, vlccrr and vitality
Use Pnor. JAMES’

ELECTRO TONIC PEARLS.
(Retd)

beautiful face
By

KAMINIA SNOW. (Re2<J.)

A snre remedy for black spots,
wrinkle* on the face. Mates jonrkm rtnoolh and shieieg.

JYore v«ir order frith-

ANGLO INDIAN DRUG B CHEMICAL CO
2S5, Jumma Maslld

‘ * BOMBAY, 2.
Itlet, ynelc! »®<J pill-M—| »-r T. J,

1 -

-
-

*- sasPnSt r rtxs.r 0 * «»— *



&DIT-&D BY ma, Q.4i.n4lT-fr$-a.n.

English Tradition

By S f Robert Doiuuston Kt

Spiritualising Politics

Oy Mr B O Kl «r

Musln Contributions to Medlsval India

Oy Sir 3 K. Banorji

Architecture of Ancient Sanchi
By Mu» IT D Khokhar

British India and Princes’ India

By Kao Bahadur Sardar M \ Kiba

The Portfolio System
By Prof ft J V eulatesflrar&n kj

The Yfavell Plan

The Aesthetical Necessity In Ufe
By Mr K. Ch&ndrasefcharsn

The Syrian Crisis

The SitIi Conference

Indian Affairs

Oy Aa lad aa Jcarnalist

Foreign Affairs

By Chronic r

||||

tmoal Sjtscnpta Bs S (Foreign t2sh)

G. A. NATESAN & Co., MADRAS
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OUR HEROES
of the

FOURTEENTH ARMY
will return the happier

to finish the Jap

if they know that

Subscriptions to the

are being earmarked

11

Amenities for Troops”

They 'know THEIR' job.

Let us realize OURS.



since.

introduced to augment ¥ie

rail service between Madias

and Bangalore.

THERE IS NOW NO RESTRICTION

ON THE BOOKING OF PARCELS

BETWEEN THESE POINTS.

They will' be conveyed by

xoad ©i* by rail as circum-

stances necessitate.

~D. C. THOMAS,
Ag Chief Commercial Manager.
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fiTarnmizED

' A Scientific Toilet Preparation with Vitamins.

Removes Pjoiplos, Heals Cots A, Boros;
__

Cares 6Uo Diseases &. Chapped SUo^

PUTS A NATURAL BLOOII OF LOVELINESS

ON TOUR SKIN A IS AN INVALUABLE

AID TO BUAVTY

Cggggl
ANGLO-AMERICAN AGENCIES, Mount Ro»4, 1 Nc'— * -

gar '-j
.

KENATH BROS , 2, A.tn.nUn St .
Modem*. UVT” 7i*r

NEW INDIA AGENCIES. H.wim.n Pol. Hexwodo

THE CITY MART Opp: H.«. olf. M.in Rd, TnT.odn.~-

MJ« K APJ»A ROW & Co., AicdU. Co«ot»od.

VITAMIN LABS, INDIA, CAWNPORE.

I’ A M O U S 1> A It S l SINDIAN SCI K IN T I K T KINDIAN CHRISTIANS



FOR
OVER IQ YEARS

Tan ORIENTAL das brought peace and
SECURITY TO COUNTLESS DOMES AND FAMILIES.
IN 1944 ALONE HOLDERS OF 87.398 POLICIES DAVE
BEEN GIVEN ASSURANCE TO THE EXTENT OF NEARLY

Rs. 22,00,00,000-

FUNDS -over. RS. 36! CRORES.
IT WILL PAY YOU -TO COM)' TO US
FOR ALL YOUR LirE ASSURANCE NEEDSORIENTAL

GOVT. SECURITY LIFE ASSURANCE Co., Ltd.
Ettd in Win 1674 Head Office HOMHAV.

. Era ucA Offieet —

•

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS,
ARMENIAN STREET. O T, MADRAS

Uamhilobs. CoiNuiToBE, Uuuu, Tucdcsotolt. Tbivak&bdh ±ni> (JumCJi
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The clothes chest t» •almost cmpi> and cloth is co-tly and 'hard to get.

Yet this is only one of the-dilTicitltics of living m ssauinte

Tood and fuel too are still dear and life is full of real problems.

It is the price ol sictois R it wlun the ngours of pteu.ni cl-»y existence

*ecm ahno»t insupportable sou luse an evei reads ills to help you

to keep twins It is I. s ^ ill uasoilably pi.ced and readily availably
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round Buckingham Palace in times

of great joy, sorrow or stress. It is for

the same reason that I creep *11 the way

down my back when I see Their Majesties

passing in a procession. I once attended

a London Theatre at which Queen Mary

was present and we stood and cheered,

and never have I seen anything like the

dignity of Her Majesty's acknowledgment

—

the slightest inclination of the head, but

with all the dignity of the ages behind it.

the personification of the royal tradition.

And so if tradition and antiquity have much

In common perhaps also tradition and

loyalty go hand in hand.

Where does traduion come from? What

is its background? Religion? To some

extent, as those will agree who remember

the grandeur and nobility of the Coronation

Service. History, of course, is the mother

of tradition, and many present-day cere-

mcnial customs—and extremely odd some

of them are—dale back to the knights

errant of old. The navy and the army,

of course, are full of traditions, most of

them connected wilh battle honours The

regiment which is permitted to drink the

King's health without rising cheushei the

tradition, though the custom tt fleets little

credit on the monarch whose convivial

proclivities are supposed to have given

rise to it. The navy's tradition is silence

and there have been times in the last five

or six years when we have felt that those

in authority have rather overdone things

There is a century or two of tradition

bihind the saluting of the quarter deck
But all regiments and ships have their

own traditions, arising nearly always out
pf old battle honours \ believe, for instance,

every newly joined subaltern of a certain

north country regiment has eaten a ro5e

on Minden day. I wonder if yon BlW

Mr. Noel Coward’s Film- "In' which

serve". It bad, to my mind, one supreme

moment It was after the evacuation from

Dunk'uk and we had seen streams of

bedraggled soldiery disembarked, and they

were standing on the qu»y. unshaven,

heavy eyed swaying on their fee* »>d>

fatigue, and then an NCO appeared, and

marched down the quay, his footsteps

echoing, and called them to attention 1°

one brief moment they were transformed

from a weary rabble to a regiment of

guards on parade and as they marched

away one was left with a feeling of

great pride.

Traduion in England is not confined to

the army and navy and you will find tliat^*

nearly every little village has its old

customs, the origin of which is sometimes

lost in antiquity Some listener will be

able to tell me which town— is it Ilford ?

I can’t remember— perpetuates the ceremony

of the Dunmow Flitch To qualify for

this piece of bacon a mimed couple have

to satisfy their fellow citizens that thry

have lived in complete harmony, without

an angry wnrd, for a period of twelve

months Wnether in these days of

rationing the custom is continued I don’t

know, but perhaps some
,

dehydrated

substitute has been found.

Our law courts, of course, are ’full of

traditions, and there is nothing nobler in

the English language than the cleik of

the court’s charge to the jury. K the

official who administers the chaige is not f
called the Clerk of the court I apologise,
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SPIRITUALISING POLITICS
By Mk. B. G. KHE*.

(Ex Premier Bombay)

k . . .hen collective power whether inW the form of imperialism or

a garnet imperialism,—the coercion involved

m the struggle non-violent—make the

inevitable conflict such that while the

““
d oni«„ power is raised dominating power indulges in brutalities,

be d bdK
nce fetjon c?n thow whQ fM„t may be able to do so

’Ca
ted ,nw the resulting struggl- successfully without resorting to

.
violence

b® lM,n

,nly qualify but not abolish it" and even by remaining non-violent This

i Reinhold

Immoral

the whole

they

I came across this proposition

Neibribr'a
" Ho.*' M,« aud

Society.” It appears to me or

a sound proposition Struggle is the tine

qua non of progress and it is obvious that

imperialism or class domination cannot be

dislodged, unless power is raised against

it Yes, but must this power always be

the force of arms ? Even if conscience

and reason may not be able to abolish

the struggle, that is to make it unnecessary,

atjjrdl they not be able so to qualify it as

to eschew an appeal to Arms—make it

successful even without war and violence,

—at any rate, make the power raised

and even by remaining

is the question

Among many human desires, theie is *

unique" desire
—

" the desire to do right

and taking his stand upon this, Mihatma

Gandhi hss for over 20 years tried *o

raise a power among the people to oppose

the imperialism of Britain, which does not

involve an appeal to Arms He says

" workers should definitely realise that the

constructive programme is the non-vtoleot

and truthful way of winning ?oorna

Swaraj ^ and further “civil disobedience,

mass or individual is an aid to construc-

tive eflort and is a full substitute f°r

armed revolt. Just as military . training 1*
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necessary for armed revel*, tnucung «

constructive eflort is eqa.Hy

civil resistance, And J«* - '

Arms becomes necessary only

occasion demands .1, even so is the n

civil resistance only occasional .

n. it,,, he (otther observes
content with this. ne

about the constructive pr°g"mmc ‘ ‘

wholesale Inlfilment « eomplete

. a The constructive pro-

‘gramme, ss originally drawn up, consist'd

of the following thnteen ...ms, »<- •

(1) communal unity, (2'

untoucbability, f3>
prohibtt.on. i >*»*•,

K) Other Village industries, (6) village

sanitation, (7) new o, basic education

(this has now been expanded so *s

cove, pre-basic and post-basic education),

(8) adult education, (9) "P,lft 0

women, (10) education m health and

- hygiene, (11) propaganda o( Rashtr.-bhash*

(common national language), (12| love of

one's own language, (13) wo.lr.ng for

economic equality- To these ste to be

added (14) organisation of Kisans, (15) o

labour, (16) of students and (17) wort for

the Aboriginal tribes but the programme

i, not exhaustive. The economic principles

on which Kisans and labour are to be

organised and the
1 objective of such

organisation do- not eschew but emphasise

the ethical element “A labour wo.ke.s

aim should he to raise the moral and

intellectual height of labour." " In the

nonviolent way, the Kisan or landless

labourer cannot fotcbly eject the absentee

landlord” Now the question is—

«

the fulfilment of this programme

likely to generate the power which

b necessary t0 00,1 British * domination

Will its working out by a °[

earnest worker, w.rh an indomitable will

which is Gandhiji's hope ceate the

strength which will make the sanction of

civil disobedience behind it effective, . V ,

powerful enough to compel the Brmsh

Imperialists ,0 quit India-,n the sense m

which Gandhijl has used the expression?

I claim that it can. If we organise the

Kisses and woikers on the lines suggested,

It Will be unnecessary to resort to force

of Arms Their determined opposition

,nd non-co-operation w.ll compel any

Government to yield. Bat if U cannot,

must India go the way other subject

countries have gone-America’s or Ireland s

way, for example? The prospect is not

attractive but if Gandhiji’s way is imprac-

tical and ineffective, what could be the

alternative to perpetual slavery? It is

only too evident that the British have not

learnt Bny lesson from the history of

Ireland. By the way, I think no one

could give a better description of what

vwe are fighting against than that given

'
recently by De Valera—vis ,

Britain’s naked

imperialism, when he stated that according

to the British Prime Minister, Britain’s

necessity must be the world s moral code

—what else does any other dictator claim ?

, Gandhiji’s movement is based on his

faith m our ability to rouse the moral

fervour— strengthen the moral fibre of the

people and unite them into a mighty

unbreakable opposing force; as against

this, is the confidence of Britain in her

ability always to be able to bribe, deceive

or buy enough Indians to help them to

perpetuate their domination and consolidate

their rule Gandhiji’s construct! 1
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programme turn at wtlat Alduus Huxley

refers to as the “ radical and petmanent

transformation of the human personality,"—

without wh'ch political action, however

beneficent, Is rot likely to produce the

beneficial results expected from it It is

to use his (Huxley’s) own expression an

essay In the. art of what may be called

“goodness politics” (as opposed to “power

politics"), which, he sa>«, is "the ait of

organising on a large scale without sacri-

ficing tie ethical values which emerge

only among individuals and small groups".

More especially, it is the art of combining

(l) decentralization of Government and

industry, (2) local and functional autonomy

and (3) smallness o( administrative units

with enough overall efficiency to

guarantee the smooth running of the

federated whole ” This must be our

objective and our means, the constructive

programme referred to above, even if

hostile critics call it a futile attempt to

spiritualise politics. Sceptics m»y not

quarrel with ibis objective but doubt the

efficacy of lb; non-violent means chosen

by G-tidli.ji. We cannot find the case

explained more fully than be<n
|’

one

by Neihuhr in a chapter entitled “the

preservation of moral values in politics .

The chief difference between violent

coercion and non-violent coercion, according

to him, ts in the aggressive character of

the one and the negative character of the

other. “Non-violence is essentially non-

co-operation." “Ahimsa" “requite

deliberate - seU-suffermg, not a deliberate

injuring of the supposed wrong-doer.

At any rate, the attempt is worth making.

There is no problem of political life to

which religious imagination can make a

larger contribution than the problem of

developing “non-violent resistance". It is

our proud privilege to lead the experiment

for “it is no accident of history that this

spirit of non-violence has been introduced

into contemporary politics by a religious

leader of the Orient " This is spiritualising

politics and even if doubters scoff

about its practicability, let those who
have faith, do their best to carry out

the task

Muslim Contributions to Mediaeval India
Bv Mr S K BANERjr, m a., l.t , ph d . d Lit (London),

Reader Lucktum Unverttiy, LucJtnew

THOUGH the Arabs were the earliest

Muslims to arrive in India, in

common parlance their advent is dated from
Mahmud Ghsznl (1000 ad). They
continued to stay ever afterwards, held the

Punjab from 1000 AD .and rV.ttv Avtai

1200 A D. It is a surprise to the historians

that though they stayed in the country fcr

such a long period and their sway was of

such an overwhelming character, they could

not imprint their political -dr social

dominance for all times, as they seem to

have done in Iran, Turan, Constantinople
or ikottfi Africa, After Aurangzib’s death
their influence declined and in the

ISth century a considerable portion of the
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Muslim k.n,dom» «» ""*«d by "‘e

Marathss, Bunded, J*ls
»"d^

,,

r
l,„w far the Muslims contri

to dcscuoc how
Mudixsal

buted to the building up

Indian Society. , th

« *• firat p::r,:iisoi:io.r..o

Z: „lu -load ao out,,eWi^
10

i i ‘^nfiaUv and econonu

w,ih

the^olher nation, of th. world Thus the

contact of India brought about by the

Muslims with the rest of the world alon,

„,th disadvantages brou el.t
some signs

.dvant.gr, also The vast resources of

India were known to the rest of the world

and Multan, Lahore, Kabul and Kandahar

formed the chief emporiums for the

exchange of Indian goods for those of

Western Asia, Europe and Africa This

exchange of goods benefited India because

they fetched excellent prices and hence

large riches to their Indian owners

The conquests of the Muslim kings of

Gh.ana and later on of their Ghi.n

successors, including most of North India,

resulted rn a greater un,fiction of the

different provinces Alter llar.havardh.n

,

detlh in 648 AD India broke into

innumerable pncp.ht.es each forming a

separale polmcal »n,t This dissolution

into p.litic.1 atoms introduced weaknesses

of a very senous character, for not only

did it lead to the multiplication of the

stales hut also of .deals ,n politics, religion,

etc. With the advent of the Ghotn, N rth

India once again formed one single empire

a„d the solidarity to politics led to its

stie„gtl, and stability to other fields also

Though the ti vasions from the notth-west

stlll continued, the mvaders were generally

repulsed, eg, the Mongols to the 13.1. and

14,h cenlm.es and India was left to carte

its destiny in its own tvay

There were other consequences also,

f , the unification of the peoples of the

different provinces ,n language and culture

Though originally Turk, was spoken by

the Muslim conquerors, soon after, Persian

became the court language and Urdu the

lingua franca for the kingdom and in the

growth of the latter several of the dialects

of the country contributed Again the

Turk, culture at first predominated and

people of the provinces adopted it. Thus

,t may be said that the existence of the

Muslim government led at first to the

fusion of the peoples of North India and

later on of the whole country linguistically

and culturally

The Muslims very often behaved towards

each other more cordially or with greater

consideration than the people of India

Among the Muslims the lowliest, even the

oft despised slaves, had a chance to rise

to the highest office Hindus, on the other

hand, were divided into innumerable castes,

sub castes and still lesser castes and made

meticulous distinction between the twice

born, the chudr»s and the untouchables

Deeper learning, superior knowledge o

the stale craft and the comforts an«

realisation of the beauties of life

reserved for the twice born the S

and the Pai chamas having no claims to tl>

The Muslims with the clarion call e

brutherhood of mankind brought hope
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these millions of lowly Sim Iras and the

PancVaisas. In the no«q« the votar.es,

whether they were rich or poor, literate or

Illiterate, blue-blooded or the despised, all

stood in serried ranks to worship the

same Allah. This equality was emphasized

in many other ways The result was

that many of the untouchables and the

Shudras. ie, those belonging to the more

physically active sections of the H.ndn

society abandoned their unsympathetic

Hindu brethren and joined the more

democratic Musl.ms, These Muslim

converts proved more active and turbulent

than the Hindu* living in their neigh-

bourhood and hence weakened the Hindu

society by their desertion. It may be

asked why then the Hindus did not adopt

W.m wholesale like the Parsees after their

first impact with Islam. The historians

point out that Zoroastrianism had decayed

beyond redemption hence it gave wsy to

Islam which formed a new centre of hope

for the PahlaviS of Iran. On the other

hand. Hinduism had never become so

barren and lifeless as to make its votaries

look to other religions for spiritual satis-

faction. Again and agsm reformers had

arisen from among them to purge

Hinduism of ns abuses and to make it

accessible to the people.

Also the needy Muslims of West Asia,

in their real for conquest committed

indiscriminate atrocities and wholesale

ravages demolishing temples and massacr-

ing the inhabitants of villages and towns

"they passed through The result of

course was that those inoffensive villagers

who survived the massacre, shocked at

the insensate behaviour of the victorious

Muslims formed, in spite cf the Mu* •» T

of brotherhood of man, such a p°

opinion of their capacities and Pentrl

character that Islam ever afterwards suffe.ed

from the effects of such prejudice, and

was rejected by the majority of the In <*"

population and it has ever since remi.ne

confined to . mere section of ‘the

population.

In the domain of thought the Muslim-

ideal of monotheism led to * reaction

among the Hindus also. Some of their re-

formers were far-sighted -enough to introduce

salutary reforms in religion and society.

Against the dominant and hostile Influence of

the Muslims, the need of such reforms was

urgent and they were introduced in several

ways. One was to acknowledge the God

of the Muslims and give Allah a place an

the pantheon of the Hindus. Atlahopani-

shad written in 13 th century is an

illustration of this Secondly, the Hindu

beliefs and doctrines were made more

popular and its chants and practices were

thrown open to all classes Sikhism as

preached by Guru Nanak, Kabirpanthisra

of Kahir and Vaishnavism of the devotees

of Krishna and Rama, especially **

preached by Chaitanya, all emphasized the

equality of men and helped in forming *

brotherhood of all the members of the

sect These social reforms are a direct

effect of Islam in India.

Also Vedaniism or monotheism, became

more popular as it came into contact with

that highly intellectual and emotional

Mushm sect known as Sufism. The

glorification of God, as noticed among the

uewl».fnrmed sects had to some extent

neglected the divinity in man. Vedantism
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essential
goodness

nreached
- ihe Sufi Muslims also preacnea

““ta
tSrt.*' “Xo^nt even

frirtJl'rtol.l.B..
by *« olSap“

s„d Vedantism and J»h“8" an<i D“*

made earnest eftorls-lhe former "nc°"

and the Utter con«ci»u,ly-f°r

accomplishment,
But the Htudo masse.

'

A ,, they were in polytheism and

'the orthodox Muslims wedded to the cm

and dry dogma, o( Islam could no.

tderate this fusion and hence with the

adtent of the fanatical Aur.ngzib and

dealh of Shah Satmad the fusion stopped

and two communities ever *****

drifted apart from each other and t. -I

the breach ,s wtder than .« had ever been

In the field of language '*» *

. way of bringing together the

appeared a way
could

various peoples of Asia

be seen the .mmigtants from TutkuUu

Afgamstan Khw.r.sm, Kurdistan,

A. Minor, No.fi. Alt.o. Z...bs. Spam

Tuthey in Europe and other countries m

Europe besides those fro- the different

cornets of India The rulers being

foreigners treated the different province,

0 L country on an equal footing and

hence could un. entertain the idea o

patronizing any single dialect except of the

region round the two capitals Delhi and

Agr. So. gradually Urdu the cam?

language, formed mostly out of Hr.) Bhasba

(Hindi) with a goodly mixture of Persian,

Arabic, Turk, and Sausk.,1 became the

49

common language ul the different -
grants to the land As the object 0

Urdu was to eoable the soldiers nnd

those others who came tnto contact wifi,

them ennduct them datly transact,nns

without much difficulty, at firs. .1 contained

a Urge number of words spoken by the

M„«, of Delhi and Agra province,

termed Htndav, and mdtsttngmsh.ble fiom

the Hindi nf the Gangelio doab When

the cultured Muslims took keener interest

Urdu they soon Petsiamsed it, using

„o. only the more common expressions of

Iran hut also the forms of poetry and

figures of speech prevalent m Western

Asia With the passing of time, the

difference, between Hindi and the newly

developed Urdu became so ma.ked that

to dap they stand as widely differing dialects

each being advocated by « dominant

community and the well wishers of India

do not know how best to reconcile them

with each other
,

The Muslims in medi-eval India, though

a small minority continued to assert their

superiority because their Hindu sublets

wc ,e divided into mytiads of separated

entities Still the Muslims were forced to

make many compromises in their outlook

on life As explained above, they took

to the language of the land, adopted

some of the practices and customs of the

Hindus eg, the rulers adopted

)fiarokha I Darshan or the Toladan

then birth days and the Muslims th

celehration of the festival of Holt

Raksha Bandhan They also adopted^

o! the architectural features of file
”

buildings, eg, Mahapadma Panch or Na

Ratna, decorations of the interior
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exterior walls, conversion of a morose

mausoleum into a delightful pleasure

resort Again while (he orthodox Islam

does not encourage painting, the Hindus

doted on this form ol art. The Mogul

tulers established highly specialised schools

which flourished from Babur to Shah

Jahan but the more orthodox Aurangzib

.suppressed them as in his eyes the

cultivation of art was not in consonance

with the spirit of Islam

Similarly the Muslim rulers allowed

many of the practices of the country

unknown to the * Shara * A host of the

temples were built in the Muslim period

and most of the Hindu fairs were held

under the protection of the Muslim officials

of the state. Thus the iconoclastic Muslims

were gradually becoming more tolerant

The present splendour of Muttra and

Brindaban dates only from the Moghat

days as the older cities of Lord Krishna’s

time had been reduced to ashes by

Mahmud Ghazni and his soldiers and the

two cities had been deserted almost

immediately after It is possible that

under a more tactful ruler and less of a

spiritless translator of Muslim Institutes

than Aurangzib, the ’Muslim influence would

have been more telling and lasting

Again the great feature of the Muslim

government in India was its nationalistic

'tendencies. Some of its administrative

institutions were directly adopted from
those of the country, eg, the Lnd revenue
system and the officials of the revenue

department and the department of law
and order. Kotwal, Patwari, Chaudhari
Zamindaes, all continued to function as
they did in the earlier Hindu period Also

along with Arabic the Muslim rulers

patronized Turhi, Persian, Urdu and Hindi

Again the Indian rulers did not alwajs

acknowledge the hegemony of the Sultan

of Constantinople or the Sharif of Mecci

but reserved for himself the Imamship

of his people. With such an outlook on

the part of the rulers, the Muslim subjects

also looked upon their non-ftfushm feJIo""

subjects with a more friendly eye. R

only a Dara or Aurangzib had not stepped

in, India would have in time solved it*

socio-political problems in spite of vital

differences in its religions. Dara with bis

preachings for the union of the two

communities and with his attempt

hastening the progress of fusion and

Aurangzib with his advocacy for Arabian

Islam and lor the absolute separation of

the Muslims from the Hindus—both did

untold harm to the growth of a national

India Though Dara was more correct in

his attitude he was less able while
Aurangzib was more able but less discern-

ing What India then needrd was
nei'her in idealist like Dara nor an ultra-

puritan like Aurangzib but a fairly inactive
ruler who would himself stand aloof but
allow the two communities to learn by
degrees to appreciate each other and
prep»ie ground for their fusion -in the
natural course of time

In the end, it may be said that Islam
had not only set the Non Muslims a think-

ing hard as to how they could remedy
some of their political and social ills, but
it made possible for a novel but virile

cuhure to be introduced, of which the

Hindus and Muslims both would have
been the beneficiaries and which in time
would have like Iran differentiate!! itself

from the orthodox cnltures of the other
Muslim lands.
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p™chn.l.» «• V‘",in|! lbese

Edifices, wluch have withstood

lod„ of ages one .0 consent* the. .be

a,l of thoroughness m building «s «»

Z amid the storm and •>«> °

raodern.tr Of nil the architectural l.e.sure

which India boasts, probably there »"£”«

more impressive than the Great Tope •

Sanchi, where one bridges the g» »

twenty centuries, and comes in con.ac

with the life and work of King so a

impress of whose magnetic

felt, two thousand years, and more,

lus demise

Asoka was to Buddhism what Cons.an.tne

„as Christ,an,ty-he transformed Bud

dhism from a sect into a state » jjf”

^
and promulgated the tenets of hts ts.th by

mum, of edict, graven on pillars, and

ranks, throughout the length and breadth

nf lndta A abort, mutilated Aank.n record

ra h. seen on a fragment of a pdNr a

Sanchi I, serve, to tune to the ear of the

listener, enabling him to distinguish the

message whispered by the magnificent

“,v ng SU,round,ng the Great Tope, for

L inscription exbor.s Buddhists to live a,

neace with one another, and to avotd

religion, schism Although Gautama, be

Buddha, was nowise directly a,soc.aed

with Sanchi, the building, in this loch 7

are the finest illustrations of Buddhist

constructional genius in te woe

of India

To begin with, the Great Tope rtself

with its vast dome, surpasses in sise, and

dignity, the many other stupas, or reliquary

mounds, erected in its v.c.n.ty by pious

Buddhists as an act of grace The original

stupa of Asoka was smaller and le*

imposing in dimensions than the present

edifice, which was encased in stone, and

attained its actual siae, a century or more

after the famous Emperors dealli Sir John

Marshall, the Director-General o!

Archatology, has achteved wonders at

Sanch, as regards both the evc.vat.on, and

restoration, ol numerous monuments

const,tuttng a legacy of priceless value,

which members of the present generation

will leave to posterity The Buddhist rail

which surmounts the tope, together with

the magnificent gate ways, enable one to

visualise the pilgnms circumambulating the

stnpa, as they reflected upon the incidents

in the hie ol Gautama, and the episodes

of Buddhist history, illustrated in bas

rebel on the pillars and superstructure ol

the portals

The Sanchi sculptures are supposed te

cover a period beginning with Asoka'

reign, down to about 140 BC. T

provide a most wonde.fnl picture of

life and thought The v.aits of the p.lgrn

the sacred shrines, the stones told a

, the camp fires, the fabled pte existences

Buddha In the foil* of bird nnd
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and all the mysteries of the untrodden styled himself a Bbagvala, or mem ef

primeval forest*, are revealed in a series the Hindu sect of that name, an

oE scnlptores which, besides heing most ptil'er is sn important link in the chain o

valuable bar hislottcal purposes, makes a evidence relating to call, converts

most delightful, original Indian jungle-book Hindniem.

The men and women represented e.e
TOlfc „ MU, interested in

ordinary hnman beings, the crviogs s.e visit

fragments of life executed ,n stone and, ^ „ c,v„ ,om6« mi |e. dr.t.nl

in conaequence, the scnlptn.es are nf vr.,1
Thj d^ ,„d ,m Jain

interest, not merely to the atohaeologast,
d r,„0 tbe filth

but also to the birmamet.
,f„, Chn.t, end contain «W

In Sanchi, the ancient Chaityagui,—the delightful sculptures, which include *

** Cbappel or Cathedral Hill cne colossal "Veraha” (the boar iitcarn-

glimpses the soul of Buddhism whilst the »«ion of Vishnu)—one of the finest

numerous topes, in its immediate vicinity, specimens of its hind in Ihe whole

at Sonari, Bhojpur, and Andher are mere of India,

extensions to the vantage-ground frdra

which one gates backwards down time's

highway Fergusson's remark, respecting

the three small topes at Andher, that

" there seems no reason for assuming that

any of them are earlier than the age Of

Asoka, 250 BC, nor is it probable that

any of them can be of later date than,

say, the first century before our era

makes one feel the youthfulness of the

• bulk of European art work
”

,
About six miles from Sanchi another

interesting monument is ihe Hchodoros
Column, situated in Gawahor State, near

the confluence of the Belwa and Bes

rivers This raonoliih bears • Brahmi
Inscription, stating that it was erected

about 150 BC by one, Hehodoros,

Greek Ambassador from Actialctda*, of

Taxita (in the Punjab) to the court of
Vidfsa (Bhilsa). h ls the only stone
record In this part of India containing

reference to the Iodo-G reeks. Heiiodoros
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BRITISH INDIA AND PRINCES
1

INDIA

winch by the way 15 ofrer's"e

Indian India »«»* 10 be
RECENT Government ol India

A ^Report on t\,e Industries m PostWar

Reconstruction declared ft* « “

„ dispanty in taxation, labour 8

on and such other

. i..i. heavy industries were

tidinr;:t:urUn

«

and therefore it implied that there should

*
, . ,( „o, the same, leBislation

and

be similar, il not
c>|

taxation thronshout
India A

Department letter »

informed the Indian P"»«« th»' P'06'?”

Siaus, particularly re^n8 .o lhe G^^
Slates, cannot be retraced

muniments of relations betrvfen the

parjmonnt power and the States have to

be interpreted in the Ugh. of modifications

brought about by practices. environment,

and existing circumstances Some Prince

as members -ol the Chamber of Princes m

then own right, according to its const,

m

non or elected as representative members

on behalf of the so called minor Stale

resigned from the Standing Commute.

,.,e Chamber at a time which made Us

working come to a standstill and have

formed themselves a Committee ol action

M, M N Roy, who is repotted to have

helped the formation of Soviet Rerobhc

Russia has, m a scheme recendy

formulated by him, foreshadowed he

disappearance of the Indian States, by the

amalgamation of their teriPones with the

all India State

The Indian Slates are an unique body

Since Mr Jinnah raised the cry of Pakistan,

standing m the back ground As a matter

0 f fact, there ,s nothing common between

the concept,6n of Pak.st.n and the States

The latter have some similarity with what

were the Federal Malaya States, although

not fedetated like them The doyen of

Indian States, the N,ram's Dominion,

might easily have been m the position of

Egypt, it not of Ethiopia

By a steady process of conquest and

consolidation, the East India Company,

backed by the Government of Great Britian,

eliminated or isolated, thenold of European

States like the Dutch, the Portuguese and

the French on the Indian soil. By the

treaties made with the Indian Rulers of

States, which -at first survived conquest

and later the policy of lapse, they weie

isolated, all communication with even the

brother Princes, living across the borders

of their SlatesThaving to be made through

the Political Agents, who were bound ty

the rules and directions laid down for

them by the department Gjmeral S,r

John Malcoras instructions to the membera

of this service are still followed m
substance

There have been vicissitudes in the

policy pursued by the paramount power

towards the Indian States There have

been periods of relaxation in the control

over them But the trend has been the

same It has been not many years ago

since it was authoritatively laid down that

paramountcy cannot be defined,•» after a

meticulous examination of the dt jure
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tights possessed by the Indian States, by

some of the keenest and renowned lawyers

and men trusted by the Princes for their

wide experience, wisdom and devotion

to them.

The vascdation of the Princes, the strict

isolation imposed upon them, the restric-

tion on their correspondence and meeting,

and their equipment, prevented the Princes

from making any concerted effort to resist

encroachments on their treaty rights

When at last there was relaxation in these

matters, after ranch expenditure, labour

and research, four bulky volumes were

produced giving specific instances of such

breaches The highest legal opinion was

availed of and an eminent counsel lor

enormous fees was engaged to prepare a

case for the Princes. As indicated in a

previous paragraph, the mountain of labour

brought out not even a mouse

Most of the Indian Princes had been

accustomed to be subordinates, or even

servants, of the Mughal Emperors The

grip was such that many Princes sought

protection oi the East India Company

which, in the beginning of the 19th

century, became the paramount power in

India Some olhe>«, ubuli had as late as

1793, shared it with the Company, were

forced into accepting Subordinate alliance*,

after they had been crushed piecem**!.

The name allianc* was a sop, realty they

became subordinates, as a direct result

of which the policy of lapse became
prominent Although it has been given

Up, it was preceded, and has since, been
followed by the policy of bestowal of

State*, ’ even resulting in the creilton of

pew dynasties.

It is recorded that after tbe announce-

ment by Lord Lylton of the *s*u®Fl0“

by Queen Victoria of the htle ®

Empress of India in 1877. great ters.on

prevailed in the Darbar, until Hi* Highness

Maharaja Scindhia rose from his seat and

welcomed this emblem of suzerainty,

displayed by the paramount power. _He

was followed by others, some in sim^ar*

some, like Maharaja Holkar, in restrained

terms. The shrewdest among them realised

that the creation of the orders ol Knight-

hoods and their bestowal on the servant*

of the Crown and the Indian Princes,

symbolically brought them to the same level

His Highness Maharaja Sayajirao Gaikw*Z,

who was a boy then, realised in due

course of time, that the foundation of

. the States was displaced. He publicly

advocated the federal structure as the -goal

to be reached. The Chamber of Princes

was the response In a lett'r which lie

wrote to His Highness Maharaja Shahu

Chhatrapati of Kolhapur, he recommended :

Stales should he fully autonomous, the ajeods
of the Princes' Chamber should be framed by
them and^ not by Ihe Political^ Department, tho

Department,

nan* of Jodu

hKfialaU

should be allowed
regards the action^, of the Tohli
a federal Court be established to
b-twcou the States sod tho Gove

Instlr, to case
parlies a joint
of them be held

1 cl
I

nali'ng la*

. reprerei
resolve them.

One wishes that the States had stuck to

these point*, Instead of taking the expen-

sive and inappropriate coutse of seeking

legal assistame Pcthaps even now it is

not too late to develop the points made

by Ihe doyen of the Indian Princes

Under ihe stress ol the War, the -

interdependence of the Pi evinces and'
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Baroda, not having
f us
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h?P..ncea have many tune, affirmed

and loudly declared that they do not ™
to^stand in the ™ not

c.,ins by India my
“TTobeTristan, a, vaguely, on the

point o! complete reparation not

definitely talked by .«
lbtm

fnll ainate»tnation with tli

The . - intriguing
..neation for con,,*

rat. m is the preservation of their y

.merest, U has never been da.mei

^.heyahonldbea.vernl.neffic.ency

m administration, nor can they

the State
suhjects has betn the

lhe '"'“eS

f ruler since ancient times

fi„t W Dt *
-are towards the

The present
_( Uo„ed Ind„

formation ol bigg
held

o^f 'iffiT' brightest* jewe/ in the

lhe P"»th“" of
‘

states cla.m to

British Crown l _ That

have treaty relations with the Crown

““"
::'h,°em

tutT'govetn-

„hen India become, »
u

will be Ins gove.nmeot ,n 8

,t will have .he supreme power over the

vi Cfates It is not possible
Provinces and state

to wink at this fact

The federal structure fitted m the

Government of India Act of 1935 has

--^“^^rrgtdsthes,::,,
tlT^tfoesbon of patting away with

sovereignty in federal subjects has been

rhe stumbling block They hare to part

with something * j*. The Provinces

stand to gam m power and author ty

The former who are const,tot,onaly free

from the jurisdiction * jure although not

d/ facto of the commonwealth of India

„e apprehensive of the unimpaired

continuance of their right, and especially,

privileges The Princes have also the

additional task of maintaining and

safeguarding their d/nasbc interests Their

joining the federation will in doe or

if not imm-diately lead to the P,

becomiog constitutional ruler, and late,

of the practical elimination of States whi

owing to area, income or population w,
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be unable to »»><'» “

individnal wits. The moment the State!

loin the India Fedeialion the qoeetcone

tonched above will come to the fore-front

and will demand a aolulton Dr. Beaant a

Commonwealth of India Bdl and the Nehrn

Repott had foreaeen there difficnlt.en and

complications They had bye-rasaed the

question of States. The Coo Crea. seems

to be of the same opinion. The Leaden

of the Muslim League also seem to

endorse this sound policy The procedure

which the world war forcibly brought into

existence, and which is bound to continue for

sometime after the war. seems lo offer a

solution and suggests the solidification of the

- Federation of the Provinces, which in

many matters, is proclaimed to be in force

in many matters It is in the interests of

India to modify the Act of 1935, suitably

by bye passing the States, who are now

becoming accustomed to co-operate with

the Central Government The bigger

States are given the voice to state iheir

views in all-India policies, which ate

framed by the Central Government and

she smsller ones follow «*

communication f,om Iho
”

is licking is saps rvision, s> « *

orders i.s.cd by fh, Sts.« s.c Tl
fully enforced, the doubt regar ing

being due to the machinery at the 1<T0-

of the States But that is boun

come later; in the meanwhile, any 0 v‘

breach can easily be detected and check

by diplomatic pressure. The proce^ “

envisaged here will bye pass intric

^

questions and achieve the object, ttfi

uniformity in alt India policy, maintaining »•

position of the States as being in diplomatic

relations with the Central Government.

Questions like the degree of the autonomy

• enjoyed by the constituents of the Federa-

tion of the Dominion, or the Commonwealth

of India, or whether it consists of two, or

one State, in legal or treaty relations, can

be solved later. They cannot stand in the
_

way of the attainment by India of the

status tit a tit, the British Empire,

such as would be settled by negotiations -

or by the course of events or even by the

eflux of time.

THE PORTFOLIO SYSTEM
By PkOf R J

VENKATESWARAN, m a

• N the early days of British rule in India,

I the method ol transacting governmental

business was fundamentally different from

what it has been since The control and

management of all departments of govern-

ment were vested in the Governor-General

in Council in their collective capacity.

Neither the Governor-General nor any other

member of the Council was head of any

department The 1»W recognised only a

Governor-General in Council and by

Governor-General in Council all business

The members of the -Council had no

initiative in any matter. They had no

departments under their control and no right

to issue any orders. The secretaries of the

various departments would circulate arnocE

the Governor-General in Council all

important and • unimportant paper*;
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THE WAVELL PLAN
(IIE, Lord Wavell, broadcasting to the nation on Juno 14, explained the new

propnaets to resolve the Indian deadlock and Announced that ordere 1i*d been

passed for the immediate release of those members of the Congress .Walking

Committee who were still Under detention. He also said that be was convening

a Conference of lenders at Simla, on Jone 25, to take counsel regarding tbe

setting Dp of an interim Government at tbe Centre. The Viceroy nlso hoped that

Coalition Ministries would be set op in tbe Provinces, and appealed to the leaders

tor support. The following rs the tert of Lord Wkveil's broadcast speech.

—

Ed. I,ft J

I

have been author-zed by His M-jesty's

Government tn place before Indian

political leaders proposals designed to esse
the present political sitaation and to

advance India towards her goal of foil

self government

These proposals are at the present
moment being explained to Parliament hy
tbe Secretary of State for India My
intention, m this broadcast, is to explain
to you the proposals, the ideas underlying
them, and the method by which I hope
to put them into effect

This is not an attempt to obtain or

impose a constitutional settlement His
Majesty's Government had hoped that the

leaders of the Indian parlies would agree

amongst themselves on a settlement of the

communal issue, which is the main

stumbling-block, hut this hope has not

been fulfilled.

Iti the meantime, India has great oppor-

tunities to be taken and greit problems to

be solved, which require a common eflort

hy the leading men o! all parties. I,

therefore, propose, With the full support

ot H'S Majesty’s Government, to invite

Indian leaders both of central and provincial

politics to take counsel with me wnh a

view to torming a new Executive Council

more representative of organised political

opinion.

HINDU MUSLIM PARTV

The proposed new Council would
represent the main Cnrnmumties and would
include equal proporimns of caste Hmlus
and Muslims It would work, if form'd,
tinder the existing constitution. But it

would be an entirely Indian Conned, except

for the Viceroy ind the Coramander-ifl-

Chief, who would retain hi* position »*

War Mrraber.

It is also proposed that the portfolio

of External Affairs, which has hUbt'IO

been held by the Viceroy, shonld he

placed in charge of an Indian, So far a*

the interests of British India are concerned-

A further step proposed by His Mrjrs'y*

Government is the appointment of a B<iti«n

High Commissioner in India, as in the

Dirainions, to represent Great Britain*

commercial and other snch interest* in

India

Such a new Executive Council will, you
realize, represent a definite advance on
the road to sell-government It will be

almost entirely Indian, and the Finance

and Home Members will, for the first lime,

be Indians, while an Indian will atsi be
charged with th* raanagem-nt of India’s

fireign affurs Moreover, members will

now be selected hy the G»v-ra r General
after consultation with political leaders,

though their appointment will, I.f coarse,
be subject* to the approval of H.> Majesty
the King-Emperor.

The Council will work within the frame*
work of the present constitution ; but there

can be no question of the Governor-
General agreeing _ not to exercise bis

constitutional p iwer of control, though it

will, of c o u rj j, not be exercised
unreason ably.

I should make it clear that the formation
of this int*rim Government will, in no w»y -

prejudice the final constitutional settlerne1*1
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T tE Task OF THE NFW GOVSftVME'fT

T» c mao tasks for this new Executive

C ui e»l w uld be

(1) To prosecute th*- war sga nst

Jap n with the utmost energy till Japan

b uUbtly defeated

(2* To carry on the Government of

British To ha with all the roamfol l tasks o(

post var development in front of it until a

n*«n permanent cm solution can be agreed

upon and come in‘o force

(3) To cons der when members of

Goveoment think it possble the means

hy which such agreement can be achieved

The third t*«k Is most important 1

want to make {( qnte clear that neither

I nor His Majesty s Government have

lost sight of the need for a long term

solution and that the present proposals

are inten led to make a long term solution

easier

INUTATIOS TO LEADERS

I have considered the beat means of

form ng such a Council and have decided

to invite the following to Viceregal Lodge
to advise me

(1) Those now holding office as

Premiers In provincial governments, or for

provinces now under Section 93 Govern
ment, those who last held office of

Premiers

(2) The Leader of the Congress

Party and the Deputy Leader of the Muslim
Leacue Party in the Central Assembly
the Leader of the Congress Party and the

Muslim League Party in the Conned of

Sute, ns also the Leaders of the Nationalist

Party and the European Group in the

Assembly

(3) Mr Gandhi and Mr Jtnnah as
~ fecogn z»d leaders of the two main political

parties

(4) Rio Bahadur N *MVa Raj to

reprint the ‘srheduled Clashes and Master
Tata S ngh tn represent the Sikhs

Invuat}on, these gentlemen are being
han led to dav and it is proposed to

assemble tha Conference on June 25, at

Simla where we shall be cooler than

t»t Delhi

1 trust tint HI those invited will attend

the Conference and etve me their help

On me tnd on them will he a heaty
responsibility in this fresh attempt to make
progress towards a final settlement of

India s future

COALITION MINISTRIES

If this meeting is successful I hope we
shall be able to agree nn the formation
of the new Executive Council Bt the

Centre I also hope that it will be
possible for minMnes to re assume rffice

and again Undertake the tasks of government
jn the provinces now administered under
Section 93 ol the Constitution Act and
that these ministries will be coalitions

If the meet ng should unfortunately fail

we roust carry on as at present until the
parties are ready to come together The
existing Executive Council which has done
such valuable work for India, will continue
It If other arrangements cannot be agreed

But I have every hope that the meeting
will succeed If the party leaders will
approach the problem with the sincere
Intention of working with me and with
each other I can assure them that there
is behind this ptoposal a most genuine
des re on the part of all responsible
leaders w the United Kingdom and of
the British people as a whole to help
India towards her goal I believe that
this is more than a step towards that
goal, it is a considerable stride forward
Rnd a stride on the right path

I should make it clear that these
proposals affect British India only and do
not make any alteration In the relations of
the Princes with the Crown Representative

THE RELEASE OF CONGRESS LEADERS
With the approval of His Maj* sty’s

Government and after consultations with my
Council orders have been given for the
immediate release of members of tl e
Working Committee ol the Indian National
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Congress who are still in detention. I

propose to leave the Anal decision about

the others still under detention, as the

result of the 1912 disturbances, to the

new Central Government, if formed, and

to the Provincial Governments

The appropriate time for fresh elections

for the Central and Provincial Legislatures

will be discussed at the Conference

Finally, I would ask you alt to help in

creating the atmosphere of goodwill and
mutual confidence that is essential if we
are to make progress The destiny of this

great country and of the many millions

who live in it depend on the wisdom
and good understanding of the leaders,

both of action and of thought, British

and Indian, at this critical moment of
India's history.

India's military reputation never atood

higher in the world than it does at present;

thanks «o the exploits of her sons

from all parts of the country. *'ef

representatives at International conferences

have won high regard for their sta!e*m*B*

like attitude Sympathy for India s

aspirations and progress towards prosperity

was never greater nr more wide«pread.

We have thus great assets if we can use

them wisely. But it will not be easy, it

will pot be quick. There Is very much

to do, there are many pitfalls and dangers.

Theie is on all aides something to forgive

and forget,

I believe in the future of India, and

as fat as in me lies will further her

greatness I »sk you all for your co-

operation and goodwill.

THE AESTHET1CAL NECESSITY IN LIFE
By Mr K. CHANDRAfiEKARAN

I

N an age of unrelenting racial hatreds
and total destructions, to talk of

jesthelical necessity in life would seem
impracticable, if not preposterous. But
yet we canoot sufficiently admire the

courage of conviction of Dr. Cousins in

prescribing aesthetics as the panacea for

all ills amidst us Indeed his arguments*

are so cogent and carefully worded, that

he brings borne with force “ the sestheticai

aspect of a New World Order is at least

as important »s the economical or the

political”.

Anything from the pen of Dr Cousins,

we can unhesitatingly conclude to be of a

wholesome variety for our mental fare.

His own outlook on life is integral, and.

hence, his visions of a better world
realistic. His knowledge of arts, not of
one but many lands, claims for him our
unstinted homage. We would do well, of
course, to profit by his rich experiences
and thoughtful utterances.

•Tub ArstnaricAti
J. K. Cousins, Kit abuts

He takes us along with binr on a

voyage oo the high seas of Art and

Poetry Very often we get the refreshing

breeze of bis own reflections blowing right

in our faces. Let us follow htm in one
of such engaging observations of his:

"Bui the arts, that are the mateiials, of

Aesthetics, are not essays in logic ; their

demands on the intellect are mainly uialogi-

cal: and beauty is not the end of an
argument,

^
but the beginning of an

experience” Again how very true of
artistic perception, when he says: "A
single stroke {the figure one) is not
esteemed a work of art: neither are three
strokes side by side The single stroke
does not reveal anything beyond itself,

and so does not reveal even itself: for
nothing can exist of itself or be understood
alone • the three strokes are equally
unsuggestive, a mere triplication of the
unexpressive singie stroke A unity of
similars does not make a work of art: a

unity of similars in life would make It »
dull affair indeed; no interchange, no
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THE SYRIAN CRISIS
l 1 1 *" Sena and tha Lebanon .. h«'

-t-HE explosion ^£*££*3
IJvr
was In fact l”e

«nread over more

and intermittent cnses
^ ^ the

than 20 year* *”
we must examine

problem tu P^ P
-crest in the Levant

its origins French mtere^
^ ^ 1<tter

is ot ancient ms"* 1“* when the

patt nf the
d ,„ cre astng

signs

Tuthish Empire showe
. , ded to

„( breaking UP. upon Syria,

concentrate their
. sh terntory

This

which was then policy was
, development tn French P°h 1 m2

supported by Britain and

Poincare was able to state

«° x£ t’asr
” hci isssf

interests which
. i... formally declared to

U*«5Pta mSTSS. tt ha. neither inljntlons,

2.lee, nor polttlool aspirations nf eoy sort

UBEKXTION Of SYRIA *HD THE LEBANON

In 1915 is the Ottoman Tutks repressed

then Synan and Lebanese subjects w!*

SH"' ,n

V
tprmher.‘»TB

The ^liberating army was British, for the

French could spare only a token force

The Arabs in revolt against their Turkish

maltem rendered most valuable ass,stance

,nd their lead t, Amir Taisal was every

where received with enthusiasm and
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“Big Three”, and the unfortunate tendency

developed to play off Moscow against

London and Washington and as«eit French

“greatness” by chauvinism and truculence

This was particularly the case in the

Levant.

In February, as Mr Churchill has recently

staled, the British Government renewed its

pressure on the Levant Suits to reopen

negotiations with the French and this the

Arab leaders weie prepared to do In

April it became known that the Provisional

Government in France were contemplating

an Increase of their local military strength,

presumably to bring the Syrians and the

Lebanese "to their senses” Repeated
British representations that the sending of
armed reinforcements would be bound lo

vitiate discussions hy giving the impression

of duress were ignored

On May 22. the Syrian and Lebanese
Governments issued an official communique
stating that in their view the arnval of
additional French troop* was an infringe-

ment of their sovereignly, that the new
Fiench treaty proposals were incompatible
with independence and that the two
Governments had, herefore, refused to

negotiate and had decided to unite for the

defence of their freedom

Tension mounted rapidly On May 27,

severe fwhtmg broke out in Hums and in

Hama. The British Government continued

to urge the Syrian auihomies to da
eveiy thing possible to retain control of the

Situation and the French to refrain as far

as possible from display* nf armed force

or other action which would prejudice an

arnicahle sololion hy diplomatic disco««iotl.

Nevertheless, on Mar 29, alter some
Syiisn outbursts the Trench began arlil'ery

bombardment and air bombing of Damascus
and this coMmued with Crn.i Viable less

of Ide untd M»t 31 It matters I fie
whether de Gaulle ordered these altarhs in

P9m“ boar beftro C^arch}} root hi*
“request” to cease fve nr not, they shoo'd
never have begun Intervention had become
Inevitable,

ARAB NATIONALISM

The root of the irouhte in the

place appears to be that French icBptthl

policy is still dominated by their

18th century Instead doctrine of

“assimilating” dependent people* ®*

2f>th century concept of "indrect role .

Indirect rule raears the training of dependent

peoples for self-government alnng *ffir

own lines. From tins basic difference in

policy arise* the failure of the French

authorities to grasp the significance 0

what ha* been happening with regard to

Arab nationalism during the last 20 yen*

The formation of the Arab L*ague, which

is working for the formal federation of

Arab Slate* in the Middle East, i* * n
.

fW

fact of utmost significance in world

It is not only articulating the Arab world

but it is also bringing the entire Mush*

world to ils support.

INTERNATIONAL TRANQUILLITY
This movement can he either a dargrt

to international tranquillity or an Important

stabilising hclnr according a* it is handled-

Realising this the British (and apparently

the Americans a* well) hope to see

stabilised group of friendly, independent

Arab State* in the Middle East. On the

other hand, the pre-1914 outlook which i*

unfortunately in the ascendent In the de

Gautle administration, trgards this attitude

as deriving from a sinister desire to oust

France from her traditional interests in the

Levant.
France is facing an internal situation

which m»y become extremely grave In the
near fmuie On the other hand, the
peoples nl France are closer to the peoples
of the United State* and Britain in rouloal
appreciation ami Understanding than they
h*ve ever been, Upon the continuance
of that accord largely depend* the Vindica-
tion of Western democracy in the

reconstruction of Eon-pe When tempers
in Pan* *n,t Damascus hive |„d the time
to cool the problem />/ S?rU o*i f**rh*p*
be best handled by America, BineSo »ed
France in discussion* with the Arab League.

llthjunt tpfj.



THE SIMLA CONFERENCE
o

FOLLOWING bis broadcast talk to the

nation on Jane 14 (eeo page 418)

Xjord Wavell sent telegraphic invitations

to the patties and persons mentioned w
the speech which mctaded among others

Mahatma Gandhi and Mr M A Jmmb
In a message to tbo Viceroy Mahatma
Gaodbi declared that ho had no focus

itnnh as the recognized representative

of tbo Congress mad that that fraction

belong* to tt e Congress President

Mialftoa Abal Kalan Arad At tbo same

time resenting the u«o of tho expression

Casio Hindus by the Viceroy m his

broadcast Gandhiji m a statement

expressed the hope that Lord Wavell had

used the expression m atter ignoranco

Te egrapbic oxohange of uommumcatvona
between Gandhiji and tho \iceroy followed

ns a result of which Maulana Sahib tho

Congress President was also invited to the

Simla Conference

An emergent meeting of the Working
Committee met m Bombay on tbo 21st

which after hearing Mr Bb labba s

account of tbe Be ai—L ftQuat draft agreed

to accept tbe Viceroy s invitation In

accepting the invitation the Congress

Pfosident made it clear that tbe Congreve

woald ander no circumstances accept its

being termed a Hied a organization or a

sectarian or communal body

It wocld apppar that Gandhiji and
Manlana Azad were given fall and plenary

powers by tbe Committee to deal with

all phases of tho negotiations arising out

of Lord Wavell 3 proposals to end
the deadlock The President was also

authorized to take wbat°ver action was
necessary to implement tho results of the

negotiations Ho would of coarse be advised

by Mahatma Gandhi in any decision 8 he took

In Simla tbo Viceroy bad long talks

with Gandhiji MauKna Azad and
Mr Jianah on tho 24th clarifying tho

position of the parties on the eve of the
Conference

In his fc vo hoar interview with the
Viceroy tbe Mahatma told His Excellency
that in view of bis (Gandhiji s) nnrepre
eentative character and in view pf the
faAt that Msalsoa Abal Halarn Arad tbe

51

Congress President was attending the

Conference ho would not ha present afc~

tho formal Conference but would remain

in Simla to continue to tender each

Advice as necessary to all parties*

(including tho \ioerof Tho Viceroy it is

^understood accepted the position bo ^ had
taken and bad asked bim to remain m
Simla till tbe Conference was over

The Leaders Conference opened at the

\ieeregal Lodge at 11 SO on June 27
according to schedule all tho inv^Tecs

being present excppt Mahatma Gandhi
Lord Wavell a opomng speech waa brief

to tbe point and contained no verbiage

Tbo outcome of tho Conference he said

will have a momentous influence on
the destiny of India There was what
may be called the Wavell touch in bis

opomng speech when he repeated tho
appeal in bia broadcast that on all sides

there was something to forgive and
forget

Me la© got to ns alioi © tl o lore! of old
prej d ©a and enav t cs an 1 of all party an 1

^ectonal advantage end th nk of th* goo I of
Ind a—the good of 400 m II on people [Sco pa»o 418 J

Except for the Viceroy e brief and
boemesBhko inaugural address the pro
ceedings were confidential Prom all

accounts tbe opening day s deliberations
left little to bo desired

Next day the Conference addressed itself

to tbo various aspects of forming thh
Fxecutive Council such aa tho number
and tbe proportion of the various elements
Having expressed support to the other
aspects of the Wavell plan the Conference
reached n crucial stage when the leaders
engaged themselves in an effort to reach
an agreement on the composition of the
proposed Executive Council

The Conference was adjourned to meet-
on the 27th and again on the 20th so
ns to enable tbe leaders to carry ort
private negotiations among themselves
These included prolonged talks between

J Bandit G B Pant oq behalf of tho
Congress and Sir Jmnab while the
Congress President himself was in continual
discussion with leaders of the Unionist
group who were urging for representation
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for Muslim soldiers of the Punjab in tbe

Executive Council. Compromise talks

between tbe Congress and tbe Leagoe
were proving a difficult task, and tbe

Conference threatened to break on this

crucial issue. Gandhiji was definite in

bis enunciation of the Congress position.

He told Mr. Prestoo Grover of the
Associated Press of America

This much I can say. that the Congress csq

reicr Ucune a aaionat orguimtioD Not that
Ih-ro are dot communal mtotled people in n but

fore, normalli sprating tne parity principle should
ta (list isleful to everybody

Tbe League ihiro, on wbicb Mr. Jinnnh
and bis tis-ociates are eqoally firm

ts that it alone bas the right to name
the Muslim members of tbe Coonril and
that no Nation tlist or non League
Muslims can find a place in it

Five nationalist Muslim organisations,
coo&iitmg of the Jimiat ul Clrma i Ilmd,
tlie All India Muslim Mujlis. the All lodia
Menu. Conference, the Anjaman i Watan
o! Bilucblttnn and tbe Independent Party
of IJib-ir. at a joint meeting presided
over trj MauKoi Hussain Ahmad Madam.
l*cesi ]« lit of tluJiouat pis.ed the follow-
ing re«uU tint
• • Thf^ ini-c m. ^f«ri^ r^r- oiidrrr it nrerwary

i c orgmtMilon of Mu-Jutm. In
’ '1 »lu<> Ulnae tli-cc are oih.-r

mv which hair l-in wotting
f r tli* attaitiiiir, i ! In bait freedom au.l bur
tlwvrti mating race l Cl* to ail.iCTr Ihoir goal

It is fntiU for Mr. Jinnah ' to

conte< the Coognaa claim to nominate
n netionslut Muslim or a member of

any community to the new Eiecotlve
Council as it has always been the tradi-

tion of the Cangre** to voice tbe hopea
"'and arpiraliona of All India, irrespective of
cirte or creed. Tin* claim has been
tightly recognucd by Mr. Amery when
l.o explained in tbe Ilou*e of Cnmmoos

, that the Congress coold nominate its

Meal m PrtMfeni to th» Executive Council.
'If the toufirooce should break on tbis
i-aae, it would be diasstrooa for all

f..neeread. I'or it would mean a priralam
on minority iotrannigccee. It it entbloh

—

able that ft tc-ntrilj, 1 owceer rowerfol or
li r.ivntiat should be allowed to bold op tbe
roentrj's progress *1 every stage and

l
continue to sabotage the freedom movement.

It is hoped that tbe eoldier—Viceroy, who

bas began eo well, will not be deterred

from completing bis task. Moch R» cue

would prefer an agreed eolation among

tbe parties, it is difficult to see what

alternative there could be for an imposed

agreement.

The Viceroy has. therefore, tactfully

adjooroed tbe Conference for a *OT*'

night—to meet on July H.

As efforts made outside the Conference

to reach an agreement among the r»rtie»

had not succeeded, tbe various parties

represented at tbe Conference were **ked

to submit their list of names to the

^Viceroy for him to make the final selection.

Tbe Muslim Leagne and the Congrc*'

have been permitted to Bobmit eight to

twelve names each from their own res-

pective parties and additionally they can

soggeat other names outside tbeir owo

parties. Other parties represented at the

Conference have been permitted to submit

three to foor names each from tbeir

own respective parties with additions!

right of recommending any other name.

Accordingly Maolana Arad and Mr. Jinnah
leaders of the Congress and the Muslim
League respectively have decided to call

meetings of tbe Working Committees.

Congress determination wholeheartedly
to co operate with tbe Wavell Plan and
to make it a success by suggesting tbe
names not only of Congressmen but of

the best men in the country irrespective
of tbrir. membership of tbo Congress
organisation has been voiced by ail front
rank leaders

Strangely enough, it is at each * juncture
that Mr. Jinoah, who claims to be equally,
arid for freedom, has thought fit to strike
a jarring note bv barking back to bis
slogan of Pakistan. In bis interview with
Mr. Preston Grover of tbe Avsooialed
Tress of America. Mr. Jinnah asks the
Mahatma to drop the present Conference
and work- out bis Pakistan scheme J U
is the old story again. The riddle is not
hard to read and Mr. Jionah will aooo rc*h*»
that be ha* made the slant once too often.
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the Reieaie uf Cong ten Leaden

WHATEVER the npabot ol tho Simla
Conference there »a general relief

and a sense of thaokMness that members
of the Congress Working Committee who
bars been under detention einco August,

1912 have at last been set free Of course

tho Wavell proposals would not have a
chance of being considered by the Congress

or Gandbiji m the absence of these leaders

who should have been released long ago

even if there was any need for iheir

detention at any tune for reasons of

secant} It is a pity, however, that even
this release at bo lata an hoar has not
been done with the grace and generosity

that tho occasion merits Consider what
tine and dramatic effect the tnagnam
moua gesture of a complete release of all

politicals would have had on the minds
of the people It wonld have touched the
imagination of the people at large and
created an atmosphere which woold
certainly have made a decisive difference

in the reception of any political plan

As might be expected almost the first

pnbho utterance of Pandit Nefarn on his

release was tinged with grief

My first thoughts am with those who ore still

rotting la prison Against tbsr grim background
of suffering and humiliation it is not a matter
for rejoicing that eight members of tha Working
Committee have come strutting out of prison It is

a matter for shame and Borrow that m many of
our comrades are still behind prison walls

Ths League's Claim Challenged

Mr Jinuah, in a recent statement, claimed
that 99 per cent of the Massalmane of India
are with tho League This ts a Caff

claim m the face of certain well known
Masher leaders outside the ranks of the

League flraternity Tho general Secretarj
Nawahzada Ipaqaat Ah Khan himself
admitted that 'the League boldB only 420
ee&tB of the total COO Muslim Beats in

jthe Central and Provincial Legislatures
’When more y than one fourth of the
Muslim seats artf m tho hands of the
non Leaguers how can Mr, Jtnnah Rsk for

'the right to nominate all Muslims on
w the Council ? ‘ In the last General
^Elections ", , saya Prof Homayon Kabir,

the League obtained only 4 per cent of

the Muslim votes cast and no Party or

organisation can claim raerrtheis except

those returned on its own ticket

Of tha four Muslim majority Provinces tho

Frontier it represented today in fho Conference
by a member of the Congress and tits

Punjab by a member of tho Unionist Party
bind is represented by Sir Ghulam II jsssin who
holds his office at tho pleasure of tho Cojigre«a

Party in the Legislatures and has often changed
1 is allegiance The position of tho Premier of
Assam is identical with that of S,nd
Bengal alone is represented by a member of

the League but he has hardly the right to
speak on behalf of the province after his deci ivo
defeat in the Legislature

Farther light on the League's position

m Bengal ib thrown by Mr Faziul Hnq
in a telegram to the Congress President
challenging Mr Jinnah s claims Bays
Mr Huq *

In 1941 whoa I formed a Notional Cabmet m
Bengal with representatives of ell parties only
42 Muslim Leaguers stood aloof in opposition out
of a total Muslim strength of 123 members I
maintained lbs strength till I reegned in March
1943 when many of my o Ihwonts wore won
user by the Longue by most cj lestiooablo raetho ts

In the last voting in the Assembly, when tho
League Ministry was defeated I had 51 Mn*t ms
in tho opposition against 01 Muslims in tho League,
the rest being absentees on both aides

How then could ib© League claim to
represent the mam bodj of Muslima
even in Bengal ?

Mr M Yanas, Ex Premier of Biha”,
in a* telegram to the Congress President
recalls that

not n single candidate was rotum'-d to the Bi m
Assembly on tie Lefiauo ticket n 1930 At
present out of 42 Muslim members only th co
ore relumed on tho League ticket

No less omphatio ie Sir Abdnl Hal m
Ghazaavi MJJ A (Central) and Pre«idiht
of the Central National Muhammad tn
Association of Calcutta la a telegram to Lt rd
YTAvell After referring to the fondamen al
difference between Muslims in and ont of
the All India Muslim League 1

Sir Ab< ul
Halim Bays

It woul 1 be an net of gnu cus hi just ce to a
largo number of Musi ts s who eland for tlio } r*d
of united Ind a for tho future if they1 are not
represented Jo tho Executive Council

Finally, this Association submits that tha All
India 21 usurp -League cannot and docs not
represent eli tha Muslims In India
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Indiana In South Africa

The Judicial Commission ot Jmiair}' into

matters affectms ibe Indian population

in Natal, more popularly known as tbe
Broome Commission, baa at last published

its report whic!^ in a eonso may bo said

merely to refer tbo whole question book
to tbo Government. While • it ban
attempted to probo into tbo causes of tbo
trouble—and its findings are unfortunately
coloured by the same racial bias which
taints the Africander a vision—no specific

remedy is suggested Rot we welcome its

suRgestion that the Government of India
should send representatives to discuss tins
subject with the Union Government.
Tor after all tbe Indian question, or
any aspect of it. can be solved only
throoRb negotiation and agreement—and
not, b\ a mcro bat of tbe Union legislature

But when tbo Commission suggests that
tbo basis of socb negotiation most bo
tbe recognition of tbo inherent right of
tbe white people to a position of perman-
ent superiority it obviously over eteps the'
limits of decency and fairness. Tbe
Commission cannot bo oblivions to tbe
widespread resentment and indignation at
tho Onion people's obstinacy nor ignore
the growing volume of world opinion
against S African intolerance. To suggest,
as tho Commission does, that

Natal lading? should be granted fraochiao on
the common roll with Europeans, but that qaaliG
cation? for tho registration of Indians ehould bo
rooro stringent than in the case of Europeans, so

oe to ensuro that tho eleetorato shou'd comprise
o permanent European majority,

may be a clever attempt to hoodwink
world opinion but it cannot succeed. It

means while franchise to the Indians is

conceded in a way, European hegemony
is permanently safeguarded. " So tong as
Indians continue to demand adult eoffrage"
we are told “ a compromise or even
discussion is out of tbe question." Why f

Indians do not seek special previlnges but
they can accept no humiliating terms.
It is no good arguing that Indiana living
In S. A. are materially much better off than
in theic homeland
When you have domed a tusn the right to

*l8c, .‘
UM' wb«i v m

and community detent housing.,*!*" m
(J-ny Id in admittance into hold*. ciaomM an*

other places of anmormcnl, you eJ0n?“ *'

yourself by the argument that he meg
more money than some of bis poorer eMnpttm"

Tbo report is on safer ground when

it" says that tbero is room for greater

understanding between tbo people ®*

Booth Africa and tbe people of India-

It rightly recognizes that tbero is "0 B ®e

talking wildly about repariotion. Thousands

of S. African born Indians who bars

never aeen this country and have no

roots in oor soil cannot be transplants

to order. It will be nothing short of a

cruelty to ask them to qoit what_c
a

them is still their native land. The

Report therefore truly says

that, lineo they cannot be aailmilated or ,rP*trlf
lf

,

they mint be accommodated »od permitted w
live with other groups With the tniDuiiuol «i

To that end then most 'the

delegations address themselves nod bit

opoo a morse of action that roost ensure

lasting rcaee in South Afrca.

ladsprndvic* is. Dominies Stitai

Tbe Secretary of Stato for India, Mr. Am cry,

is a clever man; bat be attempted to exoel

himself In bis, exposition of the relative

merits of Dominion Staton is. Independence.
Speaking on tbe Government of Bora*
Bill to tbe Home of Commons. Mr. Amery
explained that Dominion Status is in no
way inferior to Independence •

If that is .really 6o, why abonld be
fight shy of " Iodcpendenca " and refuse
to incorporate it in the Bill? It will be
noticed that word is studiously avoided in
bis receDt statement on India If

Dominion Status is rt superior privilege, tel

him try it nearer borne ; Indians and
Bormans are apt to Bay " Independence i*

good enough for us.”
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VERDICT ON SOOTH AFBICA (The Tyranny-

ot Colour) By P S Joabi. Tbacler

A. Co ,
Ltd , Bombay Rs 0 12 0.

To those vrbj are interested ia the
problem ot tbe Indian m South Africa

end in the history ot the struggle he has
undergone for over a century, this book
will turnish a mine of oeeful information.

It la in fact a scathing exposition of tbe
tyranny of tbe Whites over tbe Indians
in Sooth Africa

Detailed infot nation regarding the
various disabilities which onr country
men hate been subject to ' for nearly a
centory and full particulars of the measures
And acta promulgated by tbe South
African Government calculated virtnalh to
drive tbe Indian out of South Africa, are
also found in this volume.

The author of the bool, Mr. Josbi,
went to South Africa years ego ns nn
educated entrant and settled in Johannes-
berg Be actively interested biraself la

pnblia work for nearly a quarter ot a
century and held promioent positions io

various social and political bodies. lie

can juetly claim that fcia book "is the

IIrat big effort to study tho most comph-
eited Aniatio problem from the economic
anil political standpoint " ns it is the fruit

k
of runny years of study of tho Indian

problem there.

Tnr. Position or Women By Lnlshmi
N. Menon, Oxford Pamphlets on Iodian
Affairs. Oxford University Press. As x0.

In this short and stimulating pamphlet
Mrs. Menon has contrived to give an
engaging account of the position of
women in India Edncition, health, b rth
control, medical Rid, maternal mortality,
diseases of women, co education, tnarrage.
P'nperty, divorce, franchise and the history
of the women's movement are the chief
toy its which she has treated with much
sympathy and understanding.

War Leadehrs- By Sarwat Jabin; WEi

. w no Rule Japan, A Diary of Japanese

AGGRESSION; THE SPIRIT OF JATAN W
Krishna N- Siogb ;

Fascism—THE JAPA-

NESE Brand by Afja Ebatun Published

by Kitnbistan, Allahabad. As. G each. ,

Studenta interested in the present w**
1

find
' these booklets published by “**

KUabistan uoder the “ New Ilorizoo Series

> extremely useful and informative. T“*

first of these gives a brief arid readable

neconnt of about 21 military leaders oi

tbe United Nations, comprising Brita>°-

U.S.A , China and Rossift whoso names

have become familiar io this war. An

attempt has been made to be as factoai

and objective rs possible. The second dents

in a similar strain about 20 leaders 01

Japan, who are responsible for Ibe war

in tho East with China und Ara«ri®»j

while the third is a short cbrooicte

the record of Japanese Regression aioC*

1 1P95 up to -1018. revealing tbe 'trail cl

Japanese Militarism. The last two booklets

briefly survey the traditions, tbe philosophy,

and history of tbe Japanese people and
their way of life. They give na an insight

into Japanese religion and character.

India and International Currency
Plans By Dr V. K. B'. V.' R»o,
Second and revised edition. S Chant) & Co.

Delhi Trice Rs. 3 8

The authnr points out tfmt though the

Indian delegation at Britton Woods pulled

” one team for the acceptmre of the

Major demand set out in this book (thst

of the inclusion of the liquidation of war-

time balances within the scope of" the

.International Monetary Fund), .it did n°f

succeed Nor has ihe Conference conceded
India’s claim to a peimsnent se*t on the

Executive Committee of the Fund Io «pi«
of these disapj ointments and drawbacks,
India, he says, should Rccept membership
of- both the International Monetary Fond
and the International Bank.
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DIARY OF THE MONTH
) o

Jane 1. “Cease fire" in Syria following

British intervention.

—Lor3 Wavell leaves London for India.

Jone 2 Moscow rejects compromise on

Veto issne.

—Soviet urges pacific settlement of Levant

June 8. Bharati Memorial foundation stone

laid bv C It at Ettiaparain

Jnne 4 Lord Wavell retnrns to Indio. .

Jnne 5 Churchill deooooced bv Trade
Union leader.

—Bis four agreement on occupation of
Germnnv.

Jnne 0 End of Third Reirh
—Austria and Sndetenland separated.

Jone 7 8aoond reading of the Government
of Burma Bill in tbe Lords. —

Jnoe 8. Big fire agree on Veto Issne.

—Assam Government lifts ban on Congress
bodiep.

Jnne h. Spanish Government agrees to

extradite M. Laval. a

Jane 10 Arab L»ngoe 6orrorts British’

view in Levant dispute.

—Subject People's Conference in London
demands application of Atlantic rhorter

and representation at Peace Conference.

Jnne 11. Mr. Bhnlabhai Desai meeta

Gsndhiji for dUeusslon on Wavell
proposals.

Jone 12. Freedom of London conferred on
Oen. Bieenbower.

Jone 13. Mr. Chnrehill replies to Mr. Berio
nn the breaV -op of the coalition.

Mr. Attlee explains.

Jone 14. Birthdav hononrs Victory
hononra to high ranking generals.

—Viceroy broadcast* his plan.

Jnna IS. Congress Working Coiomitteo
members teleased.

—Tbe King prorogues Parliament,.

Jane 1C. Von Ribbentrop captive at
Ilambarg.

, —Gandbiji and Viceroy exchango telegrams

^ re Simla Conference.

Jone 17. Congress President, agreeing with

Gaodbiji, calls an emergent .meeting of

the Working__Coromittee At Bombay on

Jnne 21.

June 18. MaolanaAzad, Congress President.

invited to Simla Conference.

—Gen. Eisenhower welcomed in TJ.SA.

Jone 10 Gandhi—Viceroy exchango 0<

telegrams re parity.

—Pandit Jawaharlal urges need for change

of Oorernruent.

Jone 20 Burma Governor promises self

Government for Bnitna without delay.

—Agreement on trusteeship reached at

Frisco Conference.

Jone 21. Congress Working CommUtf®
meeting at Bombay accepts Viceroy*

invitation to Simla Conference.

—Okinawa battle ends.

Jooe 22. Britain explains intervention ,n

Levant dispute.
'

Jane 23. Tandit Nehru gires bis reaction*

to Viceroy's offer.

—MaoUna Azad meets the Viceroy.

Jooe 21. Gandbiji and 'later Mr. Jinnab
meet tbe Viceroy.

—Viceroy agrees to Gandhiji's proposat that

Mr. Azad sboold represent Congress whilo
he himself iritl bo available at Simla
during Conference for advice.

Jane 23. Lord Wavell opens Simla Con-
ference.

Jone 2G. World Nations' Charter adopted
et Ban Francisco.

Jnne 27. Leaders' Conference adjourned
till 20th.

—San Francisco talks end.
June 2^. New Polish Government formed.

Jane 20. Simla Conference adjourned to

July 14.

—Congress President invites Working Core
miWat •RAwhAa-a Vc. 2/mi'rn.

June 80. Mr. Amery defends his India
' record.

—Mr. Jinnah spriogs a surprise by atkiof
Gandbiji to accept Pakistan firet I
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THE INDIAN REVIEW

MILITARY DESPOTISM IN INDIA
“ It Is hardly necessary to remind the

readers of the New Leader that the

Government of India is perfect, pure,

military and bureaucratic despotism and

'

has been so ever since the now iar-off days

of its founders, perhaps the two arch-

thieves of alt colonial history. Robert
Chve and Warren Hastings," writes (he

eminent socialist, historian and writer,

Mr. F A Ridley, in the New Leader,

organ of the Independent Labour Parly,

tinder the bile “How is the Empire?" the

words supposed to have been uttered by
Ring George V on his death-bed.

Mr Ridley says

:

If it u not accurate 10 detente the British

Government in India as Fasoist, that is only'

because Fascism 14 twentieth century in its

methods. But it is actually a distinction without

a difference

At present British rule in India bangs only by
the proverbial thread Independence has been

promised to this so Jong ‘occupied’ country.

And though it would be nothing new for the

English • gentleman ' to break his word, it is

difficult to see how even IIrears Churchill,

Amcry and Company will be able for long to

avoid quitting India, at leeit in the political tense.

H is, of course, just possible that Biiliah

imperialism might be able to hang on by sheer

brute forct for a time in the teeth of revolt or

e» on revolution by unarmed India raassos. British

imperialism ut India today a to tbo unique

pot 11 ion that all its all: os. for entirely different

reason*, want it out of India For China want.

Asia for lha Asmlics and Russia wants het chief

European m .1 (England) out of Asm. while

the r-ooonuc imperiah-m nf the U.S A desire*

h. rsclf to exploit the fabulous potenlial tnarkel

opened up bv the coming Industrialisation of

the Far East.'

Consequently, as far as India u concerned, it

may lm *sWy assumed that the alleged question

Of King Oeorge y will ahorlly cease to bate
relevance For different but effect.ve sea*>ns. the

whole world want* the British out of India
An I, peacefully or \ intently, oat of Indus -the
British Will noon go Is Lqrd Wevell the but of

^the White 8a'ul » •

- AMERICAN INTEREST IN INDIA

A friendly constructive attitude on the

part of the United States towards both

Britain and India in their attempts to retch

an agreement is recommended by Edward

C. Carter, Secretary- General of the Institute

of Pacific Relations, wrilting on " the Pacific

Basin and India” in a special British

Commonwealth issue of Survey Geafkte

magazine.

Americans have India very much on

their conscience. Many of them express

opinions similar to those of Tommy Atkinl

in the malarial jungles of Burma when

he grouses about British Imperialism,

writes Carter.

Nooetholees it U woll to realize that Britain

baa Af greater responsibilitim fa Asia and tba

pacific than the Baited States bo* ever assumed

either prior to Pearl Harbour or einee. Biltais

has dog deep into this vast area. Responsible

Englishmen know that they timply cannot clef

Frogremive American, can boot aid their own
country, the oubject peoples of India and Orest

Britain herself by recognising these British respon-

ubiluies, by acquainting themselves with tha

unfolding or mors progressive British policy and

by backing every domocroiic British move in tb*

whole Pacific area.

Under pressure from Indian opposition and from

enlightened pubbo opinion in the United Kingdom
British authorities hava shown considerable genius

in the art or conciliation. By a friendly construc-

tive attitude, Americans can aid both the British and
the Indians (n making those major compromise*
and readjustments for which the whole world
waits.

If Sir Stafford Crippt had had more latitude

and the led,an leaders more statesmanship, the

world might have witnessed yet another examr 1*

of constructive British compromise.
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THE ART OF KHASTGIR WAS GOKHALE A THEOSOPHlSTf ;

Writing in the May number of New Trk/ni has published the full text of t

Horitons, Mr. Maurice Lee offers a speech in .which the Rt. Hon.^Srinitisa .

judicious appreciation of the work of the
gastri spoke of some little-known incidents

Bengal artist, Sudhir Khastgir: c f Gokhale’s life. Touching the Fetation*

very homely and simple source of the life of the

country folk. There 19 no place id his art for

sophistication The story he has to tdl ib that

of life in its simplest and most genuine forms,

the relationship of the peasant to hu own

enwoamtat. Sometimes it inU be bis religious

ceremonies or practice*, or the characters snd

deities who people his mythology
,

sometimes

his harmony with or lus struggle against the

elements sometimes tho simpler human amotions

joy. grief, childhood, J outh, courtship, marriage .

motherland, old age All these combine in bis

portrayals of simple village life women going to

the well, a party in a bullock cart going to

tbe nwlu, a band of villagers trekking through

the ram or through the night, a Sant.il playing

the fllute in the clear spring sunshine whilo a
young girl dancse Tne dance is very farourito

subject of Khasgu’s, in the portrayal of which

he excels, anil which has resulted 10 some of his

Guest compositions

Khastgir s choice of media, as befits his

versatility, is most variod From hoe dreeing

'with pencil ink, charcoal and with the bnwh,

ho works With srjual facility in both oil* and

water colour Although he is e colourist of

ship between Gokhale and Mrs Besant,

21/r. Sasfri observed, basing bis narration

on ’’ Gokhale’s own account:"

During one of her ‘(lira BesaVa) early v>“,a

to Foona he (Gokhale) attended a meeting 'W

which she answered questions fram candidates for

admission- to the Theoeophical Society. When

his turn came ho plied her hard and - 1*1*

manner perhaps appeared control ertlal. In hrr

impatience sho burst out r
“ Young man. when

you come to be my age. these things will appear

in a clearer 1-ght,” That decided Ooldiale’against^

tb* Society. But * thereby bangs a tail \ as » .

wag has said.
1 Long afterwards. Mrs. Besaot _aod

. leading Theosophista continued to claim him ««

a member. Questioned by me once, ha bocam*

vehement and wid. •* When next anybody calls

me a Theosophiet, deny it in my name, I

authorise you.” Tho time soon came when I

bad to convey this unplAismg noweto Mrs. Besant.

For a fraction of a momont she appeared nettled,

but she at once, recovered computers and changed

iho topic Inquiry allowed that an intimate

friend of Gokhale hsd paid tho prescribed fro

of ndmis-ion and maintained his name on the

register for two or three yeers I guess Gokiale
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Baroda
BARODA SQUADRON

The Baroda Fighter Squadron, whose

equipment was provided lor by tlw

Highness the Maharaja Gaekwar »n

May, 1941, has had a notable career

Travancore

TRAVANCORE PUBLIC SERVICES

Throughout its work the squadron was

equipped with Spitfires, and one ol its

outstanding successes was the shooting

down of five FW 190 s in the course of

a single sit lie In all, the squadron

accounted for 29 enemy air-craft destroyed,

four probably destroyed and 15 damaged.

At the b« ginning of this year, the Band.

Squad ion "as one of those selected to

reinforce the fighter bomber squadrons in

action against V 2 launching sites During

jhw period the unit lost four pilots

CHILD MARRIAGE IN BARODA

The Baroda State Information Officer

states that out ol 3 120 cases under the

Child Marriage Prevention Act, 2 968 were

. disposed of last year. The m-j-nty of

the 5,464 persons convicted under the Act

were fined and a few sentenced to impil-

sonment The Act is proving beneficial

as the number of child marriages decreases

' every >
ear SiM\ five suits were filed under

the llmdu Divot. e Law Nine marriages

1 under the Special Marriage

Members belonging to various parties’

«

the Assembly participated in the debate

on the report of the Public Service

Commissioner on June 14 and 15 Every
^

speaker pressed the claims of his respective

community for adequate participation in the

public services and the concensus t

opinion was in favour of retention Of Wt

office of the Public Service Commissioner,

assisted by an Advisory Committee.

Mr Nataraja Pillai. voicing the view oj

the Congress, said his party favoured It*

continuance of the Public Service Commis-

sioner who. however, should not belong

to any one of the communities »-

Travancore. They did not advocate the

establishment of a Staff Selection BoarC-

and felt it was more expedient to have i

single individual to decide on the matter

of recruitment.

POLICE FORCE IN TRAVANCORE

Act

PRICE CONTROL AqT

The Puce Control Act has been «tmtly

enforced in the State In 1943 44 ’113

out ol 132 rase' fi,e «n ‘l" ,he Act

weie disposed of, 48 out of these resulting

in conviction. Four of the offenders were

fined and th» remaining 44 given

terms ol imprisonment

DEVELOPMENT SCHEME IN BARODA
III) the Maharaja of Baroda has

appointed Sir C\nl Fox to prepare a

geological and 1 ydro electrical survey of

the St*’* bn Cyril has been asked to

draw up development scheme in the

light of Ws fiodirgs.

An appeal for the continued eo-opetatieo

between the public and the Police, with •

\iew to ensuring that the work of lh*

Police was best done In the interest* $J
the public, was made by Sir C P Ram»swaffl‘

Aiyar. Dewan of Travaocote, presiding **

the Travancore Police .presentation parade,

at the Council Chamber on Jur“

After preserving medals—two Maharajahs

and ten Police medals—to the membeis cf

the Force for acts of conspicuous gallantry

and meritorious sit vice, the Dewan
announced thit Government have sanctioned

permanent provision being made to the

recipients of these medals, and fheir

dependants, for a dtfinite period in •

manner analogrus to that obtaining lo

British India

GRANT TO Y.M C.A
The Travancore Government h*te

sanctioned a grant of Rs. 3,000 to the

Y.M C A for. the year 1945 fet n>r*5

reconstruction work in the State.
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INDIANS OVERSEAS
South Africa

LOADED’ FRANCHISE

>y of Indr

that win l'rver the C
far enough
accepting

public opinion on

e Broome Contrail-

Indi~ii left winger* consider

3mis-ion offen does

while right-wingers

loaded” franchise as

is sull better than
ideal feel t

nn'hmg at all

Mr P R Father Secretary. Natal Indian

Congress said " I welcome the discussion

by the Commission of franchise, hut I

e\ >ected that the Commission would make

a recommendation I have no doobl that

if loaded franchise were offered to the

Indian community, responsible Indian opinion

would accept it as the first step towards

achieving full franchise rights”

Mr Pather said that he expected that

the Commission would deal with such

Important questions as housing, education

facilities and other social and public health

problems “but .1 appears that, because the

Durban City Council t
“

Us case on these quest! >

has thought it fit not to touch

the Commission
them

”

SEGREGATION TACTICS

Indians are considerably perturbed over

the Housing Emergency Bill which, while

planning to meet the housing needs of

returned soldiers gives tv.de powers to

Natal and other Pros tncial Councils for

“running, re-pUnning or laying out of

•ny «***"

This power, the Natal Indian Congress

feels, takes the shape of planning on racial

lines. Authority that was sought by
previous N«t»l Ortmances, such as the

Residential Pf petty Regulation and Control

Ordinances, for creating racial tones which

were suspended as a result of Indian

objections emerges in this proposed
legislation

Trinidad
INDIANS IN TRINIDAD

The most pie, sing feature of Indian fife

in Triiidad as ectupared with that tn the

mother-country, is p-irhnps the harmony

which has existed between the various

religious and sectarian groups winch go

make up the Indian community there
.

During the hundred years of domicile

m the Caribbean— thire has been evident

an unfettered social intercourse, a complete

tolerance of one another’s religious view-

points and practices, which has strengthen^

the position and raised the prestige of the

entire community in its relationship witn

the other colonial groups.

In the eaily days of their settlement

here, the Indian population was predom-

inantly Hindu, anil that condition Still

maintains, although reduced hecause nf

the secession of converts to Christianity.

In the beginning 90 per cent, were of

the Hindu faith, while today there are

perhaps 70 Hindus out of every 100, with

the Muslims and the Christians sharing

honours among the remaining 30 pet cent

U.S.A.
U S CITT7ENSH1P FOR INDIANS

Representative Clare Booth Luce, C0‘

sponsor of the Indian Immigration B"l,

disclosed that she and the former Ambassador

lo Iodia, Mr. William Phillips, had testified

before the Executive Meeting of the Immi-

gration Committee strongly urging the Bill

»

passage. Mrs Luce told Renter:

l*
1

e*'t wW lhe
t

(^

l

i™Mton
r
^f*hra

r
*lef*)aH<K»

cornea on the Root of the Home and Senate.

The Indian Agent General in Washington.

Sir G S Bajpai, aaid t

The iWoion of < he Committee la meat RTat‘0'"*
and l .mcrrely hop. ,het the 11,tl will (..id f*™*'*$

appreciative of the good* ill a

rally, 1



MULTUM IN PAKV.O
NEWS i DEPARTMENTAL f V NOTES

Questions of Importance

CONGRESS AND WAVELL PLAN

‘ Tn view of existing circumstances the

Committee considered the proposals made
by the Viceroy in regard to the Simla

Conference fixed for 25th of June and it

was decided that the Presi lent and other

Congressmen invited to the Conference he

ant orised to attend Ceitain directions

have been given to them and they have

been asl ed to see elucidation m regard to

ma iy matters which still require clanfica

tion, ’ says a statement issued bj the

C< ngress Working Committee after concln

sion of its tivo day session in Bombay
The following resolution was adopted on

June 22

" The Working Committee meeting after

nearly three years of enforced isolation

have to consider numerous national and
international problems which have taken

new share and form The Committee will

meet again in the near future for this

purpose

Meanwhile, while recognising the efforts

being made to establish a new rv^rld

order, the Committee regryt these efforts

are being obstructed and vitiated by the

ambitions and fears of the great powers
who are -often moved by motives of

retaining their dominion over colonies and
dependencies and preventing or delaying

the freedom of these countries

The Committee are convinced that world

peace and any new international order can
only be based on the recognition of the

freedom of ail these countries and elimtna
tio» of alt traces of imperialist control by
whatever name it may be called

^
The Committee reiterate their policy m

tegard to this matter laid down by the
A I C C on August 8, 1942

SUBJECT PEOPLES’ CONFERENCE
A demand that all politick prisoners m

the Colonies be set free, and (hat

democratically elected representatives of

subject peoples be invited to participate at

the Peace Conference on terms of absolute

equality with other delegates was urged at

the opening session of the Subject Peoples

Conference in London last month *

The Conference was attended by repre

sentahves from Burma, India, West Africa,

l *st Africa, Malaya the West Indies and
other Colonies

The Conference tflu rated that it was
imperative that the Atlantic Charter should

be consistently applied to all Colonial

peoples regardless of race, colour, or
degree of social development, and suggested

that at the Peace Conference, there should
be set op an effective machinery sn the

form of a World Cotonial Council
”

This would consist of representatives of

the Colonial countries themselves, and it

should be entrusted with the following tasks*

Firstly, to formulate n prhey and programme
for I Ik- nn-onditlODsl and immediate ending of
oil Colonial system*
Secondly, to supervise the establishment of

representative and responsible constitutions base 1

upon universal adult suffrago ia Iho Colonies and
sicti constitutions to provide full statutory
safeguards for minority rights

Thirdly, to ensure that none of the territories
at present under Japanese, control oro permittcl
to rosert to dependent Colonial statu* after ‘their
liberation and that tho former Italian Colonies in
Africa are given full rights of self determination
Fourthly to bring about the immediate abroga

tion of all racial and discriminatory laws, such
as at present- deprive Negroes in America Asiatics
an I Africans in Africa and subject peoples
generally or full democrats rights of citizenship

Moving the adoption of these proposals,
the Indian writer Iqbal Singh said that,

though the voices were different, and came
from widely separated countries, they told
the same story



Utterances of the Day

LORD WAVELUS ADDRESS TO PANDIT NEHRU AT PRESS

SIMLA CONFERENCE CONFERENCE
Inaugurating the Leaders* Conference at Addressing a Press Conference in

June 25, H E Lord Wavell Bombay, Pandit Nchrn gave his views .on

many subjects Referring to the Indian

beam Ml tho agenda. of this Conference. Army, Pandit Nehru Said:
•*— form. Wherever it

prov iiiies and parties I have called you together

from &1) pari- or India at this critical moment

in her history to advise and help me in advancing

India loitnrds prosperity, politics! freedorh and

greatness l ask you to give me that help in a

epirit of broad co operation towards tho good of

India os a whole

It is not « constitutional settlement, it is not

a (Inal solution of India's complex problem that

u proposed Nor does the Plan «n any way

prejudge or prejudice the Goal imuo but If it

aiiccociit, I on cure it will pave the way towards

o eottlomont and will bring it neerec

Tho statesmanship, wisdom and good will of

all of us is here on trial, not merely In the ojee

of Indio but before the world

I said in my broadcast that on all sides there

was something to forgive end forget We luve

got to use above the level of old prejudice* and

enmities, and of party and sections! advantage

" and think of the good of India, the good of four

hundrod million people end how we can beat

combine to implement these new proposals roads

by n,» Majesty's Government for the advance

meat of India, now and m the future It will
not bo ea«y, and unless m» can place our

st accept my leadership fa

o Is same agreed change i

am responsible to H» Ms.
• good and traoi

—

Pandit Nehru said that, duting tf>«

Crist'S discussions, he a*ked Sir Stafford! -

If we ere in charge of Government, our first
>

job ia to Infuse a national spirit in th« arm*

and make tho soldiera feel they are t_ national

nrroy and rook* India feel that this la bur army

fighting for freedom and democracy and the

freedom of our country.

Pandit Nehru had also totd Sir Stafford

that their first job would be to remove^

the barriers that isolated the people Irani

the Indian soldiers And Sic Stafford

replied :
** I am afraid that cannot be

done It is not a national army. It f*

not an Indian army. It is an Indian

sector of the British army.”
Pandit Nehtu said that he asked

Sir Stafford,
“ What about an Indian

militia I" and Sir Stafford had replied that

that was a matter for the Commander-m-
Chief. Even the militia would have to

function under the Commander-in-Chief
Mr. Nehru said that when they used the

word 'mercenary', it was not done in »

disparaging sense of the army itself, but
as a legal technical name.
As regards the August disturbances.

Pandit Nehru said that ' Be did not

defend the actions of the people involved
iq the disturbances, but the normal
reaction pi an Indian would be to say 1.



Political 4i$

KING S HOPE FOR INDIA
King George expressed his

' earnest hope * that the invitation to Indian

political leadets to take part m the

government of British India would be

accepted

The King made this reference to India

in his speech proroguing Parliament read

for him in the temporary House of Lords*

by the Lord Chancellor Viscount Simon

The King said My Government have

authorized the Governor General of India

to invite participation of Indian political

leadets in the Government of British India

I earnestly hope that this invitation will

be accepted so that the immediate tasks

of the waging of war against Tapan and

post war development of India may be

undei taken with full co operation of all

sections of Indian public opinion*

MR SUMNER WELLES ON INDIA
Enlightened quarters in America have

teen told the real truth by a timely

publication entitled " Guide to peace

edited by Mr Sumner Welles, containing

shoit articles on all countries The follow

log observations on India are extracts

from it

At the outset of tho war when by a decree

of tho Viceroy India woa declared at war with
Germany resentment was keen because the
Viceroy hail faded even to consult them
When Japan attacked Britain an l Amenca Tokyo
confidently expected that India would tab epa net
her British overlords but Gandhi and Nehru

» took a patriotic stand The Japs set up so
Opposition Government in {Singapore under Saunas
Tloso but it hail no following in India •» The
JajM record m China for which India felt

sympathy, was enough to make Indians sceptical
end distrustful of the Japs In 1912 tho
Btit.sh tent Sir Stafford Cuppa, but even this

soweUst m sled the demands of the Indian—that
thiy bo gven effective control of their Govern
m«nt even during the period of the war—and
offered instead freedom only after the war
Congress repl ed that If Britain entrusted it with
mal power now, it would fully support wot effort
nth rwise it would -resort to civil disobedience
•*®ni g the masses there was active support for
the Golfed Nations but little genuine enthusiasm

JJ* ,
notcd carefully Mr Churchill s assertion
ha did not intend to pres le over tho

'“bon of the British Empire, and b s state
w*l the Atlantic* Charter did not imply

the independence of India. Too much Of
India s economic improvement has been dictated

by tl e need of profitable investment or by
magnificent projects dear to tho various Viceroys
but these have not touched tf o heart of Ind a a

economic problem

The article concludes with the following

note on the future

Thus tho Indian National movement wb ch
began by emphasizing jte own needs under
Gandbi will, under the guidance of leaders hko
Nehru also serve in the larger framework of a
progressive Asa and thus India will take ter
proper place in the W Grid Organization

THE AGA KHAN S PLEA

H H the Aga Khan has sent a cable

to Mahatma Gandhi and Maulana Abul
Kalam \zad suggesting that the Congress
should take the lead, in the final solution

of all political differences in India, mclud
ing the problem of Indian States The
Aga Khan commends for their consideration

the constitution of an Indian Common
wealth of Nations based on a union of
hearts and interests and not on majority

force

The first step towards the establishment

of such a Confederation would be the
constitution of Muslim majority provinces'
in the west into one bloc and a united
Bengal Assam bJoc in the ~

east, the
federation of Indian States in groups and
then their entrance into a great Confederation

The Aga Khan suggests that hs
proposal, if accepted, wilt solve tie
complicated problems of Indian Statf j

Ceylon and Burma and possibly Afghanis n
nogviV jxnvr dhr i£bvntubrav\on fitter on
The Aga Khan concludes 4

Plensc
forgive my intrusion on your most prtci us
time at this juncture and believe me the
motive of my suggestion is sincere and
motived by profound feelings and no hostil ty
towards the Congress You are welcome
to throw it to the waste paper basket

’

The Congress President has su! t the
following telegram to H H, the Agt Kh in

'Thanks cablegram Present problems
concern interim period only Hence no
question of permanent structure amts
Awaiting pleasure our meeting near future ’



Women’s Page

Mrs. PANDIT'S APPEAL' TO LEADERS

Attacks on "religions bigots.” whom they

accused of threatening the fate of the Simla

Conference, were made by Mrs Vijayalaxtm

Pandit and Dr Syed Hossain, Chairman of

the National Committee for India s freedom

to-day

Describing the adjournment of the Con-

ference as “ unfortunate," Mrs Pandit said :

"At this period of national and international

crisis only one thing is important—that India

should take h*r rightful place among the

free nations of the world and thereby contr-

MEMORIAL TO BEGUM AZAD

The Lahore Students' Congress have laun-

ched a drive to collect 2.00,000 annas for

raising a memorial for the late Begum Azad,

wife of the Congress President Maulftw

Abul Kalam Azad. Sixty per cent, of the

•proceeds will go to the construction rrt

Begum A? ad Ward fn Kamala Nehru

Hospital.

The fund was opened on June 23 by

Dr Khan Sahib, the Premier of N -W.P r.

when he came to Lahore en route to Simla.

tree nations 01 me wu..u — The opening ceremony of the fund was

bate her share to the solution of vital world witnessed by more than 300 students who

oroblems A special responsibility rests on had come to give Dr Khan Sahib a reception

her because with her own freedom is linked at the railway station. While giving *

the freedom of the other dependent areas message to the organizer of tne-lond, ne

It roust not be said that India's cause was s,id, “ In your noble work that you have

held back because reactionary individuals started I wish you all success”,

and religious bigots failed to grasp the signi-

ficance of world events. I hope Indian

leaders, both Hindus and Muslim, will have

the necessary vision and courage to submerge

all minor issues and give the right lead.

Miss BADEN-POWELL

Miss Agnes Baden Powell who has died

at the age of 86, was a marked individualist

Over lorty years ago, she made balloon

fl.ghts and was one of the first women in

England to drive a motor car Her progress

down Bond Street, created something of a

stir, especially since she was preceded by

a man carrying a red flag She also flew

in gliders as early as 1903

Miss Baden-Powell spoke nine languages,

rode a blcyle almost up to the day of her

death, slept under canvas with the Wands-

worth Gnl Guides when she was 80 and

in her London house kept bees which were

housed between an organ and a grand piano

in the drawing room

When at her brother’s request she founded

the Gitl Guide movement in 1909, she did

" all the organizing herself and carried the

movement to success in face of opposition

,hich seems incredible to-day.

Mrs LEELA PATIL •

Mrs. Leela Patil, a political convict,

escaped on the 3rd of last month from

the Sassoon Hospital, Poona, where she

was brought for medical treatment from

the Yeravada Central Jail.

Mrs Patil was undergoing a term of

imprisonment for an offence committed in

East Khandesh.

It appears that on the evening of her

escape. Mrs Patil requested the police

constable, who was kept to watch her, to

allow her to go for a walk in the

hospital garden. She managed to give the

constable the slip while taking the walk.

A search is being" carried out for her

by the Poona Police throughout the district

THE Late COUNTESS BALDWIN
Countees Baldwin, wife of Lord Baldwin,

who as Mr. Stanley Baldwin was three

times Prime Minister of Britain in the

period between the two Great Wars, died

suddenly following a heart attack



Literary
Personal

a brtv bistort orTnB ikdian rpori-r

Sir Jadunath Satkar writes

A New History of the Indian People

cont lining the fruits of the latest research

and written by India, own sons n a

popular style and priced so low as to he

will n the reach of all of our country

men was planned by Eabu Rajendra

Prasad and Sir Jadunall. Satkar in 1938_as

a much needed national undertaking 1 or

earn mg the work out a society named the

Bhaiatiya It,has ranshad was registered at

Ben.res and steps were taken to d '»lnb“'

chapters among suitable scholars Owing

to toe war and the dispersion of s'*01’"

and libraries four years were lost But

now tvo most important and interest ng

volume, are ready for the *”? *

tlnrl is half complete The complete

volomes on the Manrya and Gupta Ages

have reached my hands in manuscript anl

the
^ press has agreed to ft. sh print,ng

them before the end of October new

The Gopta volume has been edMd by

Dr R C Majumdar and Dr A S Alt k

and the Mautya volume by Prols

Nilakanta Sastn and Dr H C Roy

Chaudhuti The volume on Akbar is in

my own hands and I hope 101 fim
f

1

pres, copy four months after actually sating

the printing of the other two volumes

Thus it is hoped that unless something

unexpected happens we shall »«

volumes (the Mauryas and the Guptas)

offered to the public in November, 194-v

and a third volume (Akbar) handed over to

the printers in time to come out in May lv-to

BHARATIII MEMORIAL -

Laying the foundation stone ol ttie

Subramavya Bhatatht Memorial Bedding at

Ettiyapuram Mr C Rajagopalachanar urged

the formation of a Bh=ratlu Sang

celebrate Bliaratht Day every year

biggest memorial one could think o o

a poet said CR is to make everyone

sing bis songs ,

Recalling his early association with we

k poet patriot Mr C Rajagopalachanar paid

» glowing tribute to Bharathi s prophetic

Vision tolerance and self sacrifice

NEHRU S MNE TERMS IN PRISON

Pandit Jawabarlal Nehru has so fnr served

nine terms ol imprisonment In December

lb21 he was sentenced tn 6 months

imprisonment Panditjt was released 3

Cl niths later but some weeks after he was

aAested again, and was Hied and sen

tenced to 2^ years of imprisonment He

was released at the end of January, 19-3

Immediately after the special session of

the Congress at Delhi he was sentenced

to 21/ years for breach of order banning

his entry into the State and for conspiracy

In April 1930 he was tried in connec

tion with Salt Satyagraha and sentenced

to 6 months imprisonment He was again

arrested near Allahabad and sentenced to

2 year , imprisonment and to pay a

fine of Rs 500 On February 1931

he was arrested aga n and sentenced to

2 years This time he served 13 months

In November 1940 he was sentenced

to 4 years, but was released after a little

over 13 months On August 5 19)2 his

ninth term of imprisonment began and

ended on June 15 1945

1>EI EASE OF WORKlbO COMMITTEE MEMBERS

After nearly 34 months of detention

the members of the Congress Working

Committee were released on June 14

Some of them had already been

freed on medical grounds, but those

released on the eve of ‘'" Simla Confer

ence were Moulana Abul Kalan Acad

Congress President, Acharya Ktrpalam Pandit

lawaharl.l Nehru Babu Rajendra Prasad

Sirdar Vall.bhai Patel Sankarao Deo

Acharya Narendra Dev and. Dr Pattabhr

s taramayya

NEW METROPOLITAN or INDIA

The Right Reverend George Hubback,

Bishop of Assam has been elected Bishop

of Calcutta and Metropolitan of India

The eighty two year old Metropolitan of

India the most Rev Dr Foss Westcolt

who is reining shortly has planned to

remain in this countty after retirement and

cariy on work in India
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SOME TRIUMPHS OF SURGERY

Two persons who talked without a

larynx, a min without a tongue who
recited Lincoln’s Gettysburg address and

an elderly doctor, who, though his

stomach has been removed, "works hard,

has a good appetite and eats thiee good

meals a day,” were presented at the

closing sessions of the annual meeting of

the New Yutk State Medical Society as

examples of the triumphs of modern
surgery and rehabilitation

The meeting was addressed by an

insurance salesman, who, despite the (ait

that his larynx had been removed said

he was able to continue selhrg insurance

and even to make a sales talk over the

telephone H- was introduced by Dr. James

S Greene, Medical Director of the National

Hospital for Speech Disorders, a unique
institution where speech cripples laugh and
talk, and normal voices are restored to

men and women, who. through surgery

or otherwise, have lost their speech
organs

PirE IN LUNG FOR 31 YEARS

Part of a pipe mouthpiece was lodged
fot 31 jears in a man's lung—and he
breathed normally

The vulcanite, nearly an inch long,

entered the lung when I he man fell from
his cycle and broke Ins pipe in his

month

The case is described by Mr.
J

Lenin in the Bnfttk AfeJtral Journal

No trouble was caused, he says
probably because tne hole through the
'uleanlte remained rlear and the man was
able to get enough air through it t0
ventilate his lung

a snr rcp.c for typhoid

Affording to an article in the Arurnran
Mrdual AsiectatfnJournal

,
preliminary tests

of the newest penicillin type of chemical.
Streptomycin, indicate that it cores typhoid
and prevents a penon from becoming a
. irier of IV disease

*

rOOD YEAST

The really nutritive part of meat, eggs

and milk for 1 farthing daily, is the

prospect held out by British experiment*

in yeast food production, according to

Mr A C Th aysen of tie Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research. These

experiments, Mr Thaysen said, have shown

that fond yeast can be produced in

sufficient quantities to be produced in

genera) public at less than Re 1 for 20 lbs

'.‘Even under present world conditions it

is likely to be a long time befote a

sufficiency of meat, eggs and ‘milk will be

available", he declared “Food yeast can

supply the missing ingredients at a price

which cornrs within the range of even the

poorest One lb of food yeast will

provide enough high grade proteirs and

vitamin *B‘ concentrates for 45 days"

The Colonial Office has decided to make

food yeast on a large scale in Jamaica.

The Indian Central Government has also

agreed to build a food yeast plant in

India, and South Africa is fo'lowing suit.

CAUSE OF CRAMPS I

What is cramp and how is it brought
about? A London physician writes:

Cramp is the sudden rigid contraction

of a muscle, and is very painful and quite

paralysing.

It may be due to over-use of an

unaccustomed muscle. particularly

swimmers. In other games, such as

football, some sodden and severe effort

may cause it, owing to the circulation

not bring able to carry off the exce**>'®
sarcolactic acid formed when muscle*
work Brisk massage and heat usually put

things right.

People with cold feet are Iiahfe to

cramp In the legs at night. This rs best

prevented by bed-sock* and hot w*ter

bottles. Expectant mothers often Ee*

cramp and should rale tablets containin?

calcium and vitamin D to prevent it.
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* FtrrpRE OF DANCING

What are the crying needs of the

dancing world of the future, asks Mrmalni

Sarabhai, in a recent broadcast "Fust

and foremost our need is that of a good

theatre, that is built for stage shows, so

that all modern technique Can be employed

at its artistic best Decoration can then

becom* a vitil part of production, At

the same time, great progress can be made

to develop music as a background for the

dance, helping the dancer to present the

finest of her artistic expression, and for

the whole presentation to be portrayed in

Us most dynamic form The dance is a •

deliberate attempt to reach the spiritual

consciousness of the audience and its effort

is not merely to portray reality but to

portray beauty and as such it reaches

every man The cultural contribution of

dancing to the future, will remain a

muddle, unless and until we do away

with the mediocre and trivial, and present

only that which is highly artistic A
dance performance should be that whirh
lifts Us veil from the hidden beauty of the

world.

UNIVERSITY OF INDIAN MUSIC

Plans (or starting a University of Indian

Music were disclosed by Pundit Omkarnath,
noted Indian musician The proposed
university is to be started at Benares and

will work in association with ibe

Hindu University Pundit Omkamathji
discussed the scheme with Gandlxp,
Pt. Malaviya and Sir S Radhaknshnan and
embarked on the project with their

blessings A sum of Rs 20 lakhs is to

be collected for the proposed university

NATIONAL ART COUNCIL
It has been decided to continue the

Council for the Encouragement of Music
and Art—popularly known as Cema

—

as a
National Art Council for Britain The
decision w»ll please many who disapprove
of the British Government's past policy of
leaving the provision of high-class musical

stage entertainment . entirely to

,

‘ enterprise,

Spoi*fc

8. A. BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET

The executive of the South African

Board of Control for Cricket considers it

unwise to attempt to organise any tour

away irom South Africa next year.

Furthermore it does not recommend that

the M C C or any side, other than

services learns, be invited to tour South

Africa until the Japanese war ends and
South African Cricketers are given a chance
to settle down The executive does not

favour the Currie Cup tournament for this

summer It recommends affiliated centres

to arrange as many mterprovmcial matches
as possible

BOXINQ AND WAR
Commodoie Jack Dempsey, former

world heavy weight boxing champion,
apparently disagrees with most boxing
experts, for he does not expect that this

war will produce any great boxers.

He says. "There are no real boxers that

I have observed in this war. and anyhow it

takes three or four years to develop a
top-notch fighter.

"People say the last war produced
great fighters. It did not. Gene Turney
came along, to be sure, but it was seven
years after the war before he became
Champion **

BRITISH BOXER
Leading aircraftsman Mark Hart, British

Amateur Heavy Weight Champion, has
been suspended by the Amateur Boxing
Association, who has informed the Imperial
Services Boxing Association of the decision.

Consequently Hart cannot now defend
his London and National Amateur Tides.

Last month Hart said he would defend
his National title and then turn professional
adding that he had met and beaten all

leading amateur cruiser and heavy weights
in the country.

RUSSIAN ATHLETE S RECORDA Georgian woman
v

athlete, Nina
Dcirabadie, established a new world record
for throwing the discus with 489 me'res
(160 feet, Sj'jj inches), beating the prev ous
best of 4831 metres held by the German,
Gtsela Mauennsyer.



Science
Film World

SOVIET MUSEUM PLAN

A museum, deep unde,(;
round m

Siberian northlands, which wi
p ro iessor

ally frozen, .a planned by Professor

M Sutngm, a Russian scientist

He proposes to deposit in this immense

museum human bodies of ynr.oni,

^

bodies of animals and objects of everd y

life, such as clothes household vitensis

and furniture With them be wishes «

preserve manuscripts by gre
w u, ch

historical documents and other thing

will tell the story of this age for all time

There ,s no indication that «bu P'°^'
intends that the bodies so s ored arvay

stiould be embalmed The

crust would, he believes, render that

unnecessary

„ GERMAN SCIENTISTS

The rnventor of tbe German )'*

- fcEftW correspondent

at Shaef

NEW INFORMATION FILMS

Ever since their inception, the Inft

lion rliras of India have beer, at pains

bung the ivoik of the Indian craft

more into the public eye and to obtain .

him the tribute that IS the natural due

his skilled artistry In their latest

Potteries ’, they base endeavoured to

something on the same lines for the

industry that has sprung dime ly from

ancient craft and has successfully hast

the production ot articles hilhetlo suppli

by the lone village potte' on -

scientific and mass produced lines T

film gives excellent and much needed pi

liciiy to the products af Indian pt

factories

Information Films of India have

importing foreign shorts to provide van

in their release programmes and many

these have been instructive in the

Oelench said he wished >o po operate

u,S the American authorities and, Pertwfw

wollTin^Oie limit'd Stales VSSS
' tom over to them designs and i»P'ovemen‘

in aircraft constructions Hu *bo
?T,,?

designs for tanks and a new type of shell

ZZ'\ £ „7%i
r

and
8
nOs

y
'Tn

i"$3 h=
E
wen' to Budwet, (Cvachoslosakta)

where he supervised the building of a Jet

aircraft plant

3m C V RAMAN S RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The Trustees of the Sir DorabjiTat.

Trust have male a contribu ion of

Rs 15000 to- Sir C V. Ramans tod for

i the establishment of a Research Institute at

Bangalore, under the auspices ot

Indian Academy of Sciences

FILM OF SLUM LIFF IN CALCUTTA

Melvyn Douglas, Hollywood film

tor and actor, who is now in Calcutta

an officer in the American Forces is

direct a full length film on slum life

Calcutta

The film which will cost more than

lakhs will depict the story of a w.

and highly educated young Bengali m
mg to Calcutta from England It Will

i to 11 000 feet and it is expected to

completed within a couple of months

Mr R C Casey, Governor of w *

is taking personal interest in the

which is being produced by S

Majumdar and N
^

Dutta

INDIAN FILMS IN BRITAIN

Mr C L Katial, former Mayor of 1

bury and Secretary of the recently

Indian Film Society, told the United l

oi America that lie was looking

to the arrival in England ot leading

sentatives of the Indian film ind

The Indian Film Society, which has

of the bulk of Indians in London

friends m India, will do everything to

the Indian film Mission a success
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AUTOMOBILE FACTORY FOR INDIA

Mr. Lalchand Hirachand, who ha* returned

to India alter a ten week*’ tour ot America

during which he had discussions with the

Chrysler Corporation regarding the stalling

ol an automobile factory tn India, told

the Associated Press that the Premier

Automobiles Company, which ha* been

formed with the object of manufacturing

motor cars in India, would go into produc

tion some time in the second quarter of

1946 The programme of the company
was to manufacture their own parts in

India and produce automobiles within three

years of suiting the factory The capital,

control and management of the factory

would be entirely in the hands of Indians

Refernng to the Amencan attitude to

Indian industrialisation, Mr Lalchand said

he did not think the majority of American

capitalists were inclined to sink their

funds in India because of the political

conditions in this country. "American
busmesmen are very sympathetic towards

Indian aspirations of industrialisation They
are ready to extend their co-operation to

In tans But they are not keen to gam
control or management of any new work
stotted in India They are prepared to

work with the Indians on a royalty basis
'

AMERICAN EXPORT OF MOTOR CARS

American motor car minuiacturers will

be unable to fulfil foreign demand fir

passenger cars, trucks and buses for at

1« st four year* alter production is resumed
in the United States, representatives of the

in lustry maintain

The first exports may be made before
the end of this year but the number of
v< tncles consigned to Europe and elsewhere
will be small Indw is rxpected to offer

a splendid market after the end of the
Japanese war since it is pointed out that
the thousand* r,f new roads there and the
presence of thousands of Ametican cais

. and trucks brought by the army is likely to
stimulate demand.

INDIA'S INTERNAL AIR SERVICES

The internal air services now operating

in India are

:

(1) A seaplane service between

Calcutta and Karachi operating twice a

week

;

(2) A landflane service between

Calcutta ard Karachi operating three times

a week , and

(3j A Tata'* landplane service between
Karachi and Madras, with intermediate halts

at Ahmedabad, Bombay and Hyderabad
(Deccan) and thence onwards to Colombo,
operating five times a week.

The f-equenry of all the services is the

same in both directions. The Tata’s

service does not now halt at Bhuj, Poona,”

and Trichmopoly.

The public are advised to post their air

mails every day, which will be sent by
the first available service, unless the surface

route is more expeditious

A British Overseas Airways Corporation’s
inland plane service has also been introduced
between Calcutta and Karachi, with
intermediate halts at Allahabad and Delhi
The public can send their air mails
between any two stations served by the
three services in que-tion

AVIATION as a career
The Nawab of Chhattan, President of

the Nizam's Executive Ciuicil and
Chancellor of the Osmania 1L niversi'y,
addressing cadets of the In- lan Air
Training Corps, appealed to yrung min
to make aviation their career as it had a

great future in post-war period.

The Nawab said that young men, by
taking aviation as their career, would not
only serve their country in the present
emergency, but assure thi m elves a
position in the pn«t-war period Geographi-
cally India, and paiticularly Hyderabad,
v/as so situated that they would be
placed in trans-peninsular airways

In Hyderabad itself, the 'Nawab sa’d,
there would be so much expansion and
development 0f commerce and industries
that air transport would pjay an impoitant part.
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. HINDUSTAN METAL REtTNERY

A pioneer industry in metal refineiy

was rec*rtly inaugurated in Madias

We congr dulate Mr Hirachand K Shaw

Managing Director of Messrs JeewanlM on

his mte pr se m start ng this new industry

This" i idjstry tt ill he a modest beginning

in a vaM field < 1 non lerrous mrtal indus

tries and aims at producing annual!) 2 500

tons of rolled metal out of India’s require

ments of 50000 tons Its production

it is stated mil increase as soon as con

ditions improve The industry has

programmed to utilise waste materials of

this province which for want of facilities

were formerly exported to other places

Declaring the Hindustan Metal Refinery

and Rolling Mills open, Mr Radhakrishna

Pillai, Mayi r, said that the Madras Province

which was behind o'her provinces in

industrial development, should be thankful

to the Hindustan Mills for their new
venture

The Mayor then announced a donation

of Rs 1 000 by the Mills to the Corpora
tion Poor Home

TRAINING INDIANS IN BRITISH FACTORIES'

^ Kirloskar Brothers, well known pioneer

epgmeenng company in India, report the

completion by their visiting representatives

of important agreements with British

engineers Jor the manufacture of vital

electrical and other equipment in India
» Under the first agreement with British Oil
Engines Export, Limited, Kirloskars will

extend their plant to manufacture diesel
,

and other types of oil engines up to 1 500
horse power The British organisation,

which embraces a number of prominent
firms will exchange all technical informa-

tion and tram Indian personnel in its

factories Tha, second agreement with
Brush Electrical Engineering -Ct mpany puts
Kirloskar Brothers in a position to manufac
ture rotating electrical machines, transfer

mers, switchgear and other electrical

equipment with the same provision for

training Indian personnel at Brush Works
at Loughborough

FACILITIES FOP. TRAINING IN DAIRY

Tie Government of India have alio

a sum of Rs 1 00 000 to the T
j.

Dairy Research Institute, Bangalore,

triable it to provide increased facilities

technical training in dairy ivoih

The Go\ eminent of India, if is

stood, have approved a scheme, tv

provides for e {tension of instrurtioi

the Institute from 30 to 85 studt

drawn from all provinces and emplo>
of a large number of technical

An attempt will also be made,
learnt, to invite three experts from fo

countries to Bangalore to tram studer
dairy developmental work f

The scope of training will include

only the improvement of the

system of dairjug in this country,

also the study of the co-operative

qf dairying, similar to those ih «.

Countries, and if necessary, the ma*
isolated experiments on the colle

system now obtaining in Russia

It is farther understood, (he C
ment of India are considering
reorganisation of the Imperial E
Research Institute in the very near

'

at an estimated expenditure of
Rs 60 lakhs

BOMBAY KOUSHIKA PRIZE

Sir T S Venkatraman, the em
sugarcane expert, has endowed a

called the ‘ Bombay Koushika Prize

award to the person who is adjudge
have shown during the preceding

greatest practical improvement in the <

vation of the sugarcane crop or
manufacture of the product, including

*

and by products of the cane and
says a notification by the Sugar Tc
logists’ Association of India The last

for the receipt of applications fr

above award has been extended to Ju»

1945 Intending competitors may wr
the Secretary, the Sugar Teclinolt

Association of India Cavvnpore, for
'

details
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D. A TO AHMEDABAD WORKEFS

A case concerning the continuance of

dearness allowance to the workers of the

text !e mills of Ahtnedabad was disposed

of on June 15 by the Industrial Court

presided over by Mr. Justice Divatia and

Mr Justice Rajadhyaksha.

The Court giving the award declared

that the workers of the textile mills of

Ahtnedabad were entitled to receive the

dearness allowance for three months

after the end of the Eutopean war after

May 8 19+3, <n accordance with the scale

fixe 1 by the Court in the original award as

modified subsequently in 1941, which was

b»s<*d on the agreement arrived at between

the parties themselves

The Textile Labour Association of

Ahtnedabad made a petition to the

Industrial Coart, Bombay, to direct the

Ahtnedabad Millowners' Association to pay

the dearness allowance on the present

scale taking into consideration cost of

living as prevailing Mr Gtilratilal Ntnd*

on behalf of the Textile Labour Association

submitted that the workers of Ahmedabad
were entitled to receive the dearness

allowance for three (norths after the

termination of the European war in case

the cost of living continued to be affected

by war conditions. He asserted that the

cost of living continued to be affected

by war conditions allhough the European
war has terminated

rjjAiv tvonunits

Two thousand mill woikers of Ujjam
who had been on strike for a fortnight last

month, have resumed work The workers
hive also decided to refer the question of
bonus to the Industrial Court and have
expressed readiness to accept its decision

END OF STRIKE IN KG F. MINES

Neatly 15,000 out of about 20 000
woikers of the Kolar gold mining com.
panies, who struck work about a month
ago demanding revision ol roles c f
service, gratuity, etc, have resumed work

C R's nor.E AT SIMLA CONFERENCE
Mr. C. Rajagopalachari issued the

following statement on the eve of the Simla

Conference:

‘'Pressmen have asked me about my
position at the, forthcoming Conference,

Except as a Congressman, I should have no

place at the Conference table. I am invited

as an ex Premier and I was Premier as a full*

fledged Congressman. I have accepted the

invitation because I believe I could -do
justice to the Congress cause and work under

the guidance of the Congress President.

I have fully explained my position to the

Congress President, and I am going to the

Conference as one of the ex-Premiers

representing the Congress attitude on Lord
Wavell’s proposals."

.INDIA LINKED WITH CHINA BY TELEPHONE
For the first time in history, India was

linked with China by telephone and
telegraph on June 11.

A pole line extending from Calcutta to

Kunming, China, completes the vast
telephone system extending from Karachi,
through Burma into China. The line is

approximately 1,750 miles long.

'EMPIRE LOSSES IN TWO WARS COMPARED
Although the second European war..

lasted nearly seventeen months longer than
the first world war, the losses were very
much lighter The comparative figures
supplied by the War Office show that
British Empire casualties in 1914-1918
amounted to 90S 371 killed and 20.90.212
wounded, while in the 19391915 war

. Ibe figures were killed 306,984 and
wounded 4,22,476.

DELHI S SO CRORE NEW COLONY '

Built at the rate of ten fiats a day nr
a flat in every .48 minutes, Delhi’s new
colony, south of Lodi Road and near
Aligunj village, is claimed to be a record
for building construction in India
The colony has been built to provide

accommodation for 2,468 Government
servants, mostly cleiks—and will be ready
for occupation this summer. It will he
* self-contained colony with a dispensary,

health welfare and maternity centre, *>t*
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TRAVANCORE AYURYEDA DEPARTMENT.

THE GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY, MAIN ROAD,

All Ayurvedic medicines prepared accord-

ing to standard prescriptions 'under the expert

supervision of the Honorary Director of

Ayurveda are sold at this Pharmacy.

Apply to —

THE honorary director,
GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY,

TRIVANDRUM.



NATIONAL SAVINGS CERTIFICATES
Every Rs 10/ becomes Rs \5[ after \2 yearj

th % 1 mP !e nterest free of income tax

& Encashabla after three years (18months for Rs 5/
Certificate) with accrued Interest

AAA 126





THr INDIAN RFYTEU T-rriHS

;
THE NOBLEST WORK
IN THE WORLD

Nutslng is the most humanitarian of occupations It lias a natural attrac-

tion for the intelligent woman And it is teal war work Tho'eWho wear

the white A N $ uniform tend the fighting men themselves

To day when it is fashionable for a girl to n ork rather than to idle

at home you should be with this fine group of women who are easing

suffering in the hospitals

The first class A N S training gives you qualifications which Will be
invaluable for a post war career in civil life Even if you have no such
plans this experience of medicine will be of life time use to you « your
role as a Woman and in social work Seize the chance!
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

'•SAMSON" BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS

"LAGG1T" BRAND 85X MAGNESIA ASBESTOS
BOILER COMPOSITION.

" ATLAS ” BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &
FIRE HOSE VALVES.

"JOHN BULL" INDICATORS AND GAUGES.
"V" ROPES. WHITTLE LINK “V” BELTING. LEATHER

BELTING. COTTON ROPES. BELT HOOKS.
RAWHIDE & LUBRIHIDE PINS. LACING & CUTTERS.

OBTAINABLE FROM

GANNON, DUNKERLEY & Co., Ltd.

'

MADRAS. BANGALORE. COIMBATORE.
- Jol, M3.

THE SCIND1A STEAM IIAVIGATIOH CO. LTD.
PIONEERS IN THE DLVKLOI'tfEI.'T OF INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

For booking of cargo and passenger*, also

for data* of sailings, ate., please enquire

at Seiadia House, Dougell Road, Ballard

Estate, Fort, Bombay or phone lot

i
Karachi andB B N

, ]
For Konkan,

L C. N, I Coast Berries
R. S. N,

[
Tel: No. 15081

R 8. N, I

MANAGING AOENT8
K4R0TTAM MORARJEE & Co.,

BOMBAY
ASSOCIATES" tOKfAKIES:

—

HID BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Lta.

„ INDIAN CO OPERATIVE NAV. & T. Co. Lta.

„ RATNAOAR STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Lta.

.. J3AJ LINE. LIMITED
„ BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co. Lta.
„ EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co , Lta.

8CINDIA: Tel No. 30073 .. e lines

Freight Brokers i

FiUtnber & Co. : Tel i No. 21068.
Kanji Jadhsvjbe 4 Co.i Tsl: No. 25714.

SCINDIA HOUSE,

Ballard Estate,

BOMBAY.
O. Y.





SHAPE FOR STRENGTH
..Any master plan for the deve-
lopment of India will include in

Its scope the starting of a power
- fill automobile industry Among

the chief requisites of such an
industry are sheets and plane
which, moulded into (he desired
shape by great presses, acquire a

new strength (O fulfil their pur
Pose The body of a modem
automobile cannot be made
without steel.

’Em*/! STEEL
hsvti bf The Till Iron & Site! Co lid

Head Sales Off«e
IQ2\ Cfm Street. Calcutta
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NEW BOOK I
UNIQUE IN ITS KINDI

Do «e Miaf after death )

Hero with this unique volume:

. LIFE BEYOND DEATH
A CRITICAL STUDY IN TI1L MYSTERY OF PSYCHE AND SPIRITUALISM

BY
SWAM1 ABHEDANANDA

Lei ijour double be iltartd ,—phitotOphical qucrid be eaLsfied ,—aching hearts be pacified 1

EXTRACTS FROM TUL CONTENTS

Higher Spiritualism sad its History of Development—Scientific Viow of Death—Life after

Death—How do the spirits remain alter Death and what they do—Destiny and Rebirth
of the aoul—Pro exiatonce and Reincarnation- -Immortality and Science—Spiritualism and
Vedanta'—Ancestor-worship—Spiritualistic mediumehip—Automatic slate writing—-Seances

—

Materialization of the spirit body—Spirit communication—Spirit photograph—Borderland of
the epint world or I aiMrtnh—Voice from the deed and carious topics of absorbing interest.

detail content*, index

Rs. 6-8-0.

and a photograph of a Slate

D AMAKBISHNA VEDANTA' MATH
10B, RAJA RAJKRISHNA STREET, CALCUTTA.

Sept, ’13.

NEW HORIZONS
An Illustrated Monthly

Covers All Human Interests
A remarkabje achievement io the war time, A thrill of discovery
will be yoora wbeo you realize bow roach there is to be gotten
from it, factual knowledge, interpretation of newe events stories
art and science, health and beauty, satire and humour, film and
fashions and many other up-to-date features.

DISTINCTIVE rOBMAT
IMPRESSIVE ILLUSTRATIONS

No Other Periodical* Duplicates It.
'

A*. 12 per copy, R*. 9 yearly.

e
Furt) it information from

' CIRCULATION MANAGER -

9. CAHNPOHE HOAD . . ALLAHABAD
*

PUBLISHED by K1TAB1STAN
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.

K. M. S. LAKSHMANIE1 & SONS
Yarn Merchants, Bankers & Commission Agents,

1J, Manjanakara Street, MADURA (South India)

Branches
"
TINDlVANAV, MADR \S NAGAKI BE7WADA

including Hyderabad State) COCANADA, VI71ANAGARAM CITY

(including Orissa Province), and RAIPUR (Central Province) '

Scllino Agents Foi
|

Chief Agents Foi .

Messrs MADURA MILLS Co, Ltd,
|

The PANDYAN INSURANCE Co, Ltd,,

Madura futicorin & Ambasamudram
|

MADURA

(South India) (South India)

Will be Glad to Represent Leading Manufacturers and Direct Importers as

Agents or Distributors for their products lu India

DMJGS AND CHEMICALS
We hold large and fresh stocks of Drugs Chemicals, Hospital requisites,

etc Opr rates in general are moderate and our goods conform to the highest
standard of purity manufactured by recognised firms *

,

We are suppliers to Government Local Tunds Municipalities, Railways,
Missions, States, Charitable Hospitals etc

We bold *11 tio»m *uvi« Ojft Dru£ GwAwal Oidvc tf. Tree
Delivery to any Station on controlled rates to Hospitals, Doctors and Dealers
on Urge orders will be allowed by us

Prescriptions are carefully dispeosed by expert" qualified Chemists ,n
our Dispensing Department
' We Solicit the favour of your enquiry or order

MAYER & COMPANY
(Estd 1030)

- Wholesale & Retail Druggists £, Dispensing Chemists

10, Atti. rilXAi Stbeet PT, MADRAS



A TONI C OP PROVED MEHIT

energon
Co"-i>'V)ticn cP

Glycerophosphates of Sodium, Potassium, Calcium,

Masnesium. Iron and Strychnine with

Lccilhm & Vitamins B, & B,

REPLACES TISSUE-WASTE
ACCELERATES METABOLISM
REMOVES NERVE-FATIGUE

BUILDS STRENGTH & ENERGY

CALCUTTA "

OOMQABKNOAIa CI1EMICAL
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In 1820 Florence Nightingale was born Dedi-
’ eating her life to the alleviation of human

suffering she made Nursing an honourable

profession.

In 1920 we started in a small way, and have

since been furnishing the Medical and
9 Nursing professions with Rubber requisites

for the best possible comfort of the sick

Our Products Rubber Cloth, Hot Water Bags,

Jce Bags, Air Beds and Pillows, Air Rings

and Cushions, Surgical Aprons, Surgical

Gloves, etc

BENGALWATERPROOFWOMSwoLUJ
MAKERS Ot RUBBER HOSPITAL REQUISITES

3



The Book of the Hoi

“15 YEARS AHEAD’ 1

AN AUTHORITATIVE
VOLUME ON POST-WAR

PLANNING

TOR THE FIRST TIME, , within the
oocera of one single volnme, 15_YEARS
AITEAD brings to yon thorough and
comprehensive information nod opinioD
on all important problems of Peat-War
Planning in India, in INDUSTRY.
AGRICULTURE TRANSPORT AND
COMMUNICATION, SOCIAL WELFARE
and TIE A LTD EDUCATION AND
CULTURE. FOR THE FIRST TIME,
we have the authentic word of the
Indian mind on the future of its
motherland.

OYFR 40 CONTRIBUTORS—
LEADING INDIAN WRITERS OF
AUTHORITY. TECHNICAL EXPERTS
AND OUTSTANDING ECONOMISTS—
have gone to their task as thoogh to a
nation wide campaign. in preparing 4his
Tolome, TDD MOST CHALLENGING
ENTERPRISE IN FACT-FINDING AND
ANALYSIS EVER ATTEMPTED IN
Tms COUNTRY.

AS A HOOK OF REFERENCE. IT IS
INDISPENSARLE to Libraries.
Public and Educational Institutions,
Industrial nDd RncincFs Concern*. To
every student of Indian affaire, it is a
permanent Guide for his .book-shelf.

OF EXTRA LARGE SIZE (18” i 10”).
and LAVISHLY PRODUCED on special
quality paper, it is priced at Rs. 1G only.

NOW IN TnE TRESS. LIMITED
COPIES PRINTED. r,rst preference
w.ll bo g.ven to public and educational
Institutions. *

rirair in tie far detail* and send your
aatanee outer for pom ropy to;

'THE EXECUTIVE*EDITOR

,

" 15 YEARS AHEAD”
' Rfe ai Budding;, Apollo Bunder,

- - BOMBAY.
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Tea Time-With the Sikhs
The Spartan rule of life which has inspired the great Sikh com
munit} doe3 not prevent them from taking tea

The Sikhs are essentially a practical people and their
customs aro the result of deliberate choice not the repetition
of mere habits When therefore we find tea drinking
established as a custom among the Sikhs we conclude
that the} have taken to it because it suits their vigorous
way of life

The> have learnt that hot tea tempers the extremes of
climate particularly in their northern home country Tea
is usually served hot with milk and sugar and drunk
from brass tumblers It is cooling and invigorating in
the summer and helps to ward off, chills in the winter

Ton will find Bihbs all over India but fresh Brooko
Bond teas arc even more widespread even in tho
remotest villages

Two Leasts and a BudoMHnsnKOEiainMani



THE INDIAN BEVIES »

r THE UNITED SCIENTIFIC Co., $
I No. 8, PHILIPS STREET A
V {Near YM.C.A.J,

j

!

G T. MADRAS V

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS f
OF - $

1 SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS. GLASSWARES }„

Y and CHEMICALS. REQUIRED FOR SCHOOL.
|

O COLLEGE & INDUSTRIAL LABORATORIES V

V Your enquiries and orders are solicited V

BOOKS OF THE HOUR H

Partition or Federation ?

By Prof. D. N. Bancriee, Head

of the Dept, of Political Science,

University of Dacca. This is a

study in the Indian Constitu-

tional Problem. Price Rs. 2 only.

India’s Sterling Assets

By P. Das Gupta, M.A., P.R.S.

Rs. 2.

Industrial Planning: How & Why
(Revised second edition). By
Dr. N. Das, Ph.D., I.C.S. Rs. 3.

Fiscal Policy of India

By P. Das Gupta, M.A., P.R.S.

Rs. 10.

SOME VALUABLE BOOKS t f 1

Rs. As.
Hiller? of Ben(>l, Vol. t (Cdiled by _
Dr R. C. Majumdar, u A., rb p ) . . 20 0

Early History of Vilihuta Faith
end Morement la Bengal (Dr. 8.
K Do, M A

,
r>. Lit ) ..100

Hindu Coloaira In the Far Eaat
(Dr R. C. Majumdar)

, , 7 8
Kriabnakarnernrita of LiUiuko
(Ed Dr S K. Do) ..6 0

Padyaeali of Rupa CoifamiD
(Ld. Dr 8 K De) ..SO

Kichakivadha of Nilieartnan
(Ed. Dr. 8 K Do) 4 o

CollacliOD of Fragment# of Loat
Brahmanaa (Dr. Dalakrifhon Ghosh). 6 0

Soearnadrlpa (in two parta)
(Dr It c. Majumdar, m.a ,rh») each 10 0

Art of War in Ancient India
(Dr P. C. Cbakrnv arty 11 a , rh » ). , 5 0

Studiea (a the Puranic Record# 00
Hindu Ritca and Cnatoma (Dr. R.
C. llaxra, u a., rh d ) ..SO

.The Meaning of Art (Dr. Rabindranath
Tagore 20

Doctrine of Sakti in Indian 1 itaratore
(Dr rrabliat Chandra Cbakravartv). 5 0

Early Arabic Odea
(Dr 8. M. lluaain, h a , rl, j>.) ..IS O

Hiatory of tho Paramara Dyaeaty
|

(Dr D C. Ganguly, u a
, rh p.) ..10 0

|

Concept, of Kiti ,„d Cuna In .

General Printer* & Publishers, Ltd.. 119, Dharamtala St., CALCUTTA.
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MYSORE PORCELAIN
tor

Quality and Excellence

f- INSULATORS «- ACID RESISTANT EARTHENWARE

t- BUSHINGS «- WALL TILES

I* ACID JARS I* PLASTER OF PARIS

In specification and design Mjsore Porcelain Insulators meet the

requirements of the British Engineering Standard Association

DOMESTIC CROCKERY A SPECIALITY

rOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO

The General Manager :

GOVT. PORCELAIN FACTORY,
MALLESWAKAM, BANGALORE



SLXVAL SCIENCE :

* KAMA SUTRA of VATSA VAXA
Tivnslalcd by Stmtoih Kumar Hulhcrj), 31 I!.

The long awaited unabridged amt Author!

tative Edition of tho graateat work on

sexual scicnco u now* ready. With a

valuable album of H Rare illustration*

Rs. 6 net.

I
+° THE GOLDEN TREASURY of

LOVE TOEMS
Edited I. / Sherley Cwninyham i! A.

I

The LOVE POLMS is a careful selection
1

. of tho best poeraa on tire subject written

by English and Amen' an poets ranging

over four hundred yoars from tho sixteenth

* RUBAIYAT <f OMAR KHAYYAM
Ren lettd into > njheh vent bj f.duard

Fit ycratd

Omar with his deathless Poem “the
ntBAiyaT", lia9 given milliona of people

their philosophy, their morals, their

Written by an authority on Diseases of

Internal Seofelion and ae* Psychology.

thia fascinating work on the sex question -
Ordinary cliUon Ke 1 net.

la one that no medical man or aoual oEXEIt 4L

worker can afford to leax e uoseod With I

* LOVE LETTERS of I'AMOUK
10 illustrations Rs 2 net

i

MEN and 11 OMEN
Edited by Dorothy Purler

I

Theao lovo letters are often much
more captivating than romantic
talcs spun out of an author s fancy.
But these letters „esr the naked
nnd sincere truth
Mith 20 Illustrations, Rs, 3 n<<

ORIENTAL AGENCY 2*B, SHAMA CHARAN DE STREET. CALCUTTA.

The aale of these two books is

restricted to married people, modKol
men and social workers only

Books that Matter

STALIN WELLS TALK A Verbatim

Record and discussion —By II Q Wells,

G. B Shaw, J. M Keynes, Ernst

Taller and others Rs

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN INDIAN
AGRICULTURE By Mal.osh Chand

u.a.bbc. (University or Allahabad) Ra

CONSOLIDATING BANKING LAW
Prof. K. T. 8hah Ra

lVlfAT ZS WRONG WITH INDIAN
ECONOMIC LIFE Dr. V. K R. V
Rao, rh,D, (Cantab ) Rs

MERCANTILE LAW James Menoses .Ra. 10 0
|

MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION 8 N
Agarwal Rs 14

VCRS & Co., Publishers, Limited,
3. Round Building. Kalbadevi- Road,

BOMBAY 2.

THE ASTROLOGICAL BUREAU

(01 Trot. S C Mukerjcc, 11. 4 J

BENARES CITY, UP.

Oure is the I’remin Iustitution of its kiud In
India, doing astrological business on purely scientific

liuei for over )ialf a ceutury aud conducting a
high class astro philosophical monthly entitled '• Tbo
Light of tho Cast •*. We teach Astrology through
correspondence Life Readings • Rs. 6-10 00-200

1

One year’s Monthly: P.s 1-15. Bend birth dato-
timc place Results by V P.P. We undertake tl>8
calculation of horoscopes according td the
Ptolemaio-Placidian Systems a« elaborated by
our own researches. A Horoscopo properly cost
and •• readied”, with a complete Speculum appended

- thereto, Rs. 30 . same, with Pr.mary D.r«tiona
and results worked out for a period of live years,
IV 7o. eomo, with Primary Directions for whole
Ufe. Rs. 600 Genuine Hh,ijoo Saml.Ua horoscopes

I
available. Prospoans on application.
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THE AVGUST (45) ISSUE OF THE NAI ZINDAGI uiU be

SAN FRANCISCO NUMBER
which will be entirely devoted to the international

organisation which is taking its shape at San Francisco

CONTAINING ARTICLES BY AUTHORITIES ON INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS in this country, on . the evolation of the idea of international

unity, from the very beginning, the origin and downfall of the League of

Nations, the Dumbarton Oaks Plans, the political background of the Frisco

Conference, the issues at stake at this Conference and

ITS REACTIONS ON OUR OWN STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM
ForNDEB Dr. 8YED MAHMUD. Editor- SYED ANISUR RAHMAN.

Pages 100. Price Re. |,

Fite to Annual Subscribers. Annual Subs. K». 6.

THE MSSAOEB, THE NAI ZIXPAGI, ALLAHABAD U.P.
ll will be a unique publication In Urdu Become * subscriber to day.

“ Have you used World Famous BIRTH CONTROL
Assam Silk, Endi, Muga and Hygienic and Sanitary goods for

Pat Silk which is fine and
Ladies and Gents.

ENTS. Each. - ptB Dor.

durable ? If not, Place your
French Paragon A« 4. R,. * 12
H. XV. Sheath As. 6 Re 4 8

Valued Order to"
Silk Paragon A. 8 R.. «,8 .

Silk L. Paragon Re. i. n„ i t o

B. R. KALITA,
American L. Sheath. Rg. 1.8. Re 17-fe .
American Tipe Aa. 8. Re. 6 S.

PnOPfilETOJl. _ „ LADrES
- EACH.

Rubber Chock Pessary Rs. 2 . Ut ,

n.. i.Sf JJ't

vZ’z’rs:,'"’ ^National Silk House

Panbaxar, Gauhali (Assam.)

Head Hftice 6AUHATI. HEALTH & Co. (lRi
OPP. MAJESTIC CINEMA,Branch :—33B. Harrison Rd.( CALCUTTA.——: ___
GtRGAUM. BOMBAY, 4.
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Vacuum Massage Treatment

For Nervous Dihilitf and Herrons Exhaustion

A Latest Scientific Invention

This treatment is the latest invention of

tho modern Scientists of tho VI eat, who

Lave played wonders by introducing an

uiumngitabls Apparatus

VITO Tha beat lintmoat to epoed up

tho treatment (Preparation of ancient

INDIA) Us 3 4 Battlo

ACTUM PILLS Best mtoraal ITorbaJ

Remedy to ho used along with the above

treatment Rs 2-10 BEST QUALITY
APPARATUS Ct 12-8 and with AITO AND
ACTUM PIU S Kt 17*4.

• HEALTH & Co.,

OPP MAJESTIC (tax FIOOR) CIN’FJIA

GiRGtUVt, BOMBvY 4

WHAT INDIA HAS ACHIEVED
DURING THIS WAR

History speaks that in early days INDIA was
the foremost country all ovor tho world m
Supply of Industrial Products
Peoplo now require Modern and Artistic

tilings for tlicir personal use

BUTTONS,

STUDS & SlErVES LINKS FOR
SHIRTS & RINGED BUTTONS

TOR RHERVANY
Manufactured at our vsorla will givo you a 1

pleasant memory of our ancient Industrial
Capacities and you will bo proud to own such
ccceilent tyoes of Buttons, when you are in a
position to buy them from jour local dealer or
direct from us
These nro moulded Brs^s Buttons fitted at tho

Top with various attractive coloured Celluloid
Yne j'lfltal nnl Celluloid get electri ally polished
nod Niello plated and shim lg—hho pure Silver
and jewel

Always ask for “ Chhalbar ' Buttons
Chhatbar Button Works

Propnclara,

C. MADHUSUDAN & Co.,
J/U/NMCM/? (Katluucai)

TIIE DEAF HEAR?
Tb# permanent Core, No Kelapse

Dear People —Very easiest method to restore
the accuracy of hearing power quite marvellously
No matter if thpre is any derangement eeta
blisbod In the apparatus GUARANTEED and
Recognised “FMERALD PILLS AND RAPID
AURALDROP' (Itegd ) (Combined treatment)
Rs 27 13 0 Full course Trial rourso Ra 7 G 0

V L.EUCODERIMA
1 The only invention upt<? date recognised and
praised from coast to coast for unique euro of

i \\ hite Patches only by internal use Histologically
Demonstrated and UNANIMOUSLY admitted
“LtbCODHlMINE” (Rcgd ) Rsl 25 13 0 per

.‘bottle. Perfect Cure is guaranteed No
I matter vf congenital ot self acquired

ASTHMA CURE
1 You surely expect for radical cure You tried
so many , but they were relieving agents I shall

j
cum you permanently No relapso guaranteed

|

Any chronic nature or type of oathm* and bron^-
chitvs colic pain, pile* and fistula are also cured

i
successfully

CATARACT (wUhont knife)
No matter npopr unripe No matter however

old the patient Cure guaraniend No sick bed
or hospitalisation Particulars Free Givo full

i particulars and hialoty to Dr SHFRMAN, s c.s
(U S-A ) Bahabhanga (Farldpnr), Bengal, India

(



SPEECHES AND WRITINGS

Price IU. 3 each

, „ Sir D E W.cM
Rim Mohun Key Annie Bestnt

Dr. P. C R»T Sir W Wedderburn
Lord Slob*

NATiON SL HOGKAPHIES
Pnce R* 3 *"‘-h

. j . Sketchea of 21 famoiia Judge*.

a:s- ““

NATIONAL CLASSICS

Prie

Text m Decanagar! and

Foreword by the lit. .Hon.

Biographical *LeUh

sketches with i

of fourteen

their Researches

POLITICS
,'

. . ,
11811-1W4.1

Congress
0f Preeideolial Addrea***

oiSSSS «*“ text
‘
of
A

Add!*****

R
* \ r.ndhi Th. Man and hi. Ui».oo.

R® 1 ®
, c .t..ttan By A C

Indian National Ee.lutien T

“r^er^:. c, India By Bobu Oovind.

D
£rt.;,l X- ”

Qandbl. 4th Ldo. A» 8

ECONOMICS
. .• tr, Bj Mahadov

Eiiay* on Indian Econom.it

dU’tt.i »I n-"“
V.Q.Kale. R*. 2

INDIAN TALES

I dian Tale* o f Fun, Folly *nl1 FoI'‘ljr" R, ‘ 2

' Tale, from «> Sanskrit Dramatist. Second

and Revised Edition R« 2

The Idiot** wife By Dr Narerh Chum et Ben

V kI»1» Sat.hi.nadh.n Aa. «

Maltreyl By I*t SiWnalh Tattvabhushau A. *

SlrS RADHAKRISHN AN’S WORKS

Freedam and CsslW R» 1 8

Tb* Heart of HinJo.lao JR* 1-8

INDIA’S SACRED SHRINES & CITIES

invm a vivid account of Important

CiHei and Sacred Shrine*
^

^°«lH
,

b°q

rV
fo.rm|

1
’ImbspenaAkToot only to the

It wilt no lounn i"
(h( foreign tourut

r'"'"* P' »nd architecture Give* eopioua

Valmilti R.m-yaoa.
Engbah Translation

V. S-Srini'aea Sastn, r.u , v o

flTWS
p S. Sivoawami Aiynr -

U(.ll,,.....l. Iioif"! «r su~» M'Xrf-

5S“lMrt'TTaJ—l Air-

The Up.nisb.d.. Selection, from tho 108

Upln»h.d? Text in Saoaknt iDevanagart. M.th

a foreword by Prof. M. Hinyann*. v.A.,

^'^S^l^trc^^VortJotA by MaCtma

n Detanagari^
Sankara’* Select Work.,

and Engh*h translation.

RELIGION ANO PHILOSOPHY

nh.c.vad Gita or the »l^rd*a Song Text m
Deian^In an I rnghah Translation By Dr.

Annm Bezant rocket Edition Aa 0

Aipert. of tho Vedanta. By v.noo. writer*.

6th Edition Re 1

Hindu Ethics By Babu Qonuda Daa Ra.
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I. & S. I. RAILWAY

CONSIDER YOUR FELLOW TRAVELLERS

Serious inconvenience is being caused to

passengers owing to the amount of luggage taken

into compartments.

Passengers are reminded that they may take

into a compartment only such small articles of

personal luggage as are required for their own

use during the journey and can be placed in the

compartment without inconveniencing other pas-

sengers or reducing the available accommodation.

Articles which do not comply with the above

must be booked for conveyance in the brake vans.

The co-operation of the travelling public in

this connection is earnestly requested in the

interests of all travellers.
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* . . . but there is one thing which is always available and cheap—

T

ea,

Whatever the worries of wai— food, fuel, clothes,

you can always cheer yourself up with a well-made cup of tea.

When >ou are tired—when you are depressed or worried,

have a cup of tea It is stimulating but harmless.
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WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE HINDUS?
By Dr Sir GOKUL CHAND NARANG Kt

WHAT is wrong with the Hindus?

To some people this question may

seem strenge It may be said that there

can be nothing wrong with the Hindus

They are so far as numbers are concerned

in an ovetwhelming majority in the country

From ‘the economic point- of view no other

community can claim an equably with

them Almost all the Banks, Insurance

Companies and other Joint Stock Concerns

are owned by them Almost all the Mills

and Factories belong to them Most of

the big shops and stores containing

merchandise worth lakhs are run by them

In education the Hindus are far ahead of

other communities Most of the non

Government Schools and Colleges are

being financed and controlled by them

The Indian Universities are teeming with

Hindu scholars and of Indian students at

foreign Universities a great majority are

Hindus In art, science, literature and

philosophy, etc , it is the Hmrfus who
have won renown, not only m India but

to a certain exlent even outside this

country The press, both English and

Vernacutar, not excepting even Urdu
newspapers is almost entirely controlled

and conducted by them In respect of

political and military power they again

lead the other communities Most of the

feudatory States in India belong to the

Hindus and the Hindus constitute about

G6 per cent of the present British Indian

Army They have won the highest

honoms for their gallantry in - all the

battlefields so much so that out of twenty

seven Victoria Crosses as many as

twenty four have been won by them
I concede all this and more Still,

however I think there is something
seriously wrong with the Hindus as a

community One indication of the fact

that all is not well with them is that

in spite or all their economic advantages
and cultural superiority their prestige has
fallen very low They do not command
the respect and do not inspire the awe
which such a large community with all

its resources should be able to do
The strength of a community is rightly

measured by the prestige it enjoys
11 ps by prestige - ,Ione th.t Cora
mutinies as null as Goiernmenls ate
preserved and their authority maintained
In India the Collector ,a very often *
single white man in a whole district He
would not be able in .cairy on for a day
if he was not bached hy the" prestige 0 f

the mighty Government behind f„m
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Even a farmer’s crops and cattle are

protected by prestige All would-be

poachers and thieves know that once they

are caught they would receive a thrashing

thev would never forget

What is the case with the Hindus!

Even in Provinces where they are in an

overwhelming majority they live in constant

dtead of Muslims The following quotation

from Sir Cohn Garbett’s book " Friend of

Friend ", recently published, is an index

of what others think of the Hindus.

“A Muslim policeman in Jubbutpore",

says he, "discussing local riots with me

told me the communities were equally

balanced But surely, I protested, the

Hindus are much more numerous.

“Oh numerous! I thought you referred

to comparative strength. In that we ate

about equal, in numbers, we are just

about 5 per cent. " This is about the

Central Provinces where the Hindu popula-

tion is 95 per cent. What happened in

the Madras Presidency where the Hindu

population is about the same ? A handful

of Moplas indulged unchecked in loot,

arson, rape and murder and converted

hundreds, if not thousands, of Hindus to

Islam by force.

How does a small minority venture to

insult, rob, loot and murder members of

an overwhelming majority? The difference

in the physique and physical strength of

the individuals belonging to the two

communities is not so great as to inspire

one with terror and the other with courage.

The real reason is the low prestige of

the Hindu community.

The low "prestige of the Hindus is due
V> five main causes The first is to be

traced to the peaceful environments in

which the Hindu religion and the Hindu

community grew up Strength comes by

overcoming resistance. Hinduism grew up

without opposition. It had no rival in the

field as all other religions grew up thousands

of years after Hinduism had become a well-

established and well-organized religion The

same was the case with the Hindus them,

selves. For thousands of years they had

no rivals and no opposition or resistance to

oveicome They did not, therefore, develop

the virtues which qualify a people for

self-assertion and even for successful self-

defence. Islam met with bitter opposition

at its very birth so much so that the

prophet bad to flee and hide himself in

a cave for several days before he conld

escape to Medina. There he rallied his

forces, and when he felt he was strong

enongh, he marched back to Mecca and

fought down his opponents. The prophet

had to instil into his followers an intense

devotion to Islam which created an equally

Intense opposition to everything and every-

body non-Islamie. Islam inspired its

followers with a burning zeal for vanquish-

ing Islam's opponents either by conversion
or extermination.

Whether from an altruistic and humani-
tarian point of view it was a good thing

or not is irrelevant to the analysis, I am
attempting but the fact remains that even
today the Muslims, on the whole, are

imbued with something like the same
spirit. Sikhism, an offshoot of Hiadaisert,

had the same experience, fts apostles had
to face the same kind of opposition,

persecution and martyrdom with the result

that the Sikhs, in spite of being no more
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than a liltle over one per cent m India,

enjoy respect and prestige out of all

proportion to their numerical strength

-Hindus, on the other hand having in

olden days nobody but their own people

of various schools of thought to deal

with developed an extraordinary

spirit of forbearance which rendered

them incapable of mixing any distinction

between tolerating differences in religious

views and foreign and aggressive intruders

with different political aims and ambitions

Teachings like Sri Krishna s tr^tr nrif_

etc , were all right where differences

related to distinctions subsisting eg ,
between

Yoga and Sankhya but the Hindus could

not shake off this spirit even when rival

organized religions of an aggressive and

fanatical type entered the field and began

to storm the citadel of their placid cosmo

politamsm A passive attitude and the

belief that all religions are equally good,

howsoever, commendable from a certain

point of view cannot produce the stuff of

which martyrs and defenders of their country

and their faith are made The result has

been that the Hindus is a community have

Come to be looked upon by others as a

goody goody people, extremely tolerant and

Vo.d'il'je.nt from whom uuhudy his. wjtXwug

to fear Such an impression, I need hardly

say, is fatal to a community’s prestige

The second cause of our low prest ge

is our community s superstitious adherence

to Ahimsa We have made a fetish of jt

It has been preached m our homes and in

our temples and for the last 25 >e?rs no

otheT principle oi hfe has ^)een dinned Into

our ears with such nauseating persistence

Propagation of this virtue may be necessary

i3o

m a country like Afghanistan or in the

Tribal areas, and even in the war mongenng

countries of Europe but dinning it, in

season and out of season, into the ears of

a community, already notorious like the

Hindus, for its mildness, was almost entirely

out of place Violence has never been

one of the Hindus’ weaknesses In fact they

have carried the virtue of non violence to

a fault Luckily it has not reduced our

fighting classes to passive pacifists and ihpy

are still giving an excellent account of *

themselves rn all the far flung battlefields

of the world It has, however, intensified
1

the impression that the Hindus as a

community are too soft and can be used

as a doormat for anybody to tread upon

without any fear of retaliation Whereas

the fear of retaliation prevents everyone from

attacking Islam or its Founder Miss Mayos
and Nichols can say the most provoking

things against Hindus and Hinduism and

Dr Ambedkar can indulge in insulting

diatribes against them in public meetings

without the slightest fear of even a hair

of his head being touched by any Hindu
Ahirasa may win us an exalted place in

the next world but it has almost rendered

us unfit to keep any corner of this world

safe for our community

The third cause of our weakness is the

absence of communal consciousness in our
community As in religion so in politics

our outlook is too cosmopolitan and
altruistic I do not mean to condemn
cosmopolitanism but if a community is

largely cosmopolitan or even too national

m its outlook and in practice while rival

communities are bitterly communal, it

cannot be strong as a community The
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present position in Politics is that most of

the Hindu leaders are mortally afraid of

being considered communal, and in order

to show that they are great patriots and

ardent nationalists, they lose no opportunities

to run down all Hindu organizations. The

Congress leaders, as is natural, go much

further They condemn the Hindu

Mahasabha but cow tow to Muslim

Communalists in order to display their

broadmindedness Their conduct in this

respect is like that of some Hindu officials

who in order to show that they are free

from communal bias go out of their way

to favour Mussalmans at the expense of

Hindus. During the last twenty five years

the self-abnegation of the Hindus has been

one of the most outstanding leatures of

Indian Politics The Mahatma raises a

crore of rupees and most of it is spent in

furthering the Khilafat cause and in

organizing the Muslims Thousands of

Hindus who would have considered it a

shame to do anything for any purely

Hindu cause went to Jail to support the

Khilafat movement When the Communal

Award came, our political leaders consi-

dered it a cnp ol roison, but refrained

from opposing it for fear of offending the

Mussalmans and Mr. Jmnah earned Ins

resolution of approval- m the Assembly
without any dissent from Congress members.
The subsequent activities of Mahatma
Gandhi, Sri Rajagopalachariar and Mr.

Bhulabhai Desai in offering Pakistan in one
form or another to Mr. Jmnah and equal

representation to Muslims With the Hindus
in the Government are all evidences .of the

lack of communal consciousness m the

Hindus. Some people may consider this

policy of appeasement an act of generosity

patriotism or, as Rajaji pot if, " courageous

yielding to kith .and kin”. No one,

however, who is communally conscious

and who loves his community would

tolerate that his community as such should

have no voice in the affairs of its country

and should be ruthlessly reduced from an

overwhelming majority to equality with a

community hardly one-third of jls own

rumbers and far behind it in cultural and

economic resources Would even the most

patriotic Muslims have tolerated such an

injustice for a moment ? This utter lack

of communal consciousness in our political

leaders has produced in our community a

sad inferiority complex and has redaced

its prestige so low that neither the Govern-

ment nor any other community feels any

hesitation or compunction in treading rough

shod over our rights and interests

The fourth cause of our loss of prestige

is our caste systeiS which has stood in

the way of necessary solidarity in our

ranks. In olden times in all parts of

India, except the Punjab, it kept, up
invidious restrictions of caste even in

politics and prevented the combination of

Rajputs and Mahraltas and others for

purposes of national defence The
Brahmans hesitated to recognize even the

great Shivaji as a Kshatriya and even in

the 20th centuiy the Brahman priests of

Maharashtra refused to confer that dignity

npon the occupant of his throne. The
Brahman and non Brahman - problem in

Madras and Maharashtra is as acute as

the Hindu-Mushm problem in the Punjab
The Vedas never prescribed any caste

«jsi»m The only verse referring to
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Brahmans and others, the one m the Parasha

Sukta, merely refers as I take it, in a casual

way to the four natural divisions of

mankind, the scholars, the soldiers the

producers and distributors of wealth and

the wage earners, all representing as it

were, the Virata Swarupa of the Supreme

Being On this slender basis has been

raised a stupendous superstructure of

innumerable castes and sab castes It has

led to extreme superiority complex on one

side and extreme inferiority complex on

the other side so that the distance between

the top and the bottom of the Hindn

Sociely has become almost immeasurable

The result has been two fold The first

was that the so called lower classes, some

of whom in process of time came to

be branded as untouchables, fell an easy

prey to the proselytising zeal of the

Muslims and later on that of the Christians

thus reducing the strength of the Hindu

community by many millions The second

result which is now unfolding itself with

tragic clearness has been the bitterness

existing in the minds of those of the

depressed classes who have not yet gone

over to other religions The fulminations

of Dr Ambedkar and his likes are the

natural products of this bitterness The

_ treatment meted out to the depressed

classes more or less in all paits of India

has been a favourite topic of comment

by the critics of Hinduism and Hmda
community Happily the Hindu community

has been awakened to this sad state of

affairs and efforts are being made by

Hindu organizations for the removal of the

grounds of this bitterness and for the uplift

of the depressed classes Nevertheless we

cannot shut the mouths of our critics

unless the attitude of the Hindus towards

caste as a whole and towards the depressed

classes in particular undergoes a speedy

and revolutionary change Our prestige

with other communities as well as with

the Government of India and in inter

national circles will immensely increase if

we can show to them that all Hindus

are one and no one among them is looked

down upon simply because of his caste

or profession

This naturally leads me on to consider

the fifth and the last main cause of our

low prestige, and that is the picture which

popular Hinduism presents of itself to the

outside observer I casually came across

the word ‘Hinduism in an authoritative

dictionary Hinduism, as far as I can

recollect, was described there as a sort of

bundle of superstitions enjoining the worship

of stocks and stones trees and rivers etc

With this general impression about our

religion, how can we expect to command any

respect or prestige at the hands of other

communities ? It is not sufficient to say

that the impression is based on utter igno

ranee or on malice There are many
things in popular Hinduism which do invite

adverse criticism and even ridicule which
has often been poured upon it The outside

. critic has not the time for any sympathy to

go into our Vedas and Upamshads or

even to read the Bhagvad Gita to forma
correct opinion about Hinduism A casual

observer can only see stones covered with
vermilion lying at the bottom of Pipal trees

here and there, odd looking -and sometimes
revolting images of gods and goddesses
being worshipped by crowds of men and
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women. He can only see heaps of bed-

raggled flowers coveting the floors of our

temples being trodden under the feet of

worshipper* flocking after their baths with

their dripping clcthes to make their offerings

to the images attended to by semi-naked

priests quarrelling with them over their

fees and doles Their visits to the

temples of Kali with bodies of slaughtered

goals strewn on the floor besmeared with

blood and the stories they still hear of

Devadasis cannot inspire them with any

respect for Hinduism There was a time,

as we find in Maim, when invitations

were issued by the sages of India to all

[AUGUST 1015

the people of the earth to come to India

aod receive instructions for the regulation

of their conduct. If we want to re-

establish our prestige, we shall have to set

our house In order. Religion is a delicate

matter and I do not want to dilate upon

this point at any length but I do hope

that our religious lead'rs would turn their

immediate attention to this matter and

make their religion look more presentable.

If we have recourse to the Vedas and

Vedokta Shastras, we shall find no difficulty

in jettisoning miny of the current practices

which are mere later accretions and form

no essential parts of real Hinduism.

THE PROBLEM OF THE TRANSITION
By Mr C. W B. ZACHARIAS,

Lecturer in Economics,

, |OW that final Victory to the United

IN Nations is assured and peace may

return at any moment, businessmen and

economists are tightly concerned over the

nature of the situation likely to develop

in the country on the termination of

hostilities It is that situation that has to

be faced and properly handled before any

of the post war plans can be put into

execution. If lu'tory should repeat itself, a

post-war boom is definitely m the offing.

But history may falsify expectations, and

in economic matters more than in other

aspects of human relations “ bygones are

forever bygones Whether a slump or a

boom will come in the wake of war is a

question that needs study, for an a priori

determination ol it is altogether precluded

by the complexity of the developing

situation.

University of Madras.

Obviously the most desirable course for

the economy would be to pass impercep-

tibly from war to peace subject only to

such frictions as the liquidation of the
war effort and the restoration of a scale

of values appropriate to peace time would
impose. If this can be effected without
invoking either a deflationary or an
inflationary movement, the major problem
of the transition will be solved. To do
this, however, in the context within the
country of a war-induced inflation and an
ill balanced economic structure and in the

international sphere of unsettled conditions
generally would require the formulation of
the most appropriate financial and economic
policy and the utmost co-operation between
the Government and the people. To the
extent that our insight into the wotking of
economic forces and our sense of
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responsibility and discipline makes this

possible, may we hope to escape the

major" calamities of the transition

To keep the economy on an even keel

‘and stabilize at the existing level of Activity,

providing nevertheless for essential readjust-

ments, aggregate expenditnre mast be

maintained constant, whatever be the pace of

demobilization. As Government expendi

ture get* reduced, private expenditure must
increase to fill the gap This is the simpli-

fied, perhaps over simplified, version of the

correct theory of the matter The division

of private expenditure into investment and
consumption does not materially affect the

position, for investment equally with

consumption is a demand for goods and
services and will lead to productive activity

in much the same way. Constant aggregate
expenditure, however, will not dispel problem
ol reconversion —of industry or eliminate
the maladjustment of demand and supply
in particular lines Its ' legitimate service
is the prevention of those shortages,

bottlenecks and other frictions caused by
technical and technological requirements
from losing their essential nature by getting

magnified or unduly prolonged by monetary
factors. Once the decision to wage war
is taken and the economy is put on a war
footing the ^transformation of it later with
all .the attendant strains has to be faced
ander any circumstances AH that may
be attempted is to provide the environ-
ment favourable for ft quick and painless
transition. In the provision ol such an
environment Constant aggregate expenditure
will greatly help.

The question to be examined, there-
fore, is to what extent there is. the

probability oi aggregate expenditure being
maintained witboift involving the wastage
of resources inflicted by a too gradual
process of demobilization or delaying too
long the --relaxation from controls which
the people have a right to expect with the
return of peace In a frictionless economy
the best course of action for the State
would be to straight away cancel all war
contracts on an equitable basis, to stop
war production immediately and effect
demobilization wlthm the minimum period
required by administrative convenient
But where there is fr.ct.on the process has
to be tapered ,n relation to the growing
capacity of peace time industry to absorb
the men, and it may even be necessary
for the State to embark on projects of
national 'utility if unemployment should
threaten to raise its ugly head Still the
operative principle should be to consider
State expenditure, of the kind under
review as supplementary to private-
expenditure, and justified only m the
event of private expenditure falling shoit
of the demands of full employment
The case is, however, different if the policy

of the State should alter in the direct,on of
socialistic enterprise or of , forward
movement

-

in economic development for
which the State has necessarily ts be the
spearhead In the event the new pohcy 0 fthe State ,s superimposed on the transitional

r,th“y
and th

;;
esuU«t State expenditure

'

s rightly regarded as the composite of the°" ’"d Con 4favourable circumstances, sallsf bJh
f
,a,re"'"K

- •>»•«' greater probability °i.

r 'h'nred^r-eeuutm,;
not adequately me t. Dovetail

'
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development with transformation, unless,

properly timed, is likely to create more

problems tlian it solves, and in die particular

case of India where transformation involves

only a change from military to civilian

demand except in a few cases such

as ordinance factories, the proper time

for giving effect to plans of develop-

ment would be after and not during

the transition In view of tins, the right

policy in regard to the transition is to

make State activity subservient to private

industry and to determine State expenditure

on the basis of the magnitude of private

expenditure. If the probable increase in

private expenditure in the immediate post-

war period completely offsets that part of

defence expenditure caused by the war,

there can be no reason for delaying the

liquidation of the. war effort It is

undoubtedly incumbent on the State to

retain mobilization as long as necessary,

but not as long as possible A state of

affairs can easily be visualized where

delayed mobilization far from being an aid

acts positively as a hindrance The

wisest course, therefore, for the State is to

determine the pace of general demobilization

in relation to the growth of private

expenditure, rather than try to control

private expenditure in the light of a

pre-planned scheme of demobilization

It is not possible now to state wbat the

scale of war expenditure wilL be in the

. final year of the war, but taking the

current year as basis the defence expenditure

of the Government of India, including what
the Government spends on behalf of Ha
Majesty’s and other Allied Government*,
together with the civil defence expenditure

at the Centre and in the Provinces comes

to nearly Rs. 768 crores Of this Rs. 36 77

crores represent the basic normal defence

budget and Rs. 1505 crores, the allowance

for rite of prices Deducting these from

the earlier figure, we get Rs. 717 crores as

the increased annual expenditure due to the

war It is certain that Rs 443 crores of

this, which represent expenditure on behalf

of other Governments, will altogether cease

with the termination of the war, and it is

also to be reasonably expected that some

part of the remainder will sooner or later

stop Will this reduction be compensated^

by increased private expenditure?

There can, however, be no doubt that

private expenditure will very greatly increase

in the traditional period, but what Its magni-

tude will be can only be a matter ofspecula-

tion. Sufficient grounds exist for thinking

that the pent-up demand for consumption

and investment of the war period will surge

up m an unprecedented scale and make use

of all available funds for the purpose. The
funds saved by Corporations and individuals

and the larger margin available out of

current income over the war-time scale of

private expenditure once Government
borrowing stops, would naturally find their

destination, given the opportunity for it.

in investment or consumption. The fact

.

that most of these savings are invested in

Government loans issued during the war
period may in some cases militate against

their utilization, hut with the help of the

banking system it is always possible to

transfer these holdings from 'the public to

»he banks and release the funds they
represent for private spending. In fact the

increased liquid position of the. banks is a
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definite pointer in that direction In one

event however this may not happen it

the expectation of a fall of prices m the

futore But the generation of such an

expectation should be effectively countered

hj the State by publicly enunciating its

policy of maintaining full employment and

stabil i ng at the existing level It is

incumbent on the State to engineer a

revival of activity on private account

consistent however with its policy of

post war development

In addition there are two other dangers

to be guarded against the flittering away

of funds in abnormal importation of

consumer goods and the excessive increase

in private spending Abnormal imporla

^lon pf consumer goods would be so much

reduction of activity within ‘he country

which from the point of view of full

emplojment will be as disastrous as a

reduction in aggregate expenditure On
the other hand excessive increase in

private spending in the initial stages of

the trarsition under conditions of general

scarcity would qnly lead to the dissipation

of * financial resources in rising prices

Much the same will be the result of

Unrestricted exportation Foreign demand

unless strictly controlled would in the

context of a world shortage of all hinds

of goods mean an incalculable addition to

expend tare w thin the country which it

should be the dnty of the .State to ward

off The constitution of the International

Monetary Fund provides special facilities

for importation without immediate payment
10 S°ld or goods and to a country like

India this would involves strain additional

to the effective demand rnd genous

_ 0

111

to it Control here should, however be

exercised in a manner appropriate to the

discharge of the just obligations of the

country to the rest of the war stricken

world and the maintenance of outlets for

her exportable products

Tor the formulation of the correct govern

mental policy a quantitative estimate of

the probable growth in private expenditure

is absolutely necessary This at present is

possible only for the Government If in

the sequel it turns out that a gap in the

aggregate level is created, governmental

expenditure should be maintained at the

required level The accumulated funds at

the disposal of the Government the margin

available out of current tax revenue over

normal expenditure and the proceeds of

any loans that may be issued should be

unhesitatingly util zed for this purpose

Even a recourse to credit or currency

inflation will be fully justified as long as

Government expenditure does not contribute

to an increase over the aggregate of the

existing effective demand

All this will involve a continuance

of the war time level of taxation and the

structure of economic controls existing now
Controls would be needed lor ensuring the

requisite expenditure for correcting possible
mal adjustment of demand and supply in

particular 1 nes and for preventing a rise

in the price level Problems of reconver
sion also would need them for* such
purposes as determining the rates of
consumption and investm»nt allocating
available resources between several uses
and planning the easy reinstatement of war
workers in pence time occupations
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But controls appropriate to a transitional

period are themselves rightly viewed as

transitional and capable of effecting •

Inctionless disappearance. They should,

to the extent possible, be derived from

consumer demand and should eventually

lead to the restoration of free choice and

free enterprise in those parts of the

economy not demarcated by the State as

its own province In working these

controls and in the use made of the power

of direction vested in the controlling

authority the essential difference, between

war-time controls and these should be

brought out Preparations for planned

development after the transitional period

do not alter this special need, for the

nature and form of the economy as it

emerges from the transition serve as given

data for the subsequent plan and should,

to be acceptable as such, reflect a position

of equilibrium. Harmonizing consumers’

preferences with the structure of the

economy and the character of the activities

carried on there is as much a need of a

planned economy as of a system of

latsst: fairt This notwithstanding the

possibility of modifying consumer demand

through regimentation. Regimentation really

succeeds in the measure in which it helps

to attain this harmony, and fails if through

imperfect operation the plan is frustrated.

In fact this harmony should more

deliberately inform every aspect of the

plan, both as a ruling principle in its

progressive realization and as an ultimate

end in the view. Transitional arrange-

ments when dovetailed into the subsequent

plan get virtually transformed into the

first stage of the plan, the completion of

the establishment of this harmony as the

completion of every subsequent stage.

But the superiraposition of an ulterior

aim into the structure of transitional

controls, though legitimate to a degree,

should not be carried to the extent of

changing their essential nature. Their

principal objective of facilitating - the

transition should at all events be accorded

primacy. On some points there would,

however, be common meeting ground for

the two aims, inasmuch as transitional

arrangements properly conceived are

intended not to lead the economy back to

a pre-existing state, but forward to a new

plane which while consolidating the gains

of the war period will nevertheless*

integrate the whole on a rational basis and

give it new elements of permanence.

This may involve expansion in some

directions and contraction in others and

a general revision of the scale of values,

making it possible lor a haromony to be

established between the transitional process

and the future plans of development

The development possible in the "transi-

tional period, however, belongs as much
to transitional measures as to overall

planning and serve as useful and

necessary links between them. Tbeir

inclusion in the transitional programme

does not therefore alter the original

character of the programme or render the

original purpose superfluous. In fact it is

imperative that the disproportions of the

war period should be corrected before a

long range plan is put into operation. "



WHICH WAY TO WORLD -PEACE?
By Mr B M BHAT1A, m a ,

Stkh National College, Lahore

[Since this article was written the war m Europe has ended with the complete

surrender of Germany, and the big three have met in Conference,

more than once But the writer's plea that we must not be caught

napping when peace comes holds good The war with Japan will soon,

be over and how are we going to meet the approaching post war

period > Are we ready for peace which may be with us any time?—

E

d IR ]

THE Atlantic Charter, which appeared

m the World Press on the 14th August,

1942 was hailed as a laudable attempt on

the part of the late President Roosevelt

and Mr Churchill to define war and peace

aims of the Allies It was a Charter of

freedom, both political and economic, for

all countries of the world It raised hopes

that Great Britain and America would

endeavour to make the world safe for

democracy after the War and prevent the

re appearance of the conditions which gave

birth to Fascist ideology in the inter wars

years But the way how the question of

Indian independence was b} passed, the

settlement of Polish problem an‘d the

tragedy enacted in Greece made many

people doubt the sincerity of the professions

of those behind the Charter And then

came the X'mas 1944 present of President

Roosevelt There wis no Atlantic Charter

we were told, except a scrap of paper

which nobody signed l It was a happy

past time tn which the President of the United

States and the Pilme Minister of England

indulged in their meeting on the Atlantic

A fine joke indeed for the credulous

world 1 Who would not compliment the

two gentlemen on their sense of humour?
And yet who, among the peace loving

people would be not sorry to think that

even at such a late stage as ita the sixth

year of the War, the Allies are without a

Peace Policy or if they have one, they have

not made an authoritative statement of it ?

While there is no authoritative pronounce-

ment there is no lack oi evidence as to how
the British and American mind is working on

the subject The British jvould stand by any

Cha'ter guaranteeing democratic form of

government to all countries so long the

British Empire remains unaffected by this

guarantee They want to treat the colonial

question as a domestic affair between the

colonies and the mother country The Empire

has stood by the side of the mother country^

in the hour of trial It cannot be liquidated

In fact Mr Churchill declared two years ago”

that he did not become the First Minister

of the King to 'pres de over the liquidation

of the Empire In the economic field there

is a reversion to the free trade policy. But
here again, a scheme of imperial preferences

within the British Empire is envisaged not
only to find market for British goods in

competition to the goods of the rival

countries but also to enable Britain to

discharge the financial obligations that she
has incurred during the War Thus both in
the political and economic field the Empire
countries are to continue to hang around »

the mother country Consistently with
this policy, the British Government
would not mind the emergence of
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m
similar blocs with U.SA. and Russia as

central powers.

The Americans are credited in several

quarters to be thinking along the lines of

universalism and international liberalism.

Every counrry n In be S'™ ““P1"'

freedom to choose its own form of govern-

ment sod equality of all nations * “ be

recognized An International Council of

Nation, on the line, of the W.l.onian

League of Nation, to aettle political

dispute., and an International
of

free trade and free endrange to ensure

economic development of all nation, have

‘ been thought to be the guiding principles,

of Roosevelt', postwar policy. B"t the

appearance of two book, l„t yea. >»«>•

taneou.ly, on. by VV.Imr I-PP-"

the other by Sunan.r .Welle,, the Under

Secretary of State ,n U S A ,
ha, rai.-d

doubts whether the popular reading of the

American mmd has at all been correct

These two undoubted authorities in

American politics want to divide the world

into three or four regions every region

centring round one great power The

Atlantic community consisting of Great

' Britain, France and other powers of

Western Europe which have fought against

Germany together with USA will form

- the fust region Another region will

centre round Russia and will include

countries in the Eastern Europe and

others coming under the Moscow ideology

China with Far Eastern countries will form

the third region and the fourth region

called " Hmdu-Muslim region’’ will include

India, Ceylon, Afghanistan and countries of

the middle East Each region will be

autonomous They may have their own

councils to settle their mutual differences.

Countries in. each group may be kept

together not only by the political

alignment between them but also by

commercial and currency ties An Inter-

national League of Nations will be set up

or we may say, the old League will be

resurrected but the League will settle

disputes between different region* only.,

Every region will have to present a united
’

front in the League of Nations

The regional solution of the world

economic and political problems is clearly

a concession to the British idea of

Empiie A compromise between the two

countries on these lines is very likely if

it has already not been reached. A
region would work smoothly so long as

there is equality among various States

in a region and every State is given

an effective voice in the settlement

of regional as well as international

problems But nothing has been said

about, creating these conditions, especially

among backward and politically slave

nations If the whole region revolves

round one central power which is all-

pervasive in a region regionalism would

degenerate into imperialism And that

would not end wars but would pave way

for new conflagration
*

The plain fact is that the idea of

colonies, dependencies and "regions of

influence” is out of accord with the

democratic ideal of equality of mankind

and nations The world has advanced too

far to admit of any nation being governed

or exploited by' another ^nation". Parcelling

out the world into regions of influence is

just another name for the Fascist
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‘ Co prosperity spheres ’
. The way to end

I ascism does not he through Fascism If

the extinction of Fascism in some quarters

is followed by its ascendency in others,

all the bloodshed of this war would go

waste We would once again create the

chaotic political and economic conditions

which gave birth to Fascist ideology in

the inter wirs years The solution of world

problems must be sought along the lines

of the Atlantic Charter President Roosevelt

declared that there was no Charier yet

he stood by the principles associated with

It Let theyBig three draw up a Charter

on the lines ol the old Charter and sign

it to affirm their solemn adherence to it

But political justice is not enough The

world has suffered in the past more from

economic than from political ills In fact

the desire for Empires and ' regions of

influence’ is in itself directly traceable to the

scramble for markets The War has no

doubt brought about great sufferings But

the sufferings brought about by the trade

restrictions currency manipulation depression

and consequent unemployment hunger and

misery in the last decade though invisible

were by no means small The world has

long been organized on the joint stock

principle The largest stock holder got

the maximum dividend The principle has

failed to work Let the world be organized

now on co operative principle The

Atlantic Charter laid down an economic

policy of great importance Clause 4 of the

Charter runs as follows —
They (Great Britain and USA) will endoavour

with respect for their existing obligations to
further enjoyment of nil States great or small,
victor or v anq nahod of access on equal terms
to the trade and to the material! of the world
which are needed for their economic prosperity

And in the fifth Clause it is stated that

They desire to bring about the fullest collabo

ration between all nations in tho economic fe! I

with the Object of securing for all improved
labour standards, economic advancement and
social oecunty ,

A reversion to the principle of fret

trade and equal opportunities for all

nations to exploit the materials of the world

for their economic advancement is thus

envisaged The agreement reached at the

Monetary Conference held at Bretton

\Voods in July last also embodies the

same principle The punciple is .sound

only if all countries are equally developed

economically This is hardly the case at

present The acceptance of the principle

by industrially backward countries like

India would for ever bantsh the hope for

* improved labour standards economic

advancement and social security ’ The
industrially advanced countries should noi

only allow such countries to develop their

industries behind walls of protection but

should even actively help to promote

industrialization and enable them to catch
up with the standards achieved by them
For as long as some countries remain on
the low standard of living that we have
in India and China and so long as millions
of people suffer from want of food
and clothing there would be a permanent
drag on any advance mtide by the rest of
the world The foundations of permanent
peace would be laid when want, ignorance
and disease are banished from all lands
when economic nationalism gives way to
world co operation and when the world is
organized as one unified whole rather than
a group of countries with conflicting
ideologies and interests You cannot carte
out an international order out of national
planning All must co operate to plan a
better, a happier and a prosperous world
alter the War v



INDIAN SOLILOQUY
By MR F. T. CASTELLS

- RRIVAL st Howrah Station, the great

Calcutta terminus, synchronized with

a besiegement of wildly gesticulating coolies

all vieing for the privilege of carrying my

luggage. Alt Bov, my bearer, with

pretentious dignity attended to this latter

matter, giving instructions with the

assurance of a Nabob whilst I paid off

the heavily bearded Sikh taxi-driver, sitting

back with a complaisant smile on his lips,

while teeth gleamed happily when he

received his fare, together with a solatium

for services rendered

It was a relief to enter the dimly lighted

station an asylum from the blinding glare

of the streets, hazy vistas of shimmering

dancing heat

The scene inching my eyes was

fantastic, overcharged by a languid atmos-

phere permeated with the peculiar suffocat-

ing smell of the Ea«t admixed of sweat,

musk, spices and exhalations from exposed

fruit, an amalgam sweetly nauseating

overhead the roof of the huge cavern was

invaded by a canopy of smoke, floating

m'stv cloudine's of purple blackness, I

became enveloped in « deafening noise,

ever reverberating in its intensity, a

maddening but weirdly haunling seordatura,

blended of vociferously shouting and

gabbling crouds pouring out a melange of

Hindi, Bengali, Tamil and a score of other

languages, and dialects, all tnexlricably

interwoven into a strepitoso babel of

meaningless vibrations Here and there

cou’d be heard occasional words of

English stabbing ihe endless s[ite of words.

Above all and yet iMtilaced came the

clamourous obligato of all railway stations,

the play of shrieking whistles, puffing,

snoitmg engines, clanging bells and a

hundred other tumultuous interceptions: a

weltering turmoil of chaotic uproar. Peeping

through the skylights, the sun shed its light

in gorgeous patches of gold embroidery

about the seething masses of dark-skinned

people, the majority of whom were sitting

cioss legged in tight little groups, co-centred

about their few belongings wrapped up

in gaudy coverings A medley of dress

provided an exotic orgy of subdued colours,

an infusion of vivid hues softened down
by the dim illumination into the light and

shade of rembrandtish effects. I glanced

around in bewilderment at the scene: in

the chattering throng could be traced

many of the numerous nationalities ol the

subcontinent. Madrasis, clad in white from

head to foot wearing small round turbans,

North countrymen bearing huge gaudily

coloured head-dresses. Here and there a

Pathan glaung around almost insolently,

resplendent in baggy tronsers and waist-

coats of dazzling contrasting colours, picked

out wi*h golden threads
,
and there in the

middle distance a priest, his shaven head held

erect, austere and dignified, wrapped

around in a long satlron coloured robe and

muttering to himself with gently moving lips,

as he fingered the long string of orange

tawny beads resting around his neck,

I commenced walking through the packed
mass ot humanity : a coolie covered by a

scanty loincloth ran past me, his body
beaded with perspiration, I gave • muttered
Imprecation, and then something impelled
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me to look down my glance rested on

an Indian girl, _her eyes enlarged with

kohl, wondrous brown pools set in an

oval face, scrutinized me with a puzzled

look replete with half ashamed coquetry,

the smooth satin like texture of her skin

showed faintly through a diaphanous pale

green saree, adorned with a shining silver

border A concatenation of conflicting

forces generated within me in lilting vague

like currents of speculation I seemed to

be grasping at an exciting inlargibility

compounded of the gossamery magic from

which dreams are woven Those eyes held

an msinuative urgency* a magnetic attractive

allure With an effort I held my course

brushing past a knot of unsophisticated

villagers staring round with bleared eyes
at the unaccustomed sight, I Jostled against

a group of Muhammadans with jaunty red

fezzes, sitting immobile and motionless,

evidencing the complacent indifference of

oriental boredom stumbling on I nearly

fell over a recumbent group of women
reclining in a circle, enswathed in sarees

co mingling festively in a contrast of

Vividity
, they lay composed like a huge

weird moving flower of \aned, delicately

coloured petals, their arms resplendent with
bangles and trinkets tinkling musically
as they confabulated gaily Immediately
on noticing my curious glance, as if

motivated by a primeval protective call,

they all suddenly covered their faces

,

tapering henna stained beringed fingers
gemly and elegantly moved in a graceful
gesture like a well drilled ballet, small
slender feet drew upwards instinctively
1 passed by and turning, ht a cigarette
and through its bluish haze surveyed the

scene The atmosphere was saturated with

a wild impelling Eastern luxuriancy, and
as I listened I sensed an enchanting semi

barbaric litany, enthralling but strangely

remote My soliloquy was rudely broken
as a beggar passed by cringing and cijmg,
his emaciated body a mass of sores,
hastily I threw him a silver coin and with

muttered incoherent blessings he went on
his way whining a piteous lament

Again I looked at the twirling spectrum
and its fairy interplay of ravishing colours
the noise seemed to gather force within
itself, savage swaying passionate cadences
rising to a blaring crescendo suddenly to
fall into a murmurous lethargized wail,
breaking out anew in a rhythmic discordant
extravaganza, a tempo of wild uncontrolla
ble ecstacy punctuated by an insisted
pulsating, vibrant thrumming

,
out of this

river of confused mingled clamour floated
streamlets of sounds, each distinguishable
in their inflexible persistence, ram and
thunder, a wh.sthng of w.nds through the
Pines tne singing insistent harmony of
waterfalls, chirruping of birds, the call of
temple bells and the monotonous wash of
the sea Suddenly, as ,f emerging from a
mist, with gently tmklmg anklets a g.rl
swayed by me wearing « I.ght green
besilvered saree, her kohl blackened eyes
gave out a momentary irradiant flash of
semi recognition as the deep brown
unfathomable wells 0 f lovelmess almost
talked m then; shining bewitching aIluremy senses were benumbed Jn a feverish
delirium an impelling entreat,ng emanat.on

,7
‘hr°0Eh

intoxicat
'"Bly seduce ,„d th„, s]
dosed her half „m,ed fyes ll|[e £

“
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t-nd-r shadow. vanishing f'om^ •or,i2',t

ml passed; for ever.

At if in * dtram I hurried to

tram a vague doll ache clutching »« my

health * * tlti lent piercing whittle blew its

m,,„Ce of fateivell and the ‘ r » in

commenced its long tedious ,
stmrjr through

the and plains of Hindustan With an

ertJft I ros* »nd looked bark through the

open window, the already diminishing

phantasmagoria of lavish pageantry gradually

disappeared into a meaningless blur, and

with it the penetrating din drew away,

dissipating »nd submerged as in a

plaintive laint ham onlil Jt faded

away altogether,

I Jjy hack, my emotions in a tumbling

jangled discordance of incoherency; In the

miry lavnhness of confused thought I could

only trace an oval fire with burning

enigmatical eyes, a half amde Irom earmined

lip*, and the patsing rapturous flowering

scents of a half opened bud : my eyelids

were beaten back with a leaden weariness

as I fljated into the clasp of aleep, and

dreamt that life was but an illusion, a

current of ephemeral appearances, lost in

the mists of eternity.

A Plea for More Astronomical Observatories

By Mb A C BANCRJl, I £ Si

—r-HERE arc immense possibilities for

| Astronomical Observatories in India

Virtually for nine months in the year the

sky in India is clear and very suitable tor

telescopic observatories and photography

of heavenly bodies But unfortunately there

are only two observatories worth mentioning

in India, Vie ,
the Solar Observatary at

Kodaikanal and the Nizamiah Observatory

at Hyderabad In Great Britain having a

population of about 50 millions, there are at

least 11 observatories maintained by Govern-

ment, Universities and private endowments

In the United States of America and in

Russia the number of observatories is

much larger. In these countries the

support of astronomical investigations' by

the .Universities is quite generous. On the

same scale as that of Great Britain India

should have at least 130 observatories

Astronomy, although it bears less directly

on the material interests of life than some
other sciences, is undoubtedly of great

practical interest The latitude and longitude

of places on earth's surface are determined

by means of Astronomy. Such determina-

tions have made it possible, to conduct

extensive aerial and oceanic navigations

Moreover, all the surveying operations on a

large scale depend on astronomical observa-

tions. Those operations for which an

accurate knowledge of time is essential

must require help from Astronomy.
Astronomical investigations undertaken

for the sake of pure knowledge and for

intellectual satisfaction led In the past to

the discovery of the laws of dynamics and
to the invention of Calculus. Recently

Astronomy is responsible for the develop-
ment of the physical theory of Relativity.
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The study of Astronomy has also

immense educative and philosophical value

The simple laws of Astronomy lead to

mo«t far reaching results and, these reveal

to us. the beauty and grandeur of the universe

which m turn stimulate our imagination

and grtify our poetic sense

To the historian even the astronomical

records have 'great value, and the earliest

of such records relate chiefly to eclipse

and the position of planets whose dates

can be accurately calculated

It need hardly be pointed out that

popular exposition of the functions of

Astronomy on a much more extensive

scale and much wider publication of the

results of Astronomy are two important

problems which should be satisfactorily

tackled in our scheme of postwar recon

slruction on Education In Britain due

partly to war conditions a keen popular

Interest in Astronomy has been awakened

recently

Mr D S Evans writes in the Obser•

latory, October, 1944, “The present time

is most propitious for the consideration of

plans for the popularisation of Astronomy

The black out and military, air force,

vHomeguard, Observer corps and fire watch

irfg duties have stimulated an extraordinary

increase m popular interest in Astronomy

There Is a considerable demand for good

books on the subject Over ninety per

cent of the scientific questions sent m
from the Forces to the BBC are either

definitely astronomical or closely related

to Astronomy and there are other evidences

of a lively popular interest"

In Sargeant’s Report we have a

comprehensive scheme for Post war

reconstruction of Education in India I

venture to suggest that in any such scheme

the need for the establishment and plan

mug of a number of Observatories m India

should also be considered As mentioned

before, we have at present only two

Observatories worth the name India Is a

vast country, and to begin with, we

should have at least ten more Observatories

at suitable places in this country In

Northern India there is no modern

Astronomical Observatory as yet

In Delhi, Allahabad and Calcutta,

valuable research work has been done in

Astrophysics during the last few years,

which has received recognition outside

But the research work and teaching in

Astronomy have been purely theoretical, on
account of lack of suitable observational

material and equipment So properly

equipped Observatories attached to these

Universities are very necessary In these

Universities, effective collaboration of obser

vationM astronomers theoretical* workers,

and laboratory physicists would be possible

A fairly well equipped Observatory with

research facilities will cost about 5 lakhs
of rupees Ten such Observatories would
cost about half a crore of rupees, wmch
is a small fraction of the total amount
proposed to be spent on items of education
in the post war period



Inferiority Complex—is it Curable ?

By Mr. PREM

—p-HE majority, if not all, of ns goffer

l from the “ Inferiority Complex" ;
and

I make this statement withont any doubt

of uncertainly. This disease is no less

serious than any other lor the very reason

that it reduces the patient to a helpless

and restless condition Worse still, the

disease is knitted, with the consciousness of

it, ever present and torturing the mind

which therefore can never rise equal to

the demands of society.

EARLIEST ENVIRONMENT

For tracing the causes of this disease,

we have to go as far back as the very

birth of a child and examine whether he

is born as the eldest, young or the

youngest Thus every child has an

environment peculiar to him and therefore

we must study the individual cases to find

out as to which period of life has

contributed the more for the development

of this disease If he is the eldest child

naturally enough, he has to depend upon

his parents ;
from this dependence, the

inferiority feeling is but the next step.

Then with the birth of a younger one, the

attention or it least some of it is with-

drawn from the elder, with the result that

it leaves him grumbling that nil is not

well with him The world comes much
shott of his expectations and the poor

fellow sits in a corner all alone The
yonngest child, although no doubt he may
be the centre of all attention, holds last

the feelings in his breast that he is a mere

tool in the hands of his elders. However in

every case ranch depends npon the attitude

of the parents towards their children

NATH, M a.

But this is only the immediate environ-

ment of a child, in fact much lies beyond

it. It is the blessed privilege of a mother

to introduce the child to the society she

wills; and if she fails to perform this

function propeily, evils must follow.

ECONOMIC INEQUALITY

Out from the house, the child embraces

a wider atmosphere, lie plays with his

fellows and enjoys life. But soon the

pleasure is over, and he feels the

economic inequality. Mark a child of

poor parents coming home and crying
_

for

a car or a radio
,
surely he has seen his

fellow-creatures silting in a car or hearing

a radio. What have the .parents to answer

if not to brood over their misfortunes?

Both the parents and the child are racked

with the same problem, almost like killing

two birds with one stone. Now, what

'attitude' the child would come to have

we could well imagine If then the child

carries ycalousy or hatred against the rich,

who is to blame ?

In India girls have enjoyed a very low
status, economic as well as social; and
that is one of the main reasons why lhey»
are more neurotic than men.

HIDDEN FEAR
Most of the psychologists are agreed that

there is some sort of fear hidden deep in

a person s sub conscious which upsets the
whote balance of his personality. How
many of us would not shudder to think
of a dark night, how many, of us would
not take bnshes as masqueraded robbers
and retreat onr paces? Why? Mothers
have much to answer for this; perhaps,
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most of us do remember our mothers'

conditioning fear in us when we did not

obey her.

THE “HEAVY FATHER”
It is »evident that the father's dominance

. has_ ever remained a characteristic of the

patriarchal society. ‘Heavy father', as he

is called by some psychologists, is to a

very great extent responsible for generating

the inferiority feelings in the mind of the

child He has misunderstood the child

mind if he feels that no amount of

authority would provoke any resentment

from the child.

v PAMPERING

If the child, on “ the other hand, is

pampered too much by his parents, surely he

would imbibe the idea that the world would
i be as favourable to him. He would like to

be the centre of all attention and the pivot

of all appreciation But “ things are not

- w^at they seem ”
;
and 'he has to face the

stern realities of the world „He begins to

shun society and remain alone and m no
time grows anti-social

;
v and there results

a serious neurosis Girls are more likely

to go neurotic 'in the .homes where there

13
,
a m ale dominance or -where they are

not appreciated. No wonder ihen if such
girl3 run away from homes to seek respect

and appreciation abroad.

ORPHANS
The conditions are still worse 10 the

case of orphans who are neglected and
tortured with the result that they soon
begin to feel their worthlessness and this

feeling haunts them day and night They
wander as if “ babes in the wood ", while

-their fellow-creatures enjoy the comforts of

the parental roof.

PHYSICAL DEFORMITY

Besides these causes and many more
which it 13 not possible to lay down
within the span of - this article, physical

defects are another cause which carries

with it the trade mark of inferiority.

Broadly speaking, it will include anything

wrong with the body which may give the

sense of awkwardness.

RESULTS

The main result or rather the symptom
of this disease is nervousness and mal-
adjusted personality. In acute cases, the

patient would tremble and perspire if he
has to attend some social function. He
would be over-self-conscious, - feeling awk-
ward either about his dress or the place-
where he is sitting. But pehaps there is a
“ Law of Compensation ” in human nature

,

your arm would not break twice at the
same place 1 Naturally, therefore, there is a
drive in the patient’s mind against some
anti social' ‘compensations’ such as fear,

jealousy, conceit, and the so called supe-
nority. I am just reminded of this truth
by the conduct of an English Principal of
some college (1 need not name him) who
in order to compensate for his very short
stature would wear high-heeled shoes and
top hat! Moreover, he would sit in his
office in a raised chair which he had specially'
got ready This is how the patients tend
to compensate their shortcomings Like-
wise we often come across persons who
are always showing off, but in fact they
are only compensating the inferiority
feelings at the bottom 1

CUKE
Much less remains to be s„d ;ow for

bringing about a cure. -Kuo*, rbjself,
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and the core would follow. Try to recall

when you sit calmly, your past history,

the environment you were brought up in

and consider in that light some of the

-more outstanding episodes which gave you

emotional shocks. Plunging deep into your

sub-conscious, you would discover that

there had been some events to which you

had attached undue importance. Now, you

would easily laugh avffay that burden and

much of the disease would soon vanish

Fear that has a strong hold on you now,

may have had its growth when you were

* startled to see a dog approaching you

madly and so on

If you have a friend to whom you can

relate your story with confidence, do it

by all means While you relate the story

of your life, there would certainly be many

episodes which would touch you to the

core of your heart, and you would find a

sort of emotional relief. They say that

the unconscious is nothing but the uncon-

fessed, whether true or false, this method

does give you relief as also the confidence

of a friend.

SOCIAL ACTIVITY

I have already referred to the -anti-social

“ compensations " To counteract these the

next step should be that you must employ

your time in social activities ,
for there

you would find the true compensation for

your shortcomings You would soon

begin to feel an important part of society

and your social self which had been

suffering in prestige would come to its

own 11 as a child you did not enjoy

social dignity, you would surely find it now,

for society does appreciate selfless wotk-

Beside*-, this would provide some

objective interest and would take you out of

your narrow self bounded by idiosyncrasies

The Failure of the
O

THE Simla Conference, which was

adjourned on June 29, met on July 14

But it was only to record its breakdown

The fortnight's interval was utilized by the

.Viceroy in meeting the leaders of the

respective patties individually with a view

to effect an agreement among the majot

parlies. That was found impossible and

at the last sitting of the Conference Lord

Wavell magnanimously took upon himself

the responsibility for the failure and

appealed to the leaders to avoid

recriminations.

His Excellency added that the present

Executive Council would continue in office

Simla Conference

and prosecute the war against Japan, carry

on the administration as* heretofore and

prepare for post-war development ' -He
also indicated that it would be "some
little time ’ before the next move was
made. He gave a survey of the situation

apd made it cleat that the failure or his

efforts was entirely due to the fact that he
could not accept the position taken by
Mr Jmnah.

A» you know, my crif
th« Conference alioulj a
anil eonspomiKin of tlin 1>
Ih'reaftor I’artui ehouU
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Conferenco should not fail until I had made
e%ory possible effort to Tiring it to a successful
tilling, I, therefore, made my provisional
selections, including certain Muslim League names
and I havo every, reason to believe that if these
s lections had been acceptable hero they would
1 ave been acceptable to Ha Majesty a Go\ eminent
My selections would, I think havo given a

balanced and efficient Executive Council whose

I did not find it possible however to accept
the claims of any Party in full When I expla lie 1

my solution to Mr Jinnah he told me that it
w^s not acceptable to the Muslim League and
ho was so decided that I felt it would bo useless
to continue the discussion

> Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, the Congress

President, said that he appreciated Lord
Wavell's efforts for a solution of the

political deadlock.

Lord Wavell rightly adjourned the Conference
to enable the parties to come to terms but
the Muslim Lt-ague claimed the sole right to
nominate atl the Muslim representatives on
tno new Executive Council Th s claim was

r
ul>tjnabIo and unsustainable and the Congress
could not accept this position The Congress
was not a Hindu body It could not wipe out
its history of fifty years ' I *s a Muslim
aevlarod Maulana Azad •• would not tolerate the
longross becoming a purely Hindu body The
Congress had a right to claim a share for tho
welfare and responsibility of Muslims

Maularia Azad went on to say that the

Viceroy had said repeatedly that the Muslim
League s claim to represent all Mussalmans
could not be accepted in its entirety

It was therefore, clear who was responsible for
the failure of tho Conference The communal
question liad taken tho upper haod and bad
Become a stumbling block in the path of the
progress of India

The Viceroy had to take as much
responsibility in solving the communal
question as the Indian parties themselves,

because the British Government could not
absolve itself of its responsibility for the
position that had arisen

rjwtence of the third party was greatly

fm
r
*v^‘

b 0 f
?
r
V" P

resent Position A firm attitude
” /v6 Pact °f too VTcoroy, which was logicalMod

, ,°Vho Pri»clPlo Of justice and fatrpUy,™ co“U about a settlement of the

SrWaEfr* ^
h® Y,ccr°y* present waver

nor
Im? attitude was neither correct

kt»3 iS i
“d ™l“"’

• Mr Jinnah, President of the Muslim
League, said, that the League *and the
Congress approached the problem from
two opposite angles

Pakistan and United India were diametrical!*opposed to each other The Muslim League hadoffered its hand of co operation to tins BritishGovernment The Mussulmans of India weredetermined to have Pakistan The Leaguewas willing to consider proposals for the forma
,nterlm Government if a declaration

nr .Tift
Guaranteeing to tho Musi,ms the right

?
f
«l,

a f
R wmatl°n

J
“ accordance w.th thoLahore Resolution and the League was accordedequality of representation with all other Trie]on the now Government 1

Dr Bannerjee, Leader of Ihe Nationalist
Party m the Central Assembly, expressed
his appreciation of the Viceroys effort"
Complete agreement as 'declared by the
Viceroy, he said, could be had nowhere in
the world

«"» szjPK
Dr Bannerjee suggested

that tho taik of forming an interim Pnshould be entrusted to suclTm^i,
0 °r m̂ont

Legislature aa were prepared To ahZi
°f

mponaibility It Ia>,J Ivfviu ra
‘°

d K?" r
l

bette, „d .ounder .Hematite ^4 r,y
Malik Khizar Hyat Khan Tirana, Premier

of the Punjab, endorsed the Congress
President, view and pointed out that the
Viceroy had clearly stated that ,ssues of lh„
future, like Pakistan, were not to be' pre
judiced by the proposed arrangement This
declaration had been accepted by Mr. Jum,!,As regard, Mr Jinnahht claim that ,heLcagne alone could nominate Moahm'

sssr- “J
s

Besides these speeches, the leaders freelyoppressed themselves the,, s ta,e„ e„ ts
*
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and the cure would follow. Try to recall

when you sit calmly, your past history,

the environment you were brought up in

and consider in that light some of the

. more outstanding episodes which gave you

emotional shocks. Plunging deep into your

sub conscious, you would discover that

there had been some events to which you

had attached undue importance Now, you

would easily laugh away that burden and

much of the disease would soon vanish.

Fear that has a strong bold on you now,

may have had its growth when you were

* startled to see a dog approaching you

madly and so on

If you have a friend to whom you can

relate your story with confidence, do it

by all means While you relate the story

of your life, there would certainly be many

episodes which would touch you to the

core of your heart, and you would find a

sort of emotional relief. They say that

the unconscious is nothing but the uncon-

fessed, whether true or false, this method

does give you relief as also the confidence

of a friend

SOCIAL ACTIVITY

I have already referred to the -anti-social

“ compensations To counteract these the

next step should be that you must employ

your time in social activities; for there'

you would find the true compensation for

your shortcomings You would soon

begin to feel an important part of society

and your social seif which had been

suffering in prestige would come to Us

own 11 as a child you did not enjoy

social dignity, you would surely find It now,

for society does appreciate selfless work-

Beside'1

, this would provide some

objective interest and would take you out of

your narrow self bounded by idiosyncrasies

The Failure of the Simla Conference

THE Simla Conference, which was

adjourned on June 29, met on July 14

But it was only to record its breakdown

The fortnight's interval was utilized by the

.Viceroy in meeting the leaders of the

respective parties individually with a view

to effect an agreement among the majoi

parties. That was found impossible and

at the last sitting of the Conference Lord

Wavell magnanimously took upon himself

the responsibility for the' failure and

appealed to the leaders to avoid

recriminations.

His Excellency added that the present

Executive Council would continue In office

and prosecute the war against Japan, carry

on the administration as heretofore and

prepare lor post-war development ' -He

also indicated that it would be “some
little time ’ before the next move was

made He gave a survey of the situation

apd made it clear that the failure of his

efforts was entirely due to the fact that he

could not accept the position taken by

Mr Jinnah.

thereafter Parties
. . . t nmifl li.i

l»r» except frot CuropHD group, who
ti>t, end the Moatin'

, deterrainsd^ lhat tie



'HOW THE U.S.S.R.JS GOVERNED
Bv Dr. A.

THE' present constitution of the U.S.S R.

is in the direct line of succession

of two other 'preceding ones— the one

adopted on July lof 1918, only for the

Russian^ Socialist Federal Soviet Republic
and the other adopted in January, 1924,
.for constituting a federation of four units.

Such was the tempo of change in Soviet

society in the years that followed 1924,

particularly with the complete reconstruction

-of Soviet economy by the adoption of two
successive five-year plans, that the second
constitution soon outlived its usefulness and
made the adoption of a new constitution

urgent which was done in December, 1936.
The first thing to be noted is a feature of
the Soviet system which the new constitu-

tion shares with the two' previous ones. It

is the pyramidal structure of administrative

organization with the Supreme Congress of
Soviets at the apex and village and town
Soviets at the base, rising tier over tier.

The new constitution started with eleven
units, two of the newly formed Republics
(Kazakh and Kirghiz) being formed out of
the territorial jurisdiction of R.S.F.S.R. and
the autonomous Republics of Armenia,
Georgia and Azarbaizan making up Trans-
caucasia, being raised to the status of
Constituent Republics.

..
The Soviet constitution frankly recognizes

the economic basis of its power. »The-
very first article declares the U.S.S,R. as a
socialist 'state of workers and peasants. Its

political foundation is stated to be. "the
Soviets of toilers " deputies, AH political .

Power belongs to the toilers of the town
and. village in the form of Soviets. Its
economic foundation "consists in the

K. GHOSAL
socialist system of economy and socialist

ownership of the tools and means of

production achieved through the liquidation
of capitalism and the abolition of exploi-
tation of man by man.” “Socialist
property” takes the form of either state
property or "co-operative collective
property.'* Private ownership is recognized
in a limited

.
form. Work is recognized

as obligation and a matter of honour
for each citizen. Whether we in this
country should immediately turn over to

‘

socialist economy is a very thorny and
controversial question, but there is no
doubt that our main problem is the
economic one, of fighting poverty and, as
such we would do well to translate this
emphasis on the economic factor i„
the Soviet constitution into our future
constitution.

The organizalion of slate is federal fa
character based or, (he voluntary association
of the eleven constituent Republics. Thepowers -reserved to the Union Government
«e quite adequate for ;ts purposes
Outside - the . limits of federal jurisdiction,
no very precisely defined though, as set'
forth m ,he cnnslitntion, each Union

'

Republic is authorised to exercise its slate

'

power independently, and ,he U.S.S R isobliged l0 the sovereign rights
Union Republics. In u« Soviet' Unioneqoahty and free association, the

' ”

principles of federation, are carried apoint hardly reached anywhere else. Each
"

Union Republic is h ;

constitution, which is it,

““
provided i, is in fnI1 conformi
constitution of. the' Union. The ,ig tn
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secede from the Union is conceded to

each Constituent Republic which is assured

tern tonal integrity A common Union

citzenship is established throughout the

Unon as also the universal jurisdiction of

the laws of the USSR
The Soviet form of federalism with its

profound emphasis on complete equality

and local autonomy has its lessons for the

framers of our constitution Whether the

t gl t to secede should be conceded to the

units of Indian federation has beeo hotly

debated On this point it seems to me that

the Russian analogy is not quite applicable to

our country at the piesent moment The

evidence of the Communist Paity which

is the driving force beh nd the Soviet

system puts the prospect of secession by

any amt almost beyond the pale o! practical

politics Any such cementing force is

lacking in our country In the second

place Soviet Russia has for all practical

purposes been reduced to a homogeneous

society by the liquidation of economic

classes That has removed disruptive

forces which would have made the existence

of the right a constant threat to ihe unity

of the State This is not true ol our

countty at the present at any rate

The All Union Congress of Soviets of

the earlier constitution of some two

thousand members indirectly elected is

replaced by a Supreme Soviet of slightly

moie than one thousand members elected

for a four year term by all citizens, male

' and female of 18 ytars and over, through

universal, direct and secret ballot meeting

twice a year, and consisting of two
chambers roughly equal m number and also

equal in power The chambers are called

the Soviet of the Union and the Soviet of

Nationalities, the former constituted on

population basis and the latter on the

basis of the units It contains an equal

number of delegates from each Constitutent

Republic thereby indicating their equal

status in the Union, and a smaller number

from each autonomous republic, autono

rso’js province and recognized national region

within a constituent Republic All power

—legislative, executive and judicial—is

cencentrated in the Supreme Soviet This

is a distinctive feature of Soviet constitu

(ion which is in direct contrast with the

theory of ‘separation of powers
1

and

devices of checks and balances incorporated

in capitalist democracies This has also

been made possible by the elimination of

class cocfl ct The only appeal from iegis

lation passed by the Supreme Soviet is by

referendum to the people During recesses

of the sessions of the Supreme Soviet *

will be represented by a joint committee

of 37 members called the Presidium of

the Supreme Soviet elected at « joint

session of both chambers and accountable

to them in all its activities Though very

important and extensive powers resembling

what elsewhere devolve on the chief

executive head of he State, have been
conferred upon this body, its powers are

however, limited by the constitution

Another important body of the Govern
ment is the Conned of Peoples’ Commissars
of the USSR —the highest executive and
administrative organ of the Union—corres

ponding to the Cabinet in parliamentary

democracies It will be formed by the
Supreme Sov ie t at a joint session
and will be responsible to the Supreme
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Soviet 'andv daring/ recesses to its

Presidium.
,

^

Some of the Commissariats are All-Union
and others 'Union-Republic. The functions

of the Council oi Peoples’ Commissars of

the
4
U.S.S,R. are to direct the energies

and oo-ordinate the activities of the

community on a consistent and nation-wide

plan towards the objective of the Socialist

state. The powers conferred upon it by
the constitution for the purpose are very
wide, including the powers of direction and
co-ordination of the work of the All-Union

and Union-Republic Peoples’ Commissariats
and of other economic and cultural institu-
tions; execution of the national economic
plan and the state budget, administration
of the credit monetary system, maintenance
of public order, . organization of armed
iorces. conducting foreign relations, etc.
The Council is empowered to suspend the
orders of the Union-Republic Peoples’'
Commissariats in regard to those branches
of administration and economy falling
within the jurisdiction of the U.S.S R. and
to annul- orders and instructions of
Peoples Commissars of the U.S.S. R. It is
provided that the orders of the Council of
Peoples Commissars of the, U.S S.R. shall
be binding throughout the territory of the
US.S.R. and such orders' and decisions
must conform to and be in' fulfilment
of laws just as the Peoples’ Commissars

‘ ate also enjoined to issue jvhbin the
• jurisdictions of the respective commissariats
orders and instructions on the basis of and
in' fulfilment of laws as well as of
decisions and orders of the Council.

Due emphasis is placed on the electoral
system; to which an entire chapter is

-devoted. Here we find the most important
and . fundamental departure from the

'

fn«
VI

j
18 and an approximation

wards liberal democratic system which

rhlv. j
n ' vi*wed some quarters as a

- own from , orthodox Communism.

’ HOW THE U.S. S.R. IS GOVERNED

Universal, equal, direct suffrage by secret
ballot has been introduced all along the
line from the Supreme Soviet* right down
to the village Soviets. This Indicates the
growing* confidence o» Soviet leaders in-
the strength of their regime. This is a
feature of Soviet Democracy, we should ,*
do well to introduce in our constitution
and even in the composition of the
constituent assembly. It would go a longway towards the solution of many of our
problems by the assertion of th e popular
will over the forces of reaction and vested
interests.

The demoralization oi Ihe electoral
system has been followed up by an
elaborate declaration of basic rights anddmtes of citizens It is q

S
uil ,hrepetmoo of the- Bril of Rights found in

constitutions of liberal democracies, but amixture of Communist ideas with thoseborrowed from bourgeoi.se democratic
systems, Citizens are secured the -right towork including the right adequate palthe right to rest it, holiday with caj'right to maintenance in siotnels, oId l/?infirmity and incapacity in general, rightedfree education and free medical a tendanclend the right ab,oIme "h,

a "

wrSTa! 'r in ,U In otherwords, all citizens are secured by the'.'

llse„,i,f",or
m,

;i
'“7

,h

™ l'rW conditions

self-expression 'ol, .,
a sense of frustration. Nothing clrid bea more desirable objective forth, ml -

organization
significant (”,12®
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I OR In. 6r«l. im •’.story, the

p Briti'h people eleclefi the Lrhoo.

p„t, to power wuh "
majority Thu. the fir. r™* Mr

Churchill * war leadership ended on the

, 26th July when the gates of ‘^uchingham

Palace opened to make way for Mr Churchill

to tender his resignation to the King and

Mr Clement Attlee to be entrusted with

the formation of the new Government at the

behest of millions of British voters

The Party has a clear majority over all

other parties in the New House of Commons

The final elec<ion results are

Tout for Coy eminent (Mr Chureh.tl) MO Total

for the Opposition (Attlee)

The sUte of the pertioe ia

Labour . ,
Ooneetv atite ‘

L beret National
|

Liberal “
.

Independents
Independent Labour Party
Communist*
Common*e»Uh — «l

Labour and the General Elections
i ,, ar and threatens to outlast

ZZZJZJZ *For auolher Mr Churchill

himself seems to have made substantial

contribution to this disaster by his truculent

manner and overbearing tactics—tactics too

in which, to quote Mr Morrison.

2?
“ "be ';m«rrna

r

“.d
h
tf tSS?tS

hifih line of half above the battle, he *£*•«**}

into the political putter It *as a •»« ltom

Dunkuk to the depths of the Tory dustbin

The descent from the freat hero of the

nations to a scare mongermg party whip

proved his undoing and of the party

led Indeed as a fellow Tory himself

put it, Churchill s Gestapo ^speech was the

greatest blunder of the campaign' For

no less than 22 of his colleagues in the

Cabinet not to speak of his son and

son in law, have been defeated

On the other hand all the leaders of the

Parliamentary Labour Party bave been

returned with a thumping majority On

the eve of his return to Potsdam (July 23),

the New Prime Minister announced hi*

inner Cibinet of -seven

Mr Clement Attlee Prune Mimater Firet

Lord of the Treasury and Mmiater of Defence
_

Mr Herbert Motthoo, Lord
tt e Council

Mr Erneat De\ in. Fore gn Secretary

Results for 13 seats are yet to be

announced, 12 of these being University

seats

The position at the dissolution of Perlia

ment was that the Government had 414

seats including 353 Conservatives and 27

Liberal Nationals while the Opposition

then totalled 194 including Labour 163

Liberal 19 Independent Labour 6 Common
Wealth three Irish National two and Com
mumst* one Seven seals were vacant

Twenty five more seats have been created

for this election and the new House will

have 640 members

It has been said that Labours outright

success is a sequel to one ol Britain’s

most sensational landslides in which the

Conservatives led by Mr Winston Churchill

sufferel'"* debacle of dimensions that

dumbfounded even the most optimistic

Labour enthusiasts

It is needless to dwell on the causes

that brought about this disaster to the party

led by even the greatest war veteran of

our time lor one thing the country is

evidently sick of the old imperialism that

President of

Sir Sudani Cnpps, President of the Board

of Trade
Sir Wiliam Jomtt Lord Chancellor
Mr Pelhmck Lawrence. Secretary of otalb

for Ind a
Lord AdJison for the Dominion* Mum V\ ilkinwjn

—Education Minuter Mr J J Laueoo MinietM

for War

To us, in India, the displacement of

Mr Amery and the exit of the whole group of

reactionaries must be parliculaily welcome

Welcome too are the pronouncements

Lord Listowell and Sir Stafford Cnpps and

many others interested in India When
Labour was in power last time, it had to

depend on the good will of other parlies

to put through any measure of reform.

No such excuse can be pleaded now that

it has all ihe author ily of an absolute

majority Is Labour going to act up to

its declared policy or plead lame excuses

for maintaining the status quo to India ?
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THE INDIAN REVIEW (AOutibT ISH5

Indian InttreiU in Bums

Growing concern over the future of

Indians in Burma found vigorous expression

aC the recent Conference convened by the

Burma Indian Chamber of Commerce in

Bombay Rata Sir Annamalai Chettiar

of Cbettinad, who presided over the

Conference called attention to the wide

spread feeling of uneasiness among Indians

who have Urge business interests in Burma

tnaVo cut »nj dried uolatiooa and force them
do*a tie throat! of Indians without »Je |u»<«

previous oocuultaUoni with the interests concerned

The Blue Print for Burma (setting forth

the Tory views of British intentions) claimed

that the best way of subserving the true

interests of Burma was to enthrone British

financial and Commercial interests and
eliminate every other interest in the economy
of Burma And jet the part played by
Indians in the rise of Burma is an essentia)

feature of recent Burmese history The
Tory pamphlet argues that the rights of

Jndians could be easily liquidated

In tune with this policy the present

authorities in Burma are attempting to

jockey out the Indian from the import trade

of the country by ordaining that in future

all surplus rice should be sol t to the

British Mmsiry o! Food and that countnes
des ring to trvde with Burma should
approach tbat Ministry and get what they
choose to supply Then again the
restrictions imposed on Indians visiting

Burma for purpose* of trade o» e \ Pn to
look after their on n property are humiliating
in the extreme Europeans, on the other
hand, get permits for the asking

The Bombay Conference rightly condemn
ed this discrimination and asked for
friendly settlement of such isspes Inn
Ihciatetim authorities Burma's own interests

lie in (nea >ly co-operation with he,
neighbours and not 10 aitagonismg her
histone relations with this countij

Princes and British India

A deadlock in the relations between the

Princes and the Viceroy is an unusual

thing Yet it is common knowledge that

the Chamber of Princes did make

a demonstration of a sort m December last

A i mmutttjue issued by the special

Committee of Rulers winch met in Bombay

ihe other day amounted that a settlement

had been reached following an interVitw

between the Chancellor of the Chamber of

Princes and H E the Ciown Representative

What the deadlock was about and how it

was ended are still secrets neither of the

parties in the dispute having taken the

public mto dieir confidence Anyway,

alls well that ends well

But more significant than the ending of

the deadlock, was the pronouncement made

by the Nawab of Bhopal Chancellor of

the Chamber, in his addiess to his fellow

princes Coming on the eve of the

Wavell negotiations, his words on the

occasion were of special interest His

Highness welcomed an iBlenm government
for British India and assured the Rulers’
cordial co operation in a matter of all-

India concern He urged the Punces to

get ready to match with the fast moving
events He said

Now whether the Wavell plan ultimately
succeeJs or fa 1<, Itujia cannot stand still

The march forward is irresistible and if the
Princes really want to have a peaceful
transitu n th<y will do well to keip pace
with their ne ghbours



Bx “CHRONICLER”

Japan defies Potsdam Ultimatum

FOR the first lime the Japanese have

been told exactly what " unconditional

surrender” means lor them, and have

been warned that it they do not accept

the Allied ' terms' “\he alternative is

prompt and utter destruction.”

The Potsdam Proclamation, jointljr signed

by Mr, Churchill, President Truman and

'Generalissimo Chtang 'Kaishek has made
known to the world what was virtually a

" surrender-or-be-desttoyed ultimatum” to the

Japanese people. *

Tho following aro our term* * We will
_

not
doviate from thorn. There are no alternatives.

Wo wilt brook no delay.
There must be eliminated for all tune the

authority and influence of those who have

,

deceived and misled the people of Japan into

embarking on world conquest, for wo insist that

a now order of peace, socurity and justice will

be impossible until irresponsible militarism is driven
from the world.

Until ouvh a now order ia* established and
until there is couvincing proof that Japan a war-

• making power is destroyed, points in Japanese
territory to be designated by the Allies shall bo
occupied to secure achievements of tho basic
objectives which wo are hew setting forth.

- Then follow other terms and the

Proclamation concludes: „ - ,

We- coll upon tho Government of Japan ia
proclaim unconditional surrender of all Japanese
armed 'forces and to provido proper - adequate
assurances of fhoir good faith' in such action.
The alternative for Japan is prompt and utter

destruction.

After - a three-hour cabinet meeting, the

Japanese News Agency issued a defiant

reply to the Allied Proclamation declaring

- that Japan would fight on to the’ end.

Constitutional Crisis in Francs
*

Contusion envelops French constitutional

affairs after the defeat of General Charles de
Gaulle,‘s Government in tbs French Consul*

tative Assembly on July 29 by 210 votes

to
, 19, when the three-day debate on

Treason Trial of M. Pstain

” This court does not represent the

,

French people. I will reply to no.
questions," declared Marshal Philippe

Petain, the 89-year-old Marsha! - of France

and defender Verdun, whose trial on a

double charge of plotting against " the

internal secuiity of his country and intellie*

gence with the enemy, began ‘in the

historic Palais de Justice at Paris on'
July 24.

He added' “It is the people of France "

who gave us power and I have come to

render my account to the people. While
General de Gaulle continued the stiuggle,

I prepared liberation, keeping together
wounded but living France. -If you
condemn me, you will condemn- an
innocent man. I place myself in the
hands of France." 5

The argument by Petain's counsel that
the court was incompetent to judge the
•case and that the Marshal could only be
tried by the Senate under the 1875
constitution was -rejected and the court
is proceeding with the trial.

The Status of Eire
"

Ireland is both an independent Republic
and a member of the British Common-
wealth— that is the contention' of Eire’s
Prime Minister, Mr. Edmon de Valeia, .who
on July 17 gave ,a detailed explanation of
the view in the Hail, Eire s Parliament.

Speaking to a full house, Mr. X>e -Vrfler*
whose explanations . have been eagerly
awaited since he first asserted Eire’s
Republican status a week earlier said Eire
had been "an independent Republic since
December 29,1931, the day. on which our
new constitution came into operation." k
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Sidelights Bv Saka Language Publics

(tons 12 Thatch u OiettiSt Madras Rs 2

C R is right as be generally is m
such matters when he said that Khasa is

at his best when he writes as Saka

And this collection of thumb nail sketches

and essays rescued from the fading

columns of*the periodical press will be

welcomed by many readers who hate
already ei joyed reading them as they
appeared and by others also to whom they

may be new

These papers which are somewhat in

the nature of the middles of the British

weeklies are wr Uen in the light but by
no means frivolous manner of the popular
columnist It is the maik of good writing

that time has not robbed them of their

entertainment value Saka handles his
themes with the ease and grace of one to

the manner born His frank and vivacious
presentation lacks ne ther charm nor
hgnity and h<s Criticism of men and things
are singularly free from spite or malice

One could also see that Saka has
mellowed with time and has shed
some antipath es ore not ced in hs
previous loluroe Men m the Limelight *

Hi* judgments though critical *,e generally
appreciative and where the characters
merit it ate suffused by a generous glow
of enthusiasm Th^re is a deal ol shrewd
ness and gentle wi«J->m ,n these pages
Wh Cll Will repay perusal

India tv World Politics
Sundararo XI A rh D
Cband & Co Lahore

By Dr Lanka
{Loud} Sultan

The author of tl is

claims that it is a pe t s

what be bad Written at

le arranged for unity

interest og book
onahscd accoui t of
Various stages, and
of approach anil

symmetry of treatment and that it const lutes

therefore the reaction of a sensitive and
patriotic Indian mind to the impact of

world affairs and the implications of the

unconsciously tightening English dominion
He discusses the

^
place of India in Ibe

British Commonwealth of Nations, the

League of Nations and the International
Labour Organisation and argues that there
are many thorns in her path and obstacles
in her endeavour mainly arising out of
the traditional British Monroe Doctrine

for the Empire and India It is difficult

to indicate the direct henefictal results
which have accrued to India as a result
of her participation m the work of the

I L 0 We further note the manner w
which Ottawa strangulated (he Indian
exppit trade Imperial Preference tuns
counter to the most favoured nation
principle Indians Overseas have been
detailed in all their complex difficulties
and problems and the vision is indulged
in when India would play the role of
peace maker between the white, the black
and the yellow

British Soldier Looks at India
Letters of Clive Branson Peoples Pub
ashing House Faj Bhuv?n, Bombay
Mr Branson, the author of these

revealing letters from India was an
extremely gifted and courageous soldier
who saw with insight and sympathy the
appalling poverty of the Indian masses
and the supreme incompetence of the
administration which aggravated it in many.
"*>* A communist by faith lie was
pofioMte, sensitive and humane toward*

jthe oppressed and down trodden These J
trank and outspoken letters are full of
anger and indignation at >he roiseiy of
the poor and ihe corrupt and inrfiKirnt
wartime buieaucrary in India
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(Kford Pamphlet ov Home Affairs

No 70 Japan Sir George Sansom

Ovford University‘Press As 6

Here is a brief and readable account

of Japan's internal 'development during

the last 100 years Sir George

“Sansom gives a thorough and informing

analysis of the Japanese and their

ways of life which provides an admirable

clue for understanding Japan s gigantic

.strides towards becoming a m >dern Imperial

power At the back of the feudal social

system one realises the impact ol their

fanatical devotion to the state which largely

explains their habits and ways of thought

m war and national aggrandizement The
author envisages the grim prospects of her

defeat and its consequences in the end
and says thaT the victorious powers should

devise a rule by which Japan can be
ensured a livelihood, but denied the power
of aggression

Great Rebels Studies in Life and Letters.

Edited by Saroj Acliarya Book Forum,
72, Harrison Road Calcutta Rs 2 4

In this liny volume we get a reraaikabjy

informative account of the lives and
achievements of some of the most out
standing men of letters of our epoch
They served mankind by their pen and
tongue and suffered penalties for the
causes they advocated Without reserve
or restraint they fought social injustice,

political oppression economic inequality
and intellectual serfdom and each chose a
different medium for his work Tagore
who conveys a new message through his
poetry, Pearl Buck who paints Chinese life

in her novels, Ernot Toller who gives a
lurid picture of Nazi harbarism in his plays
and letters Remain Rolland who reveals a
quret and subdued humanism in his writings
and Stefan 7iveig who enjoins the value
of spiritual force. are all supreme examples
of great rebels who cannot retreat because
they "must conquer or die

’

BOOKS RECEIVED*
Mprciiantmen at Mar. Tim Official Story of tlio

Merchant Ixaxy, IJ1J 1* Prepared for tlio
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A Flan or Economic Df\ ELorMKxr tor India
Part II Distribution—Role oT tho State The
Now Book Company, Bombay Re 1

Gremlin pAtrns Story and Illustrations By
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Thk Food Problem in Hyderabad By lloa ble
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diary of_

July 1 C<»sr.!.
” S,ml*

-Mr Attlee repl... to Cborcl ,11 . ««*
anil savs he w not indispensable

July 2 P.nilJt Nehru hn 110 m,outre

trike with Viceroy to Srml,

-H E Sir Arthur Hope, term extended

for another 6 months

Uv 3 Churchill Attlee correspondence

Nationalist Muslim organisations support

Congress stand

July 4 Mr Curtin Australian Prime-

Minister is dead

July 1 Britons go to the polls

—Congress Wrrkmg Committee draws up

provisional 1 st (or Viceroy a Council

July 6 Warsaw Government recognized

by U S Britain and China

July 7 Congress League and other

bod es submit their panel to the Viceroy

July 8 M Stalin receives Chinese Prime

Mmster Dr T V Soong

—

2

1/ per cent 1950 bonds issued

July 9 Russo Polish Trade pact signed

—Empire Air Conference opens m London

July 10 Princes Committee Members

withdraw resignation

July 11 Viceroy meets Gandhiji and

Mr Jinnah

July 12 Pand t Nehru explains Congress

altitude to Wavell s plan

July 13 Party negotiations fail at Simla

—Congress Executive meets

July 14 Viceroy addresses Simla

Conference and declares its fa lure

—Statement by Congress President

Mr Jiunah and others

July 15 Viceroy Jinnah correspondence

released

July 16 King Leopold of Belgium decides

to stay out of country but not to

-v abdicate

THE MONTH

July 17 The Three power Conference

opens at Potsdam, President Truman

presiding

—1 500 Bombers raid Tokyo

July 18 Congress High Command autho

ri7es formation of Ministry in Assam

—De Valera explains in the Dail the con

stilutional status o( Eire

July 19 Russia s German policy clarified

at Potsdam Conference

July 20 Dr Pattabhi owns sole responsi

bdity for August 1942 circular

—Lord Wavell convenes Conference of

Governors

July 21 French troops evacuate Syria

July 22 Clashes between Chinese Cora

munists and Government ia four provinces

July 23 Trial of Marshal Petain begins

—Lord Listowel pleads for renewal of steps

to end deadlock

July 24 Record raids on Jap cities

July 25 Frontier Gandhi arrested by

Punjab Police

July 26 Labour wins British Election with

clear majority Mr Churchill resigns

—Allied call to Japan to surrender

July 27 Mr Attlee becomes Prime Minister

—Japan defies allied ultimatum and declares

its determination to fight to the bitter end

July 28 Britain s new Labour Cabinet is

announced,

July 29 Frontier Gandhi released

—Dr Evalt protests against non consultation

of Australia in respect of Potsdam ultl

roatum to Japan

July 30 Mr Churchill declines Order of

the Garter offered by the King

—John Amery tried for high treason

July 31 Jamiat leader Maulana Hussain
Ahmed Madana nominated to Congress
Working Committee,



SWAMI VIVEKANANDA

Prabuddha Bharata

,

the well known
Vedantic monthly, now published at

Mayavati, has just entered its fiftieth year

It is appropriate that the occasion should

be marked by the publication of the

Golden Jubilee number, a sumplut us

edition which is replete with at tides and

illustrations of striking interest Started at

Madras under the inspiration of Swami
Vivekananda shortly after his unprecedented

success at the Parliament of Religions in

Chicago it ceased to appear for a time in

1898, on the untimely d$alli ot its gifted

Editor, B R Rajara Iyer But it re emerged

gathering fresh momentum, as it were at

Almora and has continued to grow from

strength to strength under a succession of

editors, who have all been members of

the Ramaknshna Vivekananda Mission

It is in the fitness of things that more
Ilian one article in t

v
is special -number

should deal with Swami Vivekauanda and

his teachings Sister Ctinstme, in her

reminiscences, recalls how the Swami used

to hold forth on questions of social and
religious reform of Hindu Society, not

always consistently He inveighed against

caste, child marriage and purdah.

\et ho had but little sympathy with reform
anti reformers. How could ho ba in harmony
With a..method which, while it tore up tho ovil

by the* roots, destroyed so much that was
beautiful and precious in the prooCBs leaving

ugly barren places behind 1 Whatever changes
vvero to be made in his country, must not bo

brought about by the loss of her self respect or

by loss of faith in horvilf Denunciation of her
customs and institutions no that was not tho

way What perversity was it that made bo

many of his own generation seo only evil in the
land of their birth and unalloyed gaol in every
thing Western? How had this hypnotism come
about? Could India have hied through the ages
if this wore true * The heart of India is sound
Evils* thcro may bo Where aro thiy not? Is
the West free from them? Pacing- back and
forth hour after liour, ho would, wrestle with the
i robiems of India

CD

Christopher Isberwood gives an interesting

account of the Stvami's conveisation with
the celebrated Sarah Bernhardt We have
glimpses of the interview in Ins travel
letters to Suami Trigumatita

Swannj i scorns lo have boon token round to
visit her in lor dressing room at tho tlualro
alter a performance Ono wonders who introduced
them. What word was used to describe thoSnamis occupation to tho actress, and whether
ahe had already henrd of him • Madamo Bernhardt ’

writes Vivel ananda 'has a special regard for
India she tells mo again nnd agaia 'that our
country u <«s anettn trtt cit.J.sa —very ancientand eery endued There must liaio been a
fleam in Swam.jis ejo as he pol.tely receuod
this flattoring information

sJi'i
ey

.

U
i

lkeJ “a W
f
3 natural of the only PIaySarah had over produced with on Indian £cttwfIt was J etl, by Morand and Silvestro at,

pvpensive flop Bernhardt had always obstinatelyhked this piece, perhaps bocause it displayed herundoubted talent for theatr.cal decor ‘She toldmo ths» for obout a month sho hod vuitodevery museum on I made he,self acquainted withtbo
i moc

i
and women ond their dr«J, the streets«nd

ft

bathing ghats and everything '
relatmg^to

Vet ettothee article ,h,s number ,s

Z V
K
l

S,

'i

d)’ ° r R««kr»hii,
*nd Vivekanandn .and their influence onbe mind, of the English educated
Indians of the lime We are- told

Tor Ramal nelma tliere was nobetween man and man, for him the™ ™
nCl ‘°n

barriers of race, cas.o creed? ™r s«t
W
ff°J‘°

tins catholicity which appealed it lEnglish educated countrymen and waT lL .J

“

a
of tho influence which' ho exerc^d T™1

Tins was what attracted to lum eve n l

*
“'“r.tho Brahmo bamaj, like Iveshava A,™!, Ivra of

and Pralap Chandra Vazumdar Scn
cultured Hindus who had come in ^ ftnJ

Western culture, flocked to RamoWba 1 ",th
thev discovered that here v, n» „

“ w,‘en
without loaving the Hindu fold, had"

1
?,* Wh

°;
liberal Ideas - m re) g.on- ,dcas which wi^

WOst
more liberal than those held by „n^ U °? Cn“5 i“ ,!£ r 3-Scft
cilher tan aril, 0h„,|,.„,ly „r tra”i‘ ,{™,

v™™t
wtich was such a elmraeter.^itr. tr
1
‘^.

I

°rUeDfcal m tl)0 second and
f

thfrd
rol,g,,>U9

of the nincteoolh century And ,t
<h rJ

‘luarlers
way tfiat he became t?e cculle of 7h„VtW*
revivalist movement of the last century^

U “*
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CIVIL LIBERTIES IN WAR AND PEACE

Prof S V Puntarobi-kar discusses liie

problem of Civil liberties in India during

peace and war in the pages of ibe Me,Urn

Rt ire We do not enjoy full an 1

beneficent liberty during peace and its

diminution in war is a matter of bitter

experience The rules under the Defence

of India Act have conleired on the Execu

tive the most sweeping powers in matters

covering almist every aspect of a citizens

life

croup has to Buffer certain regiri

freedom, to undergo certs o punu.hr

certain collective Cnee and to me ui

of ppmtixe police or m litary control

tion of collective responsibility and c

and punishments u a grax c attack on

There is also a system of coropulsoiy

labour prevailing in India for government

services During war or distuibaoce it

develops into a sjstem of compulsory

conscription of persons for various services,

of compulsory acquisition of houses, lands,

goods property conveyances machinery,

factories and industries

They a
represents

judic *1 r.

> of f eople They
’ scrutiny by t

e left n
redress whatever to any pen

detained without trial or affocted m different

way' Th e power has been exercised recklessly

ana juetiliod irrespoaaibly Lord Atkm has laid

Iowa that oxen amidst the clash of arms the

laws are not silent But in In Its the lacs and the
ordnances are treated on the same level The
one imption of these poweco needed on the plea

of emergency end possessing no sefegnarjs for

thoir hie exerciee he\o been excrcuod for a
totally different purpose—tha suppression of the
legitimate rights and activities of citizens Civil

liberties in India are m a precarious condition No
war whose theatre of operations is localised can
just Ty tha executive action and proces* of a large
number of deteat oaa id camps and prieone of
persons without trial fir an indefinite time and
in places far removed from tho Held of operations
The courts have docidod that the powere of tho
exeeut ve can legitimately supersede the rule of
law during an aotual invasion alone to a case
of disputed junsd ctiou it ta for the civil courts
to resolve the conflict but ih Ind a the ordinances
liate themselves taken away the power of tho
courts to judge the x slid ty of ordinance rules
and their appl cations It is the greatest encroach
roent on aov scheme of c vd liberties which *

They (the citizens) a
rial and often do i

All e

Civil liberty in India also suffers from
a very dangerous doctrine of a discredited
medieval jurisprudence about the collective
responsibility of persons belonging to a
particular group or area for crimes or
agitation happening in that area.

ev *' forma“ X particular

of crimes This is dona
at or dangers to pubhomcro euspicioo and

in a part oiler area or

What should be the limits of contri 1 an 1

rompulaion in thaw matters is left to the solodiscre
don of the executive or the military authority Thu
conception oTwnr war area war period, war effort

liberty are disappearing under the near despot am
xrhich war crcatea

In India says Ihe Professor, the struggle

for civil Jjbrriy remains connected wilb

and dependent upon the success of tbe

struggle for national independence and the

introduction of full responsible government
in all the political units of the country

Otherwise modern totalitarian governments now
totalitarian parties and old totalitarian ml gion*
w,l^ deatroy the very foundations of oifit liberties

A NEW QUARTERLY
huiia and World Affairs is a new

quarterly edited by Professor Mihir Kumar
Sen and published from Calcutta It

advocates friendly collaboration with other
powers wilh a view to strengthen our
trade and delences " We cannot shut
our eyes to the fact that no nation can
live iq isolation to day in th.s^sige of
Co operative freedom and security," says
the editor "We feel that we should
strengthen our existing ties of trade,
communications defence and foreign policy
by friendly collaboration With Powers that
Would be friendly to Us inside the
Commonwealth and outside ’ The journal
Contains instructive articles on village
economy, the planning of agriculture and
industry, food and nutrition, besides other
subjects, including international problems
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POST-WAR LABOUR LN INDIA
The 1945 annual of hivestment and

Finance, which has entered its third year of
publication, is packed with articles dealing
With d ilfe rent phases of the nation's
economy. Miss Maya Gupta, writing on
“Planning for the PostAVar Labour in

Iadiaj ’ observes

:

I’ro-war India baa nothing to t*e proud of iu Ur
industrial record, so u the pre.enl-day India
Much vaunted war production is but hills and tan
-b« compared with that of a second ralo productive
etalo of Europe. /having an urea ono tenth of this
v ant country. There U no second opinion about the
abundance of India's man-power and renour. es. and
when her economic (talus is properly ]ud„cd along
with the portabilities, it in apparent to anyone tliat
there is a criminal u&sto or materials as well os
human energy.

In the present economic state, continues
the writer, the producer aims at the highest
profit, he, being the master of the whole
show, sees his own interest and his whole
action "is prompted by it.

A producer'* interest, is to secure maximum ptolit
for himself, which ho can havo ouly whoa tho
expenditure on production is tho minimum. India'*
labour is cheap, because as a rule thoro is tho
conscious attempt to keep it cheap. TliU cheap
labour has resulted in tho inefficiency of labour, >ot
it is paying to the owner of the capital. Whenever
thoro is any demand of higher wugei, t hero is a
huo and cry to refuse it on t lio ground that Indian
labour i- inefficient. How to got out of this dilemma ?
Oocouso of ridiiuluunly low wages Indian labour is
inoffitient and because it is inefficient it ought to
bat a low wngos. In tha post-war dots, what ia
there to expect that llio labour standard ii going to
ho raised over ulgllt when the producer’* aim at
maximum profit will bo justified by tho very system.
Even if there is hxod miriuiuta wages, can the
Government guatanlio un improved labour condition
tlirougli provision of real wages I

The writer's solution is drastic. To bring
about a reasonably high standard ol living
for labour, she says, the industries should be
taken overby the State. According to her,

only a state managed industrialization

can really result in bunging about an
organized and efficient labour and a high
volume of production.

"No Stale or organization, howetftr charitably
uinposed toward** labour, can help it appreciably, if
‘bo

« private capitalist system is allowod through
private management. Tt is dotes or alms canm u a
certain number of people for n certain period but
uy this, neither labour is treated na llio creator of

tho "t
nor con ** K* bcaltliy handliog of

M
THE IDEA OF PROGRESS

Absolute progress is a legendery tale
woven of dreams and achievement, writes
Wr. J F. Pinto in the Neiv Review,

uur rooter,oh. tic conception of program* 14
bomuao it Isold* only tha (luting glini.we* of a h ».ttl^t ever revcdit tho folrirw* of it* cram lour to th.»
ivaUrxl oyo of „ian . Us.ureit hold* but tha vai.it

y

of our heart, which tiatUra our .mud and hide, fiv.mu the .ham. of it* ignorance
t Lrcaiua it whisper* inour ear* the -n.uou* word* of drxcjtJt Y.

E'**J —whrrcos, woarobul mm h*-a\m- our rot kup tho steep mJ.» of tho mountain, but R,. crreaching it* height*. In tho mid»t of li •*,» ,, Af-darkocM* I„ 1 ho ni.ht of mihahon wo are inoarbanain ' And wo know it not *

With the advance of civilisation, and sll ,

it essentially means, man has not personally
improved; human nature has not chanced
since its Fall.

*

Hu mind may bo bettor informed. but hi* nwj,

unknownj^b litic. and villain,V.Vhu"«,u^t
i
?*

,

m t
.

,lt'lr ;<luih of slumber and rotxv-> m.dw» infu*«d with n dynamic fore*, a* cfoldHlo .!

“» n,
» JMCI. should exceed his e ,axp.Of what s a Heaven for?" asked the poet,

le ever toils, and toiling ever moves towards
III* final goal, jus ultimate end, "towards
hts last and indissoluble unidu with God."

‘ My heart i« restless until ,t rc.U in Then * «... .

development, ml,a rcsllewnwi fllr .?*?
•atitfaction. In hu «lnir"tn f,,r » £1 ,

*
!

n
,
w,d

rofioot* and reveal* hi* fn-tinelho a^d
ll<

!pmuion for *uth pregtlL wbl. h • ,1 i
l

or achievement, however rmU »»><>««•«t

’r^rww’ toward* hi« heave,, but 1
froiltiea, h,s human nature
fru.tr,,to lu* cihrtae* fto<l rTfcta,npplo. Hut they cannot atitl* mid wlen.« hi??!'**"voiro reaching to- horn on! they ca^not^i'i"'''

StaS? ''“h * K.S
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ANTI SOVIET PROPAGANDA INDIAN PROBLEM

The Nei*s Rnteai exposes example* of

the anti Soviet propaganda that is being

spread in the Conservative Patty

It ha* published quotations from the

privately circulated ultra Tory paper, An tr-.

of World Affairs edited by Mi Kenneth

de Courcy, a friend of Gen Franco and a

prominent member of the Imperial Policy

Group Mr De Courcy writes in hn
latest issues

Our observers are convinced that no understand

mg u possible with the Soviet* unless there is a

complete surrender to the Russian v ie» s regard

less of our connoitmeota abroat the political

changes within our ovrn sphere anil even on our

ona home fronts or a v fry llrro stand ia raa Is now

Wo insist upon the raodifoetion or the Soviet

sponsored Government* in Austria Poland Bulgaria

Yugoslavia Albania Rumania and Hun gar i the

immed ste execution of the inter All ed plans f r

the administration of Berlin and Vienna the
release of al) pio British and pro American Poles

and immediate guarantees to Persia China and
Turkey

Mf De Courcy suggests that the first

alternative would mean the elimination of

Anglo-American influence in a large part

of Europe and Asia The second course

would mean risking a quarrel with an

Ally at the end of the long war and oefore

the Far Eastern business is settled
*

WORLD PEACE AND ORDER
It would not be a bad idea for each

government to award scholarships for

foreign travel to men and w imen who
could see alien life and interpret it

sympathetically says Prof A R Wadia in

the Aryan Path It would not be a bad
idea if batches of clever children or youth”
could be taken to different countries
where their contact with the young and
old Vould breed understanding and
sympathy

• The logic of life duvea us to recognise
the need of a tvoild order where men and
women can live in peace and the world
is big enough and fertile enough to let

them so live To day we are living in
conditions -where tvoild citizenship can be
much more than a dream, *n aspiration
ripe to be realised

'

A new solution for the Indian problem

is put forwaid man article in the Spectator

by ' an Anglo Indian
"

‘ A new approach to the Indian

problem he wntes “ can only be by

way of autonomous Ministnes Unfortunately

less than half are now functioning But

at least these can be invited to depute

resident Ministers to Delhi to enable their

provinces to have a full share in the

Central Government That, would, al

any rate be a start back towards const!

lutional sanity The constitution of

India cannot be a machine built to a

blue print It must be an organism

growing from a germ It is our task lo

flant a seed which given goodwill and

common sense canj grow into a_ Centre,

which will be acceptable to the provinces

and the States in India “This,' (he

writer adds may be regarded as a

provincial even as a Punjab, view, but,

surely it is in the self governing provinces

that political reah«m and statesmanship are

to be found They are in some cases

governing extremely well Besides, bow
c*n the Centre ever be built up in any
other way but on provincial ministries?"

SCIENCE AND WAR
The extension of scientific knowledge as

a result of the war is revealed by articles

in Endeavour (London) Prof F. C Partlett

writes on experimental psychology He
points out that under the stimulus of war
much accurate information, has been
obtained about the determination of
everyday behaviour, and that thus a large
field of study is opened up ' Clouds
and Cioudscapes ' is the subject of an
article, by C J P Cane who, it is said,

was the fijst in Britain to send a balloon
into the stratosphere, and is a Member of
the International Commission for the
Investigation of the Upper Atmosphere
Dr F G Richardson discusses the
science of "rheology"—the dynamics of
fluids
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Hyderabad

'-HYDERABAD BAN ON PARADES
The Nizam’s. Government, under the

Defence of Hyderabad Rules, has passed a

Camps and Parades (Control) Order, under
.which.no camp or parade shall be held
by any political or communal organisation

in any place, whether public or private,

except with the previous permission of the

. Government.
‘ The

,
- Government, in a note on the

Order, says that there is nothing in the

Order which interferes with any legitimate

'activity. It merely reinforces the Govern-
ment’s determination to suppress with
complete impartiality dangeis inseparable

from any tendency on the part of non-
official organisations to usurp the functions

' of the State.

„

" REMISSION OF LAND-TAX
A remission pf 10 as. 8 pies in* the

-rupee has been sanctioned by the
Hyderabad Government for the year 1354 fasli

to Khalsa lands situated outside the ayacut
, and irrigated by wells constructed prior to

,1317 fasli. To similar non-Khalsa lands
a " remission of 3 annas in. the rupee
assessment was ordered.

' In - non-Khalsa villages where Govern-
ment s share in the assessment was annas
eight or more' than annas eight in the

- rupee, a remission of 10 annas eight pies
was ordered and where Government’s share
in the assessment was less than annas

• eight a. remission of annas three in the

,
rupee was ordered. ' i

TUNGABHADRA PROJECT
H. E. H. the .Nizam has sanctioned a

sum of Rs. 40,20,000 for meeting the
preliminary expenditure on the Tungabhadra
Irrigation Project. An administrative circle
with two divisions has been created to
'Undertake 'the work, entailing an
expenditure of Rs.- 2,42,000 during the
fust year. t •

ST ATES
Mysore

NEW MINISTERS FOR MYSORE
The Mysore Government announce the

appointment of three non-officiai Ministers
for the second term under the Mysore
Government Act of 1940. The new
Ministers are Dr. T. C. M. Royan, prominent
Indian Christian and former'President of the
Bangalore City Municipality, Mr. O. B. N.
Sheriff, Member of the State Muslim League
and Mr. L Siddappa, Member of the Lingayet
community, unrepresented in the previous
Cabinet. The association of three non-
official Ministers in the place of the present
two m running the administration of' the
State is considered in political circles as'

4

decisive move in the direction of associating-
the popular element in. the counsels of the
Government and democratisation of the“'TK™' 0"'

,

U"<ier.he Mysore Reforms
Act of 1940, which is now in force, not less

'

than two members of the Csbinet should be
non-officials chosen from among the elected
elements of the Legislatures. Thus the

RADIO MAKING IN MYSORE STATEAs a result of negotiations, which atenearing completton, betwi en the MysoreGovernment and Mr. Lawrence Bennett

puv'“
a“ *"d “““Sing Director of the

'

Phtico group of radio and eleetticalcompanies in England, a factory for Themanufacture of radio instruments andappara us of all kinds, including wireless and

L ,

r
',
Cei,in8 sets

' "dn very shortlybe established in Bangalore
' y

MYS°RE STATE BUDGET FOR 1943.46

'

loS jr
B “‘,

r
Eet esllraates for Mysore Slate for1945.46, after modification in the light ofcriticisms in the Representative Assembly

fisSr-*™* •

Anticipated total revenue is Rs. 9.26 70 000 .while the total expenditure is R s 9 18 19 497’
'

,
result,ng m a surplus of Rs, 8,50,103

' '
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Rajkot Cochin
' RAJKOT IRRIGATION SCHEME
The difficulties and defects of the usual

t
bullock driven irrigation system have been
®**Baging the attention of the Industries
Department of tire State, writes Prof. R. V.
Rao.

, Experimental lift irrigation methods
tried have revealed^ that because of the
steady flow of water-supply by electric
pumps, the - cultivators can get three
crops in a year. • Further, it is possible
to irrigate three acres in a day, which
is not possible by the ordinary Kosh
system, and the expenditure can be reduced
by 50 per cent The Rajkot State has a
post-war programme for' the development
of irrigation since agriculture here as else-
where is a. gamble in the monsoon and the
authorities, it is understood, have already
placed orders for plant; etc., for implement-
ting the scheme of electrifying 30 open
wells for growing more food-crops.

_ .
It is stated that the scheme has received

the appreciation of Sir William Stampe
the .Irrigation Adviser to the Government
of India who recently visited Rajkot.
Calculations show that by this scheme
about eleven hundred acres will be irrigated
resulting in an anticipated yield of 400
tons of food-grains per annum, which will
go a long way to ease the fodd situation
in the State.

Kashmir „
• -

.

NEW MINISTERS
The new Prime Minister, Rai Bahadur

Pandit Ramachandra Kak, assumed charge
of the office of Prime Minister. The
appointment nf .Pandit Kak has been

-

welcomed by the local newspapers and the
various political parties. The new Prime
Minister is a State subject and has varied
experience in administration of the State.-

His Highness the Maharaja Bahadur has
appointed Mr. .M G. M, Me&hri, Industrial.

... ^
lser t0 Government, as Development

aiTkL™ saccession to K B - Mar

NEW MINISTER FOR COCHIN
His Highness the Maharaja of Cochin lias

beenj}leased to accept the resignation of
Mr. T.K. Nayarof Ins office as Minister for
Rural Development and to appoint in his
place Mr Parambi Lonappan.

Mr. Lonappan assumed charge on July 12,
from Mr. Nayar. Mr Lonappan is the leader
of the Nationalist Party in the Cochin
Council winch was formed after the
election and has a strength of 17 members.

Et?SXh'” also rromiscd snppo"

RECONSTITUTED LEGISLATURE
'

The teconstiluted sixth Cochin Legislative
Conned met at Ernakulam on June 30

tLSsr
Boae’

.'o?!?,
I

?
til "“"jber nf ..eats, including5 ls “ SS’ “f. which 3S „e electedmembets, 10 nomtna.ed end 10 official

members. The Prsja Mandal his a solidbloc of 12 seats, while the Nationalist
Patty has six members. While the P.aia

Sr r n-/- “««>» « ft
1," p’ is led byMr,.-Parambi Lonappan, ,he recently retiredExcse Member or the Cochin Government

BhaTaljjur

BHARATPUR DEWAN
His Highness the Maharaj, Sahib Bahadur

Ram?”,! n°'
V Rajdmamra Savina A. VRamanathan, Dewan, to relinquish his offici

Lp
,r“f wV" 1 °v “““S
His Highness the Maharaj, Sahib Bahadur.s p'eased to appoint Rao Bahadur TtataJHukara Singh. Revenue Minister, as ActionDewran, with effect from tfie 5th July, igjif

'

pending the appointment a per,

/

d,™;
‘



INDIANS OVERSEAS
'"ROBLEM^Or^NMANS OVERSEAS

ajj'«"«
;te

”
R"S

S”'

the Mylapoie Wdb.e

a nation Dr Lai ha Sundaram urged

far lh« rfopu™ » *»?“" o(

presided

n r
Lanka Sundaram gave a survey

o( the dispersion ol Ind.ans m various parts

of the world and added that for every

100 oeop'e m this countr7* lhe,e wa * °!,e

J>ro.d After loach,«c on the

impediments thrown in the way of the

political progress of Ind.ans m the countries

£f their adopt on the *pe»ker

to their future and said that unless and

untl the Government of this county

earned out the family colonial system m

the matter of Indian emigration as was

j hv the Japanese in respect of

Atgentine they could not have peace w.«h

tJr neichbounng countries They should

anneal to the Government of India to Stop

£ r

£

srsveifad
"h,ch

»"!-d

front’ in South Africa, with Ind.ans natives

and other coloured peoples of that count.y

„ n mi'll so as to ensure their
acting >n unlj

survival

Mr G A Natesan refened to the

, scffarrd >>r Mm p.il.ccl.il,

m South Afucu and P"d » "lbu" tb

Gandh.j, fa! the way « which hr l.cUcd

far problem and mu.ed the eooeeieote of

South Africans .He edded the, « long

KS then counir) men in fad,a had no

. political fieedom. the .ubjoj.tion of Ihe.r

viAiinnals in other countries would continue

He hoped that when the National Govern
‘ * formed, the i glits of Indians

"•
overseas would be established and their

, interests safeguarded '

E. Africa
REORGANISATION OF KENYA

The Cast African Indian National Congress «.

has decided that the Kenya Governments

proposals for reorganising the admm.stra;

tion of Kenya ate “totally unacceptable

The Congress regrets to find the

Government ready with new while

immigrant settlement plans without any

plans for the long neglected Indian land

settlement and emphatically denies

allegations that the Indian population are

town dwellers only and affirms that they

belong to the farming stock

The Congress urges consideration of

the Indian claim to the common electoral

roll, common franchise and equal oppor-

tunity for assisted settlement It requests

the Imperial Government to appoint a

Royal Commission impartially to investigate

all political factors demands and aspirations

of all races, and make recommendations

in conformity with the Imperial obligations

for common economic, cultural and

political advancement

Burma
INDIANS IN BURMA

Problems relating to the resettlement of

Indian Nationals in Burma were discuSsed

at a Conference in Bombay on July 7,

convened by the Burma Indian Chamber

of Commerce Raja Sir Annamalai Chettiar

of Chettinad presided

The Conference adopted a resolution

requesting the Military Administration of

Burma to accord the same rights and

facilities to Indians to proceed to Burma

as might be accorded to Britishers and

others proceeding to that country during

the period of military occupation

Resolutions were also adopted requesting

facilities for a representative committee of

Burma evacuees to proceed to Burma to

survey agricultural and residential properties,

and for the restoration of normal trade

channels between the two countries at

the earliest possible time



NEWS' i DEPARTMENTAL t NOTES

Questions of Importance

CONGRESS St THE FRISCO CHARTER
- Tfie Congress- Working Committee, meet-

ing at Simla on
. July 15, adopted a

resolution - on the San Francisco Charter

declaring that
tho Committee regret that Ui® poaition allotted

to the smaller nations ia tho Charter is one

lacking all effcctiv enoas and the Groat Powers
not only dominate and completely control the

organisation but are placed above and beyond the

law they have themselves helped in framing

These Great Powers hate indeed strengthened and
consolidated their own position in, the world and
liavo shown no inclination to give op their

colonial possession and the special powers and
- ptn lieges they enjoy at the expense of dependent

"SC Committee especially regrets that the

declaration regarding uon-3eIf governing territories

is vague and unsatisfactory and is Uttto better

than the old mandate system of the League of
Nations which was a signal -failure in the past.

The d.scusaion \n the San Francisco Conference
on the objects of trusteeship and the strenuous
objections raised by some powers to the uso of

the word Independence or® evidence of tlio fact

that imperialist Powers are gtill functioning in

tho old imperialist way and intend to retain and
exploit their colonial posrcasions. The Committee
is of opinion that n Tull and frank recognition

of.nationol independence, within the framework of
a frotta fde international order, of colonial

territories 13 necessary to give reality to tho
purposes and objectives of the new organisation

and to lay tho foundations of ft stable pace.

The Committee has noted that the delegates

from India to the Saw Francisco Conference
represented the alien Government and in on
way the people of this country, and , their

attitude towards problems affecting India and
othor dependent and colonial territories was

, often opposod to tho policy of India considered
as independent. Such representation at inter-

national conferences is an affront to India and ft

fraud upon them and is likely to mislead foreign

nations. The fact of India’s dependence on
foreign authonty has resulted in giving her an

> anomalous position in on organisation of sovereign
' States, and deprived hdr of permanent seat in

the . Security Council of the new organisation,
Jihtch should be. her .due. Both for national and

, international reasons,- India must attain tho status
" on independent and sovereign Stato having a
place lft the, highest Councils of the nations, and

„ “'Copying a position, to contribute to tho

the
t

^
Cn

jl

j'
a peace/ security and freedom of

'
- .

*
Ci)' •

CENTRAL GOVTS’. RESPONSIBILITY
Answering Mr P<ilrae Dutt’s question

ns to whom the Indian Central Govern-
ment was lesponsihle, the Secretary of
State, Mr. Amery, in a letter in the

Birmingham Past staled "that the Central

Government by law is “ under the general

control of the Secretaty of State " who is

re-ponsihle to Parliament. Decisions of

the Government of India are “ normally
*'*

taken by a majority vote at meetings of
the Executive Council.

These statutory provisions, writes
Mr. Amery, are survivals of the 1919
Act. Leadeis of Indian communities and
parties were invited in 1940-42 to sit in

the Central Government, but they declined
to do so.

incy oro now being invited ogam. In tho
meantime, tho Council has been composed of tho
best men who were willing to servo. Thoso men
in fact two responsible for tho day-to-day ndminis- -

j ration. They are not responsible to the Indian
legislature in tho Parliamentary eonso and cannot
b® so until them ia on agreement between
Indiana as to the composition and powers of such
a Legislature. It- would not bo tolerable to
Indian public men of standing, holding such
positions, th/it their actions should in detail be
subject to inspection and interference by tho
Secrotary of Stato. Nor on tho othor hand
would it ho agreeable to them that I should
accept tho blame or credit for decisions they take.

' “Tho position was quite different 27 years ago
when Sir Austen Chamberlain resigned.. Thou the
.Central Government was composed 1 of officials who
were rightly required, to report to the Secretary i
of State in detail on all important matters.”

Regarding the responsibility for The
Bengal Famine, Mr Aroeiy writes; .

Tho Famine Enquiry Commission mado H clear
that it waa within tho power of the BencalGovernment, winch consisted of Minister* resonn •

. affile to an elected legislature, to have averted
*

the tragedy by timely action. They do notqualify this by saying that the Bengal Govern,moot could havo don? so only ,f the Government
of India had acted otherwise than they did



Utterances of the Day

PANDIT NEHRU ON THE AUGUST
DISTURBANCES

Powerful and outspoken observations on

1942 disturbances the Simla Conference

the Punjab Government and Punjab

Congress leaders and the people were

made by Pandit jawaharlat Nehru mbs
4d m note address before a large crowd

at Lahne

Speak ng in Hindustani Pandit Jawaharlal

194 we wl* he e to go back 88 years to ths

l mo of tbo t ator c loti no a ng of 18o7 I am

%ory pro >3 of what happened o 1942 I would

lee been vorv sorry odeed f people had tamely
1 a e been vorv sorry nnreti r people ran inmr.j

sub n tied to the B t sh Government That

would have been a a gn of coward ce and would

l avo undone the work of decades

U wag a nighty sod staggering phenomenon

o tee a holpleas people spontaneously rse o

It*pair and enhua asm w 0 out any loader or

o gaiutat on or preparal on or urns They bravely

u Terfel endured and aacr ficed many thingsuTorfel endured and aacr ficed many things

They co Id no longer tolerate the him 1st one sod

i uerj heaped upon them by tie ruling power

It a easy for armclia r cr t C» to find faults

,1 U at r a ng May be tl ere were thinga wl eh

cannot bo appro ed of or just Aed But they

... 1. who cr l c zed thoeo happen o« an 1'»"£•**< la who cr l c zed thoao happen ngs an 1

ho tr ed to m slead the people I make t pie n

i»t 1 cannot condemn tl oae who took part n

C R S NTW FORMULA
Mr C RajagopaLchar address ng a

crowded coscnip 1 tan gathering at the

South Inda Club S mb soon after tl-

fa lure of the S mla Conference denied

that Lord Wavell or H s Majesty s Govern

mtnt had rej cted Mr J nnah s cla m On
the other hand they had acquiesced in

that claim

Mr Jinnah he said is no v m a

non trans gent mentality and everything 1 e

sees in a d fferent 1 ghl But a wrong

cla m could not be sustained long and l

Lord Wavell cons de e 1 h s demand t > be

not feas ble and tenable he ought to have

the courage also to reject it

As a way out of l! e present impasse

if the British Govari ment really des red it

Mr Ra|agopahchan *aid tie prov nces

whose leg statures had been electe f on a

fairly w de francl se should be asked » s

to wl om they desired at the Centre and

then the representilives of the eleven

prov ces m ght choose four or five members
for the rest of minorities

tiial I cannot condemn il oae who took part o

tie 1913 movement
The poor kisona the r hearts aglow w ih the

dee re for f eedom wore oppreased an I lorturod

by the police and the m 1 tary Not much
dee re for f eedom wore oppreased an I tortunxt

by the police and the m 1 tary Not much
happened in iho Vuojab but n my own ptotmce

„ a B 1 ar and Donga! end n moat parti of

tl o country a «er re of black methods were
porpelratod Run lredi < f v lieges were not only

rosed and burned by tl e

laol on whch^they alood w^ere t

Tho poople made mistake#

faltered but they mo ed on

be eubduel drwp le Iho Ion hi

tl oueao la or pletoa the pot
r red but they bra ed all t

Dr PATTABHl ON THE SIMLA
FAIf URE

Dr Pattahhi S taram»yy», addressing »

publ c meet ng at Masul patam dwelt on d «

reasons for the fa lure of the Wavell talks

Dr Pattahhi regretted that no jo nt l st

ot names for the Viceroy s Executive

Council could he presented for »J mt 1st

would have meant a joint programme
joint electorate possibly and concerted

action on the part of the major patties for

the independence of India



Political

LORD LISTOWEL'ON THE SIMLA
FAILURE

A strong plea that the failure of the

Simla Conference should not be regarded

as final and that immediate further steps

should be taken for breaking the Indian

'deadlock is made by*
,
Lord Listovvel,

former Under-Secretary of State for India,

in a letter to the Times.

Lord.Listowel declares that the proceed-

ings of the Simla Conference
disctouud' that an iuunonsu majority of politically

conscious Indians, Hindus and Muslima alike, is

'anxious for 'another instalment of self-government
iVithin tbo present constitution, and is Milling to

accept administrative responsibility without prejudice

to our war effort. They also showed that the
' Viceroy has won the confidence and respect of
Indian leaders to a greater extent than any of

bis predecessors within living memory.

Lord Listowel says

;

To resign ourselves to a renewal of tbo political

'deadlock would ho a publio confession of

bankruptcy of British statesmanship, aud dereliction

of our duty towards India. Tho ripening nation-

hood of India cannot - be arrested and if it*

growth is not- nurtured by consent, it will asseit

itself inevitably by force. After Simla, there must
certainly be a pause for thought. jThia will give
the Viceroy a chance to consult Ins adtisers and
Provincial Governments, avid to resume his

discussions with the British Government. Duiiug
this bieathing space we mud decide which of
our lo«bua to cut -and haw best to gird aur loins

for a fresh effort. ' lVa have failed to substitute a
representative Indian Cabinet for the piesenl
Viceroy's Execulivo Council. Let ua write this

off for tho time being as a dead lo«g. To do so

need not preclude addition in tbo near future to

tho number of its Indian members,

' CONGRESS MINISTRY FOR ASSAM
Tbe Congress High Command has

authorized Mr. Gopinaih Bardolni, Leader

of- the Congress Petty,* in the Assam
Legislative Assembly and ex- Premier of

Assam, to form -a* Congress Ministry in

. Assam if it becomes necessary

It ' is - learnt that instructions have

‘been sent to Mr Hardoloi * that as the

terms of . understanding between the
' Ministerialist and the Congress Parties in

the, Assam Legislative Assembly have not

he«n fully implemented, the Congress
Patty should withdraw support to the present
Ministry and go ahead, if necessary, with
the question of forming a Congress Ministry.

CONGRESS PRESIDENT'S DISCLOSURE

The Congress President, Maulana Abul
Kalam Azad, interviewed by the Associated

Press at Calcutta, on July 24> outlined thu

proposal he had made at Simla to over-

come the opposition of the Muslim League.

Maulana Abul Kalam 'Azad was asked

whether there was any truth in the report

that, at the time of the Simla negotiation-.,

he had made an offer to the League that

he would not press for the inclusion of

Congress Muslims in the seats reserved for

Muslims in the proposed reconstituted

Executive Council. The Congress President

said that that was true. His proposal was
that if the League agreed to tbe inclusion of
two able and suitable Nationalist Muslims
who belonged neither to the Congress nor
to the League, he would not insist upon
the inclusion of any Congress Muslims.

The Congress President added that he
had made this offer on his own responsi-
bility and before be' had a

v
chance to

consult his colleagues of the Working
Committee.

SIKHS AND PAKISTAN

“I Will Oppose Pakistan!/.

" I would oppose ' establishment of
Pakistan and would be willing for a civil
war, if possible or necessary," said Master
Tara Singh, answering a question and
added that the question of Pakistan was
really a question .between the .Muslims and
•he S*klis and if Mr. Jmnali wanted
Pakistan lie must fust concede an indepen-
dent State to the Sikhs'" in the Punjab.

The Punjab, said Master Tara Singh,
was thvir_ homeland and ' they wanted a
State, including the Sikh territory, If
Palestine could be tbe homeland of ten
per cent. Jews, who lived theie, surely
the Sikhs had a much -greater right and
claim in the Punjab, where their religion'
was founded and they had most -of their
holy places.



176 Educational

HOPE ENGINEERING COLLEGE

H E Sir Arthur Hope Governor of

Madras, declared open at Coimb»t re the

Arthur Hope L. gineenng C illege on

July 9 before a Urge and distinguished

gathering

In welcoming Hi* Excellency an 1

requesting h m 1 1 declare tl e C Hege pen

Dr B B De> Drectir of Puhlic Instiue

tion referred to the recent progress m the

field of technical e facation He said that

two new couises r Highway F« gmeering

and Comraui itation Engineering wete n w

being introduce! in this College »hi h

would add to its unpin lance an! usefulness

The Alagapja Chetttar College f Techno

logy at Madras the College of Agr ulture at

Bapatla and the new College of Engineering

to be started shortly at Chi larabaram

would make 'his College at Coimbatore

the fourth of its Wind to be started m this

Presidency all within the period of a year

while the opening of a fifth College at

Vuagapatam for Marine and Aeronauti at

Engineering together with the usual Civil

Mechanical an! Electro al Engineetug was

under the immediate consideration of the

Government It was an achievement of

which Government might well be proud

Dr Dey ^aid that the
i

r hlera of

inadequacy of provision for students seeking

admission into the colleges coul 1 be solve I

by opening more polytechnics and .it factual

schools and the bifurcation of stud u at

an early stage in the Hn.li S bool

course The scientific orgai I'atnn of

industries at the present day ha I been

made possible only through pr glees in

Engineering and Technological Research,

without which India coul! never hope t0

build up her uidustnes in competition

with those ol other advarced coui tries in

the postwar wotld The geogtapt ical

position of Coimbaloie together wuh ng
present indusitial importance as well as us

future potentialities fir dev el promt male
it almost an ideal place for establishing a
college of englne'eting and technology

A CENTENARY ENDOWMENT
The Bombay Municipal Corporation has

voted - sum of Rs 100000 towards the

end lwroent of a chair in Civics and

P lilies in the Bombay University to

comment rate the birthday centenary of

the late Sir Pherr ze-hah Mehta The

Mayor was authorized to approach the

B mbay Goven nient for a
* substantial

donati in f r the purpose and was also

ic luested to inst tute a special public fund

Mr S Iv Patil leader of the Congress

Mum ipal Pariy moved the resolution

which was supported by all sections of

the House

CtR A L MUDALIAR
Sll A Lakshmansswarm Mudahar lias

been re eleete I Vi e Chancellor of the

Madras University

As Sir A Lakshmanas vami Mudahar was

the oily candidate for election, he was
deemed to have been elected by the

Senate as Vice Chancellor and his name
was submitted forthwith for H E the

Chancellors ratification

The Statute provides for the election by
the Senate of a panel of three to be
submitted tn H E. the Chancellor who
will make the appointment from among
them

Sir A Lakshruanaswarai Mudahar, it may
be noted was elected lo it for a three
ye-irs term in August, 1942

INDIAN AtR TRAINING
The classes fir the Indian Air Training

Corps, conducted by the Madras University,
will commence on August 15 at the
University Bud lings Chepauk

The course is one of five month dura*
tion the classes being held in. the evenings
after the college horns Ca Jets wilt be
givei a minimum of thiee hours flying
expel lence during the course and du'ing
training they will receive a stipend of
R* 20 per mensem
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'

' ARREST WITHOUT WARRANT
“ It is of vital, importance that the right of

arrest without tvarant * should be closely

watched by "courts", said Lord Justice Scott

in the Court of Appeal on July 15. He
was giving judgment on an appeal from

the 'decision of the Liverpool Assizes on

an action arising out of the arrest

of a Liverpool cloth merchant, Mr. M.
E. Leachinsky.

Mr. Leachinsky was atrested without

warrant on a charge of possession of goods

suspected to be stolen. Subsequently, the

charge was withdrawn and Mr. Le\chinsky

sued the police for wrongful arrest and

detention. The Liverpool Assizes held that

the police action was justified. On the

other band. Lord Justice Scott held that the

police had no grounds for suspicion and

the arrest was therefore illegal. An arrest

was no light matter and should not be
treated as such. Lord Justice Scott said :

•• It wad better that a criminal should occasionally
oat. ape tliau that judges should lot in tho thin
ood of the wixlge for discretionary arrest at tho
instance of the executive.
To keep clear the tlistiuction hotween tho

functions of the executive) and those of juatico is

. vital. The English nation in the past was wont to
speak of autoc/acy in any form aa an enemy of
personal freedom, but it is equally true that ths

g
ood working of democracy depends on the rule of
iw. .That i« why" this appeal is of such importance.
Arrests by the Executive uncontrolled by court*

ha\e happened in the past in English history and tho
intervention of courts is needed to curb it.

DEATH SENTENCE STAYED
It is understood that Mahatma Gandhi

wrote a letter to Lord Wavell a few days ago
requesting "him to stay the execution of a

person convicted in connection with the 1942
disturbances and sentenced to death. The
execution was due to take place on

July 12. It is learned that Mahatma Gandhi
has also asked the Viceroy that three or

four similar cases in the U. P. and Bihar be
kept pendipg.

It is presumed that Mahatma Gandhi
Would have had some indications from the

Viceroy as to .what steps the Government
proposed to take in this connection during
his interviewjn Simla.

COMPANY LAW REFORM
Far-reaching recommendations for tefotra

of company Jaw are made in a committee
report which was published as a White
Paper in London on July 18.

The major changes suggested include the

fullest possible disclosure of information,

including (except in the case ot banks)

hidden reserves
;
more effective control by

shareholders with longer notices of meetings
,and greater power ’to remove directors;

stronger penalties for untrue and misleading
prospectuses

;
directors to be liable to pay

compensation unless they had cause to rely

on an expert for a false statement
;
private

companies to be no longer exempt from
obligation to the balance sheets.

The report is highly technical and is

published with Press comments restrained
and contradictory, the Times City Editor
saying that the proposed changes "on the
whole gq beyond general expectations."
Th Manchester Guardian, however, says:
" They do not go as far as many had expected
and much is left to administrative 'alertness
of the Board of Trade but, if carried into law,
progress will result."

Silt VERE MOCKETT
The Hon’ble Sir Vere Mockelt, Judge of the

Madras High Courf, who retired from service
on July 25 sat for the last time on July 20
at the Third Court when a reference was
made .by the Advocate-General, Mr.' p. V.
Rajamannar, on behalf of the Bar.
' Mr Rajamannar, who has since been
elevated to the Bench, referred to Sir Mochctt’s
coming to Madras 24 years ago, his joining'
the Bar and how he rose to the front rank.
Sir Mockett’s advocacy was characterised
always .by thoroughness of - preparation,
accuracy of statement. In July, , 1932
Sir Vere Mockett was appointed to the Bench
and it was a unique thing in that an English
barrister who started his career just as any
other member of the Bar was elevated to the
Bench. Mr. Rajamannar added that Sir Vere
never forgot that he was a member of the
Madras Bar. .



Trade .and Finance

IN DO-AMERICAN TRADE
“I suggest -that India’s plan for

industrial rehabilitation and new develop-
ment be translated immediately in terms of a
list of types of machinery required This
list should be put in the hands of a purchasing
agency here, which has full authority,
subject to the advice of competent consult-
ing engineers, to make purchases of capital

goods as bpportunities arise". Thus
observes Mr. S. K. Kitpalani, Indian
Trade Commissioner in New Yoik, in a
report on “Post-war Trade Possibilities

between India and the U.S A."

After discussing the possible trend of

production and foreign trade in the USA.
in the post-war period, on the basis of

information available in the last quarter of
1944, just prior to the Presidential election*,

he comes to the following conclusion on
the availability of capital goods for India
and the manner of getting them

:

j
IihIux trialiBU ami manufacturers * here find

buxines*' bo brisk' that they are most reluctant
to take time out for- furnishing tochuical details
on tho ofT-chanco of orJora materialising after a
dolay of three or six months. They ore not
interested in that kind of business, when capital
goods can bo sold in this country at attractive
prices, so to say. Over the counter. So far as
I ha\ o been able to observe, industrialist's and
manufacturers in this country are prepared to
soli capital goods for cash down.

Mr. Kirpalani thinks that large quantities

of used surplus equipment are likely to

‘come on the market. “It will be second,
hand in the sense that it has been used ",
he says, “but it will be in first class trim

and will represent the latest in scientific

developments ",

2Yz PER CENT. 1950 BONDS
The Government of India, in a notifica-

tion, dated 9th July announced the issue
of,2}^

1

per cent, bonds, 1950, issued at

Rs 100 per cent, and mlceiiuble at par
on July 10, 1950

The subscription was limited to Rs. 20 .

_ crores approximately. Tim list opened on
July 16 and closed on the same day.

BRITISH PLAN FOR INDIA
Millions of sterling are reported to bc-

involved in die ordeis that Platt Brothers,
Ltd., Manchester textile machinery manu-
facturers, hope to secure as the result of’
the visit of Indian industrialists to Britain
in connection with post-war industrialisa-'
tion ol India. .,

An executive of the firm said recently :

“Mr. N. R. Sarker has visited us and
hopes to establish many more cotton mills
in Bengal, he asked us to quote for very

'

big orders, running into millions of pounds. •

We could deal with such orders as
soon is we got labour, as we have the

'

° Ur orK»nisation. We should .

need 2,000 to 4,000 more employees to
fulfil the orders and are now in touch
with the Ministry of Production, 'the
Ministry of Labour, and tUe Man-porver
Board on Ihe subject,
The. firm’s representative intimated that’

the price, quoted would not disappoint the .

potential customer from India who isanxious to buy British goods
So far as priority is concerned, the

'

Indian market will have to t.Ue its torn .

unless the Government of India is able topersnade the British Government that ti e

Far'EasT
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Women’s Page

SHAW S PLEA I*OR MORE
WOMEN M P S

Pointing out the inadequate representation

of women in Parliament desp.te womens

suffrage Mr George Bernard Shaw says

The statement was made to the course of

a letter supporting the Labour woman candi

date Miss Firene Lloy t Jones

in your •tool

Too many *

•nough to \ i

' to commit you to Ih > >• > plank

atform odd* Mr Bernur 1 Sh»»

, wool t be foolish and ignornot

gs nat it I mention it only to

i my experienced conviction of the

ir more won r i at \V otminetcr

SEXUAL EQUALITY FOR WOMEN

Once again the Married Women s Associa

lion is on the war path

This time they want sexual equality for

women which means they say that the wives

of Servicemen should have as much freedom

as their husbands

Mrs Dorothy Wilson, a member of the

Association s executive, wife of an army

sergeant and the mother ol two children, is

the spokesman of th s bright idea

She says

Mrs Wilson s husband comments on his

wife’s speech “I agree and so should every

right thinking man

Mrs CHURCHILL’S TRIBUTE TO
RUSSIAN WOMEN

Addressing the Women’s British Soviet

Committee in London, Mrs Winston

Churchill recently returned from a trip to *

Russia, spoke highly of the spirit of true

friendship and great interest in Britain, she

found there Her interest naturally was

centred on Soviet women, children and

hospitals She was struck with the fact that

she met far more women surgeons than male

surgeons It was explained to her that

women were more adroit with hands than-

men so that the majority of female medical

students went in for surgery - She was

impressed with the position Soviet women

occupied in civic and industrial affairs The

Mayor of Kursk is a woman Madame
Moloto is the head of the Soviet light

industries Madame Kollontai is so highly

thought of that in spite of her bad health,

compelling her to remain in Russia, she is

still the accredited Soviet Ambassador
to Sweden

KASTURBA FUND WOMEN’S
TRAINING CAMP

In connection with the execution of

x schemes drawn up for the utilisation of the

Kastutba Gandhi National Memorial Fund,
an all India Training Camp for the training

of women instiuctors will be conducted at

Wardha in September 1945 The course

will be for four months and it is intended to

give some special coaching only for the

candidates who are expected to have some
good knowledge ol the subjects in which
ihey are to be trained The camp will train

Sauchalaks or organisers, Grahapathies or

matron', Physical Instructors, Balwadi or

children’s home keepers, Artists and musi-
cians Provision fir training m agriculture

and animal husbandry, spinning and village

in du sines will also be made



**. Literary

“ CYCLOPAEDIC! HISTORY OF LITERATURE ”

A huge scholarly project to^ prepare a
"
cyclopaedic history of literature containing

' a series of survey of living literatures of

the world has been undertaken by several

professors of U S.A. under the general

editorship of Mr. Joseph*!*. Shipley, an

eminent American scholar. * The work is to

be published by the American Bookman, an

American quarterly of literary ..theory
^

and

• criticism. With a vjerv to obtaining

authoritative contributions, the Editors have

invited scholars of different countries to

contribute* articles on literatures of their

'own country,

“The Indian Literatures Section of the

cyclopaedia will contain 31 different contribu*

- lions dealing with Vedic literature, epics and

Puranns, Sanskrit
,

poetry, drama and
'

romance, Pali and Buddhist literatures,

and literatures in all . the modern Indian,

languages, and will total over two lakhs of

words. Dr. R. N. Dandekar, Secrelaiy of

the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

Poona, has been able to obtain articles oa

these subjects by eminent Indian scholars.

DE VALERA’S CALL TO, HIS PEOPLE
The Premier ol Eire, Mr. Eamon de Valera,

urgiug'the restoration of the Irish language,

said in a recent interview

:

“It was the aim of the British as often

expressed by their statesmen, to make us

English-speaking because they knew 'that

when" we had lost our language we would

be gradually absoibed into, the English

v nation.”
^

“ The British are opposed to Irish freedom.

Their language and literature contain a good

deal of that opposition and in relying solely

on the English language, we are simply

taking the English point -of view in regard

to our nation.”

It would be a great mistake, he added, to

think that because they had their freedom
dangers"to their dependent nationality would
not arise. They would certainly arise and it

would be 'a tremendous help to the nation
itf they had their own languages.

Personal 48i

TRIBUTES TO Sin A. R. MODALIAR

Tributes were paid at San Francisco to

Sir A. Ramaswami Mudahar for the “ sere-

nity, patience and skill ” with which he

conducted the proceedings of the Economic
and Social Council Committee. Sir Rama*
swami Mudahar presided over all the 21
meetings of the' Committee and 19 meetings

of the Sub-Committee.
In this connection, it is interesting to note

that in recognition of his services during the

war, Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar has been
granted the Honorary Degree of Doctor of'

Civil Law by the Oxford University.

THE NEW METROPOLITAN

The Rt. Rev. G. C. Hubback, the new
Melropohton, is the cousin of' Sir John
Hubback, ex-Governor of Orissa. Intending^
to be an engineer, he -1 graduated from
University College, Liverpool, served in the'

Admiralty Harbour, Dover and then came to
Calcutta Port Trust as an engineer. After a
couple of years he joined the Oxford Mission
as a lay brother and then proceeded to

England, where he tvas ordained in 1912.
The same year, he returned to India, worked
as a Chaplain in a'war hospital in Bombay till

1917 and after holding several appointments
was appointed Bishop of Assam in 1924,

INDIAN ‘MILITARY ATTACHE IN U.3.

Colonel Mahendra Sinhji has assumed the
duties of military attache and agenl to the
.General Staff in U.S.A. Col. Sinhji who
is first to hold the newly created position
visited the U.S. in 1942*43 as. representative
of the Indian Army,

, Sir R. K. SHANMUKHAM CHETTI
Sir R. K. Shanmukham Chetti, is

appointed Adviser to the Chancellor of the
Chamher of Princes. The appointment
which is a new one .is believed to be in
connection with constitutional questions
concerning the States.

DUBLIN DOCTORATE FOR INDIAN.
For the first time the Doctorate in Science

of Trinity College, Dublin, has been
conferred upon -an Indian, student. He is
Dr. R. Behari, who is a. research student
at the College. •



4b2 Medical Health

IILMAN SKIN FOR GRAFTING

Human shin can now be stored and-

used many weeks liter for skua grafting

Working on badly burned airmen, Squa
dron Leader D N Mathews, officer in

charge of the plastic unit of the Royal

Air Force has evolved ji method by

which the skin is stored in airtight bottles

folded and wrapped in tullegras and

enclosed in gauze wrung out of saline

solution Taken from human corpses

such skin retains latent life for many
week* when stored in a household refri

gerator at a temperature of between three

and stx degrees centigrade

Describing the discovery in the British

medical j
mrnal I anift Squadron Leader

Mathews says that it can theri be

applied to an injured part like a bedside

dressing without anaesthetic or stitches

Squadron Leader Mathews first ccnsi

deled the possibility of staring human skin

as a means of reducing the number of

operation* needed in plastic operations for

which injured anmen m j>ht be uusuited
both physically and mentally

The new procedure has the advantage
of eliminating donor areas — places from
which un lei the old methods skin has to
be taken lor grafting on wounds—and
which often causes greater pain to patients
than actual fiel I operation, and Uiat a
‘ Skin Bank could be created for expeii
mental wi rk in the still little explored
field of herogenous grafting

MW CVNerR TREATMENT
Professor Mikhail Nev) adornsky, a young

Russian *uentist has discovered • new
method of treating cancer tumours with •

special fat cmnlsiou obtained from

nafthalene
Nevyadorasky discovered ia 1930 that

nipthalene oil obtained in Baku destroyed
mal goant tumour* in animal* and further

rxpeiimenls showed that hydrocarbons of
cuv* n wWwiee* vfcva r.ed from this oil

destroyed the nuclei or cancercell*.

By this method he cured 90 out of 100
' carctrou* rats.

BALANCED DIET FOR INDIANS

Food Control and rationing in India

would have to continue for three to fit*

years after the war said Mr Kirby*

Rationing Adviser to the Government o'

India, in an interview This does not,

however, mean that there was no scope

far increasing the basic rations, he added.

Mr Kuby claimed that neither the

Government of India nor the Provincial

Governments weie likely to be caught

napping ijj future, as they had now all fhe

necessary information regarding food

statistics They could also draw upon the

experience of Some 50,000 people who
were engaged in rationing woik in urban
and rural areas

The question of “balanced diet", he
said, was a vital problem waiting to -be
tackled Industrial canteens, milk scheme*,
and school feeding schemes were to be

eacouraged He suggested the opening

up of nutution restaurants displaying model

food and giving training in preparing such

food and food advice centres fot dissent*

oatmg such knowledge ,

V rrAMIN PILL3

Nowadays, people are becoming vitamin

conscious to an increasing degree It is

estimated that in the past year, £50 000,000

was spent in America alone on these

health giving pill* But the cold truth is

that thousands of persons are taking special

supplies ol vitamins needlessly What s

needed by many middle aged adult* is an
occasional fast to lest the liver and other
over uoiked organs

Professor llaldi, a U.S dietetic expfit,
calls attention to a test conducted in Duke
Uniiersty, U S A _, by two doctots

A gioup of volunteer students were
given the usual dirt for thirty days Some
were also given sugar pill*, and the others
were given vitamin pills

Tlaiiy records were kept, and at the
end of the thirty day period, all weie
examined There was r.o striking difference
us health and wellbeing of the tw o group*



^Currency and-Banking Railways i6,i

INDUSTRIAL BANKING
,

.
* communication to the Press Dr.

Alagappa Chett«iyar urges the need -lor cre-
dit bank ^facilities to' promote industries,
lad r as, he says, is' just now getting to be

industrially minded

One ’
aspect of the industrialisation has,

howevef, been completely . neglected. No
industry can thrive lor long unless a well
developed system of .working credits is
leadi|y available to it. Inadequate or'unsym-
pathelic banking will cut at the root of in-
dustrial development. With So many new
industries to be fostered in the early. stages
of their development a coricommitant deve-
lopment of industrial banking can no
longer be postponed. Joint stock banks
can be 1

of seme help but not to the
extent necessary. What is required is an
industrial banking corporation in which the
Government play a "leading part in exactly
the same way as they do in regard to the
devlopraent of industries.

,
The local joint

stock banks will be shareholders of this cor-
- poration. It will, naturally have a quasi
public character As the provision of long
term credit is of the essence of industrial-
banking short term deposits from the pub-
lic, which are the mainstay of the finance of
ordinary banks will be unsuitable.

BANK OF ENGLAND.
The authorities in the United Kingdom

have declared Bank qf England notes of
10 and over as no longer legal tender

from May 1 1945, says a Press commu-
nique. They have also restricted the export
from .England a! £5 notes J>y travellers.
The Government of India are prepared

to give a . final opportunity to holders of
Bank of England notes of £5 and .over to
obtain payment for these, notwithstanding
the fact that they -may be guilty of an
infringement of notification or Oct. 4 1941;
or a contravention of a prohibition under •

the ‘Sea Customs Act
The Reserve Bank of India' will accept

,?for collection at any of its offices in India
Bank or England notes of £_5 und over
from Aug. 1 to Aug. 15, 1945 (inclusive).

MANUFACTURE OF LOCOMOTIVES ,

At an impressive ceremony recently the.
'

General Manager of the East Indian Rail-
way handed over the E. I. R. Workshops
at Singhbhun to Tatas, for the purpose- of
the manufacture of boilers-and locomotives -

and later, of engineering machinery. The
Workshops were renamed as TELCO Works.

Handing over the Workshops to' Tatas!
Mr. Ghosh, General Manager, E. I. R. des-
cribed how the workshops which were
originally started by the Peninsular Loco-
motive company for building wagons, were
taken over by Government in 1927 for the
manufacture of carriage under frames and*
by the Defence .department in 1941 for the
fabrication of armoured carriers and landine
barges. , .

*»

r T , ; , .
“ on oenalt

o( Tatas, Dr. John Mallhai, Director, said
that the manufacture tf broad-gauge loco-

'

motives at the E. I. R. Workshops at Jamal
pur m the past and of metre-gauge locorao.
lives at the B. B St C. I. Workshops, Aimer

. indicated that there were no inherent diffi."“ ,n
.

ll
.'
e 01 locomotives being mi-nufactured in this country. Doubts as tn

whether the Indian, demand for steam loco-motives would be adequate to absorb the"optimum capacity of economic unit hadbeen set at rest, once and for all as a ,e-

1
°, m "V65li e»tions, conducted bythe late Mr. Humphreys and the lata Mr“So0"

.

beh*,f °r- *• *n«r
rtAtLlViyEXTENaiOtt M SOUTH INDIA

c n't -I'
R'S™° , 'ls. --Generral Haha-ger South Indian Railway, at a recenl

“
conference ,n Madras foreshadowed the p's!sibility of new lines of railway being cSns-

rind
S°.“lh

,

India ” *e post Lr pe-‘nod. He said that the subject bad alreadybeen considered by the Ra,l„ay Board
re
“5 .

the Madras Government" and it was screed

KuUef
e
d“T TnS,raC,‘™5 " ou,d he theKollengode-Trichur metre fra„a((

,lhe Dmrftgul-Gudklur section 'a® an aI,™'native to- the restoration of the M,du a-

KSSSS ,.°"d
.

>he- Tanjore



Art and Drama Sport
ifti

b« SlUTIUA IHIAGA'ATIILB

We lament the iea'h HuA«™>»“

GaT.l. SiUm.m L Muth.a Dh.fvather, the

SSnSS-r™* SiT
,,on, with the Mysore State as ,‘V' .

Vidwau and conferment of tale of Doctorate

by the Travancore State are very well

known to the music world

The late Bhagavather who was a native

of Travancore is reputed to have composed

a ragamahka of 103 Stanzas about Godd.se

Chamundesvau His erudition .a music

was vast and his iriginaldy in many new

racams and songs unrivalled liw expos.

l,on and delivery during H*"k.th»

Kalakshepams were superb The late

Bhagavather was responsible in popularising

Maharaja Swati Tirunal s compositions

INDIA 3 CONTRIBUTION TO WORLD JIUNIC

Indian and European musicians played

woiks especially chosen to illustrate, the

way in which the two systems of music

influenced one another at a concert at

the Netherlands House London on July 11

The artistes were Geoffrey Gilbert

Arnold Goldsborough Professor Max

Rostal and Narayana Menon C Lawson

Reece introduced the items and there was

a discussion on the contribution that

India could make to world music

The Late Mb PONNIA PILLAI

The late Ponma Pillat was one of

the most talented musicians belonging to

a family of musicians, well versed ill

Carnatic music Being attached to the

Madras and Annamaha Universities ha was

making every effort to maintain the high

traditions of Carnatic music

INDIAN INbTITLTL Ol ART IN 1NDISUU

The Government of Bengal it is learnt

have approved of a yearly grant of Rs 2d 000

from 1941 48 to the Indian Institute of

Art in Industiy Tie grant is subject to

certain provisions During the yews 194j46

and 1946 41 smaller grants have been

sanctioned, in view of the fact that

it will take about 2)4 years for the

programme of the institute to become fully

developed

II \JOR HA/1B ALI

Major Wa/u- Ah, one of Jmh» * best

known encketer. ha, .
announced »,

intention of retiring from fust class cricket

after having served the "King of sports

for over 23 years and won renown m

In iia and I nglind

lo recognition ol lm «™“’ ,n lhe

„uvc ol lmlun cncket . [>»>•' » to b'

loim.llr presented to Ore feet Bhopel

batsman nben he makes hie eppeet.nce in

the coming winter

INDIA AND M C O MSIT

Sir Pelham Warner Deputy SecretaiJ' ol

lire Marylebone Cricket Club, m * J'“ „
Mi K S R»i e* R>" Honotery Secretery

of the Boaid of Control for Cncket

India say, that at a meeting of the ~
held on June II be .... tnattueted to

that at the present moment '

quite impossible to arrange even “"‘‘“'"T

visits ot the MCC to Jodie

indeed to any of the Dominions

CuNSTAVTINB TO RETIRE FROM CRICKET

Leary Constantine one of the greatest

all rounders Hie game has ever **en'
1

retiring from cricket, probably this year

The West Indies captain said at Lords

recently that he felt he was

old for the game He will be 43 in

September I think I had belter give up

the game before it gives me up . he said

Constant ne is still fust choice as capta n

lor the war time West Indies sides, »nd is

also playing some League cncket in the

North

NEW RECORD FOR SULE RACE

The Swedish runner Gunder Haegg, has

established a new world record, running a

mile in 4 m nutes and 1 4 seconds beating

the previous record of Arne Anderson.

Sweden-s record holder a year ago who

covered it in 4 minutes aud 1 O second*
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OBSERVATIONS OF TUB SOLAR ECLIPSB
.Secrets of the total eclipse of the Sun

(July 9)vwill remain secret. Any Important
discovery made when the skilled teams of

British astronomers and radio physicists set

their carelully co-ordinated networks of

delicately-tuned instruments to record the
eclipse ‘will not be revealed until the end
of the Japanese war, said an official at the

National Physical Laboratory.

, British- experts will co-ordinate their

findings when they return to London from
their scattered observation posts. Only
then will it be known whether their radio

prpbing's into electric conditions of atmos-
pheric layers many miles from the earth

will s aid in future radio longwave
development. Good results and belief that

new data have been obtained are reported

from at least one radio research station

near London where the experiments were
described as “ according to plan 7.

. ’I'nor. SAHA’S PLEA
Closer scientific links between India and

' Russia were urged by Prof. Meghnad Saha
of the Calcutta University, in a speech at

Moscow. He was one of the party of foreign

scientists now visiting the Soviet Union.
“India possesses maDy scientific societies

and academies united under the aegis-of the

National ‘Institute of Scipnce at Calcutta,”

said the Indian according to the Moscow
Radio* -"I. shall be happy if the Soviet
Academy will establish contact with the

Institute for further interchange of scientific

, information, scientists and students. Russia
can teach us." /
Sm VI3VESVARAYYA ON THE INSTITUTE
Speaking at the eighth annual meeting of

'the Court 'of the. Indian Institute of Science

last month, Sir M. Visvesvaraya, President of

the Court, referred to the increasing interest

taken by the Government of India in the

Institute's work. - He urged the Government
of India to provide a capital grant of

Rs. 50 lakhs to the Institute and a recurring

annual grant of Rs. 5 lakhs in addition to

the .current normal grant. He pleaded for

compulsory mass education and for the

expansion of indushial training.

FILM DELEGATION TO BRITAIN AND U.S.A.

Four members of the delegation of the

Indian Film Industry which will visit the

United Kingdom and the United States, have,
left Karachi for England on July 9. They are ;

Mr. P. N. Roy (Leader), Mr. S. Sundararajanf,
Mr. Kidar Sharma, and Mr. K, S. Hirelekar
(Secretary), Mr. Roop K. Shorey, a Punjab
producer, will join the delegation in
England shortly.

Interviewed by the A. P. Mr. HireJekar
said that the delegation would also visit'

France and Sweden. They would spend
six weeks in Europe and eight weeks in the.

-

United States and see the latest developments*
in the film industry both from technical and

'

the organisational points of view.
INDIAN'FILM COMPANY IN BRITAIN
A new film company, the “ Three Stars

1’ilms Company Limited ” has been formed
with two-thirds of the capital subscribed in
India and the remaining third in Britain

-An Indian Finance expert,
. Mr. D. P. Kaura

will be the Managing Director and the
Chairman of the Unico Corporation Sir
Francis Price, is the Chairman. Technical ;

Directors are Mr. Mohammed Aii Currim-
bhoy, who is now in Paris and a British

'

Technician, Mr. Sydney Bux Also
represented on the Board of Directors are
Mr. G. M. Calcuttawalla and Mr. Hussein
F. Cummbhoy,

EDUCATIONAL FILMS FOR STUDENTS
Sir J. Wadia, Vice-Chancellor of theBombay University, inaugurated on 1st July

a scheme under which educational films will
'•

be shown on Sundays at certain Bombaycmema houses for the benefit of BombaJ
students. The scheme is jointly sponsoredby the Information Films or India, and heHeadmasters Association of Bombay.
Thanbmg the sponsors, Sir Bomanii saidthat educational films, shown to sImh! ,would be of immense help "”,

only to

'

studies but also in broaden],,J 5T 1
!
leir -

1^?s=ris3£=s.
of the opportunity offered by this rt

"



SbG Automobiles

MOTOR CVRb TOR CIVILIAN ObE

Two hundred Austin 10 h p cars, the

first large motor cons.gnment to reach

S. foJ civilian use « many years have

now arrived in B>mb»y _

They are part of a fleet of machines

oniend by lh« GowritiMOt of !»«> W«
Tr.n.pMl D.p.ito'ol The., s.ls ».ll be

controlled end te.tr,cted to people eng.ged

,n essental w»r or ctv.h.n tv oik ,n the

country

A recent announcement from Delhi said

th.t the Austin 10 TO lb' only c.r non,

evsileble for distribution and that it. price

would be about Re 3150 plus tt.n.por

let,on charges front the d.elnbubot. «»«<

—in ths case Bombay—to the premises

of the dealer or sub dealer
°

The comparative high price to f

charged for the newly imported
/'Jr***

(the prewar price in England of a

Sunshine Salooon Austin 10 was £185

or Rs 2450) is explaned in Bombay

the following way

The wholesale cost price of the car is

approximately £288 (about Rs 3150)

Tr„.,e,H Kinodom today An im|
approximately h-zoa '

lK United Kingdom today *»

duty of 36 percent levied oo Bntisb cars

bungs the wholesale landed cost in India

to Rs 4 992 or in rouod figures to

Rs *000 From the remaining Rs 150

the War Transport Department has to

meet freight insurance unpacking and

servicing charges

iORD 1110 MODEL

Production of 1946 model Ford aulomo

biles began at Dearborn Mich gan as the

first car came off the final assembly line

at (he Ford Motor Company s Riser Rouge

plant on July 3

The company officals sail that civilians

engaged in essential transportation will

req lire the entire output for many months

and it may be two years before cars will

be available for those with priorities

lard has a quota <f 40000 of the motot

industry s overall allotment of 200 000 Cars

v, to be built this year

Aviation

EMPIRE AIR CONFERENCE

India s internal air lines ought to be

paying their own way within five years

This view was expressed to Reuter by

Sir Gurunath Bewoor, Secretary to the

Government of' India, posls Air

Depaitment and India s chief delegate to

the Commonwealth Air Transport Council

which opened m London on July 9

He said that India's plans /or trunk

services as feeders to Commonwealth effoits

on internal onal services must come first

As soon as practicable, afterwards external

lines to the Middle East, Burma ahd

Malaya would be developed

“ \Ve hope that progress will be

maintained in British aviation be

announced ' because we hope to u<e as

far as possible British aircraft and British

personnel

Sir Gurunath Bewoor referring to Indj* *

internal air lines told Reuter' " ~ur

scheme definitely contemplates subsidies

where they are justified They will be

justified where they will assist in develop

ing routes which we have planned and

these routes are the main trunk routes

connecting the central cities or India

Subsidies will be granted for a limited

time only, until such time when the joutes

we hope will become paying We look

upon aviation as a service that must pay

its way

OS LOMI1ERC1 \L PLANLb FOR INDIA

According to an American news agency,.

Indian aviation companies are seeking

additional planes from the United Stales

The chance that they will be able to

buy surplus passenger craft by the end of

the year is considered good by the Foreign
Dconomic Administration It is learned

that the War Production Board is consider

mg the allocation of a small number of

new commercial types of planes to the

Indian airlines



‘ Industry

Mb.’K9C. MAH INDRA’3 IMPRESSIONS*

Mr. K. C. Mahindra, former head oi the

Indian supply mission at Washington arrived

at Karachi from Montreal on July 6.

. Interviewed, Mr. Mahindra said that he

resigned his office in February last and

spent most of his time in New York ** These

were the most interesting years of my life,”

said Mahindra and praised the hospitality he

received from Americans all over the country.

Giving his impressions he said that as a

businessman he was naturally interested in

industrial organisations which contributed so

largely^ to winning the war. He had great

admiration for the manner in [which American,

industry geared up to produce the almost
' fabulous * volume oi output of machinery,

ammunition and equipment for war purpose.
“There is a great lesspn to be learnt by
every business man from American experi-
ment,” he added “

and it should be of
practical value to us in India where all our
effort must be directed to the production of
food and goods for the masses of people
who are today living on the verge of
starvation.

V

TRACTOR FACTORIES IN INDIA

Mr. Harry Fergusop, an industrialist, whb
is- ai route to England to examine the
possibilities of establishing tractor factories

there, announced in an interview in • New
York that he had “magnificent offers of
all the resources I need" for factories in

India from Indian interests.
*

While Mr. Ferguson indicated a desire
to establish mass production factories in
England to manufacture the light tractors
and other implements he has invented, he.
said that • should “ past obstructionism

"

again arise in England, he would consider
India, France, Canada or Australia as
manufacturing bases".

Agriculture JS7

MINIMUM PRICES FOR FARM PRODUCTS

In the couise of a communication to the

Government ' on fixation of agricultural

prices, the Committee of the Federation

of Indian Chambers of Commerce and

Industry state that tiiey subscribe to the

policy of assuring a minimum economic
return to agriculturists along with an all-

round improvement in economic conditions-
in India.

The Committee say that stabilisation of.
agricultural prices can only be viewed
when the war-time controls aie removed.
In the opinion of the Committee, the
scheme of price-fixation cannot be consi-
dered a substitute for a programme , for
the improvement of .farming through the
use of fertilisers, better seed, irrigation
and stopping the processes of fragmenta-
tion, soil erosion and deforestation.

rnce stabhsation should be gn All-India
basis in which every Indian State and
Province should accept the policy -and"
undertake to^implement the same uniformly •

Agricultural prices should be maintained
at a level which must be fair to the
producer ie., which covers the cost of
production and Reaves a margin of income'
to ensure a. healthy standard of living
to the agriculturist. -

b
;

— ... siVAN
The death occurred on July 5 al th.age of 75 of Rao Bahadur M. R. Rama

atvarm Sivan, retired Principal „f • lhe
Agricultural College, Coimbatore. 1

After retirement,
;

Mr, Sivan went to

stabilisation' „/”& Madura'" Co'llge 'whkh

'

Annamaiai Universite
1
.

IaJ,as aDlJ

the National ^



Labour
General

apian FOE the betterment of labour

To plan for the betterment ° f !»b™r

h
“

T_.fi, ,3 to plan (or the vast majority ol her

people «.,>—» » ft r“ ,

M--.
£ Ind..n l.b.u. will

STStem of land tenure and there will be an

Si... ««a •! *'”5

s„tem The land tenure keeps most o

\l fun labour ted on land with pnmeaval

methods of cultivation poor output and

hLvy taxation to ma ntain the parasites

Known as landlord who share the major

port on of land products without ever

taking the pains of cultivating it as me laud

belongs to them by convention

To Weep He system intact and to plan

for the land labour w either a hoax with a

view to deceive labour or an utter ignorant

sten of • reform st dreamer Ary ifhcient

punmnc will be for saving the vast waste

2 labour on land and sav.ng it from a

meagte living on a starvation diet by

employ ng their unused energy m other

,0d
HrALTH 1-NSUUANCE FOR WORKERS

The seventeenth meeting of tie WotW

,og Committee of the Indian Medical As

soc.at.on was held at New Delhi on July 9

with Dr Jivat.j N Mehta -the President of

the Association In the chair
,

The Comm ttee discussed rrol Adatkar s

report on health insurance for industiiU

woikers and a statement was prepared

,o bo forwarded to the Depa.lment of

Labour Government of India the Irovincial

Government and the employers and

Lbour organisations. The statement puls

forward certain suggestion* the acceptance

of which by the Government of India

is urged fir succtss of health insurance

,n the country The statement «!

ADniNZEBSaE.NT10HI-iDUTSMrl.FS

Aurangezeb was not very fanatic and

bigoted as he is said to be, he Bju-

Jahagirs to four Hindu temples m Ujja.n

alone Historic Uuths like these belying

many histor.ans accounts of al,oc,‘“*

against Hindus bv rulers during Moghul

period are being disclosed m ceitain

Firmans wh ch are being brought

out in a booklet by the Hindustani

Cultural Society formed in March last to

foster communal unity in the country

These Firmans signed by Moghul

Emperors from AWbar down to Bahadur

Shah it is said throw sufficient light on

the religious social and cultural relation

ships between Hindus and Muslims dunrg

those days

Giving an idea of the social and economic

cond lions of the Moghul P«‘6f ‘\f

firmans indicate that the cost of ISUW
maunds of grain those days was only

Rs 1221 The firmans which numberRs 122 1 The hrmans wmen

about 100 are in possession of Mr Laksnmi

Narain a mabant in charge of about J

in the counuy .............

demands the inclusion of representatives

of the Indian Medical Association in the
ot tne inoian —
Committers that m g»t the appointed ...

fnluie by tie Government of India before

the jioposals ate given foal shaje

temples in Ujjain

Dr Bansan Trasad assisted b» Dr I*t»

Chand and Prol Naimur Raham i*

translating these ' firmans which are

in Persian

KASTURBA TRUST BOARD

As resolved by the Board of Trustees

the headquarters of the Kaslurba GanClu

Memorial Trust have been shifted from

Bombay to Wardha (C. P) The Wardlia

office was opened on Monday, July 8

The Orgams ng Secretary Sri Mndola

Sarabhai continues to have her office

in Bombay as at present and correspon

dence meant for her may be sent to

Bombay as before

,
KINO DECORATES INDIAN

The first Indian to receive the Victoria

Cross from the King it Buckingham Palace

was decorated at an investiture recently He

was sepoy Ramdeo Jadhaoof the Mai r»tt*

L ght Infantry who headed • long 1

ot men and women who received

decorations from the Ktng
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All premiums paid (excluding the first year’s)

refunded along with the sum assured

either at maturity or when a

claim arises by death.

Once again UNITED INDIA is the pioneer in giving
something unique in insurance.

Without obligation ask for particulars of this

new and novel scheme :

“THE UNIQUE ENDOWMENT PLAN”

United India Life Assurance Go., Ltd.
Post Box No. 281, MADRAS, '

OR

To any ’of lhc Company 3 Offices throughout
India, Ceylon and British East Africa.

0. r.



Tea Time—
In the Himalayas

Dnndreds of miles of bridle roads link the T *1,e** an
£

plateaus n India s treat North Wall It is only through

constant trnthc by pack mules that these settlements are

able to live and to send their valuable produce sncn as

frmt and One wool to the Plains

On these roads the traveller a throat is parched

tbo summer hut he shivers in the snows of winter

Hot tea which is freely drunk in these monntams helps

to make the way easier and cheers him at joorncy s end

The people of the Dills taka their lea ready mixed

with milk and sugar The traditional vessel in the

Eastern Himalayas is a long stemmed cap of wood lined

t
with silver but brass or Cb na bowls are often used elsewhere

1

Everywhere in tbo mountains Crook Bond fre«h tens are

most popular—juBt as they nre alt o^er the Plains of India

Du i
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HERE’S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

.
If you have good photographs

relating Lo Travaracore, please

send them to the “Travaracore

Inform a li ora and Listener”,

Contributions accepted and
published will be paid' for.

THE EDITOR.
- TRAVANCORE INFORMATION & LISTENER

Department of Information,
.

-
’

Huzur Cutcherry,.

TSIYANDR Ujj, , ,
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‘ MAN OF THE MOMENT'* Srnc** this war began

a number of Indian pilots ba\e let the world know

that flying is just one more thing that India can copa

with when opportunity arises Heroic actions and

achievements h ve already built a proud record for

the Royal Indian Air Force a record watch augurs

well for the future Today more and moro courageous

young men are invited to become pilots m this proud

young Service When peace returns their knowledge

will be an asset to them elve and to India Then as

now the pilot t ho has flown with the Royal Iodian

Air Force will be the man of the moment Any
Recruiting Officer will tell you how to npply





-FOR YOUR LIBRARY SHELF-
AT POPULAR PRICES

ju^Tonx
BOMBAY

lij Can rj T hheppard

If you want to know eomothmg about

t story of lie C ty of Bombay here is

book joi st i'll read Full cloth cdi

with 24 full page illustrations

Price Rs 5 (B> V P P »• ->-8)

The entire j
roreeds of the sale of this book

will be donated to the Joint War Organise

tion of the Indian lied Cress Society and St

John Ambulance Association Hi 18
(By VHP Us l 13)

l story of lie C ty or Bombay here is the puiLQSOPIIl
book jo - at nil rad Full cloth edition R 0F G00D THOUGHTS
with 24 full paRe jIUwtraUona * Sane. 1. It 111 * IV

Puce Be 5 IB) V P ” ® 1
Selections from A Thought for Today ’

__ quotationr published in The Timts of Ihd a

MONOGRAPH ON THE RELIGIOUS They cover e wide variety of subject* ’

SCOTS IN INDIA AMONG THE Riven unier well denned headings, and
° LjU1Q 1L

’ nivrnna contain words of truth wisdom encourage

By D
l

A rYi C 4 *“»* »od fro“ °{ lba “<>“
y

,
eminent men of many nation*.

Printed and publ si cd under the patronage Pnce Re 1 each
of tit Mime pal Corporal,on for the C,iy {R , < for tbo four berlcs by V P P Ke 4 8)

of Bonbay This handsome volume is the —
outcome of jeers of Budy It is well TTIABF d FI\A\CB

zr st nsssi T so. inr
i,

i

?
D
r
Ii

c
N
fiffi**

0®
intoreeling ^bnok

y p p * 9) This is not a book of get rich quick

SPORT

CBIGKFiT AND HOW TO PLAY IT
By i. If D Smell Al C C

Read this book to improve your game and

TRAOF d FI\A\CE
THE INDIAN INVESTOR

By C F C D, Santa
This is not a book of gel rich quick
formulao for the speculator but a lucid
treatise on the principles of scientifc invest
men1 Equally indispensable for city end
mofussil investors A very practical book

I indeed Price Rs 6
I (By V P p Rs (J 81

iste good ple> VI niton LAW
,as played fust class cricket LA\V or MARRIAGE GOVERNING
(By v P P Re 1 13) DAVTOODI BOHRA MUSLIMS
-1 Bj Albasalt \n,afalt BSc BJig

' CONCCKTBVTBD I

xh*.u AtrSf..t or th.
1 s Trumper Iuiw of Marriage among Dawoodi Bohras
Bridgo the short

'*



ams Masses ap w6au

India’s Auxiliary Nursing Service offers work that is absorb-
ing, interesting and Useful No uniform, enjoys higher
prestige than does the white cap and apron of the "angels
of mercy
The first class A N S training will make it easy to pass op
to a successful career m -civil nursing after the war Eveij
if you have different plans the medical knowledge gained
will be invaluable in your home hf<yor in connection with
national social services Do net miss this chance 1

Central Sitvie* rata* of pay nut* ag experience can enter at an
(l)Unc ctificated norm— T* 100 126 advanced grade Nuclei ace not poit-

p.» (2) C'tt £ caUd aatm-R« 135 td osetteat valets they specially

175 pa Colh with free accGcincda volunteer to 50 All candidate* emit
lion load and fuel Age belweca 171 ha/ea fluent knowledge of written
and 45 c'lri J'uit be Beit ah tub ect and ipofcen Eaglish and raquesta for
or aaibieei. oV anlniianSlal* Wo vp>V>eVotm tni» nml to maie in
licatiOLt ara oeceiaary bat thoi* with Lnglisb

AAA 270

For full dttJili unit today to —

tady District Superintendent,
St, John Ambulance Brigade

Overseas, Madras
AUXILIARY NURSING SERVICE
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Waterproof Canvas Hold-alls
Soiled Linen bags, Golf bags, Hand bags, Children’s school bags

.
and Ground sheets, etc , etc

Always insist on
6A B—Products’

We manufacture the above high class waterproof articles and

supply hi wholesale to many merchants and dealers all over India

Enquiries and orders are solicited «-

Stockists and Agents are wanted in unrepresented apeas.

For prices and terms apply to

,

A LI BROTHERS,
46, Angappa Naick Street.

G.T„ MADRAS.

CHOOSING A BOOK!
“ AS BOOKS multiply to an unmanageable degree,

selection becomes more and more a necessity for readers
and the power of selection more and more a desperate
problem for the busy part of Readers, *' wrote De Quihcey.

THIS PROBLEM SCARCELY FACES OUR PATRONS & CUSTOMERS
For latest and best Books, Journals & Period cals

visit HIGGINBOTHAMS,
MADRAS, BANGALORE & OOTACAMUND

(The Prom er Bookhouse in South India—Renowned over a Century

)

We also procure Books from abroad on specal order
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INDIAN DANE, LIMITED
(bstabusbed is 1807) >

Norlh Beach Road, MADRAS

ESFLANADE
TRIPLICANE
UYLAPORE
T HEAL.ARA\ A S'AC, All
PURASAtt 4LKAM
MODNT ROAD

Issued and subscribed capital

Paid up capital

Reserve Fund

Deposits as on 30 6-45 exceed

Broadway
D c Street
North Made Street
Prokaaaro Hoad
Foresaw alkqm H „hRoad
South A tew blouat Road

Rs. 60,00,000

„ 33,61,250

„ 33,62,500

„ 12^ Crores

ALL KIND8 OF BANKING BU INLS3 DONE
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the Navy and m return the Navy ts
1 elpiiig them—it is teaching

them to be independent young nomen by equipping them with

knou ledge which util be most taluable to them after the war The

training uhtch they have acquired » ill provide them with a ilex'

asset with which to take their place in commerce, industry or vn

the professions You too can join these enlightened women Ask

any of the IV A C (0 Recruiting Officers whose addresses are

gnen below about service in the WRJNS You can also apply

direct toany WRINS Unit Com

mander or to the Naval Officer

in Charge at a ly port (ox'll

DTRC, WAO (I) Cubbou Road
Bangalore

A T R 0 , MV A C. (I). 3/18 Mount
Road Madras

AT RO MV AC (I) cjo Asstt Technical
Recruiting Officer Bharat
Build tog I ail ray Station
Road 1m andrutn

DATBO MV A C (1), c o Asstt
Technical Recru ting Officer,

Avaoas Road Coimbatore
DAT R.O MV V C (1) c|o As«,tt

Technical Recruiting Oil cer

Madura Road, Tncliiutpely jfejfcgggj

aaa 352 WomensKejjolMiaiRata!Sefttit

Si leun'i’tSmalarfbiptiiniuiJ
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UNIQUE IN ITS KIND!

Do at tj ill ojur utaui r

ll.ro with tl a uiujue \ol%i no
mr"l 1

i IFF BEYOND death
.frJoVSV ,,,^1™ or .sees «»«

Let JO

E\TII 1

SWAMl ABHEDANANDA

, n >„ / -,i »-W "• “ -hT-

7 s // ,11 1111 (OMI 'JV

tl o -
[

i
world

With Apjend «•

writ og excellent get u[

>\ 7 / M)

^.sjijr-i-^rsrsv'&SSSSfS
‘

-i"h; iursiuisr? .jssssssk;
—ft* »J“ *'J i’»wfu ° r bui-

Rs. 6 -8 -0 .

E AMAKBISHNA VEDANTA MATH
no ui RAJimianNi street ch.cdtta

Boohs of the Hour!!

Partition or Federation

by Prof D N Banerjee

Head oj the Depl oj Pol t cal Sconce

Un irmly of Dacca

Thin is o study m the Iml on CoQ3tituUc.nal

Problem Price R« 2 only

India’s Sterling Assets

by P Das Gupta M A 1 E 3

Industrial Planning: How & Ylhy

(Revised second edition)

b) Dr N Das lhD IC8

Some Valuable Books!!

H story of Beuys! Vol 1 (ed ted by Dr I

Qs i

C Mejumdar, mi. rh») 20 0

Early History of Vsishnnsa Faitk end More
mentin.Bsogal (Dr S K DoMA.DUt) 10 0

Hindu Colonies In the For East
(Dr It C Mojumtar) 7 8

Kuaknskirnsmrita of Ldssukn
(ed Dr S K Do) 6 0

Pedyswnli of Rupn Coseamio <od Dr 8 li De) 5 0

Ktcbskavsdhs of Nilivsrmsn (ed Dr S K Dc) 4 0

Collection of Fragments of Loit Brahmanas
(Dr BalskrishoaGlcisn 6 0

Suetroadvipa (m two ports)

(Dr Jl C Hejufodor m.a phs>)each 10 o

Art of War io Ancient India

(Dr P C Chnkrai arty ma the) SO
Studies to Ihe Puranic Records oo Hindu

Rites and Customs (Dr R C Harm

Tbe Mesrlny of Art (Dr Rabir draaetb Togore 2 0

Doctrine of Sskti to Indian Literature
(Dr Prabhat Chandra Cliakravarty) S 0

Early Arabic Odes
(Dr 5 M Husain ui rtt) 150

Hietory of tke Paramsra Dynasty
(Dr D C Ganguly Ml lbn) 10 0

Concepts of Riti and Gunn in Sanskrit
Poetics (Dr P C Lali n) a o

Hinduism at a glance (Swatm Niriedananla)

5 0

Fiscal Policy of India

bv P DaS Gupt® M A PBS its aw i iuumuoi u > ina.i i»-m» .n.n.™..., ' ”

General Printers & Publishers Ltd.— 119
,

Dharmtala Street, CALCUTTA
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eating her life to the alleviation of human
suffering she made Nursing an honourable
profpssion.

In 1920 we started in a small way, and have
since been furnishing the Medical and
Nursing professions with Rubber requisites

ffor the best possible comfort of the sick

Our Products Rubber Cloth, Hot Water Bags,

Ice Bags, Air Beds and Pillows, Air Rings

and Cushions, Surgical Aprons, Surgical

Gloves, etc
\

BENGALWATERPROOF WORKSmo-HD
MAKERS Or RUBBER HOSPITAL REQUISITES
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THE ASTROLOGICAL BUREAU
(0! Pro!, S C Muktriee, M A

)

ESJD 1892

BENARES CITY, UP

Oura ia lhe> Premier Institution of its kind in

India doing astrological business on purely scientific

lines for over half a ceatury and conducting a

h gB-class astro pliiloso pineal monUily eDtitled The

Light of tho East * We teach Astrology through

correspondence Lifo Readings Its 5 10 50 200

Ono jeaj a Monthly Ra 1 lo Send birth date

lime place Resulta by V P P We undertake the

calculat on of horoscopes according to tho

Ptolomaic Placidian Systems as elaborated by

our own researches A Horoscope properly cast

cod rectified *, with a complete Specvt m appended

thereto Re. oO same, with Primary Directions

and reeulU worked out for a petwd of five years

Ra. 70 same with Primary Directions for whole

life Re 000 Genuine Bhrtjoo Sam} ita horoscopes

available Prospectus on application

. [ Ad Gear 1015

COMPETITIVE

EXAMINATIONS

Only a limited number of copies of IX (1015)

edition of A MANUAL OF GENERAL KNOW-
LEDGE AND OFFICE COMPENDIUM 1 by

Tripurari Saran of U P Secretariat are now available

It » thoroughly revised and greatly enlarged and

contains General Kno fledge , General English

,

Drafting Preo s Writing History Geography,

Science War alia rs and innu itrable otlior subjects,

aa also quostions and Answers of past examinations

It is highly useful for forthcotn ng examinations

U g/lj Spo.Lc * of I lace your orders t u cdxalelj to

avoid disappointment

Price R« 81 Postago As 10

S, SRIWASTAVA.
71 ilolttjatn LUCKNOW

Aug 45 ,

I

JUST OUT
{

STALIN WELLS T$LK
1 Hi Verbatim Record and discuss on by

H Q Wells, G U Shaw J M Key nos
Ernst Tailor and others on Capitalism
\ s Socialism Rs IS

ECONOMIC PROBLEMS IN INDIIN
AGRICULTUUL r By Mahosh Cl and M.A

>* b so (Gnu ert ty of Allaliabad) v R« 14
CONSOLIDATING. BANKING LAW
Prof K. T Shall Rs 1 1J

Wll VT IS WRONG WITH INDIAN 1 CONO
M1CL11E’ By Dr V Iv IV. V Rao

Its 1 4

IN ESS ON G \ND1IIAN LCONOMICS
By J J Anjarui, ii s. , M be Loon lLoud )

Rs 1 4

WLDIUM OF 1NSTRLCTION
lly S N Agar tal U.A., Ks 14

VORA & Co.,
Publishers, Limited,

3, Round Building, Kalbadcvi Road,
BOMBAY 2.

BOOKS OF THE HOUR

SWAMI NIRVEOANANDA
Of the Ramal nshna Mission)

1 . Hinduism At A Glance Rs 4-8 o «

(Loroword by Sir S Iiadbaknsh ion)

1 Religion and Modern

Doubts « ... rs 3 0_0
3 Sri Ramakrishna and

Spiritual Renaissance Rs 4 8-0

4 Our Education (In the press)

Model Publishing House
2A, Shyama Charan Do Street,

CALCUTTA

N B—Excellent terms for trade.
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WUX MAXE.”
Ornaments and fine

clothes have their

r ghtful places no doubt

but an intell gent wife

will choose an endow-

ment Policy either

covering her own life or

one ass gned to her For

this enable^ her to plan

carefully and do what she

wants for her ch Idren

and the r father as well

MORE ABOUT tT f#.

tNSURAttCE CO
, WTD.

1, COUNCIL KOOSt St, CALCUTTA

UuJror Branch -

Nat onal Insurance Building

3CS China linear Road
Esplanade

Sub Ofhcce at

Bangalore 4; Major*.

— fAmcai IMS

The Truth in Your Horoscope
Your Real Life Told Free

Wool 1 you like lo know without any cost what too

Stars indicnlo for you some of your past experiences,

your strong and weak points, elof Here i* your

chame to tost 1REL tl.o eV U of Pundit Tabore,

India 0 most famous Astrologer w hoby cf pljiag ttia

ancient science to useful purposes

has bn It up on oot table reputa-

tion! The occurocy of 1 is

predictions and tho sound prai.it

eal oilvns contained ill liu) .

Horosco; ca on Busineas, Sjioouln- .

into 1 jnances, Luc e Affairs, I

>thji U i i icmice, l-oturius,

Travels Limoges Litigation,

Lucky 1 in os Sickness etc Into
ostoun L l educated pe«[ 1* the
world over OLOIK.J MTCKEY I

of New York helmets tl

Tabore must possess some t>

of socond sight

To populanso Ins sys
Taburo wiU sead you 1REL your Astral Interprota
lion if you forward huo your full name (Mr Mrs or
Mica) address and date of birth lEaglttb Calendar!
all clearly mitten by yourscir No money wanted
for Astrological work postage etc , but send about
4 anna* Utroops) for stationery testimonials and
other interesting literature Tabors TirJioies m fair

dealings and all work for which be receives any
payment is oo ths basis of satisfaction guaranteed
or full money refunded Y ou will be amaied at
the remarkable accuracy of Lis statement about
you anil y our affairs \\ rite now as this offer maV
not be made again No personal mtervmwa. all

consultations by mail only Address FtTN'DIT
TABORD (Dept 351 R) Upper Foriett Street.
Bombay .0

Vacuum Massage Treatment
far Heinous Debility and Nmaui Eibeuttisn

A Latest Scientific Invention

Tl S treatment ,, u,e latest inveotiun of
tire modern^ Sc enlists of the Rest who
liavo played wonders by introducing an
urn ittgmable Apioratus

VtTO Tlie best Iliucnent to speed up
tho treatment (P reparagon of ancient
INDIA) Vs 3 4 Bottle

ACTUM PILLS Best totem*! Herbal
Remedy to be tsed along wuh the above
treatment St. I 10 bEST QUALITY
APPARATUS Ri 12 3 and with VITO AND
ACTUM PILLS Rs 17-4

HEALTH & Co,

j

0P1> MAJLSIIC (1st FLOOR) CINEMA,
I t GlRGlUH, DOUBLY, 4



^IGHT YEARSAGO whfn Japan limpet*

ed an unprovoked attack aga i»t Chios
India denounced it in no unccrtai-i terms
When the Nazi gangsters let loose their war
machine against the world India took a

proud place in the Iigl t aea nit ag„res»ion
Our solu etc sailors anj a rnien gave Lp
their lives for the common cause oir work
men toiled in factories to pour out the
smews of war all of us suffered from
shortage* and high pr ccs Yet the I ght

And now lie Nazis have surrendered un
conditionally w e have, entered

-

the last

phase of this rojgl ty struggle Today more
than ever this fight against aggre non and
tyranny has become our ss.r An undefeated
Japan is a menace to our security and
freedom.

The enemy is still strong His soldiers are
fanatical fighters who seldom ask for x
quarter His resources are by no means
exhausted A hard fight lies ahead of us
Thereis tl erefore not me for complacency
and relaxation Backed by our grim deter-
mination our gallant fighting men will
carry the war to the enemy s 1 omeland and
force Japan *^unconditional surrender

HHJ5 l ‘‘'T*'.
L *’ MCO.it, Bu . .o bear our

i *’ •Bd «*“* m»on, h 1 “U
. 1Z I.

U <>«! luJe .r,J pu, for.i(Kart (reour than ev« brlol. so , •K-ct \ ctoty maybe tw ft.

»'i“» to thu

/N B / f / Q // y g 0 M
J ij the Oepa went ti Ir.loimi
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INDIAN TALES Famous

OP Battles in Indian History

By T G SDBRAHMANYAM, ma , t r

FUN, FOLLY and FOLKLORE Under this title the writer has
j

brought together vivid and detailed

accounts of ten decisive engagements

that made a difference in the fortunesA. COLLECTION’ OF THE

TALES OF TENNALl RAMAN
TALES OF MARIADA RAMAN
TALES OF RAJA BIRBAL

KOMATI WIT AND WISDOM
* THE SON IN LAW ABROAD

» NEW INDIAN TALES
TALES OF RAYA AND APPAJl

of dj nasties find peoples in this country

Each of the successive battles described

in these pages marks a turning point

in the bistory of India

Contents
The Battle of Hydaapes
The Battle oFVenni
The Battle of Snpuranjbijanj
The Battle or Vellur

Tho Battle of Raor,

Tho Battlo of Loghman
The Battle of Tarain

FOLKLOP.E OP THETGLUGUS The hirst Battle of Panipat

The Battlo of Talikota

Price Rs. Two. Price Kupee One

Q A. Natoean Sr Co, Publishern, O T M»lra* O A Natesan & Co Pubic here, Madras

The Bhagavad Gita: The Lord’s Song

Text in Devaoagari and English Translation.

Br Dr Annie Bisant
Price Annas. Six

MAHftTMA GANDHI

THE MAN AND HIS MISSION

In this, the tenth edition, an attempt »s

made to bring the story of Mahatma

Gandhi* life up to date. It u o door and

succinct narrative of his remarkable career

in South Africa and India, including a

sketch of tho Non Co-operation movement,

his historic trial and imprisonment, together

with a full account of his great march to

tho salt pans of Surat, his arrest and

internment, tho Round Table Conference,

the Gandhi Irwin Agreement . down to his

arrest and detention In tho Aga Rlian

Palace, Poona, hw correspondence with Lord

Linlithgow, an t his Fa*t and to the

Leaders1 demand for his release in 1913

Price Rupees Two.

Indian Judges
WITH A FOREWORD By Sm B L HITTER
This book, written on _ the linos of Earl

of Birkenhead’s “ Fourtocn English Judges ”,

is a collodion of sketches of twenty one
famous Indian Judge* with particular
attention to the Causa CctcOre with which
each Judge was connected.

Contents —Sit T Muthuswami Aijar,
Nanabhai IIaridas , Dwarknnath Mitter

,

Mahodev Govind Uanade, Sir S Subramania
Aiyar, Sir V Bashyam Iyengar. Badruddin
Tyabji, Sir Gurudas Banerjeo

, Sir'p, C
Bannovas. Sarada Char.ui Mitra , Sir Syed
Amir Alt, Kaahmath T Telang Justice
Mahmood, Sir Romesli Clian ler Mitter,
Sir Narayan Chandavarkar

, Sir C Sankaran
Nair, Sir Asutosh Mukerj’ea. V Krishna
swami Aiyar, Justico Shah Din Sir Shah
Lai and Sir Abdur Rahim.

Price Rs. 3.

0. A. Natosan d, Co ,
Publishers, G T , Madras. a A A Co, rubluhm,

Edition



SPEECHES AND WRITINGS

Price R» 3 each

Sir D £ Wachi
R.ro Mehun R«y Ann ,B Besirt
Dr P C R»T S„ W Wedderbufn
Lord Sink*

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES

Indian Judge

Indian Ckllll

Christians

Price Bs J *

Sketches pf 21 ' fMn£

Sketches of fan

„ j ...I Addresses (»UU«I

„SS 5TlSrt«
B“ 4

^ jv, The Mao and his Mission

Srrcrur—

*

Re 1 8 . , .. Bv A C

.i >»*- »' o"'“d•

Gandhi 4tb Edn As 8

ECONOMICS

E,.„. .. I.I.- S“”““ B> *Utrf"

°T„1,«“S....i I....- e..u«- -I

7 Q Kale

INDIAN TALES

I A an Tales of Fun Folly and Folklore Be 2
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Manufacturers in .Ind i will

prepare their goods for inter

nal transit display in the

shops — and for export —
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before the War Paper wrap
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Pat to the highest test

Spmdics’ of Strength and reliability

. MADURA MILLS YARNS

have proved the best

by their outstanding quality

' MADURA MILLS COMPANY, LIMITED.,
Mills at

MADURA, TUTICORIN & AMBASAMUDRAM

We supply

Grey Yarns of all descriptions

for Weaving and Hosiery Factories.

We do no weaving ourselves.

Our Specialities:
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WfiRP YARNS CONE YARNS CORO YARNS

COMBEP YARNS, ETC.

Managers i

Messrs. A. & F. MAEYEY Ltd.
Merchants & Cotton Spinners,

MADURA, TUTICORIN it AMBASAMUDRAM, SOUTH INDIA.
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HELP DS TO HEP YOH

SEE that all old marks and addresses on

luggage, parcels and goods tendered

'

for despatch are obliterated.

SEE that all articles of luggage, parcels

and goods are properly addressed in

BLOCK GAPITALS and securely packed.

SEE that all parcels and pieces of luggage

have an inside label giving the owner’s

name and address.

SVL & S . M. RAILWAY
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FOR
OVER ID YEARS

THE
1

ORIENTAL HAS BROUGHT PEACE AND
SECURITY TO COUNTLESS HOMES AND FAMILIES
IN 1944 ALONE HOLDERS OF 87,398 POLICIES HAVE
BEEN GIVEN ASSURANCE TO THE EXTENT OF NEARLY

Rs. 22,00,00,000.

FUNDS over RS. 36! CRORES.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO COME TO US
FOR ALL YOUR LIFE ASSURANCE NEEDSORIENTAL

GOVT. SECURITY LIFE ASSURANCE Co., Ltd.
Estd n Inda 1374 Head Office BOMBAY.

Branch Office* —
ORIENTAL BUILDINGS,
ARMENIAN STREET G T MADRAS

BANOiLOM COUSBAIOBB UiOUBi TbICHJNOPOLT T*JVA»d»DM AJiD GCNTCB



Providing type designs, which only need slight adaptations to

meet local conditions, is one of the many functions of the Con-
crete Association ollnttia.

Planning and research in new and improved methods of using
concrete are being continuously carried out by the technical
staff of the Association.

1

Whether, it is the making of a concrete road, a bridge,
business premises, or a farmer’s humble residence, tho
Association offers free advice in the preliminary stages and
supervisory assistance during construction.

Avail yourselves of this free service, from The Concrete
Association of India, 199, Mount Road, Madras, which will
bring you the accumulated experience and knowledge of the
Association.
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Country crafts

at scheduled rates
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to all ports up to Tuticonn
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The lovernor’s War ‘ Fund
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To

Win Through.

But

Subscriptions for

"Amenities for Troops’ ’
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into GOOD CHEER!
! ifr in war is full or trouble Pood is dear servants are hard to keep, fuel

> and cW dies ate c\pensive and difficult to get Ns for I urc—
where » it * But >ou an still tuin to tea Tea still plentiful

and (heap \ good fresh top of tea gives >ou mental ea*e

at d restores tired i sjucs Tea gives >ou peace of min I in a u«t>ess world.
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By Sir V T KRISHNAMACHARI kcie

THE Editor of the Indian Review has

asked me to describe briefly the

provisions of (he United Nation* Charter

bringing oat the main dire tions in which

sea v t krishnamachari

these differ from those of the Covenant of

the League and 1 gladly respond to ibis

mutation Commander Stassen described

the objective ol the Conference at Saa

franasca to be 1
to build a definite

continuing organ zation of the United

Nations of the World based on justice

and law and insured by force The
Charter has two aims—one immediate that

of suppressing aggression with the aid of

military forces placed at the disposal ol

the Organization by (he members and (he

other a long range programme of securing

world peace by abolishing the causes of war

like economic rivalry and social injustice

The Charter marks an advance on the

Covenant by providing for a peace with

teeth It creates a Security Council on

which the members of the United Nations

agree to confer 'primary responsibility /or

the maintenance of international peace and
security * Tor the effective discharge of

this responsibility the members undertake

by special agreements to place at the

disposal of the Security Council armed
forces assistance and facilities including

rights of passage The members agrei

that ta carrying out vts duties the
Security Council acts on their behalf and
further agree to accept and carry out
the decisions of the Security Council m
accordance with the Charter The
Security Council is thus an independent
organ wnh defined responsibility which
can act ai its own sphere without
reference to the General Assembly it 13

expressly stipulated that “when a dispute is

before the Security Council the General
Assembly shall not make a fecommenda
tion in regard to it The Security Council
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„ to consist of eleven members, the foe

Big Powers—China, France, USSR, the

United Kingdom and the USA-who will

be permanent members and six others who

will be non permanent elected by the General

Assembly for a term of two years (In the

fiist elections three members will be elected

for a year) In electing non permanent

members ihe Assembly shall pay due regard

to the contribution of the members to

the maintenance of international peace

and security and to the other purposes of

the organ ration and also to equitable

geographical distribution The functions of

the Security Council fall under two broad

categories ft) Pacific settlement of disputes

Ikely to endanger the maintenance of peace

and (n) enforcement action when peacefnl

solution has fa led The Chatter describes

in deta 1 the procedure to be followed under

both heads Chapter VI relates to Pacific

settlement Under it the Security Council

should first ask parties to a dispute to

seek solution by negotiation enquiry

mediation arbitration judicial settlement

resort to regional agencies or arrangements

or other peaceful means of their own

choice Where this fails the parties shall

refer the dispute to the Security Council

rvhifch will either recommend appropriate

procedures or methods of adjustment or

such terms of settlement as it may

consider appropriate The scheme of

4 enforcement action laid down m the

Charier is most comprehensive The Security

Counc 1 may call upon the parties to a

dispute to comply wilh provisional

measures decided on by it in order to

present an aggravation of the situation

The Council may, again, decide on the

measures not involving the use of armed

force—economic and diplomatic sanctions

Where these are inadequate, it can mobilise

the forces placed at its disposal The

Charter provides for a military staff

committee to assist the Security Council

in organising these forces and m

employing them and also in all questions

'elating to the regulation of armaments

and disarmament Regional arrangements

and measures taken in self defence also

find a logical place in this carefully

devised scheme

At this point reference must be made

to the voimp procedure in the Security

Council which was the subject of much

discussion in the Conference and outside

Important steps in the Paci6c settlement

of disputes can only be taken with the

concurrence of the five permanent members

of the Security Council—except that a

party to a dispute should abstain fro»

voting All enforcement action -again

requires the concurrence of the five Dig

Powers and here a Big Power can veto

action against itself It is not possible in

th s brief survey to give even a summary

of ihe long controversy on this issue

Those supporting the ‘veto argued that

ihe unity of Britain the USA and the

Soviet Union which formed ihe essential

foundation for the successful issue of the

war was also essential for peace that 0°

practcal objection could be sustained to the

special voting privilege as the fact of 'power

had to be recognized in this imperfect world

and that the Powers concerned could be

trusted to use the privilege with restrain*

Considerations such as these ultimately

prevailed at the Conference and the voting
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procedure was accepted Me. Mackenzie

King’s comment in (he Canadian House of

Commons on this subject »s worth repro

ducing He pointed out that ll a Great

Power broke its solemn promise to refrain

from the use of force inconsistent with the

purposes of the organization, ‘ the world

would be fa^ed once mote with the

situation like that presented by German

aggression in 191+ and again in 1939

Such a situation could not be met in any

international body merely by an agreement

on voting No Charter can give the

world security if among powerful nations

' there is not the will for security At

the close ol the Conference, the Big

Powers expressed their determination to

continue in peace the joint and united

action which had pro\ed so useful in the

war and associated themselves with

President Truman.s declaration ‘ The

United Nations utU remain united’ In

this lies the world s hope of peace

The long range policy embodied in the

Chaitei for abolishing the causes of war

now remains to be described Firstly,

economic causes being a fruitful source of

war, the members of the Organization

pledge themselves to take joint and

separate action in co operation with the

organ zltion to promote

yr'Ka) higher standards of living, full

employment and conditions of economic

and soci4 progress and development,

“ {&} solutions of international, economic,

social, health and related problems, and

international, cultural and educational

cooperation, and
'
(A umversaliespect for, and observance

of, human rights and fundamental freedoms

for all without distinction as to race, se^c,

language or religion” For effectuating this,

the Charter has set up an Economic and

Social Council which will (unlike the

Security Council) work as an organ under

the control of the General Assembly On

this Council all powers, big and small are

on an equal footing The functions of the

Council are most comprehensive and are'

designed to enable that body to work for

the largest measure of social justice and

the achievement of fundamental freedoms,

throughout the world

Secondly one of the most important

sub committees of the Conference was

charged with the duty of laying down the

objectives of Colonal policies As the

result of its deliberations the Conference

agreed to a declaration regarding non self

governing territories

—

te

,

territories whose

peoples have not yet attained a full

measure of self government—which will he

a beacon of hope to peoples who form

such a large proportion of the world s

population The Charter does not stop

with the declaration Under it the Colonial

powers agree to transmit to the world

organization periodically information relating

to economic, social and educational

conditions in the areas for which they are

responsible It is hoped that out o! this

system of reports will be evolved means
of satisfying world opinion that the

obligations of the Charter are being

failhlully earned out, and that the highest

standards are maintained in Colonial

administrations

Thirdly, the Charter differing from the

Covenant makes (ha Coutt ol IoUrn&ttoial

Justice an organ of the United Nitions,
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This and the addition to tke Charter of a

preamble and a "Statement oi Purposes

and Principles’ are intended to keep

before the members their obligation to

settle their disputes by peaceful means in

such a manner ’ that international peace

and security and justice are not endangered
”

te to introduce the ' rule of law among

Nations by consent

These are the important portions of the

Charter None of the delegates claim that

the Charter is perfect Their attitude is

one of restrained optimism The Charter

is the best that can be produced under

the present conditions It is only a first

step and as time goes on it should be

improved The framing of the Charter is

only the beginning of a long challenging

endeavour As confidence replaces

suspicion, the identity of interests ol the

nations will be more widely recognued

and there will be less disinclination to

enlarge the area of world collaboration

Further the Charter itself can do no good

unless the members of the United Nations

have the will and determination to act

according to its spirit

Nothing is more fatal than to assume

that peace can be maintained without a

strong, dynamic public opinion in favour

of it In the last six years, we have

seen millions laying down their lives for

false doctrines of racial superiority and

domination World peace cannot be
assured unless leaders of thought through-
out the world work steadily and persistently

for the re-establishment of real values
based on faith in the dignity and woith
of the human person and m fundamental
human tights.

CHARTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS

WE THE PEOPLES OF THE UNITED NATIONS

DETERMINED

to save succeeding generations from the

scourge of war, which twice in our life

time has brought untold sorrow to

mankind and

to re affirm faith in fundamental human
rights, in the dignity and worth of the

human person, in the equal rights of

men and women and of nations, large

and small, and

to establish conditions under which
justice and respect for the obligations

arising from treaties and other sources

of international law can be maintained, and

to promote social progVess and belter

standards of life in larger freedom,

AND IOR THE&E

to practise tolerance and live together m
peace with one another as good
neighbours and

to unite our strength to maintain inter-

naUonal peace aDd security, and to

ensure by the acceptance of principles

and the institution of methods, ibat

armed force shall not be used, save in

the common interest, and to employ
international machinery for the promotion
of the economic and social advancement
of all peoples,

HAVE KLSOLVLD TO COMBINE OUR EriORTS
TO ACCOMPLISH THESE AIMS.

Accordingly, our respective Governments
through representatives assembled in the

city of San Francisco, who have exhibited
their full powers found ta be in good and
due form have agreed to the present
Charter of the United Nations and do
hereby establish an international organisation
to be known as the United Nations.
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the general election
BY Major D GRAHAM POLE

''pHE mcst significant election in Great

i BnUm m the memory of man is over

and the result has astonished the world

and, in the extent of us landslide, has sur

prised even the victors The Labour Patty,

for the first time in history, is not only in

office but in power at Westminster with a

strong majority Numerous well known

House of Commons figures are gone many

of them never to return

Mr Wmston Churchill entered the last

Parliament not a3 a Conservative but as an

Independent He stood and captured his

seat as the one and only ‘
Constitutionalist

"

He was not even a member of the Conser-

vative Party when war broke out in 1939

Mr Neville Chamberlain, the then Fume

Minister, wanted to form a National

Government but, so little iatth had the

Labour Party in him or his judgment, that*

they refused to serve in any Government

of which he was the head and it was they

who urged that he should resign and that

Mr Churchill should take his place, in which

case they would Co operate whole heartedly

in forming a really National Government

The Conservatives were the strongest

single party rn the House and they saw the

advantage to themselves, from the purely

party point of view, of having Mr Churchill

as their Leader although they had persistently

opposed him throughout the whole four

years of the life of the Parliament up to that

time He Was offered the Leadership of

the Conservative Party and accepted the

position—his first big blunder He then had

to consider the Conservative Party point of

view instead of standing outside parly and

looking only to the National point of view

Mr Churchill had no illusions about the

kind of men who had chosen him as their

leader As recently as 5th October, 1938,

he attacked the Conservative Government

in these words

When I think of lha immonao combination*
and resources winch have been neglected op
equaudered I cannot believe that a parallel exists
in the whole course of history

The rtspoi a bility must lost with those who
have the undisputed control of our political
affairs Xhey neuter prevented Germany from
re arronife nor did they re arm ourselves in time
They exploited and discredited tha vast institution
of the League of tfaliona and they neglected to
make alliances and combinations which might,
have repaired previous errors

No wonder the electors refused to vote
for the men he—so describes and of

whom ho became the leader.

The Conservatives were convinced that

if they could get a General Election sooa
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lha 1918 Lloyd George Election, the result

might have been different to some extent

These is no doubt of the gratitude for

and appreciation of Mr Churchill's services

J*
s a War Leader felt » and expressed by
members of all parties, but to try to cash
m on this to return to the House of
Commons not merely Mr Churchill himself
but many pf the more reactionary die

hard Conservatives was more than the
country could stand after its experience,

not merely of the Parliament elected in

1918 with its reactionary tendencies, but
also of the years between wthe two world
wars when the House of Commons was
predominantly Conservative It was under
their regime that Japan was allowed to
over-run Manchuria without protest, that
Franco was fawned on in Spam, that
Great Britain remained neutral while the
dictators of Germany and Italy tried out
their new weapons and planes aga.nst the
lawful Government of Spam to establish

• the Tranco rebel regime Mr Amery, the
late Secretarjr of State for India, who has
now lost h.s seat m Parliament, expressed
the Conservative Government viewpoint
on Japan in. these words '

’
! lha‘ I see no ,oasOQ wl eit,

condo™ Japa’rT
E?yPt' Btandj coa(lenmed if we

And Sir John Simon, when Foreign
Secretary, on Mussolini’s seizure o|
Abyssmia, stated the Conservat.ve Govern-
ment policy in these woids

cause of Muaso)^.r
Sful n*Val batl '9- *"

105

It was while giving.- IifS service to the
support of the League of Nations that
Sir Samuel Hoare, as Foreign Secretary,
made his infamous, pact with Laval -the
Hoare Laval Pact—for the dismemberment
of Abyssmia, a member o! the League
Mr Neville Chamberlain went even fulther
and in. Rome proposed a toast to the
King of Italy and Emperor of Abyssinia,'
For Ins Munich journey and disgraceful
agreement with Hitler he was acclaimed
m the House of Commons - hy the
Conseivat.ves and 187 out of 251 who-
voted for this agreement have lost their
seats in this election

------- government formed
by Mr Churchill after the break up of the
Lie National Government contained the
same Sir Samuel Hoare, under l„s new
title of Lord Templeivopd, Mr Amery
Lord Simon and others of that h.dney |No wonder the electors, while g ra ,e r„, ,0

r Churchill for h,s great servtces as aWar Leader, refosed again be sadd ,ed
the meo with whom he chose to.

associate himself As the T,„„s „leading aiticle wrote

^ eipJanaUon oftho
and conduct of the elwt.oa itself ii'

rCTM
,

CW

“S'
9

lb
r

eB
t

ackgiound
Pr

^ttoIWoT
o^eritielly non pirty eubiecta such

’ l
Vg

on
,

t*

of the people, scom to ,

such aa the housing
™»1 ”" S" teS*So

V
S“S ““"-"“PPamr?

this showing na taking h»i . « r° ^Presented on
the reconstruction programme

0^0^ lntere8t »U
auccois rather for
macoaduct of ihur

gea n8ainst the probable
creative \irlueaof th«if

P
«?w£*

atS tbaa Upon ft»y

Mr

Th

o :

3

„.

n° '
d°nbl t^at, ' whateverMr Churchills mems as a War Leader
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which are acclaimed by all, his stock as a

1 statesman and politician has slumped

'badly—entirely on account of his election

speeches It was hard to realize that the

inspiring words of the war leader of the

dark days of Donkirk were uttered by the

same man who descended to the deliberate

misrepresentation of his* political opponents

—so ridiculous that it amused without

lightening the electors although not amuse

ment hut sadness that he could fall so far

from hi* pedestal was the predominating

feeling In his tour of the country

Mr Churchill had preat personal ovations

everywhere They admired his leadership

in war but these same places voted against

the candidates for Parliament with whom he

chose to associate hims»lf for Peace

- The war against Japan* will be prose

cuted with the same vigour by a Labour

as by a Conservative Government That

is the first plank in their programme and

following on that—indeed along with that

a great housing programme will be

speeded Up Coal electncily and transport

Will also be amongst the matters receiving

early and urgent attention from the

Government

One of the results of the election is the

practical elimination of the Liberal Paity

as a force in politics Liberalism is not

dead— far from it—but it has been

absorbed into the two other parties

Out of its 310 candidates only 10 were

returned to Parliament and amongst the

debated are their leader Sir Archibald

Sinclair, their Chief Whip Sir Percy Hams

• This article was wrlteo on Ue 30th July

and Sir William Beveridge on whose plan

they based most of their election campaign

As this plan haJ been adopted to a

gt eater or lesser extent by the two* other

parties the Liberals had little distinctive

of their own to offer They were to hold

the balance between the two other parties

but the electorate want something more

definite than that in candidate who

solicit their votes The other fragmentary

parties like the Commonwealth, who

gamed a certain amount of success during

the war years while the party truce was

in force, have practically disappeared, their

leader Sir Richard AcUand even forfeiting

his deposit

The winning of Peace—real Peace—is as

difficult as the winning of War, but if i*

not at all certain or even likely that a

good War Leader will prove to be also a

good leader for Peace Mr Churchill ifl

1932 published a book under the title

Thoughts and Adventures ' In the course

of this book dealing with this question,

he wrote

Two oppoa Le aide* of human nature have t°

be » rouluiqeously engaged Thoao who can

Hate t/not wn'lh s "on* Ihe moTt g genUc acale

drawing out before our eyes in Europe 1

Anxious years he ahead, years that will

try every government everywhere Great

problems have to be met and solved bn1

1 am convinced that the government now

established m power at Whitehall will

meet these problems with a sympathetic

understanding and an ability that may

piesage not merely a Labour Government

now but a succession of Labour Govern

ments in this country



TRE. FUTURE OF CIVIL AVIATION IN INDIA
By Dr R J DYSON

o

TH£ India of to morrow will be so

profoundly affected by Civil Aviation

that the change can scarcely be described

as anything but revolutionary Those who

have any say in development along other

lines, such as Industry, Agriculture and

Health would do well to have a clear

view as to the paramount importance of

Civil Aviation ui the Reconstruction period

Planned and efficient air lines influence

the methods of development in Industry,

Commerce, Health and Agriculture The

1 cynote to the change from pre war or

pre civil aviation days tir the post war

period is speed —speed An Administrative

head of Industry, Commerce or Health can

make personal investigation and personal

discussions his essential method of dealing

with problems at a distance from his

headquarters A short experience proves

conclusively that the Letter, the Telephone,

the Telegraph and even the _Radio are

inadequate in many cases as compared

with direct personal contacts and obser-

vation In the post war period no point in

India where an aerodrome can be built

will be at a greater distance from any

other similar point than one day’s travelling

The Businessman or the Industrialist who

fads to take advantage in the future of

this factor will inevitably be left behind iq

the race In respect of control of

epidemics or transport of seriously ill

persons for specialist medical treatment the

usefulness of Civil aviation is only too

obvious That grams and other foodstuffs

can he transported by air and dropped by
63

parachute in outlying difficult country, in

large quantities, has been proved time and

again during the present war, particularly

during the Burma campaign and there are

indications that, by the use of towed

gliders, the commercial pay-load m goods,

and even heavy goods of a weight for

instance of small Tanks and Guns, will be

far m excess o r anything considered likely

ten years ago

Before we can discuss the likely

development of Civil aviation m the future

we must know the position in the pre war

days when Civil aviation, having got over

its labour pains, had been established m
India

In 1939 the Directorate of Civil Aviation

was an alert and vigorous organization

steadily progressing through prejudice and

difficulty, to an important place in World
Aviation It is not enough to think of

the internal developments of airways in the

country, but. of the establishment of

contact with the world outside India, for

much depends in all forms of development

—Industrial, Commercial and Health~on
repeated outside contacts, and India was,

and is, on the mam routes of World Air

ports Those outside contacts, already

firmly established, m days when the

performance of the aircraft available was
greatly less than it is today, indicate the

trend which must inevitably develop

automatically, now that aeroplanes are

capable of so much longer, faster and
safer (lights
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Tl„ word 'sale! ’
» '»' lhe ”'“0St

importance A celeience to ihc pro

Attend Rules and Regulations of the

Government of Indt. » sufho.enl to

convince any interested person that the

insistent policy of the Directorate »>. on

safety Accidents occur but accidents

occur in the house on the roads, on the

radii ays and on the seas some consider

that the World itself is an Accident tot

this policy of Safety First inherent in

the Directorate of Civil Aviation mill

ensure the barest minimum of accidents

the future until they become

msign ficant

Now India a* I have had reason

to state from this studio in the past is to

all intent* and purposes one potential vast

airway Conditions are such both

geographically and meteorologically that

save for one or two mountainous areas

safe flying is continuous all the >ear

round The monsoons aflect certain

areas to a greater or lesser degree for a

known period each >ear but alternative

routes have been fully worked out and

there is Mile doubt but that the use

of Radio as a D rection indicator to

plots will enormously reduce the need for

alternative routes bearing in mind full

safety standards in bad weather conditions

Much of the apparatus and systems

developed to such surpns ng lengths during

the war is sill on the Secret list but "it

is general knowledge now that a pilot

completely lost in fog or monsoon can be

told not only wLere he is but can also

be brought to an aerodrome and e\en to

a safe landing on that aerodrome although

it may be obliterated by fog or heavy

ram Before the war there was little use

in this country for directive Radio in Crwl

aviation but the foundations for its develop

ment had 'been well and troly laid It

could not be otherwise when the Directo

rate s basic consideration was safety

Immediately prior to the War safe

air lines north and south east and west—

many of them carrying Mails—were well

established and their records for timings

and reliability were as good as those of

any other country whether in the West or

in the East But they were a mere token

of what is likely to develop in the very

near future after the War The three

principal compartments in Civil Aviation

were the Trunk Air lines (linked of course

with the big aerodromes at which long dis

tance aircraft from outside India called)

Feeder Lines (linking Indian m»>n

aerodromes with smaller ones off the mam

Air Routes) and added to these what

m ght be termed Sporting flying ,
t*1*1

is to say the Flying Clubs, where people

were taught to fly, and could enter into

competitions some of them arranged on an

All India basis and where in general air

mindedness was nurtured and cultivated

The D rectorate of Civil Aviation had

indicated that all these compattmec 4

shall continue and be developed Before

the War there were a few dozen

aerodromes and landing grounds in the

country but a glance at the map would

show that this left vast areas of India out

of reasonable touch with air travel The

needs of the War have provided

with very _ many more aerodromes—how

many it is of course impossible 'f°r

Security reasons to state—but there they are
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watting for the day when the Service

aircraft gives place to the Civil aircraft,

and we must consider what the position is

likely to be on that day

The most popular choice of the

young men who come before the Provincial

Selection Boards fiavtng applied for

Commissions in the frighting Services is to

become a Pilot in the Royal Indian \ir

I orce At the Universities an Air
Training Scheme has been in being for

some years and at certain Universities—
Madras among them—a Technological Course
in Aeronautics has been instituted The
immediate position then after the War will

be influenced very greatly by the large
numbers of Indians ready trained in all

branches of Hying and with a large
practical knowledge of their jobs
and their relative importance one to

another The Pilots, the Navigators
Wireless Operators Maintenance Crews the
Electricians the Mechanics and the hosts
of other individuals who keep aeroplanes
Hying and flying safely, with constant
communication between the ground and
aircraft—all these trained people m large
numbers will be available

That then is briefly the comparat.ve
position prewar and postwar, the develop

C,vl1 will obviously
depend to a great extent on the develop
ment of Industry, Commerce and the 1 he
but the one cannot walt (or ^ 0(her

'

Ctvil avi.uon „ and,ary Tndustry
and Commerce

In the second

struction Committee

Government of India

Report of Recon
of Council the

made clear that their

policy is to develop Civil Aviation, with
Indian capital and under Indian management
and to offer training and opportunities for
the employment of Indians They recognize
that subsidies may be necessary initially
and they recognize their responsibility to
ensure the provision of aerodromes, Radios,
Meteorological centres lighting and the
like for Air services in and through the
country Plans have been prepared for a
system of Trunk Air service in India to assist
the proper development of India as a whole
socially, commercially and industrially and
these services are to carry Mads, fre ,ght
and passengers There .s to be an Arr
Transport Licensing Board and co ordination
between the Air Services and other forms
Of transport will be secured Training for
future entrants rnto Ctvrl Air Services is
dearly necessary and schemes have also
been prepared against this I, ,s abundantly
clear then that everything ,s ready for a
great development m C.vil aviation m this
country to which it ,s so eminently suited
once the a,r line companies or corporal,ons
are formed

It would of course, be a profound
mistake to think -hat all transport will boby »,r m future It will be a long „mc
before coal, timber and other heavy and
bulky articles will be generally transported
and distributed by a,r But the co„f„r ,and speed of a, r travel are bound to attract
argdy increasmg numbers of peop,e aoJas I said before the businessman who doesnot take advantage of speed „ bound to

If’^m,
”ST Avm*«‘Wapeeds250 miles an hour can I think, be relied

con 7
l0“B

k

d,Sla,,ce ”“'“!»<= travel, a ,1„,country
, this means little mure than „
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hours on a non stop flight from Colombo generally said that without the terribly

to Delhi, and it must be remembered that destructive power of the Allied Air Forces

with the development of all the resources this success would not have Been achieved

,

now or shortly to beat the disposal of the let us hope that Aviation will never again

Government, journejs would be undertaken have to be used destructively—a destruc

by night as well as by day It is, I am sure tion which has been catastrophic to so

quite unnecessary for me to enumerate the many countries,—and, let us. hope farther

many emergencies in which this rapid form and there is every indication that this is

of travel is of vital importance both to not unreasonable, that Aviation—Civil—will

individuals, and adversely affected comma help in the social and economic develop-

nittes m llcod or famine But differences ment with as great a power and impetus

of opinion are always arising, and will as Aviation—Military—has helped to win tbe

undoubtedly continue to arise between War If that be Ihe case, then I would

groups of persons, and the immediate slate, my own opinion that of all couotrie*

presence of somebody who can settle the one which would, and ceitainly should,

disputes or otherwise put matters right and reap benefits more than any other, is this

prevent hardships and misunderstandings is country India (/l Etvadesst Talk, Madras)

essential and is made possible by air travel ______

Perhaps one of the most important results

of development m this particular way is

political and I use the word in the best

sense The more people move about and

the more they see of others, the less

impressive your political controversial

problems become Different races, difiereut

creeds have had profound effects, the one

on the other through history once they

have been forced into closer contacts, and

generally speaking much more tolerance

may be expected or at least less bitterness

Tolerance and lack of bitterness are

essentials between peace loving peoples, and

there is without tbe least shadow of a

doubt an honest conviction m the minds

of the Allied Nations that peace through

tolerance and patient understanding—not I

would say peace at any price—is worth

striving for and this conviction has

flayed a great part in bringing the War to

its highly successful terminal phase. It is
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SIR PHER'OZSHAH MEHTA
" by g a natesan

fair Pherorsbab Mehta whoso birthday centenary was nolsWaO .11ho country in the brat week of August domiuuS the public , 0 o ToTfor well nigh half a cenfcarj Apart from public meotini?B thn r>„ ,
£atba

Bombay and municipal bodies 10 Crlcutts Madras Na^nnr and
C

' Sh'*
1""1

.

°f

»iod with one another in pasing trihotes to the memory of on/ wb^ ws ° th”dojen of tho Bombay City Corporation for orer 80 years Tn
waB tho

the Madras Corporation Mr G A Natesan whn v,ori *k k
£a b 8 BPeec^ at

Madras Congressmen to Sir Pherozsbah at

b

th e

h

Bombay™Con//
‘ntr°du

1

c
'”funderlines some leading traits of Sir Pberozshah a r„hL

Consre68 °f fSOf
connection we welcomo The Lijc and Times of »/ “Ir ,

In tb,a
which the Madras Law Journal Press has published in tii™ t

°~sIiah Mehta
with the Centenarj Celebrations Tho book Is a collection nt f

\**Dohtoa'™
the Rf HonbleV S Srinivasa Sastn to a select Sw ? °£, T

fca

j
k8 eiveo by

as 1918 Mehta is the central Ogure of these discourses LTMr^Y® 6ar,y
consummate mastery of details presents a picture of L f,™ w,tb
attractive as it is illuminating Addressed tn a

t mo which is as
talks happily abound in many intimate and rol

1
)

°
?
,rcI

f
°f friends the

them altogether ezhilaratiog The facsimile of
touohea wfa >oh make

MobU to Mr Nateaau \IT
T IB quite in the fitness of things that m different nans „r ,h

i grateful oostemv should
1

'

“'j""* of ,I,B ““"“Ta grateful posterity should celebrate

the centenary of Sir Plierorshah Mehta

bta PltCUOZafl «1 MEHTA
whose life work was one of incessant
service to the motherland The lnb„te
which ,s to day being paid to b,s memory

deserved For, he belonged ,o ,b. galaxy
0f

.

Ind'" P-lnols headed by Dadhabai,
who Instated the sp,„, of Indian nationalism
and worked fearlessly for thc causc „f
Indian freedom Of him „ can tmly be

but tl t‘b

h '!

hT”
6"1 l

°" 0De Pr°™«,but to the whole country, t0 „„e
Uf caste .but ,n all the races and creeds
that are to be found m India

~

Sobriety of thought and fearless indepen-
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d—^ <*•»*£.»

a ”d we have „ „n theaotbn ,ty of .1,, Highness the Aga Khanwho knew him intimately that even older

”T
1U R“ade

' Tyabj, Wacha andTelang owned discpleship to him

» iii,
1 “UIJ in commonh - group „f Madras ,

inagmficent bospitahfv a . t

» his

Malabar Hdl, Bombay “
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Sir Pberozshah Mehta was ever proud

to say that he was an Indian first and a

Parsi afterwards In an address to the

Indian National Congress in lt>90, he

made a memorable pronouncement in

nhiCji he said

M isl m or Hindu the mote he is attached to

the lead wUtita gave 1 m birth tho more he ta

bound in brotherly relatione aod affection to all

the children of the aod tho more I c recognizes

the tratermty of all tho native coroiounitiea of

tho conntrv and the immutable hood \livh bind*

them togetl or n tin. pursuit of common auoe

and objects under a common Uo\ eminent

This ideal he kept to the last and practised

with unfaltering devotion It was his

thorough mastny of details and mature

judgment that attracted him to many His

chambers on the Esplanade Road Bombay

have been described as a temple where

men of all shades and many minds went

to pay homage to him and seek his guidance

on all important mailers

The guiding principle of his political life

was freedom from communal bias In a

representation to the Government (made by

the Bombay Presidency Association of

which he was the President he stressed that

lh» only aim of British policy shoull be

to bung the different races and creeds into

harmony with each ulher and to induce the

best minds in all communities to apply

themselves to what is necessary and

practicable for promoting the commnn good

On another occasion, be proclaimed publicly

I wiU never be areoewled with try novemto.
wtuch recegnucd racial or communal divisie.ua

He was one o' the lew who cnticired

Lord Morley, when at the instance of Lord

llinto, he introduced the communal fran>

Uuse in Iodit Subsequent events have

shown how unerring was his judgment m

regard to separate electorates What was

fondly hoped would be a temporary

expedient now threatens to be a permanent

malady of our political life In the opinion

of many, this introduction ol communal

electorates has been the cause of all our

present troubles Communalism, like a

canker has been eating into the very

vitals of our politics No wonder there

are many who plead to day for its abolition

altogether

Equally unerring was his condemnation

of the Press Act of 1910 to which even

Gokhale had been a patly Sir Phe/ezsbah

felt very strongly that the Press Act was

obnoxious and we have _seen how the

officials began to trade on the fact that

nonotlrciala had given it their support and

from time to time had made it a claim

for further drastic measures for interfering

with the freedom of the Press

\«t one more sinking instance of his

unerring judgment He watched with keen

interest the South African Indian struggle

and Mr Gandhi’s brave and heroic effort*

He commended publicly Mr Gandhis

action and in 1915 described him as 8

hero in the cause of independence

Yet, he felt that the Smuts Gandhi agree

ment, m which Mr Gokhale had

been a party, was a gnevous surrender

Sir Pherorshah maintained that theie could

be do justification for any part of the

British Frapire to deny to the other p»rt*i

equal rights of citizenship Commending
the views of Sir Pherozvhah, his talented

biographer Mr Mody (now Sir Horor

Mod}) raacle the following observations

which are as true to day as they were **

the time they were written . _
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Sir Fhcro«hah maintained that In hang coaid

never glia up the great and vital principle of
Impcr al citizenship Time has brought about a
striking vindication, of Pherozshaha point of view,
on which such sharp differences of opinion existed
at the moment ant^ ha3 shown that rn this as
in many other things, hia

j ulgnu>nt was unrivalledant in political instinct sire and unerring Tho
i i ii \

fnca'* Pro* lem m spito of all tie
twaddle aboit common saenfees and Irotlorhool
ii> anus to which wo wero troated srhilo tlo
Cxeiman i rftiaee hung over tho world unfolds
to-day tho nan o ol 1 tale of inj istice nrrocancoand oppression which lavo disgrace 1 British
Imperialism for a generation I\en the SmutsUandhi compromise scorns to have gono by thobiarl and it is beg lining to ba real sc 1 tliat
the In han position woull havo been much
stronger at the present moment if tho -pr n ioio
ol etj ial eitirenahip had not been sacriflcedV
tho urgent, needs of t) e situation

It is hardly possible to do justice to

Sir Eherozshah’s many sided activities In

the Senate and in ihe Syndicate of the

Bombay University, he took an active part

and his views ahvajs received great

consideration at the hands of distinguished

educationists He was appointed Vice
Chancellor of the Bombay University, and
the University too in appreciation of his

great services, conferred upon him the

title of Doctor of Laws

In the Bombay Legislative Council of
which he was a member for many years, he
did yeoman service to the cause of
the ryots He strenuously opposed the

notorious Land Revenue Bill of 1901
and after a heroic efloit made by him to

adjourn the consideration of the Bill, 'he
and some of his followers, including
Mr Gohhale, left the Council meeting as a
soit of demonstration, declaring that they
would not, even by their presence, participate

m the enactment of so harmful and so
unpopular a measure

Io the' Imperial Legislative Council, m
the last years of Lord Dg,n and the fust

MJ

years of Lord Curgon, ' his manly out!
spokenness of utterance and the tone of
equality with the highest of the laud that
came naturally to him 1

came aImo~t as a
shock to the officials, so much so that Sir
James Westland, the then Finance Minister,
complained of the "new spirit ’ that Sir
Pherozshah Mehta had introduced^into the
Council It is very interesting to remember
that it was for the introduction of this
* new spirit * that the Bengal public, headed
by Mr W C Bonnetji

, presented him
with a public address

I have reserved to the last an account
of his magnificent career in the Bombay
Corporation for nearly fifty years There
his transcendental abilities justly won for
hun a position of unrivalled predominance
An Anglo Indian paper did not «q the least
exaggerate when it wro\p

Tho Bombay
Mehta and Sir
Corporation

Corporation is
Pherozshah Mehta

Sir Phcroznl all
is tho Horn I ,i v

*

,,
was bailed as

the uncrowned Jong of Bombay l It may,

•ruly be s„d that he. ded.cated hlmse]f

Y"V'“ ° r «' C.ly He gave up ,

H.gl, Court wo.k so that he m.ghi be
free to attend and take part lhB fuI!

I:"" T„ u
B°“ba7 CorP°ra"°» held'

every Thursday afternoon Every oneknew that eten a heavy fee could „ ol
“

,

h,m 10 “'''PI any work on aThursday People used t„ sa ^ y°"™
-he sake of the’Bombay Corporation, he declmed a seat.be Bench He never ' made h,s ctv.a

“ preferment
e He deehned the fat job of aStanding Counsel t„, ,hc pJncha}al
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Trust, because be thought it might come

into clash with his work as member of the

Bomb*7 Corporation For, he ever put

the interests of the people and the City

before self It was he who exalted civic

life in public estimation it was he who

set a h gh and rigorous standard of civic

virtue and one can make bold to say

that he is an example of shining purity

for all aspirants to distinction in the

sphere of local self government

No man who came across Sir Pherozshah

Mehta could have failed to be struck by

his personality It was not merely

towering but dominating, but it was a

domination of ' a great citizen, a great

patriot and a great Indian ’ During his

long and memorable public “career, he

often came into conflict with many men,

Indians and Europeans He would fight

with the best he bore no malice, he

rarely if ever descended to personalities,

and he retained warm personal friendships

for many with whom he exchanged the

shrewdest buffets He was a staunch

friend and a courteous yet dreaded opponent

DEMOCRACY FOR ASIA
Bv Prof MAX LERNER

—j-HERE are men in America and Britain

| who will have some second thoughts

about Japan after ;he fighting is over

The late Professor Nicholas Spyhman ol

Yale expiessed their viewpoint more

nakedly than most He wrote that just as

America* interests in Europe will lie in

maintaining a strong Germany to balance a

strong Russia so Americas interests in

Asia will lie m maintaining a strong Japan

to balance whatever Power emerges from

the present war in the Far East

One thing is clear If the pattern of

the future in the Tar East is to be one

of anarchy and war Japanese imperial

power will not stay beaten

It will be able to play the Western

nations off against each other It will be

able to plunge “the world into a fratricidal

"war for the division of the rich resources

teeming populations strategic sea and air

lane* o( the Tar East

But even a United Nations understanding

will prove a hollow thing unless it

embodies the will to help the Asiatic

peoples along on their road to democracy

This include* Japan as it include* also

China and India

We must remember that political history

of Asia in modern times has been a battle

field of two ruling ideas, both__of the®

false

The dominant idea at first was,
" Asia

for the Western Powers ' The West went

seeking new fields for its capital and

products new stuff for its machines, r«W

areas for its religions

Along with our Western machine*

Japan took over oar imperta! pattern under

a new slogan of its own It tnrned our

slogan topsyturvy and made it “Asia for

the Asiatics

'

It is a phoney slogan, hypocritical and

treacherous in the mouths of a conquering
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rather than a liberating, nation But to the

peoples oi the East it rang true for a tune

Every Easterner will testify, as Nehru

does candidly m his * Glimpses of World

Histoiy, ' how profound was the impact of

the Russo Japanese war on everyone in

the East who thirsted for release from the

airogance of Westerners

The great naval battle of Thushima on

May 27, 1905 in which for the first lime

art Eastern people dealt a staggering blow

to one of the greit Western Powers sent

an electric shiver all through Asia

Japan has exploited that ever since

Resentment of the East against the West

has been Japan s greatest weapon of

external propaganda, just as the Emperor

cult has been the core of her internal

fighting faith

-Japan has sought to pit the East against

the West even though she made her own

alharice with German Fascism, and even

though she has proved herself the deadliest

exploiter of the East

503

'Asia for the Westerners” failed long

ago “Asia for the Asiatics” has no?/

also failed Both of them were doomed,

because both were bankrupt ideas from

the start

There remains only the slogan and

programme of Asia for Democracy *

Asia within the framework of a united,

decent world

In Japan itself this will mean allowing

the Japanese people, after their political

destinies into their own hands They have

waited for this chance through centuries

of feudalism

In Asia as a whole, it will mean

self government for those who are ready

for it and a genuine United Nations

trusteeship to prepare the rest for it

Only thus will the Japanese people

discover that they are neither gods nor

beasts, but men among other men and

that what is human and common to alt

men cuts across colour and geography

THE ANARCHV OE CIVILIZATION

THE ANARCHY OF CIVILIZATION
Bv Mr T JAGAN MOHAN RAO

THE most pathetic feature of civilization

is that it has definitely tended to

become regressive in all its aspects The

universal attainment of democracy has ever

been the highest political objective Bat

it is having a decreased empire over the

minds of men Likewise for the permanent

establishment of universal peace mankind

has waged in human wars, but still the

prospect of a peaceful panorama is ever

reading The financier or economist of any

doctrinaire bent of mird is aware of the

C4

existence ofa world market, and yet insur-

mountable obstacles have been attempted to

v»t ate what might otherwise have
been a smooth and free course Wars
in general gave a cruel stand still for all

kinds of activities and in those Interim
periods lofty promises are shouted alongside
bullets, but the unfortunate characteristic is

that no successful policies- are implemented
and where they have been, they are, and
always remain precious mockeries The
Le.gue of Nations is an outstanding
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‘ ,

8 e onIy tewrite the old sybilline words
-m an ingenuously different manner, it

should be remembered that, without the
spmt m it, any magnificent edifice vtould
at most be a lifeless organism for political

dissection A world Bill of Rights would
remain a sacred parchment not when one
nation 13 not mindful of the consequences
of betraying those Rights but only when
eveiy state, by its co ordmating influence
affects to their mutual observance and
strengthening A world Budget would be
more than an organized gamble if the
financial policies emanating from its

imphmentatmn would plunge all but
those that shaped them into economic
backwardness

The point at which the foregoing analysis
arrives is that in any modern world
organization the guiding principle should
be equality of all members participating m
Us discussions This entads a process of
levelling np and levelling down, both in
the political and economic states, of the
•member states, if the ultimate pronounce
meats are the’ result of their voluntary
rffort and willing co operation This is
where democracy fails to withstand any
teal test And this dogma of equably
will be an absolute myth unless the desire
for its attainment „ strong „ mn(Th m
the favonnog small state, snd peth
.more, ,u the big state And what doe,
t.eo ensue but a conscious and ung,udg,„

gself abrogation of those sovereign rights
that are the products of the ra,ch,„e gunand the vilest diplomacy f The ciy of onrage is for a change ol heart and not fo,

wlT" T* °! adm““'«|ve machinery

a
“ thcre Prevent the y.ctors in a

— ruthless masters oi me
vanquished m differently newer ways
eveept if they. ardently believe that freedom
suppressed abroad tales away the
substance of their own freedom 1

The same is true of the economtc
problem The world cannot endure to be
half civilized and half barbarous half fed
and half elothed It ,5 a fundamental
economtc truism that full employment
one country cannot long be matntained by
continually depleting the resources of
another country The grow,ngly prosperous
country in „„ „me realize, the negat.ve
'fleet of ceaseless ' exploitation m the
absence of markets World prosp.,„y-„

stake when tt stands on a crumbling
sructure of economic decadence thanwhen the latter is reconstructed from Hut
foundations Prosperity and de
alike catching Th,s t, lhe

not m
- high time to find some solution,

not to obstructionist tect.es and polttic,

'

masquerades but lerm, / J*economy This, ,n turn, involves the o ddogma of equality A 1
v a

freedom from want t aSSU"d ° f '

-tnhon^-Xr^.
hearted and Lugh‘'T^ ^
hazardous market Truly h.s ft^rl'an'tObsened that the Four Freedoms

k

it; t„r r
at-:::™ a,,j

Of Werauou ,s only a s.v,ng step
? ?

oa^is «bo,
eVO ’Ved

above

,s a cha"6a
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wisdom and reason, a reversion from the

classicism of political and economic

philosophy, as much as a change of

mentality towards magnanimity There is

no penumbra of virtue around the glory

of war Success in war, as H G Wells

said, is the victory of the dying over the

dead And to understand this is to plan

for the avoidance of war. The barbarism

of modern warfare is no less obnoxious

than the Mongol tyranny and it «

inexplicable to speak of a 20tb cenlurj

civilization as ditferent from a medieval

anarchy

Future of Indian Commerce and Trade

B\ Mr MAHESH CHAND

irnerstt) of Allahabad

. OR the last six years the Indian

P commerce and trade has been

continuously increasing Though the total

foreign trade increased upto 1941 42 and

has therealter declined, the excess of

exports over imports has continued to

increase It was about Rs 11 crores in

1938 39 and over Rs 91 crores in 1943 44

It would be a praiseworthy feature

But the term ‘commerce and trade does

not merely include foreign trade It also

rjfers to the internal trade Situated as

India is, «t * s »o doubt true that the

internal trade is affected by ihe conditions

of foreign trade India is an agricultural

country Her export trade also principally

consists of raw products and the course

of her expoits is an index of the situation
,

in the internal agricultural marketing and

of the condition of the agriculturists

Our net income from industries was

estimated at Rs 374 crores and our

imports, which are mostly of manufactured

goods, amounted to about Rs 153 crores

before the war Clearly the imports play

% dominant role even in regard to our

Industrial activities.

A study of exports and imports of

India would give an indication of the

internal agricultural and industrial condi-

tions also In the followmg paragraph*

attention will therefore be confined to the

foreign trade

To take up the exports first, in 193839

out of our total exports of Rs 163 crores,

the value of manufactured exports was

only about Rs. 40 crores In other

words, three fourth of the export was of

raw matenals The principal items oF

these exports are tea, food crop*, irtait*

and vegetables, jute, cotton, wool, oilseeds,

oilcakes, hides and skins, gums, resin •n'f

lac, and tobacco India supplies two fifth

of the world's tea Eighty to ninety per cent

,
of it has gone to the United Kingdom and

the rest to Canada, USA, Ceylon, Ir*«-

Sadan and Australia In a country where

the milk habit prevails, tea can only h e

exported unless it may be used to induce

people to give up liquor dunking, bs w»»

done in the Salem district of Madras*

Food crops and fruits and vegetables really

should not be allowed to be exported *°

long as there is food shortage in this
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country and also malnutrition The reason

why food-crops find an outlet is that the

cultivator has to part with it compulsorily

to meet his commitments (eg rent debt

etc ) The middlemen who purchase them

in the first instance are not ill fed and

sell them on to the exporters to make a

profit The State alone can put an end

to the atrocities of the blood suckers

infesting the cultivators

Peace time demand for jute lias been

decreasing and in view of the food

shortage it would be preferable to replace

jute by food crops In the alternative the

attempt should be made to increase jute

manufacture War time experience has

shown that there has been sufficient excess

capacity in the jute mills and it should be

possible to use the extra raw jute Raw
cotton exports were mostly in short staple

Cotton which were not being used

internally It was mostly taken up by

Japan Fortunately during the World

Wat II, most of the area under short

staple cotton has been diverted to other

crops The export of cotton to the

European countries w U be d fficutt to

maintain after the War m view of powerful

(vara

Colton As regards raw wool effort should

be made to encourage th^. growth of wool

manufacture Most cotton and wool can

be absorbed if the All India HandJoom

Board formed by the Government of India

pays proper attention to the development

and marketing of cotton and wool

products

O Iseeds have hien exported because no
oil crushing industry has been developed

The world tendency shows that jf the

industry is not developed, it may not be

possible to sell them, in the world market,

nor to have the oilcakes for use as cattle food

and manure in the fields Lac and resin

point to the overdue necessity for the

establishment of the shellac industry In

fact industrial development q( the country

would enable India to use most of the

raw materials which had to be exported m
the past

Due to the present war our export trade

was lost to the extent of Rs 29 crores on

account ol the Nazi occupation of European

countries, of Rs 19 crores on account of

Jap hostilities and of Rs 24 crores due to

the /all of Burma, Trench Indo China the

East Indies and other islands in the Pacific

Thus export trade worth Rs 72 crores out

of pre war exports of Rs 163 crores has

been lost In other words, hall of the pre

war exports are gone Yet the value of

exports had increased to Rs 199 crores

during 1943 44- and is estimated to be
about 220 crores during 1944 45 But the

real measure is not the value but the

quantity of exports this has certainly gone
down considerably The exports to USA,
Austtal a Mid Eastern countries and South
Wuca. bvre V>y Ajout Its AO
crqres but (here have not been established

permanent market relations due to the
existence of an intervening agency, tbt
UKCC which has purchased from India
and sold to these countries It has been

»

suggested that the present publicity arrange-
ments specially the Indian Information
should be used by the Government to
publicise Indian goods abroad The
Government of India also proposes to
appoint some more trade commissioners m
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the foreign maikets to help expansion of

foreign trade But if these trade commis-

sioners' reports are not a better stuff

and are as lata as they have been m
the past they shall little serve our

commercial interests

In an> case it is clear that in future the

exports from India will comprise more of

manufactured good? specially so far as the

Mid Eastern countries like Egypt Turkey,

Iraq, Iran Syria and Palestine are concerned

There will be less of raw materials in the

exports because whatever the altitude of

the Government India is going to emerge

from the present war as a more industrialised

countiy The political events are also

likely to favour (he industrial developments

in this country Of course the worn out

machinery and stores m our industries

and the effort by the foreign countries

—

specially by the United Kingdom—to dump
consumers goods into this country shall

retard our progress if we decide to develop

large scale production But if the small

scale ^nd cottage industries are to have iheir

proper place in our production plan and

if we are more inclined to use swadeshi

goods, development of industries is assured

There" must at least—and the likelihood is

that there will—be developed the key

industries like power production, vehicles,

aluminium, heavy chemicals and other heavy

industries

It would be possible to discuss the

industrial policy d<c!ared by the Central

Government at this stage, but it shall not be

very relevant Hence I must pass on to

assess the effect of the situation on the form

of our import tiade In the year 1938 39

w* impoited goods, mostly manufactured

consumeis goods, worth Rs 152 crores

Due to the war, the value went down to

Rs 110 crores in 1942 43 Siace then it is

going up again Due to the government

effott to encourage import of consumers

goods it may be about Rs 200 crores daring

1944 45 But after some years, capital

goods are sure to be a growing feature of

our imports

To sum up more of manufactured goods

in exports, more of capital goods m imports

apd more industrial activity in the country

shall be the features of our future commerce
and trade

CHINA'S RECORD OF RESISTANCE
B\ Mr S H SHEN

cAin

•

AMONG the Allied nations, China was
tile first to face the menace of the

Axis She was caught unprepared by ihe

sU liten and treacherous attack of Japan in

July, 1931, yet, aware of ihe cause of josl.ee

and righteousness she had to uphold,

she unflinchingly stood up against the

India

challenge Untold sacrifices and unpiece*

dented sufferings have been experienced »od

borne with exemplary forbearance
Despite the economic strata that' (he

enemy s unrelenting blockade has forceed on

us, despite the drain on our resources #od

man powe% and despite the heavy toll exacted

st Commisstcntr tn
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of our lives and property, we a/e carrying

on with revdalzed energy and unshakable

determination The trials and tribulations

which our country and our people hate

undergone have only steeled our will and

fortified our determining to fight to the

end until the Japs are driven back irom

China and their military machine is com

pletely crushed

The world should not forget that this

fortitude on the part of China to fight the

Japanese has contributed in no small

measure to the speedy end of the war in the

West as well as to the early final victory

of the Allied nations in the global war

During these eight years of hard fighting

no less than two m Ihon men of the

Japanese army had been either killed or

wounded on the China fronts, while

another two millions are being stranded

and tied down in China

We entered the war as a champion of

justice and righteousness which is the

antithesis of oppression and lawless less as

practised by bellicose Japan We weie

the first to step into this global war and

we will stay through to the end

CAIRO CONFERENCE DECLARATION

In bringing the last phase of the world

confl ct to a close China will support

whole heartedly the Declaration of the

Cairo Conference and the universal

demands of the United Nations for the

unconditional surrender of Japan It must

pe unconditional surrender of the type

,mposed on Nazi Germany that will make

this Far Eastern aggressor alike impotent

for generations to come to wage offensive

warfare

There are tremendous problems lying

before China when peace is won For

iunately during these eight years of War,

China has spared no effort in her political

and economic recanstiuctiou A genuine

constitutional government is on its way of

formation the real zatton of which wilt be

completed when the People s Congress

will be called in November next

Extensive programmes are being devised

for post war reconstruction and the

resuscitation of the country

CHINAS ROLE IN POSTWAR WORLD

A stabilzed and progressive China ^WtU
conduce to the equilibrium and the future

peace of the Eastern hem sphere and of

the world China has always lived in*

amity and harmony with her neighbours,

near and afar So lull she coi tinue to

foster a sp nt of mutual respect and
understanding among nations and (o

pro/n >te a policy of good neighbourly
relations



THE INTERPRETATION OF HISTORY
By Mr o

w 1 1STORY is the record of man s life,

H of his «ff >rts to live and to live

well No interpretation of History ran

be satisfactory which is not adequate to

the nclness and variety of human life

There can be as many interpretations of

History as mans eff rls and the aspects

under which they can be gnuped A

broad classification of the various inter

pretaiions of Hulory is that into

Deterministic and Non determinist.c

Deterministic theories of History regard

man’s efforts as governed by forces so

compelling that he cannot but act in a

particular manner Non deterministic theories

emphasize man s character as a free agent

whose, responsibility for action rests with

himself Among the former may be

mentioned the theological interpretation

the mechanistic or more specifically the

geographic interpretation the biological and

racial interpretation the materialistic and

economic interpretation

History theologically interpreted is a

transcendental drama The sufferings of

the present moment could not be compared

to the glory which was to come The

thorough going geographer is only incident

ally concerned with man History is a

vast tropism The biologist treats man as

being inexorably governed by the law of

Evolution The destinies of nations and

civil rations are governed by racial

qualities. History reveals the contact of

races It is a struggle for survival and

one race succeeds another in claiming to

be lh“ supreme arbiter of the world The

struggle for survival leads to the extinction

- of celtain species Survival after the

struggle is a sure indication of fitness for

the fulfilment of the Histone mission of

the race According to the racial theorist

racial questions overshadow all other

problems of History and hold the W
to them Charabeilain maintained the thesis

that The awakening of the Teutonic

peoples to the consciousness of their

all important vocation and cutture forms

the turning point (in the History of Europe)

The materialistic interpretation m*y he

more specifically called the economte

interpretation of History and is largely the

contribution of Karl Marx It may he

summarized in Engels statement as
1
tha*

view of the course of History which seeks

the ultimate cause and the great moving

power of all important histotic events m

the economic development of society the

changes in the modes of production and

exchange in the conseqnent division of

society into classes against one another

Though none of these theories is wholly

true most of them contain elements of

truth The vision of faith can detect the

working of Providence in the processes of

History The geographical interpretation

depersonalises History but is of service *s

emphasizing the influence of nature *od

environment on man " Hereafter History

will be seen to walk on the earth, breath*

the air and expand or dinmish with the

process of ihe sun The biological

interpretation is inadequate as according t0

»t, man has, in common with the rest of

the animate kingdom, certain instincts sod

impulses He cannot get over thefl

dominant sway Such a view ignores th«

essential characteristic of man as a beirC
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endowed with will Parity of race is a

dangerous myth There is not one but a

multitude of chosen races each claiming

its own peculiar, real or imaginary

excellences The value of the material stic

interpretation of History is very properly

assessed by Benedetto Croce ' Historical

materialism if it is to express something

critically acceptable can be neither a new

a priori notion of ihe philosoply of

History nor a new method of historical

thought it must be simply a canon of

historical interpretation This canon

recommends that attention be directed to

the so called economic basis of society

in order that the forms and mutations of

the latter may be better understood

The historian says A D Lindsay how

ever grateful he may be for the light

which economic interpretation has given, is

y up in arms aga nst a theory which denies

the individuality and uniqueness of history

and reduces it to an automatic repetition

of abstract formulae
1

No single theory can express the entire

significance of the story of man His

various motives and manifold ideals render

any single interpretation narrow and

inadequate A true and adequate theory

of History must therefore, combipe the

elements of truth in* the partial interprets

tions It must transcend the limitations oC

the mechanistic and the deterministic views

for the motives that lie bs'hind man s

effort and the perpetual striving after his

ideals refuse to be bound by external

limitations The origin of man may be of

the earth and earthy but his destiny is

lofty and splendid It is the vision of hts

destiny witch animates him and lifts him
60 ^

above the animal kingdom *
‘ Social

History
,
says Professor Unwin, ‘ must be

concerned with life truth and beauty—with

the energising souls of men in community

and these are ends in themselves

History must reveal the ideal driving forces

of the past and the increasing purpose

which runs through the ages

Such a view demands consideration of the

method of writing History The first task

of a historian is a critical examination of

documentary sources of information The

next is to construct a narrative of what

it was that actually happened of the facts

derived from historical evidence He
adheres in the construction of narratiyes

to the sequence ot events in time His

concern is not only with what it was that

actually happened but also with when it

actually came about

What actually happened can however,

never be told The inadequacy of
historical material its liability to be
partial and to be exaggerated always

confront to the historian Common
report and outward seeming as Lord
Acton says are bad cop es of
the reality Even if the material be
abundant and unimpeachable it is impossible
to tell what it was that actually happened
Beyond the question of certainty Js the

question of detachment - Our most
sacred and disinterested convictions ought
to take shape m the tranquil regions of
the air above the tumult ard tempest of
active life The -'narration of facts
involves their assessment They are
transformed from hard objective realities
by being' related to the mental background
of the historian Their mere recognition
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involves i linking up with certain concepts

which form part of his very being A

relaton between facts springs up and

History acquires the character of a

synthesis

An adequate interpretation of History

considers the “story of man from a

synthetic point of view Tacts in

appearance fortuitous and chaotic fall into

an ordered harmony They are not to be

\alued merely as facts and linked up

with one another as beads on a stung

A whole view albne can reveal their

s gmficance It alone can subdue the

angularities of details by fitting them into

the frame work of truth A mere

narration of eveots will be a dust storm

of facts unintelligible and meaningless

Truth in History is not the recording o»

facts and events in the spirit of a coroner

To the question what is to be the

standard of truth for the historian the

analogy of the artist as Viscount Haldane

points out may prove not without signifi

cance lor an answer No mere narration of

details will give the whole that at once

dominates these details and yet does not

exist apart from them The historian

must resemble the portrait painter

r»thef than the photographer

an event ,
says Dean Inge is a fact

which has its place in a system

and has its meaning and importance

within that system The filing of events

into the scheme of History is similar to

the blending of particulars into the universal

The particular has in it the elements of

the universal The facts of History point

out to something beyond themselves Other

wise no relation can arise between them

History would be a chaos, not a cosmos

The unity of thought is reflected in the unity

of historical events

A synthetic view of history involves a

conception of time as a whole A fact 10

itself is w thoul significance ,
sq is a dale in

history It is a fixing point in an endless

stream coeval with the'world and eternal

The chronicler regards time as a temporal

succession He endeavours to be exact >#

dates as he endeavours to be true »n

narration of facts and events His earnest

ness is futile -his aspiration false in it*

very nature It is based on a false

conception of truth and of time Tbe

historian if he should be true to his task

should be a philosopher—a spectator of

all lime and all existence He must

possess spiritual insight into the naloie

of man and must be able to comprehend

in one sweep of vision the mam fold -achieve

ments of his will

To strive, to seek to find and nbt

•to yield

THE WAR AGAINST JAPAN
SEPTEMBER 18 1931—AUGUST 14, 194o

I

T was jn Manchuria in the autumn of Kwantung Army, the spearhead of Japanese

1931 that the spirit of Japanese aggies expansionism on the continent from lts

sive Imperialism first demonstrated itself base m the Liaotung Peninsula, marched

in a most ruthless manner The notorious northward and proceeded to bring tbe whole
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of Manchuria under the direct rule of
Japan Marshal Chang Tso Lin, the Military
Governor of the Province and virtual

Dictator, was killed in a railway ‘'accident'*
at Moukden, believed to have been instigated
by the notorious Doihara gang of the
Kwantung Army. Tokyo turned a deaf ear
to the protests of the civilized, world, and
got busy consolidating these easy conquests
at the expense of the Chinese Republic. It

<vas a crime not against China alone, but
agajnst the world as a whole

PEARL HARBOUR
At dawn on December 7, 1841, the

Japanese attacked Pearl Harbour and Japan's
grand adventure for world domination was
on the-way The initial surprise achieved
by the treacherous attack helped the Japanese
to win a series of spectacular success By
March 9, 1942, Malaya Java, the Philippines
Sumatra, Borneo, Burma, the Andamans and
a number of important islands in the Pacific
had been occupied The Japanese had
also penetrated to New Guinea and the
Aleutians Japanese supremacy in the
Pacific was complete

, Nippon had risen to
the height of her power.

The second stage of the Pacific War,
generally referred to as the " holding war ",

found the Japanese consolidating their
positions In Australia they saw a potential
base of great strategical impoilance but

,

T eir°rl3 10 “btain possession of at
least the northern portion of Australia faded
completely I„ the.Battle of the Coral Sea
(May 4 8, 1J)42), the Japanese Navy was
ought in the Coral 'Sea while she was
sailing to attack the northeastern portion of
Ausiraha and was severely mauled In the
Midway Sea Battle (June 3 S, 1942) the

Japanese Navy, on its way 'to attack Pear
Harhour, suffered yet another shattering
defeat. In these battles the Allies, not only
sank a number of Japanese warships but
succeeded in depriving the enemy of air and
sea supremacy in the Pacific

ROAD BACK -
In 1943^ the Allies started on their long

road back to Tokyo It was a slow
moving affair, but under the circumstances,
he Allies had no option but to adopt
island hopping 'laches American Marines

landed on Guadalcanal and Tulag. Islandn the Solomons, which was the first
andmg made on ground, captured earlier
by the enemy In March, the Japanese
Navy sustained yel anmhcr shatteimg
defeat in the Battle of the Bismarck Sea
8/ 1944, the Allied counter-offensive

was well under way and the Japam.se
were being steadily pushed blck. On

rnThe If

A“Er,Ca”s bn Saipan“
“q

M,r
r

,an“ a“d »= ™ day a fleet
' Superfortress giant bombers, especially

conslructed to cany the a„ war to Janan
'

attacked Tokyo On July 21, the Afli-sundid on Guam, followed by anothe’
landing on Timan Island I„ October, U Sforces returned to the Pb,l,ppi„E3 ,vhe„Under Gen MacArthur they l a„ded
Leyte Island The remnants 0 f the JapN«vy suffered a gre'at defeat off thc

Alhed'TanV'"
1"1 “ 'ned ““e'fe=Alhed landing operations

; and retired intoo livion. With Saipan and Guam m Alhed

THE DLLUGL

Japate
y

;;ilVrun.t rcrestr
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On January 9, the Americans landed on

Luzon On February 4 6“ All.es enlered

Man, la On 1 ebru.ry 16 an Amer.can

Task Force sarled close to the Japanese

mainland and hurled a large number o<

Carrier home aircraft against Tokyo Three

days later American forces landed on

Inrojima an island KO miles from

Kyushu By March 16 Iwojima was in

American hands On April 1 ‘he

Americans landed on Okinawa 325 miles

from the Japanese mainland A month

later Australian forces landed on Tarakan

Island off the north east coast of Borneo

On June 11 another force of Australians

landed on Labuan Island off the north

west coast of Borneo cutting off Japans

sea lanes to the southern regions On

June 21 Japanese resistance on Okinawa

collapsed By June 28 Luzon Island was

completely liberated and further landings

had been made on Borneo The effect of

air bombing of Japan was being felt in

the waning lighting strength of the Japanese

Lack of air power made it impossible for

* the Japanese to protect their military and

industrial centres which began to crumble

The Allies -had won air and sea mastery

over and around Japan On July 5 the

Philippines campaign had ended On

July 19 a force of 2 000 earner borne

aircraft (the biggest force ever used)

attacked Tokyo On July 14 American

naval units sailed close to Japanese shores

to batter military and industrial targets

without interference from the Jap Navy

This was followed by a shelling of -coastal

targets near Tokjo by a combined Anglo-

American Tleet August saw Japan

- reel ng under the most shattering air

bombardment in history On August 4,

it was announced that Gen MacArthur

would lead the invasion forces against

Japant Two days later the first ‘atomic

bomb fell on Hiroshima On July 9,

the Red Army crossed the Soviet Japanese

border in Manchuria at several points

while Soviet bombers were attacking

Manchuria and Korea The same day a

second atom c bomb hit Nagasaki On

August 13 between 1 200 and 1 509

bombers attacked Tokyo By August 14,

the Red Army had dashed 200 miles south

across Manchuria and had broken mlo

China Russian troops also invaded Korea

and the island of Karafuto

CHINA AND BURMA

On July 7, 1937 Japanese forces ui

North China perpetrated what they called

the Marco Polo bridge incident and

launched a fresh large scale aggression

It became clear that the North China

incident was a mere pretext and that

the Japanese militarists were determined to

execute their old policy and aim of

conquest and expansion on the Chines*

sub continent Despite all Chinese effort*

and their heavy sacrifices the Japanese in

the course of the next few years overran

Urge and important areas of the country

and also established themselves at strategic

points along almost the entire coastlm*

The seat of the Chinese Government,

first shifted from Nanking to Hankow, wa*

later moved further west to Chungking on

the Yangtze

The spring of 1945 saw the tide tummS

definitely against Japan With the complete

defeat and unconditional surrender

Germany on May 7, and more particular!/
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after the series of staggering reverses

sjffered by the Japanese in Burma, the

Philippines, Saipan Iwojima Okinawa and

in the whole of Western Pacific generally

the outlook for Ehuia grew brighter and

brighter and continued to be so till the

Diwn of Complete Victory for China and

her Allies, and crushing defeat for Japan

The enemy overran Burma by the

middle of May, 1942, Rangoon Mandalay

and Myit* yina fell one after the other

The Burma Army was withdrawn to India

just on the eve of the monsoon

Two years later (May 1944), it was at

Kohtma that the tide of the war which

threatened India was turned The Japanese

met their ' Stalingrad ” at Imphal The

famous 14th Army, *the defenders of

Eastern Assam defeated the Japanese

invasion and in ihe course of barely a

year rolled back the enemy into Burma

Myitkyina Akyab, Meiktila, Mandalay and

Rangoon were recovered and the Japanese

pushed back into the Shan Hills In the

last great battle of the Burma campaign v

the battle of the Sittang break out, the

Japanese lost over 11 500 in killed and

prisoner The Allied air force and the

British East Indies Fleet together with

the Royal Indian Navy all played a

conspicuous part m the liberation of

Burma

TEMPERAMENT AND CAREER
By Mr V K VARADACHARI

WE often hear people saying that they

haven t got the aptitude or the

temperament for a particular job or

profession * I shall
/
never amount to

"anything as a lawyer or a doctor because

I haven’t got the aptitude or the proper

temperament ’ This is an argument that

is most frequently employed by persons

who have fatled to achieve success m
their endeavours or arc sceptical about their

future But this is neither a true nor a

complete explanation

It is no doubt conceded that there arc

infinite tendencies to be satisfied m every

Individual and the stifling of any one of

these arrests his growth to that extent and

makes him weak In the early years of a

child wo had the child developing strong

likes and dislikes for various objects But
a careful and a deep analysis would reveal

that they are not deep rooted Psychologi

cal researches have shown that human
beings differ in " general ability ' They have
not proved to what extent these differences

are caused by inherited nature, how much
they are inborn We do not deny that

some people possess by nature special

abilities and disabilities that determine
their career m life We have the example
of the first class geniuses The great
musician composing at his 5th year, the
great painter painting while tending his sheep,
are all of an exceptional kind They arc
unusual persons

But, for ordinary average human beings, out
of the infinite tendencies exhibited, the urge *

to show our attempts at its bestm any field of
activity should be most strongly developed
As the human personality is highly

gullible m the early stages of its evolution,.
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a long trained and highly regulated

mixture of education enables the individual

10 take to any calling or activity in life

with „ natural ease and affinity and

eventually leaves a permanent impress

on the mind of the individual that even

the mere contemplation of change to any

other walk is bitter for him Hence likes

and dislikes are more the outcome of life

and environment that the one that

shapes and moulds human personality

Why else do we condemn instinct and

impulse so vehemently and with such

consistency i

“ If education is not the mere collection

o( facts but the concentration of mind

shouli not a man who has had the

benefits of a sound educational system be

capable of adapting himself to the circum-

stances and try to make the best out of

a bad job Should he not strive to

spring up to the top, however lowly he

might be placed l

Hence, a sound educational system

should be one that in a general way

harmonises between the intellectual, the

moral and the practical parts of human

nature The human will should be made

capable of obeying the joint impulses of

these directing forces In its cultivation

does his success depends, and not on that

vague and undefmable thing, called

temperament which is nothing more than

an insubstantial bogie

THE ATOMIC BOMB

THE appalling damage wrought by the

atomic bomb on Hiroshima on

August 0 marks a new era in the history

of war This most destructive explosive

yet discovered by man has, it is said,

more than 200 limes the blast power of

the British 22 000 pounder It has swept

the Allies on to victory against the

Japanese faster than could have been hoped

and it has reduced Japan to nothingness

In fact, the explosion on Hiroshima has

destroyed a whole wot Id of ideas and

altogether revolutionised the strategy of

war Tanks and dreadnoughts and the

V seties of horrors hate become obsolete

in the light of this latest discovery in

the armoury of war The unleashing of

this featful instrument of destruction so

potent with deadly ill to civilization has

caused more dismay than satisfaction

among thinking minds

WHERE HIROSHIMA HAD ONCE BEEN

The devastating effect of the bomb

was such that it literally " seared *0

death all living things, human and animal

wuhm a radius of nearly 9 square nn«*

’ A column of smoke rising 7 mil«s

into the air, marked the spot where

Hiroshima had been”, said an observer

in the Super-Fotress that diopped e

bomb
After tbs n,i»3 le had been released, I »

S

u,i
f

and stood back for the ahock When it

,

the men aboard with mo gasped ‘My God “H
what had been Hiroshima was a mountain
smoke bke a giant mushroom
A thousand feot above the ground was • 6!“*

mass of dust boding awirliiig and eaUudwS
our mosl of tbo tii|

A Tokyo radio broadcast picked uP

in New York said that
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aQd
,

“l"«* W6re burned bojond
recognition, and that the authorities were unable
to get any definite check on civilian casualtiesino city waa stated to be a “ disastrous ruin ’

„^‘a
,

wfl® widespread Those outdoors
were burned to death and theso indoors were
killed by in Icscriboble pressure and Jioat With
houses and buildings smashed including emergency

HSTtaSTSST
tha mol,eal anihor,llJ ha'"

Such is the awful effect of the new
weapon, it was underscored in a
declaration by the Navy department that

the Japanese “must now take their

choice Mass suicide or surrender

SCIENTISTS AT WORK
It would appear that German scientists

had almost succeeded in their researches

when the collapse of the Wermacht
came " By God’s gr^ce Germany did
not succeed first ’

, said Mr Churchill
' If she had, none of us in Britain would
be here", commented a representative

Minister of Aircraft production Before
1939, said President Truman,

wa* the accepted belief of scientists that it waa
theoretically posable to release atomic energy hutno one knew any practical method of doing it By
194-, however we knew the Cerras ns were working
foyerishly to find a way to odd atomic energy to

*nX,
0

.
f
,

w" with Which they Imped toS Bu * <hcy fa,lcd Uo may begrateful to Providence that the Germane got V one a

3„ViW.°?',a,rQd
L“

bmUel quantities and even

nt All^
t f“ that th6y J ‘d n0t g0t fttormc bombs

Anyway as Mr Winston Churchill
said, the atomic bomb “constitutes one
of the greatest triumphs of human
genius of which there is record \
The whole world is discussing the startling

possibilities of this discovery The
tremendous implications of this new deve
lopment are hard to grasp for laymen but
there is no doubt as to the possibilities of
the application ot this new source of energy
in the sphere of industry

THE MORALITY Or IT
*"

But the Wiser among men are more
concerned with the perils involved in the
discovery of this terrific weapon Is America
justified at all In using the bomb against
the Japanese? The Hague Regulations
Imbid the employment of arms, projectiles
and material calculated to cause "unnecessary
suffering ’ On that score the German
flame throwers were condemned by British
moralists and the Archbishop of Canterbury
urged the British Premier not to use the
same infamous weapon " The Allied

are setting a bad ej.an.ple in resorlmg
Ibis objectionable method of indiscriminate ,

bomhmg whereby civilians no less than
nrd'laiy objectives come under f, re
Prof Gilbert Murray ,s naturally alarmed
•t the problem involved Leepmg lte
secret of the atomic bomb from nalmus
with aggressive tendencies " The ultimate
consequence of monkeying with the bomb '

write, George Bernard Shaw, "may well
the explosion of the wo,Id A Vatican
spokesman s„d the „ew, crealed ,
painful impress,„„ lhe Ho] gwhile the Dean of Si ah,mean ol St Albans went so

a, to cancel arrangements for a Wl0-vice of thanksgiving
' °

“ a P'°,esl **»'»*> the use of tbeAtomic Bomb Making . statement lalt

''

wrong uso of force h„ « S aboufc by the -

fro

d
^
Cn

iT
inat9 »««* » dir

0f Whcdesttl°

fe'-rMj*- -£ *sar
Hanson Baldwin, an American mihtarvcommentator, declared the-AJ

Z

W lba* -T have "T„X
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the whirlwind
' sown by .be »l»”« b°mb

He added

°
X-“S.

iS32lbS ='

-

hu become eyoonymoua with <5eatr“c

x have been the f rat to introduce thi

t;

« dely tl

well l br ght r

*‘v~— shores common brotherhood or

”'»»} brnoth rockets sort bombs, descen 1 to a

world if troglodytes

M, Churchill of course, defends the use

of the bomb but the New Prune Minister

fully real zes the penis of this discovery

Io reply to Mr Churcntll Mr Attlee

pointed out

rente putfortUfutu- The atom,c bon„„ The atomic bomb must

Trolled io tile interests of all people*

and not exploited m the interests of only one people

For to keep a scientific discovery of

this magnitude secret for long is neither

possible nor desirable ard the only nay

of security in so organising society as not

to give occasion for the wrong use of

this tremendous source of power

THE crrECT OF THE BOMBING

As we go to press gruesome details of

the havoc wrought by the explosions at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki have come to

light, which make painful nay blood

curdling read ng We are told that the

two 500 pound atom bombs that fattened

the once thriving cities of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki killed or injured nearly 200 000

Japanese Bomb number one dropped on

Hiroshima naval base either blew up or

destroyed by fire practically all houses

within a nine mile radius caused intense

heat wave ripples and 'black ram

These are tl e outstanding points made

by the Japnese News Agency giving the

fit«t detail* of effects of these missiles

60 000 dod at Hiroshima while 1<WOOO *®r*

nver ?00 000 rendered homeless

“SSu rnr 10 000 1M mow
and 90 00 made homeless

The agency sa.d^hat these figures were

still incomplete as many people were

dying daily from burns and many bodies

had not yet been recovered from the ruins

M&nv of those who received bums cannot

survive because or the uncanny effect the bom

Essies* b'rr,oS “
first only to weaken after » *»’ ^
unknown reason and maov have since uieu

BRITISH ADVISORY COMMITTEE

No wonder that British reaction to this

new horror has been intense and wide-

spread The new government has promptly

responded to the wishes of the people and

set up an Advisory Committee to deal

with questions involved in the discovery

of atomic energy The Chairman is Sr

John Anderson former Chancellor of the

Exchtquer and himself a scientist, who

has been in charge of Britain’s atomic

bomb research Other members—military,

political and scientific—are

Permanent Ondar

Chief of tlelmpir*1

Secretary W tb»

1 Apple 1

Secretary

Treasurv

S rFI.
of Sc

the Fore ga Office

1 M&rehal Alan Brooke
ral Staff

Barlow Second

D rector of the Depeitmenl

trial Ileacarch

Henry Dale Prendrot of the Royal Society

,

Prof P 8 Blackett

Sir Jamci Chadwick, and

Sic George Thompson.

Announc ng th s in the House M
Commons Mr Attlee, the Prime Minister

declared that it is

tho intent 00 of lie Hr t »h Government to darol*







THE JAPANESE SURRENDER

coM®Pm of Germany and
V V the switching over of the Allied

offensive to the Far East and the Pacific
Iho fate of the Japanese was doomed
liat Japan persisted and tried to hold onm the teeth of a position the hopelessness
ot winch was becoming evident, boor by
noar Meanwhile, the atomic bomb and
ino Iiossian advance on Manchana settled
too issue for the Japanose Exactly three
weeks after the Potsdam ultimatum
burronder or be destrojed Japan

admitted defeat and sued for peace on
toe basis of tbo demand for complete
surrender. In a midnight broadcast on
August 14 the British Prime Minister
Mr. Clement Attlee and President Harry
-iruman made this welcome announce
ment simultaneously from London andWashington Allied armed forces were'“

f

“e
n
diat

,

ey °^B
,

re(
|

t0 anapend oftensivo
action, tbo Mikado issued » similar

*
order and Ge0 Douglas

MacArthur, Supremo Commander of tho
lacific, wag appointed Allied Commander
to accept the surrender

Mn ATTLEE a ANNOUNCEMENT
Announcing Japan's surrender Ur Attlee

lelt °[ Japan's reply to theAllied terms It reads

announcement of August 10

Poudlm8 ,

acceptanc0 tho Provisions of thoPotsdam Declaration an l the reply 0f theOovermnoDtB of tho United States, Great Bntam
E01®0' and China, sent by the Us’^Cl

?
ry

,,
0f

,

8tato Mf Jaraca F By™as CQAugust 11 , tho Japanese Government has the

s&SSS'Z&sESr*
°

,

°r “•

authorities u issue to al
'*’*

_,

and A,r
coutroi wherever located^ to Cca;£

,

their
a»d to surrender anna

actuo resistance

TI1E KING S MESSAGE

the same da, said at
e
th(J

°°

tha surrender of Japan he, brought to a„i" b‘r w°o

f

rIdT"
f‘'’ *h

“f
“““> “l“d

JLSS^ eXV'So « - •*»
stoady courage and ea hX°0

° ght W,th

s”S£S<~Si:-s?-s
8=1?AS4££=?-
Will not hate been m .vain

1 ,hs war

THE MIKADO 8 STATEMENT

£sSssS« '

-

lords Wp are told
tcrs and

„J?
IS

,H
ajcitF ,ls<ened eilentlv as i„a nrand military and naval chiefs „ir~ ,

SIlni8t«ra
After they lind spoheo, U13 Maieffv w«

heir v,0'rs
pleased to take the final decfslo„

y 8 erac,ou«'y
terms of tho Potsdam at 1

to accept the
thought that the Allied

d*°Jaratl°n. since he
...thorny „ >0>0.0.g“ tule,

P
^,t“T“‘,,i

coureo .avoir, 1 much that »£.. each a
“*“>*»* *»J ZJ£ t ,“„?„rj

r h"
The agency concluded

.b“g‘^u,p'ra‘.,T”orirs *

'good «nd“lo°yai
m
Bub‘ect.^

t0

s

“=D ‘ lo h‘»

Da.p.
l

,.“?S a'SLh
K.tS-J«V four

tha gallant fight,

„

g of “fiS .„a
6>' «m aua-

8tAf«
dl ^DC

T
and °8S«luity of our

nftVal Forces
>State and the devoted service „r

B
t
ervants ofSJh*,;;TS>- ”.v*7-r

U-d..., ,h.^ hav.Tu'Tu^^^S
..« aud most crue^'b^u

113

the
5'1 '1 ^ enlPIoy ato do damage le. indeed ,*

«|
*

1JK
wep

,
which

of many innocent lives i i

bIo
> ,atjug toll

fight. It would not o„,y 2SS?
W° h

COntIn*“ to

f$r*SL"* obi,t«ratio/ 0f the i"
„
tba ““mateout also H would lead to the .,,,paQeso nation,human civilisation

t0 tbo tota» extinction of
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irnper al

1 ave ordered the

bofore the 1 allowed aptr t*

ancestors

:s.
of the rower*

Never baa Japan laced such a day

and the Japanese cowb agency gave ft

remarkable description of the scenes oat

side the Imperial Palace in Tokyo

Weepog people who had gathered outs de the

Imperial Palace bowed to the very ground in

shame because the r efforts were oot enough

His Majesty a eubjecta are mo ed to tears by

Hu Majesty a boundiwa aod infin to sol c tude

PRESIDENT TRLMAN S COMMENT

In President Truman a words the

Japanese reply » #nU acceptance of

the Potsdam Declaration which spccifaes

unconditional surrender

This IB a groat day Thu ia the day wo ha e

beea wa l n- tor snee Pea l Harbour Th 1 a the

day »hon Fascism Gi ally d ea as wo all knew it

WO Id Th a is tie day for democracy

TUB \ ICEROI S BROADCAST

India shared in the rejoicings of the

United Nations over the common victory

Broadcasting to the nation on V—J day

H E Lord Wavell said

To-day the valour and skill of the Ind an Army
a accia med all over the world Ind a can o led
ela m ft large eh&re or tl o v ctory both in tho

Most and in the Test

INDIA 3 PART IN THE VICTORY

Conveying the congratulations of His
Majesty b Government on the trnly

magnificent part which India has plajed

in the achievement of this Coal triumph

over Japan Mr (now Lord) Pethick
Lawrence the new Secretary of Stato for

India sa d in his message to the Viceroy

r are deeply const ou» of the

y on battlefields but a works
mlucb ha e transformed Ind a
J and fifel ting base

unsurpassed gall

fotoea wl I stao'

a lod ash storj

AT LIED LANDING AND OCCUPATION

Though the atomic bomb and tho Rossiaa

advance made tho surrender inevitable

Japan bad already realised that she had

lost tho war Arrangements were promptly

made in the varioos sectors for the

formal surrender Except for sporadic out

bursts and intransigence of isolated groups; m
faraway areas the Japanese wisely submitted

to tho inevitable and promptly carried out

the Mikados order Thas thej escaped

complete collapse and annihilation

The formal occupation of Japan from

sea aod air began on August 80 Tho Day

as Admiral Chester Nimitz called it

General MaoArthur Supreme Allied Com

mander landed at the Atsugi airfield oo

the SOLh morning m his transport plane

Bataan

Shortly afterwards the mightiest Allied

Fleet ever assembled began landing troop

of the Fourth Marine Combat Team ou

the north shore of Tokyo Bay just above

kokoauka the naval base Not a shot

v as fired and the landings were perfectly

peaceful

The Japanese surrender was solemnly

signed aboard the 45 000 ton America

battleship Vissoun at Tokyo harbour «
ISO am GMT (8 am 1ST) on

September 2 ending the greatest Jtori

war in history and marking the deatbsoe

of the Empire of Japan

The Instrument of Surrender declav£l

among other terms
\\ a hereby proclajm uocond t onal eurren .

the All ed Powers of the Japanese Imp "W

General Headquarters and of all Jape new a™"1

forces under Japanese control « berever s iuatol

The autlorly oftl e Emperor and the Jap»0«*
Government to rule tho Slate shall be abject
the Supreme Commander for the All ed Powers »*“

wU take ^sucb steps as l^e deems proper

The order of tho sigmng was
General MacArthur the United States Cbm
tho United Kingdom the U S S
Australia Canada Tiance tho Letheim00*

and New Zealand

Gen MacArthur then added
Let us pray tl at pence be now restored

the world and that God w II proserte it ale*/

Tl ese proceedings are closed*



INDIAN AFFAIRS
By AN INDIAN JOURNALIST

Lord Wave!! s Visit to London

LORD Wavell is again in London on the

invitation of tho now Labour Govern

ment for consultations m regard to India

policy ThiB is a welcome step from

all points of view for with ft new
government in offlca in England aud

with the changed circumstances brongbt

about by the surrender of the Jap3 it is

admittedly desirable that the whole field of

problems political and economio confront

ing the country should be reviewed de noio

Tho New Secretary of State for India who
19 known to bo a good friend of this

country baa started well without losing

time and it ia earnestly hoped that direct

peroonal discussions with Lord Wavell will

pave the way for an early settlement

Bat then tba Viceroy aud the New
Secretary must make up their mind
that this time, ut anF rate it will nob be
an affair of much erf and little wool If

as an inspired cable tells us that there will

be no departure from tho stale old pica

of agreement among tho parties as a pro

requisite for any forward 6top all tbo

labour and anxious thought on tho part'of

all interested in this battling problem will

have been wasted It is impossible to

expect such agreement anywhere in tbo
world and to insist on it is to by pass tbo

pressing demand for freedom with a view
to maintain tho status qua

Tho General ElcJicnt

Coupled with tbo announccmenb of

the Viceregal mission to JGnglnnd plans

for tho dissolution of tho Central Legislative

Assembly and for General Elections in
the Provinces have been announced
following a meeting of tho Viceroy a

Executive Council Indeed the Elections
are long ovord le and tho ten year old
Legislatures need new blood This has
acted as a tonic to tho publia which has
been threatening to become apathetic

,

It 13 good to Bee the parties becoming
alert and anx ong to consolidate their
position and make a full whole hearted
drive to win tbo puhho to their respective
views It is good to eeo Pandifc Jawabarlal
on the one hand and Ur Jinnah on tho
other enter mta the business with

keenness and zest And with tbo promise
nay assurance of free elections wo may
look to the electors to choose their

representatives on definite clear cot issues

and unhesitatingly support them in their

efforts to set up raeponsiblo government
in the Centre And framo the future
constitution of India The biting of the
baa on Congress bodies and the rapid
release of the politicals have heartened
the people already to a great extent

But why should tho country wait till

tho Budget Session of 1QIQ for any
settlement ? There are immediate problems
of economio and administrative nature
that cry for urgent attention Poverty
and curruption high price and unemploy
ment and all tho troubles following
demobilization need competent handling
None but popular representatives in office

could copo with them Why should nob
an mterm arrangement preparatory to a final

settlement bo devised in tho meanwhile ?

The Viceroy t Clemency

On the ovo of hia departure to London
on an important mission Lord Wavell has
done the right thing in responding favour
ably to the universal pubha demand for
the commutation of death sentences in
connection with the August disturbances of
1912 This is a graceful gesture in tune
with bis recent appeal to forget and
forgivo —a gesture that has been recoived
by the public with a profound feeling of
relief nnd satisfaction For it is realised,
that it was not an easy step to taka in
the face of specific legal decisions The
Viceroy has doubtless been helped by tho
large volume of public opinion in favour
of this step and his wise and courageons
action in tempering justice with mercy has
averted a situation which threatened a set
back on the prospect of good relations
between Britain and India lb was wgll
known that the fato of tho August prisoners
was one of the main lesties which engaged
Gandhijl in his talks and correspondence
with the Viceroy To him and to G R and
others who have been unwearying in their
efforts m this good cause, it would bo no
email comfort that their labours hnd not



FOREIGN affairs
End of Lend Lease

BX "CHRONICLER"

|

sadden termma tion of the lend lease
I arrangements by the President of tbo

United States has upset British calculations
though it bad been well understoodmat the arrangements were strictly awar time measure and would terminate
with the war. Announcing the termination
°
./V

iaraenfc Premier Attlee confessedmat he had not anticipated that opera
tiona under the Lend Lease Act would
continue for any length of time after the
aeieao of Japan " His complaint was thatme cessation was so sudden that ithad caused a great deal of difoculty and
complication President Truman however

aofc
,,

tb‘?k ' fc necessary or expedient
to consult tho British Government before
decJaring the end of lend lease It is coo
Biuord to be an astute move to convince theAmoncan people that he was not being ledoy tho no°e by the British as some critics

SSL*
e8,

i

n
*. *

16 may R,8° be duo t0 amrowd calculation that the USA willhave a freer hand in coming to an

a?S«°
nt
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h BriU,° rtboufc Postwar

arrangements

Inal of War Criminal*

AH leading Nazis now in a n a t o d j,including Rudolph Hess, aro named in tho
first list of war criminals to bo tried

at^Nmremburg^
111^10111^ Ir'b“” al

The announcement, issued aimnjtaoeously
Lo° flon Par,B Moscow,

gives the names o[ 2f leading Nazis

and t!ey?
H“S ' Goor“e> To“ Kibbentrop!

Ratio Chinese Treaty

The treaty between China and the
bov,eb Union provides for collaborate
between the two countries to prevent arepetition of Japanese aggression. The
Soviet Union is to render military and
other assistance exclusively £o the CentralGovernment of China

Although no dates for triil have beenfixed it is generally expected that theywill begin early m October.
y

The announcement said investigationsare going forward of the cases

3

war criminals not included in the li6t
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of the chief fomentors of World^Var II.
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Parliament and the United Nafiona Charier

apprtefTbsnmSN^Z..0

?
A"e "“‘

without voting Earlier it hn/? F
eace Charter

by the House of
beea

The treaty re afilrms respect for China's
full sovereignty m the three eastern
provinces Tbo trunk lines of tho Chinese
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Manchumn Railwajs
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CUniSTIANITV CII VLLENGES CAPITALISM

By W M Rj born Clarence Falk Fallow

ship of Socialist Christians, Lahore

We are painfully aware of the grave

inadequacies of capitalism which is slowly

withering under the impact of socialism

m oar day Now, the challenge to

capitalism has come from Christianity and

from the Christian angle, the socialist

programme outlined in this stimulating

pamphlet Is bound to attract the attention

of progressive Christians and Churchmen
and will make them realise their duty to

the compelling claim of the unprivileged

and under privileged in our acquisitive

society which is based on monopoly
and thrives on profit motive

ItrcOXSTRUCTION IN POST-WAR INDIA.

A Plan of Development all round.

By Sir M Visvesvarayo The All India

Manufacturers’ Organisation. Bombay.

In this searching and highly suggestive!

pamphlot tho author points out that the
basic needs are a modern democratic
constitution, sonio measure of social and
economic security, effective future military

defence and a vigorous drive towards a
national status and towards the foBtermg

of a progressively efficient population.

Within.^ a short compass this booklet
ende&vonr8 to show the country s grave
deficiencies and its wants and the results

that are likely to accrue by following any
particular reconstruction plan It provides

an excellent background for present day
reconstruction problems from tbe social,

political and economic angles

BOOKS ISECEIVJE©
Bffibctjons o'* inr Ganpihan Revolt-tion By
Y G Knshnamurti V ora t Co , Publishers Lt<!

Bombay

Dialogues mow Socrates tv an Imuan Villac®
DyF L 13ray do Oxford University Press 4 as

each pamphlet

Sovift RoS'ua By A U Williams Tho Soc ah.t

I ilerOturo Pubbsdnog Co . Gokulpura, Agra
Its 3 3

Victory Whose ? By B C Joshi People's Pub
lu-UuiR Houne, IDQB, Khctwadi Main Road,
Bombay 4

Pitt'sya By Prenmerajan Tendon \ idyamandif,
Chonrk Lucknow

Visvasambkbiti By Kolidas Kapur, \ idjamaodir,
Lucknow

Problems or Germany and Future Peace By
Bam Singh Tt o Vai guard, 30, Foiz Bazaar, Delhi

Better \ i5-t.ai.es By F L Brayne Oxford Un>
versily Press Madras Rs 2 4 m

Poverty and Social Chas a e By Tarlok Singh
Longmans Green A Co , Ltd Madras Rs 3 S

Ov Beauty By K R Srinivasa Ijongar Rodina
Publications, Ltd Bombay

Our Standard of Livjno, By II L Dautwala
\ ndma Publication, Bombay

Indo Polish Library (1) The Sonet Occupation
of Poland, 1930 41 By I L

{D America ov Poland., By non Alwm E
„OLoatki, Padma Publications

Seafarers Ashore (Tho British People—how
they live and work) Thirty page booklet
of— photographs and descriptive commentary
Longmans Greon A Co
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Madras

A A Avd Service Annual 194, A A A Service,
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The National Flao Natwool \outh Pnbhca
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Radical Democracy By Ellen Roy Modem Age
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Report or the Lvdustrial Research Planmvo
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August 1 Cad of Potsdam tails

—Viceroy opens Conference of Governors in

Delhi

August 2 President Truman meets King

George on board 77 e Reno n

August 9 Council of Foreign Ministers set

op to prepare peace treaties

Aogost 4 Mr Attlee completes biB Cabinet

Pethick Lawrence for India Office

August 6 Hiroshima atom bombed

August G Pberazsbab centenary celebra

t ion a by Bombay and Madras Corporations

August 7 Labour Cabinet meets for the
first time and prepares its programme

August 8 Russia declares war on Japan
August 9 Red air farce over Korea
—Sonet troops cross the Maucbnr an border
August 10 Japan offers to accept Potsdam
* terms for surrender
August 11 Nagasaki atom bombed

Dk g s aruadale
August 12 Dr G S Arundale President

Theosopbical Society dead
—Sir N N S rear dead
August 13 Congress Pres dent repl es to
Mr Jinoab s demand for publication of
Wavell Azad letters

Aogost J 4 Japan surrenders
August 15 The Mikado broadcasts to bis

people for tbe first t me
—Petaiu sentenced to death Court reeom
mends non execution of the Marshal

August IG Viceroy commutes sentences
on Chimnr—Asbti pr soners

August 17 Paper control order amended
—Bombay Press owners demand withdrawal

of whole order
August 18 Death sentences on Kulaaekara

patnum case commuted
August 19 Hindu Mahusabba leaders re

noonce title in protest against

Government policy

—Death sentence on Marshal Petain com
muted by Gen de Gaulle

August 20 Japanese envoys leave Manila

with instructions from Gen MacArthur
August 21 British Government invites

Lord Wavell for consultations
August 22 Ban on Congress bodies lifted

—S r J Colville to act as Viceroy
August 23 Sub) as Chandra Bose reported

killed in an aircrash
August 24 Lord Waveif leaves for London
August 2 Tbe Government of Madras lift

their ban on all Congress organisations
August 2G Russo Chinese agreement
Aogost 2 Trial of Nazi war criminals

begins at N urea burg
Aogost 28 General MacArthur lands in

Okinawa
Aug ist 29 Sr T roz Kban Noon resigns

from the Viceroy s Executive Council
Augost CO Allied fleet land in TokjO and

Allied army occupy the city

The Lite Sis A X SIRCAR

Aogust 31 Allied forces enter Vokabama
Surrender terms 6igned
Text of Desai L aqat Pact published



INDIA'S INSOLUBLE HUNGER
John Fischer, who was m India during

the great Bengal famine of 1943, gives a

harrowing account of what he saw in

Beaga!, m the course of an article in

Harpers Magazine Mr Fischer holds that

famines like that are inevitable so long

as the population continues to crowd so

heavily on the thin margin of subsistence

But to attribute all our woes to this

"relentless fecundity" is no remedy
What he saw at the Howrab station in

Calcutta is gruesome enough in all

conscience, whatever the causes

Then, as toy eyes ggt accustomed to the

sto&my, striking half light I saw that the floor

waa covered with huddled bodies, som« wrapped
m strips of dirty while csttoo, most of them
naked They were crowded hip to hip. aad as 1
picked my way toward the street, I couldo t

help hopping oa many of them Only a few groaned
or whimpered Even the babios—aad thero wore
hundreds of them—lay limp and quiet apparently
too weak to cry And it was plain that some of
those people on the station floor were dead, and
hod been dead for a long time

That week, the writer goes on to say,

the newly formed Municipal Corpse

Disposal Squaij removed 112 bodies from
the streets, more—to this day nobody '

knows how many—were taken away by *

charitable organizations and private citizens,

< stiU others lay for days on the sidewalks

and m gutters

Though all these months tho white Brahmin
cattle wandered by the hundreds through the
streets of Calcutta no one ever ate a cow,
no one ever dreamed of ih I never heard <jf a
Bengalee Hindu who would not perish with aii

his family rather than taste meat Nor was there
any violence No grocery stall, no rice warehouse,
none of the wealthy clubs or restaurants ever
was threatened by a hungry mob Tho Beogaleo
just died with that bottomless docility which to
us, Americans, is the most shacking thing about
India.

How many died } No one, of course
really knows When Lord Wavell set the
army to distributing food, the Statesman
was estimating the deaths at 10,000 a
week The official figures were lower,
calculations by private agencies were

67

higher None pretended to be entirely

accurate or complete

After comparing many di/Tereat estimates, my
own guess—and 1 babes e it to b*> eonswvatire

—

is tliat tbo 1013 famine, plus the epidemics of
malaria, smallpox, dysentery, and deaguo fever,

which foliowod in its tram, probably wiped out
about thne million people

What is the way out ? He met scores

of officiate from the Viceroy’s staff down
to the local tax collectors, without finding

one who thought he could see a way out

Everywhere he saw
a kind of tacit confession of imperial bank'
ruptcy Tho surest indication that British rule
la India is not likely to eurvn e touch longer, it

teems to <ne, lies iq this faduto to face up to
tho essential tasks of Government . They nro
merely ineffectual, they lack confidence m
thomselves thoy hold out no real hope that they
can improve the lot of the average Indian , and
such governments seldom hang on loog

STATES AND FUTURE CONSTITUTION
A claim that the Indian States have not

only earned a place for themselves in the
Indian body politic, but have in some
measure become pathfinders of the future,

is advanced by Sardar JC M Pamktar,
Prime Minister of Bikaner, m an article m
the Common wealth and Empire Retieof.

Sardar Pamkkar says that though the actual

achievement of the States is sufficient war-
rant for the belief that their position in any
political scheme is assured, jt js the way
they adjust themselves to changed industrial,

economic and social conditions m the future
that will mark their importance and useful-
ness

Sardar Pamkkar admits that in a vast
majotity of States, the problem of adjust-
ment of personal rule with association of
people has not yet been seriously tackled
and adds "It is only to be expected that
pressure from public opinion will be in-

creasingly felt when the war is over and
the States which have so far been satisfied
with the personal form of rule may> by
force of circumstances, be compelled to
’adjust their forms ol government to more
modern and progressive Conceptions

"
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TOPICS FROM PERIODICALS 581

The only thing ia that property should not be

private. If the State controls it, everything is quite

all right. Tolstoy most emphatically believed that
the poor are blessed The communist knows that

tbe poor are wretched Tolstoy believed that the

poor will inherit the Kingdom of Hoavea The
communist is quite willing to let the Kingdom of

Heaven alone HiS sole concern is with the lower

kingdom of earth And he is quiet suio that the

poor will inherit tho Kingdom of Earth—this

kit gdorn is for the proletariate

And then, what is the communist’s attitude

to violence J Obviously not Tolstoy’s

The communist is for defeating the bourgeoisie in

the class war by fair or foul means They resort to

violence The communist hates wars only when
they are imperialist wars Tolstoy hates ware
imperialist and all That is why he was against all

revolutionaries He did not like even Chayakovaki a

movement for elementary socialism Ho was eo

much against violence that he became a good
v egetanan in his last days.

Tolstoy disliked all human institutions

The supreme example of a human institution

Is the State and Tolstoy hated all States
He hated alt law He bated oil organised move

meats He believed in extreme individualism He
never concerned himself with public affairs Ho
used to boast that he never read newspapers He
was for leaving tho individual to hunsolf He web
an anarchist—ho denounced _ governments lie

denounced trado, property, custom law Tho com
raumat is for tho State ownorship of property
Tolstoy behev es neither In tho State nor in property
Communism is extreme collectivism Tolstoy ia

for extreme individualism Communism is all for

organisations Tolstoy all for anarchy

THE INDIAN HOME
The Roman-Urdu Edition ofthe IndianHome

is an attractively got up monthly specially

designed for the benefit of Indian Service

men at home and abroad and for their

family It has just completed one year of

its useful service and the annual number
that is to hand has a number of items of

varied interest It contains civic and social

information, helpful articles on village

uplift, rehabilitation of troops, hygiene,

child welfare, domestic bints, wholesome and
amusing entertainment There is in this

magazine something of particular interest to

every member of the family -

The magazine is published by Mr Mohan
V Raj, m.a B sc (Minn ), for Indian Home
Publications, Ltd

, Bombay The editors,
Miss Shanta Wagle and Mrs Shahla Wilson,
deserve congratulations on their novel and
attractive venture.

PIGEONS AND THE WAR
Pigeons are serving m every branch of

the armed services the Army, Navy,

Marines, and Coast Guard, m airplanes

and in submarines They are also faith*

fully serving the FBI, helping to apprehend

enemy agents, says a writer in the

Amertcan Mercury

“ Training for an Army pigeon begins

at the age of about four weeks Tbe bird

is first introduced into the spotless loft

with all compartments closed except the

one that the pigeoneer wants the newcomer
to occupy Once the pigeon has made a
choice, he abides by that and no one can
move him In the first stage of the

training the pigeon is taken a few feet

from the loft, while the Army pigeoneer
inside rattles a tin cup full of grain

This is repeated until the association

between food and loft becomes indelibly

fixed By the end of a week, the young
pigeon will fly back to its loft from a

five mile distance On entrance to the loft

it is immediately fed, for the pigeoneer is

constantly trying to strengthen the automatic
association of the loft and food As the
training proceeds, the pigeons are taken
distances of more than 100 miles from the
loft and released

The next step is to tram the pigeon to
return to an ambulatory loft When the
pigeon is released, his motorized home may
be ten or fifteen miles from its original site
A pigeon does not require a stationary loft,
but he does need sufficiently distinguishing
characteristics to recognize it

„
Later hls mate is introduced It does

not take long—there is no competition—for
the male to discover that this is the female
he has dreamed about all his life The
really vigorous training begins after mating,
for the pigeons are exceptionally devoted
parents They cannot rush back sufficiently
fast to see how their squabs are doing.
At thi3 stage, they may be sent out on
flights of 500 to 1,000 miles."
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THE SIMLA FAILURE

Under the heading “Failure Again in

India,* Uma Shankar, an Indian journalist,

now in the United States, writes in the

American Liberal magazine The Nation

' It would be completely false to say that

the Simla Conference broke down because

Indians could not agree In fact the vast

majority of Indians at least as represented

by the acknowledged leaders of various

parties did agree

The British had good reasons for letting

Mr M A Jinnah, wreck their scheme

besides their traditional policy of playing

off one section against another The

Muslim League is a reactionary force

representing landed interests

One reason why the British may be

supporting Mr Jinnah is the desire to

gain favour with reactionary Muslim

elements in the Middle East where they

wish to lock out possible Soviet influence

At least that reason may be advanced if

any member of the British Cabinet

questions why Mr Jinnah was allowed to

exercise so much power

Regardless of the nature of the British

Government and within the frame of the

Wave!) offer, action is possible without
injustice to Mr Jinnah s claims If

elections were new held it would be
possible to form, some estimate of the
relative strength of the various parties and
to judge Mr Jinnah s claims The plea
that war makes elections impossible does
not hold water For all practical pu-poses,
England is just as close to war as India

’

“ Uma Shankar, the API learns, is

the pen name of Uma Shankar, Bajpai, son
of Srr Girja Shankar Bajpai, Agent General
for India in Washington

GANDHIJI’S DAILY ROUTINE

Mr. K Rama Rao has given a viwd

account of the daily routine of Mahatma

Gandhi. Here are a few items

Mahatma Gandhi s ' wardrobe * consists

of six pieces of doth, three loin clothes,

and three chaddars (upper clothes), the

chaddar serving as shirt and blanket in one

An extra pair is kept for use in an

emergency

He bathes in warm water always No

soap is used He has first a massage

with oil and lime juice mixed Another

massage in the bath with a piece of rough

doth and the whole body become*

perfectly dean

He shaves himself with a safety razor

without, however a mirror before him.

with the result that at times some small

islands of unmown hair are left over for

the next operation An occasional haircut

is performed by one of the Ashramites

Gandhijis reading is select rather than

vast llis main concern now is the

Constructive Programme, and he reads all

the literature that comes to his hand,

beating on the subject concerned Three

books he was recently reading were on

Trtdosh (Ayurvedic), the second on Kashira

Bluisha (common lenguage for India)
,

and

a third on the cow and cattle wealth of

India In jail his leading was extensive

He read half of Shakespeare and a good

deal of Bernard Shaw Mira Ben put

Browning in his hands and he liked Tkt

Grammat/m s Funeral and Rail Ben B~ra

most He tnade such an mfensive study

of Marx s Das Capital that to day he can

give points to sworn Communists



INDIAN
Hyderabad

FOOD POSITION IN HYDERABAD

Mr C A G Savidge, Revenue Member
giving an account o{ the food situation in

the Nizam s State at a press conference said

that the Government aimed at building up a

buffer stock of 100000 tons of grains

To meet all requirements, including commit

ments made in the Government of India last

year, the State would require 180 000 tons

up to the end of December provided the

prospects of the present hharif and abi crops

come up to expectations

Rationing had been introduced in nine

towns and Government was trying to devise

a really good rationing system wherein there

will be no inequality—-a system that will be

as fair and as easy as possible

The satisfactory rice position has made it

possible to increase the rice ra ion while

the quota of 12 000 tons of wheat allotted

by the Government of India has materially

improved the wheat situation which was not

quite strong owing to the decrease in acreage

HYDERABAD S NEW PORTFOLIO

A ‘ firman issued last month by the

Nizam jinnounces that Nawab Liaqat Jung,

Officiating Finance Member will continue to

be a member of the Executive Council

holding a new portfolio of Arts and Crafts

after handing over charge of Finance to

Mr Zahid Hussain who is expected to arrive

in Hyderabad this month

The Nizam expresses the hope that the

creation of a separate portfolio for Arts and
Crafts, hitherto included in the Public Works
portfolio, will further facilitate the work of

the Council

A subsequentyimrt« issued by H E H the
Nizam announces the appointment of Nawab
Liaquat Jung Bahadur a3 Commerce and
Industries Member in recognition of the
loyal and faithful services rendered by him

STATES
Baroda

BARODA PLANNING AHEAD

In furtherance ol the creation of a

separate Ministry for post war planning,

His Highness the Maharaja Saheb has

constituted a Board of Industrial Advice
far general industrial development, as

well as for post war planning, with certain

outstanding industrialists in IJritish India to

serve on this Board The undermentioned
gentlemen have agreed to work on this

Board —
Sir Homi Mehta, Chairman

, Sir Sultan

Chinoy, Dr John Mattbai, Mr Tulsidas
Kilachand and Mr M C Ghia

Raja Ratna S V Mukerjea, Member of
Post war Development, will be ex officio

Member of this Board with Mr R
S Kanungo, Chief Secretary to the
Government, as the Convener

BARODA BUDGET
Several cut motions were taken up on

the last day of the Baroda Legislative
Assembly budget session, but on the
Government members agreeing to remove
genuine grievances or enlightening the
House with the correct situation, all of
them one after another, were dropped

Mr B G Desai brought to the notice
of the Assembly an error m the method
of the presentation of the budget His
objection was upheld by the Speaker and
the House wa3 told that, m future, it
would be strictly regularised

Mr C G Vakharia asked for more
grants for the archaeological institution
and better facilities for the post graduate
studies at the Baroda College and an
advisory bureau for students

After an explanatory statement given
oy the Law Member, the budget was put
to the vote and carried without a smcle
dissentient vote

h
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Mysore
NEW COLLEGE IN BANGALORE ,

Dewan Bahadur P Mahadev.ah declared

open an Intermediate College known as

I.lenw*.- College \ .lee'ed

by the Veerasaiva Educational Society of

Bangalore

This college, is the outcome of private

mn.al.ve and Messrs Basappa, N Rudnah

and Kenchappa have donated Rs 40000,

Rs 10000 and Rs 5,000 respectively

besides others', who have donated liberal

sums To begin with, the college has started

with provision for study ol Physics Chemistry

and Mathematics

It might be mentioned here that repeated

representations were made on the floor ol

the State Legislature lor increasing the

number of colleges in the State and

Government members, who explained

Governments policy in this regard had

observed that private initiative was neces

sary lor progress in this direction

KOLAR GOLD FIELDS

The Kolar Gold Fields in the Mysore

State contain some of the deepest gold

mines In the world, producing almost the

entire output of the precious metal in India

Over 20 million ounces of gold, valued at

over £102 millions, have been produced

from the gold fields since the commence

ment of mining operations to the end

of 1943

Cochin
COCHIN BUDGET

According to the Budget estimates

the Cochin Government, presented

Standing Finance Committee, for the next

financial year 1121 ME, the receipts are

anticipated to be Rs 262 82 lakhs and

expenditure Rs 255 20 lakhs, leaving a

surplus of Rs 7 62 lakhs This surplus

does not take into calculaUon the

substantial increase of Rs 32 lakhs

expected to be brought in by the Excise

auction sales Therefore the net surplus

may be expected to stand at Rs 40 lakhs

Travancore
travancore reservoir scheme

The immense possibilities for growing

sugarcane, tobacco and mulberry besides

paddy that would open out as a result of the

successful working of the scheme were

indicated by Sachivotlhama Sir C P. Rama-

swami Aiyar, Dewan of Travancore, laying

the foundation stone of the Peruncham

Reservoir Scheme

The scheme is to be an extension of the

existing Kodayar Irrigation Project, the only

one of its kind in the whole of Travancore

Situated about 18 miles from Nagercoil and

set in the midst of most beautiful sur-

roundings of natural scenery and wild jangle,

the site of the proposed scheme is a few

hundreds of feet above the historic Pandiyan

Dam The major river coursing through

this area is the Paralayar, which after its con-

fidence with Kodayar becomes the Southern

Tambraparni

ABOLITION OF TOLLS
The Government of Travancore bat*

decided lo abolish all tolls in the State and

levy instead a tax on vehicles, as is done

in British India and some Indian States, with

effect from the coming Malay alam year

Making the announcement at Sri Mnla®

Assembly, the Dewan President, Sir

C P Ramaswami Aiyar, said that the

vehicle tax was expected to be about

75 per cent of the Madras rates Municipal

tolls would also be abolished and any clat®*

for compensation would be considered and

decided on the merits of each case

EDUCATION IN TRAVANCORE
By 52 votes to 9, 3 remaining neutral, the

Sn Mulam assembly recommended to the

Government to take immediate step* 1°

absotb all private managed primary school*

in the State under llie management of the

Government.
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Gwalior

CHILD EDUCATION IN GWALIOR
" It is a matter of deep regret that the

important question of child education is

not receiving the serious attention it

deserves The small child is akin to a
growing plant which, if not properly looked
after, is affected by unharmomous environ
ments

, observed Her Highness the
Maharani Scindia, while performing the
opening ceremony of the Montesson school
m Gwalior recently

Her Highness continued The pre-
school education of a child is more
important than that of a grown up boy
because the growth of his mental faculties
begins at this tender age A child s mind
readily receives impressions of whatever
action is performed exactly in the way as
does the open lens of a camera Whatever
type of education the child receives, forms
at a later stage the foundation of his
character and reveals the truth of the
axiom The hand that rocks the cradle
rules the world ’

Remarking that a mother's lap serves as
a primary school for her child s education,
Her Highness advised mothers and teachers
to„handle children with extreme patience
and care She expressed concern at the
existing low percentage of mothers who
really appreciated the importance of
pre school education of a child, and said
that the present regrettable lack of good
education among women was largely
responsible for that low figure

Rajkot
RAJKOT POST-WAR PLAN

Rajkot State has a post war programme
for the development of irrigation since
agriculture here, as elsewhere, is a gamble
with the monsoon The authorities have

f°r p3ants for implementing
the scheme to grow more food crops It
is stated that the scheme nas received theapproval of Sir William Stampe Irrigation
Adviser to the Government oi India

Eastern States

JOINT HIGH COURT TOR E STATES
Thirty nine States of the Eastern States

Agency are understood to have joined
the scheme for a joint high court for the
agency The affairs of the court, according
to the Eastern Stales PubIicfty„Bureau, will
be controlled by a board of control,
consisting of six representatives of the
States, elected every three years, and one
political officer as the representative of
the managed States The contribution of
the States will be fixed on the revenue
basis The prerogative of mercy will be
vested in the Rulers

KASHMIR CONFERENCE
The sixth annual session of the All Jammu

and Kashmir National Conference ended at
datvn on Angus! 6, after a night long stormy
debate over the resolution regarding the

The r!
s
.
eIrdeterm“li»‘°n ft» nationalitiesThe resolution was carried bv 11Q

votes to S3, the opposition staging a walk out
The resolution suggested to the Congress

to re exam,»e the Hindu Muslim questtonm a spirit of self analysis and work out aconcrete formula of its own which may "allaythe suspicion, of majority domination",

Bhopal
Sin J BHORC APPOINTED PREMIER
Following the retirement from the State
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INDIANS OVERSEAS
o

Indians in S. Africa

The Trade Commissioner for the Union

of South Africa gives some figures about

the Asiatic population in the Union which

are of great interest to us in this country

According to the last census taken in Sooth

Africa there were 219 621 Asiatics living in

that country Of these 36 234 were born

in India 1 643 were born in China and

146 were born in Japan The overwhelming

majority of course were born in the Union

In fact the number of Indians in the Union

who are actually born in India is shrinking

all the time This is accounted for by a

natural decrease— r e by the death ol immi
grants who went to the Union before 1910

—

and by the fact that immigration has been
on a comparatively small scale ever since

Of the total number of Asiatics enu
metaled nearly 82 per cent were Sou h
African subjects and some 16 per cent

British Indian subjects

U.S.A.
U S AID FOR rAMINE RELIEF

Ten American societies have offered to

help raise a fund of 12 00 000 dollars

for relief of the famine stricken areas of

Bengal Bil ar and Orissa Mr Gilbert

White Executive Secretary for American
Relief for India, announced recently

Mr White said that appeals had been
sent to community chests and war fund
organisations of principal cities throughout
the United States and replies promising
help came from Chicago, San Francisco,
Milwaukee Gary and Mincie in Indiana,
Oil City in Pensylvama, Jonespbro in
Arkansas Hamilton in Ohio and Alympia
in Washington State Tentative commit
merits also were received from several
other cities

The money will be used principally
for purchase of food to supplement diet,
drugs and medical supplies which will be
shipped to Calcutta by the American
Friends (Quakers) Service Committee

Kenya
STATUS OF INDIANS IN KENYA
The Kenya Government’s scheme for the

reorganisation of the administration of Kenya

is ’ entirely unacceptable as it aim9 at

reducing Indian subjects in Kenya to political

servitude and at bringing about their ultimate

economic destruction," says Sir Rahimtocla

Chinoy Vice Chairman of the Council of

Imperial Indian Citizenship Association, in

a communication to the Depaitment of

Commonwealth Relations, Government of

India

Sir Rahimtoola says that the proposal

" is a sinister move on the part of the Govern

ment oi Kenya to make it impossible for

Indian subjects to live as a self respecting

pet pie in that Colony It is, therefore, the

duty of the Government of India to bring

pressure to bear upon the Government of

Kenya to see the justice of the Indian

cause and to force ibem to withdraw these

proposals forthwith
1

In another communication to the Govern
ment Sir Rahimtoola Chinoy refers to the

assurance of the Kenya Government to the

India Government regarding the temporary
nature of the regulations about the entry irfo

the colony of non natives and says that

so far as the Association was aware, the

Government of Kenya had no intention

whatsoever either of rescinding or relaxing

the immigration regulations against the

entry of Indians Sir Rahimtoola requests the

Government of India to make known the

step it pioposes to take to protect the Jegiti

mate rights of Indians to enter Kenya »fier

the war emergency is over

England
SOCIAL CENTRE FOR INDIANS

India its in London have opened their

own social centre The first of its kind
in England, it is situated at Irving Street,

Leicester Square The centre has been
convened by a number of Indian business
men in London
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Questions of Importance

THE VICEROY'S MOVE
A press note issued on August 21 on

Lord WaeU s visit to London said His
Majesty s Government has invited His Exel
Jency the Viceroy to visit London as soon
as possible for consultations and His Excel
lency has accepted the invitation

»The Viceroy left for London on August 24
The press note announcing the decision to

hold general elections stated

'General elections for the Central and
Provincial Legislatures are long overdue
and the Governor General has decided after

consultation with His Majesty s Govern
ment and the Provincial Governors that they

must now be held as soon as possible

The Central Assembly will, therefore, be
left to expire on the 1st, October, and the

general elecMon for that Chamber will be
completed in time for the new members to

take their seats at the Budget Session of

1946 The electoral rolls for the Council
of State are not ready, and the life of that

Chamber will, therefore, be further extended
to 1st May, 1946 with a view to the hold

ing of a general election as soon as may
be after that date

"In the circumstances, the Governor
General will not summon session of either

of the two Chambers this autumn

KINGS ADDRESS TO PARLIAMENT
The King in his speech from the throne

on the opening of Parliament on August 16,
made this reference to India 'In accord-
ance with the promises already made to
my Indian people*;, my Government will
do their utmost to promote, in connection
with the leaders oT Indian opinion, early
realisation of full self government in India

’

03

DESAI—LIAQAT PACT

The following is the text of the Desai —
Liaqat Pact

The Congress and League agree that

they will jom m forming an interim Gov
emmenton the following lines

(<i) Equal number of persons nominated

by the Congress and the League in the

Central Legislature Persons nominated need
not be members of the Central Legislature

(6) Representatives of minorities (m par

ticular Scheduled Castes and the Sikhs

)

(c) The Commander m Chief

The Government will be formed and
function within the framework of the exist-

ing Government of India Act It is, hovyever,

understood that if the Cabinet cannot get a
particular measure passed by the Legislative

Assembly, they will not enforce the same
by resort to any of the reserve powers of
the Governor General or the Viceroy

It is agreed between the Congress and
the League that if such interim Govern-
ment is formed, their first step would be
to release the Workmg'CommUtee members

The steps by which efforts would be
made to achieve this end are at present
indicated^to take the following course

On the basis of the above understanding-,
some way should be found to get the
Governor General to make a proposal or a
suggestion that he desires an interim Govern
ment to be formed in the Centre on
the agreement between the Congress and
the League and when the Governor General
invites Mr Jinnah and Mr Desai either
jointly or separately The above proposals
would be made desiring that they are
prepared to join m forming the Government



Utterances of the Day

PANDIT NEHRU ON THE SITUATION

I ,n prepared to lake all reaper..,brldy

for the happening, of 1942, hec.n.e I *»

responsible lor cr.ati.B the condition. .»

rhe country ' declared Pandit ].».h«U

Nehru addressing one ol the largest ..lire.

„ recent ye... m the Gandh, ground

Delhi, oa August 29

Vwdrt Nehru m h« 90 minute speech

spoke of the 1942 Movement and said that

,t was true that the movement was not

started by any Congress declaration but

when all the leaders were arrested over

night the misses could not tolerate it

The people took it to be an attack on the

independence of the country They had

only two alternatives—either to submit to

the Government or to take the challenge

He was glad and proud of the movement

which followed He would have felt very

sorry if the country had not taken up the

challenge The movement was responsible

for creating a new spirit m the country

Pandit Nehru said they were passing

through an age of great revolutions In

this atomic bomb age, he said the demand

for Pakistan was a hoarse and meaningless

cry At this lime, the question was not

how to divide the country but how to

draw several countries together m order

to defend themselves against great powers

In this age small counliies had no place

He said that nobody, not even Mr Jmnah,

had defined Pakistan He referred to the

speech of Maulana Ahul Kalam Azad in

which he had clarified the self determination

clause The Congress made its position

clear that if any part of India wanted to

bteak away nobody could slop it forcibly

But m the Punjab he said, Pakistan raised

a complex question How could a vast

number of Sikhs and Hindus live ux

Pakistan f Similar was the case in Bengal

SARDAR ON CONGRESS St LEAGUE

Th. view that all issue, pending between

the League and the Congress wete c.p.ble

of being easily settled by .rbitrshon and

that they constituted no tnsnpet.ble obstacle

in the way ol the sUamment of India,

independence was expressed by Sttd

Vall.bhat Patel, addressing a recea

gathering

It was easy to create quarrels, »

difficult to reconcile hostile parties If

were given power to rule over Brita.p

declared the Sardar, he could produce

wars among England, Scotland and Wales

The British Government had been rePe*‘'"*

that a Hindu Muslim settlement was tneir

responsibility Nobody * invited them

shoulder this responsibility

The world was not bankrupt of P»P”
With impartiality and a sense of justice

should not, therefore. be difficult «

arrange for all outstanding issues betwer

the League and the Congress to be

by arbitration But as far as the Congt«

was concerned, it was not prepared 8

knocking at the doors of the Government

or the League The position of Mao*

Gandhi was apparent He was like

ocean in his generosity He would go

the door of anyone who called him ’

said the Sardar, his own personal

was that while the Congress need not

lls doors to any offer, it should not

any further offers It had done enoug

In this connection he referred

certain fears that the Congress was B'JL"

too far in placating the League .

r.onl .tend for Uist.ce and «tCongress stood for justice and -- .

be willing to give to each party " ‘

was justly its due but no more 1

Congress did not even insist on *njb°W

to accept its own standard of J
u* 1

When there could be no agreement

any question, it was easy to settle s

matters bv arbitration



Political

Mr GANDHIS OFFER TO Mr JINNAH

I said and I repeat now that my offer

to Mr Jionah was not in the nature of a

bargain It was my settled conviction

though originally received from Rajaji said

Gandhiji in an interview to the Nagpur

correspondent of the Hindu replying to

the questionf whether his offer to Mr Jinnah

made in September last year stood

Gandhip added, I am not in the habit

of deriving anything from anybody however

great he is unless I can appropriate and

assimilate it for myself Therefore even if

Rajaji went back on that formula I shall

stick to it so long as I retain my sanity

I hold it to be substantial and also directly

derivable from the Congress resolutions

and immediately from the resolution of

August 8S 19+2 Only I have given it a

\
concrete shape

HINDU MAHASABHA PROTESTS
The All India Committee of the Hindu

Mahasabha concluded its two day session

at Delhi on August 19 after adopting

their main political resolution Without any

amendment The resolution declared that a

Constituent Assembly based on separate

electorates was unacceptable* that the

Communal Award should go and that the

parity principle m the Wavell formula was

pernicious"* The Committee also passed
a number of resolutions condemning the
continuance of Section 93 in Bengal,
assuring the Mahasabha s support to the
Arya Samaj for any movement that is

launched against the banning of the Satyarth
Pralash and expressing concern at the
impending unemployment of millions

of Indian men and women due to
demobilisation

Prominent leaders of the Hindu Mahasabha

have decided to renounce their titles in

protest against what they describe as the

Governments increasingly hostile attitude

towards the legitimate rights of Hindus
'

Their decision is in accordance with a

lesolution passed by the Working Committee
and the All India Committee of the

Mahasabha at Delhi on August 18

Dr Sir Gokulchand Narang speaking at

the AU India Committee, announced
that he had decided to give up hi?

title Later the President Dr Shyamaprasad
Mukherjee stated that Raja Maheswar Dhayal
Seth of the United Provinces and Rai

Bahadur Hanschandra of Delhi had declared

their intention to renounce their titles

BAN ON CONGRESS BODIES LIFTED
Following the official announcement that

General Elections for the Central and
Provincial Legislatures will be held as soon
as possible the Governments of Bombay,
United Provinces and Bihar and subsequently
other provinces have removed the ban on
the All India Congress Committee and
all other Congress organisations mi their

provinces

The Government of Bengal has also
decided to remove the ban on the A ICC
and all other Congress organisations in the
province

Sm SYMXL VHKN NOON
A communique says The Hon Sir

Firoz Khan Noon KCSI, KGIE, has
informed the Governor General that he
wishes to resign from the Executive Council
on 15th September 1945 m order that he
may return to patty politics The Governor
General has accepled his resignation

Sir Firoz Khan has joined the Muslim
League

It is learnt that since the Defence and Civil
Defence Portfolios were created purely as awar time measure, no new member will be
appointed m Sir Firoz Khan Noons place
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ADMISSIONS TO SCHOOLS

Excess admissions to schools up to a

limn of 10 per cent of the strength of

each class have been sanctioned by the

Director of Public Instruction Madras Also,

in some of Government colleges, specific

provision has been made for increased

admissions These arrangements are des

crlbed in a Press communique issued by

the Government of Madras

Referring to the lack of accommodation in

colleges lor the numbers seeking admission

the Government point out that the root of

Ihe problem goes down to secondary

schools, and set forth proposals to reorganise

secondary education

POSTAVAR EDUCATION

A scheme estimated to cost rupees one

crore during the first five years has been

prepared by Justice W R Poraoik Vice

chancellor of the Nagpur University

Through this scheme Justice Pnramk
proposes to develop the university post

graduate leaching and research under

its direct management fulfilling its

own highest academic aspiralicns on one
band while making its contribution to the

solution of the urgent problems of the

community on the other

The main items in the scheme are (I)

extension of the Laxminarayan Institute of
Technology (2) construction of a library

building and increase of b o o k s (3)

construction of a gymnasium and 'ports
pavilion (4) hostels for boys and guls and
quarters for professors and (5) establish-

ment of a Translation Bureau' which
will adapt a vocabulary of the language*
of the province for this purpose

Jusuce Puramk points out that m this

scheme he dots not take, consideration of

the establishment of colleges of medicine,

veterinary science and agriculture and

animal husbundary, engineering or expan

sion of the colleges of science and

agriculture and certain other colleges at

Jabbulpore and AmraoU as financial
requirements of these msututions ueie

being dealt as part of departmental plans

of the Government.

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FOREIGN
TRAINING

The Government of India have made

their final selection of candidates for lie

a-vard of Madras Government scholarshf*

for technical training abroad

Out of a list of 106 candidates sent up

by the Government of Madras, it is under

stood that 49 candidates have been

selected An official communication »
expected to be sent to them soon mdiw
dually intimating that they should keep

themselves in readiness to start *•

short notice

It is further understood that eight couth

dates have been selected from the Madras

list for award of Government of Ioai*

scholarships for foreign training

ANDHRA LAW COLLEGE
The Hon Mr Justice P V Rajamanoar

of the Madras High Court, inaugurated

the Andhra Law College at Masnhpata®
in the presence of a large gathering Mr

L Subba Rao, acting Vice Chancellor

presided

The Vice Chancellor described the pro-

gress of the scheme to start the CoHf£e

and its realisation and thanked the Judg*
for Ins help in tins connexion

Inaugurating the College, Mr Jo*ti«

Rajamannar explained the ideals of the »li

of law and promised bis help to
college in the furture



Legal

CHIMUR AND ASHTI PRISONERS
The death sentences on the seven

Chimur and Ashti Case prisoners have been
commuted to transportation for life by the
Governor General
The seven accused in the Chimur and

Ashti case were sentenced to death in
connexion w th incidents in Chimur and
Ashti villages, in the Central Provinces during
the 1942 disturbances The sentences were
to have been earned out in March last
when a postponement was secured for
submitting a mercy petition to the King
The King rejected the petition whereupon
Mr Gandhi intervened on their behalf
Another attempt was made to save the
lives of the condemned men by a Habeas
Corpis application which was rejected by
the Nagpur High Court in May last An
attempt was made to take the matter
before the Privy Council which refused to
grant leave to appeal Mr Gandhi imme
diately wrote to the Viceroy urging
commutation of the sentences

kulasekarapatnam prisoners
In addition to the above the death

sentences on prisoners involved in the
Patwa Jawnpur, and Kulasekarapatnam
Cases have also been commuted by the
Governor General

In the Kulasekarapatnam Rioting Case
Kasirajan and Rajagopalan were charged
with noting and murder during the August
1942 disturbances

Rajagopalan and Kasirajan were sentenced
to death in connect on with the raid
on a salt factory af Kulasekarapatnam on
September 20 1942 resulting in the death
of an Excise official m charge of the
factory

Twenty two persons were put up before
the Special, Judge of Tinnevdly for tr al
under the provis ons of Ordinance No II
of 1912 on charges of noting murder
etc Several of them were convicted of
various offences while lhe two prisoners
were convicted of the offence of murderamong others and sentenced to death

’

The High Court dismissed their appeal
the matter was taken up to tie Federal
Court who confirmed the sentence of
death by a majority decision Varadachan J
dissenting An application was then made
to the Privy Council for special leave to
appeal but it was dismissed H E the
Governor of Madras and the Governor
General were then moved for mercy to the
condemned prisoners

SOLDIERS WHO JOINED ENEMY
The Government of India have decided

to treat with mercy and generosity therank and file of Ihose soldiers who yielded
to pressure and who were so misguided
as to join the forces raised by the enemy
says a press communique But they will
allow the law to take its course and will
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Insurance

insurance advisory committee

Advisory Cooml.eo w.. hold .1 D“«

House", Madras on Aujo.t 11 Sir fir rui

Haque, Commerce Member to the Govern-

ment of India, presiding

The Committee discussed the repoit ° f

the Enquiry Committee appointed by the

Government to investigate certain trends

and undesirable features found in the

managements of Insurance Companies in

India and to suggest measures for removing

the abuses found The Committee came

to certain tentative conclusions alter

discussion and the same would be

considered by the Government before

riving effect to the lecommendations of

the Enquiry Committee After disposing

of certain routine items the meeting

terminated

Among the important subjects considered

by the Committee were questions regarding

restriction of investments by insurance

companies the voting rights of share

holders and the formula put forward by

the Superintendent of Insurance (Mr L
S Vaidyanathan), for limit.ng expenses of

insurance companies

At a dinner given the same night by

insurance companies in Madras, to

Mr L S Vaidy analban at the Cosmopolitan

Club, Mr Vaidyanathan explained the scope

of his formula for limiting expenses and

how such limitation would help the healthy

growth of insurance companies He gave

an account, in this connection of the

legislation undertaken in New \ oik City

where conditions similar to those prevadmg-

in India existed before the legislative

measures were enacted

WAR RISK INSURANCE

A press note says that in \iew of the
i \ . . i with Japan, thecessation °f hostilities , ,

War Rod. Factories Insurance Scheme win

be withdrawn from the first of next month

and the War Risk (goods) Insurance

Scheme from fust of October

SOCIAL INSURANCE FOR SEAMEN

The ad hoc Advisory Committee constitu

ted by the Government of India to

consider the question of improving

conditions of Indian seamen generally, «*

expected to discuss at its first meeting,

be held in New Delhi on August 4, the.

question ol evolving a social insurance

scheme for the seamen employed •

coastal and foreign going ships registered

in India, as well as id foreign countries.

The formation of a suitable peimanent

machinery, for adv.smg Government on

maritime labour problems and direct y

dealing with all matters concerning ship-

owners and seamen, will be another

subject for discussion The question o

setting up either a national maritime boara

or a tripartite conference will be considereo

in this connection

Other subjects that will be considered

are regulation of hours of work of lQ“l

seamen recruitment, holidays with pay 40

clothing for seamen

THE JUPITER INSURANCE CO

We, as Indians and as members of

the business community, ow'e a duty ®

ourselves Bnd to the community to sh°

that we can make money and make proh

not at the expense of others, but J

adding to the common prosperity of t e

country,’ observed Dr Rm Al*g 4PP*

Chettiar, \t A , rh D , LL D , D Lilt, Bar at Law

on the occasion of meeting members st* >

agenis and field woikers of the Jupit*

General Insurance Company, the mao«K

ment of which he has taken over * *

new Chairman Hr J C Thakkar, «>e

outgoing Chairman, presided

Mr E. S Joel, the General Manager of

the Company, welcoming Dr Chelti»f>

observed that it^ was a happy augury foj

the Company, winch is the second larfif*

composite insurance cflice in India, l*
14

so eminent a captain of industry »s

Dr. Chettiar would be at its helm.



Trade and Finance fill

INDIAN INDUSTRIALISTS
' DELEGATION

The Indian Industrialists Delegation, which

recently toured the United Kingdom and

the United States, has not placed any

orders for heavy machinery or other

industrial equipment m either country

This was revealed recently at a Press

Conference held by Mr Tata and Mr A
D Shroff, members of the Delegation

Mr Shroff explained that this was

because so far as the United States was

concerned, they had no dollars with which

to pay for any purchases and in England

they did not see any good 'bargains

At the outset, Mr Tata said that a fuller

statement of the views and the general

impressions of the Delegation as a whole

Would be issued after all its members had

returned to India This would be by the

middle of this month when Mr G D Btrla

and Mr N R Sarker are expected to

return

LEND LEASE AID TO INDIA

The total Lease Lend Shipment to India

to the end of June, 1945, amounted to

2 033,385 000 dollars, according to the

report on Lend Lease operations upto

June 1945 submitted by President Truman
to Congress By means of this aid, the

United States helped to relieve many of

India's needs and strengthened the striking

power of the Allied forces in the farflung

China Burma India theatre, the report

declared

The major share of these shipments was
munitions Aircraft represented one quarter

of the dollar value of all Lend Lease
material sent to India tanks and vehicles

amounted to more than 20 per cent and
ordinance 12 per cent

After pointing out that India in reverse

Lend Lease has given aid to America to

the extent of 516,713 000 dollars, the

report says “India's ports have proved
extremely valuable, for example, m
movements of war materials IiLe jute and
mica under reverse Lend L»ase for war
plants in the United States

Under reverse Lend Lease, India
produced these strategic materials, trans
ported them to shipside and provided
loading facilities United States under
Lend Lease provided hauling and trauspor-
tauon equipment United States also
supplied large quantities of tyre making
materials to enable Indian plants to
produce tyres for military vehicles

wiriinx, ijuujjs FOR INDIA
Sir Ardeshir Dalai, Planning and

Development Member Government ofIndia, tvl.o recently returned from amission to the United Kingdom and United
Slates mainly for securing capifal goodsand expert assistance and to have talks
with His Majesty’s Government on thequestion of elimination or the Commercial
Safeguards clauses from the Governmentof India Act, 1935, told Press Correspon
dents recently that it might take two yea ,8and more before India could get imports

From
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* K'^omFrom USA deliveries might be earher
In regard to Commercial Safeguards

context of the larger constitutional issue
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Women’s Page

WOMEN MPS

There were 14 women in the last Parli

ment and in this one there are a couple of

doien Not much of an inciease perhaps

but the swing to the Left in womens

representation is as marked as that of the

General Election comments a writer in

Daily Htrald

Eight of the 14 last time were Tories

two of them (Lady Astor and Mrs Beatr ce

Wright) retired Five of the others were

knocked out The only one to retain her

seat was Lady Davidson atHemel Hampstead

All Labour women MPs except Mrs

Agnes Hardie who has retired fought

victorious defensive actions Miss Ellen

Wilkinson Dr Edith Summerskll and Mrs

Jennie Adamson Lady Megan Lloyd George

remained as a Liberal and the fate of Miss

Eleanor Rathbone as a Un vers ty member

has still to be anti unced The new

women MPs are all Labour

Mrs SAROJINI S REMINDER TO
LORD LAWRENCE

11 Lord Wavell s sud len summons lo

Loudon naturally presupposes a des re on

the part of the Soc alist Government of

England to make a new offer or a new

paraphrase of ihe old rejected offer to the

people of India* sajs Mrs Sarojinl Naidu

in an interview

Mrs. Naidu adds Bnt however com

plex and d fncnlt our domest c problems be,

India is no longer in a mood lo consider

fresh versions of the stale and too familiar

phrases— * self government' or 'Dominion

status SI e demands and can accept

nothing less than full independence, with

all its far reaching and intricate implications

May I ventore to remind Lord Pethick

Lawrence that he and his distinguished

wife both old and valued friends of mine

have always proved in precept and practice

their unwavering fidelity to the basic

principles of equality and freedom In this

crucial hour of human history, there is an

unequalled opportunity for the Secretary of

State for India to rise to a height of wise

and courageous statesmanship and make a

splendid affirmation of his own avowed

ideals on behalf of India’s independence
'

Concluding Mrs Naidu says ‘Free and

friendly India would te an invaluable asset

to Britain in rebuilding the ruined world

Unhappy and rebellious India in subjecuon

would be an indictment of Britain s moral

failure and spiritual defeat.

MUSLIM LADIES AS NURSES
A sirong plea to the Muslim ladies to

come forward to take up training as nurses

has been put forward by Dr Sir Ziauddifl

Ahmed Vice Chancellor of the Ahg*r"

Muslim Univers ly in a statement to the

Orient Press S r 7iauddin points out that

wh le in England there is one nurse

for every 300 persons ihere is only one

Musi m nurse for every five lakhs ofMush®
population in India He further states that

the proposed Medical College at Ahgatb

will have an institute for traning nurses as

an integral part of the College The esti

mated cost of the Institute he says will

be Rs 10 lakhs the major portion of

which will be utilised for providing stipend*

for food and clothing to the trainees

Sir Ziauddin announces that Mr* Said*

Akhthar of Bangalore has takeu upon
herself the task of collecting the requisite

amount for the Nurses Institute and is »1*°

contributing Rs 10 COO herself
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AMERICANS AND INDI\

‘One of the first things soon after my
arrival in America was the fact that while

almost every part of the world was
represented amongst the journalists in

America, Indian journalists were conspicuous

by their absence said Pandit Hudaynath
Kunttu while addressing the Journalists

Association at Allahabad

There was no Indian agency to send

news from there to India of Indian interest

Taking advantage of the absence of this

organisation in America British propaganda

unfavourable to India and Indian situation

had its own way and was little counteracted

by the woth of Indian journalists there

The fact that sttuck him most was that in

spite of goodwill of Americans towards

India their ignorance of affairs of India

was profound

MERGER OF FINANCI tL DAILIES IN BRITAIN

Britain s two financial daily newspapers
are amalgamating The Ftnanctal Wears

limited has bought controlling interest in

the Financial Tunes Luntted held by
Lord Camrose and his fam ly M nonty
holders of the Ftnanctal Tunes Limited,

will he offered the same puce as has been,

paid for the controlling interest, namely
4ish 3d per share

The Financial Times will acqu re the

Copyright of the binancixl tfezas and

subsequently the two papers will

amalgamate

Mr Brendan Bracken is associated with

the Financial AVvj Limited which now
controls both the papers

AMERICAN PUBLISHER S OFFFR TO
CHURCHILL

According to a reliable report in New
York, Mr Winston Churchill has been
offered 1 00 000 dollars (Rs 33 00 000)
for his story of the war The figure
covers book and maganne serial rights
The offer has been made by a big
American publisher, who said he would
be trying to get Mr Churchill to sign a
contract immediately .

6D

LORD *SINH \

Lord Sinha who last month took his

seat in the House of Lords for the first

time since his father’s death in 1928, had,

it will be recalled many legal difficulties

to overcome before his right to a seat in

the Upper House was recognised

Lord Sinha is the son of the first Lord
Sinha who was raised to the peerage as Baron

Sinha of Raipur in 1919 As a member
of the House of Lords the first Lord
Sinha piloted the Governmeit of India

Act of 1919 through the Upper House
At that time he was Parliamentary Under-

secretary of State for India

SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE

The Japanese News Agency announced
the death of Subhas Chandra Bose in a
Japanese hospital as a result of injuries

received in an air crash on August 22

The Agency added that Lieut Gen Tsuna
masa Shidt was instantly I died and
Colonel Habibur Rahman Subhas Chandra
Boses adjutant and four other Japanese
officers were injured m the crash

THE Larr Mo RAAQACHARI
Dewan Bahadur T Rangachan, whose

death occurred at the npe age of eighty
was one of the older politicians of India
with a record of public service spread
over 25 years Like most members of
the old brigade, he was a lawyer by
profession and started public Ufa with
active participation in the civic affairs of
bis home town—-Madras
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PROGRESS OF CANCTR RE3FARCU

The progress in cancer treatment made

during the war at the London Royal

Cancer Hospital was described as little

short of amaring by Mr Chester Beaty,

President at the hospitals last annual

meeting

Experiments which may throw light

upon racial geographical and economic

incidence of some cancers in man were

mentioned in the reports of the work

carried out during the year

Cancer of the liver is far more common

in the natives of South Africa and Southern

Asia than in the natives of Britain while

in England and Wales cancers of the

skin, mouth throat and stomach become

progressively more common as one

descends the scale from the richer to the

poorer classes

Mr C E Shattoclc Chairman of the

Medical Committee said, that no cure in

the true sense of the word has yet been

put to the credit of chemotherapy but it

was within the realms of possibility that

increasing experience might indicate that it

was a key to success

rULoI LEAF AS CUItr FOR MALARIA

The Tulst leaf (Oattum Sanctum) is an

effective malaria cure says Dr Mohanlal

Si-thi of Ludhiana

As a prophylactic against malaria five

fresh leaves of tulst with thre * black

pepper should be chewed and swallowed

early in the morning or between meals,

twice a week For children the dose

should be reduced proportionately

PrNICILLIN FOR INSANITA

Penicillin has just saved the reason of

five patients in a Birmingham mental

hospital

The doctor in charge who bel eves that

the new drug can be used to arrest and

cure mental diseases grew the pen cillut

brmself and has said that he will be glad

to show anyone how to do so Some of

his penic Ilia was produced in ordinary

jam jars

HYDERABAD EXPERIMENT If DIETARY

Extensive and • repeated sorvejs of

the dietary conditions in Hyderabad

Slate having revealed inadequacies in Doin

Quantity and quality also a marked Jack

in protective value the Ni/am s Government

have appointe 1 a Nutrition Advisory Com

mittee to ensure better nourishment of the

population Among the schemes engages

attention are measures for increasing mil*

production and regulating its supply lbe

extensive growing of vegetables and fruits,

the establishment of fisheries, measures to

improve the breeding of cattle and poultry

feeding of school children ,
organising ol

canteens for industrial workers, introduction

of mobile canteens to supply foods ol

approved nutritional value at cheap rates

and demonstration kitchens and stall* 0

show how the dietary habits of the people,

mainly dependent on rice and wheat can

be changed

EXCESSIVE CLEANING OF VTOETABLrS

Meticulous processing and refining o

foodstuffs which removes 'those imponae

table metals which are found in soil *n

are needed for health ' is blamed for teet

decay by Sir Leonard Erskme Hill form*

Applied Physiology Director of the Nation*

Institute of Medical Research Britain

He points out that ‘ natives in Ben*
r
*!

suffer from tooth decay only when oiey

come to eat white flour and sugar m p',c

of their own diet, and says that modern

methods of washing wheat in the roller^

mill ng process excessive cleaning

vegetables peeling of potatoes des'r
°J

the imponderables essential for he**1 f

teeth

Similarly careful filtering of reserve
^

water supplies while guarding ag»,,lS

typhoid and cholera epidemics also remove

any trace of the elusive metals

YAVVNINC3 AND EXCITEMENT
^

The assumption that yawning is cau,e

by boredom is a mistaken one A P®**
0

is just as apt to yawn when moved by acn

attention or breathtess excitement
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1 liIURE OF INDIAN BANKING

Confidence that the Indian banking
system was in a position to make its full

contribution to the post war economic
development of the country was expressed
by Sir Chintaman Deshmukh, Governor of

the Reserve Bank of India presiding over
the eleventh annual general meeting of the

shareholders of the Bauk held at Delhi on
August 6

Sir Chintaman said that while the

general banking picture cont nued to

be healthy and encouraging there were
certain undesirable tendencies which if not

checked in time might, react unfavourably
on the country s banking structure He
uttered a word of caution in particular

against three " unsound practices These
were (1) the tendency among a few
banks to acquire control of non banking

companies by the purchase of the latter s

shares regardlee* of the price and yield

(2) indiscriminate branch banking engaged
in by a number of banl s In some cases
he said, the expenditure incurred on
branches was out of all proportion to the

resources of the institution or the capacity
of the head oftice to control them
efficiently

, and (3) excessive manipulation

practised in a few instances at the time of

the preparation of balance sheets which
gave an altogether ^misleading impressi m
of the bank’s financial position, particularly

in respect of deposits

BANK OF ENGLAND
Much has been heard of late of the

proposal by England’s Labour Government
to nationalise ihe Bank of England This
venerable financial institution has long been
on Labour's list for nationalisation, although
comparatively little interest has been
displayed by the layman m the proposal,
and indeed it would have little effect on
the man m the street

Apart from keeping Government deposits
and managing the National Debt the chief
function of the Bank of England is to
issue Bank of England notes for use by
the public

DLVLLOPAILNT 01 INDIAN RAILWAVS

Rehabilitation development, amenities to

passengers, construction of new lines and

staff welfare constitute the important items

of a Rs 319 crores plan for post war deve

lopment of the Indian Railways, according

to information received The plan is

claimed to be practical enough to operate

without putting any excessive strain on
Government finance and elastic enough to '

be enlarged or adjusted to conform to the

needs of other maturing post war schemes

Considerable doubling of track, additions

to stations and yards and improvement in

signalling interlocking and other arrange-

ments for improving the efficiency of the

working of railways are envisaged in the

plan The Railway Advisory Committee
are also advised to consider suggestions for

the improvement of amenities to Third Class

passengers like the construction of new
platforms increasing the number of over
bridges latrines and waiting accommodation,
provision of separate waiting rooms for

women, improved booking arrangements and
additional comforts during travel by the
reduction of the number of passengers
carped in each compartment It is pro-
posed to reduce the number of ordinary
passenger classes to three (corresponding to
the present Second, Inter and Third) with
considerable improvement in all the three
and to have in addition ' deluxe air condi
Honed accommodation in important trains
As an initial measure for ten years, and
annual construction of 500 miles of
new railway lines is envisaged and the
programme is capable of expansion
Special consideration will also be given
to lines required for the development of
the country

Ihe construction of locomotives will be-
speeded up, and in addition to the railway-
workshop already placed under the manage
mentof the Tata s for manufacturing boilers
a second workshop IS to be reorganised
lor production, under State centrol, of loco*
motives and boilers.
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TB IDE UM0N3 AND ART

la the United States of America, Trade

Unions have lately taken a fancy for Att

They have made elaborate arrangements

for Art teaching in a way, which is suited to

the average labourer who is usually without

any previous training or much of talents

The stadents who join these classes are

just ordinary labourers between 13 and 52

m age Judging from the conditions

prevailing m India and general standard

of labour class on the whole it is

surprising that they have any inclination at

all for these finer aspects of culture But

that they find time and energy to dabble

with paints after a day s hard toil is all the

more astonishing Perhaps it indicates a

better condition ot labour also

After a strenuous physical exertion for

full seven hours of the day, in an

atmosphere of heat sweat and noise they

rush to quiet painting classes to get their

physical relaxation coupled with intellectual

and emotional pleasure, through the

medium of painting or other plastic arts

It is a manner of recreation almost
unknown to us and unthinkable for our
Unions. But it is certainly a very desirable

and noble past time to escape from the
anxieties of our day to day problems

This scheme not only offers a healthy

and noble mode of recreation they give a

chance to an ordinary labourer to test his
talents in the sphere of Art

BARQDA ART FXHIBI'rtOV
The Commercial and Industrial Art

Exhibition organised by the Art and
Science Association at the Cottage
Industries Institute was declared open by
Sir B L Mitter, the Dewan
The exhibition was organised on the

basis of an All India competition and
about 150 entries had been received some
of them from distant par's of India

Prizes to the extent of about Rs 1,300
were awarded Among the entries, the
most striking were poster designs for the
Cottage Industries Institute and the
Alembic Chemical Works as also some
textile and label designs

INDIAN CRICNETLR3

I Hunk India has a bright future «
international cricket, if we apply ourselvts

to the game and have the will to perform

creditably on all kinds of wickets, s*J

Dr P Subbaroyan, President of the Beard

of Cricket Control for India, in an inter

view in CaicutU
Dr Subbaroyan was sure that when

hostilities in the East ceased, English teams

would visit Australia and India He said

We must build a side who will work ,s

a team we must improve our fielding

Our cricketers must pay attention to thi*

department of the game as they did to

batting and bowling, inasmuch as go™
fielding m»hes a moderate bowling side

into a good one in any contest

Dr Subbaroyan emphasized that Indian

players should be able to overcome He

difficulties of different kinds of wickets

He said ‘ We have batsmen of reputation

in Merchant Hazare, Amarnath and Must*?

Alt Mody is very good, and I am »**

he will be a source of strength for

Indian side for many years to come **

he is still young In Gul Mahomed **

have a batsman who would distingu 5"

himself in any company.

ENGLISH SOCCER TE AH FOR INDIA
There is a bnght prospect for » *ePre

sentative English football team
India next year It may be recalled that

at the last annual meeting of the All !®d<»

Football Federation, it was consider*®

whether the Football Association ol

England could be approached for sending

an England team Mr G C Guba Jo>»‘

Honorary Secretary of the I F A who Is

now in London on business, was comm *

sioned by the Indian Federation to Con*»ct

the Football Association
It « learnt that Mr Guba called

S F Rous, Secretary of the Foolb*
Association, who has tentatively agreed
send an England XI (not an internatiOO"

side) composed of professionals
amateurs to India in 1946 or 1947 TW
Football Association wilt officially coosid£f

India’s invitation
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SCIENTIl 10 RESE \RCIT 1 ELLOH SHIPS
Research lellowships in Chemistry, Physics

and Biology worth Rs 336,000 are being

given to the National Institute of Science of

India by the Imperial Chemical Industries

(India). The fellowships are to be available

over the next five to seven years

Details of the gift are contained in a

letter sent by Lord McGowan, Chairman of

the Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd to

Professor Wadia, President of the National

Institute Lord McGowan writes “ We
thought there could be no belter w«y of

encouraging the advance of science in India

and with it the general prosperity of the

country than by the offer of these fellow-

ships which, under the wise administration

of your Council will, I hope, lead to aug
mentation of the distinguished successes in

science already attained by s6 many of your
fellow countrymen.’
Cach fellowship is to be worth Rs 400

a month, and will be tenable for two years

With the possibility of extension to three

years In addition there will be a grant for

research expenses to be made to the fellow

ship holders according to their needs of

special apparatus and materials The
fellowships will be open to per«ons irrespec-

tive of sex, race or religion under j5 years

of age The over riding qualification for

membership will be scientific ability.

OLIttIVN Wilt bLCUETb IN UIIITISU II IND3
Practically all German war secrets are now

known to the British, says a report It is

further repotted that the Allied campaign to

extract every possible war industrial secret

from the Reu-h is assured of huadred

per cent success following sweeping dis-

closures by two hey German officials

—

Albert Speer, formerly Hitler's Minister

of Armaments and War Production and
Dr Osenberg, head of the Reich Research
Council Both these men now m British

hands have handed over documents
including a list of 15,000 leading German
technicians and details of armament develop-
meat ut which they were engaged Other
documents embrace tb® entire field of
research in missiles m Germany

‘MUIIURT ’ 01 UDAY SHANKARS 1ILJI

An event of considerable significance to

the Indian film industry came offm Madras
when the ‘ Muhurt * was performed of

Uday Shankar’s film, “ Kalpana ", at the

Gemini Studio

The film is being produced under the

banner of
“ Stage and Screen Presentations

"

—the company of which Uday Shankar is a

partner along with Sir Chimnbhai Madhowlal
and Mr Vishnudas Shirah, A special

licence for the film had been granted by the

Government on the basis ol Uday Shankar’s
services to Indian art and culture

The " Muhurt, * which was quite a
sirapje affair, was preceded by six months
continuous rehearsals, which is an unprece-
dented thing in Indian films “ Kalpana ”

is asocial story dealing with some of the
modern problems and abounds in dances and
music of a novel type

CINECUILD LTD
In order to increase their output *of first

class pictures, Anthony Havelock-Allan,
Dawd Lean and Ronald Neame have formed
Cmeguild, a production company working
from Denham Studios

'

These three young men have each gained
an invaluatle hnowledge of film making
through years of experience in every tech-
nical department of the business They
first came together during the making of Noel
Cowards "In Which We Serve ’

, David
Lean as Co Director, Anthony Havdock-
AHan as Associate Producer and Ronald
Neame Director of Lighting They took
chirge of the production of Noel Coward’s
This Happy Breed" with David Lean

directing solo By this time they were
working as a team and had collected a
nucleus of experienced technicians Thus
Cmeguild came into being.

Cineguild’s film of Noel Coward’s “Blithe
Spirit emerged m Technicolor as brill antand gay as.the sup play, and ,hps has b
fol ow.d by Brief Encounter ”, siamngL 1,1 !

°hns°a aid Tierror Howard and based

S 30"
P
K,«5

°mN°e C0Wat,i
'

s " To “'8l>t at



Industry

INDUSTRIALISATION Or INDI

V

The view that industrialisation of India
Was absolutely necessary before she attained
political or economic freedom and that it

was high time that Iadians took a serious
note of the warning of some of her
leaders to *'

industrialise or perish * was
expressed by Dr Rm Alagappa Cbettiar
speaktng at a reception given to him by
the Bombay South Indian Club
Dr Chettiar said that the question before

India today was not whether she should
develop large scale or cottage industries
but how she should work out a judicious
combination of both If, in the development
of large scale industries labour saving
devices were introduced throwing her
millions of labourers out of woik and
depriving those engaged in cottage industries
of th^ir livelihood, then^ indeed there was
a strong case against b g industries II

however, both of them were encouraged
and the proper sphere and share were
allotted to each, then there would be no
conflict between the two

INDIA S INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Propaganda m favour of industrial

development on sound national lines and
the appointment of a national planning
Committee for that purpose were advocated
by Sir J C Ghosh, Director of the Indian
Institute of Science, at Bangalore
Dr Ghosh said there was need for

setting apart 15 to 30 per cent of the
national income for the development of
productive enterprises on national lines
He urged that a comprehensive plan for
industrial development should be drawn up
and vigorously pursued There was
Immediate need for start ng heavy
engineering industries He said that science
would play a beneficial part in all
development plans

1 ACIvAGING OIL IN PAPER CONTAINERS
Buying lubricating oil in paper Containers,

the way milk has been bought m the
Un,t„t State! (or many year, „„„ „ mide
possible for U S motorists Oil is being
packaged m this way now at the Socony.
Vacuum o.l plant at Paulsboro m the State
of New Jersey

Agriculture

IRRIGATION IN INDIA
Sir William Stampe, Irrigation Adviser

to the Government of India, has left for
London to search Britain for machinery to
speed India s Grow More Food '* campaign
He is accompanied by the Technical

Adviser to the Irrigation Department of the
Government of India

Before leaving for London, Sir William
Stampe giving details of his mission said
in an interview to A P I ' During the war
years India has been carrying out her
irrigation schemes with equipment similar
to that described in the Bible There
have been many developments in the
methods of irrigation and irrigation machinery
during the past five or six years and I am
setting out on a tour of British and
American factories to study their latest
technical improvements I shall have to
find out whether the plants manufactured
in the two countries can be adapted to
India s needs If not, a special plant will
have to be devised Immediately I am in
a position to make my report to my
Government orders will be placed in both
countries for necessary plant
The plant for soiling tube wells and forwater boring parts of f„d,a blthe„„unused for water producliou, will play animportant pa.t I„d,a s f„ 0If

sufficiency plan Tbe next two years w 1be vital
, sa,d S,r William, 'and we

to speed up the campaign by every meansat our command * y ans

INDIAa AGRICULTURAL ECOtiOJIL
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equipment was, according to Mrm°re Ur*«“ ^a„ the need for m^r cars



In

Automobiles

CUE \PER OARS

speech to the London Rotary Club

reviewing the war production acmit.es of

his organisation Sir Miles Thomas Vice

Chairman of the Nuffield Organisation

predicted that in future cars would be

cheaper He said Theie is no doubt

that we have learned a tremendous amount

during six years of war production Things

such as the development of faster cutting

steels and tools which speed up machining

operations very considerably will help the

public by making it possible for us even

tually to lower the price of cars

MANUVACtLRL Ol US C4RS> IN INDli

The American General Motors Corporation

have built a large plant in India for the

manufacture of American designed auto

mobiles by Indian labour says the Ne
\\rk lleiali Tribum

Now that Germany and Japan have been

industrially crippled India is the woilds

third wealthiest country it adds and asks

its readers How many Americans know

that the Brit sh Empire s biggest steel plant

is in India?

fcl \NUtACFLRL Ol1 MOIUU CARS

Mr M D Mehta v ho has returned from

the United Kingdom and USA’ after esUb

hshmg contacts with well known motor car

manufacturers there has finalise 1 ariange

ments for the manutaUute in India <) a

smalt mr tor car which will be within

the means of the average motor car buyer

WORE 1\ RES 1UR UML ll'RFOSEs

Private motor ists will obtain a substantial

increase in the allotment of tyres for civ 1

purposes in the next quota period according

to the Rubber Controller

Additional allotments o r cru le rubber

at* also being made to manufacturers to

enable them to switch over smoothly and
rapidly to the production ol civil goods
Many items, such as hot water bottles,

gum boots and good quality spoils shoes,

are expected to reappear as a result of
these allotments

Aviation

400 MAJOR AIRPORTS IV INDIA

To day, India has between 350 and 400

major airports India s economy has beeo

built up to the highest possible pitch of

production In terms of money India

s

contribution to the war effort is somewhere

about £500 000000
These facts were revealed by Lieut Col

J D Boyle at the weekend Voulh Con

ference at Peterborough with India as iu

1 eynote Over 1 500 delegates from Britain

s

youth centres attended the meetings

The Indian Army had been completely

modernised said Colonel Boyle but when

Japan overran Burma the cupboard was

bare The condition in India then was

much as it was in Britain at the time ol

Dunkuk But Indian soldiers, thinly stretched

over the enormous frontier remained

imperturbable * They hung on literally by

the skin of their teeth and their reward

now had been the most complete and

smashing defeat of the Japanese on land yet

achieved in any theatre of the Eastern war

BRITAIN S NEW FIGHTER PLANE
Secrets of Outams jet fighter aircral

Meteor used against flying bombs J»5

year and now classed as the worlds fines

fighter are now revealed ,

The Meteor is an all metal low winged*

single sealer monoplane, powered by *w

jetturbined engines Its armament consists

of four 20 millimetie Him guns. .ml

.. Camera Gun incorpnrated in the ^un

button may be used independently

the gun In fl ght the ' Meteor * »» vW?
manoeuvrable It is the first jet turbine

propelled aircraft to fly successfully
10

Britain and pnsMhly in the werld
\M1 RICA* BIEU1 ST TRtNSlORT ILA’V"

The world s largest troop carrier l*n0‘

based airplane \C99 is being built «

San D ego This was announced by

Harry Woodhead President of the Consol'

dated \ ulture Aircraft Corporation .

The plane is the military counterpart ®

the 204 passenger liner ordered by the

Pan American World Airways It ha*

wingspan of 250 feet, a length of 1S3
and powered by six engines



Industry
INDUSTRIALISATION Or INDIA

The view that industrialisation of India
was absolutely necessary before she attained
political or economic Ireedom and that it

was high time that Indians took a serious
note of the warning of some of her
leaders to “ industrialise or perish ’ was
expressed b$ Dr Rm Alagappa Chettur
speaking at a reception given to him by
the Bombay South Indian Club
Dr Cbeltiar said that the question before

ndia today was not whether she should
develop large scale or cottage industries
ut how she should work out a judicious

combination of both If, in the development
® large scale industries labour saving
deuces were introduced, throwing her
millions of labourers out of wotk and
epnvmg those engaged in cottage industries

0 th^ir livelihood, then^ indeed there was
a strong case against big industries II

°"«ver. both of them were encouraged
and the proper sphere and share were
allotted to each then there would be no
conflict between the two

INDIA S INDUSTRIAI DEVELOPMENT
I'opaganda in favour of industrial

,

eve‘0P aaen * on sound national lines and
e appointment of a national planning
omrmtlee for that purpose were advocated
7 Sir J C Ghosh Director of the Indian

Institute of Science at Bangalore
Dr Ghosh said there was need for

setting apart 15 to 30 per cent of the
national income for the development of
productive enterprises on national 1 nes
® urged that a comprehensive plan for

industrial development should be drawn up
and vigorously pursued There was
immediate need for starting heavy
engineering industries He said that science
would play a beneficial part in all
“evH pment plans
PACKAGING OIL IN PAPER CONTVINERS
uying lubricating otl in paper containers

Tj®
ra, ^*v has been bought in the

united States lor many years, now is made
possible for U S motorists Oil is being
packaged in this way now at the Socony-
acuutn oil plant at Paulsboro in the State

cl New Jersey

Agriculture

IRRIGATION IN INDIA
Sir William Starape, Irrigation Adviser

to the Government of India, has left for
London to search Britain for machinery to
speed India s Grow More Food ” campaign
He is accompanied by the Technical

Adviser to the Irrigation Department of the
Government of India

Before leaving for London, Sir William
Starape giving details of his mission said
in an interview to API During the war
ye«rs India has been carrying out her
irrigation schemes with equipment similar
to that described in the Bible There
have been many developments m the
methods of irrigation and irrigation machinery
during the past five or six years and I am
setting out on a tour of British and
American factories to study their latest
technical improvements I shall have to
find out whether the plants manufactured
in the two countries can be adapted to
India s needs If not, a special plant will
have to be devised Immediately I -,ra m
a position to make my report to mv
Government orders will be placed in both
countries for necessary plant
The plant for smiting tube wells and forwater boring pan, of I„ dla hllh

unused for water production, WiH olav an
important part in Indian f00cf

' .?
sufficiency plan The next two years w Ibe vital said Sir William, and w= w"„lo speed up the campaign by every „„„
at our command • ' Ve,y “"ns
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All premiums paid (excluding the first year's)

refunded along with the sum assured

either at maturity or when a

claim arises by death.

Once again UNITED INDIA is the pioneer in giving

something unique in insurance.

Without obligation ask for particulars of this

new and novel scheme :

“THE UNIQUE ENDOWMENT- PLAN”

United India Life Assurance Co., Ltd.
Post Box No. 2S1, MADRAS,

To any ot the Company's Oliices throughout
India, Ceylon and British East Africa.
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Many a retired man seek ng to pro-

long tus earning) ears has had to toy,

u th fear in his heart andon hisface

to °6C to <5%,
’
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each' sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY. & CO.. LTD.,

MADRAS.
'



Tea Time—
In Western India

The rich coast land* of Gujer&t contrast with the stony plateau

o! the Deccan which i» the ni n part ot Maharashtra The
people aro hard workers whether on the r (arms or aa

proles onal and business men in the cit ea

( Gujerati and Maharashtrian families share many customs
One of these is the stimulat Dp cup of hot tea which be„ ns the
das after the morning bath The tea is usually brewed in a
china pot milk and sugar are added to individual taste apd
fruit is often an accompan moot—espec ally in country places

where the first meal ot the day is taken about noon

As in other parts of Ind a Brooke Bond fresh tea is a hot
favour to in tho country above and below the \7eBtern Ghats

Two Leaves a. fid a Dud
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Travancore Information

and Listener.

A Profusely Illustrated Monthly

Published by the Department

of Information, Government of

Travancore. The Editor invites

articles of topical interest to

Travancore, Short Stories, Pho-
tographs and Cartoons. Contri-

butions accepted and published *

will be paid for.
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THE LARGEST

FURNISHING HOUSE

IN SOUTHERN INDIA

MOUNT ROAD, MADRAS.

'Grams. “ CURZOHCO"

Branch at WEST MA$I STREET, MADURA



HARNESSING THE WATERS
To create new sources of elotrru power and perennial

irrigation India must placv-to state the monsoon and

the melting snows To reinforce dams to consrrucr

sluice valves, and pipe lines power houses and pylons,

steel is essential

VAVA S7EEE,
limed br T »* r >' * "*« 6 S**«i Co. Lid
H««d Sj»e« Off.ee <02A C»..« Sr/rei C.fcui-j
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•FOR YOUR LIBRARY SHELF *

AT POPULAR PRICES
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USE MYSORE PAINTS

(SHELLAC AND OIL PAINTS)

MANUFACTURED BY

MYSORE GOVT. LAC & PAINT WORKS

FQS EASE OF APPLICATION *DUHABILITY -FINISH

o

FOR PARTICULARS, PLEASE REFER TO

THE GENERAL MANAGER.

MYSORE GOVERNMENT
LAC *32 PAINT WORKS,

Ediga, Mysore





YMSSM
The policy you adopt

in educating your
*

children is hardly

worth the name
unless an “Education

Policy” is part of it To

ensure your son’s

complete education

MTIOML
INSURANCE CO . LTD
1 COUNCIL HOUtl St, CALCUTTA

Sladrat tlrantX —
it 00*1 Insurance Build ng,
aM CluuA Barar Ro*<J

Neglected Cough and Cold

may lead to serious

complications

Mora often than not they ere

precursors of illnesses like Pneo

monia Pleurisy Asthma

Tuberculosis Take timely precao

tiocB to provent the onset of

Cola ADd Cougb but when they

coma do not delay take a course

of the tried remedy

RATIONAL CURE FOR
COUGH & COLD
virt ajiprcixJ Jon ub»

•

BENGAL CHEMICAL
CALCUTTA 1 1 BOMBAY

l/adra« As<*lt I

14. DASA1 GOTODER <5- Co,
<1, Bcxnut SisicT
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

’SAMSON” BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS

LAGGIT " BRAND 85% MAGNESIA ASBESTOS
,

BOILER COMPOSITION.

'ATLAS" BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &
FIRE HOSE VALVES

•JOHN BULL INDICATORS AND GAUGES.
V” ROPES WHITTLE LINK V” BELTING. LEATHER

BELTING COTTON ROPES BELT HOOKS.

RAWHIDE & LUBRIHIDE PINS. LACING & CUTTERS
OUT llNiBLE rROU

' GANNON, MJNKEBLEY & Co., Ltd.
MADRAS. BANGALORE. COIMBATORE

THE SGIHDIfl STEAM NAVIGATION CO. LTD.
PIONEERS IN 3TIE DEVELOl mfnt or INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

For booking of cargo and passengers, also

for dates of sailings, etc
,

pleaao enquire
nt Scmdia House, Dougall Road, Ballard
Estate, Fort Bombay or phono “tor

B S N , \ Foe Kotikao, Karachi and

R a

N

,

1.

,

N

,

N ,

4 lines

Tel No 3007(» C tinea

MANAGING AGENTS
HAROTTAM MORARJEE & Co,

BOMBAY
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES —

THE BENGAL BURMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
INDIAN CO OPERATIVE NAV AT Co Ltd

, RATNAGAR STFAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
, J3AJ LINE LIMITED

BOMBAY STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
, EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd— “

y
‘ "

SOIKPU
Freight Brokers t

Pitamber & Co Tel No 240C0
Kanj i 'Jadhavjee & Co i Tel No 25744

SCIHDIfl HOUSE,
Ballard Estate,

BOMBAY.
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" Ha\e you used World Tamous

Assam Silk, End., Muga and

Pat Silk which is line and

durable 7 li not Place your
|

Valued Order to

B R KALITA,

niopnirTon

national Silk House

Panbazar, 6auhatt (Assam)

Head Office — GAUHATl

Branch —33B Harmon Rd , CALCUTTA

[birth control
Hygienic and Sanitary goods lor

Ladies and Gents
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Prabuddha Eharata Golden Jubilee Number— •••ruiiwvt

Contributions from Noted Writers of the East and the West Profusely Illustrated

NAMES ot CONTRIBUTORS -S*am V.rajananda, President Uamakn.lma xt.,kM«ion Svemi Madhavananda beev H K Mission b 3 o Chn«“ f f
nd

Christopher Ishorwood Gerald Heard Mr \ t Mehta Or Sunt. Kun i Lh^lT ,S>ogh Prof A R Wad,a Dr J H tons ns Prof Humayu , k b, P^f

n

'

te3‘ Nlhal
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N
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1

Iloddi Prof S C Cl atterjee tie Etc
y U (Mr8

) Muthulftishini

COLOURED PICTURES Sri Rariak I na Siam, V u rkanand*. „
Pruudtut Rnmakrwhna Math ai i Um.oi Cl ee Traveller H ion Tsani. bv h^‘ . h

V' tll
J')riaD<Ja

Tagore, Chaitanya and llandaa by b, Na„ fatal |Im u the Twni lo Door bv «?, r)„.°
nm

li

ranftt *

Tagoro There are ulso many otl or i voluimd ill i nations y Gagaacndranatli

Price : Single Copy Rs. 3-8-0 Registration fee As 3. Extra

ADVA ITA ASHRAMA - - 4, Well.njjton Lanc
CALCUTTA
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FOR SPIRITUAL LIGHT AND SOLACE

»»"«>
\ » I \

3 Krishna Bar (2n 1 Union)
, ,>

4 CilaSaole-h <\lr*s*go of «-»»•
. » 1»

•i The Saying* of Kan da* t^r 1 Edition) „ ^
D The Di'ioe Life (3rd Edition) 3 0
- In tlie \ i*ioo of Ood (2nd VditionV 0 jo

* Poem* by llatnde*
j g

i) Kettcre of S*ami KwnJaa (Vol I)
0 8

to Glimpse* of Divine IriaiMi n ]2

KA\Anr*r \ in ou**‘ of <*,d ** « «
2 Mother Hruhoa Bai j o
3 In the \iiun of Col q 12

eiuif I In Que*t of God 0 4TA '
2 Moil e, Krishna Be. 0 g

ni\DI GitaSaoieeh (Popular Edition)
0 |21,1 (Super or > u O

V4RAT1U PremSudha (Translation of Bvanuji Poems)
g

tt JFBATI l In yu«t of Ood (2nd Edition) *
4

1

2 Mother Ivruhno (lai

POSTAGE A PACKING EXTRA)
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'The M.™3er " ANANDASHRAM".

P o AM \NDASHRAM Im KANHANGAD S I R>
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K. M. S. LAKSHMANIEB’ & SONS
Yarn Merchants, Bankers & Commission Agents,

11, Manjanakara Street, MADURA (South India.)

Branches 1INDIVANAM MADIAS. NAGAR I, BE/AVADA

(inclu ling Hyderabad State) COCAN \DA, V171ANAGARAM CITY

(including Qrtssa Provin e) and RAIPUR (Central Province)

s Setting Aotul* Toi Chief Agents An

Messrs MADURA MILLS Co, Ltd, The PANDYAN INSURANCE Co, Ltd,

Madura, Tuttcorm Ambasamudram MADURA

(South India) _ (South India)

* Will be Glad to Represent Leading Manufacturers and Direct Importers as

Agents or Distributors for tbeir products in India

Sept -|1

©MUGS AN© CHEMICALS
We bold large and /resh stocks of Drugs, Chemical*, Hospital leqmsitesf*

etc Our rates in genera] are moderate and our goods conform to the highest
standard of purity manufactured by recognised fsrms

We are suppliers to Government, Local Funds, Municipal me-,, Railways
Mi'suin'1

,
States, Charitable Hospitals, etc

We hold all licences un 'er the Drug Control O/der of 1943 Free
Dehveiy to* any Station on controlled rates to Hospitals, Doctors ami Dealers
on large orders will be allowed by us

Pi mi rjptions arc Cartful!, dispense I by (Xpert qualified Cbetimu
our D s[ eiiMPg Department

1 ' We S hot the hvour of >our enqmry or order

MAYER & COMPANY
<Eetd J650 )"

oleaaio 4; Retail Droggi'ta 4 Di peasmj ChomisU,
18, Am final Sracrr, V.T , MADRAS
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When nature gets wild and the

floodgates of heaven are opened,

there is nothing like DUCKBACK
to keep you dry under the shower

Triple proofed by our special
process, DUCKBACK is unrivalled

m withstanding the heavy tropical

rams

India’s Favourite Rairwvcar

BENGAL WATERPROOF WORKS (1940) LTD.
cvrcurrv haopur dojibay

"



The reorganisation of India after the War will

devolve largely for execution, if nor planning on

business houses And it is impossible to think

of National Planning to which the experience of

business men in India does not make the chief

contribution

Letters will suggest and confirm meetings besides

carrying routine correspondence Minutes of Commi-

ttees, Draft Schemes and Projects which haie to be

circulated will need duplicating paper Titaghur will

supply letter papers m differ-

ent \v eights and surfaces and
°TH

proDU

C

duplicating paper through

the best printers in India, kinds Binding Pack-
ing «.nd Labelling

whose advice on economical Noiepaper & Envo-
, , „ . lopes Shorthc. d t,ote-

sues and weights will always books

ensure the best value. — -
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The public are suffering inconvenience through goods and

parcels being misdespatched in transit. The cause of mis-

despatch is, in many cases, the consignor’s failure to properly

address or mark packages before tendering them for transport

and to ensure that all old marks and addresses are obliterated.

2. The Railways are anxious to avoid inconvenience to the

public and with this object in view, notice is hereby given that

(i) do package will be accepted for transport unless ib is fully

and clearly marked > English with the name, initials or
private marks of consignee and tbe station of destination ,

(u) bags and bundles of bides and '’skins and baskets of fruit,

vegetables, vessels of oil or ghee, bundles of iron bars or
other goods that cannot be durably marked most have ft

leatbei rretnl or wooden label nttached to each bundle or
article at the forwarding station by tbo consignor and tbe
n'-cessary tmrkiDgi put on

3. The above requirements apply to ail consignments not

making up a full wagon load and full w agon load consignments

which need to be transhipped into wagons of a different gauge

en route. In the case of other full load consignments at least

10 per cent, of the packages in each wagon load should be

marked as indicated above.

4. The public arc reminded that these requirements are not

new but compliance with them has not been insisted upon during

the last few years. The present position,- however, renders
compliance necessary and it is requested (hat the public will

fully co-operate.
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Provinces , The Indian States ,

India’s Neighbours , Education in India , Local Self-

Government ,
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Movement, Indian Industries India’s Foreign Trade, Railways in India, Labour
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What others said about our previous issues

..... largo oiKjuue within not only about Indian matter. It gives facts and figuroa about
a multitude of things The Statesman, Calcutta

.... found it exceedingly useful especially m giving background information on
Indian Personalities and Organisations . id llulitr L Briggs, of UNITED PRESS
ASSOCIATIONS, NEW 1 ORE. US A

- .... a publication of assured merit covering as it does a very wide variety of subjects
Veil discriminated and carefully compiled Ainu£a(mMr 2’atrila, Calcutta.

.... This >eor book has got some special features will bo of special interest to
publicists and businessmen Mr Jin, Renew Calcutta
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ovents and current biographies. . . have raided it to the standard of International Year Book. . . ,

Dombaj Chinned'., Uondray.
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figures, and statistics both lndiau and International . . . The Marnatha, Pooha ’

..... a very useful production ... a tnino of information dealing with Indian and
international fool 1

', statistics, events and current biograpb.es . . . Indian Nation Patna
.... the book is the product of very hard labour loa.much aa it bin tried to mvoUp to date facta, figures and statistics both Indian and International . . The Kashmir Chronicle

Kashmir. '

,

special war edition enriched with copious literature bearing on different asoccta ofthe war. . . . statistical tables presented in an improved form . . Indian Poiitw, Madras
cu * •**» travcr°M » 2r64t dc

?
! of “cw ground, .its data, events facts and ‘statistics are

1“P»dato • • • a well-conceived welt planned, and well executed reference annualThu Hindusthen Be, i„u., Patna. ~ ....
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T
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... To the man and woman desirous of obtaining off useful informalmnkdia etatnat the background of the world situation today the NaWda^Tear Oort? U ? ye™serviceable book of inference . . The Calcutta Muntcijial Qa-etU, Calcutta
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With Victory Achieved

His Excellency’s

‘

‘Amenities for Troops Fund”

has become his

"AMENITIES AND RELIEF FOND”

The change is significant and

the need very great

Please send a Subscription

Earmarked

"AMENITIES AND RELIEF”

To the Honorary Treasurer,

Governor's War Fund

c/o Imperial Bank of India, Madras,
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BURMA’S rTveFhIGHWAY
B' Str HUBERT SAMS

[No. 10.

A S the Fourteenth Army has battled ,u
/-A way down from Northern Duma -

the names of place after phce as they
have come tnto the news, have conjured
np for some of us retired 'Butins’ vivid

6m HUBFRT 8 VMS

memories of happ.er days Burma's green
and pleasant land, days when the Pax
Britannica seemed to be unbreakable These
Place names recall chiefly Burma's great
waferway, the mighty Irrawaddy, up aoddown whtchwe used to travel so frequently
and with so much enjoyment either m ,well found steamer of the Irrawaddy Flotilla
Company or, ,1 we were senior enough,
a_Government launch which took nn ..., f

the Burmese .ktpper, camp clerk, bearer
Cool, orderlies and a b,cycle or two
The p'easantest tune for thts dus.less and

w“ °f course theCold Weather when a pullover was welcome up to breakfast „me
, ,hat WM ,h6

of pearly sunrises and of m,s ,„cvemngs, when, as the Horace of Burma

The swift and welcome gloamins

Icoom like ghosts across tha nits.

rr ofihe b-J
was always the thrill n f

efe

Places, each one a !
and colour, of Tr T",
lugaleys and d

'shtly dressed

o«o or OF
m 'ne’,eyS “""W

Weather we Co„,d coXtaHy w' ,

C°W
stream from Mandalay

, but fe wh f

"P '

“ wheat coloured seraog „„„ ldkeep hts eyes open to avoid str,kino nbank and being marooned t,Il f
" sand

later the Ra,„ s came ,0
"™* ““«»
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endure the gibe's, mostly in broad ‘Cljde-

side’, of bis Ipckter colleagues as they

steamed arrogantly past him Some wag

suggested that the Company might make

the best of a bad job by converting the

ship into a hotel for honeymoon couples

or hunters of game

On the way up stream some of us would

disembark at Thabethym whence there was

a motor bus service to Mogok of the Ruby

Mines, where in the bazaar you could buy

all the precious stones mentioned in Revela

tion and a good many more besides

Others would go on to Bharao It was

worth doing in order to enjoy the rugged

scenery of the Second Defile an! to have

thrill after thrill, as the serang seemed to

court destruction one second and the next

skilfully to avoid it Those who wanted to

go on to Myitkyina ( by the great river )

would disembark at Katha and take the

train from there Bhamo is so near the

Chinese Province of Yunnan that it is almost

as much Chinese as it is Burmese We often

wished that we had the opportunity of

penetrating even a shott distance into the

great realm of China

In the Rams it was better to journey

down stream Then the Monsoon blows in

ones face cool and strong from the south

strong enough to bear up stream against a

swift current the gallant Burmese craft

their sails bellying to bursting point These

graceful ships were always a delight as

were the large rafts of logs felled in the

lumber camps of the north In the middle

of the rafts would be a log cabin to shelter

the Burman in charge his wife and family,

all floating happily down stteam to the Delta

For our Rams tours we used to come
down from Maymyo (Mays town), that

lovely station in the Shan Hills beloved of

Governors and their Secretariat, where m
" the Rains yen could play golf or get a

game of Rugger in a temperature of <m!y

80° in the shade We would spend a jew

days at Mandalay, the big city only a lew

hours away down the hill. to re“®
j

acquaintance with the Tort and

lacquer of the Royal Palace, now a blKjjjd

heap In the early days the Jhak

used it as a Club and looked *1

«

it, until Lord Curron, with his archaeo.

logical sense of what was htting, 1

them and made them build a Club ou -

the precincts of the Palace 2

climb the hill to the north of the city

visit the Abbott U Khanti m his corrugate*

iron Phoongyi Kyaung

Oar business or pleasure at 1> »n *

finished we would slip down stream, P»*

Sagaing and its glowing avenue or B

tnohurs past Ava, Burma s anci nt cap

And so we would reach Pagan, yet a

old capital, the City of pagodas ol »»

there are several thousand in various E

of neglect and ruin It was at P*E*

one would buy, to send home as pr ’

the beautifully lacquered wooden boxes

the finger bowls made of lacqueie

hair, so flexible that the opposite ««

can be pinched together without

the wafer thin material or even crack'"*

lacqu r It was from Pagan that
w

recently marched across the Dry
,(ul

Mednila, that once pleasant and pe

lake side station and to Than, the )°

oi the Rangoon Mandalay Railway

mountain line up to the Southern

States and the pretty little hill station, tv

^
Further downstream we would coin* •

Ye nan gyaung— * Water—smelly—

^

the cenlie of the great oil field, wheie

take the place of pagodas j,.

And so, steaming down stream 7 ,

and tying up by night, one wou

*

(S

Henzada, where the hurried would d>** .

and entrain for Rangoon, while the ^
leisured, continuing the journey beta e*_|j
Mangrove lined banks of the Delta.

in time emerge into the Rangoon *
of

and be welcomed by the golden E‘
ea

the great Shwe Dagoa Pagoda



the a. i. c. c. meet N G
WORKING COMiniTEE RESOLUTIONS

-T-HE Poona Session of the Congress
1 Working Committee was looked for

ward to with more than usual mterest as
“ was the first time the Committee met after
> lapse of three years during which the
members were in internment and Congress
organisations were all under a ban Apart
from that important questions touching the
political future of the country had to be
decided and the Congress High Command
was expected to give a lead to the people
‘n respect of many momentous issues
confronting the nation

The Committee met on the afternoon of
of September 12 a spec,ally erected
™t, m front of Gmdhijt s residence in the
Nature Cl,me Maulana Abu! Kalam Arad
resident of the Congress, presided All

the members of the Working Committee
were present a, also C R and others
specially invited by the Pres.deo, For
sur days the Committee discussed various
questions and resolutions were adopted in
respect of many urgent problems

general elections
The Committee unanimously decided to

Plunge into Elections for both Provincial
and Central legislatures The decis.on was
reached after ten hours discuss,on.We are told that G.ndhji's one hour talk

h"'S1
th' po=“!on Bro“P hy

Lord Wavell had not returned from*“ nuss,0“ m England when the Working
Committee me, m Poona To leave the

tZ’Z’l ”p°» any offer

, .

h= V'C"“T “'8'“ “»y yet announce,
nevertheless declaration Comes „

the end of , 2,000 word statement,
drafted by the Committee for the A.ICC
The resolution ou electtons starts with an
expression of snsptcton about the manner
and circumstances ,n which the electton
announcement was made and a protest
against the contmuance of the old tmperfect
rolls, a„d holding ,f under 1919 Act and
under the present const,tutton wh.ch both of
are completely out of date

COMRL3S AND TIIL LEAGUEA.heated detents,on about the tssue of
fdeterm, nation and the League's demand

or Pakistan occupied a great deal of the

rrr-
Ifi i ,

7
,

r,!pe“ed fa,lu,es
' Welded

the Mnshm I

“ W‘" n°‘ W™*the Muslim League any longer for asettlement as they have g.ven up hopes ofcaching any agreement with Mr Jmnah

nT
0” 1’ "

Ab declared by the A T r n . .m Allahabad in May, 1312° meetlQg held
»srw ,0 an, pSii Oongreo c,nn0?
going liberty d “ India by
unit to encode from ^n®

l

„
ato °r territorial

Tbo Conyresn 1. „ „ , ^ U it to ri or Foderjitrun

th
d UrU

.

ty aQj °ny break TiTtfmt „
t0

,

Ind“ln Feodora
the modem world when nMnlA

t

.
y

.

Cflpecial,
}r >Q

think in terms of over lamor
P
f»rit

n
J

lnJa 1Q°wtab!y
wjunous to all concorn^ and^4 ^' ,

would bo
to contempJate

Nevertheles^ Painful
declared, it cannot think in term.

%

C°mrn,tte« ala°
People of particular unite to ^.°f LomP°lbng tho
Union against thetr dedaild H

"

1
“

While recognising this prineit U ^“bbshed will
bo mode to create conditions wlt.nT

0, e
?ort st>ould

different units m develomn* *
h woulJ holP tbo

operative national bfe
P S common and co

THREE more RESOLUTION
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Army ' The resolution also appealed to

Government not to carry out sentences of

death already passed on any Indian soldier

or civilian in connection with any activities

ptrlumo* to Hit »» ">“ "tsohitun

„„ placed belote the All Iod« Congress

Committee

W MINING TO THE UNITED NATIONS

Another resolution warned the United

Nations and all others corcerned that any

commitments of the present unrepresentative

and irresponsible government of India will

not be binding on the people s representative

government

THE ISSLE OK SELF DETERMINATION

The Congress Working Committee in a

resolution on self determination stated that

a Constituent Assembly should prepare the

future constitution of India federal in

nature but with the residuary powers

vested in the Provinces

Emphasizing that the Congress cannot

agree to any proposal to disintegrate India

by giving liberty to any component part

to secede irom the Indian union the

Committee declared, however that it

cannot think in terms of compelling the

people in anv territorial unit to remain in

the Indian union against their declared

and established will

The Committee assured that each

territorial unit should have the fullest

possible cUtonomy consistent with a strong

National State

Thus the three resolutions passed by

the Congress Working Committee, in the

words of the Congress President, Maulana

Abnl KalamAiad, represent the considered

view of the Indian National Congress, on

n the political situation in the country, on

the political objective of the Congress, and

the method and steps the Congress intends

to take to achieve that objective

BOMBA* bCaalON OF A.ICC

The All India Congress Committee met

at Bombay on September 21, amidst

scenes of great enthusiasm in a specia’ty

elected pandal exactly on the spot where

it met three years ago on August S, when

the session n.s interrupted by the sudden

arrest of the members Over 25000

people turned up to greet the leaders.

Maulana Azad, Congress President, speaking

iq Urdu said

At Ibis moment oicry one of

thinking of an in idenl wh cli look P>
|tw,

then three jeer, ego Eienl. pa*, by but J*J
lee\e an imprint which even the P®*8®**

f ,i,9
cannot wipe off The last meeting

A I C C took p ace in this city ^
n cry epot The slory of these tire* y j
two aspect. one of trial, and trlb“|*‘

the other of the force, which bate been *

by tbeee conditions The power of • h
springs from 6uoh hardships An Arabio P .

say. Hardships have the same effect on

as Tire has on gold

Owing to terrific rains and the failure of

the loud speakers the session had to e

postponed for the next day The ony

item disposed of related to the constitution

of the Congress which was last revised 10

1939 A committee was set Up w

recommend changes in the light of 'ectD

developments, and consequential chaOS*1

were made in the dates and procedQ,s

relating to elections to various bodie* 10

the Congress

THE NATIONAL STRLOGLE
The first resolution moved was that

'Tie Struggle of 19+2 and after,'

Pandit Nehru discussed for 50 minut**

It reviewed the incidents of the las* l^l£*

years and the resistance of the peopl* *°

concluded i
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ST S.V? for «o‘m‘p.««‘S

E srs r““"
f- SA"*i“i

on independent nation co operating with others

.s;fU"'‘«»d“ft„
t

.

bdSub ' ,“‘o"“ of * “«ij

Moving this resolution, Pandit Nehru
declared that the spirit of the nation was
never higher or their determination to
ollow the lead of the Congress stronger
lhan now. Sardar Valabhbhai Patel called
for a " Quit Asia ' policy, as an advance
on the " Quit India pohey, lnd after
Acharya Knpalam bad moved the resolution
Of Congress Pohey speaker after speaker
nrged a policy 0 I “ no negotiations
I boy nrged that the Congress should be
strengthened so that they would be able
to compel the transfer of power to the
people.

MV CONTROl EERSLIL RESOLUTIONSSunday the 23 rd opened wnh the
adoption of three non controversial
resolutions touching

•' sterling balances,"
Indian interests in Burma aud Malaya and
application to the Congress „f ,he
Anuma e W.tan of Baluchistan

INDIAN N ITION.IL AKMV
1 audit Jawahatlal Nehru then moved

the resolution on "The Indtan NationalArmy, urging that

1a “‘£n"HfuFGrETibi
"
f™

theru etbeers oud ,.ea j

7 “"d tubasCjUBQtly,

trusted .71oibaianT. »„ !
“ >“'•

,“d d.‘«l»rS«l at ‘l.a »„ t7ai0S
r

‘T 7“’

're,are T *pTT d/y oOiMra. men ‘arid

.US h”n” “»“»*. te“S.°
r

rrSS
A DEFENCE COMMITTEE

The Committee also appointed a Defence
Committee to look after ,he m,erests ofthe men on trial

TJIE A.I C C MEETING
557

sasr .“Tu..*&Sfww™as
Karan, with powe s ..

aod ^aghnnaada

lorcce, „ho m.y be brought up f„, t„°£
°f

THE NATIONAL DEMAND
The A I C C concluded its session after

passing the mam resolulton of the sesston
declarmg ,ha , Ind , a „nd ^ ^
-vould accept nothing shntt of complete
independence, and ,h„ the proposals madeby the Labour Government for a const,tu-Penal settlement ,„ dla „
inadequate and unsatisfactory "

W.t.ll

.

A
.nS mo uSmTfSS Lord

casta on tho eteoa n««» i®
Minuter a broad

British authority m India
P
Thtse^ro

b
°

I

taben bywith certain unimportant „
8 proposals repeat,

» March, 1943 by^ir Sia&* °ffer
behalf of the British rio,„r!

r b,tt«ord Cripp8, 0n
»ot accepted*'by the^w'* *“ *h*“

cod of the war, no/tho cbSr?Tn Nelthef
Qreat Britain appear to have f»4ui^°'

en:mieDt ,Q
change in British policy towlrrhf* t *? «*l
seema to be based on delav.nr?

Iodla
* *kch

ond in attempting to create
1

I
H,„,

0rw’

3r, “dvaoco
fresh complications It is

P,obioms and
If oo mention „ u,

“
b
“«?“dl«mt th,t tb„“

Jcnce of India
roadcasts of the indepoa

b» «».p.0b,u

the Bm,sh'

,V

G„
B

veZ
r

e

e

„

S

.’s'

d d'SaPP'0V*1

he Committee 'd^d Z ’TZ
Committee, m ,p„e of the several h Id'

*
pl«=d rn „s path,

be

° ‘ ps

«> contest the f„rlhcom elec

‘ “™rr

*££££
P“Ple" on the tssun'ol'Z "r"

° f 'he

the resolution through Safdar vlnabhaT Patel)
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Congress Parliamentary Chief, and Pandit
to*»sk° uj^to'pUcate meot

Guvind Vallabah Pant Deputy Chief of jj~r
|2rt£

1

' th£L“'" p“c£ thTam*® U***

the Congress Parliamentary Party Though a^do^w.th tut Th»y£,
ttouE*

many amendments were moved all except and fight it out”

two were withdrawn after a speech by
Pandlt Nehru declared that he proposed

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru opposing all
to tour the Muslim areas in his own

amendments The two amendments ol
proviIlce to demonstrate the hold the

Dr Ashraff and Mian Ifukharuddm received

very meagre support only seven in a House

of 2S3 voting in favour of them The

amendments being rejected, the House carried

Sardar Patels resolution without a division

amidst continued cheers

One point that emerged from the debate

was a declaration made both by Pandit Nehru

and Sardar Patel that the Congress

would make no further approaches to the

Mushm League leaders but would make a

direct approach to the Muslim masses

•We have done everyth og humanly possible to

oorcili&te tho Leegue eaid Ur Nehru Much
ega OBt my rncl nations, I went to Mr Jmneh
So did many honoured leaders of the Congress.

Coogress had on the Muslim masses

The mam resolution having taken the

major part of the session, the President

finished the rest of the agenda by moving

other resolutions from the chair

PRESIDE!* r S CONCLUDING REMARKS

The session ended late in the evenin*

amidst enthusiastic scenes The President,

Maulana Abnl Kalam Azad, m

concluding speech declared

Tie fire that wo* Kindled in the miodi <* "*

meases in 1942 in their urge for freedom «
burning sod I have no doubt that the country

^

now on its maroh to the goal of indepvndeuc

power on earth can now stop lnd a s march to«aru*

CONVERSION AND DIVORCE
Bv Mr K B G^JENDRAGADKAR Ba (Hov), LLB

(0)

THE recent decision of the Calcutta

H gh Court in Ayesha Bibi V
Subhodh Kumar Chakravarti (49 C\VN
439) has set Hindus deeply thinkirg The

facts show that the Plaintiff Ayesha who

was actually a Hindu had duly married

the Defendant Subhodh Kumar Chakravarti

according to Hindu rites in July 1941

Both were Hindus then and the husband

is still a Hindu The Plaint fTs case,

shortly, was that her married 1 fe was

unhappy and in July 1943 she was driven

out of her husband's house and since then

she had been living with her father

was nearly 19 years old On

September 1943 she of her own free Bl11

and after dne deliberation became *

convert to Islam The Plaintiff aft** ^£f

conversion called upon the Defend11*1

husband, more than once, in writing w

embrace Islam and to cease to be

Hindu, bot he had not done so and k®

remained a Hindu still The Plaintiff 6Ie

a suit against the Defendant claiming

declaration under Section 12 of

Specific Relief Act that the m»rfiaS
e
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between Plaintiff and Defendant be dissolved
and that the Plaintiff was not the wife of
the Defendant

The learned Judge held in favour of the
Plaintiff In the opinion of the Judge
Hindu Law governed only a Hindu and
as the Plaintiff has ceased to be a Hindu
Hindu Law has no control over her The
learned Judge also pointed out that by
reason of the act of the Plaintiff in getting
herself converted, none of the rights of the
Defendant husband over het would have been
effective, te, the husband could not have
co habitation with her as it is not allowed
nnder Hindu Law, that the Plaintiff can
no longer perform any religious sacraments
that the Plaintiff can no longer take any
part in the preparation of the Defendants
food and that the Defendant was under no
liability any longer to maintain the Plaintiff
The learned Judge further pointed out

that the conversion of the wife, the
husband remaining a Hindu, placed the
latter m no better position than the
marriage had been dissolved The Judge
therefore passed a decree as prayed for
by the Plaintiff and declared the marriage
dissolved under Section 12 of the Specific
Relief Act It should be noted that this
is not the only solitary instance of this
kind Such cases are occurring now and
then, especially ,n the educated class of
wives who are harassed by their husbands
The two other cases in the Calcutta High
Court were of the same nature la one
case, the wife was married at the age of
t Her marriage hfe was very unhappy

She was an M A of the Calcutta Umver-

R?
She was at present engaged ,n theR search Work on Sociology She was

driven by such unhappiness and lack of
socml sympathy to seek any solace in a
different social system based on different
ideas, religions and social In October
she openly became a convert to Islam and
called upon the Defendant husband to
embrace Islam and to cease to be
“ Hmdu B“ l be had not done so
Her mart,age was declared dissolved
y the Court There ,s also another

case of the same High Court exactly of
•he same type These -

are oases from
Bccfial Quite recently there occur

a case of the same type ,n the
Telugu District of the Madras Pr„vmceThe girl Who was ol a high class
rahmin had been married with thecustomary mes her childhood but her

marriage hfe broke up unhappily a, ,hevery beginning and the parties lived separately
ever since She continued her enforced
freedom however, for educating herself 'atthe fathers expense,

she becaalo
double graduate and a LL B

, and starteddo an educational service t6 her caste

.0 Northern fnd.a About two years ago, shebecame a convert to Islam Her husband ofSywrrs
-hed y?::;

:

‘Y
a,m * *.

he refused

7

rrSh';Vh,Ch -
SD“ * declaration thaTT” Hmdu'

u"r
c

:„:

,l

Lw
e

0f

u

I:

bMd stood

she Was J ,

h" ‘d°^d faUh and

•be Calcutta lu^Jc^de^
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suit in her favour and declared her

marriage dissolved.

The effect of these decisions would be

far reaching indeed The Hindus consider

marriage as indissoluble They alnays

believe that death is the only circumstance

that cuts the marriage knot Christians

permit the dissolution of marriage under

certain cases of hardship But here no

decree can be passed at the instance of a

defaulting party « one can

advantage of h.s or her own wrong The

lodgments in these cases placed the Hindu

Law in this respect on the much lower

level than the law governing sister

communities Now taking an lypoihet.cal

case, suppose a Hindu wife does not like

her husband, does not carry out her

duties towards him and desires to get

nd of her marriage bond A Chnsitan

woman would have under such ctrcum

stances no remedy at all as she cannot

take proceeding for dissolution of her

marriage, but a Hindu woman may change

her religion to that of Islam and then call

upon her husband to likewise change the

religion and on the husband not doing so,

get a declaration from the Court that the

marriage had "been dissolved Her cause

of action in such a suit would be that

she had changed her religion and that her

husband had declined to be likewise

converted Her past conduct whether she

was fulfilmg her obi gallon to her husband

as hi* wife, the motive ol her conversion,

etc, would be irrelevart

No doubt there is a rule that when the

patty to the marriage is non Muslim and

one of the paities embrace the Mahomedan
faith he or she can call upon the other to

come and adopt the same religion and in

case of refusal the Karl is authorised to

separate the parties Really speaking, this

rule of law cannot be made applicable to the

facts of the above case as under Section 37

of the Civil Couits Act, it is necessary that

both parties must be Mahomedan before the

Mahomedan Law can be made applicable.

Further this rule must be taken to be

Mahomedan Law and can be obeyed only in

a country where Islam is the State rchgion

As rental ked by P K. Mukherjee J in 1939

Cal AIR 430, "These are undoubled'y

matters of serious considerations
’

No thoughtful Hindu can view such

conversion with equanimity, however keen

may be his philosophical sense of the one-

ness of all religions and however clear may

be his vision of the utter vanity of religious

divisions and antagonisms These conver-

sions cannot ceitainly be held as example*

of Hindu Social Reforms

The whole position is anomatons Hindu

Law does not allow Hindu wife to have

recourse to divorce Therefore she

has to take recourse to this method o

embracing to Mahomedan religion, and then

calling upon the husband to change hi*

religion When he does not do so, she g« *

her marriage dissolved After the disso

tmn of marriage she can enter ,nt°
,

Saraai and get herself re converted to Hmd

and then marry again any person ol

Hindu religion she 1 kes Her '0,a
.

husband then cannot claim her as bis m
In this way she does achieve by conversio

and re conversion what she cannot do und

the provisions of the Hindu Law as

administered today In fact this is ex*c 7

what was done by the Second Manat*

of Baroda

It is a pity that the draft Hindu Codj

should receive opposition from the lea *

of the Hindu community It is a matter

wonder and grief too that by opposing
^

salient provisions like those of Divorce >

the Code, they are in a way
responsible for such cases of conV*rsi°

and driving w oman out of the Hindu I*®

These conversions it must be regretm 7

said, are an inevitable fruit of our

harsh family law It is very high *• ,

and looking to the modern aspirations

the educated Hindu girls, some Pro'
l,l

-
e

may be made to redeem their gri*'*B



PROFESSIONAL' CONDUCT
By Sir B J WADIA, Kt,

Vtce Chancellot, Umieisity of Bombay

M R K V. KRISHNASWAMIAIYAR,
an advocate of the High Court

Madras, and a leading member of the
Madras Bar, delivered m 1940 under the
auspices of the Bar Council of Madras, a
couise of lecluies on professional conduct
and advocacy The lectures were meant
for the apprentices at law of the >ear and
were first published m 19-10 The volume
undir review* is the second ebtion of ih.s
publication, wall two forewords one by
Sir Maurice Gwyer, formerly Chief Justice
of India, and another by Sir Lionel Leach
Chief Justice, High C urt, Madras It
retains the mam scheme of the original
lectures, but has been thoroughly revised
and substantially enlarged

Opening the series with a discussion
about the legal profession and its responsi
unities, the equipment of the lawyer, and

* «># course of his training, Mr Aiyar
proceed, jo discuss h«r*.n advocate
should deal with clients, how He should
prepare his case and draft pleadings, howhe should examine witnesses, and what
is most important, how he should conduct
h*m«ir In Court Tile author proceeds

of professional
Conduct in general, indicating the duty of

ie advocate to the Court.tr, h„ opponent,
his client, and the witnesses He devotes
a special chapter to "Duly to Yourself
aud ."Other ,o .'Duty ,U the Pobltc and

ire

S
iev, 'd

T P ',
,V,I'B" » r the advocate

are next discussed, and the lectures
conclude With an attempt to analyse tlleUlure of the legal profession the l, B htof the changes m our social and politicalenvironment , uca *

•Paorsssmvai. Comjcct a*d Amocacr r„Iv V. Kmlmaswami Aijar Oxford University VtS

The lawyer rs rndrspensable ,n many
ways, but is still not a firsma g,ata tvith
the pubic People generally begin byabusing

Ihurt They speak of h,s .nek, ofthe trade and his juggling with words
Shakespeare makes Jack Cade, the rebelwho c a,ms the crown of England, say to’

i kd T'.r
fi,

f'
U"nc w» d'h letus k II all the lawyers The worst thingabout lawyers was however sard by DeanSwift He bluntly referred to them as

wiel °aTT 10
l’rove "•« »h„e ,sblack or black rs wlute ''according as ihrya,e Pald Much of all tins ,s mereexaggeration No society has been ab eto do Without the lawyer The nldeu

of Babylon, over 2000 BC and .hirewere lawyers even ,„ his „me Therecan be no government without order the,!can be no order without Jaw, amj , ,

'

can be no administrator, of justice „„d"?the law without the I,-In i

°

There are black sheep m
“P °'

‘t"**™
hut the dishonour a„

P
d th!^,1 °ZTotthe few ate no excuse for bl.m,

J^r^L^-^kSher'a

befitting , l.ber.l profession Ho r'.ohtl*

the wmld b™?uT aV
,
,',

d
' i™'

0-''

infoiruation and advice of ’.TresT**
,S of

value. It is also marl i ?.

reat f,ac,,cal

lofty idealism which *'

>hrn Sir Maurice Gwyer call „
’ ‘

admirable book ", After read ‘
1
m "st

the impression remains on the
118 11

Jhrough
aP* of all ,h„ h„ iiLLd'h r'hi"
,s still that of gentldman i

profession

changing uao,‘ ol ^ Will, ,hc
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the Dominion Prime Minister Thus it
would, appear that the architects of the
Canadian Constitution were not wedded to
any narrow conception of federalism
1 he other aim was to copy British
institutions and to make the pattern as
close a3 possible to the original Not only
were the institutions and conventions
adopted but even the nomenclature

The twin aims of avoiding American
defects and of copying British institutions
coupled with the desire to maintain the
individuality of tlie federating units
governed the defiberat ons of the Quebec
Conference Seventy two resolutions were
passed and subsequently given a statutory
0.m the British North America Act of
1867 Tin, Act with the amendments
g.vis the written hasts to the Constitution
The unwritten eleraent-wh.ch forms the
flesh and blood of the framework of the
Constitution is supplied by constilut.onal
usages and conventions, such as Cabinet
Government, ministerial responsibility and
the obsolete nature of the royal veto-to
mention a few The Const, tut,on, as ,t
stands today, provides for a double set of
Government-Central and Provincial

loTt'r^'”'^
1 E,iecu"™‘s formally vestedm the King but is actually exercised by the

Governor General appointed by the Home
Administration on the advice of the

Sflv Th
Cab '"el H“ d“‘"s ™lMl»n-

ha'ly the same a, those of the King ofEngland Since 1878. the GoteTnor-

B "s
,1,hA n'?r 'efM'd >”'« >» any

Bill passed by the House of Legi.UtnJ,
there is Just one except,on J„ 1926 LordByng refused to dissolve the House ofCommons on the advice of the Ministers

!„ p" /'a
"‘' c“,‘,ve Power in Canada asin England is wielded by that extra cnn«i.

tutional body the Cabinet The P™^Minister is me keystone of the arch Hechooses his colleagues His ta«;L i,

diftirnlt and del,Me He eh
"

his colleagues to provide nut “erelfX
administration but a nroner .

y
.

b,e

of races, regions and religions \Voebthde' ''ader "fco i'crlooks the re'qouem"
'

of a particular region Tile local politicalboard „f s ,ra t egy feels „„.ens(,d £
local press raises a lament long and biherThe erect of federal ring the Cabinet has

over of able men to placate re f

[rU eL^
3

^3 TheCabinet ' s responsible

kt\7£Zl0r,na'y Spe‘kins, ° ,hd

The Canadian Legislature is bicameral—
£= H

° Cl

Tr-
berS bE'"e «' Senate a„dthe House of Commons The Senate

nommated body 0 f 96 Thfr *

Senate isawea/chambe? TIetenure

ft* th

a

P“”
d a-condary'chanJbe'; ,”

nd

ete
e

?rr,:,„ .TlyeurtnTB
subject 21 years of *

V Any Bnt|sh

sSSSH*
The Tmpe!"|

S

p.,r,i^
i,

”;
d

7
the constitution, excem «L?

f amfnd,nE
that relate to the Lieut rv„

°SC prov,s,on,»

.o the Provinc'l Letuu,r°
r' *" V"'Cd

amend Tl^JclTu -

Jodtcl’.I

- s
imposed to placate ,h

‘

. ,

ey w«e
Canadian minority who JJJ

lic" 1

,

“le F,e"ch
themselves safe in the i, ? CORS,*r
Dominion. hands of the
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Sadi, in outline is the constitution

of Canada It would be interesting

to exploie it* working It had set out

to recur cite the irterests of minorities

and to unite a nation It has

pattially succeeded in both men* The two

races no longer “ war in the bosom of

«v single State but sccept each other

probably as necessary evils National unity

has been achieved The two wars have

amply demonstrated it During the last

war. the celebrated Atlantic Cable assured

the Allies of "the last dollar and the la«t

man’—and during this war it took Canada

only 7 days to declare war on Germany

Her contribution from all sectors ha* been

magnificent But it would be futile to

believe that the federal «>stem so devised

has been perfect or even that it has

always worked «moothly The functions

and jurisdiction of the component units

and the Central Government have been

the subject of much litigation extending

over three quarters o( a century

It is a matter of special interest that the

problems of Canada are not dissimilar to

those of India India is also a vast sub

continent, inhabited by people with different

languages, diverse customs, strong local

patriotism and varying degrees of political

development Federation alone can solie

her problem— possibly a federation of tbe

Canadian type with consideraby more

powers at the Centre Canada’s helplesmtsJ

against the powers nf the component units

has retarded her progress India* *

history and future necessity would demand

a strong Centre Federations 1

established to effect a compromise—

w

reconcile national unity with local au -

nomy—the long term aim being

creation of one nation Under mo

coi ditionn, federations with weak Cen

mean inefficient administration

tempo ami stress of present day econo

and industrial life puis a Rreat .

the Centre It should be resilient enoug

to withstand that strain The future

India as a powerful social service State, m

a large measure, depends on the po

the Central Government will actually V

It should not be content with met*

residuum of powers, but should be >

position to deal with notional emergen

not only of war but also of Pf

—Dioadcast {torn Dclhu

Poverty, Food Supply and Overpopulation
By Prof SUKUMAR RAN) AN DAS, PhD

I

N course of a debate in the House of

C( minons, Mr Araery, the Secretary of

State for India stated that one of the

principal factors of the food scarcity in

India and the terrible famine of Bengal was
overpopulation and for this he laid the

whole blame on the Indians The same
statement was repealed from various plat-

forms by many eminent British statesmen
and iven scientists like Prof Hill were
not free from this biased conception
Mr Amery’s statement considered from all

points ot view leads one to think that the
food scarcity is going to stay tn this countty,

'V and unless the supply is supplemented by

foreign imports of food stuffs, India "

not be able to provide adequate protisin

for her children A more laroei*1 "

admission of the failure of the admim* *

Uon of Indian affairs cannot be imagined

The whole question of food supply ^
overpopulation should be considered

only from the point of the existing economy

and pol ticat conditions of the co0n
K£

but also from the point of the P°s5‘
£j

improvements of the country’s resoure

uniter a better and more sympalbe

system of Government Whenever t

has been a controversy regarding poverty

India, the official view m England ha*
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j

in favour of die theory that overpopulationW a potent cause of Indian poverty and

i j
ddlB,n |strators try to wash their

hands off any responsibility in this matter
Indian politicians, on the other hand, have
always gone to the other extreme and have
generaUy opposed the theory, but after that
they have not exerted further

,
E
^0
C
^,

nZ
l

n' m !“s work on ' Wealth
(PP 68 69), has given the following definition
oi overpopulation

If, "Xfff
proportionals returns

fidimrv «,» f.
I*0101 of “Mrauin rnturn in each

t$s- ?f jo^too". 1,1 wdM"a “i’«
alt ,„j

18 not Wce *nou3 li to bring

HJi 5“ ,V«
I»nl haa boon ,.u<l retum.

, ll0 I"
*h“ 1 «b * ?' ,h“ deSn.t.on overpnpula

n lhT T”
* der,;"ule ,nm ll'« opumuB,

5 From thf
rXC‘” m PPP-'odnn

omnonf, ,

P°' r ' v""v of " ,ls

W '* * rel *,,V8 ,8r“ »"d IS

stobll h ^ m‘?y C,U" S 'vllich »« »Ots able but vary from time to time noth t|,ecliangmi; circumstances Statistic, of vanotrscountries tvdl also show tha, prosper!,J Z,
,

no, always vary inversely „ the density

195 J,
y ° Population in India „

'

than d„ “'"Clr •* much less

Ibout 6S5
8 an 'i 'V"'" »'«• 'l .slout 68o per -.quare mile. It is therefore

tZ Con
^ ^ mferen^ about’

i«,.;rden™,v
,“,u“ * coaM,y ,nm

If the period of the (a«t fifty years is
considered, it is found that the

7
actual

VeTy’s’low"
Pupulat'on ha, beenvery slow from decade to decade The

ST^ fTd
u
froVhev,tal stat,'^s, ,sthat although the birthrate is hioh thedeathrate h„ almost ttp , p,ce “«S

' 8

The survival rate ,s lower than , „Europe From 1SS1 ,o 1911
ra

(m ||

,h!f

I”

1*'*” P"Pull"on is from '253 S9(millions) to 332 S (millions) In Z ZlTc

m t e nl'n ,

per cent, of real increaseut t.e population ,s lu 6 Indeed, nne

a h if
">“P‘oms of overpopulation “3

a hrsh bnthrate accompanied by , 'l„„h

Son f’

SP " C '“"y 1e«br.fe -

Although poverty and d.sease are the maincauses of this high deathrate, they are“ot

sasrfKffis
improved through village nnhfr .

namely, rural sanitation and rura? educluo'n’A comparison of the growth of , .- ihvves,e™—

5
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he° fr,r*?d by
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e
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been almost '"‘T “"'"E8 bas always
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separation between husbiniT S”'f
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n

fwhmh check -the growth "Jf 15? ?
e°p,e

namely, prolonged suckhnv
P°puIat,°”»
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e
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Inward, an increase is to Y le,,,i8nry
balanced by c„c„m:„l

t
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^.culture and

Th.s „ surei 1 * Rfneral ^mplamt
population Increased

f

a8ainst over-

Increased labour power
P
°wh“ll°"

°’8an8
result, an addition to' the lQ t r'’*' I'JfIndustrial resources have h

'v<ri>'U»

tackled m India and r.

b e
°,

Ver>' I“tle
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» ‘T.

t: ot pWu»»
-*v\, h

"«

S» 111- fw“t U,*‘
,

Seeded with «« t . improve the weal »" d

P
-u- conditions of the conntry Tins

ttrr/r,

«

k
—7“

"C r,rn< “xUl»“
The whi \e problem muel

£ t»SS«i .» .ho W> "I >»J'“

OX,e.mg !•»»«“ " d P"“ nlMl ""

When a given P0Pu,a,
"' n *'*"*

cL«
C
a*d»™*"tttio«» of income per head it

?. . tendency to overpopulation When

there ere reasons for expecting that if *

certain diminution in existing numbers

“ere to ocfcur «o leal to an increase of

income per head it is a slate of over-

population How can ihn theorv fit in

with the prevailing conditions m India (

The calculation of national income shows

that there is a steady increase in the

income per head The standard official

statement is that for the persistent pnveity

the people ate to blame for high hreeding

But this is not a safe deduction from the

statistical data available Even if the truth

of the above statement is admitted it is

00 credit for the Government who have

been mishandling things for the last

150 years Government hate not exerted

at the right moment to accelerate economic

development and now they cannot escape

the blame when no effort has been made

to remedy the poverty of the people so

often stressed by the Government statement

It is everywhere admitted that increase in

wealth by industrial development is an

indirect hut power'ul remedy of disease

and poverty

** The most vital point connected with

the growth of population is the adrquate

supply of food stuffs The official

argument in favour of overpopulation has

always been based on food scarcity The

last famine in Bengal and the shortage of
**

food supply In India were generally

ascribed to tl e abnormal iDCfMW
j<j

population Hot various statistics w«M

lead one to tin. I that were "g
Other factors for the development nf tbn

regrettable situation From 19.&-

103132, population has increased by .h ot

JO per cent, whereas agricultural rro
,

tmn by 16 rer cent ‘ 5
production by 51 per cent. From 1900

to 1931, populal* n has ‘"“eased J

J9 per cent, agriculture d«ve,°r
9 /,

29 pm rent - ,»d indU'Uy by lbV I

Ftnm the.. d»» Dr P J
Th““

I,., cnnrlmleH ih„l l»r»l»1"” b«> »

outs ripped production and India •

stricly speaking suffering

population It is now generally

that hoarding through private ar

agencus and the denial policy o< *

Government were the mam causes °

acute food scarcity prevailing •“

country

Dr Radhakamal Mukherji, m
*!

j

excellent woik on "Food *»*£
Four Hundred Millions". conclude!

fnol deficiency is only 12 Pe‘ ,hu
Mukherji is very careful J
conclusion from an unbiased CO

data ,
but even bis deduction o .

j(

cent food deficiency may be so ^
modified from the consideration

members of the population as con
j

of commodities and the consider*W"

the consumption demand varying ni

Dr F C, Snow suggested *
£f(1

representing the average equiva e

sumption demand for persons m
age groups, taking unity as the 03

j at>nut

consumption demand for persons ®Bf
fl(6p

30 He suggested the average coo
^

tmn demand of cl ildren under
^ ^ jV

19, that of persons between 16 ^0.
81, that of persons between 30 to

9o, that hetween 45 to 59, »5
5(.fi

between 60 tn 14 as 32 and that of V

over 15 as 06 The equivalent ^ ,

tion demand units required will ue
^ (

less than the actual population
, fj*<

these points are considered, the aC
4ji£

.c1

deficiency will not be much ®n
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not give rise to food scarcity of the
nature prevailing in various parts of
the country

Even if there is a small amount of
food deficiency there is no need of
apprehension There is much scope for
production in India, for food supply must
increase along with better shipping better
means of transport belter irrigation and
better distribution There are also' great
possibilities of agricultural development by
improved manuring and introduction of
scientific methods and by the principle of
co operative holdings etc The unscientific
and stereot>ped methods of agriculture in
this country have been the main causes
of the low yield of food stuffs The
average y eld per acre in India is 881 lbs
rice and 662 lbs wheat whereas in
Japan the yield of tice is about three
times and that of wheat is twice per acre
Ihe first step towards the improvement of
agriculture should consist in the abolition
ot the fragmentation of land and the
introduction of economic hoi ling The
second step should be overhauling of the
irrigation policy throughout India The
third step will be the application of
scientific methods

From the Agricultural Statistics for
British India. 1936 37 ,t is found that
on y one third of the land available for
cultivation is sown and about one fourth
"mre is cultivable and still not cultivated
ibis is. no doubt, great abuse of good
resources Distribution of agricultural
labour and better arrangement of irrigation
can increase food supply by more than
50 per cent It has been found from
experiment that some af the uncultivated
land, it cultivated, produces good results

Other methods suggested by economists for
tbe inciease of national wealth, which is a
powerful remedy, for poverty an i disease
are economic development, industrial zutdn!

from nT°
n popu,al,0n emigration

irony places highly congested In tin* case
ot food scarcity m a particular part of
ihe country, emigration is a powerful

remedy Inter provincial migration has
solved some of the most acute problems
of food consumption and accommodation
in many places and this method should
be adopM India as f„ a5 pract|cab ,e
KeJiel from emigration is most helpful from
various points of view In the United
Slates of America emigration played agreat part m the adjustment of the country’s
wealth Not only the masses but also the
*|Pper strata of the people should beinterested in emigration, otherwise there

dlbm1„r
u‘,j”slnie"‘ iny °

f r»iw
In.l'a 1™ no doubt, been an agriculturalcountry but there ex,sled venous

scale and collage induatrres to supplement
national wealth Early British Zle

d,

,u
,s

,
,or

o hese Indian induslnea for the bertfn
re then British mercantile classesThese industries must be revived onmore scientific lines through co operativeorganizations operative

To effect all these improvements, specialattention must be pant pub,,;
Q™

and Sanitation Rural saim.lion is the ft
5

step which leads to a beller Ivnn of

ad. pied Tins education should be based.more upon the natural internals „ld „ cl , v
“d

°Lr:“'
s bmk *

cluldien through p„r,„se ru , ac,!v„y Sn!
.
" Xe Sit

Nature study 0f plant and
U<lu,,e“ei

education with snect^l T»{ ^ an,maI hfe,

subs,d,„y industries physmland bus
,°“ l

training and less™, fif„ f a ? SC“UI

the vitality of iI.r ,
"

\

d w,1 ‘ mcrease

m',hod »«« l.v./g and
P

'Sr
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tanning »ie Wl'r "'“"I
'1”'t “*

IS not possible without the aid of the other

Besides rural education for better living

Will be necessaty establishment ol new

industries pa.t.euUly of minor or cottage

type, the extension of the existing ones also

and the increasing produ t.v.ty of b< th

go,.culture and industry resulting in Ue

rest< t ati >n of balance between them

IndusUies must ...chide lie manufacture

of agricultural implements fiul growing

poultry, daiij larirmg canted l< d«

weaving leather goods cultivation of vege

ladles and husbandly all p ssible m th«r

villages

The success of the scheme of belter

farm ng depends on a light p 1 cv ol

maiketing and adequate f od sopj ly in the

country depe. ds on equ lahle distnhuti n

\Vi<h this end in view village organ zati< ns

On the lines of il e ancient village societies

should be started through the panchajat

system The last havoc wi ought by food

scarcity was largely due to the lack of

competent village organ rations to deal

with the situation centiahsation and want

of distribution facilities br ught about a

temble collapse in the natural food supply

in the villages resulting in the villagers

rnshirg to the cities an 5 creating a scene

of hungry beggars dung of starvation in

the open streets When mismanagement

and corruption were rampant in the centre

the villages were bound ti suffer The
whole stock vanished from the tillers of

the soil through fair means or fool and
not the slightest poilion returned to feed

the hungry mouths of the villagers Had
thete been village organizations active and
sincere, to deal with the food situation

the/ Could have prevented the disappearance

of tie 'food grains by sucking them in

their own gianmies (dhinjagolas^ ami could
have distubuted the am unt fanly wlwn
the neces*ity arose This would have
saved the villages fiom the heaitless
conspiracy of the hoarder* and profiteers
This IS appat ent frcra the fact that when

millions died for want of food, thousands

of maunds of rotten nee and wheat sre

being thrown away to the detriment of^

the health of the locality

It is, therefore, necessaiy that the

disappearance of food grains mutt e-

stopped with strong hands ‘k™”*

cimjeient village organizations foriwei y

the real panih-yats Food grains si ouU

be stocked m granar.es wl en ihflT
«*

gathered alter the harvest and sbnu

rq 1 tahly distributed in limes of d |*,rr'*

F .r proper distribution contigui us Vill»g«

and hamhts may be grouped into fm»

units Group villages should have

own c ntrolimg agenri s and adeqtta

staff for the woik of cn.ordmsliot.

collection and supervision Tie unit area

sh.uld be aut.nomous as regard* »»«

internal administration, but » cfn

advisory council in the diMiict towns » 7

be formed with the representatives ol 1

village units to sguide the general P0

1

”

Even a provincial board may be constitutes

with representatives of the district counu

local legislature and experts to give * ‘‘

and to modify the policy as circtHM *
„

change The whole system should b

arranged that it may not be top ®e 7

Centralised policy in food ibstnbuti0

bound to fail as it has been demon*11*

in Bengal with disastrous results

It .is evident that, with proper dlt'libu'1

^
of food grams, the growth ®*,

^|n„
populaticn is not a matter of apprehend'

India s high deathrate come*

ignorance of sanitation D sease >*
r

or less prevalent for want of Pr

^
education Tnod scarcilj arises ^enrr

|

l>

(rtj
from mal adjustment, profiteering

propen* 1

^
and incompetent managementand incompetent management i>»,u

liberally provided llie Indians with eiiol

resources and when these are P,0f*
rt

,

tackled for the benefit of the cou
^e ,

pnvetiy and food scaicity will not 1
,

perpetual handicap m their progr***
,t

the nightmare of overpopulation wl

once vanish



MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION:
SOME ASPECTS

Bt Mr R. S KANUNGO ma, jlb, Bar -at law, (Ailahabad)

o

I

T is worthwhile examining the origin of

what is called Municipal Government

We know that « certain unit of population

With defined geographical boundaries

possesses identity of interest, communal
political, financial, economical, cultural etc

and has common ambition for all its com
ponenU and this is known as a State The
State, by its very existence, connotes that its

primary and fundamental function is to

govern • Every such State consists of

smaller homogeneous community units for

tne purposes of administration For

instance, in India, we have a village and a

town as the distinctive administrative units

in the body politic of the State Put in

more general terms, there are rural areas

anl urban areas It is not possible in

the very nature of things that the Govern

menl of the State, to be called Central

Government, can ifhciently manage and

effectively control the local affairs of these

units And, as suJi, a need necessarily

arises for setting up an administrative

machinery which may be best fitted to deal

with local problems winch are confined to

these smaller units Sagacious statesmen

de/ised that machinery to be called local

go moment and created local authorities to

administer the areas within a well defined

sphere of activities exclusively pertaining to

those respective areas Broadly speaking,

such local governments fall under two
nomenclatures, its

,

Rural Authorities and

Urban Authorities Municipal Government is

a synonym for the Urban Authorities

As a tesult of our political relationship,

systems of Municipal Government obtained

in India are more or less a copy of the

English pattern And usually it is

believed this is the only form of Aruntctpal

Government But that is not so I had
the privilege to stufy in 1934 Municipal

Governments ia hall a dozen countries of

Europe, namely England, France, Belgium,

Holland, Switzerland and Italy, when I

was deputed by the late Maharaja Sayajirao

Gae&wad as a Baroda State delegate to

the International Conference of Municipalities

in France Municipal administrations have
different forms in different countries

Prominent features of the English ^system
aie —

(a) AU local authorities am elected councils

(b) The work or tho local authorities Is earned
out mainly by committees consisting of elected
members as wolf as of co opted non members.

(e) Officials aie under the direction of the
municipal co mcil They are appointed an l are
dn>missiblo by it

Id) Any person can vote irrespective of sox
who is above tho age of 21

(#) All Local Government power* whother legis

latno, ad umistrativo or execuuvo aro vested in tUo
elected council

U) Local authorities have various forma, e g
Rural District Council Url an District Council,
Borough, County boioughs etc

In France the unit of Local Government,
whether for a small village or for a big city,

is the commune, qualifications for voting
are 21 years of age and of male sex, and
qualifications for membership on the

commune is 25 years of age and must not be
a <voman You will thus observe that in

France a woman does not enjoy equality of
even civic status A Mayor is elected and
such functions as are obligatory are imposed
not upon the Council but on the Mayor,
who consults the Council and acts subject
to their control The Prefect who is akin
to our District Saba has very considerable
powers of control over these bodies, their

Councils and Mayors He lias the power
to suspend or cancel orders of the Mayor, to
suspend Deputy Mayors and Councillors,
to cancel resolutions, approve municipal
taxes, etc

In Belgium the form o! the local authority
is the same as in France with this ditterence
that the bead of the Municipal Council vs
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called the Burgo Master, who is a represen-

tative of the Crown and appointed by the

King for 6 years Here the Executive

consists of the Burgo Master, Aldermen and

Secretary There is an appreciable control

over expenditure exercised by the 5tate

All budgets taxes and loans require- the

King’s approval

In Holland the form of the Local Body is

the same The system of Burgo Master

and Aldermen as the Executive exists here

as well AH the Councils and Executives

are under a permanent control of the State

In Switzerland communal organization,

which means municipal organisation, is

thoroughly democratic Supreme authority

>s the Communal Assembly of male mem
bers of 20 years and above This body

has control of all affairs There is hardly

any control over the communes so far as

municipal powers are concerned

In Italy, just the reverse is the case

By a decree of 1926 the whole system of

representative local government throughout

the country was swept away and was
replaced by a system which was described

in Italy as one of "Autarchy Under it

Podesta, an official appointed by a Royal

decree for "i years, was the responsible

authority He was assisted by a council,

which was summoned at his discreUon and

it had only to give advice on mattets

referred to it The Podesta himself was the

sole executive He was personally res

pon^ible for any loss caused to Ihe commune
by his action or negligence He was
expected to carry out a definite programme
during his regime

It will thus be seen that municipal
governments have special features of their

own in each country Similarly the degree
of authority enjoyed and powers vested m
them vary within wide limits from the absolute
* autarchy " of the Italian Podesta to the nearly
full liberty of Swiss authorities to do any
act coming under the phrase "the benefit
of the community’’

Though such differences of form, consti-
tution and methods of governance exist.

the subjects compiled under the control

of municipal auti.ofit.es and the rn°K

services administered by them are mo dy

the same They are : (1) Pub,
!f. "gjf*

(2) Education, (3) Highways ; (4) Public

Assistance ,
and (5' Police *

outstanding qualification common V*

municipal governments is the hig B

of efficiency shown by ‘hem m

discharge of their duties Take any »

English or European, you find the sti«

scrupulously kept clean, gardens

trimmed and decently arranged, Pi,ks V
and well maintained, Inter rerep a

provided at short distances and conunie

places for the waste material to be fa •

instead of being thrown at f*od ’

systematic and pure w iter supply •

perfectly managed sewerage sy <

children s clinic provided, baths and

houses constructed and maintained 0
,

use of the public, medical examination ®

children
,
administration of medical r «

maternity arrangements, pUy 2foun

children, etc

Let us now turn to examine

conditions Whatever favourable ®
,

we may take, we do find that mun

governments in our country w“
(

fortunate exceptions do not compare a
jt

ably with the picture I have given ^
becomes necessaiy to find

‘why’ of it When the sphere of ,c 1
,

with which our municipalities are cent

is very much less and limited and seC<
\

when ihe authority and powers tree * ^
them do not compare unfavourably wi

conditions in Europe, is it not a surf''5
. vf

gloomy circumstance that we should

such a sorry rendering of accounts?

Whether by choice or by c 1IB
c^tsli

we have chanced to adopt the
0f

form, which is based on ptincip

democracy. Democracy, to be *‘icce' ^
requires an intelligent electorate, cons

^ns
of its duties towards society and as® 1**

f
guardian of its rights Do no

^
democracy is more or less dangerov ^
its result Democracy demands 10^
success responsible public opin‘oB
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highly developed civic sense in the people

It should become a part of their chaiacter

itself Traditions need to be established

in the spirit of public service Bat this

very fundamental is absent from us

The one thing which is of prime

importance is, therefore, intelligent,
citizenship All our talk of reform all our

endeavours for improvement and progress

are of no avail, unless we secure the

prime essential of an efficient civic

government vts

,

an interested and informed

community Participation of the public in

their own administration to day stops at

the election of councillors Public interest

should be continuous and critical Men
cannot register their minds at the polls

unless they have minds to register and

the voter who makes up his mind without

information is no source of strength or

wisdom to any government

How can this be done? The reply ts

2»> More Publtcity

The publicity can be in many ways and
through diTferent agencies Firstly the

nesysp-pers —This 13 a source from which
most people get their data Secondly, by
explaining to the public the work of the

municipal administration through the issue of

bulletins Thirdly, the American method
of ‘Open House’ is very tempting and
effective It consists of inviting the

general public to attend when the head of

each department of the municipality

explains the special branches of adminis-

tration This m my opinion will piove
extremely popular, educate the public and
make them the better judges of their

elected representatives

I would venture to put forth one mare
suggestion, te, voting in municipal

elections should be made compulsory.

Vote is a certain power delegated to a

person holding it It is meant to be
used, and if not used or cared for, the

person having it proves himself unfit

to hold the power which the right to

possess a vole entails It is better not to

have an electorate rather than have a

careless, indifferent and callous one It

is, therefore, logical that voting should be

made compulsory Non use should entail

its confiscation This rule is found to

woik well in Belgium

Now to turn to another point, starting

with Baroda as an illustration It is well

known that the Baroda Municipality is primarily

a sanitary authority There are two sides

of public health questions—curative and
preventive The two are quite inter

related and inter dependent The first is

a province of the medical world while the

latter is a municipal responsibility From
my past experience of the municipality

I feel convinced that a better and a closer

co operation and collaboration on problems
of city’s public health will certainly bring

out more fruitful results I think an
attempt to establish a Citizens League
for public health consisting of Municipal
Health authorities and Members of the
Medical Profession to jointly deliberate on
problems of public health will provide a
desired organisation for the purpose

My experience of years of contact with
the working of the municipal bodies shows
that our municipal members need to
enlarge their vision and broad base then-
ideas There is a distinctive tendency to
be observed that the municipal bodies are
veiy touchy on questions of their power
and status Much of the useful energy
is wasted m fighting out many unfruitful
or academic causes at the cost of work
for public This mental attitude is
traceable in Us source, to a historical
reason The local governments of which
municipal government is a part, came
to be established in India in their
modem forms, in J8E0 during Lord
R 1 p o n ’ s Viceroyally They were
designated as Local self Government, and
one of the objects underlying their creation
was to give people a sort of preliminary
training in the art of administration so as
to equip them better for greater association
with the woik of Government The term
Local self Government ’’ has done greater

harm to the evolution of these institutions
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tan >nyta»B «>« P“P'« t,V'

looked upon th.ie bota> « «!»“'

political training and hive nuknri.natrf to

spirit of socwl service and duties and

responsibilities, which they owed to 0*

community as » charge of affairs of these

local bodies The result to day lha ‘

the political schooling is still in its infancy

real

after 60 >ei

duties have

of experience while

been neglected and

.h.i.tiet in the mass have not been

SoTdr- “prop.-., U»«apnl CnuncUom

should fight this Id«a »»» and c«»'to

butnatM of municipal altaua all round

as their mam concern

Another suggestion in relation to

municipal government is that eveiy

municipality should have a scientific survey

and systematic planning of its areas for

prospective improvement ,
what would make

the city or the town an ideal one How

is it possible to expect any permanent

improvement in any are. unless we know

first »* to what we want * There is no

intention to ruu down municipal admins

trations, but 1 mention this only as a tact

Ihat la the absence of such survey and

plans, city fathers come to municipalities

and go after every staled period and

waste their time in pure day to day

routine of wolk and local politics arising

out of it. They have nothing before their

mental Vision (or constructive work and

they go as they come without having

contributed anyth ng to the permanent

weal, and well being of the people who

returned them as their trustees. The need,

therefore, of such an exhaustive scientific

sutvey and planning is of first importance

Once the peremptory need of survey

and plan *» accepte l the next important

question relates to its execution In this

connection one cannot too much emphasise

one principle that all such facilities,

amenities or improvements as are of a

permanent nature should be made availible

lo all the inhabitants at one and the same
t me I shall explain what I mean
Supposing the plan to make a city dustless

i, to bo undertaken. Tbo work of

asphalting all the roads of the city *j»“W

be undertaken at the same time u

is not done it means doing injustice

part of the taxpayers by giving pieferrst “

treatment to others whose *re*s at*
,

improved Take Baioda city Asphalting

of roads was undertaken as a program®

in 1936 Some parts of the city hav

a«phah roads while others have rot, »

need not enter into the question why tw
is not done What is the result

part of the taxpayers enjojs better

amenities than the other This is ur *'

The same applies to recreation grounds, pais

and gardens, opening out congested at**1'

provision of sewerage etc I '“T *

that such piogrammes shouH be **ken '

for the whole area so that every tax p »

is given an equitable trea ment wluc

is entitled to and which he can claim

Thu nec««unly l,»fi« fi>

of the question of finance It »* *.*

argued that it is not possible W thin «

means of the municipal income 1° ur

take huge expenditure of this kind *

once The argument is only Pl*u
,

II the means at the disposal are ™
enough to meet a scheme of any p»t

improvement, funds must be seem*

creating liabilities And there i*

justification for this step If the natu
^

the benefit to be conferred to day i*

^
permanent or semi permanent natu

that the generations of the future will *

in its enjoyment, it is but just th»

should be sharers in this burden ,n
^

same way as the present general* ^
enjoying benefits conferred by its pre

f

sois and shouldering liabilities cieate

them Theie should be constructive

nation and bold execution in these ®*
^

This prompts reference to » c0n,
.ft}f

weakness of municipal governments ®

score of finance My experience tel l*

that the usual tendency of city lathe^
„f

towards making savings even at tl e c°*
.

j

making improvements Certainly ^*
s

expenditure must needs be avoided

a mere attachment to the idea ** *

municipal treasuries by saving* *rc®
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yearly revenues is obnoxious on the very
face of k The income of municipalities is
perennial and taxes are levied with a view to
see that citizens receive benefits in return
proportionately If mere saving is the
Jdeal, it should be interf reted to mean two
t mgs First that all avenues of progress
are satisfied, all amenities of civic happiness
are provided and, therefore, there is no more
need of g0 much taxation Second that
» this is not the case then the mum tpahty
is incompetent and inefficient and therefore
does not deserve to be in possession of

funds which she cannot utilise to my
better purpose The tux payers would
certainly be sufhciently justified m ashing
fur reduction in taxation ,f accumulate
of reserves without any planned idea to
spend them is the goal

In the domain of the municipal govern-
ments all mdm fails have a part to play
directly or md, recti, as tax payer, ormanagers If every one tries to make
his little nook „f God's creation more
heah iy and beaut, lul, „ur hide municipal
world Will be happier in the sum total

CHINA AT THE CROSS ROADS
By Prof S B

"T War 19 over It is yet premature
to say whether the years immediately

following will be years of preparation for
another war more disastrous and devastating
in its consequences than any bgforc
The shape of things to come has been

engaging the attention of all serious minded
persons While we in India have our own
problems, we cannot be blind to theworm at large, particularly those near
our home
China is our neighbour In a sense, hers

nas been the most magn.ficent role m the
agedy the curtain on which has ju»t beenUng down She has emerged victorious
rom a blood bath with few parallels in
recorded history

What next ? What China will become
,s a question that is asked by every
serious thinking man A China peaceful,
prosperous and united with her industrious” and Iier natural resources is sure

V pIay a beneficent role in the life of
Asia and of the world in )ears to comeA China divided and disunited on the
other hand will be a threat to world peace,
will disappoint her friends and may
become once again the victim of some
aggressive nation or nations

There are those who point out thatChina will never pull together as a

MOOKERJI. m a

Republic and that a Civil War ,n Chinajs .a the offing Has not they argue thenotion between communists and theKuommtang survived dunng all these yearsof a life and death struggle? Do
financial difficulties raised by the war almostdefy solution I Are un. 'her p

‘

untvieldy ,„d disparate ch
"

‘

,sues and development I

character -

„J
akre *" lhese '°r granted, we shouldnot, tor a moment, lose sioh»

tremendous distance covered by China
**

governing the country, and J/*"
for

fusion worse confounded „„
executing it, even if they had one tV °

f

ory““
disappearance of1 a"d <he

orderly government
^ V'!1 'S'3 °( >«

The pulsation of a new *

wXh

£tr c-> -2
worst The fire «1 Tan

6 at lhe,r

forged a very taunh /.
P
?
Qese evasion has

°f the disconnected eleme"uTs

l

'of
“!lance
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him and the Yuan, can refer the dispute
to the National Assembly The highest
appointments in the Stale are to be made
by him
There

^

is, however, a check on the
1 resident a power in this direction The
Examination *Yuan will first decide who
are fit for official positions and the
President must make Ins choice from
among them The President, moreover ,s
subject to the National Assembly m all
matters Meeting at such long intervals as
‘he latter w,ll, the check seems more
nominal than real But the village
assemblies, it 13 expected will continually
express pnblic opinion which will he
transmitted to the Central Government
through the provincial assemblies
The question of questions to day so

»r as China is concerned is the future
relation between the Communists and the
Kuomintang Vital differences notvvith
standing, the two united (0 ward off the
P«il from the East General Chu Teh has

^

aimed on behalf the Communists that
communist troops had engaged 69 per

cent, of Japanese troops m China an)

r

Cr C
1P* ,

of Pu
«
1Pt ‘ ,ro°Ps fighting

!,
f.

According to Stuart Gelder,
they have liberated 320 000 square miles

$0(W^“nd
,

hav
5„

brought treedom toVO 000 000 people of 200 000 000 people inoccupied territories ” Sirange as it may
sound, instances of armed clashes and
»«Rry disputes between the two even in

r
* yc”s of " ar have been by no means

A ?
0l

!5t '
Cry serious clash occurred m

Z o,h„
T
d.,!’""

tEpor"d " otb" °“ l>’

r
'Vf| at are the caase. of the quarrel t The

Communist, have continually ptessed for
total war agairst Japan They wanted
Weapons be.

n

K rut m the hand of esery
Peasant. This the Kuomintang did not

,
Ihe Communists further accuse Chun-

‘•inir el withholding from them esen

r.
3 .- ,

s“PrIi's of arms and ammunitions
Un.nl,oj s counter allegations are that the
ommurtt.u illegally rncreased the strengthof therr army (the Sth Route Army) end esen

traded with the enemy It is interesting
to recall in this connection that tile Times
Correspondent m North Cl.tna reports that
tlie Central Government actually, blockaded
adjacent areas under Communist control—
lhe Tunes, Mv it, ip/j)

What impedes the unity between the two 1

",
P'raps the suspicion lurking ,n themind Of the alder patty that the youngermay create a state wtlltm the stite too

&<£££?•* hy ,he

That the future ,n China belongs to theprogress,yes „ tndtsputable Communis salone by the way, are not mea„“ by
progressives The days 0 f

dictatorship wlnle the Kuomtnlang ,u|£
*

are last drawing to a close That parly„J -

aimtt this and must Itsfen to tvhat Othershave go, t„ say The very ldt ,

'

of°“Tstitulinnal government implies lh„ Jj
t« the inescapable outcome of t|, e war andof the widely enhvetung effect
on the of ,11 Cluneee even
lowest strata ’ (The s torv r? .

Revolution by 0 11 Green, p
*

for

Th
,LT;,

S

,lr°

r

„,

CVS l

'':;fa,7
"

hinges on the third principle of Dr"
i!*

^en Livelihood of life people tS”Government realises this and is ,

more on raising the standard nf ,

te,in,neJ
,

the people than on anyth.ng^lse
m°* °f

wtth'ps

wa':,

d
L,br

When, for ,„i|t “
qi.o

°”8 M’’”

house, be will not
““

''tnTnT Ias in marv oihpr „ ,

,n ^n K' and
Ministers will wrangle a^ta^ d,fTerent

house he should have the ?
prt of

will be bu.lt and who sl ‘u
T£*Ce 'vh"* «t

b-hiit Chiaa’s pter ;, r !;
,,OWed ,0

uncanny so to sav t
ecuPeration is

eiample The city of Hank
'ike

burnt down and thnee '
, '

L

7 >hnce
T atpinj. Rebellion The .“f,

d “n”8 " ,e

a8™ “ "Ct'm ° f “^-Jtansm'dSmg u"
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1911 Revolution. But .11 tra«> «< '*

dn.ste. h.d disappeared by 1913 I»
therefore not treasonable to expect

that Cinna badly suffered a, she has w.U

be the first of all the nation* to recover from

the war's ravages

Agriculture employs four fifths of the

Chinese nation But this alone cannot

brine to fruition the Livelihood of the people

Hence the determination of the Government

to mdusttial.se the country A Ten year,

plan has been drawn up already It

aims at the development of roads railways

and water traffic of coal and iron mines

and other minerals iu which China is mh,

such as wi Ur am manganese and antimony

and of mills and factories In spue of the

war much headway has been made The

teira incognita of former days Skiing

between Tibet and Szerhann is now

humming with industry North China too

has ns share of attention West China is

the region where abuses in general and

landlordism in particular are most deep

rooted Vet West China can never again

become what she had been before the war

a scene of the paradr x of the people

perishing in ths midst of plethoric plenty

Burma has been re opened When the

proposed railway links up Burma and

Chinese svstetus the great natural wealth

of the West and South will find a natural

outlet adding thereby considerably to China s

prospetity and political balance

The Co operativ e Societies have given

a supplementary occupation to the Chinese

peasant who is no longer absolutely

dependent on the caprices of nature The
movement is rapidly spreading and will

contnue to do so But China requires

mills and factories because all industries

are not witlm the scope of cottage

workers Hence the supreme need of

industrial zation China will, 1 owever do

well to eliminate as far as practicable the

undesirable consequences of industrialization

Wages and the standard of living must

be raised New industries must be

created The time honoured tea, silk

»d two or three other, wall Mj
China must le.ro to ut.liee her »

beneath the .urUe » well

above Exporting countne. “Z
J"

alarmed by the pioapecl of China “

large exporter which she has to be

want, to balance the budget ,»d to real

the people. I.velthood The *

do well to bear id mind «b»* l“°"*

China as a market for cheap cotton good*

and patent medicines belongs to the p

yet for many jears to come

base to depend on others for

goods machinery, surgical, op i

*

scientific precision instruments an
J

less other arl.cles from .bn>wl »°r

her appetite will grow with *

of satisfying it A richer China <!««» £
therefore, mean the impoverishment

exporting countries, rather the fevers

There is, however, one “if"
^

r

‘Lj
China will mean a richer wortd pf ",

there ,s a belter and more equ «.bl«

distribution oi goods so that tl,e
, W1D

-

a wilful destruction of wheat or

back of the fish into the sea m •"«
» 0(

of the globe while millions pe
{

starvation in another -and stave «

with bark and leaves in yet a third

Many undoubtedly are the
]ff

the path of the realization of th P ,WJ

of the people But t» tb«
b„„

from 1937 to 1945, a new China n
(#

born—a China wiili faith m h* r'* ^ ,

her leader Under the sturdy ® ..t h

ruthless enemy has been forged

steel of a nation’s character-

The war has produced great ch’®*

full of promise One very «*V»
' ^

the decline of the influence of ,h*
' ie W

The war has taught the Chinese p j,,j

think as they revet thought before .J
freed their minds from petty

, nrlI0o'

issues which “ once bounded tbeir 1

$

and has taught them to think *n

the nation



THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT’S PROPOSALS
o —

[The proposals broadcast by Lord Wavell, on h.s return from Londonhave been criticized as inadequate and disappointing not by the Con’cress only but by other parlies as sell The Rt lion b!e M R J,S aUrKunrvar Sir Jagdish Prasad snd the Hon ble Sir N Gopalsnami Isennar
criticizing the neiv Attlee Was ell move in a joint statement; say — hD f/f'

j

j

'HE British Governments whole object

seems to be to postpone a decision
on all crucial questions for seven or eight
months at least and then, when there is a
renewed deadlock, to hold up their hands
m pious horror and pretend that all their
sincere efforts to hand over power to tin.

Indiars have been foiled by cisagrecmint
among Indian leaders

“The Viceroy's latest broadcast c< !«l
cuit, uninspiring, was m depressing hut
unmistakable contrast to the warmth and
friendliness of the broadcast that preceded
me summoning of tie Simla Conference

,

r“ "as been a distinct hardening
“ tone and a deplorable deterioration
o« polky Political tactics have now
Uken the place of statesmanship As theMushm Ltagoc demands have stiffened after
he failure of the S.mh Conference the

"I
1™1 Government’s attitude towards the

,

puhiical parties has become less and

n!

1

u
d '7

;
Ever) thing has been thrown

mtothemehng pot, interim Government« the Centre, replacement of Section 93 by
Kesponsible Government m the Provinces
and even the summoning of a Const,mtion*
making body

CONSTITUTION M\KINO OODV
To take the last first, preliminary con-

sultations are fust to take place, after the

— ques-
Ihey evade

constitution making body, n„less pakls ,a .
IS agreed to firsl I, tl,ls prt |miIn J™ference intended reality t0 J

C™
Musbm League an opportunity f„ r raising
tins issue and llierebj cieating a deadlockeven at that mi.nl stage? hV lh

“ £

“

tish Government no mind on this
‘•on? If they have, why do
giving public egression to it?

It IS pompously declared that ,|lc elt.om must lie held first, so that L „

Got eminent must be fully aw.ie ,ha ,

,“ r

elections on a ve,y f/
e »'e

sep.iate communal electoral,, w.Ilnot t.l.The question ol Pakistan The Bribih r,
*

men., nhole object seem to be m
'™'

upThe' /bands m^slint^’
power"to”ih'e ZZ lt'\* Tdisagreement among Intl.an Lade, I

'by

The Cripps proposals st) » ses[,,i aable scheme for a const,!,, i.rT ,

tV0,L*

That proposal ls H
itkrrrr. »• L

y
d ,;r

" y'-Provmcial elections belts eeS Ihe Viceroy
' »( whether and

ye"»
rod the repic.enla'ives of the elected mem- ? ?

making body „ b ,
*

hrr, of the Pros.nc.al Legislature, a. To V"
‘" ,h' “>>,«> of frejl, Vntnl.a.Totbe acceptability of the Cripp, pioposal,

,nd?'d •>= a miracle ,°T
!t

jad the form of the const.,upon making ,''5U
’
,S these 11.-*- , judging from ill

‘ «"'n|.
U»y base been conducldTi’T "'"d ‘

nohnrter n >n the pa, tfcarT'
, "'’ ol''ed ,nd ,h*' deli- nobody, nnTeten’llm' v

' — ruin
' / of the minority problems' are ihe reap msibiluy for

V,ceroT- owing
||,e

taken'oT’ V
f

n
m thc Pcsl|i°n rmplemenlmg n,em “"e decisions and

In W, ' C"ri» Declaration' Mr I, „ ,h

T
”CJ l0a 11 «' interim

’ llat foe vervvery
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ominous declaration is made that tbe new
Government can only come Into being if

it has the support of the mam Indian

parties

Has the lesson of the Simla Conference

and its sequel had no efleet on British

policy? Why should the British Govern
m°nt speak with mental reservations so

painfully transparent ? Will they continue

the status quo after May next also if one
of these Iodian parties is again unreasonably

obdurate? Again, why should the installs

tion of a netv Government at the Centre
await the completion of the Provincial

elections except it be that opportunity
should be given to the Muslim League to

increase its strength ’ The possibility of
forming a new Government will apparently

depend on Mr Jinnahs pleasure Perhaps
the Viceroy has doubts as to what Mr
Jinnah's pleasure will be Others less wise
have not

POLITIC VL RECONSTRUCTION
The latest conception of our rulers

seems to be to dig up everything by the
roots to see bow their democratic system
has fared in Indian soil And what has
happened to those manifold problems of
postwar reconstruction which figured so
prominently when the Simla Conference
was called and for the solution ol which
Indians, more representative and with
adequate political backing were considered
so necessarv Has the cessation of ihe
war dissolved these very urgent problems
into thin air ? Or has a feeling ow
grown that, with questions of such v,ul
concern to Britain, as the sterling balanc.s
the Indianisation of the officer tanks of the
Indian Army, the stoppage of Bntish
reciu tment to the Indian Civil Service and
the Indian Police, the regulation of tariffs
the rapid industrialisation of India
especially the establishment of heavy
industries and the like, it u wiser to
rely on the present tried and safe team
than to take risks wuh politicians who
might, wuh inconvenient foolishness, pl,ce
the interests of the country above their

own? A humdrum Government functioning

in a routine way, playing with planning

for reconstruction and for a better standard

of life and having, for this purpose, a

limitless faith in committees and conferences

on road communications, agriculture,

public health, food and what not—how
soothenmg this to the nerves of empire-

sustainers compared to the unhealthy

excitements of a Government that would
talk of independence first and everything

else afterwards’ India is asked to play

her full part in working out the new world

order Surely, the present Executive
Council can be implicity trusted with this

task under British guidance What should
it matter if the Peace Conference and the

first General Assembly of the World
organisation will have met months before
the bringing into being ol tbe new
Executive Council ? The car of State is

now in reverse gear going rapidly to the

rear Can it be halted in its backward
progress? Is there any hope of its ever
moving forward?

Gandhiji's 7Ilh Birthday

Pandit Jawahatlal Nehru, rn a message
to the Press on the occasion of Mahatma
Gandhis 77th buthday, says"

Tli* 2nd O tobor has become * significant dale
in India for that day vai Gandhi] i a birthday
'# }ear* ago. Whatever the day of the month
or year Gandlu;i is ever present in our minds
for he has dominated the Indian scene, moulded
our national life and intimately effected innumer
able pru ate hvee What we are to dey. nationally
or iodiv idualiy, we are largely because of him,
whether we realise this or not

60 to day. on hie 77th birthday, we offer our
homage to him and tbe love and affection wlileh
flow to one who has no
leader but, at the same
leader

—

a friend a com
haven in tune of trouble

I only been e very greet

rede, a guide and tore

and distress



INDIAN AFFAIRS
BY “AN INDIAN JOURNALIST"

lord W&vill’t Stcond Plan

I

T is not surprising that the British

Government's new plan /or India has

been condemned as disappointing and

unacceptable by spokesmen of all parties

People were certainly led to hope for

something better as a result of the Viceroy s

consultations with the New Labour

Government, but the proposals do not

envisage any appreciable change from

the Cripps Offer Labour, which for England

meant a refreshing change, has not proved

t<7 be qwte se fee Jsd/a.

"Homa’’ of the fitudustm Siandari

put the position neatly m rhyme

Labour or Tory
Its the tftruo dor>
Keeping imperialism lwaij,

For Empire glory
Making e\ery proposal
Without the mil to disposal

\nj wanting to sit

When we say quit

Dr Ja>akar and the non-party leaders

m a statement published In another page,

rightly draw attention to the cold and frigid

terms ol the Viceregal broadcast and the

Prime Minister’s comment. It all looks like a

deliberate attempt at dilatory tactics While

the crying need of the hour is prompt and im-

mediate transfer of power to a truly national

agency to stamp out corruption and tackle

problems of reconstruction, the Waved plan

postpones all acuon for about a year.

It envisages the Convening of a constitu-

tion making body aod as a preliminary step

to it, the Viceroy proposes to call,

after the elections are over, repre-

sentatives of the provincial Legislative

Assemblies and also of the States to as-

certain whether the proposals contained in

the Cnpps Offer are acceptable or whether

some modified scheme s preferable*

And while the constitution making body
goes on with its work, which may take

yean, the Viceroy proposes to reconstitute

his Executive Council with the help and
support of India’s main political* parties.

That is not all For the Viceroy once again

lays stress cn Indians "reconciling their

differences " When is this reconciliation to

be realised and when are we to get the

freedom we ask for ? Once again it is

merely creating fresh opportunities to play

up the differences to hide Britain’s unwill-

ingness to part with power

And yet, in spite of all these defects,

the country has wisely decided to contest

the elections, if only to vindicate the national

urge for freedom and power.

Travancore Education Policy

Since the days of Gokhale, it has been
the dream of patriotic Indians that

elementary education should be made free

and compulsory Attempts made by local

bodies and private philanthropy have got
nowhere It is^now well recognised that

it is only the State with its infinite

resources in finance and personnel that could
cope with anything like efficiency in such
a venture

One would have thought that the
Travancore Government, m embathmg on
such a scheme, has given the right lead
to the country—in wisdom and courage
But strangely enough, this beneficent
scheme has provoked a bitter controversy,
sponsered, of all people, by the Catholic
Mission who have ihemselves done so
much for the cause of education and to
whose services the country has alwajs
shown high appreciation It is a pity
they are on the wrong track in this matter.

For what after all does the scheme
envisage ? The Government have set out
to banish illiteracy from the Stale. To
this end they assume responsibility Jor
running all primary schools These schools
are attended not by Catholic Christians
only but by pupils of all religious How
could the State be partial to one creed
only, and inflict on non Christians teachings
which they may reject ) The Dewan put
the case efiectively when he pointed out

.
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THIS India By D F Kara k a Thacker &
Co , Ud i Bombay Rs 6 14

Mr D F Karaka the author of Out of

Dost * Just flesh «td a number of other

well known publication? hardly needs any

introduction to our readers Not long ago,

we reviewed in these pages his brightly

wnUen account of the doings of the

Fourteenth Army in Burma This India

his latest book deals with a variety of

topics such as journalism, sample of

administration love sex and morals politics

and character sketches of well known

political leaders under the title Some

people The publishers describe the book

as ' essentially a human document and so

it really is Packed with facts anecdotes

and autobiographical details it gives the

story of a highly sensitive observant Indian

in his early thirties—an Indian who was

educated and who distinguished himself at

Oxford It is ceitamly a brilliant piece of

provocative journalistic prose typical ol the

author As the accredited cot respondent of

the Bcmbajt ChrenicU for over six years,

Mr Karaka had abundant opportunities to

study men and movements lie came into

close contact with many leaders, got into

tough even with the inner workings of the

Congress, the League and the politics of the

country rn general The book is therefore

full of pungent and forceful observations

, pleasant and unpleasant, and will amply
repay peruaal

The Union of South Africa By P B
Balsara Oxford University Press, Madras

We get a concise and readable account of

the salient economic and political facts

about South Africa, a vast country with a

thin population of which a small fraction is

white The whites dominate the land and

labour power and exploit its wealth and

resource* Full development of the country

could be done only if it is industrialised with,

the co operation of native'Iabour and the

grant of equality of status for the coloured

race that in essence is the South African

problem viewed from the author's angle

French Stories trom Alphonso
Daudet Translated by Indiora Sarkar,
(Chackervmhy 5. Co Ltd , 15, College
Square Calcutta Rs 4)

The stark realism sensibility, the pathos
and humour of the gifted French novelist
Alphonso Daudet i* revealed in these eight
short sior.es rendered mto English ,n this
slim volume They str.ke an exclusively
provincial note and present vignettes of
French life ,11 Vlv ,d phases Each
story is an exquisite piece and displays
remarkable descriptive powers of the writer
Special mention may be made of The Pope's
Mule, The Stais, The Old People and The
Agony of the Semillante
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Rebuilding Liberated Russia By Prof

N, .Voromn A practical guide to

reconstruction in India Kitab Mahal,

56 A, Zero Road, Allahabad Re 1 8

In the reconstruction and rebuilding of

the many rumed, destroyed and devastated

cities and villages, Soviet Russia offers the

planners of a new civilization, a supreme

example of a determined and courageous

nation bent upon harnessing its rickety

and depleted resources for a new and

better social life This grim and gigantic

effort of the Russians is detailed in these

stimulating pages by Prof N Voronin in

all its several features More, it provides

a clue to the reconstruction of social life

m India in the field of industry

agriculture, art, architecture building and

machinery

The Simla Triangle By Ashok a Mehta

and Kusum Nair Padma Publications,

Ltd ,
Bombay

Here is the story of the failure of the Simla

Conference narrated in the words of those

who participated in it It may be useless

to discuss it at this length of time when

events are moving fast, but the book will

serve as a reminder of the efforts made to

solve a baffling problem and how they failed

to reach the desired end owing to reasons

with which our readers are: not unfamilnr.

A perusal of this record of day to day

events in that Simla drama will reveal at

once the strength and weakness of the

fffeedom movement m this country

The inclusion of the text of the Cripps

offer, C R s formula and the Desai Liaqat

Pact appended to the volume make it a

useful book of reference for the future

RECEIVED
British Trade Unions By Mary Agnes Hamilton

Oxford University Press Bombay As 0

Tilly oa the Frog without a Jump By Isabel

M Mathews Thacker & Co , Ltd , Bombay
Rs 2 8,

The Grand Inquisitor By F Dortoevsky Trans

lated from the Russian by II P Blavatsky

International Book House, Ltd Bombay

An Application .

LizAmat Jung
Madrasa i Aiwa,

or the Poetry of Yawab Sir

Bahadur By P V Sharma M A
llydcrobad (Do )

Mohammad and Teachings op Quran
Devooport By.Mohsmroad Amin Sh

Asbraf, Kashmiri Bazaar, Lahore

By John
Muhammad

Bomb Moral and Religious Teachings op

Ghazzali By Syed Nawab All a*
M lhammad Ashraf, Kashmiri Bazaar Lahore

Al
Sh

*

Death Under tub Moon By Archie Joscelyn

Thacker S. Co Ltd , Bombay Rs a 8

Youra s Burden By Jawaharlal Nehru Foreword

by P A Wadia Hamara Hindustan Publications,

23 2 Meadows Street, Fort, Bombay.

A Shroud as well as a Shkrt By Sharooas
Frazer Thacker * Co , Ltd Bombay Rs 6 14

The Meaning of Dominion Status By S M
Bose Oxford University Press, Madras and
Bombay

The Political Future of the British Common
.
wealth and Empire With a Foreword by the

'Farl of Clarendon Longmans Green* Co, Ltd,
London and Madras

Tnr Aeshietical Nfcessity in Life Three leo

tures delivered under the Sir George Stanley
Foundation for lectures in Aesthetics in tho
University of Madras Ivitabiatan, Allahabad
Rs 3 12

*

Sfakculioht By His Highness Rajji U&haraj,
Kitabistan Allahabad Rs 3

What is Wrong with India By Sir Albion Raj
Kumar Baaerji, Allahabad Rs 3

Burma and tiiu Japanese Invader By John L
Christian, Messrs Thacker A. Co , Ltd , Bombay
Rs 16 8

Christianity Challenges Capitalism ByW M Ryburn and Clarence Folk. Published by
Dr M 3 Vairaoapdtai, Forman College P O

,

Lahore

Bums ti People Series University Students and
Lngltsh Villages lsh net each Longmaa3
Green &. Co , Ltd , London

Our Youth By Ivamaladevi

Our Agricultural Plan By D S Derbey
Rebuilding Libfrated Russia By Prof N
Voromn Kitab Mahal, Allahabad
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September 1 Dr Hobback er throned as

new Mein. pohtan of India

—Andamans not to be used as penal

settlement

September 2 Japs sign Instiument of

Surrender

September 3 Temporary Agreement
between Chang and tie Communists

—U S troops move nto Japan

September 4 Tie M kado asks Ins people
to obseite comm tment faithfully •

—Spain askel to evacuate Tangier

September r
> Akat lealers decline to

neg tiaie it ih Mu 1 m League on basis

of Pakistan

September 6 M P* appeal for full ctuc
1 berties and free elections in India

September 7 Press censorship ends

though advising is to continue

September 8 Non patty leadets condemn
Governments suneiu.fr to League

September 9 Bull s slaitl i g statement

regarding Goven ments bclawour in

respect of Textile Indunry

September 10 C R comes back to

C i giess f n an 1 IS inv le I to attend

Woik.ng C m miiee meet ng »t IVcna

September 11 Gen T ,) shoots 1 im*c1f

to avoid attest

—Round up of I ar TaslWar Cnmnals

September 12 Congiess Woik ng Com
tniltee meets at Too a

September 13 Gan *1 ji advises Congiess
to contest etecU ns

Septemlet 14 Cirgtess Woikng Com
m ttt« decis ons publ si ed

—Mr Saiat Chandia Dose and LalaSarkiihl
released

September 15 Lord Wavell back in India

September 16 Mr Bhulabhai replies to

League Leader it Desai Liaqat Pact

The B g Five decide that Italy should

foifeit her colonies

September 17 Plans for demobilization of

Indian Armv announced

September 18 Mody Matthai report to

Sapiu Committee released

September 19 Nationalist Muslims decide

to f ght the League in tiie elections

—Italy s C ilonial Empire liquidated

September 20 U S honour for Viceroy

and C in C
September 21 A I C C meets at Bombay

—Congress Woik ng Committee demands
freedom of all Asiatic countries

September 22 A I C C r ’iterates its

object ves Comm Uee formed for defence
of I N A men

September 23 Deadlock in Foreign
Ministers Conference in London
—Tran«poit «tr ke in Calcutta

September 24 World Trade Union
Congress meets at Pans

Sirdar Patel initiates Election Campaign
in Bombay

September 25 MauUna Azad s conespon
denre w tli Viceroy dt.ni g Simla
Conference released

September 26 H ndu Muslim not in
Bombay
Mr Aney attacked in the Slate Cotmcik
Ceylon

September 27 Emperor II rohito call* on
MacArihur

September 2S New Government of India
3 per cent loan announced

September 29 Bimsh land in Java to
restore ordtl

September 20 Central Akah Dal decide*
to cooperate with Ctngiess u> Punjab
Elections



HUMAN FREEDOMS
Prof S V Puntambekar, writing on the

above subject in the Modern Revte o for

September, points out that great thinkers

like Manu and Buddha have laid emphasis

ou what should be the assurance necessary

for man and what should be the -irtues

possessed by man They have propounded
a code as it were of ten essential human
freedoms and control of values necessary

for good life They are not only basic

but more comprehensive in their scope than

those mentioned by any other modem
thinker They emphasize five freedoms or

social assurances and five individual

possessions or virtues The five social

freedoms are

(1) freedom from violence (Ahimsa) (2) freedom
from want (Aelcyo) (3) freedom from exploitation

v ( \pangraha) (4) freedom from violation or dia

honour (Avjabhichara) and (>) freedom from o&r)}

death and diseaso (Amntatva and Arogya)

The five individual possessions or virtues

are

0) wont of intolerance (Akrodha) (2) Compassion
or fellow feeling (Bhutaday a Adroha) (3) Knowledge
(Jnano, Vidyn) (4) freedom of thought and
conscience (Satya Sunnta) and (5) freedom from
fear and frustration or despair (Pravntti, Abhaya,
Dhnti)

Human freedoms require as counterparts

human virtues or controls To think in

terms of freedom without corresponding

Virtues would lead to a lopsidedness of

life and a stagnation or even a deterio-

ration of personality and also to chaos and
conflict m society
This two 6idednes3 of human life its freedoms

and Virtues or controls its assurances and
possessions hava to bo understood and established
in any s heme for the welfare of man society
and humanity Merely the right to life liberty
and property or pursuit of happiness would not
do,, nor merely the assurance of liberty, equably
and frotorujty would help

We in India, concludes 'the Professor,

also want freedom from foreign rule
Foreign rule is a damnable thing This land

has suffered from it for hundreds of years 1\o
must condemn it ’jrhetlicr old or new Then we
must halo self rule m our country under one
representative responsible and centralised system
Then olono we shall survive.

BOMB AND CIVILISATION
In an article on " Bomb and Civilisation

”

in the Glasgow regard, Lord Bertrand
Russell writes

' The prospect for human race is sombre
beyond all precedent Mankind is faced
with a clearcut alternative Either, we all

perish, or we shall have to acquire some
slight degree of common sense A great
deal of political thinking will ba necessary
if utter disaster is to be .averted If men
have Wisdom to make use of the few years,
which will remain open to them, there is

another belter possibility Either war or
civilization must end If it is to be war that
ends there must be an international authority
with the sole power to make new bombs
AH supplies of Uranium must be placed
under the control of an international author-
ity, which have the right to safeguard it by
armed forces As soon as such authority
has been created, all the existing atomic
bombs and all plants for their manufacture
must be handed over to it And of course,
the international authority must have sufh
cient armed forces to protect whatever has
been handed over to it If this system is
once established, the international authority
would be irresistible and wars would cease

United States won’t consent to any
pooling of armaments and no more will
Soviet Russia Each will insist on retaining
the means of exterminating the other on the
ground that the other is not to be trusted
If America were more imperialistic, there
would be another possibility Jess Utopian
and less desirable but preferable to total
obliteration of civilised life

It would be possible for Americans to
use their position of temporary superiority to
insist on disarmament not only in Germany
and Japan but everywhere except the United
Stales,—at any rate, every country not
Pr
?r.

r

J
d

r

l

r° fTn ’ nt° cl°!e m,lltar7with the United States involving compulsory
snaring of military secrets'*

f
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IMPORTANCE OF UNITV THE MESSAGE OF THE VEDANTA
Sir Sultan Ahmed, Member of ihe

Viceroy's Executive Council, in an article

in The Concord a Calcutta weekly, writes

that
"
a joint Hindu Muslim British unity is

the logic of Indian history'

Elaborating this thesis Sir Sultan

Ahmed sa>s

Our outlook sho it i ho clear Itm tu M ultra

unity 11 for U3 tin initial tinge id oar m olulionary
march lo tin groat goal ot 1 lmnn unity onJ
IntlO Unlish unity n tho next in n liat* stage on
our path Britain has her loal of a Urituh
Commonwealth ol Nui i wit ch » II be 1 or great
contribution lo the still greater W rid Common
wealth of tlo futiro It a f r Ind a oi 1 Britain

1 a(h to tl e rcali«at on of tl is supreme en 1

Britain has got to help her to be so

Sir Sultan Ahmed traces the failure of

unity talks and conferences in the past to

the lack of love between the contracting

parties

All that these c if, rentes hove tried for hat
been an ed) istn eot of the matonal intercut a of
the van uh groui separated w heart from ooo
soother Attention lias been focussed on
what one party co Id get out of the other but
rioter on it! el uiio should g«a up for the sake
of the other

What we want v»ry badly, Sir Sultan
Ahmed wnt«s is a community thinking on
things that are common and to take a firm

stand on it

There must be a meeting ground whero meo
and women of all camps may, for a while lease
politics alone in order to appreciate and enjoy
the common good tilings in tboir arte and traditions,

to give and take their cultural \alues, and to
get a glimpse of their common destiny as children

son Motherland Thus, with the redis
nery of o
On contxovi
itroduoed i

will be

will dawn on the hour
politics"

Sir Sultan Ahmed concludes
Political mdependeo e is necessary to India

principally because it n ill gi\ e her a status to- **•* world her message India fects that

b ills of tho raoden •orld _ ...

icdiea and ocoo
wonderful prog
material value

t and culture

irld needs it tor
he fully

mica alone

while in
India, the

1 East, has

idem world

How before he decided to go lo the West
to attend the World Parliament of Religions

at Chicago, Swami Vivekananda was assailed

by doubts and bow his Guru appeared

before him in a vision and ordered him
to go, is related by Swami Alulananda in

the Praia Idha Bharat i

The conriu eel of tho 11 estom thought world by a
young Sany asm from (he 1 ast was a gigantic

under taking Tho Swami, then only 2s years
old, was fully aware of this Still this was
lie enormous task that faerd him And unites

this was accomplished. Ins attempt iouIJ not ho
called successful No wonder a n iglity tumult
agitated the Swami mind Should he go (o
America or not go * That was then tho question

Sometimes for days, his soul struggled for

st definite conviction about his mission.

Has it In own ambition that sometimes thrilled
h n with Anticipation, or was it Gods common i

tl at made lum eo restless l Has it in duty to
extend the scope of his work and to gall er new
os

|
erienco m foreign lands or Mas he inlluenoed

by the enthusiasm of lus friends and admirers.

country hot for the v
fied to trust to I is

moro tangiblo proof

And so the Swami spent days and weeks
m prayer and contemplation Then, at last,
the command came It came in an unex-
pected, mystenouk way.

One night when this all important
kept him awake for hours, he at last

question hod
it /ell info a
sloop he had

l'i

8Url’ The figure was pacing up and down

u fodi J.1
'(!”“! m bought Then suddenly

\\
halted^ facing him A shock of del ght wontH1

,

'h® Swami for there stood before him bn

utLne9s'm‘tiT« v" ,

OW“ ,
bolov ’'d There waa

f
tb VMlef * fac® Uut Ibia sadnc-M mode

li t?nCl iv,T'r
8° ew“t so gentle, so lotug that

‘ ,
lh

? V0"1
',

hu* d®®P®»t being Then" beckoned bun, and turning
8
aroundwalked away upon the waters of the oceao The

then 'lie
*° )am

l*
UP ®’>d follow him But

« was enough Sri Ranaaknsbna had
called him, had beckoned him to follow
?“°SS l !“* ocean ' Th“e was the command

j aij
a ove The Swami's doubts were



October 19is] TOPICS FROM PERIODICALS m
THE ELEMENTS OF INDIAN MUSIC

Describing the Indian Raga as a mould

for melody, having a definite emotional

significance in rasa, a writer m the Asiatic

Reztew, Dennis Gray Stoll, observes that

in South India

thero aro about 500 typos of individual raga

each a melody mould of distinctive scale or mode!
pattern, as wo might -view tho matter The
primary ragaa ore significantly called lairds of

Melody, a sinking indication of how Indians see

them They number no fewer than 72 and
from these 400 odd secondary ragaa are formed by
combining in various ways fivo or more of the

Qotes used m the primary ragaa under which they

are grouped

The classification of raga in the South

differs from the North, where most

musicians use what might be described as

a family system of six principal ragas, each

having a number of ragints or melody

mould wives, and putras or sons The
general principles that apply to southern

ragas apply to the north also Much of

the difference is in name only

Tho instinct to embellish a melody is as
universal as music itself, yet nowliero ifi it so

" pronouncod as in ihe non harmomo music of
India Melodic ornaments arc natural and
necessary to all systems that employ no harmony
The delicate brush work of the Indian gamakas,
grace notes Junua the light and shade of a
picture in sound, just as the conaonanco *nd
diououance of harmony do in western composition

Gamikas are as integral a part of

Indian melodic expression as the lips are

to me face

Without them o melody cannot smile Gamakas
ora never imposed upon a tune they grow there

as tho spontaneous expression of emotion, an
indication of spiritual emphasis Fox Strangnaya
rightly insists that ‘ There is nov or tho least

suggestion of anything hav ing boen * added ’ to
the nolo which is graced Ihe note with its

graco makes on" utterance *

Instrumental gamaLts vary from a kind

of wail, produced by deflecting the wire

of a vma, for instance, to elaborate

fingered phrases

Some of them scorn to require an aural
microscope for our unaccustomed western ears to
grasp them m detail Indian ears make hairs
breadth distinctions, sensitively attuned as they
are to a highly ovolved art cf puio melody

COMMUNAL DIVISIONS

“These communal differences of which
we hear so much ar$ largely invented by
Indian politicians for their own purposes”,

writes Professor A V Hill, in an article m
the weekly, Picture Post

Pointing out that far fewer people w^re
killed in India in communal disturbances

than in Britain, with its much smaller

population, by road traffic accidents Aft

Hill adds " My own expectation is that

this initial failure of the Simla Conference
may do good in the end by convincing
sensible Indians of what the real needs 0f

their situation are With time for reflection,

a growing sense of national purpose and
an increasing realisation of what national

responsibility must mean will bring
people together

'

Claiming that, "if we washed our hands
of the whole business and cleared out 0 f
India, it is more than likely that faction

and disorder would set in", Mr. Htfl
states that, nevertheless, India must have
independence—the expression " Dominion
Status" is not used in the article— for two
reasons "firstly, because no country can
really take part wholeheartedly in its own
development unless the responsibility is us
own or as long as someone else can be
blamed for all the inevitable mistakes and
failures and secondly because Britian iS
bound by honour and obligation to hand
over control to an Indian Government as
soon as Indians are reasonably agreed qn
who and what that Government shall be”
The tasks of defence and development

would become impossible, writes Mr Hi}f,
if faction and division were to lead to
Balkamsation of Indian India Britain’s
duly is to ensure that authority is gradu-
ally handed over to Indians That J3
Lord Wavell’s idea He is not a party
politician but a man who has the vision and
humanity to put fiirst things first Pfe
knows that it is vital that Indians should
take responsibility themselves should phn
and strive for the welfare of their own
people and for the unity and glory
their country.”
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TOKYO THE CAPITAL OF JAPAN

Tokyo, scene of the signing of surrender

terms by representatives of the defeated

Japanese nation and the victorious Allies

is a city whose 211 square miles nouse a

population of 1 100000 persons

It is the third largest city in the world

(first is London area 693 square miles

population 8 700 000 second is New York,

area 310 square miles population

7,450000) Located on the main Japanese

island of Honshu it is the seat of the

Japanese government and one of Japans

largest industrial centres

Before concentrated U S air attacks

crippled its industries it was estimated

that Tokyo district produced 12 percent of

Japan s pig iron, 18 per cent of her steel

and 18 per cent of her rolled steel pro

ducts Nearly 50 per cent of Japan s oil

refining capacity was concentrated m eight

plants on the Tokyo waterfront

Lying m the midst of the extensive

Kwanto plain the city itself is built upon

more than 100 hills verying in height

from 50 to 130 feet The social organi

zation of the city follows the topography

—

the wealthy on the lulls, the middle class

on the slopes and in the hollows, the

masses

Near the centre of the city, on an

eminence surrounded by moat and medieval

castle wall, stands the Imperial Palace

Since no one must look down on the

Emperor, there aie no high buildings near

the palace

The city is intersected by the Sumida
river ami its many tributaries The mam
thoroughfares are .broad and paved off
them tbe streets become alleys or fights

of stone steps Tokyo's transportation

system includes buses 126 miles of trolley

or tramways, 25 miles of subway and 40

miles of elevated trains that circle and

bisect the city

After the great earthquake ’and fire of

1923, when an estimated 100000 Jites

were lost, the city was partially rebuilt

Six new avenues 120 feet wide, and 120

new streets, 36 feet wide, were cut

through the city Modern fireproof end

quakeproof buildings replaced many of the

destroyed buildings in the principal

business districts and fiieproof apartments

and business blocks were constructed

elsewhere

But 98 per cent of the buildings in

Tokyo are still Japanese style structures of

wood and paper Even so, it is by far

the most modern and most fire resistant

city in Japan
In climate the city is unfortunate It

is subject to blightingly hot summers,
bitterly cold winters Typhoons are rot
infrequent and earthquakes otcur m cycles
of six or seven years throughout the
islands

Tokyo is the heait of Japans railway
communications and 41 tracks connect it

with the most important cities on the
main island and with the heavily Indus
trialized east and south coast urban belt
Since its harbour is too shallow to admit
large vessels Tokyo s commercial port is
Yokohama IS miles to the West Its
naval port is Yokouuka where elements
of the Allied fleets are now anchored

INDIA S CASE FOR FREEDOM
Prof Harold Laski, Chairman of the

British Labour Party, m an article in
Collier * Jtftgu tne states that 'the Labour
Party is hostile to Imperialism in all its
forms The Labour Party has always
bees a vigorous critic of pofilicaf Imperialism
which as in India has subordinated the
will of Indians to be g nation <o a
tradition which has always become
obsolete once a people was determined
upon the right to govern itse!>

*



INDIAN STATES
Hyderabad

NEW CONSTITUTION FOR
H\ DERABAD

“Members of certain political orgam

sations in the State have been sponsoring

the idea of setting up a Legislative

Assembly under the new constitution by

means of nominating prior to holding

elections, says a Press Note issued by

H E H the N zam s Government

The local Press has also commented

upon the different aspects of the proposal

and with a view to avoiding a possible

misunderstanding the Government wishes

to make u clear that the Reforms

Secretariat has been doing its best to see

the elected Assembly and local bodies

start functioning as early as possible It

may be mentioned in this connection that

provisions to franchise has already been

published, and the work of preparing

electoral rolls concerning various interests

is proceeding apace and the drafting of

the electoral rules is receiving the fullest

attention It would not therefore be

desirable to constitute a nominated assembly

at the present moment

Moreover, it is presumed, that persons

who might be nominated would themselves

not desire to be nominated for such a

short period

TRADE UNIONS ACT
It is reliably learnt that H E H the

Nizam of Hyderabad has sanctioned the

enforcement of the Trade Unions Act

which provides facilities to workers to

organise and aims at giving legal and

corporate status to the Workers orgam

sation and invest them with immunity from

civil and criminal liability in respect of

legal stril e

This piece of legislation will give great

impetus to the Workers organisation for

developing it on healthy lines and will

greatly assist in the further improvement

of relations between employers and works

Mysore
EXCESS PROFITS TAX TOR MYSORE

The Mysore Government have, by a

Gazette extraordinary, promulgated the

Excess Profits Tax (Emergency) Act 1945

which in the mam follows the British Indian

legislation The Act, which comes into

force at once shall remain in force for a

period of six months

Under the Act except under certain

circumstances, a tax equal to 60 per cent

of the excess of profits over the standard

profits earned by any business concern to

which this Act is made applicable, has

been imposed
The tax shall not be levied on any

profits which are under Section 4 of the

Mysore Income tax Act exempt from

Income tax ind profits from life insurance

business

The Act shall apply to every business

of which any part of the profits made
during a chargeable accounting period is

chargeable to Income tax The standard

profits shall be taken to be Rs 36 000
The profits accrued from July I, 1944, will

be subjected to tax under this Act

ELECTRIC POWER FOR MYSORE
At a meeting of the Executive Council

of the Mvsore Government held at

Bangalore on September 12, the Dewan
presiding matters relating to the post war
electrical development and particularly the

Jog Power Scheme were discussed

Besides the Ministers, Sir Henry Howard,
Consulting Engineer and the Chief
Electrical Engineer were present

The first stage of this scheme is

expected to be completed by the middle of

1947 though some power may be released

by about June next year The generating
capacity of the plant at the end of the

first stage will be 48 000 KW But
provision has been made for installing

additional generators and Penstock lines

with a view to increasing the capacity to
120,000 KW
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Baroda
SCHEME l OR SMALLER STATES

Aldrtssmg tlie Baroda State Legislature

the Dewaa reiterated his belie! tint the

only solution to the problem of small

States in India was the attachment of these

with their bigger neighbour* 'It w<u!d

not be out o( place he said If I

mention briefly what the Baroda Govern

ment ha* done in this < onrerlion The t

atm is twofcll amelioration of the

condition of the pet pie in the attache I

areas and fuitherance cf tie education of

the sors of the Chiefs and Taluk far* with

a view to make them ft for their respnn

sible position Tor securing the first

object Ills Highness has const luted a

fund called The Shu Maharaja
Pritipsmha Gaekwar Attached Areas
Development Tund enabling the rxpen
diture of one lakh of rupees on the
development of the attached areas by
providing school buildings, hospitals etc

As for the second item Government has
placed at the disposal ol their special
ofticers a sum of R» 10 000 for scholar
ship to the sons of Chiefs and Tilukdars
for higher education

BARODA IRRIGATION GRANTS
The construction of SOU irngation wells

and the improvement of existing wells in
Baroda Stale at a cost of Rs 12 lakhs
will form part of the Grow More rood
campaign for 1945 46 Provision has been
made in the State budget for distribution
of high quality seeds at a cost of about
Rs 3,00000, while an equal amount has
been earmaiked for interlining of cotton
cultivation with food crops More than
Rs 2 CO 000 has been allotted for manuring
subsidy and composite making

A total expenditure of Rs 29 lakhs
has been provided for in the budget for
the Grow More Food ' campaign in the
coming year

Trmaneorc
CONTROL OF PRIMARY EDUCATION
The annrurcrmtnl that th» Governrscrt

of Travancoic have decide i to take over
contnl am) management primary education

in the State was recently made in a

Gairtte I xtraordmary The Director of

Public Instiuction has accordingly been
instructed to formulate detailed propOSa’*

on the has s of a ten year programme for

im| lementii g th decision

The Government of Travancore declare
that having bestowed their anxious COC»l
delation on the subject tl ey have come
to thr conrlusirn that the responsibdity of
imparling education throughout die State
devolves upnn ai J has to be ahouldfld
by them and they have accordingly decided
to assume comrcl and management of
primary education with the definite object
of making such education both free and
compulsory within as ahoit a period »*

practicable and they have instrocted the

Dncctor of Publ c Instruction to formulate
detailed proposal, 0n the basis of ten year
programme for implementing this decision

After announcing the decision to assume
cortrol and managrmert of primary edu
cation t! e Government make a number
of points clear

Pnvate agencies now conducting pnmarj
schools m building, and premises belong
mg to them will not he c-lled upon to
surrender those buddings and premises
to the Government nor will the Govern-
ment take any step, towards the closure
ol such schools so long as they conform
to the general standards of primary
education and the general curriculum that
will be formulated m the course of
implementing the decision of the
Government

FERTILISER PLANT

7
* r™ the

!.

,C
,,

Plant to cost
7 000000 dollars w,II be built in
Travancore by Edward C. Pawley and
Lewis C. Magarty, President and Vice
President of the Inter continental Corporation
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Mahralta States

JOINT HIGH COURT
The Crown Representative has instructed

the Resident of the Deccan (Mahratta)

States that a joint High Court for all the

States should be constituted lor the benefit

of all those States which are willing to join

the scheme Kolhapur has been approved

as the venue of the High Court

It is likely that those States which do not

agree to accept the joint High Court at

Kolhapur will be allowed to make their own

independent arrangements, so long as they

prefer to do so and will be allowed to come

into the joint scheme when they desire

Bhopal
RAJA Sir O N BISARYA

A Bhopal “ Gazette Extrord inary
’

announces the retirement at his own request

ot Raja Sir Oudh Narain Bisarya President

of the Bhopal State Executive Council, after

•10 years of State Service, in the course

of which he held charge, at one time or

another, of almost every dspartment of the

Government

The Raja Saheb took active interest in

the Indian States affairs and was one of the

States delegates to the Third Round Table

Conference

Kashmir
FOREIGNERS ORDER

The Government of His Highness the

Maharajah of Jammu and Kashmir have

directed that para 10 of the Jammu and

Kashmir Foreigners Order, 1996 requiring

that no I oreigners shall remain in enter

into or pass through the territories of the

Jammu and Kashmir State, unless he

(i) is an Afghan or Nepalese subject,

(ii) is a Chinese subject entering from or

proceeding to, Chinese Turkistan, or

(ul) has obtained permission in writing in

that behalf from the Government, shall

^ be deleted

2 A foreigner does not, therefore,

now require a permit to enter Kashmir

Paliala

REFORMS FOR PATIALA

His Highness the Maharaja of Patiala

has announced his decision to introduce

important constitutional reforms to bring

the administration of the State in line with

modern and progressive administration

A committee consisting of officials and

non officials is to be appointed to frame a

constitution for the establishment of a

legislative body in the State Secondly,

municipal and small communities with elected

majorities will be established throughout

the State

In announcing these measures His High
ness reiterates his resolve to improve the

standard and efficiency of the civil services

and to continue the effort that is being

made for the industrial and agricultural

development of the State At the same
time, he expresses his desire to associate his

people more directly and closely with the

administration by introducing the system of

representative Government
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INDIANS OVERSEAS
S. Africa

DESHMUKH S CALL TO INDIANS

Calling on Indians totive in harmony with

the population of South Africa the

High Commissioner Mt Deshmuhh declared

at a reception to Sam China Cup Inter

Provincial Soccer players ifi Johannesburg

that India with her own difficulties could

only to a limited extent look beyond her

boundaries

Indiana must not depend on India for

their future but make the rulers of

South Africa realise that their future lies there

* We dont want to interfere in the

affairs of this country All we want is

that we be treated decently and be given

rights that belong 10 every human being

no matter in what country they be I am
here to advise you to treat this country as

your own and live with the rest ol the

population Let us not think when India

speaks on behalf of Indians here that she

speaks in an offensive, nature

Mr M John disclosed that a committee

had been appointed to negotiate more
Indian football lours in South Attica and
investigate the possibil ties of sending a

South African team to India

UNEMPLOYMENT IN NATAL
Approximately 17 600 Indians were

employed in the Prov nee of Natal South
Africa during 1944 as compared to 26000
employed in the previous >ear The total

number of male adult Ind an Immigrants

in the Province was 43218 accord ng to

the Annual Report of the Protector of

Indian Imm grants who expla ns that many
of the immigrants are farm ng on their

own account and carrying on other trades

The housing accommodat on according
to the Report stll leaves much to be
desired But there were no complaints of
ill treatment by employers No immigrants
returned to India during the year

The health of the Indian population was

good during the year, but the deathrate

from tuberculosis was still very High The

total population increased to 217 549 from

210107 m 1943 The total number of

children attending Government and

Government aided Schools during the

year under review was 32 875, showing an

increase of nearly 2 000 Still there were

maDy Indian children who were receiving

no education owing to there being no
room for them in schools

Burma
ENTR\ OF INDIANS INTO BURMA
The view that no constitutional limita

tions like those referred to by Dr Khare

Overseas Member of the Government of

India in his speech to the Madras
Muslim Chamber of Commerce, were m
existence and nothing could prevent the

free entry of Indians into Burma was
expressed by Rai Bahadur Maneklal
Kapadia

Rai Bahadur Kapadia explained to the

Associated Press of India that Burma was
a part and parcel of India When Burma
was separated an assurance that no
restrictions w II be placed on the rights

of any British national entering Burma
was included in the Government of Burma
Act 1935 Mr Kapadia thought that

if British nationals were not to be prohi
bited from entering Burma Indians could
not be restricted and that whatever
constitutional restrictions were placed on
the unskilled Indian labour limn gration

into Burma by the Bajpai Agreement they
weie now void as the agreement itself

had been declared a dead letter

Malaya
INDIA S AGENT IN MALAGA

Mr S K Chettur, i c s, has been
appointed the Government of India s Agent
in Malaya After three months’ stay m
Delhi he will proceed to Mala)

a
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Questions of Importance

BRITISH PLAN TOR INDIA
LORD WAVELL S BROADCAS C

The Viceroy^ m a broadcast announce

ment on September 19, authorised by

H MG i said

It is the intention of His Majesty » Got eminent
to convene, as soon as possible n constitution

making body, and as n preliminary step they

' ha\e authorised mo to undertnl o immodia ely

o.C6er rfte tHectBtar dwaiMmr <rr*V ivpnr atrtttttns-

tf the Legulative Assemblies in the Provinces to

ascertain whether the proposals contained in tl

1912 declaration are acceptable or whether some
alternative or modified scheme is preferable

His Excellency said that discussions

would also be undertaken with representa

tives of the Indian States with a view to

ascertaining in what way they could best

take their part in the constitution making

body. The Viceroy added

His Majesty’s Government have further authorised

me, as noon as tlio results of the Provincial olections

are published, to toko stops to bung into laingan
Executive Council which will havo the support or

the main Indian parlies

After making the announcement., Lord
Wav ell said that it meant that HMG
were determined to go ahead with the task

of bringing India to self government at the

earliest possible date He made it clear

that it was rot possible to undertake any

major alteration in the franchise system

as that would delay matters for at least

two years

MB ATTLEE S COJIJIEMT

The British Premier, in a broadcost from

London, assuring that the British Govern-

ment would do their utmost to give every

assistance, said that the British Govern-
ment were giving their immediate
consideration to the contents of a treaty

with the India Consitution making body, as

envisaged m the declaration of policy

towards India made in 1942, which
“stands m all fullness and purpose

"

Mr Attlee declared that the treaty would

not seek to provide for anything incom

patible with the interests of Inda
He referred to the splendid part India

played in the war and stressed that

victory had come essentially from unity.

He urged all Indians to follow this great

example and join in a united effort to

work out a constitution which the majority

and minority communities would accept as

just and fair

MODI MATTHAI REPORT
Sir Homi Mody and Dr John Matthai in

a memorandum prepared by them oil the

economic and financial aspects of Pakistan,

say that the division of India into separate

sovereignties would spell stagnation and
probable disaster unless some effective and
continuous form of co operation in matters
relating to Defence and economic develop-

ment is accepted as an indispensable

pre requisite to any scheme of separation

and as an organic part of it. The
signatories sum up their conclusions in

two main ptonnsitinns
1 Judge 1 solely by tlio teat of oblitv to

maintain existing standards of hung and to
meet budgetary reqmrmonts on a pro war basis,
but excluding provision Lor dofenco, sepiration
would appear to bo workable on economic grounds
2 I£ however provision is co bo made for

futuro economic development on a scale sufficient
to raise tho general standard of living to a
reasonable level and for measure of defence
which may bo considered adequate under modern
conditions, any scheme of political separation
which may bo contemplated shoul 1 aa a necossard
pre requisite, provide for means of effective nno
continuous co-operation between tho separata
States in matters affecting tlio safety of the
country and its economic stability and development

If such co operation did not exist, tho position
of both Pakistan and Hindustan mi"7it bo
seriously joopmlired

Mr N R Satkar and many others,
however, contend that even for economic
and administrative reasons, the Pakistani
Provinces cannot afford to be self supporting,
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DESHMUKHS CALL TO INDIANS

Calling on Indians to live in harmony with

the population of South Africa, the

High Commissioner, Mt Deshmnkh declared

at a reception to Sam China Cup Inter

Provincial Soccer players m Johannesburg

that India with her own difficulties could

only to a limited extent look beyond her

boundaries

Indiana must not depend on India for

their future but make the rulers of

South Africa realise that their future lies there

' We dont want to interfere in the

affairs of this country AU we want is

that we be treated decently and be given

tights that belong 10 every human being

no matter in what country they be I am
here to advise you to treat this country as

your own and live with the rest oi the

population Let us not think when India

speaks on behalf of Indians here that she

speaks in an offensive, nature

Mr M * John disclosed that a committee
had been appointed to negotiate more
Indian football tours in South Africa and
investigate the possibilities of sending a
South African team to India

UNEMPLOYMENT IN NATAL
Approximately 17 600 Indians were

employed in the Province of Natal South
Africa, during 1944- as compared to 26 000
employed in the previous year The total

number of male adult Indian Immigrants
in the Province was 43 218, according to
the Annual Report of the Protector of
Indian Immigrants, who explains that many
of the immigrants are farm ng on their
own account and carrying on other trades

The housing accommodation, according
to the Report still leaves much to be
desired But there were no complaints of
ill treatment by employers No immigrants
returned to India during the year

The health of the Indian population was

good during the year, but the deathrate

from tuberculosis was still very high The
total population increased to 217 549 from

210 107 m 1943 The total number of

children attending Government, and

Government aided Schools during the

year under review was 32 875, showing an

increase of nearly 2 000 Still there were

many Indian children who were receiving

no education owing to there being no

room for them in schools

Burma
ENTR\ Or INDIANS INTO BURMA
The view that no constitutional limiti

tions like those referred to by Dr Khare,

Overseas Member of the Government of

India in his speech to the Madras
Muslim Chamber of Commerce, were in

existence and nothing could prevent the

free entry of Indians into Burma was
expressed by Rai Bahadur Maneklal

Kapadia

Rai Bahadur Kapadia explained to the

Associated Press of India that Burma was
a part and parcel of India When Burma
was separated an assurance that no
restrictions will be placed on the rights

of any British national entering Burma
was included in the Government of Burma
Act, 1935 Mr Kapadia thought that,

if British nationals were not to be prohi

bited from entering Burma Indians could
not be restricted and that whatever
constitutional restrictions were placed on
the unskilled Indian labour immigration
into Burma by the Bajpai Agreement they
were now void, as the agreement itself

had been declared a dead letter

Malaya
INDIA S AGENT IN MALAYA

Mr S K Cbettur, i c s, has been
appointed the Government of India's Agent
in Malaya After three months' stay w
Delhi, he will proceed to Malaya
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Questions of importance

BRITISH PLAN FOR INDIA
LORD WAVELL’S BROADC IS C

The Viceroy, m a broadcast announce
ment on September 19, authorised by
H MG

,
said

It is the intention of Ilia Majestj a Gov crnmrnt
to couvcno, as soon as possible a constitution
making body, and as n preliminary stop thev

have authorised me to undcrtal e immedia tly

sS&ff^ ah.Vnnsr, <flnuii»ftuvw ffW&MiHVdmtavf.??
of the Legislative Assemblies in tho Province* to

ascertain whether the proposals contained in tl

1042 declaration are acceptable or whether son o

alternative or modifed scheme 19 preferable

His Excellency said that discussions

would also be undertaken with represents

Uves of the Indian States with a view to

ascertaining in tv hat way they Could best

take their, part in the constitution making
body. The Viceroy added

His Majesty's Gov eminent have farther authorised
me, as soon aa the results of the Provincial elections
ore published to take steps to bring into being an
Executive Council which will havo the support of
tho main Indian parties

After making the announcement. Lord
Wav ell said that it meant that HMG
tv ere determined to go ahead with the task

of bringing India to self government at the

earliest pnssihl* date He made it clear

that it was rot possible to undertake any

major alteration in the franchise system

as that would delay matters for at least

two years

V*. ATTtrE S COMMENT

The British Premier, m a broadcost from

London, assuring that the British Govern*

ment would do their utmost to give every

assistance, said that the Dritish Govern-
ment were giving their immediate
consideration to the contents of a treaty

with the India Consituuon ranking body, as

envisaged in the declaration of policy

towards India made m 1942, which,

“stands m all fullness and purpose"

Mr Attlee declared that the treaty would

not seek to provide for anything incom

patible with the interests of India

He referred to the splendid part India

played in the war and stressed that

victory had come essentially from Unity.

He urged all Indians to follow this great

example and join 111 a united effort to

vv >rk out a constitution which the majority

and minority communities would accept as

just and fair

MODI MATTHAI REPORT
Sir Homi Mody and Dr John Matthai 111

a memorandum prepared by them on the

economic and financial aspects of Pakistan,

say that the division of India into separate

sovereignties would spell stagnatiou and
probable disaster unless some effective and
continuous form of co operation in matters
relating to Defence and economic develop-
ment is accepted as an indispensable
prerequisite to any scheme of separation
and ss an organic part tf it, The
signatories sum up their conclusions m
two mam propositions

* au.u.y uy 110 Test or abllty tomaintain existing standards of In mg and tomeet budgetary req urments on a pro war lw,s
but excluding provision for defence 6ep,r0tl0

'

would appear to be worl able on economy grounds
2 If, however provision is to bo mide forfuture economic doveopmont on ft SCttle sufl5to raise tho general standard of limuT,

reasonable level and for measure of
g

l r°
*

which may bo considered adequate underconditions, any scheme of political
« modern

which may be contemplated should aa apre requisite, provide for means of effect
*

continuous co-operation between il„
Ua nn0

States in matters affecting thn c.r!
wP«atn

»=a ... «*»o™, ,(fb„,ty f «»“ *•? operation did not exist ,£
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of both Pakistan and Hindustan „ posi!|ou
seriously jeopardized

uustan tm
ftljt bo

Mr N R Sarkar and ,

however, contend that even
and administrative reason, 1

e“nom>C

Provinces cannot afford to be selAuppo rtin^l



rai Utterances of the Day

Prof LASKl’S PLEA AT TU C

The importance of self-government and

freedom for India and of the “liberation

of the Spanish people from their Fascist

prison” was stressed by Prof Harold

Laski when he addressed the 150 delegates

representing over 6 500 000 workers at the

Trade Union Annual Congress at Blackpool

on September 10

Prof Laski described himself as a har

assmg phantom t» the Prime Minister

and hrs colleagues They would like

him as Chairman of the Labour Party to

set an example to the rank and file of

silent devotion If they did not insist upon

his being deaf they thought it his duty

to be dumb

I am unable to share that v on The life of
lie democratic motement is m discussion and
there is a > liscusrion more liejpf il than that ibich
cornea from friends

The Labour Government s task was to

transform political democracy into a

genuine socialist democracy, Prof Laski

PT NEHRU ON ELECTION
• Quit India will be the Congress election

cry said Pandit JawaftarJal Nehru dis-

cussing the Congress election programme

at a Bombay public meeting on September

26 Explaining himself, Paodit Nehiu

said that it did not mean the physical

depaiture of Britishers but meant complete

recognition of Indian independence on the

part of the Bntish Government
Tbe Congress, he sard, would leave no

stone unturned to smash all opposition to

Congress candidates n the elections both

to the Central and Provincial Legislatures,

ft was silly, he added for a non Congress

candidate to hope to win any seat in the

general constituencies, he would only lose

his deposit

As regards Muslim constituencies. Pandit

Nehru said that the Congress would

contest the elections wherever possible

But
,
he said

Congress will not split votes by entering into a
three rornererl fght to benefit any Muslim League
candidate Wherever a non Muslim League candi
date has chances the Congress will lend him all

support to defeat the Leag ie candidate The
Coogro»e stands fur s United India and sny
Muslim who stsn Is for the ileal of a United India
will get the support of the Congress

said There were powerful interests

anxious to see Labour fail They had

first of all to meet the grave and growing

problem of demobilisation then housing

pensions, and last but not the least self

government and freedom for India

rst^two Labour governments failed mainly

from their opponents than to secure
unicorn their friends They never attempted
more than half measures.

Mk BOSE ON INDIA’S DEMAND
Mr Sarat Ch&udta Bose, addressing a

Press Conference, at Bombay, on September
25 said that the British Governments
offer to India was unacceptable to the

court y Mr B ose declared that he

would be satisfied with nothing l«ss

than Complete Independance The words
' substance of Independence" did not satisfy

him He disagreed with those who thought
Lord Wavells offer showed a change of



Political

Mr ASAF ALI ON PAKISTAN IDEA

11
1 earnestly hope that the Indian Muslims

will not be carried away by mere slogans

but will demand a clear, definite and

detailed statement from the propagandists

of Pakistan about (1) the proposed constitu

lion of the so called Pakistan areas which

has not seen the light of the day since 1930

although it was promised by the Lahore

Resolution, and (2) a full list of benefits

expected to accrue from the proposed

separation of Pakistan from India,” says

Mr Asaf Ah, member of the Congress

Working Committee, in a statement

Crores ©r Muslima permanently living m the Hindu

majority province* cannot afford to thmk m terms

of far oft Pakutan They should formulate their

demands aa a minor.ty and sock, constitutional safe

guards £ot their vital interests

In the absence or anything definite in *M»«f °

draft aa contemplated by the Lahore Resolution,

I do not see how the electorate can intelligently

appreciate the implications and consequences or a

vague term

Whichever way one may look at it, one cannot see

how stable sovereign Statos can be established m the

north west and the north east without fully saUsfj

ing the powerful minorities which reside in these

areas Nor has it ever been made clear how those

sovereign Slates can function in the modern world

witliout entering into troutics with tho neighbouring

Statos

No indication of the recommendations of the

Pakistan Planning Committee is available ana tuo

masses of the poor Muslim peasants, labourers,

artisans and even lower grade publio servants anil

masses ©f unemployed have a right to know by wliat

Bcheme and policy their poverty and wrotenea

conditions will be improved Vague theories can bo

no substitutes for clearly worl ed out bluo prints

THE DODUMA DISPUTE

The Government of India have appointed

Sir B N Rau to enquire into the points of

dispute between the Governments of Madras

and Orissa regarding the fixing of boundary

Vans for the two Provinces at Doduma.

CHRISTIANS AND COMMUNALISM

" The Indian Christian community stands

for the political freedom of this country and

wculd be happy if India is placed in the

position of a self governing dominion within

the British Commonwealth says Dr V K
John, MLC, in a letter to the Secretary of

State for India, conveying the greetings of

the Indian Christian Community in his

capacity as Leader ol the Madras Legislature

Indian Christian Group and President of the

Federation of Indian Christians

Dr John adds

Indian -Christians are uot tommuual minded and
look amciouely forward to tha day whSD com
munaham will be rootad out from the public hfoof

tbia country Indeed the object of the Federation

of Indian Christiana is to eschew communalism bom
tbe political, social and economic life of this country

and to safeguard the interests of the Indian Chmtian
community bo long 03 communalism prevails in tho

major communities The community, however,

regrets that communalism prevails generallym the

major communities and the interests of Indian

Christians need protection

The British Government introduced in tho past

separate electorates, and this only accentuated com
munal am m the country, and the present policy of

the Government apparently is to balance the major
communities and ignore the small ones, in particular

the Indian Christian community We request you to

reverse this policy •

It is also our earnest request that jouwill doviso

a BLhemo which will root out communalism bom tho
pubko hfo of ilus country instead of p-rpotuaucg it

SIKH LEADERS AND PAKISTAN

“The Sikhs will shed the last drop' of

their blood to prevent the establishment

of Pakistan in the Punjab ", declared Sardar

Bahadur Ujjal Singh, m L A , presiding over

a well attended lecture 'in Hindustani bjr

Principal Ganga Singh on “Position ol

Minorities in Pakistan '* arranged by the

Young Men's Sikh Association, Delhi and

Simla, at t he Kalbail Hall, Simla, on Sept 12,
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ADVANCED STUDIES IN U S

Mr M S Sundaram, Educational Liaison

Officer for the Government of India, told

administrative heads of the University of

California at Berkeley that India s Govern

ment hoped to place 400 graduate students

in American Universities to take advantage

of advanced courses for future expansion

of Indian agricultural industrial and

cultural arts

Mr Sundaram was the guest of the

faculty Club presided over by Mr John

D Hicks Dean of the Graduate Division

Mr Sundaram hopes to place a minimum

ol 25 students at the University of

California specialising in agriculture and

industrial sciences If housing facilities can

be arranged another ten will come He
disclosed that arrangements were completed

with Dr Don Ttsidder President of the

Stanford University at Palo Alto to admit

19 graduate students there They will study
engineering biology aeronautics and
chemistry Representations are now being
made lo the American State Department
to obtain transport so that students may
enter the autumn terms at both Universities

MILIPAR\ ACADEMY TOR INDIA

In connection with the establishment of
a Military Academy as India s National
Wat Memorial it is understood that the
Government of India are deputing Mr
John Sargent Educational Commi«sioner
Government of India and Dr Amarnatha
Jha Vice Chancell&r, Allah.bad University
to visit Americas West Po nt Academ>

Their mission is specially connected with
repotting on the general educational
facilities, curriculum atul standard of
teaching being followed «t West Point

COMPULSORY EDUCATION SCHEME

An advance step in their post war

educational programme has been taken by

the Government of Madras, particularly in

the direction of compulsory elementary

education in the province

The Government are introducing
compulsion in certain areas in each district

selected for the purpose and have suitably

amended the age limits so as to bring as

many children as possible under compulsory

instruction even in the first year

This preliminary step is designed lo

bring one among every 24 children now
not attending any school under the

compulsory education scheme

A sum of Rs 20 00 b00 has been

provided for the putpose in the current

years budget

The Director of Public Instruction has

already selected villages in which compul
soiy education is to be introduced in

consultation With the District Board authorities

concerned and the new schools will be

maintained by the local bodies with grants

in aid from the Government

MARRIED STUDENTS AT MICHIGAN
Marriage can promote culture at least

so it would seem at the University of

Michigan where it is reported, the United
States Gosernment has made a loan of

23 175 dollars for the planning of apart-

ments for married students

CENTRAL BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Governor General m Coancd has

nominated Dr B R Ambedkar, Member
oi the Viceroy s Executive Council and
Rajkuman Amnt Kaur as Members of the
Central Advisory Board of Education in
India for a period of three years with
effect from August 18 1945, says a Press
Note
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RELEASE OF INTERNEES

With the effective surrender of the

Japanese at Singapore, it has become

unnecessary to keep any longer m
a number of persons, including Mr Sara

Chandra Bose, and certain members of his

family, who had been detained by order id

the Central Government to prevent tl:««

from acting in a manner prejud'C'al w the

defence 'of.Briltsh India and the eftictent

. prosecution of the war, says a Press Note

They have accordingly been released

' Mr Sarat Chandra Bose, who arrived at

Calcutta on September 17, m an in.ervew

said that nine days after his arrest (wlnm

he was in the Presidency Jad) he had sen

a common, cat,on to the

India challenging them to prove the charge

made against Inm ,n the official Mm***"
issued at the time of his arrest that ne

had contacts with the Japanese So a

no reply has been receiveJ, he added

PRESS CENSORSHIP

Following the signing m • Tokyo of

formal surrender terms and the occupation

by Allied forces of strategic points, Piess

censorship in India has ceased.

Simultaneously, " Press instructions for

war” lapse, with the exception of certain

clauses which have been communicated to

Editors through Provincial Press Advisers

Censorship of postal and telegraphic

communications and censorship of docu-

ments carritd by travellers also cease

forthwith.

Mr. AZAD’S DEFENCE. OF IN A
“ If combatant enemies receive the

benefits of the International Law and

custom, the nationals of the country under

a foreign rule are morally entitled to

nothing less," says Maulana Abul Kalam

Arad, the Congress President, m a state-

ment to the United Press of India.

A MARATHI NOVEL
The contents of a Marathi novel,

« Shakuntala " were read over and over

again before a full bench of the Bombay

High Court when their Lordships heard a

petition by the author of the novel

Prof N S Phadke, challenging the

Government’s order of forfeiture of the

book and demand for a security of

Rs 1,500 under the Indian Press (Emergency)

Powers Act

Their Lordships, Mr Justice Divatia,

Mr Justice Chagla and Mr Justice

Rajadhyalt came to the conclusion that

the tendency ol the book was clearly to

discourage people from taking up commis-

sions in His Majesty's forces and dismissed

the petition with costs

Their Lordships said that it was difficult

to get away from the conclusion that there

was in the book a steady undercurrent

that it was wrong for the heroine’s husband

to have taken a commission in the armed

forces

Sir. S VARADACHARI’S ADVICE

Addressing the members of the Tanjore

Bar on September 16, Sir S Varada-

chan, Judge, Federal Court, stressed the

need for lawyers being up to-date and m
touch with the latest developments in law,

and urged them to acquire more and

more of knowledge, so that they might be

able to take advantage of the ogportum

ties that were likely to occur to them m
the future Adverting to the introduction

in India of the dual system of law as in

England he said that m view of the

peculiar position of lawyers m this country,

it should be on a voluntary basis. The

lawyers tn India were not only agents of

their clients, but they even fulfilled the

function of officers helping in the adminis-

tration of law, he said.
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BRITISH WOMEN MPs
“Although the number of women tn the

new House of Commons has risen from

14 to only 24 1 believe that Women are

going to play a much bigger part in this

Parliament than in any previous one

writes Barbara Castle who at 33 is one

of the youngest Members in the new
Parliament She is also a Councillor at

St Pancras ' For the first time we shall

cease to be something of an oddity and

be accepted as ordmaiy hard working

members This is what we want even if

we lose some glamour in the process

For we have come to Parliament to do

what for want of a better word 1 might

call, a
1 man sized

'
job in short to

represent the interests of all people men
and women young and old, in our con

stituencies Any one who expects us to

concentrate on a few domestic issues will

have some surprises

Women have been elected this time for

every tjpe of area from London to

Tyneside and from North Lanaik to

Norwich We have in our ranks a

barrister a journalist teachers economist*,

local councillors and students of interna

tional affairs

We shall raise every type of prohlem

in the House By our woik m this

Parliament 1 prophesy we shall end once

and for all the idea that women can be
sent to Westminster to represent only
" women’s interests

AIM OF WOMEN S EDUCATION
The real object and aim of women s

education must be to tram them to dis

charge their special responsibilities which
they alme can discharge owing to the

natural biological and functional differences

between men and women The mission

of women in life is to be good mothers,

healthy wives and to huild up a cultured

home” said Dr B B Dey, Director of
Public Instruction, Madras declaring open

' the new building of Gills’ High School
at Tuticorm

UPLIFT OF VILLAGE WOMEN
Mahatma Gandhi, addressing the Maha-

rashtra Provincial JCasfarija Memorial Fuad
at Poona said

‘ Kasturba was born m a village She
was fond of villages and lived all her

early life in a village This Fund, which
is collected in her memory, must, there

fore, as I have said from the beginning,

be spent in villages for the uplift of

village women and girls If it is s[ ent

olherwi e it will make me sad
1 Women in the villages

s
are ignorant and

lead a pitiable existence The burden of
the whole family falls on the woman
Her life is a drudgery front morning till

night She has to feed the husband and
children and look after their wants. She
may sometimes have to walk two or three
miles to fetch drinking water and carry it

on her head That water is only sufficient
for drinking There is no question of
bathing which is impossible for her for
days together Sanitation does not exist
Dwelling plares are hovels And yet the
woman s world is her vilfage home It

is to bring light and health and cleanlt
ness into these homes that the Kasturba
Memorial Fund has been founded"

FUTURE Or W A C (I)

I hope the W A C (1) will go on after
the war I cant say now that it will

L .

ll8Ve anythln K to do with it I
shall do cny best to see it is kept on as
part of the fighting forces after the war
«'d the Commander in Chief in India,
General S .r Claude Auch.rlech m an
address t0 recrmls at ihe WAC (1}
training centre Ahmednagar
Addressmg officers who had recently

been m Burma. General Auchmleck said
You and others like' you have done a

wonderful job People in England and
America and other parts of the world
have realised that the war in Burma is
just as tough as even the warm Germany
or Italy or Africa ’
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Dr. PATTAB1II 3 HISTORY OF THC CONGRESS

The official history of the Indian National

Congress, written by Dr PaUabhi

Sitaramayya in 1935, is to be brought up to

date Dr PaUabhi has now completed a

second volume of 1200 pages covrmgthe
period from 1935 to 1945 which, in Dr
Pattabhi’s own words, "is full of memorable

events" Tms new publication will shortly

be before the public.

Dr Pattabhi is also publishing another

book *' My Study Window in an Unknown
Fortress" This book is a day to day record

of anecdotes* and thoughts during his jail

hie in Ahmednagar Fort and later in Vellore

Central Jail

VAGARIE3 OF ENGLISH SPELLING

A professor at London University recently

speaking on spelling reform suggested that

' fish" should be speft ' ghoti This, he

went on to e\plain quite seriously, was
justified because according to ordinary

pronunciation ‘gh‘ was the sound of 'f as

in ‘rough’ ‘o’ in ‘women’ sounded as i

and *u* m ‘nation’ was the same as the

‘sh* in ‘fish’

But then a student at Oxford asked his

professor what ‘ghoti’ spelt Of course, said

the professor, it spells fish .But the student

retoited that ‘ ghoti ' is not a word at all,

because all the letteis are silent -'gh‘ as in

‘though the 'o' as ‘journey and the ‘t as

in ‘castle'

A NEWSP U*ER CURIOSITY

A newspaper with editorial offices in two

capitals, Parts-Bruxelles is a journalistic

curiosity of the war This paper appears

m, two capitals, Paris and Brussels, and
describes itself as ‘ a daily evening interna

tional ’ Its leader writers are French and
Belgian, and the leader iollows the most
important question of the day in either

capital, giving preference to the subject-

matter for the time being of greatest importance
to both capitals Parts Bruxelles was founded
four months ago

C It &, TIIF CONCUES3 PRESIDENT

The following correspondence between

Mr C, Rajagopalachamr, former Premier of

Madras, and Maulana Abul Kalam Azad,

Congress President, on Mr Rajagopalachari's

rejoining Congress, will be of public interest

In a letter, dated August 12, to Maufana
Abul Kalam Azad. Congress President, Mr
Rajagopalachanar says

I write this in pursuance of our comeranuon «t
Simla Now that the points that compelled mo
to seek freedom of expression of my Mews through
resignation of my membership of the Working
Committee have ceased to bo in controversy, {
desire to servo the Congress duly enrolled os a
member The organisation not being in working
order now I writo this to you to declare my
acceptance of article 1 and my membership may
be recognised in the normal way by you
President Ncedle£3 to say my services aro eve*
at your disposal if you deem them to bo of any
value

Maulana Abul Kalam Azad replied front

Gulmarg on August 19 as follows —
I have just received jour letter of the 12th

August I note with the greatest pleasure that
you hav e become a member of tl e Congress anew
The timo of separalion was neither pleasant to yo<*
nor to ua It ha3 after all, come to un end and
we are forgetting it for ever

On the invitation of the Congres President,

C R attended the meetings of the Work-
ing Committee at Poona and the A I C C
meeting at Bombay

MAULANA AZAD A3 JOURNALIST
"Azad is the pen name of the Congress

President, Maulana Saheb, which he took
when he started the celebrated political

journal Al Hrf&k, the Cresosttt one ofthe
few papers in the history of Indian
journalism that exercised influence At the
time of its violent death at the hands at
the Government, its circulation had mounted
up to 25,000.

U S HONOUR FOR VICEROY 4. C INC,
The President of the United States hast

conferred the Legion of Merit (Degree of
Chief Commander) on H E the Viceriy
Tield Marshal Lord Wavell, and H C th^
Commander-m Chief in India, General Sih
Claude Auclunlecki This is the highest
honour that can be awarded to non Amen-
cans
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RESERVE BANK AND SCHEDULED BANKS

The Reserve Bank of India has issued

the following communique.

The Reserve Bank has recently issued

a circular letter to scheduled banks on the

subject of making payment of cheques m
cash after normal banking hours Such i

practice, according to the Reserve Bank, is

undesirable as it not only involves unfair

competition between banks which follow

the normal course of business and observe

backing hours and (hose which do not

but imposes a heavy strain on the banks

staff and leads to delay m the balancing

of books

The Reserve Bank considers it advisable

that the depositing public should expect

repayment of bank deposits only during

usual banking hours It is also doubtful,

from a strictly legal point of view, whether

payment of cheques after office hours is

payment “ m the ordinary course of

business ” and there is, therefore, a risk

of such payments losing the protection

provided by Section* 85 of the Negotiable

Instruments Act The scheduled banks

have therefore been requested to refuse to

encash cheques, etc, after the normal

banl tng hours

THREE PROVINCIAL LOANS

Three Provincial Governments—Madras,

the Punjab and the United Provinces

—

have floated 3 per cent (1960) loans of

the total amount of Rs 8J4 crores The
issue price for each loan is Rs 99 S

The proceeds of the loans of the

Governments of Madras and the Punjab,

of Rs 3 crores each, will be used for

productive capital expenditure, namely,

Electricity schemes, Irrigation works,

industrial development schemes and
advances to local bodies and agriculturists

The United Provinces loan of Rs 2%
crores will be utilised for the repayment
of an equivalent portion of the consolidated

debt due to the Government of India.

. Nftt LLLGTRIC TRAIN SERVICE

A giant scheme costing several crores

for the laying out of an electric train

service between Mysore and Bangalore

(80 miles) is under consideration by the

Government of Mysore

It is J*arnt that the major reason under-

lying the above scheme is to obviate the

present acute coal shortage and utilise

Mysore s abundant electric energy, Jar the

industrial and economic progress of the

State
E I RAILWAY

The Cast Indian Railway proposes to

provide eighteen additional trams shortly

with a view to improving passenger service

Announcing this at a Press Conference id

Calcutta, the Chief Operating Superintendent
of the Railway stated that four of the

additional trains would be introduced from
September 15 and the rest from October 1

The administration would be able to give
further relief to the travelling public only
when the rolling stock requisitioned for

military purposes was released

RESTORATION OF TRAIN SERVICES

The General Manager, M and S M, in

the course of a statement, says there is no
immediate prospect of restoring the trams
which have been withdrawn but that it is

hoped that by November some partial

restoration may be possible, due consider-

ation being given to those sections of the
line where the need is greatest.

N V RAILWAY S LEAD
The North Western Railway has decided

to start 40 new train services on the main
and branch lines as from October 1, 1945.

This IS the first instalment of restoration
of services which had been cut down
owing to the exigencies of the war

RAILWAY EXTENSION IN S INDIA
As a result of discussion with the

Madras Government, the South Indian
Railway authorities, haye decided to push
ahead with plans for the construction of
the following lines Arantangi Karaikudi

,

Tanjore Patlukottai
, Dindigul Gudalur

; and
Kollangode-Tnchur.
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A NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY

An important step will be taken in

equipping India in the matter o£ scientific

and industrial research when the recommen-

dations of a Committee appointed by the

Council of Scientific and Industrial Research

finally take shape,

PROPAGANDA FILMS

Now that the war is over the production

of propaganda films should be dropped and

the compulsory exhibition of such films in

picture houses should be abolished, said

Rai Bahadur Chunilal, President of tho

Indian Motion Picture Producers Association,

in an interview in Bombay.

The Committee met at Bombay under

the Chairmanship of Mr. Ghulam Mohammad
and the following members were present*

Dr. Wall Mohammad, Dr. H J Bhabha,

Dr. Nazir Ahmad. Dr. K. S. Knshnan,
Prof. G. R. Paranjpe, Dr. R. M. Chaudhri
with Dr. K. N. Mathur as Secretary of the

Committee.

The Committee examined the final report

on the possibility of establishing a national

physical laboratory following the lines of

similar institutions in the United Kingdom
and the U S.A. The tentative proposals

of the Committee had been circulated to

the universities, scientific bodies and emi-
nent scientists abroad and in India. It is

stated that these proposals have found
whole-hearted support both in India and
abroad from eminent scientists and others.

It has been decided to locate the proposed

national physical laboratory at Delhi at a
site already acquired for the purpose. The
builchrg and equipments are expected to

cost about Rs AO lakhs, white the recurring

expenses see esCfmsteJ 6? be xbvui ergAf

lakhs annually. It is proposed that the

laboratory should have eight sections, includ-

ing weights and measures and optiC3.

ARTIFICIAL WEATHER BY ATOMIC BOMBS

Speaking of the post-war prospects, Mr.

Chunilal thought that the war had made
people more cinema-minded. There was

need for enlarging the exhibition side.

More touring cinemas could be got up.

Mr. M. A Fazalbhoy said, MI appeal to

the producers to have control over our
film production in view of our limited studio

facilities and the dearth of artists, so that

the quality of our films may be maintained.

At the same time, we cannot ignore new
people anxious to come in the production

line. A joint appeal must be made by &U
concerned in the industry to the Central

and local Governments to grant permission

to constiuct more sound stages and cinetna
houses as also to import adequate equip,
ments to meet the industry’s needs.

FILM EQUIPMENT FOR INDIA
Indian films may soon be shown

jn
Britain and the United Slates. Mr. K. Shorty
of Lahore, one of the lour Indian film
experts who have spent some weeks study,
ing the British film industry, said that he
soon intended to make 3 J5.bj }a
and Hindustani of the life of OmarKhayam .

“ It will be made in lechnicoJour,
part of it will be produced m Britain
the co-operation of Bnbsh film studios
the other part in India”, he said.

1 '

One
with
ahd

One immediate possibility for the atomic
explosive is the creation of artificial weather.
This should be possible by firing special

shells into the upper atmosphere to create
\ast regions of high and low pressure which
might vary the we*th»r as desired. If
atomic energy can be controlled, u should
replace coal, oil and water as power sources.

Sam Gcldnry,, is goj„g t„ fi,mof General Eisenhower. ' *'

combat teolna^tvhich lead, ”,o t™,

'
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MAKING OF CARS AND RADIOS IN INDIA

Arrangements on a reciprocal commercial

basis are understood to have been entered

into between an industrial combine of

Indian commercial concerns and its conter-

part in the United Kingdom

Under* this arrangement it is stated

certain important British industrial interests

will give facilities for the manufacture of

motor cats aeroplanes radio sets and other

goods in India as part of post war industrial

development

The relations between Indian and British

interests are said to be entnely on

"unorthodox lines Thus the Indian

combine will not only have joint Indian

and British capital in India but will have

capital interest in Britain in the concerns

who have joined hands with them

ASSEMBLY OF MOTOR CARS IN INDIA

The Sludebaker Motors Limited have

entered into an agreement with the

Hindu*‘»n Motors Limited providing for

manufacture SE3*-ff?s?mWy—MKL&stubJtion
of ‘'tndebaker passenger automobiles and
trucks in India Burma and Ceylon

Hindustan Motors is the 15 million dollar

company organised by Birla Brothers Ltd

Studebaker initially will ship a complete
set of components for assembly by Hindustan
Motors As quickly as possible the latter

will undeitake to manufacture various

cooponents and later manufacture complete
automobiles and trucks

UISDCSTAN CARS

Mr G, D Birla revealed that as a result
of his deal w ih Lord Nuflield for the menu
faeture of automobiles in India the first
' Hindustan* (as it Will be calle f) will be
on the maiket in about s x months* time

Altogether about 1 000 such cars will

then be on sale with the price si ghtly
below tl it of imported cais Later, as

___ ^ more * Hindustan ' cars are produced, the
''' piles will be still lea*, he raid

AIR TRAULL UADI. SAFb

Safely of peace time air travel all over ibe

world will be improved from the new

methods of fire fighting in mid air evolved

from the wartime experience of the Royal

Air Force

Many aircraft failed to return from missions

against the enemy because of engine fires

caused by foel or hot oil escaping from

damaged tanks or pipe hues The fuel it

was proved was usually fired by the ignition

system of a still rotating engine

To combat this aircrews were instructed

in a revised fire drill The extinguisher

system was placed under the voluntary

control of the pilot and an automatic

warning 1 ght indicated to him the presence

of fire in the power plant

As a result of the improvements, it has

been demonstrated that not less than 90

per cent of power plant fires can be eX

tmguished in fight if the pilot applies the

recommended drill

CALCUTTA—AIR JUNCTION JJFTHE-WAWB**'
CaAcutr* wiTT become "one of the busiest

air junctions the world over if plans of

the United States Air Transport Companies

mature says the £>aily Mail Air Correspon-

dent United States Companies want Calcutta

to be the terminus of their Pacific as well

as iheir Atlantic routes

The United States State Depaitment have
opened negotiations with the Government
of India seeking landing rights for Amern-an
air liners in Calcutta and elsewhere

NCR \ORK—INDIA AIR SCRMCC
Four officials of the Transcontinental

and Western Air Lines have left New
Yoik for Forjnes, Eire, to survey bases
anf facilities along the recently authorised
New York India air route

Mr Thomas B Wilson, Chairman of the
Boaid of Trans Continental end Western
Airway*, said that service to India would
start as *onn as six transport

[
lanes could

be liansfeired from the War Department
for con\ ersion into 40 passenger planes
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INDUSTRIALISTS REPORT

The Indian Industrialists Mission in a

report on their visit to the United States

and United Kingdom say that prospects are

anything but bright about the availability

of capital equipment in the immediate future

In both the countries the market is primarily

a sellers maiket and buyers will have to

take their turn The position, they say is

probably least satisfactory in regard to

textile machinery, for which India s need

is perhaps the most urgent There appears

to be no chance of getting any for along

lime from America while deliveries from

England cannot be expected under two

years

The mission consisted of Mr J R D
Tata, Mr G D Birla Mr N R Sarkar

Mr A D Shroff Sir Sulttan Cluaoy Mr
Laik All and Mr Ajatb Singh

SHIP BUILDING IN INDIA

Now that hostilities have ceased and

materials will easily be available from

foreign countries, the ship building yard

of the Scindia Steam Navigation Company
at Vuagapatam will start building ships iq

the near future

The keel of the first ocean going cargo

vessel to be built in India will be laid

there towards the end of this year The
vessel will be of 8 000 tons and ils length

will be between 400 and 415 feet and the

beam between 52 and 56 feet The vessel

is estimated to cost about Rs 32 lakhs

Enquiries made with the Scindia

authorities at ^Bombay reteal that an order

for the triachmery needed for buildrng of

the ship had already been placed m AmetiCa
and its import into this country is awaited

CFSS ON INDUS CRIES

The Central Government it rs learnt,

are thinking of levying a small cess on
Industries on the bas s of hands employed
The fund will be utilised for technical

training of workers and for welfare activities

of labour particularly housing

RIVER AND tVELL IRRIG VTION

The 15ih meeting of the Research Com-
mittee of the Central Board of Irrigation

concluded in Simla under the Chairmanship

of Mr F H Hutchinson, President of the

Board Delegates from various Provinces,

Indian States and Cevlon attended

Welcoming the delegates, Mr Hutchinson

stressed the importance of the work being

done by Research Officers in India and
stated that it was very desirable that the

recommendations made by the Research
Committee from time to time, be brought
to the notice of the Engineer in the field,

to ensure that the most economical methods
of design and construction were employed
in the. post war period

He further stressed the need to publish
an historical account of the research work
done in India in connection with waterways
and general irrigation problems a sphere
in which a very large contribution to know-
ledge had been made in this country

The Committee discus ved the subject of
"regeneration and absorbtion in rivers"

AGRICULTURAL- INCOME T VN. DILL

The Agricultural Income tax Bill, it is

understood, has been dropped for the pre
sent by the Madras Government

The Bill which proposed to levy a tax
on every person, whose total agricultural

income in the Province is not Jess than
Rs 5 000 per annum, was published in
March 21 this year for eliciting public
opinion

Following its publication there were
strong criticisms of the measure by the
Press and the public

Sir Alladi Krishnaswamy Aiyar, comment-
ing on the Bill sounded a note of Warning
to the Adviser regime He said “A
measure of this far reaching importance
ought to be undertaken by a popular
Government and not by an Adviser regime
No taxtion without representation is an
elementary principle of the British Con-
stitutional Jaw and usage
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BONUS TO AHMEDABAD MILL WORKERS

The Industrial Court at Bombay in an

award in the dispute between the Ahmedabad

Mrllowners Association and the Textile

Labour Association o( Ahmedabad regarding

the payment of bonus to the textile w< rkeis

of Ahmedabad Mills declares that erop

loyees earning less than Rs 200 per month

are entitled to receive one full of their

earnings in 1944 irrespective of whether

they are at ptesent employed or not those

who have w iked for less than 75 w< iking

days and more than 32 w ik ng days will

be grantef a bonus to the extent of 50

per cet t aid empl yees who have woihed

for less than J3 w ikng days are not

entitled to any bonus under the terms of

the award

The court lays down certain conditions

under which the bonus will be paid to the

workers The bonus, under the award,

will be paid in two instalments and the

quantum of bonus to be paid to contract

labour is left to the discretion of individual

mills The quantum to be paid to

eropolyees who receive more than Rs 200

per month has been left to the discretion

of the individual mills by the court

VICTORY BONUS FOR MILL WORKERS

The cotton mill workers in Bombay
will get a victory bonus equivalent to

one twelfth of their respective total earnings,

exclusive of the dearness allowance during

the year ended August 31 1945 Tie
payment on tl s account will be approxi
mately Rs 62 00 000

This decision was arrived at the urgent
general meeting of the Mill owners Asso
ciation, Bombay, rerently The resolution
passed at the meeting stated that the

bonus should be paid to all workers
whose names stood on the muster rolls

„ of the member mills on August 31 an i

who would continue to be in service until
October 15, the dale of making the
t ayment

BEGGARS IN INDIA

The number of beggars in India is

about 14 lakhs of whom 6 Lkhs *e

blind 2V, lakhs deaf and mute and 1 lakh

insane This was revealed by Mr J
Batnabar,

Organising Secretary, Social Services

League Lucknow in an address on the

Beggar Problem

Analysing the growth of beggary in

India he said that the main factors behind

it were unequal diMributu n, social

d sorgan satu n blind belief in fate, rndiS

crimu ate char ly and disease Beggary o

the modern type the speaker observed,

was not a legacy of ancient India as many

imagined In the Varnashrama " system

of lif » mendicants came into being »ho

begged only for themselves, and their

“ gurus Beggary was considered a '°,tn

of discipline ol oneself and not a pubhv

nuisance

INDIAN ACHIEVEMENTS IN FAR EAST WAR

The gallantry of Indian trops had *»'***

India declared the Lord President of

Council Mr Herber Munson, when he

spoke in London last month

Mr Morrison said that the 14th Army

which held the Japanese on the borders of

India was a largely Indian army

‘Out ol the total strength of just oser

1 000 000 the figure given tor all our forces

in Burma over 700 000 were the British*

Indian Army (predominantly Indian soldiers)

Indian divisions fought in North Africa,

Tunis S cily and Italy, but it was in the

Far East that her sol tiers made their greatest

contribution to the victory and it was there

that 20 out of 27 Victoria Cfbsses won
went to the men of the Indian Array”
ACHAIVVA KRIPALAMS WARNING TO GOVT
That re occurrence of another famine in

Bengal would be the greatest tragedy for the

whole country and that the Bengal Cavern
mer,t should take conceited measures to

check the disaster was the opinion expressed

by Acharya J D Knpalam, General Secretary

of the Indian National Congress in an

exclusive interview to the United Press
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All premiums paid (excluding the first year's)

refunded along with the sum assured

either at maturity or when a

claim arises by death.

Once again UNITED INDIA is the pioneer in giving

something unique in insurance.

Without obligation ask for particulars of this

new and novel scheme :

“THE UNIQUE ENDOWMENT PLAN”

United India Life Assurance Co., Ltd.

Post Box No. 281 , MADRAS,

To any of the Company’s DJiSces throughout
India, Ceylon and British East Africa.
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH TRUSTS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

the best for children.

PARRY 8? CO., LTD.,

MADRAS.
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THE MYSORE
IRON & STEEL

WORKS,
M-A/DMV-A-TI

Now Manufacturing

•SODIUM ACETATE,

ALUMINIUM ACETATE

and

AGETIG ACID SO per cent.

'Enquiries Solicited.
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TRA V AK CORE AYURVEDA DEPARTMENT .

THE GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY, MAIN ROAD,

TRIVANDRUM.

r\ll Ayurvedic medicines prepared accord-

ing to standard prescriptions under the expert

supervision of the Honorary Director of

Ayurveda are sold at this Pharmacy.

Apply to :

—

THE HONORARY DIRECTOR.
GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY,

TRIVANDRUM.
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THE LARGEST

FURNISHING HOUSE

IN SOUTHERN INDIA

MOUNT ROAD, MADRAS.

’Grams: "C'JRZONCO”

Branch at WEST MASl STREET, MADURA
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FOB UU DAUGHTED
s a necessity and would rema n

one even if the dowry system

were to be abol shed A vcous

th ng as t has become today the

custom had ts or g n n the natu

ral des re of parents to see the r

dear daughters well equ pped

for the r new homes It s

therefore w se to make and take

a ‘Marriage Policy’ at the

earl est opportun ty

mdj?e about

Neglected Cough and Cold
may lead to serious

complications

Moro often than not they aro

precursors of illnesses I1L0 Pnou
moma Pleurisy Asthma and

Tuberculosis TaLe timely precau

tions to prevent the onset of

Cold and Cough hut when they

como do not dqlny tal e a couise

of tho tried remedy

INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED

7 COUNCIL HOUSE STREET CALCUTTA

Madras Branch —
Nat oool Insurance liuddinp

362 China Bazar Road

Esplanade

Sub OfTces at «

Baogalore-dt Madura

RATIONAL CURE FOR
COUGH & COLD
t «r/i ai prove ! for t la

o

BENGAL CHEMICAL
CALCUTTA BOMBA!

ATa l as Age ts

N DASA1 GOWNDER & Co
41* Bunder Steeit
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TWO LEAVES AND A BUD. .

.

Two leaves and a bod le the standard plucking method of high

grade tea This ensures that only the jouogest and tenderest

Of leaves are selected

Tho Brooke Bond system of frequent distribution of fresh

consignments to all dealers by our own salesmen, guarantees
that two leaves and a bud reach your table at the height of

their flavour

Supplies are drawn regularly by our salesmen from depots
situated in all important centres m lodn which are constantly
re Blocked with fresh teas from our factories

Darjeeling Blend is the ideal tea for those who enjoy tallness
and flavour combined with absolute freshness
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J WONDER WHERE DAD IS NOW/
* Tis raining all the time

and dad’s away from home.

May be he is somewhere out

in the open. But not a drop

of rain can touch him, for

he has his DUCKBACK on.

India's Favourite Rainwear

BENGAL WATERPROOF WORKS (1940) LTD.
CALCUrrA '

I t NAGPUR : i DOilBAY
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All Textile Machinery and Mill Stores

SAMSON BRAND ASBESTOS ROPE & CORD PACKINGS

LAGGIT BRAND 85!V MAGNESIA ASBESTOS

BOILER COMPOSITION

ATLAS BRAND FIRE EXTINGUISHERS &
FIRE HOSE VALVES

JOHN BULL INDICATORS AND GAUGES
V ' ROPES WHITTLE LINK V BELTING LEATHER

BELTING COTTON ROPES BELT HOOKS
RAWHIDE a LUBRIH1DE PINS LACING a CUTTERS

OBTAIN IBLE FROM

GANNON, DUNKERLEY & Co., Ltd.
MAORAS BANGALORE COIMBATORE

THE SCIHDIA STEAM NAVIGATION CO. LTD.
PIONLEBS ZY THE HETELOPULST or INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE

MANAGESQ AGENTS
IIARQTTAW MORARJEE & Co

,

BOMBAY
ASSOC fCIWM CS —

THE BENGAL DORMA STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
INDIAN CO OPERATIVE NAV A T Co Ltd
RATNAQAU STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
II AJ LINE LIMITED
BOMB \\ STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd
EASTERN STEAM NAVIGATION Co Ltd

Fot booking of cargo and passenger* also

for dates of bailings, etc please enquire

at Sclnd a Bouse Dougsll Road Ballard

Relate, Tort, Bomba/ or plumo to

D S. N
j

For Konkaa Karachi and
I 0 N I Coaet Sere ce

S N
j

Tel ho 250(11 4 lines

SoiNDll Tel ho 30075 8 lines

Freight Brokers

P tamber & Co Tel No "lOtiO

Kanj Jodhavjee A Co Tel No 2o744

SCIHDIA HOUSE,
Ballard Estate,

BOMBAY.
0 T
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INDIAN BANK, LIMITED
Head allied

(tSTASUBHfcD IS 1907)

North Beach Hoad, MADRAS
LOCAL OFFICES

ESPLANADE
TRIPLICANE
MYLAPORE
THEAQARAYANAGAR
PORASAWALKAM
MOONT ROAD

Broadway
B g Street

North Mada Street

Prakaaara Road
Puraeawelkam H gbRood
South Mew Mount Road

Rs 60,00,000Issued and subscribed capital

Paid up capital 33,66,622

Reserve Fund » 35,00,000

Deposits as on 30 6-45 exceed „ 12J4 Crores

ALL KINDS OF BANKING BU^INLSS DONE

Prabuddha Bharata Golden Jubilee Number
Contr but ons from Noted Wr te s of the East a-id the West ProFusely Illustrated

NAMES OF CONTRIBUTORS —Swam V rajananda Pres den
m Swam Madhat aranda Scrv R K M es »o R

Chriatopher laherwood Gerald^ Ueard Mr N C Mehta

kr shna Math and
Aldoua Uuxloy

'"laUerj St V
Singh Prof A ft Mid a Dr J II Coua na Prof U mayun Kab r Prof Dr Kenny Kumar
Sarkar Dr 1 al daa hag Juat o NO A LJglr; Mr Manu Subedar Dr Mahendra Natli

ISi, r,:' f" h.I ft.
“ 11 “ B"a » «»> ll.tt.Uk.hm.

COLOURED PICTURES —Sr llamakr uhna Swarm V veVaaanda V
Prea dent Rauiakrirhna Math and Muon Cl nrae Trateller II uea Tear.® hy K, Ahau ndranath

At tLu Temple Doul h/ Sj CoganccdranalhTe„ore. There are also many other uw coloured illustrat cos.
1 1 6

Price Single Copy Rs 3-8-0 Reg «,.ton fee As 3. E*lr.

ADVAITA ASHRAMA, - - 4, Wellington Line
CALCUTTA
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Suitings

Shibtings

Sabers
&
Dress Materials

VISIT

17/18, BROADWAY, MADRAS.

DKUGS AH© CHEMICALS
We hold large and fri-sh stocks of Drugs, Chemicals, Hospital requisites,

etc Our rates in general are moderate and our goods conform to the highest
standard of purity manufactured by recognised firms

We are suppliers to Government, Local Funds, Municipalities, Railways,
Missions, States, Charitable Hospitals, etc

We hold all licences under the Drug Control Older of 1943 Free
Delivery to any Station on controlled rates to Hospitals, Doctors and Dealers
on large orders will be allowed by us

Prescriptions are carefully dispensed by expert qualified Chemists in
our Dispensing Department

We Solicit the favour of your enquiry or order

MAYER Sc COMPANY
(Eatd 1910)

Wholesale & Retail Druggists &. Dispensing Chemists,

16, Ayya Pn-Lii Street, PT, MADRAS
P Box No Phono

fjs,„

Deo ’45
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Till: DEAF HEAR?
Tb* permanent Core, No Kelapse

Deaf People —Very easiest method to restore

the accuracy of 1 earing power q uto marvellously.

llul«d*in 'the app’ratu^^UAHANrcrD and"

Ilocogcnse 1 ' EMI UVLD 1ILL3 AND ItAPID
AUKALDItOr (Regd) {Combined treatment)

Its 27 13 0 h ull course Trial rourso Its 7 64)

LKUCODEltMA
' The only in\enuon upto date recognised and
praised fr in coast to coast for unique cure of

\\ 1 ue Patches only by mien al use Histologically

Demonstrated and UNAMMObSIiY admitted
L1LCOUIRMIM {Regd ) Rs. 25 13 0 per

bottle Perfect Cure is guaranteed No
matter if congenital or self acquired

ASTHMA CURE
\ou Burely e\ peel for radical cure You tried

bo many bit 1 bey were relieving agents I shall

cure sou permanent!! \o relapse guaranteed
Any chrome nat ire r li pe of asthma and bron
chit is colic pain i lies and fistula are also cured
eucccssfu!l\

CATARACT (without knife)
No matter r pot r mnpe No matter however

old the pat out C ire guaranteed No aick bed
or host itatisndon 1 artic i/nrs Free Give full

particular* and history to Dr SHERMAN, res
<17 S A ) Baliabiiiu ga (raiidpurj, Bengal, India

" Have you used World Famous

Assam Silk, Endi, Muga and

Pat Silk which is fine and

durable ? If not, Place your

Valued Order to’

B. R. KALITA,

piiOPnirTOR

Rational Silk House

Panbazar, Cauhati (Assam

)

Head Office :-GAUHATl.

Branch 33B. Harrison Rd
, CALCUTTA.
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YOU MUST READ THIS IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

IT WILL HELP LAKHS OF PEOPLE
DEAR READERS,

I am neither a doctor nor an Ayurv edio physician hut I am an ordinary man—a man
who unfortunately had been a vietim of hi3 own follies My excese.es within a very short tuna
led mo to complete nervous dobdity I got weal er and weaker, iho palpitation of heart
increased I felt constant dizziness and worried to doath hrienda would enquire about
the causo of my sadness but how could 1 tell the cause of my ruination ’ Privately I consulted
thousands of well known doctors and hakims who boastc 1 of their miraculous cuics I use l tlunr
nectars and ambrosia but to no avail I preferred death to tlu3 living veritable boll Fortunately,

I happened to go to Peshawar in connection with my services whore incidentally I met a Mahatma
(Sanyaat) w]jo at the outset enquired about the cause of my dismal and morose nppearanco My
troubled heart compelled mo to narrate my whole 6tory to the Mahatma so much so that I told
him even my intention of committing suicide This kan/u took pity upon mo and gave two
prescriptions, one for la!, nj and the oiler for lo al aj plication Accordingly I collected the horbs
and medicines and prepared the prescription in his very preseneo I then started the Regular
course Dear Readers ' I swear by Almighty that on the 7th day I began to feel the effects of
IfcyutcnaUon and now I am proud of my mat \j power Although I could not control myself
after a fow doses yet according to the instructions of the Sanjas i I had to undergo this treat
meat for 21 days with the necessary precautions I could easily digest four seera of milk daily
My,ey ca sparkled, a rosy glow of life can o into my cheeks and my body regained the lost
vigour and vitality On my roturn to my place I tested the rest of the medicine by giving it to
some hopeless cases On the suggestion of my far sighted friends and fo- the benefit of public
I um advertising it for those who might have become the victims of such dangerous diseases
and lost their Manhood Those who hove spent a lot of money in unsuccessfully curing
those diseases can have this instantaneous euro for practically nothing The price is oven
insufficient to cover the expenses of publicity and the net cost of the medicines

PllICL /V ADVANCE FROM FOREIGN COUNTRILS

REJUVENATION PILLS for 21 days Rs. 4-8-0.
Oil for Local Application for 21 days Rs. 5-0-0.

THESE MEDICINES CAN CURE ALL SORTS OF
NERVOUS DEBILITY EXCEPT THAT BY BIRTH

These medicines do not contain any huihta and thus enn bo usod by young and old alike
without consideration of tho season (The oil does not create hhbtcrs)

TESTIMONIALS
A few of (he latest thousands of testimonials for readers

(1) Dr Xavier Kurudasery Kumbalanghi wrltea that the medicines advertiso 1 havo had
wondorful effects on his poticnta and they are without exaggeration a uniquo preparation for the
young and old aliko for impotency, premature old ago and general weakness DJ 1<J 8 43

(2) Dr B Sambamuily L M P (Rend ) Btzwada . writes that ho has used those
medicines on a case of Spermatorrhoea and extreme nervous exhaustion die to excossivo sexual
intercourses and found the results mo«t excellent DJ 14 5 43

'

'

(3) Dr A Sanmgampillai, Nazareth testifies to tho fact that on using these medicines ho
has found them miraculous D/ 4 7 i3

(4) Hakim and Vaid Pi A D Sharma. Bilot Sbareef This medicine is a guaranteed
euro for those who are suffering from tho after effects of youthful indiscretions No modiciao inthe world ran equal it It can be used at any time without consideration of iho season

(5) Manager, My Magazine. Madras I visited tho office of Darul Shafa Golian Batala
and was impressed very much with tho zoot with which tins institution is boing worked for thn
benefit of humanity I verified a bundle of testimonials which exceed thousand

, - A SURE CURE FOR ALL PRIVATE DISEASES
Important Notice —This medicine is useful only

to sufferers from nervous debility—relaxed
muscles weak nerves It ia also a wonder
worker in rase of weakness duo to Gonorrhoea

»d °“h
r

b,rr
0,11 4“°8’ 11 p»>°

Guaranteed Cura—If this medicine proves a

failure I solemnly promise to refund the

money on receipt of solemn pledges to this

effect It has been recommended by thousands

of medical men
Correspond with - THE MANAGER

DARUL-SHAFA QOLIAN (Regd.) (I.R.M.)
BATALA, DIST. GURDASPUR, PUNJAB.
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USEFUL BOOKS YOU HEED

I\ TWO VOLUMES*

B>—SATISQ CH DAS GUPTA
Foreword hj—GAhDBIJl

Every Village Worker Cow Owner Dairj

Owner V eterinary Doctor and student

SHOULD HAVE A COPY
lritRs 10 Postage 2 S extra

By—KSHITISU CH DAS GUPTA
Price Ra ” Postage Re 1 extra

An invaluable guide of practical

Bee keepwg

Every Bee Keeper Every Beginner in

Bee Keeping should have a Copy

Other English Books
1 U»nJ Made Paper 2-8 0

5 Kbadi Manual \ ol I & V ol II 3-0-0

4 Chrome Twin ng for Cottages 0 8-0

6 Non % loleoca Tha luvinc ble Power 0 6-0

6 Washing Soap aod Fountain Pen Ink O 4-0

7 Lon© meat fertilizer O 2 0

8 Soy bean. 0-4-0

MOI PRATISTHAN
IS, College Square, CaJcutte.

Also available from

M/S G A HAT ESAU & CO.

Esplanade, Madras

Vacuum Massage Treatment

For KtrrDus Debility and Kmout Eitaausboa

A Latest Scientific Invention

This treatu ent is tiio latest invention of

tbo modern Scientists of the M oat, who

have plajed wonders by introducing on

umi aginablo Apparutua

VITO Tlo best liniment to speed up

the treatment (Prej oration of ancient

INDIA) its 3 4 Dottle

ACTUM PILLS Best internal Herbal

Remedy to be uaed along with the above

treatment R« 2 10 ULST QUALITY
APPARATUS Rs 12 8 and with VITO AND
ACTUS! PILLS Us 17 4

HEALTH & Co.,

OFF MAJESTIC (Isr FLOOR) CINEMA,

GIRGAUM BOMBAY, 4

BUTTONS
for

Shirts and sherwam of most op to
date colours and designs made from
celluloid and metal polished electri

.cally with nicklo are the modern
varieties of quality in Indian Arts

Samples three sets of shirt Battona
(contg 4 studs and 2 links per set)

cost Rs 5 14 0 free delivery at yonr
door Best chance for stockists aod
Canvassers

Tint* for j}atticula»s to —
CflfflTBM BUTTON WOBXS.

Piopriclou
C. MADHUSUDAN & Co.,

Jamnagar (Kathiawar)



BOOKS ON PHILOSOPHY

AND EDUCATION
Rs A P

R1GVEDA (Translated to English by H
H Wilson with Notes) VoL I to VI 20 0 0

UPANISHAD BKASHYA (Principal Ton
Upamshods of Sankara's Commentary)
I A II _ 7 0 0

AITARLYOPANISHAD with Sankara
charya s Bha'hj a (English version) 10 0

LIFE OF SRI VYASARAJA A Champ i

tavya by Poot Somanath with
Historical introduction by B VenLoba
Rao, ns 4 0 0

SRIIJARA BHASYA A Commentary of
Vedanta Sutras, (with Text and English
introduction) by C Hayav adana
Rao, s a b L. 15 0 0

R VMAYANA AND LANKA (A Research
VV orb) by JusticeT Paramaawa Aiyar 4 12 0

OUTLINES OF ISLAMIC CULTURE,
Vq| I A, II byA M A Sliuahtery us 13 0 0

— VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, by N
S Subbaltao 0 8 0

NEWSPAPER PRESSES IN INDIV
by A Ramastvomy Aij angar, lil.iu 0 8 0

DASARA IN MYSORE, by C Hayavadana
Rao 2 0 0

COURSLS AND CAREERS bOR MYSORE
STUDENTS 200

MYSORb UNIVERSITY CONV OC VTION
ADDRESSES 2 0 0

VOCATIONAL' EDUCATION IN
MV SORE, by Dr IL N Kini, u a am
rht> 2 0 0

BY INDUA S AID (A Utctaty Edition)
by I R Sell, m a 1 0 0

AN INT ODUCTION TO KANTS
CRITIQUE ON PURE RFASON by
N A Nikam, ui 3 8 0

PLANT BREEDING TLCHNIQUE IN
RrCENT VLUtS, by U II Ricliaria,

fh d 2 8 0

Lire OF GO’WLA KRISHNA
GOKHALE by Kt Hon We V S
Srinivasa Saatry 10 0

PRINCIPLES 01 IRRIGATION A
DRAINAGE, by K M Gururaja Rao,
L Ag 200

FVEDa AND FODDERS by A K
Vognanarayaua tijar ui 10 0

SPEECHES & WRITINGS UV SIR
ALBION B VNERJl, (Shortly to be published)

{Packing a vi Pottage cx ra )

THE BANGALORE PRESS,

" LAKE VIEW ’

TANTRAS THEIR PHILOSOPHY
AND OCCULT SECRETS

A creed tl at even of late has produced

llamlmsbna Porohanea and hia world famous

dcBunloJ Swarm Vivekanauda ia worth Scnowing

and worthy of respect Fvea Raja Rom Mohan
Roy, tho famous founder of Brahma religion had
a Tautno Saonyaa in as Jus spiritual guide It is

mdeod tho duty of every Hindu to havo eomo
acquaintance with the Tantrns, tbeir creed,

philosophy and occult secrets The present treatiso

propoBos to satisfy that need by giving simple

and easy exposition of them Cloth Bound
Price Rs C Postage extra

LORD 5REEKRISHNA HIS LIFE tt TEACHINGS
An unparalled composition ever published, lully

describes the mysterious hfo and invaluable

teachings of Sreekriahaa Cloth Bound Prico Rs 0

Postage As 8

H'NDU PHILOSOPHY
(4th edition)

By Mr Dlurondranath Paul
Author of History of Hindu Religion

eto Prico Rs 18 postage extra

MOTHER & DAUGHTER
(2nd edition)

A faithful picturo of Hindu Domestic hfo of
Bengal Puce Rs 18 postage extra^

OEUENTAL PUBLISHtG COMPANY.
11D ARPULI LAND, CALCUTTA

THE IDIOT’S WIFE
(a SUBBING STORY OB' SOCIAL LITE IN DGNOAL)

BY
Du NARLSU CUUNDLR SLN GUPTA, UA.n
Tina is an enchanting story of tho Ufa of a

rcinnrknblo Bengali girl translated by the giftod
author himself from Bongali This story has been
dramatised and successfully staged many a timo
and has also been broadcasted from tho Calcutta
Btation It is one of gnppiog interest from start
to finish Tno heroine is ono of tho most notable
creations in inodorn Indian htoraturo Sharp witted,
ambitious, and self conscious, tho poor girl Otida
herself wedded to an idiot Tho story is a marvellous
history of what wonders she achieved and how she
filled her life with glory, magmficonco and love

Annas S

Hind Swaraj or Indian Home Rule
Bv MAHATMA GANDHI

' It la certainly roy good fortune that tius fcookiei
» receiving wide attention It is a book whichcan be
pat into the hands of a child Mahatma Gandhi

4th Edn As 8

Foreign 9d Portage Jd

1IYS0BE ROAD. BANGALORE CITY G a NATESAN &. CO, PUBLISHERS* MADRAS
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NEW HORIZONS
An Illustrated Monthly

Covers All Human Interests

A remarhablo achievement m the war time A thrill of discovery

will be jourB when you realize how much there is to bo gotten

from it factual knowledge interpolation of nows events stories,

art and science health and beauty satire and humour film and

fashions and man) other up to date features

DISTINCTIVE rORMAT
IMPRESSIVE ILLUSTRATIONS

Ao Other Pcnothcal Dui hcates It

As 12 per copy, Rs 9 yearly

i r(l cr injormut on Jrom

CIRCULATION MANAGER
9 CtfVNFOIlB ROAD ALLAHABAD

PUBLISHED by K1TABI5TAN
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MEN ©I tlie R.H.A.F.-

are bnilding

Many thousands of keen, intelligent

young Indians have joined the R.I.A.F. Their

experience and training, gained in war, will

be their contribution to the post-war future

of India.

Members of the R.I.A.F. have done an

outstanding job of work in the war against

Japan. Their skill and daring have been

universally acknowledged and widely admired.

But more is yet to be accomplished and men
are needed for work on the ground and in the air.

The standard set is

high, but in whatever

capacity a recruit is

enrolled his f u t u r e is

bright. Not only will he

contribute to the progress

of modern post-war India,

but he will also enjoy the

prestige and respect due

to men of the R I.A.F.,

—men famed for their

skill, daring and magni-

ficent work in the defence

of India and India’s future.

THREE FURTHER P01KTS
It is essential to maintain the
Tegular cadre of officers ac-
cording to age groups, tl cre-

fore those desirous of serving
pei manently in the R I A V
need not think, because they
have not pievxouslj come
forward, their chances of a
regular commission are there

-

by prejudiced.

’>

For those who desire to return
to Civil life there will be
many opportunities in the
posts which the Government
has reserved for men who
have served m the Fighting
Foices.

Universities have decided to
grant liberal concessions to
assist ex students returning
fiom the Fighting Services to
complete their studies. Parti-
culars can be obtained from
your Unncisity authorities
or any Recruiting Office



NATESAN’S PUBLICATIONS
SPEECHES AND WRITINGS

Puce Ra 3 each

Ram Mohun Roy °

Ur/Smif*
1 S“W Wjderburn

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
Price Ha 3 each

Indian Judge* Sketch** of SI famous Judge*

Indian Cknalian* Sketches of famous Indian

Christians

Famous Paran Biograplucal sketches offourleon

eminent Pars a

Indian Scientist* Sketches with nn account of

their Researches.

POLITICS

Congrea. Pre.ident el Addre.aea (1911 1934 )

Containing full text of Presidential Addressee

Ra 4

Mahatma Gendh. The Mao and his Mias on

10th Cdn Revised and bro ighl up to date R* 2

Indiana Ov.neae By Dr Lack* Sonderam M a

Re 18
Indian National Eeolutioa By A C

Maxumdar R* 3

The Governance of India By flabu Govmda
Da* R* 3

Hind Swaral or Indian Home Rule. By
Gandhi 4th Edo As 8

iword by Dr Sir

Gone
By Mahadee

: Problem. ByIndu.trial and Ecoi

V O Rale R* 2

INDIAN TALES

Indian Tale, of Fuo Toll} »nd 1 IUor« Ri 2

Tale, from the San.knt Dramat >u Seoond

and Rev iced Ed lion R.

The Id ot . W.fe B
Gupta, ua in* An 8

Sakontala By Katnala Salllnanadben

Meitrcyi By Ft. Sitaosth Tallv abbuet nn

"Sir S RADHANRISHNhN S WORKS
Freedom and Culture Re 1 S

The Htart of Hlodu.tao Re 1 8

NATIONAL CLASSICS

Price Re 1 S each

Valmiki Rameyana Text in Devanagari and

English Translation Foreword by the Rt Hon

V S Srinivasa Sastn rR, on
The Mahabharats Text in Devanagari & English

Translation Foreword by Dr Sir S Radhakriaboan

The Srimad Bhagavati
and English Translation

P S Sivaswami Aiyar

Upahhyanamala (A Garland of Stories.) Selected

from the Epic* and tho Puranas Text in Deva

nagan Foreword by Dr Sir C T Raraaawami Aiyar

The Upanlsb.d. Selections from the 108

Upauishad. Text in Sanskrit Devanagaru With

a Foreword by Prof M Iliriyanna W a

Prayer. Prai.e. and Pealma Text in Decan*

gat and English Tranalatioa Foreword by Mahatma

Candlu

Sankaras Select Work. Text in Devanagm
and English translation

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
Bhagavad G.la or tie Lord* Song Text in

Dev anagari and Engl all Translation By Vi

Annie Besant P icket Edition A. 0
A.peit. of the Vedantl By various wrier.

6th Edition Re 1

Hindu Ethic. By Bobu Govmda Do* R» *

Temple. Church*, and Mo.que. By \akub

Hasan 68 ilia* Re 1 8

The Fir.t Four Calif. By Ahmed Shofl 1

WORLD TEACHERS
Re One each

Je.os Christ By Mr S K George

Sankaracharya HI. I .fe and Teaching. By

evh Chun le

Sri Kri.hm
Mr M R Sa.

L fe and Teacl
A H \\ ad a

Life and Teachlt
pala- 4lli Edn
Prophet Muhair

Yakub Hasan

H • Life
2nd Edn

By

Prof

of Buddha By D Dharma

id By Ahmed liaS and

SAINTS
m Tiralh 0 of t

INDIA S SACRED SHRINES & CITIES

This book gvea a vivid account of Important
Citici and Sacred Shruea in Intis t gather with
the history and legend coruieiled wnh them
It will bn f ind lnd.pcn.aUe not ooly to He

Intonated in art ant arc! leeture C voa copious
description* of ( lace. < nd temple architecture

\\ th index and 86 illustration* Price Ra. 3

of Nortl ero lad
Ch.it.nv. ,* Vleekl

of Bengal Re I g

GENERAL
Leaders of the Br.hmo S.maj 7 Foi

laves_of the taint*

In Indian Ht.tory By T G
* J X Re 1

Folk By Mr T h. Oopala
2
raged!., t h ng Lear Macbeth,

G A. NATESAN & CO , PUBLISHERS & BOOKSELLERS. ESPLANADE, MADRAS



What is t\)e value of complete adult literacy without

Village Libraries l On the ro«d tc knowledge which

is power, students of all ages rted textbooks exercise-

books rough paper for calculator graph paper for

mathematics

Books for the fully educated are increasingly published

in India — ranging from technical ubjects such as medi-

cine to cultural — thus raising a few field of authorship

Titaghur make paper for all those purposes, from

ordinary white printing for

text books to fine papers which OTHER TITAGHUR

will take offset printing in
PRODUCTS

. . Papers and Boards
colours or imitation art for ior writing and typ

half rone rsptoiuction The
printer and the publisher bet- Binding Packing and

ween them know best which .

_ , ,
Notepaper ard En

.Titaghur paper serves their v elopes Shorthand

purpose most ^economically L Nolebooks

THE MASTER- PRINTER'S ‘CHOICE

ISSUED 8 V THE TITAGHUR PAPER HILLS CO LTD.

iiwitelwo
I
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MJ.OUG AMD LOVELY HAIR
''* '

*• use

KAMINIA OIL
“
4

Long and lovely hair beautify your face

KAMINIA OIL does it for you It B*owl|**‘g

makes them 6mootb ana lovely stops f

^oc0
them and turns grey hair into black Use

and you will use it for ever

j YOl] ARE WELCOME
* Beforo leaving homo sprinkle some drops of

fA* OTTO DILBAHAR (Regd)

cKhlo , rlotbea and you will be welcome hr All OTTO

|§g
Sdffl£-3i a-fdtf SffflMtf

SSo, DILBAHAR OIL ^ '

BAIB OIL
ciojja 6CCn t gives satisfaction to all It also

^mootben8 yoor ba,f and help8 lh6ir erowtt Try °DCa

I KAMINIA TOILeTsOAPS (Regd )

I SfooLcil * in 1
.

I D1LBA1IAU SOM .I**"*
t0 Utl ng

1
XoJ«l So»p

I Th» W**1
,, „ , o.t del c*t« comp *-

I Tro<«* » ,v # l or cat cthnsto

l L°
n
«S5»» » _*>UcmU delightful

BEAUTIFUL FACE

KAMINIA SNOW (Regd )

A acre remedy for black spots

wrinkles on tho face Mates your

skin smooth and shinies

Plate jour order inlh

ANGLO INDIAN DRUG & CHEMICAL CO,

285, Jutnma Alasjid *
:

^OMBAV , 2.
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* 1945
Vol. 48. NOVEMBER Ho tl

CONTENTS

Prospects of Freedom in Post War Asia
By St Ail al Susgl

Economics of Peace
By Prof P C Malhotra 91 A

Experiments in Education
By Prof KG So yidain

Drugs Without Doctors
By Mr H J C Larwood ar.sc

Paper Making as a Cottage Industry
By Prof R Via reswar Boo irt bx

Folk Songs of Kashmir
By Prof 5 N Dhor

> Ancient Hindu Polity

By Ur K Baloaubrnmama lycr da d t

Bernard Shaw— His Mind and Art

By Ur S V F.ajngopal Daa

Indian Affairs

By " An Indian Journal s&

Foreign Affairs

By Chronicler

innual Subscription Rs 5 (Foreign IZsh)

G. A. N :ATESAN & Co., MADRAS



REGD IS?

md lovely hair
V* ' w USE

I

KAMINIA OIL
*
v

(Regd

)

Long ana lovely hair beautify your face

IT AMINIA OIL does it for you It grows bait

makes them smooth and lovely stops falling

them and turns grey bar into black Dee once

and TOO Will OeS it for OVOr

S) YOU ARE WELCOME
I

* Before leaving homo sprinkle somo drops of

jr'V&A OTTO DILBAHAR (Re£d >

on joor clothes ana yon will be welcome 9*^5
DILBAHAR gives refreshing and del gbtful Terforo®

' g
JgggJv it bsa gained the title of THE KING OF PERFUMES

DELIGHTFUL DILBAHAR OIL (Resd 1

HAIR OIL

with its, delicious 6CCnt B,TCa satisfaction to all It also
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Extract from a letter from an office in

Malaya dated October 7th, 1945:

“...What we need more than anything else

is “Amenities”- -Badly. . .

It is this need which •

H. E. The Governor’s Amenities & Relief Fund

tries to meet

but the wherewithal is badly needed.

Please Assist The Fund

By a contribution

Earmarked

“AMENITIES AND RELIEF

Addressed to

Honorary Treasurer,

H. E. The Governor's Amenities & Relief Fund,

c/o Imperial Bank of India, Madras.
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MARKING ©F <S©©2)S.

The public are suffering inconvenience through goods and

parcels being misdespatched in transit. The cause of mis-

despatch is, in many cases, the consignor’s failure to properly

address or mark packages before tendering them for transport

and to ensure that all old marks and addresses are obliterated.

2. The Railways are anxious to avoid inconvenience to the

public and with this object in view, notice is hereby given that

(i) no package will be accepted for transport nnlesa jt la folly

and clearly marked in English with tho name, initials or
private marks of coastgoeo and tho station of destination

,

(n) bags and bundles of bides and slnna and baskets of fiutt,

vegetables, vessels of oil or gbee, bundles of Iron bars or
other goods that cannot be durably marked must bavo a
leather metal or wooden label attached to each bundle or
article at the forwarding station by the consignor and tho
necessary markings pat on,

3. The above requirements apply to all consignments not

making up a full wagon load and full \i agon load consignments

which need to be transhipped into wagons of a different gauge

en route. In the case of other lull load consignments at least

10 per cent, of the packages in each wagon load should be

marked as indicated above.

4. The public arc reminded that these requirements are not

new but compliance with them has not been insisted upon during

the last few years. The present position, however, renders

compliance necessary and it is requested that the public will

fully co-operate.
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A MONTHLY PERIODICAL DEVOTED TD THE DISCUSSION OF ILL TOPICS OF INTEREST

Edited By Mr. G. A. NATESAN

Vol. 46. 1
NOVEMBER 1045 ( No. 11.

Prospects of Freedom in Post-War Asia
By St NIHAL SINGH

I

AT this moment every one who is not

content just to float down the

stream of Time, is asking Is the era of

aggression ended—ended for Asians as

Well as for other peoples—and, if it has

ended, is the era of self expression free

from domination and exploitation, dawning

upon this continent ?
”

The aggressors of Asian birth and blood,

who had been operating from the verge of

the Pacific Ocean, have been humbled

Many of them have perished m the

Conflagration of their own lighting Many

more are being rounded up and hurried

to the fate that is ever the portion of men
who permit themselves to be frustrated in

carrying out their ambitions hut ill-

conceived designs

Even though man has learnt to build

more quickly, if not more surely, than

ever before m human annals, it will take

a long time to remove the vestiges of the

havoc that has been wrought, to dig

newer, deeper foundations and to raise

grander structures than those destroyed.

The scare inflicted upon the body, the

injury done to the mind and the shock

administered to the soul will temaia with

Us for a considerable period Before the

healing has proceeded very far many ot

the persons who caught aggression by the

throat and brought it to heel would have

been, I fear, carried to the grave

II

The one country of any importance in Asia

that began this century m complete

freedom has lost that splendour through

the madness of the war makers The

proximate cause is known even to children

—the wanton and, in the long run, foolish

attack upon the United States of Americas

mid*Paciflc naval base at Pearl Harbour

That outrage brought Americans into the

war Britons joined m, as, m advance,

they had declared, they would. Australia,

in the vigour of its youth, rushed in

Even French Canadians from far off Quebec

took their stand in Hong Kong’s defence

works China, dragged years earlier into

the conflict, fought with reinforced vigour.

In India the authorities, though lacking

the stimulus and support of popular

enthusiasm, achieved the miracle of

expanding the fighting forces to the

2,500000 mark In addition to transporting

troops and tools of war from Britain and

keeping them equipped and supplied, His

Majesty’s Government found the resources

to assemble a considerable host from
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Africa in India and from our shores hurl

the braves against the enemy

The stupendous effort made conjointly

by forces so vast and so varied climaxed

by the atom bomb shattered the mightiest

offensive power ever organised by any

Asian people Its extent and efficiency

are worthy of the h ghest praise as indeed

are its objective and accomplishment

III

Behind the proximate cause lies however

the primary cause Without assessing the

potency of the primary canse and the

strength of the impulses it created no true

appreciation can be made of the si'uation

that has been dealt with through thousands

of combats in the air upon land at sea

and under water Without such assess

meat it certainly is not possible to form

an ilea of the prospects that lie before Asu

The primary cause of the struggle that

has ended in the humiliation of the

Japanese is as I see it is the policy that

they pursued towards their fellow conti

nentals Ruthlessly annexationist in

character it was all embracing in scope

It roused suspicion in the first instance

Msgiving soon became mistrust Mistrust

begat fear Tear became transmuted

into alarm

Had the Japanese who laid down this

policy and superintended its administration

been prudent in addition to being sagacious

they would have seen what was happening

and would have altered their policy—altered

it betlme* Lust for land and greed for

econom c gain blinded them, however, and

they pursued their course with added

purposefulness.

IV

By so doing they roused antagonism

Antagonism expressed itself as it always

does where the antagonised party is inferior

in politically bitting power Assuming the

form of boycott it sought to prevent the

rapidly expanding industrial system in

Japan from carving an economic empire

upon the mainland

The complications that come inevitably

from a conflict such as this angered the

boycotters as well as they who were

boycotted The incorporation of Korea

in ibe Japanese Empire, the hardly

veiled attempt to secure Chinas

subordination while the first world war was

Paging and later the creation of Manchuhuo

served to stiffen Chinese resistance The

attempt to break up Chinese national

solidarity as a prelude to invasion—or in

Japanese official parlance, the 'China

incident* —led finally to the marshalling

of the Chinese forces and their direction

with intelligence and inflexibility of will

power that are without precedent tn modern

Asian history

The disaster that the Japanese junta met

this summer is fundamentally and ultimately

attributable to this resistance Had China

submitted readily, there would have been

a lew shrugs in the United Stales, Britain

and perhaps a few other countries It is

to be doubted that there would have been

intervention

The Chinese did not exhaust the Japanese

fighting iorces Nor did they bankrupt tie

exchequer at Tokyo Nothing t ke it. They,

nevertheless, put up resistance and kept

it up most of the time prior to the
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attack upon Pearl Harbour all by them

selves m heart breaking conditions When

the Americans and Britons entered the

war, they did not find the enemy anything

like as fresh as he would have been, had

the Celestials carved in

There is another consideration of hardly

less impoitance Had the Japanese managed

to come to some accommodation with the

resistance forces m China, their political

propaganda to create the
4
co prosperity

sphere might have had a punch to it

that m time might have become well nigh

irresistible As it was not a few Asians

in countries spread from the Pacific Ocean

to the Arabian Sea fell for it Why
(hey did so vs a matter requiring separate

handling

The struggle that has ended—I refer solely

to the sanguinary aspect of it, for at least

I am under no illusion that the struggle m
all its aspects has ended—has, therefore

to be reviewed from three distinct angles

Firstly, there are the gains accruing to

China Certain territories have been restored

to her, some m partnership with Russia

Certain rights and privileges and pieces of

land that during the lengthy period of the

Chinese helplessness had been extorted by

aliens, including her present allies have been

surrendered They have the prospect of

being masters over their affairs in a manner

and to an extent they did not have even in

our fathers time.

Secondly, there is their position in the

councils of the nations It is not what

idealists should have liked it to be Many

tussles have still to come this has been

made patent, *or one thing, by the conference

of Foreign Ministers that has just risen in

London While complete equality has yet

to be extorted, it must, nevertheless, be

admitted that the Chinese position in

the international sphere is incomparably

superior to what it was at the end of the

world war No 1 and during subsequent years

Thirdly, there is the reflex action of the

Chinese gains of these categories China

has managed to work her passage through

the troubled waters of semi subordination or,

shall I say threatened, exploited existence

With Japan occupied largely if not wholly,

by Americans, this Asian Republic is the

one free country on this continent That she

is free through the exercise of her will power,

sacrifice of blood and treasure and almost

superhuman exertion ate matters of tbe

profoundest interest to Asians and will have
repurcussions in lands near and far—repur-

cussions of the most potent character

Life in other countries that till the other

day were in Japanese possession flows m a

current swollen with determination for self

realisation It no longer is the undertow,

both weak and fitful, as it was in most of
these lands

Effort is being made to regulate these

currents everywhere, with the possible

exception of the Philippines This effort

is advertised as beneficent The peoples

that are struggling to be masters m
their own homes have, however, been
"hewers of wood and drawers of water"
for decades and even centuries They
have laboured in the fields and upon
the plantations, in mines and factories, not
for themselves so much as for the nations
that have dominated them and deflected life

to serve their own imperialist ends They
have, moreover, constituted a market for
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goods produced by the governing classes in by the war that China has been able to

their own countries and often admitted into wage despite all handicaps, in successful

the vassal states upon a preferential basis resistance of domination Such has, indeed,

The struggle for freedom may therefore, been the effect of the war in general It has

be difhcult and conceivably much longer brought fresh inspirations roused new hopes,

than the enthusiast may at the moment expect as well as reinforced old aspirations and

it to be It has however, been intensified quickened old expectations

ECONOMICS OF PEACE
Bv Prof P C MALHOTRA ma

THE economic problems of peace may
be divided into immediate and post

immediate ones although in practice it

would not be possible to divorce the two

from each other The post immediate

problems relate to the major question of

planning the entire Indian economy One
of the lessons of war for this country is

that India has no excuse to remain under

developed It would be a crime both

against herself and against humanity

Potentially rich but poor nations offer

temptations for exploitation to strong and

ambitious ones, and this rivalry provides

fertile soil for international sabre rattling

and gun thundering In the domestic

sphere poverty and unequal distribution of

wealth breeds internal disorder The
sovereign recipe for curing poverty of

India is summed up in the word planning.

But planning is neither ' crystal gazing

nor “ blue printing as is widely supposed

It is an attitude of mind a method of

doing things, and a philosophy of social

economic organization and action

PRODUCTION IN PEACE
Under the stress of the war the economy
the country was keyed up to mobilise

her resources for the satiation "of war needs

This meant the contraction of civil sector

to perm l expansion of military sector

While the military demands kept bloated

up, the belt was being tightened on the

civil sector of India’s economy Obviously

the first necessity now is to loosen the

belt on civil sector gradually so as to

offer full scope for its natural expansion

The fundamental factor to restoring the

civil life to health is full development in

production It has been estimated that

domestic production increased by about

20 per cent during the war India’s first

need is to whip production from one level

to another The stimulus provided by
war to production must be soon substituted

by another equally effective one War
profits cannot be maintained m peace time,

but an attempt should be made to

guarantee for some time to the producers

something approximating the net profits

(obtained after deducting from gross profits

excess profits tax and surcharges on
income tax) That might necessitate either

stabilizing prices at a certain 1 vel. or

subsidizing costs of production in order to

keep a certain margin of profits to the
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producers The contracted civilian demand

when free to expand, would certainly

swallow up increased production

S. BALANCE SI1LET 01* SACRIFICES

It is futile to balance the sacrifices of the

civilians with the military population It has

been estimated tha* some 40 lakh persons

were directly involved in war work But in a

total war like the one just finished the

distinction between the sacrifices of the

ciyil and the civil cum military and purely

military population gets obliterated While

the military population has suffered physical

privations, the civil population has under

gone severe economic hardships

DEMOBILIZATION

No one would question the desirability

of Riving all help to demobilized soldieis

to resettle them as well if not better than

the places they were occupying before

they joined the army There are land

settlement schemes which can profitably

absorb the developed talents of the warrior

farmer Land reclamation work would

again provide work for his new fangled skill

learnt in the army A soldier of to day

had to be a semi mechanic, at least he

got a flare of machine mindedness With

proper training this initial asset can be

made to fit the demobilized soldiers for

some easier jobs in factones while those

engaged in munition and war work

factories can be reconverted into efficient

industrial factory workers All those who
had joined the army would have buil

t

financial reserves out of which to meet the

costs of individual readjustments and the

Government schemes for post war demo
bihzation provide help of a general nature

RELIEfc TO THE CIVIL POPULATION

The case of the civil population for

considerate treatment cannot be brushed

aside They had to stint themselves to

spare whatever could be given for war

needs Their standard of living has been

subjected to a severe cut Where the

standard of living is high this cut falls on

comforts and luxuries and does not

palpably affect living conditions, but in a

country like India where most of the

people live from hand to mouth, the

general effect of war strain on living

conditions proves to be disastrous It

results in wide spread famine or famine

cond tions The standard of nourishment

therefore became impossible to be
maintained during the war period This

has impaired the physique of not only the

civil population, but to a far greater

extent of their dependents In general of

posterity It should therefore be not a
matter of surprise to find that the young
generation of the war period has a stunted
growth

Those who have struggled through these

odds have found themselves at the end of
then tnhtr, financially pauper and mentally
strained, having had to fritter their
nest eggs

What form should assistance take in the
case of the above referred to sector of
Indian society?

During the war an attempt was made to
recognise their difitcullies by means of
dearness allowance In itself a 10 percent
dearness allowance was not even a feather
we.ght in the scale of , 300 pcr cent
rise m the cost of living But ,t was a
token of the moral support given by the
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employers ~ to their employees which

sustained them through intolerable living

conditions There is therefore a strong

case moral as well as economic for the

mergng of the D A in the substantive

salaries of the employees The cost of

living is not likely to come do pre war

level for several years from now and this

relief would be the poor mans compen

sation for having borne lh* economic strain

so well The society owes a debt of

gratitude to the civil population no less

to the soldiers

It was only in the autumn of 1944 that the

Government extended the benefit of dearness

allowance to persons getting high salaries

the maximum dearness allowance being fixed

at Rs 250 per month It is suggested that

uo serious hardship would be caused if the

dearness allowance is withdrawn whenever

it is decided to do so in the case of persons

having an annual income of over Rs 4 000

Another relief that the small mcomists

may be offered is by the way of income tax

With an abnormally hign cost of living prevail

ing during the war the case of exempting

Incomes below Rs 4 000 from income tax

stood on unassailable ground But the

needs of war called for sacrifice from one

and all It would not be unreasonable

therefore to suggest that incomes up to

Rs 4 000 be exempted from income tax for

five years from the first peace time budget

To ma ntain production at a h gh level

- demand has to be kept up The cessation

of war orders would knock the bottom out

of spurious war prosperity for business

The gap must be filled up if a sudden crash

"'•v in the economy is to be avoided The

retemon or absorption of dearness allowance

in the salary and the suggested income tax

relief would release some necessary pur

chasing power to satisfy the pent up civilian

demand for goods and thus give some

support to production at a high level

I oar WAR TAi-AlION

Taxation in war budgets became naturally

steep While it is not possible to strictly

adhere t0 canons of economy iq defence

expenditure this situation seems to have

developed mjo an excuse for extravagance

both pn defence supply and civil admimstra-

l,on in India Extravagance in public

£xptaditufe n-js abeiitng lo&atioa and tyaa

taking shelter behind the imperative needs

of war New jobs were created and at

bloated salaries Obviouslv some vested

interests have been created in administration

In th^ fieu 0 f public finance the urgent

problem is t0 sl ft between useful and useless

services for past war needs And what is

more important the scales of pay must be
revised on the basis of normal conditions

According to S r Jeremy Raisman, India’s

last finance Member, the total resources,

inducing taxat on borrowing and direct
private investments but including the

resources of Provincial and State
G°vetnmerns estimated as available for

reconstructlon aacj development in the first

quinqoeunmm of the post war period
was Es i 500 crores This visualised the
mainieoance cj a high scale of taxation
With post war pians itchmg for execution it

,s * writing on the wall that the level of
taxat|0a must be li gh From the pomt of
view 0 f economy of the counliy the absolute
level 0f taxation is of little significance.
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The relevant considerations in deciding the

level of taxation would be the following -

—

WHO DECIDES THE LEVEL Or TAXATION?

If the people have the responsibility to

decide the question, they can be persuaded to

sanction a high level of taxation provided

they have an equal say in the matter

of sanctioning public expenditure The

otherwise inelastic resources of the pro

vmces expended from Rs 8 258 lakhs in

1937 38 to Rs 9 087 lakhs m 1940 41 as the

provinces became masters of their own

shows under provincial autonomy

2 How is the money so raised to be

used ? If the revenue from taxation is to

be employed for the benefit of the public

or for developing them economically or

culturally, a high level of taxation would

be considered by the people as a blessing

in disguise

3 Level of income Taxation can give

high yield only if incomes develop, hence

a high level of taxation assumes . a pros

perously growing economy

4 Underlying the question of the level

of taxation is the psychology of the people

taxed People must be convinced that

they are taxing themselves for their own

benefit It is political freedom alone

therefore that can create the proper

atmosphere for a high level of taxation in

India.

INFLATION VND POST WAR SLUMP

Inflation creat d prosperity is topsy turvy

and hence shaky, While a small section

of the population at the top got bloated,

it caused emaciation throughout at the

bottom The orgy of war gave no time

for thinking and the inflation induced

revelry went on The first peace time

monetary problem is how to substitute a

leal impetus for economic progress in

place of the one provided by inflation

The note circulation in August, 1945, was

Rs 1,132 crores as’against the pre war note

circulation of Rs 187 crores It is

apparent that the peace time structure

cannot absorb this plethora of currency

Deflation of currency is therefore inevi-

table But if the superfluous currency is

mopped up under a plan the nasty effects

of deflation can be avoided

Public administration in India (Central,

Provincial and Local) must fill in the

breach caused by cessation of war time

expenditure There is so much to be

done in the field of social services and

economic development that a well planned

programme of public borrowing must be
the sheet anchor of India’s post war

economy

Another form of surplus purchasing

power that needs ustful canalising is the

idle deposits of the scheduled banks in

India The demaud liabilities of scheduled

banks in India increased from' Rs 130
crores in 1938 39 to Rs 629 crores in

August, 1945 This purchasing power is,

lying m ambush for investment wmch
can create a runaway boom if left

untramelled and can also lay foundations

of prosperity if afforded opportunities of

building the country s economy Planners

or plans must take up this challenge
WINNING PEACE

The war has been won The more
urgent problem now is to win peace
On the economic front the battle must be
waged to banish poverty, not in abstract
bat m concrete The five giants—want.



ignorance, disease, squalor and idleness

must be kilted The post war civilization

must be one in which the common people

can fully share in the good things of life

with the few because in the words of

James Wilson We can little hope to

improve the mental and moral condition of

a people while their physical state is

deplorable” This menace to postwar

peace, national and international, the social-

security schemes in different nations seek

to remove

The lesson of this war is that peace i«

indivisible and pov erty anywhere constitutes

danger everywhere Let the national and

international planners work in that light

EXPERIMENTS IN EDUCATION

India This is an education which has

been mainly academic and mental, bounded

by books on all sides It gave a good

deal of attention to the training of individual

character—the intimacy of relationship bet

ween the teacher and the pupil ensured it

—but neither practical nor social training

found a recognized and clear cut place in it

If we study the matter earefullv we will

find that there was, at that stage some

justification for this over emphasis on the

academic aspect During the medieval period

life was so organized that many agencies

other than the school, naturally looked after

ceitain aspects of education which, under

the changed circumstances of modem life,

have been brought under the purview of

the school The family was a definite social

they came to the ‘Madrasa or the ‘Maktab

or the Patshaia or the 'Guru' they did not

ask for or receive a comprehensive, all-

round education but were taught primarily

through books and the spoken word, and

their sjllabus comprised mainly of langu-

ages religion and certain studies associated

with religion In those days, before the

printing machine was invented, books were

much more costly and rare and their

mastery was looked upon as a great

accomplishment So there grew up in Indian

education a tradition compounded of religion,

individualism and the academic approach

The scholars who passed out of these in-

stitutions were neither trained, nor hankered

after official jobs, they were people who

had received a scholastic cum religious educa-

tion But the comparative narrowness of

the curriculum the exaltation of the written

and vocational unit and the child received word and the excessi/e use of the memory

most of his social, and some of his voca did take their revenge on this education,

tional, training through active participation It degenerated, iq its later days into forma*

in family life and occupations Then, there lism, verbalism and the memorizing of other

were centres of apprent ceship and associa- peoples ideas and opinions Hence, in the

tions for training artisans and craftsmen 19»h century, there was a general, impatient

where children could receive the necessary desire for a change—a change in educational

modicum of technical education. When as well as in cultural and social life
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In what way did this change come about?
The usual reply is that the introduction of

the present system of English education

brought about a radical change in the

situation I am afraid it is not possible for

me to subscribe to this view There were
no radical changes, no new experiments in

education when English became the medium
of instruction and, as a language took prece-

dence over Indian and other oriental langu

ages in the curriculum There was the

same teaching of set and prescribed text

books, the same pre occupation with sharply

defined subjects,' the same emphasis on
the study of words, the same ta\ing of

the memory, the same smoke screening of

life by the book 1 The only marked
difference was that the pale glow of religion

which had cast a halo round education was
swept away and it emerged definitely as a

secular activity. It wduld not save your
sduI but it might secure you a job

I do not mean to suggest, however,
that this impact of English culture and
civilization on India had no important
aftermath for our life or education It had
a kind of deferred action—like that of the
time bomb. It set into motion new social,

political and cultural movements—a desire
to study western ways of thought and life

a quickening of interest in modern science,

a straining towards the new revolution that

was slowly shaping itself with the object
of bringing the "common man” into his

own and an impatience of the many fetters,

eternal and external, that had held the
Indian economy captive But all this did
not react directly and quickly on the educa-
tional inertia, for education has, at all times
suffered from what is usually known as a

T9

'time Jag The forms changed bat for a

long time the spirit and methods continued
unaltered

The leaven ol new ideas was, however,
slowly woiking all the time, partly ,n
response to the developing Indian situation

and partly on account of the impact of new
educational movements from the West
The existing educational system had been
weighed over and over again and found
wanting—even in its narrow objective of
equipping students to earn their living It
was a single tract system, carrying every
one, who cared to travel, through the book-
school across the Matriculation style, to-
wards the goal of the University degree,
ending very often in unemployment Thus
it failed to impinge on the multifarionsncss
of life at many points or to tram students
to partcipate in its reconstruction On the
other hand, since the end of the first World
War in most western countries education
had turned over a new leaf and new ex
periments and ideas, new methods and
slogans were in the air—Freedom, Activity,
Cooperation, Individualuy, Child centncism

Under the stress of these two sets of
forces, one can d,scent two mam tendencies
in Indian education—a desire to vocation
alire education and link ,t more close ,

with industry and productive work and a
'

readiness tn try new experiments in educational
technique and methods—with the object of
releasing the creative .mpnlses of children
and securing the maximum development of
their personality Thete have also beensome valuable attempts to harmonize, w„h.n a single educational system, lhe va ,

implicit rn these two trends and ,0
Judtan or Indo Islam,c culture and
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Instances of such attempts may be seen tn

the work of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan at

Aligarh, of Dr Tagore at Shanti Niketan

and later of Mahatma Gandhi at Sevagtara

and Dr Zakir Husain at Delhi They have

not been content merely with boirowing

what the West may offer, they tried to

exploit the inner resources of the Indian

genius and culture m order to put new

life and meaning into education

Barring these special institutions how

ever if we survey the Indian horizon as

a whole we find a large number of rather

scattered educational experiments all over

the country—there are several good

Montesson and Nursery Schools some more

or less sporadic attempts at wotking out

the Dalton Plan a fine experiment with the

Project method at Moga a few pioneering

schools like Vidya Bhawan trying out ideas

of freedom activity and happiness for

children They are valuable so far as they

go, but they are generally scattered and

unco ordinated and have not been assimi

lated into the general educational system

of the country This is so because most

of them do not represent any dynamic or

original response to the nascent needs and

iorces of Indian life but are, in the minn

well meant though rather unmspiring

attempts at copying western experiments

BASIC EDUCATION

Of a different order and more significant

in its implication is the attempt at educa

tional reconstruction associated with the

Scheme of Basic National Education which

has been partly incorporated m the Plan

for Post war Educational Development in

India It would not be right to say that

' it is an entirely novel or revolutionary

educational doctrine, for it has many points

of resemblance with progressive educational

movements m other lands But ia its

fundamental approach and emphasis, its

deeper inspiration it does represent the original

response of the Indian mind to the peculiar

Indian situation It accepts, no doubt, the

principle of Activity, which it shares with other

educational movements, but it arrives there not

through the orthodox psychological approach,

but through the doorway of practical ex*

perience through observing and sharing

in the life ol the masses Men learn

through work, through craft, through pro

ductive activity Knowledge does not drop

into their lap like manna from heaven, it

has to be hewn out of their daily needs

and experiences If that is so—and how

can any one but the ivory tower academi

cian deny it?—the school can be brought

nearer to life only by being broadbasedoo

the bedrock of intelligent, productive work

Through this approach, the object is to

give the rural population a sounder system

of eduction, coterminous with their life, and

the output of children’s craft work is also

expected to meet a good part of the

educational expenditure How far experience

will justify this financial optimism it is too

early to say But there can be no deny

ing the fact that the scheme is having »

vitalizing effect on the sleepy hollow of

the school I have seen scores of Basic

Schools in different parts of the country

and speaking generally, I think it can be

claimed that, wherever the true spirit of

Basic Education has knocked and been

admitted, even in ordinary schools, it has

touched the dawn of children’s life with

joy, hope and activity No doubt m the
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Vast field of Indian education quantitatively
Baste Education is at present nothing more
than a gesture But the gesture is also a
beacon of light and hope!

1 do "Of. however, wish to convey the
impression that I attach undue importance
to any particular methnd or system There
13 one th'"g that far transcends methods
systems, curricula, organization, every thing
—the ability, the integrity, the personality
and the attitude of the teacher Traditional
education did hold the teacher tn the
highest esteem

, now he is regarded as a
somewhat depressed social worker and his
worth is computed at so many or so few

rupees per month If we wish to stimulate
and keep alive the spirit of experiment in
education, we must attract to the teaching
profession men of the right calibre
we must secure for them favourable
conditions of work, both maler.al and
intellectual, and we must grant them the
proper socral status Without it, we can
nerther have good nor progressive nor
experimental education If ,he teacher
IS really good, all else wrll be added
unto him, if he is poor, socially 0r
intellectually, even the finest gold will
turn into ashes m his hands 1-Broadcast
from Delhi

DRUGS WITHOUT DOCTORS
By Mr H J C LARWOOD, msc

|

ISTENING to the radio one evening, to say that India
l found myself idly turning the

pages of a widely distributed magazine
published ,n India The number of
advertisements for patent medicines struck
mY attention, so I began to count them
Making categories such as ‘electrical’,

foodstuffs’, ‘beauty preparations’ and so
0n* I classified the advertisements and
found that the number m * proprietary
medicines

' far exceeded that in any
other class

Now this is no worse than the state of
a Uus in England just before the war,
when one sixth of the advertising space in

,

‘
da,1,es '» and one third of that m some

weeklies’, was filled with exhortations to

*!_y this, that or the other remedy * But
'An estmate given

,,
,s n ° worse than any

other country „ to evade the rssue You
will notice that I say ' no h (h
advertising ol patent medicines, then so
very wrong? I believe that lt ,3

In the first place such advertisements
suggest that the reader rs suffering fnaouch and such a disease Open amagazine and see how many proprietors“P'“ 7 f°

5t °f « from time totime suffer from mmor
discomforts, we ge, an attack of invest,onthrough eating unwisely, we dev “,

““
oough, our gums Meed when we use anew, stiff toothbrush The advert

of tuberculosis n,-. ... . .

stage

tTT10

’

513" - SZ*** Wtvw.
— drugs

^
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at one time or another They ate so

powerful that once aroused >t is easy

to play upon our credulity and faith

in the printed word and to convince us

that the remedy which the proprietor has

to offer will, indeed cure us And it

usually does—because such temporary dis

abilities would in any case have mended

themselves in a day or two Indeed the

medicinal content or many remedies is so

small that any effect they produce must be

largely by suggestion Yet in all fairness

it is probably true that mac/ do tave a

beneficial effect a laxative may frequently

be valuable if not used to excess, and

some oils are no doubt good for the hair

(although I am sceptical of claims that they

increase the memory and stimulate the

brain) Certainly I would not go as far as

to say that many are harmful bnt that is

not the point The little good they do in

isolated cases cannot offset the rear or

what is worse the false security that they

arouse in others

And what if the pain before meals is

due to an ulcer? What if the cough does

indicate consumpt on ? The remedy may

bring a measure or relief to that too—for a

certain period The trouble lies in the fact

that bv the time the remedy has ceased

to be efficacious the malady is well estab

listed and if a doctor is now appealed to

he is not in such a good position to effect

a cure as he would hate been at the

beginning I »m not suggesting for a

moment, that 1 think that all doctors can

cure all patients of all diseases. I am
fully aware of the lim tations of medical

knowledge Yet it seems reasonable to

suppose that an early diagnons by a man

or woman who, after all, has spent some

years m studying disease and practising

its cure is more likely to lead to success

ful treatment One of the worst aspects

of many advertisements is the suggestion they

frequently carry that even if you did go to a

doctor he would simply recommend the same

proprietary medicine This is an argument

which is the more plausible in India where

the doctor relies for his living chiefly upon

the drugs he sells It is regrettably true

everywhere that the medical man as much

as the layman, is subject to his own type

of propaganda Adveitisements in pro

fessional journals as well as tasteful and

expensive circulars often persuade him to

use an attractively produced product

instead of an equally effective and much

cheaper prescription he could make up

himself

It seems such an obvious argument,

tins that in the case of a recurrent

discomfort it is better to seek expert

advice that it is hard to find a reason

for the immense sales which patent

medicines have Just how immense the

sale is is indicated by the fact that

in England before the war neaily as

much money was spent on patent

medicines as on hospital services I*

it that they cost less } Most emphatically

this is not so If the more reputable

products for which a formula is given,

can be made for a small fraction of the

selling price,* it is probable that the less

respectable are making even greater profits

Is it, then, that they are more easily

•jTha truo \ b'ub of the average la ^ui^palcot

a penny end ti»oponce
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obtained ? It is true that India is short oi

doctors but I question whether drug stores

are more common than doctors None of

these explanation^ satisfy and it would

seem that the observation of Lord Horder,*

that a mysterious cure is preferred to one

involving a plain statement of the Cause

of the disease, and of its cure is as true

of India as of England If this is so

what can be done about it ? Two
methods of attack present themselves

legislation and education

The menace ot the patent medicine

trade has been recognized at least for

forty years in England During that ttme

numerous committees have sat and

counties1
? measures to control the evil

have been discussed—with very slight

results Even the modest recommendations

of the 1914 Committee has had little effect

It was then proposed that manufacturers

should be registered, that the contents of

medicines should be stated and that the

advertisements should be subject to censor-

ship The aim of the last recommendation
was to prevent the appearance of advertise

ments which were definitely misleading and
which would encourage people to waste

their money It is tins censorship which

is most needed in India to day How
many remedies for the cure of diabetes do
you see ? Vet I believe it is still tiue to

say that this disease can be controlled

only by insulin, and that if a cure is

possible it is only by prolonged dietetic

treatment under expert guidance The case

of diabetes is not isolated I have seen

adveil'semenls for alleged cures of sexual

•Quoted m Finpson, E S Inti Med Gazelle,
Cebnituy, 14J9

disorders, tuberculosis, piles, deafness and
asthma That they may be successful in

isolated cases, I do not doubt, but I da

suggest that in the majority of cases they

are bound to be ineffectual and a waste

of money

But this is a digression Returning to

the legal safeguarding of the public, how
much was achieved? Apart from the Act
which forbade all but qualified doctors

from treating venereal diseases, and which
prohibited the advertisement of alleged

cures, very little had been done So that

in England, as in India, at a time when
the people are becoming increasingly
' health conscious

, there remains this

pernicious exploitation of the nation's fear

and ignorance The reasons for this regret-

able state of affairs are complex, but one
of them, at least, may be suggested the
influence of the press upon the politician,

and the control of the press by the
advettisers

There remains, then, the second method
of combatting the evil—education A short
while ago the annual representative meeting
ol the British Medical Association passed
unanimously a resolution declaring that
'the education of the public on the mere-
tncious claims of patent loods, drinks
medicines, etc, should be mtens.fied
immediately ¥ This statement would apply
equally well to India Early last year Sir
A V Hill said that India’s problems were
largely biological, and this JS truo not only
in connection with agriculture and food
Biology is growing ,n Indian schools and
universities but not fast enough l have
met zoologists and botanists doing first.

* CiU3tcd th0 Economist,
, January Gth7m£*
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rate work in the universities—but they

ate so few in number It is not a hand

ful of specialists which is needed but an

attitude on the part of evetyone Biology

is the science of life, and as such it

should permeate the outlook of every man

and wflooo Only when it rioes, shall we

be able to hope that the specious claims

of high sounding names that at present

waste the money and dissipate the hopes

ol suffering thousands will be assessed at

their proper value

Paper-Making as a Cottage Industry
By Prof R ViSWESWAR RAO ma.bt

FROM a press report it appears that hand

made paper also has been included for

purposes of the recent paper control order of

the Government One may say that in the face

ot these orders the position of this industry

will be precarious and it is iruty said that the

Government by this order has ' restricted the

use of paper without any indication of its in

tention to make simultaneous efforts to increase

production One can easily say that such a

control will defeat its own purpose if it is the

intention of the Government to restrict the use

of paper, it is all right
,
but Government must

be aware ol the increasing difficulties expert

enced by the public, in obtaiaing supplies ol

paper Much can be done only by increasing

production of paper thereby relieving the

difficulties of the consumers

Even witfTthe decision of the Government

to comman Jeer a major part of the paper

produced by the Indian Mills, the problem of

adequate supplies of paper for public use

began to attract the notice of the people The
situation was also aggravated by the fact that

beforethe war, we were importing paste board

pulp etc, to the tune of nearty 4 crores of

rupees per year and the present war has thrown

us on our own resources as for many other

things of everyday need Imports of paper,

paste board etc have been curtailed Even

the Indian Mills could not cope with the

situation since their productive capacity could

not be increased all cn a sudden

With the Government having control over

the supply and price ol mill made paper, the

acute shortage is bound to persist unless hand

made paper industry is fostered, which has

great potentialities Now if hand made paper

also is brought within the orbit of the new
control orders it only means that the Govern-

ment want to impose cuts without encouraging

an increase in production

POTENTIAL TIES OF THE INDUSTR\

This industry, m fact, flourished all over

India up to 1S70 After that, various causes

especially the importation of paper from

abroad and establishment of paper mills

contributed to its decline It did not die out

completely, however, thanks to the 'Ssbuhar*
who still prefers to use hand made paper for

h s accounts bo iks As a part of the pro*

gramme of enccuragement and revival of

village industries, the Ail India Village Indus*
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tries Association, Wardha, has secured a

considerable patronage for hand made paper
and is making vigorous propaganda for its

use It is, indeed, a simple industry needing
little equipment and within the capacity of

even women and children at home The
processes involved are chiefly two— one,

whereby the constituent fibres of the material

used are reduced to a condition of minute
sub division and the other whereby they

ire brought together to form a single fabric

or sheet This industry has, therefore,

great potentialities in the direction of giving

gainful occupation to the abundant labour

force xve have in India, if only it

is put on its feet once again and

«ude to work along modern scientific

lines which is what the All India

Village Industries Association is trying to

do Indeed, modern scientific knowledge
can be brought to bear on the industry in

order to make it more effluent so that

gainful occupation is provided and rural

life improved Even if our educated

employed take to this industry, they can
not only earn a modest livelihood but per
lorm a public service Even alter the war
this industry is bound to thrive

U r HOW GOVERNMENT CAN HELP

Indeed, the Government can finance these

centres to enable them to purchase raw
materials and equipment through co opera-
tive societies and give grants in aid to

educated people who will come forward to

start industries of their own We have also
to provide for facilities for marketing Then
Government can, indeed, put the industry
on a sound basis Even tariff protection is

to be given to hand made paper Let it

not be thought for a moment that this is

an artificial industry which will be extin-

guished with the return of the piping days
of peace

With the spread of literacy, we are bound
to have greater demand for paper The
civilization of a country is shown by the
consumption of paper The consumption
of paper per head per annum in various
countries is as under

USA
Great Britain

Germany

Trance

Belgium

Japan

Egypt

India ^

122 lbs

81 ,

48

40 ,

oQ „
18

0 „
lens than 1 lb

Thus ,l can easily be seen that 1 1 hand,
made paper centres are developed, they not
only offer a perpetual source of employ,
ment, but also relieve ns a good deal from
the acute shortage of paper This subject
can be made a compulsory subject of study
in our high schools so that they can be
self sufncient Even mjails, paper making can
be introduced as a cottage industry Thus,
it is hoped that the Government tv 11 take
steps for the development of this industry
and exempt it from the control orders I* ma,
not be out of place to mention that the
cost of hand made paper depends upon the
ratv materials used and the labour spent
over ,t It ,s earnestly hoped that public
opinion tv, II assert „self ,h„ aspect „f

-rte problem ' Eternal vigilance as ProfeSsorH-M Lask, says, ,s the pr,„ „f

It IS a good tmng many Provincial Govern-
-tennis a „d I„d,a„ StateSi ,,ke
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Mysore and Hyderabad, base begun-trt tahe ..tempt, made lor the resusc,tattoo -

interest to the industry and hate done much tndnstries I.t. earnestly hoped that the

in this direction One may note .bat if h.nd Go.einm.ntn.il create. M> «'

made paper centre, are started thronghon, the hand mad. paper centres »d ..

8^
length and breadth of the country the question them on a sound basis, so th ,

of transport also dots uui •••- * • *
,

outer,,1, needed for tins industry are found We can no longer depend upon imported

jn abundance in various rarts of the count. y paper The true basis of freedom

As preliminary process of the produ tmn of economic independence which we canno

pulp appears more di n ult than the rest have unless we are self sufficient Se-

this can he done by the use of power sum ienry is the keynote of Swaiaj while

driven machinery and the pulp so got may dependence on others is the he>note o

be distributed to the paper libers at slavery One would only wish that in the

reasonable rates at Government controlled schemes for post war planning, the place

centres so that the paper lifter is not of small scale and cottage Industael will

exploited in any way Many have already be properly appreciated so that there can

taken steps in this direction be a balanced economy in the country.

CONCLUSION ,
.
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FOLK-SONGS OF KASHMIR
By Prof S N DHAR

KASHMIRI, the vernacular of Kashmir,

has descended from Sanskrit

Actually ICashmm is a very old language

Dating Muslim, rule, it was enriched by
Persian diction, and later on in the

modern period, Urdu and Hindi have been

influencing it considerably Kashmiri has

had a rich literature It yet lives in its

songs, the folk songs, which form a

veritable " literature of the people ’ of

Kashmir In the Golden *Valley, with its

abundant^ heauties of nature and man it

was but natural for some unknown hoary

folk bard to have started the immortal

vogue ol folksongs

Folk sorgs in Kashmir preserve the

tnyths, customs, traditions and legends of

by gone days Thanks to Sir George

Grierson, Sir Aurel Stein, Rev J Hinton
Knowles, and Prof Davendra Satyarthi

Kashmui folk lore has been revived Thev
are current m every rural home in

Kashmir Rural itinerant minstrels usually

carry a Dahra, an iron rod with Joose

iron rings on it, and when they sing folk-

sings they shake the rings skilfutly up
and down so as to produce a pleasing

, ) ngle These mmistiels have mostly passed

on the folk songs by word ol mouth down
through the ages

Kashmiri folk songs present considerable

variety in theme, content and form They
can be broadly classified into opera and
dancing songs pastoral lore, romantic
ballads, play songs, semi mystic songs etc

Then there are other songs sung during
parlicula* seasons or in accompaniment to

certain occupations Boatmen, labourers,

seed sowers harvesters, embroiderers, papier-

mache makers, milk men, *affron reapers,

shepherds, village belles fetching water,

grinding stacking or weeding paddy, sing

their different melodious folk songs m
ch >rus Yet others are sung as lullabies

or cradle songs, or at the birth and the

naming of a child or at its circumcision of
sacred thread ceremonies Tl en there are

wedding songs sung in chorus by women
79

at and before marriage ceremonies Dirges,

ponularly known as Van, are sung in

chorus by the women after the death of
old persons in the family

The predominant theme of folk songs is

a woman s touching plaint about her

strayed lover who has deserted her Here
is a typical love song

O you mu&t toll mo
\V hero my boy has gono
la he a four.tai i in hfo a garden
Or a well of hoc tar, street and delicious 9

The last two lines evince the power of

exquisite imagery of the unkown folk bard
These love songs are chaste, simple and
pathetic The love sick maiden consoles

herself in these words

My lo\ e is out to tend bi» goats
tnd ho must be went ing a garland there
A garland of fresh dowj

, sosan flowers
For me, ye maidens

The serpentine and calmly flowing river

of the Valley, the Jhelum, forms the just

theme of folk songs

O thou slow motion? 1 Jlict im J

For llico let mo de\ ote my all 0 Jhelum
How groat i* thy stateliness I

Tor theo lot mo do\ oto my nil O Jhelum

Kashmiri peasant women sing praises of
the majestic and beautiful tree of Kashmir

—

the chinar The beauty of its leaf is thus
SUDg

To mo O chinar leaf i ly lave has sent thro,
- My ell, O cupid, ahall I tat rifico for theo

Tho i art O chinar leaf a pnn o of beauty
Mj all O Cupid, shall I sacrifice for thoo

Saffron is one of the most beautiful
products of Kashmir Saffron fields of
Pampur, at a distance of 8 miles from
Srinagar, are famous Peasants, both men
and women, sing exquisite folk songs while
picking saffron flowers A part of a love
song is

„
" 60t anay my darling

Saffron flowers caught him in fragrant embrace.O ho is tbero and ah me I I m here" he«. »» ere, O God would I see hw face J

A vllage gtil may sing a conceit m
sweet tones

Frou 1 o f Ihe self art thou,
0 saffron flower 1
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Tat lovelier thin thee «ni X.

O saTron flower 1

The labouring folk hardly enjoy the loved

product of their labour or its usufruct

which goes to the contractor’s store and

they feel the poignant separation of the

enchanting flower ns they express id

The touching refrain of the song is

reminiscent of the wonderful view of the

saffron blossom which is especially charm

ing in full moon or at surnse or sunset

Saffron pilferers actual or aspirant lustily

shout the humorous doggerel

At Vaini-ore are the saffron fell*

Haro footed 1 si *11 stool saffron

M) fir 1 v ps st V ijihrar

V\ hv si oul 1 1 run tl ere

The poor Kashmiri peasants may
not afford to use the shawl, Kashmirs

world famous product of art but they spin

its wool and love its beauty The onde

happily sings

Shawl wool shall I spin with ray own hands.
Anil shall get it dyed in saffron colour

In a wedding song * the bridegroom’s

mother leads the chorus

\ou pretty damsel* etay liera to night.
Oh I do sing in honour of the Sultan of India

His wife s people claim him as their own.
And I shall deebrate 1 is bed with mica

The marriage ceremony is pteceded by
the so called " Henna Night”, when the

hands and feet of the bride and bridegroom

are dyed in henna, while w„mea sing

chorus songs* far into the night

We congratulate you on your henna night ’

\o i hai a been blessed with God a mercy
' May you be Bafo from danger and accidents,

May God remove your difficulties

The beauty of the bride is fitly song by
the rustic muse in such songs*

Our belle 14 robed in tnualin,

\V ho has delved their

* Collected by Mr Mohammad Yoosaf Farouoi, S P
College Student,

- The bride'

sing.
Livelong. O groom

mother and her relative:

I will ndurn thy sword With tl » lotu ,

O come Uf 1 > our «uir. -

The rose is the emblem of the bride*

groom in another wedding prayer!

May it i« to». Mosttin f >tlU OC»M ^

^

Spring is the season when fruit trees

look resplendent in their v anegated blossoms

and the shephered girl addresses, the Marg,

a meadow
far off forosls 1 ava all blossomed forth,

Iloat not thou beard of me myLoieT
Mountain Ishrw like Tar Sar are oil full of

(lowers

Hast not lliou heard of me, my Lover

Ni t unolfto do rural women work at*

the spinning u heel To the accompaniment

of this simple occupation, they sweetly horn

soogs, such as

On my mat fn ray boras i» perilled my epinwns
wheel

1 wb« I it an J wear e threads out of It

The imagination of the folk ns#s to

poetic heights id the cradle songs The -

peasant mother, comparing her darling to

her earring, her loved ornament, sings!

I rock lime ray oar ring I rock theo
Thou art the God of Lov eat evening.
And the sun at early morning,
1 rock l hew, my oar nog, I rook tlioe

All these kinds of folk lore contain the

essentials of folksongs in that they have

been verbally communicated from one

generation of rustic and pastoral bards

minstrels and the peasantry in general, to

the other generation, and that they »ie

sung at labour, dance, play or traditional

ceremonies or craft occupations The unique

characteristic of intricate vowel sooods
Coupled with I quid consonants of *he

Kashrsui language is reflected 10 its folk*

songs, rendering them sweet intone and

alliterative in form The simplicity of the

theme and content of folksongs is matched
by their imaginative, poetic fervour No
definite verse forms have hampered the

poetic inspirations of the rustic Muse,
The exquisite singing quality of the
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folk sgngs is appreciated by even the ear

of the foreigner

Romantic ballads, orig nally sung by the

peasantry and which have passed on

verbally; have had and continue to have

Universal appeal among the Kashmiri folk

Many a line from folk tales are on the

lips of villagers They sing the highly

contemplative lines from S/ttrtu KItusroo

Maddened by bewitching bhlriu

Khusroo went to batter the mountain
To whom did this world pro\ o faithful

Alas, wlio killed you you lout one

In a wedding song, the new couple may
be compared to the legendary lovers

Htmal nii<jl Nagrar, thus

N«.grat will tnLo bis seat on the golden carpet

And shall taka away Ejmal In the pearly

palanquin!

Dirges are sung by women m chorus

after any death m the family Their

poignant humour is touching as in

The Uahm came and camo tho patient

(seemingly) improved
Tho pyro will bo mado of sandal wood

Ruph or Dance Songs are delightful to

hear when groups of girls or women stand

in lines, interlocking their arms round
each other s waist and heave forwards and
backwards, giving themselves a wavy
motion They sing only a Couplet

in chorus for instance.

Awake, awaki, O av> eot hyacinth.
Come on, let ua dance, 0 sweet hyacinth

This couplet is melodiously repeated

over and over again—producing an
excellent effect of rhythm

Present day folk lore has not substantially

added to the past, rich folk lore of Kashmir
Like most folk lure it is not high in point

of prosody but what matters is, that it is

spontaneous and through it vibrates the

very life of the masses of Kashmir, whose
simple habits, bygone customs, loved
traditions and past and present agrarian

hie are fitly mirrored in it It throws
open vast fields of activity for sustained

research, so that it may be preserved,

revived and rendered dynamic

ANCIENT HINDU POLITY
Bv Mr K. BALASUBRAMANIA IYER, da.bl,

THE Study of the Constitutional History

of ancient India is a very fascinating

one Full of fruitful lessons for the future

of India, it should necessarily form part of

the cultural education of the Indian patriot and
politician Unit! recently, very Incorrect

notions were entertained in India and out*

side -about the polity of ancient Indian

Slates They were characterised as primi-

tive and despotic The phrase ‘Oriental

Despotism* has been dinned into our ears

anl IndUV fitness for democratic institu-

tions was seriously doubted as they were
said to be of exotic growth unsutted to

the Indian soil But these ideas will have
to be largely revised if we begin to read

aright the constitutional history of our
country in the light of the brilliant

tesearches conducted by a scholar of the

eminence of the late Dr K. P. Jayaswal,

the second and enlarged edition of whose
work on “Hindu Polity * has been recently

published The sources of our information

extend over the vast field of Hindu litera

ture—Vedic, Sastraic, classical and Praknta
and the South Indian languages and also
the inscripUonal and numismatic records of
the country To Arrive at a correct conclusion
after careful sifting of the available data
and the ascertainment of facts emanating
therefrom and the adjudgment of the sound
and legitimate inferences ftom them is,

indeed, a difficult task requiring the ex-
ercise of sober and impartial judgment Wo
have to avoid the tendency, often tempting,

• Hindu Polity—a ConstitutionaJ History of Indiam Hindu Times Farts I &. II K P Jayoswal, ji.a
(Oxa ), Pb r> (Hons Patna Umv ) Tha Uangaloru
Printing & Publishing Cd , Ud Avoilablo of
G. A Jiotcsan L Co , Madras Price Its 7.
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to import consciously or unconsciously our

own modern ideas of democratic institutions

into the statements, and terminology used

by the ancients—ideas which might have

been remote from the minds of the authors

Fortunately for us, theie is a branch of

technical literature on ‘Hindu Politics called

the Aithasastra which contains a wealth of

material Many works have now been lost

But those that remain famish still useful

information for instance, the Aitha Sastra

of Kautilya, Somadevas Nitivakyamrita

Kamandahas Nitisara and Snkraniti These

contain references to still older authors and

treatises The topic of Raja Niti or Raja

Dharaa is also dealt with in separate chapters

by the Mahabharata, and by the Agni Parana

and by Other Dharma Sastra writers Thus

the range is vast, the period covered is

immense, going back to dim antiquity and

the references are copious

There is no doubt that the Hindu race

has experimented in great and various

systems of state and political machinery

The eailiest reference to popular assemblies

and institutions is found in the Vedas We
find therein frequent mention of the Samm
and the Sabha in many contexts From
all these Dr K P Jayaswal rightly con

eludes that the Samm and the Sabha were

national assemblies of the people who had

the power of electing the king, whose
deliberations the king should attend and

who discussed questions ol State policy That

every young man had the opportunity to

lake part in the Sahha is well seen from

the oft repeated Vedic prayer Sabheyo
Vuva" ’ May the j outh be fit for the

assembly In short, in Vedic limes the

Samiti. Sahha and Sena se^m, to have

been three coexisting institutions with specific

allotted functions civil, criminal aod military

respectively

Peihaps, the most revealing pottion of
this stuly* is the clear proof of the

existence of Hindu republics, showing that
monarchy was not the only form of govern*
ment known to the Hindus The Ute
Dr Jayaswal s most notable contribution is

heie He was the first to establish the

true significance of the terms ‘Gana and

‘Sangha’ which were wrongly interpreted by

Orientalists like Dr. Fleet and Momer

Williams, as denoting a tribe The Avadana-

Sataka a work relating to the time of the

Lord Buddha refers clearly to the fact

that at that time some countries were ruled

by Ganas and some by kings A whole

chapter in the Santhi Parva of the Maha

bharata is devoted to a discussion of the

characteristics of these Ganas
^

This dis-

cussion makes it clear that ‘Gana refers to

a political community a kind of Parliamen-

tary government The names of some of

these republics such as the Kshudrakas and

the Malavas are mentioned by the great

Grammarian Panim and also later, by Greek

writers who were historians of Alexanders

invasion cl India The Andhaka VrishnU

who are also mentioned by Panim and

the Greek writers are famous in Porana

literature To them belongs the great Srt

Krishna, the Paradevata of the Vnshnis as

the Bhagavata says It is clear, even, from

the Puraoic references that there was no

king among this community. It was a kind

of a joint league of two republics They

were a Sangha as mentioned by Kautilya

Dr Jayaswal states that the Adhaka Vtishot

league had a joint Federal Constitution,

where executive power was vested in two

leaders with their respective vargas repre-

senting each division Panim refers li ««e

Akrura Varga and the Vasud*-va Varga

The dual groups are mentioned by Katya

yana as Sim Vasudeva, Ugrasen » Vasudeva

and Akrura Vasudeva Most probably(
'he

leaders changed from time to lime and were

elected Though Vasudeva «> the leader

of the Andh«ka VuShni league, he was not

a king When the Agra Puja or the fir'f

honour was proposed to be given to Sri

Krishna among the assembled kings at

the great Rajasuya sacrifice performed by
Yudhishlta, bisupala, King of the Chedis,

strongly objected to this step on the grouod
that Su Kushna was not a king and that

lie did not therefore deserve the fust honour
among the assembled hosts of kings He
argued that the rule observed was to give the

first honour to one who was cither a priest
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or Agharya or a King and Sri Krishna was
nooe of these In the spirited defence made
by Bhisma, this point was not contested

Bat he praises Krishna as the great Narayana
who has incarnated into the world as Vasu
deva and says that, therefore, he was priest

Acharya, and King all rolled into one (vide

Sabha Parva Ch 33 SI 22) It is also

noteworthy that nowhere in the Mahabharata
or ii} the Bhagavata s Sn Krishna referred

to as the King of the Andhaka Vnshnis
The Bhagavata- uses the word * Iswara

There is a very interesting episode in the

Santhi Parva Chap 81, which throws a flood

of light on the position of Sn Krishna among
the Vushms and the polity of the Andhaka
Vnshnis There a conversation between
Krishna and Narada is narrated, in which
Krishna is said to put his difficulties as the

leader of the Vnshnis to his Inend Narada
and the latter is said to give his solution

The advice given by Narada has a quite

modern ring about it and may very well be
taken to heait by the party leaders of the

present day, too He says, ‘ In a republic

dangers are of two kinds, the external one
and the internal oae It is the internal

difficulty which is present in this case ,
use

then a weapon which is not made of steel,

which is very mild and capable of piercing

all hearts The weapon is this Recognition
of mem in others and honouring them
mildness, straightforwardness, toleration and
constant entertainment None but a great

nian, one of master mind and commanding
a following can successfully extrt himself in

carrying on high political responsibility
’

Even m the monarchical states during
Vedic times and the period to which the

Buddhist Jatakas relate, the Kingship was on
the basis of election Though in later

history, kingship became hereditary, still in

the Coronation ceremonies especially in the

Coronation oath, the theory of election was
presumed When there was a failure of
hens, the ministers elected the King with the

consent of the people The great Greek
writer, Magasthenes, wrote that ‘when a

failure of heirs occurred in the Royal House
the Indians elected their sovereign on the

principle of merit ’ According to the

Coronation oath, sovereignty vests in the

King by reason of the formula ‘ To thee

this state is given
, thou art the Director

and Regulator
,

thou art steadfast and
bearer to thee for agriculture, lor well

being for prosperity far development”
After this formula is pronounced he is made
to sit down Even during the epic period

the power of ministers to select the King
on failure of hens seems to have been m
existence When Dasaratha died and
Rama was banished to the forest, it is

said in the Ramayana, that the ministers

called Rajakartrah (King Maker) sent for

Bharata and decided ta install him on the

thr >ne When Bharata is persuaded by the

ministers to accept the throne, stress is

laid by them upon their unanimous opinion
that he should be made King They
argued that Bharalha would never be m
fault if he accepted the throne in response

to their unanimous opinion From the Artha
Sastrv and ollitr evidence, we can realise

that the Hindu monarch was more a con*
stitutional sovereign than an autocrat Hts
actions were always controlled by the

Chief Ministers and by the Council of
Ministers The Nitivakyamnta clearly states

that the King who overrides the ministers
ceases to be King in the eye of the
Constitutional Law As the Mahabharatha
put it, 'the kmg was always Paratantra'
Under the corn ol of ministers'

Thus a verj close scruimy oi the Con
sti*utional Hist iry ot ancient Indn gives
ample satisfac'ory evidences of the Jong
existence of c< mocntic instmtions of con
stitutional imp ntancc and that, far' from
India hiving be«n rul»d all over by despotic
kings, it was divided in ancient times into
monarchical states and republics, and that
even m monarchical states," the kings were
constitutional sovereign? controlled entirely
by the Council of Ministers and the popular
institutions of Paura and Janapa*da and
subject to the reign of Law established by
the sages, law givers and other wise men
among the people
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and Art

M ax bearbohm ha*

precise sentences

fur Bernard Shi

good hum

first

two subtly

admiration

of

y ‘Mr Bernard ^haw

do his wmk anywhere, all he needs is

a" tomato and aty[*writer * The second is

one of critiral insight ‘ Magnetic he

{Bernard Shaw) has the power to infect

almost everyone with the delight that he

takes tn himself " These two tributes sum

Up Stiaw s greatness as a witter th v are

the distilled qtintessen.eif ell appreciations

of the myriad minded genius the Superman

‘ Shaw
’

Bernard ^haws singular greatness was

that he was wise bef te he was great He

was wise enough to realise that his country

men are too lezv, too dull tn see greatness

unless someone to k the trouble of pointing

it out to them Of course, in his case

Sliaw was the pointer as well as the pointei

Otherwise, to speak frankly,

his pot boil M teovei

ignored which

hated
' ““

name Shaw is

Shavian ideas are

ev*»n forgotten, s

S< crates More i

‘ People get noth

whet they bung t

how coaid

would be

a worse fate than to he

The wh rhgig of Time r lied

and rolled bef «« ‘he hopes of the Egoist

materialised But sooner or later the

inevitable happrned Shavian ideas weie

passed as sane And for years now
bhsw has been roaMicate 1 digested and

assimilated till at last he has become
superannuated

In the <orewnrd to his book The

quintessence of Bernard Shaw’

Mr Heniy Charles Dufiin writes ‘The

most astomsnog thing about Bernard Shaw

is that afte sixty vears of I terary end

pnlilt al acuv ty, he is still ’ new ’

Mr Duf&n offers sound reasons for nice

Any silly interview with Bernard Shaw,

any obscui* ailicle f his to an equally

obscure dat y, will be rej rodured in the

uewapaf ers all over the wotld his

inevitable qussical Lee appealing in print

Mr Dutlio excliitns what a world 1

It is not for us to discuss here ul ether

Shaw is ccw superannuate I or not But

we must face the fact that though the

still “news”, most of

stale, out of date and

were those of Plato,

Ibsen Sliaw cues 5

g out of books except

them' So it becomes

„ d ourselves every now

i then of wbat Shaw wrote lest his

wise utterances might go tn vain

Mr Skim pole defines ShaW
“ a

Laughing Phih xopher " Another view

neatly contra liciory to -this—>» that to go

1 1 ^1 aw for entertainment is like " R0JI,jf

to Church to hear some good music

Of course both these statements have in

them s< me truth Shaw, no doubt, is a

Laughing Philosopher but his laughter i*

not the c< mic relief the easy humour of »

stein serious thinker In his Philosophy

are blended wit and wisdom in Pe,f*ct

propmtions
,
and his laughter, being highly

intellectual mnvrs our hearts *»*

describes himself (by words put into the

mouth of one of his wise characters.

Father Keegan in “John Ball’s Other

Island
)

' My way of joking t* 10 **U

the truth, it is the funniest , joke tn the

w.rld' We wilt not therefore get usele s

entertainment (which enahles us to

forget our wornes) from Shaw his pi*)*

interest us only because they make us

absorbed in hies many pnbleros

Shaw chases himself with the *'•«'**

philosophers ’— those men whose ail form

preseits an observation of life ' co originated

into a
j
Inlpso] hy or a religion " *‘e

hates the dictum, “Ait for Arts sake ,

and for Alls sake ah ne he “ woold not

Lee the toil of willing a single sentence

His heretical contention (in the pieface to

‘ Pygmalion ) tl at ‘Art slioul I never be

anythug elsa but didactic ‘ give* u1*

leader a keynot* for Shaw, just «s one

ilea a stalling p unt hr Brcwomg in I"*

assertion that **
1 tile else but the develop*

merit of the si ul is worth study” at11*

for Keats in lie detlatation that he h**
t

" loved the principle ol beauty in all things*
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When once we know that Shavian art
is nothing, if nqt didactic and Shaw’s plays
are noth u g if nut discu&M >n prays, we can
profitably study Shaw’s fanatical convictions

To begin "with morals In both morals
and religion, the. average man simply
Cannot conceive the possibility of these
being two points of view on familiar

questions. Stephen Undershaft (in Maj r

Barbara ) states the case of the average
man admirably. 'Right is right and
virong is wrong

, and that man who
cannot distinguish the two is a fool and a
rascal ” Neither he not the multitude he
stands for, is capable of hearing without
impatience the truth of lus father s did ira

Morality diffeis from man to man
Johnny Tarleton (another creation in the
gallery of Shaw 3 immortals) equally
concise " You can draw a chalk line and
make other cnaps toe it That s what
I call morality * (tins again is the average
®Uns Conception), and is deaf to Lord
Sumraerhajs’ dry comment, “Very true
But you don’t make any progress when
you are* toeing & Jiue

’’

Brte Shaw is at one with Ni^zsche and
Ibsen Like Nietzsche (Shaw was a Nietzs
chean before he ever heard of Nietzsche)
Shaw seeks to investigate “ those judgments
of values^ Good and Evil, and to
discover what intrinsic value they possess
ju themselves" And Ibsen has said
lM g°ldtn rule is that there is no gilden

rule Shaw echoes him when he says
coaduct must "justify itself by its effects

upon life and not by its conformity with
any rule” Times change and we with
I'tne

, and everyman’s soul has ns own
Court of judicature ,

Immorality becomes not a form of sin
but a mode of freedom for 4 whatever is

Contrary to established manners or customs
15 'mnjoraJ ’’ Anil ' Man Is great not by
mortifying his nature but by doing what
he wants to do" Shaw then loves a tebel

dearly as Carlyle loves a " hero’*.
Shaw hales sentimentalities, conventions,
prejudices. A sentimental hog is he (says •

Professor Higgins) who has a thick pair of

lips to kiss his wife with and a thick pair
01 shoes to kick her with Nc w for pre-
juriues Says Andrew Undeishaft, 'what is
wrong with the world is tind it scraps
everything except old prt-judices—religious,
moral and p lineal Shaw again has said
somewhere The reas nable man adjusts
himself to the world but the unreasonable
man aljusts the worl J to himself *)o all
progress depends on the unreasonable man "

These stray quotations diaclose Shavian
view of morals, virtues* and customs

Critics are fond of generahsu g too much
Here is an example a critic 6f Shaw
hazards the guess that ' Shaw, like life,
and unlike Shakespeare, is a little uncertain
on the subject of woman ’ Without
questioning the critic’s knowledge of either
Shakespeare or Shaw, we shall only say,
Nobody who has read Shakespeare and

Shaw can agree with this broa I criticism ”
Not only is Shaw quite certain on the

^subject of womar
,
but Shakespeare here

•as >11 everything, is rather uncertain on
the subject It is not a tribute to Shaw
The great Shakespearean women (Lady
Macbeth Cleopatra, or Goneri!) are great
portrayals because their portrayals are
complex (as complex as human nature)
But Shaws charterers are not life hke, ,,1
tie sense that they are rigid and sira ,
eas.ly definable and clearly scrutable'
And must, of Sluws characters are
essentially himself a poor test mouy to aplaywright who shoulj enj ,y fu || (recd
from his creations to successfully renresen*
life m all its varied aspects

„

l«Pr««nt

It .. pertinent to rerap„ u |a[8 s ,

.

str.y .de.s on love, f.mily and htme
'1W5

Love in Shaw is at
devoid of romance. I t

®° rehcalJy,

mysterious, nor divine si,
hither

aifrrls no h„„ f„t ,
' i' *». .1

by man When pa ,s ,0„
'P of

opportunity, civilized eertl.-
ur,, BEj bf

decent name ' Love " * a 8 've “ a

mlSch,ev,u3 cnlnon,.,,,. “'"'w -
* Virtue consists nnt i_

"

—

— 1

in ubt desiring u
ah fitafmng frora r1-
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Shaw explodes the myth of “family

passage of hn owe explains the (nines

of his conviction
1 Now if anjones

chililbooJ has been emhiitered by the

di.hWe of hi. mother and the ill temper of

hi! father, if his wife has ceased to cate

for h,m and he is heatidy tned of Ins

wile if Ins brother is going to law with

him over the ditis.on of the family

property, and his son acting in studied

‘dehaoce ol hi. plan, and »*" «“
hard for him to persuade himself that

passion is eternal and that blood is

thicker than water

• Home is the girl’s prison and he

womans workhouse says Shaw How

realistic a comment 1

Economics too is a favourite topic for

Shaw His economic thought fiist began

with himself he was born foor Not only

that, almost all his y0.1th had been spent

in dire poverty Therefore whatever Shaw,

says on the subject of economics is very

practical because it is steeped in his personal

experiences The best utterances of Shaw

ou die subject are
4 Property is theft

and “Poveity is the worst of all crimes

What does Poverty mean i Weakness

ignorance, uglinesss disease and death

,

wealth, on the contrary, is Stren Eth know

ledge, beauty, health and life Equality of

riches is Shaw* watchword Still he

hates a man who is poor Better jh« ‘ban

liv e Poor 1

The most characteristic woiks of Shaw are

Ins •' prefaces” Here we have an ins ght

into the powerful wniking* of Sh«w s

gigantic brain, with all its knowledge,

wisdom, wit They seem journalistic in

form as well as in content But Shaw
assures us that it is no drawback he even

goes so far as asset ling * good literature

„ ever journalistic * Only what is good

and nece«s«iy at one lime can be good

and necessary at all times

If the “prefaces" i« the quintessence of

"’’'"‘"'S. Shaw, his ** Sami J i»n ” is his masterp ece

me play is a landmark in the bistoty of

Shaw’s reputation It drew attention frtm

all varieties of men, politicians, academt-

Cians, clergymen, artists, mob, thereafter,

what Shaw said (whether wise or otherwise)

was simply gospel truth

When all has been said, comments on

thaw’s art and style should be made

Shaw s art though didactic in its appeal

is never dry as dust instead, all the,

problematic aspects in the world, are

discussed and solved in brilliant sparkling

dialogue Though his plays have no

substantial plot construction, yet the dram*

m any situation is intense and moving

That explains the popularity of his play*

Ait is in hs blood
,

and, however

much he may struggle, he cannot escape

being a super fine artist

Shaw is a gr*at stylist too He has

something to assert and he asserts to

effectively without rhetoric or eloquence

Effectiveness of assertion is the alpha aid

omega of style' But whatever he says,

effectively or no, he only says it in »n

irritating way because 4 nobody will trouble

himself with anything that does not tmuble

him Be\ter not say anything at all, than

say it softly!

There are a few Shavian precepts (or

tricks if you like) By themselves they

may sound awkward but when U'.ed by

a powerful writer like Shaw, they »ie

effective

Something has to be said of Shaw the

man It is interesting to" know Ins o® 11

opinion about himself “You must take

me as I am, a reasonable, patient,

consistent, apologetic, laborious person with

the temparament of a school master

and the pursuits of a vestryman" (Preface

to
44 Man and Superman’) Again in »

private talk with Mr Henderson (one ol

Sh»w's biographers), Shaw said of him**"
44 Many people seem to imagine that I fra

an extraordinary sort of petson The

fact is that ninety nine prr cent of me 1*

ju»t hke everybody el»e
4 Shaw is so

enigma to us as to h mself
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Indian Troops for Indo China and Indonesia

THE use of Indian troops to suppress

nationalist movements in Indo China

and Indonesia has been rightly condemned

from one end of the country to the other

Leaders like Maulana Azad and Pandit

Jawaharlal Nehni have repeatedly warned

the Government against this attempt to

employ Indian troops abroad Herself not

free from foreign domination, India would

be doubly dishonoured if her men are in

any way employed in this unholy work

Patriotic Indians, here as elsewhere, resent

sach employment of India s man power
for purposes so wholly at variance with the

countiy’s wishes No wonder the Indian

Merchants Chamber has sent a telegram

to the Viceroy, expressing “serious pain

and extreme perturbation at the use of

Indian troops against the nationals of

Indo-China and Indonesia "India”, says

the telegram,

u yearning for 1 er freedom and slio hag naturally

evory sympathy with subject countries striving

to get ^themselves free In such circumstances the
Us0 of Indian troops against the nationals of

such subject countries is opposed to Indian
seotimont

The Chamber requests the Viceroy to

a categorical assurance that Indian

troops will not be sent out of India and

that those who are already stationed

abroad will not be employed for such

purposes

Cur countrymen abroad are equally

emphatic m their denunciation of actions

calculated to jeopardise the freedom move*

uJent in Asia A resolution recommending

So

a commission of the United Nations to

liquidate the present position in Indonesia

and Indo China and supporting the

‘ demands of the Indonesian and Indo-

Chinese peoples for complete independence
"

was adopted at a meeting of the Indian

Independence Union m London The
resolution declared

This meeting reiterates the demand universally

oppressed throughout India that troopa of tho

Indian Army should not boused to suppress nationalist

inovemonts in Indo China and Indonesia, neither

Bhould they bo used to hold tho rings until

tie arrival of French and Dutch troops for

ro establishment of Trench and Dutch rulo

Plea for Free Election*

Mr Arthur Henderson, Under Secretary

for India, is reported to have stated m the

House of Commons that Government was
satisfied that ' anything like a general

amnesty was not desirable ’ He went on
to say that the number of those detained

is “falling steadily
1

and that "there will be
all reasonable freedom of movement for

parties contesting the elections
1

It is

difficult to reconcile this refusal to consider

a general amnesty for all political detenus

in India with the oft repeated declarations

of the Government that everything would
be done to see that the forthcoming
elections were free and fair How could
the elections be said to be either

fair or free with so many of the so called

authors of the August disturbances still

behind the bars ? And then think of the
bureaucratic 'pin pricks m the shape of
the dental of such indispensable facilities as
the installation of a telephone for the
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Central ofnce of the Congress ? Taney the

deprivation of the telephone service to the

Carlton Clnb or Labour Headquarters

during the last general elections in

England ?

Mr Henderson says glibly that there

would be no restrictions on the right of

free speech' But does he or the members

of the House of Commons know that bans

still exist on public meetings even in cities

like Calcutta and Dacca? How can there

be free and fair elections ask9 the Congress

President when meetings cannot be held

without the sanction of the police and

candidates and supporters continue to be

confined in jails?

When the Defence of India Act was

belore the Central Assembly Sir M
Zafrullah Khan, the Member in charge, gave

the following assurance

It i» adm tied on all hand* that the power*

oro wide that they are drastic but

they are w de and drastic in order to meet an

emergency tho like of which ha* probably never

arisen before But I can express the hope

u at those who w U actually be inverted with the

carrying out of these power* into eUect will use

them with diacrotion and will use them humanely and

in such a manner as to cause the minimum of

incon' orueaca to tho publ o

How far this assurance has been trans-

lated into action is a matter of bitter

experience For the extraordinary powers

tested m the executive have not always

been exercised with either justice or

generosity The country has groaned

under the tyranny of the petty official ever

since the war began But now that the

emergency has passed where is the need

to continue the hated regime ?

India ignored

It is common Knowledge that Nationalist

India preferred to stand aloof in respect

of war effort, mainly because Ibe vety

fact of India'a belligerency was announced

without even the courtesy of consultation

with the Indian Legislature Congress, pro

voked by the dictatorial conduct of the

Government took up the challenge,

though unwilling to impede war woik in

any way The reaction ^to this estrange-

ment has been evident in the deadlock

that has persisted these five years Vet

Government do not seem to have learnt

the lesson It would be uncharitable to

think that they deliberately intended to insult

Indian feeling Vet one cannot under-

stand why the Government of India

meaning the Governor General in Council

should have announced the ratification of

the United Nations’ Charter without any

reference to the Indian legislature No

excuse for by passing the legislatures can

stand the test of facts As Sir Chimanlal

Setalvad points out

Thera was ample lima la com ene a mealing

or tb® Central Assembly to consider the Cl artot

before (lie 1 fe of the Assembly automatically

expired el the end of September If the interval

between the receipt of a copy of the Charter nod

the date of the automatio expiration of the I f®

of the Assembly wax consi lcrod too short, the

tife of the Assembly could have been extended

by a short period

The further question arises, what did the

eleven Indian members do in the matter,

he asks

Were they consulted about thi* and if they

were did tl ey agree to the ignoring of tho

legislatures ?

The public is entitled to know the facts
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Ub Soulbury Report on Ceylon Reforms

The Report of the Soulbury Commission
on Constitutional Reforms for Ceylon
have been received in the island with a
been sense of disappointment Mr D S
Senanake, leader of the State Council in
his note to the Board of Ministers
meeting revealed that in his conversations
with the Secretary of State for Colonies,

r r h*
P r^ssec* for an immediate declaration

of full Dominion status And the people
of the island impressed by the promise of
all self Government for Burma have been
looking forward for something at least like
the Cripps offer to India

—

te, Dominion
status with the theoretical right to secede
coupled with a treaty reserving certain
rgbts for defence etc for a time

Fancy their disappointment when they
ate told that their recommendations will
m doe course enable Ceylon to

assume the status of a dominion thereby
cringing nearer the ultimate ideal etc
1

,

,s something like * the progressive
alisation of responsible Government of
nicb, we in India have been hearing for
he ast quarter of a century What exactly
ottered to Ceylon is a petty measure of self
overnmeiit through an executive purport

P,®.
responsible to the legislature

n it is no self Government in the real
sense of the term The exclusion of

f .

6nCe
,
aD<* f°re'Bn affairs from the port

lios of the Ministers the veto power of

.
Governor General Government nomina

ons to both the Houses of the Legislature
n other checks and balances in the

f_^
e
.

r

t

s
,

°f
„
the Executive, reduce the

o caiied Self Government to a virtual nullity

The question ol minorities in Ceylon asw India is bristling with difficulties The
proposals recommended by the Commission
nave already roused the fears of the
amtJian3 the largest minority community

la the island

The Committee of the Ceylon Tamil
congress calls the report as

model
n *tcr°otypvd on tba WestminsterCl lL,

B
t

lav,5hI
,

y bQacd oa do Sinhalese
3 P^rtisna plans to wrest complete po« era

68j

of a fascist government for themselves under the
respectablo cloak of British democratic institu
tions

The Congress feels that in the report
the minority races are permanently denied
Self Government and are condemned to
eternal subjection under Sinhalese racial

domination It adds
Tl o Soulbury Commiso onere report is a charter

of B)a\ory for the ancient Ta ml rata and i 3
implementation mil bo a last ug eliaino on tko
fair namo and greatness of Brilaiu ,

Strange that the Commission should
have managed to make recommendations
equally repugnant to the nationalists and
the minorities!

Indian Citizenship in U S 1.

The passing of the Indian Immigration
Bill by ihe House of Representatives at
the United States mail s the end of a
twenty year old struggle— the struggle of a
handful of Indians for the rights of ordinary
citizenship in USA The Bill, m short,
seeks to secure two things—firstly, that
qualified nationals of India may become
citizens of the United States, and secondly,
that about a hundred Indian nationals may
be allowed to enter the United States
every year as immigrant:.

According to figures quoted by a writer
in the Hindustan Tunes there are only about
3 000 Indian nationals in the United States—a‘ no time did the number exceed 6 000
And then the student or tourist who goes
to U S A naturally returns home to India
when his work abroad is over So it is
not a question of numbers far less one affect-
ing anybody anxious to leave India and
settle down in America But it is a fight
for a principle We just don t want to be
considered inferior , said Mr J J Sin^h,
whose persistent efforts have thus borne fruit*
The India League put the case briefly and
pointedly

Cl course iio3 th 1 riel t tohavo such imm grotrnn laws and fix such nuotoa

dos're to ask for any special pn\ ilegoa 0f treat

STS.SSAX -a"fCsn
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Colomti m

WE now have two signs of peace The

Great Powers have returned to tbur

pte war rivalry and the Colonies refuse to

return to their prewar slavery, writes

Louis 1 ischer, the well known American

journalist

"The peoples of Indonesia and lndo-

China, of Korea and „ther colonial aieas

seem to have taken seriously the news

that the world war has ended To them

it seems to mean that the pre war world

is also ended They are to day reminding

the Dig Powers what the war was for It

was a war for the Four Freedoms the

United Nations said Does that include

the freedom to be free?' Mahatma Gandhi

asked me, when I spent a week m Sewa-

gram in 1942 This is the veiy question

which the several hundred millions of

inhabitants of Eastern Asm are now

asking

When Great Britain, Russia, the United

States trance and Holland announced

that the war was a war for freedom this

was intended to indicate that it was a war

to keep them free from Nazi Germany

Fascist Italy and militaristic dictatorial

Japan

Another interpretation has been volun-

teered during the last few weeks by the

fighting Javanese and Annamites The
oppressed, races of Asia appear to belies

e

that it was likewise a war for freedom

from Great Butain, Russia, the United

States Trance and Holland

The colonies do not want a future that

is like their past The key to peace is to

change away from the ugly, bloody, hungry,

unjust past The second world war
""-s. will either have brought a new world or

will have brought a new world war"

Ihi British Budget

Britain's first post-war Budget will bring

no relief to the most heavily taxed people

in the world for another six months.

But from April next year, the standard

rate of Income Tax will be reduced by or.e

shilling in the £ to 9 sb ,
and certain

untaxed allowances on earnings will revert

to pre w=r level relieving 2,000,000 persons

of Income lax

Thes* concessions were announced by

Dr Hugh Dalton Chancellor of the Ex

chequer, in Britain s Socialist Government,

in his fust Budget speech on October 23

Other main points of his proposals m

the ' interim Budget” were an increase

in snttax, the cessation of new post war

credits for Income tax payers, and a

reduction of the Excess Profits Tax 60

per cent as from January I

The Income tax changes would cost the

Exchequer £90 000,000 annually, sad

Dr Daltoo * I hope the encouragement

given by the general relief from tax wilt

lead to intensified, production
’

Civil Gjvirnment in Burma

The Civil Government was re ushered

into Burma by H E Sir Reginald lingo

Dorman Smith, Governor of Burma, who

set fool at 10 on October 16, on the

shore of Rangoon, the capital city, which

he left 3J4 years ago, following *he

Japanese invasion, to function from Simla

Burma is the first liberated country In

South East Asia Command, to come under

a Civil Government

His Majesty the King, in a message to

the people of Burma, on the occasion or

the return of the Civil Government,
restates Britain’s declared p< hey of bring*

mg Burma to complete self Government a*

a member of the Butish Commonwealth,
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President Truman's 12 Points

Outlining 12 points of the "fundamen-

tals of the foreign policy of the United

States’* President Truman declared on

October 27

,

Firstly, we aoek no territorial expansion or
selUsh advantage Wo havo no plans for oggrei
sion against any other State, lar^o or small Wo
La%e not on objective winch need clash with the
peaceful anus of any other nation

Secondly, wo beliovo in tho eventual return of
sovereign nghta and self govornmont to all peoples
who have boou deprived of them by force

Thirdly, wo shall appiovo no territorial thangosm any friendly part of tho world unless they
accord with tho frocly expressed whhos of tho
pooplo concerned.

bourihly, we bohevo that all peoples who aro
prepared for self gov ermnonfc should be permitted
to choo«o thoir own form of goveromont by their
owu froely expressed choico without intorferem-e
trom any foreign source This is truo in Europe
>u Asia and in Africa, Q3 well as in tho Western
hemisphere

Fifthly, ui_ co'oj erativo nctiou with our war
“7°*; 'r0 shall help dofoated enemy States to
establish peaceful democratic governments of their
°'>n froo choico

Sixthly, we shall refuso to recognue any
government un| osed on any aation by force of
any foreign l’owcr, in come casus, it may be
impossible to prevent u force! ul imposition of
su h government, but the tinted htutca will not
recogoire any such government

Seventhly, we behevo that all nations should
•mve freedom of seas aod of rivers and waterways
*Mch pa*s through more than one country

Eighthly, wa believe that all States which are
accepted in the society of nations should lmve
access to trade and raw materials of tho world

.. ''mlhly, wo behevo that sov ereiBn Stales of
tho Western Hemisphere, without iQlerfureru-o from
outfido tho hemisphere must work together a3
good neighbours in solution or their common
problems

wo behevo fully that economic
Collaboration between all nation", great and small,
3 essential for the un[ ruvemont of living
conditions all over tho wor[l and establishment of
freedom from fear and freedom from want

Eleventhly, we shall cont nuo to strive to
promote freedom of expression and freedom of
religion throughout peace lov ug areas.

Twelfthly, wo are convinced that preserv ation
or P* Qc.e between nations requires a United
Nations organisation composed of ell peace lov mg
nations of the world who aro willing jointly to
u"9 Sorto if npcc«ary to one ire peace.

The French Elections

The result of the general elections in

France is a clear verdict in favour of

Gen de Gaulle and a democratic constitu-

tion Voters went to the polls to take

part in a Referendum which was to decide

the future of the 1875 Constitution In

the Referendum, as has been painted out

by a contemporary, people were asked two
questions firstly, whether they wanted to

scrap the old constitution with its double,

chamber legislature, and secondly whether
they supported General de Gaulle’s propo-

sal for a single chamber Assembly to

draft the new constitution By an over-

whelming majority the French people have
decided against the reactionary constitution

of the Third Republic As regards the

second question of the Referendum the

vote has gone in favour of the de Gaulle

scheme The General’s scheme was that

during the interim period of seven months
when the constitution was being drafted by
the newly elected Assembly, a provisional

Government should be formed and in

order that it might maintain political

stability it should not be made dependent
for support on the Assembly The proce-
dure lor forming the Government suggest-

ed was that a Head of the State should
be selected first and he should invite party

men to form the Ministry This proposal
was opposed by the Communists and the
Radicals as being anti democratic The
Trench people have, however, approved of
it, apparently ps a gesture of gratitude to
General de Gaulle as ‘the first resixter.’*

New Labour Peers

The creation of seven new Labour Peers,
as "an exceptional measure of State
policy ” was announced by the British
Premier, Mr. Clement Attlee on October 24.
The creations are designed to increase
the representation of the Labour Govern-
ment m the House of Lords to “the
extent sutficient to ensure that business m
the Upper House is conducted with proper
dispatch aud efficiency.’

1
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The Other Harmony By The Rt Hon
V S Sniuvasa Sastri Edited by T N
Jagadisan and published by S Visva

nathati, Post Otfice Street Madras Rs 3
Mr Jagadisan whose excellent c Election

of Sastrfs Letters was renewed in these

pages has with the zeal cl a discerning

scholar, dug up more Sastnana to share

with the public tiis recent e htion of

Sastri's Lift and Junes of Phero eslush

lifehi2 was an admirable treat alike tor the

warm and intimate delineation of a striking

personality and for the balanced appreciation

of a great public Character Apart from its

attractions as a biographical tour tie font it

will r»roam the mi st treasuied source hook
of the times that Pherozeshab dominated

Evidently this browsing at large over Sastri

literature has proved a fascinating occupa
tion for the Editor who has quickly followed
up with yet another collection

—

f/u other
Harmony Those who are familiar with
Sustrrs smooth and (lowing diction will be
quick to endorse this apt but obscure refer

ence to Dryden s phrase Here are 15
papers of charming interest beginning with
that classic piece of Confessions repro
duced from the pages of the Indian Re teai
The first three chapters are frankly auto
biographical in which Sastri reveals himself
with admirable naivete all the more attractive
for the glamour of Ins style and his method
of approach In one D f these Mr Sastri
recounts the story of his admission
to tne Servants ol India Society bow
a copy of the Prospectus of the Society
which was handed to him by
Mr G A Nalesan decided his course
irrevocably And Mr ^astri describes the
ceremony with the amorous precision of
Gibbon * about to engage himself on his

ti'H tv r

October
the Cap

great life work—PAe Decline and railof the

Roman Lmpue
It n&s the lotli January of Uio now j car , , , ,

Tbo place « aa 11 u u| per atorcy of a houi» in
Rowland Road, BnUygunj auil (ho >11019 early
morning etc

Then follow chapters on Gokhale, Ranade,
Mehta and Gandhi and luminous discourses

on Democracy and Education, and charac-

teristic exposition of the Balanced Mind,
Value* m Life and Christmas Spirit We are

glad to see included in this selection,

Sastri s masterly speech on the Joys of

Freedom delivered on the occasion ol his

accepting the 1 reedom of the City conferred
by (he Corporation of London in 19JI

Studies in the RamayaNa By T
Sundarachanar Published by P Varada-
chary&Co AvadableofG A Natesan&Co
Madras Rs 3 8

All lovers of Ramayana will welcome
this stimulating volume comprising the
series of lectures delivered by tie author
m at Kumbakonam before a vast
and learned audience The present study
covers only Balakanda and according to
the author the Ramayana is an Immortal
work of art and it has presented la the
Hindu mind those ideals of conduct and
character which have ever since been the
watchwords of the Indian striving He
has taken much pains to indicate the
artistic and moral excellences of the work
and throw new light on some of the
favoured episodes On some of the
philosophic conceptions like the idea of a
personal God

, the theory of incarnation
and the theme cf {he struggle between
Devas and Asuras the author has much to
say that is elevating and illuminating
bir S Varadachanar, Judge, Federal
Court of India has contributed a crisp
and luad foreword to this highly
thought ptovokog study of this great
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JliDGE or Judas ? By N G Jog Thacker &
Co

, Ltd , Bombay Rs 7 14

Tins js quite a crushing reply to Beverley

Nichols “Verdict on India” in which the

author had slandered India its people its

art and its culture, not to mention the many
misstatements about Mahatma Gandhi the

Congress and the Nationalist Press of India

The Hindus and the Anglo Indians were his

chief victims and the Muslims his favourites

Mr Jog quotes chapter and verse to prove
that Beverly Nichols was none but a hireling
engaged by interested people to visit India
and then produce the book full of misstate
ments and suggistiofalst and suppressio art
lr Jog avers that Beverley Nichols was

j t J
n l*ns tas^ officials in England

and India, and this propaganda book found
extensive circulation in America Tor
several years past America has been the
®a»n target for British propaganda Says
Air Jog

aV^ *ntlias battlo forfreodom haa to

rjn
,,“v neitherm Uutam nor in India but in the

inaftr ,,i

8tat
j
3

1

^ohs aQ 1 pamphlets background

ona
aad Stance notc^ topical contributions

fVm,l
POt n°wa— all highly coloured, moat of it anti

ftutl Gandhi— is being liberally mailed

an t i

Bnt,ah Embassy in Washington which has
iau an propaganda branch attachod to it

on.
c°'umttlat8 (led by the redoubtable Dorothy

,
Q0 ',e'18l> dona an l roaaoaancs are

p.®, ? lbis anti In ban racket and even the

Chiir^h
aQ^

°f
Canada and the Federal Council of tho

band m it

° AmenCa ar0 rrPotU>d to have taken n

Riw>
CC
?
r^ ln

“ Jo Mr Charoan Lai who made an oTton
Ur

*

°* Ansonca in 1044 and had thus an

G^r ‘unity to study facts at first hand, tho

miii.«
rnnl0afc of ^n^ la spends about two and a half

to f mnt
rUpOC

?,.
ond lli0 ®ntish Government about ten

woi»™ dollars ov cry year for anti Indianm Vmer,ca- About 10 000 persons are

RrTt t' 13 nVss,on advocating tha causo of
British Imperialism in Amen a

h ^\r
reC‘te l^e many false statements made

^
,

Nichols would be giving it further
publicity We shall therefore be content

^commending to our readers Mr Jog’s
brightly written book ‘Judge or Judas?’
°r» even those who are not normally inter-

ested in politics will enjoy the literary flare
and polemical wit of the book

6
n
9

Treaty Rights of Indian States By
Sir C P Ramaswami Aiyar Indian
Council of World Aflairs, Bombay
Branch Rs 2

In this inaugural address delivered to
the Bombay Branch ol the Indian Council
of World Affairs Sir C P Ramaswami
Aiyar elucidates at length the meaning of

treaty rights
&
and paramountcy and

points out that the Slates cannot pursue a
policy of isolation and shield themselves
under sovereignty but must accept some
central control on questions of All India
policy in legislative executive and judicial
matters He briefly analyses the respective
poj ulation, finance material resources and
political status of the 60 I Stales and scans
their futuie in an all India set up whether
they should go into a confederation or be
absorbed into British India or merged with
other Indian States Finally he puts
foiward a strong plea that vthe States
should aim at the well being of the
peoples and must evolve a responsible
government with the advancing tide of
the times

Broadcasting By- Seth Drucquer
(Oxford Pamphlets on Indian Affairs
Oxford University Press No 27) As 6

In this pamphlet Seth Drucquer surveys
the growth of broadcasting m India and
its great possibilities and gives some
suggestions for its expansion To day theAIR broadcasts from nine stations and
two lakhs of people own radio sets The
author who is a layman points out the
example of Russia with a population pf
less than 200 millions having 500 stations
and indicates possibility for expansion in
India But, this can be done only when
the present low standard of the people
has been ra 1Sed to an appreciable level
for radio to day caters cnly the middle
class and the rich m towns and villagesAs a medium of education it ls a power-

lhniIllI

Ce
K
and the

,

a°lhor suggests that sets

co5e?es
Pr°Vlded m 311 schooIs



October 1 Fieht'ie ” Mo Ch™> A"‘
mites massing at the gates of Saigon

October 2 Gandhi Jayanti celebrations

—Fighting ends in Indo China

October 3 Failure of London Conference

of Foreign Ministers

—Indonesia demands full independence

October 4 Appointment of new Provincial

Governors announced

—SirChandulalTmedi appointed Governor

of Orissa

October 5 MacArthur dismisses J»p Home
Minister

—Sir Ardeshr Dalai announces setting up

of Tariff Board

October 6 Japanese Cabinet resigns re

sentmg MacArthur s dismissal of Home
Minister

,

October 7 Dr Soekarno leader of Indo

nesian National sts invites four leaders of

freedom including Pandit Nehru to Jaw

October 8 New Jap Cabinet approved by

MacArthur

October 9. Laval sentenced to death

—Soulbury Commission report on Ceylon

reforms publisl ed

October 10 Pandit Nehru s call to Japan

to promote peace in Asia

October 11 Lower House in U S A passes

Imm gration Bill

October 12 Interim plan for Palestine

reached With Arabs

October 13 Ban on Bharati songs 1 fled

•—Gommandar in Chief outlines plan for

India s defence forces

October 14 All ed M lilary Government
takes over charge of Batavia

October 15 Pietre Laval executed

October 16 Civil Government re established

in Burma

—Dutch Government rtfuses to treat* with

Dr Soekarro

October 17 Lord Pelhick Larwrence speaks

on Indian self government at recepuon

held by London Mijlts

October 18 Maulana Azad protests aga ost

Government fatlure to grant general

amnesty

October 19 Sir Sultan Ahmed resigns and

Sir Akbar Hyden to ofnciate as Member

of Viceroy s Council

October 20 Mr Attlee defines labour policy

and programme

—PEN Conference at Jaipur presided over

by Sir M rza Ismail •

October 21 Congress candidates to Central

Leg slature announced

October 22 Australian team arrives «
Bombay

October 23 Dr Dalton presents first

Labour budget

October 24 Quisling executed

—Mr Bevin defines British policy mjava

and Indo China

October 25 Government turn down request

for postponement of I N A trials

—Royal Chatter given to National Institute

of Sciences

October 26 Congtess Election manifesto

issued

—India Government s 15 year plaa fur Postal

Service published

October 27 M P s demand official decla

ration of independence for India

October 28 American occupation of Korea

—RiltinUS Russo relations

October 29 Sarat Chandra Bose seeks elec

lion to Central Assembly as Congress

candidate from Burdwan Divis on

October 30 Failure of talks re Burma

Executve Council

October 31 Sardar Patel s 70tli birthday

Celebrated

—Brigadier Mallaby muHered m J»v
*

Mrs VijaLkshmi meets President Trumau



FUNDAMENTAL UNITY of INDIA
Aa appeal to "eve'y lover of the country

”

la fight for India’s unity js made by Sir
Muza Ismail, Dewan of Jaipur, in a signed
MhUe tn the Concord,

Sir Muza says*

tiv0MuP^ent d,,,r<,'’a'ng Situation, when dump
the very flf^i

*0j“,OlM,y “t work undermi imp

d«lk l[ “ttd‘l
i
0ni! ofour national l.fe when the

the »hu 0f corarnl,nal hatred hna poll ited

“vttvtl?? goodwill. ,t should be tho duty of

the f0„i J!, i
h" country tobe»ur him.elf to clearf0u* and to fight for unity

crHS"*! !,

h6
t
Qt

i‘
e,a dw ®r«»‘y of race.. language* and

Sft. fi«
d
. !T R, 'd f- ,! °ra> D I "*'*

"

Indian eiTu
6” * uniry and com nuitv ot

MuUfthi n
re

,

fhai eull"T* -ooted in tho

may for
* Tho clouds of piimcal prejudice

og totmn Perplex and trouble ua, but no

gorrows In ®Ve .
1,16 hopes and fears, Joj a and

d«n»Khundida“o
0
f^ d[eds of ra '»‘on» of

Supporting Ins observation witn a survey
°‘ the rautu4 impact and iifluence of I Jam
»nd Hinduism upon eacli other in the realm

"ft, architecture, poetry, music, religion
and philosophy, Sir Muza says *

*nd
h

their
.

lone history, both tho Hindus
together t«

S
Vi
n
o !

lnvo
-
kriown a*1® art of nvirg

make* hf0
I” R

!,
fl
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>I -,8of
T
hu,nn ‘' valu,,< '® *H that

W rked |,.„J
t
u

,,V
l
n*’ I,ut,u* B,id Muslims have

•tanding, trust 'and
0

*!J
n
r^

l‘pinfc °f mu,UH ‘ undf'r

wmrnon fund ^ r .

con
f
nb ‘,m2 “‘9

to.other
Tf” l

r

, 'ia culture, which holds them* B»ont) people.

Sr Muza Jsraait suggests that there is
one potent means of bringing the different

Communities tngelber—next only perhaps to
ter ra,m;»g1a<;__amj ^at is the starting of

ndustn-d enterprises ip close association wjlh
Che another He sa>s -

tl ek
T
reh£m„

C
.
BQ

,/“
If

J

mocej toe (her, they forget

ltiduninel ent»rf °i?
Kr d d * r* »>*** < anunon

-• • i g poneiful cdnconng

FREEDOM
To fight for freedom, to work for it and

jive font is an excellent ideal ”, writes Krishna
Hatheesmeb in the special autumn issue of
the Saturday ,Uatl, the excellently-got udCalcutta weekly ^

Countries winch sierifleo their freedom, are mdanger oi stagnating aa freedom 0f person andof (ho mind ore (ho o*senca of cmhzition nnUprogress WiiHonr free lore wo shall dtmy andha mo base not done so ,n sp.to of
<t reign domination showa how great our p,civilisation and oultu.e must have been for u,

T„.'
u 1 “•* ” d»"»

“
To think that freedom fs posrnuoed u. thonly who oro in a position to restrict others igenntely filse Tho chains that ore forced bvlovo aro far stronger than anv of those imn J

»

bj luWo and repression brocrlom d <,
‘" P sp<*

and go when it pleases one or to carlo VZ.ifollow a pith- of ono s choice It minima
nd

•“*“ whuffiieoaom wine
acquired bj casting otf shackles of prriud.ee

induMnol c„„, ,

One can acquire freedom 0 f m ,orf
one can face problems ration.Ily ,s
unswayed tuber by sen.,men! „ r”” Eve,, where people are
enslaved by hale, rear, worry, creed „nH
Ulher emotions They are dramld byshacM s of tradition, Conventions, cn„
supeistitinns and repressions *

Freedom should not mean 1,fence T,
shnu „ ,t be unposed from wlthoB , b

”
shnulii come from within

UUt

\feii and women need to educaln
spirit lally to understand lift, *, 1(1 A* e*
thmk for themselves and int-rnrrt ^

m^he3~to
correctly Pret ** P1f emotions

If the aim of each individual . . ,
for all then each pe-son rn .,_ r

freedom
seturi it Our Importance a* ,,,j„??

O
?
crft ‘ 0 *«

Jf «« ». rand "d: '»< «
™ s,rJC®'9 {ut tho fried m}

„r
S° ,a

11c liberty of many a
RU "or^ for it

Ml! have t>
y
acleve /ura

thr
f,,*ned

must ensure for ourselves and n’ u i

^ ,at * e
be something very- diherent from *i

C
a
Lr

fn
“«r. .U'X
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CONGRESS AND Mr JINNAH own Ind an leader* have made in mating lb*

freedom d iff cull to ach eve.

Congress is being criticised by different

people for different reasons One section

condemns the Congress for its failure to

form coalition governments with League

leaders during Congrees Raj while others

find fault with it for tts policy o! Bppease

ment at any cost Mr D T K-raWa special

corresfondent of the Fomba) Chr mile

and former Prestdert of the Oxford Union

in a letter ti the \c * 1 ork Tim s says

Mv countrymen plea t ng Ind a a cau«* n ll a

country hav e harped on ll • thamo thol I vdia

Uaa a r ght to freedom TI a issue to day ia no

longer whether India ia entitled to nlcpende ce

The point la ratler should llua tranidereoee of

power take effect a ibjeot to Mr Jinnoti a demands

wheli w utd mean that India would ceaae to

exiet as anything moro than her geographical

expression be ng replaced under the Jinnah

ache oo by two new umla—Hindustan and

PaVutan Hindu India and Moslem India

Mr Jinnah a demand it not one which can be

accepted by any thinking Indian but tbo fact

reum ns that because of Hr ta n a India poh y

since the days of the Round Table Conferences

Mr Jinnah to lay ia in ihe po tion of call ng

tha trumps Mr J nnah has como to the present

up as a toil to tha growing power of the Indian

National Congress and partly because of the

chortsightedoVis of tl e Congress in India which

underestimated hia strength and bis danger

Tlie result is that wh 1* Britain is atiU, dajure,

Ihe paramount power, iron cally because of tbeir

own Ind an policy, Mr Jinnah haa the <fe Jacto

control of Ind a destiny Britain atwaya eaid

that no traasfoienoe of power could lake place in

Indio without the concensus of opinion in India

Mr K»raka, in conclusion, says

Like Nelson the Congrees hare looked for

Mr Jonah » m to power with ther bind e>e

Tl erefoce I feel it pointless to speak m tl is

telling the Atner can people of tl e m stakes out

Hitherto tlie fact could never be proved that

there was a II ndu Moslem problem Tfe GcnJu

Jinnah meeting however, provldod e*lib t "A

for Britain Bud prodded British imperial sm wU
a new lesso of life in India

Tl e deadlock in India is the triumph of British

•"ory policy and will continue uni 1 the influents

of Mr Jinnah ia obi termed and Her* l**

reorientation of the Co i„reM policy

Congress attitude to the League liat

been fully clarified duilng the last stsSi 0

of the A l C C Botli Saidar Patel »rd

Pandit Jawahailal plainly told the C ligre**

that no further endeavour to ap| ea*e

Mr Jinnah will ever be made

BRIBERY AND CURRUPHON
Dr H C Mookerjee, tvntii g m >he

Modern Review for October, discusses ho*

bribery and curruplion, which were r»mp»nt

in England, disappeared with the transit

of the ultimate conirol of the Government

to the House of Commons He says

The old governing classes of Englsnd all drs«B

from the exceed i gly well lo-do eections of th«

populat on continued distributing pelroosge 10 *b*

old way and Tor the old purposes end the system

waa chauged only with Lord Derby a Reform At»

of 1867, traosforr ng the ultimate control of tbs

House of Commons from the ten pound boon*"

holders m the boroughs to the town art sana *°

whom franchise waa extended winder it

Probably feeling that the ConUot

patronage which was gradually sllppn g pvt

of their hands would be safer with sn

independent Civil Service Commission, *1“

governing classes lad the wisdom to y«M

in time so that at last even people without

political influence had a chance to ent«f

the Home Civil Service
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Ttuea years after the parsing of the above Act,

Gladstone introduced open competition throughout

the English Civil Service by au Order id Council

Absolute punficat on of the English Civil Service

followed with the Reform Acta of 1881 1918 and

1628. so that today Britain possesses on mcorrup

tible body of public servants but this it is

maintained, is mainly due to the political power

conferred on the people through adult suffrage

This was referred to by the Rt Hon Viscount

Samuel in the 1941 Herbert Spencer Lecture

deh\ erod before the Oxford University in which

he i» reported to have said

"It was only when the people gamed control,

that the fresh air of publicity, blowing tlirough

the lobbies of Parliament and corr dors of tt lute

ball, ewept out tho corruption that had infected

the eighteenth century"

Let those who criticize India for the

prevalence of corruption remember how
Lr we still are from this all embracing

public control

them not demand twentieth oentury public

uorala from a country administered acoordrag to

an early nineteenth century constitution from the

franth so point of viow and, under which, -m the

View of an Englishman, the Executive are

adiisod by the hereditary reat-colloctors of

Bengal in (their) dealings with the tillers of tho

so 1 and by tho factory owners of Bombay in

(tbiir) regulation of factory labour

EDUCATION AMONG TRIBAL PEOPLE

The total population of all the Tribes,

or of the so called Aboriginals and Hill*

tnbes of ludia is not less than 25+ lakbs

out of the total population of 3 890 lakhs,

writes Mr A V. Thakkar in the Social

Service Quantity

The total tribal population amounts to fi 5 per

cent of tie total population This ia as per

cettua of 1041 All the people enumerated as

Ultra are neither Abcrgirta nor are they all

Bill tribes , and that is why I have need the

word "so called” above It is \cry difficult ov eu

for scientists and anthropologists to dctcrmino who

migrated first into Hindustan—either from the

North west or tho North east In a way, oven

tho large Aryan population ruay bo called Aborigmos,

Nor aro all the tribal people ‘Hill Tribea A

very large percentage of them du, as a matter

of fact live iu the plains and may have come

down flora the hills in the distant past At any

rate, a very small percentage, of tho Tribtds,

whioli may bo estimated at belweou leu and

twenty per cent may be called bj the name by

whioh they are generally known namely, \bongi

nils QDd H 11 Tribes So the word " Tribes * or

Tribal People is a more correct d »cription

of them to distinguish them from other cailee

of Hiadus, Muslims and Christians.

It is beyond controversy that the

education among these people has progressed

very little, as compared with the progress

made by the communities of Hindus,

Muslims and Christians

As a rule thour education has boon neglectod

by tho Statq for the last 1 >0 years, and more no

than ovon that of tho Depressed Clashes or

Hanjans or Scheduled Caatoa The latter

community was subject to aomo social disabilities,^

but tbe tribes had no such hand caps Being

isolated In remote billy parts and forest zonc3 of

tbe country, as woll as in their ona colonics in

the plains, they were very backward to begin

with and remained eo in spito of the genornl

advancement It was only in such areoa og

Chbata Nagpur, specially Ranchi district, whsro

Christian Missionaries have been at work among
them for nearly a century past, and in tho hill

districts of the Nilgins in the South that

elucatioa has advanced appreciably At all other

places, they havo remained very backward onj
will remain eo unless the Blulo tabes special

mcasuica for their advancement The (nflc is too
big for private agencies, which can only pioneer.

Though the work is not yet complete,

A V Thakkar has been able to collect a
list of 112 graduates from the* Tribea*

including a dozen lady graduates.



INDIAN
Hyderabad

POSTAVAR BUDGET

That Hyderabad's finances have success-
hilly withstood the shot k of W r! 1 War
“* as evidenced by the fact that all the
seven war time budgets of the State have
een surplus ones, despite minimum

imposition of new taxation in the shape
o the Excess Profits Tax and Excise

.

uly 0,1 tobacco was the point stressed
y Nawab Liakat Jung Bahadur, the out

going Finance Member, who presented the
w»r t,me budget (1945 1946) at a press
inference

Apart from the above, a non lapsing
ra nt of R$ 10 00 000 has been made for
e
!,
m£ partially, but immediately, the

P o l«ms of resettlement and re employ
. T demobilised soldiers and

tal*

lC,an3
' 3 measure winch naturally

priority m all Government plans

most encouraging feature of the
fent year’** Budget is the sub«tantial

th

CaSe 10 Prov,,i|on made for financing
e act,vities of what are generally known
nation building departments

THE GODWARI VALLEY SCHEME

p
^ ^ l *ie has sanctioned the

V^llt-y Development Scheme
Crofcs The s heme is expelledm g eignt lakhs acres ol land ui der

r,K*lion in the districts of War-ir^al

_„
<r

.

mpaSar an 1 Addabad, besides making
avillable about 75 000 K W of cheap

C nc Power, enabling the establishment

y .|

3 Dumbcr of industries in Godavaiy
a ey area, especially chosen for its

proximity to coal and iron fields as well

H p
I

,?
rn^**r °f important raw materials

Maliuel V
h
*|NZam has appointed Nawab

\V
*

'''ol
Jun ** ^ba lur Secretary Post-

ar rla lung Dr-p„ttroent as the Chief
?mtn ssioner, Godavari Valley Develop-went Scheme

STATES
Mysore

5 YEAR DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The plans prepared by various Depart-

mei ts < f the Mysore Government for
devel ipraents within the next five >ears
were outl ned hy the Dewan Pradhana
biroraam N Madhava Rai

, on October ]0
whr-n | e opened the Dasara Session of the
Reprrsentative Assembly.

It is proposed to construct new irrigation
w< rks to bring an additional extent of
90,000 acres under wet cultivation
Arrangements are being made to increase
the generating capacity of the jog hydro-
electnc pr ject A length ol 600 miles of
new roads is to be constructed The
number of primary schools is to be raised
from 8 000 to 10,500 Existing hospitals
are to be extended and more dispensaries
opened

After describing the State’s war effort
and its great constructions m men and
material, the Dewan said

‘ It is expected that abobt 5 000 persons
belonging to Mysore are likely t0 be
demobilised from the Indian Army One
or more employment exchanges will be
established in order to resettle these
peiHons in civil hie An attempt will also
be made t» irgamse *i me of the workers
in troops for cotilii uuus eraph ymeiit on
public works

’

He then briefly described the process
made in the planning of the economic
development of the State in the years to
come

MYSORE BAN LIFTED

Mvsofe ha
5" ,f the D,trJCt “-frfntie ofMysore bannm, process., ns

, n eelfngs andoll.sr g-th-rii 4, \K snfe c *

“ fa- m.L, pisedM^y, on the eve of the proposed
”

drawn*. C
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Kashmir

NEW HOSPITAL AT SRINAGAR

His Excellency the Viceroy performed

the optmug ceremony of Maharaja Han-

smghji Hospital at Srinagar on October tl

Inviting His Excellency to declare the

Hospital open, the Prime Minister Rai

Bahadur Pandit Ramchandra Kal , in the

course of his address said —
Five years ago the foundation stone was

laid by Your Excellency's pie lecesxor

When His Highness succeeded 20 years

*8°, our medical budget was Rupees 7

lakhs, the number of hospitals and disj en

Saties 64 and the narnber of pat ents

treated yearly about 9 lakhs The current

years budget is Rupees 16 lakhs on

maintenance alone exclusive oi the cost of

Constiuction of new hospitals and dispen

sanes The number of hospitals and

dispensaries Is 109 and the number of

Patients treated last year was about 17

lakhs The strength of the Medical staff

has risen from 533 to 1 025 In addition

there are subsidized dispensaries in rural

and omlylng areas whir h number 76 At
these dispensaries. 204 034 patients received
m-dtcal treatment last year

Patna

CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS
The Maharaja and Ruler of Patna at a

Datbar held" on the Dasara Day at

Batangir, the headquarters of the Patna
State, inaugurated the Patna State Legi-Ia-

tive Assembly The DarbaF was largely

attended by all tl e prominent subjects of
tlie State from all cr fuels The Maharaja
in a very impressive speech t*xh< fled, the

people, specially the elected M L A *s of
the Slate to make the best use of the

facilities given to th-m to associate them
lIi the administration of the State,

The Assembly consists of 28 Members
excluditg the President who is Ihe Chief
Minister of the State, txcfticio Of the 28
Members 14 are elcted, and 14 are r omi
nated Ol the n< rou ated Membtrs 9 are

eftl inis and 5 are non « fficials, thus
assuring a non c tfi ial majority in the

whol Assembly

The Assembly is given a wide range of
useful sutjecis to dis u>s and vote includ-

ing the
j
ubl i revenues anil budget Of

the lew submits < uiside the range i f il e
Assembly are the Ruler and Ins farm!},

1 is pnvy purse lus rehlu ns with ihc

Pa ram out Pi wer and the other Ruleis,

etc The Maharaja assured c< irq Irie

free It ro cf sj each in the Assen bly

The Assembly of the Patr a State is the

only one ot Us kind in the Orissa and
Chattisgaih States.

Rajisot

Processor YAJNIIC

Born in a family of scholaily traditions

at Nadiad, Dr. Yajnik has devoted the

last quarter of a cei tury for the cause of
scholarship as a Pmfessi r and Principal

and is at present Principal of the

Dbarmendrasinlji College He has collected

neaily 3 to 4 lakhs of rupees lor the

development of the college and eveiy
year, he collects thousands of rupees for

the well are of the poor students the
development of the Library with the hope
that this great n sliiuti in will oae day be
the nucleus of the future Kathunar
University

It is hut appropriate that the completion
of his 50th year should have been made
the occasion for the public to jay tributes
to lum recently The public of R»jkt t and
other places id Kathiawar organ zrd a
grand reception under ihe presidentship of
He* Highness the Thakore Sahtb of Rajkot
who gave him a fitting tnbu e

The students and professois of the
Dharmendrasinhji College celebrated the
event with gusto
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Baroda

MAHARAJA’S EXHORTATION

‘ Let US strive together and purge from

our cnid^t communali^m whi h is eating

into the v ry v Uls of our body politic

obseived H H the M haraja Gaekwar

addressing Ins Ministers and heads of

depatitnetiis at tl e L»xrai Vilas Palace

His H ghness said “ Baioda has given

a lead to British In ha in many respects

pailKularly tn social and a IminiMrative

reforms and I ftel ccifident that at the

apjiopmte time Baroda will also lead the

way to funner constitutional refoims

The Maharaja next referred to post war

prrblems and asked those assembled to

face the (utuie with cnrfilenre and forti

tude He rn| hasised the need for raising

the standard of living particulaily tn the

tural areas of the State and said that it

could be done by industrial and agruul*

tural deveh pment Such devel ipme nt

could not be confined to individual

provincial or State limits

*' There must he coordination between
the smaller un IS I ir the b n fit of India

an a *U le In i ur i 'uslnal p« l c) my
G Vetlimelit ate actively Cnisib-nng how
Banda can uxelully fit n to the industrial

map o( India We intend In play pur full

part in any mdiWry fi r which my State
possesses natural resources

EX WAR PRHQNERS AT BARODA
Seseial hundred leleaaed piiatners of

war, passing ihrrtgh Baroda sveie enter*

tamed by the Baroda Slate Military

D*r»i'tn«it Special band paries were
dejuU.l by tie Slate Vnor . fnci rs of
the Barr da State Aitny were a 'so

f leant

v The atation atrlT also tnwilaibcd the
tclcaaevl ptbonus

Travancore
PRIMARY EDUCATION ACT

The Travancore Pnmary Education Act,

m»king primary eiiuoiion free anf cf,m

pulsorv 10 the State for cl ildren between

five and ten years of age was passed by

His Highness the Maharaja of TraVanCOte

on October 18

The preamble to the Act states that it

.s the declared pdiey or the Government

to undeilahe universal, free and ccmpu'*

sory primary education for b>ys »od K11 *

by means of a dtfinite programme, ** *

result o( which they will assume, with'" *

period of ten years, full coitrol O' *

pr m-ry education m the State The M
extents to the whole of Travancore,

coming into force in such areas "to
£

surh dates as are to be notified by t

Government

The Act declares that In every are*

whtih the Act applies it *h»U be the duy

of parents to send their children to alien

an approved school for primary edurstio

for so maty days and for such time o
.

eat h day of attendance as may be

bed by the Department of * u lk>

Instruction

The Act stipulate! that no
instruction shall be imparted
approved school during school hour*,

i |ei*on

rel'S""’*

any

ipd

des that no |
etxon shall take *

emph
j me. t any chi] 1 who is not reCHV 1 R

primary e tucati in in an approved school <*

has not nhtaiued a certificate of exempt'00

THE TRAVANCORE BANK
Simultaneous with tl e industrial

#
sion programme of Travancrfe, r0“ r*.

State blessed a , d State sponsoted p*c *'

to aid Slate inluslnes, .

The hank also will be bankers I"

Slate and tie Mate will contnbute 30 P*

cent of the capital The GnVrtrmenl b»'

also promised to affi rd facilities
,0

bai ku g withm the ^tate •

The <!i»ie Director w 11 be the Fin»nC*

Secret.!}. Mr S Panhasataihy, well kno*»
in financial ciiclea, will be the Duector-iC*

Charge,
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Kashmir

NEW HOSPITAL AT SRINAGAR
His Excellency the Viceroy performed

the opening ceremony of Maharaja Hart-

singhji Hospital it Srinagar on October 11

Inviting His Excellency to declare the

Hospital open, the Prime Munster Rai

Bahadur Pandit Ramchandra Kak, in the

Course of his address said —
Five years ago the foundation stone was

laid by Your Excellency’s predecessor

When His Highness succeeded 20 years

8
f>°* our medical budget was Rupees 7

Ukls, the number of hospitals and dispen

*»ues 64 and the number of patients

treated yearly about 9 lakhs The current

years budget is Rupees 16 lakhs on

maintenance alone exclusive ol the cost of

construction of new hospitals and dispen

sanes The number of hospitals and

dispensaries is 109 and the number of

patients treated last year was about 17

lakhs The strength of the Medical staff

risen from 533 to 1025 In addition,
"ere are subsidized dispensaries in rural
and outlying areas which number 76 At
these dispensaries 204 034 patteuts received
m-Jical treatment last year

Patna

CONSTITUTIONAL REFORMS
The Maharaja and Ruler of Patna at a

n ,

ar held on the Dasara Day at
nalangir, ihe headquarters of the Patna
^ate, inaugurated the Patna State Legisla-
tive Assembly The Darbar was largely
«*«>*** by *U the prominent subjects of
»e State from alt corners The Maharaja

in a Very impressive speech exhorted the
people specially ihe elected MLA's of
>e estate to make the best use of the

,
E 'Ven t0 *“m to associate them

the administration of the State.

G47

The Assembly consists of 28 Members
excluding the Piesident who js the Chuf
Minister of the State, txifhcio Of the 28
Members 14 are elcted, and 14 are nomi-
nated Ol the m minated Members 9 are
officials and 5 are non i fficials, thus
assuring a non ctfi ial majouty in the
whole Assembly

The Assembly is given a wide range of
useful suljecis to riis uss and vote includ-

ing the jublc revenues and budget Of
the few subjects cuiside die rar ge i f tl e
Assembly are the Ruler anil Ins family

l is privy purse his retain ns with U e
Pa ram unt Power and the other Rulers,

etc The Maharaja assured complete
freedom of spmch in the Assembly

The Assembly of the Patna State is tlie

only one ol its kind in the Orissa and
Chaitisgoh States.

Rajko!
PROtESSOR YAJNIK

Born in a family of scholaily traditions

at Nadiad, Dr. Yajnik has devoted the

last quarter of a cemurj for the cause of
scholarship as a Piofessi r and Principal

and is at present Principal of the
Dharraendrasmlji College He has collected

neatly 3 to 4 lakhs of lupees for the
development of ihe college and every
year, he collects thousands of rupees for

the welfare of the poor students the

development of the Library with the hope
that this great n sututi in will one day be
the nucleus of the future Kathiawar
University

It is hut appropriate that the completion
of his 50ih year should have been made
the occasion for the public to j «*y tributes

to him recently. The public of R-jknt and
other places in Kathiawar organ trd a

grand reception under the presidents!! p of
His Highness ihe Thakore Sahtb of Rajkot
who gave lim a fining tribute

The students and professois of the

Dh trmendraiit bjt College celebrated the

event with gusto
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Questions of Importance

CONGRESS ELECTION MANIFESTO
“ On the 8th of August, 1942, the All India

Congress Committee passed a resolution,

since then famous in India's history By its

demands and challenge the Congress stands

to day It is on {,asis 0f this resolution

snd with its battle cry that the Congress faces

the elections to the Central and Provincial

Assemblies "

This is the keynote of a twelve point

election manifesto issued by the Congress

High Command

The highlights of the manifesto are

(1) The Congress stands for equal rights

*nd opportunities for every citizen of India

(2) It stands for the unity of all

communities and religious groups and for

tolerance and goodwill between them

(3) It stands for full opportunities for

the people as a whole to grow and develop

according to their own wishes and genius

(4) It stands for freedom of each group
and territorial area to develop its own life

and culture within the larger frame work

(5) It stands for the re grouping of

Provinces on a linguistic and cultural basis

(6) It stands for the rights of all those

suffering hom social tyranny and injustice,

snd for the removal for them of all barriers

to equality

(7) The Coogress envisages a free

democratic State with fundamental rights and

8?

liberties of all its citizens guaranteed in its

constitution

(8) The Congress stands for a Federal

Constitution with a great deal of autonomy

for its constituent units

(9) The Congress will tackle the most

urgent and v tal problems of India namely,

the removal of the curse of poverty and

raising ol the standard of life of the masses

(10) The Congress stands for moder-

nisation of industry and agriculture and

social control of all sources of wealth,

methods of production and distribution, so

that India may grow into a co opeiative

commonwealth

(11) In international affairs, the Congress

stands for the establishment of a World

Federation and

(12) The Congress will champion the

cause of the freedom of all subject nations and

elimination of Imperialism everywhere

Prof. LASK1S CALL TO MUSLIMS
Prof Harold Laski, Chairman of the

Labour Party Executive m a letter to

Mr Subrata Roy Chowdhury, President of

the Cambridge University Majlis, says
1 ha"o long held tl o mow tl at Maci stay wag tmhf

when he said the proudest da> m Uio historj °o
Anglo Indian relations rould be tlio dav tinon whirl,
Sri tain could say to Jnd n that tho Um® had comewhen Indio cou d go proudly on her own nationalwoy I think the t,mo has now arm ed and I lookforward to seeing a ftea India very soon after Iho
eections I hope particularly that YoungerMahoinedaas- m In Ifa wilt real sn that ,l la
important to aaia freadora and urutv for mdn „

‘

”

wlmlo than pursue communal advantage



Utterances of the Day

LORD LAWRENCE ON AIM OF

BRITISH POLICN

Speaking at a reception held by the

London Majlis to Indian students on

October 17 the Secretary of State for

India, Lord Pethick Lawrence, said

LORD WAVELL ON INDIAN ARMY’S

RECORD

Replying to an address of welcome

read to him at the Rawalpindi Daibar on

October 15, H E Lord Wav ell recounted

the services of the Indian troops m the

war particularly the Indian Army's record

in Middle East

,il on that Self Gov eminent

We want vou to attain f ill and e |ual Self

Government at the earliest opportunity nnd to

waU along the road that we are tpenina ip or

if you prefer it tome other road that you

rhoo»e id friendliness with us Remember thnt

we are hoping you wilt go forward to the ileciro

of your hoarts—complota full unfettered belf

Coteminent for India eqial with the S If

Government of the people in thoie i.lar- U
Your nation is in many wnya n greeter

nation than oura It is a pleasure to u» in tlua

country that our fate is to some extent entwined

with jours I hope that whatover may be the

feel ngs in come parte of Intia to-day when the

history of your country comes to be written jon
will he glad that for a certain time—perhaps not

tong—jour fate has bicn entwined with o in

PT NEHRU’S INDICTMENT Or
BRITISH OmCERS

Addressing a huge gathering of Hindus

and Muslims at Aiamgarh (U P ) Pandit

Jawahatlal indicted five Bntish Ofncers

in these terms

trained troops which I had available to meet |h»

threat of tbo»e v cully superior numbers were u#
Tourlh Indian Division and on ineoroplste “rit'eu

armoured division With that force, we woo tro

Battle of Suldi Oarram nod 6«ved Egypt »“*-

was at the col of 1910 In the beginning oi

1941 two Indian division*, tho Fourth and tne

Tifih. drove the Italian* out of Eritrea ami

Northern Abyssinia storming two of tha strongest

natural portions I liave ever seen. Keren and

Amba Alogu That same summer, when in

Middle East was in its greatest danger, threat

enod from four mutters o brigade of the same

famous Fourth Indian Division was responsibly

for the capture of Damascus at o critical morosn*

an the Syrian eampa gn othor Ind ao troops

helped to suppress the attempt by a lew

ambitious per erals and police ana to place Iraq

n Gorman hands and assisted to halt Rommel

»

counter-attack in the western desert

Of all there acluevements, I can speak from

T r»t band pcraonel knowledge and I repeat whs*
I havo already said elsewhere ihot without Ind an

troops *od Indian help, the vital Ink of the

Mid lie East could not have been held in thoW
early stages of the war . . .



Political

LIBERALS AND PAKISTAN
The Rt Hon. V S Srinivasa Sastn

Mr P A. Wadia, Mr K. Natarajan and

Mr Jehangir Petit, in a joint statement,

oppose “the demand for the division of India

into a Hindu and a Muslim India " They
say

tVo think if our duty and tUo duty of alt who obui<
ur mows, to givo etpreoaiou to our concern and (o
4wo a timely note of warning a3 to tho direUi n
.?

' tilth, wo aro drifting Jvoao ot us 13 cloar us to
Pr®ci*o implications of tho two nation th ory

~,
c“ loss so perhaps aro tlioso who advocate it

«e country ha» never boon given ouy preciw. details

rf
territorial division of tliocouutiy auJ tho hues

1 aomarcation betvvooa the two lodiaus Wl
t° decline the torntoi al denial

tg«*
3a

’ ,)“* “Iwayi evaded the Issue by dtniandio0
_ ,

II

.l ® brat instance, tho claim of tho two
Sr,,?" theory should bo granted as tho basis of any

0n8 Those of us therefore who aze
opposed to the very idoa of breaking up

unity of India, suffer under o handicap as wo are

ilr J

* Posit 'on to know precisely tho nature of

.
au'k°rs of the statement recall how

he ,.00 years of British rule had brought
»oout unity in India and deplore the introduc
on of separate electorates 40 years age In
C|r opinion, even if the ordinary alignments

? Patlips, usual to a democratic system, had

,

eer> Possible in India under foreign rule,
ls Was “ effectively torpedoed by the

institution of communal electorates
elieion has been turned into a vested inter

esl
* bigotry has been allowed to grow, and

Pities are induced to concentrate on a
division of spoils

,
j

e uthors of the statement declare that
e institution of separate electorates was the

nst act m the process of creating a divided

.?
la

* °f which the crowning achievement in
e 'r opinion is the proposal for Pakistan
They maintain that religion has never
sen a factor in the creation of the tension
etween the Hindus and the Muhammadans,
i
5r

,
^e two communities have never been

t-hting for the domination of their respec*
wve faiths There was no enthusiasm for
proselytisaton except as a political weapon

act
I
u 'i‘«? numerical slrergthm the matter

01 Voting

A large majonty of Indian Muslims
are descendants of Hindu converts to Islam

In the villages, Hindus and Muslims are

hardly distinguishable by their habits or
customs, as they speak the language of the

district in which they live They even share

religious festivals on a basis of mutuality,
* In essence the division between the two
communities,’ say the authors of the

statement ‘ is the product of the struggle

for spoils for power and ecouomic
privileges

Mrs PANDIT ON INDIA S IREEDOM

A ration is entitltd to its independence

and the only right Britain has for its hold in

India is the right of conquest, declared

Mrs Vijaya Laxmt Pandit in a discussion at

Indianapolis on “ Why India Wants her

Independence

”

India uiuat boirocl immediately if Clio wortJ u
to havo peace ludia cou.tilutes 0110 Uflh ot Urn
entire human raco and her cultural tradition ga back
to 5,000 years

Tho war ju_t ended was supposed to havo been
fought for the freedom and happiness of tho human
race ^ct tho moment tho war endj wo soo l! a
spoctaclo of this jiho froodoiu being dcuicni tu tho
p«H It3 of \uo
Tho nnptjrialiotic 3y.tv.1u hi wl 1 li wcstiru colonial

possessions in Asia aro ruled 13 the twin brother ol
Fascism and as Iod" as it is allowed to flourish it
will contaue to breed the worst traits of Fascism
Wo soo today trag c happenings m Javnaud tho
trench colon al possess ons, where the British with
tho help of American lend lease materials and Indinu
troop3 are suppressing independence movements m
those areas

INDIAN CHRISTIANS IN CONFERENCE
The Executive Committee of the All India

Conference of Indian Christians at a meeting
in Bombay Ins decided to “act as Jar as
possible 10 accordance with the aims, and
policy of the Congres” on matters connected

7 , *
rea,

'f
Uo"

,

of fan sell nov eminent
lor India Mr Balumginm Saty, Nadar
presided Raja S.r Maha.aj Singh and Mr. B.L Kaliiaram attended the meeting,



Educational

LITERACY DRIVE IN INDIAN ARMY
A great adult education drive has been

launched by the Indian Army The U‘k$

of war accomplished, the Army is now

ready to begin one of the tasks of peace

—education of its two million soldiers

The aim of the Directorate of Army

education is that a million troips, at pre

sent illiterate in their mother tongues shall

attain literacy and that the remainder

already literate shall receive an education

to fit them for their return to civil life

At least 13 periods per week are allotted

for educational purposes Four of these

periods are allotted to discussions on

citizenship current attairs and postwar

reconstruction The remaining eleven periods

will be devoted to teaching illiterates to

read, write and do simple calculations in

their own languages

Eleven languages—Urdu Hindi Pnsntu

Panjabi Bengali Marathi, Nepalese Kana
rese Telugu Tamil and Malayalam—will

be taught The literates may select their

own subjects to fill the lemauimg elevetf

periods

MYSORE VARSITY CONVOCATION
ADDRESS

‘If Universities have lo provide a higher

type of education than has yet been

provided in various subjects, the question

arises how and how far this can be

accomplished It seems lo me that it is

impossible for every University both be

cause of lack of financial resources and

even ntoie of man power to provide m
all branches of learning such types of

research and pc'l graduate study I suggest

that we think of such develop ments along

federal lines observed Sir A Ramaswami
Mudalar in the course of his address at

the Mysore UmYcrsity Convocation.

MADRAS SCHOLARSHIPS
The Government of Madras have instituted

a scholarship of the total value of £260 to

be awarded annually to the Madras candi-

date standing highest in the list of successful

candidates in the open competitive Royal

Indian Navy [Examinations conducted by

the Federal Public Service Commission

each year, and selected for training for

entry into the commissioned ranks in the

Royal Indian Navy, in order to enable him

to meet the expenses of his training of the

United Kingdom The scholarship will be

awarded from 194G onwards The candi

date should be a native of, or domiciled

in the Province of Madras or should ordi

nanly have resided m this Province for a

continuous period of five years

NEW EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Though the Education, Health and

Lands Department has been split into

three separate departments, it is understood

that the member in charge will remain

unchanged till the general elections are

over The three departments will, for the

lime being, be under the charge o*

Sir Jogpnrira Singh, as at present

Dr Jr bn Sargent, Educational Adviser,

it is understood, has been appointed

Secretary ni the newly created Education

Depaitment

Dr SACHCHIDANANDA SlNHA
Dr Sachchidananda Sinha, who held the

ollice of the Vice Chancellor of the Patna

University for three terms in succession

from 193G to 1944, has been nominated a

Life leltow of the Patna University by His

Excellency the Chancellor

Dr Sinha is the third Life Fellow of

the Patna University.



Legal

TRIAL AND DEFENCE OF I N A MEN
The first major treason trial of persons

accused of leadership in the Indian National

Army— that strange fighting force of Indians

who either voluntarily or under duress

joined fortunes with the Japanese—is to

open here on November 5

The .trial will bring the first authentic

and documented story of how the I N A
was formed and how it functioned Some

of India's most famous and able legal

talent are serving as counsel for the

prosecution and defence

On trial lor their lives will be the

accused Captains Gurbaksh Singh Dhillon,

Shah Nawaz Khan and P K Sehgal

A court martial will hear the case, but

the procedure for the trial will appro\t-

ntate to that of a civil court It will be a

P°hhc trial, with a full record of the

evidence and testimony, the court s judg

{Sent to be rendered by a majority of the

four judges The accused will have

“e right of appeal

Three British Army ofticers and one

Indian army officer will constitute the panel

of judges

In reply to a letter addressed by
Mr Bhulabhai Desai and Mr Asa! All on

behalf of the Committee urging that until

the whole question relating to the I N A
can be examined afresh after the Governor

General’s Executive Council has been

reconstituted and Ministries in the Provinces

have begun to function, proceedings against

the accused should, if not abandoned, be

at least postponed, the Government of India

have informed the I N A. D<*rence Com-
mittee that “ the court martial trials cannot

be abandoned or postponed " The Com
nuttee's letter declared that it would be a

tragedy if this matter were “ approached

and disposed of m a narrow, technical and

legalistic spirit.’
1

PRISONERS’ CAMP INCIDENT

Five persons died on the spot and many

were wounded when firing took place on

or about September 26 last at the camp
prison at Ndganj near Calcutta, where over

1 000 Indian National Army prisoners are

kept

This was revealed by Pandit Jawaharlal

Nehru in a statement to the Press on

October 10 Pandit Nehru says. “It has

been reported to me that at the camp

prison situated at Ndganj near Calcutta

where over 1 000 Indian Nationsl Army
prisoners are kept, firing took place on or

about 25th September by the guards on

these prisoners It is stated that a large

number of rounds were fired and as a

result five prisoners died on the spot and

many°were wounded I would request the

military authorities and others concerned to

issue a full statement on this subject for

the information of the public Firing on

prisoners within the four walls of a prison

is always a dreadful thing I should like

to know if any in quay has been held into

this occurrence and if so, what have been

the findings and results of this enquiry
"

SEDITION CHARGE AGAINST
FORUM EDITOR

The charge of sedition against Mr Joachim

Alva, Editor oi iht* Forum was withdrawn

on October 17

Mr Aiwa was charged before the Chief
Presidency Magistrate, Bomoay, under
Section 124-A ot the Indian Penal Code in

respect oi an article in the issue oi the

magazine dated April 29, entitled ** Settling
Accounts ’*. The article related to the
incidents in Sitara district

“ The Bombay Press Advisory Committee
deserve full credit for having c< mpelled
the Government of Bombay to withdraw
this case ol sedition ", declared Mrs Violet
Alva, Advocate, appearing on behalf of
her husband, Mr Joachim Alva, Editor of
the forum



651 Insurance

AN "INSURANCE GROUP"

An organisation to he known as " The

Burma Insurance Group" has been proposed

with, among other functions, that of

servicing all insurance policies in force at

the time of Japanese occupation This

organisation, which will represent all non

Axis companies with prewar activities in

Burma, will have the sole conduct of

insurance bus ness past present anti future,

on behalf nf the varum* companies

underwniing their act vities dunng the

period til Us ter-tn.n and sharing out

new husi « ss -m ne item in pri pi rlion

to the r former business in each category,

reckoned on average gross annual

premiums received in the three pre war

years ended 1939 The scope of the

Group’s activities, we are told by Capital

will be wotked out by the Management

Committee, consisting of five Genetal

Insurance Companies, two representatives

of Lloyd's and two Life Companies “ An
obvious difficulty in the handling of life

business, is the great variety of policies in

existence am >08 tlie companies .1 van us

nationalities, hut it is lelt that the

by promptly srCUtii g a I udrar Staff at d

getting ill touch with policy holdrrs. Collect

tng premiums, accepting claims *nd

otliei wise acting »s a cleaurg I on** It is

pmpised that t Ut lilt ll IWelve staff

tepiesi ntativrs ol the oigeinsatit 11 m Ruitna

shi uld be all tied to the Lile C> a>i ai tea

aid the L' 1 *" Offi'es Aw Ciatu n has

decided that thise at t old be me i-pnoni

ative each ol U K C»..a.U».. aid I.

.

Lite Offices at d ' « e « • «1 e Great Ea.t.tn

Lite Aaautai re C< mi *» y to handle iK

„ *cf«u» ol * local
*

SOCIAL SECURITY PLAN FOR INDIA,

A scheme of social security has been

prepared by the Government of India

which awaits final approval with necessary

modifications by Sir William Beveridge

himself

This was revealed by Mr D G Jadhav,

Additional Labour Commissioner to the

Government nf India, in the course of *8

interview on the eve of his departure

fir Pans as ore of the members of the

Indian delegation to the International

L-ihnur Conference

Mr Jadhav s>id that the Government of

India hegan their enquiry on the subject

m 1943 and the Labour Investigation

Committee would be submitting its fin,l

report in about a month The report has 3

already undergone certain modifications »s

a te«ult of the suggestions made by » l*dy i

officer of the British Labour Ministry wbo

visited India recently. i

SICKNESS INSURANCE
A notable development among Indian

insurance companies in recent yeais has

been their arxiety to expand into every

sphere connected with their business, * n<f

the n itial mult was a spate of new

general insurance companies An enl«e‘/

a c m mp »raty. hy two companies, tne

Rnhv G-I »ral XI d New Asiatic, who have

introduced a sickness benefit scheme aim«d

at prov.dine fii ancial help in meeting

dorti rs‘ tees dunng illi ess For t*18

presei t, the scheme has a limned scope,

for instance it applies only to Calcutta and

its suhuths, ri veis orly half the doctor*

fees, restnets the policyholder’s

»hle n
pa i

lel »od

>* almost everjorr and can b®

tr all lie trimhiK <1 the fam'IJ

t the setvants ol a houstlold,
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INDIA’S WAR-TIME FOREIGN
TRADE

As compared with the pre war year

1938 39, ths value of India's {foreign trade

increased substantially during the war

period, that of exports of Indian merchan

disc (private) by 16 per cent and imports

of foreign merchandise (private) by 32 per

per cent The peak years of the war

penod have been taken into account for

this computation, which were 1941 42 and

1944-45 m the case of expoits and

imports respectively

Tbs quantum of trade, however, dec! ned

That of exports after maintaining a higher

level m 1939 40, declined progressively,

reaching the bottom of about 53 per cent

°f the pre war level in 1944 45 As
regatds imports except for a not very

appreciable spurt in 1939 40, it was lower

throughout the war, the lowest point

touched being 39 per cent of the pre war

level m 1943 44 There was, however, an

Upswing during 1944 45, the war period

closing at more than 71 per cent of the

pre war level

The balance of trade in merchandise

(private) m favour of India progressively

unproved until it reached the peak of 449

per cent /above the prewar level in

1943 44 There was, however, a substantial

drop in 1944 45 , but even this lower

figute of Rs 27 ctores compares favour

ebly with the pre \ ar figure of

Rs 17 crores for 1938 39 The war
lime peak figure (1943 44) was

Rs 92 crores

INDO-BURMA AGREEMENT
The fact that an agreement betw en

India and Burma has been drafted and

virtually accepted by the two Governments,

is revealed by Mr Manu Subedar, M L A
(Central) in a sratement

He says " I understood that an agree-

ment between India and Burma has been

agreed and virtually accepted by the twcr

Governments Many vital issues affecting

Indian interests trade, mdustiy and food

are involved in any agreement between

Burma and India apart from the status of

oil I ldian inhabitants still in Burma the

Indian refugees who have c me fr« m
Burma and who are anxnus to go back

an 1 die Ind an traders who wish to resume

trade activities between the two countries

Many suggestions have been put forward

for the Government of India’s consideration

from time to time but ihere is a serious

apprehension in the pnhl r mind that terms

may be accepted without i> vu p infi rmi on

t 1
ublic bodies 1 terested m lb i^Iaii ns

between India ami Burma And these

terras may not be satisfactory from the

Indian point of view

1 In the circumstances the Government
of India should immediately disclose lie

terms of the proposed agreement and not

finalise these terms until the views of the

public have been obtain d In any case,

they should reserve such an agreement for

final ratification by the New Central
Assembly when it meets

TRADE WITH AFRICA
Persons and concerns m India can

now carry on private trade with the
Italian as French Overseas teintorncs in
Africa, but sui h trade is subject to the
existing export import and exchtnge
control regulations in fore*, id a Press
Communique issued by the Commerce
Depaitment, Government of India
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M*s ROOSEVELT CONDONS COLOUR

Mrs Eleanor Roo.evelr commenUng

recently in her widely syndicated column

"My Day” on tire reln.al by the

Daughters ol American Revolution not to

allow Mrs Haiti Scott Ntgro pianist, to

give a pe.Ioro.nce in the Constitutional

Hall, said 'It is sad that 0> onr national

Capital where the <ies ot the wotld are

upon ns, we should allow discrimination

which impedes progress and sears the souls

of human bemgs whose only (suit is that

God who made us all gave their shin a

darker colour’

Mrs Roosevelt added that world peace

and democracy depends upon " our willing

ness to accept the fact that all of us,

regardless of race creed or colour, belong

to one human family’

CAPT LAKSHMI SURRENDERS *

Captam L.kshtn., who formed wd

commanded the “Ranee of Jhansi Reg'®“*

in the Indian National Atmy, *
and Singapore has surrendered 0

British forces and is now in Rangoon

An attractive and healthy Indian gt l

belonging to a well known family Wj

Madias she was trained as a doctor an

was living in Singapore in 1942 Lite

others she joined Subhas Chandra Bos",

who had always advocated women*

emancipation and formed the womens

section of the 1 N A
,
who was named alter

the famous figure of Mutiny days

The Regiment was r- ruited chiefly front

Indian families in Mala)* They were

trained to use weap< ns The Eegimt'i

disintegrated with the collapse of

Japanese in Burma, and Miss Lsk'hmi "

a time, worked as a doctor at Kal» >

attending on I N A soldiers For the p»*

one month she has been helping U1

British

Mrs CASEV ON INDIAN WOMEN
The great part, Indian women will play

m assisting India to independence and

afterwards was stressed by Mrs Casey,

wife of Mr R C Casey Governor of

Bengal, in a recent interview

"The future of the women of Indi

very bright' 'he said “Penplr hke

Mrs Saroi'Dl Naidu ard Mrs V.) aUkshmi

Pandit have set a great example to the

lest of Indian women and if this example

„ followed women will accept more and

more responsibility in the national life

Indian women are both charming and

highly intelligent as well as ‘unboung

CHAMPION TYPIST OF THE W ORLD
Miss Margaret Mamma of Brooklyn, New

York, has heen ctowred the world s

champion tyr '< after scoring 149 words

pet minute 99 1 p c. accurately.

NO WOMEN FOR COAL MINES

It is understood that the Government o

India have decided to reimpoae the

on employment of women underground i

coal mines from February 1, next year.

The ban was lifted during war t>m6

owing to the precarious coal supP1/

position and created a world wide furore

In November the Government would £,ve

notice to collier) owners that, after three

months the ban on the empto)®ent *>

women underground would be re impose

It is understood the Government would

bring forward a legislation at the nex

session of the Assembly to make perma-

nent the Labour Welfare Fund Scheme

which was initiated through an ordinance

This imposed a cess of four annas per t°°

on tha turnover of cot.1 an 1 provided *

big housing scheme milk suj ply «» the

women and other amemtits
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NEED FOR STUDY Or SANSKRIT
Presiding over the Kalidasa Day celebra-

te lions under the auspices of the Sanskrit

Academy, M y I a p o r e, at Ranade
Hall, on .October 15, Mr Justice
P V Rajaraannar stressed the need for

study of Sanskrit for a correct under
standing and development of Indian culture

|.

He deplored the unfortunate tendency
which had sprung up* in recent years to

!
^ecry Sanskrit literature and Sanskrit

language If he would be allowed to use
r strong language, he would say that hatred

of Sanskrit language or its literature was a

sign of decadence and cultural decadence at

that , None of them, Mr Rajamannar said

could be certain whether they were Aryans
or Dravidians In )us opinion that was not
what really mattered. What really mattered
and every one of them could be certain

about was that
v
tbey were all Indians and

Y woull be a rash man who could deny
that almost the entirely of ancient Indian
culture was imbedded in Sanskrit In his

«punon the study of Sanskrit should be
ra* le compulsory for any one seeking a

Y*Bree in. Arts He knew several might
disagree with him, but he could not
he,P it. wished to say that when
evolving a system of national education they
should make the study of Sanskrit compul
®0,y They might probably hear it said that

Sanskrit was a dead language in that it

was not spoken hy people But so was the

position' of (?retk and Latin and it would
be a matter almost for horror if they
suggested that a person in the Wtst could
be spoken of as culturally interested or as

one who could obtain a Degree in Aits.

Without a knowledge of either Greek, or Latin

LECTURES ON “ FREEDOM OV THE PRESS”
Mr St Nihal Singh has been appointed

> Ramananda lecturer of the Calcutta Univer-
sity and he will deliver a course of

lectures on “Freedom o( the Press'* The
lectureship has been founded to perpetuate
the memory of the eminent journalist,

Ramananda Chatterjee, Editor of the Jfodettt

Renews Praban and thdBtshal Bhirat.
•

9?

NEW PKO\ INCIAL GOVERNORS

The following appointments have been

made

His Excellency Sir Hugh Dow, Governor

of Sind, to be Governor cf Bihar in

succession to H E Sir Thomas Rutherford.

The Hon Sir Francis Mudte, Home
Member of the Governor General’s Executive

Council to be Governor of Sind m
succession to H E Sir Hugh Dow, from

a date in January 194(5

Sir Evan Jenkins, Secretary to the

Governor General (Personal) and Private

Secretary to His Excellency the Viceroy,

to be Governor of the Punjab in succession

to His Lxcellency Sir Bertrand Glancy,

who vacates office on April 8, 194(5

Sir Olaf Caroe Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India In the External Affairs

Department, to be Governor of the North-

West Frontier Province in succession to

His Excellency Sir 'George Cunningham,

who vacates office on March 2, 1946

Sir Chandulal Tnvedi, Secretary to the

Government of India m the War Depart-

ment, to be Governor of Orissa in

succession to His Excellency Sir H*»lhnrne

Lewis who vacates effice on March 31, 1946

Sir ChanduLl is »Onss,i
,

s hrst Indian

Governor and the second Ind an to be

appointed Governor of a Province, the

first being the late Lord Sinha, Governor

of Behar

KING 3 AWARD TO CHURCHILL

With his expressed wish *' that Mr Churchill

should have these medals”, the King has

delivered to the former Premier, Mi Wmton
Chuichill, personally the 1939 1945 Star,

the Africa Star, the Defeme Med„l and
Ribbons, reports the Datly Telegraph

It is beloved thit this as the first

time that a Pum* Minister of Britain as

an officer of the services has been awarded
campaign medals He is a Colonel of the
Fourth Hussats
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• rixcTRic btaHT’ tor the bund

A team of scientists is tiding to evolve

a machine which will tell blind people

what they are ‘ looking ' at Another

machine scientists are trying to perfect will,

»t successful help them to * hear printed

words A committee under Professor

E D Adrian of Cambridge, has been set up

by St Dunstans institution for the blind

The work is not expected to yield early

results and research may have to be

carried on for several years before practical

devices are evolved

Dr Clifford Paterson a member of the

committee, says the most likely approach

to the problem enabling the blind to see

by touch is conversion of reflected light into

electric signals, causing mechanical pressure

to be applied to some part of the body

probably the chest in a way which would

indicate the scene on which the light fell

It might also be possible to convert a

page of printed matter into a series of

musical notes by scanning lines with light

which would be converted into electrical

impulses

SMOKING IS A DISEASE

Smoking is not a habit, but a drug

addiction, a d.sease So declare

Dr Lennox Johnston, a Wallasey, Cheshi »

physician

In pretty plain statement on the effects

of smoking on health. Dr J|'
ll,sl0“

declared "Smokers repress their thought*

about the til effects and thus observe Uie

tobacco taboo unconsciously. The lun a

mental facts are that tobacco is a drug

and smoking a drug addiction (more pre-

cisely, a means of administering a drug

of addiction)

‘ Tobacco is spoken of freely—but as »

luxury and sra iking is mentioned freely-"

but as a habit Drugs of addiction are not

however, luxuries and habit merely ^sup*

piemeats the main urge to smoke—a

inner craviog, Diug addiction, and tne

fore tobacco smoking, is a disease.

Among the symptoms depression,

apathy moral deterioration ;
loss

energy appetite, weight and seMJ

potency

Said Johnston "Measures to^ combat

tobaccoism are urgently called for.

SUFFERING CAUSED D\ ATOMIC BOMB

The suggestion that Allied doctors and

scientists should be sent at once to Hiro-

shima to investigate hospital cases of ato-

mic bomb victims is made by the Man-

c/itsh r GuatJtan

Allied correspondents, who visited

Hiroshima, have all sent home unpleasant

stones of how the slightly wounded ate

still dying under the mysterious influence

of radio activity,’ says the newspaper

"Their fact* came from Japanese doctors

and scientists who could have obvious

interest m making the bomb even more

horrible than it is. Allied doctors and

scientists might either be able to arrest the

sufferings of those still alive or be able to

,
oppose false Japanese suggestions

”

NEW I SES FOR BARLET

“The manufacture of malt extracts an

other malt products from barley is p>*c **

cally non-existent m this countiy *n

appears to be a promising line of develop*

meat The brewing industry should

be developed on sound lines so that alt* r

the war it may not suffer from foreign

competition ‘ The development of me

brewing industry in India will provide *

good market for the belter quality barlef

There is also scope for improving »n

expanding ihe manufacture of Pearl b»rl*T

and bailey powder in this country " state*

the Report on the Marketing of Barley >°

India published by the Central Agriculto

ral Marketing Department of the Govern*

ment of India.
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SOCIALISATION 01 THE BANK OF ENGLAND
The first act of socialisation by Britain’s

Labour Government—taking public control

°f the Bank of England—is a Bill

for transferring the existing capital stock to

a nominee of the British Treasury and
empowering the King to appoint the

Governor, Deputy Governor and Directors

The Treasury will direct the Bank but
the Bank will be managed by its Directors

and will issue directions to other Banks

the present proprietors of the Bank of

England will be bought out in exchange
for three per cent long term Government
stock which will give the holder the same
income as he fs now receiving from the

Bank of England’s stock, namely 12 per cent

The British Government are paying £400
term Government stock for each £100

Bank of, England stock

The amount of capital stork of the

Bank of England now is £14,553 000 and
the amount of Government stock issued in

payment for this will be £58 212 000

SMALL SAVINGS SCHEME
A Madras Press Communique states that

the Small Savings Scheme introduced in

the Presidency on February 15, 1944, was
°ot intended for obtaining money tor war
Purposes but to encourage the poorer
classes to save regularly, however small the

individual savings might be and to invest
the savings wisely, thus becoming partners

the State m the national wealth and
enabling the standard of living to be raised
patt cularly at a lime of temporary inflation

Which is inevitable during, and for some
time after, a war As the scheme was
thus conceived as an end by * itself,

intended to foster the saving habit among
the people, its continuance is not affected
hy the termination of hostilities The
Government of India have, therefore,

decided to take steps to make this Savings
Organisation a permanent service.

It would be to the advantage of the
public to invent their money in National
Savings Certificates

RE&10RA1I0N OF TRAIN SLRVICLS

An additional train in each direction has

been introduced in each of the following

eight sections of the South Indian Railway,

Chingleput and Conjeevaram Villupuram

and Pondicherry Villupuram and Katpadi,

Villupuram and Cuddalore Jn ,
Nidaraan-

galam and Mannargudi, Tinnevelly nnd

Tiruchendur, Triclnnopoly Jn and Karur,

and Idapalli and AIvvaye

Restoration of these services represent

one tenth of the number of pre war train

services which had been cancelled

' I don’t contend ’ said Mr J F C.

Reynolds, General Manager of the S I Ry

at a recent Press Conference “ that these

restorations are necessarily the best and

the most useful restorations which could

be effected at the present time from the

point of view of the travelling public

But they are, however, restorations which

nave been found to be possible as a result

of manipulating the working of the coach-

ing stock so as to result m additional

vehicles becoming available in certain

localities
"

Mr Reynolds also foreshadowed con-

siderable development in the near future

in electrification on the South Indian

Railway system

NEW RAILWAY LINES FOR SOUTH INDIA

The Railway Board have sanctioned

engineering and traffic surveys to be

earned out by the South Indian Railway

administration for the following lines of

metre gauge railway

From Arantangi to Karaikudi, a distance

of about 16 miles—to be known as

Arantangi Karaikudt railway survey

From Tanjore to Pattukkottai, a distance

of about 29 miles— to be known as

Tanjore Pattukkottai railway survey

From. Dindigul to Gudalur, a distance

of about 72 miles— to be known as

Dindigul Gudalur railvay survey
From Kollengode to Trichur, a distance

of about 40 miles— to be known as
Kollengode-Tuchur, railway survey.
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< ELECTRIC blGHT’ FOR THE BLIND

A team of scientists is trying to evolve

a machine which will tell blind people

what they are
1 looking at Another

machine scientists are trying to perfect will

il successful help them to hear printed

words. A committee under Professor

E D Adrian of Cambridge has been set up

by St Dunstan s institution for the blind

The work is not expected to yield early

results and research may bav e to be

earned on for several years before pncncal

devices are evolved

Dr Chtord Paterson a member of the

committee *ays the most likely approach

to the problem enabl ng the blind to see

by touch is conversion of refl cted light into

ele«.t tc s goals causing mechanical pressure

to be applied to some part of tbe body
probably the chest in a way which would
indicate the s eue on whi^b the light (ell

It might a'so be possible to convert a

page of printed matter into a senes of
musical notes by scanning lines with I ght
which would be converted into electrical

impulses.

SCFFERING CALLED DY ATOMIC COMB

The suggestion that All ed doctors and
scteul sis should be sent at once to Hiro
shima to investigate hospital cases of ato-

mic bomb v ict ms is made by the Sfan
cl tsur Gi arJiais

Ailed correspondents who Visited

Hiroshima have all sent home unpleasant

stones of how the si ghily w ounded are

Sti 1 dying under the mysleitous influence

of radio activity says ihe newspaper
' Their (acts came from Japanese doctors
and scientists who could have obvious
interest in making the bomb even more
horr ble than it is. Allied doctors and
scient sts m gb* either be able to arrest the
sufferings of those still alive or be able to
oppose false Japanese suggestions **

SMOKING IS A DISEASE

Smoking is not a habit but a drug

addiction a disease So declared

Dr Lennox Johnston, a Wallasey, Cheshire,

physician

In pretty plain statement on the effects

of smoking on health, Dr J ht stou

declared Smokers repress tl eir thoughts

about the ill-effects and thus observe the

tobacco taboo unconsctou-Jy The funds

mental facts are that tobacco is a drug
and smoking a drug addiction (more pre

cisely a means of administering a drug
of addicuon)

Tobacco a spehen of freely—but as a

luxury and smoking is mentioned freely

—

but as a hah l. Drugs of addiction are not
however luxuries and hab t merely sop.

plements the main urge to smo«e—an
inner craving Diug addiction, and there

fore tobacco smoking, is a disease

Among the symptoms depression

,

apathy moral deterioration
,

loss of

energy appetite, weight and sexual
potency

Said Johnston “Measures to combat
tobaccoism are urgently called for*'

VEW C&ES FOR BARLEY
The manufacture of malt extracts and

other malt products from bailey is piacll

cally nonexistent in this countiy and
appears to be a ptomis ng line of develop-
mecL The brewing industry should al>o
be developed on sound lines so that after

the war it may not suffer from foreign
competition The development of the
brewing industry m India will provide a
good market for the belter quality barley
Thtie is also scope for improving and
exp»si>rg the arm'faefure of fVarf b*slrf
and barley powder m tins country ‘ slates

the Report on the Market og of Barley in
India published by tie Central Agriui’lu
ral Marketing Department of the Govern
ment of India
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SOCIALISATION 01 TBE BASK OP ENGLAND

The first act of socialisation by Britain's

Labour Government—taking public control

of the Bank of England—is a Bill

for transferring the existing capital stock to

a nominee of the British Treasury and

empowering the King to appoint the

Governor, Deputy Governor and Directors

The Treasury will direct tlie Banlc, but

the Bank will be managed by its Directors

and will issue directions to other Banks

The present proprietors of the Bank of

England will be bought out m exchange

(or three per cent long term Government
stock which will give the holder the same

income as he is now receiving from die

Bank of England s stock, namely 12 per cent

The British Government are paying £400
long terra Government stock for each £100
Bank of/ England stock

The amount of capital stock of the

Bank of England now is £14,553 000 and

the amount of Government atock issued in

payment for this will be £58 212 000

SMALL S WINGS SCHEME

A Madras Press Communique states that

the Small Savings Scheme introduced iq

the Presidency on February 15, 1944, was
not intended for obtaining money (or war

purpose*, but to encourage the poorer

classes to save regularly, however small the

individual savings might be and to invest

the savit gs wisely, thus becoming pattnera

of the State in the national wealth and

enabling the standard of living to be raised

particularly at a time of temporary inflating

which is ine/itahle during, and for som$
time after, a war As the scheme wa«

thus conceived as an end by - itself,

intended to foster the saving habit aroonjj

the people, its continuance w not affected

by the termination of hostilities Th«»

Government of India have, therefore,

decided to take steps to make this Saving*

Organisation a permmeet service.

It would be to the advantage of the

public to invest their money in National

Savings Cetuficates.
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RESTORATION OF TRAIN SERVICES

An additional tram in each direction has

been introduced in each of the following

eight sections of the South Indian Railway,

Chmgleput and Conjeevaram, Villupuram

and Pondicherry, Villupuram and Katpadt*

Villupuram and Cuddalore Jo ,
Nid*niin*

galam and Mannargudi, Tinnevelly and
Tn’ocbcndur, Ttichmopoly Jn aud Karur,

and Idapalli and Alvvaye

Restoration of these services represent

one tenth of the number of pre war train

seivices which had been cancelled

* I don’t contend ” said Mr J F. C.
Reynolds, General Manager of the S I Ry
at a recent Press Conference " that these

restorations are necessarily the best and
the most useful restorations which could
be effected at the present time from the

point of view of the travelling public.

But they are, however, restorations which
nave been found to be possible as a result

of manipulating the working of the coach-
ing stock so as to result in additional

vehicles becoming available in certain

localities
”

Mr Reynolds also foreshadowed con-
siderable development In the near future

in electrification on the South Indian
Railway system

NEW RAILWAY LINES FOR SOUTH INDIA

The Railway Board have sanctioned
engineering and traffic surveys to be
carried out by the South Indian Railway
administration for the following lines of
metre gauge railway.

From Arantangi to Karaikudi, a distance
of about 16 miles—to be known as
Arantangi Karaikudi railway survey

From Tanjore to Patmkkottai, a distance

of about 29 miles—to be known as
Tanjore Pallukkottai railway survey
From Dmdigul to Gudalur, a distance

of about 72 miles— to be known as
Dindigol Gudalur railway survey
From KoIIengode to Trichur, a distance

of about 40 miles— to be known as
Kollengode-Tncbur, railway survey.
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TRAVANCORE ART

Dr James H Cousins, Art Adviser to

the Government of Travancore epitomised

the lost history and the splendid quality

of the Travancore painting while pr« sett-

ing the report of the Drat decade of the

vv oi lv of the Sn Cbitraliyam (State P cture

Gallery} Trivandrum He pointed out

“A gap of 800 years or thereabouts

between the vestiges of TliirunandiLkarai

and the well preserved murals of Padmana

bhapuram Palace and elsewhere has to be

bridged m order to complete the art

history of Travancore and of India It is

earnestly to be hope! that future reseauh

will bring forth examples from the inter

vemog centuries It is inconceivable that

the evident pictorial genius that created

Tntrunandikkarai should have taken an eight

centuries rest before awakening in Padraa

nabhapuiam But apait from this gap it

may be claimed for the Sn Chitralayam

that even its partial representation of

Indian mural painting which does not yet

include examples from Conjeevaram and
the south east temples and palaces, gives

the most comprehensive view of that phase
of Indian ait that any galle-y can boast of

st the present time

SCULPTURE

Sculpture is the most difficult of all the
arts, as the other arts only involve appre
cialion of flat forma shape only in two
dimensicos The sculptor says a writer must
strive continually to think of and use form in

its lull spatial completeness He gets the
solid shape, es it tvere ins de Ins head—
he think- of it whatever its size, as if he
were holding it completely enclosed in the
hollow of his hand He ment lly visualises
a Complex form from all roui d Itself, lie

knows, while he looks at one side, what
the other side is like

, he identifies Luaself
with its centre’ of gravity, Its mass, its

weight, he realises its volume, as the
apace th-t the shape displaces in the air

The sensitive observer of sculpture must
also learn to feel shape simply as shape,
not u description or remimactnce

Sport

SPORTS STADIUM FOR CALCUTTA

Calcutta will have a War Memorial

Sta hum, if a resolution adopted by the

Governing Body of the Indian Football

-Associatr hi is given effect to by the

B-ngat Government

The scheme which has been drawn up
by Mr A E Roche, till recer tly superin-

tendent of the Calcutta Football Club, was

discussed by the Governing Body «f the

I F A winch decided to send a deputation

to the Governor to stress the urgent need

for the erectiun of a stadium

Mr Roche explained at the meeting that

bis s< heme would cost about R s 50 lakhs

and woul I, he hoped, be not only a fitting

war memorial, but also a fitting- central

home for spoils in Calcutta, the home
where national and international spoils

could be held The stadium, according to

the scheme, will have three enclosures one
for football and hockey, one for cricket

and one for athletics. There will also be
provision for a swimming bath and
buildings for indoor games, lectures,

meetings and dances, also living rooms
lor visiting teams and others

MAM MOHAN WINS TENNIS TITLE

Man Mohan won the Men's Singles Title

of the Upper India Lawn Tennis Champion-
ship defeating Wagner, the U S Array
tennis champion, 6 2, 6 4, 3 6, 61, at

Cawnpore on October 27

It was a very dose contest and Man
Mohan, who showed greater staying power,
won Playing with a bandaged foot

Wagner was brilliant only in patches Ha
volleyed well but more often, Man Mohan
got the

t
belter of him in long rallies

SOVIET GIRL ATHLETLSFEVT
The 24 year old giil athlete, Ludmila

Anohna, from the Leningrad Institute of
Physical Culture, made a record javelin
tbtow of 48 metres 39 centimetres (158 ft

34'u)in a contest held at Kiev This throw
betters the woild record previously held
by the German woman athlete Steubausf,
by 15 centimeties (6 inches)

-
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DELEGATION OF CKEMI3T3 TOO K
A non offi tal delegation of experts

engaged in Chemical and Plurmacenlical

Industries will shortly proceed to United

Kin^d im and United States to explore ways

and means to enable in Justries in India to

Work in Cooperation with similar industries

in those countries The delegation is c im

posed of seven m others in«*tu hug Mr K
K Raman of Mettur Chemical Industries

The delegation will contact leading

industrialists and ft i I < ut methods to el mmate
needless xomf eliti m 11 the Cherai al and

Pnarmaieulical Industries It will visit

factories to stu ly the latest advancement

during the war yeats Yet another otjert

is to visit researt h issociations and labora

tones run on co operative lines so that

on their return they could start similar

institutions here

OIFT OF DIAMOND TO Sia 0 V RAMAN
The D-J Beers Consolidated Diamond

Mines Company it Kimberley has presented

Sir C V Raman with 16 selected African

diamonds in their natural state for purposes

of his scientific investigation When these

are completed, the diamonds will be
deposited as a permanent exhibit in the

Science Museum, which is being established

in Bangalore under the auspices
t
of the

Indim Academy of Sciences

NATIONAL INSTITUTE Ot SCIENCE

The Government of India have recognised

the National Institute of Sciences as the

premier scientific body m India and steps are

being taken with the authorities *n England
to give it a Royal Charier

The National Ins itute of Science, which
is being granted a Royal Charter, was founded

in 1935 at the instance of the Indian

Science Congress

>OBEL PRIZE TOR ATOM BOMB DISCOVERER

The Swedish A ?deroy on October 7,

awarded the 1914 Nobel Price in Chemistry

to the German k atom bomb discoverer
*

Hahn who until 1940 was in Germany

Hahn ts reported to be in the USA, now

IMPROVEMENT Ofc-TILM INDUSTRY

Speaking at a reception given by the

South Indian Film Chamber, at the

Chamber premises, in Woods Road,
Royapettah Mr S Soundararajan, a
member of the Indian Him delegation

which recently visiie i the United Kingdom
and America gave a brief account ot the

working of studios in Hollywood and their

methods of production, and said that m
the Indian film industry, studio laboratories

should be improved by the emph yraent
of more chemists and qualifier! electrical

and mechanical engineers He felt that

the industry shnul i produce pictures not
r nly fit for India but which could be
appreciated in the other parts of (lie world

At the en 1 of the meeting when
Mr Soundararajan s attention was drawn to

the reports that had appeared in the
dailies, stating that he had bonked
Mr Carrol Nasn to act in a South Indian
Picture he expressed surprise and stated
that there was no basis for it There was
no need for him, he said, to approach
Hollywood artistes because there was
enough talent tit South India itself

FILMS TO BE SHOWN IN VILLAGES
One of the roost comprehensive schemes

for educating India s illiterate masses with
free fortnightly shows of educational and
informational documentary films will be
shown m 700 COO villages, says
Mr P N Thapar, Joint Secretary of the
Governm nt of India s Information and
Broadcasting Department
The Government of India will soon

have m operati m 224 mobile cinema units
—one for each civil district in British
India This number will be increased to
about 1 000 within the next three or four
years If would provide the pri gramme
for each set of villages once in two or
three weeks

__
IvOltDA OPM O II

Sir Alexander Korda has resigned as
head of British production at the Metro-
Goldwyn Mayer Film studro, because of
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FIRST PfDIA BUILT CARGO VTSSEL

The Scmdta Sleara Navigation Company
proposes to Jay the keel for an ocean-going
Vessel of 8 000 tons at their Vizagapatara
ship building yard by the end of this year
The steamer is esl mated to cost between
Rs 30 00000 and Rs 32 00000

In normal times, the construction of the
vessel wool J be completed in eight months
but owing to the preset t conditions of ci ntrc 1

the completion of the ship will depend upcn
the availability of materials

All the machinery needed for the vessel is

now lying m America awaim g import into

this country This will lie ihe first ocean
Romg cargo vessel to be built in Ii dm Its

length will be between 400 and 415 feet
and beam between 52 and 56 feet

F \RM IMPLEMENTS

• United Nations' help to India by
encouraging the manufacture and disttx-

button of farm implements has been
**aC6ts lcd by Mr Gove Hamhrtdge,
Executive Secretary of the United Nations
Interim Commission on Food and
Agriculture

Such a plan would be of the greatest
assistance to tins countrv both in impinv-
mg agriculture and expatidn g the
implement 111 Juslry Those who ale
anxious to render help will need to study
Indian conditions carelully however Until
Indian fid ts are bigger the use of tractor-
hauled machines must lie limited But it
slwuld be

f
erfectly practical to devise

models light enough to be drawn by
bullocks /

The ship-building yard at Vizagapatam
has facilities for building ships up to 12 000
tons gross The harbour has deep waters
all the year round and ships can be laurcbed
from the yard at any time

APPEAL TO INDUSTRIALISTS

A strong plea to the Indian industrialists
to concentrate on manufacturing machinery
in India and to stop foreign imports as far
as possible, was made by Sir C V Raman,
the eminent scientist, while replying to the
welcome addresses preserted to lum by the
Indian Chamber ol Industries and Commerce,
Bezwada and the Chundn Chanties Trust,
recently A silver casket was also presented
to him on behalf of the Trust

In the course of his reply, Sir C V Raman
said that the general tendency on the part
of the industrialists in India today bad
been to import machinery from abroad and
produce numerous articles m order to
accumulate enormous profits If India was
to stand on her own legs he said, her
industrialists should turn their attention to
the necessity of making such machinery m
India itself, so as to compete with other
countries ol the wortd

India already makes for herself a variety
of simple implements such as ploughs and
cultivators Harvesting machines for wheat
as well as rice and more efficient seed
drdls would make a great deal of
difference to the efficiency of this country’s
farming

ECONOMY PROJECT

Trustees of the Sir Dorabji Tata Tiust
have made a grant 0f R s ,5 000 per year
lor a period of five years towards the
ereatton of a section on Agricultural
Economics the Gokhale lost,lute of
Politics and Economics in Poona This
grant is expected to enable the wotk ofthe Institute in agricultural research toexpand greatly /

It IS meant that the Sir D irabii TataSection of Agricultural Economics
1

woulddevote its attention chiefly lo „ne
project to be completed within a p„,„dof five years from 19*7 This willb

.
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resources of Uio villages btciuse the tom
pxines have not tmd to ulopt the proper
technique in rocking Hit villa,.* r \V«»
have nut dovelopid a net woih of otbn i and
connections to onv t r dm! sene tho wll
It la a matter for* arm at confide ration on
the p»rt of ludun Insurance Comp mica
whether and to wh it extent, by euncirted
action, they could extend tin ir struce in
all the Villages or at hast tic m mj of them
aa is possible Good health, its I mil U,o
Tillager has in pleoty and bn p m haMOg
power iiiuat be nursed and ac utnnlifed to
buy an insurance of a typo that will be a
real benefit to him

UTILISATION OF FUNDS
I Will now tiko up to >(lier impoiUot

aspect This relvte-. to the instalment
and utilisation of the rant funis
ably accumul tied by the u.M.n. *o
companies L\en tho foreign ompioics
operating in India under »ho I, mu me
Aofc, hive to invest their entire 100 per
cent, of the Lifo Fund in tho statutorily
prescribed approved ’ securities A moiety
of tbeso funds of the msnrinco companies
must, as I have eaid n„ anntlier occasion
be m ida available to build up our lnduu
Iudustry Wu must dc<vclop a sense of
real service m eff«ctmg the lasting benefit
to our country and to our people

Several are the venues for such service
II only Indian Insurance companies, whether
acting each for ileelf, or acting aa a h .dy
in common interests, think out and plan
ibero is for instance, the problem of
bousing all over the country Tho Siate is
pro occupied in tackling problem sconsidered
by it moro urgent and important than tho
housing problem of the people onrcountry. There aro no organised building
societies in our country on any large eoilesuch as operate successfully ln some other
countries Thus, wo have a most urgentand important problem to be solved in the
country's interests, and the must compulent
body to solve them satisfactorily and with
profit to all is the Indian insurance com-paniea It will be universally agreed thatthe moneys Invested by insurance companies" {°r

I
110 P«l'«yhnldersor the pul)ho and spread over d ff-renfc

localities are not only « profitable invest,ment but a perfectly safe one as a«n r
faot, no Investor, individual 0P
can flnaoco bouse property

Ell., mo so appropriate!, u , Insuraoco
null linn li, r„„ „nj

"

iiccumnbitiiig food* ubnb nrn i„ n.o naluro
cl long tei iii drp„,n« Wl.rtt i« unni.d
clear tbin Icing mill., artful p|„, meg gin,mfily and mount, of Hie than loldt f g „„d
polio, hold, ru as tin- first ton.1,1, ralioo.Any student of tho counirj'a iiffurc
Oill r. .lieu Unit tills hafi l, „a
sci nrit, am nevrr 1.1 tor/litt ollli it,
aornco of tbo ooolr,, bolli pirsnit
/mure Tbo Inf,, funds of tbo tooipamr,
i ci ak .1 i„ fjonnemg fin.
olroaif, out Inn J Hn d ffltliig lnmotlul aid

, l
,,nJ * "millions

«ill ,ot onl, brio# , o tt, r ,,,
’

n.ostm.nt but a! o bo trol,
111 10 rin,. it , ,,, ,(flnd ,

anil oo pt I csol ton,
| olsoril, Inelrd „„in uaernimnt si tun . ,

...
y

!’’ V‘ "> Ibn ,uwie”cfClio li Hiding op of onr coiiulr, But tbo
I lev of Co per cent is not, ] am in,,Hi» law of Moil, 3 a, J l\ rluoi ni l,'
allrrolb not It „ a |,i "J” V‘'‘*
cu, II loot tbo Isi-htire nutln mil s nl |jho prop,.rod to n.ndlf, rvbon Ibo,
siili.ll-d about tbo boimjltlcs efInsnrnico industr, lo b„„/,t lh , L

'

m,
1,1 Proper , fiained tobemo. of ,

f
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ORCHARD FRUSTS
AND

HEALTH FRUSTS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY & CO., LTD.,

MADRAS.

Juu, MO.
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ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienicnliy

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY & CO., LTD.,^
MADRAS.
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THE LARGEST

FURNISHING HOUSE

IN SOUTHERN INDIA

& CO.,
MOUNT ROAD, MADRAS.

’Crams: “CURZQNCQ"

Branch at WEST MAS! STREET, MADURA.
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YHATAmSY&U SUV
Be it a drizzle or a heavy

shower, you can defy both

with a DUCKBACK on

Made specially to withstand

the heavy tropical showers,

DUCKBACK is the best

raincoat that money can buy

India's Favourite Rainwear

BENGAL WATERPROOF WORKS (1940) LTD.
CALCOrTA s NAGPUR « BOMBAY
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FUN, FOLLY and FOLKLORE

Famous

Battles in Indian History

TAITS OF TrNNALI RAMA*!

TALES OF -URIAHA RAMAN

TALES OF RAJA BtRBAL

KOMATt WIT AND WISDOM

THE SON IN LAW ABROAD

NEW INDIAN TALES
TALES OF RAN A AND APPAJI

FOLKLORE OF THE TELLQLS

Price Rs. Two.

of d> nani ea and peep e» n th a co
Each of tie sue e*. ve beUlca dec

in ll e history of Ind a

Contents
The Rattle of Iltdiwpes
The Battle of \ enni

T1 e Ba Lie of Sr puratnb yam
The Bat )e or \ellur
T) e Dattla of Raor
Tl e Ba lie of Laijl man
The Battle ofTera a
Tl e * rst Bat le of Pan pat.
The Battle of Kaotra
The Battle of Tal kota

Trice hnpte One

The Bhagavad Gita The Lord's Song
xt in De aoaean at d E fit Lb Translation

Bi Dr Annie Bi-9\nt
Price Annas SI*

MAHATMA GAIIDH1

THU MAN AND HIS MISSION

Indian Judges
WITH A roRCUORD By Sir 11 L JUTtER
n a book vt Hen 01 tl e I os of Earl

of B rkenheed a Fourteen Euk1l.H JuJgea .



NATESAN’S PUBLICATIONS

i account of

SPEECHES AND WRITINGS
Price Us 3 each

n Mohun Roy Sir D E Wacb*
“ - R»y *

bi

NATIONAL BIOGRAPHIES
Price Rs. 3 oath

Indian Judge* Sketches of 21 famous Judges

Indian Christians Sketches of famous Indian

Famous Perns Biographical sketches of fourteen

eminent Tarns

Indian Scientists Sketches
their Researches

POLITICS

Congress Presidential Addresses (1911 1 Ml )

Containing full teat of Presidential Addresses

Its 1

Mahatma Gandln The Man and b * Mission

10lh Ldu Roused and brousht up to date lta 2

Indians Overseas By Dr Lanka SunJaratn u a

Re 1 8

Indian National Evolution By \ C
Mazurador Rs 3

The Governance of India By Babu Coiuida
Pa*. Rs 3

Hind Swaraj or Indian Home Rule By
Gandhi 1th Edn As 8

ECONOMICS
Essay* on Indian Economics By Mebojev

Tovrnd Rac- J -

lodlen Ii

V U Rale

INDIAN TALES
Indian Talc* ofFui Fully an I 1 Ikl r lts _

Tale* from Ike Sanskrit Dramat.its Second
and Revised Edition Rs 2

Tke Idiots Wife By Dr Nerosh Chun or S»d
Gupta, m a., o c. At u

Sakantala By Kamila Salth anadhau As. e

Maitreyi By 1 1 SitaualU T&ttvabliusl an As 4

Sir S RADIlAkRISHtUN S WORKS
Freedom and Culture Re IS
Ike Htart of Hindustan Re 1 8

INDIA S SACRED SHRINES & CITIES
Hu* book gn-a a Ulid a count of T™..,.,

Cities and ^ocred SI lodia toertker with
lory «ut» »<-B “u connected *Ub them
bo.fuuud ^indL |h ntilde not only to the Subralui

merestA ‘in art and arch tcci ire gVh ropoua
lfarl|t4M of

|
la e aid lera|le ar lutecium.

\ ith index and 88 illustrations True R». 3

NATIONAL CLASSICS
Price Re 1 8 each

Valmikt Ramsyana Text to Detauagari and
Lnglish Translation toren ord by the XU Hoa
I b Stunt asa Sustri r c c u
The Makabbarata Text iq“

D

evaoagan It English
Translation Foreword by Dr Sir S Radhsktilhosn
The Srimad Bbagavata Text in Detanag&n,

and English Translation Foreword by Dr Sir
P S £11 as* ami Aiyar

Upakhyanamala (A Garland of Storms.) Selected
from the Epics and the Puranas Text In Deva
uagari 1 oreword by Dr Sir C F liamaawami Aij ar

The Upamlhsds Selections from the 108
Upamsl ads Test in Sanskrit Dotanagari With
a Foreword by Prof M. Uirijanna, V.A

Prayers Praises and Psalms Text in Devana
g»n and English Translation Foreword by Mahatma
Gandhi

Sankaras Select Works Tost in De\ anagari
and Engl all translation

RELIGION AND PHILOSOPHY
Bhsgavtd G ta or the Lord s Song Text ia

Dotans-an and Lnglish Trnnslation By Dr
knmo Uosact Pocket Ldilion is. 0
Aspects of tke Vedanta By various writers

6lh rdition Re. 1

Hindu Ethics By Babu Go\mJa Dm Its 2

The First Fonr Califs By Ahmed ShaB lie 1.

WORLD TEACHERS
Re One each

Jesus Christ ByMrSK George
Sankarackarya Ills I ife and Teachings By

b h bu janarayaua bustri

S
[',

Hl* LIf* Teachings. UyMr M. R Sarupatkomaran 2nd Ldn

a *n
f*« *7* Tr sc hmci ef Zoroaster By Prof

A U Wadm
of Buddha Uy D Dbarma

pals 4ih Ldo.

\akub
ke^Muhsnimad By Ahmed Shed and

SAINTS

uSSSi r'.Tj"*"ETs *" °f “*• s““

j^sss" u'** “ “»

GENERAL

j"1"" s'-' *«i

History By T O.
Ite

Pan
W.Myy.d Ha Folk By Mr T K Gopala

'•laketpvare a Tr.sodleai K11 g Lear, Macbeth,
iht and Oil ello By Dr W illiatn Miller Ra 1 8.

G A. NATEiAN fit CO , PUBLISHERS St BOOKSELLERS, ESPLANADE, MADRAS.



ALAGAPPA TEXTILES (Cochin) Ltd.

(Incorporated in Cochin State)

Managing Agents R^\fylAL & Co.j Ltd.

Managing Director

Dr. RM. Alagappa Chettiar, ma, outt, lld,

“ ALAGAPPA, FR1CHUR ’

Telephone

“TRICHUR 40-A M

ALAGAPPA NAGAft P.O., COCHIN STATE
Working Sptndlage — 25020 Spindles

Manufacturers of Best Quality Swadeshi Yarn in Finer Counts

40 s 60s 8 80s to su.t the requirements of the constituents
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, Occupational Duties Overseas

Can be even m:re trying than fighting tor Victory

H. E. The Governor’s

Amenities & Relief Fund

Earnestly appeals for further subscriptions

since

Indian and British Troops

NEED

AMENITIES

Please send a remittance to the Honorary Treasurer,

ii. E. The Governor's Amenities & Relief Fund,

c/o Imperial Bank of India, 1st Line Beach,

MADRAS,
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T. L Taylor & Co. (Madras) Ltd.,

MERCHANTS & AGENTS,

100, ARMENIAN STREET, MADRAS.

Piecegoods Yams, Medicines, Toilet Goods, Eto

AL *0 E\QblRIES 1W1TED FOR —

Penn Ci ai' Mot r Oils Engine and Cylinder Oils,

Petrolatum Cup and Shifting Grease

Produce of U S A

SHORTLY Relzasing in Tamil Had

Modern Theatres Ron-antic Hit

d.

1

.ti

A Picture of Rollicking

Taughs and Romance
with South India’s Best Comedians

The Modern Theatres Ltd.
SALEM MADURA
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5 , oa Indian Economic. By Mahadee

"u'iial P"M“”
V O Rale R» 2

Indian tales

Indian Tale. orFuo Folly and Folklore Ba 2

Talei from the 'S.n.krit Dram.tiit. Seoond

nnd Kei >«ad Edit on R» 2

The idiot • Wife By Dr Nareeh Chun or Sen

Gupta, kadi. Aa. 8

Sakontala By Kamala Sattbiauadhan. A« 8

Maitreyi By Ft Sitanath Tattvabhu.han A. 4

Sir S RADHAKR ISHN AN'S WORKS
* Freedom and Culture Be 1 *

the Heart of HIndu.tan Bo 1 8

INDIA'S SACRED SHRINES & CITIES

a book oivri a mi id account of Important
k

• - - -- togelber with

NATIONAL CLASSICS

Price Re 1 8 each

Vnlmiki llamayann Text in Deveaacari and

English T initiation Foreword by Ibo I« Nod

V S Snnivaaa fcatlri, K,CB
The M.b.bharata Text in Devaimgari * Engluh

Translation Foreword by Dr Sir S iladhakriabnan.

The Sr mad Bhagaeata Text m Deiau*h*H.

an 1 I I Blwb Trunalation Foreword by Dr bit

P
Up.kh',«T.1. '^Garland of Storim.)I

S-lected

from ilin f
i
ic* an 1 the Parana. Text in

nagari. 1 1 reword by Dr Sir C I* Ramaawnmi Aiyar

Th. Up.n.th.d. Selection, from ‘be 108

LptnnJ ad* Text in Saiukrit IJevanagari »IW
a Foreword by Prof M Hinjanna K a.

I',...,. Prat... end Paelma. Text In Davao*

gar mul Luglieh rrarudaLion Foreword by Ilaliatma

Waekaraa Select Work. Text in Detooagari

and tog iih traialalion

SELK ION AND PHILOSOPHY
Bb.g.vM Gita or lie Lori. Song Text III

Dot anagin and Eugb.li TrarnUt oil By Df

Annie Uewnt I otkei Edition A. 0

Aid* It of tbo Vedant* Dy tariou. writer*.

8th Edition Ho 1

Hindu Etb ca By Baba Govmdn Da*. R* *

Temple. Churchei and Moique. Bf Yakub

llaaan 08 illus He 1 8

The Fir.t Four Cabf. By Ahmed ShafL Re 1
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Jetu. Chrul By Mr S K. George

Sank.r tb.ryi • Hi. I ife and Teaching. BT

8 S Sun anors} ana Saairi

Sr Krtihna Hi. Life and Teaching*. BJ
Mr M It oeiupalkurx arao 2ad Edn

Lfe aed Te.cb.0g. of Zoroa.ter. By Prof

A R Wadi*.
Life an- Teachin . of Buddha By D Dbarma<

pat*. 4ih Edo _ ,
Prephet h'uhammad By Abmed Sbafl »<“

Yakub Haaan

of Northern India Re 18
Chilianja tn Vivekananda Lire, of the earn

of Bengal Re. 1 8

GENERAL
Leader, of the Brahtno Samaj 7 Portrait* tti

Sketcbee Re. 18
farooua Battle. In Indian Hntory. By T

Bi brnl many em, KA l.1 Re 1 .

Mil.bar and I a Folk. By Mr T K Copal*

Paaihfcar B a Re 2 ,

itake.pe.re. Tried.,, i Kirg I ear. Macfccfh.

ty Dr \\ ilium Miller Be J *

G. A. NATESAN & CO , PUBLISHERS & BOOKSELLERS. ESPLANADE, MADRAS
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«.U «. RAILWAY
MASKING OF GOODS.

The public are suffering inconvenience through goods ami

parcels being misdespatchcd in transit. The cause of mis-

despatch is, in many cases, the consignor's failure to properly

address or mark packages before tendering them for transport

and to ensure that all old marks and addresses are obliterated.

2. " The Railways are anxious to avoid inconvenience to the

public and with this object in view, notice is hereby given that

. (') no pirkage will ba accepted for traosyort uclccs it is fully

and dear!) mrVid tn English with tho rime initials or
private mark* of conwgBco and the ft tition of destination

(11) b-ig* anJ bundle* of bidci and skin* nnd basket* of fruit,

vegetable*, \f-.el* of oil or ghcc, bundles of iron burs or
other gooda that cannot bo durably marked must h/iva n
leather notal or woodoo lalxl attached to each bundle or

articlo nt the forwnrdiog station by the coobigeor and the
ncces»ary markings put on

3. The above requirements apply to all consignments not

making up a full wagon load and full wagon load consignments

which need to he transhipped into wagons of a different gauge

en route. In the case of other full load consignments at least

10 per cent, of the packages in each wagon load should be

marked as indicated above.

The public are reminded that these requirements are not

new but compliance with them has not been insisted upon during

the last few years. The present position, however, renders

compliance necessary ard it is requested that the public will

fully co-operate.
*
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(Liability of Members is Limited)

Rrgntotl 01) ce MADRAS
PHONE 4518

1

BR UfCHLS

ALLEPPEY COCHIN CALICUT COIMBATORE
p5™ii *»>-- 183 Pno,,E 108 pu0'’'

TELEGRAMS for oil offices AV1THOM

SALES DEPOTS

MBDURA bangalore tinnevelly
Gapital Authorised Rs. 5,00,000 ..

Issued & Paid-up Rs* 3,00,000

MA \ AGING IGFNTS

THD snBVBROY ESTATES LTD 7 74 Satjamangalam Road Coimbatore

THL NCLLAMALAI TE\ L COFFEE ESTATES LTD do

RADIO V ELECTRICALS LTD Madras

I MESSRS AADRVEDIC COMPODND TINCTURES LTD Allcppej-

I PioneerB io the manufacture of Ajarredic Tinctures on Allopathic lines

I (rscosroiuiED IK travakcobe)

TEE KALPDTTA EbTATD LTD
THE COORO RUBBtU CO LTD Offices at Cal cut

THE FR1NQF0RD 1 STATES LTD

CHII F AGENTS FOR 1LADR1S PROVINCI

THE PRITHVI INSURANCE CO LTD Madras

Exporters, Importers, Shipping And Forwarding Agents.

TEA TEA EXPORT RIGHTS RUBBER PEPPER CARDAMOMS
CASHEW EERNFLLS TIMBER A ALL OTHFR MALABAR PRODUCE
STRAWBOAnS ESTATE REQUISITES CHEMICALS MVCHINERV

Etc Etc . Etc

rNQUIRIFS SOLICITED
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FOR.

OVER J0 YEARS

TUB ORIENTAL HAS BROUOHT PEACE AND
SECURITY TO COUNTLESS HOMES AND FAMILIES.
IN 1944 ALONE HOLDERS OP 87.393 POLICIES HAVE
BEEN GIVEN ASSURANCE TO THE EXTENT OP NEARLY

Rs. 22,00,00,000.

FUNDS over RS. 365 CRORES.
IT SVlf.ti PAY Yor TO COMB TO LS
roa ALL YOUR MFF ASSURANCE NEEDSoriental

GOVT. SECURITY LIFE ASSURANCE Co., Ltd.
Citd. in WL 1374. 77r.nl Of.ce UO.M1JAY.

Ur,inch Ol cf*

ORIENTAL BUILDINGS,
ARMENIAN STREET. O. T, MADRAS.

lUsaUOM. Cqiubajok*. iliRt'M, Tueur* >roir. Trivamduvii *sid Oovrciu

u^i. 45

I’Oll SUOI&, BOOTS. SANDALS SLIPPERS
VISIT PUNT & COM

CIinuMB LEATHER WORKS RECIPIENTS OF GOLD MEDALS
F&rvnurJ by Jutf in’ Jriii./' onJ Laly LouUy. Loryut u L!* ti’e >0 HtJoit DcaUn.

if iru SULK PI .NT ss Toe vrostD uy lot

PUNT 8c CO., 1*70, Broadway Madras.

Dval. 'ivw



For Relieving Headache, Backache, I

Strains Sprains and

Muscular Pains there is no

better remedy

For FREE Booklet
“littla'i Oriental Balm & Medical Guide"

Writ* to

unit's CRIEH1M. B*U| & Pb ltd

P P 67, MADRAS

MAHATMA GANDHI
T II L MAN ANI) 11 I S MISSION

A b 05 aphical and c teal iketch of tho I fa and caccr down to the year 1943
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INSURE WITH

Gordon, V/oodroffe &^Co. (Madras) Ltd.

Agents (or

Canton Insurance Office, LtJ

HongVorvj Fite Vsjcance Co ,
Ltd

Hercules Insurance Co, Ltd

Jamas Finlay <S Co, Ltd

Law Union & Rock Insurance Co , Ltd

London Assuran c Corporation

PrudoA'iai Assume© Co, Ltd

Ro>al Insurance Zo , Ltd

Scottish Un on if National Inturanco Co , Ltd

Sea Insurance Co, Ltd

Triton Insurance Co , Ltd

Unon Assurance Society LtJ

Union Insurance Soo-ty of Canton, Ltd m

Yorks!' ro Insurance Co, Ltd

Alarlne— Fire—Motor Veclitcles—Life—Endowment—

Personal Baggage—Accident—Workmen's Compensation-

Members of

- Tlie Madras Fire, Marine and Accident Associations

Kates c t aji lica/iox to

Gordon, Woodroffe & Co. (Madras) Ltd.

Registered Of^e

21, North Bta«h KoaJ

Gecrgstowa, Sadraa

Telegraphic *1 ? tress

"WOUURUFFU "
telepl’oi t No 2973

Pott Boz So 42
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iovernment of Cochin

COCHIN COTTAGE INDUSTRY PRODUCTS

Furniture and Carvngs

Leather suit cases, hand bags shoes, chappals, etc

Lace garlands and caps

Photo frames and slates

Hair and fibre brushes of all kinds

Handloom design shirtings etc

Honey (untouched by hand)

Tooth powder G ngelly oil, country umbrellas

0 etc etc

AH products oi Gin eminent Institutions and Government-

subsidised Co-operatne Societies

QUALITY GUARANTEED

DrsrnjDL’Tors ~ "

THE MARKETING SOCIETY, Ltd.,

13. G. Trichur Branch Chittur

INFORMATION OFFICER.

GOVERNMENT OF COCHIN
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The THREE BIGGEST
AMONG MADRAS NEWSPAPERS

£The Snclian Oxpress
(English 'Morning Daily)

3) hi n cim a n i

(Tamil Evening Daily)

cJlndlv'ci 3?>tcibhci
(Telugu Evening Daily)

Audited Certificates of Circulation Published Periodically:

The latest figures, (July 19-45 average per day
exclusive of free and voucher copies) are:

INDIAN EXPRESS ' .... 28,646
DHINAMANI .... 35,380
ANDHRA PRABHA .... 11,173 -

Rates and details from

'II',e Advertisement Manager,

THE FREE PRESS OF INDIA (MADRAS) LTD.,

too, Mount Road, MADRAS.
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INSPIRING
|

DESIGNS

TOWELS, •

BEDSHEETS,

SAREES ETC.

r # L

S A R A T H I

HANQLOQM TEXTILES. MADURA.



FROM 1 HE WORLD’S
GREAT REFINERIES

STOP WHERE
YOU SEE THIS
FAMOUS SIGN

'vflSG- SUSP'S

1&T
CALTEX (INDIA) LIMITED

(ISCORrO&ATED IB THE RlHlUi ISLiMOe)

CALTEX BOOSE BALLARD ESTATE BOMBAY

BOMBAY CALCUTTA, KARACHI NEtt"DELHI AND MADRAS
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Mills Bhadravati.

(Mysore State Railway)

War tirao restrictions and shortages notwithstanding tho MYSORE PAPER
MILLS bavo helped to keep tbo TORCH OF LEARNING bright and high in our

ancient land these six years

Within the four corners of the controls text books for schools and colleges

have been printed, tho orgeat needs of business houses have been met, tho

correspondence of Government has been carried on

and
The Fourth Estate has continued to function with tbo aid of

BISON BRAND PAPER
made by THE MYSORE PAPER Mtf-kS

And thus bare the MYSORE PAPER MILLS combined business

with national service nod the profits they ba"o earned include

their Clientele's goodwill which they bopo will increase wiLh

tho return of normal conditions following tho advent of peace.

I

Head Office

KLMPJSGOWDA ROAD
BANGALORE CITY.

SYMBOL FOR 3CRV1CE
IN WAR TIME

SYNONYM TOR QUALITY
ALWAYS
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a ORR & SONS LTD WATCH AND CLOCK MAKERS MADRAS AND RANGOON

ENGLISH 8 DAY

WALL REGULATORS

IN

BEAUTIFUL ROSEWOOD CASES

NOW AVAILABLE

SIZE 28” X 13"

WCST.UNSTCR CHIMES RS. 135.

IS GO.SGS) 1 MITT

ORE'S
PRISMATIC COMPASSES

riTTDD WITH BEST QUALITY

ALLMlNITJil KING PLAIN

SIGHTS WITH SHADES AND
Minror complete in

LPVTPI U SLING CASD WITH
LIGHT TGIPOD II WING BALL
AND SOCKET HEAD

Available la Two SIztj 3J>" and J*

At Rj 143 and Rs 150 Respective!/

Reduced Bates tor Quantity Ordei i

P. DUH & SOINS LTD. MA»lU‘j AAD ItA>GOOI>



' of the Brahmo Samaj
ia x BECOBD or TUB AND ».CfUSVElIEJ»T3

or tub pioneer or tub Bkinsio movement

Thu volume contains a record of the doings
JJrahmo jindera Mate the days of H»ja Horn

ohun Koy; that is to a*>, it is a narrative of

a social, religious, c locational or, 1 plnlimhr pc
ties of tbs p onecra of the Unlm o n> v<n me

'part from ua bicgrapt kbI intense, the volume >s

enriched with an exposition of tho f h)J< s hv an J

ienaes of Urahmoiicn as mttrpnted by tie leaders

who preached and mode tho now laith popular

Contents — Raja flam Afohun floj, \f vharsbi

Devendranaih r»uori', Kejav Cl amir » f-eii 1 ralap
Chandra Mazuindar Smtpada lSm erji, Auai da
Mohan Iioso and Pandit tJtvunuth b'uetn

With Seven Portraits

Re 1 3 loroi„o ?*h tkl

CHAITANYA TO V1VEKANANDA
BKErCULS OF TUI. Ll\ L3 A Ti VCIIINGa Ot

Till. S VIMS OF Ut.SGVL

In this book sre presented the *k*tct as of sis saints
five Urnguli ant ono Awunese Both in iliir

individual character and t* aching and in their I ml ru
setting, they diffor wi loly one from tie otlur
Yet tt is the an mu ptnlmophy of thn llinti*
that find* varied utterance in tl o disc uima it

Cbaiian> a. thD poem* if itamprawvd, the »*>i g» f

llaroskrishna 1 ararnnhnms » and tho initsne ir>

speeches of V ivpkananda Wo 1 avo in tltrso sketches
tried to Rive not only a dot ailed hi gra| hy of <h

saints and teachers hue also a lu-unt account ofi»«
FLdosopby and reluion wimb each of them taught oi

propounded , . Tbiwe lives ore full of interest

for tho student of religion

Rupee One 1 Aa Light.

ASPECTS OF THE VEDANTA
Contest* —The Vedanta some reasons fir its

study
,
Veda an I eho Vedanta, Vclanta towards all

religions, the Vedanta in online, the Vefailn
Religion, theelhics of the VcJanta tto Philisoply
e>f the Vedanta lie Veil lita ThdooOphy ,

eho

VoJanllc Doctrine of tho full re 1 fo tho Vedanta
it* Theory and Practice, tho Vt latill for the wor.d

,

Vedanta la duly lift hew I dition

Rjpeo 0 io

LIGUT~0 N LIFE;
A Skcxctios or Six Srunuai. Di«cocrses

ht
8WAMY BABA rtlhM V\ UiD BIT IRAH

with the I aba’s Au otugtaphy

Rupss One only.

pics'! rich in Glucose, Sucrose, OUDH
SUCAR COLDEIf SYRUP 13 the ail

purpose cr-rgy food for tho growing

chi’drcn Added in MiU il 3er.da it a
dUorcnt flavour wh.eh children enjoy.

Q A. XVTE3VN & Co, ECFLlhUtRS. MADRAS
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A Romance of Arjuna
In the Guise of a Rishi

A grand Theme about a

Grand Passion

K. L V. VASANTHA
and others

Fo Fa iculart ••

The Modern Theatres ltd.
SALEM MADURA

S R s N I D H I Ltd.,
electrical engineers and coni ractors

(ON P W D AND MILITARY LISTS)

PHONE 3170

192, Ch na Bazaar Madras

Branches

LOCIL M1LAPOUC
14 Pondy liazaar Edward Elliot Road

MAMU VT. VM Phone 0412

Fcr all jour Electrical end Civil Engineering Requirements
DEPIS ELECTRICAL, CIVIL ENGINEERING AGENCIES AND

MEDIC \L AND INSURANCE.



SPENCER&gfe
MAM'FACI UUI.NG

CHEMISTS A DRUGGISTS

X-MA
Well known Siencer skin remedy for

1

tbo euro of i ( 7<Mna and kindred tn

complaints Formerl j known a*

“SuiiIIi’h Ungucnlnm 1 let rrod * i

is &n ideal wdutivo for nil iullui.d

conditions of tbo thin. X MA is tbe

only non irritating specific for IXccma

Dbob>‘s Itch uod Cry theme.

Rs. 1-4
Wfllf

Ac.*.' u+)
S*Jf" " <“

Erupt! am.

O* s»d IrecAIs*

KARDYL PRICKLY
HEAT POWDER

For lasting relief from lbs irritation

of Prickly Heat use K-trdyl Po vder

dad)—for Kardyl Powder gives

immediate relief after tbo first

R 1 plication. Kardyl baa been used by

tbo public for over thirty year* and

today—as then- it is still tbo most

effective, preventive and cure for

Prickly Heat.

Rs. 2-4

"YEASTONE” .t „
(BRAND) 1 might be

YEAST TABLE TS (STANDARDISED) PHARMACE
These YEAST TABLETS are excoilaat as a an eslenjiv0

general tome They are also most useful for manufacture of

treatment of anorexia, subnormal growth, O!STMENTS, i

intestinal slugg shness and other conditions vision of qjaliC

arising from \itamio B complex dcflorency -

TRADE EhQLIRIES IWITED

jT is perhapa not known aa well as it
* might be that wo have a modern

PHARMACEUTICAL FACTORY, where
an extensive business is carried out ia the

manufacture of TINCTURES, GALENICALS,
OINTMENTS, etc , under the expert super*
vision of qualified chemists

SPENCER & CO., LTD. Madras and Branchs*

throughout India,
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A Romance of Arjuna
In the Guise of a Rishi

A grand Theme about a

Grand Passion

K. L. V. VASA NTH A
and others

- Ftjt Porlitular* —

—

'

The modern Theatres Ltd.
SALEM MADURA.

SRINIDHI Ltd.,
electrical engineers and contractors

(ON P W D AND MILITARY LISTS)

Phone 3170

192, China Bazaar Madras.

Branches

LOCAL Ml LAPORC.
14 Pondy Lazaar, Edward Elliot Road

MAMBALAM. Phone 8112

Fcr all j our Flectrical End Civil Engineering- Requirements
DEPIS ELECTRICAL CIVIL ENGINEERING AG£\Cl£S>NO

MEDICAL AND INSURANCE
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Mo Commercial Bank Ltd.
Regd: Office: MAYAVARAM- Central Office; MADRAS.

Authorised Capital • - Rs. 25,00,(100

Issued and Subscribed Capital • Rs. 21,25,000

Paid-up Capital * • Rs. 18,75,000

fa serve fund . • Rs. 5,32,000

(TOTAL RESOURCES EXCEED NEARLY Rs TOUR CRORES)

CITY OFFICES — Chw-a Baisar Road, Ma-nbaW, Mylapore, Tnplicano and Penamet

BRANCHES:

Amodalnvalasa Eumbakonam Sbiyali Vellore

Anakapalla Madura Tadepalligndem Vijajnpnrani

Chidambaram Maruteru Tanjoro Virudhnnagar

Cbittur (Cochm) Falgba»i Tinnevclly Town

CoDjecvcram Parvathipnrara Tionerelly Jn. and

Erodo Puduiottab Tilarn R S.

KoraiVudi Salnr Tnchinopoly Vizianagram.

BANKING BUSINESS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION TRANSACTED.

S N N SANKARAL1NOA IYER, Managing Director,
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INDIAN TALES
OF

FUN, FOLLY and FOLKLORE

A COIiSCTIO'l OF TBS

TALES OF TrNNALI RAMAN

TALES OF MARIADA RAMAN

TALES OF RAJA BIRBAL

KOUAT1 WIT AND WISDOM

THE SON IN LAW ABROAD

NEW INDIAN TALES .

TALES OF RA1 A AND APPAJ1

TOLLLOPE OF THETELCOUS

Price Rs. Two-

Famous

Battles in Indian History

B\ T C SITBRATTMANY \Sf, Hi, T+T

Under this title ti n writer has
brought together vivid, and detailed

accounts or ten decisive engagements
that made a d {Terence in the fortunes

of dynasties and peoples in this country

Each of the suceessiv e battles described

in these pages marks a turn ng point

in the history of India

Costssth
The Battle of Hydaepes.
The Battle oftennt
The Battle of Sripurambiyam
The Battle of Vcllur
The Battle of Rear,
The Battle of Laghman
The Battle of Tara n
The First Battle of Pampat.
The Battle of Kanwa
The Battle of Tahkota

Price Rupee One

Q A Natoaan A Co Pub! shers O T Madras 0 A Nateean & Co Publi bers, Madras

The Bhagavad Gita: The Lord’* Song
Text in Devanagan ana English Translation

By Dr Annie Besant
Price Annas Six

Edition
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Edited By Mr. G. A. NATESAN
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Mainsprings of Our Modern Civilization

By Sir BOMANJI J WADIA
* Vice Chancellor Intierstty of Bombay

CIVILIZATION is a condition of life power What men have always done

which only man has achieved, man through the eyes and are still doing is to

who can neither fly nor swim, and yet accumulate the great and ever increasing

has ranged the seas around and scoured store of knowledge and experiment which

the shies above, roamed all over the earth they use to extend control over the

for treasure or for adventure and flashed material world This knowledge and control

his messages from one end of the globe to produce a condition of life whose develop

the other in the fraction of a moment The ment coincides with the growtli of clvihza-

animal world has not much to do with tion The material part of civilization is a

what we call intelligence, and is ^guided matketable commodity of which the rich

by the urge of instinct and self preserva are able to buy more than the poor The

tion, often bordering on what seems difference, however, is fast diminishing

intelligence and yet essentially away from Cheap transport, cheap postage, wide

it They live as their predecessors lived .educational opportunities which are daily

before them, bach into the obscure dawn growing wider, are giving far more people

of creation But civilization is a process a chance to share in this civilization which

that is all the while going on in our has come down to them Nearly every
1 minds Man’s thoughts leap ahead of one can afford a newspaper and keep in

achievement, always questioning, always touch with the whole world, every one can

experimenting, always inquiring They are afford a piece of cheap soap and can keep

products of his brain and eyes and fingers, clean, not every one need trudge on foot

but the brain is the more effective of 01 course we are not satisfied To be

these thtee a$sets„ The apes too have eyes satisfied will be to deny our human nature

and fingers and use them well, unlike But if we glance back at the bleak and

other animals But with all that is said precarious existence of our remote

about the missing link, the link is missing ancestors, can we doubt that our lot is

still Keen sight and deft hands do not more varied and 'brighter, and our oratrees

count for much without that discontent of happiness easier within our grasp and

uhich accompanies man s developed bram more capable of fuljilment ?
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Civilization is really a way of life and

is a social 'process It is the story of a

gradual development for it is the result of

man’s struggle with his environment It is

not, however, the story of continual

advancement There are breaks in the

chain It is like the progress of a man

who climbs a Udder comes down a lew

rungs and begins to climb again Our

ancestors liked to think of the history of

man as a steady ascent from the primitive

state to a state gradually approaching

perfection It is not all ascent for there

ate steep ups and downs For centuries

the civilized world appears to have

achieved progress and order Then sudden

changes occur with bewildering rapidity

Then again the world has settled down to

a period of relative stability but at a

different level

The story of the changes in man s

values and ideals is vast The story of

how he lived under the great civilizations

that the world has known in the past is

vaster still The history of ancient Egypt

goes back 4 000 years and now after the

latest archaeological finds it is probable that

the history of ancient India takes us still

futther into the past Their relation to the

story of the development of modern

civilization will here be out of place But

m connection with the same story it is

worth mentioning that a historical writer

once observed that there were certain

sharply defined periods of human history

in which certain ideas of civilization

germinated and flourished more than in

any other There were outbursts of the

creative spirit of man which largely

jnfluenced their time and the times that

followed until the outburst of a new spirit

took the place of the old The writer

first mentions the classic age of Greece

someivhere about the fifth century B C

From that period, came the origin in

Europe of every branch of Philosophy and

the finest traditions of Art, Literature, and

Architecture in their best forms The

Greeks s»t up what was in many respects

the woild s greatest civilization Then

intellectual and artistic glories are among

the wonders of mankind, and as nothing

that is great can be repeated twice, the

achievement of ancient Greece in he*

contribution to civilization remains unsur

passed How little material comfort makes

for the essence of civilization can best be

shewn by referring to the way the old

Greeks lived in their time In many ways

more civilized than the people of our sge

they lived much more simply Electric

fans the lift, the radio, the talkies, and

the wireless are today a part of civilization

but they are not essential to it The

Greeks did without them all, and yet u£ere

the authors of ideas which have since

lighted generations ol man along the Pa'h

of civilization Her slave system counts as

a black mark against Greece, but the

record to her credit outweights the debit

side Greek civilization created and carved

the existence gf the civilization of our times

Rome comes next among the creative

periods of history, specialty the period

which begins $v>th the great days of the

Republic and runs through the^ vicissitudes

of her Empire down to the organization ®f

the Christian Church Besides Christianity

there stand to the, credit of Rome the

Peace, the Roads, and the Law—in * f*C*
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everything that js involved in the ordinary

administration of men an a universal scale

For more than four centuries the rule of

ttie Romans gave a sense of stabihtyTrom

Hadrian s wall to the African desert But

„with the passing of the Republic and in

the early days of the Empire the rot set

in, and the magnificent structure that was

crumbling midst a worse slave system than

that of Greece at last cracked to pieces

The onrush of the barbarian hordes

engulfed what had seemed to be the fixed

order oi nature, and Rome s proud civih

zation survived only in a few monastic

bouses which kept their heads above water

When the waters subsided the land took

on the outlines of feudalism and for a

long period the feudal system had a

seemingly fixed pattern of life, the rich

lord m his castle, the poor man at his

gate, and the humble monk for ever on

his knees

This was followed by the Middle Ages,

roughly comprising the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries It was the period in

which was laid the foundation of institu

tions—Parliament, the University, the Common

Law of England, and the revived Roman

Law of the Continent It was the age of

the Troubadours and the Great Gothic

Cathedrals, but it was also the period

marked by the ravages of the Black Death

and the peasants revolt in the fourteenth

century. It is difficult in these da>s of

greater hygienic efficiency to imagine an

epidemic which killed about twenty five

m Hum people in Europe alone Something

good came out of it, but the puce paid

was tremendous The rich tried to squeeze

more »emce out of the poor without

payment The exhausted and depleted

peasantry rebelled and were crushed by

the might of superior forces But a new
spirit came over the poor which was to

have important repurcussions in the future

Even though the peasants lost, the voice

of what are now called the working classes

began to be more and more articulate

and was the forerunner of modern
socialism One fine idea also grew out of

the poor soil of the times— the idea of

chivalry Across the period moved the

glittering cavalcade of the knights of old,

pledged to serve for religion and honour

Cervantes laughed Spain s chivalry away

But in respect of the attitude towards

women the Middle Ages wej£ more

civilized than Greece at the height of Jier

glory Heading the famous band of

pilgrims on the road to Canterbury was a

gentle knight, a perfect and a worthy man,

just home from the wars, and making the

pilgrimage in gratitude for his safe

return

The next milestone in the history oi

western development was the Renaissance,

a rebirth The reborn Greek spirit had

inspired a band of humanists led by

Petrarch They held up to the world the

works of the antvevA Greeks as the greatest

achievements of a free intelligence The

dust of the mterv ening centuries that

covered these works was laid, and the

works were translated and widely read

The awakened appetite for culture spread

all over Italy and beyond it, and science,

art and philosophy seemed to enter upon

a new life Just as the age of discovery

followed upon the introduction of the

Manner’s Compass, the revival of learning
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it only the dream of the poet when

he wrote ?

The cloud capp <1 to \or tlie gorgeous palaces.

The bolemn temples tho great globe itself

\ea all which it inhont shall dissolve

Anil like this insubstantial pageant faded
Leave not a rack boluod

Despite all these changes m its growth

and development, it would be still tiue to

say with the cynic that the more civiliza

tion changes the more it is the same

thing We must distinguish between its

essence and its incidents, for in its essence

it is" based in any country on the more or

less effective reign of social law Wher

ever social security is established, the arts

literature, science ard all the amenities

that science has brought in its train

flourish A country is not civilized because

they flourish, they flourish because the

country is civilized And in spile of all

the outward splendour of civilization the

question still remains—is horn* stptais

really progressing ? In the optimistic years

of the last century it was largely taken for

granted that steady progress was developing

Yet there were doubters An altogether

new character was given to our civilization

not only by the' theoielical progress in the

knowledge of nature and its secrets, but

by the application of that knowledge in a

technical -sense Yet that application has

been productive also oi much destruction

and misery Liberty has been laughed at,

hatred has desolated the earth, and two

wars have been followed by the distant

rumblings of a third The discovery that

peace is preferable to war is not new
Disarmament proposals can be traced as

far back as the sixth century B C in

China, and universal brotherhood has been

the keynote of religion from the earliest

times Such discussion is always theoreti-

cal, and the lust for strife and war seem3

to be permanent Our progress in science

must be guided by a much greater

progress in ethical standards and by^a
more practical sense of the essential unity

of mankind The real issues are always

moral and spiritual Scientific discovery
'

pust be adjusted to ethical development,

\i the future is not to be overcast and

gloomy Even if this is a sombre forecast

it is useful to consider the harsher alter

native if only to know best how to avoid

it and to see the happier prediction

fulfilled Modern civilization is not an
unmixed blessing, nor is it an unmitigated

curse It is for man to increase the one
and to lessen the other And one would
fain conclude this story of over two
thousand years on a note of fulfilment and
hope -

ON THE ONE AND ONLY TRANSMIGRANT
By Dr K ANANDA COOMARASWAMY

SANKARACHARYA'S dictum “Verily,

there is "no other transmigrant but

the Lord *
(saiyam, tiesuirad any ah samsari)

startling as it may appear to be at first

sight, for it denies the transmigration of

individual essences, is amply suppoited by

the older, and even the oldest texts, afid

is by no means an exclusively Indian
doctrine Tor it is not an individual soul
that Plato means when he sajs that ‘ The
soul of man is immortal, and at one time
comes to an end, which 13 called
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away, and at another is born again, but

never perishes . and having been born

many times has acquired the knowledge of

all and everything ’
, or that Plotinus

means when he says that ' There is really

nothing * strange in that reduction of all

selves to One, though it may be asked,

How can there be only One, the same in

many, entering into all but never itself

dissevered?' or Hermes, who says that

"He who does all these things is One,

and speaks of Him as “bodiless and

having many bodies or rather present m

all bodies
’

The Lord of whom Sankaracharya

speaks is, of course, the Supreme Solar

Self, Atman, Brahma, Indra,"Of all beings

Overlord of all beings King he whose

omniformity is timeless and being omnipre-

sent is omniscient Death, the Person in,

the Sun, India and Breath of Life, ‘ One

as he. is Person there, and many as he is

here in his children,’ and at whose

depaiture “we’' die our “elemental seifs

Immortal Self, * Immortal Leader "the

Solar Self of all that is in motion or at

rest ,
’ your own Immortal Self and Inner

Controller, “ other than whom there is no

seer, bearer, thinker or knower*’, the solar

Iodra of whom it is said that ' whoever

speaks, hears, sees, thinks etc
, does so

by his ray" ,
Brahma, of whom it is said

that our powers ‘ are merely the names of

his acts’ ,
the Self from whom all

action stems, the Self that knows

everything

By whatever names he is referred to,

and these correspond to the aspects under
* which he is considered, this Lord, “ from

within the heart here, is our mover, driver

and actuator, and the whole source of

the evanescent consciousness that begins

with our birth and ends with our death

We do nothing of ourselves, and are

merely his vehicles.

This Lord is that “ One, the Great Self,

who takes up his stand in womb after

womb as the omniform Lord of the

Breaths, he wanders about by his own

actions, the fruition of which he enjoys,

and associated with the notion * I am, is

known as the 'lower Brahma' Neither

male nor female nor neuter, whatever body

he assumes, therewith he is connected,

through the delusions of concept, touch

and sight there is growth and birth of the

Self by the rain of food and drink, the

embodied Self assumes functional forms in

their stations in regular order, and because

of bis conjunction with the qualities, both

his own and of action, he seems to be

" another’

This transmigrating Lord of the Breaths

is the Breath, “ the most e x c e 1 1 e n t,”

Prajapati and Brahma, he who divides

himself five and many fold to support and

sustain the body, to awaken his children

to fill these worlds
,

and to whom, as

Prajapati, it is said “ T’is thou, thyself,

that art counterborn, to thee all thy

children bung tribute, O Breath” By this

Prajapati this body of “ ours ” is set op

in possession cf consciousness, he as ll*

driver passing on from body to body

unoiercome by the bright or dark fruit of

his acts, or rather, those acts of which he,

as our Inner Person, is the actuator and

spectator rather than the doer This
Prajapati is likewise “ the dnine Breath

who, whether or not transmigraung, 1*
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neither injured nor distressed, and whom

all beings serve ' and with respect to

whom it is further said that “however hts

children may suffer, that pettains to them

alone, good only goes to him, evil does

not reach the Gods

Thus this One is everywhere born and

reborn “Unseen, Prajapatt moves m the

womb and is multifariously born ‘ The

person expires and suspires in the womb

and then is he born again when thou O
Breath, givest life’

,
Thou alone, O Sun,

art born about the whole world ’
,

One

God indwelling the mind, of old was he

born and is even now m the womb
Similar texts could be cited at greater

length
,

it will suffice for the present to

observe the emphasis laid upon the fact

that it is always One that is diversely

born He, that is, who is “ undivided m
though as it were divided by his presence

in divided beings," being “ One as

he is in himself, and many as he is

in his c h 1 1 d r e u,-’ who are not

Beings independently, but Beings by

participation

All 'this belongs to the oldest Vedic

doctrine, where it is the Sun or Fire that

enters into the womb and transmigrates

,

thus Aditi “ bears the mortal Sun unto

repeated birth and death", “Thou, Agm,

being in the womb, ait bofh again ” He

is “of many births", as Knower of Births

he is ' set down in birth after birth," t e

,

is) all these Beings , and by) the same

token he is “ omniscient of births,” who

“finds birth again and again
’
“Filling the

three light realms of this, the moving and

immobile universe, he cometh manifoldly

into being the Sire in all these wombs,"

as “the giver of being to all thy people,’

and jet “in one semblance’

We have so far considered the Transmi-

grant, Parijtnan, the Spirit moving at will,

only as the Great Catalyst who remains

unaffected by the action he empowers The
Supreme Lord and Self who Is seated one

the same in all being i’ hearts, the citizen

in every city participating in action not

because of any need on his part but only

sacnficailly and to maintain the world

process, wherein, as it were disporting

himself, he remains undivided amongst

divided beings and indestructible amongst

the destructible So long as he is One,

they cannot overcome him But as One,

he cannot bring his creatures to life, and

must divide himself It is not quite

disinterestedly (as it seems to us) but
“ with ends not yet attained and with a

view to enjoying the objects of the senses”

that he sets us agoing and this is a

dangerous enterprise, for being their
enjoyer, he is earned away by the flood '

of the qualities of the primary matter with

which he operates, and so as the

corporeal, “ elemental self," knowing

subject over against ostensibly external

objects of perception, he is bemused and

does not see the bountiful Giver of Being

within him, but_“ conceives that” This is

I and ' That is mine,’ and therewith binds

himself by himself like a bird in the net,

and so wanders around in wombs both

aughty and naughty, overcome by the

fruits of actions and by the pairs of

opposites" Conversely ‘ the sacrifice^

becoming a bird, goes to the world of heaven ”

There is, indeed an antidote for this

elemental self, viz in the study and
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mastery of the wisdom of the VcJ *’

m the fulfilment of one* own duty m H*

regular grades
,

through the knowledge of

Brahma, ty order and by contemplation

he MtUth everjasling bliss. >«. when this

' man in the cart, re the body .* bberated

from those things with which he was

over filled up and by which come

then he attain* to conjunction with

the Spirit; »c being very Brahma enter.

,niO Brahma and thus authentically Brahma

abide. This i* N'colas of Cu.a* dft/catt

for which the stnr <»a «» ™ a!hu

dvititt alt"tt-uts ft dt ersttatis

Otherwise stated, Prajapati 'desires to

become many, to express hi* chitdren and

having done so i* spilled and fall* down

unstrung it is “with love that he entei*

into them and then he cannot come

together again whole afid complete except

by the sacrificial operation It is suffici

enily well known and needs no demons

tration here, that the final purpose of this

' operation, in which the sacrificer symboli

cally sacrifices himself, is to bmld up

together again whoje and complete both

the sacrificer and the divided deity at one

and the same time It is evident that the

possibility of such a simultaneous regener

atioo rests upon the theoretical identity of

the sacrificer s real being with that of the

immanent deity, as postulated in the well

known logos, “That art thou

In stall another way we can illustrate our

thesis by referring to those texts in which

the immanent deity is spoken of as a

“citizen" of the body politic in which he

is, as it were confined and from which

is, as it were, confined, and from which

be also liberates himsell That the human

[IlEfryilB 10»5

i well
body 1* called a "city of God

'

known, the Peison who as a bird becomes

a citi/m m all these " cities’* t* b««e

comically ” Pniuta * for that very reason

The solar Person and Friend of AH who

thus inhabits u* i* also the Beloved

Vamadcva, the Breath, who sets himself

m the middle ol all that is and protects it

from evil he who, being in the womb, »

the knower of all the birth* of the Gods

and whom all these Gods (if. Breaths,

Intelligences powers of the soul) revere,

and who says of himself that "Although

a hundred cities held me fast, forth 1 *Pef*

with falcon speed

Vamadeva, being in tile womb, it was

that spake thus Comprehensor thereof,

when separation from the body takes place,

forth striding upwards and obtaining »H

desires in yonder world, he comes together,

immortal
’

Here, Vamadeva is equated with our

"other self" which, when old age i*

reached and being all in act, departs and

is regenerated, reborn for the third and

last time The escape of this Dwarf (for

Vamana has also this meaning) is 'further

described when the question is asked

“When this immanent /unstrung body

dweller is released from the body, what

survives ’? and answered “That, * e >

Brahma, the 'Atman, onr real Self, die

Imperishable, the Pieroma, from which

things proceed and to which all return

without affecting its infinity Thus, a5

Deussen justly remaiks, “Atman raeaos

that which remains if we take away fro®

our person all that is Not Self »
‘bat

being, of course, all that we generally

mean by our “personality
’ and
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"individuality ” Our end is to exchange our

limited mauner of being “So and so" for

God’s unlimited manner of Being simply

For, as Meister Eckhart says, “Ego, the

word /, is proper to none but God himself

in his sameness
"

A consideration of all that has been

said so far will enable us to approach such

a text as that of BU IV 1 7 without

falling into the error of supposing that the

“ measuring worm " is an individual and

definitely characterised “soul
1

' that passes

over from one body to another Much

rather, it is the undivided and never

individualised Atman that now, having

re collected itself and free from the

ignorance of the body—no longer, therefore

thinking " This is I
’—that transmigrates

and reincarnates “Verily, this Atman is

Brahma, who assumes every form of

existence, good or evil * In the same

way it is made clear enough by the words

" Here comes Brahma 1
’ that it is not an

individual, but God himself that comes

and goes when “we ’ are born and die

Accordingly, the distinction of “ the one

that desires " from “ the one that does not

desire is not that of one man from

another, but of the two forms of Brahma

“ mt/ita’i and wamwAaV* or of the two

minds, “ pure and impure from one

another
,
the latter continues to transmi

grate, the former " being only Brahma,

enters into Brahma’ This is “the flight

of the Alone to the Alone ” It is with

reference to the same release that the

Rishi says of the solar and sacrificial

Pegasus “ Thy Self I saw in mind, a bird

that from below flew through the sky on

dustless paths " The sacrificial death of

83

the “ horse" is the riders “release from

the body,— * see the horse careering, while

its rider is invisible 1

The doctrine of the one snared bird ha&

never been forgotten in India Swami

Nirbfiyananda in the nineteenth century

still sings

“ I am the bird caught in the net of

illusion,

I am He who bows down the head

And the One to whom he bows

I alone exist there is neither seeker nor

sought

When at last I had realised Unity, then

I knew what had been unknown,

That I had always been in union with

Thee
’

We have now perhaps, sufficiently

indicated that the scriptures of the Vedanta

know of but one Transmigrant such a

doctrine, indeed, follows inevitably from

what the word Advaita, “without other

ness,” implies
,
the argument, " Brahma is

only metaphorically called a ‘life* (fua) on

account of his connection with accidental

conditions, the actual existence of any one

such ‘life’ lasting »only for so long as He
continues to be bound by any one set of

accidents” being, in the same way, only

an expansion of the implications of the

logos "That art thou *

"" We have also endeavoured to show that

m this, as in so very many other respects,

there is an e’tact equivalence of the Indian

and Platonic traditions by no means,

however, in order to suggest a deriva-

tion of either from the other, but rather

to facilitate the understanding of the

doctrines common to both From the same

point of view we have still to refer to the
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Judaic and Christian doctrines. In the Old

Testament we find that when we die and

give up the ghost "Then shall the dust

return to the earth as it was, and the

spirit shall return to God who gave it ’

,

and of this, as Professor Macdonald says,

the Preacher “ is heartily glad, for it means

a final escape for man " To be " glad
"

of this can be thought of only for one

who has known toho he ts, and in which

self he hopes to depart hence For the

Jews, who did not anticipate a “ personal

immortality" the soul" (ne/es) always

implies ' the lower physical nature, the

appetites, the psyche of St Paul ‘—all

that in Buddhism is excluded as “ not

myself," all that is meant by the “ psyche

in modern psychology—and they must

have believed as Philo assuredly did, in a

" soul of the soul, ‘ the pneuma of

St Paul

In Christianity there is a doctrine of

karma (the operation of mediate causes)

and of a 41 fate ’ that lies in the created causes

themselves, but no doctrine of " reincarna-

tion" Compared with their Disposer, as

St. Augustine says, other beings ‘are

neither beautilul, nor good, nor are at all”

The central doctrine nas to do with the

‘‘incarnation" of One whose eternal birth

was " before Abraham * and 44 Through

whom all things were made " This One

himself declares that ‘‘No man hath

ascended up to heaven, but he that came

down from heaven, even the Son of man
which is in heaven” No stronger objec-

tions of the soul are anywhere to be found

than are met with in the Chiistun

Gospels No man can be my disciple

who hateth not his own soul," that soul

which “ he who hateth in this world shall

keep it unto life eternal," and which

“whoever seeks to save, shall lose," for

“To him that hath shall be given, and

from him that hath not shall be taken

away even that (life) he hath" Again.

“If any man would follow me, let him

deny himself," te

,

let him not think

44
1 am

"

Assuredly, “the word of God is quick

and powerful, and sharper than any two

edged sword, piercing even unto the

dividing asunder of soul and spirit:" St

Paul who also distinguishes between the

Inner and the Outer Man, when he says

of himself
44

1 live, yet not T, but Christ

in me," has lost his soul to save it, he

knows 44 m whom when he departs hence,

be will be departing" and it is clear that

that is saved,
44 what remains " (avasisyatt)

when the separation from the body takes

place, is not “ this man, Paul," but the

Saviour himself

When this Saviour’s Visible presence is

withdrawn, the Deus Absconditus lives

with us, or rather, »« us another “ Comfor-

ter or 44
Guardian,* " Even the Spud of

Truth Ye know him , for he abidetb

with you, and shall be in you - • •

Which is the Holy Ghost, whom the

Father will send in my name, he shall

teach you all things, and bring all things

to your remembrance, whatsoever I have

said unto you . . He will guide y°n

into all truth . and he will show > oU

things to come ” He who thus tutus cord*

docet is the immanent Daitnon “who cares

for nothing but the truth” and whom, as

Plato
—“ that great priest, who found the

way long ere Christ was born”—atso says,
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God has given to each one of us ‘ to

dwell along with him and in him ”
, and is

also St Augustine’s Ingenmm, Dantes

Amor, the mediaeval Synteresis and our

own Inwyt or Conscience, in the fallest

meaning of this word

It is upon this immanent Spirit of Troth

the divine Eros, that our very life depends,

which ends when we " give up the ghost
*

"It is the Spirit that quickenetb
,
the flesh

avails nothing *
,

for as St Thomas

Aquinas further says, “The power of the

soul, which is m the semen throughout the

Spirit enclosed therein, fashions the body

He is the “Sower went forth to sow

some fell upon stony places But

other fell into good ground’
, and that

amounts to “enters into aughty and

naughty wombs,” for while the immediate

application of the Parable of the Sower is

to the propagation of the word, it is not

only the Word but life itself that is a

gift of the Spirit,—percke stto <plcnJon

pottsse, nsplencn io, dtr Subsisto And

finally, is not this divine Eros, the Knower

of the Field fCsetrdjua) (in both senses of

the word to “ know ’
) any other than the

Prodigal Sou “ who was dead, and is alive

again, and was lost, and is found, ’—dead

for so long as he had forg9tten who he

w»3, and again alive " when he came to

himself ” ?

"
His, world is the World indeed, whose

Self, the All maker, All doer, who indwells

this abysmal complex, has been found and

awakened, uiz the Lord of what hath been

and shall be . Desiring Him only for

their * Woild,’ th'e hermit abandons this

world ” Not, indeed, to lit c all alone by

himself, but with this ' Immortal Self as hi*

constant companion

It has been said that
4Ye crucify him

daily,’ and so assuredly does every man
who is convinced that ' / am ’ or ‘/do"

and thereby divides Up this one conceptu-

ally into many independent and passible

beings Of all the conclusions to be drawn

from the doctrine of the One and Only
Transmigrant, the most poignant is this,

that whereas He is the Bird caught m the

net, the Ram in the thicket, the sacrificial

victim and our Saviour, He cannot save

himself except and unless ice, by the

sacrifice and denial of our self, also save

Him *

*A summary of a pamphlet by tho author
ontitlod The Indian and Platomo Doctrine of
Recollection and On the One and Only Tranomi
grant, published as Supplement No 3,
Jounal of tie Imcrican Oriei tal Soctcl
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Modern islam in india
BY PROF HUMAYUN KAB1R

I

T is obvious that to understand modern

India, one must have knowledge of

the history and traditions o( Indian

Moslems The unfortunate fact, however is

that this is absent among a large majority

of the Moslems themselves The materials

for a history of Indian Moslems are

scattered in Arabic Persian and Urdu

There are useful sources in other Indian

languages as well No attempt has

however been made to collect and collate

these materials and give a connected and

systematic account of Moslem life and

history Monographs have been published

from time to time to discuss different

aspects of Moslem life and history These

have been fragmentary or even sectional

and have lacked in comprehensiveness It

is not Moslems alone who have suffered

for ignorance of their past Indian political

developments have not attained possible

success because of Ibis historical ignorance

The Moslem has failed to examine and

estimate temporary problems because of

his ignorance of his own past and back,

ground The Indian struggle for political

freedom has also suffered Ignorance ol

Moslem hopes and fears has presented the

use the anti imperialist and revolutionary

energy of the Muslim masses

The compilation of a history of Indian

Moslems must be done by an Indian

Qwt who dots. act, sfcas* \bt

memories and hopes of the community

cannot have the intimacy and sympathy

which is necessary for a proper interpret

•Modsbs I8LAU in India. By W 0 Smith,
auuerva Bookshop Lahore, Ha. 10

atioa of the past It is only such

sympathetic interpretation that can make

knowledge of the past a basis for future

development and success It is therefore

a pity that no Indian Moslem has yet

undertaken this task of seif analysis and

interpretation Discussions on politics

sociology or religion have generally been

diffuse and separate In the book under

review. Professor Cantween Smith has

attempted to supply that long feet want m

spite of the obvious disadvantages to

which as a foreigner he is subject His

attempt entitles him to our gratitude I*

is evidence of his competence that he has

attained considerable success in the task

he has set himself

Professor Smith has tried to interpret

Indian History from his own special point

of view The philosophy which inspires

him may be open to question There »

no question regarding his skill n the

application of that philosophy m the

interpretation of events A unity of vision

informs his woik To find out and

establish relations between movements of

thought and culture on the one hand and

different types of economic and political

organisation oil the other, he has attempted

to view the diversity of events as the

expression of one hidden purpose As *

socialist he has emphasised the important®

of *£a ex&swoM. fatten in

events There is no doubt that this has

enabled him to explain some knotty

problems of history with considerable success

In the world ol contemporary Mosteru

thought and feeling^ he bases bis account
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on an analysis of the woih of Iqbal

His social and political account is on the

other hand based on the fluctuations m
the fortune of the Muslim League His

adhefence to Marxist modes of thought and

interpretation is evident in all his analysis

It must be admitted that this has at times

made his account mechanical and forced

It is universally accepted to day that the

phenomenal success ot science in Europe

has been offset by a want of world vision.

One evidence of this is found in the

European failure to reconcile the rival

claims of society and the individual We
find either a tendency to philosophical

anarchism through an exaggeration of the

importance of the individual or a complete

suppression of the individual in a

totalitarian state Maixism made an

attempt to overcome this failure of

European civilisation It also has failed

through a confusion of ends and means

and the syncopation an unnecessary and

..largely erroneous metaphysics with an

economic analys s which is refreshingly

'''free from cant or superstition Prof Smith

in his devotion to Marxist modes of

thought has tended to under estimate the

influence and value of other types of

""socialist philosophy and organisation It

is rather strange that a careful and

accurate scholar like him has not realised

the implication of the diverse and often

contrary interpretations of Marxism itself.

In his discussions on Iqbal, Pi of Smith

is earned away by his Marxist supettitions

and fails to do proper justice to the

vitality and variety of bis thought

Prof Smith shows the same Marxist

bias in his discussions on the development

of the League Where he is primarily the

historian, his erudition as well as his

command over facts is remarkable Where

however, he attempts to interpret events

from the standpoint of the Indian

Communist Party, he exhibits a strange

lack of objectivity He has skillfully

analysed the conservatism and inactivity of

the League from 1906 to 1936, and also 1

its unnatufal development between 1936

and 1942 as an adjunct of British

Imperialism His analysis of post 1942

League is however „ astonishing He
discovers a revolutionary and militant

turn in its policy which no objective

student of the League has found in. it

To many, exactly the reverse seems to be

the truth Since the outbreak of the

piesent war the League has continually

moved away from a militant and revolu-

tionary role The culmination came in its

attempt to divert the anti imperialist

energies of the Moslems into communal

and narrow channels It is perhaps a

secret leaning towards the so called

* Peoples’ War which makes so astute

and careful an analyst as Prof Smith tp

arrive at conclusions so unwarranted by

fact? He labels the League as tevolu

tionary because of its co operation with

British Imperialism in India after 1942

Exactly for the same reason, he holds

that the Congress went astray after 1940

and has since spent itself in futile and

petty ettoits In this context, it is not
difficult to understand that he should

characterise the Majlis i Ahrar as counter*

revolutionary after 1940

Prof Smith shows deep and intimate

acquaintance with North and North.
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Western Indn He has also attempted to

take into his purview various discussions

on Muslim politics, society and literature

in Urdu He however seems to lack

a commensurate knowledge of conditions

m the East and the South Bengal has

always maintained a unique tradition of

civilization and culture While it was

influenced by North Western modes it

retained peculiar features of its own For

various historical reasons Islam manifested

itself in Bengal m forms which are

unknown elsewhere In order to under

stand the reaction of Moslems to the

cross currents of modern thought an

analysis of conditions in Bengal is therefore

imperative We hope that in a later

edition Prof Smith will try to remove this

defect and give fuller account of conditions

and developments in Bengal

In spite of criticism on isolated points,

it must be admitted that Prof Smith has

done a valaabfe piece of work Men who

want to understand the current of Indian

affairs and specially the developments of

Muslim politics will find valuable sources

of information in his book The collection

of large masses of material and acute

analysis of underlying forms assure

Prof Smith of a distinct position among

the writers on Indian politics

The book is well printed and produced

The price is however, too high and

must be reduced in order to

assure it the greater circulation which

it deserves

THE SWISS MODEL FOR INDIA
B\ Dr NANDALAL CHATTLRJ1

SWITZERLAND is a unique case of

a federal union which appeals to

defy every known vanon of political

science Ethnology and geography creed

and language history and politics all

combine to put a direct ve o upon fedeial

un on among units and peoples so

essentially heletogeneou* if not actually

discordant Vet this federal union appa

tentfyso artificial is a power that may be
small but is not unimportant and there is

hardly aay mW. conJAtuMtak si.v.i -i.Va**

independence is more secure Three
different races speaking three different

language* have been so harmonised by
the federal constitution as to have grown

into one The federal system has here

created out of the most discordant racial

and religious elements a synthetic nation

full of real patriotism as ever animated

any race of the most unmixed blood

The multi lingual character of the Swis*

federation will he apparent from the fact

that according to the last census 71 9 Ptf

cent of the Swiss people speak German
2 4 per cent Trench, and 6 per cent*

Italian More than 90 per cent, of the

mnaoiucts speak Geiman m a majority ot

the cantons, and Trench is similarly the

predominant language of a few But these

linguistic differences have never been the

cause of any seuuus disharmony io
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national life. Since 1848, when the federal

constitution was first introduced, the

principle has been well established that all

the three languages are to be recognized

as the .official languages of the country.

This principle has been applied so success-

fully that it is safe to say to-day that the

Swiss have become a united people, and

a people so united that twice within three

decades they have withstood the severest

possible test provided by the two world

wars in which the belligerents have been

akin to them in language and race.

In structure, the Swiss constitution is

democratic and genuinely federal, and is

,
not a confederation in the strict technical

sense, although the country is popularly

termed " The Swiss Confederation." Switzer-

land is a single federal state (Bundesstaat)

whose Government controls to a greater

or less extent the administration of the

federated units, and is not a confederacy

of independent states (Slaatenbund) united

in. the "execution of an agreed common
policy. It is generally believed that

federalism presumes duality of sovereignty,

and it must of course be affirmed of each

cantional Government of Switzerland that

it is sovereign within its own jurisdiction.

But, the fact is that sovereignty is vested

in the' whole nation which claims the right

to exercise it, both in * national and

cantonal matters, by means of snch

democratic devices as the veto and the

popular initiative, and, in some cases, by
the more .drastic methods - . of the

recall.

- In the . history of political institutions

and in the practical working of a federal

G79

system, the Swiss confederation holds a
position which is unique. The Swiss
system of Referendal Democracy, though
partially representative, is neither “parlia-

mentary'' in the English sense, nor

presidential in the American sense.
Obviously, it is not parliamentary, for the
federal legislature would never dream of

throwing out the executive in consequence
of the rejection of a Bill sponsored by
the Cabinet, still less would the ministry,

which is composite * in character, think of
resignation because their policy failed to

secure the support of the legislature; least

of all would the legislature dissolve itself

simply because its schemes were condemn-
ed by the people or because the people
anticipated its action by means of the

Initiative.

If the Swiss system is not parliamentary,

nor is it presidential. The President is not
elected by the people, nor has he any
more influence upon the Government than
any member of the Federal Council, like

whom he is rather an agent, if not the
servant of the Federal Executive.

There is no strict separation of powers
in the Swiss constitution as in the

American. But, the legislature is more
strictly federal than the Executive. The
Swiss constitution allows the Federal
Legislature a large sphere in matteis of
legislation while leaving it to the Local
Governments to carry

. them into

execution.

The Federal Legislature is bicameral.
The Council of States represents the
constituent cantons and the National
Council represents the people. The
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the American Supreme Court The^ entire

Council of Stales or the Standerat consists

of 44 members, the cantons—large and

small-being equally represented by two

members each, th* derm cantons by one

Like the American Senate it embodies the

federal as opposed to the national principle

but unlike the Senate it has no special

functions differentiating it from the Lower

House Thus the two Houses are in

point of rights and functions co ordinate

and they act as a single Assembly in joint

session in certain matters like the election

of the federal councillors The National

Council contains some 200 members

representing over 50 constituenc.es, each

canton sending at least one member, and

the franchise extending to all adult males

The federal legislature is however in no

sense a sovereign parliament Not only is

its authority snared by the local legis

latures, but it is liable to be negatived

by the direct political action of the

electors through the Popular Initiative or

the Referendum—the two democratic

devices which have been grafted on to the

federal constitution The composite ministry

consisting of 7 members and having a

fixed term of office is not so much a

parliamentary cabinet in the English sense

as a committee consisting of permanent

heads of the Civil Service The Presidency

is held for a year in rotation by the

members ol the Federal Council and

carries no special significance of powers

The Federal Judiciaiy is not coordinate

m authotity with the Legislature and as

such does not possess the same power as

democracy

The stability of the Sw.ss Government

,s due to factors which cannot all be

easily copied elsewhere, particularly in a

vast sub continent like India with a more

diverse population and more acute religion*

differences Besides, the Swiss federation

is the outcome of a process of historic*

evolution of which there is no paratlel »

our country It would, therefore, be hasty

to assume that this model would prodace

an identical effect in India But India is »

tnultlingual country of non homogeneous

composition like Switzerland and so the

Swiss constitution must be of peculiar

interest to Indian students of „Pollt,cs

There is no doubt that there are some

features in the Swiss model which can be

applied to Indian conditions with advantage

although there is much in that model »hid>

is clearly out of place in the Indian situation

The features which deserve consideration

in India are firstly, the compromise oret

the question of the national languages,

secondly the character of national aD^

cantonal representation m the federal

legislature
,

thirdly, the composition of the

ministry , fourthly, the principle of propof*

tional representation
,

fifthly, the protection

of cantonal sovereignty
,

sixthly, *he s*k*

guarding of the culture of each nationality'

and, lastly, the principle of referenda!

democracy which can be partly grafted o°

to the Indian Panchayat system —Broidcas*'



ONE ACT PLAYS IN HIND!
- By Prof. AMARNATH GUPTA,* m.a.,

.S’. D. College, Cawnpore.

--T-rHERE ’are certain one act plays in

I Hindi Literature, (of course their

number cannot be large in view of the

brief history of this type of Literature,

roughly speaking a decade old), which

bear traces of Western plays. A detailed

examination of such plays is necessary in

a study of the direct influence of English

Literature on ’Modern one Act play writing

in Hindi. An attempt, therefore, will be

made in the following pages to point the

resemblances between them.

“ Devil
"1* of .Bhuvneshvar Prasad,

certainly, first strikes us.' It bears a

pronounced impress of Bernard Shaw’s

'* Devil’s Disciple ” as the playwright

acknowledges2 . Besides a resemblance in

the title, the only difference, if at all.

being that in the one case it is simply

"Devil,” in the other it is "Devil’s

Disciple," there is a curious affinity in the

contents of the two- plays
;
both have the

same theme for their subject-matter so that

Bhuvneshvar Prasad’s play gives one the

impression that he wrote his play with

Bernard Shaw’s before his eyes. Nowhere

perhaps in the whole range of Modem

Hindi" Dramatic Literature shall we fall

upon such a direct borrowing. In the

" Devil ’’ there is the picture of a hero

who is guided by hia own instinctive

morality and who makes light of the

accepted mode of religion, economics*

social conventions and mutual adjustments,

without which ’ life appears not ’ to have a

1 In ’ Carat an Allahabad, pages 43-58.

2 Preface to ' Caravan,’ page 0

69

smooth go. The title does not seem to

describe the hero well. He is anything

but the disciple of God, but that does not

necessarily signify that he is a devil. Of

course he believes that time does not

move at all for him, the world is not

what it had been ten years ago 3 His

faith in God is shattered on account of

the narrow sectarianism of the people of

various religions' to pin God within the

religious tenets
;
God if he were believed

to exist, must needs have the whole of

humanity, irrespective of national difficul-

ties, caste creed and colour within its

fold.4 He worships Mammon. He has

been led to do so on account of the

continual pricking of destitution and

wretchedness of poverty and want. To
him there is nothing either good or bad

but thinking makes it so, stealing and

pilfering included. As a matter of fact

Rajan, (the hero of the play) does not

belong to any Church whether of God or

Satan. He is a man on the other hand,

with an original morality and is guided by

his own instincts. Society looks down
upon him as an outcast. Raja Harden

Singh and his wife eye him with suspicion,

dub him as an atheist, an irreligious person8

5, a revolutionary, and are afraid of him
lest he does something, which may prove

inimical to their best interests. They hate

and curse him because their religion and

morality are - foreign to his nature. They

3 Bhuvnesbvar Prasad's "Dovil ”, “page 40 of
* Caravan,’ Allahabad.

4 Ibid page 46.

5 14 Devil,” page 49 in “Caravan,” Allahabad,
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entertain dark insinuations abbut him bnt

he seems to have done nothing that is

positively shady They accuse him oi

devilry but cannot quote from memory any

particular action that is devilish They,

however, include the one action which he

performs at the end of the play in their

moral code at least not very much different

from it They regard it as a deed of self

sacrifice done at the call of a moral force

which lies outside the instinct while for

him this is done for the purpose of only

a gratification of the inner will In this

drama, the playwright aims at a contrast

which he institutes between the conven

tional moral code of Raja Kardeo S ngh

and his wile in the one hand and Rajan,

the hero of the play on the other

A detailed examination ot the play has

'been necessary to point out how much

this owes to Bernard Shaw s The

Devil s Disciple which in the first act

contrasts the principles of the devil s

disciple with ihose of his puritanical

mother Even this exposition of principle

is not altogether without action ’ It

arises out of the hanging of Peter Dudgeon

and the death and will of William

Dudgeon In the two succeeding acts, we
have the real action of the drama, the

self sacrifice of Richard Dudgeon and his

rescue by Anthony Anderson Richard

Dudgeon is a contrast to both Anthony

and Judith Anderson (in the same way as

Rajan is a contrast to R»ja Harden Singh

and his wife ® Anthony and Judith are a

respectable couple with generous senti

rents, they have not got the puntanical

prosily of Mrs Dudgeon but they accept

conventional morality with all its

external compulsion

When Judith finds .that Richard Dudgeoa

sacrifices himself (sacrifice here of Rajm

for Raja Hardyal Singh7 ), she thinks il

must be for love of her, a purely external

stimulus She does not understand b m

when he says that he did it for himself,

bred on the mechanical morality of conven

tional society, she does not understand •

self acting hero8 '

Devil ' both in conception, for the

dramatic methods employed by both

Bernard Shaw and Bhuvneshvar Prasad a«

pretty much the same, in so far as both

expose the hollowtless of conventional

morality and an ancieat Code of 1 fe by

bringing them to the searching gaze

deeper analysis of irony, is modelled aft**

Berna'd Sbaw’s "The Devils Discijle,

as a detailed examination of the subject

matter of both the plays would show Of

course Bernard Shaw s play is much better

conceived and is planned upon a larger

canvas than Bhuvneshvar Prasad's

much more successful too yet this doe*

not in any way under estimate the debt of

the latter to the former This is noliccd

particularly m the last scene, which mthe
case of " The Devil " is related to ^
self sacrifice of Rajan for Rajg Hard»y»l

Singh by offering himself to the Police »5

Raja Hardayal Singh while in the second

Case, it is taken up with the rescue of

Richard Dudgeon by Anthony Anderson.

Bhuvneshvar Prasad finishes off his plaf

within of course the limited scope of »

7 Ibd,
"

8 Dr
,

S C Sea Gupta The A
»haw, Bombay, pages JVJ 153

A My Words L,t of Bornsrl
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one act play, with the self-sacrifice of

Rajan, while Bernard Sharv, as his compass

is much larger and more extensive, pushes

the action* of the drama to the rescue of

Richard Dudgeon by Anthony Anderson.

Rajan strikes one as Richard Dudgeon

;

Raja Hardayal and his wife as Anthony

'Anderson and Judith Anderson.

.
“ Syama"—travesty of marriage is

another one act play which is shadowed

by Bernard Shaw. He has in it the echoes

of Shaw’s " Candida.’’ In this play the

aim of 'Bhuvneshvar Prasad is, like Shaw’s

to show the hollowness of the economic

system of society in its greatest and most

•popular institution—marriage* Marriage is

founded upon- a sexual contrast between

man and woman ar.d the economic slavery

* of the latter. Like Candida "Syama,"

therefore, is not only an economic but also

a sex drama. Like James Mavor Morell,

Mr. Puri, husband of * Syama, sometimes

Mrs. Puri ,in the play, is estimated in

society as a highly respectable gentleman,

and is devoted to her, Mr* Puri is to stunned

to death, however, on the revelation in

the course of the normal incidents of a

normal day, that his wife is bestowing

loving cafe on a delicate windbag of a

poet, which fact incites him to a fit of

jealousy. He endeavours to suppress this

feeling of jealousy in the presence of bis

wife, which naturally vents itself in her

absence before the rival in love. He

importunes him not to speak of it to her,

but all is overheard by her from behind

the arras and as she is about to retire to.

the garden with 'this new fangled lover of

hers, instinct prevails over motion, on

hearing that her husband is rather feeling

683

bad, and she decides to. stay behind .with

the husband, the poet in Manoj of course

goes all alone to the garden to indulge in

a pleasant revelry of his fancy. This play,

therefore, is similar in theme to Bernard

Shaw s, and is like it a study in eternal

triangle t e

,

one woman being loved

simultaneously by two men.

Mr. Pori, hke Mr. Morell, sways like a

pendulum between smile and tears, he is

taken in by violent fits of jealousy, but in

the greatest crisis of his life he acts in a

manner quite characteristic of him. He
does not behave like the typical jealous

husband. He does not at least before his

wife, drive away his rival, nor confine and

punish his wife. He keeps his head cool

and proceeds to act with the dignified fair-

mindedness of an honourable gentleman.

Wife is given a free choice. She. could

live with her husband or fly with* her

lover. Of course, she decides to stay

with her husband as Candida chose to

remain behind and not follow Eugene the

poet. Morell in “Candida” frets and

fumes and cries out, “ Out with it, my
“wife, is my wife," which reminds one of

the following spiech of Mr. Puri,

Mr. Puri (Trembling with rage), Out,

out of my house, you shame-faced loon?

-(Runs to beat him).^ Both Mr. Puri and

Mr. Morell show their generosity by
leaving their wives in the custody of Manoj
and Eugene Marchbanks, but they also

show their weakness and narrowness, when
in “ Candida" on his return, ‘he appeals

to his rival saying,* “ Eugene, if that is not

a heartless lie, if. you have a. spark of,
human feeling left in you, will you tell me

0 *• Byama’* in "Caravan” pogo 14,

<
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what has happened dating my absence,”

and when in “Syama,’ after Manoj

threatens to commit suicide, Mr Pan begs

of him not to do so, oat of consideration

for the feelings of his wife whom he dearly

loves 10

There is again like Morell a contradic

tion in the character of Mr Pan There

is a conflict throughout between h i s

strength and his weakness, his generosity

and his narrowness This play is neither

a tragedy nor a comedy It is a serious

comedy after the fashion of ' a new

species of drama which Bernard Shaw

claims as his own 11 The play deals

with a social problem in a serious spirit

the problem concerning an honourable

gentleman who faces it in a grave and

dignified manner The play once again

like "Candida,’’ portrays with remarkable

skill the character of the husband who is

held in deliberate contrast with the poet

who is unlike him in age, appearance

ideas and character Mr Acnarnath Puri is

a fastidious young respectable gentleman

who prizes his wife as a treasure, and is

possessed of a proprietary conscience The

poet Manoj is like a gossamer who flits in

fancy like a buileifly ManO) is like the

gradually wearing off intoxication and he

considers Mrs Puri epicure as he is as

the wine of tic eye 1! This contrast

between the two lo\ers, besides adding to

the vividness of the picture, makes for

economy in technique also

The conclusion of both the dramas calls

for special attention as a sery fine

10 Ibet ; *K» >3
It Dr 8.n <juri*s—Tie *rt cf Ucruetj Slav

iHt oi iv m
is **S>*ui«~ pip* 7

example of similarity between the two

plays In the conclusion of both the

plays both playwrights aim at the exposure

of the hollowness of conventional respects

bility and its ideal of happiness Like Shaw,

Bbuvneshvar Prasad takes care to reclaim

his play Irom a melodramatic conclusion,

and as in “ Candida ” he shows Syama

staying behind with her husband The

poet Manoj retires from the scene

alone Like Shaw he attacks the domestic

life within, appearances are designed to be

kept up between husband and wiffi

which bungs out the diffetence between

husband and wife, which brings out the

difference between nobility without hafpl

ness and happiness without nobility 1°

Syama s desire to live with her husband

‘ Usar is a play of a different kind It

is the only play of its kind »n Hmdt

Literature It is a dramatised form of

Freud s doctrine of psycho analysis, with

the assistance of which the playwright

has woven his plot There is no atiemf*

at characterisation here, nor any at the

unfolding of the story It merely gi^es u*

a luud criticism ol the present day society

and its problem through the figure of *

tutor, wlo Is engaged to teach children iQ

a respectable family The method
employed here, quite Western in its orig‘n*

is that cf empirical psychology, by which

the dark interior of the mind of « peisou

is accurately photographed as on * photo-

graphic plate One of the psychologist*

methods of exploung the daik interior,

says Cecil Day Lew is.l* "
is that of free

n Not publvtiCil
I

A N Oupia — One
A Son*. Agra

11 A Hope for li

d eJ ,a

ii
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association, a list of words is 'Spoken to

the subject to each of which he answers

the first word that comes into his head."

"Usar" demonsrrates the new tendency in

English Literature of "free association,”

which has affected poetry, novel and drama

alike. Exponents of this new movement in

English Literature are James Joyce, Virginia

Woolf, D. H. Lawrence, T.S Eliot and

Edith Sitwells, and many more. The

adoption of this method shows the tremen-

dous strides which Hindi Dramatic
Literature has taken in recent years.

Drama in Hindi is growing in the

endeavours of its dramatists to tiy their

hands at new experiments and fresh
methods.

“Usar, has for its scene the parlour of

' a bungalow in a respectable household. It

has for its characters the Tutor, the boy,

the lat lady, a small puppy, the owner of

the house, a youth, a little girl, and the

’ mistress of the house, It turns round the

treatment which the Master of the House

meets out to the poor -Tutor. Both have

a different Ideology^ The master of the

house, belonging to the older generation,

believed in an exploitation,
t
whether it be

of
(
intellectual labour, matters little or

nothing, and thus the money which is

saved by playing hide and seek with the

Conscience
v
of others and his own he

expends on the comfort item of his own
family. The Tutor belongs to the younger

generation and has "partly been driven to

Undertake the tuition as an intellectual

experiment and partly on account of his

financial straits. ' He appears to have been

like all the young men of his generation,

affected by the Socialist ideology, which

ensures equal opportunities and a fair

treatment for all beings on earth. Only'

one man in the play has sympathies with

the Tutor, and he is another young man,

who is a guest at the house of the master.

The play, on the whole, fails to hold us

throughout. The playwright has not been

able to make its meaning clear. There is

no artistic unity either. Whatever little is

there in it, is provided by the character of

the Tutor who comes up in the beginning

and eventually at the conclusion of

the play.

Govind Das Seth seems to have taken

cue for writing "Spardha" from John

Galsworthy's "Loyalties.” "Loyalties" is a

study in racial pride and social convention.

In it we are shown characters faithful to their

own certain principles in life. "Prejudices,

Anela, or are they loyalties—I do not

know, criss-cross, we all cut each others*

throats from the best of motives."

Throughout the play runs clearly the idea

that the supporters of one party are

prejudiced against the other, instead of

bringing the matters to a close, they are

stringing tht^ wires harder and stronger

thus bringing the matters to a crisis. Of

course they do this with the best ol

motives, yet it is the main cause of

tragedy. The sufferings and miseries of

the modem social hie are actually brought

about not by wicked people, but by

persons with good intentions. Like
“ Loyalties

” " Spardha " realistically
portrays a fashionable Indian society, at

this time, 'as the title of the play suggests,

engaged in settling whether women need

men’s protection for their safety and

security in life. - In both the plays the
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m
dramatist aims not at characterisation, but

at a coiflict of ideologies, which various

characters represent cleverly for this they

are brought in a club where they get

sufficient opportunity to indulge in their

long wordy warfare and idle prattle which

practically leads us nowhere In ‘ Loyal-

ties,' also John Galswonhy brought two

sets of characters, with different idealogies

of their loyally to a certain esprit Je

corps, pitted against each other, and

endeavouting for their triumph over the

Other, Similarly in Spardha, there are for

instance, women who claim equality with

men and deny their protection, and there

are men, who are reluctant to part with

their agelong supremacy over women

Discussion goes on this point and eveniu

ally ends in the suggestion of Krishna

Kuman to Vijaya to withdraw her

resolution, showing that discussion led

none of the parly anywhere and they were

just at ihe same place in the end of the

play, as at the beginning Individual point

of view ol every character has been

depicted regarding the problem of the

relationship between men and women,

nothing less nothing more Of course in

‘‘Spardha,’ there is no resemblance of

subject matter and theme, as in the plays

of Bhuvneshvar Prasad, with the play of

the same class in English Literature, but

that there is a subtle influence of

Galsworthy on Govmd Das none will

deny A conflict of id.eas, a detachment

. practised by the dramatists in the handling

of their mateual, stating as many points of

view of the problem as are connected with

its issue, naturalistic dialogue, employment

of irony to expose the hollowness of the

controversial, points, the ideas of waste

embodied in both the dramas, the

characters as types rather than individuals,

are certainly some of tiie points in which*

similarity can be traced between Galsworthy*

“Loyalties and “Spardha

There are some one act play* wb,cb

have come to our view in recent years m

Hindi Literature, whose nomenclature

is English This maiks another advance

in the influence of English Literature upon

one act play in Hindi. Such plays «*

I know, 15 “I see,'* 1® "Hunger Strike"

17 and ’ Vitamin' 18 of Govmd Das The

dramatist has retained English phrases to

nominate their name deliberately to natura

lise the tone of Hindi Drama, for these

are the very words which the Indians o

today have adopted in their tongue »*

belonging to the natural stock. There is.

however, no direct borrowing m these

plays from English Literature, except the

names

‘ Sab se baia admi" of Bhagvati Chat*0

Verma is another play in Hindi Literature,

which in its method owes to English

Literature

It is a very fine instance of dramshv

suspense and the only one of its kind in o°f

Literature We have in it the lightness of

touch and the broad humour of E ^

Lucas and A J Gardner Bhagvati Cb*,sft

Verma is the first originator of *hu

tendency in Hindi Literature What a f‘°*

comparison can be made between E

Lucas’s “The face on the Wall” and this

play ? Of course the first is a story an

the second a play Both these interesting

16, 17, and 18 'included in “** ^
1911 Baca Baroin Lai, Allahabad

_
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works are . note-worthy for their smart

ending, in which dust is thrown into the

eyes of so many people by one clever

person, but also for the under-current of

keen, almost impish humour that runs

throughout. In E. V. Lucas “ The Face on

the Wall” the narrator of the funny story

cleverly brings about a willing suspension

of disbelief, during' the course of the

story and surprises 'the hearers at the end

paying, “ Oh the third thing," he said, as

he opened the door, “I was forgetting

that, The third extraordinary thing about

the story is that I made (it up) about an

hour ago. - Good right, again.’’ After

coming to our senses we looked round

for Rudson-Wayle, who had brought this

snake to bite our bosoms, but he too had

disappeared.” In ‘ Bhagvati Charan’s play

• some friends have assembled in a

restaurant, when they are joined in by

Rameshvar and. they are discussing among

themselves as to who is the greatest

among them all, but before their discus-

sion ends and as they are about to retire

from there, to their bewilderment they

realise that their pockets are empty and

Rameshvar has disappeared with all their

money. He, really, was the greatest

among them all. The play ends on a

similar unexpected note as in “The face

on the Wall.”

Shankar I feel there’s something

wrong with his head.

Ahmad ;—(laughing) He wore a mask.

Mr. Verma :—Vain Chap.

Radhey :—But he spoke well.

Skarmaji ',—He deserves our pity.

Shankar :—Let go Radhey, we hav’nt
settled as yet. (Gets up. Radhey follows.

Both put their hands inside the pocket and
take them out).

Shankar :—Purse Disappeared I

Radhey :—Even my pocket is removed.

(Shows the pocket of his shitt.)

Mr. Verma :—(One after another they

feel their pockets), Oh? I got a five rupee

note in a week, and that’s afso missing.

Sharma/i :—Eh ? where * as my bag

gone. It contained fifty rupees I brought

as subscription.

Ahmad.—Mine-mine too, have been

cashiered. (They all look up at each other.)

Gajati .—Prepares to put in an anna bit

in the cash box, but finds that too missing

(Curtain falls).

Bhagvati Charan Verma has developed for

the first time an. unusually pleasant and

racy style, and upon him has fallen the

mantle of E. V. Lucas particularly.

Thus it may be said that there are one

act plays in Hindi Literature, which very

closely resemble the plays in English

Literature, like Bhuvneshvar Prasad's
11 Syama," “ Devil,” and Usar," others

which for their ’ subject-matter take the cue

from English phrases and words for jheir

(names as "I know,” “I see,” "Vitamin”

and "Hunger Strike” of Govind Das, and

lastly which owe for their smart ending,

under-current of impish humour, and

pleasant and racy style to some work or

works in English Literature as Bhagvati

Charan Verma's "Sub-se*bara-Admi ”
j Any-

way all 'these works point out to the

richness and variety, which it has attained

within such a short time of its growth and
development in Hindi Literature.



NEW ORDER IN FEMALE EDUCATION
By Mr PREM NATH, m a

WITH tie cod of Great World War II

a new era of reconstruction has

been ushered in In this period female

education shmld receive our first attenl on

if India is to prosper Sound and universal

education of pirls should be the order of

the day

One would have thought that girls have

gone ahead of their brothers in education

but the figures show that female 1 teracy

has remained stationary at 2 per cent

between the years 1931 and 1941 It will

be surprising to note as the Sargent

Report or PostWar Educational Develop-

ment points out that out of 4^ lakhs

of pupils now in the upper Sections of

High Schools only 40 000 are girls

The necessity for giving a push to

female education n imminent Besides

Education for education sake which will

raise all round national standard a large

number of educated women is required to

fill in a variety of professions wl ch have

hitherto remained miserably understaffed

and tun by comparatively untrained wpmen

la t! e field of education itself it will take

a couple of years when trained women

teachers Will be available for nursery and

primary schools To be sure it has been

recognised at all hands that teachers m
nursery and primary schools should

invariably be women Similarly medical

and nursing departments look with wanting

eyes to the services of the trained ladies

and it goes without saying that the present

strength in t' ese departments is f»* too

less in proportion to the bulky population

of India burdened with its poverty which

has led to ignorance and diseases and

epidemics Quite as important is the need

of trained ladies for srcial services aid

the like which will come to be recognised

a9 definite departments in the national

system of administration

Any change or development in thu

field would require the realisation of the

defects of the present day education that

is being imparted to girls It is not the

scope of this article to dwell on the

defects in the system of education for boys

whom it has ill served Certainly with it*

inherent defects it has been still m°re

useless tor girls since it was prim»fly

devised for boys, girls had only to draw

on it fot there was no alternative scheme

of education for them

It should be remembered that educa

tiomsts all over the country have emphasised

the need of planning of education both

for boys and girls to be broad based on

its practical usefulness Education as such

should co ordinate cultural value and Util 1/

and should not weigh heavy on the s,de

of academic achievement alone As gd*

have had their education mostly for * e

sake of ornamentation and not for empl°f

ment, ihe yoke of unemployment arising

out of the purely academic education h» a

not been borne by them as much as bf

the boys Nevertheless it will not he

disputed that mental gymnastic of gid* h*s

not proved of much service to the belt*'

ment ol the sphere in which they ha'*

to work.
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While it is difficult to lay down with

exact precision a complete system of

education fai gills in India because much
"depends upon the type and sincerity of

Government that undertakes this mighty

task, it can however be gainsaid that in

any reconstructions! scheme, emphasis will

be laid on the practical utility of education

which is at the same time in line with

the natural tastes and inclinations of girls

in contrast to those of boys.

Before, any scheme of education can be

devised, it has to be settled as to what

approached. My own analysis is that

proper prestige is not attached to the

home and house-mistress not respected

duly which together have led the women
to revolt against binding themselves to the

narrow walls of home. But it should not
give one to understand that a woman’s life

according to this viewpoint is imprisoned
in the narrow bounds of home. On the
other hand, after attending to home, her
energies can flow in all recreative and
social activities quite as much as those
of men.

the field of a woman's life is. It is on

this point that divergent opinions are

maintained—much *the more enthusiastically

by gills themselves.

One school of thought holds strong the

view that girls should be offered oppor-

tunities to compete their brothers in all

• spheres of life and as such they should

. have the same education as the boys do

Bat . this outlook labours under .grave

disadvantages. In the first placp, it has

misjudged sex differences which are not

physiological alone but are psychological

.
as well and bring to bear upon all

educational problems. In the second, it

ignores the fact that a girl’s educational

equipment should be supplementary to

that of a boy, '

Perhaps, the more sober school of thought

lecognises that home being the proper

office of a woman, the schools and

universities should arm the girls with such

subjects as” can prove them of practical

ose in their after life. I wonder if a

home would be despised by educated girls

if the importance of home is rightly

‘ CRderstood and its problems scientifically

The school education should, on the

whole, equip a girl in all household
subjects. The following list of subjects is

suggested, to which additions can easily

be made.

1.

Languages. 2. History and
Geography. 3. CitriCs. 4. Household
Arithmetic. 5. Hygiene with special

reference to housing, clothing and cooking
problems. 6. Dielics. 7. Physiology a„d
first aid. 8. Preliminary Child Psychology.
9. Elementary music.

The following subjects are suggested for

the college education :

—

1. A three years’ course in Social

Sciences like th? course of Tata Institute of
Social Sciences. (For complete list the
readers may refer to the prospectus of
the Institute.)

2. Aesthetics..

3. Painting—Practical and its history
and theory.

4. Music-Practical and its history
and theory.

5. Advanced child psychology.

6. Languages. 7. Nursing,. 8. Medical
education.
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The above mentioned subjects might

appear to some to be alarming to the

cultural and literal aspect of education.

But it is far from that Through these

subjects all cultural and literal values can

be imparted to students For instance

histories of music and painting go far

beyond mere stones and are sufficiently

critical All these subjects can be taught

m a social setting and consequently a

sound training in the art of citizenship

would become a flourishing institution

There is a very vital need of preparing

the texts and general books to sort tin

demand ol a lolly system ol education

But this must be realised that whaterer

books are prescribed are above communal

and religious, differences and generate

healthy national spirit and teach the art e

citizenship The education as such should

be able to cultivate healthy habi* m R“ *

to think soundly for themselves and fight

all evils to which they have been P«7

so far

PEEPS IN MAHARATTA HISTORY
By Mr T K VENKATARAMAN, ma lt,

head of the Dept of ffisftrj

Y the end of the 17th century theH Maharatta power had become the

most dominant in India The Moghul

empire was entering on Us decadence and

the other states were feeble As Sir William

Hunter remarks with justice, had not the

British appeared on the scene, India would

have been conquered by the Maharatlas, and

It is largely true to say that the British

conquered India not from Muslims hut

from the Hindus

The life of Sivaji—the great author

of Miharatta glory— is well known to

all of us His capacity as a statesman

and ability as a general are known to

eireiy schoolboy, as also the astonish

log spirit of religious tolerance which

was shown by this remarkable man,

at a time when Europe was convulsed with

religious wars and persecution for religion

was the order of the day What is not

generally know n is how careful Sivaji was in

Pachiiappis College Midrat

respect of minute items of expenditure and

how he insisted on the keeping ol ProPtr

and detailed accounts of the revenues

collected from each village No wonder tlid

in the reign of Sivaji Chatrapathi, the peopl*

of Maharashtra enjoyed the blessing* ®

an ordered and efficient administration

Sivaji s son Sambaji, though equally brave,

was a contrast in moral character S°c

was his sloth and indolence that, d ,*’e

evidence of the Ramadas charitr* is 10

believed, the great saint Ramadas, ^bo,

according to some, gave valuable political

advice to Sivaji, wrote a letter to Samba)1

coached in the following significant let®5

“Keep before your eyes the image

Sivaji Never forget how be w«n *“*

kingdom If you call yourself * man, *7

and do belter than he did Make y°ur

subjects your friends Let them l»'e

rather than fear you Make the peopk

one JFdl their minds with the singl*
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thought of' resisting the ‘MlechchaV* But

all such advice • was wasted on Sambaji,

His evil ' minister ‘ and vile favourite,

Kaiasha, plied him with wine, bhang and

opium and secured for him an endless

succession of pretty women. The ignoble

king lived under these conditions in a

palace at Sangameshwar at the junction of

the Alakhanda and Varuna rivers. When

the Moghul army approached, the drunken

Sambaji exclaimed “Kaiasha is a magician,

and he will by his magic destroy his

enemies.” The danger became too press-

ing and, when the scouts came to warn

the king, he uttered ferocious threats of

cutting off their noses, it they come again

with wild tales of Moghul advance. At

last, the Moghuls surprised the king. Too

late the king tried to escape in the

disguise of an ascetic. He had his|hairand

beard shaved, smeared ashes over bis

body and tried to sneak out. But,

unfortunately, a Moghul officer detected

the false ascetic by a pearl necklace he

had forgotten to remove from his person.

Sambaji was brought before the exultant

> Aurangazib who was seated in his durbar.

To „thank the Almighty for this good

fortune. Aurangazib got down from his

throne to bow his head to God. Kaiasha,

captive 'as he was, even in this critical

occasion, could not refrain from showing

off his wit. He cried to Sambaji ‘Oh

l

Raja, at your gracious sight, king Alangir

Cannot keep his seat but has to come

down to do yon honour." We harry on

to the terrible punishment inflicted on the

„ king and his minister by the infuriated

Aurangazeb. They were dressed as wander-

fng beggars and taken in procession round the

streets on camels with their faces facing

the tails. Then Sambaji’s tongue was

cut out, his eyes gouged out of the sockets,

his heart was drawn out and his limbs. cut

off. Kaiasha was tortured to death. The

bodies of both were thrown to the village

dogs, while their heads stuffed with straw

were paraded in all the chief cities of the

Deccan. Such ^-as the fearful vengeance

taken by Aurangazib on the son of Sivaji.

Indeed he never mentioned the names of

Sivaji or Sambaji without calling them,

thieves and other opprobrious epithets.

Sambaji’s son, Sivaji, was taken away to*

the Delhi court. Aurangazib wanted to

make him a Muslim but yielded to the

entreaties of his daughter, Zinat-un-nissa,

who lavished upon the Maharatta prince great

affection, and brought him up carefully,

Aurangazib called him by the nick-name

‘Saha* ("the good one" as contracted with

his father and grand father).

Aurangzib was, however, not able to crush

the Mabratta spirit of resistance, which flared

up under the valiant Raja Ram, another

son of Sivaji. Even after Raja Ram’s

death, his able wife Tara Bai, whq, married

while very young to Raja Ram, had been his

devoted life-companion, took up the task

handed down to her by her husband and

successfully defied the Moghuls.

Sahu, sent back to Maharashtra by Emperor

Bahadur Shah, became the undisputed

ruler after a civil war with the supporters

of Tara Bai. King Salm’s Idle life in the

, Moghul zenana, while somewhat weakening

his character, did not however destroy his

energy. In the beginning of his reign, he

ruled over a small area round Satara, and

bad to face the attacks of Tara Bai In the
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south, and the Moghuls in the norlh «nd the

east By conspicuous tact and skill, Sahu

got over these difficulties and, at the

time of his death his kingdom extended

from the Kaven to the Ganges and the

Jumna His love of open air life was not

sapped by his luxurious life at Delhi

He remained to the last a keen Shtkart

and we learn that tiger ihooting was his

favourite sport Like the Norman kings

of England, he rigorously enforced the

upkeep and protection of forests He

was a great lover of horses and took

delight in fishing He bad an extensive

collection of birds, dogs and leopards

King Sahu was not wanting m admmis

tralive wisdom He admonishes a sirdar

“I appeal to you to leave aside all

personal considerations and serve the

State You must conquer the kingdom of

the enemies and establish Mahratta rule

He writes to another Bew.re of selling

justice, lest it should soil your name

He orders another ‘ On no account must

the ryots be molested By his tact

Sahu kept all the divergent elements

together and he was ably helped in this

by Ins great ministers, the Peshwa Balaj

Visvanath and his son and successor^

Baji Rao I

The ascendancy of the Feshwas—what

is called the Chit pavaa epoch—began

under Balaji Visvanath Sahu, with

shrewd judgment, left matters of adminis-

tration practically :a the hands of his

talented minister, and, after his death, in

the hands of his equally talented son,

B»ji Rao I The ambitious policy of the

Peshwa*, aiming at Hindu Pad Padshahi,

naturally led to clash with neighbouring

Muslim and Christian powers Thf

Christian power in the beginning was toe

Portuguese Portuguese intolerence led

to appeal by the oppressed people to

king Sahu Peshwa Baji Rao I and bis

brother, Chimnaji Appah, attacked and

captured the Portuguese possessions of

Bassien Grant Dufl has given an eloquent

account of this expedition A eontempo

rary writer compares the achievement With

that of Sri Krishna

The Moghul empire was unable to

resist the Mahratta attacks A s»d

commentary on the position at Delhi 1*

found in a letter written by Nadir«hah long

afterwards (in 1 74-7) to Emperor Muhammad

Shah It is now eight or nine yean

since I returned from India You have

not utilized this interval in improving your

administration This has given the

Maharattas a free hand Put aside your

pleasures The inspirer of the North

Indian expansion was Baji Rao Rising *°

his full and commanding stature, he

addressed an eloquent oration to king

Sahu in his deep rich voice concluding

"Now is our time to drive the strangeis

from the country of the Hindus The

Maharatta flag shall fly from the Knshn*

to Attockl" The king, earned an ay by

his minister's speech, sanctioned the

enterprise

Baji Rao's domestic affa rs were manage^

by his capable mother, Radha Bai, and by

his younger brother, Chinnajl Appall B°l

Baji Rao's domestic life was not vety hapF?

His wife, Kasi Bai, suffered from a disease W
her leg for several years Partly becanse

of tht', Baji Rao developed a connection

with a Muslim mistress called Ma'taol,
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According to one version, this Mastani ivas

the daughter of Raja Chatrasal Buodela by

a Muslim mistress, and, in return for help

given to him by Baji Rao, he gave Mustani

to him. This infatuation for Mastani led

Baji Rao even to habituate himself to eating

meat and drinking. Several letters allude to

Baji Rao’s objectionable conduct Chinnaji

Appah tried his level best to reform his

brother and in one letter he pathetically

observes, " I tried my utmost to persuade

him to mend his ways. But God wills it

otherwise. I leave him to his fate

B»ji.. Rao boilt for himself a stately

palace at Poona. It was called Shanwar-

wada or Saturday palace; because it was,

on that day, that the foundation stone was

laid after the Burial alive of a human
victim in its site to appease the anger of

evil spirits. The palace was destroyed by

"fife in 1828; but, from descriptions of it

which are extant, we hear that it was six

storeys high with several court yards. There

Were seven reception halls, one of which was

ornamented in ivory, and, in another, the

Ceiling and the walls were all covered with

mirrors. One of the gates led to the apart-

ments specially built for the Peshwa’s

mistress,' and was appropriately called the

Mastani gate. The great Peshwa suffered

from ill-health towards the close of his life.

He writes the Guru Bahmaudra Swami, “I

am worried - by incessant cough and pain

all over the body ”, Day by day, this cough

became worse and he died at the age of 42.

Mastani committed sati.

The next.' Peshwa, Balaji Baji Rao,

continued on the footsteps of his father. He
fried to solve the ever-present question of the

hostility of the Muslim State of Hyderabad

by a bold stroke. In that state

troubles followed the death of Nizam-uI-Mulk

and his successors Nazir Jung and Muzaffar

Jung, While the French were trying to

place Salabat Jung on the throne, the Peshwa

managed to bring Gazi-uddin, the eldest son

of Nizam-uI-Mulk, from Delhi where he was

residing. But unfortunately, Ghazi-uddin

accepted a dinner given to him by his step*

mother at Aurangabad and his career was

cut short by poison administered in the

food. The Peshwa had to recognise Salabut

Jung ;
but, this event had one important

result. The Maharattas came to have first-

hand contact with the powerful French

artillery and hereafter the use of artillery

and other new tactics came to be an obses-

sion to several Maharatta generals, particularly

to Sadasiva Bhaw, son of Chinnaji Appah^

In 1749. King Sahu died. Sahu’s death

was followed by a struggle for succession

and, in this confusion, all supreme power

was taken over by the Peshwa by virtue

of a document issued by Sahu before bis

death. Sardesai holds that the Peshwas

took over power in the interest of the state

to prevent disruption.

Balaji Baji Rao (who was called also Nana

Sahtb) kept up efficient administration. But

during his rule there happened the terrible •

disaster of Panipat in which the Maharattas

were defeated by Ahmad Shah Abdali. The

anxiety of the Peshwa before the battle is

shown by the fact that he made vows to

propitiate various deities in case of victory.

But, already, by that time he was losing in his

health and miscalculated the position in

Noith India. Nana Fadnis, who was with

the Maharatta army, sounded a note’ of alarm

in a letter; but Sadasiva Bhaw, the general,
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„„ over confident K.» R.) Sh.vdeo, »

Deccan Brahn.ro eoploy.d by Shojahnd

d oul ah ol Oadh has given a vivid acconnl

o( the bailie Alter the bailie' the Peshwa

received the cryptic message Two pearls

have been dissolved Twenty seven gold

melons hate been lost 01 the silver and

copper tie total cannot be counted’ The

two pearls were of course Sadavra Bhaw

and Visveswar Rao the son ol the Peshwa

The Peshwa gathered that the worst had

happened and he never recovered from the

shock We learn that through the good

offices of Shujah ud dotilah the dead

bodies of Visveswar Rao and Sadavra

Bhaw were recovered and cremated with

proper ceremony

It would however be wrong to think

that Panipat gave a deathblow to

Maharatta power The Maharatta power

revived under Madhava Rao who was

perhaps the gieatest of the Peshwas He

assumed government at the age of sixteen

In habits he was simple and refused to

wear even gaily coloured dresses His

minute cue of administration is shown

in numerous documents The Peshwa

ordered wells to be dug to improve the

water supply of Poona and established

gun foundries and ammunition factories He

had as hs Chief Justice Rama Sastrr a

man 'of unparallel impartiality independence

and probty of character

Madhava Ran was also a great general

and one writer asseit", that, had it not

been for the eaily death of the Peshwa Hyder

Ah of Mysore would have been destroyed

As it was, the Ftsliwa fell a victim to

consumption, a disease which had carried

off several of his family including Chinnajr

Appah He died in his twenty eighth yew

and as has been truly remarked, hu

premature death was a greater' disaster to

the Maharattas than the battle of Panipat

Internal troubles followed in the Maha

ratta State largely due to the ambition ol

Raghunatha Rao, uncle of Madhava Rao

(Dada Saheb) Raghunatha Rao

'personally a good man, but he *»

dominated by h.s second wife, Anaodfci

Bar, a shrewd but totally unscrupulous,

woman Her name is associated with the

foul murder ol Narayana Rao, the successor

of Madhava Rao and the nephew of

Raghunatha Rao

On Narayana Rao s death, Raghunath*

Rao became the Peshwa, but the now

indignation of the nation was symbolised

by the conspiracy of tne Bara Bhar (' e

twelve brothers) headed by Sakhatam B»P°

and Tnmbak Rao Pethe To this gro°P

Nana Fadnis also adhered Narayan Rja

had left a widow, Gai ga Ba,r
w^° W*S

pregnant Ganga Bai had planned w

commit sati ,
but Anandi Bai, who

afraid of the effect of a sail s course, ‘

Ganga Bai locked up in her room till

funeral ceremonies ol her husband * er

over She then forced her to take drugs

to bung about an abortion, but these *

no effect Finally, Ganga Bai tvss rescue

by the Bara Bhai who removed her to

safe place where she delivered a 50

Madhava Rao The Bhara Bhar p«cl * ®*
f

him Peshwa and set up a council

regency to rule in his name

It is not necessary for us to desen^

how t)ie efforts of Raghunatha B*°

retain the Peshwaship led to his ,nVl^
English support Finally, Raghunatha
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failed and had to live and die as a

pensioner. Madhava Rao II remained the

Peshwa, administration being practically

controlled by his great minister, Nana

Fadnis. Anandhi Bai pined away the rest

of • her life till she died at the age of

forty-seven.

The death of Madhava Rao II gave a

great blow to the power of Nana Fadnis,

the patriotic statesman who was trying to

'boild up Mahratta power. The young

Peshwa suffered from consumption like lus

family and, one day, he fell down from

the terrace of. the palace, dying two

days afterwards.

' The death of the Peshwa led to the

succession of Bhaji Rao, II, son of

Raghunatha Rao. Baji Rao had been taught

by his mother Anandi Bai to hate Nana

Fadnis,
, and the great minister, whose

.
power had gone, was saved from futtber

humiliation
# by his death. Baji Rao,

» personally handsome, deeply learned in

Samskrit, and a skilled horseman and

archer "was, however, easily the worst of

the Peshwa s,

After deposition by the English Baji Rao

was
.
given a pension of eight lakhs of

• rupees a year. He chose to live at

Brajimavarta or Bithur near Cawnpore

where probably he lived a .happier life

than as a ruler.

The Chatrapathi, Pratap Singh, descendant

of'Sivaji, was made by the English the

Rajah of 'Satara after the fall of the

Peshwas. Grant Duff, the first Resident at

his court, induced him to keep a regular

.diary. Twenty-one volumes of this are

extant. We find. Pratap Singh desperately

anxious to prove his descent from the

Sesodias of Mewar. In social matters,

Pratap Singh was conservative. He

disapproved, for instance, the practice of

girls going to school. He was deposed in

1839 by the British for treason, and his

brother was placed on the throne. After his

death, the state was annexed by the British.

Finally we turn to some curious details

with regard to Maharatta administration and

life. Capital punishment was inflicted by

the Peshwas only for treason and not

ordinarily for murder. But a paper of

Balaji Baji Rao refers to a woman being

put to death for alleged witchcraft. We
hear of fanciful punishments like trampling

by elephants and parts of the body being

severed. A strange punishment was the

offender being forced to beg. Cow killing

was a heinous offence. Sale of intoxicating

liquor was forbidden.

A high ideal of morality was kept up

by some of the Mahratta leaders like

Madhava Rao I. We hear that he even

forbade quacks from practising medicine.

Bride price was not favoured and .remarri-

age of widows was allowed. We hear of a

petition to Baji Rao I that the petitioner’s

daughter was marriad by a man according

to the Patsacha form, and 'praying for

permission to cancel it and marry her to

‘another bridegroom. The permission was

granted. Religious toleration was the rule.

We find instances of Brahmin admitting

into their caste those who were converted

to Islam ;
but, the Peshwas discouraged

this custom. We hear often of Tulabharam.

We understand that Madhava Rao intended

to weigh himself against gold on the banks

of the Tungabadra. Anandhi Bai, in a

communication to Nana Fadnis, desires to
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weigh herself against silver to appease her

evil star

The Maharattas had always shown

heroism and perseverance but they

displayed also impatience of control want

of co operation, and lack of unit) Further,

instances of moral laxity and cruelty

became more and more common as we

trace the course of Maharalta History

Bap Rao II was the vilest of the Peshwas

in character but the other Maharalta chief*

display love of self interest, treachery, and

unscrupulous ambition When the Mah*

ratta State lost its ideals and became r

predatory State, Us doom was sealed, and

its fall became only a question of time

U. S. PLAN FOR LOAN TO BRITAIN
By Mr MA\ A RAM, b Com

_-HE sudden stoppage of Lend Lease

I aid created financial difficulties for

Britain Britain s overseas expenditure on

the eve of Japan s defeat was about £2000

million per year including essential food

and non munition supplies obtained under

Lend Lease but which must now be paid

for tn cash Britain s total resources to

finance this expenditure may be put at

£500 million There will thus be a deficit

to the extent of £1200 million America

IS fully aware Df these difficulties and

President Trninan recognised this in his

report on August 19 1945 wherein he

said that the attempt to f lice a cash or

equivalent settlement of the United Nations

42 COO million lend lease debt to the

United States would cause economic chaos

leading to a third World War The whole

thing hift been under discussion m an

‘ Anglo American Conference for the last

several weeks At this Conference steihng

balances Empire Dollar Pool, Imperial

Preference and the allocation of the credits

of the USA between Britain s creditors

are being discussed These negotiations

are bound to have important effects from

an economic and commercial point of view

India is vitally interested in these problem*

because any financial settlement between

Britain and America is likely to aff«ct

Indian sterling balances which amount to

near about 1500 crores of rupees

As the reports in papers go, the p**n

amongst several others, under consideration

by the U S Treasury, which ts ve,7

likely to be used is believed to be th*1

under which a loan of 5 000 million doll***

is contemplated to be given to Britain

Two fifth of this amount will be m*de

available to the British Empire countries

for purchasing American goods over the

next five years In return Empire countries

will be asked to scale down their blocked

sterling balances by 6 500 million doll*1*

and also to extend a 3 000 million dollar

loan to Britain in their currencies f°r

British purch.ses inside the Commonweal'*1

The repayment of both these loans would

start in 1950 at the rate of 160 m'1I,on

dollars yearly over 55 years—100 mill100

to America and 60 millnn to the Empire

countries The American delegation

stand for modification if not abandon#60*
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of the Empire free-trade preference, but as

reports in the papers go, the American

delegation is relaxing its former firm stand

for the abandonment of the Empire trade

preferences. It is likely that some agree-

ment on commercial policy problems may

be reached.

We may examine this proposed plan for

financial help to Britain from the stand-

point of India. The total debt of Great

Britain to the sterling area countries may

he put at 14,000 million dollars, which

will have to be written down to 7,500

million dollars, The sterling area countries

would have to provide further 3,000

million doltars in their own currencies, to

finance .Britain for imports from them

during the next five years. From the

Indian point of view, Britain's debt of

4.6C0 million dollars to India woutd have

to be reduced to 2,500 million dollars.

Thereafter, India would again have to give

3 loan of -1,000 million dollars to Britain

„'or financing British imports from India in

five years from 1946-50. Thus at the end

, 1950, Indian debt recoverable from

Britain would stand at 3,500 million

dollars. During these five years India

would get gold' from Britain to the extent

of 170 million" dollars and she would be

able to finance imports from the U. S. A.

.
to the amount of 6S0 million dollars. The

total of both these may be put at 850

'million dollars. ’ Deducting this amount

from 3.5CO million dollars, the balance of

the debt which Britain would have to pay

"• India at the end of five years would

remain at 2,650 million dollars.

The method of repaying this amount is

that Britain is to pay annually 20 million

88
*

dollars for 50 years which would mean a

payment of 1,000 million dollars. Thus at

the end even of this long period of time

Britain would have to pay to India 1,650

million dollars. This, it appears, would

not bear any interest and even if it is

taken for granted as contemplated under

the scheme that 650 million dollars would

be the working capital between Britain and

India, there appears to be no provision in

the scheme for repaying the balance of

1000 million dollars. It appears, therefore,

that India may not be able to get even

the full amount of scaled down amount.

It may’ be pointed out that any reduction

in the sterling balances of India would be

a great disadvantage to us. These balances

have been accumulated at great sacrifice to

India. Even a Parliamentary Committee of

Enquiry on War Expenditure has pointed

out that goods have been purchased from

India at controlled prices and not at

inflated prices. Moreover, contrary to the

common practice that the purchaser has to

make the payment in the currency of the

seller, the payment to India was. made in'

sterling which served as the basis of the

expansion of note circulation in our

country. These balances were accumulated

at great sacrifice to India and any reduction

in them would thus cause great heart-

burning. Moreover, at Bretton Woods
Conference in July -1944, the Indian
delegation had pressed for their inclusion

was not permitted, Lord Keynes gave,

a

categorical assurance on behalf of England

that they would be honourably paid and

would not be wiped off. We do recognise

Britain’s difficulties but Britain should also

recognise our economic d i ffi c u 1 1 j e s,
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Amongst the cieditors of Britain India is

the poorest country and should not be

called upon to make a sacrifice beyond her

capacity The public to India have

purchased the goods at black market

prices whereas during the War period in

times ol scarcity goods were supplied to

His Majesty s Government through the

Government of India at controlled prices

Thus India incurred a great sau ftce and

made a concealed gift in that respect to

Britain Any further reduction in the

CLOTH PLANNING
By Prof R V

Head of the Dept of Economics

For India cotton maouractur* in an
hoc cot glorv past and present tribulation
but alwaya hope—Buchanan

THE sub human standard of living of

the Indian masses has almost become a

by word Food clothing and shelter are

absolute necessaries but unfortunately in all

these matters our conditions are far from

being satisfactory In spite of the fact that

India is one of the leading countries of the

world in the cotton industry ranking first in

the number of spindles and second in raw

cotton production, it is really unfortunate

that we have not got sufficient cloth The
following statistics taken from the League

of Nations Publication ' World Textile

Industry ‘ shows the quant ty of cloth con-

sumed in India when compared to other

countries

Consumption ol cotton cloth per head —
Us A 64 sq yds
Great Britain 35 ,

Japau 21 linear yds
India 19 ,

sterling balances would consequently iio

be liked by India

What is therefore necessary is that anf

scheme for scaling down the sUrlir^

balances of India sh >uld first be subjected

to discussion in the Indian Legislature and

Indian commercial bodies should be allowed

to have a full say in the matter Corse

quently India will find it difficult to agree

to any such scheme which is said to be

proposed by the American Treasury for

scaling down our sterling balances

FOR 400 MILLIONS
RAO HA, BT
Dhannendrasinhji College Rajkot

In fact during 1943 44 in view of acute

shortage people could consume on an a\ei*c»

only 10 yds Th/s sjate cS Affairs is realy

pitiable patticularly because India is a h /me of
j

the cotton textile industry which enjoyed world

wide reputation ling before the West lot*

about it The Indian text le industry h*»

passed through various vicissitudes That

is why several even refer to the tbw**,<|f

growth of our national industry

situation was indeed so pitiable that before

the first European war of 1914 18 !«<>«

Consumed about 4 000 million yds ,
of

she produced only 25 per cent rest be

imported It has required the grim specUd*

of two wars to make India neatly *elf

sufficient, so far as lit r clothing require®**1*

are concerned

In 1928 29 when the per capita cons®*11?

turn of cloth in the world was 42 yd** tbe

figure for India was 16 which persisted tob«

the same and the war years have no d°nM

$e?n a fall Allowing for tbe defe0{*
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requirements and exports, the per capita

consumption between 1941-42 and 1943 44

varied from 12 to 13 yd9. In some places,

it was even less. _ In 1943 44, 4,842 million

yds. ol cloth were prodaced by mills and

1,500 million yds, were produced by hand-

locms. Deducting the requirements of the

defence services and cloth exported, we bad

five thousand million yds. per annum for a

population of 4,00 millions which comes to a

per capita 'consumption of 12 yds. We
must also remember that this includes the

consumption of rich people and the real

figure can easily be imagined. According

to any standard it is insufficient to keep the

population properly clothed. Gandhtji may
he. a half-naked fakir but his loin-cloth is

really
, a protest against the sub-human

living of the teeming millions of India. The

Bombay plan proposes 30 yd«. per head per

annum as the target. Even if we are not able

to reach that figure it should be increased to

*t least 18. Further we roust remember that

we have to mnke provision for the increasing

population of India. Thus more than ever

before th:re is a great need to expand our

production in order to ensure an adequate

supply ol cloth. That is why several people

ate considering the question in all serious-

ness and therefore putting the question "Can
post-war India clothe herself?”

' THE PROBLEM OP EXPORTS
Several people say that we should depend

®pon exports also because cotton manufac-

tures satisfy all the* requirements of a

desirable commodity for export. They even

”7 that if we produce for the internal as

Well as external markets, the risk element is

ttduced to the minimum. During war, we

,
supplied cotton cloth to South Africa,

Australia, Iran, Iraq, and other countries

and it is but natural that we expect to

retain some of these markets. It may, , of

course, be pointed out that our capacity to

retain these markets depends upon our out-

put, quality, price, etc. It also requires an

efficient export policy which we can have

only when there is a national government.

But those who argue in this way forget

one fact, namely the international economic

order of the foture with intensified competi-

tion on the part of western industrialized

countries which have already stolen a march

over us would seem to offer no possibilities

for the expansion of our goods in foreign

markets. Further the industry can safely

depend upon internal market and the first

effects of the economic development of the

country would be perfectly seen in the new

demand for cloth. It is often said that cloth

will be the first to feel the impact of a rise in

the standard of living.

SOME HANDICAPS

We have sufficient supplies ol raw

cotton and labonr. But we must remember

that increased production depends upon

the supply of new machinery, chemicals

and coal. Now that the War is over, wc

may not experience much difficulty a3

regards chemicals and coal but the supply

cf new machinery is the only factor which,

we have to consider. But it presents

insurmountable difficulties and the industrial

delegation which recently visited England

and America itself observes that the

prospects of imports of textile machinery

for at least two years to come are not

bright. By that time the foreign goods

may be dumped on our markets.
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We must remember that much of the

machinery has got to be replaced because

the machinery has been overworked due

to the exigencies created by the war It

is stated that tor replacement of worn oat

machinery and increase of production to

ensure 18 yards of cloth per bead per

annum we require six million spindles

and two lakhs of looms We must remem

her that the situation can be solved only

when new plants are set up so that we

can have an adequate supply of machinery

But since it takes a lot of time >t would

be in the fitness of things [ the Govern

ment will see that we get an adequate

quota of machinery Since the various

controls are in force only the Government

can negotiate in the matter Further ooe

warning may also be given It is no use

mortgaging our efficiency by purchasing

reconditioned second hand machinery Only

wrong prophets pm their faith in second

hand things

Another d ffi ulty or bottle neck is the

question of organization and marketing

Even though a few Ahmedabad mills have

shown good progress in the matter it is

regtettable that other mills ha\e not

realised the supreme need for organization

and matketing

Several people refer t0 the lack of

capital accumulation and say that the heavy

incidence of the excess profits tax, low
amount allowed for depreciation wh fe

considering income tax rales are coming m
the way It would be in the fitness of

things if the Government appoints a special

panel to consider the post war renovation

of this Industry so that it can put its

house in order

THE rROBLEJI OP THE HAND LOOM

I\DU3rilY

The high standard of excellence reached

by hand loom weaving which is the largest

of small scale industries giving employment

to six million people as compared to 1J10-3

of the number employed by the cottvB

textile lnlustry makes us feel that it has

got to be supported It is of course trot

that the total production is not so large M

indicated by the numbers employed \Vhlt

considering the causes of the present cloth

fam ne the point is often made out that

the situation would have improved if tk

hand loom weavers were supplied »‘th

adequate supplies of yatn by the mills hot

this is disputed by the Mill own*fS

Association Bombay While it is not th*

place to ascribe praise or blame ooe f

that because the hand loom weaver

upon this industry and since it sene* u
j

an occupation subsidiary to agriculture * e

,
have to develop it He has managed to

survive all these years and we should do

everything to help him Further ^e

present writer feels that the hand I00®

weaver should depend more and ®°(t

upon hand spun yarn At a time n hen

: are having an acute shortage of pl

cloth we have realised the econo®'1'

utility of hand spinning Gandhji #°d ,*1<

All India Spinneis* Association bate he1®

emphasizing all along the need

developing hand spinning industry
,c

Pandit Jawahatlal hails as the livery of

freedom Mr GDI! Cole

connection says, Gandhi s campa'S0

the development of home made

Industry Khaddar— is no more fad °f

romantic age to revive the past hot

for

" cWb
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practical attempt to- relieve the poverty

and uplift the standard of the Indian

village. It is hoped that we realize the

great need to develop hand-spinning as a

cottage industry. Hand-loom weavers

should spin themselves ahd weave hand-

spun yarn. This will naturally help us to

give employment to the abundant labour

force in India besides serving as an

occupation subsidiary to agriculture.

PLANS OF THE TEXTILE CONTROL BOARD

'The Textile Control-Board has recently

prepared a plan for the expansion of the

industry and proposed a target of 9,200

million yards to be reached by 1950 51

made up of 7,200 million yards from

cotton mills and 2,000 from hand-looms.

The Bombay plan as we have seen proposes

that production will have to be increased

to 15 million yards at the end of the next

15 years. The only thing is that we have

to make provision for increasing the

purchasing power ol the masses if there is

to be increased demand for cloth. It

means that economic planning is the sine

qua non of increased consumption of cloth.

CONCLUSION

The stimulus afforded by the War to

the Indian Textile industry is a fraction of

what it can look forward in a growing

economy. The per capita consumption of

cloth in India is too little and there is an

internal market ol vast dimensions. Much

depends upon the ability outlie textile industry

to serve the home market which is sure to

expand with an increase in the putchasing

power of the people The textile industry

must remember that it has risen to its

present position by the sacrifice of the

masses and let us hope that it will serve

the masses when normal times return.

Further it should not be allowed to

compete with hand-loom weavers because

they arc not only weavers but also tillers

of the soil. It is earnestly hoped that the

whole industry will be planned so that

post-war India can clothe herself and the

various interests live in peace and harmony.

STORMS IN THE INDIAN SEAS
BY Mr. KESHAVA SHARAN AGARWALA, use.. LLB.

THE severe storm that caused wide-

spread damage and enormous loss of

life and property on the east coast of India

in October last is by no means a rare

occurrence in the Indian seas. In fact,

Storms of this, nature occur frequently in

the Indian watets, ie., the Bay of Bengal

and the Arabian Sea areas.

Storms occurring in the oceanic areas

are confined to very definite regions and

are known by different names in different

regions. In the Indian region they are

known as " cyclones,” while the name

•' typhoon ” prevails in the far east (the

China Sea and the coasts of Japan). They

are called “ hurricanes " in the region of

the West Indies and the adjacent waters to

the west and the east. All these storms are

in the nature of vast whirls in the atmos-

phere in which the wind blows round the
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centre of a low pressure area with a

tremendous velocity although the storm as

a whole travels only at a very moderate

speed It is the violent rotaiy movement

of the storm that causes immense loss of

life and property and proves so dangerous

to slapping The seventy of the storm

and the extent of damage caused, therefore,

depend upon the force of the winds in

the cyclonic area

How destructive the cyclones m the

Indian region some times prove to be

Will be well understood if one goes

through the aothoritative accounts of the

recent cyclonic storms As a result of the

severe cyclonic st< rm in the Bay of

Bengal which crossed the east coast of

India between Cocanada and UfasulipaUra

oo the morning of October 18th last,

ternbfe havoc was caused afong that coast,

many lives were lost, over 20000 people

were rendered homeless, standing crops

were destroyed, live-stock and other pro-

perty suffered severely and communications

were seriously interrupted The damage

caused has been estimated at many lacs of

rupees The storm startei in the Bay of

Bengal on October 16 and caused violent

gales and Widespread and heavy rainfall

along the Orissa Cream Coast The seventy

of the storm, however, decreased alter

crossing the coast The cyclone lasted 72

hours The onset of the storm was so

sudJen that persons died while moving

inland front tire sea coast The districts

most affected were East Godavari,
Vizagapaum, Kistu*, Wist Godavary and,

Guntur Durirg recent years the month of
Octohej has been more than ordinarily
^ftotoilous for the visitation of cj ctcnic

storms in the Indian waters, A terrific

cyclone swept over (Midnapore and neigh

homing districts (Bengal and Orissa} on

October 16, 1942 This stoira was

accompanied by a huge trdal wate from

the Bay of Bengal, which washed away

forty thousand persons and '75 per cent of

the live-stock of the affected area ;
broke

all normal channels of communication and

caused unparalleled devastation and misery.

By a strange coincidence, a severe storm

also occurred on about the same dale w

1910 Tins storm occurred in the Arabian

Sea and passed close to Bombay on the

morning of October 16, 1940 The gales

and heavy seas during tins storm caused

much damage to country-craft and fishing

boats as well as to standing crops and

banana and other plantations between

Ratnagui and Surat
,

loss of fife was also

considerable The total damage to property
(

was estimated to be more than Rs 25 lacs

In May 1941, two severe storms

occurred almost simultaneously—one in the

Bay of Bengal and the other la the

Arabian Sea The Arabian Sea storm

struck the Malabar coast on 26tb M*y
1941 and caused terrible havoc along lb*1

coast , it, however, died out rapidly after

emerine Und The Bay storm was

accompanied by a tidal wave which caused

immense disaster m the districts of

Backergunj, Naokhali and Tippetah on the

night of May 25, 1941 , about 3,000

persons died Bnd about 220,000 UmtUes
were affected in these districts It 1*

indeed most difficult to determine the cash

value of the loss to property inflicted by

such disastrous cyclonic storms All that

is possible is to form rough estimate*
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which are Usually under-estimates from the

very nature of the case.

The classic example of a typical cyclone

that occurred in the Bay of Bengal and

caused enormous loss of life, is the

Backergunj cyclone of 1876. The most

remarkable feature of this cyclone was the

rapidly advancing enormous ‘storm-wave’

which, ' as the storm passed northward,

spread out from the centre and flooded

the islands and the low-lying lands at the

month of the river Megna in the early

morning of November 1, to a depth of

from 10 to 40 feet. This rise of water

occurred in the course of less than half

an hour and resulted in drowning about a

hundred thousand people and destroying

all the crops. The water receded qutckly

as the storm passed inland. A famine

and a cholera epidemic 'followed the flood

and were responsible for a further loss of

about a hundred thousand lives.

The area of a cyclone—particularly in the

case of severe cyclones—may be divided

into three parts :

—

(>) the outer storm-area,

(•) the inner storm-area,

and (iii) the centre.

In the outer storm-area the fall of

pressure is slow and the winds are

moderately strong. In the inner storm-area

the pressure falls very rapidly and the

winds are of hurricane force up to the

outer edge of the central area. The centre,

-however, is an area of very light winds or

calm. This calm region is usually a very

limited one—only a few square miles in

diameter; it is known as the “eye” or

vortex ” of the cyclone ,
on account of

Its often being free from clouds and as

the weather in it is also usually fine in

contrast to the cloudy skies and torrential

rain that are the striking features of the

other parts of the cyclone. The calm

centre, however, is equally dangerous to

mariners as a tremendous and confused sea

prevails in this area. It may also be

noted that quite a large number of the

cyclonic storms that occur in the Indian

Seas are of small extent and moderate

intensity only and such storms rarely have

a calm centre. Storms that occur during

the months of October to December are

generally severe and have a well-maiked

inner area of hurricane winds and a

calm centre

The occurrence of cyclones in Indian

Seas—as in other oceanic regions—is some-

what of a seasonal nature. In the Indian

waters, cyclones occur most frequently

between April to June and again between

October to December; they are rare

during the months of Januaty to March,

During the period July to September,

storms are frequent in the Bay of Bengal

but are of infrequent occurrence in the

Arabian Sea. For the year as a whole,

the numbers of recorded occurrences of

cyclones are very much greater in the Bay

of Bengal than in the Arabian Sea. After

originating over the ocean, cyclonic storms

generally keep their paths in the ocean

itself; on their path crossing from the

ocean to the land, the storms generally

lose their destructive force and often die

out soon. It may, however, be mentioned

that sometimes the cyclones forming In

the Bay of Bengal or further east, cross

the Indian peninsula and enter the Arabian

Sea. The direction as as the velocity
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of movement o( the cyclone very in

different cyclones, the velocity is nsuelly

under 15 miles per hour but it often very

much varies in different portions of the

teach of one end the same storm As

regards the track itself the storm field

travel, on a curved or sometimes, a

straight track

The frequent occurrence of severe

cyclones in the Indian Seas and the

enormous loss of life and Vastly result

lng from them have made it necessary

to adopt systematic measures to mitigate

the damage done An important means

by which the manners at sea as well

as the people on the coast where the

stotm may be approaching can be warned

of the coming danger is the dissemination

of timely information regarding the

position, track etc of an approaching storm

so that the recipients may be able to

take all precautions to avert the danger

as far as possible Such information (on

' the basis of synoptic weather charts)

relat ng to the slnrms is at present supplied

by the Indian Weather Service in the

form of weather bulletins and storm-

warnings broadcast from coastal wireless

stations to ships at sea and also through

a system of visual storm—warning signals

adopted for use at the Indian ports

Whenever a storm or a disturbance ex sts

in the Indian waters, in addition to com

roumcating information to ships by

wireless, the port officers Rt ‘he coastal

stations are also supplied with the latest

information relating to such disturbances

and suitable visual warning signals are

hoisted at such ports as are Ikely to be

'"-n, affected by the distatbance. But what is

m„,t essential ts ital ihs P“Pk 5 “ cl' “

soamnn ,n charge of stn.ll coastal vessels

and country crafts, boatmen, fishermen,

etc who need tl.ese warning, most,

should be in a position to take the fui est

advantage of the storm signals display**

at the poits For this, it is not only

necessary that the information should be

in the possession of the people likely to

be affected aseaily as possible before the

actual danger comes but all these peop *

should also be fully familiar with the

meanings of the different types of signal*

,n use Anotler essentiat requirement to

minimize storm danger is that all **ie

important Indian ports should have 0

facilities and equipment for rendering *

possible help to coastal vessels and craft*

in distress on such occasions

Besides the immense suffering to human

beings the loss in material wealth cause

by the occurrence of storms in India

totals up to many lakhs every y«* r ^

this economic loss makes it
urgent/

necessary to set up suitable schemes f°r

farther study of the phenomens of cj clones

and for the development of methods o

predicting them In addition to the use

of synoptic weather charts, a met o

which is likely, to be of some use i°

connection with the prediction of cyclone*

is the one depending upon the cat*

study of ‘microseisms’ Earthquake-"

recording instruments called seismograph*

which are essentially meant to record the

tremors which pass through the groan

Irom distant earthquakes have revea

«

the fact that the ground is nearly #1**1*

oscillating
,

these continuous osCillati<,r
*

are known as microseisms Further, »t h**
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also' been'found that inicroseisms are most

vigorous at times when there are strong

winds or storm over the neighbouring seas.

To explain this, it' has been suggested

that inicroseisms are produced by the sea

waves beating on steep rocky coasts.

Thus, the study of microseisms can lead

to valuable information regarding the

existence of storms in the seas. Another

method, the possibilities of the use of

which in connection with the location of

' the probable track of an approaching storm,

require to be examined, is based on the

fact that a cyclone is always associated

with unusual electrical disturbances called

atmospherics" which cause interference

in the reception of wireless signals. It is

4

Possible to determine the direction from

which these disturbances come and thus

simultaneous observations at two or more

stations may enable one to locate the

storm centre, Frequent observaticn of the

^position of the storm centre in this way
15 expected to give information regarding

the track of the cyclone. How far these

and similar other methods can be adopted

for actual use or will be of practical

value in this country, requires to be

-fully investigated.

Even with- the full development of

scientific methods for the timely location

and prediction of storms in the Indian

Seas, the need to organise immediate relief

work during such visitations will remain.

At present relief is provided by local

organisations, municipal bodies, charitable

institutions, etc., supplemented by relief

grants from the local Government. The
Ramakrishna Mission, for example, lias been

doing splendid relief work in this

connection Tiie Mission’s workers ren*

dered help to the victims of the October

1942 storm in Bengal and Orissa under

immense difficulties and at considerable

risk to themselves
;

with normal channels

of communication having been broken and

not even ferry boats plying, the relief

workers had to proceed on foot and cross

canals by swimming to reach the scenes

of occurrence. What is however needed is

a permanent organisation maintained by

the State which can readily provide prompt

relief during such calamitous visitations of

nature; and mitigate the national loss

amounting to crores of rupees inflicted on

the country every year, in addition

to the great loss of human lives. It is

high time that steps are taken’ to make

suitable provision for this in the post-

war reconstruction and development

plans now under the consideration of

Government.

POST-WAR PLANS IN THE PROVINCES
By Mr. MOHANLAL P. GANDHI,

I

N the five years beginning from 1947,

the various provincial governments and

governments of Indian States in the

Country will spend a sum over a thousand

ctore of rupees for carrying out their

8?

post-war plans for reconstruction and

development.

This would be in addition to the

amounts that the Government of India

themselves may spend on their plans
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apart from the subsidies and grants that

they might give to the provincial govern-

inti t« and the governments of the Native

States towards the cost ol their plans

The governments have mostly published

their plans and estimates ol cost and

submitted them to the Government A
casual perusal of the targe literature

on the subject shows that Bengal propose

to spend Rs 145 crores on post war

recot structioa and development of the

province in the first five years from 1947

onwards, Madras 136*4 crores Bihar 120

crores, Wo ted Provinces 118 crores,

Bombay 50 crores, Sind 45 crores, Central

Provinces 40 crores and Orissa 33 crores

The various States also have prepared their

separate plans The Protmces have also

excluded from their estimate* the expendi-

ture to be incurred by them on national

highways whuh is to be entirely met by

the Government ol India

Nearly all the provinces have placed the

greatest emphasis on the development of

agriculture and improvement ol agncul

tural methods Rut the United
Provinces in the foreword of their plan have

set forth their aims for the improvement

and expansion to be achieved m
agriculiute m the five year period m a

neat and precise form which may well be

followed by other provinces The ptan of

the United Provinces Government
contemplates an all-round drive for food

production and its mam features are . -

Improvement and distribution of fifteen

lakhs maunds of improved variety of seeds
every >ear, conversion of nightsoil of some
large ernes into an activated sludge to adj

-n, to the manural resource* of the province,

distribution of 38 lakhs raaunds of

fertilisers and 10 lakhs roaunds of ml

cakes, and provision of interest free takatt

to cultivators for sinking pukka wells in

unirrigated areas The Planning Secretary

fuither observes in his foreword —“ Long-

term planning in aguculture is not possible

without placing agricultural research on *

sound permanent basis, and .without

ensuring satisfactory arrangement for tie

application of their results In the U P

plan these two fundamental conditions h*' e

received due consideration There are

twelve schemes lor organising reseaicle*

or for intensifying the existing ones. The

infusion of scientific knowledge is to be

promoted n the villages by diters*

propaganda activities by an extended *“(i

improved publicity section, by 48 agncnk

tural farms and 157 demonstration pi0**

and by so expanding within about I®,

years the field staff of the Department of

Agriculture so as to make the free service*

of one tanular available to every group

20 villages”

The U. P Government have also pl*nne‘*

an ambitious programme for the hjdro*

electric resources of the province.

The Government of Bihar have put their

agricultural aims in a more concise f°‘®

which are to increase the production ^
food grains m the province by fifty per cent

within a period of ten to fifteen year*, *°

that there may be sufficient foodgrain* f°f

the entire population of the province

according to the standard prescribed by

nutrition experts, aod also to increase the

production 0 f protective food* such »s

vegetables, fruits, milk, eggs, fish and IP4**
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on sach a scale as to provide a well

balanced diet necessary for health.

Madras has also ‘ large irrigation and

hydro-electric projects in the offing in its

plan. Included in it is the construction

of Polavarara Reservoir on the Godavari

River, described as one of the biggest

irrigation projects in the country. It is

estimated to cost a total of Rs. 50 rrores.

.
It will take fifteen years to complete and

in the first stage of construction during

the first five-year period, the Government

of Madras intend to spend^ Rs. 6 crores on

the project. The Government of Madras

are also undertaking In conjunction With

the Government of the Nizam the combined

Thungahhadra
.
project in Biliary district

which would bring five lakhs acres of new
1-md under irrigation and add to the

electric power resources of the province.

Madras' has a plan for establishing

Government 'farms for improving live-stock

m *he provtnce,and have improved breeds

of one lakh bulls and one lack cows in

* period "of eight years. Madras also

proposes to acquire nearly 4,000 square

miles of privately-owned forests in order to

bring the percentage of forests to the total

of cultivable land from the present 12 to

20 or 23 as recommended by the Govern-

ment of India.

Apart from the combined hydro-tlectffc

schemes, the Madras plan has an ambitious

programme for developing the power

resources of the province. Madras with its

Per capit4 consumption of 7.5 K- W. H. a

J'car is envious of. its neighbouring State of

Mysore with its per capita consumption of

49.5 K. W, H. per year which it aspires to

teach. Pqwrer ; schemes in the post-war
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plan have top-notch priority. The Pjkara

plant is to be extended to produce 25,000

K. W. H more, while the woik on the

Machkund Hydro-electric scheme in which

Orissa is also participating is to be taken

in hand. Power production is to begin in

the fifth year. The scheme is to take ten

years for completion.

Central Provinces like Bihar is a province

poor in hydro-electric resources and so the

power development plans for this province

has also taken the form of a thermal plant

at Nagpur with a capacity of 10,000 K, W. H,

Introduction of free compulsory primary

education is the aim ultimately professed

by the planners in most of the provinces.

Madras has placed before the province an

objective for compulsory free education for

.-all boys and girl $ upto VIII standard to

be realised in twenty years’ time and has

framed its five years’ plan for education

accordingly- “The aim is to get the

maximum number of children into schools,”’

say the planners, “in shortest possible

time and to take them upto a stage where

there should be no lapse to illiteracy. This

stage is considered upto grade V. This

evidently is not a big problem for Madras

where education has made most strides in

the country. And the problem is linked

by the addition of 13 lakhs children to

the existing thirty lakhs in the schools.

But other provinces where education is.

still a rarity and school- going children still

in a minority and not a majority as iq

Madrasi find the liquidation of Illiteracy

among the school-going children at least,

within the short space of five years,
, find

the task beyond their powers and content

themselves by restricting the provision of
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{,ee compulsory primary education to one-

fourth of the province in the first five

years of planning The United Provinces

have kept this as an objective Bengal

has done likewise spreading its education

plan over twenty years

A tough problem in planning the

expansion of education is that of finding

properly qualfied teachers in large numbers

to take charge of new schools when they

are opened The problem is beset with

such difficulties that Sind bad actually to

defer for two years its scheme of introdu

cing compulsory primary education m six

more talukas every year for want of

teachers It has now decided to

concentrate at first on training teachers and

to embaik on the expansion of education

proper only when an adequate stock of

trained teachers is at hand For all India

even for paitial liquidation of illiteracy

aimed at by most of the planners over a

million more teachers will be needed

Bengal alone has stipulated for fifty

thousand new schools and 250 000

additional teachers in the first five years

of its plan

The nearest approach to the minimum

requirement of every village having some

medical aid available has been made by

the planners of the United Provinces By

proposing a straight increase of 500

allopathic dispensaries to the existing 750

and by proposing to subsidise 750

pnctitionets m order to induce them to

settle m rural areas, they propose to

increase the total number of rural

dispeDsatics to 2 000 as against the

estimated minimum requirements of 2,500

to 3000 for the province as a whole

They als> propose a flat increase of 100

beds in each divisional headquarters hospital,

40 beds in each district headquarter*

hospital and 20 beds m rural hospitals

Need for ensuring a protected supply of

dru king water to the rural communities

has been recognised by most of *fce

planners But Madras alone has set before

it an objective of supplying every vdiag*

in the province with a protected supply c

drinking water in ten years

By far the major share of expenditure

sought to be incurred in the planning »*

to be devoted to construction of r°J(”

and hydroelectric or irrigation
project*.

And construction of roads have a piedonn

nant place in plans of all the ^province*-

The road plan in all provinces i* 10

follow the pattern set by the Govern®*®

of India and the construction of the

national highways, the provincial highw») s«

the major district roads and the 'a100*

district roads is to be carried out in acc< rd»°®*

with the prescribed standards 1he 10

plan generally extends to 15 years at

end of which C P will have a
®

23 000 miles of roads, Bengal, 30OW

Bombay, 40,000, Bihar, 35 000 m Us *“

like At least one fourth of lll< l°*

$

amount of 1,000 crores of topees tb»*

^

to be spent in the first five year*

planning is to be spent on roads

loom even larger in the plans of some
^

the provinces Bombay, for example.

spend as much as sixteen crores ®

first five years out of a total planning c°

of fifty crores, excludmg expenditure °

national highways which is to be born*

the Government of India.
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A. perusal of the plans of the various

provinces gives, one an idea of the vastly

differing conditions in which they live

Orissa, a new province, for example

has not built so far suitable premises for

its Government and is hoping to erect

them (and a building for its High Coutt)

in the period of planning. Central Provin-

ces, a much older administrative unit, has

no modern
-
hospital and a plan for filtering

water-supply in Nagpur, its capital town.

It is hoping to have both these through

the plan. The United Provinces where

sugar industry flourishes has ,the problem

of molasses,- a bye-product of the industry

“ on Us hand and it se:ks to deal with it

by the advocacy of establishing plants for

the manufacture of industrial alcohol from

molasses. It ' rales Us ooimal productive

capacity of this highly prized industrial

material at 25 million gallons a year.

Bengal with rivers and rivulets

crossing through the- length and the

breadth of the province is pestered with

a weed, the hyacinth which grows in water

and proposes to spend Rs. 1 crores on

measures which would prevent and root

it out. Bengal also dreams of setting up

a passenger transport board to control

public transport in Calcutta. Madras and

Bengal both have plans for developing

waterways and Madras also has plans for

developing its minor ports of which it

reckons - 23 on the east coast and 14 on

the west Madras has also plans for

establishing a dry dock at Tuticorin.
'

Most of the provinces consider’ their

S
post-war •' plans as financially feasible*

depending reasonably on grants from the

-Central Government. > The United Provinces
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has calculated to a nicety how it is going

to raise Rs. 125 crores needed for the

planning and how the burden of servicing

the loans raised and new recurring expen-

dituie brought about by the planning is

to be met. It does not consider the

expenditure to be beyond ihe financial

resources of the province. Madras thinks

similarly and hopes to finance its 142f£

croie plan with the aid of 45 crore loans

only. It would be content with a grant

of 50 crores only from the Central

Government and has provided for a reserve

of six crores at the end of die period of

planning Bombay which has planned for

the development of rural areas only

expects to finance its fifty crore plan

without much difficulty. Sind stands

in a category of its own. Its cash

resources would amount to neatly Rs. 20

crores for the period of planning. It

would stand to get a sizeable grant from

the Government of India and it woutd not

have to raise more than one-fourth of the

total amount it hopes to spend on Us plan

by loans.

But other provinces are financially more

dependent on the Central Goverment for

the success of their pl-ns. Bengal is one.

Bihar also depends to a large extent on

the assistance from the Central Government.

And so does Orissa. C. P. is more

happily placed and expects
-

to carry out

its forty crore plan with a grant of Rs. 18

crores only from the Central Government.

April li 1947 is the date fixed for the

commencement of the various provincial

plans. Several Indian States have also

submitted their own post-war plans aud

they are also expected to come into
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operation at the satn-s time The interven-

ing period will be utilised by the

Government of India in scrutinising (he

various plans so that they could be Viewed

as a whole and Co ordtnaled

Whle the provinces will receive

substantial grants from the Central

Government, the Indian States may have

to carry out their schemes from their own

resources It is contended that the British

FREEDOM STRUGLE

Those who were led to believe that the

end ol world War II would herald

the advent of a new era of peace on earth

and goodwill among men have been sadly

disillusioned by the turn of events in the

very countries which the United Nations

helped to liberate from f ireign yoke The

unfortunate thing is that the defeat of the

Japanese aggressor has brought no freedom

or peace to the peoples of South East

Asia A minor war is going on all over

Indonesia and Indo China—countries which

the armies of India and the allied nations

helped to reconquer But if the reconquest

means merely a change of masters and

a moie stable and stubborn form of foreign

doom alion— the affected peoples are n»tu

tally Spprehensiie of their future One
thing is clear The great war which has

just ended has unleashed powerful naiicnal

movements in all Asiatic countries and

brought about unj stalled solidarity among
their teeming milluns Bntain and France

and Holland which had carved out for

themselves large slices of S L Asia when

I idian provinces are financially handicapped

in as much as they are deprived of

revenues from customs and income tax, the

Indian States do not suffer from any ol

these d fficubies They have full liberty

to levy their own income tax and customs

duties—many of them do so—and they

should be in a better position to finance

their own plans than the British Indian

provinces

IN SOUTH EAST ASIA

these were weak and disunited and helple**

would henceforth find it hard to continue

or resume their unwanted authority The

forces of nationalism have gained *

momentum which, it would be both

improper and dangerous to trifle with

Indonesia
‘ Indonesia ’ is the name given to th«

Netherlands Indies or better known as *he

Dutch East Indies which consist of

large islands—Java, Sumatra, Borneo,

Celebes and western half and New Gu net

besides some fifteen minor islands and *

number of smaller ones The beauty and

richness of these islands have attracted

many nations from far and near, through

the ages India s cultural relation

Indonesia dales from centuries before the

Christian era and there are to day indelible

maiks of Indian culture and civilization ,n

the arts and architectural remains of J*'*-

Indeed Contact bet ween India and Java, »ot

only cultural but commercial a* 'vel*

had been very intimate through the

ages, and historians speak of the per*01l
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when these islands formed part and parrel

of what was known as Greater India. But

that is another story which need not detain

us. Suffice it to say that with the collapse of

Muslim domination in the Sixteenth century

the islands became the bone of conten-

tion between the British and Dutch traders

who supplanted the Portuguese missionaries.

But the Dutch finally ousted the British

and with the dissolution of the Dutch

East India Company in 1798 the islands

became the possession of the House tf

Orange.

Like all foreign domination, Dutch rule

was only concerned with the thorough

exploitation of the islands for the benefit of

Holland and the woes of the helpless

Indonesians have remained unheeded. Like

the Belgians in Congo the Dutch came lo

be hated for their severity and selfishness

and the Indonesians had no option but to

tndare it in "t/ie/rjiie/p/essness.
(
Dutch rule

w »s replaced by the Japanese in March

That brought no redemption for

the stricken people. With the collapse of

J*P»n in August last, however, came hopes

Qf a resurgents Indonesia. The emergence
°f the independent Indonesian Republic

Was hailed as the new liberators of the

islands from foreign yoke. That however
Was not to' be. _For instead of helping the

indigenous Republic to take charge of its

°wn territories Mr. Attlee, the British Prime

Minister, is talking of his obligations to the

>
Dutch lulers as if he had no such obhga-

,
hons to tire very peoples of. the islands 1

And the whole battery of British arms, by
land and sea and air, is - now- engaged in

thwarting (fie popular movement for free-

dom, \yas {here' ever such a tragic

situation? The very liberators to turn into

enemies of the people l The pitiful

blunder of Greece is being perpetrated iq

Indonesia to-day, alas with the help of

Indian troops too. There is the sting of it 1

“l submit,” says Prof Laski liim3elf "it is not

gool advertisement of our intentions to u--e the

troopa of a nation aspiring to freedom to cruah (lie

aspirations of two groups of people (Indonesians and

Indo-Chinese) with the eamo aspirations ”

But what is the good? Though the

Dutch forces cannot withstand the popular

uprising of Dr. Soekamo's independents,

Britain with her infinite superiority in

resources, will do the trick for the benefit of

the Dutch 1 But let it be remembered that

such actions will only leave a scar which

time cannot easily efface.

It i« fantastic, as Pandit Jawaharlal says, to talk of

freedom, democracy and of San Francisco Charter, and

at the same tune to suppress by forcn the iudependence

movement ta Ja va. Tba airaggie in Java >3 becoming

mors intense and it has become the acid teat of the

policy of tho United Nations, especially of England

and the U, S. A.

But let there be no mistake about

it. Any attempt to mollify the Indonesian

independents with doses of " Dominion

status’* as contemplated in the recent offer

of the Dutch Governor-General, is bound to

fail. The trouble with the. Dutch in Indo-

nesia as with the British in India is that

they concede “ too little and always too hte,"

as the Manchester Guardian has shrewdly

pointed out. When Dr. Sotkarno’s men shout

The Iudies for “ the Indonesians," they mean

it. They are not prepared any more to

allow 8 Million Dutch in far away Europe'

fa dominate and exploit about eighty

millions of Indonesians,
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Indo CHINA

1

Now the same tragic story is being

enacted in Indo Ohm I" both cases *
«t is

Br.l.sh policy but Iudi.n lues nod Indian

honour that are alaktd (or the un

warranted defence of the French and

Dutch empires"

Indo China, like Indonesia, « not one

unit It is a collective name given by

the French to the group of their poses

sions in South East Asia It comprises

"five distinct units—the colony of Cochin

China the protectorates of Annaro,

Torgkirg, Combodia and Laos ’ It is

almost as big again as France with a

heterogeneous population of about four

and twenty millions * The rulers of

Indo-Chma, writes Mr Chandra Gupta in the

Hindustan Standard, “ sol l out their

Country to France in the 19th century
'

but that did not kill the freedom urge of the

people The heterogeneous races of Indo

Chiu* howevtr " have been welded into one

people in the crucible of F ench tmperia

hsm—their common miseries making them

forget the diversity of their races

Even this ibscure corner of South East

A«ia was on e part of the Great Hi idu

Kingdom cf Champa when modern

Cambodia was. known as the Kingdom

of Karnboj Indian influence m the life

and thought of thes- propie is still

paramount which explains our reaction to

the struggle nd aspirations ol the people

of Indo China Nationalist India is in full

itiuggle agate*1
sympathy With Indo China a

French imperialism

With the occupation of Indo-Chma J

Japanese force, m 1910 the struggle for
*

liberation m that country took a new ,

phase But the Indo Chinese never wanted

a change of roasters any more than the

Indonesians To the natmnahsts J«P»««*

imperialism was as haUftl as the French

The collapse of Japanese militarism »**

therefore hailed with unfeigned relief and

satisfaction But the allied forces are

always ready, » spite of loud protestation*

of liberty and democracy, to buttress op

any kind of European domination

And France which had itself to be rescue

from N n domination at the cost ol the h«*

and resources of the United Nation* *W»

claims to rule over this alien P*°P
,e

But Ind » China is determined to g«l n

of this French octopus even as she tne

to keep out the J inkers of Japan

The French ruing class has been P«

plexed by the turn things have taken >n

their erstwhile colonies m South East A*'*

The diehards in France, rightly observe*

Mr Gopta,

ung to scuttle the freedom movemtot I

in. by debunking It a. a pro Jap •»»'*»'£

a duly .lander which will b«n»boo*l*
,

Mre boosters in Britain loo. aie fr fh,r" „
iclrpnenl. id Indo Cl in. ^ or

' t, ..I lert.
writing on the wall for all «D>P'r* ,

why they are pooling resource. to

the , the French, th*

repress the Indo Cfiin
strange bed fellows
irnperi.liem haa s(n

»ra hour Of
.

O'
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The MU. Trial

ALL eyes are turned to the historic Red

Fortin Delhi, where a court martial

is sitting in judgment on the records of the

I.N A. officers and men. Never has a state

trial of tins kind created a more intense o>

widespread sensation. The I.N.A. and the

experience of the* accused persons are

convulsing the whole country and the public

reaction to the trial has provoked comment

in both hemispheres. In India itself the

whole population lias been stirred to its

depths. For one thing, the I N A. has

evoked the united support of all the

people irrespective *' of political parties or

religious differences Congressmen and

Muslim Leaguers, Liberals and Mabasabhites,

the Justice part/and* the Scheduled classes,

have all joined in protest against the trial

The list of the Defence .Council itself is

proof of the unanimity of opinion among
the intetligeniia of the country. And the

* way that youngmen and the people at large

have rallied to the cause ol the I-N A.

—inspile of certain shocking aberraiions as

evidenced by the unfortunate happenings in

‘Madura, Lucknow, Lahore, Rawalpindi,

Calcutta and Bombay—is an index to the

intensity ofpublic feeling.

Whatever the technical offence of the I N A ,

there is ample'evidence to show that they were

' moved by the loftiest feelings of chivalry

and patriotism. It is this that has inspired

Universal public support for their causp.

" I have not met one Indian in Burma,

says an Indian Seamen in his letter from

Rangoon,

who docs not look at the I.N.A. without deep

affection and respect. Indian Uvea were saved and

interest* looked afier only because of Subhas

Babu'a wonderful organization. . • •, • • ^' CI>

when the Japs evacuated Rangoon last year

Subhas Rose left a regiment of the I.N.A., which

maintained complete order in Rangoon and the

outlying areas and • protected the Indian civilians

until the arrival of the British troops.

It is stated that, the soldier Viceroy has

in his letter to Mahatma Gandhi said that

he has “an open mind" on the question

of the trial. There is it*ason to believe that

both the Secretary of State for India and

the Coramamier-iii-Cinef are disposed to

forgive and forget If that is sc, why

should this wasteful and unwanted trial be

continued ?

The trial of the ofh-ers and men of

the Indian National Aimy, says Air Fenner

Brockwav, " IS a stupid blunder."

Ia the nvnJs of tbf Indian people these men nr«

patriots and a nation wide movement of- protest

against trials which has reached its dmjas in

Calcutta should awaken the Bleeping India Office

to tho reah*oii n of the present temper and mood

of tho Indian people. Unless both the Labour

Government and the Ind a Ofiico waU up they may*

find thoiuselics confronted in India with a crisis

a* formidable, though it may oppress it.elf in

different way *. • «» “i Indonesia.

Hence the universal demand for dropping

the trial.

The cases against tho I.N.A men should he

Uronptd end tho Kmg'a pardon granted to all

“scent thoso who are guilty of atrocious crimes

agonist their countymen,

said Sir Feroze Khan Noon, former Defence

Member of the Viceroy’s Executive Council,

in an interview to the Associated Press

of India, ,

The riots in Calcutta and elsewhere are a by

product of this trial, warns the AVw Stotts-

„uw and Nation. While Wing-Commander

'MillinRlon, Commonwealth Patty Member

for Chelmsh-rd, said in an exclusive inter-

view In the United Press of India!

I have been following the reports of tho reesnt

k.nwnmci in India and I havo come to the

conclusion that trouble could* bo avoided if the

Peeves against tho I.N.A. officers aro

suspended forth* ill.. I behove it is a mistaken policy

on the part of the Government of India to go on

with the trial ns the present -Government has no

.landin'* in the cumtry of tlio democratic backing

at tho “people. The proper authoi.ty to prosecute

these men will be a National Government elected

bv the people and responsible to tho people of

India. I have notedI «4h interest the icsm eontin-

lion that they should be regarded as leaders or a

national resistance movement. I quite appreciate

their point. Tho least wo can do ia to stop the trial-).
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Mr, Jinnih'i Election Stunts

Mr. Jmiiali's Flection speeches fully

bear tun the general Irelmg -that there is

no 'use approaching the League under US

piesent leadership h.r any form of under-

standing. Probably vexed by lus failure

to set the Muslims against the Congress

he has bei ome almost morbid in I is

‘ fanaticism. Where argument fails he uses

abuse ami the butt end of the pistol

The terras that Mr. >Jmmvh has used against

the Congress leaders are not at all b< fitting a

true leader and E wonder if anybody of any

other organization or any individual could ever

Bl* euth terms. The subjects, Mr Jirraah has

droit with, i« not a domestic ono and I am sure

b» could find milder and gentler terms in the

dictionary.

Thus writes Mr. A. Rahman of 3. Chandni
Chnnk, Calcutta, reletting to the speech

fil Mr.'Jiiinab in Brim Install on Oct. 16
Nn wonder that Mr. Patel asks Mr
jiixiali.to mend Ins manners. Mr. Jinuabs
'Wild outbursts against the Congress and
Ins rabid denunciation of 'Hindu leaders

»"5‘ openly inciting his fellow ccmmonH-
hsts against

,
their neighbours. The

Congress "is out to crush the Muslims"
he dies and he denounces its plea for

Purna Swaojta “as “fraudulent and

dishonest machinations” invented to

"humiliate ii,e Muslim League". "We
roust get Pakistan at any cost. For it

We Jive, and lor it we will die," he shouts at

the top o! hts voice in Prshawar. Contrast

this
j itiful exhibition of separatism with the

pnhtiial wfsdi m id E-mon de Valera who
- pleads for a United I eland. “From the

strictly political angle” says De Valera in

ft recent speech, "one thing Temains to

he done in order to have' c« mplete

freedom for the whole couutiyi and that is

,
to undo the partition.”

But Mr. )innal» cares a fig for freedom.

The 'kind of Pak'Sian winch Mr. Jmnah
•ants, declares Mr. M Y. Nune, iormer

Congress Minister, "will always keep

India in slavery."
'

Pakistan does not solve tho quration of m5nrrili«
but aggravates the biileiufKB wliiuh is today
prevailing betuoen lh» two major commimitifis,

tints srcrasnatiig the presence of the Urui»h
array m the country.

Jmuah'a conduct throughout vary cleat Jy shows

that ho i* against the IroeUora of the country,

and is adoptir r all those tactics by winch the

frediim of the country is delated. The .Muslima

should remember that till tlio country is fre?,

tlieir fate ns a c'lnmnmly cannot improve. Jt

is only if. a free country that the social and
economic revolution can take place, booh a
revolution the Muslims require.

India and Labour Policy

It is mi* (or the continuance of the same

wooden and unimaginative pnhry of the

late Tory government that Labour was

elected *» ofh c in England. And ytt

the fin ral ' reign policy of Mr,

Attlee's Governor* tit is n«> whit diff-rent

from the rank imperahsts’ Buli-h

interference in tlie Teedom struggle in

Indonesia and liidn China and tll-ir

vacdlati *n tn India fully justify the charge

0 l bad laid) levelled against the govern,

meiit by their own party men.

ing a London meeting ”

l^s«k< ashed,

Address-

Prof, Haloid

Whan are we going to realise our responsibility

towards the Indian people t Uo make half,

hearted offer* of freedom and repeat, holf-lruo

sbibnoloths in public meetings but there are

nlwfl\s things unsaid.
„ ,

'
, .

Inwall Urnish policy, whether of the Coalitiou

or the Labour tiovemment, there Is null i»

marked nbseuce of a real -will to help m the

making of a free India in tbo full sense cf

of the terra.

Ollier speakers followed in the same

Strain Indeed the angry protest against

government's polity hy the laik amJ file

ol Rntisli Labour should open the eyes

of the government to the realities of Hie

situation and help to change their policy

in time Mr. Jacobs, Secretary of the

poweilul London Trades Council, confessed

that the Labour Government vv«s

embarrassing the rank aud file of tha

movement by its action in India and

Indonesia. He accused the Lain ur

Government of violating its election pledges,

thus betraying the British winking tLss

which, he said, in due course will rise in

revolt against the vety Government it put

In office.
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Cat i or.nl Convsnhim in Indcnena

--r—HEmoit important Convention since the

l start of the Indonesan Republic met

at Batavia on Novemoer 25 150 delegates

extended. about 100 delegates were absent

due to vauous causes The Convention

included four women

Discussion durng the session mainly

concerned internal administration but among

the resolutions was one protesting against

^
the presence of the British Army in Java

'
and suggesting that a joint force of Amen

cans and Australians be substiiuted Another

sought to protest against the bombing of

radio stations Another reeolution

thanked Ceylon for expiesstng sympathy for

the Indonesians

The Republican National Committee in

session on November 26 called on all peoples

to give ' moral and material support to the

peojle-of Indonesia in the fight for indepen

deoce so that the British may be restrained

from converting Indonesia into another

Manchuria for the benefit of the Dutch

The appeal was contained in a resolution

passed by the Committee

“The Indonesian people are at present in

no mood to accept D mmion Sums the

Indonesian Prime Minister Mr Sultan Sharir

told yCttt/rr rbpecial Correspondent in Batavia

The3l year old lawyer, educated at Lejden

Uni'M-iiy in Holland, suggested that there

was a possibility of an agreement providing

for a relationship between tin, Dutch and

the Iodouesian Republic on the lines of that

existing between Britain and Eire

Mr Slnnt added * Dutch recognition of

our right to complete sell rule would be a

basis tor the reopening of negatiations, but

lust now the wind Dominion is most
uopopuUt timing the people”

New French Cabinst

General de Gaulle’s new Cabinet was

arnounced on November 21 Genera! de

Gaulle himself is Minister of National Defence

as well as Pume Minister

As Minister ol National Defence. General

de Gaulle will be assisted by the Minister of t «

Army M Elouard Michelot (MRP) aod

by the Minister of Armaments, M Chat es

Tillon (Cummunist)

Tour minsters without portfolio “e

the Socialist M Vincent Auriol,

representative M Francisque Gay, the Co®

mumst leader, M Maurice Thor« a«d ^
Conservative, M Louis Jaquinot

There are five Communists in all ®

new Government

The next day (22nd November),

French Constituent Assembly adopted /

30+ votes to 242 a motion put

by the Socialists for the appointment J

a commission of 24 members to 5,u

and draft the text of a new constitution.

A vote of confidence m General GU»*

de Gaulle's new Government _was paS*

with acclamation by the French Con^titue

Assembly on November 23 after his sPeeC

outlining Governments programme

General de Gaulle, announcing his ^°ve
|^

ments programme declared th®*
^

Government would immediately present

^
the House bills concerning nationalis*1101

'

credit and nationalisation of elecl* 1®1

^
1

Plans relating to various branches ®

suiance would also be submitted shorll/*
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avia declared a Republic

* - The II years’ reign of King Peter II of

'Yugoslavia ended on November 29 when

• the Yugoslav Constituent Assembly lormallj

proclaimed a Republic. ^

The announcement winch decides the fate

of the first of* Europe's list of "Munaichs

Tn Exile,” was made after a, joint session

of the Yugoslav Assembly at which “ the

Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia

was proclaimed.

The proclamation explained that this Re-

public is “a unified people’s State, with a

Republican form of Government, a community

of equal peoples, who have freely expressed

their will to remain united with Yugoslavia.

The announcement added that^

Monarchy had been “finally abolished* ,
and

that King Peter, together with his entire

dynasty," was deprived of all rights previously

,
vested in the House of Kara Georgevich.

Iitiliitlon in inn

Armed insurgents from Azerbaijan Province

marched down' the railway towards Teheran

the’ capital, after talcing the town and railway

.station of Manieh in ‘a battle in which

. seven persian officials lost their lives.

Insurgents, armed with refiles .and machine*

Runs, isolated - Persian garrisons in three

hey cities in the north,

A statement, demanding autonomy within

the framework of the Persian State, was

• issued on November 25 .by t-e .“National

Congress” of Azerbaijan, north-west province

of Persia. The statiuent 1ms been coramu*

* nicaled to Britain, the United States, Russia,

China and France, as well as the Persian

Central Government. *.

The National Congress was formed .in

- Tabriz on 'November 20 "C imposed ot

over 700- delegates from all parts or the

(
province the Congress has elected a Com*

. mittee of 39 members to administer the

internal affairs ot Azerbaijan

the Problem of Palestine

A Joint Anglo-American Committee has

been set up to inquire into the problem of

European Jerviy and to review the question

of Palestine, and make lecnnramendations

to the British and U. S. Governments for

both and interim and permanent solutions-

Announcing this in the House of

Commons, Mr Ernest Bevin. tip Foreign

Secretary, indicated that ultimately Palestine

would come under some form of trustee-

ship. A permanent solution when reached

would be submitted to the United Nations’

Organisation.

M, devil h iwevei, added this warning J

Thu Majetty'-' dovemroent in making tl»i» now

aoproa.l, w.Ji to make “ o'." lh° r*lwu"
pmbl.m » not on. whn.ll t.» to -total b, ton.

aii.1 that any attempt to ito to by a.y potty

U1u ho ro.ol.lcly itoali with.

Allied Ord. r to Jap Cor.rnmtnl

Gen.’ M.cAtthur’s Allied Headquarters

has ordered the Japanese Governmfnt to

introduce a 100 per cent tax on war

profits, and a capital levy up to 70 per cent.

At tire same time, the Japanese Govern-

ment were forbidden to engage in any

credit operation pending a sweeping

reorganisation of their finances.

This was die most drastic instruction

yet Issued by the Allied Headquarters.

It specifically laid down that the Impede!

household > not to be exempted from

profits tax or capital levy.

One purpose of the War Profits Tax,

the- Allied Hradqu.iters indicted, is to

show die Japanese that war dors not pay.

At the same time, both die measures are

designed to raise money lor Government,

and stabilise the puichasiog power,



THE DEMAND FOR FULL INDIAN MERCANTILE MARINE
EMPLOYMENT There is ample evidence on record,

Quoting Henry Wallace's dictum that

" full employment in the United States is

the first step on the road to permanent

world-wide peace ", KaraaJadevi Chatto-

padhyaya urges in the Modern Review for

November the same prescription for the
‘

needs of India- According to her,

a government whi<h aims at full employment
should bo ready to spend more than what
it takes away from tlio peoplo in the shape
of tuxes. Tho State outlay must b« designm) with
a mow to laying low tho social evil* that haunt
society to-day sncli ns want, ducaso. overcrowding.
Ignorance and tho like through n bald and com
prehensivo programme of public in\ estment and
construction. Tho economic returns will be as big
and Sound and foal ns tho social. I>onomists arc
«gre-d that planning this way on an expanding

. seal* will reduco tho cyclic fluctuations.

Full employment gives each individual

who is able to produce, the opportunity to do
so". Thereby we ensure the maintaining of

the desired standard of living for as large a

section of society as possible through the

supply of the required goods It also means
non-wastage of economic resources.

Moreover, sjio argues, n condition under which
there are more jobs than worker-applicants, is of
greater advantage to" Iho workers and likely to
augment their bargaining strength. Tho outlay
Is la no way an additional burden ns is often mis-
takenly supposed. Therefore, the question whether
a government can afford tho plan or not hardly
arises. In roality unemployment is caused by tho
uneven distribution of spending power which gets
transferred from the pockets of tho many to the
pockets of the few. With the result, demand
declines and industry deteriorates and workers get
thrown out. For full employment this process has
therefore to he reversed so that tho national iccomo
may bo so redistributed os to increase the purchasing
power of the many who ara to-day deprived of it.

Where private enterprise falls short of tba volume
required to keep indmtry up to tho mark required

_,for full employment, the gap must bo filled by
government investments and constructive schemes.
In fact the principle now recommended by several
economists of note is for tho government to maintain
tho normal procedure of keeping all factors of
production m full operation.

writes Piof. B. Banerjee, M A., in the annual

number of the Joint Stock Coi/ifanies

warranting the inference that India had
developed mercantile marine before the

Seventh Century B C. and used to have
trade relations with far off countries,

Indian shipping, continues Prof. Banerjee,

was used for two distinct purposes—one
for trade purpose, just as the present-day

mercantile marine is used and another for

colonisation

.Java. Ceylon. Malay nnesia and Indonesia wero
conquered and colomiod It wav a proud dav for
India when it was not only on advanced, civilited
nation and its rollgums preachers mado a moral
conquest of Churn, Japan, Ceylon and Indo-Asia,
but her sea going \ c.-scU v Uitod tho foreign coun-
tnes for tradu and commerce as well ns for conquest
and colonisation.

But it i3 of no uso sighing over tho part. After
all is (taid and done tho fact remains that if India
ia realty to come to her own, if she has to convert
herself by industrialisation, from an exporter of raw
materials to ono exporting (unshed goods find to
that end. if she lias to capture foroga markets
for disposal of her surplus products, if jn
other words sho has to strike a favourable balance
of trulo. she must hnv e a mercantile tnnrino ol her
own, not only for Jicr coastal trado but for interna-
tional trade as well.

India, adds Professor Bacerjee, has a sea
board of over 4 000 miles and a nnmher
of first class ports between which about 5‘5
lakhs of tons of goods are exchanged
annually exclusive of passenger trade. The
freight on cargo alone will work out at 12
crores of rupees.

As to the transport of international caVo
to and from India, statistics reveal that
steamship companies earn on an average
44 crores.

All this, concludes Prof. Banerjee, will be
a saving to India if the government en,
couraged Indian shipping.
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INDIAN LITERATURE

Perspective is a new journal of

Indian Affairs published from Delhi. The
first number contains some articles ol

sinking interest on different phases ol

Indian Life. Dr Arotya Chakravaily
disci urses facilely on Indian literature in his

article on " The International Mind in

Modern Literature.*' “As an Indian",

he say*,

X fool naturally diffident in upholding (he
supremacy of our literature, which I feel has
indeed maintained a finer and more consistent
•pintual tradition than in other countries, tint
no country can hold a monopoly of inch
traditions ; all that we can claim is that our
poetry, from the ancient ages lo Rabindranath
Tagore has proved ita e-seatial humanity by
hotting up our highest thought with the actualities
of existence. Problems of war and peace, and of
large-scale aoeial beneficence have figured promin-
ently m cur Sanskrit verse, and in lrdi& a great
modern poet the highest values of humaaity have
ever been related to the context of a national
and international mankind. Our cherished traditions,
those which have held our civilization and filled

Bie peoples lives, have been and are pacific.
Rolica of war have aot been reverently preserved,
nor have the names of great megalomaniacs
waging afcgroasive wars been honooicd and sung
The tag* of daily humanity swings through lodisn
vsivea with the bmthen of the seasons, the
harvests, the flood or the famine , but the bulk
of tliom ache with aspiration, and shine with the
floods of saintly men.

What is morp, while ruthless despots

repose ia India’s plentiful dust and
• dictators, unstaiued, tread the path of

vanished summer storms,"

Individual kings liko Altar and Atola and
Vilrr.nndilya ore on children's lips, and remem-
bered wuh gratitude. ' But wo have never paid
mueh attention to high rank and politico ; the
great welders of the people who often lived in
the forest A thrum*, the p;aee-inaker* who united
rohgMns, the patrons of tho arts and the ciV’O
sciences^ have estxb'iahed their prowess in our
civihzotkm end have found an eternal place in
®“r literature. Indian saints and seers, both
Hindu and Muslim, have themselves composed
freat po*try which they often left behind in oral
form ox on palm leaf manuaeripta. The spirit <>f

• InflisQ thought can 'be seen in our old frescos’*
rock carving, and painting where scant courtesy

been ottered to blustering events. Our art

I

6S celebrated great social deeds and religious

,

?** llurp, sometunes of living men whom fotne
“d, already made them hisloncol. Even todty

J
v’,rn pestilence and war surround ns, our
“lersture seeks to express a deep social ami
•piniual fervour allied with a Cixsightsd political
**00.

.WOMEN AND THE NEW WORLD
ORDER

“ We have different post-war plans before

us, namely, the government plan as sponsored

by the Reconstruction Committee of Council,

Government of India for the central and as

well for provincial governments, the economic
plan by the well-known industrialists of

India, known as the Bombay Plan, the Roy
Plan and then the Visvesvaraya’s Five-Year
Plan but in none of these has the role of
women been made clear. Are the wompn of

India going to wi i k along with the men as

in Rus'ia or are they going to compete with

them as in the capitalist countries," asks

Mr, Sanlosh Anand in an at tide in

the Afeu Horizons lor November. The
particular case of each individual woman will

depend on how these issues take shape. V/e
can nevertheless draw a general scheme of

how the women are going to lit in the New
Order—we shall take it for granted that the

scheme will be sponsored by a national

government on a comprehensive scale

embracing every field of life and for the

betterment of the masses and the country an

a whole.

To start with education, 'he girl* can lrnve common
education with boys upto tho matriculation »tandaxd,
Laming the *am« subjects with extra training in Haw-
ing and cooking , but aft r matriculation every girl

roust chalk out her career and take training accord-
ingly. Only a few girta who seriously mean to work
in a chosen field should take up epecialisod ncadetmo
training with bovs, otherwise! money tpent on any
specialised high education by girls U definitely a waste.

After matriculation girl* should have separate
colleges upto the BA. standard where they will

learn subjects of special interest hkoly lo be of uso
to ibtro in their homes and in beniee-keeplng, snclv

aa child-p»y thology, fine arte, general economics and
politics, dancing, music, and painting and domestic
Gaencfl and elementary nursing.

The girls can take up training with boys in

subjects like teaching, medicine and even in

scientific research when they mean to stick,

to these and follow the«e as careers.

There are specialised subjects for which women
are most suited, hko nursing, social service in
village* and among poor and illiterate population
of indu*tnal centres, forwh'ch there wilt have to

.
be seporate training e»ntrea for women, Aa for ilia

"mijortty of women they wiU end should follow
housewifery *s their career and for thio they Bbould
educate themselves instead of blindly receiving
education suited to meo.
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The beat course for women would be to train the -a

selves mainly for tlioir homes and house keeping

and atlho same time to take as ectno a part and

as much interest outside their homes as they possibly

can, not against their housework but os a

supplement to it

There are varied things which require their

attention outside their houses, such as social

service® adult educatt< n health services,

particularly nursing and work in numerous

maternity and child welfare centres

In these they can tabs a civo part by devoting

ono or two hours daily m anv of the Gelds they

aro interested in Apait from these they ca i

tako interest in wider fields for instance in

politics and economics by understanding diiTcrent

political national and international u>eu i aid by
exercising their rights ol > ti ig m elections m
u ldcrbtanduig dittecent government economic

policies inching food problems rationing milk

fluctuation of pr ces uud other iDlricate problems

created by the war on! which the different

schemes are planning to solve not neglectin,, tho

o dt viral side of our develop nent

RACIAL CONCORD IN ANCIENT INDIA

Dr Kunhan Raja points out in an

article in The Vault of India that the

influence of Indian civilization is seen in

regions far out of what is really India
’

in regions that constitute what is termed

"The Greater India

Theio is no evidence to show that Indiana haif
actually conquered these regions and colon sej
them thereby planting lieu civilisation in the»o
regions through their military power It was
more a w filing acceptance of a gran ler and higher

infilled poople being drawn
is uiwivu* worth The Iodians had
civilization a mode of life, an outlo fi

an 1 lin Ustiny which was acciptatfio
d tiering from

fi zalion by l

r life

India is also known to be the only
country where in ancient limes, there was
perfect rel gious toleiaace

The 8tate, as such, had no rel gion there wets
relig ons m the States Thero was no rec tier
or tboao who accepted a certain religion. flierewas no agency, no church which could admit
into, or emit out of, the religion any one who
adopted that tel gion or denied that religion

s^kThSEr "-’.sr.'s»b* lutcly free to adopt anv rohemn ~„ „„ ' *!

.

j V religion or no
IT

1

,
" ‘ freodom went hand in

CALL TOR A CRUSADE

An emphatic impeachment of the leader

of the Muslim League is contained » *

statement attributed to the Fakir ol Ip,

the head of the Independent tribes of the

NoithAVest Frontier. The Fak.r of

writes the Free Press Jounal, had

dispatched some time back a few liosi*

ooservers to India and statiored them m

the towns of Bombay, Delhi, Lahore an

Karachi These observers were ch-rgeo

with a mission to study the actmt't* c

the Muslim League organizations, and sun

a report thereon

Having considered these report', ‘1*

Fakir Saheb has issued the folloftiij

statement

Now I can say from personal

Mr Jrnnah is the Colonel Lawrence of

Lowernee, under the cloak of fricudhoess

Islam sowed tha seeJs of hatred and •*

between the Arab* and tho Turk", and £“*
Iraq Syria and Falestmo under the subjugoil

Similarly, Ur JmnoU, under the gui«e “f

Pakistan slogan, is creatmg a perpetual gu« ,y
the Hindus end the Muslims He is

Muslims to a position where tl ey are bouua »

a go bye to the nohlo traditions and tho n

of Islam, and preserve merely a sectarian

Verily ho is leading them to hell

Hence it is tho boundeo duty of every Slush® *

launch a cru-ade against this

INDIA, KEYSTONE OF IMPERIALISM

The President of lhe Australian ComfflJ0
**

Parly, Mr L Sharkey, writing in the 0

mumst paper Tribune, declares'

In ha is the largest colonial enslaved co
4"!5Jmj

the keystone ol tho wholo vicious «y.ta®°f«f%

of“nd^
C^^\°f 1Dd*P“d-" °n **

imperialist system

The hundred and fifty years of British '“**
"rjjai

liars claim was necessary to save lodusM »

^

themselves lias resulted in nothing but
starvation of 350 million poverty stricken p ur
Indians can expect no rehet from the Orvliats

Ooverument and ita Imperialist Forei6n ^

basis of t

t of

British mterv
aioly

IndoQi.'sia
, ,

qoiiv atod by the fear < f *“•,

of those colonial people



Hyderabad

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT
Government have recently sanctioned a

scheme for the reorganization of the

Co-operative Department which involves an
annual expenditure of about Rs. 13 lakhs.

Some of the major aspects of this scheme
have already been given effect to.

.

Co-operation, which during the last 30
years figured laigt-ly as a banking move-
ment, has been reorganized so as to

conform to the economic and social needs

of the rural community It aims at

establishing self-contained villages held

together hy a healthy corporate spirit To
this end multi-purpose societies are being

organised in every Taluq with the object

of helping the production and maiketing

of agricultural produce and for the distri-

bution of necessaries of life e g ,
food

products, cloth etc. at cheap prices.

By means of the “Levy Collection

Order" the Government has ‘made it

compulsory for every cultivator to sell a

portion of his foodgrain produce on every

acre brought under cultivation. Hie levy

grain so collected is either shifted to

deficit areas or used locally by means of

co-operative distributing agencies. Govern-
ment has also given the cultivators the

option to deposit of their levy grain as

share capital into the local Grain Banks
This grain is given as a loan at 25
per-cent, interest to the members for cul-

tivation purposes or for domestic use.

With the grain banks so constituted the

problem of food shortage in the villages

and of seed stocks will be solved. The
measure is intended to relieve [the cultiva-

tor from the pressure of indebtedness and
to increase his prosperity and standards

of life. ^Nearly 3,000 grain banks have so

far been registered. It is expected that

>o the course of the next three years

every one of the 20,000 villages of

H. E. H. the Nizam's Dominions) will have

* grain bank.

REFORMS FOR HYDERABAD
It is learnt that Hi* Exalted Highness

the N'zara’s Government is considering
amendments to constitutional reforms to
be introduced in the State.

Widening of the franchise qualifications,

it is understood, will be one of the items
under the consideration of, the Government.
The Executive Council is holding weekly
meetings for this purpose.

Bikaner
BIKANER FINANCES

Mr. K. M Priiiikkef, Prime Minister of
Bikaner, opening ilie State Legislative Assem-
bly on Nov 12 declared (lint Bikaner was
completely Iree from all liabilities, and had
started the year with a balance ol Rs. 2%
crores invested in Government of India
Securities. This was exclusive of other
funds such as the Development Fund, the
fund for the Bhakta Dam, etc, which had
been created.

Mr. Panikkar said that the Government
had decided to introduce the Income-tax.
A Bill for this purpose would be" placed
before the House.
The State had agreed to take Rs. 25

lakhs worth of shares in the Central
Government's fertiliser industry scheme.
Steps had been taken to improve the
quality of wool production in the’ State,
and by next year, a woollen factory would
be set up.

Bikaner’s share in the Bhahra Dam
scheme expenditure might come to Rs. 8
crores. The scheme was to utilise the
waters of the Sutlej for irrigating a large
area in the Punjab and was expected to
cost not less than Rs, 35 crores. Under
the present agreement, Bikaner would
share in the scheme and the area which
the state would have under- irrigation
would almost be 2,000 square miles.

'

The main policy of the administration
of the State as laid down by His High-
ness was, he said, reconstruction, develop-
ment, and welfare, keeping in touch with
the people and sympathetic attention to
their needs.
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Tho best course f< r women would bo to train then

seKu mainly for their homca anil liou»e heaping

and at tho sama time to take usewo apart and

as much interest outside their home* as they possibly

can, not against their housework but as a

supplement to it

There are varied things which require their

attention outside their hotnes such as social

sett ices adult edocati n health services,

particularly nursing and work in numerous

maternity and child wellare centres

Iu llieeo thev can take a me part by duvoting

one or two hours daily u my of the fields they

aro interested iu Apait from these thov cau

pvlitics and evonomm b> understand ng diikr ut

political national and internal nal i»su s ai I by
eaercis ng their rights *1 \ >ti lg m elections in

understanding difleieut v,o'eroment ee oonu
polities ia\ylwug food problom> rationing milk
fluctuation of prices uod other intricate problems
created bj the i ar on 1 ninth die dD'erent
schemes are planning to soke not neglecting the
cultural side of our development

RACIAL CONCORD IN ANCIENT INDIA
Dr Kunhan Raja points out in an

article in Tie Da.in of India that the
influence of Indian civilization is seen in

regions far out of what is really India ’

in regions that constitute what is termed
“The Greater India

Iheio is no evidence to show that Indtaua liacf
actually conquered these regions and colonised
them, thtr by planting their civiluauon in ihe»o
regions through their ui litary power U V aa
1U010 a wfiLug accept an •« of a gran ler and higher
Civ filiation by less ci fined people boiug drawn
to it by its mhcreut worth the Indians had
luoudil n civilization a mode of hr? an outlook
upou man an l »u« 1 atiav « hn.li was nee. piablome i to ieopl m oiher region, d ffexiog from
thorn in languages race and «i)( of life

India is also known to be the only
country where in ancient tunes, there was
perfect religious toleiauce

'•l8 “
religions m tha Stale*. Thero w*a no re .of tho i» who accepted a ocrtaia religion. fhera

Eg, °°
r
Llu‘ couIJ “0^1

s^Sirlr
r

'
,*• -:™

Jf-S
hand This is tho rcmi ^P^hl ,wnJ ,n

Hindu Dharms 16
I'crm4a»‘we ef

CALL FOR A CRUSADE

An emphatic impeachment of the leader

of the Muslim League is contained m i

statement attributed to the Fakir ol Pb

the head of the Independent tubes of the

Noith-West Fionber The Fakir of If*,

writes the Free Press Jounal,

dispatched some time b«ck a lew trust*

ooservers to India and stationed them a

the towDS of Bombay, Delhi, Labile M
Karachi These observers were ch.rjM

with a mission to study the acmit>es ^

the Muslim League organizations, and sue

a report thereon

Having considered tiie»e repoit', *1*

Takir Saheb has issued the follows

statement

Non I cau nay from personal inform™

Mr Jiun.h is the Colonel Lawrence of
*j

l

Laaernco, under tho UoaL of friendliness
t

Islam toned tha 6eeJa of hatred and
,

between tho Arabs ood tho Turks, and ""°of
Iraq Syria and Talestino under tho tubjug

Similarly, Mr Jinnoli, under the S UI;

^
Pakistan slogan, is creating a perpetual S™, ito
the Hindus and the Muabuis He it 1

, en
Muslims to a position where they are bouud >•> »

a go bye to tho noble tradiUons and «“> ^
of 1.1am, and preserve merely a setter*40

\crd> he is leading them to hell

Heave it is the boundeu duly of every Slud*®

launch a crusade egauut tbit

INDIA, KEVSTONE OF IMPERIALS'!

The President of the Australian Com®®1

^
Patty, Mr L Shaikey, writing in l“e

muuist paper Tribunef declares
-

him Achievement of independence on ’ fC.irt-

of Indiana would smash tht beta of

imperialist By tlem.

The hundred and fifty years of British *f«iro
hats claim was necessary to «*v« Indie”
themselves has resulted in nothing but
starvation of 330 million poicriy
Indiana can Ktpeci no relief from the Bntu . ,t*r

Government end iia Imperialist Korei*a w

BritiJi intervoni
was certainly moil
that liberation of
having on Hie Iudu

ion in Indonesia
i alod by the loar ; I *“Vj
thoae colonial people 8
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Hyderabad

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT
Government have recently sanctioned a

scheme for the reorganization of the

Co-operative Department which involves an

annua! expenditure of about Rs. 13 lakhs.

Some of the major aspects of this scheme
have already been given effect to.

Co-operation, which during the last 30
years figured largely as a banking move-
ment, has been reorganized so as to

Conform to the economic aud social needs

of tiie rural community It aims at

establishing self-contained villages held

together by a healthy corporate spurt To
this end multi-purpose societies are being

organised in every faluq with the object

of helping the production and marketing

of agticultural produce and for the distn-

button of’ necessaiies of life eg, food

products, cloth etc. at cheap prices.

By means of the “Levy Collection

Order" the Government has 'made it

compulsory for every cultivator to sell a

portion of his foodgrain produce on every

acre brought under cultivation. *Hie levy

grain so collected is either shifted to

deficit areas or used locally by means of

co-operative distributing agencies. Govern-

ment has also given the cultivators the

option to deposit of their levy grain as

share capital into the local Grain Banks

This grain is given as a loan at 25
per-cent, interest to the members for cul-

tivation purposes or for domestic use.

With the grain banks so constituted the

problem of food shortage in the villages

and of seed stocks will be solved. The
measure is intended to relieve ,'the cultiva-

tor from the pressure of indebtedness and
to increase his prosperity and standards

of life. Neatly 3,0U0 grain batiks have so

far been registered. It is expected that

in the .course of the next three years

every one of the 20,000 villages of

H. E. H. the Nizam's Dominions’ will have

* grain bank.

REFORMS FOR HYDERABAD
It is learnt that His Exalted Highness

the N'zam’s Government is considering
amendments to constitutional reforms to
be introduced in the State.

Widening of the franchise qualifications,
it is understood, will be one of the items
under the consideration of. the Government.
The Executive Council is holding weekly
meetings for this purpose.

liikaner
BIKANER FINANCES

Mr K. M P-oukk-r, Pnroe Minister of
Bikaner, opening the Stale Legislative Assem-
bly on Nov 12 d*i I a red that Bikaner was
completely tree from all liabilities, and had
stalled the year with a balance of Rs. 2}^
crores invested in Gi vernment of India
Securities This was exclusive of other
funds such as the Development Fund, the
fund for the Blukra Dam, etc, which had
been created.

Mr. Pamkkar said that the Government
had decided to introduce the Income-tax.
A Bill for tins purpose would be' placed
before the House.
The State had agreed to take Rs. 25

lakhs worth of shares in the Central
Government’s fertiliser industry scheme.
Steps had been taken to improve the
quality of wool production in the’ State,
and by next year, a woollen factory would
be set up.

Bikaner’s share in the Bhakra Dam
scheme expenditure might come to Rs. 8
crores. The scheme was to utilise the
waters of the Sutlej for irrigating a large
area in the Punjab and was expected to
cost not less than Rs. 35 crores Under
the present agreement, Bikaner would
share in the scheme and the area which
the state would have under irrigation
would almost be 2,000 square miles.

'

The main policy of the administration
of the State as laid down by His High-
ness was, he said, reconstruction, develop-
ment, and welfare, keeping in touch with
the people and sjmpathetic attention to
their needs.
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tho best course f r won ea vould be to tra o U cm
eel os manly for tier home* and 1 ouse koopi 4,

and at the eamet no to take aa active apart ant

as much nterest outs de It e r home* as they pos bly

can not against their hou»e vork but as a

supplement to it

There are varied things which requ re the r

attentun outside their homes such as social

services adult educati n health services

particularly nursing and work in numerous

maternity and child welfare centres

In ll 'so tl ay can ta a 0 0 part by da ut ng

on 0 or tvvu t ou a laly u n> of tho folds loy

aro inter© ted n Apa t from these tl oy a

take tore t u v de he d for instan o n
by und rs and ng d f rent

ol v

l by

at omng ro I

r cate problo a
tl 0 d Boro 1

ftuctuat ou of p on a d otl e

created by the ar and I .

scheme* ore pinna ng to aol e
c ltural a la of our develop no t

RACIAL CONCORD IN ANCIENT INDIA
Dr Kunhan Raja po nts out in an

article m Tie Da in of India that the

influence of lnd an civ I lat on is seen in

regions far out of what is really India
in regions that const lute what is termed
The Greater India

show that India 11 1 atf
and oloo sed

Tl eio ib 00 ev den o to ano
actually conquered these reg
thorn Iher by plai u g thoir „ , . uu u lueeo
regous througl tier I tary power U was
rao o a w II ng ace*, Unco of a grander and b gker
c I tat on. Dy I » c 1 ed poople 60 ng drawn

n outvied 0

sople

tho u 10 langur

India is also kno vn to

country where in ancient l n
perfect rel gious tolerance

Tho State as such had no re
rot g on*

’• "V... lie lnd ana tad
jn a n ado of 1 fo an outlool
toot nj »1 h was acceptable
nl ’ Bcr og from

» I ways of I fe

CALL TOR A CRUSADE

An emphatic impeacl ment of the leader

of the Muslim League is contained ib »

statement attributed to the Fakir of Ipi

the head of the Independent tribes ^1
««

North West Frontier Tl e Fakir of Ipi

writes the Free Press Journal,

dispatched some time back a tew Wusit

ooservers to India and stat oned them

the towns of Bombay Delhi Lahore at

Karachi These observers were eti-rgeo

with a mission to sludv the activ '*s

the Muslim League organ rations and
.

a report thereon

Having considered these

Talir Saheb has issued the follo»
j

statement 3

Now I can say from person*! ^
Mr Jinnal is the Colonel Lawren •

1

Lawernco under tho cloak of fr end *

“f** _ tr j

Islam sowed tho 6cede of hatred
br

. . 1 v

between tne Arabs and the Turks and
i

Irs
1

Syr a and Palestine under the subjugatw

Br tam

S ro larly Mr Jinnali undor the gu se

Pak sun slogan s cre*t ng a perpetual gnl‘ « ,>*

tie Hindus and the Muslins Hs is 7r»*e
Musi ras to a pos tion wl ere they are hou d

#
.
f

a go bye to t) a noble trad tions and tbe ^
of Islam and preserve merely a sectana

Verily he s leading them to hell

Hence it is the bounden duty of every U“**

launch a crusade against th a

INDIA KEYSTONE OT IMPERIALISM

Tl e President of ihe Austral «n

Party Mr L Shmhey, Writ ng in the ^
munst paper Trtbue declares

the only
there was 1 vm Acheveraent of independence

J
* ,n if*

of lad sns would amash the boss ol “
rmpor al at By stei

The hundred and Cfty years of Br t eh . fn.ro

I are clam was necessary to esve lnd
rtl

themaelvea has resulted in nottlng bur •"
Bn

starves oa of SuO rn.ll on po oriystr ken P^j,
lnd ans can sxpoct no rel of from tl e or . s a
Government and .ts Iroper alts t Pore bo

»'n

Brluh interveat on .n In loncs a and

1

JT" motvatod ty tie fo»r o' b*
that 1 beta tion of these colon el reo| »
having on 1 ho Iud.no messes ,
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Hyderabad

THE CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT

Government have jecently sanctioned a

scheme for the reorganization of the

Co-operative Department which involves an

annual expenditure of about Rx 13 lakhs.

Some of the major aspects of this scheme

have already been given effect to

Co-operation, which during the last 30

years figured latgely as a banking move-

ment, has been reorganized so as to

conform to the economic and social needs

of the rural community It aims at

establishing self-contained villages held

together by a healthy corporate spiiit To

this end muhi-purpose societies are being

organised in every Faluq with the object

of helping the production and marketing

of agricultural produce and for the diMn-

bution of necessaiies of life eg, food

products, cloth etc. at cheap prices

By means of the “Levy Collection

Order" • the Government has 'made it

compulsoiy for every cultivator to sell a

portion of his foodgrain produce on every

acre brought under cultivation. "Kte levy

grain so collected is either shifted to

deficit areas or used locally by means of

co-operative distributing agencies. Govern-

ment has also given the cultivators the

option to deposit of their levy grain as

share capital into the local Grain Banks.

This grain is given as a loan at 25

per-cent, interest to the members for cul-

tivation' purposes or for domestic use.

With the grain banks so constituted the

problem of food shortage in the villages

and of seed stocks will be solved. I he

measure is intended to relieve ,t.»e cu tiva-

tor from the pressure of indebtedness and

to increase his prosperity standards

of life. Neatly 3,000 Bt»‘" b ‘" ks
i

lli,

1

v<
-„

°

far been regLered. I. »
{

in the course - 1* — Xge/'Tf

h'e. h“L °Niiam'j Dominions; will have

a grain bank.

REFORMS FOR HYDERABAD
It is learnt that His Exalted Highness

the N'zam’s Government is considering

amendments tn constitutional reforms to

be introduced in the State.

Widening of the tram liise qualifications,

it is understood, will be one ol the items

under the consideration of, the Government,
The Executive Couik il is holding weekly
meetings lor tins purpose.

Bikaner
BIKANER FINANCES

Mr. K. M Pa«..kk-r, Pome Minister of
Bikan«r. npenn g dir Male Legislative Assem-
bly on Nnv 12 dnlaied that Bikaner was
completely tree from ail liabilities, and had
stalled die year with a balance ol Rs.

crates invested in Government of loom
Securities This was exclusive of other
funds such as the Development Fund, the

fund for the Bliakia Dam, etc, which had
been cieated.

Mr. Panikkar said that die Government
had decided to introduce the Income-tax.

A Bill for this purpose would be* placed
before the House.

The State had agreed to take Rs. 25
lakhs worth of shares in the Central
Government's fertiliser industry scheme.
Steps hail been taken to improve the
quality of wool production in the' State
and by next year, a woollen factory would
be set up.

Bikaner’s share in the Bhakra Dam
scheme expenditure might come to Rs. $
crores. The scheme was to utilise the
waters of the Sutlej for irrigating a Jarce
area in the Punjab and was expected to
cost not less than Rs. 35 crores Under
the present agreement, B.kaner would
share in the scheme and the area
the state would have Wider Lw*
would almost be 2,000 square miles

§ "
The main policy of the \ \
ib. s..,„ „ Jd

S« “d v-SKSL-S•tientio* to
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Travancore

ABOLITION OF LAND REVENUE
The Travancore Government is contem-

plating far-reaching Land Revenue reforms

in the near future.'

_ Sir C. P. Ramaswami Aiyar, the Dewan
of Travancore, revealed (his in an
interview to the Associated Press of India

recently.

He said :
” In addition to its primary

education policy, the Travancore Govern-
ment has certain other far-reaching

proposals under consideration. One of ilie

most important proposals is the abolition

of Land Revenue as such, and the substitu-

tion of it with a nominal basic tax and
a graduated income-tax, which will depend,
not upon periodical land settlements but

on the net income derived by land-holders."

The yearly jamabandi enquiries and
investigations' regarding failure of crops

will not be conducted on the old lines, as

every land-holder will pay tax only on
the net income from his crops, after

paying for his expenses.”

The Dewan further pointed out that in

the Travancore State, out of a total annual

revenue of Rs. six and a quarter crores,

only a sum of Rs. 50 lakhs is derived

from Land Revenus,
11
Under the new proposals,” concluded

the Dewan, "the small land-holders Will

have to pay only a nominal amount as

- basic tax lor their holdings.”

f

LADIES IN JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT
- For the second lime, a lady Advocate
has been chosen Tor appointment in the

Judicial Department of the State. She is

Miss Aley Zachariab, - B.A., ML, Advocate,
Trivandrum She lias been appointed
acting thiid-grade District Munsif and is

posted as temporary District Muusif,

Ni-yyadnkara in South Travancore.

>The first lady to be appointed to an

office Jn , the Judicial Department was Mrs.
• Anna Handy? She is now second and
Additional Sessions Judge at Quilon."

Jodhpur

VILLAGE PANCHAYATS IN JODHPUR
The Government of Jodhpur have

sanctioned a sum in the neighbourhood

of Rs. 25,000 to be distributed among the

village Panchayats at the rate of Rs. 100

per Panchayat irrespective of the conskle*

ration whether tl e Panchayat is situated in

the Khalsa or the Jagir area Panchayats

have also been permitted to introduce

taxation, both in Khalsa and .Tagir aieas,

if they so de«.ire. The Khurda and

Jhurapi tax, winch is something like a

house-tax levied in the Khalsa area, and

which was so far credited to the Land

Revenue Department, lias been directed

to he made over to the Panchayats. It is

hoped that these measures will consideiably

strengthen the financial position of the

Panchayats in Marwar. and give them the

necessary facilities for their fuither progress.

As regards the J-»t»ir area in particular,

the Government has appoii ted a com*
mittee. with Rao Bahadur Rao R»ja Narpat
Smghji as Chairman and die Director of

Loc«l Bodies as Secretary, to examine the

general question of taxatmn in J*i>ir arras

and to explore Ways and means of
financing post-war development schemes of -

education, medical relief and local '

self-government in Jagir aieas.

Cochin

COCHIN BUDGET
The Cochin Government’ Budget for the

coming Malayalam year 1121 (Aug. 17,
1945 to Aug, 36. 1946), is based on an
anticipated revenue of Rs. 294 25 lakhs,

which is Rs. 41*25 lakhs more than tiie

revised estimate for the current year,- the
expenditure being estimated" at Rs. 282 48
lakbs, representii g an increase of Rs. 34 64
lakhs over the current year's revrsed "

estimate.
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Malaya
ARRESTS OF MALAY INDIANS

S,> AIM. K..sko»™^®y Il«'.

of**. Malaya and I N A Date
Coomte of Sw.IV «... .»

>ha >»>)"“ »> ,he

The mam ohjecl. ol Ihi. C.»««e ..a

(1)

' To render such legal assistance

a, ,t can «'.'! pro. .dad, of c u.». .he

„ca-s»y (auliuaa «- aoa»'d'J h>’ ,he

Govemmar. o( Imi.v for P>'.-8= *”d I"'

stay m MaLya m the disturbed condm ins

obtaining there at present

(2)
‘ To press upon the Viceroy and

the G.vernment of Irdia the need lor a

carelul exam.na- n cf the cases of the

prosecut. rs in Malaya so that unnecessary

prosecutions might he withdrawn

(3) “To impress upon the Viceroy

and the Government <f India the reed for

their undertaking the expenses for the

defence in proper cases and

*(4) “To request the Government of

India to give lull and detailed information

,n regard to the state rf affaiis in Malaya

as also the nature aril kind of rffences

lor which Indian evd and mditaiy peisomel

are being prosecuted m Mala) a

“The Committee will be in a position

to is-ne a fuither slat. merit in regard to

,ts fuiu.e programme anl wn.k only after

pettug a reply from the Government of

l,di» and alter gauging the response

which it receives frrtn the menjbers of

the bar and the public" he added

S. Africa
LATE SUFI AHMED MIA

We regie* to learn tl at death has

occurred of Al raed Mia, aged 64, one

of th<* best koi wo membeis of the Indian

community tn South Afuca. He ts the

author of ten bocks on m)M ci*m and

introduced InJian medicine n that country

to which he went to 1915 He was
^ educated tn Delhi

Malacca
PLIGHT OF INDIANS IN MALACCA

About 15 000 destitute Indian labourers

in Malacca alone are undernourished and

and need urgently clothing and food,

accotding to a telegram sent by the

Malacca Indian Association to the Congress

President The Associate prays the Con

gress President to send representatives ta

study the conditions in Malacca and help

these destitute labourers urgently

clothes and food

Ceylon
INDIANS IN CEYLON

The Council of the Imperial

Citizenship Association has requested W
Government of India to furnish the C< no

with information regarding the position

Indians in Ceylon Itfanf ,be

proposed constitutional reforms lor Cey

In the opinion of the Council, ij1*

Soulhury Commission has entirely ,Bn*'

the case of In bans in Ceylon, as t*

J*

„

not recommend any measure t * secttie 0

at X-nship rights for one million

n Oylin

Siam
Mk ANEY'S MISSION to SIAM

Mr M S Aney, Government of IQ,1|

*J
Representative in Ceylon, is going 00

special mission to Siam to enquire n>

the condition of Indians in that countty »°

also to look into the cases of P®
,f0”

alleged to have collaborated with J*P*

Mr Aney is accompanied by Mr D*y*'

Under Secretary to the External AH*

Department, and they are already in E*<*
j

•waiting passage to Bantkik. It « 1
*

stood there were nearly a lakh of I«>d'»£

in Siam during the war belonging to 4

I N A, and the Indian Independence LeagU *

and including internees and other civib*r*
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Questions of Importance

PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION
TO INDIA

A British parliamentary delegation is to

leave for .India as soon as possible to meet
leading Indian political personalities and

learn their own views at first hand.

Announcing this in the House of Lords, the

Secretary for India, Lord PelMck-Lawrence,

: said :
• “I desire to make it plain that His

Majesty’s Government regard the setting up
of a constitution-making body by which

-Indians will decide their owd future as a

matter of the greatest urgency."

The India Secretary stated that the object

of the parliamentary deputation would be
“to convey in person the general wish

and desire of the people of this country, that

India should specially attain her full and
rightful position as an independent partner

State, in the British Commonwealth and the

desire of Parliament to do everything within

our power to promote speedy attainment of

.that objective,”

Lord Pethick-Lawtence tefertiog to the
“ difficult transition times” slated that

“ the

Government ol India cannot divest itself of

the responsibility which rests upon it, and
upon all Provincial Governments, of preserv-

ing law and order and of resisting any
attempt to resolve the constitutional issue

by force.”

“ Realisation -of full self-government," he

added. “ can only come by orderly and

peaceful transfer of control of the machinery
of State, to purely Indian authority."

i Professor Harold Lasltt, Chairman of

the British Labour Party, said at a public

;
dinner in New York :

- I accept as an acid, test of tho bona fidcs of

Labour Government of Great Britain that it

shall not merely declare its desiro to soo a free

self go\ eriung India, but that it sliall orcamso

^
renditions. necessary to the fulfilment of its ueairo.

5
w •

'

Sir A. R. MUDALIAR ON WHAT -

INDIA STANDS FOR

Sir A Ramaswami Mudaliar, Leader of

the Indian Delegation to the Preparatory

Commission of the United Nations Organisa-

tion, m an interview to Ronald G. Bedford,

Reuter's special correspondent in London,
said on November 24

I speak not in the name of tlio Government of
India but in the name of India when I say that the
pnopto of my country ha\ s never been happy about
the uso of the Atomic Bomb by the Allies

1 my this after listening to tho Prime Minister's

speech in tho House of Commons recently on his

talks regarding the Atomio Bomb with President

Truman nnrl the Canadian Primo Minister, Mi Mac.
kenne King—that, while opinion has beon divided

hero on the quostion of the Allied uso of tho Atomic
Bomb, there was hardly anyone in India who felt

its u^o was justified. Tnroughout tho war which
had just ended, opinion was constantly expressed

that the methods adopted by the Axis Powers of
of bombing open cities, of indiscriminate killing of

civilian women and children and the ush of rocket

weapons which li&d no particular military targets

wore wrong and indefensible.

Tlio use of tho Atomic Bomb, therefore, could

never be defended if it is admitted that these

criticisms were just because the Atomic Bomb did on
a more dreadtul scalo « hat indiscriminate bombing
and rookels wero intended to do.

It will be the intention of India at tlio United

Notions Organisation to try to recapture tho spirit

which prevailed among nations at San Francisco.

India wants to see Atomio energy developed for

the benefit of mankind instead of for its destruc-

tion. It is true that such a development would
help iu a great measure to raise the standard of life

in India, but India does not view this thing

mlfishly. Wo want to see Atomic energy made
available to all peoples of the world in order
that our standards oflife may bo improved at
the some limw as theirs is raised.

Atomio energy is only one phaso of tho great
era of scientific development. We are at tho
threshold of now wonders and India would like

to see all scientific discoveries turned into peaceful
channels and used for tho benefit of all tho world,

India has a great role to play in tho near
future for her centuries of culture and her out.
look on life hnvo equipped her to lead, nations
of the world into an era of poace and ‘prosperity.
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Sir RADHAKRISHNAN ON MORAL
VALUES

Sir S Radhakrishnan addressing the PEN
Conference at Jaipur on Ociober 22 on the

Moral Vanties of Literature, said that human
beings were at the stage of intellectual con-

sciousness and human life on earth could

not foe regarded as the crown of evolution

Men mu't become men of vis on There ta a
solitary aide of human life dreams the realm of
imagination and the soul Literature is whs; man

tlie lotellectul level onl> Literature subordinated
to military glory Men are converting themselves
into machinery When Hitler is defeated perhaps
dead hie philosophy is undefeated Are wo not »t 11

clinging to the old policies which will make world
not a home of the humau species but their grav e
yar 1 * Great life neture produces a feeling or
Drahmanand bahodara Cole** you yourself are a
crest seer you cannot produce groat literature

V almihi ss>a ‘He is a seer who baj passed
through much sjfTermB whirh lias not made tbo
heart dry ' t ou must grasp the internal sigoiticance

of the umrorse itself

Sir S Radhakrishnan, continuing, said

Moral values of literature are inci lental We are
not writing treatises on ethic*. \ou convey truth
and thereby you transform men There is one
nothentio voico that is the voice of compassion winch
ts good and beautiful

There is a heavy responsibility which
rests on the intellectuals of the world, added
Sir S Radakrishnan

They 1 avebcUoyed their tmwion They boosted
bad nuit^aod supported groups instead of humanity

Mshatma Gnu
11 l * adopted
tod for the h gh
snl GsaiA, are

Mrs. PANDIT’S WARNING
At Springfield, (Ohio) Mrs Vijsyalixmi

Pandit stated
“

I have liitJe faith in states
men to bring about world security I believe
common peoples ate the ones who will
make an entire world structure for peace
if they get their thinking straight on major
matters in all counttie* of the world

"If, however, the world rematns composed
of possessor uattoos and nations possessed,'’
Mrs Pandit added, "there will be war

after war until peoples of tfie eatlft destroy

themselves

" l said at San Francisco that a challenge

of the next war would come quicker than

anyone suppose, and would come ho®

Asia, and has come, for there is war goirg

on in Asia now betraying the pnnctp’es for

which men and women of Allied armi‘*

died We cannot forgive the British ret

because they exploited our country (India)

not because they denied us the righto

belonging to human beings, but because 0't
J
r

have crushed the soul of the Indian people

* The situation in India is grave India «

in revolt, and if there is war, tt will he I

race war However, there need be no

if the victorious nations share what they

8re interested in and employ principles, ana

not political expediency in their thinking

Dr LATIF ON THE LEAGUES CLAIM

Addressing the Madras Institute of Ptibhe

Administration on November 9, «t 1 *

University Buddings, on the subject o

' The constitutional status of

internal and external", Dr Syed AM“
Latif examined the latest ideas of P*Li«a

as envisaged by the Muslim League, *°

pointed out that ihe claim of the Le»£u

could not be sustained.

Dr Latif tv as emphatically of opinion

the picture of die independent soveie'f

Pakistan which, the League leadtrs

raised belote the minds of the

masses at this critical hour was not a P'
cWf*

of either an Islamic State enforcirg Shat'*1

Law or an Independent State or *

Dominion m any accepted sense of the *er

Dr Lauf appealed to the League 1*4“ ,

to pause and relied The British trend

mind was distinctly against any
partition of the country. It was up w

,

Muslim League to seriously con«

whether it was not desirable to give^P *

intransigence and Reconcile itself to the

of sovereign stales for India each
enjoying (all internal sovereignty

1

autonomy and jointly looking after ‘Ubiec

common to the entire country.



Political

CONGRESS ELECTION MANIFESTO

The highlights o( the Congtess Election
manifesto are

:

(1) Tho Congress stands for equal rights and
opportunities for every citizen of India.

(2) It stands for the unity of all communities
and religious groups and for tolerance and good-
will between them.

(3) It stands for full opportunities for people
m a whole to grow and develop according to their

own wishes and genius.
(!) It stands for freedom of each group and

territorial area to develop its own life and culture
within the larger framework.

(5)

_

It stands for tho re grouping of Provinces
on a linguistic and cultural basis.

(6) It stands for rights of all those suffering
from social . tyranny and injustice, and for tho
removal for them of all barriers to equality.

(7) Tho Congress envisages a freo domoiralio
®tato with fundamental rights and libortics of all

‘ts citizens guaranteed in its constitution.

(8) The Congress stands for a Federal
constitution with a great deal of autonomy for
its constituent units.

(D) The Congress will tacUo tho most urgint
and vital problem of India, uamoly. tho romovul
of the curse of poverty and raising of tho standard
of life of the masooa.

, (10) Tho Congress stands for modernisation of
industry and agriculture and social control of all

eourccs of wealth, methods of production and
distribution so that India may grow into a co-

operate e commonwealth. '

(11) In international affairs, tho Congress stands
lor tho establishment of a Fedeiation of froo

nations.

(12) The Congress will champion the oauso
of the freedom of all subject not 10 os and elimination
of Imperialism everywhere.

RADICAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY

The Radical Democratic Party was
severely criticised by Dr. Rajendra Prasad

at an election meeting In Shahabad district.

"-The whole of India knows the history

of the party", said Dr. Prasad, "In 1942
When the people in our country were
facing bullets, were being looted and burnt,

they sided with tho Government and even
-helped them to suppress the movement.
Not only that, they were against the

release of die Congress Working Committee

Members. They not only propagated

“gainst India and Indian interests in this

country but in foreign Jarids. There can

'be.no greater betrayal of the motherland.’

THE JUSTICE PARTY

The urge for freedom has become
so universal that e 1stwhile reactionary

parties line up with the Congress in their

demand for independence.

Addressing a gathering at the Victoria

Public Hall, Madras, on November 19, Mr.

P. Balasubramania Mudahar, a candidate

seeking election to the Central Legislative

Assembly, emphasised that he stood firmly

for the termination of Brislish rule in India

as soon as practicable. Though the

Congress party urged that the I.N A. trial

should be postponed until after the for-

mation of a national Government, he wanted

the release of all I.N A. men, and that

they be treated as the Burmans were treated.

Sir P. T. Rajan, Leader of the S. I. L.

F (Justice Party) speaking at the Gokhale

Hall, accorded olficial paity support to the

pledges, including that on "Quit India",

given by Mr. P. Balasubramania Mudaliar.

Sir P. T Rajan said that the Justice

Party stood for the independence of India

quite as much as the Congress did, and

added that he had declared on many
occasions in the past that, if Englishmen

did not quit India of their own accord,'

they (the Indians) should "kick them out".

"I could have been hauled up for saying

this, under the Defence of India Rules,"

observed Sir P. T. Rajan: it is not my
fault if I was not.”

Soon after the results of the Elections

were known Mr. P. - Balasubramania

Mudaliar, advised. the leader of Justice

Party to wind up the paity and added
that his policy hereafter would be not

to fight for Non-Brahmins as against

Brahmins but to fight for merit and talent

wherever it was found.

" I am therefore advising the leader of

the Justice Parly” he said, "to wind up
the Justice Party inasmuch as non-
Brahmins do not any longer want the
Justice Parly."
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BAN ON I. N. A. DEMONSTRATIONS

Condemning the ban imposed on public

meetings and demonstrations in various

parts of the country to protest against the

I.N.A.* trials, Mr. T. R. Venkatarama

Sastri, in a communication, says

:

‘ " The I.N.A. trials are held far away in

the north. Meetings are held in di fferent

places to- express popular disapprobation of

those trials. No local matter is involved

in any of these places. What necessity is

there to issue orders under Section 144.

Cr.P,C.? It is these orders that conveit

it into a matter for local conflicts. And
then, it becomes a matter of perstige for

the Government to maintain them against

all protest that the orders constitute a

restriction of the right of the people to

meet and express their opinion on a public

matter. How is public opinion to be

expressed except in a public meeting?

When these orders, prirnafacie, unnecessary,

are passed, it is no matter for surprise

that men of ardent temperament are moved
on occasions to defy such orders as a

matter of public duty.

“ In these cases, who are responsible for

the disorders— those that issue these orders,

or those who desire to meet and express

their disapprobation of the trials? And
having issued these orders, shootings and

killings follow and the authorities have to

throw the blame on goondas and provoking

agents. But for the prohibitory orders,

meetings will go off quietly, merely

mgistering their protest against the trials.

It is for authorities not local but far away,

to attach as little or as much importance

to the opinions so expressed by the

people.

**
It- would seem as if the authorities

eystywhere considered it treason for anyone

to express' in meetings disapprobation of

these I.N.A, trials."

COMMUTATION OF DEATH SENTENCE

The death sentence passed by a Court
Martial about four months ago in connection

with Indian National Army activities on
four persons who are now ill Bengal jails

have been commuted, the Amrita Bazar
Patrtka understands. The four persons are:

Sardar Amar Singh Gil, Mr Jyotish Bose.

Mr Haridas Mura and Mr Pabitra Roy.

It is understood that Gandluji lias been

in comraunu ation with the Viceroy for,

some time past, adds the paper, and it is

mainly through his effirts that the

commutation of the death sentences has

been effected

DEATH SENTENCE FOR JOHN AMERY

John Amery, son of the former Secretary

of State for India, who was alleged to

have been broadcasting over the German
Radio durieg the war, was sentenced to

death at London's Central Criminal Court

on November 28.

The Judge in his judgment said

:

“ I have read the depositions in this _
case and I am satisfied that in what you
did you did it intentionally and deliberately

and after you had received warning from

more than one of your fellow countrymen „

that the course you were pursuing amounted

to high treason. You stand a self-confessed
,

traitor of your King and country and you
have forefeited your right to live."

After the sentence of death had been
passed, Amery bowed to the Judge and
walked down to the cells without any sign

of emotion.

• POLITICALS IN JAIL
According to •'figures available $,127

people were undergoing imprisonment on
September 1, in connection with the
Congress movement The figure compares
with 22,000 who were in prison in the
middle of 1943,
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Mrs DESAI S PLEA AT COPENHAGEN

Mr Dinkar Desai, on behalf of Indian

seamen, urged at a meeting of the Social

Insurance Committee of the Maritime

Preparatory Technical Conference at Copen

ha^en that proper provision should be-

made in drafting international regulations

to the effect that special schemes of

social insurance for seamen should

immediately be introduced irrespective of

the fact whether such schemes are in

existence or not for industrial workers in

perietal in a particular couoity

Mr Desai s suggestion was accepted by

12 to 6 votes

Butish shipowners speaking against the

proposal, stated that it was not practicable

to have a special scheme of social

insurance for Indian seamen They ai

vanced the argument that Indian seamen were

not wholetime w rkets and took to

agriculture as their occupation when they

Could not go to the sea

Mr Desai in a spirited reply refuted

the arguments biought forward by the

British ship owners He stated that Indian

seamen looked to maritime employment

exclusively as their occupation handed

down from father to son

It is to be greatly regret’ed that the

representative of the Government of India

did not vote but remained neutral while

the representative of the British Government

voted for Mr Desai s proposal

TA1R DEAL TOR INDIAN INSURANCE
Commenting cn the status of Indian

Insurance Companies, Mr B M Birla

Chairman, Ruby General Insurance Co

,

Lt I ,
presi ling at the 9th General Meeting

hell recently, observed —
’ The voice of In ban Companies so far

has been vety feeble in the Insurance

Asaooations wh ch are di mmated by
fvre<n .utci-'ts The li"i* has crnie when
the representatives of the Indian Companies

should have cteal»r voice in the various

Ccmrn ttees. The v*iiut,s Indian Insurance

Association* should be strengthened and

should further the cause of lads™

Insurance vigorously"

Referring to the progress ol toe

Company, he said

" Despite the war situation charactered

by stringent control resulting in depletion

ol stocks, etc, with a consequent decrease

of premium, our accounts disclose a very

successful year ol trading The Company

has now attained a position of R«»‘

stability derived from a substantial volume

of business distributed throughout ne

country which bespeaks of the confidence

inspired by its method of working

SOCIAL INSURANCE tor
INDIAN SEAMEN

The hope that the problem ol ad*pti(7

social insurance to the particular need* ®

Indian seamen would be suece*sfo f

solved with the help of Prof Ad»rk»r w»

expressed in an interview by Dr Lao

Bodmer of the 1 L 0 *t Simla at tne

request of the Government of India

assist in the preparation of * ,oC'

insurance scheme for Indian seamen

Details of the scheme, which were

consideration, she added, might cov

unemployment, injury and sickness

well as old age and death not due

accident

Giving an insight into the conditio

under which seamen at present lived *

wotked, she recalled her recent tour of

ports of Bombay and Calculi* *nd **'#

she realised how much the problem
^

social insurance was complicated by proioiv

ed unemploy merit of seamen, many

whom lived in miserable condition* “n

in debt by having bon owed money 4

required for their maintenance while *****

mg employment The success of *ocl,*

seniniy scheme for seafarers, she rj '

would depend to an appreciable extent c

a satisfactory system of reciuitment

The seamen’s trade unions were *»*»*?

to see the in Induction of the *0°^
insurance scheme aud assist

*

implementation
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FINANCIAL AID TO PROVINCES

A new decision with regard to the

starting of' post - war developmental

programmes by Centra! and Provincial

Governments has been taken, it is understood

,

as a result of the tour of the Provinces

recently made by the Finance Member Sir

Archibald Rowlands. The original plan to

begin these projects in 1947 has been
changed and it is now decided that Central

Government should go ahead with selected

schemes immediately.

In the .selection of schemes for

Commencement in the current year and

(
the next, special ' emphasis has been laid

on those which add to the national income
and at the same time create the maximum
employment. In order to encourage the

Provincial Governments to embark on
the new policy, it is understood that the

Government ol India have not only offered

the fullest assistance by way of loan

required for self-financing projects like

irrigation and Hydro-electric schemes, but

also to reimburse Piovincial Governments,
if '

desired, 'to the full extent of the

expenditure incurred on other approved

schemes, for instance agricultural develop-

ment, minor irrigation communications,
forest, soil erosion, etc , in 1945-46 and
1946 - 47. , These reimbursements to

Provinces will be advance payments which
Will not be removable but will be set off

against central grants to Provinces for

then five-year plans.

It is pointed out that the Central

surpluses out of which central grants to

Provinces were expected to be made are

not yet in sight The inauguration of this

new policy is the result of the unexpectedly

sudden termination of the war and the

recognition that the' active prosecution ot

measures necessary for maintaining and

developing the economic condition of the

people should not be frustrated by narrow

cd out of the date financial considerations.

EXPORTS, IMPORTS AND TRADE
BALANCE

Exports of Indian merchandise increased

from Rs. 163 crores in 1938-39 to Rs. 204

crores in 1939-40. Thereafter there was a

decline to Rs. 187 crores in 1940-41,

again an improvement to Rs. 233 crores

in 1941 42 and again a decline to Rs. 188

crores in 1942-43. There was, however, a

progressive increase in the last two years

of the war, the value improving to Rs. 199_

crores in 1943-44 and to Rs. 211 crores

in 1944-45.

Imports of foreign merchandise also

improved in the first year of the war,

increasing from Rs. 152 crores in 1938-39

to Rs. 165 crores in 1939-40. There was

a decline to Rs. 157 crores in the

following year, an improvement to Rs. 173

crores m 1941-42 and again a decline to

Rs. 110 crotes in 1942-43. As in the case

of exports, here too there was a progressive

recovery in the last two years of the war,

the value of imports rising to Rs. 118

crores in 1943-44 and to Rs. 201 crores

in 1944-45, the peak figure for the war

period. -

The balance of trade in merchandise

(private) in favour of India, ' after rising

from Rs. 17 crores in 1938-39 to Rs. 48
crores in 1939-40, declined to Rs. 42

crores in 1940-41. There was a phenomenal

increase in the succeeding three years, the

figures being Rs 80 crores, Rs. 85 crores

and Rs. 92 crores in 1941-42, 1942-43

and 1943-44, respectively. In the last year

of the war, however the favouiable balance

registered a precipitous drop to Rs. 27
crores, owing to a phenomenal increase in

the value of imports alongside only a

moderate increase in that of exports.
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LAKSHMIS STORY

The most feared woman in Burma—that

is the description given to C*piam Lakshin

i

by Alfred Wagg, correspondent of the

Chicago Tribune who narrates an wtmien
lie had with her, in the National Call

The roost feared noman in Burn a is on

Indian At 31 ilio

purpose, starling a

top! ah mi

Thu i

is ettfarute to the point of

i leader who has for her one

re\ ol ill n Site lues for tho

>y proclaim with her friends

of India • freedom She t e

- come through open revolt

le ta which ate u a ImiraUj

honest and sincere whether you agree with 1 cr

pfinc pie or not

No other person in 13 irraa tan honcatlv saj

that they speak for Indiana on Burma soil more

than Dr Lakshmi bwammadhan She is their

firebrand, the r stimulus to want and strive for

Indian independence even away from heme while

guests on foreiga soil Aa Ltcuc Colonol Lakshmi

she was the Commander of Ham of Jbans'

Regiment of the Indian National Army until

they were sent *o Mala) a in April 1945 when

Colonel Lakshmi offered her med oal experience

to Ilia Japanese army
Th» most consp euous thing I noticed in her

rather barely furni«hod room was a large two and
a half foot colour portrait of Mahatma Candh
hanging side by Bide with another of tbe poej
Rabindranath Tagore Apart from possess,ngabundant charm the outstanding impression left
in my mind by tins chanting young Indian girl
wn» lbat she ) ad ,n 1 er qualities of lea lership
winch India needs m her present strugglo if
properly directed

TRAINING OF WOMEN WORKERS
The scheme of a Kasturba Village' is

being evolved out of the various sugges
lions received by the trustees of the
Kasturha Memorial Fund, it is learnt The
site of the village will be near a railway

line and will cover about two hundred
•seres of land It will be centrally situated
and will contain institutions for the training

of women workers for the villages

The scheme is estimated to cost about
Rs. 1,500000 and its running expense

will amount to about two lakhs every >ear

Provision is made for the training of about

300 women workers m (1) medicine and

surgery, t2} village industries and crafts

and (3) basic education In the medical

department, Ayurvedic »nd Unani systems

of medicine and Naturopathy will also be

taught There will be a two year course

of instruction, which is expected to start

from June or July next if lands and other

raatenals are purchased within two months

EMPLOYING WOMEN IN COAL MINES

Re imposition of the ban oQ *he

employment of women underground m
coal mines irom February 1, 1916, has

been decided on by the Government of

India says a Press Note

This step is in accordance with tie

declared policy of the Government that 85

soon as ihe emergency ,was over, the

employment of women underground wou'd

be stopped It will also restore the

position in respect of the International

Labour Convention that was ratified by

India in 1938

The employment of women underground

in mines was reluctantly agreed to by
Government in 1943 in order to meet the

requ rements of the war The position &** .

been reviewed from lime to time and

Government now feel that the cessation of

hostilities justifies the abrogation of *

wartime measure even though the posit'00

of coal Still remains difficult They ba«
therefore, decided to re impose the ban

with effect from Febtuary 1, 1946, th“*

giving the mining industry some not'1*
to make necessary adjustments

Mas AMMU SWAMINATHAN
Mrs Ammu Swaminathan. the Congres*

candidate, was elecled to the Cental

Legislative Assembly from the Mad”*
Ctty Non Muhammadan constituency Wlt“

10 883 votes as against 2,154 voles poll*®

by Mr, P. Balasubramanj a Mudabwi l®e

Justice candidate,
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'
* SIR FRANCIS LOW ON INDIAN PRESS

Sir Francis Low, Editor 'of the Times

of India and Chairman-elect of the India

Section of the Empire Press Union,

addressing the London Association of

British Empire newspapers said that the

Indian Press had shown the country a

remarkable example of unity in defending

its rights , against the pretensions and en-

croachments of the bureaucracy. Its two

organisations, namely, the Indian and

Eastern Newspaper Society and the

All-India Editors’ Conference, embraced

journals and journalists of every caste,

creed and political outlook, who worked

together harmoniously and effectively in

, their common interest.

RUSSIAN TRANSLATION OF MAHABHARATA

The’ Mahabharata is to be translated into

Russian by the Institute of Oriental Studies

of the Soviet Academy of Sciences. Full

translation of this work, a small fragment

of which was first published in Russian

,in 1787, is announced by the Soviet News
Agency, Tass.

DAN ON BHARATI SONGS LIFTED
' The Government of Madras have inform-

ed the District and other local bodies,

including Municipal Councils, that there is

no objection to the use of the book

*‘‘Deseeya Geetangal” in schools. "Deseeya

Geetangal” contains selections from Poet

Subramania Bharalhi’s national songs.

THE •* NATIONAL HERALD "

The National Herald resumed publication

on ..Friday, November 30, 1943. The first

issue appeared with a suitable message from

•Pandit Nehru. We welcome the appearance

of this stalwart paper, with Mr. K. Rama
Rao, its tried Editor at its helm again.

BOOKS OF NEHRU AND RAJAJI

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru’s "Letters From
A Father To His Daughter" (English) and

Rajaji’s “Thavarankalin IHaram’’ (Tamil)

- have been approved by the Madias Text

Book Committee as books suitable, for use

(uon-detaiied study) in elementary schools

'./for Standards I to VIII.
H

n

LALA RAM SARAN DAS

The death of the Hon. Rai Bahadur
Lala Ram Saran Das, Leader of the

Opposition in the Council of State, at the

age of 69, has removed one of the most
prominent zemindars and industrialists of

the Punjab He was a Director of the Imperial

Bank of India and the Chairman of the

Punjab Branch of the Indian Institute of

Bankers He visited London in 1933 as a

delegate to the Reserve Bank Committee.

He was President of the Sanatana Dharma
College Managing Committee. lie was
returned unopposed to the Council of

State from the Punjab Non-Mahomedan
Constituency in 1936

DEATH OF PROF. P. P. S. SASTRI

We regret to record the death of Prof.

P. P. Subramania Sastri, Professor of

Sanskrit, Presidency College, at the age of 51.

• Mr. Subramania Sastri was an erudite

Sanskiit scholar and had his early training

under the late Professor Rangacharya and

the late Mahamahopadhyaya Kuppuswami

Sastri. He took a keen interest in the

development of Sanskrit studies in the

province. Among his wdTks may be

mentioned his translation of the Ramayam
for Mr. Natesan’s classics.

NEW GOVERNOR OF MADRAS

His Majesty the King has been pleased

to approve that Lieut-General Sir Archibald

Edward Nye, K.B E ,
CB. MC., be appoint-’

ed to be Governor of Madras in

succession to His Excellency Sir Arthur

Hope, G C.I.E ,
M.C , whose extended

term of office expires on March 12 next,

says a communique.

General Nye was bom on April 23,

1895- During his career, he was Com-
mander of the Nowshara Brigade in 1939,

and Director of Staff Duties, 1940. Since

1941, Gen. Nye has been Vice-Chief of

the Imperial General Staff.
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NEW DRUG TO FIGHT TiPHOID

Professor Nikolai Krassioikov, forty seven,

head of the Microbiological institute

Academy of Sciences claimed the develop

ment of a new drug “ Aspergilhn
”

somewhat similar to penicillin but superior

in many respects The famous Soviet bio

logist told the United Press of America

that aspergilhn will be found to be exremely

successful in the treatment of diphthena

when present experiments were concluded

and Kiasstnikov believes aspergilhn will

find an antidote against all bacteria

causing intestinal inflammation such as

typhoid

According to Krassimkov aspergilhn is

obtained from a fungus called ‘Aspergillus

Niger but unlike penicillin which grows
in organic matter aspergilhn may be deve-

loped in a medium which is more practical

Aspergilhn can also be applied in liquid

fotm9 to wounds immediately after surgical

operations

NEW ANTI MALARIAL DRUG

The discovery of an entirely new and
revolutionaiy anti malarial drug was an
nounced recently by Lord Leverhume at the

annual meeting of the Liverpool School of

Tropical Medicine

The new drug discoveied by the Imperial
Chemical Industries Research team will be
distributed as Paldnne It is a much simpler
compound than any anti malarial drug
previously known and ten times more
powerful in action than quinine More than
100 cases hate been successfully treated
with Paldnne at the Liverpool School of
Tropical Medicine and the drug has
proved less toxic than quinine or other
new drugs.

NOBEL PRIZE TO PENICILLIN DISCOVERERS
The Nobel Prize for Medicine has been

awarded to Sir Alexander Fleming of
London University, and Dr Direst Boris
Chaim and Sir Howard Walter Florey of
Oxford University in recognition of the
discovery of penicillin

TRAINED NURSES1 ASSOCIATION

“I have no doubt that, given suitable

accommodation and satisfactory conditions

of service, educated Indian women will be

forthcoming in sufficient numbers fo stal

our existing hospitals/’ said Sir Jogenora

Singh, Member in charge of the Depart

ment of Health, at the opening of Ue

34th Conference of the Trained Nursrs

Association of India, at Delhi,

November 20

Referring to the position of nursing i»

India, Sir Jogendra Singh said that t**

development of the nursing and Ot et

auxiliary services had not kept pace W‘

that of the medical services

There were roughly 51,000 hospital beds

in the larger hospitals of the country

these hospitals weie staffed according

the standard generally reached in wester

countries, there would be one nurse

about three beds

For 51 000 beds there would be 170M

nurses The actual number was ,

whom only about one half were train

In the small hospitals, the position *

still worse there was roughly one tf&in

nurse for 20 beds

VITAMIN «
A

' TOR LONGEUTV

Increasing vitamin A consumption <

good for young and old, it appeal* ro

studies of rats by two Columbia d°cta

Sherman and Campbell, according t°

American report

Liberal intakes of this vitamin, found 1®

such foods as butter, egg, yolk, can
^

and green leafy vegetables, tend*

postpone aging and increase length o 1 »

Dr Sherman and colleagues havepre**03

reported

Now they find that the offspring *a *
^

families on the liberal vitamin A >D *

grow somewhat more rapidly and Win*

individual variability This indicate*

scientists point oui, that liberal vitamin
^

intake has both a favourable

stabilizing influence on growth



Currency and Banking

PROBLEM OF STERLING BALANCES

- The City of London directly interested and
formed an “ unofficial preliminary committee"
to draw up a formula for the liquidation of

India's sterling balances. These quarters

emphasised that this unofficial body so

.far has no connection with the Exchequer.

Mr. D. P. Kaura, Indian financier and
Managing Director of India International

Finance Company, Limited, was mentioned
in this connection.

Mr. Kaura sailed for Bombay on
i November 12 aboard the Swedish ship

Drottinghnlm, which is scheduled to arrive
in In^ia in December. It is

understood that during the months he will

spend in India Mr. Kaura will explain the

Unofficial- committee’s view-point and
canvass the opinion of its counter-parts
in India. .

’

.

‘ BANK SHARES

The demand for Bank shares, says

ifysindia, has pushed up the price of

Central Bank shares .to the neighbourhood
of Rs. 100— four times their paid-up
Value, affording a yield of 3 per cent,
tax free. The" Bank of Baroda shares
have moved up to Rs. 165. The United
Commercial Banks have continued to be
*n demand at advancing prices rising

above a premium level of Rs. 42 per
share. -Jaipur Banks show a renewed
interest at Rs, 69. The Travancore Bank

• shares are in demand at a premium
;
Of Rs. 4-8-0., .

DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT COINS

! 1
^or fhe first lime in the history of the

1 ft»te, die existence of punch- marked coins
‘ mi Travancore has been brought to light
t by the archaeological discovery of a hoard of
188 silver coins uneat thed in Akalakunnam
“ahuty, Kottayam -Taluk. The coins

believed to belong to the 4th and 3rd

•ies B.C, when the great Mauriyan

was at the height of its power
' prestige.

Railways 730

NEW RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
A total of 2,800 miles of new railway lines

are to be constructed at an estimated cost
of Rs. 60 crores during the next seven
years, it is officially stated.

The total mileage of the schemes, which
will be investigated, amounts to ' about
5,000 The existing railway mileage in

India is about 41,000.

The projects for investigation include new
construction, the lestoration of dismantled
lines, and some conversions from one gauge
to another.

The proposals are provisional and subject

to reconsideration when the results of up-
to-date engineering and traffic surveys are

available and io some cases after further

correlation with steamer services and existing,

or projected roads.

Among the more important projects under
contemplation are the Bombay-Sind broad
gauge connection and the linking of the north

and south metre gauge systems.

MANUFACTURE Or LOCOMOTIVES

Mr. John G. Stolper, Chief Engineer,

Tata Locomotive Works, told a meeting of

the Rotary Club of Calcutta early last

month, that India would be self-sufficient

in regard to locomotives in five or six years

when the thiee proposed plants were installed.

Mr, Stolper expressed the opinion that

locomotives made in India would be cheaper

than those imported.

G.I.P. PROGRAMME
The Railway Board has sanctioned the

undertaking of two major projects on the

G.LP. Railway’, estimated to cost Rs. 190

lakhs within three years. The work on
,

these projects will commence during the

current financial year and will necessitate

the employment of 3,000 skilled and 8,000

unskilled.

1,000 RAILWAY WAGONS IMPORTED
It is understood that over 1,000 broad

gauge wagons have arrived in India from

the United States and Canada. These

wagons ate now being assembled at

Hyderabad (Sind).
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NATIONAL ART EXHIBITION

' An, i( n dom »»> »P'“«
th'

.Length of out nation, » * “

If ,t has no connection with the P'°b’'““

and lealiltes of life .1 » ”' le“. "d
. f"t

Re the pictures of women in the Aj.nu

cave. .aid Pandit Jawaha.la! Neheu,

inaugurating the National Alt Exhibition

at Lucknow on November 17

Pandit Nehru observed that the artist

with a living m.nd could produce art ful

of life An artist with a dead mind

could produce only Helen art Art which

could not grapple and face the great

problems of our age could not be helptul

m our life The mam function oi ai»

was not only to please the eje but to

guide man in the struggle for existence

Pandit Nehru bitterly criticised the

present system ot teaching art m schools

He remaiked amidst laughter I have

seen my pictures hanging on the walls in

schools If my face were so ugly as

depicted in some of those pictures I would

have committed suicide

Pandit Nehru dealing with the art of

living said that the people were living in

the most wretched conditions They had

been brought up in an atmosphere in

which aestheticism was unknown Leaving

aside the question of the poor labourers

the middle class and the upper middle

class were living a most contemptible life

The taluqdars of Lucknow did not

escape Pandit Nehru s sharp criticism whose

houses he said made him feel most

disgusted These people he felt, had a

knack of doing things wrongly which

could be done in a right way

aurTA ART

la the Gupta period metal work reached

a high degree of proficiency The colossal

copper image of Buddha now ia the

Birmingham Museum and Ait gallery

belongs to the hifth Century AD It

was found m Sultan Gan; (Bihar) and

we ghs a ten

Sport

(.OLDEN JUBILEE OF COL C K N1YUD0

An influential committee

W R Puramk as the Chairman b

», up to "lebia.e the golden J»bil« •<

Col C K Nayudu

Nagpur, which is NayuduI. homeI
«»«

faring to celeb;... tf»

fitting manner A feslrval end.

„ being arranged rn the

January Cntketeer. of all "P-
(

have been invited to pattrcipa

festival
, . .„L.f

The proceeds of this match ‘ofie*

with donations which are exp e

^ ^
in frota fttends and ad“,r*r

will >>*

Nayudu in India and outside will

presented to him as a purse

It is also proposed to publish a so

on the occasion of the jahrlee

OLYMPIC STADIUM AT BANOAhOR

In connection with the AH ^
to be held at Bangalore m y

for the

rapid arrangements are being

construction of the Stadium
,j j,,

The centre of the Stadium ^
occupied by a turfed oval ( » £,e

hockey and football fields) « *,,3e

surrounded by a cinder track ( ua k

for running In its turn the 1

will be surrounded by a 20 fee
(4Cirg

with bitumen surface for cy
, ,t

The latter track will be steeply
u£t

the turns in accordance with ra
E,
,D* ‘ /[of

The galleries around the Staoiu
j,

which tne earthwo.k has been MJP", ,

will for the present be built 7 Th«

temporary basis for two reas
fu<

work has to be completed m
the Olympic Meet in Tebruaiy

AUSTRALIANS IN MADRAS ^
The Australian Services Gricae ^

beat South /one by six '' ,c}ve
. Tk s

three day match at Cbep*0
the

is the Tourists first win m I“d,a
0 far

eight matches they have P»*y«
?

»l

only two were decisive the Hr**
weji

Calcutta where the East Zone he

by two wickets



Science Film Wotld ill.

TUB ATOMIC BOMB SECRET

President .Truman has declared unequi-

vocally that the secret' of the atomic bomb
will not be shared with additional nations.

He told an unheralded Press Conference

that ^ the secret is known to industry, since

other nations have access to scientific know-

ledge that led to its development.

President Truman asserted that Great

Britain and Canada share the industrial * know
how

1

and while he has not discussed bis

decision with them, he said he was certain

they will agree that its secret shall'not be

shared.

Mr. Truman said he considered that the

Council of Foreign Ministers in London was

in no way a failure. He added there was

no clash of American interest with Russia,

and that Russia had been as badly mis-

represented iu the United States as America
had been in Russia.

Mr. Trnman said Great Britain spent

100,000,000 dollars on the development of

atomic* energy before it turned its work

over to the U. S. which spent 2,000,000,000

dollars before the bomb was perfected.

Mr. Truman said flatly that none of the

United' States' Allies had asked for the secret

of the atomic bomb.
NEW X-RAY MACHINE

Scientists at the General Electric Research

Laboratory, U. S.. have now a new huge

machine for exploration of the basic secrets

of nature. The machine produces X-rays of

100 million volts and bombards and splits

atoms in streams of electrons of the same

intensity.
1 Through its operations, the^ 130-ton

machine, known as the “Betatron,” permits

science to enter the new field of atomic

research.

3m C. V. RAMAN

Profi Sir C. V. Raman of the

Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, has

been declared duly elected' as the President

of" the Faculty of Science of the Andhra

University : he will hold office for

a period of three yeais with effect from

September- IS, 1945.'

VISUAL EDUCATION IN INDIA

The view that " in a country like India

where literacy -was .not up to the- required
standard, visual education along the most
modern lines could alone bring about
enlightenment among the masses was
expressed by Pir Illahi Baklish, Education
Minister of Sind, while inaugurating the
educational film shows scheme in Karachi.

The Minister said that he was convinced
of the utility gf such shows and "at present
he was considering ways and means to find
out a workable scheme whereby visual
education could be imparted to students
and the general public of the, province.

...... .cl ludi a vasi majority of
students and rural population would benefit
by visual information if it was conveyed in
an effective manner. Under thg scheme, it.
would be possible to present to the public
pictures on India s industrial development

*

arts and crafts health and hygiene ,nd
’

agricultural problems.
NEW “OHO EFFECT FOR TALKIES

' '

Hollywood's latest technical development
i“Prove ">"»>) aftccts. Instead of thesound always coming from the loudspeakerbehind the centre of the

p
•— * *> — sound 'come' from “theapparent source of the disturbance. When

from
.

0PP«i‘» aides

r»<ely from one sid7,Xen 1^ 0
“^'“'

be
A
ve^otal?e“

d

need to it, they £“* gol

its absence in old-fashioner? ?(
d,,,t

7

experts. It i3 , m . cf
°ned fnemas, say the

advance as the «:ni
^“P^cated technical

through a number
1

T- h^-‘° be «»»•«*

be switched from ™- ,

s° fJ1* 1 > “»T
remains now is f

° <0 “"“‘her. All that

perfect the details JJf .

!

°J
nii '"Bineers to

im *
3 °‘ 1 ieir plans.

The 1,
“TO5IA WCTOBV

Burma camnll ^*f
tory' an official film of

nation,
““P"*" br «» Mim.tr, of

Theatre LeiJ
re

.

SC
*
UtCfl at

C' Leicester Square, London.
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lillORTED CARS FOR INDIA

New British and American motor cars

will be available to the Indian public

early next year

Indicating ibis possibility Sir Sultan

Chinoy, who recently toured America and

England, said that he expected American

cars to arrive in India about the end of

December After they are assembled, they

should be available for distribution in

February 1946
English cars Sir Sultan thought could

be expected earlier But the question of

deliveries and distribution rested with the

Government of India at least for a short

while

Ashed if cars would be cheaper than

in pre war days Sir Sultan said that so

far as he could gather during his recent

tour of America and Britain the prices

of Ameucau cars would be 30 per cent

more than the pre war level and British

cars would be 50 to 60 per cent higher

NLU 01 S COMPANIES FOR MADRAS

Tiual touches it is believed are being

given to the scheme for the formation of

bus companies in which shares are to be

taken by the Government railway compa

nies and existing bus operators under the

rail road co-ordination scheme

The whole proposal has been sent up

il is stated to the Railway Board for

scrutiny and approval before the Govern

ment of India sets its seal thereto There

will be, it is understood 7 or 8 such

companies in the Presidency

PRICES OF AMEIUCVN C*RS

The Oflice of War Information has

authorised the Ford Motor Company and

the Studebaker Car Corporation to charge

mote for their new cars than they did in

1942 but at the same time has given the

assurance that the basic retail prices of all

new cats will average about the same as

in 1942 without includirg taxes and

special accessories Rtlail puces of Fotd
cars will be about 10 per cent mete than

in 1942 Studebaker 9 per cent and
Cfry slur one per cent

DEVELOPMENT OF CIVIL AVIATION

Bombay will become a major air port

m the near future according to aeronautic

circles This is the direct result of the

war and the new developments m

civil aviation

It is learnt that the Government oflodia

have elaborate plans for developing

Bombay as the biggest air port m India

While the trans continental air route wi

still continue to pass through Karachi and

Calcutta Bombay will become the chiel

air port of entry for long range aircralt

from Europe and Africa

There is already a proposal for aa

additional route between England and

Australia passing through Bombay, South

India and Ceylon
Postwar aviation plans of the Govern

ment of India include a scheme lot

building ' au extensive system of internal

air lines which with Government built an

operated air ports will be run by private

enterprise There is also a ProP°***.,“
have new air routes opened to the Midol

East points, Burma, Malaya Siam a11

North China

UINDLSTAN AIRCR\FT FACTOR*

It is now learnt that the transfer ol the

management of the Hindustan Aircralt

Factory from the United States Army Ate

Force to the Supply Department of the

Government of India which is effective

on and after December 15 is a temper*1?

makeshift arrangement during which Peri°

the factory will principally serve the needs

of the Royal Air Force ..

The question naturally arises what _Wij

be the future of the factory which

employs over 13 000 people and is reputed

to be the biggest factory of its kind «
India The Associated Press of 1““!*

learns that the Mysore Government whivh

holds a third share in the factory i* ^ctn

on converting it into a regular factory

the manufacture of planes in India *0“

have already moved in the matter »°d

appear also to hive enlisted the support

ol the India Government



Industry

STEEL INDUSTRY

The Government of India are basing
their plans of industrial development on
the possibility of doubling India’s steel

production from roughly 1-1 {2 million to

3 million tons. Although war demands
are rapidly ceasing and the steel industry
the world over is switching o\'er to peace-
time civilian requirements, the outlook for

the steel industry is reasonably good lor

the next three to five years. There is no
prospect, in the near future, of a slump in

the steel market.

These were the highlights of an interview
given by Dr. John Matthai, a Director of
Tata’s to the A.P.I. Dr. Malthai said

:

‘ With the cessation of war demands
• fo

f
steel, I expect new demands will

arise from two sources which will help to

'sustain the world market. These are,

jhst, the normal demands for steel which
have been in abeyance during the last
six years because of' the war and
secondly, new demands for steel, for the

'implementation of various reconstruc-
hon plans and industrial projects in many
Countries of the world.

“I do not expect that in the next three
lo five years there is likely to be anything
,n Uie nature of a real slump in the steel

market, although there may be a decline

;
n prices during the time-lag which will

intervene between the end of war produc-
bon and the inflow of peace-time demands."

TARIFF BOARD SET UP

A Tariff Board has been constituted to

enquire into claims from war-time industries

protection or assistance. New condi-
hons are laid down for the grant ol

protection or assistance and these are

'described as more liberal than existing
ones under the policy of discriminating protec-

tion. The Board is to consist of Sir R. K.
Shanmukham Chetti (President), Mr. C. C.

~.esa ‘ and Prof. II. L. Dey. The name
°« one more member will be announced
shortly.
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INDIAN DELEGATION TO FOOD CONFERENCE
Sir T. Vijayaraghavachariar, Mr. Rajwade

and Mr. Radhaman, members of the Indian
delegation to the United Nations’ Food
and Agricultural Organisation Conference,
have left for the United Kingdom and
from there they proceed to Washington.

Sir T. V. Achariar told the Associated
Press of India that the Indian delegation
have prepared a memorandum for full

investigation of food and agriculture
problems of this country with particular
reference to the extension of cultivation
of food crops

AGRICULTURE IN WAR-TIME BRITAIN
Since the Army of the land was called

to action on September 3, 1939, says the
Land at War, 300,000 farming “strong
points in the battle against hunger were
armed, equipped and manned”; 6,500,000
new acres have been ploughed up ; 117,000
women have replaced 98,000 skilled farm
hands, who were called to the Services;
milch cows increased by 300,000; other
cattle by 400,000. But sheep, pigs and
poultry went down by one million.

Many crops were doubled ; thus wheat
3,449,000 tons, an increase of 109 per
cent.; barley 1,641,000 tons, 115 percent,
increase; potatoes 9,622.000 tons, 102 per
cent, increase. Sugar-beet

, v e g e t ab 1 e
and fruit production went up to 34 to

53 per cent.

POST-GRADUATE TRAINING INAGRICULTURE
In view of the important role which

‘

agricultural research will play in the
post-war scheme of development, the
Government of India has decided to ex-
pand the existing facilities for post-
graduate training at the Imperial Agri-
cultural Research Institute, New Delhi
says a Press Note.

CATTLE IN INDIA

A third of the world’s cattle is in India
but 70 per cent, of the cows ‘ give

‘

no milk.



Labour
General

BFTTER WARES FOR RAILWAY LABOUR

Prof Huroayun Kab.r, M b a ,
and P™s.de«

"
. tn Mr G A Issacs Mr Ernest

Bevm^ Mr Pethid Lawrence Mr Arthur

Greenwood Sir Staff, rd Cnpps Mr A

Bevao and Mr E Stairwell says

1 Organrsed Indian labour demands a

chanee olonllook Iron the British Govern

„„t towards India Condition ol labour

India is unspeakable and the standard

of wages is miserably low and unwarranted

by the existing economic condiuon Net

profit on radways luring the session 1943 44

was approximately 60 million sterling

Lowest wage of a railway wo.ker is hardly

5 shillings a week Even w,ih dearness

allowance the lowest wage did not exceed

8 shillings

< The Association proposes that the

minimum weekly wages should be 15

shillings for unskilled labour. 18 sh.llmgs or

the semi skilled and 22 shillings for a skilled

labour and the mmiterial staff Repeated

representations for increase of wages have

been refused on the plea of war time ditfi

cullies despite the fact that wages were

increased by 50 per cent in Britain during

the same period
’

1M1 HOVl\a FACTOR* WORKERS LOT

The Labour Department of the Govern

ment ol India has recently set up a new

organisation to advise the Provincial

Governments on implement of working

conditions m factories

The Chief Adviser, Factories is the head

of this organisation which will not only give

technical advice on the design and lay out

olfactories on standards of housing and

suitable woikmg conditions to assure effi-

ciency of production and welfare of workers

but also arrange for the training of workers

m safety measures and welfare methods

adopted in progiessive countries The

establishment of an industrial museum on

the lines of the one in the U K. is also

contemplated

IN \ OFI icras

The columnist of the Naiioml Call

of Delhi writes

A foreign lady correspondent sitting

,o m. W-tti
“What fine youngmen! They

had a fall view of A“ u
of medium height end of “J»“ ‘y
All three hive i rich growth of 1»

bur Capt Shah Nawai ha. Hue chiitt

feature. a di.tmctly Greek no" *

Semitic lower jaw Cap. &M
round face* with a distinctly A

^
and deep alert eyes t-apr ~

though sparsely built, has heavyrtj

Urge dark sm.hng eyes and «
j

Roman nose Physically they P ^
the best m the Muslim, Hindu and

blood

C R FOR LEGISLATURE

That he would welcome Mr

gopalachati coming back to *•
£ J.chai.

because he knew that Mr Kajag t ^
was head and shoulders abo\ e *

(y

men in the province m
b)

and sincerity is the view e P
(rom

Sardar Patel, in h.s reply to • ket

Mr K S Sivaguruswami a Cong e

of the district and Secretary, Nanjundap

Congress Committee
rtW-GRE53

DI VMOND JUBILEE OF NATIONAL CO
>q

The Diamond Jubl'ee
n December

National Congress, which falls on

28. this year, will be celebrated
the

The majority of the member
j,0n»

Congress Working Committee
ourfd

this question was referred recen f
nf\t

a postponement of the celebration
|oB*

year, because other important J

faced the country at present _(y[Trj;E

Sir A R MUDALIARTO UEAD A CO ^
Sir A Ramaswami Mudahar, n

. cKJ

Indian delegation was “"*n^“U
pf
L,raW't?

Chairman of Committee III of the t P

Commission of the United Nations

tion now silting In London
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All premiums paid (excluding the first year’s)

refunded along with the sum assured

, either at maturity or when a

claim arises by death.

,
Once again UNITED INDIA is the pioneer in giving

' something unique in insurance.

Without obligation ask for particulars of this

new and novel scheme :

“THE DNIQDE ENDOWMENT PLAN”

United India Life Assurance Co., Ltd.

Post Box No. 281, MADRAS,

To any of the Company's Offices throughout

India, Ceyion and. British East Africa.
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' ORCHARD FRUITS
AND

HEALTH FRUITS

Finely flavoured, each sweet is

wrapped separately and hygienically

THE BEST FOR CHILDREN.

PARRY & CO., LTD.,
jgj^j

-
.

;

MADRAS.

Sea, ’Id,
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TRA-Y ANGORE AYURVEDA DEPARTMENT.

THE GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY. MAIN ROAD.

All Ayurvedic medicines prepared accord-

ing to standard prescriptions under the expert

supervision of the Honorary Director of

Ayurveda- are sold at this Pharmacy.

Apply to

THE HONORARY DIRECTOR.'

GOVERNMENT AYURVEDA PHARMACY, -

TRIVANDRUM.
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So in any planning .for a healthier and wealthier India imensivc

development of fruit-farming is essential. Also cultivation must be

extended over areas that now lie wastefully barren. But fruit is a

perishable crop and must be carried to market quickly. ROAD
TRANSPORT would solve the problem, as it reduces handling to a

minimum.andis thcsafest.quickcst way tocarry theproducctomarket.

Good communications arc essential to the nation’s health and

prosperity. Railways and Rivers have played w
-

continue to play an important role. But the Koad

is at least equally- important. Above all else

, India urgently needs MORE ROADS.

gooz? neaps are avenues to pposper/t
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MEN of
_
the H.LA.F.

are building

a future

Many thousands of keen, intelligent

young Indians have joined the R.I.A.F. Their

experience and training, gained in war, will

be their contribution to the post-war future

of India.

Members of the R.I.A.F. have done an

outstanding job of work in the war against

Japan. Their skill and daring have been
universally acknowledged and widely admired.
But more is jet to be accomplished and men
are needed for work on the ground and in the air.

The standard set is

high, but in whatever
capacity a recruit is

enrolled his future is

bright. Not only will he
contribute to the progress

of modern post-war India,

but he will also enjoy the
prestige and respect due
to men of the RI.A.F.,

—men famed for their

skill, daring and magni-
ficent work in the defence
of India and India’s future.

TURFF FURTHER rOI\TS
It \* essential la maintain the

regular cadre of ofl ccrt ac
carding to age group!, there

fore Mm, dtnrovi of serving

permanently in the R I A l
need not Mini. 6f.au.ie they

ha\e ,iol prtlnomly com*
faruant, their chances of a
regular commienon art theft

hf prejudiced

to Ci
to return

mil be

in lh*

ivemn cut

Fighting

Vnuemtus have dee i led to

grant literal concretion* to
assist ex jfuJcnf, reluming
fron the Flailing SeniCC* to
co nplot the ir stu he* 1 arti
cutar* can 6, obla ncd from
your 6«it»itj nutlontiet
°f any Recruiting Office
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Longmans Select List ol Books of General Interest

„ uab'mlrinath Tajota- Clalb EJitmn with **•* Rs 2 8

LomI."
13

f-^.“"“ft™
1”‘ *”

pictures by hung .th«"*"h 5

|
also amiable each Ra C)

rhall.r.™ A Short IllilOIJ bl lnil«—21*

.

-“‘SST *— “ 11

mi'aTu ,ht

Federation—with » foreword b» Ri Uon '^oun
Company in

B„“Sb
Mak„1M Ecoeemlc Illstbry .1 M.-UOO >S00 It. »

8 M Brown India Need not Starve—with a Foreword by Sir Parusb

I Tbakurdss Ra 3

0 R G Hawtroy Economic Destlny-21s

10 Robert M Rayner British bemocr«y_3a
Stndent and

11 N B Dearie Economics An Introduction for the Stnaen

| Eren
Uol[„]ee tb. Pelllftl F-cocoray ol PopoUlIoa-It! 7 8

It Radhakamal Mukerjee Social Ecology—Ra 10 8
isea

, U SO Panaod.Ur Banking in India-rifth Edition. Thoroughly revis

I rewritten and brought upto date—Rs C
it „ liB . „ P_,.v Oo

ID Sidney and Beatrice Webb The Truth About Soviet Russla-with an Ess S

the Webbs by Bernard Shaw—2a Gd

1G Margaret Cola Beatrice Webb—10s Gd An Autbentio Memoir

17 G M Travel > an English Social History—A Survey of Sis Centuries
Chaucer

i to Queen Victoria—21s
1

LordDivias The S-ven Pillars ol Peice—Ga
5e

i A Radical schemo tor a World League of Regional Federation It will Pr^ffl

I an invaluable field of study for all who are interested in the present international

I
19 L Oppenbeim International Law. Vol II Disputes War and Neutral

j Sixth Edition Revised and Edited liy H Lauterpacht—DOa

The Annual Register 1944 Edited by M Epstein—42s
ol

1

1s indispeDsible for all who need in a handy form an accurate knowie *
^

the facts ot recent history which are often difficult to ascertain Iuoluded in the p(

volume are the proposals agreed upon at the Dumbarton Oakes Conference.

Philadelphia Laboor Charter and Friooo Soviet Treaty O tin vrocuiable t

I
21 Ramendra Nath Ch.travarty

I Foreword by Mrs Ca e> —Its 7 8

vies treaty O thj procut able to order

Sketches of Europe before the tt*f» with

ly iurs <-a e> —

>

o ,

__ Bernarl J Duffy Feed for Thought—A Treatise on Memory Dreams a°

Hallucinations—10s Gd

LONGMANS, GREEN & CO., LTD.,
3GA, MOUNT ROAD, MADRAS.
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BINNY & Co. (MADRAS) Ltd.,

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

MAMAS
Uanalactarera of

Tanks, Stagings, Gantries, Trasses, Chimneys and all Types of Light Steel

Stractares,

Foanders of

Iron (up to tbreo tons) Brass (up to ten Cwt.)

Agents for and Stockists of

ENGLISH ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Electric Motors. Transformers. Switch Gears Etc.

SIEMENS BROS. &i CO., LTD., Insulated Cables, Telephone Apparatus Etc.

KERSONS MANUFACTURING CO.. LTD . Electrical Accessories.

CROSSLEY BROS.. LTD., Oil and Gas Eoginee from 5 B. n. P. Upwards.

JENSON & NICHOLSON (India), LTD , Paints, Enamels, Varnishes. Distempers Etc.

GOUREPORE CO., LTD. Genuine and Reduced Linseed Oils.

S, K. F. BALI BEARING CO.. LTD. Ball and Roller Bearings.

INDIA RUBBER GUTTA PERCI3A & TEL. WORKS CO.. LTD. Mechanical and

Electrical Rubber Goods. Ebonite. Rubber and Canvas Belting, •

SAMUEL OSBORN (India) LTD. High speed Steols and Small Tools.

MCLCOTT BELTING CO., LTD. " Multiplar" Hair and ‘‘Noflux" Patent Belting.

PULSOMETR ENG. CO., LTD. Centrifugal Pumps of various t>pn».

BRAI1HWAITE & CO , (Indin) LTD. Pieersd Steel Tanks.

JEWELL FILTER CO.. LTD. Water Purification Plant.

GANGES ROPE CO., LTD. Ropes, Cords, Lines and Twines.

J
. E. HALL, LTD. Refrigerating Machinery and Air Conditioning Plants Industrial

and Commercial.

NBLUMABIiA AND CfflTTAVALSA JUTE MILLS. Heesian, Jute Twine and

Jute Canvas.

THE NEEHANITE METAL CORPORATION. Special casting Proeesa—worked under

.patent—replacing ateel foe all purposes—withstands secern service BttesiCB.
.

THE INTERNATIONAL COMBUSTION CO„ LTD.—Boilers. Stokers, Pump Impeller.,

" Pulverisers Etc.
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For

Suitings

Shirtings

Sarees

&
Dress Materials

VISIT

SA1NATH 8t CO.,
17/18, BROADWAY, MADRAS.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS
We hold large and fresh storks of Drugs Chemical?, Hospital rrquisW*,

etc Our rates in geneial are moderate and our goods conform to the liigbes

standard of purity tn nulactured by recognised firms

We are suppliers to Government Local Funds, Municipalities, Railways,

Missions, States Charitable Hospitals etc.

We hold all In ences un ler tl e Drug Control « Order of 1943 Free

Delivery to any Stati n on controlled rates to Hospitals, Doctors and Dealeis

on large orders will he allowed by us

Prescriptions aie carefully dispensed by expert qualified Chemists in

our Dispensing Depan men t

’tta tavtitn -t/i yiJtfi vuqurvy in xsrber

MAYER & COMPANY
(Estd 1930)

Who c*»le A Retail Dri ggista & Dispensing Chemists,

16, Ayaa Piuai Smsr, PT, MADRAS
P Bo* No Phono i Gram

604 # 3757 • MirraasfO
’

Deo 45
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Suitings

SHlBTINGS

STUBBS

&
DmS3 Materials

VISIT

SAINATH 8c CO.,
17(18, BROADWAY, MADRAS.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS
We bold large and fresh stocks of Drugs Chemical*, Hospital rfqui»|t<,<

etc Our isles in general are moderate and our goods conform to the high*5

standard of purity m nulactured by recognised firms

We are suppliers to Government Local Funds, Municipalities, Ksiltv»ys>

Missions, States Charitable Hospitals etc

Wc bold atl licences under tl e Drug Control , Order of 1943 F‘ee

Delivery to any Stati n on controlled rates to Hospitals, Doctors and Deater*

on large orders will tie allowed by us

Prescriptions ai-* carefully dispensed by expert qualified Cbemtsls *8

our Dispensing Depanment

We Soficit trie favour of your enquiry or orefer

MAYER & COMPANY

V Box ho
SOI

(Estd 1030)

M 1 olesale A. Bttaii Dn ggi ta & Depni
16, Ass A Piujj Siarcr, PT

Phona

i

3TS7

ns ng Chemists,

MADRAS

'MiYsax>B00*
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Indian Overseas Bank Limited.
AUTHORISED. ISSUED AND SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PAID-UP CAPITAL
RESERVES ..

R*. 50.00,000
». 26 72.220
» 6,75,000

Chairman: The Hon’ble Mr. M. Ct. M. Chidambaram Chettyar.
Head Office: ' UNITED INDIA LIFE BUILDINU,' Esplanade, MADRAS.
Foreign Agents: Chase NatienU Bank of the City of New York.

'Midland Bank Ltd,

Indian Branches

Alleppey, Bangalore City, Bombay. Calicut. Cannanire, Coirnbators, ' Devakoitah ’ p„r-
aallur (Outstalion), Kpraikodi, Kumbakonarn, Madura, Muthuoet (Ont.i iwuaiyattnm,

Pudukottah, P. Alagapuri ( Pay Oil! e ),

Koothanallur (Outstalion), Kpraikudi, Kumbakonarn, Madura, Muthupet (Outstation)’ v,.„
Pudukottah, P. Alagapuri (Pay Off! e ). Salom, Sivagauga, Srivalhpuituc (Pav

1

®4lp^'an, «

Tiruvarur, Tuuaolveli, Trivandrum, Vellore. ' lanjore.

Overseas Branches
BurmaJt: Rangoon '

Malayan Branches : Penang, Malacca, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore. ,

Ceylon ; Colombo
SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNIS opened and withdrawals allowed by cheques
SPECIAL DEPOSITS which combine in one of the attractive features of most mKi. .

of deposits now in vogue received at rates which may be ascertained on «„,!,•
type®

FOREIGN EXCHANGE business transacted n nPP‘‘catioa.

SAFE DEPOSIT LOCKERS available
XT '

The Bonk offers its depositors a special scheme of NON-MEDICAL INSURANCE
D. R. VEDAMUTHU, A. SUBBIAH, *

, Dy. General Manager. General Manager. -

BY'- SWAMI ABHEDANANDA
new book: Just Out:

IDEAL OF EDUCATION

What should be the real aim and

oC EDUCATION, has been efflc.enUy dep.c.^1

in this neat volume ;
Ideal of ^ucaiion

i

the only means by which we c »* 8 .

our consciousness of self indepeu

•'u.:?Sp«s
Rupee One.

PATH OF REALIZATION

w. cannot- S.t b.bi«d ^
It is the only ground

, hinJ, ofthe
But truoly speaking we know « 8 PATH
real nature of this con8CI° guide to
OF REALIZATION ’S. tho

lead the seekers after true
Excellent

the absolute Consciousness.

volume." Its. 2-8.

Just Out: NEW EDITION
INDIA AND DER p£o

-

piEAn Epoch making r.., . .

'

arcay »t „l,„
.
numlla„

Contintv : The n

°ID“ facta ’•

India The tel^lo0
P

philosophy ofsocial status 0 f (lie l .

Iod«t U>-day-Thesystem of caaie-p*,.'"^
.
peop|8 f u,e„

With detailed Cbm
nJl‘ re,|gion.

A Critical Stuic • DEATH

P
- 6 8

apint-wr.t.0#'

RAMAKHISHNA VEBA'kta
j

- ,q.R. RATA MJKXMM s*****:^*. T

1

r
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For

Sowings

Shirtings

Sarbes

&
Dress Materials

VISIT

SAINATH 8i CO.,
17,18, BROADWAY, MADRAS.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS
We hold Urge and ftrsh stoihs of Drugs, Chemical*. Hospital requisites,

etc Our rates in general are moderate and our goods conlorm to the highes

standard of pur ty m nufaciured by tecognised firms

We are suppliers to Government Local Funds, Municipalities, Railways,

Missions, States Ctianlable Hospitals etc

We hold all licences under U e Drug Control . Oidzr of 19-13 Free

Delivery to any Stall n on controlled rates to Hospitals, Doctors and Dealers

on large orders will 7e allowed by us

Prescriptions at carefully dispensed by expert qualified Chemists in

our Dispensing Department

We Solicit the favour of yonr enquiry or order

MAYER & COMPANY
(E*td 1030)

W ho'c'ule 4, Retail Dn ggista & Dispensing ChemiBta,

16, Ats a Pjuai Stsfet, PT, MADRAS
P Bo* to Phona GsaM

601 J757 'JlATzanaoo
”

Deo ’46
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Indian Overseas
R t , 50,00,000

„ 20 72,220
„ 6,75,000

' AUTHORISED, ISSUED AND SUBSCRIBED CAPITAL
PA1D.UP CAPITAL
RESERVES

Chairman: Tbe Honble Mr. M. Ct. M. Chidambsr.m Chetlyw.

Head Office: • UNITED INDIA LIFE DUlLDl.Ntt/ Esplanade. HAD 14AS.

Foreign Agent*: Cb.te N.tion.l Bank of U>0 City of New York.

^-Midland Bank Lid.

Indian BaiNcuns
'

'
Al.,pp.y,

Bangalore City, ,’£££5* K«E!££
Kooth&nallur (Outstation), KATaikudi, Kumbakoaiun. r . P

(p„y Office), Taujore,
Podokoltab. P. Alagapuri (Pay OfBco.). Salem, Siv-asanga. onv P

Tiruvarur, Tirunolvi-U, Trivandrum, Vellore.

Overseas Branches

Burtnah :

.Malayan Blanche. - —
Ceylon : Colombo. —i.nrlrawalj allowed by cheques.

SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNTS opened and wit
attractive features of most other typos

SPECIAL DEPOSITS which combinB
„ Mtf8 which may be ascertained on application.

of deposits now in vogua recel
.

FOREIGN EXCUANOE bustoe-s transacted

SAFE DEPOSIT LOCKERS available NON-MEDICAL INSURANCE.
The Bank offers its depositor a special senem

SUBBIAH

5M«re, Kurd. Lumpur ““d Suig.por..

D. R. VEOAMUTHU,
Dy. General Manager .

General Manager.

BY'- S W AMI ABHEDANANDA

NEW BOOK: Just Out:

IDEAL OF EDUCATION

What should be the real atm
n?^epiowd

sssi
% 'SLSSS.'V

1

^Siud«»ud.»» *ud

"KlSHiS* .!«.= sw
Rupee One.

PATH OF REALIZATION

We cannot get behind
Y^onr ^existence.

It is the only ground oi »»
' Dfihe

But truely speaking wo know nothing pATU
real nature of this ®°n

. ^,a guide to

OF REALIZATION *^haf Reality,
lead the seekers after Truth

Excellent
the absolute^ _

Consciousness.

volume.'

Just Out: NEW EDITION

INDIA AND HER PEOPLE -

An Epoch making Book *A marvellous

array of clear aud eye-Opening faots *,

social status of tlio Indian people
; their

system of caste—Political institutions of

India—Education of India— The influence

of India on Western civilization and vice

terra—Woman’s place in Hindu religion.

With detailod Contonts & Index. Rg, fl.8.

LIFE BEYOND DEATH
A Critical Study ia the SOUL and

SPIRITUALISM w^ith philosophy and scien*

bpiflt-wntiogi

'BAM-VKBISHNA YBBAHT4 MATH
’

, 19
‘„ RAJA RAJKRISHNA. STREET, CALCUTTA.; -

'
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HIE I)CAE HEAR ?

Tha permanent Cure, ho Kelapse

Deaf People* -W oas wt wellicd to™*"
tl o accuracy of hear J, po ccr q to n

|

Its 27 13 0 Tull course Trial course Ra-

tEUCOBCRMA
Th, only moo. oo u Pio d.t»

fi“ SrSS.'SSlte^SSa" hIms* “S
LFUCODLRilINT Rcgd )

Ra- 2u 13 0 P“
bottle Perfect Cure M guaranteed

matter if congenital or self acquired

AS1IIMA CUllt
Vou surely expect Tor rod ol

^
u™ I glisll

so many but they were rel eviog agent*

I cure sou permanently No relapse

Any chron c nature or tj pa of “l}1”1* ^ cu[ta
I chilis col e pa n pdoa and fiatula are

I successfully
**

CA FARACT (w»hi>ot koHe)

|

No mat ter npe or unr pe \« matter tojw^

old the pat ent Cure guaranteed No ««
or hosp talisat on Tart enters Free ®

part culara and h story to Dr SIlERMs
(USA) Dal abhanga (Far dpur) Bengal

IZIFREE FROM RATIOmin

Assam Endi, Muga and Silk

unique in kind and Texture for

Agencies or Stockists Please

Enquire of —

B R KALITA,

PROPRIETOR

Rational Silk House

Panbazar, Gauhati (Assam)

Head Office -GAUHATI

Branch — 33B Harrison Rd , CALCUTTA

BUSTS! CONTROL
Hygienic and Sanitary goods for

Ladies and Gents

ENTS

French Paragon

H.W Sheath

Silk Paragon

Silk L Paragon

Amo: can L Sheath.

Amer can T pa

LADIES
Rubber Check Pessary

Each

Aa 4 Ra, 2 13

R* * 8

11a 6®

Ra U®
Ra. 17®

Ra «®

Brento Tablets Rs 1 U per Too*

Neu cello Jelly Rs. 1 11 P« J"-

. A„nal
EoenaSyrnge Very baud for both

Douch ng & Rectal Ra. u S Each.

HEALTH & Co. ok)
OPP MAJESTIC CINEMA,

CIRGAUM BOMBAY, *



MEN and women of our wmbaUnt «ml lOl TM 7^71
auxiliary services represented almost

every croed and caste, bailed from almost

oveiy part of India Vet all wore tho pres-

cribed uniforms symbolic of their unanimous

a ill to* defeat the enemy.

This unity of purpose—and of dress— no«

necessarily a wartime t irtuo. A ow that Victory

,s non and wo aro onco moro froo to

devoto ourselves to “peaceful” aiocotior.s,

there will again be for you on almost unlimit-

ed choice in sartorial modes and materials.

Wo aro already sendirg half our produc-

tion to civilian market#. Transport difficulties,

however, do not permit us to supply all parts

of thecountiyand till tho situation improves

wo can onlv ask vou to wait a little longer

for our famous fabrics. —^ lit
—

- a-'VVV<vVVVV^ For the highest taluc m post-.
nor fabric* look for them
famous hade tuuiM with tho
bheep Mark .

" CflU" f[#i fast cefeur jhlrtlcj*;

'

W WE SIRA” »ni “SUMRA”
suptiicr mm juhlngj ;

BANGALORE WOOLLENS





MAXIMUM CONTROLLED PRICES
as fixed by tbe Government of India.

Quality Size Weight -
inches

Cream Laid 131x161 10 Ibt.

Cream Laid 131*161 12 „

Imitation Kraft 29 x 44 64 „

While Blotting 171 x22} 38

White Printing 10 x 22 16 ..

White Prlnlino 20 x 20 23

White Printing 17 x 27 18 „

White Imitation Art 20 a 30 45 ..

Cover Paper Coloured 201x301 60 „

Cover Paper Emboued 201x301 60

Sliver King Bond Whit- 18 * 23 14

|

Silver King BondTinted 18 x 23 14 12-0-6 0-11-0

THE TITAGHUR PAPER MILLS CO. LTD., CALCUTTA.

' < - t . . J.irl I l
**»•*•

Th- Mill* ' * »« * • • dy#r


